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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with
Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services response; FEMA
Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC
Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC
Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To
Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. 

The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago on March 30; and, one landed in Miami
last night and another in New York this morning. FEMA has scheduled
additional flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the
broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care
facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Over the next 24 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (150), Connecticut



(50) and Louisiana (150).

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
	

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
Please see the announcement below from Christopher Krebs, Director of the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), regarding the Identification of Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19, found here.

	
 

March 19, 2020
 

CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During
COVID-19

As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16, the President issued
updated Coronavirus Guidance for America. This guidance states that:

“If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you
have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule.”

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security’s responsibilities as assigned under the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to
provide strategic guidance, promote a national unity of effort, and coordinate the overall federal
effort to ensure the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure. CISA uses trusted
partnerships with both the public and private sectors to deliver infrastructure resilience assistance
and guidance to a broad range of partners.

In accordance with this mandate, and in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private
sector, CISA developed an initial list of “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers” to help State
and local officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The list
can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the sectors, sub-
sectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations, appropriately
modified to account for Centers for Disease Control (CDC) workforce and customer protection
guidance.

The list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to
continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing operations centers, maintaining and
repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers, working construction, and performing
management functions, among others. The industries they support represent, but are not
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necessarily limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information technology
systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and wastewater,
law enforcement, and public works.
 
We recognize that State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are ultimately in charge of
implementing and executing response activities in communities under their jurisdiction, while the
Federal Government is in a supporting role. As State and local communities consider COVID-19-
related restrictions, CISA is offering this list to assist prioritizing activities related to continuity of
operations and incident response, including the appropriate movement of critical infrastructure
workers within and between jurisdictions.

Accordingly, this list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered to be, a
federal directive or standard in and of itself.

In addition, these identified sectors and workers are not intended to be the authoritative or
exhaustive list of critical infrastructure sectors and functions that should continue during the
COVID-19 response. Instead, State and local officials should use their own judgment in using
their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, critical
infrastructure industry partners will use their own judgment, informed by this list, to ensure
continued operations of critical infrastructure services and functions. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical infrastructure
services and functions.

CISA will continue to work with you and our partners in the critical infrastructure community to
update this list as the Nation’s response to COVID-19 evolves. We also encourage you to submit
how you might use this list so that we can develop a repository of use cases for broad sharing
across the country.

Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 
	

For further information on the federal government’s response to COVID-19,
please visit Coronavirus.gov.
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To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 24, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000
National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response efforts.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster declarations to
assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours.
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater
than Washington. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have
been selected. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and Human Services and
the state of New York to complete the construction of a 1,000-bed medical station at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care for patients with special health
needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities and can be tailored to
meet local requirements.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including
support for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites
(CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor
Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on the
Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding an update to the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
March 28, 2020
 

CISA Advisory
 
CISA releases Version 2.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance
originally published on March 19, 2020
 
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the
Secretary of Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure.
Consistent with these authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other
federal agencies, State and local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workforce” advisory list. This list is intended to help State,
local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as
economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list should also take
into consideration additional public health considerations based on the specific
COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
 
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal
directive or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the
exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that
should continue during the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions.
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Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories
based on their own requirements and discretion. 
 
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services
that are typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including
staffing operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure,
operating call centers, working construction, and performing operational functions,
among others. It also includes workers who support crucial supply chains and
enable functions for critical infrastructure. The industries they support represent,
but are not limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information
technology systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics,
energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
 
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing
and executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in
their communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials
should use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Similarly, while adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure
owners and operators are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the
prioritization of business processes and workforce allocation to best ensure
continuity of the essential goods and services they support. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety, the health and safety of the workforce, and the
continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure services and functions. While
this advisory list is meant to help public officials and employers identify essential
work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers engaged in activity
determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions because of
health-related concerns.
 
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure
community to update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. You can find the attached guidance as well as other COVID
related information at cisa.gov.

 
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 20, 2020)
April 20, 2020 at 4:33 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 20, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       As of April 19April 19, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of, or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 77.9 million surgical masks, 6.2
million face shields, 11.9 million surgical gowns, 587 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

-   On April 17April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization


summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1st – 14th through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

·       The U.S. has now tested 4.18 million people, which is more total tests than the following
nations combined: France, the United Kingdom, South Korea, Japan, Singapore, India,
Austria, Australia, Sweden, and Canada. 

-   As conveyed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and Admiral Brett Giroir, there is enough testing
capacity for states to moves into phase one of reopening when they choose to do
so.

-   States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   President Trump and Vice President Pence are working closely with Governors to
review what more they can do to develop locally tailored testing strategies.

·       HHS and FEMA continue to provide federal support to state run testing. 

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs on needing
to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

·       FEMA and HHS have centralized best practices and lessons learned to help medical
practitioners, emergency managers, and other stakeholders learn from each other’s
approaches.

-   The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page contains
resources for all levels of government, private sector, academic institutions,
professional associations, and other organizations responding to the pandemic.

-   HHS has a comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights
technical resources and information for the medical community and emergency
responders.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

http://www.internationalreagentresource.org/
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/best-practices
https://asprtracie.hhs.gov/COVID-19


·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Launches_Web_Portal_and_Begins_Disbursement_of_
CARES_Act_Funding_to_State,_Local,_and_Tribal_Governments
April 13, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: stacey.tichenor@gov.wa.gov

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
	
Today, April 13, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released eligibility guidance for CARES
Act funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments. Below, please find additional information.
Note that additional guidance on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be
posted as it becomes available.
 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 

 
U.S. Department of the Treasury: The CARES Act

Provides Assistance for State and Local
Governments

 
April 13, 2020

 
Through the Coronavirus Relief Fund, the CARES Act provides for payments to State, Local,
and Tribal governments navigating the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak.
 
The CARES Act established the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.
 
Treasury will make payments from the Fund to States and eligible units of local government;
the District of Columbia and U.S. Territories (the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United
States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands); and Tribal governments (collectively “governments”).
 
The CARES Act requires that the payments from the Coronavirus Relief Fund only be used to
cover expenses that—

(1) are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect
to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19);
(2) were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020
(the date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the State or government; and
(3) were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.

 
Additional information on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Amounts paid to States, the District of Columbia, U.S. Territories, and eligible units of local
government are based on population as provided in the CARES Act.  The CARES Act directs
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Treasury to use U.S. Census Bureau data for the most recent year for which data is available. 
The amount of payments made to each State will be reduced by the aggregate amount of
payments that will be disbursed to eligible local governments within such State that have
provided the required certifications to Treasury.  Additional information on these points can be
accessed below.
 
A unit of local government eligible for receipt of direct payment includes a county, municipality,
town, township, village, parish, borough, or other unit of general government below the State
level with a population that exceeds 500,000.  Eligible local governments must submit the
certification required by the CARES Act to Treasury by the deadline set forth below in order to
receive payment. 
 
Payments to Tribal Governments are to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury in
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and Indian Tribes.  Although that consultation
has not yet concluded, certain data is requested of Tribal governments at this time to assist in
this determination.  Additional information on payments to Tribal governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Governments eligible for payments must provide payment information and required supporting
documentation through the electronic form accessible below.  To ensure payments are made
within the 30 day period specified by the CARES Act, governments must submit completed
payment materials not later than 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020.  Eligible local and Tribal
governments that do not provide required information—and in the case of a local government,
the required certification—by 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020, may not receive any payment
from the Fund. 

Data sources and the distribution methodology for units of local government (more
here). 
Listing of eligible units of local government (more here). 
Eligible Units: Submission Required for Receipt of Coronavirus Relief Fund Payments
(more here).
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Radwanski, Betty
RE: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Region 10 Administrator
April 23, 2020 at 8:19 PM EDT
To: Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Schuler, Reed (GOV)

Hi Stacey,
 
Tomorrow, Friday April 24 at 8:15 am (PDT) works fine.
 
Captain John Smart of HHS will also be on the line with O’Hare, Region 10 Administrator.
 
It will be the same Conference Call line and Pin as before:  888-270-9936, Pin 6587197.  I will
send you a calendar invite.
 
Hope all is well with you.
 
Take care,
 
Betty
 
Betty Radwanski
Intergovernmental Affairs Manager | Office of External Affairs
Mobile: (225) 892-8969
Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
	

 
From:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>	

Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	6:46	PM
To:	Radwanski,	BeKy	<BeKy.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	KaQms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaQms@gov.wa.gov>;	Schuler,	Reed	(GOV)	<reed.schuler@gov.wa.gov>

Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator

	

Hi	BeKy,

	

Hope	all	is	well.		Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	connect	with	Administrator	Mike	O’Hare	to	return	his	call

and	also	discuss	tesQng	supplies.

	

Would	Administrator	O’Hare	have	Qme	available	tomorrow,	Friday	April	24	at	8:15	am	PT?	

	

Thanks.

mailto:Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
mailto:reed.schuler@gov.wa.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Stacey

	

STACEY	TICHENOR
ExecuQve	Assistant	to	the	Governor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681

www.governor.wa.gov	|	stacey.Qchenor@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Bickford, Nancy (MIL)
RE: Tribal Access to Emergency Funds
March 18, 2020 at 6:02 PM EDT
To: Streuli, Nick (GOV), Bill, Craig (GOIA)
Cc:  Baumgart, Jim (GOV), McClain, Stacey (MIL), Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Ryan
Ike, laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Thank	you	for	asking	Nick	and	EMD/FEMA	are	also	on	a	call	with	tribal	emergency	points	of	contact

right	now.		When	informaAon	is	available	we	will	make	sure	to	update	you	and	would	be	happy	to	add

you	to	the	distro	list	for	SituaAon	Reports.

	

Funding	has	not	been	released	to	the	NaAonal	Guard.

	

hFps://www.whitehouse.gov/presidenAal-acAons/proclamaAon-declaring-naAonal-emergency-

concerning-novel-coronavirus-disease-covid-19-outbreak/

	

Sincerely,

Nancy

	

Nancy	A.	Bickford

Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director

Washington	Military	Department

253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)

Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	

From:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	1:46	PM

To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>

Subject:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds

	

Nancy	and	Craig	–	connecAng	you.

	

Nancy,	on	a	call	with	Tribal	Leaders	earlier	today	they	menAoned	that	the	President’s	emergency

declaraAon	released	money	for	Tribes	to	request	from	the	NaAonal	Guard.	Do	you	know	anything	and

can	you	help	Craig	and	I	pull	together	the	applicaAon	process	for	Tribes	to	access	the	funds?

	

Thank	you.

	

Nick

	

Nick	Streuli
External	RelaAons	Director	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Desk:	360.902.0617	|	Cell:	360.485.5175

www.governor.wa.gov	|	nick.streuli@gov.wa.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Federal Government Continues to Support Response to COVID-19
March 22, 2020 at 11:18 AM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

March 22, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

Federal Government Continues to Support Response to COVID-19
	
“The whole of government and the whole community is involved in the fight against COVID-19.
We will prevail, but it will take government, the private sector and individual Americans working
together.” – FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. FEMA
is leading federal operations on behalf of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, which
oversees the whole-of-government response to the pandemic. As part of the White House
Coronavirus Task Force, HHS continues providing their subject matter expertise as the nation’s
pre-eminent public health responders.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations. The nationwide emergency declaration increases
federal support to the White House Task Force as it leads the ongoing federal response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Pursuant to this declaration, FEMA, in coordination with HHS, is assisting
state, local, tribal, territorial governments, and other eligible entities, with the health and safety
actions they take on behalf of the American public. All 50 states, the District of Columbia, five
territories and one tribe are working directly with FEMA under the nationwide emergency
declaration for COVID-19. On March 20, 2020, President Trump declared a major disaster
declaration for the State of New York making federal funding available for crisis counseling
services in addition to emergency protective measures.
 
To help the American public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


COVID-19, FEMA has created a Rumor Control page on FEMA.gov. The public can help control
the spread of rumors by sharing our page: fema.gov/coronavirus.
 
FEMA and our interagency partners are working to meet demands for personal protective
equipment (PPE) through new acquisition, DOD allocation or Strategic National Stockpile sources.
 
Every American has a role to play. Consider donating cash, giving blood or volunteering your time
to help fight COVID-19.
	
Please see attached for updated information on FEMA’s response efforts, including eligibility
under the National Emergency Declaration, How To Help, Community Based Testing Sites
(CBTS) and the Defense Production Act.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

http://www.fema.gov/coronavirus
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
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FURNARE, LUCA J
Follow up on medical supply donations
April 03, 2020 at 7:25 PM EDT
To: reed.schuler@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Zhu, Tong

Good afternoon,
 
We received some guidance this afternoon that will streamline the paperwork for donations,
particularly from national-government to national-government (FEMA) or from an international
group to an IRS certified non-profit.  I am just letting you know as the non-profit route may be a
good avenue for the Cuban donations should they occur.  We hope to have a trade notice out next
week, but I am available at any time to discuss further (cell number below). 
 
Thank you,
 
Luca Furnare
Assistant Port Director - Trade
Port of Seattle/Tacoma, WA
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
406-403-5043 (cell)
luca.j.furnare@cbp.dhs.gov
This document and any attachment(s) may contain restricted, sensitive, and/or law enforcement-sensitive
information belonging to the U.S. Government. It is not for release, review, retransmission, dissemination, or
use by anyone other than the intended recipient.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
WEEKLY_UPDATE:_DHS_RESPONSE_TO_COVID-19
April 06, 2020 at 3:34 PM EDT
To: tara.lee@gov.wa.gov

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

WEEKLY UPDATE: DHS RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security’s efforts across its components
last week have facilitated a speedy, whole-of-government response to confronting
COVID-19 and slowing the spread to keep Americans safe. FEMA is leading the way by
carrying out an approach that is locally executed, state managed, and federally
supported. 

“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be
the top priority for the Department of Homeland Security.” said Acting Secretary Chad
F. Wolf. “I want to thank the men and women of the DHS workforce for their resilience
as they put themselves at risk every day to protect the American people.”

Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
Total Obligations to States. As of April 5th, FEMA has obligated nearly $4.1 billion in
support of COVID-19 response efforts.

Project Air-Bridge. FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global
market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic
partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge:

From March 30th to April 5th, 10 flights arrived to the U.S with critical supplies.
The cargo moved so far totals almost 83.5 million gloves, almost 5 million surgical
masks, and 1.2 million gowns.
Upon arrival, the PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization is given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing
homes around the country.
23 additional flights are currently scheduled through April 18.

Ventilator Distribution. FEMA is distributing ventilators to hard hit states. From March
30th to April 4th, FEMA and HHS delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois, Connecticut, and Louisiana. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Keeping Critical Cargo and Trade Moving. CBP continues to process commercial cargo.
Approximately $21B worth of goods crossed back and forth over the borders of U.S,
Mexico, and Canada from March 30th to April 5th  .

Working to Reduce Illegal Entries. CBP agents encountered nearly 4,200 migrants crossing
illegally at the U.S. Southern border daily, compared to nearly 10,000 encounters daily
prior to the current containment efforts.

Facilitating Critical PPE Deliveries. CBP lifted a Withhold Release Order that had barred
importation of disposable rubber gloves which our health care workers and law
enforcement personnel so desperately need right now. 

IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Working with the Department of State, ICE continues to bring
Americans home on the return leg of removal flights to Central America. As of April 5th,
ICE has flown 853 U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents home on removal flights
from Colombia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua since the first flight on March 22. 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Air Travelers Secure. Due to the pandemic and travel restrictions, TSA continues
to screen a significantly reduced number of passengers. From March 27th  to April 2nd,
TSA successfully screened 1,124,145 travelers ensuring individuals reached their
destinations safely. 

CYBERSECURITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY AGENCY (CISA)
Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers. CISA recently updated its list of essential critical
infrastructure workers. As of April 5th, 20 states and territories have published Essential
Business Designations.

Election Security Work Continues. CISA coordinated calls between the election community
and the United States Postal Service (USPS) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to
ensure that election officials have the most up to date information and advice from the
experts at these agencies regarding COVID-19.

Helping the Private Sector Assess Risk. CISA released a guide titled Risk Management for
Novel Coronavirus to assist executives in thinking through physical, supply chain, and
cybersecurity issues that may arise from the spread of COVID-19.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships. On April 2nd, the Coast Guard facilitated the
offload of more than 1,200 passengers from cruise ships Zaandam and Rotterdam in Port
Everglade, FL after it was reported that crewmembers and passengers were infected
with COVID-19.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Making Extensions for Employment Authorization Easier. On March 30th , U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services announced that it will reuse previously submitted biometrics



in order to process valid Form I-765, Application for Employment Authorization,
extension requests due to the temporary closure of Application Support Centers (ASC)
to the public.

Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 1st, USCIS announced offices temporarily
suspended will begin to reopen on May 4th unless the public closures are extended
further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. 

COUNTERING WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRUCTION (CWMD) 
Medical Screening at Airports. CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support CDC
with enhanced screening at 13 airports. From March 29th to April 5th, CBP referred 7,565
travelers to CWMD for enhanced screening. As of April 5th, over 265,647 travelers have
been referred to CWMD for screening. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Coronavirus Research. S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center
(NBACC) continued researching the impact of environmental conditions, such as
temperature and humidity, to determine the virus’s survivability in the air, in respiratory
fluids, and on various types of surfaces. Additional research includes decontamination
methods to determine the most effective materials to clean and disinfect surfaces to rid
them of the virus.

Consolidating COVID-19 Data for Government Officials. On April 1st, the NBACC updated
the Master Question List (MQL), a compilation of available research and information on
operationally-relevant questions.

# # #
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Barbknecht, Nick
RE: TODAY - Border Governors Call with DHS Acting Deputy Secretary Ken Cuccinelli
March 20, 2020 at 2:54 PM EDT
To: DHS.IGA

Reminder	–	this	call	is	in	5	minutes.	Creden4als	below.		Please	limit	lines.
	

From:	Barbknecht,	Nick	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	12:27	PM
To:	DHS.IGA	<dhs.iga@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	TODAY	-	Border	Governors	Call	with	DHS	Ac4ng	Deputy	Secretary	Ken	Cuccinelli
Importance:	High
	
Border	Governors’	Senior	Staff	and	Homeland	Security	Advisors,
	
We	are	reques4ng	your	Governor	or	senior	designee	par4cipate	in	a	conference	call	with	DHS	Ac4ng
Deputy	Secretary	Ken	Cuccinelli	today	at	3:00	pm	EDT	to	discuss	how	your	border	state	has	been
effected	by	COVID-19.
	
Lines	are	very	limited,	please	have	the	Homeland	Security	Advisor	and	senior	staff	join	the	Governor	on
the	same	line	when	possible.
	

3:00	pm	EDT	–	March	20,	2020	--	Today
Ac4ng	Deputy	Secretary	Ken	Cuccinelli	Call	with	Border	Governors

RSVP	to	nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
	

Conference	Line	Informa4on
Dial:	202-282-8346

PIN:	156920#
	
This	conference	call	and	this	invita4on	are	closed-press,	for	planning	purposes,	and	not	for	the	purposes
of	repor4ng	or	publica4on.
	
Nick	Barbknecht
Advisor,	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security
M	(202)	365-7768
nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E
(DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, 
(DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan
(DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion
(DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts
(DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), 'Martine, Appalachia', Farias, Veronica (DOHi), 'Rasmussen, Katie
(WSP)', kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina (DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel
L, Mankowski, Tina (Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington
(DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz, Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH)
(DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott, Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau
(DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan
(LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer, Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence, Willie, 

This	is	ge(ng	bumped	un/l	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.

	

From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM

To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,	James

(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;	Stromme,	Lisa	M

(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Bagge\,	Jessica	L	(DOH)	<Jessica.Bagge\@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf

<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;

Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;	Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)

<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portsea\le.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)

<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong

<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lodis,	Chris	<Chris.Lodis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)

<shon/eka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)	<amy.fuller@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;

Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;

Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bfd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad	<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia

(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)

<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)	<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)

<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston	Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)

<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)	<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)

<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'	<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels

<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Ka/e	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Po\s,	Karen	(DOHi)	<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)

<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bfd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bfd.wa.gov>;	Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bfd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,

Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Mar/ne,	Appalachia'	<AMar/ne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;

'Rasmussen,	Ka/e	(WSP)'	<Ka/e.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Kris/na	(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;

ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie	Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L

<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler	<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC

(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate	<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)

<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bfd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bfd.wa.gov>;	Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda

<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;	Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,

Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,	Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)

<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,	Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,

Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)	<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)

<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)	<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bfd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel

J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David	(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward

<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)	<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Sco\

<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'	<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informa/on	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R

(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp	<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Ka/e	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)

<carlap@bfd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)	<bethanyh@bfd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informa/on	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;

Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)	<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Scho\-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily

<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;

jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	sco\.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.ac/va/on@snoco.org;

sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Sea\le

 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is	able	to

tune	in	for	this.	

	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa/on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa/on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

Direct:	360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	

	

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

	

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS and USDA Move to Protect American Farmers and Ensure Continued Flow of
America’s Food Supply

 
Department to Temporarily Amend Certain H-2A Requirements During COVID-19

National Emergency

WASHINGTON— The Department of Homeland Security, with the support of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has announced a temporary final rule to change certain
H-2A requirements to help U.S. agricultural employers avoid disruptions in lawful
agricultural-related employment, protect the nation’s food supply chain, and lessen impacts
from the coronavirus (COVID-19) public health emergency. These temporary flexibilities
will not weaken or eliminate protections for U.S. workers.
 
Under this temporary final rule, an H-2A petitioner with a valid temporary labor
certification who is concerned that workers will be unable to enter the country due to travel
restrictions can start employing certain foreign workers who are currently in H-2A status in
the United States immediately after United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) receives the H-2A petition, but no earlier than the start date of employment listed
on the petition. To take advantage of this time-limited change in regulatory requirements,
the H-2A worker seeking to change employers must already be in the United States and in
valid H-2A status.
 
Additionally, USCIS is temporarily amending its regulations to protect the country’s food
supply chain by allowing H-2A workers to stay beyond the three-year maximum allowable
period of stay in the United States. These temporary changes will encourage and facilitate
the continued lawful employment of foreign temporary and seasonal agricultural workers
during the COVID-19 national emergency. Agricultural employers should utilize this
streamlined process if they are concerned with their ability to bring in the temporary
workers who were previously authorized to work for the employer in H-2A classification. 
At no point is it acceptable for employers to hire illegal aliens.
 
“This Administration has determined that continued agricultural employment, currently
threatened by the COVID-19 pandemic, is vital to maintaining and securing the country’s
critical food supply chain. The temporary changes announced by USCIS provide the needed
stability during this unprecedented crisis,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf.
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“USDA welcomes these additional flexibilities provided by the Department of Homeland
Security today,” said Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue.  “Providing flexibility for H-
2A employers to utilize H-2A workers that are currently in the United States is critically
important as we continue to see travel and border restrictions as a result of COVID-19.
USDA continues to work with the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of
Labor and the Department of State to minimize disruption and make sure farmers have
access to these critical workers necessary to maintain the integrity in our food supply.”
 
The temporary final rule is effective immediately upon publication in the Federal Register.
If the new petition is approved, the H-2A worker will be able to stay in the United States
for a period of time not to exceed the validity period of the Temporary Labor Certification.
DHS will issue a new temporary final rule in the Federal Register to amend the termination
date of these new procedures in the event DHS determines that circumstances demonstrate
a continued need for the temporary changes to the H-2A regulations.  
 
The H-2A nonimmigrant classification applies to alien workers seeking to perform
agricultural labor or services of a temporary or seasonal nature in the United States, usually
lasting no longer than one year, for which able, willing, and qualified U.S. workers are not
available.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the attached letter and FAQs sent by Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary
Azar to hospital administrators.

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: HHS Letter to Hospital
Administrators 

To follow-up on his letter from March 29, 2020, Secretary Azar just sent the attached letter
and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) to hospital administrators across the country.
Today’s letter underscores the importance of data-sharing and highlights that hospitals are
key partners with the Federal Government as we work to ensure that the Whole of America
response to COVID-19. The data requested included daily reports on testing, capacity,
supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing public health response.

The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be requesting this
information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government has done its best to minimize
the burden of sharing this data and to reduce further duplication of effort.

The FAQ attachment to the letter details the federal government’s data needs, explains the
division of reporting responsibility between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible
options for the timely delivery of this critical information. Our objective is to allow states
and hospitals either to leverage existing data reporting capabilities or, where those
capabilities are insufficient, to provide guidance in how to build on them. These FAQs will
be updated if additional data delivery methods become available.

It remains critical that all requested information listed in the FAQ is provided daily to the
federal government to facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to
COVID-19.

Contact
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If you have any questions, please email your question to U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services at Protect-ServiceDesk@hhs.gov.

# # #

HHS Ltr to Hospital Admins & FAQs.pdf
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To Gillian Turner c/o Fox News New York City

HYPERLINK "https://networth.wiki/gillian-turner/" https://networth.wiki/gillian-turner/ 

(is that a Baphomet sign you're making above with Leland?)

saw you reporting about Boris Johnson's release from Hospital and heard his statement, 
you broadcasted, below:- 

https://networth.wiki/gillian-turner/


 

Boris Johnson is the ultimate purveyor of fake news

The ‘brilliant entertainer’, aware of the tricks of his old trade (Journalism) - 

HYPERLINK "https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news"
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news

the Conservative party, is about to foist a tasteless joke upon the British people

– who will not find it funny for long.

” Almost the only people who think Johnson a nice guy are those who do not know him. 
he is utterly unfit to be prime minister... .....Max Hastings
HYPERLINK "https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain"
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain


"orange" The Freemason's favorite colour - 

in the English Reduction system equals 33 (6+9+1+5+7+5), which reduces to 6

HYPERLINK "http://rosettedelacroix.com/?p=16949" http://rosettedelacroix.com/?p=16949 - 

Boris Johnson Addresses the public following hospital release 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59kIPMB-2s4" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59kIPMB-2s4 

after having read the daily mail article here:- 

Boris Johnson tested negative for coronavirus before he was released from hospital, Downing Street confirmed
today, as the Prime Minister starts his road to recovery at his Chequers country estate. 

 

HYPERLINK "https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8213623/Ministers-want-PM-dial-Chequers-bolthole-lockdown-
decision-THURSDAY.html" https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8213623/Ministers-want-PM-dial-Chequers-
bolthole-lockdown-decision-THURSDAY.html

regarding Boris Johnson's hospital records, can they be released to the public? - 
especially his negative and positive tests for the alleged Corona VIrus - 

http://rosettedelacroix.com/?p=16949
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59kIPMB-2s4
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8213623/Ministers-want-PM-dial-Chequers-bolthole-lockdown-decision-THURSDAY.html


i.e. who took these tests, and on which test appartus?,

and can we get a name of the Doctors who treated him at St Thomas'.?

I note in the daily mail article attached there were doctors named but not any doctors from St Thomas' at London Bridge
who actually treated the British Prime Minister.

Why didn't they give a statement about the Prime Minister's treatment there and why didn't those who treated and tested
him confirm the details publicly , how do we know what in fact Boris Johnson was treated for, who treated him, who tested
him on what apparatus etc.??? 

Also can you chase up the officially published government death records regarding Covid-19 DEATHS and who certified
these deaths in the UK, and US and post them on your twitter account, 

As Dr. Fauci stated, this alleged new Corona Virus came out right during the high season of the flu epidemic in both
Europe and the US , and doctors, and Coronors have been told to document all deaths as Covid-19 - even if they haven't
been diagnosed as such??

HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/chrisbergPOVNOW/status/1247680994821509121"
https://twitter.com/chrisbergPOVNOW/status/1247680994821509121 
SHOCKING: MN Sen & Dr. @drscottjensen 
said that he received a 7 pg doc from @mnhealth 
to fill out death certificates with a diagnosis of #COVID-19 whether the person actually died from COVID-19 or not.
HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/i/status/1247680994821509121" https://twitter.com/i/status/1247680994821509121 

Thanks Gililan. Warm Regards, Rufus York, Geneva Switzerland.

I attach some news worthy links and a couple of video links that I just put together, one of Oprah and the other one of the
Cuomo Brothers, (with the rubbery mask) which you may want to investigate further , and or report on subsequently. 

THE REASON WHY PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP GOT A STAR ON THE HOLLYWOOD WALK OF FAME 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjVva4lANP4" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjVva4lANP4 

https://twitter.com/chrisbergPOVNOW/status/1247680994821509121
https://twitter.com/i/status/1247680994821509121
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjVva4lANP4


 

 

Re:- COVID-19 Coronavirus “Fake” Pandemic: Timeline and Analysis 
from September 2019 - April 2020

analysis (in the timeline below) reveals that powerful corporate interests linked to Big Pharma, Wall Street and agencies of
the US government were instrumental in the WHO’s far-reaching decision to declare a world pandemic. 
HYPERLINK "https://www.globalresearch.ca/ncov-2019-coronavirus-time-line/5705776"
https://www.globalresearch.ca/ncov-2019-coronavirus-time-line/5705776 

Future New World Order historians will describe the Coronavirus PsyOp as a coordinated operation of the world’s “Deep
States” aimed at unseating resistant world leaders and imposing the Orwellian rule of the “evil Western-version NWO.”
They will say that the regime change elements of the operation utilized… 
“Deep State”/Big Pharma-controlled health professionals and organizations to create the COVID-19 boogeyman and give it
credibility,
a massive mainstream media, alternative media, and crisis-actor-driven social media campaign to terrorize the public with
the boogeyman, and
“Deep State”-aligned national, regional, and local government officials to lend further credibility to the psyop, blame the
resistant national leaders for a “negligent response” to the imaginary crisis, and lock down the population and destroy the
economy so the national leaders could be removed and the evil NWO could be launched.

The lockdown is NOT a way of beating this virus 
HYPERLINK "https://drmalcolmkendrick.org/" https://drmalcolmkendrick.org/

Dr. Malcolm Kendrick on Doctoring Data 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3ldcRYadR4" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3ldcRYadR4 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/ncov-2019-coronavirus-time-line/5705776
https://drmalcolmkendrick.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3ldcRYadR4


 

79 year old Fauci, makes the devil horn sign 

 

Fauci gets the medal of freedom from 9/11 insider -Bonesman War Criminal George W Bush - 

Ron Paul called on President Donald Trump's administration Thursday to fire Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top
coronavirus advisor 
'He should be fired, but if you don't do it in the literal sense, the people have to fire him,' Paul said. 'They have to fire him
by saying 'he's a fraud.'' 
84, who has run three presidential campaigns since 1988, is also a physician, and has previously written about 'the
coronavirus hoax.' 
expanded on his skepticism in Thursday's program, telling viewers that the outbreak was being used by the government to
infringe on the liberties of Americans. 
Video -- 79 year old Tony Fauci Declares ‘Cruise Ships Safe for Healthy People’ 
HYPERLINK "https://truepundit.com/watch-disturbing-video-surfaces-from-march-dr-fauci-declared-cruise-ships-safe-
for-healthy-people/" https://truepundit.com/watch-disturbing-video-surfaces-from-march-dr-fauci-declared-cruise-ships-
safe-for-healthy-people/

DOD LEAK: Feds Investigated Birx & CDC Director for “Scientific Fraud & Misconduct”; Fabricated, Falsified
HIV/AIDS Vaccine Trials 
Robert Redfield, the director of the CDC, and Dr. Deborah Birx — the Coronavirus Coordinator for the White House —
were the targets of a damning Department of Defense investigation after colleagues in the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force
blew the whistle on scientific fraud during clinical trials of a HIV/AIDS vaccine.
question is: How did Redfield end up running the CDC and why if Birx, an Obama appointee with such a shady medical
history, running the White House Coronavirus coordination?
HYPERLINK "https://www.sgtreport.com/2020/04/dod-leak-feds-investigated-birx-fabricated-falsified-hiv-aids-vaccine-
trials/" https://www.sgtreport.com/2020/04/dod-leak-feds-investigated-birx-fabricated-falsified-hiv-aids-vaccine-trials/

https://truepundit.com/watch-disturbing-video-surfaces-from-march-dr-fauci-declared-cruise-ships-safe-for-healthy-people/
https://www.sgtreport.com/2020/04/dod-leak-feds-investigated-birx-fabricated-falsified-hiv-aids-vaccine-trials/


THIS IS HOW NASA PLAYS THEIR PART IN THE FAKE PLANDEMIC 
HYPERLINK "https://www.bitchute.com/video/JMCEvmH7098N/" https://www.bitchute.com/video/JMCEvmH7098N/ 

 

"orange" The Freemason's favorite colour - 

in the English Reduction system equals 33 (6+9+1+5+7+5), which reduces to 6

HYPERLINK "http://rosettedelacroix.com/?p=16949" http://rosettedelacroix.com/?p=16949 - 

Transgenders scripting America's Talk shows & Newsrooms 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/JMCEvmH7098N/
http://rosettedelacroix.com/?p=16949


Oprah Winfrey did not have sexual relations with that man, Miss King. 
HYPERLINK "https://nypost.com/2010/12/13/finally-oprah-sets-the-record-straight/"
https://nypost.com/2010/12/13/finally-oprah-sets-the-record-straight/

Oprah- Secrets and Lies Oprah Gail Winfrey 

THE SATANIC RITUAL OF THE ANNUAL AWARD SHOWS, EXPOSED 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9XjY9jDvmU" https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=g9XjY9jDvmU 

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM OPRAH WINFREY'S FALL ON "STAGE" IF YOU'RE A MAN DON'T WEAR

https://nypost.com/2010/12/13/finally-oprah-sets-the-record-straight/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9XjY9jDvmU


HEELS 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=M_HxspVQloI&list=PLrsTdoklojBFeivJeXsUSGBZNZb9ZwYku&index=22" https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=M_HxspVQloI&list=PLrsTdoklojBFeivJeXsUSGBZNZb9ZwYku&index=22

 

Lisa Leslie - Gayle King Transgenderism in the Newsroom and Sport 
HYPERLINK "https://seed128.bitchute.com/Ma107tEUNW7q/UXIPGJAJkIL7.mp4"
https://seed128.bitchute.com/Ma107tEUNW7q/UXIPGJAJkIL7.mp4

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_HxspVQloI&list=PLrsTdoklojBFeivJeXsUSGBZNZb9ZwYku&index=22
https://seed128.bitchute.com/Ma107tEUNW7q/UXIPGJAJkIL7.mp4


Digging Fake Mass Graves in New York 
HYPERLINK "https://www.cbsnews.com/video/images-show-mass-burials-at-nyc-public-cemetery/"
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/images-show-mass-burials-at-nyc-public-cemetery/ 

THE MOCKERY OF THIS 2020 PLANDEMIC EXPOSED 
HYPERLINK "https://youtu.be/EOGhaKngCvs" https://youtu.be/EOGhaKngCvs 

The Corona Virus Hoax, has benefited the Cuomo family and their political ambitions...

R oman Catholic Inquisitor Jesuit trained Chris Cuomo, playing Dual Roles& masked to the hilt,
HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/"
https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/ 

https://www.cbsnews.com/video/images-show-mass-burials-at-nyc-public-cemetery/
https://youtu.be/EOGhaKngCvs
https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/


THE DARK SIDE OF CHRIS AND ANDREW CUOMO FINALLY EXPOSED 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTO2uRhDF5c" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTO2uRhDF5c 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTO2uRhDF5c


2020 Presidential candidate Covid-19 Corona Virus faker, Chris Cuomo at the forthcoming brokered
Democratic Convention, playing a masked up Andrew Cuomo- look at that leathery stretchy face... 



 

it’s an established fact that power structures will seize upon opportunities to roll out oppressive authoritarian
agendas under the pretense of protecting ordinary people, when in reality they’d been working on advancing those
agendas since long before the crisis being offered as the reason for them. It happened with 9/11, and we may be
certain that it is happening now. 
The reason for this is simple: the powerful are afraid of the public. They always have been. For as long as there has
been government power, there has been the fear that the people will realize the power of their numbers and
overthrow the government that is in power. And understandably so; it has happened many times throughout
history. 
Journalist Jonathan Cook said best when he wrote, “Our leaders are terrified. Not of the virus — of us.” 
France: Yellow Vests continue to march in Paris 
The Yellow Vests movement has been demonstrating against the status quo every Saturday since November 2018. A
nationwide strike against pension reforms, one of the largest French history, which started in December 2019
breathed new life into the movement. 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V42nWrmV8fQ&feature=emb_logo"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V42nWrmV8fQ&feature=emb_logo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V42nWrmV8fQ&feature=emb_logo


 Transgenders in the 21st Century - here there&
everywhere 

Donald Trump U READY 4 THIS? 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k


Another Jesuit footsoldier in the right place at the right time 

Emmanuel Jean-Michel Frédéric Macron born 21 December 1977 (age 42) 
Amiens, France - Spouse - Brigitte Marie-Claude Macron Born :- 13 April 1953 (age 66) 
Macron was baptized a Roman Catholic by his own request at age 12; 
He was educated mainly at the Jesuit institute Lycée la Providence. 
Lycée la Providence is a French private, Roman Catholic, Jesuit institute of secondary education in Amiens. 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyc%C3%A9e_la_Providence"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyc%C3%A9e_la_Providence 
did not perform national service because he was pursuing his graduate studies. Born in December 1977, he belonged to the
last year when service was mandatory.
September 2008, Macron left his job as an Inspector of Finances and took a position at Rothschild & Cie Banque.
proposed to create an official “First Lady” title (as the spouse of the French President currently holds no official title)
coming with their own staff, office and a personally allocated budget for their activities.] Following Macron's election as
President, and a petition against his proposal that gathered more than 275,000 signatures, the French government
announced that Brigitte Macron would not hold the official title of “First Lady” and would not be allocated an official
budget.
's popularity fell sharply in 2018, reaching about 25% by the end of November. Dissatisfaction with his presidency has
been expressed by protestors in the yellow vests movement.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyc%C3%A9e_la_Providence


Crazed socialist Democrat Party Governor Gretchen Whitmer going full-bore dictator on her helpless State of
Michigan citizens by banning them from visiting any friends or relatives—banning them from being able to buy
seeds for their vegetable gardens or anything they might need to fix the homes they’re forbidden to leave—and
shockingly ordering that none of her citizens are allowed to buy American Flags anymore.

Gov. Gretchen Whitmer, a Democrat who was elected in 2018, issued a new stay-at-home order on Thursday to combat the
coronavirus pandemic. The order, one of the nation's most stringent, included closing parts of big-box stores that sell
gardening and home-improvement goods, limiting the use of motorboats, closing public golf courses, and curbing interstate
travel.
order has affected small businesses too. Workers in the lawncare and construction industries have said it hampers their
ability to make ends meet. Nationwide, in the past three weeks, shutdowns related to the outbreak have put an estimated 17
million Americans out of work.

say that I am furious about this would be an understatement," LaFrance told Insider. "This is a complete overreach by the
government."
HYPERLINK "https://www.businessinsider.com/furious-michiganders-to-protest-at-state-capitol-over-whitmer-order-
2020-4?r=US&IR=T" https://www.businessinsider.com/furious-michiganders-to-protest-at-state-capitol-over-whitmer-
order-2020-4?r=US&IR=T 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

-------- Forwarded Message -------- 

Fwd: Dave:- re Boris Johnson the ultimate purveyor of fake news (Pls mailme- Govt. Certified Death lists reCV-19) 

https://www.businessinsider.com/furious-michiganders-to-protest-at-state-capitol-over-whitmer-order-2020-4?r=US&IR=T


 

Hi Dave.

Been watching your World Report, and found it interesting that New York Mayor is now allowing park burials of alleged
Covid-19 deaths, in about three foot deep graves & wrapping the bodies in white sheets.. I didn't actually see any bodies in
those sheets by the way. I would be grateful to you if you and your team could chase up Certified Death Records held by
the U.S./UK governments and announce these on your show. 

What is clear is the government models used to predict the extent of the coronavirus pandemic are off by huge margins in
the latest coronavirus tracking numbers. 
Tracking Website DELETES Information on Hospitalizations, ICU Patients After TGP Reports Numbers Fall Well Below
Model Predictions.
HYPERLINK "https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/huge-covid-tracking-website-deletes-information-
hospitalizations-icu-patients-tgp-reports-numbers-fall-bogus-model-predictions/"
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/huge-covid-tracking-website-deletes-information-hospitalizations-icu-
patients-tgp-reports-numbers-fall-bogus-model-predictions/

I know that the UK state on their relevant websites that:- 

In general, if a death is believed to be due to confirmed COVID-19infection there is unlikelyto be any need for a post-
mortemexaminationto be conducted and the Medical Certificate of Cause of Death should be issued.3.3 Cases in which
death may be due to COVID-19 infection but in which infection is not confirmed. 
criteria to assess whether a death may have been due to COVID-19infectionbut in which COVID-19 infection has not been
proved prior to death are the same as those used to assess the possible infectionriskin the living, butwith the caveat that
thetimes referred to in theguidelines refer to the time before death or a relevant illness developing prior to death
developing.
HYPERLINK "https://www.rcpath.org/uploads/assets/d5e28baf-5789-4b0f-acecfe370eee6223/fe8fa85a-f004-4a0c-
81ee4b2b9cd12cbf/Briefing-on-COVID-19-autopsy-Feb-2020.pdf" https://www.rcpath.org/uploads/assets/d5e28baf-5789-
4b0f-acecfe370eee6223/fe8fa85a-f004-4a0c-81ee4b2b9cd12cbf/Briefing-on-COVID-19-autopsy-Feb-2020.pdf 

you can get clarified what our stance in the U.S. is on that.

Not to make this note too long, I am attaching a few news links for your further investigations in cae you may want to
expand on then in your broadcasts. 

Wishing you all the best. Warm Regards, Rufus York, Geneva, Switzerland

+++++++++++++++++++++++

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/huge-covid-tracking-website-deletes-information-hospitalizations-icu-patients-tgp-reports-numbers-fall-bogus-model-predictions/
https://www.rcpath.org/uploads/assets/d5e28baf-5789-4b0f-acecfe370eee6223/fe8fa85a-f004-4a0c-81ee4b2b9cd12cbf/Briefing-on-COVID-19-autopsy-Feb-2020.pdf


Predictive Programming , Simpsons , Tom Hanks and the Corona Virus
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iItTDVdM1Dk&fbclid=IwAR0DqPKdwct8hNpieFq1DdPLV1a-
tOzdZU7BpgDddGThka-ajU_SSYSMemc" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iItTDVdM1Dk

"UNBELIEVABLE" HOW COULD THESE (HOLLYWOOD PEOPLE) PREDICT THE [CORONAVIRUS] OUTBREAK

HYPERLINK "https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6Nbf4tw88Gc/" https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6Nbf4tw88Gc/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iItTDVdM1Dk&fbclid=IwAR0DqPKdwct8hNpieFq1DdPLV1a-tOzdZU7BpgDddGThka-ajU_SSYSMemc
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6Nbf4tw88Gc/


THE MOCKERY OF THIS 2020 PLANDEMIC EXPOSED 
HYPERLINK "https://youtu.be/9GgVUlIm03Y?fbclid=IwAR3j1RJsPLrfxqiL-
E8feNlahpdSihqyCpoAMdJrarjab6apPO5bwdmcWXU" https://youtu.be/9GgVUlIm03Y

https://youtu.be/9GgVUlIm03Y?fbclid=IwAR3j1RJsPLrfxqiL-E8feNlahpdSihqyCpoAMdJrarjab6apPO5bwdmcWXU


Donald Trump U READY 4 THIS? 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k

British prime minister Boris Johnson flanked by chief medical officer Chris Whitty and lead science
adviser Patrick Vallance, at a news conference in 10 Downing Street on Monday
Patrick John Thompson Vallance (born March 1960) since March 2018 been the Chief Scientific
Adviser to the Government of the United Kingdom.
Vallance, who heads research and development at GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), is a physician and clinical
pharmacologist.
2012 to 2018 Vallance served as president of research and development (R&D) at the multinational
pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). 
In 2006, in his mid-40s, he joined GSK as head of drug discovery.[18][19] Four years later he became
head of medicines discovery and development and in 2012 he was appointed head of research and
development at GSK. HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Vallance"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Vallance 
2012, GSK pleaded guilty to promotion of drugs for unapproved uses, failure to report safety data, and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Vallance


kickbacks to physicians in the United States and agreed to pay a US$3 billion (£1.9bn) settlement. It
was the largest health-care fraud case to date in that country and the largest settlement by a drug
company
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlaxoSmithKline"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlaxoSmithKline 

Boris Johnson is the ultimate purveyor of fake news 
‘brilliant entertainer’, aware of the tricks of his old trade (Journalism) - 
HYPERLINK "https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news"
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news

The Conservative party, is about to foist a tasteless joke upon the British people

– who will not find it funny for long.

Boris Johnson would not recognise the truth, whether about his private or political life, if confronted by it in an identity
parade. 
'93It is impossible that a man who is false to his friends and neighbours should be true to the public. --:Bishop Berkeley:
'94 Almost the only people who think Johnson a nice guy are those who do not know him.
is utterly unfit to be prime minister........Max Hastings
HYPERLINK "https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain"
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain 

 A new study has led scientists to speculate whether Europe could
be close to herd immunity. German scientists studying Gangelt, the town at the centre of Germany’s virus outbreak,
discovered that as much as 15 percent of its population may have already been infected and therefore acquired immunity.
HYPERLINK "https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1267405/coronavirus-herd-immunity-europe-death-toll-covid-19-
germany-angela-merkel" https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1267405/coronavirus-herd-immunity-europe-death-toll-
covid-19-germany-angela-merkel 
to end? UK curfew could be lifted by May 18 as new infections decline – expert

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlaxoSmithKline
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1267405/coronavirus-herd-immunity-europe-death-toll-covid-19-germany-angela-merkel


Karol Sikora, a cancer expert and former member of the Department of Health’s Expert Advisory Group on cancer,
outlined a four stage plan to get the country back on its feet by mid-May.
HYPERLINK "https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1266869/uk-coronavirus-news-boris-johnson-lockdown-latest-
infection-death-rates-NHS-dominic-raab" https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1266869/uk-coronavirus-news-boris-
johnson-lockdown-latest-infection-death-rates-NHS-dominic-raab 

 Dominic Rennie Raab (born 25 February 1974) 
multiple media outlets in the United Kingdom have noted that Raab's father was Jewish, Raab rarely acknowledges this
part of his background especially during the British General Election 2019.
life. Raab is married to Erika Rey, a Catholic woman, Brazilian marketing executive who until 2020 worked for Google.
They have two children, and live in Thames Ditton, Surrey.
and Johnson should listen to their chief pandemic modeller, Graham Medley:-
prolonged lockdown risks causing more suffering than the virus itself, Graham Medley, the government’s chief pandemic
modeller, has warned. He said that the country needed to face the trade-off between harming the young versus the old.
HYPERLINK "https://www.jta.org/2020/04/07/global/dominic-raab-whose-father-was-a-jewish-refugee-is-britains-acting-
prime-minister-with-boris-johnson-hospitalized" https://www.jta.org/2020/04/07/global/dominic-raab-whose-father-was-a-
jewish-refugee-is-britains-acting-prime-minister-with-boris-johnson-hospitalized 

 Sarah Vine, the journalist and wife of Justice Secretary Michael
Gove, has argued sleeping in the same bed as your partner is a "very bad idea".
a column for the Daily Mail entitled, "Sorry chaps but women love sleep FAR more than sex", the wife of the Conservative
MP, with whom she has two children, wrote in favour of the Victorian tradition of separate bedrooms. Referring to sex as
"quite impractical", Vine explained how occupying the same bed is often "unsatisfactory for both parties" and compared
the marital bed to "a battleground for the duvet".
wife of the Lord Chancellor and former Times beauty editor admitted to considering "surrendering to the pillow and
duvet", a more enticing prospect than a night of passion with "even the most accomplished lover". -------------Michael is
not one to complain...............

HYPERLINK "https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/michael-goves-wife-sarah-vine-hails-separate-bedrooms-as-
key-to-a-happy-marriage-a6775931.html" https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/michael-goves-wife-sarah-vine-
hails-separate-bedrooms-as-key-to-a-happy-marriage-a6775931.html 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1266869/uk-coronavirus-news-boris-johnson-lockdown-latest-infection-death-rates-NHS-dominic-raab
https://www.jta.org/2020/04/07/global/dominic-raab-whose-father-was-a-jewish-refugee-is-britains-acting-prime-minister-with-boris-johnson-hospitalized
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/michael-goves-wife-sarah-vine-hails-separate-bedrooms-as-key-to-a-happy-marriage-a6775931.html


 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/rufus.york"
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Lawrence, Kathlyn M
RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 23, 2020 at 4:19 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

You are welcome. Take care.

Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)

From: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV) <Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Date: Monday, Mar 23, 2020, 1:16 PM
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M <Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC

Thank	you	for	your	reply.
	
Alejandro
	

From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	1:12	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LePer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good afternoon. Your request was forwarded to our Headquarters in DC. Any response you
receive would come from that level. I have not heard anything locally and could not speak to it. 
 
Thanks.

Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)
 

From: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV) <Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Date: Monday, Mar 23, 2020, 10:38 AM
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M <Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
 
Good	Morning,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
I	hope	you	are	well.		Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us
informaWon	about	COVID-19	planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenWon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been
issued,	could	you	forward	it	to	me?	
	

mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov
http://www.blackberry.com/
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov


Thank	you	for	your	aPenWon	to	this	maPer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	
	

From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	6:15	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LePer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	evening.	I	will	forward	the	lePer.
	
Thanks
	
Kathlyn M. Lawrence
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS | ICE | Seattle ERO
12500 Tukwila International Blvd | Seattle, WA 98168 
(D):  206-835-0075 | (C):  206-786-9222
 
 
Peer	Support	Program:	insight.ice.dhs.gov/PSP

	

From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	4:59	PM
To:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LePer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	Adernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
Please	find	aPached	a	lePer	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor
mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
https://team.ice.dhs.gov/oas/mgmt/OHC/IPSP/default.aspx?PageView=Shared
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov


earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesWons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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John Gargett
Border Task Force Daily Coordination Meeting
To: John Gargett, Morgan.Dykeman@mail.house.gov, Cameron_Caldwell@cantwell.senate.gov, RTaylor6@peacehealth.org, Jeffrey.Goddard@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Linell.Redmond@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
asfc.gc.ca, Allen.Chung@cisa.dhs.gov, Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov, DARREN.C.ELSBY@CBP.DHS.GOV, JOHN.E.DAHM@CBP.DHS.GOV, ccarleton@wcfd5.com, cgranger@blainesd.org
asfc.gc.ca, guy@bellingham.com, CHRISTOPHER.A.BAKER@cbp.dhs.gov, tarmstrong@newwestcity.ca, dgoldberg@portofbellingham.com, Kevin Hester, John Wolpers, Timmons, Joe
(GOV), bchewett@cob.org, RepDelBene@mail.house.gov, Dennis.Sills@mail.house.gov, Jennifer.Moon@ucnw.org, harmit.gill@cbp.dhs.gov, King, Elizabeth (COM), robertfw@lummi-
nsn.gov, Samuel.Wilcoxson@mail.house.gov, Laura.Gelwicks@mail.house.gov, Ramel, Alex, Hubik, Amanda, Ann_Larson@murray.senate.gov, Benjamin.Studley@mail.house.gov, Blair.Burns@mail.house.gov
Emergency Operations Officer (MIL), Everet.O.Sterling@usace.army.mil, gregory.alvarez@dhs.gov, gregory.r.poitras@cbp.dhs.gov, jeffreyb@ridewta.com, KELLIE.LYNN.MCINNIS@CBP.DHS.GOV

Please note that you will need to register for this webinar . This is held daily at 1330-1400.
Please register prior to the meeting
HYPERLINK	"h-ps://a-endee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268"	h-ps://a-endee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M

Thank	you	for	your	reply.
	
Alejandro
	

From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	1:12	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LePer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good afternoon. Your request was forwarded to our Headquarters in DC. Any response you
receive would come from that level. I have not heard anything locally and could not speak to it. 
 
Thanks.

Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)
 

From: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV) <Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Date: Monday, Mar 23, 2020, 10:38 AM
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M <Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
 
Good	Morning,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
I	hope	you	are	well.		Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us
informaWon	about	COVID-19	planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenWon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been
issued,	could	you	forward	it	to	me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aPenWon	to	this	maPer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	6:15	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LePer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	evening.	I	will	forward	the	lePer.
	
Thanks
	
Kathlyn M. Lawrence
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS | ICE | Seattle ERO
12500 Tukwila International Blvd | Seattle, WA 98168 
(D):  206-835-0075 | (C):  206-786-9222
 
 
Peer	Support	Program:	insight.ice.dhs.gov/PSP

	

From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	4:59	PM
To:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LePer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	Adernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
Please	find	aPached	a	lePer	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford
earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesWons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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DOH-PIO (DOH)
Fw: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:46 PM EDT
To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E
(DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Lee, Tara (GOV), Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa?on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informa?on	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.

March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136

ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
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the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 5, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30. 

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
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coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

HHS will be providing state, territory and tribal Public Health departments with a
one-time shipment of Abbott COVID-19 rapid tests.

Shipments are expected to arrive at the 70 identified locations by April.
The tests allow for immediate, on-site testing at the point-of-care.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
DOD will deliver 300 ventilators from its supply to New Jersey today, April 5.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey
(850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and an additional 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50
bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 30 ventilators for Guam;
an additional 200 ventilators for Louisiana; an additional 200 ventilators to
New Jersey; and 100 ventilators for Massachusetts.
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Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
US-Canada_Joint_Initiative:_Tem porary_Restriction_of_Travelers _Crossing_the_US-Canada_Land_Bo
rder_for_Non-Essential_Purposes
March 20, 2020 at 1:17 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-
Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion
(USD) dollars in trade.As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and
Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our
countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact
with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent
approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.

The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between
both countries. These supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach
people on both sides of the border. Supply chains, including trucking, will not be impacted
by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every day to do
essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada
will temporarily restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The
measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will be reviewed by both parties.
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Regional Isolation & Quarantine Sites
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Fordice, Justin, Way, Bryan (OFM), Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH), Benardo, Nichole (MIL), Larson, Ann (DES)
Cc:  Meyer, Annette (DES), Montano, Alexandra (DOH), seoc44 (MIL), seoc43 (MIL), Leclerc, Tammi W
(DOH), Wallace, Seth (DES)

During	today’s	mee1ng,	the	governor	indicated	that	he’d	like	us	to	consider	a	state	run	regional	isola1on
and/or	quaran1ne	site.	I’d	like	to	get	together	and	discuss	the	planning	and	si1ng	considera1ons	as	well
as	how	FEMA	would	process	this	request.



Radwanski, Betty
RE: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Region 10 Administrator
April 23, 2020 at 7:26 PM EDT
To: Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Schuler, Reed (GOV)

I am checking and will get back to you.
 
Betty Radwanski
Intergovernmental Affairs Manager | Office of External Affairs
Mobile: (225) 892-8969
Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
	

 
From:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>	

Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	6:46	PM
To:	Radwanski,	BeKy	<BeKy.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	KaQms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaQms@gov.wa.gov>;	Schuler,	Reed	(GOV)	<reed.schuler@gov.wa.gov>

Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator

	

Hi	BeKy,

	

Hope	all	is	well.		Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	connect	with	Administrator	Mike	O’Hare	to	return	his	call

and	also	discuss	tesQng	supplies.

	

Would	Administrator	O’Hare	have	Qme	available	tomorrow,	Friday	April	24	at	8:15	am	PT?	

	

Thanks.

Stacey

	

STACEY	TICHENOR
ExecuQve	Assistant	to	the	Governor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681

www.governor.wa.gov	|	stacey.Qchenor@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_23
April 23, 2020 at 2:13 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 23, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

In order to help Americans, return to work, the federal government will distribute
cloth facial coverings for critical infrastructure workers who do not need medical-
grade personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work.

The facial coverings will be delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers. Prioritization will also be to areas
with the highest COVID-19 infection rates.
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Distribution will be based on the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors and will include food
production and distribution, energy, water and wastewater treatment, essential
transportation and logistics, first responders, communications, hazardous
materials management, manufacturing of medical supplies, and sanitation and
disinfection supplies.
The first phase includes distribution of more than 19 million facial coverings. 
HHS anticipates production of 6.5 million facial coverings each week for the
next month.

As of April 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 96.9 million
surgical masks, 6.6 million face shields, 13.8 million surgical gowns, 727 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.69 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs 

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on Non-Essential Travel

“In close collaboration, the US, Mexico, and Canada have each agreed to extend restrictions
on non-essential travel across their shared borders for 30 additional days. As President
Trump stated last week, border control, travel restrictions and other limitations remain
critical to slowing the spread and allowing the phased opening of the country.” 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 25, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

During the April 24 White House Press Briefing, Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced that the FDA had approved the
first COVID-19 home collection test kit.
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The FDA continues to facilitate test development to ensure access to accurate
diagnostics, working with over 350 test developers and authorizing 63 types of
tests to date. 

On April 24, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program and Health
Care Enhancement Act to replenish the Small Business Administration’s small
business loan program while also providing crucial support for America’s frontline
medical workers.

The act provides $320 billion in additional funding for the Paycheck Protection
Program, along with $75 billion for hospitals and healthcare providers to fight
coronavirus and $25 billion for ongoing testing across the country.
The Paycheck Protection Program processed nearly $350 billion in loans to 1.6
million small businesses from funding provided in the CARES Act.  More than
4,900 lending institutions participated in making these SBA-backed loans.

As of April 24, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.5 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.8 million surgical gowns, 779.1 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
 
Under the White House Coronavirus Task Force’s direction, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners continue to work closely with state, local, tribal and territorial governments in
executing a whole-of-government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. The outpouring of support from the private sector to provide medical supplies
and equipment has been tremendous. To help us match the many offers of assistance to the
right place, at the right time, and in the right quantity, we ask for your help in ensuring
partners know how to connect.   
 
To sell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please submit a price
quote under the COVID-19 PPE and Medical Supplies Request for Quotation. Full details
can be found in the solicitation (Updated Notice ID 70FA2020R00000011). This
solicitation requires registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) in order to
be considered for award, pursuant to applicable regulations and guidelines. Registration
information can be found at www.sam.gov. Registration must be “ACTIVE” at the time of
award. 
 
If you have medical supplies or equipment to donate, please provide us details on what
you are offering through our online medical supplies and equipment form at
https://www.fema.gov/covid19offers.
 
If you are interested in doing business with FEMA and supporting the response to
COVID-19 with your company’s non-medical goods and/or services, please submit your
inquiry to the Department of Homeland Security’s Procurement Action Innovative
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Response (PAIR) team at DHSIndustryLiaison@hq.dhs.gov.
 
In addition to these avenues to help, licensed healthcare professionals that want to
volunteer can get information on eligibility, view credential levels by clinical competency
and register with the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer Health
Professionals in their state. 
 
If you are a hospital or healthcare provider in need of medical supplies, please contact your
state, local, tribal or territory department of public health and/or emergency management
agency. Any needs that cannot be met by the state or tribe are then sent to the respective
FEMA regional office who are coordinating requirements through the FEMA National
Response Coordination Center. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and
Human Services and other federal agencies to fulfill requests and ship supplies as quickly
as possible. 
 
Additional ways to help can be found at www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help. 
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

Joint_DHS/EOIR_Statement_on_MPP_Rescheduling

March 23, 2020 at 11:10 PM EDT

To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Joint DHS/EOIR Statement on MPP Rescheduling

Due to circumstances resulting from COVID-19, all Migrant Protection Protocol (MPP)
master calendar and merit hearings presently scheduled through April 22 will be
rescheduled. Neither the MPP program nor any hearings will be cancelled. 
 
Any individual with an MPP hearing date through April 22 should present themselves at
their designated port of entry on their previously scheduled date to receive a tear sheet and
hearing notice containing their new hearing dates. DHS and EOIR are deeply committed to
ensuring that individuals ‘have their day in court’ while also ensuring the health and safety
of aliens, our frontline officers, immigration court professionals, and our citizens.

# # #
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Morrow, Michael
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 30, 2020 at 12:17 AM EDT
To: Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Formas, Stephanie, Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson,
Morgan (GOV), Raghavan, Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike,
Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Our security team is aware and ready.  

Mike Morrow
Managing Director of Security 
Seattle Seahawks | CenturyLink Field | VMAC

On Mar 29, 2020, at 9:09 PM, Garza, Jeff <JeffG@seahawks.com> wrote:

ï»¿
Hi everyone,

Just checking back in so our security team is aware - is anyone attending tomorrow?
Will media be attending?

Thanks

Jeff 

On Mar 29, 2020, at 4:38 PM, Formas, Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seattle.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use caution with links
and attachments.

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	a4end	either.	I	will	defer	to	others	in
a4endance	coordina;ng	press	w/	the	Army	if	appropriate.
	
Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this	evening.
	

The	ini;al	arriving	instruc;ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of	CenturyLink
Field	Events	Center	parking	garage	located	at	330S	S	Royal	Brougham	Way,
Sea4le,	WA	98134.	Please	note	that	you	are	with	the	Elected	Officials	Tour.
	Proceed	to	the	glass	doors	and	staff	will	greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited
staff.
	
Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129
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Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979
	

From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;
Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;
Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com;	Kraman,
James	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the	Exec	won't	be
able	to	make	it	tomorrow	morning.	Checking	with	our
Councilmembers	now.	
	
Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to	members	of	our
state	delegation.	
	
April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;
Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com
<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
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[EXTERNAL	Email	No;ce!	]	External	communica;on	is	important	to	us.	Be	cau;ous	of
phishing	a4empts.	Do	not	click	or	open	suspicious	links	or	a4achments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical
personnel	on	site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	asernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving
in,	so	there	is	s;ll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	;me	to
keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from	visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate
as	appropriate	to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal
officials.
	

From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey
(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;
Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea4le.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿	As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	;me	happy	to	coordinate	outreach
to	local	elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
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On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and
James	Kramen	(Senior	Event	Manager)	from
CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,
Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the
organization. Please use caution with
links and attachments.

Good	asernoon,	all,	and	thanks
very	much	for	your	assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all
morning,	but	I	know	several	other
members	of	the	WA	delega;on	are
eager	to	par;cipate	as	well	but	I
know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and
Heck	have	conflicts	in	the	late
morning.	If	you	have	flexibility	and
can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-
10:30	am	window,	I	know	their
teams	would	appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal
(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building
|	Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie
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<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44
PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76
ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;
Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;
Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;
Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-
Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and
Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your
support	over	the	last	few	days.		As	we
discussed	yesterday,	there	has	been
some	interest	from	local,	state,	and
federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the
hospital.	Per	our	discussion,	it	seems
like	tomorrow	morning	would	be	the
most	appropriate	;me	as	the	facility
will	soon	become	unavailable	for
anyone	but	Army	personnel,	doctors,
and	pa;ents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour
op;ons	available?	Poten;ally	from
10:45	-11:30	and	11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,
we	can	help	coordinate	our
city/county	officials,	state	officials	and
federal	delega;on	between	those	two
op;ons.	Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you
would	recommend	any	limita;ons
such	as	no	media	or	principals	only	to
allow	a	minimal	footprint	and
appropriate	social	distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s
easier.
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Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of
Sea4le
M:	206-247-0475	|
stephanie.formas@sea4le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi4er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor
Durkan's	E-Newsle4er
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Update_-_April_7,_2020
April 07, 2020 at 4:56 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 7, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) Response; FEMA Response Capacity; Strategic National Stockpile;
CDC Public Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Hydroxychloroquine/ Chloroquine;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; National Guard Activation (Title 32); Community-Based Testing
Sites; Defense Production Act; and Other Federal Response.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people are critical in the campaign to slow the virus’ spread and
keep high-risk populations safe. 
For updates and information on how to protect yourself, visit
www.coronavirus.gov.
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FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
While FEMA schedules daily flights, it does not have detailed visibility on PPE
amounts until the cargo is loaded.
As of April 6, 13 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Seven flights are scheduled to arrive today, 6 in Chicago and 1 in Los Angeles. 
This is the greatest number of air bridge flights in a single day since the start of
the program.
An additional 72 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots for effective response to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to
New York and Los Angeles County based on their requests.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

As of April 6, FEMA and HHS have provided or are currently shipping, 8,920
ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the Defense Department
to: Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150),
Guam (30), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (1,350), New York (4,400), Oregon (140), and
Washington (500).

Governor Brown of Oregon sent the state’s 140 ventilators directly to New
York.
Governor Inslee of Washington is returning 400 of the state’s 500 ventilators to



the SNS to be deployed to areas of greatest need.
Governor Newsom of California is sending 500 state-owned ventilators to
medical hotspots across the country through Emergency Management
Assistance Compacts (EMAC).
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; and a 250-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area.

Forty states, four territories and 24 tribes have issued stay-at-home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA National Hot Issues and Social Listening Reports - 4/11/20
April 11, 2020 at 6:09 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	a&ernoon,
	
We	are	not	producing	a	social	listening	and	media	analysis	report	out	of	Region	10	this	weekend.	We	have
included	the	na?onal	hot	issues	and	na?onal	social	listening	reports.	If	you	don’t	want	to	open	the	documents
aBached,	we	would	like	to	bring	to	your	aBen?on	the	Region	10	sec?on	from	the	na?onal	social	listening
report	below.
	

Region	10
Alaska	

The	mayor	of	Anchorage	requested	an	extension	of	his	emergency	powers	from	the	city	council.	
Major	private	land	owners	cri?cized	state	officials	for	using	the	pandemic	as	a	jus?fica?on	to
approve	construc?on	of	a	200	mile	road	through	private	property.		
The	Salva?on	Army	Alaska	Division	is	struggling	to	keep	up	with	demand	for	food	services.		

Idaho	
Idaho’s	new	COVID-19	cases	dropped	by	about	55%	from	last	week.		
Boise	State	University	will	open	student	housing	for	local	healthcare	workers.		
Hailey	City	Council	voted	to	extend	the	city	stay-home	orders,	which	are	more	strict	than
exis?ng	state	orders.		
Two	Boys	and	Girls	Clubs	loca?ons	received	a	$25,000	dona?on	to	support	children	and	their
families.		

Oregon	
A	federal	shipment	of	PPE	arrived	in	Oregon	just	as	the	state’s	reserves	of	N95	masks	and	face
shields	had	dropped	to	zero.		
Oregon	Board	of	Pharmacy	has	placed	restric?ons	on	the	use	of	Hydroxychloroquine	a&er
reports	of	stockpiling.		
Local	media	compiled	a	list	of	nursing	homes	and	long	term	care	facili?es	with	COVID-19	cases.		
Portland	opened	three	outdoor	homeless	camps	to	reduce	crowding	in	shelters.		
Landlords	call	for	relief	as	many	tenants	struggle	to	may	payments.		
A&er	trespassers	violated	barricades	and	threw	signs	off	the	road,	an	addi?onal	seven	miles	of
Gorge	Highway	was	closed.		

Washington	
Facing	historic	demand,	local	food	banks	say	they	will	run	out	of	food	in	three	weeks.		
Washington	State	Supreme	Court	ordered	immediate	protec?on	for	prison	inmates	vulnerable
to	COVID-19.		
In	EvereB,	the	isola?on	and	quaran?ne	site	at	Angel	of	Winds	Arena	has	been	largely	unused.	
In	King	County,	a	new	United	Way	program	is	helping	renters	who	lost	their	income.			
At	the	Hanford	nuclear	waste	facility,	thousands	of	workers	were	told	to	stay	home	for	a	fourth
week.		
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https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241928076.html
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Using_Autodialers_for_COVID-19_Re lated_Public_Service_Announcements
April 02, 2020 at 11:51 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the guidance below, and attached, from our partners in the Communications Sector
Coordinating Council regarding autodialers and how to ensure that legitimate COVID-related
public service announcements are not inadvertently blocked.
 

 
April 2, 2020
 
Using Autodialers for COVID-19 Related Public Service
Announcements
If your organization uses, or expects to use, automated dialing technology to make large
numbers of voice telephone calls to citizens about COVID-19, there are measures you are
advised to take to help ensure that those calls are not inadvertently blocked by service
providers or other entities.

What You Should Know

Many telephone service and app providers offer services that consumers can use to block
unwanted and illegal robocalls. While those services can protect citizens from illegal
fraudulent robocallers (including ones taking advantage of the public’s anxiety about
COVID-19), there is some risk that legitimate calls made using automated dialing
technology might inadvertently be identified as "spam" and blocked.

Calling patterns associated with legitimate, important public service telephone calls might
in some instances be similar to those associated with unwanted (and often illegal) robocalls,
so the algorithms used to identify and block unwanted robocalls could potentially be
triggered.

What You Should Do

Any public service entity that uses an autodialer to contact its citizens can minimize the risk
that its calls are incorrectly blocked (or labeled as "spam") by registering its telephone
numbers with the companies that offer the blocking tools. Each has a procedure through
which legitimate callers can register their numbers and report any instance(s) of incorrect
blocking or labeling.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov


Telephone Service Providers’ Portals for Registering Numbers

Legitimate callers can go the web sites below to register legitimate numbers and also
address any incorrect labeling or call blocking.

AT&T: https://hiyahelp.zendesk. com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Analytics Provider: Hiya

Sprint, Verizon, U.S. Cellular: http://Reportarobocall.com
Analytics Provider: TNS

T Mobile: http://www.calltransparency.com
Analytics Provider: First Orion

Third-Party App Providers

Legitimate callers can email these companies about their planned autodialing calls:

Nomorobo: reports@nomorobo.com

YouMail: TNissues@youmail.com 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Continue_Providing_R esources_for_COVID-19_Response_Efforts
March 25, 2020 at 12:57 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 25, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19
Response Efforts
 
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, more
than 9,000 National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response
efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington, California, Iowa and Louisiana were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
11 states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition, 5 states have issued
partial or localized orders.
 
Medical supplies are en route to states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns,
face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington, New
York and California. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24
hours. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff and is expected to arrive by March 27. The U.S. Navy
hospital ship Comfort is scheduled to arrive in New York on April 7. FEMA issued a $350
million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector,
and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
US-Canada_Joint_Initiative:_Tem porary_Restriction_of_Travelers _Crossing_the_US-Canada_Land_Bo
rder_for_Non-Essential_Purposes
March 20, 2020 at 1:17 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-
Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion
(USD) dollars in trade.As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and
Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our
countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact
with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent
approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.

The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between
both countries. These supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach
people on both sides of the border. Supply chains, including trucking, will not be impacted
by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every day to do
essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada
will temporarily restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The
measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will be reviewed by both parties.
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Radwanski, Betty
Admiral Polowczyk
April 15, 2020 at 6:46 PM EDT
To: Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Cc:  O'Hare, Michael, Maykovich, Vincent, Biasco, Lon, Claney, Catherine, Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Nancy Bickford
(Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov), Ike, Ryan, Rossie, Camilla, Keelan, Kayla

Hello Stacey,
 
During the Governor’s Monday, April 13, 11:30 AM call with FEMA Region 10 Administrator,
Mike O’Hare, the Regional Administrator promised to get back to the Governor about Admiral
P’s name.
 
It is Rear Admiral John P. Polowczyk (Pa-luf-check).
 
Please let me know if there is anything you need.
 
Thank you again for all of your help in setting up the call,
 
Betty
 
 
Betty Radwanski
Intergovernmental Affairs Manager | Office of External Affairs
Mobile: (225) 892-8969
Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Best Practices Press Release (April 19, 2020)
April 19, 2020 at 3:40 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 19, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Best Practices  Best Practices  

FEMA and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are
collecting and sharing best practices and lessons learned from the whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.  The best practices
are intended to help medical practitioners, emergency managers, and other
critical stakeholders learn from each other’s approaches and apply solutions to
current response and recovery operations.

The  FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page provides a one-stop
shop to explore best practices and lessons learned across all levels of government, private
sector, academic institutions, professional associations, and other organizations.  HHS has a
comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights technical resources and
information for the medical community and emergency responders. 

Best practices are organized around five themes:

·         Helping People, which includes best practices on topics such as crisis counseling
resources and anticipating and attending to civil rights;

·         Government Operations best practices such as public information and continuity of
operations considerations;

·         Private Sector and Infrastructure, which includes best practices for commercial
trucking and food stores;

·         Recovery Planning and Implementation, to include the newly released FEMA Disaster
Financial Management Guide and economic recovery considerations; and

·         Medical Supplies and Equipment, including best practices for the preservation of
personal protective equipment while ensuring workers are protected.

Please visit www.coronavirus.gov for current health-related guidance and information on

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/best-practices
https://asprtracie.hhs.gov/COVID-19
http://www.coronavirus.gov/


COVID-19.
Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-

Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_16
April 16, 2020 at 1:46 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:Topline messaging includes:

* FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people

* FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

* Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

-- Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use
of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical
Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten the curve;
strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting myths.
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--This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers on
March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

* The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find
the most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities

--Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier to
find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules and travel
guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

--All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to do the
same.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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March 19, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444

Advisory
Requesting Partner Support for Amplification of American Red Cross
Blood Donation Messaging
 
The American Red Cross has asked for support to amplify their blood donation messaging on
social media and during media interviews, as appropriate.
 
We are sharing their talking points and social media posts that they’ve requested help with
amplifying. 
 
Talking Points:

One thing people can do to help the country during this public health emergency is to donate
blood.
We need an adequate supply of blood to treat patients in hospitals who need emergency
surgery or trauma patients.
But a lot of blood drives take place on college campuses or workplaces, and those drives
have been cancelled. (As of March 17, the American Red Cross reports nearly 4,000 drives
cancelled and more than 100,000 fewer blood donations – industry numbers are higher)
If you are a healthy individual, it’s important you go donate blood. Volunteer blood donors
are the only source of blood for those in need.
Donating blood is a safe process and people should not hesitate to give. It’s important to
note that blood drives have the highest standards of safety and infection control.
We recommend people leave home for necessities like groceries, or a doctor’s visit, or the
pharmacy – and donating blood is a necessity too.
So, give blood – you’ll feel good about it and you’ll be helping your country during this
crisis.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


One donation can help save the lives of up to 3 people.
 
Social posts to amplify:

Blood drive cancellation stats on Facebook and Twitter.
Blood drive precautions on Facebook and Twitter.
Patient story on Facebook and Twitter.

 
Please note that American Red Cross is only updating the number of blood drive cancellations
once a day, new numbers will be available tomorrow morning around 9 am.
 
Social guide for partners: See attached word document with sample posts and links to
downloadable graphics.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMA’s mission is helping people before, during and after disasters. 

Follow FEMA online, on Twitter	@FEMA	or	@FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page	or
Espanol page	and at FEMA’s YouTube	account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

https://www.facebook.com/redcross/photos/a.77178595070/10157799395250071/?type=3&theater
https://twitter.com/RedCross/status/1239942947245895680
https://www.facebook.com/redcross/photos/a.77178595070/10157796827955071/?type=3&theater
https://twitter.com/RedCross/status/1239648274157572102
https://www.facebook.com/redcross/photos/a.77178595070/10157803133905071/?type=3&theater
https://twitter.com/RedCross/status/1240316990687977472
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
https://www.facebook.com/FEMA
https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 6, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping
With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDYuMTk4MjA2MjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy5nb3YvIn0.JexhKA5ljokZsHdNZkJxGYTU9jBwE-8Zzd7ebZ5cprA/br/77088741271-l


The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is
scheduling flights daily but does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE
until the cargo is loaded.

Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los
Angeles, and Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to
hotspots and locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight
arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub
locations. 

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure,
FEMA is supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of
strategies, including Project Airbridge.

The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S.
medical supply distributors to get personal protective equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from
overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from
weeks to days.
As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on
each plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas
with the most critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by
HHS and FEMA based on CDC data.
The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and
onto their customers in other areas across the U.S.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots. These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-
19 in their work to respond effectively to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and
an Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients
hospitalized with COIVD-19.

Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription
drugs approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown
activity in laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2
(the virus that causes COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these
drugs may offer some benefit in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19
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patients.
The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of
hydroxychloroquine to New York and Los Angeles County based on their
requests.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which
includes 8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the
Department of Defense.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), and Washington (500).

140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to
New York by Gov. Kate Brown.
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional
ventilators to New Jersey.

Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Schuler, Reed (GOV)
Re: Follow up on medical supply donations
To: FURNARE, LUCA J
Cc:  Zhu, Tong

Thanks	so	much	-	that's	helpful.	I'll	let	some	of	our	folks	know.	

Best,

Reed

From:	FURNARE,	LUCA	J	<LUCA.J.FURNARE@CBP.DHS.GOV>
Sent:	Friday,	April	3,	2020	4:25	PM
To:	Schuler,	Reed	(GOV)
Cc:	Zhu,	Tong
Subject:	Follow	up	on	medical	supply	donaZons
	
Good afternoon,
 
We received some guidance this afternoon that will streamline the paperwork for donations,
particularly from national-government to national-government (FEMA) or from an international
group to an IRS certified non-profit.  I am just letting you know as the non-profit route may be a
good avenue for the Cuban donations should they occur.  We hope to have a trade notice out next
week, but I am available at any time to discuss further (cell number below). 
 
Thank you,
 
Luca Furnare
Assistant Port Director - Trade
Port of Seattle/Tacoma, WA
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
406-403-5043 (cell)
luca.j.furnare@cbp.dhs.gov
This document and any attachment(s) may contain restricted, sensitive, and/or law enforcement-sensitive
information belonging to the U.S. Government. It is not for release, review, retransmission, dissemination, or
use by anyone other than the intended recipient.
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Bickford, Nancy (MIL)
RE: CONGRESSIONAL ADVISORY #3: Federal Partners Provide Additional Health & Medical Support for
Coronavirus
March 23, 2020 at 9:18 PM EDT
To: Rossie, Camilla, Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV)
Cc:  McClain, Stacey (MIL)

Camilla,
	
Looping	in	the	Governor’s	DC	office	who	is	our	state	single	POC	to	answer	Congressional	offices.
	
Thank	you	Camilla	for	re-direcCng.
	
Casey/Morgan	–	See	Sen	Murray	staff	quesCon	below.
	
Nancy
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	6:13	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	AddiConal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Nancy	and	Stacey,
So	sorry	for	misdirecCng	my	request	directly	to	you,	Stacey.	Nancy,	would	you	please	let	me	know
if	I	can	pass	this	on	to	you?
	
Thank	you,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaCons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Rossie,	Camilla	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	6:04	PM
To:	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	AddiConal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Hello	Stacey,
Please	see	the	congressional	inquiry	below.	May	I	direct	this	inquiry	to	the	state?
	
Thank	you,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaCons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	Culton,	John	(Murray)	<John_Culton@murray.senate.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	12:51	PM
To:	FEMA-R10-CongQ	<fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	AddiConal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Hi	Camilla,
	
I	just	received	an	inquiry	you	might	be	able	to	help	me	with	re	the	FEMA	press	release:
	
 

“Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 48 hours.”

We have not received or heard that we are receiving any supplies. John –We have not received or heard that we are receiving any supplies. John –
Do you know if those supplies are only going to Seattle right now?Do you know if those supplies are only going to Seattle right now?
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“We have made available sufficient supplies of testing materials so state and local partners
can make testing more accessible.”

We do not have sufficient testing supplies. And, we have not heard of any localWe do not have sufficient testing supplies. And, we have not heard of any local
Spokane par tners receiving supplies.Spokane par tners receiving supplies.

	
	
John	Culton
Eastern	Washington	Director
U.S.	Senator	Papy	Murray
Office:	509-624-9515
Cell:	509-714-4409
John_culton@murray.senate.gov
	
From:	FEMA-R10-CongQ	<fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:34	AM
To:	FEMA-R10-CongQ	<fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	AddiConal	Health	&	Medical	Support
for	Coronavirus
	
	

March 23, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-4500
	

Advisory
 

Federal Partners Provide Additional Health & Medical Support for
Coronavirus
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government
response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On Sunday, March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the States of
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California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support
State and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the Governors to call up the National
Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their
respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional states are able to request
this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations. All 50 states, the District of Columbia, five
territories and two tribes are working directly with FEMA under the nationwide emergency
declaration for COVID-19. States, tribal and territorial governments do not need to request
separate emergency declarations to receive FEMA assistance under this nationwide declaration.
 
In addition, the states of New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Medical supplies are en route
to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves,
with quantities already delivered to Washington and New York. We anticipate additional supplies
will be delivered within the next 48 hours.
 
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional hospital beds
and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater than Washington.
Additional hospital beds are being made available in Washington, as well as California and New
York.
 
To help the American public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to
COVID-19, FEMA has created a Rumor Control page on FEMA.gov. The public can help control
the spread of rumors by sharing our page: fema.gov/coronavirus.
 
Every American has a role to play. Consider donating cash, giving blood, or donating to your local
food bank to help fight COVID-19.
	
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including support
for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Defense
Production Act, and How to Help.
 
Please let me know if you have questions.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
	
Sincerely,
	
Cam	Rossie

https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
https://www.facebook.com/FEMA
https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
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Government	RelaCons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Advisory:_Coronavirus_(COVID-19 )_Pandemic_Whole-of-America_Response
April 13, 2020 at 8:04 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Project Airbridge, PPE Preservation, and resource requests from the
International Reagent Resource.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
In support of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, FEMA provides the
following:  FEMA Project Airbridge video Advisory; Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Preservation Best Practices Advisory and Fact Sheet, and a Resource Requests
from the International Reagent Resource (IRR) Advisory and Fact Sheet.

FEMA Project Airbridge

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA
augments the existing supply chain through a variety of strategies, to include FEMA
Project Airbridge.

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical
supply distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective
Equipment and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas
factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the
country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As
part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane
are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical
needs for those supplies. The HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC
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data.

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA's Media Gallery Website and on
all FEMA social media accounts.

Project Airbridge Advisory: Attachment [1]

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices

This Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices Fact Sheet (attached)
summarizes best practices for national implementation to sustain personal protective
equipment (PPE) while ensuring the protection of workers during the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic response.

The objective of the COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing PPE Shortage is to
ensure protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients
by implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse, and repurpose. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of
contingency and crisis capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of
protective gear.

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies
on conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S.
healthcare facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to
consider crisis capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Advisory: Attachment [2]

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Fact Sheet: Attachment [3]

Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource

The International Reagent Resource (IRR), established by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), acquires, authenticates, and produces reagents that scientists need
to carry out basic research and develop improved diagnostic tests, vaccines, and detection
methods.

The (IRR) Fact Sheet (attached) outlines a simplified process for states and territories to
make resource requests from the IRR. Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR
alleviates burden on public health labs, which increases efficiency and reduces need to
work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents, and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

International Reagent Resource Advisory: Attachment [4]

International Reagent Resource Fact Sheet: Attachment [5]

Follow Us

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTQuMjAwOTk1NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZW1hLmdvdi9jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy9tZWRpYS1nYWxsZXJ5In0.CKWE_mHDBuoMXWo1TBLw-nPgvYw2xkOoGtzjSKMusv8/br/77355185112-l


Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

[4] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[1] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_ProjectAirBridgeVideo_20200413.pdf
[2] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_PPE Preservation Best Practices_20200413.pdf
[5] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[3] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200413.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the Defense Production Act.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Applying the
Defense Production Act
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The
United States is competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize
the availability of critical protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care
workers, FEMA and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are executing a
four-pronged approach to rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of
medical supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach includes
Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support
Acceleration and Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of
“outbidding;” rather, it puts the federal government requirement to the “front of the line”
for fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with
governors to identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and
tribal leaders to make us aware of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict.
If a bidding conflict does arise, we work closely with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way
that best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the
COVID-19 response, please review the attached fact sheet.
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Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_UseofDPA_FINAL_20200414.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 15, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through FEMA Project Airbridge.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/hospital beds; total
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acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will supply
6,190 ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by
June 1.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Michael Adams, sylvia_garcia@sylviagarcia.house.gov, carolyn_maloney@maloney.house.gov,
Harley_Rouda@Rouda.House.gov, Judd.Deere@whitehouse.gov, Lindsay.Walters@whitehouse.gov,
Chip_Roy@Roy.house.gov, Victor.Pinchuk@atlanticcouncil.org, Stephen A Schwarzman Atlantic Council, Michael Carpenter
Penn Biden Atlantic Council, Joe Biden Penn Biden Center, Kate.Bedingfield@joebiden.com, Joseph Robinette Biden
Jr, media@joebiden.com, press@joebiden.com, Juan Antonio Williams, jesse.watters@foxnews.com, Bream,
Shannon, press@joebiden.com, caitlin.flanagan@theatlantic.com, david.frumm@theatlantic.com, david@davidfrum.com,
Zhu Min, Klaus Schwab, Jack Ma, Heizo Takenaka, David M Rubenstein, Al Gore, Garry.Conille@id2020.org,
John.Edge@id2020.org, seth.berkley@id2020.org, Elana.Broitman@id2020.org, info@id2020.org,
peggy.johnson@microsoft.com, rrt@we-worldwide.com, yann.zopf@weforum.org, forumusa@weforum.org,
Matt.Damon@weforum.org, Anne Tatlock, Laura Anne Ingraham, Laura.Dove@senate.gov, pedro.aspe@carnegie.org, Judy
Woodruff Carnegie, JWoodruff@newshour.org, John J DeGioia SJ, Anne M. Tatlock, rosenm2@hhmi.org, keeleyj@hhmi.org,
Caitlin Johnstone, Alan.Murray@fortune.com, Stephen.Gandel@fortune.com, editor@churchmilitant.com,
Michael.Voris@churchmilitant.com, Christopher Charles Cuomo, Ursula von der Leyen, Laura.Dove@senate.gov, Maria
Sara Bartiromo, MasonG@cbsnews.com, Gayle King, edward.liddy@abbott.com, Arthur.Levinson@calicolabs.com, Aubrey

 

Good Morning America Robin Roberts 
HYPERLINK "https://youtu.be/doYZV4NtYFQ?list=PLKFDBwQxzEinYVS40s0VHOp0e-Sjx_4QK"
https://youtu.be/doYZV4NtYFQ?list=PLKFDBwQxzEinYVS40s0VHOp0e-Sjx_4QK

Robin, George,

Saw you recently interviewing George about his wife Ali Wentworth having a mild case of the Corona Virus, right
in the middle of me watching the above linked video about Good Morning America, Robin Roberts.

I have to agree that there is a lot of disinformation out there when one cruises the web , and I guess all we can do is sift through
it.

Anyway, attaching a few links for both of you , which you may find of interest and useful to report on , on your show.

Thanks, Robin, George, wishing you all the best, 

From Rufus York, Geneva, Switzerland, 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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CBS - Fountain of Youth , the Red Cross and blood plasma 

HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bw0N29RWNmA"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bw0N29RWNmA 

At the beginning of this alleged Corona Virus outbreak we were told not to go to hospital for any
planned surgeries - now they want our blood! 
does the Red Cross always need lots of blood , where does it go to, how is it accounted for? 
'93We need people to start turning out in force to give blood.” That urgent call-to-action coming from
Peter Marks, M.D., Ph.D., director of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Center for
Biologics Evaluation and Research, as fear about the coronavirus is keeping people from wanting to
donate blood. (lift the house arrest and I might consider it)....
FDA said there is an "urgent" need for blood, blood products and plasma, and waived the standard
public comment period in issuing the new guidance,
HYPERLINK "https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/coronavirus-blood-donation-
guidelines/index.html" https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/02/health/coronavirus-blood-donation-
guidelines/index.html 

lphabet's largest subsidiary is Google. Its other subsidiaries include 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabet_Inc"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabet_Inc . 
Calico, - Calico is a company focused on "health, well-being, and longevity" ageing - 
We’re tackling ageing, one of life’s greatest mysteries. 
HYPERLINK "https://www.calicolabs.com/" https://www.calicolabs.com/ 
the same time, it was announced that Google will be reorganized as a limited liability company, Google
LLC
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabet_Inc" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabet_Inc
.
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"The Evil Side Of The American Red Cross 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3VQBCULOow"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3VQBCULOow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3VQBCULOow


 
Aubrey David Nicholas Jasper de Grey 
Science Officer of the SENS Research Foundation and VP of New Technology Discovery at AgeX
Therapeutics, Inc.
HYPERLINK "https://www.lifespan.io/team/" https://www.lifespan.io/team/ 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AgeX_Therapeutics"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AgeX_Therapeutics 

https://www.lifespan.io/team/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AgeX_Therapeutics


List of people educated at Ampleforth College 
Mellon (born February 1957
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_educated_at_Ampleforth_College"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_educated_at_Ampleforth_College 
Mellon has invested in longevity medicine company AgeX Therapeutics Industry Biotechnology, aging
research Founded 2017 Headquarters Alameda, California
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AgeX_Therapeutics"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AgeX_Therapeutics 

HYPERLINK "https://events.economist.com/events-conferences/asia/business-of-longevity"
https://events.economist.com/events-conferences/asia/business-of-longevity 
has said he (financially) “had a good day” after the Brexit vote with his trades returning almost 25
percent profit on the year.
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Mellon" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Mellon 
College a boys' school, and is run by the Benedictine monks Its affiliated preparatory school, St Martin's
Ampleforth, is across the valley at Gilling Castle. 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ampleforth_College"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ampleforth_College 
abuse scandal in the English Benedictine Congregation

HYPERLINK
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_abuse_scandal_in_the_English_Benedictine_Congregation"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_abuse_scandal_in_the_English_Benedictine_Congregation

re CoronaVirus COVID-19 -PSYOP, why are't all these famous OLD PEOPLE not dying? :- and how
do they live so long?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_educated_at_Ampleforth_College
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re CoronaVirus COVID-19 -PSYOP, why are't all these famous OLD PEOPLE not dying? :- and how
do they live so long?
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mugabe"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mugabe 
Gabriel Mugabe 21 February 1924 Died 6 September 2019 (aged 95)
HYPERLINK
"https://www1.pictures.zimbio.com/gi/Prince+Charles+Jacob+Rothschild+Reception+08Isgaq04Qal.jpg"
https://www1.pictures.zimbio.com/gi/Prince+Charles+Jacob+Rothschild+Reception+08Isgaq04Qal.jpg 
Rothschild AKA Nathaniel Charles Jacob Rothschild Born 29 April 1936 (age 84)
HYPERLINK "https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-freemasons-and-the-house-of-
rothschild/25179" https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-freemasons-and-the-house-
of-rothschild/25179 
Rockefeller Born June 12, 1915 New York City, New York, U.S.Died March 20, 2017 (aged 101)
HYPERLINK "https://i2.wp.com/www.theinvestigative.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/dnund.jpeg"
https://i2.wp.com/www.theinvestigative.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/dnund.jpeg 
Gabriel Mugabe 21 February 1924 Died 6 September 2019 (aged 95)
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mugabe"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mugabe 
Philip of Greece and Denmark 10 June 1921 (age 99)
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Philip,_Duke_of_Edinburgh"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Philip,_Duke_of_Edinburgh 
Elizabeth 21 April 1926 (age 94)
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_II" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_II 
James David Wolfensohn Born 1 December 1933 (age 86) he was born in London to Jewish
immigrants, - President of the World Bank Group In office 1 June 1995 – 1 June 2005 - 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Wolfensohn"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Wolfensohn 
Heinz Alfred Kissinger May 27, 1923 (age 97) 
HYPERLINK "https://i.dailymail.co.uk/1s/2020/04/04/14/26805180-8187313-image-a-
20_1586006547694.jpg" https://i.dailymail.co.uk/1s/2020/04/04/14/26805180-8187313-image-a-
20_1586006547694.jpg 
Patricia D'Alesandro PELOSI March 26, 1940 (age 80) Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Pelosi" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Pelosi
Lester Crown Born June 7, 1925 (age 94)
Ernest Grassley September 17, 1933 (age 86)
Hartford, Iowa, U.S HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chuck_Grassley"
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chuck_Grassley 
Francis aka Jorge Mario Bergoglio - Born 17 December 1936 (age 83)
Benedict XVI ; born Joseph Aloisius Ratzinger; Born16 April 1927 (age 93)
Dorothea Merkel Born Angela Dorothea Kasner 17 July 1954 (age 66)
John Trump June 14, 1946 (age 74)
Edward PanettaJune 28, 1938 (age 82)
-Edward Michael Liddy - January 28, 1946 (age 74) Inventor of the Covid192020 Test Kit??
Henry Rumsfeld (born July 9, 1932) (age 87)
Bruce Cheney January 30, 1941 (age 79)
Pratt Shultz December 13, 1920 (age 99)
Ray Dibdin Heseltine, 21 March 1933 (age 87)
John Major - Born 29 March 1943 (age 77) 
Charles , Charles Philip Arthur George Born 14 November 1948 (age 71)
Rupert Murdoch 11 March 1931 (age 89)
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judy_Woodruff"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judy_Woodruff 
Carline Woodruff November 20, 1946 (age 73
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Sawyer"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Sawyer Lila Diane Sawyer December 22, 1945 (age 74)
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_W._Bush"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_W._Bush 
Walker Bush Born July 6, 1946 (age 73)
Welch Bush November 4, 1946 (age 73) 
Forester de Rothschild Born Lynn Forester July 2, 1954 (age 66)
Robert Adrian de Rothschild 29 August 1931 (age 89)
Vladimirovich Putin - 7 October 1952 (age 68)
-Xi Jinping Born15 June 1953 (age 67) Beijing, China
Henry Gates III aka Bill Gates October 28, 1955 (age 64)
Stephen Fauci December 24, 1940 (age 79)
Leah Birx Born April 4, 1956 (age 64) Pennsylvania, U.S.
Diane Rodham Clinton born October 26, 1947) (age73)
Jefferson Blythe III August 19, 1946 (age 74)
many many more ----

Fake Coronavirus Data, Fear Campaign. Spread of the COVID-19 Infection 
----recalling the MILION MAN MARCH on Washington in 1995 - 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chuck_Grassley
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IS IT TIME FOR A MILLION PEOPLE MARCH ON WASHINGTON IN 2020-? 
:- A glimpse of the 1995 Million Man March, Called by Louis Farrakhan, it was held on and around the
National Mall. to unite in self-help and self-defense against economic and social ills plaguing the
African American community. 

The Covid-19 LOCKDOWN and it's consequences are currently plaguing the
AMERICAN community. 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:A_glimpse_of_the_1995_Million_Man_March_-
_from_the_recently_cataloged_Roll_Call_Photograph_Collection_(29984043675).jpg"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:A_glimpse_of_the_1995_Million_Man_March_-
_from_the_recently_cataloged_Roll_Call_Photograph_Collection_(29984043675).jpg 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Million_Man_March"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Million_Man_March 
the outset the Corona Virus epidemic was based on a big lie. -----------
WHO’s global health emergency was declared on January 30th, when there were 150 confirmed cases
outside China. 
unspoken truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext to powerful financial interests and
corrupt politicians to trigger the entire World into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme
poverty and despair.
is the true picture of what is happening. “Planet Lockdown” is an encroachment on civil liberties. Entire
national economies are in jeopardy. In some countries martial law has been declared. 
overall clinical consequences of Covid-19 may ultimately be more akin to those of a severe seasonal
influenza (which has a case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%) or a pandemic influenza (similar to
those in 1957 and 1968) rather than a disease similar to SARS or MERS, which have had case fatality
rates of 9 to 10% and 36%, respectively.“
current assessments confirm that COVID-19 is akin to seasonal influenza and pneumonia, categorized
as contagious respiratory infections.
the above definitions had made the headlines, there would have been no fear and panic.
crisis is unprecedented in World history. It is destabilizing and destroying people’s lives Worldwide. It’s
a “War against Humanity”.
HYPERLINK "https://www.globalresearch.ca/fake-coronavirus-data-fear-campaign-spread-of-the-
covid-19-infection/5708643" https://www.globalresearch.ca/fake-coronavirus-data-fear-campaign-
spread-of-the-covid-19-infection/5708643 
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Postman, David (GOV)
RE: Meeting Materials for Today's UCG
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Wicker, Kelly (GOV), Wiesman, John (DOH), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Strange, Cheryl
(DSHS/OOS), Birch, Sue (HCA), Schumacher, David (OFM), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), McClain, Stacey
(MIL), Smart, John (DOHi), Brown, Lisa (COM), Liu, Chris (DES), Sinclair, Stephen D.
(DOC), laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Sea$le	Times	story	with	academic	cri3cizing	state	for	not	ordering	shelter	in	place	in	King	County.	I
expect	this	will	be	on	the	governor’s	mind	this	morning.
	
h$ps://www.sea$le3mes.com/sea$le-news/inslee-says-now-not-the-3me-for-a-coronavirus-shelter-in-
place-order-in-washington/
	
	
	
From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	7:13	AM
To:	Postman,	David	(GOV)	<David.Postman@gov.wa.gov>;	Wicker,	Kelly	(GOV)
<kelly.wicker@gov.wa.gov>;	Wiesman,	John	(DOH)	<jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov>;	Daugherty,	Bret	D.	(MIL)
<Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov>;	Strange,	Cheryl	(DSHS/OOS)	<cheryl.strange@dshs.wa.gov>;	Birch,	Sue
(HCA)	<sue.birch@hca.wa.gov>;	Schumacher,	David	(OFM)	<David.Schumacher@ofm.wa.gov>;	Lofy,
Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;
Smart,	John	(DOHi)	<john.smart@hhs.gov>;	Brown,	Lisa	(COM)	<lisa.brown@commerce.wa.gov>;	Liu,
Chris	(DES)	<chris.liu@des.wa.gov>;	Sinclair,	Stephen	D.	(DOC)	<sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV>;
laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
Subject:	Mee3ng	Materials	for	Today's	UCG
	
	
	
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
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OldRupert
Dave:- re Boris Johnson the ultimate purveyor of fake news (Pls mailme- Govt. Certified Death lists reCV-19)
April 10, 2020 at 6:44 AM EDT
To: David.Muir@abc.com
Cc:  david.muir@abcnews.com, Robin Evans Roberts, George Robert Stephanopoulos, King, Gayle, Gayle
King, VladimirDuthiers, JerickaDuncan, TonyDokoupil, DanaJacobson, JonLaPook, AndersonCooperCBS, Anderson
Hays Cooper, NancyCordes, bill.geist@cbsnews.com, Aubrey de Grey, Stephen.Hahn@fda.hhs.gov, Stephen Michael
Hahn, Peter Marks, M.D., Anna.Abram@fda.hhs.gov, Anand.Shah@fda.hhs.gov, Amy.Abernethy@fda.hhs.gov,
jerome.adams@fda.hhs.gov, Jerome Michael Adams, Jerome Adams, Vlad, Vladimir Putin, Lester Don Holt Jr, Mikhail
Sergeyevich Gorbachev, dermont.oshea@nypd.org, jedediah.bila@foxnews.com, secretary@commerce.gov,
miles.white@abbott.com, Robert.Ford@abbott.com, Chris.Scoggins@abbott.com, david.owen@abbott.com,
darcy.ross@abbott.com, exclusive@the-sun.com, Tony.Gallagher@the-sun.com, Alexander, Peter
(NBCUniversal), Mitchell, Andrea (NBC NEWS), Alison.Morris@nbcuni.com, Janelle.Rodriguez@nbcuni.com, Fauci,
Anthony (NIH/NIAID) [E], Anthony Stephen Tony Fauci, DR KATIE PASSARETTI, Andrew Mark Cuomo, Andrew Mark
Cuomo, David Malpass, Wang Yi, Earhardt, Ainsley, Kilmeade, Brian, brian.williams@nbcuni.com, Dana Perino, Mark
Cuban Chabenisky, Edward M. Henry III, Mike.Emanuel@foxnews.com, greg.palkot@foxnews.com,
peter.gaynor@fema.gov, david.miller@foxnews.com, Steve Doocy, peter.doocy@foxnews.com, Jacob Paul
Tapper, Randal Howard Paul, Stephen K Bannon, Stephen K Bannon, steve@breitbart.com, larry@breitbart.com,
General John R Allen Brookings President, Willard Mitt Romney, Hon Senator Willard Romney, Hon Senator Willard
Romney, Michael S Lee, Michael Shumway Lee, Harris Kimberly Faulkner, William George
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Hi Dave.

Been watching your World Report, and found it interesting that New York Mayor is now allowing
park burials of alleged Covid-19 deaths, in about three foot deep graves & wrapping the bodies in
white sheets.. I didn't actually see any bodies in those sheets by the way. I would be grateful to you
if you and your team could chase up Certified Death Records held by the U.S./UK governments
and announce these on your show. 

What is clear is the government models used to predict the extent of the coronavirus pandemic are
off by huge margins in the latest coronavirus tracking numbers. 
Tracking Website DELETES Information on Hospitalizations, ICU Patients After TGP Reports
Numbers Fall Well Below Model Predictions.
HYPERLINK "https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/huge-covid-tracking-website-deletes-
information-hospitalizations-icu-patients-tgp-reports-numbers-fall-bogus-model-predictions/"
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/04/huge-covid-tracking-website-deletes-information-
hospitalizations-icu-patients-tgp-reports-numbers-fall-bogus-model-predictions/
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I know that the UK state on their relevant websites that:- 

In general, if a death is believed to be due to confirmed COVID-19infection there is unlikelyto be
any need for a post-mortemexaminationto be conducted and the Medical Certificate of Cause of
Death should be issued.3.3 Cases in which death may be due to COVID-19 infection but in which
infection is not confirmed. 
criteria to assess whether a death may have been due to COVID-19infectionbut in which COVID-
19 infection has not been proved prior to death are the same as those used to assess the possible
infectionriskin the living, butwith the caveat that thetimes referred to in theguidelines refer to the
time before death or a relevant illness developing prior to death developing.
HYPERLINK "https://www.rcpath.org/uploads/assets/d5e28baf-5789-4b0f-
acecfe370eee6223/fe8fa85a-f004-4a0c-81ee4b2b9cd12cbf/Briefing-on-COVID-19-autopsy-Feb-
2020.pdf" https://www.rcpath.org/uploads/assets/d5e28baf-5789-4b0f-
acecfe370eee6223/fe8fa85a-f004-4a0c-81ee4b2b9cd12cbf/Briefing-on-COVID-19-autopsy-Feb-
2020.pdf 

you can get clarified what our stance in the U.S. is on that.

Not to make this note too long, I am attaching a few news links for your further investigations in
cae you may want to expand on then in your broadcasts. 

Wishing you all the best. Warm Regards, Rufus York, Geneva, Switzerland

+++++++++++++++++++++++
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Predictive Programming , Simpsons , Tom Hanks and the Corona Virus
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iItTDVdM1Dk&fbclid=IwAR0DqPKdwct8hNpieFq1DdPLV1a-tOzdZU7BpgDddGThka-
ajU_SSYSMemc" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iItTDVdM1Dk

"UNBELIEVABLE" HOW COULD THESE (HOLLYWOOD PEOPLE) PREDICT THE [CORONAVIRUS]
OUTBREAK

HYPERLINK "https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6Nbf4tw88Gc/"
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6Nbf4tw88Gc/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iItTDVdM1Dk&fbclid=IwAR0DqPKdwct8hNpieFq1DdPLV1a-tOzdZU7BpgDddGThka-ajU_SSYSMemc
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y6Nbf4tw88Gc/




THE MOCKERY OF THIS 2020 PLANDEMIC EXPOSED 
HYPERLINK "https://youtu.be/9GgVUlIm03Y?fbclid=IwAR3j1RJsPLrfxqiL-
E8feNlahpdSihqyCpoAMdJrarjab6apPO5bwdmcWXU" https://youtu.be/9GgVUlIm03Y

https://youtu.be/9GgVUlIm03Y?fbclid=IwAR3j1RJsPLrfxqiL-E8feNlahpdSihqyCpoAMdJrarjab6apPO5bwdmcWXU


Donna Trump U READY 4 THIS? 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k

British prime minister Boris Johnson flanked by chief medical officer Chris
Whitty and lead science adviser Patrick Vallance, at a news conference in 10
Downing Street on Monday

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-O6JJk15k


Patrick John Thompson Vallance (born March 1960) since March 2018 been the
Chief Scientific Adviser to the Government of the United Kingdom.
Vallance, who heads research and development at GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), is a
physician and clinical pharmacologist.
2012 to 2018 Vallance served as president of research and development (R&D) at
the multinational pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). 
In 2006, in his mid-40s, he joined GSK as head of drug discovery.[18][19] Four
years later he became head of medicines discovery and development and in 2012
he was appointed head of research and development at GSK. HYPERLINK
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Vallance"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Vallance 
2012, GSK pleaded guilty to promotion of drugs for unapproved uses, failure to
report safety data, and kickbacks to physicians in the United States and agreed to
pay a US$3 billion (£1.9bn) settlement. It was the largest health-care fraud case to
date in that country and the largest settlement by a drug company
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlaxoSmithKline"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GlaxoSmithKline 

Boris Johnson is the ultimate purveyor of fake news 
‘brilliant entertainer’, aware of the tricks of his old trade (Journalism) - 
HYPERLINK "https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-
purveyor-of-fake-news" https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-
ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news

The Conservative party, is about to foist a tasteless joke upon the British people

– who will not find it funny for long.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_Vallance
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https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/23/boris-johnson-is-the-ultimate-purveyor-of-fake-news


Boris Johnson would not recognise the truth, whether about his private or political life, if
confronted by it in an identity parade. 
'93It is impossible that a man who is false to his friends and neighbours should be true to the
public. --:Bishop Berkeley:
'94 Almost the only people who think Johnson a nice guy are those who do not know him.
is utterly unfit to be prime minister........Max Hastings
HYPERLINK "https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-johnson-prime-
minister-tory-party-britain" https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/24/boris-
johnson-prime-minister-tory-party-britain 

 A new study has led scientists to
speculate whether Europe could be close to herd immunity. German scientists studying Gangelt,
the town at the centre of Germany’s virus outbreak, discovered that as much as 15 percent of its
population may have already been infected and therefore acquired immunity.
HYPERLINK "https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1267405/coronavirus-herd-immunity-
europe-death-toll-covid-19-germany-angela-merkel"
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1267405/coronavirus-herd-immunity-europe-death-toll-
covid-19-germany-angela-merkel 
to end? UK curfew could be lifted by May 18 as new infections decline – expert
Karol Sikora, a cancer expert and former member of the Department of Health’s Expert Advisory
Group on cancer, outlined a four stage plan to get the country back on its feet by mid-May.
HYPERLINK "https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1266869/uk-coronavirus-news-boris-johnson-
lockdown-latest-infection-death-rates-NHS-dominic-raab"
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1266869/uk-coronavirus-news-boris-johnson-lockdown-latest-
infection-death-rates-NHS-dominic-raab 
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 Dominic Rennie Raab (born 25
February 1974) 
multiple media outlets in the United Kingdom have noted that Raab's father was Jewish, Raab
rarely acknowledges this part of his background especially during the British General Election
2019.
life. Raab is married to Erika Rey, a Catholic woman, Brazilian marketing executive who until
2020 worked for Google. They have two children, and live in Thames Ditton, Surrey.
and Johnson should listen to their chief pandemic modeller, Graham Medley:-
prolonged lockdown risks causing more suffering than the virus itself, Graham Medley, the
government’s chief pandemic modeller, has warned. He said that the country needed to face the
trade-off between harming the young versus the old.
HYPERLINK "https://www.jta.org/2020/04/07/global/dominic-raab-whose-father-was-a-jewish-
refugee-is-britains-acting-prime-minister-with-boris-johnson-hospitalized"
https://www.jta.org/2020/04/07/global/dominic-raab-whose-father-was-a-jewish-refugee-is-
britains-acting-prime-minister-with-boris-johnson-hospitalized 

 Sarah Vine, the journalist and wife of
Justice Secretary Michael Gove, has argued sleeping in the same bed as your partner is a "very bad
idea".
a column for the Daily Mail entitled, "Sorry chaps but women love sleep FAR more than sex", the
wife of the Conservative MP, with whom she has two children, wrote in favour of the Victorian

https://www.jta.org/2020/04/07/global/dominic-raab-whose-father-was-a-jewish-refugee-is-britains-acting-prime-minister-with-boris-johnson-hospitalized


tradition of separate bedrooms. Referring to sex as "quite impractical", Vine explained how
occupying the same bed is often "unsatisfactory for both parties" and compared the marital bed to
"a battleground for the duvet".
wife of the Lord Chancellor and former Times beauty editor admitted to considering "surrendering
to the pillow and duvet", a more enticing prospect than a night of passion with "even the most
accomplished lover".
HYPERLINK "https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/michael-goves-wife-sarah-vine-hails-
separate-bedrooms-as-key-to-a-happy-marriage-a6775931.html"
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/michael-goves-wife-sarah-vine-hails-separate-
bedrooms-as-key-to-a-happy-marriage-a6775931.html 

 HYPERLINK
"https://www.facebook.com/rufus.york"

-- 
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Throne, Paul (DOH)
News release: Washington WIC
April 17, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
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(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Sharing the news release about Washington WIC that just went out today.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response
April 13, 2020 at 7:24 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 13, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
In support of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, FEMA provides
the following:  FEMA Project Airbridge video Advisory; Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) Preservation Best Practices Advisory and Fact Sheet, and a
Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource (IRR) Advisory
and Fact Sheet.

FEMA Project Airbridge

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA
augments the existing supply chain through a variety of strategies, to include FEMA Project
Airbridge.

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective Equipment and
other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers. FEMA is doing this by
covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, cutting the amount of
time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the country
hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As part of the
current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane are directed
by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical needs for those
supplies. The HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA Website and on all FEMA social media
accounts.

Project Airbridge Advisory: Attachment [1]

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices

This Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices Fact Sheet (attached)
summarizes best practices for national implementation to sustain personal protective

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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equipment (PPE) while ensuring the protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic response.

The objective of the COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing PPE Shortage is to ensure
protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients by
implementing three pillars of practice: reducereduce, reusereuse, and repurposerepurpose. Due to the COVID-
19 pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency and
crisis capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear.

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies on
conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S.
healthcare facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to
consider crisis capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Advisory: Attachment [2]

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Fact Sheet: Attachment [3]

Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource

The International Reagent Resource (IRR), established by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), acquires, authenticates, and produces reagents that scientists need
to carry out basic research and develop improved diagnostic tests, vaccines, and detection
methods.

The (IRR) Fact Sheet (attached) outlines a simplified process for states and territories to
make resource requests from the IRR. Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR
alleviates burden on public health labs, which increases efficiency and reduces need to
work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents, and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

International Reagent Resource Advisory: Attachment [4]

International Reagent Resource Fact Sheet: Attachment [5]

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA

mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
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Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Rossie, Camilla
RE: CONGRESSIONAL ADVISORY #3: Federal Partners Provide Additional Health & Medical Support for
Coronavirus
March 23, 2020 at 9:22 PM EDT
To: Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV)
Cc:  McClain, Stacey

Thanks	so	much!
	
Best,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela8ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	6:18	PM
To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Ka8ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka8ms@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	Addi8onal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Camilla,
	
Looping	in	the	Governor’s	DC	office	who	is	our	state	single	POC	to	answer	Congressional	offices.
	
Thank	you	Camilla	for	re-direc8ng.
	
Casey/Morgan	–	See	Sen	Murray	staff	ques8on	below.
	
Nancy
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
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From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	6:13	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	Addi8onal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Nancy	and	Stacey,
So	sorry	for	misdirec8ng	my	request	directly	to	you,	Stacey.	Nancy,	would	you	please	let	me	know
if	I	can	pass	this	on	to	you?
	
Thank	you,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela8ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	6:04	PM
To:	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	Addi8onal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Hello	Stacey,
Please	see	the	congressional	inquiry	below.	May	I	direct	this	inquiry	to	the	state?
	
Thank	you,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela8ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Culton,	John	(Murray)	<John_Culton@murray.senate.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	12:51	PM
To:	FEMA-R10-CongQ	<fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	Addi8onal	Health	&	Medical
Support	for	Coronavirus
	
Hi	Camilla,
	
I	just	received	an	inquiry	you	might	be	able	to	help	me	with	re	the	FEMA	press	release:
	
 

“Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 48 hours.”

We have not received or heard that we are receiving any supplies. John –We have not received or heard that we are receiving any supplies. John –
Do you know if those supplies are only going to Seattle right now?Do you know if those supplies are only going to Seattle right now?

 
“We have made available sufficient supplies of testing materials so state and local partners
can make testing more accessible.”

We do not have sufficient testing supplies. And, we have not heard of any localWe do not have sufficient testing supplies. And, we have not heard of any local
Spokane par tners receiving supplies.Spokane par tners receiving supplies.

	
	
John	Culton
Eastern	Washington	Director
U.S.	Senator	Pary	Murray
Office:	509-624-9515
Cell:	509-714-4409
John_culton@murray.senate.gov
	
From:	FEMA-R10-CongQ	<fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:34	AM
To:	FEMA-R10-CongQ	<fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	CONGRESSIONAL	ADVISORY	#3:	Federal	Partners	Provide	Addi8onal	Health	&	Medical	Support
for	Coronavirus
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March 23, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-4500
	

Advisory
 

Federal Partners Provide Additional Health & Medical Support for
Coronavirus
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government
response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On Sunday, March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the States of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support
State and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the Governors to call up the National
Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their
respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional states are able to request
this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations. All 50 states, the District of Columbia, five
territories and two tribes are working directly with FEMA under the nationwide emergency
declaration for COVID-19. States, tribal and territorial governments do not need to request
separate emergency declarations to receive FEMA assistance under this nationwide declaration.
 
In addition, the states of New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Medical supplies are en route
to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves,
with quantities already delivered to Washington and New York. We anticipate additional supplies
will be delivered within the next 48 hours.
 
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional hospital beds
and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater than Washington.



Additional hospital beds are being made available in Washington, as well as California and New
York.
 
To help the American public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to
COVID-19, FEMA has created a Rumor Control page on FEMA.gov. The public can help control
the spread of rumors by sharing our page: fema.gov/coronavirus.
 
Every American has a role to play. Consider donating cash, giving blood, or donating to your local
food bank to help fight COVID-19.
	
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including support
for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Defense
Production Act, and How to Help.
 
Please let me know if you have questions.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
	
Sincerely,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela8ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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FURNARE, LUCA J
CSMS #42320854 - Processing International Donations for COVID-19 Response
April 10, 2020 at 2:32 PM EDT

Cc:  THOMAS, ZACHARY C

From: https://www.cbp.gov/trade/automated/cargo-systems-messaging-service

CSMS #42320854 - Processing International
Donations for COVID-19 Response
U.S.	Customs	and	Border	Protec3on	sent	this	bulle3n	at	04/09/2020	03:24	PM	EDT

 

Cargo Systems Messaging Service

CSMS #42320854 - Processing International Donations for
COVID-19 Response

This CSMS is being issued to provide guidance on the processing of merchandise
imported for relief efforts in response to the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic. 
This covers the importation of international donations accepted by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) via the International Assistance System
(IAS) Concept of Operations (CONOPS), and those goods being imported by U.S.
charities (or other private entities) to assist with disaster relief.  

IAS Imports

Under the IAS CONOPS, the importation has been sanctioned by the State
Department as an approved shipment after FEMA exercises its gift acceptance
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authority pursuant to section 701(b) of the Stafford Act, see 42 U.S.C. § 5201(b),
and the goods are eligible to be entered without the payment of duty or taxes
pursuant to 19 U.S.C. 1322(b) or 19 U.S.C. 1318(b)(2).  The requirement for
advanced electronic filing of cargo information may be waived for these shipments. 
For IAS goods, upon arrival at a port, a cargo manifest must be provided by the
arriving carrier and screened by the port for high-risk factors in accordance with
CBP policy. IAS goods do not require a formal entry and may be released off the
manifest. 

Also, arriving foreign shipments processed under these guidelines must be logged
and tracked locally by the port in accordance with existing policies to document the
following:

Port	of	Entry
Importer
Consignee
Descrip3on	of	Goods
Quan3ty
Country	of	Origin	of	the	Goods
Des3na3on	of	the	Goods

Certification that the Goods were Approved for Importation under the IAS

The IAS process only applies to government-to-government assistance (nation-state
to nation-state assistance) and the shipments must be accepted by the United States
government through the State Department.  For individuals who provide assistance
outside the auspices of a nation state, domestic U.S. law applies.

Charitable Organization Imports

CBP may not remit the duty on the entry of any goods imported for disaster relief by
a private group or individual pursuant to 19 U.S.C. 1322(b), unless the recipient is a
recognized tax-exempt charitable organization.  These private groups or individuals
must provide a letter from the charity, on the charity’s letterhead, with the charity’s
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) number(s), stating that they are willing to accept the
imported goods and that the organization intends to donate the imported goods. 
Shipments meeting these criteria do not require a formal entry and may be released
off the manifest. 

To determine if a charitable organization is in fact an established and eligible charity,
CBP personnel may verify an organization’s tax-exempt status on the IRS list web
site at https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/tax-exempt-organization-search. 

Any merchandise that does not meet the above criteria for the IAS CONOPS or
donations to charities can still be entered under established entry procedures.

Any questions or concerns regarding this guidance should be addressed to Mr.
Randy Mitchell, Director, Commercial Operations Revenue Entry Division, Office
of Trade at otentrysummary@cbp.dhs.gov or to Ms. JoAnne Colonnello, Center
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Director, Pharmaceuticals, Health, and Chemicals at
covid19_relief_import@cbp.dhs.gov.

For additional information please refer to CSMS #42231420 - Launching of CBP’s
COVID-19 Updates and Announcements Webpage.

 

 
 
 
Luca Furnare
Assistant Port Director - Trade
Port of Seattle/Tacoma, WA
U.S. Customs and Border Protection
406-403-5043 (cell)
luca.j.furnare@cbp.dhs.gov
This document and any attachment(s) may contain restricted, sensitive, and/or law enforcement-sensitive
information belonging to the U.S. Government. It is not for release, review, retransmission, dissemination, or
use by anyone other than the intended recipient.
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
To: Rossie, Camilla, McClain, Stacey (MIL), Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Perfect
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:37	PM
To:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Thanks	Casey.	I	wonâ€™t	put	you	on	the	agenda,	but	I	will	call	your	name	on	Roll	Call	so	they
know	the	governorâ€™s	office	is	represented.	Then,	if	the	Dme	is	right	during	the	Q&A	you	can
say	those	nice	words!	That	work?
	
All	the	best,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaDons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	12:27	PM
To:	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
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Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Great	news!
	
Camilla	â€“	we	are	happy	to	say	a	few	words	briefly,	but	I	donâ€™t	expect	weâ€™ll	have	much	to	say
except	for	our	graDtude	to	SBA	for	moving	expediDously	and	to	the	DelegaDon	for	their	help	on	our
declaraDon	request.	Up	to	you	on	whether	itâ€™s	worth	us	saying	that	or	not.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155
	
From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:21	PM
To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;
Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
All,
SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the
press	relief	today.
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM
To:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
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Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	gesng	out	the	invitaDon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaDon	today,	so	great	Dming!	Please	let	me	know	if
you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaDons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	let	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sDll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaDon	we	should	have.
	
Casey
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CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaDms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaDons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anDcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesDon	is	resolved.
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Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Dme)	weâ€™re	hosDng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaDon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaDng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someDme	this	aternoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraDon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraDon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoDn,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kistas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counDes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counDes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaDlla
and	Wasco	counDes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
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weâ€™ve	axached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaDon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaDon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	axached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaDon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaDon	AuthorizaDon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	axached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaDon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliDes	lisDng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

AddiDonal	InformaDon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uDlizing	our
regular	loan	products.

2)      If	you	have	an	exisDng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parDcipaDng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliDes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaDons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenDonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3)      In	addiDon	to	tradiDonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaDons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaDvely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiDonal	lender.	The	acDve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4)      SBA	parDally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hxps://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hxps://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaxle	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounDes
hxps://seaxle.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
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Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counDes.	hxps://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,
the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaxle
hxps://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the
Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hxps://wcwb.org/

	
5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaDon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniDes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous
contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaDon.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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Barbknecht, Nick
TODAY - Border Governors Call with DHS Acting Deputy Secretary Ken Cuccinelli
March 20, 2020 at 12:27 PM EDT
To: DHS.IGA

Border	Governors’	Senior	Staff	and	Homeland	Security	Advisors,
	
We	are	reques;ng	your	Governor	or	senior	designee	par;cipate	in	a	conference	call	with	DHS	Ac;ng
Deputy	Secretary	Ken	Cuccinelli	today	at	3:00	pm	EDT	to	discuss	how	your	border	state	has	been
effected	by	COVID-19.
	
Lines	are	very	limited,	please	have	the	Homeland	Security	Advisor	and	senior	staff	join	the	Governor	on
the	same	line	when	possible.
	

3:00	pm	EDT	–	March	20,	2020	--	Today
Ac;ng	Deputy	Secretary	Ken	Cuccinelli	Call	with	Border	Governors

RSVP	to	nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
	

Conference	Line	Informa;on
Dial:	202-282-8346

PIN:	156920#
	
This	conference	call	and	this	invita;on	are	closed-press,	for	planning	purposes,	and	not	for	the	purposes
of	repor;ng	or	publica;on.
	
Nick	Barbknecht
Advisor,	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security
M	(202)	365-7768
nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_and_NCSC_Joint_Activity_Alert_–_COV ID-19_Exploited_by_Malicious_Cyber_Actors
April 08, 2020 at 11:29 AM EDT
To: tara.lee@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding a joint activity alert on COVID-19 exploitations by malicious cyber actors, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
April 8 2020
 

CISA Alert
 
CISA and NCSC Joint Activity Alert - COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber
Actors
 
Partners, 
  
As the nation and the world continues to fight against this newest coronavirus, COVID-19
— the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) continues to monitor how
the crisis is affecting the American public on the cybersecurity and infrastructure security
front.   
 
Today, CISA and United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert
titled, COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert seeks to address the
growing use of COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors and it can be found
here: https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-099a.
 
CISA and NCSC see the surge of reporting about malicious cyber activity using COVID-19
to prey on people’s goodwill, curiosity and concern, and exploit organizations that establish
remote work options.  Specifically, this alert discusses the exploitation of virtual private
networks, phishing email and text messages about COVID-19, and websites deceptively
advertised as COVID 19 sites.  
 
We are sharing this information to help you and your team effectively assess your
cybersecurity posture and ensure appropriate mitigation is in place. The alert provides many
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resources to help detect and prevent COVID-19 malicious activity on your networks.
Industry partners played a key role in helping CISA and NCSC teams determine which
IOCs to include in this alert and they continue to be integral to CISA’s mission as the
nation’s risk advisor.  
  
We encourage you to share this alert with anyone who might be able to use it. We will
continue to keep you updated as more information becomes available.  
 
For authoritative information and resources on COVID-19 -- including situation reports,
guidance, and more, visit the CDC’s website and CISA.gov/coronavirus.  
 
Thank you,
CISA
 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_CISA_Releases_Guidance_on_Essent ial_Critical_Infrastructure_Workers_During_COVID-19
March 19, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

	

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
	

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
Please see the announcement below from Christopher Krebs, Director of the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), regarding the Identification of Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19, found here.

	
 

March 19, 2020
 

CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During
COVID-19

As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16, the President issued
updated Coronavirus Guidance for America. This guidance states that:

“If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you
have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule.”

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security’s responsibilities as assigned under the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to
provide strategic guidance, promote a national unity of effort, and coordinate the overall federal
effort to ensure the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure. CISA uses trusted
partnerships with both the public and private sectors to deliver infrastructure resilience assistance
and guidance to a broad range of partners.

In accordance with this mandate, and in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private
sector, CISA developed an initial list of “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers” to help State
and local officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The list
can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the sectors, sub-
sectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations, appropriately
modified to account for Centers for Disease Control (CDC) workforce and customer protection
guidance.

The list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to
continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing operations centers, maintaining and
repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers, working construction, and performing
management functions, among others. The industries they support represent, but are not
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necessarily limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information technology
systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and wastewater,
law enforcement, and public works.
 
We recognize that State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are ultimately in charge of
implementing and executing response activities in communities under their jurisdiction, while the
Federal Government is in a supporting role. As State and local communities consider COVID-19-
related restrictions, CISA is offering this list to assist prioritizing activities related to continuity of
operations and incident response, including the appropriate movement of critical infrastructure
workers within and between jurisdictions.

Accordingly, this list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered to be, a
federal directive or standard in and of itself.

In addition, these identified sectors and workers are not intended to be the authoritative or
exhaustive list of critical infrastructure sectors and functions that should continue during the
COVID-19 response. Instead, State and local officials should use their own judgment in using
their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, critical
infrastructure industry partners will use their own judgment, informed by this list, to ensure
continued operations of critical infrastructure services and functions. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical infrastructure
services and functions.

CISA will continue to work with you and our partners in the critical infrastructure community to
update this list as the Nation’s response to COVID-19 evolves. We also encourage you to submit
how you might use this list so that we can develop a repository of use cases for broad sharing
across the country.

Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 
	

For further information on the federal government’s response to COVID-19,
please visit Coronavirus.gov.
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
RE: Admiral Polowczyk
To: Radwanski, Betty
Cc:  O'Hare, Michael, Maykovich, Vincent, Biasco, Lon, Claney, Catherine, Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Bickford, Nancy
(MIL), Ike, Ryan, Rossie, Camilla, Keelan, Kayla

Great.	Thank	you,	Be1y.
	
Stacey	Tichenor
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
	
From:	Radwanski,	Be1y	<Be1y.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	15,	2020	3:47	PM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Maykovich,	Vincent
<Vincent.Maykovich@fema.dhs.gov>;	Biasco,	Lon	<Lon.Biasco@fema.dhs.gov>;	Claney,	Catherine
<catherine.claney@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy
(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Keelan,	Kayla	<kayla.keelan@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Admiral	Polowczyk
	
Hello Stacey,
 
During the Governor’s Monday, April 13, 11:30 AM call with FEMA Region 10 Administrator,
Mike O’Hare, the Regional Administrator promised to get back to the Governor about Admiral
P’s name.
 
It is Rear Admiral John P. Polowczyk (Pa-luf-check).
 
Please let me know if there is anything you need.
 
Thank you again for all of your help in setting up the call,
 
Betty
 
 
Betty Radwanski
Intergovernmental Affairs Manager | Office of External Affairs
Mobile: (225) 892-8969
Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

Acting_Secretary_Chad_Wolf_Sta tement_on_the_President’s_Execu

tive_Order_on_Duties_and_Fees_Deferment_for_Certain_Importers

April 20, 2020 at 9:51 AM EDT

To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the President’s Executive Order on Duties
and Fees Deferment for Certain Importers

“I applaud the President for signing thisExecutive Order, which gives the Administration
the ability to help the trade community and U.S. businesses who keep critical supply chains
for U.S. manufacturers moving during this unprecedented time. As we all know, the
COVID-19 pandemic response has created serious economic issues for many American
businesses. This President and this Department have, and always will, put the American
worker first.
 

This EO  will give the Administration the flexibility to allow importers who have faced a
significant financial hardship during the COVID-19 response to defer the payment of
certain duties, taxes, and fees for 90 days. This payment flexibility will be available only
for importers with a significant financial hardship. Duties and fees associated with
antidumping and countervailing duties (AD/CVD), and Section 201, 232 and 301. Trade
Remedies are not included in this relief effort.”
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 23, 2020)
April 23, 2020 at 2:02 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 23, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       In order to help Americans, return to work, the federal government will distribute cloth
facial coverings for critical infrastructure workers who do not need medical-grade personal
protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work.

-   The facial coverings will be delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers. Prioritization will also be to areas
with the highest COVID-19 infection rates.

-   Distribution will be based on the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency’s
analysis of priority infrastructure sectors and will include food production and

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


distribution, energy, water and wastewater treatment, essential transportation and
logistics, first responders, communications, hazardous materials management,
manufacturing of medical supplies, and sanitation and disinfection supplies.

-   The first phase includes distribution of more than 19 million facial coverings.

-   HHS anticipates production of 6.5 million facial coverings each week for the next
month.

·       As of April 22April 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 96.9 million surgical masks, 6.6
million face shields, 13.8 million surgical gowns, 727 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·       The U.S. has now processed 4.69 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs on needing
to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

-   On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose. 

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
http://www.internationalreagentresource.org/
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-gates-foundation-unitedhealth-group-quantigen-and-us-cotton
mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
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·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Decisive_action_taken_today_will_protect_Americans
March 21, 2020 at 11:01 AM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 

US-Mexico-Canada Travel Restrictions

Decisive action taken today will protect Americans, slow the spread of the virus, and
help save lives:

The United States is cooperating closely with Canada and Mexico to ensure that
North America has a coordinated approach to combating the pandemic caused by
the coronavirus.
The United States and Canada have agreed to restrict travel at our land border to
essential travel only.
Similarly, the United States and Mexico are finalizing an agreement that will
facilitate only essential travel at our southern border.

We are maintaining cross-border activities with Canada and Mexico that support health
security, trade, commerce, supply security, and other essential activities while taking
critical steps to protect our citizens and to curb spread of the virus.

For more information on these measures please visit the White House fact sheet.

 

 

Combatting Disinformation on COVID-19
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https://twitter.com/DHS_Wolf/status/1241113388304019456

 

 

FEMA Coronavirus Rumor Control Website

The purpose of this FEMA page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and
facts regarding the response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Rumors can easily
circulate within communities during a crisis, stay informed with our updated myth vs.
facts related to the federal (COVID-19) response.  Please share with your communities
and stakeholders to combat disinformation.
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https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control

For more information on the coronavirus, please visit coronavirus.gov. You can also visit
FEMA's coronavirus (COVID-19) response page for more updates on the federal
response.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline

“Due to circumstances resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic and the national emergency
declaration, the Department of Homeland Security, as directed by President Donald J.
Trump, is extending the REAL ID enforcement deadline beyond the current October 1,
2020 deadline. I have determined that states require a twelve-month delay and that the new
deadline for REAL ID enforcement is October 1, 2021. DHS will publish a notice of the
new deadline in the Federal Register in the coming days.
 
“The federal, state and local response to the spread of the Coronavirus here in the United
States necessitates a delay in this deadline. Our state and local partners are working
tirelessly with the Administration to flatten the curve and, therefore, we want to remove any
impediments to response and recovery efforts. States across the country are temporarily
closing or restricting access to DMVs. This action will preclude millions of people from
applying for and receiving their REAL ID. Extending the deadline will also allow the
Department to work with Congress to implement needed changes to expedite the issuance
of REAL IDs once the current health crisis concludes.
 
“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be the
top priority for the President of the United States and the Department of Homeland
Security.”

# # #
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FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 7, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points
include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Response; FEMA Response
Capacity; Strategic National Stockpile; CDC Public Guidance; CDC Respirator
Guidance; Hydroxychloroquine/ Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; National
Guard Activation (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Defense
Production Act; and Other Federal Response. 

Topline messaging includes:

§  FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety
of the American people.

§  On March 31March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
¨  The American people are critical in the campaign to slow the virus’ spread and keep 

high-risk populations safe. 
¨  For updates and information on how to protect yourself, visit www.coronavirus.gov.

§  FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying quantities, from the
global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

¨  The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply distributors
to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies into the country for
their respective customers.

¨  FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing
shipment time from weeks to days.

¨  While FEMA schedules daily flights, it does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until
the cargo is loaded.

¨  As of April 6,As of April 6, 13 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective equipment
(PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.

¨  Seven flights are scheduled to arrive today, 6 in Chicago and 1 in Los Angeles.  This is the
greatest number of air bridge flights in a single day since the start of the program.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.coronavirus.gov/
http://www.coronavirus.gov/


¨  An additional 72 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
¨  Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and

nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies
will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 

¨  Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers
within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50 percent is fed into
distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.

¨  HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.
§  HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of regional hotspots for

effective response to the worsening situation in their jurisdictions.
§  The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to New York and

Los Angeles County based on their requests.
§  Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and current

capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has adopted a process to
manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the
to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the Strategic
National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

§  As of April 6April 6, FEMA and HHS have provided or are currently shipping, 8,920 ventilators from the
Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the Defense Department to: Alaska (60), California (170),
Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150), Guam (30), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350),
Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100), Michigan (700), New Jersey (1,350), New York (4,400),
Oregon (140), and Washington (500).

¨  Governor Brown of Oregon sent the state’s 140 ventilators directly to New York; and,
¨  Governor Inslee of Washington is returning 400 of the state’s 500 ventilators to the SNS to

be deployed to areas of greatest need.
¨  Governor Newsom of California is sending 500 state-owned ventilators to medical hotspots

across the country through Emergency Management Assistance Compacts (EMAC).
¨  Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station and a Public

Health strike team for Michigan; and a 250-bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro
D.C. area.

§  Forty states, four territories and 24 tribes have issued stay-at-home orders.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission
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(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
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Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Brehmer, Savannah
RE: Proclamations to be extended as of yesterday
April 23, 2020 at 3:08 PM EDT
To: Holman, Sam (GOV)

Many	thanks	Sam.

	

Savannah	Brehmer

Joint	Informa6on	Center|	External	Affairs	|	Region	10

Mobile:	425-219-1206

Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	12:02	PM
To:	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	<fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	Proclama6ons	to	be	extended	as	of	yesterday

	

Will	be	extended	to	May	4.	

	

20-26:	Washington	State	Liquor	and	Cannabis	Board	â€“	Penal6es

20-27:	Electronic	Notary	Effec6ve	Date

20-28:	Open	Public	Mee6ngs	Act	and	Public	Records	Act

20-29:	Telemedicine

20-30:	Unemployment	Benefits	Job	Search	Requirements

20-31:	Department	of	Children,	Youth,	and	Families	-	Child	Care	and	Background	Checks

20-32:	Department	of	Health	â€“	Healthcare	Worker	Licensing

20-33:	Department	of	Children,	Youth,	and	Families	-	Child	Visita6on	and	Remedial	Services

20-34:	Washington	State	Auditor	â€“	Financial	Reports	Filing	Date

20-35:	Department	Of	Correc6ons	â€“	Community	Custody	Viola6ons

	

We	will	likely	send	our	a	release	today.	Just	need	to	finalize	the	last	few	steps.

	

	

Sam	Holman

Digital	Media	Manager

Office	of	Governor	Inslee

360-790-4823

sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Administrator_Gaynor_Sends_Letter_to_Emergency_Managers
March 27, 2020 at 1:31 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the announcement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on COVID-19.  
 

 
 
 
 
March 27, 2020
 
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent
the following letter to emergency managers outlining critical steps to help the nation
respond to COVID-19:
 
Fellow Emergency Managers,
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. I thank you for your tireless efforts
under these unprecedented and very demanding circumstances. 
 
I write to you today as the Administrator of FEMA and a former state and local emergency
manager.  Now more than ever, we must work as a team to deliver locally executed, state-
managed, and federally supported solutions on behalf of the American people.  The best
and the brightest emergency managers, public health officials, private industry partners,
scientists, and medical doctors and nurses are assembling at FEMA Headquarters and in our
regional offices; in your state and local emergency operations centers; and in hospital
operations centers across the country. This is truly a whole-of-nation response.  Rest
assured, the full weight of our Nation is supporting all of us to overcome the pandemic and
I have no doubt that we will be successful in defeating the spread of COVID-19. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:molly.voris@gov.wa.gov


 
To be successful across the nation – from the smallest town, tribal nation, island, and to the
largest city – we must act decisively and immediately.  Today, many of you are at the center
of the battle, in places like New York, Washington, California, and Louisiana.  Others of
you may only have a few cases.  It is our collective responsibility to do our very best today,
so we can continue to blunt the spread of COVID-19. If you have excess capacity, please
consider using EMAC to offer resources that your peers from around the country may
need. 
 
As the Nation’s lead emergency manager, I want to be completely transparent about our
national response and your responsibility to respond proactively and aggressively.  To that
point, I would like to share seven critical steps that I ask you to immediately consider and
act upon.
 
First, mitigation works.  Ensure you preserve your “force” while maintaining the ability to
respond in a COVID-19 degraded environment without access to the tools typically used in
an emergency or disaster like mutual aid and EMAC.  Ensure that your communities, small
or large embrace mitigation efforts.  Every American has a role to play in defeating
COVID-19, including good hygiene and social distancing. Follow the President’s 15 Days
to Slow the Spread. 
 
Second, integrate all emergency management and public health operations. Identify
and integrate your leading health official into your Emergency Operations Center and
Unified Command Group at every level of government.  You must form a unified
Emergency Management – Public Health Team. Ensure that the entire state political
leadership team understand the emergency management process. All requests to the Federal
government must be formally communicated by the state’s emergency manager to the
FEMA Regional Administrator. This is the same process as natural disasters.
 
Third, collect public, private, and government hospital bed capacity data, if you
haven’t already – total beds, acute care beds, normal occupancy, predicted surge
occupancy.  This data will assist you in crafting requests for high demand, low density
critical resources should the time come that you may need it.  We must use all data
wherever possible to allocate scarce resources, including consideration of population size,
demographics, and vulnerability.
 
Fourth, actively plan to stand-up Alternate Care Sites.  Be creative in identifying
facilities that can support low acuity patients and require a minimal amount of medical
staff, already in short supply.  Consider locations such as convention centers, hotels,
shuttered hospitals, college or university dormitories, or vacant open space in commercial
buildings. Ask your FEMA Regional Administrator to brief you on the US Army Corps of
Engineers “Hotel to Healthcare” initiative.  If you need a plan, here is a link to a plan. 
 
Fifth, maintain situational awareness of ventilators that may be used across your
area.  Check hospitals, acute care sites, outpatient locations, and any other location that
may use these devices, especially those that may be a source for reallocation to an area of
greater need.  Like hospital bed capacity, this data will help you understand what you have
and what you may need, informing your resource management strategy for these high

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjcuMTk0MDc2NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9hcnRpY2xlcy8xNS1kYXlzLXNsb3ctc3ByZWFkLyJ9.sCI8y5nyRzhezhYvDn1Wxt5sgVAhWiIruWiHrDhisyY/br/76720829640-l
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demand, low density critical resources should the time come that you may need it. Just as
we are moving resources nationally, you should also be moving resources within your state.
 
Sixth, identify all sources to surge medical professionals. Look for retirees, medical
contract services, nurses, respiratory therapists, medical students, and emergency medical
technicians or local equivalents. You will need them to support the increased hospital surge
and management of patients on ventilators and you should be cataloging and training them
now, as appropriate. 
 
Seventh, manage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) carefully.  We have stood-up
the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force within FEMA with the purpose of increasing the
flow of critical medical supplies such as N95 masks, surgical masks, and ventilators.  We
are using four guiding principles: 1) preserve what we have; 2) locate medical stockpile
around the globe; 3) distribute them to locations most in need; and 4) build capacity in
America through partners with industry.  While some of these strategies will yield near-
term benefits, it must be your highest priority to carefully manage what you have available
to you now.
 
To help you with this, the CDC produced a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Burn Rate
Calculator. This spreadsheet-based model provides information for healthcare facilities to
plan and optimize the use of PPE for response to COVID-19. Similarly, non-healthcare
facilities (e.g., correctional facilities) may find this tool useful for planning and optimizing
PPE use as part of the response to COVID-19. This tool can also be used for planning PPE
use outside the context of COVID-19, where PPE shortages may also occur due to supply
chain issues related to the COVID-19 response (e.g. manufacturing facilities).
 
FEMA will reimburse all eligible expenses for emergency protective measures under the
Stafford Act; however, do not wait for the PPE from the Federal government to show-up.
Take aggressive action now to source your own.  Because of the actions the Administration
and federal government is taking, you will begin to see PPE supplies come online in the
weeks ahead as the commercial distribution chain adapts as well as the quantities of
shipments from the Strategic National Stockpile continue to move.  Continue to be
resourceful, ask the building trades to donate PPE or that they allow you access to their
supplier; and, ask dental and outpatient offices that are closed to donate PPE to local
hospitals and care critical care sites.  And finally, I ask you to review and utilize the
guidance the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force released regarding guidance for PPE.
 
Lastly, some external communication resources that may be helpful:

Best Practices: This page provides a platform for sharing best practices and lessons
learned by the government, private sector, academic institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations to support the whole of community response.
Rumor Control: This page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to COVID-19.
How to Help: This page provides guidance on how to donate critical resources &
supplies; how to do business with FEMA; and, how to volunteer.
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These are unprecedented times and many lives are potentially at stake.  We are doing things
many of us have never imagined, especially at this scale.  As professional emergency
mangers, we are built for this – this is what we do best; coordinate, problem-solve, and act. 
I ask all of you to lead, innovate, and be resourceful. This is a whole of nation response and
I need every emergency manager to be an active participant.
 
We are emergency managers and America needs us at our best.
 
Respectfully,
 
 
Pete Gaynor
Administrator
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_-_Ventilator_Request
April 01, 2020 at 9:05 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the ventilator request process in effect for COVID-19 response. 
 
For more information from FEMA, please visit: FEMA.gov/Coronavirus
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Ventilator Request

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted the process below to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators
are shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis. In the case
of ventilators, immediate is defined as requirements necessary to sustain life within a 72-
hour window. 

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership. In order for a request to be processed, the state/tribe must provide detailed
responses to the following five questions:

1. How many usable ventilators, ICU beds, and convertible ventilators are currently
available within the state or tribe?

2. What is the current hospital bed and ICU bed occupancy rate in the state/tribe?
3. How many new ICU beds does the state/tribe estimate it can stand-up and the

number of ventilators, or FDA-approved ventilator alternatives, it can or is standing
up?

4. What is the decompression ability of hospitals in the state/tribe (i.e.: are there
currently field hospitals or alternate care facilities established)? 

5. How many anesthesia machines are in the state/tribe and have they been converted?
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Once the requesting state or tribe provides the FEMA/ HHS Region with the answers to
these five questions, then the requirement is validated at the Regional level and forwarded
to FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) for processing. 

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which includes
9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the Department of
Defense.  

In addition to submitting requests through this process, state, and tribal officials are
encouraged to share the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for Ventilators issued
on March 24. The EUA allows anesthesia gas machines and positive pressure breathing
devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The EUA also provides guidance to assist
health care personnel on use of other ventilators like CPAP devices for sleep apnea, with
COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on shelf life of existing ventilators. 

 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_19
April 19, 2020 at 1:11 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 19, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 18, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
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delivery of or are currently shipping: 55.8 million N95 respirators, 77.1 million
surgical masks, 6.1 million face shields, 11.4 million surgical gowns, 564 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance
Program (CFAP), an immediate relief program that provides $19 billion in support to
farmers and ranchers, maintains the integrity of our food supply chain and ensures
access to food for those in need.

Direct support to farmers and ranchers provides $16 billion based on actual
losses for agricultural producers.
USDA will partner with regional and local distributers to purchase $3 billion in
fresh produce, dairy and meat products. The distributers and wholesalers will
provide these items to food banks, community and faith-based organizations
and other non-profits serving people in need.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200419 FINAL.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Department of Homeland Security Outlines New Process for Americans Returning

from Certain European Countries, China, and Iran

 
WASHINGTON – In order to help prevent the spread of travel-related cases of coronavirus
in the United States, today the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Acting Secretary
Chad F. Wolf issued a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, and their immediate families who are returning home
after recently visiting certain European countries (listed below), China, and Iran.
 
Effective for flights taking off at 11:59 PM EDT on Friday, March 13th, Americans
returning from all restricted countries will now be required to travel through the following
13 airports:
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (BOS), Massachusetts
Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York
Los Angeles International Airport, (LAX), California
Miami International Airport (MIA), Florida
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington
Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 

 
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then
continue to enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical
history, current condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities.
Passengers will then be given written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to
their final destination, and immediately home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best
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practices.
 
“While the overall risk of serious infection from the coronavirus to the general public
remains low at this time, the Trump administration is taking these aggressive measures to
keep the risk low, requiring all Americans returning from affected areas in Europe to be
funneled through 13 airports for screening upon their return to the U.S.,” said Acting
Secretary Wolf. “To minimize disruptions to travelers, TSA, CBP, and air carriers are
working to identify qualifying passengers before their scheduled flights. These passengers
will be rerouted to one of the 13 airports by their airline at no cost to them.”
 
Wolf continued: “I understand this new process will be disruptive to some travelers,
however this action is needed to protect the general public from further exposure and
spread of the coronavirus. Once back in the U.S. it is imperative that individuals honor self-
quarantine directives to help protect their loved-ones and communities.”
 
President Trump determined that the potential for widespread transmission of the
coronavirus by infected individuals seeking to enter the United States threatens the security
of the homeland.  Therefore, the Department is taking action in furtherance of the public
health interests advanced by the March 11th presidential proclamation which suspends entry
to nearly all foreign nationals who have been in certain European countries, China and Iran
at any point during the 14 days prior to their scheduled travel to the U.S. 
 
These European countries, known as the Schengen Area, include: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. This Presidential
Proclamation does not apply to U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, nor their family
members under the age of 21, and other individuals who are identified in the proclamation.
Nor does it apply to cargo and economic shipping.
 
For further information, please visit Coronavirus.gov or DHS.gov/Coronavirus.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 22, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million
surgical masks, 5.9 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
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distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

On April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no
longer need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182
patients.

On April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with
disabilities. This funding is part of the CARES Act.

The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite
care and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS Makes $10 Million in Funding Available for
Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention Grants

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is making $10 million available
to help local communities more effectively combat terrorism and targeted violence across the
United States. The $10 million appropriated by Congress under the Fiscal Year 2020 Targeted
Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) Grant Program will support the development of a
nationwide terrorism and targeted violence prevention framework. DHS strongly encourages all
eligible entities to apply for this funding opportunity to build capabilities in their communities
and online.

“Attacks by domestic terrorists, those inspired by foreign terrorist organizations, and acts
committed by violent individuals with no clear ideological motivation have occurred in
communities across America with tragic outcomes,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf. “These grants will improve local communities’ ability to prevent individuals from
mobilizing or radicalizing to violence and create locally-based prevention frameworks to address
these emerging threats.”

The TVTP Grant Program helps DHS to fulfill its commitment to addressing the threat posed by
terrorism and targeted violence at home and builds on the promising practices identified in
previous grant programs. It is the only federal grant program dedicated to enhancing prevention
capabilities in local communities. In its first year, the TVTP Grant Program has three priorities:
(1) establishing and enhancing local prevention frameworks with an emphasis on threat
assessment and management capabilities; (2) preventing domestic terrorism; and (3) finding
innovative solutions for preventing targeted violence and terrorism.

“I want to thank Congress for funding for this mission in a bipartisan way over the last few years,
most recently and most significantly, in the Fiscal Year 2020 Appropriations Act. We look
forward to working with Congress to continue to advance this effort.” Wolf continued.
 
Eligible activities under the TVTP Grant Program cover all aspects of prevention, including
building resilience, intervention, recidivism prevention, and reintegration programs at the local
level. The program directly supports the objectives of the DHS Strategic Framework for
Countering Terrorism and Targeted Violence, which DHS released in September 2019. Making
these funds available for local prevention partners is a key milestone in the implementation of the
Strategic Framework.
 
TVTP Grant Program funds will support the development of local prevention capabilities at a
time when DHS is observing an uptick in online efforts for terrorism recruitment and
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radicalization from a variety of sectors. DHS is committed to expanding the program and the
President has requested an additional $20 million for TVTP grant funds next fiscal year.
 
The application period will close on May 29, 2020. Applicants should consult theNotice of
Funding Opportunity for more specific information about the process. Applying for this grant is a
multi-step process and it is recommended that applicants begin that process early in order to allow
sufficient time to complete the interim steps.
 
For more information, please see the TVTP Grant Program site athttps://www.dhs.gov/tvtpgrants.

# # #
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Bogner, Rita J
Canceled: **Save-the-Date** HAMMER Steering Committee Meeting
March 13, 2020 at 5:23 PM EDT
To: Ambrose, Cheryl (on behalf of SC member General President Mark McManus), Blackford, Ty, Bryan,
WIlliam, Buell, Kenneth (HQ), Bumpaous, Nick, Burnside, Rob, Callahan, James, Contreras, Laurene, Dean, Eric, Del
Re, Elizabeth (on behalf of SC member General Harold Schaitberger), Eschenberg, John R, Fitch, Ashlee, French,
Richard Jr., Graziano, Anthony (on behalf of SC member General President Douglas McCarron), Hammer, Matt, Hart,
James V., Haynes, Sandra, Holden, Jon, Hughes, Chip, Martin, Nathan (HQ), McCain, Valerie, McDaniel,
Jeffrey, Mitchell, Aaron, Morrison, Billy, Niles, Ken, Peurrung, Anthony J, Reeploeg. David, Rigmaiden, Kenneth, Riley,
Chad J, Roston, Thomas (HQ), Sacks, Joel, Sellers, Joseph, Snyder, Rodger DOE, Stepano, Dan, Stephenson,
Lonnie, Strickland, Michael, Towey, Anthony, Vance, Brian T, Vandervert, Paul J, Welsh, Gent Col USAF ANG
JFHQ/CoS, Wheaton, John, Whitnall, David, Wilkinson, Robert E, Wood, Michael, Woods, Rebekah (CBC)
Cc:  ^CHPRC President Office, Adamson, Kerry F, Akers, Bret M, Basche, Amy D, Bates, Bobby L, Brockman, Peter
K, Brown, Ashley E, Carter, Joshua M, Cheevers, Josef N, Clements, Korina L, Clemetson, Terri Jo (TJ), Conrad, Jill
A, Davisson, Tracy E, Domina, Kirk D, Erickson, Julie doescience, Farber, Teri L, Franco, Joe R, Frey, Jeffrey
A, Gomez, Pedro A, Gravelle, Paul C, Harp, Benton J (Ben), Hibbs, Kathy A, Hunsaker, Ian S, Jimenez, Antonio
S, Jimenez, Elaine T, Kelley, Debra A (Debbie), Knode, Christy, Maiuri, Steven W, Maki, Steven J, Metzger,
Stephen, Mowery, Carol A, Nelson, Julie A, Nicholls, Debora, Peters, Owen L, Phillips, Gregory K, Richey,
Scott, Sansotta, Dominic J, Schutte, Heidi, Scott, Stanley W, Spracklen, James L, Stemp, Jaclyn L, Stickney, Brian
J, Swanberg, Janet C, Trenchard, Glyn D, Whitcomb, Terry A, Whitmer, Hiram S, Wood, Daniel C, Zawadzki, Nicole
S, Zimmerman, Pam J, Zorich, Vince J, Adkisson, Kevin, Adrian, Carl, Andrew, Kim, Arevalo, Fernando, Barajas,
Karina, Beard, Sharon, Blondin, Mark, Boardman, Karen, Bosse', Mike, Burcaw, John, Burke, Tiffany, Byrnes,
Kevin, Cassady, David, Chamberlain, Linda, Chang, Chee, Chapin, Gerdon (Butch), Chitty, Brad, Coleman,
Randy, Connell, Judy, Corn, Barb, Davis, Lori, Dowleyne, Jacqueline, Dunne, Evan, Eisenberg, Gail, Frazee,
Tom, Freeman, Catrina (HQ), Frisk, Michelle, Gales, Greg, Giltz, Ted, Gleason, Jim, Goto, Barbara (Region X
OSHA), Gustafson, Gary, Habner, Rex, Hamelund, Craig, Henry, Deanna, Heurung, Ben, Hinsley, Brett, Hobbs,
Kewanda, Howell, Jan, Hunt, Donna, Jackson, Richard, Johnson, Deven, Johnson, Lisa, Johnson, Lori, Jordan,
Christine, Kenney, Cecelia (HQ), Kerkhoven, Brian, Keys, Carolyn, Kiddy, Tom, Lapointe, Todd, Legard, Bob, Lehman,
David, Lippy, Bruce, Manicinelli, John, Marshall, Emmagene (CONTR) (HQ), Matheney, Doug (HQ), McCormmick,
Matt, Medina, Carolina, Morawetz, John, Morse, John, Moury, Matthew (HQ), Mulcahy, Charles, Mullican,
Peggy, Murphy, Eddie, Norberg, Marc, Peckinpaugh, Tim, Pendergrass, Steve, Perrin, Lezlie, Piksa, Ron, Podonsky,
Glenn, Powers, Chris, Rector, Jack (Region X OSHA), Riley, Chad, Rose, Frances (HQ), Ruggles, Paul, Rumsey,
Fred, Sampson, Michael, Scrivner, Darlene, Sheary, Katie, Smith, BC, Smith, Jennifer, Smith, Scott B., Stephenson,
April (HQ), Stokes, Tiyra (CTR) DHS, Sumner, Wayne, Swayze, Travis, Templeton, Ross, Trahan Cain, Chris, Troll,
Dale (Metal Trades Department), Van Zevern, Mark, Vincent, Jeff, Wallace, Stephen (HQ), Walli, Randy, Weinstock,
Deborah, Whitten, Dianne, Winters, Chris, Worley, Lee, Wright, Demia, Bauer, Thomas, Bills, Shawn, Easton,
Tre, Evans, Richard, Ferrell-Crowley, Raquel, Goddard, Jaron, Katims, Casey, Lozano, Josh, Meadows,
Carrie, Merkel, Ben, O'Brien, Sean, Ricketts, Sam, Scott, Alex, Stanley, Rory, Thompson, Megan, Roxburgh, Robert T

To HAMMER Steering Committee members and alternates,

On behalf of Chairman Eric Dean and Co-Chairman Dan Stepano, out of an
abundance of caution the Spring HAMMER Steering Committee, Subcommittees,
and related events set for April 1-2, 2020, in Washington, D.C. has been cancelled.
The Steering Committee report will be emailed to each of you in lieu of this
meeting. I sincerely thank each of you for your continued support and look
forward to seeing you at our next meeting.

Please call me on 509-376-5792 should you have any questions.

Thank You,
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline

“Due to circumstances resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic and the national emergency
declaration, the Department of Homeland Security, as directed by President Donald J.
Trump, is extending the REAL ID enforcement deadline beyond the current October 1,
2020 deadline. I have determined that states require a twelve-month delay and that the new
deadline for REAL ID enforcement is October 1, 2021. DHS will publish a notice of the
new deadline in the Federal Register in the coming days.
 
“The federal, state and local response to the spread of the Coronavirus here in the United
States necessitates a delay in this deadline. Our state and local partners are working
tirelessly with the Administration to flatten the curve and, therefore, we want to remove any
impediments to response and recovery efforts. States across the country are temporarily
closing or restricting access to DMVs. This action will preclude millions of people from
applying for and receiving their REAL ID. Extending the deadline will also allow the
Department to work with Congress to implement needed changes to expedite the issuance
of REAL IDs once the current health crisis concludes.
 
“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be the
top priority for the President of the United States and the Department of Homeland
Security.”

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 4, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe.
The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
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actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began
offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.
In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia. The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3. FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations. All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
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Stockpile to California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150),
Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140)
and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal
Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100
ventilators for Massachusetts.

On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and
interprets key indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important
and timely surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United
States.
COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as
laboratory data.
The report will be updated every Friday.

Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Barbknecht, Nick
Combatting Disinformation on COVID-19
March 20, 2020 at 6:15 PM EDT
To: DHS.IGA

Homeland	Security	Partners	–	reaching	out	on	disinforma7on	amid	COVID-19.		Please	see	and	share	the
tweet	below	from	Department	of	Homeland	Security	Ac7ng	Secretary	Chad	Wolf	with	your
stakeholders.	FEMA	also	has	a	rumor	control	page	dedicated	to	COVID-19	at
hJps://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control
	
Your	help	combaPng	disinforma7on	campaigns	is	appreciated.
	
hJps://twiJer.com/DHS_Wolf/status/1241113388304019456

	
Nick	Barbknecht
Advisor,	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security

mailto:nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
mailto:dhs.iga@hq.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control
https://twitter.com/DHS_Wolf/status/1241113388304019456


M	(202)	365-7768
nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: FY2020 Emergency Management Performance Grant Program Supplemental Funding
April 13, 2020 at 8:54 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 13, 2020        

FEMA FY2020 EmergencyFEMA FY2020 Emergency
Management PerformanceManagement Performance
Grant Program SupplementalGrant Program Supplemental
FundingFunding
The	Department	of	Homeland	Security	(DHS)	and	FEMA	are	announcing	the
release	of	the	No?ce	of	Funding	Opportunity	and	Final	Alloca?ons	for	the	$100
million	in	supplemental	funding	made	available	to	the	Emergency	Management
Performance	Grant	Program	(EMPG)	under	the	Coronavirus	Aid,	Relief,	and
Economic	Security	(CARES)	Act.

Topline messaging includes:

·       The EMPG Supplemental, (or EMPG-S), program is authorized by CARES Act, Div. B (Pub. L.
No. 116-136) and the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act,
Pub. L. No. 93-288. Under the EMPG Program FEMA is authorized to make grants for the
purpose of providing a system of emergency preparedness for the protection of life and
property in the United States from hazards and to vest responsibility for emergency
preparedness jointly in the federal government and the states and their political
subdivisions. Under EMPG, grants are awarded to the 56 states and territories. The states
and territories make subawards to local and tribal governments.

·       The FY 2020 EMPG-S program assists states, local governments, tribes and territories with
their public health and emergency management activities supporting the prevention of,
preparation for and response to the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) public
health emergency. Through this funding opportunity, FEMA will award funding to support
planning and operational readiness for COVID-19 preparedness and response, as well as
the development of tools and strategies for prevention, preparedness, and response, and
ensure ongoing communication and coordination among federal, state, local, tribal and
territorial partners throughout the response.

·       Funding awarded under the EMPG-S program is separate and distinct from any funding
that will be awarded under the FY 2020 EMPG Program NOFO published on Feb. 14,
2020.

·       The attached Information Bulletin and Fact Sheet provide further details as well as final

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


allocations for the 56 states and territories.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
HHS_Letter_to_Hospital_Administrators
April 10, 2020 at 8:04 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the attached letter and FAQs sent by Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary
Azar to hospital administrators.

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: HHS Letter to Hospital
Administrators 

To follow-up on his letter from March 29, 2020, Secretary Azar just sent the attached letter
and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) to hospital administrators across the country.
Today’s letter underscores the importance of data-sharing and highlights that hospitals are
key partners with the Federal Government as we work to ensure that the Whole of America
response to COVID-19. The data requested included daily reports on testing, capacity,
supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing public health response.

The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be requesting this
information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government has done its best to minimize
the burden of sharing this data and to reduce further duplication of effort.

The FAQ attachment to the letter details the federal government’s data needs, explains the
division of reporting responsibility between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible
options for the timely delivery of this critical information. Our objective is to allow states
and hospitals either to leverage existing data reporting capabilities or, where those
capabilities are insufficient, to provide guidance in how to build on them. These FAQs will
be updated if additional data delivery methods become available.

It remains critical that all requested information listed in the FAQ is provided daily to the
federal government to facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to
COVID-19.

Contact
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If you have any questions, please email your question to U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services at Protect-ServiceDesk@hhs.gov.

# # #

HHS Ltr to Hospital Admins & FAQs.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_24
April 24, 2020 at 2:15 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 24, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 22, HHS launched Telehealth.hhs.gov. The site is a central source of
information on telehealth resources and tools for patients and providers. 

In his blog post “Health Providers: Join the Telehealth Revolution,” the
Surgeon General of the United States, Vice Admiral Jerome M. Adams M.D.,
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M.P.H., outlines the benefits of using telemedicine tools.
Working from the safety of home, these tools allow clinicians to perform
virtual visits, refill and adjust essential medications, and modify treatments that
will preserve and improve conditions that if left untreated, put patients at risk.

As of April 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 105 million
surgical masks, 6.7 million face shields, 14.9 million surgical gowns, 747 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.9 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Asher, Nathalie R
Automatic reply: Northwest Detention Center
March 17, 2020 at 5:33 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Thank	you	for	your	email.		I	am	currently	on	assignment	to	ICE	HQ	Office	of	Public	Affairs.
	
If	you	require	assistance	with	ERO	SeaDle	Field	Office	maDers,	Michael	A.	Melendez	will	serve	as	acKng
field	office	director	through	June,	2020.

Thx,
NRA

mailto:Nathalie.R.Asher@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov


Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
FW: Public info ad campaign options
March 20, 2020 at 9:14 AM EDT
To: Postman, David (GOV), Wicker, Kelly (GOV), Wiesman, John (DOH), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), Daugherty, Bret D.
(MIL), Birch, Sue (HCA), Strange, Cheryl (DSHS/OOS), Schumacher, David (OFM), Brown, Lisa (COM), Liu, Chris
(DES), Sinclair, Stephen D. (DOC), chris.reykdal@k12.wa.us, McClain, Stacey
(MIL), laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov, Michael_F._O’Hare_(Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs. gov)

	
Please	see	below	and	a,ached	for	Jaime’s	plan	for	an	outreach	campaign.
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
	
	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	7:54	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op\ons
	
Good	evening,	Robert	–
My	notes	about	who	else	to	send	this	info	to	is	at	my	JIC	desk,	unfortunately,	so	I’m	just	sending	to	you
for	now.
	
A,ached	are	two	documents.
	
The	word	document	is	the	ini\al	drab	of	what	the	campaign	might	look	like.	It’s	drab	and	was	created
prior	to	gecng	a	budget	put	together	so	our	ul\mate	campaign	may	not	include	all	the	elements	but	it
gives	you	a	sense	of	the	messaging	and	targe\ng.
	
The	excel	sheet	details	four	op\ons	for	the	team’s	considera\on.	We		highly	recommend	the	third	or
fourth	op\ons	because	they	ensure	the	most	impressions	and	because	we	an\cipate	needing	to
communicate	to	seniors	and	the	public	over	the	next	several	weeks.	We	do	not	recommend	inves\ng
heavily	in	radio	because	as	more	people	choose	to	stay	home,	TV	is	overcoming	radio.	Some	of	these
costs	could	come	down	if	we’re	able	to	get	networks	to	donate	air	\me.

$100k	campaign	=	two-weeks	of	digital	and	mul\cultural	adver\sing
	$250k	campaign	=	three	weeks	of	digital,	online	news	and	mul\cultural	adver\sing
$500k	8-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	cable	and	local	news	adver\sing
$1M	10-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	expanded	TV	adver\sing	and	some	rural	radio

	
These	es\mates	do	not	include	some	of	the	digital	and	social	media	we	will	do	in-house	and	amplify
through	an	extensive	network	of	partners	who	have	agreed	to	help	amplify	messaging	through	their

mailto:Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov
mailto:David.Postman@gov.wa.gov
mailto:kelly.wicker@gov.wa.gov
mailto:jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov
mailto:Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV
mailto:Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov
mailto:sue.birch@hca.wa.gov
mailto:cheryl.strange@dshs.wa.gov
mailto:David.Schumacher@ofm.wa.gov
mailto:lisa.brown@commerce.wa.gov
mailto:chris.liu@des.wa.gov
mailto:sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV
mailto:chris.reykdal@k12.wa.us
mailto:Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov
mailto:laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov
http://www.mil.wa.gov/


own	social	media,	newsle,ers,	etc.	Here	are	the	partners	who	have	commi,ed	to	helping	communicate
to	their	members	and	networks:
	
State	Ombuds
State	Council	on	Aging
Adult	Family	Home	Council
Washington	Health	Care	Associa\on	(Assisted	Living	and	NF	associa\ons)
Re\red	Public	Employees	of	WA
Mobile	Home	Parks	Associa\ons
W4A
Alzheimers	Associa\on
AARP
ARCORA	(delta	dental)
Catholic	Community	Services
Senior	Services	for	South	Sound
Columbia	Legal	Services
Disability	Rights	WA
Hearing	Loss	Associa\on
Keiser	Permanente
Home	Care	Associa\ons	of	WA
Elder	Law
Washington	Associa\on	of	Professional	Guardians
Washington	State	Associa\ons	of	Senior	Centers
Washington	State	Hospice	and	Pallia\ve	Care	Organiza\on
	
Happy	to	answer	ques\ons.	I	have	addi\onal	back-up	documenta\on	from	the	marke\ng	firm	HCA
contracts	with	that	put	the	numbers	together	but	it’s	not	helpful	for	purposes	of	decision-making.	If	we
decide	to	pursue	one	of	these	op\ons,	HCA	and	DOH	can	compile	a	detailed	outline	of	the	budget	+
deliverables.
	
Jaime	Smith
Office	of	the	Governor	|	COVID-19	Joint	Informa\on	Center	Director
253.334.5670	cell
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To: david.postman@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 18, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
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resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical
masks, 5.9 million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves,
10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

On April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version
3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local
jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce
while responding to COVID-19.

On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership
with United Health Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

 

# # #
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Lawrence, Kathlyn M
RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 23, 2020 at 4:12 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Good afternoon. Your request was forwarded to our Headquarters in DC. Any response you
receive would come from that level. I have not heard anything locally and could not speak to it. 

Thanks.

Sent with BlackBerry Work
(www.blackberry.com)

From: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV) <Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Date: Monday, Mar 23, 2020, 10:38 AM
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M <Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC

Good	Morning,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
I	hope	you	are	well.		Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us
informaBon	about	COVID-19	planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenBon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been
issued,	could	you	forward	it	to	me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aLenBon	to	this	maLer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	
	
From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	6:15	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LeLer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	evening.	I	will	forward	the	leLer.
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mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
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Thanks
	
Kathlyn M. Lawrence
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS | ICE | Seattle ERO
12500 Tukwila International Blvd | Seattle, WA 98168 
(D):  206-835-0075 | (C):  206-786-9222
 
 
Peer	Support	Program:	insight.ice.dhs.gov/PSP

	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	4:59	PM
To:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LeLer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	Adernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
Please	find	aLached	a	leLer	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford
earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesBons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_17
April 17, 2020 at 3:37 PM EDT
To: david.postman@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government,
including at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to
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local circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-
19 outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or
have been mild).
Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these
criteria and to progress through the phases outlined.

Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key
industries.

Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be
important, including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the
states, and the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and
private labs.
A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors
in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
To: Carina.G.Benito@ice.dhs.gov
Cc:  Tim.A.Petrie@ice.dhs.gov

Hello,	Assistant	Director	Benito:
	
My	name	is	Alejandro	Sanchez,	and	I	am	hoping	to	direct	this	email	to	the	right	person.		Recently,
Governor	Inslee	sent	a	leAer	to	ICE	and	GEO	leadership,	requesGng	informaGon	about	COVID-19
planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenGon	Center.		I	have	aAached	that	leAer	here.	
	
I	originally	sent	the	leAer	to	Director	Asher,	but	when	she	was	unavailable,	I	forwarded	it	to	Assistant
Director	Lawrence.		As	per	Director	Lawrence’s	away	message,	I	am	now	forwarding	this	inquiry	to	you.	
Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us	informaGon	about	COVID-19
planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenGon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been	issued,	could	you	forward	it	to
me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aAenGon	to	this	maAer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
Northwest Detention Center
To: Nathalie.R.Asher@ice.dhs.gov, slangford@geogroup.com

Good	A&ernoon,	Director	Ashford	and	Mr.	Langford:
	
Please	find	a;ached	a	le;er	from	Governor	Inslee	concerning	medical	care	at	the	Northwest	DetenAon
Center.	Please	feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	address	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesAons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Goudreau, Laura
Automatic reply: Meeting Materials for Today's UCG
March 19, 2020 at 10:16 AM EDT
To: Postman, David (GOV)

I am currently deployed supporting HHS and Washington state. Thank you for your
understanding if I am delayed in answering your email. 

For assistance, please contact the following staff:

For RRCC ESF-2/Communications, AUXCOM, FNARS and HF Interop, please contact
Chris White at armine.white@fema.dhs.gov
 
For Regional GIS questions, please contact Josh Keller at Joshua.keller@fema.dhs.gov
 
For RECCWG development, please contact Ric Wilhelm at
Richard.willhelm@fema.dhs.gov
 
If this was an actual emergency, please hang up and dial 9-1-1
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_Addres sing_PPE_Needs_in_Non-Healthcare_Setting
April 23, 2020 at 10:15 AM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the announcement below, and attached, fact sheet from our partners in
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting.

FEMA has published the attached Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting. This guidance summarizes how organizations should
consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the
protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, including
how to preserve limited supplies of PPE, how to consider need during periods of shortages,
and how to acquire and request PPE (i.e., in the face of critical shortages and whereas
normal supply chain allocation cannot meet operational requirements).

The attached fact sheet may also be found on the FEMA website here.

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_NonHealthPPENeed_FINAL_20200422.pdf
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:Topline messaging includes:

* FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people

* FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

* Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

-- Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use
of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical
Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten the curve;
strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting myths.
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--This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers on
March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

* The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find
the most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities

--Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier to
find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules and travel
guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

--All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to do the
same.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200416 FINAL.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Strategies_for_Addressing_Personal_ Protective_Equipment_(PPE)_Shortage
April 14, 2020 at 9:16 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding strategies for addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shortages. 

April 14, 2020

CISA Advisory
Strategies for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Shortage
The U.S. government’s strategy for addressing COVID-19 personal protective equipment
(PPE) shortages relies on three pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of
protective gear: reduce – reuse – repurpose. In this time of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the
U.S. government has recently released two documents that will be of assistance to all
infrastructure sectors.

FEMA has published the attached COVID-19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment
Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes government guidance and best
practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID-19 response has
been released. While tailored to the Healthcare Sector, many of these strategies can be
applied to other sectors with similar PPE requirements. 

NIOSH has recently issued Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filtering
Facepiece Respirator Supply in Non-Healthcare Sectors. That document offers strategies to
conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH-approved filtering
facepiece respirators (FFRs) used in non-healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and
construction. Employers should implement alternative controls to reduce, as much as
possible, their reliance on PPE, particularly FFRs.

Please continue to refer to CDC for updates to posted guidance for businesses and
employers to plan and respond to COVID-19: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
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ncov/guidance-business-response.html. For general and other useful information regarding
COVID-19, please visit: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html.
Information on FEMA’s efforts to stabilize the PPE supply chain can be found at:
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-
supply-chain-stabilization. 

Respectfully,
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200412 EA cleared.pdf
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
To: Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, Holman, Sam (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC
USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony, Apreza, Ernesto

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,	Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
CommunicaEons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,	pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56
RCW.

	
	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara
(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,
Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	SeaSle	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	SeaSle	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or
Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisEcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	SeaSle	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sEll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is
best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry
to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of
SeaSle	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiEonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)
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beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited
microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of
the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiEons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials
anEcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should
be	fully	operaEonal	within	a	week	of	getng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuGve
ConstanGne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuEve
Dow	ConstanEne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaSle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital
beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aSend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	aSend	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
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below.	A	couple	quesEons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisEcs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ASendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne
SeaSle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
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Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SEll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaSle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecEng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucEon	will	begin	soon	+	SeaSle	may	see	addiEonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuGve
ConstanGne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US
ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event

Center	
	

SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuEve
Dow	ConstanEne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaSle	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aSend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaEve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	



WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaSle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaSle.gov
Facebook	|	TwiSer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-NewsleSer
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WA_JIC(MIL)
Gov Delivery List for WA JIC Communications
March 20, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
(GOV), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH)
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org
Sandi, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Malley Tom, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org, Church, Tim (LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Continue_Providing_R esources_for_COVID-19_Response_Efforts
March 25, 2020 at 12:56 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 25, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19
Response Efforts
 
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, more
than 9,000 National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response
efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington, California, Iowa and Louisiana were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
11 states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition, 5 states have issued
partial or localized orders.
 
Medical supplies are en route to states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns,
face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington, New
York and California. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24
hours. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff and is expected to arrive by March 27. The U.S. Navy
hospital ship Comfort is scheduled to arrive in New York on April 7. FEMA issued a $350
million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector,
and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.25.20.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Manage Subscriptions  |  Privacy Policy  |  Help

Connect with DHS:
Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  LinkedIn  |  Flickr  |  YouTube

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
www.dhs.gov
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Hyer, Brian
FW: TODAY AT 3pm EDT: Background Briefing on Travel Restrictions Related to Coronavirus Spread
March 14, 2020 at 11:42 AM EDT
To: DHS.IGA

State	Homeland	Security	Advisors	and	Federal	Affairs	Representa8ves,
	
You’re	invited	to	join	the	DHS	Public	Affairs	background	call	below	to	hear	a	background	briefing	on
travel	restric8ons	related	to	the	Coronavirus	spread.	If	you’d	like	to	listen	at	3pm	EDT	today,	please	dial
800-582-4096.
	
Brian	Hyer
Director,	State	and	Local	Affairs
Office	of	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security
Cell:	(202)	507-1873
brian.hyer@hq.dhs.gov
	

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Background	Briefing	on	Travel	RestricDons	Related	to	Coronavirus	Spread

March 14, 2020
 
WASHINGTON– Today, the Department of Homeland Security will host a background
press call to focus on the recent travel restrictions put in place to help prevent the spread of
coronavirus in the United States. The call will focus on The Department of Homeland
Security issuing a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, their immediate families, and others exempt from the
restrictions who are returning to the U.S. after recently visiting certain European countries,
China, and Iran.
	
Who:		The Department of Homeland Security 
            U.S. Customs & Border Protection
            Transportation Security Administration
 
Event: Background Press Call
 
Date:		Saturday, March 14, 2020        
 
Time:	3:00 P.M. EDT
 
Dial	in:	800-582-4096
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_20
April 20, 2020 at 4:52 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 20, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country
to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen
safely and responsibly. 

As of April 19, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of, or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 77.9 million
surgical masks, 6.2 million face shields, 11.9 million surgical gowns, 587 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA from April 1st – 14th through Project Airbridge and
the commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now tested 4.18 million people, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: France, the United Kingdom, South Korea, Japan,
Singapore, India, Austria, Australia, Sweden, and Canada. 

As conveyed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and Admiral Brett Giroir, there is enough
testing capacity for states to moves into phase one of reopening when they
choose to do so.
States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
President Trump and Vice President Pence are working closely with Governors
to review what more they can do to develop locally tailored testing strategies.

HHS and FEMA continue to provide federal support to state run testing. 
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

FEMA and HHS have centralized best practices and lessons learned to help medical
practitioners, emergency managers, and other stakeholders learn from each other’s
approaches.

The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page contains
resources for all levels of government, private sector, academic institutions,
professional associations, and other organizations responding to the pandemic.
HHS has a comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights
technical resources and information for the medical community and emergency
responders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 22, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       As of April 21April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million surgical masks, 5.9
million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·       The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
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following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs on needing
to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

-   On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose. 

·       On April 21April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no longer
need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

-   The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182 patients.

·       On April 21April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with disabilities. This
funding is part of the CARES Act.

-   The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite care
and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 19, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·         On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving into
a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly protecting the
most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care facilities, and having a plan
for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on vulnerable populations. 

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

·         As of April 18April 18, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55.8 million N95 respirators, 77.1 million surgical
masks, 6.1 million face shields, 11.4 million surgical gowns, 564 million gloves, 10,998
ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.
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-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

-   On April 17April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th through
Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

·         The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program
(CFAP), an immediate relief program that provides $19 billion in support to farmers and
ranchers, maintains the integrity of our food supply chain and ensures access to food for
those in need.

-   Direct support to farmers and ranchers provides $16 billion based on actual losses
for agricultural producers.

-   USDA will partner with regional and local distributers to purchase $3 billion in fresh
produce, dairy and meat products. The distributers and wholesalers will provide
these items to food banks, community and faith-based organizations and other
non-profits serving people in need.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Department of Homeland Security Outlines New Process for Americans Returning

from Certain European Countries, China, and Iran

 
WASHINGTON – In order to help prevent the spread of travel-related cases of coronavirus
in the United States, today the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Acting Secretary
Chad F. Wolf issued a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, and their immediate families who are returning home
after recently visiting certain European countries (listed below), China, and Iran.
 
Effective for flights taking off at 11:59 PM EDT on Friday, March 13th, Americans
returning from all restricted countries will now be required to travel through the following
13 airports:
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (BOS), Massachusetts
Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York
Los Angeles International Airport, (LAX), California
Miami International Airport (MIA), Florida
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington
Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 

 
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then
continue to enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical
history, current condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities.
Passengers will then be given written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to
their final destination, and immediately home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best
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practices.
 
“While the overall risk of serious infection from the coronavirus to the general public
remains low at this time, the Trump administration is taking these aggressive measures to
keep the risk low, requiring all Americans returning from affected areas in Europe to be
funneled through 13 airports for screening upon their return to the U.S.,” said Acting
Secretary Wolf. “To minimize disruptions to travelers, TSA, CBP, and air carriers are
working to identify qualifying passengers before their scheduled flights. These passengers
will be rerouted to one of the 13 airports by their airline at no cost to them.”
 
Wolf continued: “I understand this new process will be disruptive to some travelers,
however this action is needed to protect the general public from further exposure and
spread of the coronavirus. Once back in the U.S. it is imperative that individuals honor self-
quarantine directives to help protect their loved-ones and communities.”
 
President Trump determined that the potential for widespread transmission of the
coronavirus by infected individuals seeking to enter the United States threatens the security
of the homeland.  Therefore, the Department is taking action in furtherance of the public
health interests advanced by the March 11th presidential proclamation which suspends entry
to nearly all foreign nationals who have been in certain European countries, China and Iran
at any point during the 14 days prior to their scheduled travel to the U.S. 
 
These European countries, known as the Schengen Area, include: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. This Presidential
Proclamation does not apply to U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, nor their family
members under the age of 21, and other individuals who are identified in the proclamation.
Nor does it apply to cargo and economic shipping.
 
For further information, please visit Coronavirus.gov or DHS.gov/Coronavirus.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-
risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
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California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations
to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face
masks, 3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6
million gloves.  We are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or
produce even more.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.27.20.pdf
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 24, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Idaho	Governor	Brad	Li9le	announced	Idaho	Rebounds,	with	stages	to	reopen	Idaho.
·       Despite	news	of	outbreaks	in	some	rural	Washington	coun/es,	many	local	leaders	s/ll	call	for

economic	reopening.
·       Alaska	Governor	Mike	Dunleavy	announced	more	guidance	for	the	first	phase	of	reopening,

star/ng	today,	April	24th.
·       Oregon's	governor	will	allow	healthcare	providers	to	resume	non-urgent	procedures	beginning

May	1.
·       Treatments	and	vaccines	for	COVID-19	quickly	became	a	top	topic	of	conversa/on	in	the

region	following	yesterday’s	White	House	Briefing.	Many	are	discussing	statements	made	about
the	use	of	disinfectants,	while	public	health	experts	and	manufacturers	are	messaging	about	the
safe	use	of	disinfectant	products.

Public	Sen+ment
·       Economic	concerns	con/nue	to	drive	Washington	residents	to	call	for	a	reopening	of	businesses

—especially	small	businesses	and	those	in	rural	areas.
·       While	some	ques/on	the	details	of	the	plan	to	reopen	in	Idaho—why	can	churches	open	before

salons,	or	why	businesses	cannot	open	sooner—many	feel	that	a	staged	approach	is	a	good
approach.

·       Alaskans	are	encouraged	by	the	steps	to	reopen	but	confused	over	whether	to	follow	the	state's
reopening	plan	that	begins	today	or	the	Anchorage	plan	which	follows	on	Monday,	April	27th.

·       Oregonians	are	encouraged	by	the	first	step	in	easing	restric/ons,	and	by	local	efforts	to	help
their	communi/es.

Washington
Updates	from	the	Governor
·       Inslee	extends	20	proclama/ons	rela/ng	to	COVID-19.	The	proclama/ons	include	orders	rela/ng

to	long-term	care,	relief	from	various	penal/es	and	fees,	telemedicine,	healthcare	worker
licensing,	and	other	emergency	measures	that	will	be	extended	un/l	early	May.	(KNDU25)

Tension	over	the	“Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy”	order
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·       Franklin	County	commissioners	have	rescinded	a	controversial	resolu/on	allowing	businesses	to
reopen.	(Sea9le	Times,	Q13)	Many	people	are	disappointed	to	hear	this,	and	con/nue
expressing	worries	over	the	shu9ered	economy.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       Walla	Walla	County	Sheriff	issued	a	statement	asking	county	commissioners	to	reopen	the
economy.	Walla	Walla	neighbors	Franklin	County.	(KIMA,	Union-Bulle/n)	Many	people	are
responding	that	the	Sheriff	does	not	have	the	right	to	flout	state	law,	and	ought	to	follow
guidance	from	health	professionals.	S/ll,	many	support	opening	up	the	economy.	(example	1,
example	2)

·       Chewelah	mayor	asks	governor	to	start	reopening	businesses.	"It	is	becoming	apparent	that	if	we
want	to	save	our	local	economy,	we	must	take	steps	to	reopen”	she	wrote	the	governor.	“Many
businesses	are	struggling	to	survive.”	(The	Independent)

·       Yakima	County	commissioner	wants	businesses	to	reopen.	(KIMA)	Many	responses	to	the	local
media	report	have	supported	the	mayor's	perspec/ve.	They	cite	big	companies	in	urban	areas
that	have	opened	and	wonder	why	small	businesses	in	rural	areas	are	prohibited.	(example)

·       Some	Spokane	residents	held	a	"Let	Us	Fish"	protest	on	Wednesday.		(The	Reflector)
New	Cases
·       Coronavirus	death	toll	tops	700	in	Washington.	(KOMO)
·       Yakima	County	has	highest	rate	of	COVID-19	cases	in	Washington,	double	the	state	rate.

(YakimaHerald)	The	governor	says	he	has	not	decided	yet	whether	the	former	Astria	Regional
Medical	Center	will	be	used	to	isolate	COVID-19	posi/ve	pa/ents.
o   In	response,	some	people	disagree	with	how	the	numbers	are	reported—assuming	the	high

rate	is	because	the	county	is	doing	more	tes/ng,		or	that	the	number	need	to	subtract	the
many	who	have	recovered—while	others	comment	on	the	lack	of	social	distancing
observed	in	the	county.	(example)

Food	Security
·       Tyson	meat	plant	in	Walla	Walla	will	close	due	to	coronavirus	outbreak.	(KOMO,	KING5,	KREM2)

1,400	workers	from	the	plant	will	be	tested.
Contact	Tracing
·       University	of	Washington	and	Microsoi	release	a	coronavirus	contact-tracing	app.	It's	designed

to	alert	people	who	may	have	come	in	contact	with	the	virus	while	keeping	their	iden/ty
anonymous.	(KING5)	In	response,	people	are	very	worried	about	privacy.	(example)

Tes/ng
·       COVID-19	an/body	tests	are	available	in	Sea9le,	but	pa/ents	have	been	told	otherwise.	Officials

are	urging	people	to	allow	providers	some	/me	to	coordinate	the	logis/cs	of	ordering	the	tests.
(KUOW)

Prisoner	Release
·       Washington	Supreme	Court	denies	request	to	release	thousands	of	inmates	to	curb	coronavirus.

The	court	ruled	against	a	lawsuit	filed	by	five	inmates,	claiming	that	the	state's	planned	release
of	1,000	inmates	is	not	enough.	(KING5,	KOMO,	KIRO7,	KHQ,	Q13)	Reac/on	is	overwhelmingly
suppor/ve	of	the	court's	decision.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4)

·       Early	inmate	release	is	a	‘kick	in	the	gut’	for	Chehalis	burglary	vic/m.	(KING5)
Social	Distancing
·       New	study	uses	cellphone	data	to	track	how	many	Thurston	County	residents	are	staying	home

to	fight	coronavirus.	(The	Olympian)
·       Fear	and	apprehension	in	Pacific	County	over	coronavirus:	‘If	you	live	in	Sea9le,	stay	in	Sea9le.’

(Sea9le	Times)
Community	Impact
·       Microsoi	co-founder	Bill	Gates	published	an	11-page	memo	outlining	his	ideas	on	how	best	to

tackle	the	disease.	‘It	is	impossible	to	overstate	the	pain’:	Fight	against	coronavirus	will	define
our	era,	he	says.	(Sea9le	Times)

Thanking	the	Frontlines
·       The	Blue	Angels	and	Thunderbirds	are	doing	flyovers	to	thank	first	responders	ba9ling

coronavirus	pandemic.	Planned	ci/es	include	Sea9le	and	Portland.	(KIRO	7)
Oregon
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https://q13fox.com/2020/04/23/franklin-county-commissioners-rescind-vote-on-businesses/?fbclid=IwAR0wFq6wLgItCWOhEpraibj8JnetoMm43u064w355zw7nwbFRBH4p1J9u5g
https://www.facebook.com/70644859198/posts/10160130377394199
https://www.facebook.com/38472826214/posts/10158114446321215
https://kimatv.com/news/local/just-in-walla-walla-county-sheriff-issues-statement-aims-to-reopen-the-economy?fbclid=IwAR1DAJqMYCH8iopUPzcx3Yau5-7psvuDW2YuPgPh57wN_Ys5wutr4EBPNKk
https://www.union-bulletin.com/news/health_fitness/coronavirus/walla-walla-county-sheriff-calls-for-reopening-businesses/article_37db35b2-9734-5cfd-bd15-d667e7135eb4.html?fbclid=IwAR2EHXIDwnVmXHGbd6r6fxL4Fi0IF9t1Nh1612wnE7rp8hVn3tRtGsPG88U%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/35678819957/posts/10157401372674958
https://www.facebook.com/5847072519/posts/10158242234912520
http://chewelahindependent.com/chewelah-mayor-asks-inslee-to-start-reopening-businesses/?fbclid=IwAR20BASb2SxITfBHQbTg8K1pi_iwZvOMB_8E0XDwrAMDjZ4HAzeEnFhjxPI
https://kimatv.com/news/local/county-commissioners-follow-state-stay-home-order-want-businesses-to-reopen?fbclid=IwAR0ELQqGPkgsUJn4fUGudPlb9V-_5FXQ10yd8UZqgl8tHyTFHIsY5fooX40
https://www.facebook.com/35678819957/posts/10157401458964958
http://www.thereflector.com/news/regional/article_f2092ac2-4f03-5aee-b9d3-be8337981fa8.html?fbclid=IwAR2g6lJyw0sZf1o_mQMr82PdtBIWIE199SY6sfJrkGVnsP_TU88frYXwsQc
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/coronavirus-death-toll-tops-700-in-wash-state?fbclid=IwAR0zekcJqYDz-zRjGW6OegU0cenDBFgoV8Bg3acIDNhPTMJoSj_u24xre6c
https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/yakima-county-has-highest-rate-of-covid-19-cases-in-the-state-double-the-state/article_4daeb5ae-4646-5d2f-a5fb-78eed14fa050.html?fbclid=IwAR2qKeyjX1OXFYhGAq_--h5DRVBtetwzdyVJ9SJYdEewaISxlm_irQaEw0c%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/coronavirus-update-952-cases-in-yakima-county-governor-talks-about-regional/article_a0e27b5d-8e6f-51e4-b27e-f142f480a8a4.html?fbclid=IwAR1fGuKiK-oI_svMm0QiTiLF9DrFL0tFp0VE_zYeGNoi3vAmXUMxipB5TBI%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/yakimaheraldrepublic/posts/3092621674114951?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAOYSyifI1RRx1lfSXn_ouTHyDXi-KcQDWTwN6GABBDGN8yrPpD-G7HFgq3nTl3fh8zo38NSjevACElgICV4J55AjQXGQT7D-g1hVKOJvOlvpI56y5Weiu0XzZD0H3L4OIEe6xbGGOm4VNUCO3ArhGXYvvT0kVTw3NQ3G14uKirONr6yE4G_sc7aZ7AtXH1RnpnHRZzuHV0aVV84nlbvAYW9NRi_lNYZ8w4Mjs5ncmUEHjZNGR5o8cRMjOyZZHVH7fSobCMFf1LVV3cE_ZABwFZ3vNAfOo3AhpXbaR_x7oWE9BU4643IQ5V_gFHY5PLdeaOBFcVviMbGlSE88QSs2eQFQ&__tn__=-R
https://komonews.com/news/local/tyson-foods-pasco-meatpacking-plant-suspends-production-amid-pandemic?fbclid=IwAR3Xc73fWtqyvEV3UQkNMTYzgMWcvLpizlYLH1xXCTYKbEIifM1zYcH4ua4
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/tyson-meat-plant-coronavirus-outbreak-washington/293-59cfce64-0bad-48a6-a627-4c6313278e1f?fbclid=IwAR1lCh4SeZo1Cgm5eBJpfbzII6RDzXJ_VjpC9sT2NKXb5iJ6iewn2ibCnok
https://www.krem.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/tyson-meat-plant-coronavirus-outbreak-washington/293-59cfce64-0bad-48a6-a627-4c6313278e1f/?c=s&fbclid=IwAR3a5RBpZXzNewpCCIfVWXkU-qJMlBuLeUHwgOoCEbja12WZPKcI1avjuwo
https://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/coronavirus/article242232086.html
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/uw-coronavirus-contact-tracing-app-focused-on-preserving-user-privacy/281-dc984db9-d481-406f-9e45-527b9e19b3bf
https://www.facebook.com/6276351475/posts/10157396142286476
https://kuow.org/stories/covid-19-antibody-tests-are-now-available-in-seattle-but-some-patients-were-told-otherwise?fbclid=IwAR1_1NfR9r0jnVx--s499PpQc48etYBbjiQ83GEKBtHWwB7jAwXy3Hq3afk
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/supreme-court-release-inmates-coronavirus-washington/281-d7f6729f-bcc9-4aed-9754-24287cdf1963?fbclid=IwAR0D9KKDh1F2dIpqWAQ7kkbZlS7OlZ9viBoYZKt6f5ld5kzr8KVQeXWh3xM
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/state-supreme-court-rules-against-inmates-who-wanted-early-release-amid-covid-19-threat?fbclid=IwAR0GyWBSljTKAlIUrBHGmFsxw-6QyCp0onDGXBlOWSxYyUq_ihwbAtq61hE
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/coronavirus-state-supreme-court-denies-motion-mass-release-inmates/XIDPHMLVOJAAREQ5YCL75367PU/?fbclid=IwAR3T0mwIhSKwDPqVF_Pv2ldtU7El9VAtY6qTDSb6kcEOaE_F14G1eMKUCQ0
https://www.khq.com/coronavirus/washington-supreme-court-denies-prisoners-request-for-release/article_635b276f-9dc7-5256-bd03-78d415c4e49b.html?fbclid=IwAR0daK2V3Kfl9WldMjATzdpujLVOtnQ5A1bs8UQUTjms4RdUmN95GcraNQ0
https://q13fox.com/2020/04/23/washington-supreme-court-denies-mass-release-of-inmates-amid-covid-19-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR1_BdgeSFTPH7cwnORZ3FoxrCQB56KazkmbxiPFjYvtg0ZFme5MnivzFYo
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3429241597095569?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAAZCOEmrFEdRlNRxdpLFsfzdRm_rtAn82_Vh355xNDj4COV6Bmq2Pj5-1SaX2XzwbNUDCF_WPSpgiJl4tBu4HfyOPfJzfivqOpGyFxWTxnHIrkilpCuaAjNgM8cpqGcgCE5UZ2Mez8PkdESLywD0s_1dRm5ui3Fv13cBxUPK0JJpV94OVJUkqACDtXlH212C-mNNIyEIWitoWidE238ul8qCpAZobqBvHuOFc-_nWXU0Er56cGXXpfYZfThxJgPkjye8hJimxvDqINhrNAchAX2b68DA8dlW-n_h2pJM9aLO74eg_xssla_YlsKxrFHD_S39lxQiDaPohmMAti2DfVaA&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/Q13FOX/posts/10160131107394199?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAcxLB4AmD9GIka-dnBR1WXe9oljXB7uOD_jpRdrNlk703HNbd6mRUYPImtzc1USThJiLeyzhiLWnby8dXhaSfTMGFYD_ZJc2MLFIaNUJci6b_eI91lsxGjd-m1J1FGWZGSo4R4vFyVWqd84WMDyBBtEetOFr9vAE1ZTTwX--gh7xwkMGLxLk5_3Mt6G_OAI6Bm8q0XUXSbbjbMVeCijop14dKm-UeIK-wzqGA2UjlWDPxIUAyN9RBA3_RcC3X3yUa7cE5hNh2L4oq5Z7zjrMwvcVtyqU3J8MaR3QLcqe7BGQXHZbrTD4WLpmpydi0W_d4q2M4-_8q8N3Fd7A&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/105924042772461/posts/3299255910105909
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3119694891432155?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBy_RnuNwEhX7utNLbkrJTc2Mi8Yw30ZYC2QjfVt7DrT87zTzvgHQEP-Irh2G9XyK_NmeyTMG_uxesFL4HTG6AbMe7PAQ7NaXw2Ohc3eUtsJDwv6eRYRu2FVK_CMoV5hN3wcPBE4fL7u3uw_awAry_6MpKozNoK9xYFbYcvm1sq7lAp5CQFeBqR4xAJRi1zWFfCG0AZ7eEgq-rj4aK72dwMoXKzSxrtI13MOCYBZHUVOJLJKkSLX5aJxhZ20p-NAi8hPSae2oVFtB-uEQnz2VJrXyQZH6BgL5LYIbyyx6yCkwCeXa5qqI2LjRiiiHBYCikF16XI3rSZTyzgN0doR6c8vA&__tn__=-R
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/inmate-early-release-coronavirus-chehalis-prosecutor-victim/281-5cb8148e-a844-4456-bdd5-b6ef326143d1?fbclid=IwAR0ziTdn_Jo-l94SH2OKcKeXLgven2RnNauL1193pRMTVvl3OyauordoA8A
https://www.theolympian.com/news/coronavirus/article242208146.html?fbclid=IwAR1HzClVHDYmQzJCwrbN8mhTS4GmYbZyAIPX9bhYf_socS-PGhtuUzLoHAY
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/fear-and-apprehension-in-pacific-county-pop-22000-forget-digging-for-razor-clams-if-you-live-in-seattle-stay-in-seattle/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR2zfuClsevoWU8OFMup1lj1AIanmZ2NrJjL2XoSEpHf-UrqmVpcJYIpFMk%23Echobox=1587649360
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/it-is-impossible-to-overstate-the-pain-fight-against-coronavirus-will-define-our-era-bill-gates-says/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR2z-jjAz0UYS36shPFETdrQzKNGPeSp6Ckc0_k7p8HdLJRXTcQCDvc6HYE%23Echobox=1587647685
https://www.kiro7.com/news/trending/blue-angels-thunderbirds-doing-flyovers-thank-first-responders-battling-coronavirus-pandemic/RUZVLX3V5JHRJNH5ESWSTPO6O4/?fbclid=IwAR295-Dl3bPAhJbf6ig_R4nYWYwBfOLSWcpI5iaQ47HVfagPuBK9iTdIus4


Reopening
Oregon	Gov.	Kate	Brown	liis	ban	on	elec/ve	surgeries.	(	FOX	12,	Willame9e	Week,	KATU	2,
KOIN,	KGW	8)	Most	people	are	encouraged	with	this	news.	Several	commented	about	how	to
manage	childcare	and	schooling.	(example)
Douglas	County	commissioners	drai	le9er	to	Gov.	Brown	about	soi	reopening.	(KATU	2)

Federal	Response
Oregon	to	get	'large	shipment'	of	PPE,	Ba9elle	cleaning	machine	Gov.	Brown	says.	(KATU	2)
Oregon	CARES	recipients	ask:	Where’s	my	money?	(KOIN)
While	Oregon	State	University’s	pilot	project	of	door-to-door	tes/ng	con/nues,	Corvallis	officials
are	looking	for	reimbursement	from	FEMA.	(Corvallis	Gaze9e-Times)

Economy
Another	36,700	Oregonians	filed	for	unemployment	benefits	last	week.	(KGW8)
Some	art	shows	are	moving	online,	as	art	communi/es	have	been	hurt	by	social	distancing.
(News	Times,	Mail	Tribune)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
Beaverton	School	District	partners	to	host	COVID-19	drive-thru	tes/ng	site.	(KPTV	12)
An	Oregon	high	school	student	is	making	clear	face	masks	so	the	hearing-impaired	can	be	safe
during	coronavirus	crisis.	(The	Oregonian)	Responses	are	very	suppor/ve	(example	1),	with
some	men/ons	of	another	example	of	a	crea/ve	solu/on	for	an	employee	that	relies	on	lip
reading.	(Oregon	Daily	News)

New	Cases
Here	are	the	Oregon	coun/es	that	have	no	confirmed	coronavirus	illness	so	far.	(The	Oregonian)

Idaho
Re-opening	in	Stages
·       UPDATE:	Li9le	sets	4-stage	plan	to	reopen	Idaho	businesses	over	2	months	by	end	of	June.	(East

Idaho	News)
o   Many	feel	that	churches	should	not	be	among	the	places	that	reopen	first.	(example)

·       When	you	can	go	back	to	the	office,	the	gym,	the	bar:	Li9le’s	4-step	plan	for	Idaho.	(Idaho
Statesman)

·       Gov.	Li9le	announced	staged	reopening	process	is	underway	in	Idaho.	(Idaho	News	6)
o   People	ask	why	churches	are	opening	before	gyms.	People	support	the	governor's	phased

approach.	(example)
·       Li9le:	Re-opening	starts	May	1	-	Idaho	Rebounds	-	Our	Path	to	Prosperity.	(Coeur	D'Alene	Press)
·       Gov.	Brad	Li9le	announces	plan	to	reopen	state	by	June.	(KMVT	11)

o   While	some	want	businesses	to	reopen	as	soon	as	possible,	others	feel	that	it	may	be	too
soon	and	that	coronavirus	cases	could	increase.	(example)

·       Gov.	Brad	Li9le,	and	Darrel	Anderson,	chair	of	the	Economic	Recovery	Working	Group	par/cipate
in	live	Coronavirus	Q&A.	(Idaho	Public	Television	Facebook)	Reac/ons	vary	with	folks	asking
about	different	components	of	the	phased	approach.	Many	appreciate	that	it	is	gradual.	Some
feel	that	business	must	resume	as	quickly	as	possible.

·       Idaho	Rebounds	receives	a	shout	out	from	the	White	House.	(Governor	Brad	Li9le	Facebook)
Tes/ng
·       Meridian	Rite	Aid	to	offer	self-swab	COVID-19	tes/ng;	accuracy	of	method	ques/oned.	(Meridian

Press)
School
·       Idaho	district	to	graduate	seniors	at	drive-in	theater.	(Idaho	News	2)

Alaska
Reopening
·       During	the	daily	press	conference	on	Thursday	evening,	the	governor	stressed	that	his	office	has

been	working	with	the	communi/es	throughout	the	state	and	views	reopening	as	a	collabora/ve
approach.	Phase	one	of	Alaska's	reopening	plan	will	start	tomorrow,	April	24th.	Anchorage's	plan
will	begin	on	Monday,	April	27th.	While	cases	con/nue	to	trend	down,	the	state	expects	to	see
more	cases	as	tes/ng	con/nues.	The	Governor	encouraged	Alaskan's	to	get	outdoors	during	this
/me,	easing	restric/ons	on	fishing	charters	and	in-state	travel.	(Governor	Dunleavy's	Facebook,

https://www.kptv.com/news/gov-brown-announces-non-urgent-medical-procedures-can-resume-on-may-1/article_5b7bc88e-8579-11ea-a845-1b9f3e236a8e.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_FOX_12_Oregon
https://www.wweek.com/news/state/2020/04/23/oregon-gov-kate-brown-lifts-ban-on-elective-surgeries-some-frontline-workers-wonder-if-its-too-soon/
https://katu.com/news/local/non-urgent-medical-procedures-allowed-in-oregon-starting-may-1-gov-brown-says
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/brown-to-layout-framework-for-allowing-non-urgent-procedures/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/gov-brown-calls-for-carefully-lifting-ban-may-1-for-elective-medical-procedures/283-b9ec9466-641c-4cfb-a90b-1246979876c1
https://www.facebook.com/52902998700/posts/10158491747603701
https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/douglas-county-commissioners-send-letter-to-gov-brown-about-soft-reopening
https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/oregon-to-get-large-shipment-of-ppe-battelle-cleaning-machine-gov-brown-says
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-cares-recipients-ask-wheres-my-money/
https://www.gazettetimes.com/news/local/osu-tries-out-virus-testing-process/article_9ce28f7d-3e6e-579c-a169-89d9bc733f19.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/36700-oregonians-filed-for-unemployment-benefits-last-week/283-f8c1c938-c628-411a-a26f-a300a0673f03
https://newportnewstimes.com/article/artists-invited-to-submit-to-oregon-coast-online-art-show
https://mailtribune.com/tempo/oregon-fringe-festival-goes-virtual
https://www.kptv.com/news/beaverton-school-district-partners-to-host-covid-19-drive-thru-testing-site/article_7b03076c-85b5-11ea-89fd-6b3e4cb99881.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/teamoregon/2020/04/oregon-high-school-student-is-making-clear-face-masks-so-the-hearing-impaired-can-be-safe-during-coronavirus-crisis.html?utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157669330126973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAHzkErN0gvG4Rracvq8uia_hCsY8lT9FDRlp4roM9RqXfiIWXx2RMiBKL9NpwE4B1vVNLdxCYfs38ENRZU13SKguYRoYMWonDju6qNQ9X-ihTum5Mwc5_suez6pkC1aI1LNNF_TiJWNr_HOwCjSJa718wPIamRgi0YXaFxMXzFcg-aHMKynMj-nfIVIXukBN6l04w_F3tgK0tcW8UbbcRWFmqj4P-39hDrx722nAR8qgl86VNbPuGUb-MLrJlTjcvUZWTbTyfSbFhL_lUuNN_Baw_PMcg94RR9y8OVfMaDurAxCt6SvlLI_bzo2e50Bl6XyQ5PPrVLfRQ&__tn__=-R
https://dailyoregonnews.com/2020/04/21/theyre-always-there-for-me-co-workers-help-deaf-trader-joes-employee-overcome-unexpected-covid-19-challenge/
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/here-are-the-oregon-counties-that-have-no-confirmed-coronavirus-illness-so-far.html
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/04/little-announces-new-committee-website-to-track-economic-recovery-in-idaho/?fbclid=IwAR2mC0k5DnVtTnz4Rf0B2t1YQRsFPMKS_GoJy-pIU4715dgnRRTQtyuOFnY
https://www.facebook.com/474353519381060/posts/1605805522902515
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article242229911.html?fbclid=IwAR2VuRgmEFMEgowtdg4FmKlghS-eglaKyyNhU8AY6SdkaMTxu9F-T4frgNk
https://www.kivitv.com/news/gov-little-hosting-press-conference-on-economic-recovery?fbclid=IwAR0n0yTi4lDJpTsGSqiQUgfOjx3FTUxpz45koJqm4c8gBJJ7-HfSLJhq6Io
https://www.facebook.com/328714040525039/posts/3066906473372435
https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/23/little-re-opening-starts-may-1-5/?fbclid=IwAR1BN7WFUgH2A8dFC-jzcY68yE5pBQVXxIJ9gqagBfLtpt8umeG_67hmiwk
https://www.kmvt.com/content/news/Gov-Brad-Little-to-answer-questions-Thursday-night-569868751.html?fbclid=IwAR2kcILG1p864Y-C148mBO4Q3jt9eJqAaUc_oTf3gMjYCZchrP8btcc0bXw
https://www.facebook.com/115637561829471/posts/3076491399077391
https://www.facebook.com/idahoptv/videos/1518535604995627/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBn6I_wdbuqGDa64m5weabM56ZrxrrdvP4mWG4WCX5lZbuZNZbESBBBmV5DZIo0QSCvU1zQnZJ7WtaQyMtUNcipbKnt0hqegykx720nIx7PfbSm1WQPWeMijhR9cS9XIR7vrytNFH5ODi0zE17sj4ybLaCtfZ7qC-GLSoS3GH4K-IOkCOnsAokgWyPv32hr7kJRHDNtQsf82p8VzwpZugbIzoMxJl0okmO4GedlYpkD1IFqkOrtSSXlwy2yIVBt3Y6LZ_7XvomW9GI1ZCB0ZBPHgErihiRBlTCcZIrhPyGGA-EeNpfGw3USFGxm98l2qSKM8ZpF6E-0A0DpZTse4i2-vDA&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/governorbradlittle/videos/2628255190746360/
https://www.idahopress.com/coronavirus/meridian-rite-aid-to-offer-self-swab-covid-19-testing-accuracy-of-method-questioned/article_4666803c-3a6f-5b0c-be43-b75a391c7ba6.html?fbclid=IwAR3rEAmv6V8ZY0gwVnZcIxjX9oy8eBg9FzBLSfWl-EG4mHwOzDY6x6hSBc8
https://idahonews.com/news/local/idaho-district-to-graduate-seniors-at-drive-in-theater?fbclid=IwAR0aFYE8zT7kfiAVywB2a6ZhBAw8A-Tq4d1yDhjp68aahDnPfbRU4DC2oLk
https://covid19.alaska.gov/reopen/
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/678908046232500/


KTUU)
o   Recep/on	was	generally	mixed	and	a	few	ques/oned	how	the	differences	in	the	state

reopening	and	Anchorage	reopening	worked	and	which	to	follow.	(example)
·       	Ques/ons	about	local	control	linger	as	Alaska	adjusts	health	mandate	on	reopening.	(Alaska

Daily	News)
·       A	new	model	released	by	the	University	of	Washington	show's	that	the	earliest	date	Alaska	could

safely	start	reopening	is	May	4th.	This	is	one	of	several	models.	(KTUU)
Alaska	Na/ve	Villages	and	Tribes
·       In	court	documents	released	Thursday,	the	U.S.	Treasury	Department	has	taken	the	posi/on	that

Alaska	Na/ve	Corpora/ons	are	eligible	for	CARES	act	funding	(KTVA).
·       Bristol	Bay	Na/ve	Corpora/on,	the	corpora/on	for	BBNA	which	consists	of	31	tribes,	has	released

a	new	website	for	its	members	to	find	informa/on	and	resources	for	the	coronavirus.	(Facebook)
Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       New	DHSS	graph	shows	Alaska	may	be	fla9ening	the	curve,	2	new	cases	announced.	(KTUU)

Economy
·       Food	pantries	report	surge	in	demand	as	more	Alaskans	are	laid	off	and	furloughed.	(Alaska	Daily

News)
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Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 15, 2020
SUMMARY

·       The	spread	of	COVID-19	is	slowing	much	faster	than	expected	in	Washington,	but	'We	can't	let	up
our	guard'	says	the	Washington	State	Health	Officer.

·       Oregon	Governor	Kate	Brown	has	five	key	metrics	that	will	help	determine	when	the	state	can
reopen.

·       Gas	prices	are	down	and	liquor	sales	are	up	in	Oregon	as	public	habits	are	altered	by	stay-at-
home	orders.

·       Idaho	Governor	Brad	Li9le	will	make	an	announcement	today	as	his	stay-at-home	order	is	set	to
expire.

·       Anchorage	plans	to	extend	a	"hunker	down"	order	un/l	May	5.
·       Princess	Cruises	and	Holland	America	cancel	Alaska	opera/ons	for	2020	season.

Public	Sen+ment
·       Oregonians	would	like	more	details	about	the	Governor's	plans	and	indicators	for	what	it	will

take	to	ease	current	restric/ons.
·       In	Idaho,	the	public	weigh	economic	fears	and	whether	the	disease	will	surge	if	stay-home	order

is	liYed.
·       With	the	news	that	two	major	cruise	lines	have	canceled	their	2020	Alaska	routes,	local

des/na/ons	worry	about	the	economic	impacts.
·       The	theme	that	government	restric/ons	infringe	upon	rights	con/nues,	counterbalanced	by	a

willingness	from	others	to	make	sacrifices	to	slow	the	spread	of	the	virus.
·       There	are	mixed	reac/ons	to	news	that	the	US	will	be	cu\ng	funding	for	the	WHO.	While	most

feel	the	organiza/on	should	have	been	more	transparent,	there	is	also	a	desire	to	con/nue	to
engage	interna/onal	health	experts.

Washington
Tes/ng
·       Evere9	COVID-19	drive-in	tes/ng	site	to	demobilize	aYer	losing	federal	funding.	(KOMO)	The

reac/on	to	this	news	is	mostly	nega/ve,	with	many	blaming	the	governor	and	wondering	how
this	correlates	to	his	statements	that	Washington	needs	to	ramp	up	tes/ng.	(Facebook)

Social	Distancing
·       Coronavirus:	Distancing	efforts	must	remain	in	place	to	prevent	rebound	in	cases,	report	says

(KIRO	7)
o   Most	people	are	saying	in	response	that	the	stay-at-home	order	should	not	be	extended

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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beyond	May	4th.	Reasons	given	are	that	the	goal	of	fla9ening	the	curve	was	achieved,	that
people	will	violate	the	order	anyway,	and	that	the	challenges	of	con/nuing	to	be
homebound	are	too	much.	Others	call	to	extend	the	order,	or	say	to	leave	it	up	to	the
experts	to	decide.	(Facebook)

·       Spread	of	Covid-19	is	slowing	much	faster	than	expected	in	Washington,	but	'We	can't	let	up	our
guard'	says	the	Washington	State	Health	Officer.		(KUOW)

·       Far-right	U.S.	poli/cians	label	lockdowns	an/-cons/tu/onal.		Ma9	Shea	says	stay-at-home	order
'creeping	into	mar/al	law	territory.'	(The	Columbian)

·       Tri-Ci/ans	protes/ng	ban	against	recrea/onal	fishing.	(KEPR)	Many	people	on	Facebook	agree
that	fishing	should	be	a	protected	right,	and	that	it	is	safer	than	many	other	permi9ed	ac/vi/es.

·       Visi/ng	even	'just	one	friend'	puts	everyone	at	higher	risk	for	coronavirus.		University	of
Washington	researchers	studied	what	can	happen	if	someone	forgoes	social	distancing	and

·       visits	just	one	friend,	and	the	result	can	be	a	major	problem.	(KING	5,	The	Olympian)	Some	on
Facebook	are	calling	these	messages	'fear	mongering'	and	say	it	is	not	working	anymore.	Some
point	out	that	visi/ng	a	friend	is	safer	than	visi/ng	a	pot	shop	or	grocery	store—both	permi9ed
ac/vi/es.

Elected	Officials
·       Trump	directs	halt	to	payments	to	WHO	during	virus	pandemic.		President	Donald	Trump	said

Tuesday	that	he	was	cu\ng	off	U.S.	payments	to	the	World	Health	Organiza/on	during	the
coronavirus	pandemic,	saying	the	organiza/on	of	failing	to	do	enough	to	stop	the	virus	from
spreading	when	it	first	surfaced	in	China.	(Sea9le	Times)

·       Rep.	McMorris	Rodgers	sides	with	decision	to	inves/gate	World	Health	Organiza/on.	(KXLY)
·       Rep.	Derek	Kilmer	of	Washington,	chairman	of	the	New	Democrat	Coali/on,	will	soon	release

legisla/on	proposing	an	automa/c	stabilizer	for	the	popular	Paycheck	Protec/on	Program,	which
provides	loans	to	small	businesses	that	will	be	fully	forgiven	if	the	companies	keep	a	majority	of
their	employees	on	the	payroll.	(Roll	Call)

PPE
·       General	Motors	and	Ventec	to	deliver	first	batch	of	ven/lators	ahead	of	schedule	(NBC)

Food	Security
·       Sea9le	is	giving	$800	in	grocery	vouchers	to	1,000	recently-displaced	workers.	(KIRO7)
·       Washington	Na/onal	Guard	and	Northwest	Harvest	team	up	to	fill	emergency	food	boxes.

(KING5)
·       Farmers	are	throwing	out	food	that	could	go	to	food	banks.	American	Farm	Bureau	and	Feeding

America	want	to	change	that	(YakTriNews)
Hispanic	Impact
·       In	the	cases	where	ethnicity	is	known,	24	percent	of	people	infected	are	Hispanic,	but	people	of

Hispanic	heritage	only	makeup	13	percent	of	Washington's	total	popula/on.	(KIMA)
Tribal
·       Suquamish	members	can	request	rental	relief	online.	(Facebook)

Business	and	Economy
·       Spokane	is	working	on	10-month	grace	period	for	renters,	mortgage	holders	impacted	by	COVID-

19	(KHQ)
·       $35,000	dona/on	will	aid	Spokane	community	college	students	impacted	by	the	pandemic.	(The

Spokesman-Review)
Oregon

Updates	from	Governor	Brown
·       Gov.	Brown	gave	guidance	on	how	COVID-19	restric/ons	will	be	eased.	(KGW8,	KPTV12)

o   The	five	key	metrics	that	will	inform	the	state's	decisions	are	slowed	infec/on	rates,
adequate	PPE,	capacity	to	conduct	tes/ng,	ability	to	conduct	contact	tracing,	and	having	an
effec/ve	program	for	isola/on/quaran/ne	of	the	ill.	(KVAL13)

o   In	reac/on,	people	are	asking	for	more	details	and	specula/ng	about	what	will	or	should
happen	next.	Some	call	for	a	regional,	county-by-county	approach,	and	many	ask	that
Oregon	not	tag	along	with	Washington	and	California's	decisions.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3)

https://www.facebook.com/112779115408517/posts/3406103609409368
https://kuow.org/stories/spread-of-covid-19-slowing-faster-than-expected-in-washington-but-we-can-t-let-up-our-guard?fbclid=IwAR04cMJLO2IgoHN3yeXjX_otQt3yKcrdeDNaRF_crL3QlSKV4ZFw6Jy5i_w
https://www.columbian.com/news/2020/apr/14/far-right-u-s-politicians-label-lockdowns-anti-constitutional/
https://keprtv.com/news/coronavirus/tri-citians-protesting-ban-against-recreational-fishing?fbclid=IwAR2qbibS4VJtLGWLmetPgr6VbghWx8dgZOXkjpSjTG7W50BtRYuuzFr204k
https://www.facebook.com/keprtv/posts/10157975462086183?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBZl77c1VpT3nri-AFrQ8VQ6DbmaHms4FpDqsJ_xL68EwUZvd6PcfkJpLaz2kwiylCZqBkcJ7OZ1R6RilwSnvi02C_YxpHjb679SKNP7BMaG7pSThPi9PMJrDUCCaHj8P2SidcKlE1jOYZusx9s3FjcPDLG46otDVeD7pF2Hllq05tu5Myzth9Ewug6UC9-jsm-j3O86vdCfJskefdEH-VT4koe7UbK5fzQ7U7mE07-wLMhAbPdNvSJtX-7yZO2wAqvckKR6BMZtRphrzC4nrHoZJ0dfNJeU7pGZ65caP0VzaSdbNEudzUJJ23cFBM_UEW3uDtHZGtftcR_Xw&__tn__=-R
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https://www.facebook.com/KING5News/posts/10157367166156476?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBRnbmojFuidii9n3nnmjP7hxit-R_pj6_JVgarGjEhWD2K8nyXKxbn5Abim7clFka3ijuL7wnYIbpmyXvE4JzcFc7-hTJYprzMlLczGY6P4d0va6IFOA6QEwuCz5eUaG_Zdq1w8hm0F1WShGokkJMLFLGEP_aamSmKX0NY9Cq05R_5hx3v8IO_UOZoQp1pPvWDUjIA9eMBvH7YFYS83tVL2-j0R6YdN7LuVyYTFLbRWioPWEipfdxNbS8yETS5LPhRfw1xGkCf1pgNKHQ--3lBenyhhjNkOy3MkSIUnmeL6Pfbzb_WxobPE-Ay0oTFZfq4puUJjkBo-wA&__tn__=-R
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https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-national-guard-emergency-food-boxes-northwest-harvest/281-2a51222e-47c8-424b-a184-b46c1472a8ba?fbclid=IwAR0sE79Jk5LyrQlW1vcMbsx1Y2qgg-2Nz8dWKxueNx6xgmwMa08a8Me-Db0
https://www.yaktrinews.com/i/farmers-are-throwing-out-food-that-could-go-to-food-banks-american-farm-bureau-and-feeding-america-want-to-change-that/
https://kimatv.com/news/local/24-of-wa-coronavirus-cases-among-hispanic-population
https://www.facebook.com/suquamishtribe/posts/1446829975497318?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC7D-Z3WqfTfL_zjAt7uJS3YxNBW-idOzoYZ9rQhNY2R0MSXGRGHrjAXi-j3O5LxEFPO8_2qRXBG47dg2U_xIlj2jwpjgSj7YHLwwpNPxTtbw-wgSXyTC4XGC9wXrXUJws8OmqlMsC-GOLxDM-PwweB_e00lh-mKKlp-_hXyYU2K1SzNMzU71mvD-vlCh52xR9BxlVz2-ZX8r9LQzK98cdXGRO_rnmUjXGCiOvN25NFYg6a7EqnJCiDlrBDqSa8wOE95fQblA6zJrzRrMRubVXVpUHXlwidTHYJF8x2erkXQWhS9a0ikFfWwmBXDJLCTy2Ib4zagmDePtaowHk9I1SLkQF_Ln_ZBw2iG6R-6Xt8w7gSjbHhgGbc&__tn__=-R
https://www.khq.com/coronavirus/spokane-working-on-10-month-grace-period-for-renters-mortgage-holders-impacted-by-covid-19/article_9ffb7b14-7e79-11ea-a2e5-53d80f84a8be.html
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Business	and	Economy
·       S.	Oregon	bar	defied	coronavirus	order	to	serve	drinks,	authori/es	say;	now,	its	license	is

suspended.	(The	Oregonian)	Some	on	Facebook	say	this	is	a	fair	consequence;	others	say	it	is
government	overreach.

·       Portland	announces	city	employee	furloughs,	pay	raise	freeze,	mayor	salary	cut	amid	coronavirus
pandemic.		All	non-union	Portland	city	employees	must	take	10	days	of	unpaid	leave	by	October,
raises	will	be	temporarily	halted	and	Mayor	Ted	Wheeler	will	go	without	a	salary	for	the	rest	of
the	year,	the	city	announced	Tuesday.	(Oregonian)

·       Oregon	liquor	stores	sold	at	'record	level'	in	March,	OLCC	says.	(KDRV12,	Oregonian)
·       Gas	prices	keep	dropping	as	coronavirus	brings	low	demand	for	fuel.	(KATU)

New	Cases
·       2	more	people	die	from	coronavirus	in	Oregon	and	49	new	cases	are	reported.	(KGW8,	KATU	2)
·       Health	care	leaders	launch	campaign	‘Be	Prepared:	Take	Control’.	(KOIN)

Social	Distancing
·       Coastal	residents	ask	out-of-towners	to	stay	home.	(KOIN6)
·       Hikers	asked	to	get	off	Pacific	Crest	Trail	to	help	stop	COVID-19	spread.	(FOX12)

Idaho
Stay-at-home	order
·       Top	Idaho	house	Republicans	tell	Gov.	Li9le	to	hand	over	control	of	coronavirus	response	to	local

officials.	(Boise	State	Public	Radio)	“Let's	con/nue	informing	our	ci/zens	about	the	health	risks
and	then,	to	the	greatest	degree	possible,	let	them	govern	themselves,”	the	house	leader	wrote.
Reac/ons	are	generally	dismayed.

·       Idaho's	Republican	party	chairman	says	the	decision	to	reopen	Idaho	must	be	based	on	economy,
too	—	not	just	COVID-19	models.	(Idaho	Statesman)	Many	responses	disagree	with	the
representa/ve's	opinion,	but	others	agree	that	the	economy	may	be	hur/ng	more	than	it
should.

Sanita/on
·       Nampa	company	cleans	first	responder	vehicles	for	free.	They	can	clean	vehicles	in	two	hours.

Their	marke/ng	staff	has	joined	the	effort	to	"keep	them	busy."	(KIVI)
Blood	dona/ons
·       Gov.	Li9le	donates	blood	in	light	of	na/onwide	shortage	(KIVI)

New	cases
·       Woman	dies	from	coronavirus	at	Boise	skilled	care	facility;	14	others	also	likely	posi/ve.	(Idaho

News)	Public	reac/on	asks	people	to	take	care	when	going	to	the	facility	to	help	keep	healthcare
workers	safe.	Others	suggest	the	/ming	of	this	news	will	lead	to	extending	the	stay-at-home
order.	Others	ask	why	there	isn't	more	repor/ng	on	people	who	have	recovered	from	COVID-19.
(Facebook)

Economy
·       Senator	Mike	Crapo	(R-Idaho)	joined	a	le9er	led	by	U.S.	Senator	Jim	Risch	(R-Idaho)	to	call	for

dairy	farmer	assistance.	(Senator	Crapo	website)
·       Cranney	Farms	in	West	Oakley	is	offering	free	potatoes	due	to	the	impacts	to	the	supply	chain	as

they	would	otherwise	be	discarded.	(Facebook)
·       Gas	prices	in	Coeur	d’Alene	have	been	falling	in	Idaho	to	their	lowest	levels	in	years.	(Coeur

d'Alene	Press)
Alaska

Economy
·       Princess	Cruises	and	Holland	America	cancel	Alaska	opera/ons	for	2020	season.	(Daily	News-

Miner,	Anchorage	Daily	News,	Alaska	Public	Media,	KTOO)	Alaska's	Travel	Industry	Associa/on
President	and	CEO	calls	the	news	“devasta/ng”	for	hundreds	of	businesses	and	communi/es
that	rely	on	tourism	revenue.
o   Response	from	people	on	Facebook	is	mostly	sadness,	and	worry	over	the	impact	on

Alaska's	economy,	workers.	(example	1,	example	2)
Unemployment

https://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/2020/04/olcc-suspends-license-of-s-oregon-bar-that-defied-coronavirus-order-authorities-say.html
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157633202631973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDMxAJI6nCDWEZEsRCD2k8-GlauW0cwgFYKU-6R_8oOImUPAX-7dKuP61QX1GSBqvLwv6Tq72KA_ywVgl6Gvywd5uEy348rDClEEK96bST4Inj6hUP45SLFLxKOhj9VomLFh4OtF-0NTBXewJRpuJIYjiK1iLZAlB9sR5VC2qdUuzuN_bqnGOn1LS6_Ld_Q5hzELuaVn8bUtZZc2qjV66k7IRRnO0mu5ybHPwRePjd5nLAyZW-ZRlaTKwwrml7g0ScwoUCJI0PTGqkVxLWkdTP49rTfroS1mDEScfsQfatftpIqIds8h6hF4GX5BN0v0ULKjgTD-2arWKQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/portland-announces-city-employee-furloughs-pay-raise-freeze-mayor-salary-cut-amid-coronavirus-pandemic.html?utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/Liquor-stores-sold-at-record-level-in-March-OLCC-says-569646791.html?fbclid=IwAR0RG-cj_JLZExBjw1omaaziY3GG0H3iuspD4lZjRo5OdWNJY7fyG2PgjTs
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/oregon-liquor-stores-see-record-booze-sales-in-march.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf
https://katu.com/news/local/gas-prices-keep-dropping-as-coronavirus-brings-low-demand-for-fuel?fbclid=IwAR2Rlp2T8p4lgM2-8RSLVa_Qw3Tq24wIc9dCkFHw2vZ1vBtDUt6x-Oh8TU4
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/two-more-deaths-49-new-covid-19-cases-reported-in-oregon/283-db1c3073-6f97-4325-88f1-70607ebe4a9f
https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/2-more-people-die-from-coronavirus-in-oregon-state-announces-49-new-cases
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/health-care-leaders-launch-be-prepared-take-control/
https://www.koin.com/local/oregon-coast/coastal-residents-to-out-of-towners-stay-home/?fbclid=IwAR1HzP_MdqHgTm8x_KVtlzrvQ0L-UXXJc-knJmrPaOa6hpJB4CRWDdDldNU
https://www.kptv.com/news/hikers-told-to-go-home-get-off-pacific-crest-trail-to-help-stop-covid-19/article_87c3438e-7eb4-11ea-bf37-cf5e4d08439d.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_FOX_12_Oregon&fbclid=IwAR1nk5djh9ftdOwvymyuhpFu-s6vrijCkp8tqVIQJ2sThOkXr2xKqWrdFN4
https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/post/top-idaho-house-republicans-tell-gov-little-hand-over-control-coronavirus-response?fbclid=IwAR3XoiCkpMVH6I5F_zLw0KFFCVoXqJZYy5ZcXqUpyWL0V9P6FwLwZ4i9nG4%23stream/0
https://www.facebook.com/127197510630454/posts/3534818489868322
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article242016516.html?fbclid=IwAR3zuGgJdaZewPO418uyTE8FgAYOQhRZyHsp8Ym0B5duEg-1rKbzljEx0xA
https://www.facebook.com/43887022493/posts/10158829281542494
https://www.kivitv.com/news/nampa-company-cleaning-first-responder-vehicles?fbclid=IwAR3icYSrhLyuRBT3GC-BKIP7dIK7_hwUsMxfl-TXZTN2DHL_yG1BceBmBlE
https://www.kivitv.com/news/gov-little-donates-blood-in-light-of-nationwide-shortage?fbclid=IwAR3iNRj_dVGCN0--9b1olTp9uNoxLzlJCjmmYaZ2DIBCHGL3bU8iQBDkDg0
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/woman-dies-from-coronavirus-at-boise-skilled-care-facility-14-others-also-test-positive
https://www.facebook.com/117923841552664/posts/3232839280061089
https://www.crapo.senate.gov/media/newsreleases/crapo-joins-call-for-dairy-farmer-assistance?fbclid=IwAR2ArO7ItMDOeJPrRC2Lb_SZfcWoNXjx7PR0RvdTUmRYEqLSg-HYULT8tKo
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10221893345546512&set=a.1628171627902&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA_EO0iahCjCrwKoUEurvaU0us7fl1e-h0R9nDjuXXGRcpfYoJdGZZ_f56Lk92NeywJoqh5EIIZwozpIbAiDvcDXLMmogrUD084C7M1phOBL7hGUGUa0ggtjFyQ3zsUmFANR0wfnDtUgZIUVJZj3tSYry2qbVWoTySvWmG3IQbhpx4UmYMsGXE8FSBOqA6geImYOTnw3sfD9D3VqSsc9EULdMLKHd1SzyY21n3ud5f2BDybtErIUCgiHAhSh-GlDcSczpmPt4Xc_OPw-U1rPqgM4_gfIS4_Qtx8C63HEXTTaOMt-q489RH68G6ejxbJMf6gm4Wp6Ef6c10XbevSGrI&__tn__=H-R
https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/14/fuel-prices-down-so-fuel-up-5/?fbclid=IwAR3pdCE9f7ILuHuOYGo9_xhDinxI18eKPQLty1NG1JRSLDdroraWBoV9uuk
http://www.newsminer.com/news/local_news/princess-cruises-cancels-alaska-operations-for-the-summer-season/article_7544d2c2-7eaa-11ea-92b0-5fb51750b77a.html%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/14/devastating-princess-and-holland-america-cancel-2020-gulf-of-alaska-sailings-because-of-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR3qKenpyeWWWggWoek1L4jGswsp0mwHZZy0UAnsE_2j7gEQG1mLPN9gENs
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/14/princess-cancels-cruises-wont-operate-its-alaska-lodges-buses-and-trains-this-summer/?fbclid=IwAR3y7VPgfTnfDyMxSb4_n-hmdsNKm1M4saoEBJ1VEI2-gRhxiqOr8DLlf3A
https://www.ktoo.org/2020/04/14/princess-cancels-gulf-cruises-wont-operate-its-alaska-lodges-buses-and-trains-this-summer/?fbclid=IwAR1Vd7aMuA2YXBtEx0fN1voJGySC-LwbOwUD7dbeHmQcwl8TL5G2GjKU8eU
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/14/devastating-princess-and-holland-america-cancel-2020-gulf-of-alaska-sailings-because-of-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR3qKenpyeWWWggWoek1L4jGswsp0mwHZZy0UAnsE_2j7gEQG1mLPN9gENs
https://www.facebook.com/fairbanksDNM/posts/10163555005405105?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBHMQImkBTzm-jZLLBQ2nKrIDnwMpbmyk0x8flwHWdwik5nk4sMocLsuFiOpdEpBqZ0NP-JGayOrFi7ni9sxM9weC8E0h8qYHbLv9I1dGffgzSgfFVLsQZ14YtYXM6Qw-ABMlI0ZNqVV3MbY24iV-I2x5x4tCyv2HsG3oN4NT4_R9iNa82VlBwkwrsLn6hAhePCfbdCNWD-G3aVTDwOYt5d_UVFTjzpgRR6XxizmnVuOxf4jC6EnginhEYrC329sMp2t4fSV9dvhTPnHfLhDDLg5e25z03YZxuZ5yCUMdjH1o6k216GCcV9SJHa9DOLSP52FBc5VcEY9DQ9ZPA9&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/alaskapublic/posts/2975088575888247?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDHi3vICsvw_UVYJFYI3Kil1urFXENM6ZyadHYSMVWghUD76bcV4AvdKVZoYZ1ZtqkAjmh_XPJxEaUpig6GlaFNyJnLkXVkzcJcr4u5tq7uNTeOiLAUnZAwL-xdaS7RQo1FH--cpDzTV3fWpYTyzVFlIx2GtchMv4KCfruQtqwk6CHXWickt4bUTWlf6j1hwQn45S7n-tCuekhOJLN5zPiIhBwIhGd8UpWZkymABDuWlcQLZ1qXgpBtWdu6YeF_YR_cizgumPXIIx0Xm-2kgd_Q_lHIPG1FZhon9tAp8wT7_c1cJRWlmtqB4ieqGrI4y2A8M1YwplGiwKy2zEJXmO1ETw&__tn__=-R


·       Alaska	begins	paying	$600-per-week	federal	boost	in	unemployment	benefits.	(Anchorage	Daily
News)	In	reac/on,	some	people	are	frustrated	that	unemployment	benefits	are	greater	than	the
income	of	many	essen/al	workers.	(Facebook)

Anchorage	'Hunker	Down'	Order
·       Anchorage	Mayor	announces	he	will	extend	‘hunker	down’	order	to	May	5.	(Anchorage	Daily

News)	The	Anchorage	Assembly	extended	the	mayors	emergency	declara/on	powers	through
June	5.
o   In	reac/on,	many	people	believe	that	the	extension	is	difficult	but	necessary	to	stop	the

pandemic.	Others	express	frustra/on	and	say	their	jobs	or	businesses	will	not	recover	from
this	shut	down.

Governor's	Health	Mandates
·       Governor	Dunleavy	announced	he	will	rescind	a	temporary	ban	on	elec/ve	medical	procedures

as	the	first	step	in	his	plan	to	restart	Alaska’s	economy;	also	announced	he	will	liY 	the	ban	on
restaurants	selling	to-go	alcohol.	(Anchorage	Daily	News,	KTVA)	
o   The	governor	said	he	will	work	with	communi/es	and	industry	leaders	on	decisions,	and

reiterated	that	the	economy	won't	be	put	ahead	of	Alaskans'	health.	(KTVA)
o   In	response,	residents	con/nue	to	debate	the	health	mandates;	some	saying	that	ci/zens

can	conduct	business	and	stay	safe	at	the	same	/me,	others	saying	con/nued	observance
of	social	distance	mandates	is	crucial.	(Facebook)

·       Health	experts	warn	that	liYing	health	mandates	could	lead	to	virus	‘rebound’.	(Juneau	Empire)
Alterna/ve	Care	Site
·       Alaska	Airlines	Center	turning	into	a	COVID-19	care	facility.	(KTUU,	KTVA)	Some	people	are	calling

this	a	waste	of	money,	saying	it	could	have	been	done	cheaper	or	will	not	be	used.	One	person
blamed	FEMA	for	the	high	cost	of	the	site,	and	one	other	compared	it	to	the	CenturyLink	site	in
Sea9le.	Other	people	say	the	site	is	necessary.	(Facebook)
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https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/14/alaska-begins-paying-600-per-week-boost-in-unemployment-benefits/?fbclid=IwAR1WSqCvNn1GPOFbITyywUy7rP0a06R45EoVc3zfIboR86HFUFYpOPLostY
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3137539989601932?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDr5gMqYfRNmr0Aq6NiH3u6G28oaQ3dRaXS0jkg2SC1p8lQJcUAE6se_l2tBg8nFurIcQNKIcrWKXaubpVXJZp-szXtszM9q9--92r0oYkXYYtbW0dpar8cmauFtO2v-RZeBXEYIbccpN2h4Kt90azxjn4ZM9JxKzPynb6vZY0Kg517aa2rap9r46mDM56mWkBAUFvngn21Zk0EPQxQVJnl5NpjfDSOHeWQXamVz6DZIin_XEokeANl9MD564iC-sq0eMdhwG48K7mPmpy6ibl9FKAZP85IwXogEzHVjxQaI64EZot0WZWLT17KRA1UyV2w5wlbsjJadO5nxv2SBt2bRQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/14/anchorage-mayor-berkowitz-announces-he-will-extend-hunker-down-order-to-may-5/?fbclid=IwAR06CNpq3JUZxRh36y_YRyFBD2JBvxzVTpXPKlM4jjF39AujSwJIKMhqFHI
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3138454009510530?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCklHDqirEzy6pFs2aRdUFTAX9dd613qvvZADnSdF3FsId2fZRh7-JWpLlLrD8-l_e9uwscSLG5m5BqsDtUMeoAP4pxwYpWNv20dOu_94xkprW6ojPHhCU8n3YLxE6ZctnqWERMXTfcFHlzQw_HbA1Hi_p26Y-HjQ0vjvuyq3aXzqVf5Hn7I8T98ejIUmyYxh-ciljGvC-ogWSWSRsqMdREucxX-vG6U-MerBPKERRzVtJbHXT0IqNGniqs1xySU4dNjOyMYiwbK70pzdXOO4-4Tg20JdkOGtnuheuWA-bg2HdluM4-V8E1I50n1AVl4DEImuWUgiakshCMW3O5Q0WUUA&__tn__=-R
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/14/alaska-will-lift-ban-on-elective-medical-procedures-and-allow-to-go-alcohol-dunleavy-says/?fbclid=IwAR2tZBHGkoZ5n02Xi41VeQAHRdTD6Ti68t15UzmNwo44GWQ7zuK45lzpnMI
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https://www.juneauempire.com/news/lifting-health-mandates-could-lead-to-virus-rebound/?fbclid=IwAR3XrB7yojGq4QgP2p8z5aE5mKTUH98st2mGRDznMHBaH_USom8CELF3sJc
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Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov
Fwd: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Thursday in Olympia
April 16, 2020 at 4:20 PM EDT
To: Savannah Brehmer

Sam Holman 
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
C: (360) 790-4823 P: (360) 902-0636

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Gov. Inslee Press Updates" <press@updates.gov.wa.gov>
Date: April 16, 2020 at 9:08:23 AM PDT
To: "Holman, Sam (GOV)" <Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Thursday in Olympia

ï»¿
At 3:15 PM today.

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.

April 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136

ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Thursday in Olympia
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Thursday via streaming video and telephone to provide an
update on the state's COVID-19 response.

The governor will be joined by Suzi LeVine, commissioner for the state Employment Security
Department.

Thursday, April 16

mailto:Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTYuMjAyNDQ5NzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2FjY291bnRzL1dBR09WL2J1bGxldGlucy8yODZiNGQ0In0.roBjg0B7Bw50Y6VoTk0_UJk5kInqXdpBHevx4Whj5Ho/br/77499757439-l


3:15 PM - Press conference on COVID-19 

The press conference will be livestreamed by TVW. 

**NOTICE: To prevent the spread of COVID-19, we are implementing a new remote access
system. We strongly request that media participate through that system.

 

TV: KIRO will be the pool camera for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Arrive by 2:30 PM to set up your broadcast hardware. 

*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*

 

Registering for the event:

Register here: https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?
MTID=ee3a261492357c2e7652891d828b19345

Please provide: Name, E-mail address, phone number, news organization.

The conference will start at 3:15 PM.

Press, please join the call at 3:00 PM. We will run through procedure and test the system to
ensure we can answer your questions without technical issues. 

Q&A instructions: 

If you would like to ask a question, you must log in to the teleconference via WebEx.  We will
not be taking questions via phone. 

If you would like to ask a question, please RSVP. Email: emily.halvorson@gov.wa.gov  Please
include your name, news organization and if you want to ask a question.

Question order: 

We will prioritize

The Olympia press corps
Local and national press who join through WebEx

Once the governor has finished his remarks, we will call on you and unmute only you from our
end.

We will control muting from our side. You do not need to mute yourself. 

When we call on you, announce your name and news organization. Please do not ask if
we can hear you. The governor will respond to ensure he can hear you. 

For ideal audio and video quality download the Webex Meetings Application.
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Thank you for your flexibly as we transition temporarily to this remote system. We will continue to
refine the process moving forward to make it as seamless as possible. 

 

If you are unable to join through WebEx, you may listen in via phone:  
Number: +1 (408) 418-9388
Access code: 961 148 982

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 26, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
Sixteen states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain
at-risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
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support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New York, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with
additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and
additional supplies are en route to these designated areas. The U.S. Navy hospital ship
Mercy is en route and expected to be operational by April 1 to support Los Angeles with
additional hospital beds and medical staff. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is expected
to be operational by April 4 to support New York City. FEMA issued a $350 million
Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care
facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.26.20.pdf
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 21, 2020)
April 21, 2020 at 1:10 PM EDT

Cc:  FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 21, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       On April 20April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

·       As of April 20April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million surgical masks, 6.4
million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
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distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

-   On April 17April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

·       The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs on needing
to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

-   On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose. 

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Guidance_--_State,_Local,_and_Triba l_Governments_for_the_Coronavirus_Relief_Fund
April 22, 2020 at 7:45 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the below announcement from the White House Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs regarding Treasury's release of CARES Act guidance for State, Local, and Tribal
Governments.

Today, Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin released guidance for State, Local, and
Tribal Governments regarding the Coronavirus Relief Fund (Section 5001 of the CARES
Act).

As stated by the legislation signed by President Trump on March 27, the use of funds
“are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19).” The guidance document (here) and
frequently asked questions (here) provide, in detail, examples of eligible and ineligible
expenditures of the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.  You can find additional
information about Assistance to State and local governments here.

We will continue to share all relevant information as it becomes available.

Thank you,

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs   

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act (CARES). The $2.2 trillion economic relief package provides American families,
healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
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through this challenging time. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, enacted last month. State/Local/Tribal provisions include:

$150 billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be
allocated primarily by a State’s population with each State receiving at least $1.25
billion.

$340 billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the
coronavirus outbreak.

$500 billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U.S. Treasury to support
eligible businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a
result of COVID-19.

$100 billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost
revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID-19.

$3.5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers,
first responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Read more here: President Donald J. Trump Is Providing Economic
Relief to American Workers, Families, and Businesses Impacted by the
Coronavirus
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Radwanski, Betty
Washington Check in and Coordination call with Governor Jay Inslee
To: Radwanski, Betty, Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

Washington Check in and Coordination call with Governor Jay Inslee

Friday, April 24 at 8:15 AM (PDT)

Call-in information Conference Line: 1-888-270-9936 Pin: 6587197

On the line will be:

FEMA Region 10 Administrator – Mike O’Hare

Department of Health and Human Services – Capt. John Smart

Washington Emergency Management Division Director – Robert Ezelle



Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Region 10 Administrator
April 23, 2020 at 6:46 PM EDT
To: Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Schuler, Reed (GOV)

Hi	Be&y,
	
Hope	all	is	well.		Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	connect	with	Administrator	Mike	O’Hare	to	return	his	call
and	also	discuss	tes@ng	supplies.
	
Would	Administrator	O’Hare	have	@me	available	tomorrow,	Friday	April	24	at	8:15	am	PT?	
	
Thanks.
Stacey
	
STACEY	TICHENOR
Execu@ve	Assistant	to	the	Governor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
www.governor.wa.gov	|	stacey.@chenor@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA Leads Unprecedented Federal Response to Coronavirus
March 21, 2020 at 3:22 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
March 21, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 

FEMA Leads Unprecedented Federal Response to Coronavirus
 
This is a whole of government response. Like all emergencies, response is most successful when it
is locally executed, state managed and federally supported.
 

The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic as the health and safety of the American people remain a top priority.
FEMA now leads federal operations on behalf of the White House Coronavirus Task Force; who
oversees the whole-of-government response to the pandemic. As part of the White House
Coronavirus Task Force, HHS will continue to provide their subject matter expertise as the
nation’s pre-eminent public health responders.

 

On March 13, 2020, President Trump took decisive, unprecedented action by declaring a
nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape
and bureaucracy and avoids Governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. The
nationwide emergency declaration increases federal support to the White House Task Force as it
leads the ongoing federal response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Pursuant to this declaration,
FEMA, in coordination with HHS, will assist state, local, tribal, territorial governments and other
eligible entities with the health and safety actions they take on behalf of the American public.

 

As of March 20, 2020, all 50 states, the District of Columbia, five territories and one tribe are
working directly with FEMA under the Nationwide Emergency Declaration for COVID-19.  On
March 20, 2020, President Trump declared a major disaster declaration for the state of New York

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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making federal funding available for crisis counseling services in addition to emergency protective
measures.

 

To help the American public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to
Coronavirus (COVID-19), FEMA has created a Rumor Control page on FEMA.gov – the public
can help control the spread of rumors by sharing our page: fema.gov/coronavirus.

 
Please see attached for additional information on FEMA’s response efforts, including eligibility
under the National Emergency Declaration, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS) and the
Defense Production Act.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Application Deadlines Extended for Five Additional Fiscal Year 2020 Preparedness
Grant Programs
March 21, 2020 at 10:28 AM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 
 
 
 
 
 
March 21, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental
Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 

Application Deadlines Extended for Five Additional Fiscal Year 2020
Preparedness Grant Programs
 
On March 5, 2020, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) extended the deadlines
for four Fiscal Year 2020 preparedness grant programs. Those were the State Homeland Security
Grant Program, the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) Grant Program, the Operation
Stonegarden Grant Program, and the Nonprofit Security Grant Program. The application deadlines
for those four programs were extended from April 15, 2020 to April 30, 2020.
 
Today, FEMA is announcing the extension of the application deadlines for five additional FY 2020
preparedness grant programs.
 
In response to COVID-19, FEMA is granting additional time to submit applications for five
preparedness grant programs until April 30 (this is in addition to previously announced extensions
for the Homeland Security Grant Program and Nonprofit Security Grant Program). These
applications are for the following Fiscal Year 2020 preparedness grant programs:
 

Tribal Homeland Security Grant Program (THSGP)
Transit Security Grant Program (TSGP)
Intercity Bus Security Grant Program (IBSGP)
Intercity Passenger Rail (IPR) program
Port Security Grant Program (PSGP)

 
Updated Deadlines

·  Original Application Submission Deadline: April 15, 2020 at 5p.m. ET 

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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·  Extended Application Submission Deadline: April 30, 2020 at 5 p.m. ET 
 

Event Suggested Timeline for On-Time
Submissions

Obtain DUNS Number 3/16/2020 
Obtain a valid Employer
Identification Number (EIN) 

3/16/2020 

Update SAM registration 3/16/2020 
Submit the initial application in
Grants.gov 

4/23/2020 

Submit the final application in ND
Grants 

4/30/2020, 5 p.m. ET 

  
Applications must be received by the April 30, 2020 deadline. The Non-Disaster (ND) Grants
System has a date stamp that indicates when an application is submitted. Applicants will receive
an electronic message confirming receipt of the full application. 
 
DHS/FEMA will not review applications that are received after the deadline or consider
them for funding. Consistent with the applicable Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO),
DHS/FEMA may, however, extend the application deadline on request for an applicant who can
demonstrate that good cause exists to justify extending the deadline. Good cause for an extension
may include technical problems outside of the applicant’s control that prevent submission of the
application by the deadline, or other exigent or emergency circumstances.
 
For additional information, please visit www.fema.gov/grants.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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WA_JIC(MIL)
Gov Delivery List for WA JIC Communications
March 20, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
(GOV), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH)
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org
Sandi, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Malley Tom, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org, Church, Tim (LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
RE: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
March 24, 2020 at 3:33 PM EDT
To: Hyer, Brian
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV), Streeter, Ryan, Hill, John

Hello	Brian	–	I’m	sorry	the	3ming	did	not	work	out	for	Administrator	Gaynor	to	connect	with	the
Governor	last	night.	Is	there	any	update	on	finding	a	3me	with	him	going	forward?
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	11:35	AM
To:	'Hyer,	Brian'	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>
Cc:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>;	Streeter,	Ryan	<ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov>;	Hill,	John
<john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
Thanks	so	much,	Brian.
	
From:	Hyer,	Brian	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	11:33	AM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>;	Streeter,	Ryan	<ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov>;	Hill,	John
<john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
Hi	Morgan,
We	will	get	this	request	over	to	FEMA	so	they	can	check	when	the	Administrator	would	be	available.
	
Thanks!
Brian	

From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Hyer,	Brian;	Hill,	John
Cc:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV);	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
CAUTION:	This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	adachments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	ques3ons	or	concerns.
 
Hello	John	and	Brian,
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Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	3me	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	mader.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	ques3ons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001
Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_14
April 14, 2020 at 4:24 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers;
FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.   

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

HHS announced five new contracts for ventilator production rated under the Defense
Production Act (DPA), to General Electric, Hill-Rom, Medtronic, ResMed, and
Vyaire, as well as two other contracts for ventilator production, to Hamilton and Zoll.

In total, combined with contracts with General Motors and Philips rated under
the DPA issued last week, HHS has finalized contracts to supply 6,190
ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will provide
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a total of 137,431 ventilators by the end of 2020.
The thousands of ventilators delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile
starting this month, continuing through the spring and summer, will provide
more capacity to respond to the pandemic as it evolves.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

On April 13, The Department of Homeland Security and FEMA announced the
funding notice for an additional $100 million in supplemental Emergency
Management Performance Grant Program funds.

The money is available to all 56 states and territories as part of the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. All applications must be
submitted on Grants.gov by April 28.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

FEMA issued guidance on the framework, policy details and requirements for
determining the eligibility for FEMA reimbursement of states purchasing and
distributing food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have access to
food as a result of COVID-19 and to protect the public from the spread of the virus.

State, local, tribal, and territorial governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants under emergency
and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private
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organizations, including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to
purchase and distribute food when necessary as an emergency protective
measure in response to the pandemic.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M

Good	Morning,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
I	hope	you	are	well.		Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us
informaBon	about	COVID-19	planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenBon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been
issued,	could	you	forward	it	to	me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aLenBon	to	this	maLer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	
	
From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	6:15	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LeLer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	evening.	I	will	forward	the	leLer.
	
Thanks
	
Kathlyn M. Lawrence
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS | ICE | Seattle ERO
12500 Tukwila International Blvd | Seattle, WA 98168 
(D):  206-835-0075 | (C):  206-786-9222
 
 
Peer	Support	Program:	insight.ice.dhs.gov/PSP

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor
https://team.ice.dhs.gov/oas/mgmt/OHC/IPSP/default.aspx?PageView=Shared


	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	4:59	PM
To:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LeLer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	Adernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
Please	find	aLached	a	leLer	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford
earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesBons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_21
April 21, 2020 at 1:28 PM EDT
To: david.postman@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 21, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

As of April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:david.postman@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjEuMjA0NDQwNjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.LE4nPqOrIRAmQoOBLQj31gF6l1zGPP0ZnpxmhriHq2w/br/77666170626-l


surgical masks, 6.4 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

 

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200421 FINAL.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
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OldRupert
Chris:- re Democratic CatholicGovernors & Mayors locking down America - Catholics, China and Covid19,------the inter-relationships, (+phony Catholic Joe Biden)
March 21, 2020 at 9:30 AM EDT
To: Andrew Mark Cuomo, Christopher Charles Cuomo
Cc:  Karl, Jonathan D., John D Roberts, John Glover Roberts Jr, John R Bolton, Geoffrey.Okamoto@treasury.gov, mary.daly@treasury.gov, Hon Steven Terner Mnuchin, Geoffrey William Seiji
Okamoto, Okamoto Geoffrey, Kristalina Georgieva, Sasha.Chavkin@icij.org, mannanbrown@ifc.org, PMejlak@ifc.org, David Malpass, gerry.rice@imf.org, BWalker@imf.org,
Seema.Verma@hhs.gov, Seema.Verman@cms.hhs.gov, KarenAldana@cms.hhs.gov, Kelly.Ceballos@cms.hhs.gov, aaron.smith@cms.hhs.gov, lorraine.ryan@cms.hhs.gov,
april.washington@cms.hhs.gov, Elizabeth.Schinderle@cms.hhs.gov, julie.brookhart@cms.hhs.gov, gregory.myers@cms.hhs.gov, jack.cheevers@cms.hhs.gov, Nicole.Black@cms.hhs.gov,
karen.jackson1@cms.hhs.gov, Brady.Brookes@cms.hhs.gov, Kimberly.Brandt@cms.hhs.gov, Demetrios.Kouzoukas@cms.hhs.gov, Jennifer.Main@cms.hhs.gov, Stephen.Hahn@fda.hhs.gov,
fdaoma@fda.hhs.gov, Anand.Shah@fda.hhs.gov, Anna.Abram@fda.hhs.gov, Amy.Abernethy@fda.hhs.gov, nafeyan@mit.edu, Scott Gottlieb, Jay Robert Inslee, david.postman@gov.wa.gov,
kelly.wicker@gov.wa.gov, Feng,Zijian@chinacdc.cn, George.Gao@chinacdc.cn, Trevor.Mundel@gatesfoundation.org, TrevorM@gatesfoundation.org, Dan.Wattendorf@gatesfoundation.org,
DanW@gatesfoundation.org, Melinda.Gates@gatesfoundation.org, Melinda@gatesfoundation.org, Bill@gatesfoundation.org, Morgan.Ortagus@state.gov, eds19@worldbank.org,
eds05@worldbank.org, Alison.Morris@nbcuni.com, Janelle.Rodriguez@nbcuni.com, Peter.Alexander@nbcuni.com, dorriesn@parliament.uk, jacob.reesmogg.mp@parliament.uk,
rishi.sunak.mp@parliament.uk, Hon Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson, Jacob William Rees-Mogg, Prof Elizabeth Ann Warren, Professor Elizabeth Ann Warren, Bernard Sanders, Arthel
Neville, jim.acosta@turner.com, Dana Ruth Schwartz, Jeremy Bash, Hillary Diane Rodham Cinton, Andrew J Shapiro, larry@breitbart.com, Stephen K Bannon, Jeff Zucker, Wolf Isaac
Blitzer, Jacob Paul Tapper, Gloria A. Borger, poppy.harlow@turner.com, Candi.Carter@abc.com, Lester Don Holt Jr, Mitchell, Andrea (NBC NEWS), Mitch_McConnell@McConnell.senate.gov,
Dianne Goldman Berman Feinstein, annie_clark@collins.senate.gov, Kamala_Harris@harris.senate.gov, chris_harris@harris.senate.gov, sean_coit@coons.senate.gov,
chris_coons@coons.senate.gov, Larry Rasky, Victoria J Nuland aka Kagan, rbloom@brookings.edu, rkagan@brookings.edu, bjones@brookings.edu, Fiona Hill, lfeinstein@brookings.edu,
tom_mentzer@feinstein.senate.gov, ashley_schapitl@feinstein.senate.gov, adam_russell@feinstein.senate.gov, Dianne Goldman Berman Feinstein, Lisa Marie Boothe, Joe Concha The
Hill, mKaminski@politico.com, jharris@politico.com, press@politico.com, SGlasser@politico.com, Kate.Bedingfield@joebiden.com, Cedric.Richmond@joebiden.com, press@joebiden.com,
Eric Frederick Trump, djt@maralagoclub.com, Donald John Trump Summer White House, President Donald John Trump, William George Hemmer, brian.williams@nbcuni.com,
media@joebiden.com, Lachlan.Murdoch@fox.com, rupert.murdoch@fox.com, chase.carey@fox.com, SGlasser@politico.com, jharris@politico.com, ngass@politico.com,
JWoodruff@newshour.org, ldesjardins@newshour.org, Margaret Hoover, Margaret Brennan, Nick Massella, SJust@newshour.org, Karen.Tumulty@washpost.com,
James.Hohmann@washpost.com, Fred Ryan Jr Washington Post, dan.balz@washpost.com, dave.weigel@washpost.com, libby.casey@washpost.com, churt@washingtontimes.com, Matthew
Aaron \"Matt\" Schlapp ACU Chair, Matt Schlapp Cove Strategies, Mercedes Schlapp, mercedes@covestrategies.com, Daly, Mary (Detailee), mary.daly@treasury.gov,
Katie.Miller@whitehouse.gov, Mercedes.Schlapp@whitehouse.gov, Michael Richard Pence, mark.meadows@meadows.house.gov, mark.meadows@whitehouse.gov, Lawrence Alan
Kudlow, Kellyanne Elizabeth Conway nee Fitzpatrick, Hogan.Gidley@whitehouse.gov, Alex Michael Azar II, DeVos, Betsy, Don.Nash@nbc.com, Hallie Marie Jackson, Charles David
Todd, Rachel Anne Maddow, Andrew.Lack@nbcuni.com, Gayle King, Babs, Barbara.X.Walters.-ND@abc.com, David.Muir@abc.com, George.Stephanopoulos@abc.com, Harris Kimberly
Faulkner, Deborah.Birx@whitehouse.gov, Bill.Shine@whitehouse.gov, Sidney.Taurel, Mitchell Elias Daniels, Jr., Andrew Woodcock Political Editor, Andrew.Woodcock@independent.co.uk, Prof
Elizabeth Ann Warren, Warren Wilhelm Jr, Oxiris Barbot MD, Bill de Blasio AKA Warren Wilhelm Jr, lou.dobbs@foxbusinessnews.com, Anthony Stephen Tony
Fauci, william.schaffner@vanderbilt.edu, Tracy G Trace Gallagher, Jeff Zucker, jcuban@axs.tv, Mark Cuban Chabenisky, Xi.Jinping, Hua Chunying, Lijan Zhao, Hua Chunying, Alex Azar
II, Jerome Michael Adams, sylvia_garcia@sylviagarcia.house.gov, carolyn_maloney@maloney.house.gov, Harley_Rouda@Rouda.House.gov, Judd.Deere@whitehouse.gov,
Lindsay.Walters@whitehouse.gov, Chip_Roy@Roy.house.gov, Victor.Pinchuk@atlanticcouncil.org, Stephen A Schwarzman Atlantic Council, Michael Carpenter Penn Biden Atlantic
Council, Joe Biden Penn Biden Center, Kate.Bedingfield@joebiden.com, Joseph Robinette Biden Jr, media@joebiden.com, press@joebiden.com, Juan Antonio
Williams, jesse.watters@foxnews.com, Bream, Shannon, press@joebiden.com, caitlin.flanagan@theatlantic.com, david.frumm@theatlantic.com, david@davidfrum.com, Zhu Min, Klaus
Schwab, Jack Ma, Heizo Takenaka, David M Rubenstein, Al Gore, Garry.Conille@id2020.org, John.Edge@id2020.org, seth.berkley@id2020.org, Elana.Broitman@id2020.org,
info@id2020.org, peggy.johnson@microsoft.com, rrt@we-worldwide.com, yann.zopf@weforum.org, forumusa@weforum.org, Matt.Damon@weforum.org, Anne Tatlock, Laura Anne
Ingraham, Laura.Dove@senate.gov, pedro.aspe@carnegie.org, Judy Woodruff Carnegie, JWoodruff@newshour.org, John J DeGioia SJ, Anne M. Tatlock, rosenm2@hhmi.org,
keeleyj@hhmi.org, Caitlin Johnstone, Alan.Murray@fortune.com, Stephen.Gandel@fortune.com, editor@churchmilitant.com, Michael.Voris@churchmilitant.com, Christopher Charles
Cuomo, Ursula von der Leyen

Photo:- Andrew Cuomo 
Andrew Mark Cuomo
6-Dec-1957
Queens, NY
Catholic - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/" https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
School: Catholic Archbishop Molloy High School, Queens, NY (1975)
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archbishop_Molloy_High_School" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archbishop_Molloy_High_School 
University: BA, Roman Catholic Jesuit Fordham University (1979)
HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/" https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/ HYPERLINK
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fordham_University" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fordham_University 

His younger brother, Chris Cuomo, also a Roman Catholic is a CNN journalist. HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/"
https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/ and also attended the Jesuit Fordham University Law School: JD, Fordham University (1995) - 
HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/" https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/ 

To Christopher Charles Cuomo, c/o CNN Newsroom

Hi Chris,

Watched you interviewing your brother about the gradual lockdown of New York State. 
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You may have noticed that two of America’s biggest states, California and New York, have been locked down. And you may have also noticed that they
weren’t locked down by Trump, but by their own Democratic Roman Catholic governors and mayors.

I attach a few links which you may deem newsworthy and expand on in your reportages.

Thanks Chris. All the best, regards, Rufus York, Geneva, Switzerland (New the WHO Headquarters)

Photo: - An almost empty street is seen at Times Square in Manhattan on March 16, 2020. PHOTO: AFP 

ELECTION DISRUPTION 
Trump's comments came after Canada announced it was closing its borders to most foreign travellers and New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy said he was
restricting movement across the state, which borders New York City.
tonight, all other non-essential retail, recreational, and entertainment businesses must close after 8.00pm," said Roman Catholic NJ Governor Mr Murphy.
non-essential and non-emergency travel in New Jersey is strongly discouraged between the hours of 8.00pm and 5.00am. This will remain in effect for the
foreseeable future. We want everyone to be home - and not out," he added.
Francisco passed a "remain-in-place" order requiring millions of residents to stay at home unless absolutely essential.
HYPERLINK "https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/curfews-as-us-shuts-down-to-fight-coronavirus" https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-
states/curfews-as-us-shuts-down-to-fight-coronavirus 

Wartime COVID-19 Mentality Emerges; Cuomo Wants Military ...

HYPERLINK "https://headtopics.com/us/gov-cuomo-issues-dire-warning-coronavirus-wave-is-about-to-become-a-tsunami-11911888"
https://headtopics.com/us/gov-cuomo-issues-dire-warning-coronavirus-wave-is-about-to-become-a-tsunami-11911888 

HYPERLINK "https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/wartime-covid-19-mentality-emerges-cuomo-wants-military-aid.html"
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/wartime-covid-19-mentality-emerges-cuomo-wants-military-aid.html

‘We Are All in Quarantine:’ 100% of NY Work Force Must Stay Home, Cuomo Puts State on Pause

HYPERLINK "https://www.nbcnewyork.com/on-air/about-us/" https://www.nbcnewyork.com/on-air/about-us/

AKA Gavin Christopher Newsom
10-Oct-1967
San Francisco, CA
Roman Catholic - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/" https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
BA Political Science, Jesuit Santa Clara University (1989)
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HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/" https://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/ 
Affiliation: Democratic
HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/people/720/000026642/" https://www.nndb.com/people/720/000026642/ 
Kimberly Guilfoyle (Fox News) (m. 8-Dec-2001, div. 28-Feb-2005) 
's aunt was married to Ron Pelosi, the brother-in-law of Speaker of the United States House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi.
declared a state of emergency on March 4, 2020, after the first death in California attributable to coronavirus. His stated intention was to help California
prepare for and contain the spread of the coronavirus. The emergency declaration allows state agencies to more easily procure equipment and services, share
information on patients and alleviates restrictions on the use of state-owned properties and facilities. Newsom also announced that mitigation policies for the
state’s estimated 108,000 unsheltered homeless people would be prioritized with a significant push to move them indoors.
issued an executive order that allows the state to commandeer hotels and medical facilities to treat coronavirus patients and permits government officials to
hold teleconferences in private without violating open meeting laws
combat Corona Virus Tents could be allowed on Sidewalk all day 
HYPERLINK "https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-17/los-angeles-homeless-encampments-tents-sidewalks-proposal-coronavirus"
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-17/los-angeles-homeless-encampments-tents-sidewalks-proposal-coronavirus 
worry about homeless populations as coronavirus surges
HYPERLINK "https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/488016-cities-worry-about-homeless-populations-as-coronavirus-surges"
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/488016-cities-worry-about-homeless-populations-as-coronavirus-surges 

HYPERLINK "https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/20/maryland-ag-scammers-use-coronavirus-fears-to-dupe/"
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/mar/20/maryland-ag-scammers-use-coronavirus-fears-to-dupe/ 

Businesses that remain open in Maryland after order to close can be fined
$5,000, spend a year in jail
Businesses and individuals who don't follow with Maryland Governor Hogan's order to shut down dine-in service could be fined up to $5,000 or spend a year
in jail. 

HYPERLINK "https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/heres-what-happens-if-you-dont-comply-with-marylands-covid-19-orders/65-
d23098b1-6adf-4851-8d2f-cbb908a2c819" https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/heres-what-happens-if-you-dont-comply-with-marylands-
covid-19-orders/65-d23098b1-6adf-4851-8d2f-cbb908a2c819

Larry Hogan the current apostle of Maryland HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_White_(Jesuit)"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_White_(Jesuit) 

AKA Lawrence Joseph Hogan, Jr. 
HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/people/001/000395810/" https://www.nndb.com/people/001/000395810/ 
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25-May-1956
Washington, DC
Roman Catholic - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/" https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
summary: Governor of Maryland
High School: DeMatha Catholic High School, Hyattsville, MD (attended)
High School: Father Lopez Catholic High School, Daytona Beach, FL (1974)

You may have noticed that two of America’s biggest states, California and New York, have been locked down. And you may have also noticed that they
weren’t locked down by Trump, but by their own Democratic Roman Catholic governors and mayors.

Here's another Roman Catholic Mayor that wants the Military involved, a Lieoyla footsoldier , per chance? 

New Rome’s Army led by Genral St. Ignatius of Loyola - HYPERLINK "http://www.reformation.org/jesuits1.html" http://www.reformation.org/jesuits1.html

AKA Inigo Lopez de Recalde HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/people/626/000094344/" https://www.nndb.com/people/626/000094344/ founder of the
Jesuit Order.

NY Mayor Urges President to Deploy Military to City 
19, 2020 10:59 PM

People queue to enter a tent erected to test for the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) at the Brooklyn Hospital Center in Brooklyn… 
line up to enter a tent erected to test for the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) at the Brooklyn Hospital Center in Brooklyn, New York City, March 19, 2020.
HYPERLINK "https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city"
https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city 

Bill de Blasio 
Warren Wilhelm, Jr.
8-May-1961
Manhattan, NY
Affiliation: Democratic
summary: Mayor of New York City
Ancestry
HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/lists/347/000043218/" https://www.nndb.com/lists/347/000043218/ 
Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio ascends to City Hall, Archbishop Timothy Dolan is hoping the most powerful pol in New York City gives a lot more thought to an
even higher power.
Dolan, the loquacious leader of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York, told ABC7’s Up Close program yesterday that he would like to see the
relatively non-religious Mr. de Blasio embrace his Catholic roots. 
'93When I met him, however briefly, he told me he had been baptized and raised a Catholic and he was very proud of the fact that he had an uncle, a priest.
HYPERLINK "https://observer.com/2013/12/archbishop-dolan-wants-to-make-bill-de-blasio-a-better-catholic/" https://observer.com/2013/12/archbishop-
dolan-wants-to-make-bill-de-blasio-a-better-catholic/ 

NEW YORK - New York’s mayor called on U.S. President Donald Trump to deploy military personnel to his city, which he said is the front line in the
country’s war against the coronavirus.

“The great irony [is] the fate of New York City rests in the hands of one man and he is a New Yorker, and right now he is betraying the city he comes from —
we are the front line,” an angry Mayor Bill de Blasio said at a news conference Thursday evening. “How on Earth is the president sitting idly by and not
activating the forces that could help us?” 
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https://www.nndb.com/people/626/000094344/
https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city
https://www.nndb.com/lists/347/000043218/
https://observer.com/2013/12/archbishop-dolan-wants-to-make-bill-de-blasio-a-better-catholic/


THANK GOD FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP that he doesn't order the military in, and do a national lock down. 

What is it with these Democratic Roman Catholic foot soldiers , we don't want another Inquisition, thanks anyway.! 

HYPERLINK "https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city"
https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city

New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy said he would issue an order Saturday to close most businesses and potentially drop the 50-person limit on gatherings or
perhaps ban them outright. to flatten the curve,” 

Philip Dunton Murphy 
Governor of New Jersey
office
16, 2018
, Roman Catholic
's position at Goldman Sachs when the firm had its IPO brought his net worth above $50 million. By one estimate, reported in Der Spiegel in 2009, his wealth
after leaving the firm was in the range of several hundred million dollars.
Party finance chair
leaving Goldman Sachs, Murphy served from 2006 to 2009 as the National Finance Chair of the Democratic National Committee (DNC), where he worked
with DNC Chair Howard Dean.
this time and making reference to Christie's presidential campaign and his subsequent support and travel on behalf of Donald Trump's presidential campaign,
Murphy implored Christie, "Do your job or quit." Murphy supported Hillary Clinton in the 2016 Democratic primary and fundraised for her.

THE AMAZING SIMILARITES BETWEEN BUDDHISM AND CATHOLICISM!!
HYPERLINK "http://www.reformation.org/buddhism-and-catholicism.html" http://www.reformation.org/buddhism-and-catholicism.html

https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city
http://www.reformation.org/buddhism-and-catholicism.html


 

Catholics, China and Covid19 
----------------the inter-relationships, 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhNrYdyN-Vo" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhNrYdyN-Vo

HYPERLINK "https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/author/michael-voris-s.t.b" https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/author/michael-voris-s.t.b 

Poll: 1 in 4 Americans Want to Delay 2020 Presidential Election 
William Mahoney, Ph.D 
HYPERLINK "https://www.churchmilitant.com/" https://www.churchmilitant.com/

----Phony Catholic & China Supporter, Joe Biden Locks Nomination 
the 1990s Biden was instrumental in getting China most favored nation status during his term as Senior Senator on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 

HYPERLINK "https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/phony-catholic-biden-locks-nomination" https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/phony-
catholic-biden-locks-nomination 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhNrYdyN-Vo
https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/author/michael-voris-s.t.b
https://www.churchmilitant.com/
https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/phony-catholic-biden-locks-nomination


 

HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3275213772505942&set=pcb.3275223532504966&type=3&theater#"
------Anthony Stephen "Tony" Fauci 
Anthony Stephen Fauci was born on December 24, 1940, (age 79) He is of Italian descent and grew up Catholic. He graduated from Regis High School in New
York City ( a Jesuit high school providing a free education for Catholic boys with special consideration given to those who could not otherwise afford a
Catholic education - The school continues that policy and does not charge tuition) HYPERLINK
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regis_High_School_(New_York_City)?
fbclid=IwAR0iPUeBtx1R1Vpnj9rwanmQLjCISI57FdbSwwrvVgqdSbuEcCL5JsRBkG0" https://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ Regis_High_School_(New_York
_City) 
went on to attend the Jesuit College of the Holy Cross (In this sign you shall conquer) HYPERLINK
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College_of_the_Holy_Cross?fbclid=IwAR1YEOp1c3faHg_akWE-lTg017JZrS_s6eLvZnh7P5sejBJ2IrCPzOrQqOg"
https://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ College_of_the_Holy_Cross . 
played a significant role in the early 2000s in creating the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Reliefand in driving development of biodefense drugs and
vaccines following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FAnthony_S._Fauci%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2U1P-f6dLd0Lgnx-
PyFmWo4-GG5y2kBXjHMmYUyKp-s2WCv10OQEoBO7I&h=AT2RBFd3wdrUsljekzetyOSUMOV-
fPBOYfQVUXkAqjtuNlGW5w21Yp8JL4PkoomGEHqL1PqM91c1xl3FKpYm3zWNfQWR70RPPfQEiL4emU8BgAvOKKg9I8krBsciYYkh9doxx4ut"
https://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Anthony_S._Fauci 
is married to Christine Grady a nurse and bioethicist who, as of 2020, serves as the head of the Department of Bioethics at the National Institutes of Health
Clinical Center.
obtained a BS in nursing and biology at Romand Catholid Jesuit Georgetown University, a MSN from Jesuit Boston College, and a PhD in philosophy from
Jesuit Georgetown University.She has worked in nursing, clinical research and clinical care, and HIV HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FChristine_Grady%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3IKpU-gCew-
28HyhUilSsRLB0EeHKGvhDxYBA8HGmWA0wyBClG7F0Pceo&h=AT0kC5hnpW0Tog_QJ-lCCBMCSCpj3X4-iGF3Ba-
VSc3S9vts5MsvsYGLvIYLxhTvipyKWyOA2d0-S8c1533Ji_VvqlOnvqGpeCVKblpfFiGanD0S_bvw2IPc_bgMIGfoJqj_RNd2" https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Christine_Grady 
2020 Documentary 
HYPERLINK "https://youtu.be/xL2XLqoQyKM?list=PLmvbm8j-q85qDqaOAqfYBCyFA59fN3j17&fbclid=IwAR2LHRK8oGpQbjzcdzIh6EHYOpEcY27uv-
P5HUc85WZouvLaXkLt_AYyChk" https://youtu.be/ xL2XLqoQyKM?list=PLmvbm8j-q 85qDqaOAqfYBCyFA59fN3j17

HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fid2020.org%2Fdigital-
identity%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0SQo4YZ1vnfuQhKoTH76jmfSV2xdxSjmAgTy3dRWVr_3IxqcXrVnSvPU4&h=AT1FEpQPcfH4WIad_5UP9sTs71eTvUl-
sk1epXjugiC4IucBtCziSCcm4iXaA0ZAb3hocChHQ8lKe63nYpIOmESBdA1mfpV6YUxD3AMT4wTTzKvPDwzqjb_tfrzwQ7L87lzqFJ4b"
https://id2020.org/ digital-identity 
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fid2020.org%2Fleadership%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xbej87ir-
ZvyoJQDt3hjMKl86mro3n7CYIhecPIk5fmiLh40yGk4FZn4&h=AT0bQQtfm4GMNKxu9U68S_4TYgLwszNNKYugvExy_ajhsVgysi-
XE6o47YU0grav9O5Rrz3btkgPZzn4aS-MVHRoqhJuJRg288qDFo4o-9ycU4FWGy6lPy64AxUQtN_3sV_H-1-C" https://id2020.org/ leadership 
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fcoronavirus-causes-effects-real-danger-agenda-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regis_High_School_(New_York_City)?fbclid=IwAR0iPUeBtx1R1Vpnj9rwanmQLjCISI57FdbSwwrvVgqdSbuEcCL5JsRBkG0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College_of_the_Holy_Cross?fbclid=IwAR1YEOp1c3faHg_akWE-lTg017JZrS_s6eLvZnh7P5sejBJ2IrCPzOrQqOg
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_S._Fauci?fbclid=IwAR2U1P-f6dLd0Lgnx-PyFmWo4-GG5y2kBXjHMmYUyKp-s2WCv10OQEoBO7I&h=AT2RBFd3wdrUsljekzetyOSUMOV-fPBOYfQVUXkAqjtuNlGW5w21Yp8JL4PkoomGEHqL1PqM91c1xl3FKpYm3zWNfQWR70RPPfQEiL4emU8BgAvOKKg9I8krBsciYYkh9doxx4ut
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christine_Grady?fbclid=IwAR3IKpU-gCew-28HyhUilSsRLB0EeHKGvhDxYBA8HGmWA0wyBClG7F0Pceo&h=AT0kC5hnpW0Tog_QJ-lCCBMCSCpj3X4-iGF3Ba-VSc3S9vts5MsvsYGLvIYLxhTvipyKWyOA2d0-S8c1533Ji_VvqlOnvqGpeCVKblpfFiGanD0S_bvw2IPc_bgMIGfoJqj_RNd2
https://youtu.be/xL2XLqoQyKM?list=PLmvbm8j-q85qDqaOAqfYBCyFA59fN3j17&fbclid=IwAR2LHRK8oGpQbjzcdzIh6EHYOpEcY27uv-P5HUc85WZouvLaXkLt_AYyChk
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://id2020.org/digital-identity?fbclid=IwAR0SQo4YZ1vnfuQhKoTH76jmfSV2xdxSjmAgTy3dRWVr_3IxqcXrVnSvPU4&h=AT1FEpQPcfH4WIad_5UP9sTs71eTvUl-sk1epXjugiC4IucBtCziSCcm4iXaA0ZAb3hocChHQ8lKe63nYpIOmESBdA1mfpV6YUxD3AMT4wTTzKvPDwzqjb_tfrzwQ7L87lzqFJ4b
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://id2020.org/leadership?fbclid=IwAR0xbej87ir-ZvyoJQDt3hjMKl86mro3n7CYIhecPIk5fmiLh40yGk4FZn4&h=AT0bQQtfm4GMNKxu9U68S_4TYgLwszNNKYugvExy_ajhsVgysi-XE6o47YU0grav9O5Rrz3btkgPZzn4aS-MVHRoqhJuJRg288qDFo4o-9ycU4FWGy6lPy64AxUQtN_3sV_H-1-C
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://www.globalresearch.ca/coronavirus-causes-effects-real-danger-agenda-id2020/5706153?fbclid=IwAR0-IEbOnmfl89jsR3KuaRjaHBMuowC9ktPJagzOLhSqcORahOilxpNmnXw&h=AT2d48LA78lw0mSK2MjC-lsRBvxUdFKGueSxjHnfc0wfqlApPH4iMVIa53dlJY-8iS9Oj62rrtGHPc1WnoPJCMEUerTnGQlDgJaLKwg7FUE4DtVmGJxhH5gklDgiG06CI0V9qHyD


id2020%2F5706153%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0-IEbOnmfl89jsR3KuaRjaHBMuowC9ktPJagzOLhSqcORahOilxpNmnXw&h=AT2d48LA78lw0mSK2MjC-
lsRBvxUdFKGueSxjHnfc0wfqlApPH4iMVIa53dlJY-8iS9Oj62rrtGHPc1WnoPJCMEUerTnGQlDgJaLKwg7FUE4DtVmGJxhH5gklDgiG06CI0V9qHyD"
https:// www.globalresearch.ca/ coronavirus-causes-effects- real-danger-agenda-id2020/ 5706153 
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.weforum.org%2Fabout%2Fleadership-and-
governance%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR09f3hxvDtL_OqpwCWQ8yBB33mnh9wElYwmrol8Mp4vYYhQGUyb0lb5Ea0&h=AT2Zvo6w1HlADUcQwzF5y4tL23UwEULOZgVSWMD_G8Z5joA-
_kIkPJ24p9Ki3-L0b56-UUeRWuED8xSdyr5o22ODo7URq6BDT5Z4uvl-ey_IWK159KQ1GyvbVyjart-zioSfVGr7" https://www.weforum.org/ about/
leadership-and-governance 
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.carnegie.org%2Fabout%2Ftrustees-and-staff%2Fanne-
tatlock%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1EjTn_mCiyIPjr25gKd8Z3kG6EWaQg4mT5WpH2lS7lqiZScPlxG48G7Gg&h=AT2wq-oQPg--
zGeIXWx69wG6UhQ_W6ovPscPLN0KTshyqteUQ8rDWCZHkGlzPlSODqwZGRXSIODosuM7SXUy3NET4MYWTahMctUZSCHOO5dfn_5eTckILUUEEg_YDQxHWLTqHf_U"
https://www.carnegie.org/ about/trustees-and-staff/ anne-tatlock/ 
HYPERLINK "https://principia-scientific.org/id2020-alliance-will-combine-vaccinations-implantable-id-microchips/?fbclid=IwAR0gXgeyJwVHh1J4WojZS-
_2Kd-ePJ6JxvlU5kH9Ip2UMCpJ5ivYByNtlzg" https:// principia-scientific.org/ id2020-alliance-will-combin e-vaccinations-implantable -id-microchips/ 
HYPERLINK "https://www.humanvaccinesproject.org/team/?fbclid=IwAR1Lsn3ivztk1aofE-aKC5pUFTp6AR7OduLbfSNQPmKQWhxYMaDZpRSHMUE"
https:// www.humanvaccinesproject.or g/team/ 
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gatesfoundation.org%2FWho-We-Are%2FGeneral-
Information%2FLeadership%2FGlobal-Health%2FDan-Wattendorf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2tyfRefhGb2Lc9gdJNMdpuoxD-
qvc4fkWcND1l6lXIdMiqK0IvhqQLvQY&h=AT2IIvVE4ROja6P-dKr7bqg-
VaDOuKkgsDI15thG_fFXX0Yb6IKR8OOHwX4YgS46DN9sh6I_sGn5ao3BVP_1xHQYoe3Lw7d50O_MWL-
ko9kUzWBDuGferbQzEQVNVPcwToEyON8T" https:// www.gatesfoundation.org/ Who-We-Are/ General-Information/ Leadership/Global-Health/ Dan-
Wattendorf 

Melinda Gates 
Melinda Ann French - August 15, 1964 (age 55)
Dallas, TX
Catholic - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/" https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
graduated as valedictorian from Ursuline Academy of Dallas in 1982 
Catholic college preparatory school for girls located on Walnut Hill Lane, in the area around Preston Hollow in Dallas, Texas, USA HYPERLINK
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursuline_Academy_of_Dallas" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursuline_Academy_of_Dallas 
Member of the Board of The Washington Post Co. (2004-) 
Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority - 
Bilderberg Group - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/org/514/000042388/" https://www.nndb.com/org/514/000042388/ 
Obama Victory Fund 2012 - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/org/970/000354905/" https://www.nndb.com/org/970/000354905/ 
Wedding: Bill Gates and Melinda French (1994) - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/group/607/000165112/"
https://www.nndb.com/group/607/000165112/ 
family resides in Xanadu 2.0, an earth-sheltered mansion in the side of a hill overlooking Lake Washington in Medina, Washington. 
was platted in 1914 and officially incorporated on August 19, 1955. The town's first mansions were built in the 1920s by wealthy Seattle businessmen,
encouraged by the arrival of direct ferry service, and led to the nickname of Washington's "Gold Coast". The area's farmers, mostly of Japanese descent, were
evicted during the 1940s internment and their farms were turned over for redevelopment.

2009, Medina, with the "wide support of residents", installed cameras at intersections along roads entering the city.The cameras are used to capture the license
plate number of every car, and a security system automatically notifies local police if the captured number is recorded in a database.
are notified of the presence of the system with signs that read "You Are Entering a 24 Hour Video Surveillance Area"; according to Medina's police chief, all
captured information is stored for 60 days even if nothing negative is found in the database,
is part of the 48th Legislative District, and its current legislators in the Washington State Legislature are all DEMOCRATS:- 
last Republican to hold the office of Governor was John Spellman in 1985; Washington has had the longest streak of Democratic governors in the nation 
Governor is:- Democrat Jay Robert Inslee 
Senator Patty Kuderer
Joan McBride
Representative Vandana Slatter
48th district also includes the Democratic leaning area of adjacent Bellevue.
is part of the 1st Congressional District. Its current Representative is Suzan DelBene.
part of Washington, Medina is represented by Democratic Senators Patty Murray and Maria Cantwell. 
HYPERLINK "https://www.gatesfoundation.org/TheOptimist/Articles/coronavirus-interview-dan-wattendorf"
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/TheOptimist/Articles/coronavirus-interview-dan-wattendorf

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://www.globalresearch.ca/coronavirus-causes-effects-real-danger-agenda-id2020/5706153?fbclid=IwAR0-IEbOnmfl89jsR3KuaRjaHBMuowC9ktPJagzOLhSqcORahOilxpNmnXw&h=AT2d48LA78lw0mSK2MjC-lsRBvxUdFKGueSxjHnfc0wfqlApPH4iMVIa53dlJY-8iS9Oj62rrtGHPc1WnoPJCMEUerTnGQlDgJaLKwg7FUE4DtVmGJxhH5gklDgiG06CI0V9qHyD
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://www.weforum.org/about/leadership-and-governance?fbclid=IwAR09f3hxvDtL_OqpwCWQ8yBB33mnh9wElYwmrol8Mp4vYYhQGUyb0lb5Ea0&h=AT2Zvo6w1HlADUcQwzF5y4tL23UwEULOZgVSWMD_G8Z5joA-_kIkPJ24p9Ki3-L0b56-UUeRWuED8xSdyr5o22ODo7URq6BDT5Z4uvl-ey_IWK159KQ1GyvbVyjart-zioSfVGr7
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://www.carnegie.org/about/trustees-and-staff/anne-tatlock/?fbclid=IwAR1EjTn_mCiyIPjr25gKd8Z3kG6EWaQg4mT5WpH2lS7lqiZScPlxG48G7Gg&h=AT2wq-oQPg--zGeIXWx69wG6UhQ_W6ovPscPLN0KTshyqteUQ8rDWCZHkGlzPlSODqwZGRXSIODosuM7SXUy3NET4MYWTahMctUZSCHOO5dfn_5eTckILUUEEg_YDQxHWLTqHf_U
https://principia-scientific.org/id2020-alliance-will-combine-vaccinations-implantable-id-microchips/?fbclid=IwAR0gXgeyJwVHh1J4WojZS-_2Kd-ePJ6JxvlU5kH9Ip2UMCpJ5ivYByNtlzg
https://www.humanvaccinesproject.org/team/?fbclid=IwAR1Lsn3ivztk1aofE-aKC5pUFTp6AR7OduLbfSNQPmKQWhxYMaDZpRSHMUE
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Who-We-Are/General-Information/Leadership/Global-Health/Dan-Wattendorf?fbclid=IwAR2tyfRefhGb2Lc9gdJNMdpuoxD-qvc4fkWcND1l6lXIdMiqK0IvhqQLvQY&h=AT2IIvVE4ROja6P-dKr7bqg-VaDOuKkgsDI15thG_fFXX0Yb6IKR8OOHwX4YgS46DN9sh6I_sGn5ao3BVP_1xHQYoe3Lw7d50O_MWL-ko9kUzWBDuGferbQzEQVNVPcwToEyON8T
https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursuline_Academy_of_Dallas
https://www.nndb.com/org/514/000042388/
https://www.nndb.com/org/970/000354905/
https://www.nndb.com/group/607/000165112/
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/TheOptimist/Articles/coronavirus-interview-dan-wattendorf


Xi Jinping Meets with Co-chair of Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Bill Gates of US

March 28, 2015, President Xi Jinping met with Co-chair of Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Bill Gates of the US at the Boao State Guest House in Hainan
Province. Both sides mainly exchanged views on enhancing public health service, improving people's health and poverty reduction.

Jinping pointed out that preventing and controlling public epidemics is a common challenge to the international community and requires the international
community to strengthen cooperation on joint control. We attach great importance to enhancing public health service and securing people's health, which
constitutes an important task of the Chinese government. China is ready to continue cooperation with Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in this respect. Xi
Jinping stressed that China attaches great importance to and has made significant achievements on poverty reduction and relief. But only by making great
efforts to promote the poverty reduction and development cause, can China achieve the goal of building a moderately prosperous society by 2020. China is
making unremitting effort in this regard. China will take an active part in the post-2015 UN development agenda and is ready to work with the international
community to promote the international poverty reduction work for continuous and new results.
Gates said that China has offered a great deal of resources in joint effort with the international community to address the Ebola epidemics and also done a
remarkable job in controlling AIDS disease. China has erected a model for the rest of the world by playing a leading role in poverty reduction, for which he
highly appreciates. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is ready to intensify cooperation with China in public health service. 
HYPERLINK "http://www.china-un.ch/eng/wjyw/t1250549.htm" http://www.china-un.ch/eng/wjyw/t1250549.htm 

HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rN1TG0VDHFY" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rN1TG0VDHFY 
RECIPIENTS (alphabetical order):
Abdul-Jabbar, Elouise Cobell (posthumous), Ellen Degeneres, Robert De Niro, Richard Garwin, Bill and Melinda Gates, Frank Gehry, Margaret H. Hamilton,
Tom Hanks, Grace Hopper (posthumous), Michael Jordan, Maya Lin, Lorne Michaels, Newt Minow, Eduardo Padron, Robert Redford, Diana Ross, Vin Scully,
Bruce Springsteen and Cicely Tyson.

ope Appoints New Vatican Press Office Director. Matteo Bruni is an Italian-British director of the Holy See Press Office 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matteo_Bruni?fbclid=IwAR1Keq3M9kOarevQl8MEWctliyF4y_1cfDBd-bJvdDJrzxasxknwufB2msk"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matteo_Bruni 
HYPERLINK "https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_OUZjmdoWGY&fbclid=IwAR0NLoT6OlBYdDbpekzQf93IQTeVcoDbVteBijQS485AscgHKF4XHgXQ7-g" https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_OUZjmdoWGY

Matteo Bruni is an Italian-British director of the Holy See Press Office 
Bruni, who was born in 1976 in Winchester, England, holds a degree in foreign languages and literature from La Sapienza University in Rome. 
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sapienza_University_of_Rome?
fbclid=IwAR3qCDTOwDliMFbUve3uUVkJK1xW7P5G6hR8xHUpaRpERoPl4EufiP_ZuWI" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sapienza_University_of_Rome
Most of the Italian ruling class studied at Sapienza. Sapienza educated numerous notable alumni, including many Nobel laureates, Presidents of the European
Parliament and European Commissioners, heads of several nations, notable religious figures, scientists and astronauts. 
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the Roman Curia, HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FRoman_Curia%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0xTTdd5qKRYLO8v6azY4HuolCc83uoFXJscwMlqzEr1SbmHYupBzeRiuw&h=AT33yfD678fcpigxFWGIjMHdyU4VYvdHsjoe0bGr4gqe3lRqdXHsICPrLzIMONjGpCc87cNQ7Rg-
uIQSDV9gIx87-VXyfq15er3Fixnf9h1s56SgaZKbvhZ9d3AG38CE69pzWqKnRJec6rcCh-uhbGeEcyzX_mJwgOU"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Curia 
18 July 2019 by Pope Francis, succeeding Greg Burke who was formerly a correspondent for the Fox News Channel and is a member of Opus Dei
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FOpus_Dei%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0AeaQekvLnYIawyOObX96UIau8zxtZkVzG0mPttP-
gmdPxwYFTXujYAtg&h=AT0PVtGa2XXsUh7GEDcjPjPm-qubsoe8seH6wcvWQ9G5EQv9-
SSZ_P_uvTk9l3LjwSQEnCToB1K8CpqIVWM2_uC190qgAj8UuD1B_pOb8dD6nJ74K7NCGHuWhtHsCG0iPQPbYMkHUlC4MQdgnmykpq5cUCTdJ46uqMc"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opus_Dei 
HYPERLINK "https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGreg_Burke_%28journalist%29%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1rkLlM-
AELiw6ppV3BmQAISrq8YoqN9aqHXO2LGP0H2xcnGPXbflNq3i8&h=AT3XpcC7tHhFcdRConHjgmgZtcITQDmf3RMHaw2nvfDG6n7t8Ecz-vNjtrGF-
OeBVldOqGzUsEOGWGjrscp12ghvpwd2qPJm1L2MLrKYrk62jAuWm90XsBwBD-Ime2vIgYj7QGYnYEHF0QL33pcdWVxyIKY-7KcWYaA"
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greg_Burke_(journalist)

Boris Johnson has become the first baptised Catholic to occupy 10 Downing Street 
55-year-old, whose mother Charlotte Fawcett is Catholic, was baptised as a child.
godmother is Lady Rachel Billington – daughter of the devoutly Catholic Lord Longford.
the Prime Minister himself is a believer in a legal right to abortion, he has consistently abstained from voting on pro-life matters. It may be significant also that
he has said that abortion should not be imposed on Northern Ireland against the wishes of the populace.
Rees-Mogg, the Leader of the House of Commons, is the single conspicuous Catholic in the Cabinet. Rees-Mogg grew up attending weekly mass and
occasionally Sunday school at the Roman Catholic Church of the Holy Ghost, Midsomer Norton. 
he started catechism in 1975 under his governess and attended mass in the ordinary form
HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Rees-Mogg" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Rees-Mogg 
Boris de Pfeffel Johnson HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Johnson" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Johnson 
was born on 19 June 1964 in the Upper East Side of Manhattan, New York City, to 23 year-old Stanley Johnson, an Englishman, then studying economics at
Columbia University,and his 22-year-old wife of one year Charlotte Fawcett, an artist from a family of liberal intellectuals and a daughter of Sir James Fawcett,
a barrister.
Marina Wheeler - HYPERLINK "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marina_Wheeler" https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marina_Wheeler 
Boris's parents had married in 1963, before moving to the US where they lived opposite the Chelsea Hotel; in September 1964 they returned to England so that
Charlotte could study at the University of Oxford,In 
September 1967. Stanley then gained employment with a policy panel on population control and in June moved the family to Norwalk, Connecticut.
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“IT IS POSSIBLE TO DISCIPLINE AND CONTROL SOME SOCIETIES FOR SOME TIME, BUT NOT THE WHOLE WORLD ALL THE TIME.” 
'96 GK Bhat, TARU Leading Edge, India 

Step, 



This Is No Futuristic Scenario: Panic and the Post-Pandemic Future? 

The Rockefeller Foundation Ran a Coronavirus Simulation 
coronavirus epidemic playing out in China and two dozen other countries, including the US, is unfolding in line with a decade-old simulation titled “Lock
Step” devised by the Rockefeller Foundation in conjunction with the Global Business Network. The scenario, from a publication called “Scenarios for the
Future of Technology and International Development” in 2010, describes a coronavirus-like pandemic that becomes the trigger for the imposition of police-
state controls on movement, economy, and other areas of society.
Lock Step scenario describes “a world of tighter top-down government control and more authoritarian leadership.”
:- Judith Rodin -President, Rockefeller Foundation - HYPERLINK "https://www.nndb.com/people/212/000123840/"
https://www.nndb.com/people/212/000123840/ 

for the Future ofTechnology and International Development.pdf (PDFy mirror)
HYPERLINK "https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-wiJb/mode/2up" https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-wiJb/mode/2up 
Narratives LOCK STEP PAGE 18 
HYPERLINK "https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-wiJb/page/n17/mode/2up" https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-
wiJb/page/n17/mode/2up 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_S._Fauci
------Anthony Stephen "Tony" Fauci 
aka Anthony Stephen Fauci was born on December 24, 1940, (age 79)   He is of Italian descent
and grew up Catholic. He graduated from Regis High School in New York City ( a Jesuit high
school providing a free education for Catholic boys with special consideration given to those who
could not otherwise afford a Catholic education - The school continues that policy and does not
charge tuition) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regis_High_School_(New_York_City) 
and went on to attend the Jesuit College of the Holy Cross   (In this sign you shall conquer)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College_of_the_Holy_Cross . 
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Laura Ingraham
AKA Laura Anne Ingraham
Born: 19-Jun-1964
Birthplace: Glastonbury, CT
 Roman Catholic  - https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
with Steve Doocy -is Roman Catholic  https://www.nndb.com/people/883/000124511/
Brian Kilmeade - Kilmeade is Roman Catholic.
Ainsley Earhardt   "it's actually the safest time to fly.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ainsley_Earhardt
Maria Sara Bartiromo is Roman Catholic (ex CNBC now Fox Business)
https://www.nndb.com/people/439/000047298/
Law clerk for Clarence Thomas, 1992-93. Wore a leopard-print miniskirt on the cover of The New
York Times Magazine. 
Converted to Catholicism  - https://www.nndb.com/event/930/000084678/ 
She attended a Baptist church until the age of twelve, later converting to Roman Catholicism
    Global Warming Skeptics  -  https://www.nndb.com/event/930/000084678/ 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/trump-weighs-easing-stay-home-restrictions-curb-
economic-chaos 

https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
https://www.nndb.com/people/883/000124511/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ainsley_Earhardt
https://www.nndb.com/people/439/000047298/
https://www.nndb.com/event/930/000084678/
https://www.nndb.com/event/930/000084678/
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/trump-weighs-easing-stay-home-restrictions-curb-economic-chaos


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpswoHa01q0&feature=emb_logo

Maria Sara Bartiromo
Born: 11-Sep-1967
Birthplace: Brooklyn, NY
: Roman Catholic  -  https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
Executive summary: CNBC financial correspondent  -She worked at CNN for five years before
joining CNBC, where she worked for 20 years. In 2013, she joined Fox Business and Fox News
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maria_Bartiromo 

Former White House senior counselor to President Donald Trump Steve Bannon speaks to
members of the media as he leaves court after he testified at the Roger Stone trial November
8, 2019 in Washington, DC
Bannon's testimony was instrumental in getting Roger Stone's conviction - in November,
2018.
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/11/8/20955774/roger-stone-trial-steve-bannon-
testimony

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpswoHa01q0&feature=emb_logo
https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maria_Bartiromo
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2019/11/8/20955774/roger-stone-trial-steve-bannon-testimony


Stephen Bannon
AKA Stephen Kevin Bannon
Born: 27-Nov-1953
Birthplace: Norfolk, VA
: Roman Catholic  - https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
Bannon graduated from Benedictine College Preparatory, a private, Catholic, military high school
in Richmond, Virginia, in 1971.  The order, discipline, and hierarchy of the military are very much
analogous to the structures in the monastery and the Church.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benedictine_College_Preparatory 
Bannon attended Jesuit Edmund Walsh School of Foreign Service Georgetown University at night
and obtained his master's degree in national security studies.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_A._Walsh 
------Notable alumni
The Jesuit Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service
--Wang Yi (1998), Foreign Minister of the People's Republic of China
born 8 October 1953) is a Chinese diplomat and politician. He formerly served as China's Vice
Foreign Minister, Ambassador to Japan and Director of the Taiwan Affairs Office. He has served
as the Foreign Minister since March 2013 and the State Councilor since March 2018. 
----Taro Kono (1986), Foreign Minister of Japan

--David Malpass (1982), President of the World Bank  - 
--Margaret Weichert (1989), Current Deputy Director for Management in the Office of
Management and Budget, Director of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management in the Trump
Administration
--
Mick Mulvaney (1989), Director of U.S. Office of Management and Budget and White House
Chief of Staff under President Trump
--Kirstjen Nielsen (1994), U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security under President Trump
--John F. Kelly (1984), Retired Marine General, the 5th U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security and
White House Chief of Staff in the Trump Administration
--Steve Bannon (1983), White House Chief Strategist and Counselor to the President under
President Trump
--Daniel Henninger, columnist, The Wall Street Journal
--Daniel Sullivan (1993), U.S. Senator from Alaska
--U.S. president Bill Clinton
--CIA director George Tenet,
--John R. Allen, former Commander of International Coalition in Afghanistan, President of
Brookings Institution
--Paul Clement (1988), U.S. Solicitor General and Acting U.S. Attorney General
--James L. Jones (1966), U.S. National Security Advisor under President Obama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service

https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benedictine_College_Preparatory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_A._Walsh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service


David Robert Malpass is an American economic analyst and former government official serving as
President of the World Bank Group since 2019.

During the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Malpass served as an economic advisor to Donald
Trump, and in 2017, he was nominated and confirmed as Under Secretary of the Treasury for
International Affairs at the Treasury Department. Malpass was elected President of the World
Bank on April 4, 2019, having been nominated to the position in February 2019 by the Trump
Administration.[ He formally took office on April 9, 2019.

Malpass earned a B.A. in physics at Colorado College and an MBA at the University of Denver.
He studied international economics at Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service. 

------Notable alumni
The Jesuit Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service
--Wang Yi (1998), Foreign Minister of the People's Republic of China
born 8 October 1953) is a Chinese diplomat and politician. He formerly served as China's Vice
Foreign Minister, Ambassador to Japan and Director of the Taiwan Affairs Office. He has served
as the Foreign Minister since March 2013 and the State Councilor since March 2018. 
----Taro Kono (1986), Foreign Minister of Japan

--David Malpass (1982), President of the World Bank  - 
--Margaret Weichert (1989), Current Deputy Director for Management in the Office of
Management and Budget, Director of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management in the Trump
Administration
--
Mick Mulvaney (1989), Director of U.S. Office of Management and Budget and White House
Chief of Staff under President Trump

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_United_States_presidential_election
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Under_Secretary_of_the_Treasury_for_International_Affairs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_the_Treasury
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_World_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trump_Administration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Malpass%23cite_note-NPR-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colorado_College
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Denver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgetown_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service


--Kirstjen Nielsen (1994), U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security under President Trump
--John F. Kelly (1984), Retired Marine General, the 5th U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security and
White House Chief of Staff in the Trump Administration
--Steve Bannon (1983), White House Chief Strategist and Counselor to the President under
President Trump
--Daniel Henninger, columnist, The Wall Street Journal
--Daniel Sullivan (1993), U.S. Senator from Alaska
--U.S. president Bill Clinton
--CIA director George Tenet,
--John R. Allen, former Commander of International Coalition in Afghanistan, President of
Brookings Institution
--Paul Clement (1988), U.S. Solicitor General and Acting U.S. Attorney General
--James L. Jones (1966), U.S. National Security Advisor under President Obama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service

He speaks Spanish, Russian, and French.[  From 1977 to 1983, he worked in Portland, Oregon for
Esco Corporation and Arthur Andersen's systems consulting group, where he became a licensed
CPA.

During the administrations of Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush, Malpass worked on an
array of economic, budget, and foreign policy issues including small business promotion
throughout Latin America and the 1986 tax cut.[5] Malpass served as the Republican staff director
of the United States Congress Joint Economic Committee from 1989 to 1990, and as a member of
Congress's blue-ribbon panel on budget scoring from 2002 to 2003.[5]

Malpass was chief economist at Bear Stearns from 1993 to 2008  - The Bear Stearns Companies,
Inc. was a New York-based global investment bank, securities trading and brokerage firm that
failed in 2008 as part of the global financial crisis and recession, and was subsequently sold to
JPMorgan Chase. 

New York To Begin Clinical Trials For
Coronavirus Treatment Tuesday, Cuomo Says

During a Sunday press briefing, Cuomo said 750,000 doses of chloroquine, 70,000 doses of
hydroxychloroquine and 10,000 doses of Zithromax were acquired by New York state for
the trial.
Chloroquine (an anti-malaria drug) and hydroxychloroquine (used for lupus and arthritis)
were approved by the FDA for clinical trials as possible coronavirus treatments, while
Zithromax is a brand-name antibiotic.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/03/22/new-york-to-begin-clinical-trials-for-
coronavirus-treatment-tuesday-cuomo-says/#2fa4bc334203

hoto:- Andrew Cuomo
AKA Andrew Mark Cuomo
Born: 6-Dec-1957
Birthplace: Queens, NY
Roman Catholic  - https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
High School: Catholic Archbishop Molloy High School, Queens, NY (1975)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archbishop_Molloy_High_School 
    University: BA, Roman Catholic Jesuit Fordham University (1979)
https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fordham_University

His younger brother, Chris Cuomo,  also a Roman Catholic is a CNN journalist. 
https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/   and also attended the Jesuit Fordham
University Law School: JD, Fordham University (1995) - 
https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/03/22/new-york-to-begin-clinical-trials-for-coronavirus-treatment-tuesday-cuomo-says/%232fa4bc334203
https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archbishop_Molloy_High_School
https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fordham_University
https://www.nndb.com/people/277/000401071/
https://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/


Wartime COVID-19 Mentality Emerges; Cuomo Wants Military ...

https://headtopics.com/us/gov-cuomo-issues-dire-warning-coronavirus-wave-is-about-to-become-
a-tsunami-11911888

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/wartime-covid-19-mentality-emerges-cuomo-wants-
military-aid.html

‘We Are All in Quarantine:’ 100% of NY Work Force Must Stay Home, Cuomo Puts State on
Pause

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/on-air/about-us/

Contagion -NOTHING SPREADS LIKE FEAR --FUll
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6WkBqH-hs4

Skull and Crossbones: The Jesuits, Templars and The Shining Ones 
http://www.ancientpages.com/2018/08/06/hidden-history-of-skull-and-crossbones-the-untold-
story-of-the-templar-and-their-connection-to-the-shining-ones/

The amazing qualities of the no. 9 - 
http://www.ancientpages.com/2017/02/14/number-nine-sacred-symbol-in-ancient-cultures/ 

https://headtopics.com/us/gov-cuomo-issues-dire-warning-coronavirus-wave-is-about-to-become-a-tsunami-11911888
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/wartime-covid-19-mentality-emerges-cuomo-wants-military-aid.html
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/on-air/about-us/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6WkBqH-hs4
http://www.ancientpages.com/2018/08/06/hidden-history-of-skull-and-crossbones-the-untold-story-of-the-templar-and-their-connection-to-the-shining-ones/
http://www.ancientpages.com/2017/02/14/number-nine-sacred-symbol-in-ancient-cultures/


--Another Jesuit Footsoldier in the right place at the right time,  - 

---AKA Gavin Christopher Newsom
Born: 10-Oct-1967
Birthplace: San Francisco, CA



 Roman Catholic  - https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/ 
University: BA Political Science, Jesuit Santa Clara University (1989)
https://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/
Party Affiliation: Democratic
https://www.nndb.com/people/720/000026642/
Wife: Kimberly Guilfoyle (Fox News)  (m. 8-Dec-2001, div. 28-Feb-2005) 
Newsom's aunt was married to Ron Pelosi, the brother-in-law of Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi.
Newsom declared a state of emergency on March 4, 2020, after the first death in California
attributable to coronavirus. His stated intention was to help California prepare for and contain the
spread of the coronavirus. The emergency declaration allows state agencies to more easily procure
equipment and services, share information on patients and alleviates restrictions on the use of
state-owned properties and facilities. Newsom also announced that mitigation policies for the
state’s estimated 108,000 unsheltered homeless people would be prioritized with a significant push
to move them indoors.
Newsom issued an executive order that allows the state to commandeer hotels and medical
facilities to treat coronavirus patients and permits government officials to hold teleconferences in
private without violating open meeting laws
To combat Corona Virus Tents could be allowed on Sidewalk all day 
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-17/los-angeles-homeless-encampments-tents-
sidewalks-proposal-coronavirus
Cities worry about homeless populations as coronavirus surges
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/488016-cities-worry-about-homeless-populations-as-
coronavirus-surges

and another one

Here's another Roman Catholic Mayor that wants the Military involved, a Lieoyla footsoldier , per
chance?  

New Rome’s Army led by Genral St. Ignatius of Loyola  -

https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
https://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/
https://www.nndb.com/people/720/000026642/
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-03-17/los-angeles-homeless-encampments-tents-sidewalks-proposal-coronavirus
https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/488016-cities-worry-about-homeless-populations-as-coronavirus-surges


http://www.reformation.org/jesuits1.html 

AKA Inigo Lopez de Recalde  https://www.nndb.com/people/626/000094344/ founder of the
Jesuit Order.

NY Mayor Urges President to Deploy Military to City 
March 19, 2020 10:59 PM

People queue to enter a tent erected to test for the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) at the
Brooklyn Hospital Center in Brooklyn…
People line up to enter a tent erected to test for the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) at the
Brooklyn Hospital Center in Brooklyn, New York City, March 19, 2020.
https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-
military-city

Bill de Blasio
AKA Warren Wilhelm, Jr.
Born: 8-May-1961
Birthplace: Manhattan, NY
Party Affiliation: Democratic
Executive summary: Mayor of New York City
Italian Ancestry
https://www.nndb.com/lists/347/000043218/
As Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio ascends to City Hall, Archbishop Timothy Dolan is hoping the most
powerful pol in New York City gives a lot more thought to an even higher power.
Mr. Dolan, the loquacious leader of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York, told ABC7’s
Up Close program yesterday that he would like to see the relatively non-religious Mr. de Blasio
embrace his Catholic roots. 
“When I met him, however briefly, he told me he had been baptized and raised a Catholic and he
was very proud of the fact that he had an uncle, a priest.
https://observer.com/2013/12/archbishop-dolan-wants-to-make-bill-de-blasio-a-better-catholic/

NEW YORK - New York’s mayor called on U.S. President Donald Trump to deploy military
personnel to his city, which he said is the front line in the country’s war against the coronavirus. 

“The great irony [is] the fate of New York City rests in the hands of one man and he is a New
Yorker, and right now he is betraying the city he comes from — we are the front line,” an angry
Mayor Bill de Blasio said at a news conference Thursday evening.  “How on Earth is the president
sitting idly by and not activating the forces that could help us?” 

THANK GOD FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP that he doesn't order the military in, and do a national
lock down.  

What is it with these Democratic Roman Catholic foot soldiers , we don't want another Inquisition,
thanks anyway.!

http://www.reformation.org/jesuits1.html
https://www.nndb.com/people/626/000094344/
https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city
https://www.nndb.com/lists/347/000043218/
https://observer.com/2013/12/archbishop-dolan-wants-to-make-bill-de-blasio-a-better-catholic/


https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-
military-city

and another one

Businesses that remain open in Maryland
after order to close can be fined $5,000, spend
a year in jail
Businesses and individuals who don't follow with Maryland Governor  Hogan's order to shut down
dine-in service could be fined up to $5,000 or spend a year in jail. 

https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/heres-what-happens-if-you-dont-comply-
with-marylands-covid-19-orders/65-d23098b1-6adf-4851-8d2f-cbb908a2c819

Larry Hogan the current apostle of Maryland  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_White_(Jesuit) 

AKA Lawrence Joseph Hogan, Jr.
https://www.nndb.com/people/001/000395810/
Born: 25-May-1956
Birthplace: Washington, DC
: Roman Catholic  - https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/
Executive summary: Governor of Maryland
 High School: DeMatha Catholic High School, Hyattsville, MD (attended)
    High School: Father Lopez Catholic High School, Daytona Beach, FL (1974)

and another one in New Jersey 

https://www.voanews.com/science-health/coronavirus-outbreak/ny-mayor-urges-president-deploy-military-city
https://www.wusa9.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/heres-what-happens-if-you-dont-comply-with-marylands-covid-19-orders/65-d23098b1-6adf-4851-8d2f-cbb908a2c819
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_White_(Jesuit)
https://www.nndb.com/people/001/000395810/
https://www.nndb.com/lists/758/000094476/




New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy said he would issue an order Saturday to close most businesses
and potentially drop the 50-person limit on gatherings or perhaps ban them outright. to flatten the
curve,” 

Philip Dunton Murphy
56th Governor of New Jersey
Assumed office
January 16, 2018
Irish , Roman Catholic
Murphy's position at Goldman Sachs when the firm had its IPO brought his net worth above $50
million. By one estimate, reported in Der Spiegel in 2009, his wealth after leaving the firm was in
the range of several hundred million dollars.
Democratic Party finance chair
After leaving Goldman Sachs, Murphy served from 2006 to 2009 as the National Finance Chair of
the Democratic National Committee (DNC), where he worked with DNC Chair Howard Dean.
During this time and making reference to Christie's presidential campaign and his subsequent
support and travel on behalf of Donald Trump's presidential campaign, Murphy implored Christie,
"Do your job or quit." Murphy supported Hillary Clinton in the 2016 Democratic primary and
fundraised for her.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

and the Jesuit Chinese Conenction to boot!

Yi Wang with US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in 2018
Secretary Michael R. Pompeo shakes hands with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi  in 2018





Wang Yi Holds Talks with Foreign Minister Taro Kono of Japan
http://www.chinese-embassy.org.uk/eng/zgyw/t1530092.htm

President Vladimir Putin of Russia Meets with Wang Yi
2019/05/14

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjb_663304/wjbz_663308/activities_663312/t1663895.shtml

http://www.chinese-embassy.org.uk/eng/zgyw/t1530092.htm
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjb_663304/wjbz_663308/activities_663312/t1663895.shtml


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_A._Walsh  

https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.60981/page/n3/mode/2up

-----Notable alumni
The Jesuit Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service
--Wang Yi (1998), Foreign Minister of the People's Republic of China
born 8 October 1953) is a Chinese diplomat and politician. He formerly served as China's
Vice Foreign Minister, Ambassador to Japan and Director of the Taiwan Affairs Office. He
has served as the Foreign Minister since March 2013 and the State Councilor since March
2018. 
----Taro Kono (1986), Foreign Minister of Japan

--David Malpass (1982), President of the World Bank  - 
--Margaret Weichert (1989), Current Deputy Director for Management in the Office of
Management and Budget, Director of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management in the
Trump Administration
--
Mick Mulvaney (1989), Director of U.S. Office of Management and Budget and White House
Chief of Staff under President Trump
--Kirstjen Nielsen (1994), U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security under President Trump
--John F. Kelly (1984), Retired Marine General, the 5th U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security and
White House Chief of Staff in the Trump Administration
--Steve Bannon (1983), White House Chief Strategist and Counselor to the President under
President Trump
--Daniel Henninger, columnist, The Wall Street Journal
--Daniel Sullivan (1993), U.S. Senator from Alaska

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_A._Walsh
https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.60981/page/n3/mode/2up
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service


--U.S. president Bill Clinton
--CIA director George Tenet,
--John R. Allen, former Commander of International Coalition in Afghanistan, President of
Brookings Institution
--Paul Clement (1988), U.S. Solicitor General and Acting U.S. Attorney General
--James L. Jones (1966), U.S. National Security Advisor under President Obama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service

at the right place at the right time

Boris Johnson has become the first baptised Catholic to occupy 10 Downing Street 
The 55-year-old, whose mother Charlotte Fawcett is Catholic, was baptised as a child.
His godmother is Lady Rachel Billington – daughter of the devoutly Catholic Lord Longford.
Although the Prime Minister himself is a believer in a legal right to abortion, he has consistently
abstained from voting on pro-life matters. It may be significant also that he has said that abortion
should not be imposed on Northern Ireland against the wishes of the populace.
Jacob Rees-Mogg, the Leader of the House of Commons, is the single conspicuous Catholic in the
Cabinet. Rees-Mogg grew up attending weekly mass and occasionally Sunday school at the
Roman Catholic Church of the Holy Ghost, Midsomer Norton. 
Here he started catechism in 1975 under his governess and attended mass in the ordinary form
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Rees-Mogg 
Alexander Boris de Pfeffel Johnson  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boris_Johnson 
Johnson was born on 19 June 1964 in the Upper East Side of Manhattan, New York City, to 23
year-old Stanley Johnson, an Englishman, then studying economics at Columbia University,and
his 22-year-old wife of one year Charlotte Fawcett, an artist from a family of liberal intellectuals
and a daughter of Sir James Fawcett, a barrister.
Spouse:- Marina Wheeler  - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marina_Wheeler 
  Boris's parents had married in 1963, before moving to the US where they lived opposite the
Chelsea Hotel; in September 1964 they returned to England so that Charlotte could study at the
University of Oxford,In      
     September 1967. Stanley then gained employment with a policy panel on population control
and in June moved the family to Norwalk, Connecticut.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_Foreign_Service
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Jesuit
founder —Ignatius Loyola—His Birth—His Wars—He is Wounded—Betakes him to the Legends
of the Saints—His Fanaticism Kindled—The Knight-Errant of Mary—The Cave at Manressa—
His Mortifications—Comparison between Luther and Ignatius Loyola—An Awakening of the
Conscience in both—Luther turns to the Bible, Loyola to Visions—His Revelations. 
https://archive.org/details/EricJonPhelpsVaticanAssassins3rdEdition/mode/2up

https://archive.org/details/EricJonPhelpsVaticanAssassins3rdEdition/mode/2up


Rome’s New Army—The Black Pope and his Jesuits
http://www.reformation.org/jesuits1.html
The Jesuits; a complete history of their open and secret proceedings from the foundation of the
order to the present time
https://archive.org/details/jesuitscompleteh00grieiala

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact,
and remains as true to the original work as possible
https://www.amazon.com/Jesuits-Complete-History-Proceedings-Foundations/dp/1297535146
https://kstp.com/kstpImages/repository/2018-11/800TrumpVisitsParadise-AP.jpg
 FEMA, Men In Black and Red Double - Crossed
Three Jesuits dressed in black Gov. Jerry Brown and Gov.-elect Gavin Newsom with Donald John
Trump  on a tour of Paradise Ca, population 27,000.
Death Toll Rises to 76 in California Fire as Trump Visits
November 17, 2018 08:57 PM
https://kstp.com/national/death-toll-rises-to-76-in-paradise-california-camp-fire-as-president-
donald-trump-visits/5148752/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2SxrmiuN0U 
Photo above: - (from left to right Gavin Newsom - http://www.nndb.com/people/720/000026642/  
- Jesuit Santa Clara University  - http://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/ 
Edmund Gerald Brown (Jerry Brown) http://www.nndb.com/people/026/000023954/
  Jesuit St. Ignatius High School, San Francisco, CA (1955)
http://www.nndb.com/edu/558/000079321/
University: University of Santa Clara (attended, 1955-56) -
http://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/ 
    Theological: Sacred Heart Novitiate (Jesuit seminary, attended 1956-60)
Donald John Trump -  http://www.nndb.com/people/363/000022297/ 
University: Jesuit Fordham University - http://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/ 

PG&E's possible role in the Paradise Fires -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pacific_Gas_and_Electric_Company 

http://www.reformation.org/jesuits1.html
https://archive.org/details/jesuitscompleteh00grieiala
https://www.amazon.com/Jesuits-Complete-History-Proceedings-Foundations/dp/1297535146
https://kstp.com/kstpImages/repository/2018-11/800TrumpVisitsParadise-AP.jpg
https://kstp.com/national/death-toll-rises-to-76-in-paradise-california-camp-fire-as-president-donald-trump-visits/5148752/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2SxrmiuN0U
http://www.nndb.com/people/720/000026642/
http://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/
http://www.nndb.com/people/026/000023954/
http://www.nndb.com/edu/558/000079321/
http://www.nndb.com/edu/559/000068355/
http://www.nndb.com/people/363/000022297/
http://www.nndb.com/edu/538/000068334/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pacific_Gas_and_Electric_Company


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed-energy_weapon 

Operation ‘Granite Shadow’ – The US Military’s Above-To-Secret Plans If COVID-19 Cripples
Government |   
https://thewatchtowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Screenshot-at-2020-03-16-00-21-38.png 

Obama's executive order also made public for the first time the existence of a previously unknown
secret policy directive he signed on July 15. Presidential Policy Directive 40 established a new
national continuity policy that defined the "national essential functions" of the federal government.
Such directives, known as PPDs, are an often secret form of executive order in the realm of
national security.
In July 2016, Barack Obama signed the classified Presidential Policy Directive 40 on "National
Continuity Policy," establishing "essential functions" that government agencies were tasked to
protect and retain. At the highest level were the National Essential Functions, those that posit "the
continued functioning" of government under the Constitution. In order to preserve Constitutional
rule, agencies were ordered to have not just a line of succession but also one of "devolution," a
duplicate chain of individuals secreted outside Washington available in a catastrophic emergency.
Federal Continuity Directive 1, issued just days before Donald Trump became president, says that
devolution has to establish "procedures to transfer statutory authority and responsibilities" to this
secondary designated staff to sustain essential functions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed-energy_weapon
https://thewatchtowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Screenshot-at-2020-03-16-00-21-38.png


"Devolution may be temporary, or may endure for an extended period," the directive states. And it
further directs that the devolution staff be located at "a geographically dispersed location
unaffected by the incident." Except that in the case of coronavirus, there may be no such location.
This places the plans for the extraordinary into completely uncharted territory, planners not just
considering how devolution or martial law might work in a nationwide disaster but also how those
earmarked to implement these very plans have to be sequestered and made ready, even while they
are equally vulnerable.

https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-
government-1492878 

Wonder what you think about this predicted scenario, rom ing the web? @Laura,
Maria? 

Warning: This news may indicate that the coup is imminent…

If the globalists proceed with their lockdown plans, the NWO narrative will say
this about Rand Paul’s quarantine: “The White Hats, sensing that a coup against
Trump was imminent, moved Rand Paul to a secure location under the cover story of
a COVID-19 quarantine.”

After the coup and mass arrests, watch for the rise of President Rand Paul and Vice
President Tulsi Gabbard.

https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronavirus-cripples-government-1492878
http://redefininggod.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/randquar200322.png


he plans state that the government continues essential functions under all circumstances, even if
that is with the devolved second string or under temporary military command. One of the
“national essential functions”, according to Federal Continuity Directive 1 is that the
government “provid[e] leadership visible to the Nation and the world … [while] maintaining
the trust and confidence of the American people” The question is whether a faceless elite
could ever provide that confidence, preserving government command but also adding to
public panic. That could be a virus too. So whom could the military put forward as visible
leadership that would maintain the trust and confidence of ALL the American people, both
Republican and Democrat? Well these two faces would do quite nicely, wouldn’t they?…

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/iX5Z8Mxe1MM/hqdefault.jpg

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/iX5Z8Mxe1MM/hqdefault.jpg


Obama the Asian, meets his dad  Bhumibol Adulyadej, , People's King of Thailand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iX5Z8Mxe1MM

The eerie resemblance of the Thai King and 'Obama' is frightening. The Dumbo ears, the small
forehead, the Asian eyes, the small lips, the bulb on the end of the nose, similar skin color, BUT at
81 looks younger than Obama who claims age 49 while photo comparsion analysis shows him at
age 60. 

http://www.hoaxofthecentury.com/ObamaBornThailand1_files/ObamaKingVisit.jpg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iX5Z8Mxe1MM
http://www.hoaxofthecentury.com/ObamaBornThailand1_files/ObamaKingVisit.jpg


Meeting the King Bhumibol Adulyadej talking to Obama along with the Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton.
The resemblance is eerie. Purple lips, nose with prominent drop lobe, dumbo ears, oriental eyes,
olive skin, full eyebrows, head shape. Obama always has the close cut Negroid haircut. Only
person in the world who imposes a Black. Absolutely no Negroid features:
http://www.hoaxofthecentury.com/ObamaThailandFatherBirthday1.htm 

On 23/03/2020 14:33, Alexander, Peter (NBCUniversal) wrote:

Your message 

   To: Alexander, Peter (NBCUniversal)
   Subject: [EXTERNAL] Chuck:- Veritas vos liberabit - Skull & Bones John Hopkins
Univerisy & the founding of the Modern American Health Establishment (with Rockefeller
Money )
   Sent: 23 March 2020 07:01:06 (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on 23 March 2020 10:33:04 (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

http://www.hoaxofthecentury.com/ObamaThailandFatherBirthday1.htm


Final-recipient: RFC822; peter.alexander@nbcuni.com
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: Qn/xsz+z/U+fbHo5mc6/4A==
Original-Message-ID: <dd143e12-b454-a8e0-5dc2-bc96561710f9@mail.ch>
X-Display-Name: Alexander, Peter (NBCUniversal)

-- 

This	email	has	been	checked	for	viruses	by	Avast	an7virus	so8ware.	
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Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
April 24, 2020 at 5:31 PM EDT
To: Emmans, Gene (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Katims, Casey (GOV), Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Rains, Katie (AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Warnick, Judy, Fuller, Steve (AGR), Christina Wong (christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Gregerson,
Mia, Barkley, Wendy, Voris, Molly (GOV), Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Hovis, Emily S (DOH), Bailey, Sami, Laxson, Joe
D (DOH), Way, Bryan (OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Yoshi Kumara, Eads, Kim (AGR), Thompson, Maddy
(GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Connelly, Leslie (OFM)
Cc:  Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Phillips, Todd J
(DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Linda Nageotte, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Graham, Joe M (DOH), Banuelos,
Cynthia, Jason Clark, McGann, Chris (AGR), Ellings, Amy (DOH), Drew Meuer, Thomas Reynolds, Kathleen
Hedgcock, Aaron Czyzewski, Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Richartz, Saundra, Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Cooper, Kelly
(DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH)

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
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Lawrence, Kathlyn M
Automatic reply: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 23, 2020 at 1:38 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Hello,
	
I	will	be	out	of	the	office	on	leave	on	Monday,	March	23.	Carina	Benito	will	serve	as	Ac?ng	AFOD	over
SeaEle	Non-Detained.	She	can	be	reached	at	206-793-8707	or	Carina.G.Benito@ice.dhs.gov.
	
I	will	be	available	via	iPhone	and	email.
	
Thank	you.
	
Kathlyn

mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Tim.A.Petrie@ice.dhs.gov


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_22
April 22, 2020 at 2:19 PM EDT
To: david.postman@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 22, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million
surgical masks, 5.9 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:david.postman@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjIuMjA1MDU3NDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.bndlWG9BU1NpVGz5q-hR-szFhHAtPH482KWLSoHfuTQ/br/77717877828-l


distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

On April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no
longer need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182
patients.

On April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with
disabilities. This funding is part of the CARES Act.

The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite
care and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200422 FINAL.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
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WA_JIC(MIL)
Gov Delivery List for WA JIC Communications
March 20, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
(GOV), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH)
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org
Sandi, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Malley Tom, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org, Church, Tim (LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Hyer, Brian
Re: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
March 23, 2020 at 11:32 AM EDT
To: Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV), Streeter, Ryan, Hill, John

Hi Morgan,
We will get this request over to FEMA so they can check when the Administrator would be
available.

Thanks!
Brian 

From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Hyer,	Brian;	Hill,	John
Cc:	KaHms,	Casey	(GOV);	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	

CAUTION: This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	aWachments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	quesHons	or	concerns.

Hello	John	and	Brian,
	
Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	Hme	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	maWer.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	quesHons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001
Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Decisive_action_taken_today_will_protect_Americans
March 21, 2020 at 11:01 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 

US-Mexico-Canada Travel Restrictions

Decisive action taken today will protect Americans, slow the spread of the virus, and
help save lives:

The United States is cooperating closely with Canada and Mexico to ensure that
North America has a coordinated approach to combating the pandemic caused by
the coronavirus.
The United States and Canada have agreed to restrict travel at our land border to
essential travel only.
Similarly, the United States and Mexico are finalizing an agreement that will
facilitate only essential travel at our southern border.

We are maintaining cross-border activities with Canada and Mexico that support health
security, trade, commerce, supply security, and other essential activities while taking
critical steps to protect our citizens and to curb spread of the virus.

For more information on these measures please visit the White House fact sheet.

 

 

Combatting Disinformation on COVID-19

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjEuMTkxMDQ5NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9icmllZmluZ3Mtc3RhdGVtZW50cy9wcmVzaWRlbnQtZG9uYWxkLWotdHJ1bXAtdGFraW5nLW5lY2Vzc2FyeS1zYWZldHktbWVhc3VyZXMtYm9yZGVyLXByZXZlbnQtc3ByZWFkLWNvcm9uYXZpcnVzLyJ9.BHCkdvrcM9-bPNPDd-F0l3H0-2hOJ4TskP4VDAoDOyM/br/76454938307-l


https://twitter.com/DHS_Wolf/status/1241113388304019456

 

 

FEMA Coronavirus Rumor Control Website

The purpose of this FEMA page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and
facts regarding the response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Rumors can easily
circulate within communities during a crisis, stay informed with our updated myth vs.
facts related to the federal (COVID-19) response.  Please share with your communities
and stakeholders to combat disinformation.

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjEuMTkxMDQ5NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3R3aXR0ZXIuY29tL0RIU19Xb2xmL3N0YXR1cy8xMjQxMTEzMzg4MzA0MDE5NDU2In0.qF6erhg8jP1U5v3IF_Ch7wwrvdW7NYHtGpB3H8STGl0/br/76454938307-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDIsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjEuMTkxMDQ5NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3R3aXR0ZXIuY29tL0RIU19Xb2xmL3N0YXR1cy8xMjQxMTEzMzg4MzA0MDE5NDU2In0.7f1Cr36thLos3YPqXswt_p4GNmjRfEauThHR9DCWt7Y/br/76454938307-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDMsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjEuMTkxMDQ5NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZW1hLmdvdi9Db3JvbmF2aXJ1cy1SdW1vci1Db250cm9sIn0.XLT-Q7wDh9VTPadiGusKUBSTqkP9IH0QXVpztFs0Vlc/br/76454938307-l


https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control

For more information on the coronavirus, please visit coronavirus.gov. You can also visit
FEMA's coronavirus (COVID-19) response page for more updates on the federal
response.
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
To: McClain, Stacey (MIL), Rossie, Camilla, Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Great	news!

	

Camilla	â€“	we	are	happy	to	say	a	few	words	briefly,	but	I	donâ€™t	expect	weâ€™ll	have	much	to	say

except	for	our	graBtude	to	SBA	for	moving	expediBously	and	to	the	DelegaBon	for	their	help	on	our

declaraBon	request.	Up	to	you	on	whether	itâ€™s	worth	us	saying	that	or	not.

	

Casey

	

360.999.0155

	

From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:21	PM

To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;

Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon

(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

All,

SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the

press	relief	today.

	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	

	

mailto:Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov
http://www.mil.wa.gov/


	

From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	

Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM

To:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey

(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Hello	Casey,

Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit

slow	gejng	out	the	invitaBon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.

	

I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaBon	today,	so	great	Bming!	Please	let	me	know	if

you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.

	

Thanks	so	much,		

	

Cam	Rossie

Government	RelaBons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs

Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028

Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

	

From:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM

To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey

<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Ryan:

	

Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	leq	off	the	below	message.
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Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you

confirm	if	itâ€™s	sBll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaBon	we	should	have.

	

Casey

	

	

CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs

Governor	Jay	Inslee

Cell:	360.999.0155

	

From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM

To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)

<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey

(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

Importance:	High
	

Thank	you	Ryan,

	

I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is

Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaBms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing

Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaBons	Director	Karina

Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.

	

I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anBcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked

with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?

	

Sincerely,

Nancy

	

	

Nancy	A.	Bickford

Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director

Washington	Military	Department

253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)

Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov

	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM

To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla

<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
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Hey	Nancy.

Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesBon	is	resolved.

	

Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Bme)	weâ€™re	hosBng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaBon.	From

the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director

and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaBng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include

WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do

you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someBme	this	aqernoon	or	tomorrow?

	

	

Thanks!

	

	

Ryan	Ike

Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10

Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496

Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

	

	

From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM

Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Good	Day,

	

We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraBon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in

support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraBon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoBn,	Benton,

Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kijtas,

Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,

Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counBes	in	Washington;

Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counBes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaBlla

and	Wasco	counBes	in	Oregon.

	

Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
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Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	

	

FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,

weâ€™ve	avached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaBon	gathered	prior	to

going	to	the	loan	portal.

	

Loan	applicaBon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)

but	Iâ€™ve	avached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaBon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the

portal.

Tax	InformaBon	AuthorizaBon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,

each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner

or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an

affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,

and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	avached	here.

Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax

returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaBon	if	not	available

Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the

applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each

general	partner	or	managing	member

Schedule	of	LiabiliBes	lisBng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	

	

AddiBonal	InformaBon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs

	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uBlizing	our

regular	loan	products.

2)      If	you	have	an	exisBng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through

SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parBcipaBng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliBes	where	they

may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaBons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a

good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenBonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make

similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	

3)      In	addiBon	to	tradiBonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaBons	who	then	re-

lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaBvely

small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining

financing	from	a	tradiBonal	lender.	The	acBve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business

Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	

4)      SBA	parBally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The

Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington

hvps://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	

https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/lender-match
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://businessimpactnw.org/&data=02%7C01%7Cmark.costello@sba.gov%7C99e50391e3904d9e12a908d7c9f60348%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637199931470418628&sdata=Nl08u1Rhaloh2Fb9BugLUbiKVQjAS+YMle/Cgs3hARE=&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.venturesnonprofit.org/&data=02%7C01%7Cmark.costello@sba.gov%7C99e50391e3904d9e12a908d7c9f60348%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637199931470418628&sdata=wpScjG+xxPuY5dKW/vebFPSEoEiwhbCG+5oZiwzp66k=&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.mercycorpsnw.org/&data=02%7C01%7Cmark.costello@sba.gov%7C99e50391e3904d9e12a908d7c9f60348%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637199931470428585&sdata=9ekpTII/F2VSiy0XXKoLeVN46bvPmG93grww8KrFHhw=&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://wsbdc.org/&data=02%7C01%7Cmark.costello@sba.gov%7C99e50391e3904d9e12a908d7c9f60348%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637199931470428585&sdata=gB1XyMQmxbjTNI916fezZ7PkiBWMrwwa5uO9t9uA+EQ=&reserved=0


hvps://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater

Seavle	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounBes

hvps://seavle.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,

Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counBes.	hvps://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,

the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seavle

hvps://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the

Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hvps://wcwb.org/

	

5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaBon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniBes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous

contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the

concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	

	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more

informaBon.

	

Warm	regards,

	

	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director

Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_Addres sing_PPE_Needs_in_Non-Healthcare_Setting
April 23, 2020 at 10:15 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the announcement below, and attached, fact sheet from our partners in
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting.

FEMA has published the attached Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting. This guidance summarizes how organizations should
consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the
protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, including
how to preserve limited supplies of PPE, how to consider need during periods of shortages,
and how to acquire and request PPE (i.e., in the face of critical shortages and whereas
normal supply chain allocation cannot meet operational requirements).

The attached fact sheet may also be found on the FEMA website here.

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_NonHealthPPENeed_FINAL_20200422.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_21
April 21, 2020 at 1:28 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 21, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

As of April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million
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surgical masks, 6.4 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Allen, Tristan (COM)
Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
March 15, 2020 at 12:33 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert
(MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles
(GOV), McClain, Stacey (MIL)

If you decide to pursue a press conference with grocers, and If needed, I am standing by to connect
you to grocery companies and/or their associations to discuss. 

Tristan Allen
WA State Department of Commerce
tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov | HYPERLINK "tel:360-561-0253" 360-561-0253
——————————————————
Sent from a mobile device, please excuse brevity and typos

On Mar 14, 2020, at 7:41 PM, Smith, Jaime (GOV) wrote:

I’m	all	game	for	including	FEMA,	especially	if	that	will	help	grocers	and	health	providers
feel	reassured	about	the	strong	coordina>on	that’s	happening.
I’ll	connect	with	gov	office	ASAP…	is	there	anyone	else	on	this	thread	who	wants	to	be	part
of	that	conversa>on?	I’m	happy	to	tee	it	up	but	welcome	folks	with	ideas	on	what	an
effec>ve	event	would	look	like.
From:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	7:12	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	
Cc:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	;	Buchholz,	Brian	E.	(ATG)	;	Lang,	Robert
(MIL)	;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	;	Allen,
Tristan	(COM)	;	Richeson,	Jonathan	;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	
Subject:	RE:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
Jaime
Some	comments	about	the	grocery	industry	and	supply	chain	might	be	a	good	inclusion	for
a	future	press	event	if	there	is	one	scheduled	soon.
Is	there	any	benefit	to	coordinate	the	message	with	FEMA	or	do	something	jointly	as	far	as
a	press	event?
The	FEMA	Regional	Administrator,	Mike	O’Hare,	is	the	designated	Federal	Coordina>ng
Officer	(FCO),	not	sure	if	there	is	any	benefit	to	doing	something	with	the	feds	or	just
keeping	it	to	messaging	from	our	state’s	execu>ves.
We	do	have	FEMA	staff	and	the	HHS	rep	working	out	of	BLDG	20	working	the	Federal
Coordina>on	pieces	with	our	State	Coordina>ng	Officer	(SCO)	and	staff,	so	that	happened
immediately	in	part	because	we	have	a	FEMA	Integra>on	Team	that	works	full>me	out	of
our	facility	and	they	immediately	transi>oned	from	their	normal	work	to	COVID	response	–
good	news	story	there	on	the	responsiveness	of	the	federal	government.
We’ve	placed	our	first	resources	requests	already	with	them:
-	to	receive	an	embedded	CISA	PSA	(Protec>ve	Security	Advisor)	–	to	assist	us	in	looking	at
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infrastructure	advance	planning
-	a	Na>onal	Incident	Management	Organiza>on	(NIMO)	team	to	come	in	and	conduct	a
complexity	analysis	of	our	incident	management	structure	at	the	state	level	to	help	us
iden>fy	what	staffing	gaps	or	process	gaps	we	may	have	and	make	recommenda>ons	on
how	to	improve	our	opera>ons
-	Federal	Medical	Sta>ons	(FMS)	-	some	equipment	is	enroute	–	deployable	healthcare
facili>es	that	provide	us	a	medical	surge	capacity
Jason
From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov"
Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov	>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	6:51	PM
To:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"
Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov	>	
Cc:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov"
Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov	>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov"	jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov	>;	Buchholz,	Brian	E.	(ATG)
<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:brian.buchholz@atg.wa.gov"	brian.buchholz@atg.wa.gov	>;	Lang,
Robert	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Robert.Lang@mil.wa.gov"	Robert.Lang@mil.wa.gov	>;
Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov"
Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov	>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov"	Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov	>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov"	Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov	>;	Allen,
Tristan	(COM)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov"
tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov	>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov"	jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov	>;	Knutson,
Charles	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov"
Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov	>
Subject:	Re:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
Do	we	want	to	consider	a	press	event	with	the	governor,	grocers	and	providers?	JIC	issued
a	release	today	on	this	topic	that	is	already	being	picked	up	and	we’re	ready	to	get	a
drumbeat	of	“save	some	for	your	neighbors”	going.	I’m	happy	to	make	an	ask	to	the	gov
office	if	this	feels	like	an	important	enough	ask	and	effec>ve	use	of	his	>me.
Jaime

On	Mar	14,	2020,	at	4:26	PM,	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"	Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov	>	wrote:

Robert	and	others…..see	the	notes	below	from	our	FEMA	Team,	based	on	a	supply	chain
FEMA	conf	call.
The	grocery	supply	chain	looks	like	it	is	now	or	is	going	to	be	our	2	nd	biggest	issue	behind
Hospitals	and	First	Responders	running	out	of	PPE…..
Jason
From:	seoc83	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov"	seoc83@mil.wa.gov	>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	4:18	PM
To:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"
Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov	>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov"	Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc122	(MIL)	<
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HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov"	seoc122@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc125	(MIL)	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc125@mil.wa.gov"	seoc125@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc110	(MIL)	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov"	seoc110@mil.wa.gov	>	
Subject:	FW:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
FYSA
Chris	Utzinger
EOC	Supervisor
HYPERLINK	"mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov"	eocsup@mil.wa.gov
253-912-4915
From:	Kimball,	Lloyd	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	1:46	PM
To:	seoc83	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov"	seoc83@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc84
(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov"	seoc84@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc110	(MIL)	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov"	seoc110@mil.wa.gov	>	
Cc:	Goudreau,	Laura	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Subject:	FW:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
FYSA	for	future	long	term	planning.
This	was	a	na>onal	level	call	that	took	place	at	noon	today	amongst	the	FEMA	supply	chain
personnel,	FEMA	regions,	and	some	of	the	large	private	grocery	suppliers	(CVS,	Target,
etc.).
Lloyd
From:	Kimball,	Lloyd	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	13:25
To:	Goudreau,	Laura	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Cc:	Fordice,	Jus>n	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:jus>n.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"
jus>n.fordice@fema.dhs.gov	>;	Carey,	Joshua	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov"	Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov	>
Subject:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
Summary:	Very	heavy	demand	past	3	days	>200%	typical,	straining	distribu>on	and
delivery	systems.	Unsustainable	if	it	con>nues.	Concerns	over	Covid19	impact	&	school
closures	on	workforce.	Looking	for	waivers	to	increase	delivery	capabili>es.
Call	took	the	en>re	hour,	few	specific	solu>ons	iden>fied,	addi>onal	call	possible	in	a	few
days,	FEMA	HQ	sending	out	info	to	Regional	Administrators	on	possible	ac>ons	and
messages	to	convey	to	Governors.
Notes:
12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days
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Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

Resupply of distribution centers

Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning
on possible exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker
and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep
things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery
and alternate methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to
be able to have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a
distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and
fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an
option for national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become
available- has not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public
know that supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be
there when needed.

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials
for quarantine areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution



Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements
Regards
Lloyd	Kimball
Telecommunica>ons	Specialist
FEMA	Integra>on	Team	(FIT),	Washington	State
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	Region	X
(256)	419-3809	Cell	(253)	512-7087	Desk	HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"	lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	Region	10	is	commived	to	providing
access,	equal	opportunity	and	reasonable	accommoda>on	in	its	services,	programs,
ac>vi>es,	educa>on	and	employment	for	individuals	with	disabili>es.	To	request	a
disability	accommoda>on	contact	Lloyd	Kimball	at	least	five	(5)	working	days	in	advance	at
(256)	419-3809	or	email	at	HYPERLINK	"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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FEMA-R10-CongQ
REMINDER - INVITATION: FEMA Region 10 and Partners Congressional Briefing on COVID-19 -- March 31, 2020, at
10:00 AM PDT / 1:00 PM EDT
March 31, 2020 at 11:57 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Dear Congressional Colleagues:
                                                                                                    
FEMA would like to remind you of our invitation to Members and Staff of the Washington
Delegation to join us TODAY, March 31st at 10:00 am PDT / 1:00 pm EDT, for an update on
COVID-19 response efforts. After receiving an operational update, Members and Staff will have
the opportunity to ask questions. The call will be led by FEMA in coordination with our state and
interagency partners. Members are encouraged to join.
 
The agenda for today’s call is below.
 
Dial-in Information:
 
Conference Call for Washington Delegation Members and Staff
Date: Tuesday, March 31st at 10:00 am PDT / 1:00 pm EDT
Dial-in Number: 1-866-575-6539
Participant Code: 9767813
 
We encourage you to dial-in at least 5 minutes prior to the call start time to be placed into the
conference call.
 

FEMA REGION 10 AND PARTNERS CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING FOR
WASHINGTON MEMBERS AND STAFF

 
AGENDA

 
Welcome and Roll Call (2 min)

FEMA Region 10 Congressional Affairs Cam Rossie
 
Opening remarks (5 min)

FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike O’Hare
 

Partner Reports: (5 min each)
Washington Emergency Management Division Director – Robert Ezelle
Department of Health and Human Services – Capt. John Smart
U.S. Small Business Administration – Cynthia Cowell
Department of Defense – Col. Heath Roscoe
FEMA Private Sector – Brett Holt
FEMA Response Division – Lon Biasco
FEMA Recovery Division – Lisa Davidson

 
Q&A (15 min)
 

mailto:fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov


Closing remarks – (1 min)
HHS
SBA
EMD Director Ezelle
Region 10 Administrator O’Hare

	
Additional Resources
 
For more information on FEMA’s response to COVID-19, visit www.fema.gov/coronavirus.
 
 
If you have any questions, please contact:
Cam Rossie, FEMA Region 10 Congressional Affairs, at fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov or 425-
487-4651
	
Sincerely,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela0ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Facilitates_Massive_Supply_Movem ent_to_the_US_and_COVID-Affected_Areas
March 30, 2020 at 1:00 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 30, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and
COVID-Affected Areas
 
“This response isn’t just about delivering food or supporting COVID test centers. It’s about
protecting our children, parents, and grandparents. Our Nation is looking to the National
Guard to help them and we can’t let them down.” – Air Force Gen. Joseph Lengyel, Chief
of the National Guard Bureau
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
On March 29, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the entire country with an
opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like
staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more
than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people. The
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you
are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
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$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA, for some states’ use of their National Guard forces. The
President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces,
while being federally funded under Title 32.
 
FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning on Sunday, March 29, with
the first delivery of 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies including 130,000 N95
respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 10.3 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Additional flights are contracted
to go to Illinois today and to Ohio tomorrow. FEMA has scheduled additional flights and is
adding more daily.
 
Over the next 48 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (180) and Connecticut (50).
 
Twenty-seven states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
the Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance,
Defense Production Act, CDC Public Guidance, coping with stress, disinformation and
rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.30.20.pdf
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HSDR11 (MIL)
FW: FEMA/ Tribal Assistance Call
To: HSDR11 (MIL), Bill, Craig (GOIA), Hurtado, Mystique (GOIA), Voris, Molly (GOV), Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Wallace, Sharon (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), vicki.lowe.aihc@outlook.com, Lou Schmitz, Linares-
Hengen, Travis (MIL), McClain, Stacey (MIL), Holmes, Jonathan (MIL), Urbas, Gary (MIL)
Cc:  LaPlante, Jay

	
	
-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	HSDR11	(MIL)	<DisasterReservist.hsdr11@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	6:55	PM
To:	HSDR11	(MIL);	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV);	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL);	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL);
vicki.lowe.aihc@outlook.com;	Lou	Schmitz;	Linares-Hengen,	Travis	(MIL);	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL);	Holmes,
Jonathan	(MIL);	Urbas,	Gary	(MIL)
Cc:	LaPlante,	Jay
Subject:	FEMA/	Tribal	Assistance	Call
When:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	11:00	AM-12:00	PM	(UTC-08:00)	Pacific	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	Conference	Line:	1-720-279-0026	(access	code	786305#)
	
Conference	Line:	1-720-279-0026				(access	code	786305#)
	
TOPIC:

1.	 To	discuss	the	process	to	apply	for	federal	FEMA	assistance	directly	vs.	within	the	state’s
applicafon.

2.	 Crisis	Counseling	Grant
	

	

mailto:vicki.lowe.aihc@outlook.com


Brehmer, Savannah
3:15 presser
April 16, 2020 at 3:41 PM EDT
To: sam.holman@gov.wa.gov

Sam,
	
Do	you	have	today’s	3:15	p.m.	press	advisory	you	could	forward	me?
	
Savannah	Brehmer
Joint	InformaBon	Center|	External	Affairs	|	Region	10
Mobile:	425-219-1206
Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	

mailto:Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov
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http://www.fema.gov/


Ike, Ryan
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 12:09 AM EDT
To: Formas, Stephanie, Holman, Sam (GOV), Lee, Tara (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC
USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Ward,
Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV)
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony, Apreza, Ernesto

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	a8end	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
below.	A	couple	quesDons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea8le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea8le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea8le.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisDcs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea8le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
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A;endees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuDve	Dow	ConstanDne
Sea8le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SDll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
Sea8le	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecDng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucDon	will	begin	soon	+	Sea8le	may	see	addiDonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuTve
ConstanTne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US
ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event

Center	
	

Sea;le	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuDve
Dow	ConstanDne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea8le	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	



Reporters	can	a8end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuDve	Dow	ConstanDne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaDve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea8le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea8le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea8le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi8er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle8er

	

mailto:stephanie.formas@seattle.gov
https://www.facebook.com/MayorJennyDurkan/
https://twitter.com/mayorjenny
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WASEATTLE/subscriber/topics?qsp=WASEATTLE_12


Apreza, Ernesto
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 12:25 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, Holman, Sam (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell,
Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony

Hi	all,
Dra)	release	below.	I	will	hit	send	as	soon	as	we	get	confirma9on	of	TV	pool.
	
Ernie
	
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	Execu9ve
Dow	Constan9ne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea^le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150
hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a^end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea^le	Channel.	
	
Sea^le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool	(debwang@kuow.org,
eoneill@kuow.org),	and	XX	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execu9ve	Dow	Constan9ne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea^le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	8:59	AM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea^le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,
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Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY
76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea^le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea^le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,	Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
Communica9ons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,	pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56
RCW.

	
	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea^le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara
(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,
Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea^le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea^le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	Sea^le	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	Sea^le	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or
Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logis9cal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	Sea^le	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	s9ll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is
best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry
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to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of
Sea^le	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addi9onal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)
beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited
microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of
the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condi9ons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials
an9cipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should
be	fully	opera9onal	within	a	week	of	gewng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	Execu9ve
Dow	Constan9ne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea^le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital
beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a^end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execu9ve	Dow	Constan9ne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea^le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea^le.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea^le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea^le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
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CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	a^end	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
below.	A	couple	ques9ons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea^le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea^le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea^le.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logis9cs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea^le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ARendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	Execu9ve	Dow	Constan9ne
Sea^le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
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TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
S9ll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
Sea^le	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connec9ng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
Construc9on	will	begin	soon	+	Sea^le	may	see	addi9onal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US
ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event

Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	Execu9ve
Dow	Constan9ne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea^le	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a^end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execu9ve	Dow	Constan9ne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	Representa9ve]	



	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea^le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea^le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea^le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi^er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle^er

	

mailto:stephanie.formas@seattle.gov
https://www.facebook.com/MayorJennyDurkan/
https://twitter.com/mayorjenny
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WASEATTLE/subscriber/topics?qsp=WASEATTLE_12


Apreza, Ernesto
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 2:06 PM EDT
To: Holman, Sam (GOV)
Cc:  Lee, Tara (GOV), Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY
76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer,
Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff, Derrick, Anthony

Thank	you,	Sam.	It	would	be	great	to	have	your	help,	so	I	will	include	your	email.
	
From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	11:05	AM
To:	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaOle.gov>
Cc:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,
Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

One	edit:	
	
You	need	to	include	an	RSVP	email	address	in	the	instrucdons	(in	red	below).	Someone	on	your	staff	will
need	to	track	who	would	like	to	ask	a	quesdon	through	those	RSVPs
	
If	your	staff	does	not	have	capacity,	you	can	include	my	email	address.	

Sam	Holman	
Digital	Media	Manager
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
C:	(360)	790-4823	P:	(360)	902-0636
	

On	Mar	28,	2020,	at	10:59	AM,	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaOle.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
Hi	all,	apologies	for	the	churn.	Sending	the	updated	advisory	below	in	10.
	
	
UPDATED	WITH	WEBEX	INSTRUCTIONS	AND	NEW	RADIO	POOL	LEAD.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuHve
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ConstanHne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike
Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss

Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaTle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	SeaOle	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aOend	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	SeaOle	Channel.	
	
SeaOle	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KIRO	Radio	will	serve	as	radio	pool
(hscoO@bonneville.com),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaOle,	WAâ€¯
	
InstrucHons	for	WebEx

Register	here:
hOps://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?
MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
Please	provide:	Name,	E-mail	address,	phone	number,	news	organizadon.
The	conference	will	start	at	1:30	PM.
Press,	please	join	the	call	at	1:15	PM.	We	will	run	through	procedure	and	test	the
system	to	ensure	we	can	answer	your	quesdons	without	technical	issues.
	

InstrucHons	for	Q&A
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesdon,	you	must	log	in	to	the	teleconference	via	WebEx.	
We	will	not	be	taking	quesdons	via	phone.
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesdon,	please	RSVP.	Email:	(INERST	EMAIL	ADDRESS
HERE)		Please	include	your	name,	news	organizadon	and	if	you	want	to	ask	a
quesdon.
We	will	control	mudng	from	our	system.	You	do	not	need	to	mute	yourself.
When	we	call	on	you,	announce	your	name	and	news	organizadon.	Please	do	not
ask	if	we	can	hear	you.	If	your	quesdon	is	for	a	specific	person,	please	include	that
informadon,	as	well.
For	ideal	audio	and	video	quality	download	the	Webex	Meedngs	Applicadon.
If	you	are	unable	to	join	through	WebEx,	you	may	listen	in	via	phone:	+1-408-418-
9388,	Access	code:	263	676	232.

	

https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
mailto:hscott@bonneville.com
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###
	
From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:54	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam
(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	everyone,	Kiro	agreed	to	be	the	pool	camera.	Final	version	of	the	advisory	which	just
went	out	is	below.
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuHve
ConstanHne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaTle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	SeaOle	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aOend	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	SeaOle	Channel.	
	
SeaOle	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool
(debwang@kuow.org,	eoneill@kuow.org),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaOle,	WAâ€¯
	

###â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯
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From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:25	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam
(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all,
Dray	release	below.	I	will	hit	send	as	soon	as	we	get	confirmadon	of	TV	pool.
	
Ernie
	
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuHve
ConstanHne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaTle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	SeaOle	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aOend	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	SeaOle	Channel.	
	
SeaOle	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool
(debwang@kuow.org,	eoneill@kuow.org),	and	XX	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaOle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
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From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	8:59	AM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,
Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,
Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
Communicadons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica<ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,

pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C
SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
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<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	SeaOle	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	SeaOle	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let
Anthony	or	Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisdcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link
for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	SeaOle	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sdll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has
flagged	that	it	is	best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the
south	end.		There	is	an	entry	to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell
that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of	SeaOle	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addidonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,
100	ICW)	beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory
services,	limited	microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.
Timeline	for	establishment	of	the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condidons	on
the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials	andcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within
72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should	be	fully	operadonal	within	a
week	of	ge}ng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuHve
ConstanHne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaTle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaOle	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aOend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
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WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaOle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,
Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	aOend	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to
his	info	below.	A	couple	quesdons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the
event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	
<image007.png>
	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaOle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)
<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76
ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS
(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,
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Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon
(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaOle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaOle.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop
back	on	logisdcs	for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in
SeaOle,	WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ATendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne
SeaOle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on
site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
Sdll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaOle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecdng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters
not	in	the	pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other
medical	uses
Construcdon	will	begin	soon	+	SeaOle	may	see	addidonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the
area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741

mailto:Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov
mailto:DaveP@Seahawks.com
mailto:simon.vila@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Anthony.Derrick@seattle.gov
mailto:Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov


Stephanie:	206-247-0475
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuHve
ConstanHne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field
Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center	

	
SeaTle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from
Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaOle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to
create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aOend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execudve	Dow	Constandne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	Representadve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaOle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
<image010.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaOle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaOle.gov
Facebook	|	TwiOer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-NewsleOer
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Granum, Nicolas
RE: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
March 26, 2020 at 5:38 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV)

I'd like to be looped into data collection/sharing mechanism team, where appropriate. Will be a critical piece for us to anticipate needs prior to direct resource
requests. 

Nicolas Granum

Individual Assistance | Region 10 Recovery Division

Office: (425) 487-4501 | Mobile: (202) 718-3394

nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov 

 

Federal Emergency Management Agency

fema.gov

--------------------------

Confidentiality Notice: This E-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.
Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by phone, or by reply
e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you.

--------------------------

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV) <jt.austin@gov.wa.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 13:48

To: Granum, Nicolas

Subject: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in

When: Occurs every Monday and Thursday effective 03/19/2020 until 07/02/2020 from 14:00 to 15:30 Pacific Standard Time.

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg Id: 315-5376 Host (JT or Katie Raines if JT unavailable) 2929#

Hello Team,

Please note Coordinate Team name change (need all the positive framing we can get these days). Let me know if you have a strong objection to the change.

Please continue to send me suggestions for team member additions so that I may add accordingly. Continue to forward to staff leads, as you deem appropriate
until I get the list updated.

These meetings are scheduled twice a week, Mondays and Thursdays, through the end of June. The situation, as you well know, is fluid so the team makeup
and team outcomes may change over the course of time and as per direction of Incident Command.

Please send agenda items by noon the day before each conference call.

Please contact me directly in between conference calls to highlight and discuss Hot Button issues that require elevation and/or immediate attention.

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov


Your input on how these coordination calls go, the content, follow up, membership, etc., is extremely valuable. Please send concerns, ideas, and feedback to me
directly.

Take good care. Talk soon.

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor - Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MEETING #1 INFORMATION

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV)

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:51 AM

To: Austin, JT (GOV); Rains, Katie (AGR); Connelly, Leslie (OFM); Sheffels, Evan (AGR); Wilson, Morgan (GOV);
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us<mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us>; Barkley, Wendy; babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov<mailto:babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov>

Cc: Baumgart, Jim (GOV); Katims, Casey (GOV); Voris, Molly (GOV); Thompson, Maddy (GOV); Sandison, Derek (AGR); Butler, Laura (AGR); Eads, Kim
(AGR); Emmans, Gene (AGR); Fuller, Steve (AGR); Evans, Rayanna (OFM)

Subject: COVID-19 Food Insecurity/Hunger Coordination Conference Call

When: Monday, March 16, 2020 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg ID: 3155376 Host(JT) 2929#

Importance: High

Hello Team,

Please forward this conference call to appropriate state leads and staff.

I have been asked to serve as the Governor's office Coordinator for Food Insecurity/Hunger Issues.

Please note I have had to push this conference back to 1 PM as I have a meeting with our Chief of Staff at 12 noon on a related food/ag issue.

I look forward to meeting you all and doing good work!

Best,

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor - Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]



<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

AGENDA

Welcome and Introductions

Identification of Agency Leads and Additional Partners Discuss "Chain of Command" and Points of Contact Identification of Immediate Actions, assign leads
Identification of Longer-Term Actions, assign leads Establish Daily Coordination Calls

DRAFT List of Issues for Discussion (will be edited as we go)

Mobilize Large-scale Restaurant Food Rescue Operation:  assign small ad-hoc team, discuss coordination with hospitality association, county EDC's,
transportation, communications

                Repack household size food items, deliver to local hunger relief organizations

COVID-19 SNAP Requests

                Get purchasing power to low income people on SNAP so they can purchase food and acquire rations during quarantine

                                Suspend implementation of ABAWD rule that is scheduled to go into effect 4/1

                                Provide additional months benefit early to allow for additional purchases

                                Increase the monthly benefit and expand eligibility to reduce reliance on overwhelmed food banks FUNDING Funding for temporary
staffing to a) offset a depleted volunteer base (hunger relief significantly relies on senior volunteers who are showing up in reduced numbers due to their
vulnerability to COVID-19) b) begin providing mobile market and home delivery for low-income infected and/or otherwise quarantined people unable to
access food through other means; Funding for packing and re-packing supplies to a) pack food into self-contained boxes to give clients in open air
environments to reduce person-to-person contact and b) to repack bulk commodities from OSPI/USDA for distribution in household sizes.

     *   Anecdotal - the largest food bank in Snohomish Count spent $5,000 on 3/12 to purchase thousands of bags so that they could maintain food distribution
with pre-packed food bags.  Many other large food banks are making similar purchases to keep food flowing to low-income people; most of these organizations
have reserves that can support these purchases for a short-time, but this pandemic is expected to take a huge toll on businesses, including the nonprofit sector,
and government support will be needed to ensure that food continues to flow in the coming weeks and months.

Funding for sanitation supplies* - hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, increased professional cleaning services, hand washing stations, gloves, etc.

Funding for distribution costs - including leasing refrigerated vehicles, fuel, insurance, etc. to enable more food-safe home deliveries and mobile distribution
units.

Additional funding to purchase food as donations dwindle due to social distancing and an increased number of quarantined people.

How National Declaration impacts funding and actions

                Communications with USDA



Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Smith, Carol (SCC), Halpern, Alison (SCC)
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

DRAFT AGENDA for MARCH 30, 2020

I. Roll Call 

II. Updates from Unified Command Group (UGC) – JT & Derek

III. Fiscal Updates – 

a. OFM – State Funding Picture and Next Steps

b. OFM – Private Funding Picture and Next Steps 

c. OFM/Gov Office request to NGOs

IV. Waivers, Federal Relief and/or COVID-19 Response Operations Status – Please include any
current federal requests/needs, including from USDA

a. OSPI

b. DSHS

c. WSDA

d. DOH

e. Governor’s DC office

f. NGOs

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


g. Food Policy Forum: WSDA and WSCC 

h. state Legislators

V. Gap Analysis & Mapping – 

a. Needs Assessment – baseline November 2019 data; monitor updates monthly or more
frequently if we can develop real time reporting mechanism

i. Food insecure people seeking services at food bank (was 1.12 million in 2019; current estimate
1.5 million with possible peak at 2.5 million) 

ii. Children enrolled in free and reduced lunch

iii. Seniors enrolled in meals on wheels

iv. Families enrolled in WIC

v. Households enrolled in SNAP, including legal immigrants funded by state SNAP program 

b. Asset Inventory – 

i. Availability and enrollment in Pandemic SNAP

ii. Access to and amounts of other food benefit programs like WIC and Fruit and Vegetable
incentive programs administered by DOH

iii. Hunger Relief Organizations – must include cost analysis for each category 

1. Food

2. Supplies – includes packing materials and sanitation

3. Human Resources – volunteer workforce and national guard deployments

4. Distribution – storage, transportation, and distribution points (aka food pantries) 

c. Need minus Asset = GAP

i. Striving to develop a system that enables us to predict gaps so we can minimize interruptions in
service and unmet need 

ii. WSDA and WSU conversation scheduled this afternoon 

VI. Communications – 

a. Move to participant written reporting so meetings are assessment & future action oriented 

i. JT/Katie to send out template for email reporting by COB 3/31 – response requested by 7PM
4/1; include congressional asks  



b. Governor’s website status and input



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_Important_Message_on_Essential_Financial_S ervices_Sector_Workers_–_From_
U.S._Treasury_Secretary_Mnuchin
March 22, 2020 at 7:13 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

On behalf of U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin, please see an important message
regarding financial service sector guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public
health and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
A message from U.S. Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Critical
Infrastructure Protection David B. Lacquement:
 
Workers across the financial services sector play an important role in supporting the
American people and our Nation’s economy.  Consistent with the need to ensure access for
essential financial services workers, Secretary Mnuchin issued the attached memorandum. 
This memorandum points to guidelines from the President and the Department of
Homeland Security, which provides guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public health
and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
Everyone should follow guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as
well as State and local officials regarding strategies to limit disease spread.  We are
dedicated to working closely with all of you to ensure the safety of the workforce and
ensure the continued operations of the financial services sector in support of our Nation’s
economy.
 
Thank you for your continued support.

 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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# # #

Financial Services Sector Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
CISA-Guidance-on-Essential-Critical-Infrastructure-Workers-1-20-508c.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Manage Subscriptions  |  Privacy Policy  |  Help

Connect with DHS:
Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  LinkedIn  |  Flickr  |  YouTube

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
www.dhs.gov

U.S. Department of Homeland Security · www.dhs.gov · 202-282-8000

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjIuMTkxMzE1NDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2F0dGFjaG1lbnRzL1VTREhTLzIwMjAvMDMvMjIvZmlsZV9hdHRhY2htZW50cy8xNDA3ODkyL0ZpbmFuY2lhbCUyMFNlcnZpY2VzJTIwU2VjdG9yJTIwRXNzZW50aWFsJTIwQ3JpdGljYWwlMjBJbmZyYXN0cnVjdHVyZSUyMFdvcmtlcnMucGRmIn0.Q3Ol5GpoE7Lc72Tap_U484SUEYct-uHd-qIEcuUnk64/br/76476340459-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjIuMTkxMzE1NDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2F0dGFjaG1lbnRzL1VTREhTLzIwMjAvMDMvMjIvZmlsZV9hdHRhY2htZW50cy8xNDA3ODkxL0NJU0EtR3VpZGFuY2Utb24tRXNzZW50aWFsLUNyaXRpY2FsLUluZnJhc3RydWN0dXJlLVdvcmtlcnMtMS0yMC01MDhjLnBkZiJ9.89zO2ZnQ5wJERpIHPlEMQMkeiGIHIsSRZmujuMPlw3M/br/76476340459-l
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Coyle, Erin (AGR)
RE: Hunger Task Force inquiry
March 19, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Granum, Nicolas
Cc:  Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS, Treadwell, Randy (AGR), Austin, JT (GOV), Allen,
Tristan (COM)

Hi	Nicolas,
	
The	Governor’s	Office	has	organized	a	Hunger	Relief	Task	Force/COVID-19	Food	Security	CoordinaHon
Team.	Members	on	this	bi-weekly	call	include	Governor’s	Office,	WSDA,	DSHS,	OSPI,	OFM,	DOH,
Commerce,	EMD	among	others	as	needed.	WSDA	ESF	11	leads	(myself	and	Randy	Treadwell)	have	been
coordinaHng	with	the	WSDA	liaisons	on	the	task	force	to	share	perHnent	tacHcs	and	updates	around
food	assistance	and	hunger	relief	efforts	to	assist	in	a	common	operaHng	picture	and	reduce	potenHal
duplicaHon	of	efforts.
	
However,	as	the	SEOC	moves	to	a	Unified	Area	Command,	ESF	11	will	be	capturing	Governor’s	Office
Hunger	Relief	Task	Force	efforts	for	SEOC	operaHons	to	coordinate	with	the	broader	response	structure.
This	coordinaHon	piece	is	currently	underway	with	WSDA	Food	Assistance	representaHon,	WSDA	State
Agency	Liaisons	(myself	and	Randy	Treadwell)	and	the	SEOC	–	Tristan	Allen	with	Commerce/Business
and	Infrastructure	Branch	has	been	our	point	person	for	this.
	
The	organizer	of	the	call	is	JT	AusHn,	Senior	Policy	Advisor	–	Natural	Resources	for	the	Office	of
Governor.	Her	contact	number	is	360-628-7440	and	her	e-mail	is	jt.ausHn@gov.wa.gov.
	
She	would	best	for	you	to	connect	with	regarding	FEMA	Region	10	–	Recovery	Division	representaHon
on	the	call.	Both	Tristan	Allen	and	JT	AusHn	are	included	on	this	e-mail	for	the	benefit	of	their	situaHonal
awareness.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	you	have	any	addiHonal	quesHons!
	
	
Erin CoyleErin Coyle
Emergency Management Specialist
Rapid Response & Emergency Management Program
Washington State Dept. of Agriculture
Direct: Direct: 360-764-9704|| ecoyle@agr.wa.gov
Web: Web: hLps://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management
Office Hours:Office Hours:  Mon. – Thurs. 0700 - 1730
 
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Granum,	Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	2:29	PM
To:	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
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Cc:	Linares-Hengen,	Travis	(MIL)	<Travis.Linares-Hengen@mil.wa.gov>;	Riedy,	Michael	J	-	APHIS
<Michael.Riedy@usda.gov>
Subject:	Hunger	Task	Force	inquiry
	
Hi	Erin,
	
You	(I	think	it	was	you?)	menHoned	a	COVID-19	related	Hunger	Task	Force	for	Washington	State.	Do	you
have	informaHon	on	when	that	will	meet?
	
Thanks	in	advance,	please	redirect	if	I	heard	wrong.	Appreciate	all	the	work	everyone	is	doing	as	this
operaHon	unfolds.
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden(ality	No(ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica(ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu(on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_releases_Version_2.0_of_the_Essential_Critical_Infrastr ucture_Worker_Guidance_origina
lly_published_on_March_19,_2020
March 28, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding an update to the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
March 28, 2020
 

CISA Advisory
 
CISA releases Version 2.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance
originally published on March 19, 2020
 
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the
Secretary of Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure.
Consistent with these authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other
federal agencies, State and local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workforce” advisory list. This list is intended to help State,
local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as
economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list should also take
into consideration additional public health considerations based on the specific
COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
 
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal
directive or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the
exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that
should continue during the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
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Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories
based on their own requirements and discretion. 
 
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services
that are typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including
staffing operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure,
operating call centers, working construction, and performing operational functions,
among others. It also includes workers who support crucial supply chains and
enable functions for critical infrastructure. The industries they support represent,
but are not limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information
technology systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics,
energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
 
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing
and executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in
their communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials
should use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Similarly, while adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure
owners and operators are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the
prioritization of business processes and workforce allocation to best ensure
continuity of the essential goods and services they support. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety, the health and safety of the workforce, and the
continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure services and functions. While
this advisory list is meant to help public officials and employers identify essential
work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers engaged in activity
determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions because of
health-related concerns.
 
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure
community to update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. You can find the attached guidance as well as other COVID
related information at cisa.gov.

 
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 

# # #

Version 2.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Lofy, Kathy H (DOH)
RE: Clark and Cowlitz counties - SW WA
April 08, 2020 at 1:40 AM EDT
To: JHB, seoc122 (MIL), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Davis, Jerrod (DOH)
Cc:  O'Hare, Michael, Peiper, Pam, Bowman, Casey, Evich, Jordan, Katims, Casey (GOV)

Hi	Jaime,
	
I’m	very	sorry	to	hear	that	Clark	and	Cowlitz	Coun:es	have	not	received	any	PPE.	As	I	told	you	on	the
phone,	I	have	never	ordered	a	PPE	shipment	to	be	pulled	back,	par:cularly	a	shipment	that	had	been
packed	up	to	be	delivered.
	
Unfortunately,	our	statewide	demand	for	PPE	s:ll	greatly	exceeds	our	supply	and	as	a	result	we	s:ll
have	many	facili:es	in	dire	need	of	PPE.	Since	your	region	has	not	received	any	significant	amount	of
PPE	and	you	have	outbreaks	in	your	long	term	care	facili:es,	I	feel	strongly	that	your	orders	(see	below)
should	be	pushed	to	the	top	of	the	list.
	
I	have	cc’d	the	logis:cs	sec:on	chief,	the	director	of	the	state	emergency	management	division	(Robert
Ezelle)	and	our	agency	area	commander	(Jerrod	Davis).
	
Jerrod,	can	you	please	check	on	this	order	and	give	Jaime	a	call	tomorrow	to	update	her	on	the	status?
Jerrod	should	also	be	able	to	help	you	get	some	tes:ng	supplies	since	we	acquired	15,000	swabs	today.		
	
Thanks,
Kathy
	
From:	JHB	[mailto:JHB@mail.house.gov]	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	7,	2020	6:05	PM
To:	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Peiper,	Pam	<Pam.Peiper@mail.house.gov>;
Bowman,	Casey	<Casey.Bowman@mail.house.gov>;	Evich,	Jordan	<Jordan.Evich@mail.house.gov>;
Ka:ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka:ms@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Clark	and	Cowlitz	coun:es	-	SW	WA
 

Kathy,
 
I'm following up on the voicemail I left you earlier today.  On April 1, I was told by
FEMA Administrator O'Hare that Clark and Cowlitz Counties would be receiving the
PPE detailed below.  When I followed up yesterday to see why it was not delivered,
I was informed that it was packaged for shipment, and then was pulled back by
you.  It was explained that the materials were needed for long term care facilities
elsewhere in the state.  However, in Clark County we have outbreaks in nine long
term care facilities, and there have been deaths and yet we don't have the supplies
to test there.  In the community the percentage of positive tests has doubled and
the weekly percentage of hospital admissions with COVID-19-like illnesses has
also doubled.  
 
Cowlitz County reported Friday that they are down to one gown in their efforts to
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treat patients. Not one box, one gown, which I am sure is gone by this point.
Cowlitz fire does not have supplies to serve residents or emergency calls. They
were counting on help from the public health department. As I'm sure you know,
normal supply chain operations simply are not working for smaller providers or
municipalities. Our larger hospitals are able to get some supplies through, but if
you're small, isolated or rural you're out of luck. 
 
I have worked tirelessly at the federal level to get PPE to the state, only to witness
the state deliver nothing to most of my counties and less than 1% of what Clark
County requested.  I did not expect to get all that we asked for, but given our
needs, I certainly expected something - and definitely expected what was told me.
Can you please apprise me of your plans with regard to the order below? 
 
Thank you for your time and attention. I realize it is a difficult situation for everyone
right now. 
 
Jaime Herrera Beutler
Member of Congress, WA 03
C: 360-609-0435  

Clark County is getting:
Face Shield: 14500
Procedure Mask: 25200
Respirator: 5000
Sanitizing: 5509

Cowlitz:
Gown: 7500

	



Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH)
FW: I&Q Plans
March 25, 2020 at 1:14 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL)
Cc:  seoc84 (MIL), DOH-IC2 (DOH), DOH-OSC2 (DOH), Csernak, David
(OS/ASPR/EMMO), Jennifer.Cockrill@hhs.gov, Davidson, Lisa, seoc44 (MIL), seoc43 (MIL)

Jim	and	Travis,
	
Here	are	the	plans	that	DOH	currently	has	in	regards	to	Isola;on	and	Quaran;ne	Facili;es.	A@ached	is	the
original	ConOps	from	2016.	I	have	also	provided	the	current	versions	that	we	created	for	Shoreline’s
Quaran;ne	mission,	Maple	Lane’s	I&Q	mission,	and	an	opera;onal	template	that	was	made	available	for
LHJ/Tribal	partners	to	adapt.
	
Addi;onally,	here	is	the	link	to	the	guidance	for	facili;es	that	we	have	on	our
website:h@ps://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/1600/coronavirus/ConsidsforAssessAndRecLocs.pdf
	
I	don’t	have	contact	info	for	everyone,	so	please	share	this	with	your	teams	for	their	awareness	of	what
DOH	has	in	regards	to	I&Q.
	
My	hopes	of	sharing	everything	in	a	consolidated	manner	is	to	get	some	be@er	clarity	on	what	is	in	place
so	that	we	can	community	and	coordinate	more	effec;vely	moving	forward.
	
Jen	and	Dave,	I’m	Cc’ing	you	for	your	situa;onal	awareness.
	
Please	send	responses	and	inquiries	related	to	I&Q	to	the	seoc44	and	seoc43	email	boxes	so	that	ESF-8	can
be@er	support	you	as	I	transi;on	out	of	the	ESF-8	desk.
	
Best,
	
Ma@hew	Zimmerman
IMT	Command	Branch	Director
360-870-1434
	
From:	DOH-OSC2	(DOH)	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	24,	2020	12:39	PM
To:	Zimmerman,	Ma@hew	S	(DOH)	<ma@hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	I&Q	Plans
	
Here	you	go-
	
Ma@
	
	
	
Matt Simons
Operations Section Chief
DOH Tumwater IMT
20-0265 2020 Novel COV IMT
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DOH-OSC2@doh.wa.gov
360-489-5943
“Semper Gumbi!”
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Rossie, Camilla
Canceled: WA Congressional Call with Members and Staff
March 30, 2020 at 9:28 PM EDT

Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

All,

Providing dial-in information and the agenda. Presenters should dial in for the event 15 minutes
prior to the scheduled start time. That number is 1-888-278-8469. When prompted, provide the
confirmation code 9767813 and state that you are a presenter. If you are supporting a presenter, I
would say that so you have a line in case you do need to speak.

BM__Hlk35860859 FEMA REGION 10 AND PARTNERS CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING
FOR WASHINGTON MEMBERS AND STAFF

AGENDA

Welcome and Roll Call (2 min)

FEMA Region 10 Congressional Affairs Cam Rossie

Opening remarks (5 min)

FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike O’Hare

Partner Reports: (5 min each)

Washington Emergency Management Division Director – Robert Ezelle
Department of Health and Human Services – Capt. John Smart
U.S. Small Business Administration – Cynthia Cowell
Department of Defense – Col. Heath Roscoe
FEMA Private Sector – Brett Holt
FEMA Response Division – Lon Biasco
FEMA Recovery Division – Lisa Davidson

Q&A (15 min)

Closing remarks – (1 min)

HHS
SBA
EMD Director Ezelle
Region 10 Administrator O’Hare

Thanks again!

-------------
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Thank you all for sharing your valuable time to participate in yesterday’s call. It went very well,
though I will improve the technical side for next Tuesday’s call – and am arranging an operator
assisted line. Call-in information is coming. We will follow the same agenda. I hope to do these
regularly at 10 am our time. Thank you all!

Cam Rossie

Government Relations | Region 10 Office of External Affairs

Office: (425) 487-4651 | Mobile: (540) 532-1028

Email: HYPERLINK "mailto:camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov" camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov" fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

mailto:camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


 

	
	

FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-19 Response
March 29, 2020 at 1:00 PM EDT

Cc:  FEMA-IGA

	

March 29, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-19
Response
	
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical, and
military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government
response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign to help
slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the
entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of
COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of
more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance themselves from other people. For the
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you are sick
is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates $2
trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for states’ use
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of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests from Florida,
Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico. The President’s action
provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces, while being federally
funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the additional resources to meet the missions
necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is shipping:
11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields, 4.3 million
surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributers in various locations
across the United States. Movement of supplies began on Saturday, March 28. The first flight will
arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal protection equipment (PPE) supplies including
130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
	
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts,
federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Strategic
National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with stress,
disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Goudreau, Laura
Automatic reply: Food bank box locations and supply order
March 30, 2020 at 12:23 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

I am currently deployed supporting HHS and Washington state. Thank you for your
understanding if I am delayed in answering your email. 

For assistance, please contact the following staff:

For RRCC ESF-2/Communications, AUXCOM, FNARS and HF Interop, please contact
Chris White at armine.white@fema.dhs.gov
 
For Regional GIS questions, please contact Josh Keller at Joshua.keller@fema.dhs.gov
 
For RECCWG development, please contact Ric Wilhelm at
Richard.willhelm@fema.dhs.gov
 
If this was an actual emergency, please hang up and dial 9-1-1
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Administrator Gaynor's Letter to Emergency Managers
March 27, 2020 at 1:10 PM EDT

Cc:  FEMA-IGA

 
 

March 27, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
	
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and our
profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work as a team to
battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent a letter to emergency
managers outlining critical steps to help the nation respond to COVID-19. Please share the
attached letter with your relevant constituents.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_27
April 27, 2020 at 12:39 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 27, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
released targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement
infection control practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from
COVID-19 in these facilities.

Meat and poultry processing facilities present unique challenges for the
prevention and control of COVID-19 transmission among workers.
Meat and poultry processing employers should implement a combination of
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engineering controls, cleaning and disinfection, social distancing, work
practice controls, administrative controls, and use of personal protective
equipment.
Basic worker infection prevention information and training should be provided
to all workers in a clear and accessible manner, including training on social
distancing and ways to reduce the spread of infection. To ensure accessibility,
multi-lingual materials should be considered and made available, as
appropriate.

FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along
with other federal agencies are distributing cloth face coverings as part of a multi-
prong approach to re-open American economic activity while continuing to limit
spread of COVID-19.

As of April 26, 32.5 million cloth face coverings are being processed and
distributed to state, local, tribal, private sector, and federal entities.
The facial coverings are being delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers who do not need medical-grade
personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work. Distribution is based
on CISA’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors.
The federal government will provide additional face coverings in production to
states, territories and tribes for distribution, with priority to emergency
services, food production and distribution, and other sectors that support
community lifelines.
FEMA and HHS are also providing face coverings to federal departments and
agencies with mission essential functions to promote health and safety in the
workplace and in their execution of public-facing missions

As of April 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 74.7 million N95 respirators, 104.8 million
surgical masks, 7.2 million face shields, 15 million surgical gowns, 798 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.2 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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DOH-PIO (DOH)
Fw: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:46 PM EDT
To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E
(DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Lee, Tara (GOV), Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa?on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informa?on	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
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the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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Holt, Brett
FEMA Region 10 Weekly Grocer Supply Chain Call
To: Holt, Brett, Rains, Katie (AGR), Austin, JT (GOV)

-----Original Appointment----- 
From: Holt, Brett < HYPERLINK "mailto:Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov" Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov >
Sent: Monday, March 23, 2020 1:03 PM
To: Holt, Brett; HYPERLINK "mailto:Aaron.Daly@wholefoods.com"
Aaron.Daly@wholefoods.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Adam.T.Lint@unfi.com"
Adam.T.Lint@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:ahindera@cswg.com" ahindera@cswg.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:aimee.simpson@pccmarkets.com" aimee.simpson@pccmarkets.com ;
Kaplan, Alysha; HYPERLINK "mailto:Alan.Imhof@harborfoods.com"
Alan.Imhof@harborfoods.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:alan.vanboven@gmail.com"
alan.vanboven@gmail.com ; King, Alisha (WaTech); Chung, Allen; HYPERLINK
"mailto:amy.black@target.com" amy.black@target.com ; Gillespie Amy; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Andre.J.LaMere@unfi.com" Andre.J.LaMere@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:ashley@bbpdx.org" ashley@bbpdx.org ; HYPERLINK "mailto:bbutler@unfi.com"
bbutler@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:beking@afstores.com" beking@afstores.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:Bettina@amazon.com" Bettina@amazon.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:billie.gwyn@walgreens.com" billie.gwyn@walgreens.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:bmccluskey@kingcounty.gov" bmccluskey@kingcounty.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:BranamK@ProsperPortland.us" BranamK@ProsperPortland.us ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:brandon.ivy@walmart.com" brandon.ivy@walmart.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:brandon.mcburney@kroger.com" brandon.mcburney@kroger.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Brent.Miller@pepsico.com" Brent.Miller@pepsico.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:brian.bain@fredmeyer.com" brian.bain@fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:brian.crook@bimart.com" brian.crook@bimart.com ; Laughlin, Brian N (MIL);
HYPERLINK "mailto:C3@target.com" C3@target.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:calftrmvadhsemplans@alaska.gov" calftrmvadhsemplans@alaska.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:catherine@wa-food-ind.org" catherine@wa-food-ind.org ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:cbolves@costco.com" cbolves@costco.com ; Fox Chandra; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Chad.Smithpeters@walmart.com" Chad.Smithpeters@walmart.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:chelsea.cubero@fredmeyer.com" chelsea.cubero@fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:chris.albi@qfci.com" chris.albi@qfci.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:chris.mellon@riteaid.com" chris.mellon@riteaid.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Christopher.Barker@albertsons.com" Christopher.Barker@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:christopher.barker@safeway.com" christopher.barker@safeway.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:CLanglois@unfi.com" CLanglois@unfi.com ; Ransom, Darrell; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Dave.L.Burton@unfi.com" Dave.L.Burton@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Dave@saltchuk.com" Dave@saltchuk.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:david.thornton@qfci.com" david.thornton@qfci.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Deborah.Herron@walmart.com" Deborah.Herron@walmart.com ; Delzell, Debra (DES);
HYPERLINK "mailto:dem@snoco.org" dem@snoco.org ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:devin.lilly@walmart.com" devin.lilly@walmart.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Donald.Lynn@albertsons.com" Donald.Lynn@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Douglas.Houseman@target.com" Douglas.Houseman@target.com ; Coyle, Erin (AGR);
King, Elizabeth (COM); HYPERLINK "mailto:Erin.M.SMITH@oregon.gov"
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Erin.M.SMITH@oregon.gov ; Shearer, Eugene; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Faith.Newton@walmart.com" Faith.Newton@walmart.com ; FEMA-NRCC-NBEOC,;
HYPERLINK "mailto:GAButler@unfi.com" GAButler@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:gary.wescott@piercecountywa.gov" gary.wescott@piercecountywa.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:gmarcus@costco.com" gmarcus@costco.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:hollychisa@hpcadvocacy.com" hollychisa@hpcadvocacy.com ; Inman, Shane;
HYPERLINK "mailto:james.benzschawel@alaska.gov" james.benzschawel@alaska.gov ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:James.Hooper@pilottravelcenters.com"
James.Hooper@pilottravelcenters.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:JamesJ.True@usfoods.com"
JamesJ.True@usfoods.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:jangee@wa-food-ind.org" jangee@wa-food-
ind.org ; HYPERLINK "mailto:jason.bricker@oregon.gov" jason.bricker@oregon.gov ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:Jason.Jackson@walmart.com" Jason.Jackson@walmart.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:jasonkreizenbeck@lobbyidaho.com" jasonkreizenbeck@lobbyidaho.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:Jay.Hildebrand@safeway.com" Jay.Hildebrand@safeway.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:Jeff.Hargan@usfoods.com" Jeff.Hargan@usfoods.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com" jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jeniferclark@costco.com" jeniferclark@costco.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jerry_Baker@fsafood.com" Jerry_Baker@fsafood.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jhammonds@wcdinc.net" jhammonds@wcdinc.net ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jhanian@imd.idaho.gov" jhanian@imd.idaho.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jim.jager@anchorageak.gov" jim.jager@anchorageak.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jim.kennison@usbakery.com" Jim.kennison@usbakery.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jim.Nam@pepsico.com" Jim.Nam@pepsico.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jmiller@carlile.biz" jmiller@carlile.biz ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jodi.gongora@safeway.com" jodi.gongora@safeway.com ; Graham, Joe M (DOH);
Laxson, Joe D (DOH); HYPERLINK "mailto:Joe.Scott@PACCAR.com"
Joe.Scott@PACCAR.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:John.Holdsworth@co.snohomish.wa.us"
John.Holdsworth@co.snohomish.wa.us ; HYPERLINK "mailto:John.Owen@albertsons.com"
John.Owen@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:John.Volkirch1@safeway.com"
John.Volkirch1@safeway.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Jon.Sams@albertsons.com"
Jon.Sams@albertsons.com ; Richeson, Jonathan; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joseph.G.Abraham@walmart.com" Joseph.G.Abraham@walmart.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jpisca@rischpisca.com" jpisca@rischpisca.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:jwismans@unfi.com" jwismans@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:kamurphy@cswg.com" kamurphy@cswg.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Kathy.holland@albertsons.com" Kathy.holland@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Kathy.Loftus@wholefoods.com" Kathy.Loftus@wholefoods.com ; Fulton, Kathy;
HYPERLINK "mailto:KC.ECC@kingcounty.gov" KC.ECC@kingcounty.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:kelli.mcgannon@kroger.com" kelli.mcgannon@kroger.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Kent.Wilson@target.com" Kent.Wilson@target.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Kevin.Banning@albertsons.com" Kevin.Banning@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Kevin.Overton@albertsons.com" Kevin.Overton@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:kevin.ruoff@fredmeyer.com" kevin.ruoff@fredmeyer.com ; Hofmann Kirstin;
HYPERLINK "mailto:kjackson@carlile.biz" kjackson@carlile.biz ; Rains, Katie (AGR);
HYPERLINK "mailto:kristi.mcfarland@newseasonsmarket.com"
kristi.mcfarland@newseasonsmarket.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Kristin.R.Walbourn@unfi.com"
Kristin.R.Walbourn@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:lesli.holcomb@supervalu.com"
lesli.holcomb@supervalu.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:leslie.dolan@walgreens.com"
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leslie.dolan@walgreens.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:lmarquiss@carlile.biz"
lmarquiss@carlile.biz ; HYPERLINK "mailto:logan.drizd@walgreens.com"
logan.drizd@walgreens.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:lucas.mcdonald@walmart.com"
lucas.mcdonald@walmart.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Mark.Murphy@co.snohomish.wa.us"
Mark.Murphy@co.snohomish.wa.us ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Mathew.Nelson@safeway.com"
Mathew.Nelson@safeway.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:matt.hoffmann@kroger.com"
matt.hoffmann@kroger.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:melinda.merrill@fredmeyer.com"
melinda.merrill@fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:melissa.tapper@fredmeyer.com"
melissa.tapper@fredmeyer.com ; Brockett, Michael; HYPERLINK
"mailto:michael.buentemeier@stores.fredmeyer.com"
michael.buentemeier@stores.fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Michael.Riedy@usda.gov"
Michael.Riedy@usda.gov ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Michelle.Burnett@cvshealth.com"
Michelle.Burnett@cvshealth.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.petitt@usbakery.com"
Mike.petitt@usbakery.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:mmerrill@apublicpolicy.com"
mmerrill@apublicpolicy.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:mvolin@unfi.com" mvolin@unfi.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:myer.hutchinson@gmail.com" myer.hutchinson@gmail.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:Pameaton@idahoretailers.org" Pameaton@idahoretailers.org ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:PCEOC@piercecountywa.gov" PCEOC@piercecountywa.gov ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:philipjpalin@gmail.com" philipjpalin@gmail.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:quentin.goward@kroger.com" quentin.goward@kroger.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:rallen3@co.pierce.wa.us" rallen3@co.pierce.wa.us ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:rblackhurst@unfi.com" rblackhurst@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Rick.Heffner@albertsons.com" Rick.Heffner@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:rick@saltchuk.com" rick@saltchuk.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Rima.V.Kapadia@unfi.com" Rima.V.Kapadia@unfi.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:rob.allen@piercecountywa.gov" rob.allen@piercecountywa.gov ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:rob.freeman@kroger.com" rob.freeman@kroger.com ; Glenn, Robert; HYPERLINK
"mailto:robin.barber@safeway.com" robin.barber@safeway.com ; Treadwell, Randy (AGR);
HYPERLINK "mailto:ryan.clevenger@safeway.com" ryan.clevenger@safeway.com ;
HYPERLINK "mailto:rybarra@wcdinc.net" rybarra@wcdinc.net ; Looney, Samud I LCDR;
HYPERLINK "mailto:Sandra@nwgrocery.org" Sandra@nwgrocery.org ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sarah.Swanson@PACCAR.com" Sarah.Swanson@PACCAR.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:sbs@sbsidaho.com" sbs@sbsidaho.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Scott.Heggan@safeway.com" Scott.Heggan@safeway.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Scott.Norell@csbeverage.com" Scott.Norell@csbeverage.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Scott.North@co.snohomish.wa.us" Scott.North@co.snohomish.wa.us ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:Shane.Erickson@safeway.com" Shane.Erickson@safeway.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:sheri@watrucking.org" sheri@watrucking.org ; Mccormick, Sonya; HYPERLINK
"mailto:stephanie.kennedy@safeway.com" stephanie.kennedy@safeway.com ; Magill, Stephanie
C. (CMS/CISP); HYPERLINK "mailto:stephen.certo@albertsons.com"
stephen.certo@albertsons.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:stephen.richardson@oregon.gov"
stephen.richardson@oregon.gov ; HYPERLINK "mailto:steven.bass@fredmeyer.com"
steven.bass@fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Steven.Slyter@unfi.com"
Steven.Slyter@unfi.com ; Shelton, Susan E (DOH); HYPERLINK
"mailto:T0600.HR@target.com" T0600.HR@target.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:tammie@wa-
food-ind.org" tammie@wa-food-ind.org ; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL); HYPERLINK
"mailto:tbones@awe.lynden.com" tbones@awe.lynden.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:terryhoward@carlile.biz" terryhoward@carlile.biz ; HYPERLINK
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mailto:Shane.Erickson@safeway.com
mailto:sheri@watrucking.org
mailto:stephanie.kennedy@safeway.com
mailto:stephen.certo@albertsons.com
mailto:stephen.richardson@oregon.gov
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"mailto:thomas.potter@kroger.com" thomas.potter@kroger.com ; HYPERLINK
"mailto:tjbirkel@darden.com" tjbirkel@darden.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:tjones@costco.com"
tjones@costco.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:todd.kammeyer@fredmeyer.com"
todd.kammeyer@fredmeyer.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:todd.kilpatrick@piercecountywa.gov"
todd.kilpatrick@piercecountywa.gov ; HYPERLINK "mailto:Travis.Parke@safeway.com"
Travis.Parke@safeway.com ; Allen, Tristan (COM); HYPERLINK "mailto:twalker@nac.aero"
twalker@nac.aero ; HYPERLINK "mailto:vaughn.mowery@safeway.com"
vaughn.mowery@safeway.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:victoria.kroeger@walgreens.com"
victoria.kroeger@walgreens.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:WDKinder@afstores.com"
WDKinder@afstores.com ; HYPERLINK "mailto:xliaison@mil.state.or.us"
xliaison@mil.state.or.us ; HYPERLINK "mailto:mlturner@amazon.com" mlturner@amazon.com
; Barrett Adams-Simmons (DHS CISA); HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa@greenzebragrocery.com"
lisa@greenzebragrocery.com ; Fort, Bryan; Fulton, John; Katzenberger, Robert; Carney, Dean;
Tom Koloski (AK DHS&EM); Nancy Moon-Eilers; Noah Kowalski (Invariant); Vince Davis
(Feeding America); Jon Reeves (Facebook); Chad Ross (FMI); Mason, Pamela; Michael
Anderson; HYPERLINK "mailto:mark@foodnw.org" mark@foodnw.org ; Christie, Brad 000
Cc: Sturgill, Casey; Forgit, Robert
Subject: FEMA Region 10 Weekly Grocer Supply Chain Call
When: Occurs every Wednesday effective 3/25/2020 until 6/3/2020 from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Pacific Standard Time.
Where: 888-270-9936 #7144951 | Adobe Connect: HYPERLINK
"https://fema.connectsolutions.com/femar10grocer/"
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/femar10grocer/

This is the standing weekly meeting between local/state/federal emergency management and members of the grocery
industry to coordinate operations and communicate issues relevant to the AK, ID, OR, and WA response to COVID-19.

This replaces the Washington only and Oregon only grocer calls.

Call In Information

Phone: 888-270-9936 #7144951

Adobe Connect: HYPERLINK "https://fema.connectsolutions.com/femar10grocer/"
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/femar10grocer/

BM__InsertRtfSavedPosition Due to the potential size of the audience, we will not take roll call on the phone.
Log-in to Adobe Connect with your name and company. You will still need to dial in on the phone.

If you have never used Adobe Connect, be sure to HYPERLINK
"https://fema.connectsolutions.com/common/help/en/support/meeting_test.htm" test your Adobe Connect connection
prior to the webinar.

Brett Holt

Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs

Bothell, WA

Mobile: (425) 877-8593

HYPERLINK "mailto:brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov" brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
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Federal Emergency Management Agency
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov
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jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
Need to cancel today FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call
April 23, 2020 at 4:01 PM EDT
To: bryce.andersen@ofm.wa.gov, Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov, leslie.connelly@ofm.wa.gov, rashelle.davis@gov.wa.gov, Kelly.Cooper@DOH.WA.GOV, Sami.Bailey@leg.wa.gov, Joe.Graham@DOH.WA.GOV
harvest.org, Daisye.Orr@DOH.WA.GOV, Joe.Laxson@doh.wa.gov, ROBERBA@dshs.wa.gov, leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, GEmmans@agr.wa.gov, ESheffels@agr.wa.gov, drew.meuer@2-
harvest.org, Amy.Ellings@DOH.WA.GOV, Molly.Voris@gov.wa.gov, KRains@agr.wa.gov, Salvador.Salazar@gov.wa.gov, Cynthia.Banuelos@leg.wa.gov, LButler@agr.wa.gov, Ryan.Black@DOH.WA.GOV

Apologies for the short notice but there is a pressing issue with associated scheduling conflict, therefore, Iâ€™m needing to cancel the FSCT meeting/conf call
for today, April 23.

Thank you for your patience and understanding.

JT 

FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call 
Scheduled: Thursday, Apr 23, 2020 from 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM
Location: 888-287-7315 Mtg Id: 315-5376 Host (JT or Katie Raines if JT unavailable) 2929#
Invitees: Andersen, Bryce (OFM)â€Œ, Wilson, Morgan (GOV)â€Œ, Connelly, Leslie (OFM)â€Œ, Davis, RaShelle (GOV)â€Œ, Cooper, Kelly (DOH)â€Œ,
Bailey, Samiâ€Œ, Graham, Joe M (DOH)â€Œ, Richartz, Saundraâ€Œ, Baumgart, Jim (GOV)â€Œ, Katims, Casey (GOV)â€Œ, Eads, Kim (AGR)â€Œ,
Tybo, Brittany M (DOH)â€Œ, Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS)â€Œ, Evans, Rayanna (OFM)â€Œ, Yoshi Kumaraâ€Œ, Phillips, Todd J
(DOH)â€Œ, nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.govâ€Œ, Sandison, Derek (AGR)â€Œ, Thomas Reynoldsâ€Œ, Gregerson, Miaâ€Œ, Thompson, Maddy
(GOV)â€Œ, Kathleen Hedgcockâ€Œ, Orr, Daisye (DOH)â€Œ, Laxson, Joe D (DOH)â€Œ, Roberts, Babette (DSHS)â€Œ, leanne.eko@k12.wa.usâ€Œ,
Emmans, Gene (AGR)â€Œ, Sheffels, Evan (AGR)â€Œ, Drew Meuerâ€Œ, Ellings, Amy (DOH)â€Œ, Voris, Molly (GOV)â€Œ, Rains, Katie (AGR)â€Œ,
Salazar, Salvador (GOV)â€Œ, Banuelos, Cynthiaâ€Œ, Butler, Laura (AGR)â€Œ, Black, Ryan (DOH)â€Œ, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH)â€Œ, Warnick,
Judyâ€Œ, Aaron Czyzewskiâ€Œ, Christina Wong (christinaw@northwestharvest.org)â€Œ, Tiffani Kaechâ€Œ, Barkley, Wendyâ€Œ, Hovis, Emily S
(DOH)â€Œ, Fuller, Steve (AGR)â€Œ, Way, Bryan (OFM)â€Œ, Jason Clarkâ€Œ, Linda Nageotteâ€Œ, McGann, Chris (AGR)â€Œ, Throne, Paul
(DOH)â€Œ, Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH)

Sent from my iPhone
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA National Hot Issues and Social Listening Reports - 4/11/20
April 11, 2020 at 6:09 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	a&ernoon,
	
We	are	not	producing	a	social	listening	and	media	analysis	report	out	of	Region	10	this	weekend.	We	have
included	the	na?onal	hot	issues	and	na?onal	social	listening	reports.	If	you	don’t	want	to	open	the	documents
aBached,	we	would	like	to	bring	to	your	aBen?on	the	Region	10	sec?on	from	the	na?onal	social	listening
report	below.
	

Region	10
Alaska	

The	mayor	of	Anchorage	requested	an	extension	of	his	emergency	powers	from	the	city	council.	
Major	private	land	owners	cri?cized	state	officials	for	using	the	pandemic	as	a	jus?fica?on	to
approve	construc?on	of	a	200	mile	road	through	private	property.		
The	Salva?on	Army	Alaska	Division	is	struggling	to	keep	up	with	demand	for	food	services.		

Idaho	
Idaho’s	new	COVID-19	cases	dropped	by	about	55%	from	last	week.		
Boise	State	University	will	open	student	housing	for	local	healthcare	workers.		
Hailey	City	Council	voted	to	extend	the	city	stay-home	orders,	which	are	more	strict	than
exis?ng	state	orders.		
Two	Boys	and	Girls	Clubs	loca?ons	received	a	$25,000	dona?on	to	support	children	and	their
families.		

Oregon	
A	federal	shipment	of	PPE	arrived	in	Oregon	just	as	the	state’s	reserves	of	N95	masks	and	face
shields	had	dropped	to	zero.		
Oregon	Board	of	Pharmacy	has	placed	restric?ons	on	the	use	of	Hydroxychloroquine	a&er
reports	of	stockpiling.		
Local	media	compiled	a	list	of	nursing	homes	and	long	term	care	facili?es	with	COVID-19	cases.		
Portland	opened	three	outdoor	homeless	camps	to	reduce	crowding	in	shelters.		
Landlords	call	for	relief	as	many	tenants	struggle	to	may	payments.		
A&er	trespassers	violated	barricades	and	threw	signs	off	the	road,	an	addi?onal	seven	miles	of
Gorge	Highway	was	closed.		

Washington	
Facing	historic	demand,	local	food	banks	say	they	will	run	out	of	food	in	three	weeks.		
Washington	State	Supreme	Court	ordered	immediate	protec?on	for	prison	inmates	vulnerable
to	COVID-19.		
In	EvereB,	the	isola?on	and	quaran?ne	site	at	Angel	of	Winds	Arena	has	been	largely	unused.	
In	King	County,	a	new	United	Way	program	is	helping	renters	who	lost	their	income.			
At	the	Hanford	nuclear	waste	facility,	thousands	of	workers	were	told	to	stay	home	for	a	fourth
week.		
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425-487-4610
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mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/10/anchorage-mayor-berkowitz-requests-emergency-power-extension-says-hunker-down-likely-to-last-until-early-may/
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/09/doyon-calls-alaska-agencys-approval-of-35-million-for-mining-road-amid-pandemic-foolish-and-troubling/
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Salvation-Army-Alaska-Division-works-to-keep-up-with-demand-569539101.html
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241928076.html
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/boise-state-to-open-student-housing-for-local-health-care-workers
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/hailey-city-council-votes-to-extend-isolation-order-for-one-week
https://idahonews.com/news/local/ada-county-nampa-boys-girls-clubs-receive-25k-donation-to-help-families-during-crisis
https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2020/04/coronavirus-in-oregon-april-11-stockpiles-of-masks-protective-gear-boosted-by-feds.html
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-limits-use-of-drug-hydroxychloroquine-after-reports-of-stockpiling
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-coronavirus-long-term-care-centers/283-26c6a98c-4e6e-4d53-8f1d-06ce34e8ac77
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/portland-opens-three-outdoor-homeless-camps-to-try-to-contain-spread-of-coronavirus.html
https://katu.com/news/local/many-tenants-defer-april-rent-landlords-and-advocates-call-for-extra-rental-relief
https://www.kgw.com/article/life/gorge-highway-closure-extended-after-trespassers-violate-barricades/283-c8f9b622-c6b6-4381-b9a0-7af87db9e0d2
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/we-will-run-out-food-three-weeks-local-food-banks-face-shortage-during-historic-demand/AHCQZ7ZNU5AOLG53HTEXAPSFWU/
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/wa-state-supreme-court-orders-immediate-protection-prison-inmates-vulnerable-covid-19/N3XRK2RTGFEFVD3BHH22UOM7NI/
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/isolation-quarantine-site-angel-winds-arena-going-largely-unused/UAWXL3V7VNGRRFE2JJHO3TWP7U/
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/united-way-program-help-king-county-renters-whove-lost-their-income/GF6TYDGWWFEQFIKLO7J4N2VDU4/
https://www.theolympian.com/news/state/washington/article241888606.html
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_14
April 14, 2020 at 4:24 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers;
FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.   

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

HHS announced five new contracts for ventilator production rated under the Defense
Production Act (DPA), to General Electric, Hill-Rom, Medtronic, ResMed, and
Vyaire, as well as two other contracts for ventilator production, to Hamilton and Zoll.

In total, combined with contracts with General Motors and Philips rated under
the DPA issued last week, HHS has finalized contracts to supply 6,190
ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will provide

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTQuMjAxNDUxOTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZW1hLmdvdi9uZXdzLXJlbGVhc2UvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9mZW1hLWNvdmlkLTE5LXN1cHBseS1jaGFpbi10YXNrLWZvcmNlLXN1cHBseS1jaGFpbi1zdGFiaWxpemF0aW9uIn0.p8C_xzXSv7t9AKm-hXbyD0ZBit-hxbqnmBh3RxOYyG4/br/77399173469-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTQuMjAxNDUxOTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5oaHMuZ292L2Fib3V0L25ld3MvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9oaHMtYW5ub3VuY2VzLXZlbnRpbGF0b3ItY29udHJhY3Qtd2l0aC1nbS11bmRlci1kZWZlbnNlLXByb2R1Y3Rpb24tYWN0Lmh0bWwifQ.zRF_11FVQf9pe15V1HrHdXiY6V2xN8t3UQ_36oVpYco/br/77399173469-l
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a total of 137,431 ventilators by the end of 2020.
The thousands of ventilators delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile
starting this month, continuing through the spring and summer, will provide
more capacity to respond to the pandemic as it evolves.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

On April 13, The Department of Homeland Security and FEMA announced the
funding notice for an additional $100 million in supplemental Emergency
Management Performance Grant Program funds.

The money is available to all 56 states and territories as part of the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. All applications must be
submitted on Grants.gov by April 28.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

FEMA issued guidance on the framework, policy details and requirements for
determining the eligibility for FEMA reimbursement of states purchasing and
distributing food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have access to
food as a result of COVID-19 and to protect the public from the spread of the virus.

State, local, tribal, and territorial governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants under emergency
and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private
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organizations, including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to
purchase and distribute food when necessary as an emergency protective
measure in response to the pandemic.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding eligibility requirements for expenses incurred from the purchasing and distribution of
food relating to COVID-19 response operations.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Purchase and
Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance 
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary as an emergency
protective measure to provide food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have
access to food and to protect the public from the spread of the virus. On April 11, 2020,
FEMA issued a new policy that addresses the purchase and distribution of food eligible for
Public Assistance funding under emergency and major disaster declarations for the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants for assistance related to the
purchase and distribution of food.  

SLTT applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and distribute
food when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. In these cases, Public Assistance funding is provided to the legally responsible
government entity, which would then reimburse the private organization for services under
the agreement or contract.

All costs must be reasonable and are subject to standard Public Assistance program
eligibility and other federal requirements, as well as the prevailing cost-share requirement
for the respective COVID-19 emergency or major disaster declaration. 
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This form of assistance is time-limited with additional information outlined in the policy.

FEMA will engage with interagency partners, including the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, to ensure this assistance does not duplicate other
available assistance.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E
(DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Lee, Tara (GOV), Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
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Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa?on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informa?on	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136

ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
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Holt, Brett
FEMA Region 10 Private Sector COVID-19 Update for April 24
April 24, 2020 at 1:29 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA	REGION	10	PRIVATE	SECTOR	COVID-19	UPDATE
APRIL	24,	2020

	

Good	Morning	Region	10	Partners

	

The	FEMA	Na=onal	Business	EOC	call	will	be	today	at	12pm	PST.	Details	below	in	the	mee=ng	sec=on.	We’ve

included	updates	about	dashboards,	messages,	state	re-opening	plans,	and	calls.

	

Con=nue	to	contact	me	for	ques=ons,	comments,	or	be	added	to	the	distribu=on	list.	Feel	free	to	distribute.

	

Updates	noted	in	blue.
	

FEMA	Fact	Sheets/Messages
Fact	Sheet:	Coronavirus	Pandemic:	AddiKonal	$100	million	available	to	Firefighters	[see	aOached]

Fire	service	organiza=ons	na=onwide	with	membership	on	the	front	lines	in	the	fight	against	the

coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic	will	soon	be	able	to	apply	for	a	share	of	$100	million	in	funding	to

purchase	personal	protec=ve	equipment	and	supplies.	The	funding	is	part	of	the	Coronavirus	Aid	Relief	and

Economic	Security	(CARES)	Act	through	FEMA	Assistance	for	Firefighters	Grant	Program	(AFGP).

FEMA	will	begin	accep=ng	applica=ons	for	the	Fiscal	Year	2020	Assistance	to	Firefighters	Grant	-	COVID-19

Supplemental	Program	(AFG-S)	on	Tuesday,	April	28.	The	deadline	for	applica=ons	is	May	15.	AFG-S

provides	direct	financial	assistance	to	eligible	fire	departments,	nonaffiliated	emergency	medical	service

organiza=ons	and	state	fire	training	academies.	Those	who	would	like	to	start	planning	their	applica=on

before	the	applica=on	period	can	access	the	No=ce	of	Funding	Opportunity	and	technical	assistance	tools

on	the	FEMA	website.	The	online	AFG-S	Grant	Program	applica=on	is	available	through	the	AFGP	FEMA

Grants	Outcomes	(GO)	applica=on	portal.

	
Fact	Sheet:	FEMA	ImplementaKon	of	AllocaKon	Order	on	Exports	of	Scarce	PPE	and	NoKce	on	ExempKons

•        FEMA	published	a	Temporary	Final	Rule	and	subsequent	no=ce	in	the	Federal	Register	on	April	10	and

April	17,	2020,	outlining	implementa=on	of	the	President’s	Memorandum,	“Alloca=ng	Certain	Scarce	or

Threatened	Health	and	Medical	Resource	to	Domes=c	Use.”	The	Temporary	Final	Rule	is	an	alloca=on

order	issued	by	the	FEMA	Administrator	to	review	exports	of	five	types	of	Personal	Protec=ve	Equipment

(PPE),	also	referred	to	as	“covered	materials,”	needed	to	respond	to	the	coronavirus	(COVID-19)

pandemic.		The	second	no=ce	provides	guidance	on	the	implementa=on	of	the	alloca=on	order	and

includes	several	types	of	shipments	that	will	generally	be	exempted	from	hold	by	U.S.	Customs	and	Border

Protec=on	(CBP).

	

Follow	FEMA	Region	10
Twieer:	@FEMARegion10

LinkedIn:	FEMA	Region	10

	

Trends	and	Analysis
NaKonal	Business	Emergency	OperaKons	Center	(NBEOC)	Snapshot	(see	aOached)
The	NBEOC	produces	a	daily	Snapshot	on	business	and	industry	domes=c	supply	chains.	You	can	find	these

each	morning	on	the	NBEOC	Dashboard	in	the	‘Snapshot’	pod.	I	aeached	today’s	Snapshot	for	your	review.

	
Key	Highlights	for	April	24

Jobless	claims	for	the	week	ending	April	18
th
	was	4.4	million.

Analysts	suggest	that	unemployment	could	exceed	32.1%	in	the	second	quarter	with	Gross	Domes=c

Product	expected	to	drop	by	30-50%

More	meat	and	slaughter	plant	closures	are	increasing	vola=lity	in	food	markets	with	significant	regional

and	na=onal	implica=ons	for	animal	protein	supply.

With	recent	Tyson	closures,	about	18%	of	hog	slaughtering	capacity	is	off-line.

mailto:Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/welcome-assistance-firefighters-grant-program
https://go.fema.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/22/fema-implementation-allocation-order-exports-scarce-ppe-and-notice
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/memorandum-allocating-certain-scarce-threatened-health-medical-resources-domestic-use/
https://twitter.com/FEMARegion10
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fema-region-10
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc


	

Google	Mobility	Reports	(updated)
Google	is	producing	Public	Community	Mobility	Reports.		The	reports	chart	movement	trends	over	=me	across	the

US	and	the	world,	so	you	can	see	how	movement	has	changed	at	retail,	parks,	workplaces,	grocery	stores	and	the

like	in	your	state	during	the	pandemic;	down	in	some	instances	to	the	county	level.	Below	are	links	to	current

reports	for	Region	10	states	(unsure	on	frequency	of	change).

Alaska	(updated	4/11)

Idaho	(updated	4/11)

Oregon	(updated	4/11)

Washington	(updated	4/11)

	

Data	dashboard:	How	coronavirus	/	COVID-19	is	impacKng	local	business	revenue	across	the	U.S.
•        Tracking	the	impact	of	coronavirus	on	revenue	at	small,	local	businesses	across	the	country.

	

PPE	Exchange

The	Private	Sector	PPE	Exchange	Dashboard	is	now	live.

	

The	PPE	Exchange	is	a	simple	to	use	Dashboard	to	connect	private	sector	sellers	with	private	sector	buyers.	The

users	enter	their	own	informa=on	and	update	as	needed.

	

PPE	(focus	is	on	these	products)

N95	Masks

Surgical	Masks

Non-surgical	Masks

Gloves

Gowns

Boo=es

	

It's	Simple	to	Connect
1.	 Log-in	with	your	name	and	company	on	the	dashboard

2.	 Follow	instruc=ons	on	comple=ng	either	the	need	or	sell	sec=on.

3.	 Contact	individuals	via	their	provided	contact	informa=on.

4.	 When	you	log	out	of	the	Dashboard,	your	informa=on	remains,	but	no	one	can	connect	with	you	in	the

Dashboard.	Providing	your	contact	informa=on	is	important.

5.	 The	dashboard	clears	each	weekend	to	ensure	informa=on	is	up-to-date

	

FEMA	does	not	endorse	any	vendors.	This	dashboard	is	not	for	government	contrac=ng.

	

Alaska
Private	Sector	Lead
Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	&	Emergency	Management

Tom	Koloski,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	III,	thomas.koloski@alaska.gov

James	Benzschawel,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	II,	james.benzschawel@alaska.gov

	

Alaska	COVID	InformaKon
Alaska	COVID-19	(updated)

	

Alaska	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon
English

https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Alaska_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Idaho_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Oregon_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Washington_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.womply.com/blog/data-dashboard-how-coronavirus-covid-19-is-impacting-local-business-revenue-across-the-u-s/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange
mailto:thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
mailto:james.benzschawel@alaska.gov
https://covid19.alaska.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/09/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-state-alaska


	
Alaska	Reopening	Plan

Phase	one	of	Alaska's	reopening	plan	will	start	April	24th.

	
Governor	of	Alaska	Health	Mandates

Visit	this	page	for	the	latest	on	restric=on	in	Alaska.

Health	Mandate	017:	ProtecKve	Measures	for	Independent	Commercial	Fishing	Vessels	(April	23)
List	of	Cri=cal	Infrastructure	Workforce	–	updated	10	April	(see	aeachment)

Alaska	Cri=cal	Industries	COVID-19	Community/Workforce	Protec=ve	Plans	–	change	in	nomenclature.

Previously	known	as	“Worker	Mi=ga=on	Plans”;	Instruc=ons	for	developing	plans	posted	last	week.	Posted

to	linked	website.

	

Alaska	COVID-19	Response	Fund
The	fund	supports	nonprofits	that	provide	cri=cal	services	to	communi=es	and	individuals	throughout

Alaska	whose	lives	have	been	devasta=ngly	impacted	by	recent	events.

	

Idaho
Private	Sector	Lead
Idaho	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Jon	Hanian,	Public-Private	Partnerships	Program	Manager,	jhanian@imd.idaho.gov

	
Idaho	COVID	InformaKon

Idaho	COVID-19

Idaho	Covid-19	Current	Sta=s=cs

	

Idaho	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon
English

Spanish

	

Idaho	Reopening	Plan
Idaho	Rebounds:	Our	Path	to	Prosperity

	

Idaho	Stay	at	Home	InformaKon	(updated)
Amended	Statewide	Stay-at-Home	Order

Addi=onal	Guidance	on	Statewide	Stay-at-Home	Order

FAQ

Essen=al	Services

	

Idaho	Offers	of	PPE	and	other	Products
State	website

	
Idaho	PPE	Exchange

The	site	connects	local	Idaho	companies	with	local	Idaho	needs.

	
Unemployment	issues	related	to	COVID	19

Idaho	Department	of	Labor

	

Governor’s	Working	Group	on	COVID	19
heps://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/

	

Oregon
Private	Sector	Lead
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Sonya	McCormick,	Public-Private	Partnership	Manager,	sonya.mccormick@state.or.us

	
Oregon	COVID	InformaKon

Oregon	Health	Authority	COVID

Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management	COVID	Dashboard

Business	Oregon		

	

Oregon	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon

https://covid19.alaska.gov/reopen/
https://gov.alaska.gov/home/covid19-healthmandates/
https://gov.alaska.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/COVID-MANDATE-017-Appendix-01-Protective-Plan-for-Independent-Commercial-Fish.pdf
https://gov.alaska.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/03232020-COVID-19-Health-Mandate-010-Attachment-A.pdf
https://ready.alaska.gov/Covid19-WorkerMitigationPlan
https://alaskacf.org/blog/grants/alaska-covid-19-response-fund-rapid-response-grants/
mailto:jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/
https://public.tableau.com/profile/idaho.division.of.public.health%23!/vizhome/DPHIdahoCOVID-19Dashboard_V2/Story1
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/09/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-state-idaho
https://www.fema.gov/node/359195
https://rebound.idaho.gov/stages-of-reopening/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/04/amended-statewide-stay-home-order_041520.pdf
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/additional-guidance-statewide-stay-home-order/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/frequently-asked-questions-on-statewide-stay-home-order/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/essential-services/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/how-to-help/
https://www.idahoppeexchange.com/
https://labor.idaho.gov/dnn
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/
mailto:sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
http://healthoregon.org/coronavirus
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/fff9f83827c5461583cd014fdf4587de
http://www.oregon4biz.com/Coronavirus-Information/


English

Spanish

	
Oregon	Shelter	in	Place	ExecuKve	Order

Execu=ve	Order	(updated	link)

	

Oregon	Offers	of	PPE,	DonaKons
Dona=ons	and	PPE	sales	in	Oregon

	

Washington
Private	Sector	Lead
Washington	Emergency	Management	Division

Taylor	Hennessee,	Private	Sector	-	Infrastructure	Program	Manager,	Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov

	

Washington	COVID	InformaKon
Washington	COVID-19

	

Washington	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon
English

Spanish

	

Washington	Recovery	Plan
Recovery	Plan

	

Washington	Shelter	in	Place
Governor	Inslee	Execu=ve	Order

List	of	Cri=cal	Industries
	
Washington	Offers	of	PPE	and	DonaKons

Offers	of	PPE	and	dona=ons	in	Washington

IT	Offers	of	Support
	
Business	Response	Center

The	state	Economic	Resiliency	Team	(ERT)	has	started	a	Business	Response	Center	to	answer	general

business	inquiries	around	financial	help	or	other	business	assistance	during	the	COVID-19	outbreak.

Businesses	with	ques=ons	can	fill	out	a	form	on	coronavirus.wa.gov,	a	one-stop	portal	to	get	informa=on

related	to	COVID-19.
	
AssociaKon	of	Washington	Business	Weekly	Webinar	Series

All	businesses	are	welcome	to	aeend	AWB’s	weekly	COVID-19	Employer	Resources	Webinar	Series	on

Mondays.	In	addi=on,	the	ERT	has	started	a	weekly	call	on	Fridays	with	key	stakeholders	statewide	in

collabora=on	with	the	Associa=on	of	Washington	Business.
	
EssenKal	Business	Inquiries

•        If	you're	a	worker	or	a	business	representa=ve	wan=ng	to	know	if	your	business	category	can	be

included	in	this	list	or	you	need	clarifica=on	whether	your	business	is	on	the	list,	fill	out	the	form.

	
Business	Signage	and	Other	Messaging
In	conjunc=on	with	Washington’s	Spread	the	Facts	campaign,	Washington	has	resources	for	businesses	on	their

site	coronavirus.wa.gov:

Business	Signage	Toolkit:

“What	does	six	feet	look	like?”

Help	keep	Grocery	store	staff	and	customers	safe

“We	offer	delivery”

“We	offer	pickup”

Product	Limit	sign	

Customer	Capacity	Limit	sign	

Hand-washing	signs	for	the	public	and	food	workers	available	in	mul=ple	languages.

Coronavirus	FAQ	Infographics

Color

https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/29/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-oregon
https://www.fema.gov/node/358431
https://govstatus.egov.com/or-covid-19
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/3e02947d6e4a46559997feeac473fba6
mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/22/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-washington
https://www.fema.gov/es/news-release/2020/03/22/presidente-donald-j-trump-aprueba-declaracion-de-desastre-mayor-para-el
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/Washington's%20Recovery%20Plan%20.pdf
https://medium.com/wagovernor/inslee-announces-stay-home-stay-healthy-order-4891a7511f5e
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-03/EssentialCriticalInfrastructureWorkers.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/how-you-can-help/personal-protective-equipment
https://stofwadeptofenterpriseservices.formstack.com/forms/covid19_it_solutions
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/2562f1caf5814c46a6bf163762263aa5
https://www.awb.org/1/?cid=741
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b848f95774d610c9708
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/business-workers/business-signage-toolkit
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Social%20Distance%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Help%20keep%20yourself%20and%20employees%20safe%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Delivery.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Pickup.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20product%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Food/FoodWorkerandIndustry/HandWashingSigns
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-color


Grayscale

Agriculture	Industry	Guidance
English

Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Preven=on	in	Agriculture	and	Related	Industries

Food	Processing-Warehouse	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Fact	Sheet	

	
Spanish

Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Preven=on	in	Agriculture	and	Related	Industries,	Spanish

Food	Processing-Warehouse	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Fact	Sheet,	Spanish

	

FEMA	and	CDC	Resources
FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	(updated)

Visit	the	FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	page	for	News	Releases,	Media	Gallery,	Rumors,	FAQ,	How	to	Help,

and	Best	Prac=ces.

	
Ready.gov

Ready.gov	provides	a	Coronavirus	Toolkit,	Business	Con=nuity	Planning,	Pandemic	informa=on,	and	more

updated	informa=on	to	prepare	your	family	and	business.

	

Center	for	Disease	Control	and	PrevenKon	(CDC)
Business	and	Employer	Resources	

Communica=on	Resources

	

NaKonal	and	Regional	Calls
Western	Regional	Public/Private	CoordinaKon	Group	Call

Every	Thursday

1:15pm	-2:15pm	PT

(888)	270-9936	#1237645

heps://fema.connectsolu=ons.com/wrppcg

	
FEMA	NBEOC	Bi-Weekly	Calls

Calls	are	every	Monday	and	Friday

12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET

Dial-In:	1-800-619-3427	#2725748

heps://fema.connectsolu=ons.com/nbeoc

	

CISA	ESF	14	Cross-Sector	Business	and	Infrastructure	Bi-Weekly	Calls
Calls	are	every	Tuesday	and	Thursday

12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET

Dial-In	#:	1-800-593-7177,	#7963614

	
CDC	Private	Sector	Call:	Update	on	the	Coronavirus	Disease	2019	(COVID-19)	Response	

Monday,	April	27,	2020

1pm	PT/4pm	ET

Register	in	advance

	

Personal	ProtecKve	Equipment	(PPE)
PPE	Exchange-	Need	PPE?	Selling	PPE?

•        This	dashboard	offers	a	place	for	private	sector	buyers	and	private	sector	sellers	to	connect	with

each	other.	The	focus	is	on	PPE,	as	this	is	the	important	need	right	now.	The	dashboard	is	not	for

government	contrac=ng.

	

DisKlleries	Producing	Hand	SaniKzer	and	Disinfectant
Visit	the	American	Crax	Spirits	Associa=on	for	a	list	of	dis=lleries	that	are	making	hand	sani=zers	and

disinfectant	spray	products

	

Doing	Business	with	the	Federal	Government
Interested	in	selling	or	donaKng	medical	supplies	to	FEMA?

Visit	our	How	To	Help	site	to	learn	more	about	selling	supplies,	dona=ng,	or	producing	a	product	related	to

https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-black-and-white
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-165-000.pdf
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-166-000.pdf
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-165-999.pdf
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-166-999.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/
https://www.ready.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/businesses-employers.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/communication/index.html
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/wrppcg
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
http://www.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_gFWVIL4hTWGQCdw9YJ-zIA
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange/
https://americancraftspirits.org/covid-19/distilleries-producing-hand-sanitizer-and-disinfectant/
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help


the	COVID	response.	

	
Department	of	Homeland	Security	(DHS)	Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Hospital
Support	Services	Market	Research

On	behalf	of	the	Department	of	Homeland	Security	(DHS)	Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

(FEMA),	GSA	is	conduc=ng	market	research	to	determine	capabili=es	for	Hospital	Support	Services.	

The	market	research	collected	as	a	result	of	this	Request	for	Informa=on	(RFI)	will	support	a	solu=on

for	the	states	of	Washington,	Oregon,	Idaho,	and	Alaska.		

	
GSA	Looking	for	Vendors

•       On	behalf	of	FEMA,	GSA	is	conduc=ng	market	research	to	understand	the	capabili=es	related	to	bedding,

hygiene,	DME,	office	supplies,	and	facili=es	commodi=es	related	to	the	US	Government	COVID-19

pandemic	response.	Visit	their	site	to	learn	more.

	
US	Army	Corps	of	Engineers	Looking	for	Vendors

•        Vendors	with	the	ability	to	perform	or	supply	items	1,	2	and	3	below	are	requested	to	send	capabili=es

statements	to	our	dedicated	COVID-19	Contrac=ng	mailbox:	COVIDContrac=ng@usace.army.mil.	Visit	their

site	to	learn	more.

1.	"Build-out"	or	retrofit	of	exis=ng	space	(arenas,	conven=on	centers,	dormitories,	hotels,	or

other	facili=es)	into	alternate	care	facili=es

2.	Field	Medical	Units

3.	Temporary	Medical	Enclosures

	

Frauds,	Scams,	and	Rumors
FEMA	Rumor	Control

The	purpose	of	this	FEMA	page	is	to	help	the	public	dis=nguish	between	rumors	and	facts	regarding	the

response	to	coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic.

	
Fraud	&	Scam	ProtecKon

The	Department	of	Jus=ce	is	remaining	vigilant	in	detec=ng,	inves=ga=ng,	and	prosecu=ng	wrongdoing

related	to	the	crisis.	Find	out	how	you	can	protect	yourself	and	helpful	resources	on	DOJ’s	Coronavirus

Fraud	Preven=on	website.	The	Federal	Trade	Commission	has	also	established	a	website	with	helpful

informa=on	to	help	consumers	avoid	coronavirus-related	scams.

	
Fraudulent	COVID-19	Products

The	FDA	is	asking	people	to	report	fraudulent	products	to	FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov

	

Washington	Spread	the	Facts
Rumor	control	page

	

Imports/Exports
U.S.	Food	and	Drug	AdministraKon	Resources

Shipment	of	COVID-19	supplies	held-up	at	a	port-of-entry?	Visit	this	site	for	assistance.

	

U.S.	Customs	and	Border	Patrol
To	facilitate	entry	of	products,	the	company	that	is	impor=ng	the	product	needs	to	secure	a	licensed

customs	broker.

This	is	especially	true	for	“biological	importa=ons”	heps://www.cbp.gov/trade/basic-import-

export/what-you-need-know-impor=ng-biological-materials-united-states

If	there	are	specific	issues	at	the	port	of	entry,	they	can	contact	the	port	directly	and/or	hire	a	customs

broker:	heps://www.cbp.gov/contact/ports.

	

LEP/ASL	Resources
COVID-19	Materials	in	Spanish

FEMA:	Coronavirus	page	in	Spanish	

https://feedback.gsa.gov/jfe/form/SV_bjG8SI1PdfTEIWp
https://feedback.gsa.gov/jfe/form/SV_cTGW6JMlo2iEFxz
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil
https://www.usace.army.mil/Business-With-Us/Contracting/
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Build-out/Retrofit%20of%20existing%20space
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Field%20Medical%20Units
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Temporary%20Medical%20Enclosures
https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control
https://www.justice.gov/coronavirus
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/features/coronavirus-scams-what-ftc-doing
mailto:FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts?fbclid=IwAR0Np0tOo749fyw1GY1bWEM0fOitum2edeq4yQEhO6zp-ykLkZUwDJv-2PI
https://www.fda.gov/industry/import-program-food-and-drug-administration-fda/importing-covid-19-supplies
https://www.cbp.gov/trade/basic-import-export/what-you-need-know-importing-biological-materials-united-states
https://www.cbp.gov/contact/ports
https://www.fema.gov/es/coronavirus


CDC’s	website	and	communica=ons	resources	can	be	found	here	in	Spanish.

	
Alaska	MulKlingual	Resources

Resources	from	the	Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	and	Emergency	Management

	
General	Resources	to	Support	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing

Idaho	Council	for	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing

FCC	Gives	Video	Relay	Service	Providers	Flexibility	to	Hire	Addi=onal	ASL	Interpreters	During	Pandemic

Na=onal	Associa=on	for	the	Deaf

OHSU	People	with	Disabili=es	Resource	Page

Tips	focused	on	the	needs	of	deaf	and	hard	of	hearing	par=cipants	in	virtual	workplace	mee=ngs

	
ASL/CapKoned	COVID-19	EducaKonal	Videos
Washington	Department	of	Health	has	released	a	series	of	eight	ASL/cap=oned	educa=onal	videos	about

the	COVID-19	pandemic	and	includes	informa=on	on	how	to	protect	yourself	and	prevent	the	spread	of	the

virus.	Here	are	the	YouTube	lis=ngs	available	now.	
Playlist

Introduc=on

What	is	COVID-19?

How	Does	COVID-19	Spread?

COVID-19	Symptoms

What	to	Do	If	You	Are	Sick

Preven=on	&	Treatment	of	COVID-19

S=gma	&	COVID-19

What	Can	You	Do	About	COVID-19?

What	is	Social	Distancing?

	

Unemployment	and	Business	Support
USDA’s	COVID-19	Federal	Rural	Resource	Guide	Lists	Federal	Programs	That	Can	Help	Rural	CommuniKes,
OrganizaKons	and	Residents	Impacted	by	COVID-19	

The	COVID-19	Federal	Rural	Resource	Guide	(PDF,	349	KB)	is	a	first-of-its-kind	resource	to	assist	farmers,

ranchers,	producers,	rural	communi=es,	and	rural-based	businesses	and	organiza=ons	impacted	by	the

COVID-19	pandemic.

	
Small	Business	AdministraKon	Disaster	Loan	Program

For	more	informa=on	about	SBA	resources	for	small	businesses	impacted	by	COVID-19	–	including	the

Paycheck	Protec=on	Program,	Economic	Injury	Disaster	Loan	Advance,	SBA	Loan	Debt	Relief	and	more	–

	visit	www.sba.gov/coronavirus.	

	

Department	of	Labor	Dislocated	Worker	Grant	Program
More	informa=on	on	Dislocated	Workers	Grants

For	more	informa=on	on	DWG	types,	including	those	for	disasters	and	major	layoffs

For	more	informa=on	on	how	to	apply	for	a	DWG

	
Resources	for	Workers	Impacted	by	Coronavirus	Layoffs	and	Lost	Wages

A	guide	to	help	the	public	prepare	and	bounce	back	from	these	unexpected	circumstances.

	
CARES	Act
The	CARES	Act’s	Paycheck	Protec2on	Program	authorizes	up	to	$349	billion	for	small	businesses	to	be	applies

towards	job	reten=on	and	certain	other	expenses.	Small	businesses	and	eligible	non-profit	organiza=ons,	Veterans

organiza=ons,	and	Tribal	businesses	described	in	the	Small	Business	Act,	as	well	as	individuals	who	are	self-

employed	or	are	independent	contractors,	are	eligible	if	they	also	meet	program	size	standards.

·         For	a	top-line	overview	of	the	program:	Click	Here

·         If	you	are	a	lender:	Click	Here
·         If	you	are	a	borrower:	Click	Here
·         For	the	applica=on	for	borrowers:	Click	Here

	

CriKcal	Industry	Resources
Safe	Work	Playbook
The	manual	covers	a	wide	range	of	topics,	including:

•           Step-by-step	guides	for	sezng	up	a	pandemic	response	team

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq-sp.html
https://covid19.alaska.gov/unified-command/multi-lingual-resources/
https://cdhh.idaho.gov/coronavirus/
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-363518A1.pdf
https://www.nad.org/2020/03/12/coronavirus/
https://www.ohsu.edu/university-center-excellence-development-disability/covid-19-resources-people-disabilities
https://www.deafhhtech.org/rerc/accessible-virtual-meeting-tips/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL82Z-swK0-4njl9qWjAoNY1HKbWndlq4i
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX3JnbLodRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XM40f6Q_kE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0MVC3PtxxE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJJqmtx9_co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzumK5zimY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoNZB2yox6c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zWS7Xj26J0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BnEfqfvucY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYcL6NN-KcI
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTMuMjAwNzA0MDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5yZC51c2RhLmdvdi9zaXRlcy9kZWZhdWx0L2ZpbGVzL1VTREFfQ09WSUQtMTlfRmVkX1J1cmFsX1Jlc291cmNlX0d1a
http://www.sba.gov/coronavirus
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers/grants
https://www.doleta.gov/grants/application_howto.cfm
https://www.moneygeek.com/financial-planning/coronavirus-lost-wage-resources/
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20--%20Overview.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20Lender%20Information%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP--Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Paycheck-Protection-Program-Application-3-30-2020-v3.pdf
https://www.lear.com/Site/Company/Safe-Work-Playbook.aspx


•           Cleaning	and	disinfec=on	procedures

•           Staggering	shixs	and	lunch	breaks	and	other	social	distancing	strategies

•           On-site	health	screening

•           Protocols	for	isola=ng	employees	who	become	ill	at	work

FDA	Provides	Flexibility	to	the	Food	Industry	to	Support	Food	Supply	Chain	and	Meet	Consumer	Demand
During	COVID-19

The	FDA	has	issued	temporary	guidance	that	provides	flexibility	to	various	segments	of	the	food	industry—

restaurants,	food	manufacturers,	producers	and	retail	establishments—to	help	support	the	food	supply

chain	and	meet	consumer	demand	in	this	=me	of	crisis.

	
CriKcal	Infrastructure	OperaKons	Centers	and	Control	Rooms	Guide	for	Pandemic	Response

•        This	document	provides	considera=ons	and	mi=ga=on	measures	for	opera=ons	centers	and	control	rooms.

	
Grocery	Store	Signage	from	the	Portland	Bureau	of	Emergency	Management
·         Unbranded	Coronavirus	Guidance	poster	available	for	anyone	to	use.

	
Washington	Food	Industry	AssociaKon

Local	resources	to	support	the	food	industry	during	COVID-19	response.

	
Food	Industry	AssociaKon	COVID-19	Business	SoluKons	and	Resources

The	Food	Industry	Associa=on	are	providing	a	few	resources	to	support	grocers.

	

FDA	Resources	on	Food
Best	Prac=ces	for	Retail	Food	Stores,	Restaurants,	and	Food	Pick-Up/Delivery	Services	During	the	COVID-19

Pandemic

FDA’s	Perspec=ve	on	Food	Safety	and	Availability	during	and	beyond	COVID-19

Shopping	for	Food	during	the	COVID-19	Pandemic	Informa=on	for	Consumers

	

CISA:	IdenKfying	CriKcal	Infrastructure	During	COVID-19
CISA	releases	Version	3.0	of	the	Essen=al	Cri=cal	Infrastructure	Worker	Guidance.	Spanish	version	available.
Visit	this	page	for	addi=onal	CISA	updated	informa=on.

	

Centralized	Dashboards/Pages	of	InformaKon
ALAN	Supply	Chain	Intelligence	Center

An	interac=ve	map	to	monitor	the	real-=me	status	of	roads,	ports	and	airports	in	disaster-impacted	areas	–	and	to	find	out

the	latest	policy	changes	at	the	na=onal,	state,	local	and	county	levels.

	
All	Hazard	ConsorKum

The	AHC	created	a	COVID-19	site	to	help	track	government	informa=on	and	documents	related	to

commercial	resource	movements.

	
Census	Bureau	COVID-19	Data	Hub

Interac=ve	data	hub	that	centralizes	already-released	data	from	the	American	Community	Survey	and

the	County	Business	Paeerns	program	to	facilitate	users’	access	to	data	useful	in	pandemic-related	decision

making.

	
CISA	Region	10	COVID-19	Dashboard

CISA	Region	10	created	this	public	dashboard	for	pos=ng	informa=on.	Visit	at

heps://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/

	
ESRI	-	Impact	Planning	for	COVID-19

Dashboard	provides	by	county	several	data	points	around	COVID-19.

	
Healthcare	Ready

This	page	provides	informa=on	for	the	healthcare	and	public	health	community.

	
FEMA	NaKonal	Business	Emergency	OperaKons	Center	(NBEOC)

NBEOC	Dashboard:	heps://fema.connectsolu=ons.com/nbeoc

Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

	
State	ExecuKve	Orders	by	State

https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices/fda-provides-flexibility-food-industry-support-food-supply-chain-and-meet-consumer-demand-during
https://www.cisa.gov/publication/critical-infrastructure-operation-centers-and-control-rooms-guide-pandemic-response
http://www.publicalerts.org/covid-19
http://www.wa-food-ind.org/Covid-19/
https://www.fmi.org/food-safety/coronavirus
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/best-practices-retail-food-stores-restaurants-and-food-pick-updelivery-services-during-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/food/conversations-experts-food-topics/fdas-perspective-food-safety-and-availability-during-and-beyond-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/shopping-food-during-covid-19-pandemic-information-consumers
https://www.cisa.gov/publication/guidance-essential-critical-infrastructure-workforce
https://www.cisa.gov/identifying-critical-infrastructure-during-covid-19
https://www.alanaid.org/resources/
https://ahc-covid19-ahc.hub.arcgis.com/
https://covid19.census.gov/
https://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html%23/dc74772707d94db9a7d24d30ffdcf36c
https://healthcareready.org/covid19/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc


The	Council	of	State	Governments	created	this	page	to	track	Execu=ve	Orders	implemented	as	a	result	of

COVID-19.	It	is	mostly	up-to-date.

	

Thomas	Coronavirus	Resource	Hub	for	Manufacturing
Resource	hub	for	manufacturing	companies.

	

U.S.	Chamber	of	Commerce	EssenKal	Worker	Tracker
The	Chamber	is	ac=vely	monitoring	and	tracking	these	announcements	for	each	state.

	
Western	Regional	Public	/	Private	CoordinaKon	Group

Dashboard

Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

	

	

	

Businesses	with	loca=ons	in	other	FEMA	regions	can	reach	out	to	me	for	those	specific	Private	Sector	Liaison	contacts.	I’m	welcome

to	connect	you.

	

Best.

	

Bree	Holt

Private	Sector	Liaison	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs

Bothell,	WA

Mobile:	(425)	877-8593

bree.holt@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov

	

	
	

	

	

	

https://web.csg.org/covid19/executive-orders/
https://help.thomasnet.com/coronavirus-resource-hub
https://www.uschamber.com/tracking-essential-COVID-19-workers
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/wrppcg/
https://www.fema.gov/regional-contact-information
mailto:brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Social Listening Reports April 12, 2020
April 12, 2020 at 4:46 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	a&ernoon.
	
Happy	Easter	and	Passover.
	
We	are	on	break	from	our	repor9ng	schedule	this	weekend	of	regional	social	listening	in	the	region,	and	will
be	back	at	it	star9ng	tomorrow	morning.	ABached	are	the	na9onal	hot	issues	and	na9onal	social	listening
reports.
	
Below,	you	will	find	the	sec9on	from	the	na9onal	listening	report	on	observa9ons	for	Alaska,	Idaho,	Oregon,
and	Washington.
	

Region	10
Alaska
·        A	recent	plane	crash	inves9ga9on	was	delayed	due	to	COVID-19	concerns,	and	inves9gators	are	

pending	permission	from	supervisors	to	visit	the	crash	site.
Idaho
·        The	Idaho	Na9onal	Guard	has	deployed	45	soldiers	and	airmen	to	assist	overwhelmed	staff	at

food	banks	and	pantries.
·        A	county	chairman	is	asking	the	governor	to	list	loBery	9ckets	as	non-essen9al.	His	county

borders	Utah,	which	bans	gambling	and	does	not	currently	have	a	shelter-in-place	order.	He	is
concerned	that	too	many	people	are	crossing	the	state	border	to	buy	loBery	9ckets.

·        Small	Idaho	businesses	are	repor9ng	to	depend	on	the	Small	Business	Administra9on’s	loans	to
be	able	to	withstand	the	economic	hit	from	COVID-19.

·        The	Coeur	d’Alene	beach	will	remain	open	as	long	as	people	follow	social	distancing	guidelines
on	the	terrain.

·        The	state’s	superintendent	reported	that	schools	might	remain	closed	un9l	there	is	a	vaccine
available	within	12	months.

Oregon
·        Local	media	reported	that	social	distancing	is	working	in	Oregon	as	the	number	of		new

confirmed	posi9ve	cases	give	indica9on	that	social	distancing	prevented	tens	of	thousands	of
cases	ini9ally	projected.

·        The	state’s	self-service	rule	was	extended	through	April	25th	.
·        According	to	the	Oregon	Associa9on	of	Hospitals	and	Health	Systems	some	rural	hospitals	in

Oregon	are	repor9ng	up	to	a	60%	revenue	loss	over	the	past	month	resul9ng	in	layoffs.
·        Dutch	Bros.	Coffee	will	donate	100%	of	its	April	profits	to	First	Responders	First	which	provides

equipment	and	resources	to	medical	workers	on	the	front	lines.	
Washington
·        Local	news	reports	the	isola9on,	quaran9ne	site	at	the	Angel	of	the	Winds	Arena	is	going	largely

unused.	Most	are	glad	to	hear	that	it	has	been	available	but	has	not	been	needed,	a	smaller
number	feel	it	is	a	waste	of	resources.

·        Olympic	Na9onal	Park	has	closed	beaches	and	coastal	areas.	The	Na9onal	Park	Service	will	no9fy
the	public	when	it	resumes	full	opera9ons	at	these	recrea9on	sites	through	the	Olympic
Na9onal	Park	website	and	social	media.

	
	
Thank	you	for	all	of	your	efforts	to	flaBen	(or	crush)	the	curve,	and	help	us	navigate	through	these	challenging
9mes.

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156811700977511
https://www.facebook.com/102831254861/posts/10157540927389862
https://www.facebook.com/idahostatejournal/posts/10157540916629862
https://www.facebook.com/idahostatesman/posts/10158818472902494
https://www.facebook.com/CDAPress/posts/3098305056888569
https://www.facebook.com/spokesmanreview/posts/10156815278271721
https://www.facebook.com/KGWTV8/posts/10157018759935736
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157625543211973
https://www.facebook.com/fox12oregon/posts/10158446504243701
https://www.facebook.com/115458415536/posts/10163335728915537
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3400410036645392
https://www.peninsuladailynews.com/news/olympic-national-park-closes-beaches-coastal-areas/
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_18
April 18, 2020 at 1:27 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 18, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTguMjAzNDIwNjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.nfL9S9DXKX-MnW6-Uy1UIJ_i8T41oqmeBydvijnro0c/br/77588409652-l


resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical
masks, 5.9 million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves,
10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

On April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version
3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local
jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce
while responding to COVID-19.

On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership
with United Health Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

 

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200418 FINAL.pdf
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If you were forwarded this email and would like to be added to future
DHS Intergovernmental Affairs distributions, please register your email address here.
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
RE: TODAY AT 3pm EDT: Background Briefing on Travel Restrictions Related to Coronavirus Spread
To: Hyer, Brian

Thanks	for	adding	me	to	your	list,	Brian!
	

From:	Hyer,	Brian	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	11:42	AM
To:	DHS.IGA	<dhs.iga@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	TODAY	AT	3pm	EDT:	Background	Briefing	on	Travel	RestricUons	Related	to	Coronavirus
Spread
	
State	Homeland	Security	Advisors	and	Federal	Affairs	RepresentaUves,
	
You’re	invited	to	join	the	DHS	Public	Affairs	background	call	below	to	hear	a	background	briefing	on
travel	restricUons	related	to	the	Coronavirus	spread.	If	you’d	like	to	listen	at	3pm	EDT	today,	please	dial
800-582-4096.
	
Brian	Hyer
Director,	State	and	Local	Affairs
Office	of	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security
Cell:	(202)	507-1873
brian.hyer@hq.dhs.gov
	

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Background	Briefing	on	Travel	RestricIons	Related	to	Coronavirus	Spread

March 14, 2020
 
WASHINGTON– Today, the Department of Homeland Security will host a background
press call to focus on the recent travel restrictions put in place to help prevent the spread of
coronavirus in the United States. The call will focus on The Department of Homeland
Security issuing a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, their immediate families, and others exempt from the
restrictions who are returning to the U.S. after recently visiting certain European countries,
China, and Iran.
	
Who:		The Department of Homeland Security 
            U.S. Customs & Border Protection
            Transportation Security Administration

mailto:brian.hyer@hq.dhs.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTQuMTg3Mzk2MTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZWRlcmFscmVnaXN0ZXIuZ292L2RvY3VtZW50cy8yMDIwLzAzLzE2LzIwMjAtMDU1NzgvaGVhbHRoLWFuZC1odW1hbi1zZXJ2aWNlcy0yMDE5LW5vdmVsLWNvcm9uYXZpcnVzLXN1c3BlbnNpb24tb2YtZW50cnktaW50by11cy1hcy1pbW1pZ3JhbnRzLWFuZCJ9.zV5OvITK9NX5jVIhsoiL3WpbiByBWUaOtcfB9tLBK1U/br/76133277080-l


 
Event: Background Press Call
 
Date:		Saturday, March 14, 2020        
 
Time:	3:00 P.M. EDT
 
Dial	in:	800-582-4096
 

 # # #

U.S. Department of Homeland Security · www.dhs.gov · 202-282-8000
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Acting_Secretary_Chad_Wolf_Statement_on_Non-Essential_Travel
April 20, 2020 at 11:37 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

	

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs 

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on Non-Essential Travel

“In close collaboration, the US, Mexico, and Canada have each agreed to extend restrictions
on non-essential travel across their shared borders for 30 additional days. As President
Trump stated last week, border control, travel restrictions and other limitations remain
critical to slowing the spread and allowing the phased opening of the country.” 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Administrator_Gaynor_Sends_Letter_to_Emergency_Managers
March 27, 2020 at 1:31 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the announcement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on COVID-19.  
 

 
 
 
 
March 27, 2020
 
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent
the following letter to emergency managers outlining critical steps to help the nation
respond to COVID-19:
 
Fellow Emergency Managers,
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. I thank you for your tireless efforts
under these unprecedented and very demanding circumstances. 
 
I write to you today as the Administrator of FEMA and a former state and local emergency
manager.  Now more than ever, we must work as a team to deliver locally executed, state-
managed, and federally supported solutions on behalf of the American people.  The best
and the brightest emergency managers, public health officials, private industry partners,
scientists, and medical doctors and nurses are assembling at FEMA Headquarters and in our
regional offices; in your state and local emergency operations centers; and in hospital
operations centers across the country. This is truly a whole-of-nation response.  Rest
assured, the full weight of our Nation is supporting all of us to overcome the pandemic and
I have no doubt that we will be successful in defeating the spread of COVID-19. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov


 
To be successful across the nation – from the smallest town, tribal nation, island, and to the
largest city – we must act decisively and immediately.  Today, many of you are at the center
of the battle, in places like New York, Washington, California, and Louisiana.  Others of
you may only have a few cases.  It is our collective responsibility to do our very best today,
so we can continue to blunt the spread of COVID-19. If you have excess capacity, please
consider using EMAC to offer resources that your peers from around the country may
need. 
 
As the Nation’s lead emergency manager, I want to be completely transparent about our
national response and your responsibility to respond proactively and aggressively.  To that
point, I would like to share seven critical steps that I ask you to immediately consider and
act upon.
 
First, mitigation works.  Ensure you preserve your “force” while maintaining the ability to
respond in a COVID-19 degraded environment without access to the tools typically used in
an emergency or disaster like mutual aid and EMAC.  Ensure that your communities, small
or large embrace mitigation efforts.  Every American has a role to play in defeating
COVID-19, including good hygiene and social distancing. Follow the President’s 15 Days
to Slow the Spread. 
 
Second, integrate all emergency management and public health operations. Identify
and integrate your leading health official into your Emergency Operations Center and
Unified Command Group at every level of government.  You must form a unified
Emergency Management – Public Health Team. Ensure that the entire state political
leadership team understand the emergency management process. All requests to the Federal
government must be formally communicated by the state’s emergency manager to the
FEMA Regional Administrator. This is the same process as natural disasters.
 
Third, collect public, private, and government hospital bed capacity data, if you
haven’t already – total beds, acute care beds, normal occupancy, predicted surge
occupancy.  This data will assist you in crafting requests for high demand, low density
critical resources should the time come that you may need it.  We must use all data
wherever possible to allocate scarce resources, including consideration of population size,
demographics, and vulnerability.
 
Fourth, actively plan to stand-up Alternate Care Sites.  Be creative in identifying
facilities that can support low acuity patients and require a minimal amount of medical
staff, already in short supply.  Consider locations such as convention centers, hotels,
shuttered hospitals, college or university dormitories, or vacant open space in commercial
buildings. Ask your FEMA Regional Administrator to brief you on the US Army Corps of
Engineers “Hotel to Healthcare” initiative.  If you need a plan, here is a link to a plan. 
 
Fifth, maintain situational awareness of ventilators that may be used across your
area.  Check hospitals, acute care sites, outpatient locations, and any other location that
may use these devices, especially those that may be a source for reallocation to an area of
greater need.  Like hospital bed capacity, this data will help you understand what you have
and what you may need, informing your resource management strategy for these high
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demand, low density critical resources should the time come that you may need it. Just as
we are moving resources nationally, you should also be moving resources within your state.
 
Sixth, identify all sources to surge medical professionals. Look for retirees, medical
contract services, nurses, respiratory therapists, medical students, and emergency medical
technicians or local equivalents. You will need them to support the increased hospital surge
and management of patients on ventilators and you should be cataloging and training them
now, as appropriate. 
 
Seventh, manage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) carefully.  We have stood-up
the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force within FEMA with the purpose of increasing the
flow of critical medical supplies such as N95 masks, surgical masks, and ventilators.  We
are using four guiding principles: 1) preserve what we have; 2) locate medical stockpile
around the globe; 3) distribute them to locations most in need; and 4) build capacity in
America through partners with industry.  While some of these strategies will yield near-
term benefits, it must be your highest priority to carefully manage what you have available
to you now.
 
To help you with this, the CDC produced a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Burn Rate
Calculator. This spreadsheet-based model provides information for healthcare facilities to
plan and optimize the use of PPE for response to COVID-19. Similarly, non-healthcare
facilities (e.g., correctional facilities) may find this tool useful for planning and optimizing
PPE use as part of the response to COVID-19. This tool can also be used for planning PPE
use outside the context of COVID-19, where PPE shortages may also occur due to supply
chain issues related to the COVID-19 response (e.g. manufacturing facilities).
 
FEMA will reimburse all eligible expenses for emergency protective measures under the
Stafford Act; however, do not wait for the PPE from the Federal government to show-up.
Take aggressive action now to source your own.  Because of the actions the Administration
and federal government is taking, you will begin to see PPE supplies come online in the
weeks ahead as the commercial distribution chain adapts as well as the quantities of
shipments from the Strategic National Stockpile continue to move.  Continue to be
resourceful, ask the building trades to donate PPE or that they allow you access to their
supplier; and, ask dental and outpatient offices that are closed to donate PPE to local
hospitals and care critical care sites.  And finally, I ask you to review and utilize the
guidance the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force released regarding guidance for PPE.
 
Lastly, some external communication resources that may be helpful:

Best Practices: This page provides a platform for sharing best practices and lessons
learned by the government, private sector, academic institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations to support the whole of community response.
Rumor Control: This page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to COVID-19.
How to Help: This page provides guidance on how to donate critical resources &
supplies; how to do business with FEMA; and, how to volunteer.
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These are unprecedented times and many lives are potentially at stake.  We are doing things
many of us have never imagined, especially at this scale.  As professional emergency
mangers, we are built for this – this is what we do best; coordinate, problem-solve, and act. 
I ask all of you to lead, innovate, and be resourceful. This is a whole of nation response and
I need every emergency manager to be an active participant.
 
We are emergency managers and America needs us at our best.
 
Respectfully,
 
 
Pete Gaynor
Administrator
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 30, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and
COVID-Affected Areas
 
“This response isn’t just about delivering food or supporting COVID test centers. It’s about
protecting our children, parents, and grandparents. Our Nation is looking to the National
Guard to help them and we can’t let them down.” – Air Force Gen. Joseph Lengyel, Chief
of the National Guard Bureau
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
On March 29, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the entire country with an
opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like
staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more
than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people. The
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you
are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
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$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA, for some states’ use of their National Guard forces. The
President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces,
while being federally funded under Title 32.
 
FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning on Sunday, March 29, with
the first delivery of 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies including 130,000 N95
respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 10.3 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Additional flights are contracted
to go to Illinois today and to Ohio tomorrow. FEMA has scheduled additional flights and is
adding more daily.
 
Over the next 48 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (180) and Connecticut (50).
 
Twenty-seven states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
the Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance,
Defense Production Act, CDC Public Guidance, coping with stress, disinformation and
rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
 

# # #
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Davidson, Lisa
RE: WASOC Isolation & Quarantine Coordination Call
March 30, 2020 at 9:39 PM EDT
To: SEOC44@mil.wa.gov, IMT7 Operations (OS/ASPR), Granum,
Nicolas, jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov, Urbas, Gary, Bova, Rebecca, Clayton,
David, matthew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov, DOH-IC2 (DOH), DOH-PSC2 (DOH), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), seoc84
(MIL), McClung, Timothy (DOH), Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), DOH-AreaCommand, DOH-OSC2 (DOH), FEMA-R10-
PA-ESF-COVID19, Chang, Jennifer C NWD, Henderson, John M CIV USARMY CEMVK (USA), Long, Scott W CIV
USARMY CENWS (USA), seoc90@mil.wa.gov, seoc100@mil.wa.gov, Harris, Gary, Lujan, Lewis (MIL), seoc44
(MIL), seoc43 (MIL), frank.schitoskey@doh.wa.gov, seoc.intelsectchief@mil.wa.gov
Cc:  McClain, Stacey, Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH), Stanley, Trevor, DOH-SOFR2 (DOH)

Thank	you	all	for	joining	the	call	today.	Here	is	a	brief	summary	of	the	call	and	some	documents	that
were	provided	to	the	workgroup	previously.
	
Structure:

Tumwater	IMT	will	lead	this	workgroup
First	mee?ng	Wednesday	Morning	at	10am
	

Guidance:
State	DOH	has	provided	this	link	and	the	aFached	guidance:
hFps://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/1600/coronavirus/ConsidsforAssessAndRecLocs.pdf

	
Repor1ng:

Tumwater	IMT	has	access	to	Commerce	data	through	basecamp
First	commerce	requested	reports	due	on	3/31

State	PA	(Gary	Urbas)	will	no?fy	Tumwater	IMT	of	non-congregate	sheltering	approvals	received
through	the	PA	program
Unclear	if	IMT	has	DOH/HHS	ESF8	data	that	was	gathered	last	week	(to	Lisa	for	ac?on)
Repor?ng	structure	needs	to	be	established	to	share	info	in	IAP/SitRep	and	other	leadership	briefs

Loca?on,	capacity,	occupancy,	shorYalls
	
Resources:

Tumwater	IMT	will	iden?fy	logis?cs	support	requests	during	its	data	collec?on
Logis?cs	support	requests	that	cannot	be	filled	by	IMT	will	be	processed	through	WAEMD	RRF
process
IMT	looking	for	demographics	on	homelessness,	vulnerable	popula?ons,	dialysis,	etc.	in	coun?es

	
-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	Davidson,	Lisa	
Sent:	Monday,	March	30,	2020	8:56	AM
To:	Davidson,	Lisa;	SEOC44@mil.wa.gov;	IMT7.ops@hhs.gov;	Granum,	Nicolas;
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov;	tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov;	Urbas,	Gary;	Bova,	Rebecca;	Clayton,
David;	maFhew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov;	DOH-IC2	(DOH);	DOH-PSC2	(DOH);	Davis,	Jerrod	(DOH);
seoc84	(MIL);	McClung,	Timothy	(DOH);	Linares-Hengen,	Travis	(MIL);	DOH-AreaCommand;	DOH-OSC2
(DOH);	FEMA-R10-PA-ESF-COVID19;	Chang,	Jennifer	C	NWD;	Henderson,	John	M	CIV	USARMY	CEMVK
(USA);	Long,	ScoF	W	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA);	seoc90@mil.wa.gov;	seoc100@mil.wa.gov;	Harris,
Gary;	Lujan,	Lewis	(MIL)
Cc:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL);	Schitoskey,	Frank	C	(DOH);	Stanley,	Trevor;	DOH-SOFR2	(DOH)
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Subject:	WASOC	Isola?on	&	Quaran?ne	Coordina?on	Call
When:	Monday,	March	30,	2020	1:00	PM-2:00	PM	(UTC-08:00)	Pacific	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	WAEMD	Human	Services	or	1-800-320-4330	PIN	484048
	
Coordina?on	call	to	establish	informa?on	sharing	and	repor?ng	across	all	lines	of	effort	currently
working	on/approving	isola?on	and	quaran?ne	centers.
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March 30, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four-Pronged Approach to
Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID-19 Fight
	
Closing the gap between what the private sector is able to provide to healthcare end-users and
what is needed for the fight against COVID-19 is a key priority for the White House Coronavirus
Task Force. In support of the task force, FEMA and the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Service created a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight COVID-19 focused task
forces under the National Response Coordination Center (NRCC).  This task force is taking a
whole-of-America approach to address limited supply of critical protective and life-saving
equipment.
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment (PPE), ventilators
and other critical resources requested by states, tribes and territories. By using the structure of
FEMA’s NRCC, the task force is finding and executing solutions to meet urgent demand and
enable the U.S. Government to surge support to COVID-19 “hot spots” as they arise.
 
The strategy is executed through a four-pronged approach: Preservation, Acceleration, Allocation
and Expansion to accelerate and expand the pipeline of medical supplies and equipment.
 
The first prong represents a critical whole of America effort: Preservation of current supplies.
The reuse of PPE can quickly expand the capacity to meet the existing needs. It’s important that
the medical community follows Centers for Disease Control guidelines for the proper use of PPE
including reuse guidance. The task force is in the process of developing and verifying techniques
to clean and recycle PPE.
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Second, Acceleration of industrial manufacturing is required to meet the urgent market demand. 
Manufacturers are ramping up production of critical resources and have extended operating hours
to increase production above their standard levels. A rapid acquisition process by the joint FEMA-
HHS contracting team was established to evaluate and act on solicitations. FEMA is also
expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributers in various
locations across the U.S.
 
Third, Expansion of the industry is also taking place in manufacturing. Manufacturers are
enhancing production capacity with additional machinery or re-tooling assembly lines to produce
new products needed in the fight against the virus. The task force is engaging manufacturers,
distributors and healthcare networks to build the next phase of supply chain stabilization.
 
Fourth, Allocation of critical resources focuses on ensuring the right quantities of supplies get to
the right place, at the right time. Using a data-driven distribution approach that considers demand
and supply ensures resources go where they are most needed. FEMA is focusing allocation of
critical resources to areas experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19 cases with the largest
forecast capacity shortfalls. This approach also considers the at-risk population distribution across
the Nation.
 
To make effective decisions about resources, a National Resource Prioritization Cell was
established to unify government and private industry prioritization recommendations. These
recommendations will further inform federal, state and private sector operations. 
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the right
states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_COVID19DailyBriefingPoints_FINAL_20200413.pdf
ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200413 FINAL.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Community-Based Testing Sites.  
 

 
April 10, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Community-Based Testing
Sites Transition

The Department of Health and Human Services and the FEMA worked with state and local
partners to establish Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) in CDC-prioritized locations
across the country.  The CBTS model was developed for states, local public health
agencies, healthcare systems, and commercial partners as they work together to stop the
spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in their communities, focusing initially on healthcare
facility workers and first responders.

The CBTS model has been a profound success, screening over 84,800 individuals; testing
over 77,000 individuals; and having a COVID positive rate of approximately 20% -
meaning that the CBTS are testing the right individuals at the right time. Since the onset,
we have also led technological advances, such as the validation of nasal self-swabbing,
which has minimized the need for trained health professionals and personal protective
equipment.

As a result of these advances, many states have indicated that they want to fully transition
the CBTS to state control, allowing more flexibility in testing and reporting.  Many states
have already begun transitioning these programs, and other states have implemented testing
sites based on the CBTS model.

Therefore, the federal CBTS Task Force is working with states to clarify whether sites want
to continue as they are now, or transition to full state control.  Under state control, CBTS
sites would still receive technical assistance from the federal government and be able to
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request supplies through the normal FEMA systems.

The CBTS Task Force will continue to work closely with the states and FEMA Regions to
ensure a successful transition and ensure that each state has the flexibility and autonomy to
manage and operate testing sites within he needs of their specific community.

Transition Plan
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the transition process to
ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their CBTS program independently. 
This includes providing each site with enough supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days
after the agreed upon transition date.

Potential advantages of a fully state-managed site include:

The opportunity for the states to better serve their own communities, while
leveraging federal support to augment their state’s success.

The potential to expand patient throughput to >250 per day, use a credentialed
provider of their choice, and route patient samples to a lab of their choice.

The ability to use a locally run call center or the regular state notification processes
for public health results.

Responsibilities
The USPHS Commissioned Corps officers onsite (1-3 per location) will work with the site
manager to plan for and complete the transition checklist and will verify that the site is
ready for transition to the state.  Once the sites are transitioned to the states, each state will
be responsible for:

Assuming responsibility for staffing their sites to ensure quality control, safety,
biohazard waste management, and security;

Assuming responsibility for the credentialed provider to order the labs;

Procuring and managing their own cadre of supplies (e.g., personal protective
equipment, test kits, etc.); requests for continued federal support should be made
through the normal FEMA process;

Contracting for lab testing; and

Managing patient notification process for results, while maintaining patient privacy
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).

After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through their standard
ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the standard Resource Request
Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.

Eligibility for Reimbursement under FEMA’s Public Assistance Program

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTAuMTk5OTg0ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5oaHMuZ292L2hpcGFhL2luZGV4Lmh0bWwifQ._FtrLA68uRRlfNozT1BVZ3u_R019vpnusmuUnmquNnk/br/77263467255-l


States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with running their
sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program.  In general, activities local and state
governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for reimbursement under the Public
Assistance program, subject to a cost share.  Costs should be reasonable and necessary to
address the public health needs of the event and all costs incurred should be documented.
More information on what COVID-19 activities are eligible for reimbursement under the
Public Assistance Program can be found in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Eligible Emergency
Protective Measures fact sheet and the COVID-19 Pandemic: Emergency Medical Care fact
sheet. Information on how to apply is available in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Public
Assistance Simplified Application fact sheet.  More information on contracting and
procurement can be found in the Procurement Under Grants: Under Exigent or Emergency
Circumstances fact sheet.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_CBTS Transition_20200409.pdf
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
RE: Question about Q and I team in Shoreline
To: Rice, Toby
Cc:  Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Davidson, Lisa

I’m	not	sure	who	is	running	the	process	at	Shoreline,	however;	it	is	a	DOH	facility.
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	
From:	Rice,	Toby	<Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:00	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Zimmerman,	Ma`hew	S	(DOH)	<ma`hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Quesdon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
Jim,
	
Ma`	and	I	were	hoping	to	clarify	if	the	team	in	Shoreline	working	on	Q	and	I	is	Health	Care	Authority
(HCA).		If	so,	Ma`	said	DOH	has	no	authority	over	them.		Regardless,	I	know	Stacey	intends	for	them	to
be	plugged	in	with	Lisa’s	taskforce.		Any	chance	they	can	be	invited	to	the	1100	TF	kickoff	meedng?
	
Thank	you,
	
Toby	Rice
Operadons	Branch	Director
Mobile:	225-892-8090
_________________________________
Operadons	Cadre	|	Response	Directorate	|	FEMA	|	DHS
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Stakeholder_Advisory:_State-Managed,_Fe derally-Supported_COVID-19_Response_Continues
March 24, 2020 at 12:13 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 24, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000
National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response efforts.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster declarations to
assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours.
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater
than Washington. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have
been selected. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and Human Services and
the state of New York to complete the construction of a 1,000-bed medical station at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care for patients with special health
needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities and can be tailored to
meet local requirements.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including
support for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites
(CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor
Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on the
Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_and_NCSC_Joint_Activity_Alert_–_COV ID-19_Exploited_by_Malicious_Cyber_Actors
April 08, 2020 at 11:29 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding a joint activity alert on COVID-19 exploitations by malicious cyber actors, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
April 8 2020
 

CISA Alert
 
CISA and NCSC Joint Activity Alert - COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber
Actors
 
Partners, 
  
As the nation and the world continues to fight against this newest coronavirus, COVID-19
— the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) continues to monitor how
the crisis is affecting the American public on the cybersecurity and infrastructure security
front.   
 
Today, CISA and United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert
titled, COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert seeks to address the
growing use of COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors and it can be found
here: https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-099a.
 
CISA and NCSC see the surge of reporting about malicious cyber activity using COVID-19
to prey on people’s goodwill, curiosity and concern, and exploit organizations that establish
remote work options.  Specifically, this alert discusses the exploitation of virtual private
networks, phishing email and text messages about COVID-19, and websites deceptively
advertised as COVID 19 sites.  
 
We are sharing this information to help you and your team effectively assess your
cybersecurity posture and ensure appropriate mitigation is in place. The alert provides many
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resources to help detect and prevent COVID-19 malicious activity on your networks.
Industry partners played a key role in helping CISA and NCSC teams determine which
IOCs to include in this alert and they continue to be integral to CISA’s mission as the
nation’s risk advisor.  
  
We encourage you to share this alert with anyone who might be able to use it. We will
continue to keep you updated as more information becomes available.  
 
For authoritative information and resources on COVID-19 -- including situation reports,
guidance, and more, visit the CDC’s website and CISA.gov/coronavirus.  
 
Thank you,
CISA
 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_and_Our_Partners_Remain_Actively_Engaged _to_Support_State-Managed_Coronavirus_Response
March 28, 2020 at 1:56 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 28, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Remain Actively Engaged to Support
State-Managed Coronavirus Response
 
“I can tell you this weekend, we will be reporting on aggressive efforts that our supply
stabilization task force at FEMA is taking to import medical supplies from around the
world.” – Vice President Mike Pence
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
Apple and CDC, together with the White House and FEMA, launched a new website
and app with a COVID-19 screening tool and resources to help people protect their
health. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
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shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. We
are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
 
Today, the US-NS Comfort will be underway today from Norfolk, VA to New York, NY.

The Comfort will arrive at Pier 90 in Manhattan on Monday – only approximately a
mile away from the Javits Convention Center where the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are actively constructing a 2,910-bed alternate care facility.
The Comfort is equipped with 12 operating rooms, 1,000 hospital beds, a medical
laboratory, a pharmacy, an optometry lab, digital radiology services, a CAT-scan, two
oxygen producing plants, a helicopter deck and a crew of nearly 1,200 U.S. military
personnel.
The crew onboard the Comfort will provide critically needed medical surge capacity
for New York Metropolitan area. Their mission will be to care for New Yorkers who
do not have COVID-19, but who require urgent medical care.

 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts.

This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster
response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.

 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act to avoid governors needing to request individual emergency
declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Washington,
the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territory of Guam were approved for  major
disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Seventeen
states and four tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #
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Granum, Nicolas
RE: Hunger Task Force inquiry
March 19, 2020 at 5:55 PM EDT
To: Coyle, Erin (AGR)
Cc:  Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS, Treadwell, Randy (AGR), Austin, JT (GOV), Allen,
Tristan (COM)

Thank	you,	Erin!
	
That’s	great,	will	loop	back	if	concerns.	Much	appreciated.
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden(ality	No(ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica(ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu(on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	
From:	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	14:53
To:	Granum,	Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Linares-Hengen,	Travis	(MIL)	<Travis.Linares-Hengen@mil.wa.gov>;	Riedy,	Michael	J	-	APHIS
<Michael.Riedy@usda.gov>;	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>;	Aus`n,	JT	(GOV)
<jt.aus`n@gov.wa.gov>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Hunger	Task	Force	inquiry
	
Hi	Nicolas,
	
The	Governor’s	Office	has	organized	a	Hunger	Relief	Task	Force/COVID-19	Food	Security	Coordina`on
Team.	Members	on	this	bi-weekly	call	include	Governor’s	Office,	WSDA,	DSHS,	OSPI,	OFM,	DOH,
Commerce,	EMD	among	others	as	needed.	WSDA	ESF	11	leads	(myself	and	Randy	Treadwell)	have	been
coordina`ng	with	the	WSDA	liaisons	on	the	task	force	to	share	per`nent	tac`cs	and	updates	around
food	assistance	and	hunger	relief	efforts	to	assist	in	a	common	opera`ng	picture	and	reduce	poten`al
duplica`on	of	efforts.
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However,	as	the	SEOC	moves	to	a	Unified	Area	Command,	ESF	11	will	be	capturing	Governor’s	Office
Hunger	Relief	Task	Force	efforts	for	SEOC	opera`ons	to	coordinate	with	the	broader	response	structure.
This	coordina`on	piece	is	currently	underway	with	WSDA	Food	Assistance	representa`on,	WSDA	State
Agency	Liaisons	(myself	and	Randy	Treadwell)	and	the	SEOC	–	Tristan	Allen	with	Commerce/Business
and	Infrastructure	Branch	has	been	our	point	person	for	this.
	
The	organizer	of	the	call	is	JT	Aus`n,	Senior	Policy	Advisor	–	Natural	Resources	for	the	Office	of
Governor.	Her	contact	number	is	360-628-7440	and	her	e-mail	is	jt.aus`n@gov.wa.gov.
	
She	would	best	for	you	to	connect	with	regarding	FEMA	Region	10	–	Recovery	Division	representa`on
on	the	call.	Both	Tristan	Allen	and	JT	Aus`n	are	included	on	this	e-mail	for	the	benefit	of	their	situa`onal
awareness.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	you	have	any	addi`onal	ques`ons!
	
	
Erin CoyleErin Coyle
Emergency Management Specialist
Rapid Response & Emergency Management Program
Washington State Dept. of Agriculture
Direct: Direct: 360-764-9704|| ecoyle@agr.wa.gov
Web: Web: hLps://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management
Office Hours:Office Hours:  Mon. – Thurs. 0700 - 1730
 
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Granum,	Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	2:29	PM
To:	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Cc:	Linares-Hengen,	Travis	(MIL)	<Travis.Linares-Hengen@mil.wa.gov>;	Riedy,	Michael	J	-	APHIS
<Michael.Riedy@usda.gov>
Subject:	Hunger	Task	Force	inquiry
	
Hi	Erin,
	
You	(I	think	it	was	you?)	men`oned	a	COVID-19	related	Hunger	Task	Force	for	Washington	State.	Do	you
have	informa`on	on	when	that	will	meet?
	
Thanks	in	advance,	please	redirect	if	I	heard	wrong.	Appreciate	all	the	work	everyone	is	doing	as	this
opera`on	unfolds.
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
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Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden(ality	No(ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica(ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu(on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Decisive_action_taken_today_will_protect_Americans
March 21, 2020 at 11:01 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 

US-Mexico-Canada Travel Restrictions

Decisive action taken today will protect Americans, slow the spread of the virus, and
help save lives:

The United States is cooperating closely with Canada and Mexico to ensure that
North America has a coordinated approach to combating the pandemic caused by
the coronavirus.
The United States and Canada have agreed to restrict travel at our land border to
essential travel only.
Similarly, the United States and Mexico are finalizing an agreement that will
facilitate only essential travel at our southern border.

We are maintaining cross-border activities with Canada and Mexico that support health
security, trade, commerce, supply security, and other essential activities while taking
critical steps to protect our citizens and to curb spread of the virus.

For more information on these measures please visit the White House fact sheet.

 

 

Combatting Disinformation on COVID-19
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https://twitter.com/DHS_Wolf/status/1241113388304019456

 

 

FEMA Coronavirus Rumor Control Website

The purpose of this FEMA page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and
facts regarding the response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Rumors can easily
circulate within communities during a crisis, stay informed with our updated myth vs.
facts related to the federal (COVID-19) response.  Please share with your communities
and stakeholders to combat disinformation.
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https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control

For more information on the coronavirus, please visit coronavirus.gov. You can also visit
FEMA's coronavirus (COVID-19) response page for more updates on the federal
response.
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Holman, Sam (GOV)
Re: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
To: Apreza, Ernesto
Cc:  Lee, Tara (GOV), Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY
76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff, Derrick, Anthony

One edit: 

You need to include an RSVP email address in the instructions (in red below). Someone on your
staff will need to track who would like to ask a question through those RSVPs

If your staff does not have capacity, you can include my email address. 

Sam Holman 
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
C: (360) 790-4823 P: (360) 902-0636

On Mar 28, 2020, at 10:59 AM, Apreza, Ernesto <Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
Hi	all,	apologies	for	the	churn.	Sending	the	updated	advisory	below	in	10.
	
	
UPDATED	WITH	WEBEX	INSTRUCTIONS	AND	NEW	RADIO	POOL	LEAD.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KIRO	Radio	will	serve	as	radio	pool

mailto:bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil
https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b


(hsco\@bonneville.com),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,	WAâ€¯
	
Instruc>ons	for	WebEx

Register	here:
h\ps://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?
MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
Please	provide:	Name,	E-mail	address,	phone	number,	news	organizaPon.
The	conference	will	start	at	1:30	PM.
Press,	please	join	the	call	at	1:15	PM.	We	will	run	through	procedure	and	test	the
system	to	ensure	we	can	answer	your	quesPons	without	technical	issues.
	

Instruc>ons	for	Q&A
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesPon,	you	must	log	in	to	the	teleconference	via	WebEx.	
We	will	not	be	taking	quesPons	via	phone.
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesPon,	please	RSVP.	Email:	(INERST	EMAIL	ADDRESS
HERE)		Please	include	your	name,	news	organizaPon	and	if	you	want	to	ask	a
quesPon.
We	will	control	muPng	from	our	system.	You	do	not	need	to	mute	yourself.
When	we	call	on	you,	announce	your	name	and	news	organizaPon.	Please	do	not
ask	if	we	can	hear	you.	If	your	quesPon	is	for	a	specific	person,	please	include	that
informaPon,	as	well.
For	ideal	audio	and	video	quality	download	the	Webex	MeePngs	ApplicaPon.
If	you	are	unable	to	join	through	WebEx,	you	may	listen	in	via	phone:	+1-408-418-
9388,	Access	code:	263	676	232.

	
###

	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:54	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam
(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	



Hi	everyone,	Kiro	agreed	to	be	the	pool	camera.	Final	version	of	the	advisory	which	just
went	out	is	below.
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool
(debwang@kuow.org,	eoneill@kuow.org),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,	WAâ€¯
	

###â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯
	
	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:25	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam
(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all,
Drau	release	below.	I	will	hit	send	as	soon	as	we	get	confirmaPon	of	TV	pool.
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Ernie
	
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool
(debwang@kuow.org,	eoneill@kuow.org),	and	XX	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	8:59	AM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,
Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
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Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,
Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
CommunicaPons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica<ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,

pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C
SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	Sea\le	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	Sea\le	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let
Anthony	or	Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisPcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link
for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	Sea\le	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sPll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has
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flagged	that	it	is	best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the
south	end.		There	is	an	entry	to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell
that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of	Sea\le	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiPonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,
100	ICW)	beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory
services,	limited	microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.
Timeline	for	establishment	of	the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiPons	on
the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials	anPcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within
72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should	be	fully	operaPonal	within	a
week	of	gezng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,
Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
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Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	a\end	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to
his	info	below.	A	couple	quesPons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the
event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	
<image007.png>

	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)
<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76
ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS
(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,
Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon
(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop
back	on	logisPcs	for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in
Sea\le,	WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ARendees/Speakers
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Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne
Sea\le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on
site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SPll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
Sea\le	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecPng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters
not	in	the	pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other
medical	uses
ConstrucPon	will	begin	soon	+	Sea\le	may	see	addiPonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the
area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field
Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from
Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to



create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaPve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
<image010.png>
Stephanie Formas

Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea\le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea\le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi\er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle\er
	

mailto:stephanie.formas@seattle.gov
https://www.facebook.com/MayorJennyDurkan/
https://twitter.com/mayorjenny
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Holman, Sam (GOV)
Fwd: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
To: FEMA-R10-NewsDesk

Here is what I sent to Mayor Durkanâ€™s staff. The link and call in number here is correct for
press. 

Note we encouraged them to ONLY take questions from press of join via WebEx. 

Sam Holman 
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
C: (360) 790-4823 P: (360) 902-0636

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Lee, Tara (GOV)" <tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Date: March 28, 2020 at 8:58:59 AM PDT
To: "Formas, Stephanie" <Stephanie.Formas@seattle.gov>, "Ike, Ryan"
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>, "Holman, Sam (GOV)" <Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>,
"bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil" <bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil>, "Powell, Brent
C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA)" <brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>, "Shagren, Karina
L. (MIL)" <Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>, "Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY
CENWS (USA)" <Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>, "Ward, Erin"
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>, "Fryer, Alex" <Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>, "Pearson,
Dave" <DaveP@Seahawks.com>, "Vila, Simon (GOV)" <simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>,
"Garza, Jeff" <JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc: "Derrick, Anthony" <Anthony.Derrick@seattle.gov>, "Apreza, Ernesto"
<Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov>
Subject: RE:  Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm

ï»¿
Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,
Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
CommunicaEons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:tara.lee@gov.wa.gov


pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	
	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C
SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	SeaSle	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	SeaSle	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let
Anthony	or	Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisEcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link
for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	SeaSle	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sEll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has
flagged	that	it	is	best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the
south	end.		There	is	an	entry	to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell
that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of	SeaSle	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiEonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,
100	ICW)	beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory
services,	limited	microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.
Timeline	for	establishment	of	the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiEons	on
the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials	anEcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within
72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should	be	fully	operaEonal	within	a
week	of	getng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuGve
ConstanGne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at

https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
http://instagram.com/govinslee
https://medium.com/wagovernor
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new


CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaSle	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aSend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,
Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	aSend	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to
his	info	below.	A	couple	quesEons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the
event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
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fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)
<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76
ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS
(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,
Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon
(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto
<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop
back	on	logisEcs	for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in
SeaSle,	WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ASendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne
SeaSle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on
site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SEll	photog	(ST)
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TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaSle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecEng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters
not	in	the	pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other
medical	uses
ConstrucEon	will	begin	soon	+	SeaSle	may	see	addiEonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the
area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuGve
ConstanGne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field
Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center	

	
SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from
Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaSle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to
create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aSend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaEve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaSle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaSle.gov

mailto:stephanie.formas@seattle.gov


Facebook	|	TwiSer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-NewsleSer
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Formas, Stephanie
Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 27, 2020 at 9:39 PM EDT
To: Holman, Sam (GOV), Lee, Tara (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC
(USA), Ike, Ryan, Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer,
Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV)
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony, Apreza, Ernesto

Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logis?cs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaNle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
A*endees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	Execu?ve	Dow	Constan?ne
SeaNle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	Michael	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
S?ll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaNle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connec?ng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
Construc?on	will	begin	soon	+	SeaNle	may	see	addi?onal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

mailto:Stephanie.Formas@seattle.gov
mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov
mailto:tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
mailto:bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil
mailto:brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil
mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov
mailto:Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil
mailto:Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov
mailto:DaveP@Seahawks.com
mailto:simon.vila@gov.wa.gov
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mailto:Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov


	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuNve
ConstanNne	join	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	To
Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center	

	
Sea*le	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	Execu?ve
Dow	Constan?ne	will	join	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss	the	deployment
of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the
627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaNle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is
expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aNend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	Execu?ve	Dow	Constan?ne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	X	Administrator	Michael	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	Representa?ve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaNle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaNle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaNle.gov
Facebook	|	TwiNer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-NewsleNer
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Holman, Sam (GOV)
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
To: Brehmer, Savannah

Not 100% sure, but here are two contacts. One of them should be able to help you. 

Rob Kaseberg - rkaseberg@kiro7.com
Essex Porter - eporter@kiro7.com

Also, sounds like they are sending out an updated advisory soon. 

Sam Holman 
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
C: (360) 790-4823 P: (360) 902-0636

On Mar 28, 2020, at 10:52 AM, Brehmer, Savannah <Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
Thanks	so	much	Sam.
	
Do	you	know	who	would	be	the	right	POC	to	talk	to	KIRO	to	get	footage	from	the	event?
	
Savannah.Brehmer@FEMA.DHS.gov
External	Affairs	â€“	FEMA	Region	10
425-219-1206
	
From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	10:28	AM
To:	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	<fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Fwd:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	to	join	federal	and	local	leaders	at	Century	Link	Events	Center,	site	of	new	field	hospital.
	
Advisory	that	went	out.
	
Note:	They	did	not	include	a	call	in	number	for	press,	only	the	WebEx	link.
	
Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Inslee
360-790-4823
sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
	
	

Begin	forwarded	message:
	
From: "Gov. Inslee Press Updates" <press@updates.gov.wa.gov>
Subject: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
Date: March 28, 2020 at 10:19:26 AM PDT
To: sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
Reply-To: press@updates.gov.wa.gov
	

At 1:30 pm today

	
Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.

March 28, 2020
Ernesto Apreza, Office of Mayor Jenny Durkan  
Tara Lee, Office of Gov. Jay Inslee 

ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at
Century Link Events Center, site of new field
hospital
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This email was sent to sam.holman@gov.wa.gov using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of: Office of the Governor / Office of Financial Management Â· PO Box 40002 Â· Olympia, WA
Â· 98504-0002

Gov. Jay Inslee will join Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan, King County Executive Dow
Constantine, FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike Oâ€™Hare and Brigadier
General Doug Cherry today to discuss deployment of a new field hospital at CenturyLink Field
Event Center.
The field hospital will include 300 soldiers from the 627th Army Hospital at Fort Carson, Colorado
who have deployed to Seattle to staff the hospital, which is expected to create at least 150
hospital beds for non-COVID-19 cases. 
Saturday, March 28
1:30 PM - State, local and federal leaders at site of new field hospital
Location: CenturyLink Field Event Center, 800 Occidental Ave S., Seattle
*Please note: in order to accommodate social distancing, the Seattle Mayor's office has decided
that Seattle Times will serve as the print pool and KIRO will serve as the TV pool.  
Other reporters can attend via WebEx. It will also be streamed live on Seattle Channel. 
*Mayor Durkan's office is handling logistics for the event, media questions should be
directed to: Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov. 

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:

            

SUBSCRIBER SERVICES:
Manage Subscriptions  |  Unsubscribe All  |  Help
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SEOC193 (MIL)
Re: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19
April 17, 2020 at 2:58 PM EDT
To: Ike, Ryan, Kraft, Rep. Vicki, Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Austin, JT (GOV)
Cc:  Daniells, Patty, partnerships@usda.gov, FEMA-IGA, Granum, Nicolas

Hello Rep. Kraft and Ike,

Thank you so much for bringing the State Emergency Operations Center - Human Services Branch into
the conversation.

I can share with you that we hear daily from counties agencies, food banks, the deployed National
Guard and service agencies staffing food banks that they are indeed struggling to keep up food stock
with the double and triple visitor rates they are experiencing across the state. Regular grocery store
donations have also dwindled and they are working miracles to source food daily, from the big
distributors to the small pantries.

are sharing WSDA information (see newly release attached info sheet) and WA Food Fund information
(second attachment) on food supply as we have it available. We are keeping close partnership with Food
Security Coordination Team to support and share information on their incredible efforts.

Our branch and the SEOC is currently best supporting food banks via counties with staffing resources,
such as National Guard, Red Cross, AmeriCorps, Washington Conservation Corps, WA VOAD and
Team Rubicon.

We would love to partner, share information and support food banks and their counties on supply
solutions as they become available.

Please let me how our branch might support these important efforts.

Best, Sara McCaslin

Sara McCaslin

Human Services Branch Director 
includes Mass Care, Shelter, Volunteer & Donations (ESF 6) 
Agriculture (ESF 11)

Washington State Emergency Operations Center

HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc193@mil.wa.gov" seoc193@mil.wa.gov / c. 360-764-3620

From: "Ike, Ryan" 
Date: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 at 12:13 PM
To: "Kraft, Rep. Vicki" , "Bickford, Nancy (MIL)" , "SEOC193 (MIL)" , "Austin, JT (GOV)" 
Cc: "Daniells, Patty" , "partnerships@usda.gov" , FEMA-IGA , "Granum, Nicolas" 
Subject: RE: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19

Good afternoon, Rep. Kraft.
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Following up on your original inquiry, I’d like to connect you with Nancy Bickford, WA Mil Dept
Intergovernmental Affairs and Policy Director; Sara McCaslin with WA EMD Human Services Branch;
and, JT Austin with Gov. Inslee’s office working on coordinating a Food Security Team. I believe they
would be your best coordination point(s) moving forward.

Should you have any additional questions, please let me know.

Regards,

Ryan

Ryan Ike

Director | External Affairs Division | Region 10

Office: (425) 487-4767 | Mobile: (425) 213-9496

HYPERLINK "mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov" Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency 
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

From: FEMA-IGA 
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 10:30 AM
To: Kraft, Rep. Vicki ; Ike, Ryan 
Cc: Daniells, Patty ; partnerships@usda.gov
Subject: INQ: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19

Rep. Kraft,

Thank you so much for your email and support for the farming community during the COVID-19
pandemic. Please allow me to introduce you to my FEMA Region X colleague Ryan Ike for assistance
regarding FEMA’s work with Washington State.

For additional context, attached is a FEMA Advisory describing state/local government eligibility for
reimbursement of formal agreements/contracts to purchase/distribute food necessary as an emergency
protective measure in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. (Additional details on this specific
HYPERLINK "https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-
purchase-and-distribution-food-eligible-public?
utm_source=NLIHC+All+Subscribers&utm_campaign=d03ead5a31-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_02_06_44_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e090383b5e-
d03ead5a31-293265745" FEMA Policy FP 104-010-03 are available online).

Below are some additional web references where federal partners are regularly posting updates, to
ensure you have the most current information possible.

mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
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White House Coronavirus (COVID-19) Task Force ( HYPERLINK "http://www.coronavirus.gov"
www.coronavirus.gov )
U.S. Government ( HYPERLINK "https://www.usa.gov/coronavirus" www.usa.gov/coronavirus )
FEMA ( HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/coronavirus" www.fema.gov/coronavirus )
USDA ( HYPERLINK "http://www.usda.gov/coronavirus" www.usda.gov/coronavirus )

I hope this information is helpful. Stay safe and healthy, and thanks for all you are doing.

In service,

Sarah

Sarah Byrne

Intergovernmental Affairs | Office of External Affairs

Office: (202) 646-3444

HYPERLINK "mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov" FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency

HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

From: Kraft, Rep. Vicki 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 5:48 PM
To: COVID 19 PA Operations ; partnerships@usda.gov
Cc: Daniells, Patty 
Subject: FW: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19

Dear FEMA and USDA team members,

Thank you for all your efforts to assist people and our farming community, especially during this very
challenging time.

Please see my email below, just sent to our WA State Department of Agriculture and our Governor’s
office.

I would appreciate your response, even briefly, as to if and how FEMA / USDA are actively engaging
our U.S. farmers to purchase their excess crops that they can no longer sell as a result of Covid-19 to
utilize these foods for our / other countries’ food sustainability needs during this season where many
additional people will be in need.

In WA as a major Ag production center for our nation, we have lots of opportunities to help not only
food recipients but impacted farmers as well.

Thank you in advance for your response.

http://www.coronavirus.gov/
https://www.usa.gov/coronavirus
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Best,

Vicki

Vicki Kraft

WA State Representative

17th Legislative District

Olympia Office: 360-786-7994

District Office: 360-258-1466

HYPERLINK "http://vickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov/" http://vickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov/

Sign up to receive my email updates by clicking the link below:

HYPERLINK "https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new"
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new

From: Kraft, Rep. Vicki 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Shirk, Drew (GOV) ; kmclain@agr.wa.gov
Cc: david.postman@gov.wa.gov; Fenton, Lisa ; Daniells, Patty 
Subject: FW: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19
Importance: High

Drew and Kelly,

Is the State / WSDA working actively with WA farmers to purchase their excess crops that they can no
longer sell on the regular open market, due to Covid-19 shutdowns (e.g. food processors/restaurants)?
See email below/attachments.

I know the Governor has a Food Sustainability taskforce in place but would hope they’re utilizing our
farmers’ crops first for foodbanks/similar to get food to those in need now and in the coming months.

I’m aware of: “a document developed by WSDA Food Assistance Program that summarizes various
food assistance programs and resources available to Tribal partners. A similar document will be
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developed to increase awareness of WSDA managed food assistance programs for counties to address
ongoing questions and requests related to WSDA directly providing food to banks/pantries.” - noted by
our County.

I want to be sure this stream of food supply is utilizing our WA farmers’ crops first and foremost
wherever possible. I know many of these are perishable foods. But it would also make sense to have
food processing plants function for the purpose of converting fresh crops into a more long-term edible
format (e.g. Wheels on Meals, etc.)

Please advise on efforts being done to work with WA farmers for this purpose. Thank you.

Best,

Vicki

Vicki Kraft

WA State Representative

17th Legislative District

Olympia Office: 360-786-7994

District Office: 360-258-1466
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Sign up to receive my email updates by clicking the link below:
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From: Matt Harris < HYPERLINK "mailto:mharris@potatoes.com" mharris@potatoes.com > 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 11:56 AM
To: Kloba, Rep. Shelley < HYPERLINK "mailto:Shelley.Kloba@leg.wa.gov"
Shelley.Kloba@leg.wa.gov >; Duerr, Rep. Davina < HYPERLINK "mailto:Davina.Duerr@leg.wa.gov"
Davina.Duerr@leg.wa.gov >; Barkis, Rep. Andrew < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Andrew.Barkis@leg.wa.gov" Andrew.Barkis@leg.wa.gov >; Wilcox, Rep. J.T. < HYPERLINK
"mailto:JT.Wilcox@leg.wa.gov" JT.Wilcox@leg.wa.gov >; Ormsby, Rep. Timm < HYPERLINK
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"mailto:Timm.Ormsby@leg.wa.gov" Timm.Ormsby@leg.wa.gov >; Riccelli, Rep. Marcus <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Marcus.Riccelli@leg.wa.gov" Marcus.Riccelli@leg.wa.gov >; McCaslin, Rep.
Bob < HYPERLINK "mailto:Bob.McCaslin@leg.wa.gov" Bob.McCaslin@leg.wa.gov >; Shea, Rep.
Matt < HYPERLINK "mailto:Matt.Shea@leg.wa.gov" Matt.Shea@leg.wa.gov >; Ramos, Rep. Bill <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Bill.Ramos@leg.wa.gov" Bill.Ramos@leg.wa.gov >; Callan, Rep. Lisa <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Lisa.Callan@leg.wa.gov" Lisa.Callan@leg.wa.gov >; Graham, Rep. Jenny <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Jenny.Graham@leg.wa.gov" Jenny.Graham@leg.wa.gov >; Volz, Rep. Mike <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Volz@leg.wa.gov" Mike.Volz@leg.wa.gov >; Kretz, Rep. Joel <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Joel.Kretz@leg.wa.gov" Joel.Kretz@leg.wa.gov >; Maycumber, Rep. Jacquelin <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov" Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov >;
Klippert, Rep. Brad < HYPERLINK "mailto:Brad.Klippert@leg.wa.gov" Brad.Klippert@leg.wa.gov >;
Boehnke, Rep. Matt < HYPERLINK "mailto:Matt.Boehnke@leg.wa.gov" Matt.Boehnke@leg.wa.gov
>; Schmick, Rep. Joe < HYPERLINK "mailto:Joe.Schmick@leg.wa.gov" Joe.Schmick@leg.wa.gov >;
Dye, Rep. Mary < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mary.Dye@leg.wa.gov" Mary.Dye@leg.wa.gov >; Paul, Rep.
Dave < HYPERLINK "mailto:Dave.Paul@leg.wa.gov" Dave.Paul@leg.wa.gov >; Smith, Rep. Norma <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Norma.Smith@leg.wa.gov" Norma.Smith@leg.wa.gov >; Bergquist, Rep. Steve
< HYPERLINK "mailto:Steve.Bergquist@leg.wa.gov" Steve.Bergquist@leg.wa.gov >; Hudgins, Rep.
Zack < HYPERLINK "mailto:Zack.Hudgins@leg.wa.gov" Zack.Hudgins@leg.wa.gov >; Goehner, Rep.
Keith < HYPERLINK "mailto:Keith.Goehner@leg.wa.gov" Keith.Goehner@leg.wa.gov >; Steele, Rep.
Mike < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Steele@leg.wa.gov" Mike.Steele@leg.wa.gov >; Dent, Rep. Tom <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Tom.Dent@leg.wa.gov" Tom.Dent@leg.wa.gov >; Ybarra, Rep. Alex <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Alex.Ybarra@leg.wa.gov" Alex.Ybarra@leg.wa.gov >; Corry, Rep. Chris <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Chris.Corry@leg.wa.gov" Chris.Corry@leg.wa.gov >; Mosbrucker, Rep. Gina <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Gina.Mosbrucker@leg.wa.gov" Gina.Mosbrucker@leg.wa.gov >; Dufault, Rep.
Jeremie < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jeremie.Dufault@leg.wa.gov" Jeremie.Dufault@leg.wa.gov >;
Chandler, Rep. Bruce < HYPERLINK "mailto:Bruce.Chandler@leg.wa.gov"
Bruce.Chandler@leg.wa.gov >; Rude, Rep. Skyler < HYPERLINK "mailto:Skyler.Rude@leg.wa.gov"
Skyler.Rude@leg.wa.gov >; Jenkin, Rep. Bill < HYPERLINK "mailto:Bill.Jenkin@leg.wa.gov"
Bill.Jenkin@leg.wa.gov >; Harris, Rep. Paul < HYPERLINK "mailto:Paul.Harris@leg.wa.gov"
Paul.Harris@leg.wa.gov >; Kraft, Rep. Vicki < HYPERLINK "mailto:Vicki.Kraft@leg.wa.gov"
Vicki.Kraft@leg.wa.gov >; Hoff, Rep. Larry < HYPERLINK "mailto:Larry.Hoff@leg.wa.gov"
Larry.Hoff@leg.wa.gov >; Vick, Rep. Brandon < HYPERLINK "mailto:Brandon.Vick@leg.wa.gov"
Brandon.Vick@leg.wa.gov >; Walsh, Rep. Jim < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jim.Walsh@leg.wa.gov"
Jim.Walsh@leg.wa.gov >; Blake, Rep. Brian < HYPERLINK "mailto:Brian.Blake@leg.wa.gov"
Brian.Blake@leg.wa.gov >; Orcutt, Rep. Ed < HYPERLINK "mailto:Ed.Orcutt@leg.wa.gov"
Ed.Orcutt@leg.wa.gov >; DeBolt, Rep. Richard < HYPERLINK "mailto:Richard.DeBolt@leg.wa.gov"
Richard.DeBolt@leg.wa.gov >; Peterson, Rep. Strom < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Strom.Peterson@leg.wa.gov" Strom.Peterson@leg.wa.gov >; Ortiz-Self, Rep. Lillian <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Lillian.Ortiz-Self@leg.wa.gov" Lillian.Ortiz-Self@leg.wa.gov >; Doglio, Rep.
Beth < HYPERLINK "mailto:Beth.Doglio@leg.wa.gov" Beth.Doglio@leg.wa.gov >; Dolan, Rep.
Laurie < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laurie.Dolan@leg.wa.gov" Laurie.Dolan@leg.wa.gov >; Appleton,
Rep. Sherry < HYPERLINK "mailto:Sherry.Appleton@leg.wa.gov" Sherry.Appleton@leg.wa.gov >;
Hansen, Rep. Drew < HYPERLINK "mailto:Drew.Hansen@leg.wa.gov" Drew.Hansen@leg.wa.gov >;
Chapman, Rep. Mike < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Chapman@leg.wa.gov"
Mike.Chapman@leg.wa.gov >; Tharinger, Rep. Steve < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Steve.Tharinger@leg.wa.gov" Steve.Tharinger@leg.wa.gov >; Gildon, Rep. Chris <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Chris.Gildon@leg.wa.gov" Chris.Gildon@leg.wa.gov >; Chambers, Rep. Kelly <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Kelly.Chambers@leg.wa.gov" Kelly.Chambers@leg.wa.gov >; Caldier, Rep.
Michelle < HYPERLINK "mailto:Michelle.Caldier@leg.wa.gov" Michelle.Caldier@leg.wa.gov >;
Young, Rep. Jesse < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jesse.Young@leg.wa.gov" Jesse.Young@leg.wa.gov >;
Jinkins, Speaker Laurie < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laurie.Jinkins@leg.wa.gov"
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Laurie.Jinkins@leg.wa.gov >; Fey, Rep. Jake < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jake.Fey@leg.wa.gov"
Jake.Fey@leg.wa.gov >; Leavitt, Rep. Mari < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mari.Leavitt@leg.wa.gov"
Mari.Leavitt@leg.wa.gov >; Kilduff, Rep. Christine < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Christine.Kilduff@leg.wa.gov" Christine.Kilduff@leg.wa.gov >; Morgan, Rep. Melanie <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Melanie.Morgan@leg.wa.gov" Melanie.Morgan@leg.wa.gov >; Kirby, Rep.
Steve < HYPERLINK "mailto:Steve.Kirby@leg.wa.gov" Steve.Kirby@leg.wa.gov >; Johnson, Rep.
Jesse < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jesse.Johnson@leg.wa.gov" Jesse.Johnson@leg.wa.gov >; Pellicciotti,
Rep. Mike < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Pellicciotti@leg.wa.gov" Mike.Pellicciotti@leg.wa.gov >;
Stokesbary, Rep. Drew < HYPERLINK "mailto:Drew.Stokesbary@leg.wa.gov"
Drew.Stokesbary@leg.wa.gov >; Irwin, Rep. Morgan < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Morgan.Irwin@leg.wa.gov" Morgan.Irwin@leg.wa.gov >; Davis, Rep. Lauren < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Lauren.Davis@leg.wa.gov" Lauren.Davis@leg.wa.gov >; Ryu, Rep. Cindy < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Cindy.Ryu@leg.wa.gov" Cindy.Ryu@leg.wa.gov >; Orwall, Rep. Tina < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Tina.Orwall@leg.wa.gov" Tina.Orwall@leg.wa.gov >; Gregerson, Rep. Mia < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Mia.Gregerson@leg.wa.gov" Mia.Gregerson@leg.wa.gov >; Cody, Rep. Eileen < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Eileen.Cody@leg.wa.gov" Eileen.Cody@leg.wa.gov >; Fitzgibbon, Rep. Joe < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joe.Fitzgibbon@leg.wa.gov" Joe.Fitzgibbon@leg.wa.gov >; Griffey, Rep. Dan < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Dan.Griffey@leg.wa.gov" Dan.Griffey@leg.wa.gov >; MacEwen, Rep. Drew < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Drew.MacEwen@leg.wa.gov" Drew.MacEwen@leg.wa.gov >; Frame, Rep. Noel <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Noel.Frame@leg.wa.gov" Noel.Frame@leg.wa.gov >; Tarleton, Rep. Gael <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Gael.Tarleton@leg.wa.gov" Gael.Tarleton@leg.wa.gov >; Santos, Rep. Sharon
Tomiko < HYPERLINK "mailto:SharonTomiko.Santos@leg.wa.gov"
SharonTomiko.Santos@leg.wa.gov >; Pettigrew, Rep. Eric < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Eric.Pettigrew@leg.wa.gov" Eric.Pettigrew@leg.wa.gov >; Robinson, Rep. June <
HYPERLINK "mailto:June.Robinson@leg.wa.gov" June.Robinson@leg.wa.gov >; Sells, Rep. Mike <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Sells@leg.wa.gov" Mike.Sells@leg.wa.gov >; Sutherland, Rep. Robert <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Robert.Sutherland@leg.wa.gov" Robert.Sutherland@leg.wa.gov >; Eslick, Rep.
Carolyn < HYPERLINK "mailto:Carolyn.Eslick@leg.wa.gov" Carolyn.Eslick@leg.wa.gov >; Lekanoff,
Rep. Debra < HYPERLINK "mailto:Debra.Lekanoff@leg.wa.gov" Debra.Lekanoff@leg.wa.gov >;
Ramel, Rep. Alex < HYPERLINK "mailto:Alex.Ramel@leg.wa.gov" Alex.Ramel@leg.wa.gov >; Senn,
Rep. Tana < HYPERLINK "mailto:Tana.Senn@leg.wa.gov" Tana.Senn@leg.wa.gov >; Thai, Rep. My-
Linh < HYPERLINK "mailto:My-Linh.Thai@leg.wa.gov" My-Linh.Thai@leg.wa.gov >; Shewmake,
Rep. Sharon < HYPERLINK "mailto:Sharon.Shewmake@leg.wa.gov" Sharon.Shewmake@leg.wa.gov
>; Van Werven, Rep. Luanne < HYPERLINK "mailto:Luanne.VanWerven@leg.wa.gov"
Luanne.VanWerven@leg.wa.gov >; Macri, Rep. Nicole < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Nicole.Macri@leg.wa.gov" Nicole.Macri@leg.wa.gov >; Chopp, Rep. Frank < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Frank.Chopp@leg.wa.gov" Frank.Chopp@leg.wa.gov >; Mead, Rep. Jared < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jared.Mead@leg.wa.gov" Jared.Mead@leg.wa.gov >; Lovick, Rep. John < HYPERLINK
"mailto:John.Lovick@leg.wa.gov" John.Lovick@leg.wa.gov >; Springer, Rep. Larry < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Larry.Springer@leg.wa.gov" Larry.Springer@leg.wa.gov >; Goodman, Rep. Roger <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Roger.Goodman@leg.wa.gov" Roger.Goodman@leg.wa.gov >; Pollet, Rep.
Gerry < HYPERLINK "mailto:Gerry.Pollet@leg.wa.gov" Gerry.Pollet@leg.wa.gov >; Valdez, Rep.
Javier < HYPERLINK "mailto:Javier.Valdez@leg.wa.gov" Javier.Valdez@leg.wa.gov >; Entenman,
Rep. Debra < HYPERLINK "mailto:Debra.Entenman@leg.wa.gov" Debra.Entenman@leg.wa.gov >;
Sullivan, Rep. Pat < HYPERLINK "mailto:Pat.Sullivan@leg.wa.gov" Pat.Sullivan@leg.wa.gov >;
Walen, Rep. Amy < HYPERLINK "mailto:Amy.Walen@leg.wa.gov" Amy.Walen@leg.wa.gov >;
Slatter, Rep. Vandana < HYPERLINK "mailto:Vandana.Slatter@leg.wa.gov"
Vandana.Slatter@leg.wa.gov >; Stonier, Rep. Monica Jurado < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Monica.Stonier@leg.wa.gov" Monica.Stonier@leg.wa.gov >; Wylie, Rep. Sharon <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Sharon.Wylie@leg.wa.gov" Sharon.Wylie@leg.wa.gov >; Stanford, Sen. Derek <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Derek.Stanford@leg.wa.gov" Derek.Stanford@leg.wa.gov >; Becker, Sen. Randi
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< HYPERLINK "mailto:Randi.Becker@leg.wa.gov" Randi.Becker@leg.wa.gov >; Billig, Sen. Andy <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Andy.Billig@leg.wa.gov" Andy.Billig@leg.wa.gov >; Padden, Sen. Mike <
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HYPERLINK "mailto:Sharon.Brown@leg.wa.gov" Sharon.Brown@leg.wa.gov >; Schoesler, Sen. Mark
< HYPERLINK "mailto:Mark.Schoesler@leg.wa.gov" Mark.Schoesler@leg.wa.gov >; Muzzall, Sen.
Ron < HYPERLINK "mailto:Ron.Muzzall@leg.wa.gov" Ron.Muzzall@leg.wa.gov >; Hasegawa, Sen.
Bob < HYPERLINK "mailto:Bob.Hasegawa@leg.wa.gov" Bob.Hasegawa@leg.wa.gov >; Hawkins,
Sen. Brad < HYPERLINK "mailto:Brad.Hawkins@leg.wa.gov" Brad.Hawkins@leg.wa.gov >; Warnick,
Sen. Judy < HYPERLINK "mailto:Judith.Warnick@leg.wa.gov" Judith.Warnick@leg.wa.gov >; King,
Sen. Curtis < HYPERLINK "mailto:Curtis.King@leg.wa.gov" Curtis.King@leg.wa.gov >; Honeyford,
Sen. Jim < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jim.Honeyford@leg.wa.gov" Jim.Honeyford@leg.wa.gov >; Walsh,
Sen. Maureen < HYPERLINK "mailto:Maureen.Walsh@leg.wa.gov" Maureen.Walsh@leg.wa.gov >;
Wilson, Sen. Lynda < HYPERLINK "mailto:Lynda.Wilson@leg.wa.gov" Lynda.Wilson@leg.wa.gov >;
Rivers, Sen. Ann < HYPERLINK "mailto:Ann.Rivers@leg.wa.gov" Ann.Rivers@leg.wa.gov >; Takko,
Sen. Dean < HYPERLINK "mailto:Dean.Takko@leg.wa.gov" Dean.Takko@leg.wa.gov >; Braun, Sen.
John < HYPERLINK "mailto:John.Braun@leg.wa.gov" John.Braun@leg.wa.gov >; Liias, Sen. Marko <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Marko.Liias@leg.wa.gov" Marko.Liias@leg.wa.gov >; Hunt, Sen. Sam <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Sam.Hunt@leg.wa.gov" Sam.Hunt@leg.wa.gov >; Rolfes, Sen. Christine <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Christine.Rolfes@leg.wa.gov" Christine.Rolfes@leg.wa.gov >; Van De Wege,
Sen. Kevin < HYPERLINK "mailto:Kevin.VanDeWege@leg.wa.gov" Kevin.VanDeWege@leg.wa.gov
>; Zeiger, Sen. Hans < HYPERLINK "mailto:Hans.Zeiger@leg.wa.gov" Hans.Zeiger@leg.wa.gov >;
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>; Fortunato, Sen. Phil < HYPERLINK "mailto:Phil.Fortunato@leg.wa.gov"
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"mailto:Joe.Nguyen@leg.wa.gov" Joe.Nguyen@leg.wa.gov >; Sheldon, Sen. Tim < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Timothy.Sheldon@leg.wa.gov" Timothy.Sheldon@leg.wa.gov >; Carlyle, Sen. Reuven <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Reuven.Carlyle@leg.wa.gov" Reuven.Carlyle@leg.wa.gov >; Saldaña, Sen.
Rebecca < HYPERLINK "mailto:Rebecca.Saldana@leg.wa.gov" Rebecca.Saldana@leg.wa.gov >;
McCoy, Sen. John < HYPERLINK "mailto:John.McCoy@leg.wa.gov" John.McCoy@leg.wa.gov >;
Wagoner, Sen. Keith < HYPERLINK "mailto:Keith.Wagoner@leg.wa.gov" Keith.Wagoner@leg.wa.gov
>; Lovelett, Sen. Liz < HYPERLINK "mailto:Liz.Lovelett@leg.wa.gov" Liz.Lovelett@leg.wa.gov >;
Wellman, Sen. Lisa < HYPERLINK "mailto:Lisa.Wellman@leg.wa.gov" Lisa.Wellman@leg.wa.gov >;
Ericksen, Sen. Doug < HYPERLINK "mailto:Doug.Ericksen@leg.wa.gov" Doug.Ericksen@leg.wa.gov
>; Pedersen, Sen. Jamie < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jamie.Pedersen@leg.wa.gov"
Jamie.Pedersen@leg.wa.gov >; Hobbs, Sen. Steve < HYPERLINK "mailto:Steve.Hobbs@leg.wa.gov"
Steve.Hobbs@leg.wa.gov >; Dhingra, Sen. Manka < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Manka.Dhingra@leg.wa.gov" Manka.Dhingra@leg.wa.gov >; Frockt, Sen. David <
HYPERLINK "mailto:David.Frockt@leg.wa.gov" David.Frockt@leg.wa.gov >; Das, Sen. Mona <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Mona.Das@leg.wa.gov" Mona.Das@leg.wa.gov >; Kuderer, Sen. Patty <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Patty.Kuderer@leg.wa.gov" Patty.Kuderer@leg.wa.gov >; Cleveland, Sen.
Annette < HYPERLINK "mailto:Annette.Cleveland@leg.wa.gov" Annette.Cleveland@leg.wa.gov >
Subject: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19
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Importance: High

State Senators & Representatives,

We wanted to share three real grower stories of how COVID-19 has impacted family potato farms in
Washington State. Their names have been changed to keep their financial information private. Prior to
March of 2020, our growers were optimistic as we geared up for a new planting and growing season.
International and domestic demand for potatoes and potato products was the strongest we’ve had in over
two decades. Our potato processors were expanding capacity to meet the anticipated growth as markets
continued to show strength. We were on track to plant 170,000 acres of potatoes with the vast majority
being grown for the frozen potato processors in Washington and Oregon.

And then coronavirus appeared in the US and orders were given to “Stay Home, Stay Safe” and all non-
essential businesses closed. This was a necessary step to protect life. This was a huge blow to the food
service industry in the US. Washington State family potato farms were disproportionately affected
because the majority of what we grow is consumed in restaurants and other foodservice establishments.
Farming and food processing have been labelled “essential businesses” and potato farmers are still being
disproportionally impacted because foodservice businesses are closed, impacting food processors,
impacting growers. Ninety percent all of potatoes grown in Washington State are dedicated to processed
potato products. We have the highest concentration of potato processors in the world due to our ideal
growing conditions and consistent quality. Our potato growers have been hit hard as potato processors
told growers that their contracted volumes will be cut. We expect further cuts to acres and potato volume
as the home isolation regulations continue.

Our current market is saturated. We have billions of pounds of potatoes currently in storage. Potato
processors are having a difficult time utilizing those potatoes because of a lack of demand and nowhere
to put them once they are made into frozen french fries. Cold storage is nonexistent because the supply
of potato products has backed up and filled our freezers due to the loss of food service sales. Some of
the potatoes destined for processing have been diverted to the fresh potato market but that was short
lived as the fresh market has also been overwhelmed with an oversupply of potatoes, again from the lack
of food service sales. Grower returns for fresh potatoes have dramatically dropped as the market has
become flooded with excess supply. This oversupply situation will continue for over a year as the new
crop of potatoes will enter a market that is still trying to sell the old crop.

We are hoping USDA can immediately implement Section 32 Bonus Buys of all potatoes and potato
products, fresh, frozen, and dehydrated. Food banks are in great need as the ranks of unemployed
citizens grow. It’s with great urgency that we work quickly to move the 2019 crop out of storage to
prepare for the new crop that will begin to be harvested in July. We are also hoping USDA can take
immediate action to provide direct assistance to our growers for losses they are experiencing on those
cut acres. There will be many Washington farm families that will not survive this economic crisis
without intervention by USDA. We are working closely with WSDA Director Sandison and his team
and wanted to provide this update to you. We appreciate all your help and continued assistance through
these troubling times.

Sincerely,

Matt Harris

Director of Governmental Affairs

Washington State Potato Commission



Apreza, Ernesto
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 12:54 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, Holman, Sam (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell,
Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony

Hi	everyone,	Kiro	agreed	to	be	the	pool	camera.	Final	version	of	the	advisory	which	just	went	out	is
below.
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuQve
Dow	ConstanQne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150
hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool	(debwang@kuow.org,
eoneill@kuow.org),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,	WAâ€¯
	

###â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯
	
	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:25	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew
S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
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<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all,
Drao	release	below.	I	will	hit	send	as	soon	as	we	get	confirmaQon	of	TV	pool.
	
Ernie
	
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuQve
Dow	ConstanQne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150
hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool	(debwang@kuow.org,
eoneill@kuow.org),	and	XX	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	8:59	AM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,
Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY
76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
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<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,	Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
CommunicaQons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,	pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56
RCW.

	
	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara
(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,
Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	Sea\le	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	Sea\le	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or
Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisQcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	Sea\le	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sQll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is
best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry
to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of
Sea\le	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiQonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)
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beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited
microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of
the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiQons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials
anQcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should
be	fully	operaQonal	within	a	week	of	geyng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuQve
Dow	ConstanQne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital
beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	a\end	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
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below.	A	couple	quesQons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisQcs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ARendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne
Sea\le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
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Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SQll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
Sea\le	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecQng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucQon	will	begin	soon	+	Sea\le	may	see	addiQonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US
ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event

Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuQve
Dow	ConstanQne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaQve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	



WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea\le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea\le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi\er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle\er
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Shearer, Eugene
RE: Food Banks
April 01, 2020 at 1:05 PM EDT
To: Rains, Katie (AGR), Throne, Paul (DOH), Eads, Kim (AGR), Roberts, Babette
(DSHS), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Austin, JT (GOV)
Cc:  Allen, Tristan (COM), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Philip Palin, Hanson, Lars

Thanks	for	reaching	out	–	look	forward	to	your	assessment.
	

From:	Rains,	Ka;e	(AGR)	<KRains@agr.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	1:03	PM
To:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>;	Throne,	Paul	(DOH)
<Paul.Throne@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Eads,	Kim	(AGR)	<KEads@agr.wa.gov>;	Roberts,	BabeVe	(DSHS)
<ROBERBA@dshs.wa.gov>;	leanne.eko@k12.wa.us;	Aus;n,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.aus;n@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Philip	Palin	<philipjpalin@gmail.com>;	Hanson,	Lars
<Hansonl@cna.org>
Subject:	RE:	Food	Banks
	
Hi	Gene,
	
Thank	you	so	much	for	reaching	out	and	you	are	surfacing	the	exact	concern	that	JT	Aus;n	(Sr.	Policy
Advisory	to	Governor	Inslee	and	convener	of	the	Governor’s	COVID-19	Food	Security	Coordina;on	Team
since	3/16/20)	and	I	have	been	discussing	in	the	food	bank	side	of	hunger	response.		Your	message
below	indicates	concerns	about	SeaVle	Food	Banks,	but	I’m	gedng	reports	that	due	to	increased
demand	across	the	state,	our	major	NGO	food	warehouses	statewide	are	moving	through	their	food
supply	rapidly	and	we	an;cipate	significant	shortages	as	soon	as	4/10.	
	
I’m	going	to	start	a	separate	email	thread	with	just	you	and	JT	and	you	can	share	with	whomever	is
needed.	I	know	that	Paul	and	Leanne	and	Babs	are	gedng	plenty	of	emails	these	days	so	I’m	going	to
spare	them	a	few.	
	
Katie Rains
	

From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	8:37	AM
To:	Throne,	Paul	(DOH)	<Paul.Throne@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Rains,	Ka;e	(AGR)	<KRains@agr.wa.gov>;	Eads,
Kim	(AGR)	<KEads@agr.wa.gov>;	Roberts,	BabeVe	(DSHS)	<ROBERBA@dshs.wa.gov>;
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
Cc:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Philip	Palin	<philipjpalin@gmail.com>;	Hanson,	Lars
<Hansonl@cna.org>
Subject:	FW:	Food	Banks
	
Teammates,
I	am	Gene	Shearer	the	FEMA	HQ	Supply	Chain	Advisor	here	is	DC.		I	had	the	pleasure	of	working	with
Taylor	and	Tristan	early	on	in	your	epi	curve	and	would	like	to	commend	you	on	the	job	you	have	done
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in	the	SeaVle	Region.		I	am	the	PM	for	the	Supply	Chain	Analysis	Network	(SCAN)	that	is	trying	to
provide	advice	to	FEMA	Leadership	on	what	can	be	done	to	sure	up	grocery	supply	chains	during	this
pandemic.
SCAN	is	in	the	process	of	doing	a	second	look	at	SeaVle	this	week	and	one	of	the	areas	we	are
interested	in	is	your	approach	to	the	SeaVle	Food	Banks	given	the	decreases	in	their	normal
contribu;on	flows.
Any	summary	of	your	efforts	in	this	area	would	be	helpful	and	could	save	lives.
Thankyou	for	your	service	to	the	people	of	the	great	state	of	Washington	and	the	City	of	SeaVle!

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisBcs	Management	Directorate
500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Rice, Toby
Question about Q and I team in Shoreline
March 25, 2020 at 1:00 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Cc:  matthew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov, Davidson, Lisa

Jim,
	
Ma(	and	I	were	hoping	to	clarify	if	the	team	in	Shoreline	working	on	Q	and	I	is	Health	Care	Authority
(HCA).		If	so,	Ma(	said	DOH	has	no	authority	over	them.		Regardless,	I	know	Stacey	intends	for	them	to
be	plugged	in	with	Lisa’s	taskforce.		Any	chance	they	can	be	invited	to	the	1100	TF	kickoff	meeOng?
	
Thank	you,
	
Toby	Rice
OperaOons	Branch	Director
Mobile:	225-892-8090
_________________________________
OperaOons	Cadre	|	Response	Directorate	|	FEMA	|	DHS
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 10, 2020)
April 10, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 10, 2020

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference
Document for Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include
Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA
and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

·       FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·       FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

·       Beginning April 10April 10, HHS and FEMA will work with states with federal Community-Based
Testing Sites to clarify whether sites want to continue as they are now, or transition to full
state control.

Under state control, CBTS sites would still receive technical assistance from the
federal government and be able to request supplies through the normal FEMA
systems.
Leadership at both HHS and FEMA will consider approving extension requests by
states that need additional federal assistance to manage and operate sites. A formal
notice to continue must be submitted to the CBTS Task Force Leader, by either the
state’s Governor or his or her representative, no later than April 9.
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the transition
process to ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their CBTS program
independently.  This includes providing each site with enough supplies to continue to
operate for 7-14 days after the agreed upon transition date.
After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through their
standard ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the standard
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Resource Request Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.
States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with running
their sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program. In general, activities local and
state governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for reimbursement under the
Public Assistance program, subject to a cost share.
To date, Community Based Testing Sites have screened over 85,000 individuals.

·       On April 8April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under the
Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to Philips on
the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500 ventilators to the
Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a total of 43,000 ventilators
to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000 ventilators to
be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of August, with a
production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132 ventilators by June 1.

·       Data and information-sharing are criticalare critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator resources to ensure the
right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within
a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to
FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total acute care
(ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and number of ventilators
available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

·       On April 8April 8, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded more
than $1.3 billion to 1,387 health centers.  These centers will help communities across the
country detect coronavirus; prevent, diagnose, and treat COVID-19; and maintain or
increase health capacity and staffing levels to address this public health emergency.

·       On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and FEMA, in
consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical
resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily
detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators,
and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/08/hhs-announces-ventilator-contract-with-gm-under-defense-production-act.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/memorandum-allocating-certain-scarce-threatened-health-medical-resources-domestic-use/


Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
RE: Clark and Cowlitz counties - SW WA
April 08, 2020 at 1:42 PM EDT
To: JHB, Lofy, Kathy H (DOH)
Cc:  seoc122 (MIL), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), O'Hare, Michael, Peiper, Pam, Bowman, Casey, Evich, Jordan, Katims,
Casey (GOV)

Congresswoman,
	
I	tried	calling	you	just	now	to	brief	you	on	our	immediate	plans	for	PPE	distribu;on	statewide	to
include	the	coun;es	in	your	district.Â		We	have	limited	supplies	on	hand,	but	will	be	able	to
provide	a	small	amount	of	relief	in	cri;cal	items	such	as	gowns	and	masks.Â		I	have	asked	the
logis;cs	team	to	focus	on	Cowlitz	county	and	try	to	get	them	some	gowns	today	if	at	all
possible.Â		It	wonâ€™t	be	a	large	amount	but	it	should	help	for	a	few	more	days.Â	
	
Looking	forward,	I	an;cipate	geGng	in	approximately	6	million	N95	masks,	2	million	surgical
masks,	and	1	million	gowns	over	the	next	two	weeks.Â		This	wonâ€™t	go	far	toward	mee;ng	the
total	statewide	need,	but	will	help	coun;es	a	liPle	with	mee;ng	their	;er	one	needs.Â	
	
We	appreciate	your	advocacy	in	bringing	in	desperately-needed	help	from	our	federal	partners.Â	
	
If	you	would	like	to	speak	with	me	further,	Iâ€™m	available	most	of	the	day.Â	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
	
	

From:	JHB	<JHB@mail.house.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	9:52	AM
To:	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>
Cc:	seoc122	(MIL)	<seoc122@mil.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Davis,
Jerrod	(DOH)	<Jerrod.Davis@DOH.WA.GOV>;	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Peiper,
Pam	<Pam.Peiper@mail.house.gov>;	Bowman,	Casey	<Casey.Bowman@mail.house.gov>;	Evich,	Jordan
<Jordan.Evich@mail.house.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Clark	and	Cowlitz	coun;es	-	SW	WA
 
Hi Kathy, 
 
Thank you for your time and swift response!
 
Jerrod, my cell is 360-609-0435. Many thanks,
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- Jaime
 
Misspellings sent from my iPhone

On Apr 7, 2020, at 10:41 PM, Lofy, Kathy H (DOH) <Kathy.Lofy@doh.wa.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
Hi	Jaime,
	
Iâ€™m	very	sorry	to	hear	that	Clark	and	Cowlitz	Coun;es	have	not	received	any	PPE.	As	I
told	you	on	the	phone,	I	have	never	ordered	a	PPE	shipment	to	be	pulled	back,	par;cularly
a	shipment	that	had	been	packed	up	to	be	delivered.
	
Unfortunately,	our	statewide	demand	for	PPE	s;ll	greatly	exceeds	our	supply	and	as	a
result	we	s;ll	have	many	facili;es	in	dire	need	of	PPE.	Since	your	region	has	not	received
any	significant	amount	of	PPE	and	you	have	outbreaks	in	your	long	term	care	facili;es,	I
feel	strongly	that	your	orders	(see	below)	should	be	pushed	to	the	top	of	the	list.
	
I	have	ccâ€™d	the	logis;cs	sec;on	chief,	the	director	of	the	state	emergency	management
division	(Robert	Ezelle)	and	our	agency	area	commander	(Jerrod	Davis).
	
Jerrod,	can	you	please	check	on	this	order	and	give	Jaime	a	call	tomorrow	to	update	her	on
the	status?	Jerrod	should	also	be	able	to	help	you	get	some	tes;ng	supplies	since	we
acquired	15,000	swabs	today.		
	
Thanks,
Kathy
	

From:	JHB	[mailto:JHB@mail.house.gov]	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	7,	2020	6:05	PM
To:	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Peiper,	Pam
<Pam.Peiper@mail.house.gov>;	Bowman,	Casey	<Casey.Bowman@mail.house.gov>;	Evich,
Jordan	<Jordan.Evich@mail.house.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Clark	and	Cowlitz	coun;es	-	SW	WA
 

Kathy,
 
I'm following up on the voicemail I left you earlier today.  On April 1, I
was told by FEMA Administrator O'Hare that Clark and Cowlitz
Counties would be receiving the PPE detailed below.  When I followed
up yesterday to see why it was not delivered, I was informed that it was
packaged for shipment, and then was pulled back by you.  It was
explained that the materials were needed for long term care facilities
elsewhere in the state.  However, in Clark County we have outbreaks in
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nine long term care facilities, and there have been deaths and yet we
don't have the supplies to test there.  In the community the percentage
of positive tests has doubled and the weekly percentage of hospital
admissions with COVID-19-like illnesses has also doubled.  
 
Cowlitz County reported Friday that they are down to one gown in their
efforts to treat patients. Not one box, one gown, which I am sure is
gone by this point. Cowlitz fire does not have supplies to serve
residents or emergency calls. They were counting on help from the
public health department. As I'm sure you know, normal supply chain
operations simply are not working for smaller providers or
municipalities. Our larger hospitals are able to get some supplies
through, but if you're small, isolated or rural you're out of luck. 
 
I have worked tirelessly at the federal level to get PPE to the state, only
to witness the state deliver nothing to most of my counties and less
than 1% of what Clark County requested.  I did not expect to get all that
we asked for, but given our needs, I certainly expected something - and
definitely expected what was told me. Can you please apprise me of
your plans with regard to the order below? 
 
Thank you for your time and attention. I realize it is a difficult situation
for everyone right now. 
 
Jaime Herrera Beutler
Member of Congress, WA 03
C: 360-609-0435  

Clark County is getting:
Face Shield: 14500
Procedure Mask: 25200
Respirator: 5000
Sanitizing: 5509

Cowlitz:
Gown: 7500

	



Allen, Tristan (COM)
FW: Seattle Highway Network Traffic and Freight Trucking Assessment
March 21, 2020 at 11:39 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc83 (MIL), seoc84 (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Knutson, Charles (GOV)
Cc:  Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Richeson, Jonathan, Berger, Joshua (COM), seattle-
eoc@seattle.gov

For your awareness.
 
From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	1:03	PM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreN	<BreN.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	BrockeN,	Michael	<Michael.BrockeN@fema.dhs.gov>;
Glenn,	Robert	<robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SeaNle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Tristan	and	Taylor,
	
I	am	geWng	this	product	to	you	for	review	as	I	am	reviewing	it	myself	.	.	.	there	will	be	a	complimentary
SCAN	Ecosystem	Assessment	document	also	released	this	evening.	
	
I	have	reviewed	this	once	and	will	several	more	Ymes.		From	a	quick	first	read,	I	gather	that	the
measures	put	in	place	in	the	SeaNle	region	have	not,	for	the	most	part,	adversely	impacted	freight
flows.		Is	this	what	you	are	seeing?		This	should	indicate	a	relaYvely	strong	grocery	sector	and	phama
supply	chain	that	is	demonstraYng	a	good	amount	of	resilience.
	
Is	this	the	case?

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisBcs	Management	Directorate
500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Gregus,	Christopher	<cgregus@Dewberry.com>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:46	PM
To:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Goetz,	Joseph	<jgoetz@Dewberry.com>;	Valerio,	Marcos	<mvalerio@Dewberry.com>
Subject:	SeaNle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Gene,
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					ANached	please	find	our	Sea$le	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment.		Please
let	me	know	if	you	have	any	quesYons.
	
Thanks,
Chris
	
Christopher J. Gregus, P.E.
Senior Associate
Dewberry
9026 Jefferson Highway
Suite 302
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
504.872.3768 direct
504.524.8489 fax
504.908.0227 cell
www.dewberry.com
	

Visit	Dewberry’s	website	at	www.dewberry.com	If	you’ve	received	this	email	even	though	it’s	intended
for	someone	else,	then	please	delete	the	email,	don’t	share	its	contents	with	others,	and	don’t	read	its
aNachments.	Thank	you.

http://www.dewberry.com/
https://www.dewberry.com/


FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 3, 2020)
April 03, 2020 at 3:09 PM EDT

Cc:  FEMA-IGA

FEMA	ADVISORY	–	APRIL	3,	2020																																			

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Daily Briefing PointsDaily Briefing Points
A4ached	you	will	find	today’s	FEMA	Daily	Briefing	Points	for	the	Whole-of-America	response	to
coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic.	These	briefing	points	include	Topline	Messages,	as	well	as
informaVon	associated	with	Medical	Hotspots;	FEMA	and	Department	of	Health	and	Human
Services	Response;	FEMA	Disaster	Response	Capacity;	Federal	Funding	of	NaVonal	Guard	(Title
32);	Community-Based	TesVng	Sites;	Strategic	NaVonal	Stockpile;	FDA	VenVlator	Guidance,	CDC
Respirator	Guidance;	Defense	ProducVon	Act;	Guidance	from	Federal	Agencies;	CDC	Public
Guidance;	Coping	With	Stress;	CombaVng	DisinformaVon	and	Rumors;	and	How	To	Help.
Topline	messaging	includes	the	following:
§  Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal

partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole-of-
America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.

§  The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.
§  On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.

¨  The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

¨  The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions
designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much
as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking
additional steps to distance yourself from other people. 

¨  For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you
think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

§  On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates $2 trillion
to COVID-19 response efforts.

§  On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase ventilator production.
The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators to six companies.

§  On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will begin offering
nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

¨  If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of the loan used
to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

¨  In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing Economic Injury
Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new and existing loans.

§  FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.coronavirus.gov/
http://www.coronavirus.gov/


various locations across the U.S.
¨  FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first flight landed

Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

¨  Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los Angeles on April
1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has more flights scheduled and is
adding more daily.

¨  Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include gloves, gowns,
goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on the
amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

¨  Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not indicators
that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies are national supplies
and will be distributed to hot spots and through the vendors regular supply chain to
locations across the country.

¨  Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors in areas of
greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S. supply chain.
Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing homes around
the country.

§  Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted a
process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are shipped to the
states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which includes
9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the Department of
Defense.

¨  To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership.

§  Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile to
Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut (50) and Louisiana (150).

§  FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North Carolina and
Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the months of April, May and June
as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

§  Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Contact Us
If	you	have	any	quesVons,	please	contact	FEMA	Office	of	External	Affairs,	Congressional	and
Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division:

Congressional	Affairs	at	(202)	646-4500	or	at	FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private	Sector	Engagement	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow	FEMA	on	social	media	at:	FEMA	online,	on	Twi4er	@FEMA	or	@FEMAEspanol,	on	FEMA
Facebook	page	or	FEMA	Espanol	page	and	at	FEMA	YouTube	channel.
Also,	follow	Administrator	Pete	Gaynor	on	Twi4er	@FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Mission
To	help	people	before,	during	and	afer	disasters.
	
	

	



Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
RE: Food bank box locations and supply order
To: McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Cc:  Snell, Nona (OFM), Hesse, Regan (MIL), laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Yes, I am in the loop on this.

As you and I discussed on Friday, this is a bit of a hybrid model. Traditionally, we would request
counties to determine the need, resource internally, and then request state support as necessary.
Regrettably, this model doesn’t really work in food distribution without getting a checkerboard
across the state. As WSDA runs the statewide program to county food banks, they are requesting a
statewide solution. The congressional delegation unanimously supported this with a hard push on
USDA to supply food.

I’m not certain we need a DOH or HCA approval of a necessary public health measure for food
distribution; however, it is a good idea to ask FEMA their thoughts if this is an expense that can be
cost shared as part of a federally declared disaster in response to COVID as a result of the “stay
home, stay safe” orders as well as previous social distancing measures.

Laura Goudreau is checking with Region X about how this fits in costs sharing models.

Sincerely,

Jim

JIM BAUMGART

Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov" Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov"  HYPERLINK

"https://twitter.com/GovInslee"  HYPERLINK "https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets"

 HYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/"  HYPERLINK

"https://medium.com/wagovernor"  HYPERLINK
"https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new"

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

From: McClain, Stacey (MIL) 
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Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3:43 PM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Food bank box locations and supply order
Importance: High

Jim,

Are you in the loop with this request? Did we figure out who was paying for this?

Stacey

From: seoc122 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Treadwell, Randy (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov"
RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov >; Coyle, Erin (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov"
ECoyle@agr.wa.gov >; seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov"
seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov"
seoc84@mil.wa.gov >
Subject: FW: Food bank box locations and supply order
Importance: High

Randy,

We are currently looking over these requests as we get guidance from our policy group. Before we
can proceed we either the Health Care Authority or the Department of Health to determine that the
mission of the food banks fill an immediate and pressing public health need. We will ask DOH to
make this decision, although we will need you to clarify that all the food banks are either non-
profit or local government entities. As I understand it, if the food banks that will be receiving the
supplies are non-profit entities this may fall under that category of reimbursable expenses (75%
Federal, 25% State), if this is determined to not be a reimbursable expense due to federal
guidelines then OFM would need to make a determination as to whether or not the State wants to
assume this expense.

From: Treadwell, Randy (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov"
RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov > 
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 2:17 PM
To: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov >; seoc83
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc122 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Coyle, Erin (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov" ECoyle@agr.wa.gov > 
Subject: Food bank box locations and supply order
Importance: High

Hello All,

Just following up on this email below. We’d like to confirm and close the loop on:
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mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov


1. Resource WA-202032516598 is being distributed to two locations that are specified below.
2. Would like to receive the tracking number for confirmation of the large food bank supply

order that was submitted yesterday at 1748 hours (attached again for reference).

Thanks,

-Randy

Randy	J.	Treadwell,	MPH

Program	Manager	|	Rapid	Response	&	Emergency	Management

Washington	State	Department	of	Agriculture

509-413-3739

HYPERLINK	"mailto:rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov"	rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov

From: Coyle, Erin (AGR) 
Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 7:41 PM
To: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov >; seoc83
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; Nigh, Ken (DOC) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV" knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV > 
Cc: Austin, JT (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov" jt.austin@gov.wa.gov >;
Treadwell, Randy (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov"
RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov >; Rains, Katie (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:KRains@agr.wa.gov"
KRains@agr.wa.gov >; Sandison, Derek (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:DSandison@agr.wa.gov"
DSandison@agr.wa.gov >; Cunnington, Todd G. (DOC) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:tgcunnington@DOC1.WA.GOV" tgcunnington@DOC1.WA.GOV >; Baumgart, Jim
(GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >
Subject: RE: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Good Evening,

We are seeking to close the communication loop on the resource request submitted by the
Governor’s Office on 3/25 for 300,000 boxes. State Tracking number is WA-202032516598.

Earlier today, WSDA liaison to the Governor’s Office Food Security Coordination Team, Katie
Rains, contacted Todd Cunnington – Correctional Industries Asst. Director to verify drop site for
this resource request. ESF 11 pushed forward confirmation to Operations Section that Correctional
Industries may be able facilitate two drop locations. The following two locations for a 50/50 split
of the 300,000 boxes were then provided to Operations Section. If one drop location remains a
limiting factor for this resource request, the Seattle location is to be the single drop site.

mailto:rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov
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Please advise if two drop sites can be met by Correctional Industries for this resource request and
if Operations Section is need of additional information to supplement the existing 213RR.

West Side drop site:

815 S. 96th st.

Seattle, Wa 98108

Food Lifeline Contact: Amythst Shipman, direct line 206-432-3604, warehouse line for delivery
coordination 206-492-5524 HYPERLINK "mailto:amythsts@foodlifeline.org"
amythsts@foodlifeline.org

East side drop site:

Second Harvest Inland Northwest

5825 Burlington Loop 
WA 99301

Facility Contact: Chelsea Armstrong, Regional Executive Director, main line 509-545-0787
HYPERLINK "mailto:Chelsea.armstrong@2-harvest.org" Chelsea.armstrong@2-harvest.org

Thank you,

Erin CoyleErin Coyle

Emergency Management Specialist

Rapid Response & Emergency Management Program

Washington State Dept. of Agriculture

Direct: Direct: 360-764-9704 |  | HYPERLINK "mailto:ecoyle@agr.wa.gov" ecoyle@agr.wa.gov

Web: Web: HYPERLINK "hSps://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management"
hSps://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management

Office Hours:Office Hours:  Mon. – Thurs. 0700 - 1730

From: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Nigh, Ken (DOC) < HYPERLINK "mailto:knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV"
knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV > 
Cc: Coyle, Erin (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov" ECoyle@agr.wa.gov >;
seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >
Subject: FW: Box Needs for Food Security Request
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Ken,

Thank you for talking with me this morning regarding the request for boxes to be made for WA
Dept. of Agriculture to help with the state’s food banks. I’ve attached a copy of Agricultures
request and CC’ed Erin Coyle one of the Emergency Managers with Dept. of Agriculture who
initially made the request., she has also been helping navigate the needs, information, and
communications with the foodbanks.

Below, is the e-mail chain between the Governor’s office and the State EOC, containing the order
we processed. Right, now I’m looking to close all the loops and make sure we can successfully
complete the request. Feel free to ask Erin or I questions and we will do our best to help.

Thank you,

Geoff Phillips, MS, AEM

Operations Section Mission Assignment Unit Leader

WA State Emergency Operations Center

WA State Emergency Management Division

Desk: 253-912-4926 / HYPERLINK "mailto:SEOC94@mil.wa.gov" SEOC94@mil.wa.gov

From: seoc94 (MIL) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 4:48 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: RE: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Chris.

For your reference the State Tracking number is WA-202032516598

Thank you,

Geoff Phillips, MS, AEM

Operations Section Mission Assignment Unit Leader

WA State Emergency Operations Center

WA State Emergency Management Division

Desk: 253-912-4926 / HYPERLINK "mailto:SEOC94@mil.wa.gov" SEOC94@mil.wa.gov

From: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 4:14 PM

mailto:SEOC94@mil.wa.gov
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To: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: FW: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Pls enter the following request.

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov"
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 3:44 PM
To: Austin, JT (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov" jt.austin@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc83
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; Hallum, Sonja
(GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:sonja.hallum@gov.wa.gov" sonja.hallum@gov.wa.gov >;
Sinclair, Stephen D. (DOC) < HYPERLINK "mailto:sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV"
sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV >
Subject: RE: Box Needs for Food Security Request

JT

I’ll send this down to the operations team at the EOC. As well as sending it over to Steve Sinclair,
as he agreed to look at producing the boxes.

Jim

JIM BAUMGART

Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov" Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov"  HYPERLINK

"https://twitter.com/GovInslee"  HYPERLINK "https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets"

 HYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/"  HYPERLINK

"https://medium.com/wagovernor"  HYPERLINK
"https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new"
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Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

From: Austin, JT (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov" jt.austin@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov"
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov > 
Subject: Box Needs for Food Security Request
Importance: High

Jim,

Do I have to put this through State EOC or may I simply email Secretary Sinclair to expedite?

Specs for boxes:

Of the box types they manufacture, the archive boxes with or without lids would work best.
HYPERLINK "https://www.washingtonci.com/products-services/cardboard-boxes.html"
https://www.washingtonci.com/products-services/cardboard-boxes.html

NOTE: We need folding boxes that do NOT require tape to reduce future logistics issues.
Recommend archive style boxes for this purpose.

Current request – 300,000 boxes for 2 week distribution period based on EOC request last week
(request was for 250,000 for anticipated 3 week period – we’re adding a buffer). Demand will
grow.

JT

mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
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Putney, April
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 29, 2020 at 7:21 PM EDT
To: Formas, Stephanie, Vila, Simon (GOV), Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Garza, Jeff, Raghavan, Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike,
Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow, Michael, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the	Exec	won't	be	able	to	make	it
tomorrow	morning.	Checking	with	our	Councilmembers	now.	

Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to	members	of	our	state	delegation.	

April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea3le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea3le.gov>;
KaPms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaPms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle3	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle3Browne@sea3le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com	<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,
James	<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
 
[EXTERNAL	Email	NoPce!	]	External	communicaPon	is	important	to	us.	Be	cauPous	of	phishing	a3empts.	Do	not	click	or
open	suspicious	links	or	a3achments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical	personnel	on	site	to
coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	aqernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is	sPll	limited
equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	Pme	to	keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from	visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate	as	appropriate	to	ensure
the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal	officials.
	
From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
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Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea3le.gov>;	KaPms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaPms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea3le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle3	Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.Howle3Browne@sea3le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea3le.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿	As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	Pme	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to	local	elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and	James	Kramen	(Senior	Event
Manager)	from	CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use
caution with links and attachments.

Good	aqernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for	your
assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but	I	know
several	other	members	of	the	WA	delegaPon	are	eager	to
parPcipate	as	well	but	I	know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck
have	conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have	flexibility	and

mailto:Lily.Wilson-Codega@seattle.gov
mailto:JeffG@seahawks.com
mailto:Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov


can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-10:30	am	window,	I	know
their	teams	would	appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|	Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea3le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle3	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle3Browne@sea3le.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea3le.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over	the	last	few
days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there	has	been	some	interest
from	local,	state,	and	federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.
Per	our	discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would	be
the	most	appropriate	Pme	as	the	facility	will	soon	become
unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army	personnel,	doctors,	and
paPents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	opPons	available?
PotenPally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help	coordinate
our	city/county	officials,	state	officials	and	federal	delegaPon
between	those	two	opPons.	Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would
recommend	any	limitaPons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only
to	allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social	distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
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Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea3le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea3le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi3er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle3er
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Supply_Chain_Task_Force_Leads_Four-Pronged_Approach_t
o_Securing_Needed_Supplies_and_Equipment_in_COVID-19_Fight
March 31, 2020 at 10:39 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the fact sheet below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding the Supply Chain Task Force for COVID-19 response. 
 

 
March 31, 2020
 

FEMA Fact Sheet
 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four-Pronged Approach
to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID-19 Fight
 
Closing the gap between what the private sector is able to provide to healthcare end-users
and what is needed for the fight against COVID-19 is a key priority for the White House
Coronavirus Task Force. In support of the task force, FEMA and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service created a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight
COVID-19 focused task forces under the National Response Coordination Center (NRCC). 
This task force is taking a whole-of-America approach to address limited supply of critical
protective and life-saving equipment.
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment (PPE),
ventilators and other critical resources requested by states, tribes and territories. By using
the structure of FEMA’s NRCC, the task force is finding and executing solutions to meet
urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to COVID-19 “hot spots”
as they arise.
 

The Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force is executing a whole-of-America approach to
address limited supply of critical protective and life-saving equipment.  Through a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation, FEMA is
bringing the full capacity of the Federal government to bear to find solutions to protect the
American people and defeat COVID-19. 
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Locating Available Critical Resources 
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment, ventilators
and other critical resources to respond to requests by states, tribes and territories. Through
the National Response Coordination Center, the task force is working to find critical
resources to meet urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to “hot
spots” as they arise. In addition, the task force is engaging manufacturers, distributors and
healthcare networks to build the next phase of supply chain stabilization. 
 
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources 
 
The task force is developing a strategy to increase availability of critical resources through
four primary efforts: 
 
Preservation 
 
Preservation to limit unnecessary use of PPE and other supplies. Developing guidance to
prioritize the allocation and the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs are
critical components of this strategy.

The task force is in the process of developing and verifying techniques to clean and
recycle products.

This line of effort also includes developing guidance to prioritize the allocation and
the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs, critical components of this
strategy.

The task force is also working to expand equipment resources through the
Preservation line of effort. The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
for ventilators on March 24, which allows anesthesia gas machines and positive
pressure breathing devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The new guidance
will also assist health care personnel on how to use other ventilators, like CPAP
devices for sleep apnea, with COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on
shelf life of existing ventilators.

Acceleration 
 
Acceleration of industrial manufacturing is required to help meet the urgent demand placed
on the market. Manufacturers are ramping up production of critical resources and have
extended operating hours to increase production well above pre-COVID-19 levels.

To expedite purchasing, FEMA issued a request for quotation for vendors who have
needed medical equipment and supplies to sell to the agency.

FEMA is also expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to
medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

As an example of this effort, FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia



beginning Sunday, March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies
to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago this morning. FEMA has scheduled additional
flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical PPE (gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks) in varying
quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the
flights are loaded overseas.

Upon arrival, PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and
nursing homes around the country.

Additionally, in some cases, the federal government may purchase some of the
supplies to be used to replenish the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) or to provide
to states with any identified and unmet needs.

To address the anticipated ventilator shortage across the nation, the task force has
implemented a similar strategy, leveraging the strengths of the commercial industry
Including numerous vendors, such as General Electric, Phillips, Medtronic,
Hamilton, Zoll, ResMed, Hillrom and Vyair, to produce 20,000 ventilators over the
next two months with the potential to add 100,000 by end of June. This represents a
significant increase in velocity as the normal annual market is 30,000 per year.

Expansion 
 
Expansion of the industry is also taking place. Manufacturers are enhancing production
capacity with additional machinery, and in some cases re-tooling assembly lines to produce
new products needed.

As an example of this work, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is providing
information for manufacturers on adding production lines or alternative sites, like
automobile manufacturers, for making more ventilators during the COVID-19 public
health emergency.

In addition, the task force is working through over 350 leads to match American
businesses who have excess raw materials, workforce or factory production capacity
combined with an overwhelming desire to provide their support to the national
response effort.

Task force members are actively working to facilitate the creation of private
sector partnerships to pair companies that have volunteered excess factory
production capacity, the talents of their workforce and access to their raw
material supply chains with critical supply manufacturers who have the
expertise in producing PPE, ventilator and other needed equipment.

The creation of these partnerships to align capacity with know-how will



unleash the potential engine of our national private sector and help overcome
the supply shortfalls.

Allocation 
 
Allocation of critical resources based on data-informed decisions. These decisions will be
coordinated between the U.S. Government and the private sector.

FEMA is focusing its allocation of critical resources to highly impacted areas
experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19 transmission and the greatest
increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls, with consideration to the at-risk population
distribution across the Nation.

To more effectively adjudicate resources throughout the nation and private industry, a
National Resource Prioritization Cell was established to unify government and
private industry prioritization recommendations which will inform federal, state and
private sector operations. 

 

# # #
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Davidson, Lisa
WASOC Isolation & Quarantine Coordination Call
To: Davidson, Lisa, seoc44 (MIL), IMT7 Operations (OS/ASPR), Granum, Nicolas, Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Kelleher, Tedd (COM), Urbas, Gary (MIL), Bova, Rebecca, Clayton, David, Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH), DOH-IC2 (DOH), DOH-PSC2 (DOH), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), seoc84 (MIL), McClung, Timothy (DOH), Linares-
Hengen, Travis (MIL), DOH-AreaCommand, DOH-OSC2 (DOH), FEMA-R10-PA-ESF-COVID19, Chang, Jennifer C
NWD, Henderson, John M CIV USARMY CEMVK (USA), Long, Scott W CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), seoc90
(MIL), seoc100 (MIL), Harris, Gary, Lujan, Lewis (MIL)

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on/approving isolation and quarantine centers.
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Weekly Update: DHS Response to COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security and its dedicated workforce
across more than a dozen offices and components are working diligently with the White
House to execute an unprecedented, whole-of America response to the COVID-19
pandemic. These strategic and tactical efforts range from coordinating critical air
transportation to addressing medical supply shortages to expediting the inspection of vital
goods at our borders, ensuring that our national supply chains remain abundant, accessible,
and reliable.
“Everything we have done to this point has been unprecedented and everything we do in the
coming weeks and months ahead focuses on life-safety and reducing suffering,” said FEMA
Administrator Pete Gaynor. “It is absolutely critical that we maintain our response efforts
alongside our federal, state, local, tribal, and industry partners to ensure the virus’s spread is
contained and human life is preserved.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being
deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to
provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. As
of April 12 th , FEMA has obligated $5.2 billion in support of state response efforts.
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization
Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of- America approach to address the limited
supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 12 th , FEMA has coordinated the
delivery of the following to areas in greatest need : 38 million N95 respirators, 32.6 million
surgical masks, 5.5 million face shields, 4.7 million surgical gowns, 30.3 million gloves,
212,000 coveralls, and 10,448 ventilators.
Expanding Surge Capacity in Highly-Impacted Areas. FEMA is focusing its allocation of
resources in highly impacted areas experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19
transmission and the greatest increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls.

 On April 6 th , FEMA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers announced
plans to convert three convention centers in Virginia into temporary hospital
facilities. The facilities – the Dulles Expo Center in Northern Virginia and the
Richmond and Hampton Roads convention centers – will be able to provide
beds for 1,107 acute patients or 1,848 non-acute patients. The conversion is
expected to be complete within six weeks.

 On April 8 th , FEMA and HHS delivered 80,000 nasopharyngeal swabs to
various federal Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) locations to help
surge testing capacity nationwide. 

 As of April 12 th , FEMA has delivered 8,600 medical beds to surge capacity
and care for an increased volume of COVID-19 patients across the U.S.

Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles and surgical
gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.
This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. As of April 12
th , 28 international flights have arrived in the U.S. with critical medical supplies. An
additional 28 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Administering Medical Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing
to support the CDC with enhanced medical screenings for travelers through 13 specially
designated airports. As of April 12 th , CWMD has processed approximately 271,529
travelers for enhanced screening, including 1,491 who were referred to CDC for further
medical evaluation.
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Maintaining Domestic Supply of Critical Medical Equipment. On April 8 th , CBP and
FEMA announced that the federal government will begin restricting exports of PPE to
ensure that critical supplies stay in the country to fight COVID-19.
Securing U.S. Borders. On April 9 th , CBP provided an operational update on activities for
the month of March. Total Border Patrol encounters have declined 7% total in March from
February, and 76% since the height of the crisis last May. In addition, 80% of the people
who CBP encounter ed since the March 21 enactment of Title 42 are being returned to the
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country from where they came within two hours.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Protecting Critical Workers and Infrastructure from Potential Threats. CISA regularly
publishes guidance to help individuals, businesses, organizations, and governments protect
their essential workers, while also improving their security posture against a myriad of
potential threats throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

 On April 6 th , CISA updated its list of essential businesses. To date, 45 states
and territories have published Essential Business Designations, 20 of them are
referencing this list in their essential business designations, while 14 states or
territories have incorporated CISA guidance fully into their own lists.

 On April 8 th , CISA and CDC issued new guidelines aimed at getting
workers in critical infrastructure who may have been exposed to COVID-19
back to work faster. It also calls on employers to take steps to ensure
workplace safety, like sending workers home immediately if they are sick and
increasing air exchange in the workplace.

Protecting A gainst M alicious C yber A ctors. On April 8 th , CISA and the United
Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert titled, COVID-19
Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert addresses the growing use of
COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors to attack individuals, businesses, and
organizations with a range of ransomware and malware.
Protecting Networks and Cloud Environment. On April 9 th , CISA released interim Trusted
Internet Connections (TIC) guidance to aid agencies in securing their network and cloud
environments. This guidance supports the current surge in teleworking and use of
collaboration tools amongst the federal workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel: TSA continues to
follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while
ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during
the pandemic. Between April 5 th and April 12 th , TSA has screened more than 729,000
travelers who have all reached their destinations safely.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, in close coordination
with the State Department, continues to bring stranded Americans home on the return leg of
removal flights to Central America. Between March 22 nd and April 10 th , ICE has flown
1,037 individuals back to the U.S. from Columbia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Keeping the Homeland Safe, Secure and Resilient. On April 8 th , DHS Intelligence and
Analysis (I&A) published information to federal, state, local, tribal and territorial
counterterrorism and law enforcement officials on the potential for COVID-19-related
cyber threats and fraud. These threat-monitoring activities ensure the homeland is safe,
secure, and resilient from hostile actors who might otherwise attempt to exploit the crisis to
harm American lives.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . The U.S. Coast Guard is working non-stop to
protect the health and safety of Americans inbound to the U.S. while helping slow the
spread of COVID-19. Between April 5 th and April 10 th , USCG facilitated the offload of
100 passengers and 881 crew members from one cruise ship in Florida and helped transfer
7 crew members from a second cruise ship to local hospitals. In Louisiana, the USCG
worked with state and local authorities to disembark several healthy crew members after
determining they were not infected with COVID-19.
Keeping the U.S. Maritime Supply Chain Open and Viable. As of April 12 th , USCG is
monitoring 38 commercial vessels with crew or passengers that have embarked from a
coronavirus port of interest in the last 14 days.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 19, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 18, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
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delivery of or are currently shipping: 55.8 million N95 respirators, 77.1 million
surgical masks, 6.1 million face shields, 11.4 million surgical gowns, 564 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance
Program (CFAP), an immediate relief program that provides $19 billion in support to
farmers and ranchers, maintains the integrity of our food supply chain and ensures
access to food for those in need.

Direct support to farmers and ranchers provides $16 billion based on actual
losses for agricultural producers.
USDA will partner with regional and local distributers to purchase $3 billion in
fresh produce, dairy and meat products. The distributers and wholesalers will
provide these items to food banks, community and faith-based organizations
and other non-profits serving people in need.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 20, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country
to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen
safely and responsibly. 

As of April 19, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of, or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 77.9 million
surgical masks, 6.2 million face shields, 11.9 million surgical gowns, 587 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
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commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA from April 1st – 14th through Project Airbridge and
the commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now tested 4.18 million people, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: France, the United Kingdom, South Korea, Japan,
Singapore, India, Austria, Australia, Sweden, and Canada. 

As conveyed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and Admiral Brett Giroir, there is enough
testing capacity for states to moves into phase one of reopening when they
choose to do so.
States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
President Trump and Vice President Pence are working closely with Governors
to review what more they can do to develop locally tailored testing strategies.

HHS and FEMA continue to provide federal support to state run testing. 
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

FEMA and HHS have centralized best practices and lessons learned to help medical
practitioners, emergency managers, and other stakeholders learn from each other’s
approaches.

The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page contains
resources for all levels of government, private sector, academic institutions,
professional associations, and other organizations responding to the pandemic.
HHS has a comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights
technical resources and information for the medical community and emergency
responders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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SUMMARY

·        Alaska’s	schools	will	be	closed	through	the	end	of	the	school	year,	and	the	governor	extended
social	distancing	mandates	to	April	21.

·        Oregon	ramps	up	tes@ng	but	claims	the	number	of	test	kits	received	from	the	federal
government	are	not	nearly	enough.

·        Following	a	"disturbance"	at	Monroe	Correc@onal	Complex,	Governor	Inslee	announced	he	is
looking	into	releasing	some	nonviolent	inmates	from	Washington	prisons	to	make	more	room
for	social	distancing.

·        Governors	across	the	region	are	working	to	address	food	supply	shortages	at	food	banks.
·        SeaIle	Mayor	orders	weekend	closure	of	SeaIle's	major	parks	and	beaches.
·        The	Washington	state	Nurses	Associa@on	is	calling	for	hospitals,	lawmakers,	and	federal	leaders

to	provide	nurses	with	hazard	pay	as	they	con@nue	their	work	on	the	front	lines	of	the	pandemic.
·        In	na@onal	news,	headlines	point	to	federal	support	being	taken	away	for	CBTSs.	Regional

headlines	on	the	topic	are	expected.	FEMA	has	issued	an	advisory	addressing	that	states	have
the	op@on	to	con@nue	with	federal	support,	or	transi@on	to	locally	run	sites	as	they	see	fit.

Public	Sen+ment
·        While	many	Alaskans	con@nue	to	support	the	governor’s	mi@ga@on	measures,	others	are

increasingly	upset	at	losing	their	right	to	move	and	conduct	business	freely.
·        There	is	worry	across	the	region	for	how	the	stay-at-home	orders	are	impac@ng	people’s	ability

to	pay	their	day-to-day	bills.	Experience	is	mixed	for	businesses	that	have	applied	for	economic
assistance.

·        Washingtonians	react	nega@vely	news	of	possible	releases	of	nonviolent	inmates	from
Washington	prisons.

Washington
Federal	and	State	Response
·        Governors	Consider	Consor@um	to	Skirt	FEMA	Dysfunc@on	(Bloomberg)

Washington	Governor	Jay	Inslee	and	California	Governor	Gavin	Newsom	started	having
conversa@ons	about	collabora@ng	on	procuring	and	distribu@ng	personal	protec@ve
equipment	about	two	weeks	ago,	according	to	Mike	Faulk,	a	spokesman	for	Inslee.

·        With	‘unsa@sfactory’	help	from	White	House,	Inslee	looks	elsewhere	for	COVID-19	tests	(My
Northwest)

·        The	Trump	administra@on	is	pulling	back	federal	support	of	tes@ng	sites	by	the	end	of	the	week,
according	to	FEMA,	amid	ongoing	concerns	over	tes@ng	shortages	na@onwide.	Washington	state
also	expects	to	con@nue	to	support	opera@ons	at	community-based	tes@ng	sites	"to	the	greatest
extent	possible	with	the	supplies	that	we	have,"	according	to	Casey	Ka@ms,	a	federal	liaison	for
Washington	state,	who	underscored	that	the	state	has	been	providing	personnel	and	loca@ons
for	tes@ng.	(CNN)
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Social	Distancing
·        SeaIle	Mayor	orders	weekend	closure	of	SeaIle's	major	parks	and	beaches.	(KOMO,	KIRO,	Q13,

The	Stranger)
o   On	Facebook,	people	are	largely	suppor@ve	of	this	decision	but	many	feel	it	should	have

already	been	made	or	should	extend	past	the	weekend.
·        SeaIle	area	used	early	social	distancing	and	tes@ng,	to	help	begin	flaIening	the	curve

(Washington	Post)
·        1-on-1	with	Gov.	Inslee:	Washington's	coronavirus	outlook	and	decision	to	close	schools	(KREM)

Inmates
·        Washington	prisons	consider	early	release	of	inmates	to	curb	COVID-19	spread.	(KING	5,	Q13)

o   On	Facebook,	people	react	very	nega@vely	to	this.	Many	wonder	how	this	would	help	curb
the	spread	of	the	virus	given	that,	in	their	view,	prisoners	are	already	quaran@ned	and
isolated.	People	also	wonder	where	the	inmates	would	go,	and	if	they	would	be	keep	up
with	social	distancing	while	on	release.	Furthermore,	people	worry	about	the	message	this
would	send	about	deterring	others	from	commidng	crimes.

Hospital	Capacity
·        Central	Washington	Hospital	has	been	a	much-less	busy	place	during	the	COVID-19	pandemic.

(NCW	LIFE)
o   Several	nurses	have	responded	that	this	ar@cle	does	not	paint	the	full	picture;	resources	are

stretched	thin.	Some	feel	that	the	area	has	yet	to	peak.	Others	hope	that	this	trend
con@nues.	(Facebook)

Healthcare	Workers
·        Washington	state	nurses	union	demand	hazard	pay	for	nurses,	healthcare	workers.	(KAPP-KVEW,

YakTriNews)
o   Responses	are	mixed.	Some	feel	that	enough	is	already	being	done	to	support	them.	Others

feel	that	having	to	reuse	PPE	isn't	what	healthcare	workers	signed	up	for,	and	addi@onal
pay	is	jus@fied.	Others	liken	this	to	a	form	of	price	gouging.	(Facebook)

·        Costco	to	allow	first	responders,	healthcare	workers	to	skip	lines	to	enter	stores	(KATU)
Medicine
·        Experimental	drug,	Actemra,	helped	cri@cally	ill	emergency	room	doctor	recover	from	COVID-19.

(KOMO)
·        Malaria	drug	maker	dona@ng	100	million	doses	to	treat	coronavirus.	President	Trump	has

pushed	for	more	use	of	hydroxychloroquine,	but	the	drug	maker	warns	there	are	s@ll	ques@ons
about	its	safety	and	effec@veness.	(KREM)

PPE
·        Nurses	demand	beIer	protec@ve	gear	as	new	mask	steriliza@on	system	arrives	in	Washington.	

The	company	says	FDA-approved	technology	can	decontaminate	80,000	masks	a	day.	But	nurses
say	they	need	more	gear	and	new	masks.	(KING	5)

·        Have	unused	masks	from	a	project	or	wildfire	season?	SeaIle	Mask	Brigade	will	pick	them	up
(KIRO	7)

Business	and	Economy
·        Around	half	a	billion	people	could	be	pushed	into	poverty	as	a	result	of	the	economic	fallout

from	the	coronavirus	pandemic	unless	richer	countries	take	“urgent	ac@on”	to	help	developing
na@ons,	a	leading	aid	organiza@on	warned	Thursday.	(SeaIle	Times)
	

Oregon
Economy
·        Columbia	Sportswear	has	put	3,500	retail	workers	on	furlough	and	cut	their	pay	by	75	percent.

(The	Oregonian)	Reac@on	is	mostly	nega@ve	toward	the	company,	blaming	greed	for	the
decision,	not	just	the	pandemic.

·        Oregon	layoffs	hit	another	record:	1	in	8	workers	have	lost	their	jobs	during	the	pandemic.	(The
Oregonian,	KGW8)	Residents	are	worried	about	the	individual	and	statewide	economic	impact	of
the	pandemic.

·        The	Oregon	Clinic	furloughs	820	employees	during	COVID-19	outbreak.	(KATU2,	KGW8)

https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/mayor-orders-weekend-closure-of-seattles-largest-parks-to-curb-coronavirus?fbclid=IwAR2YMGS5jy3GZhnrv7Ivb4KNFpm9E4KTTmxTUb-DlqoMl17wANZR2sxtWZk
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3393625120657217?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDBphNNeSiYoMYLNZKwypOZPX80DRKRQFnPykWE2i5orGwlYI0iFX_16_Ivr82lzWpUdEWbRw9WrpdeocoW35EZ-KuCtalsqmGh2D6ytH2l4MNbJnM3q0Ee_7AoqVUeZZ-xxyXmwipq_7grX-aA3M8n125UTkkQ87ZY7HOHcbBOUsgCOr70-5gh-0q3jG2PKD9ZYp-LlkUkjAhbCB1clle5Z4bQFx0JAXRSMd_vmGHVzVyivAkVSm-qtgVDrll2NpM6mmQgGIL9juovqrBHb_du5KTwfSEmse2SHjiOA0x0XxxAYJct7o6JESUMhnqYVrBTGTdO8wW326pJT78jadvWUw&__tn__=-R
https://q13fox.com/2020/04/09/more-than-a-dozen-seattle-parks-and-beaches-closing-through-easter-weekend/?fbclid=IwAR0Digj8IKuSLSHHd_dYFFL4kYS5stVz9TWXOQFZBRksedJJ_iMGn4z7bLU
https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2020/04/09/43380158/the-parks-are-closing-keep-your-germ-group-inside?cb=12c90c451819c18836abc31c85e4dff2&fbclid=IwAR2xiibWghXsYHYD7WdvRenZST7QOYPcZimDZUnJEzE38wMXa4yxG1Y0VZk
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3084899694911675?__tn__=-R
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/coronavirus-seattle-flattening-curve/2020/04/09/7313b3c0-7689-11ea-85cb-8670579b863d_story.html
https://www.krem.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/governor-jay-inslee-washington-state-coronavirus-response-interview-exclusive/281-ccce83ed-d0b7-4448-bf8d-f07609eb926c
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-prisons-consider-early-release-of-inmates-to-help-curb-coronavirus-spread/281-fd5ca0d6-d9d5-4f57-9eae-ebb53611cd0b?fbclid=IwAR1sbBjkyjsm3bhnQuloAaFbgkVqA0k9m8z8V6hdv-wjYVPf-C5HVKelOc0
https://q13fox.com/2020/04/09/governor-considers-early-release-for-inmates-over-coronavirus-concerns/?utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=facebook
https://www.facebook.com/KING5News/posts/10157350508581476?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDqf5UfiR7AqA3OfeIXRYBV6YyE89oE4zfgl4W6fT6oT3lo9fQw3j3qmqnV-SMBFictTSb1dn5zuqlw6GgOnTxcLJiuvwsUI9hfGoj-8Scnz93q3DvejQkXGQA1bqG-8H9Xkyd7dAVBSWXaRf6GaHSOL0xiApAGAAAAgNdsKu38fd30wh8uQRAEabnbkNSpBgYAULPwvkbm0FrzB0_JmkbyxhPLMkLohK1H09dB96eo6qK4Q95TgPBsBzbjWlMxOdOgpEtHrMA5eIQmZM1VYqgPcDJ4nF9xS1720iHhPxcas2QsYZarr8VSOtofpS4B0XX88uAs4N3aH5s&__tn__=-R
https://www.ncwlife.com/central-washington-hospital-has-been-a-much-less-busy-place-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR1gFVMtRrn16Ft2jHYFjcGcZoTqN3dEEUrdLQ9YvcKxXkbxclnyHVxnXsw
https://www.facebook.com/NCWLIFE/posts/2503275770002116?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD5TLznF2eQ-EQLkvTkxEexTxq56VBasj1H7BLl7zdtEhDJSb9uylF7hY0UQoaQ8mStqG6tsUKrjPk-O0S_glCGT5ehASWfGlOEv1KiyrohOThfcUzB7otaoZX97T5yosJB69q79eHw4-sQiVoQsS3iBedUfJj8XPu4Sy2OglLlk9TaojnYIR3ZBmamX5QfVXoBwj_2Ish3YYbayU5UaldCChd8_BQYOaJZH8L2PZD-_7plowPDp6IFZfaI6e-g7VKEretlvXYczSXE35AA53E5V31tsgwzJauxTil_-Qq_Jq7iWBBa_2_o388w_DgnslXve5sq7CDTZ99cE1Iu-VF0qvCX&__tn__=-R
https://www.yaktrinews.com/washington-state-nurses-union-demand-hazard-pay-for-nurses-healthcare-workers/?fbclid=IwAR33dE8Aha_whuAZLXVWy8Lo93yPbrwf7-Zmb-mHOimqcD0qyVKg42m_BGU
https://www.yaktrinews.com/washington-state-nurses-union-demand-hazard-pay-for-nurses-healthcare-workers/?fbclid=IwAR33dE8Aha_whuAZLXVWy8Lo93yPbrwf7-Zmb-mHOimqcD0qyVKg42m_BGU
https://www.facebook.com/KAPPKVEW/posts/10159712518884746?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBQab1lAzVcmMnVMNZJA9RonOsCXu-W6XK7cLBvrxSDqmf_yCgFKva4fxRTT4ck5bgxEt9p92Vd1Xx3OSPhBNOZkMvUS3K15FWymb8gBR7utClcBVh7uIubRRc0J5IgzctEptwayzHq5jF9ynOFOhT-fbdnZE81-1pdETUOgSrnU2n7ggu5NDhVj037mBNsMhyOoFwrrw1u87MUDLu7H8K45RD9b1chT4ZvLJuNhsf3meEUf3tWFu57IjMePyaOGVGWK5Ey3ZAU3FdKBfy4dR85zl52H29k3hyY-6MsuPceAeAWVSO0gHIQCJE6fTjwI0KrlTRAM-pZs6hLM2dM&__tn__=-R
https://katu.com/news/nation-world/costco-to-allow-first-responders-healthcare-workers-to-skip-lines-to-enter-stores-04-08-2020
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/experimental-drug-helped-critically-ill-emergency-room-doctor-recover-from-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR19y9vIV-v3jB5S1_MYQOsp0inUZYXKHOo8mhwSmOS_p_RgtDmff6B_GuU
https://www.krem.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/sanofi-donating-hydroxychloroquine-100-doses/507-92dc02f7-384a-4352-8045-56fdb8f0e7aa
https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/nurses-protes-mask-shortage-battelle-sterilizing-system-launches/281-a9d101ea-4587-44e1-b986-35718eb0a9cc
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/have-unused-masks-project-or-wildfire-season-seattle-mask-brigade-will-pick-them-up/3P6RDLCA3ZHVTOUE4J43ACF6VY/
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/half-billion-more-people-face-poverty-due-to-virus-report/
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/covid-19-onslaught-continues-as-columbia-sportswear-furloughs-3500.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157616223721973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBbiYqNuoKr8hrNxmBcDQwBD1U69XDduk0SSJA7eMoU-BLwXY7dxiP9OKk1vTkUwzC-u5ihoIEDzPZ3L5fwAZeCVP-iKyEkEvCehBZJ6NGt1OP_o-nl8qs_tiyvcBOj5wZkLaFSxZ-4u_snYiE89pl82eScEcd4Ccb-G_JEFz57DQj_dWi_TGRF7vg9y2GscIxXz6AoV3DwPlC9XVS8a8UnB2WNagv5rRvLAxXWsrxWIq77ph_E4Sdw_zWrfdmryrDzlOiCoHOF6LkwLIRPReXU2-QiOilMqHQj1WV5vhEDTfCQ6AC0UAtgdXaMimFkdnTGPUNEdSP1wy0&__tn__=-R
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/oregon-jobless-claims-hit-another-record-as-coronavirus-devastation-deepens.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-sets-another-record-with-100700-unemployment-claims/283-d3b9fca9-a0b1-4da9-84ac-e6687c05428a
https://www.facebook.com/katunews/posts/10157440430766448?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDnsFK-FtqajQ5GKvm11CjhBvx0wYsUAwzp5cV2TvNWvvIcaUUk5F0IhBYFnUvuEjoj7Ih-qgUQ9fKDlfe24UL2hFK09Lo_DaeBY3qHmU9ySLt1ub5R3krz7EmxXL17q3eb_DE3Grwr-L7LTiJ2T6xa6722MVdzwFlF14lmEtaZwPuDgcfX47VJzmFUxpRNmTkmDEGIusY1iXYVHS9FjWHV56-qgg8J5TH_laOmBwHrFTXzZmqk0Kr4KuorgKCNe3d5IsRNNONQqSZ_PA713nYLqkuTO88brt_3VeuMu4bMwXafaaL4aQyKKujOU8L0jyWnirRXOXafzD227xgz&__tn__=-R
https://katu.com/news/local/the-oregon-clinic-furloughs-820-employees-during-covid-19-outbreak
https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/oregon-clinic-lays-off-820-workers/283-60fe1c7e-db9c-47f5-8ab3-58fe48ccdc21


·        Oregon	will	be	providing	an	extra	$60	million	in	food	stamp	benefits	for	some	homes.	(KATU)
FlaIen	the	Curve
·        Officials	urge	cau@on	as	Oregonians	con@nue	to	flock	to	hiking	trails.	(KOIN)
·        Governor	Brown	is	mulling	the	release	of	certain	inmates	from	Oregon’s	prisons	to	slow	virus

spread.	(KOIN)
·        Oregon	will	limit	hun@ng,	fishing	to	state	residents	star@ng	this	weekend.	(The	Oregonian)
·        Rogue	Valley	Transporta@on	District,	in	southern	Oregon,	is	requiring	passengers	to	wear	masks.

(KDRV)
New	Cases
·        Officials	report	six	new	deaths	as	cases	reach	1,321.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN,	KPTV12,	The

Oregonian)
·        7	food	services	employees	at	Oregon	Health	and	Sciences	University	(OHSU)	are	infected	with

COVID-19.	(The	Oregonian)	Employees	were	encouraged	to	keep	on	working	at	the	open
cafeteria,	staff	were	forced	to	huddle	for	mee@ngs,	cooks	were	crowded	in	the	kitchen,	and
nothing	was	done	to	limit	group	size	in	the	dining	room,	the	union	reports.	“There	was	no	extra
cleaning	for	the	cooks	in	the	kitchen,	either.”

·        Portland	shoo@ngs	increase	despite	stay	at	home	order.	Early	evidence	suggests	the	drop	in
crime	may	not	carry	over	to	gun	violence.	(OPB)

Tes@ng
·        Gov.	Brown	announces	distribu@on	of	Rapid	Tes@ng	Instruments	in	Rural	Oregon.	(My	Elkhorn)

Tests	will	be	distributed	to	areas	of	greatest	need,	as	state	reports	not	enough	test	kits	were
received	along	with	the	AbboI	tes@ng	instruments.

·        Legacy	Health	is	now	able	to	run	more	than	650	COVID-19	tests	per	day	(FOX	12)
	

Idaho
Federal	Response
·        President	Trump	approves	a	major	disaster	declara@on	for	Idaho.	(East	Idaho	News,	Idaho	Public

Radio)
o   Senator	Crapo	recognizes	the	resources	this	will	provide	the	state	in	the	fight	against	COVID-

19.
Stay-at-Home	Order
·        Idaho	Gov.	LiIle:	‘We	have	really	flaIened	the	curve.’	The	governor	will	decide	next	week

whether	to	extend	the	stay-home	order.	(East	Idaho	News)
o   Popular	responses	request	more	tes@ng,	and	ask	point	to	further	delayed	economic	ac@vity

leading	to	permanent	damage.	(Facebook)
·        Social	distancing	viola@ons	among	top	complaint,	reports	to	Ada	County	Dispatch	(ABC	2)

Emo@onal	Impact
·        Isola@on	puts	some	Idahoans	in	worst-case	scenario.	"We're	seeing	an	increase	in	the	number	of

suicides	and	of	people	falling	into	relapse,"	one	treatment	center	reports.	(CBS	2)
o   There	is	worry	for	loved	ones	who	don't	have	as	much	social	interac@on	as	usual.	A	woman's

mother	said	she'd	rather	get	coronavirus	than	con@nue	to	be	isolated.	(Facebook)
Transporta@on
·        Idaho	Transporta@on	Department	increases	cleaning	at	major	rest	stops.	(ABC	6)

Economic	impact
·        Boise	eatery	shares	experience	of	gedng	a	small	business	loan	to	keep	doors	open—'It	was

really	quick.'	(KTVB)	Many	people	comment	in	response	that	their	experience	applying	for	a	loan
was	not	as	posi@ve.
	

Alaska
Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy
·        Gov.	Dunleavy	announced	Thursday	schools	will	be	closed	through	the	end	of	the	school	year.

(Alaska	Public	Media)
·        The	social	distancing	mandate	which	also	closes	all	non-essen@al	businesses,	and	the	mandate

https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-sending-out-60-million-in-additional-snap-benefits-for-april-may?fbclid=IwAR0Av6rqxD1vTKNvf8IdmQFA7h2_wb7JSBwMVQI_aSK7mWvEE--4FV1lTfY
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/hiking-to-social-distance-more-people-have-the-same-idea/?fbclid=IwAR1BG36iQnbON7muxIifQ6RD3sUNhcV4ePa5Q4l3Apk5ZqOL2i0bMZiYoXY
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/brown-mulling-release-of-certain-inmates-from-oregons-prisons-to-virus-spread/
https://www.oregonlive.com/sports/2020/04/oregon-will-limit-hunting-fishing-to-state-residents-starting-this-weekend.html
https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/RTVD-to-begin-requiring-passengers-wear-masks-limiting-routes-569518221.html?fbclid=IwAR1ZulG_MxMdh55id7rhaWgECnu-lilswCesPt-1O8EZfuFLCC5evJLPBG8
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/6-deaths-83-coronavirus-cases-oregon/283-4a4464a2-62e9-4146-8bdb-8777c984ad3b
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-coronavirus-cases-reach-1321-officials-report-six-new-deaths
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/regional-covid-19-updates-04092020/
https://www.kptv.com/news/oregon-health-authority-reports-6-new-covid-19-deaths-83-additional-cases/article_e91dbeec-7aa5-11ea-b814-2b30432c1bba.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/coronavirus-in-oregon-44-now-dead-as-known-cases-surpass-1300.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/7-food-services-employees-at-ohsu-infected-with-covid-19.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&fbclid=IwAR2Yjkj9tAed-V7ftZu_3Zwgyy63qU43a3XdtjkcPVxI7ZNlD8tcjz9jiYo
https://www.opb.org/news/article/portland-shootings-increase-despite-stay-at-home-order/?fbclid=IwAR2NNsS9aHxWLWiQAUt6g0sl_FiKM1lNAPA9h9NyZcOvD904LdOYmD1Sl9s
http://www.myeasternoregon.com/2020/04/09/oregon-brown-announces-distribution-of-rapid-testing-instruments-in-rural-oregon/
https://www.facebook.com/oregongovernor/posts/2548347292090472?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDUhCW7z-tlbxr20mDcndtkRZwadPGVGN6asyjWPnWhtOgR0AuJYi-i_8dfNah5WZFQe-dSz-lI-1lkGGpOpJN15e5h_cHYnXYeQ6a8R6edIOUJ70mAlIhioNsSwNx22IT3-PWKHslbt47f0QJKuuZY0EyhQQsFDWMTv1RlZCvEJt-NFT-b-y7cb6-B8kgzFTPeLXdXSoMi7LUj-xgFwBK1MSXHofeK_36GvwbCvLAgv25zvBEadipRk9l1ryEi13VPrs2ekbFqy1ahBbbFGVzOzceyxEvktajS5Sv9dJ457RI_AKAs53Ci5Lh1s2ln06ptwHkz9ENwIXa2xn8xRUu2nhaI&__tn__=-R
https://www.kptv.com/news/legacy-health-now-able-to-run-more-than-650-covid-19-tests-per-day/article_b5250e12-7a94-11ea-9826-9b183fb1d229.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_FOX_12_Oregon
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/04/president-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-for-the-state-of-idaho/?fbclid=IwAR1CGC1TETquCuPuH9e5JviW9ITd1fTkBlQyXi7VEjC81RbagREw6Kf6JLQ
https://www.facebook.com/614836341895311/posts/2949495171762738
https://www.facebook.com/80335332266/posts/10157084853852267
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/04/idaho-gov-little-we-have-really-flattened-the-curve-stay-home-orders-future-undecided/
https://www.facebook.com/EastIdahoNews/posts/1593196020830132?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBFx47y4KNmN6cN9hjnc7jS2Nno5VA_DXHYWUmnmCOJk2VjedTiD38DLMKsthPgjfNkodqWYR3eMFQ8eWPxBFHgmgoXszmY_b3BfJDHLCTotANsEOF_8rzfLxhrm9BW7zk1FQJDBVx9Es_S20ew5LsdFvysGmN683bpUUEbg1bFNgdEqeobzcaulVzBV9ZnNtfSk6pOZyjxlQAkLYhE5aJIlBJnyc3sxRuL9hZoLvEfHV8d5XH5oMN7-LQcmu3j9ocwCujGl9XfpxJK1Hwk50YaGVrw1oHDc6xxs1zNS1pNeOM3VYk3_SKdb1d8l7xPHTk9hQjntArHrPIp6IGtfGClLQ&__tn__=-R
https://idahonews.com/news/local/more-people-calling-ada-county-dispatch-about-businesses-not-following-stay-at-home-order?fbclid=IwAR2PhaT8M3vXpcLu04mL5ru9GG06OFmtVzK_BYH3vsvJKysbTDQY1hA6u4M
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/corona-self-isolation-puts-some-idahoans-in-worst-case-scenario?fbclid=IwAR3Bj6jAstbRp3cvJ_xFczvt_LYu6x-bPrE9UHAMRQ-psv-F7qxEMrMGuOQ
https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/posts/3219967044681646?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDfdn8fqLoZAfaHS0J2ge_9HoKU1a7TqtEq5667xd3tICs-Q7MiKOsVryGtYuQoKOi3c4OMDMhkVOn4bzhgaT42XDfzvtDj3X7WeUzhQ67ebNYbg5hoTitpmLyTOAel4nr2iQP_2cutrXOiprbGDNgnMHl2XFaS54tzcLHAOlPWqGfu7BqdGNs_D_60fykSRvYQ61zM6IEw5heE3KH4W2OFRfDGdY-deTOiZ8NaAnBgK3WOEL7frXSjYkS1ckwd21NpK3SRWIu-jzn66rLrX0pPIPXDu3v_dMHwup6xGUcUpZkMjnwKGiqdZJvLX7mDp_qCoWke2nrvKQ9hrnoAOzdCEg&__tn__=-R
https://www.kivitv.com/news/idaho-transportation-department-increases-cleaning-at-major-rest-stops
https://www.ktvb.com/article/money/business/small-business/it-was-really-quick-boise-eatery-shares-experience-of-getting-a-small-business-loan-to-keep-doors-open/277-9a73637b-cc88-4dc2-8a88-81c6ad2555b3
https://www.facebook.com/KTVB7/posts/10158414162073991?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC03pkQ6c96ziAoMhvajj8r4ky8BI5TLCUBCVMzg7d43B1hz9NZ-tniqTZNhgf8Ylz1FYDgmUzLAWl3ve7o_Yd3sG6f9hJL4CedE88JkuOZ4RBMgmeY7i4-G1X81SNePD-iCcgI4n8HXsUN21pyNPRwDrzbU0_H_tUw0YhdtuptzUHPhuZcmhejwlWX46dpkZ7QmqpkuqhLXJRY-CDEsI5bPl5SG4j3aXOqwILJE3ci1Ppu-7HFqi_h_mZrklvHPd_WGNj2nrKch6ovLZkeoxd9WBIF5e3Ek6Du7sK8Jb3swpIuN9mMCl_YNI_IMt8Kr-nloFbDtyws0h4&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/2332381933532258/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCfsOCD0c8RasSDDHa6vpbkdBp0QUFd_3c9oR4AJ0UAOVrWjWx_diry6Ij-tGAzDh62jolq-AhLVCwA3GbN8nD5Ex-zyq2VjuQkcnbBFvYkeONy5tAD6d_roA6vNfX0DlixwQjp53Y6J_Bpa0OCdr9UgT34YbbVGKGxr2KKDcI0iR9mIQLlxiYJ5BIi8yy0ezx2jKjHXNdC4dR9iK0YCfoaZ_G07TUvlF1sdf0S8nNNi1ibmdwvB2tNa_elEk_kHqOsDLKZDluoIRbTwgaPFytBF8J6rKlkSmQ3RfJ-dVRIh_7KHDxnjQgL8QJ1148HljxmJK8PVVNu-0OYYbwfT-z4wpQpkey1aOUmnQ&__tn__=-R
https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/AKDHSS/bulletins/285cfe8?fbclid=IwAR0GpvctlzXRk2jdA11-lk_Y0TFHBVEaNio7bMKzYdClXCTidpuIiYMdazA
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/09/dunleavy-orders-alaska-schools-closed-for-the-remainder-of-school-year/?fbclid=IwAR1CGUzyeQl5Oyf_JBeQI0f0QmuRE8eCgrVqgEfl6wlU7GXgk0J2Mo-VwZg
https://gov.alaska.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/03272020-SOA-COVID-19-Health-Mandate-011.pdf
https://gov.alaska.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/03272020-SOA-COVID-19-Health-Mandate-012.pdf


restric@ng	intrastate	travel,	are	both	extended	through	April	21.	(KTVA)
·        The	governor's	mandate	to	postpone	elec@ve	oral	health	procedures	was	extended	un@l	further

no@ce.
·        The	governor	said	the	state	plans	next	week	to	lay	out	some	ideas	for	gedng	society	and

businesses	running	again.	(KTVA)
·        Reac@on:	Many	voice	their	understanding	and	support	for	con@nuing	the	mandates.	However,

the	majority	of	voices	on	Facebook	decry	the	loss	of	their	freedom,	ques@on	the
cons@tu@onality,	and	want	an	end	to	the	restric@ons.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3).	Some
say	that	the	language	needs	to	be	more	clear;	that	as	long	as	people	can	defy	the	mandate	if
they	have	a	'personal	need'	to	travel,	people	will	abuse	it.

Declara@on
·        President	Trump	approves	Alaska	disaster	declara@on.	(KTUU)	People	reacted	posi@vely	to	the

news,	with	several	commen@ng	that	the	federal	government	is	providing	more	economic
support	than	the	state.

Rumors
·        An	Anchorage	restaurant's	Facebook	post	claiming	COVID-19	is	a	conspiracy	spurs	social	media

backlash.	The	post	generated	nearly	2,000	angry	comments.	(KTUU)
Prisons
·        A	Dept.	of	Correc@ons	employee	tests	posi@ve	for	COVID-19.	The	person	staffed	a	correc@ons

facility	in	Juneau.	(KTUU)
Stop	the	spread
·        Retailer	in	Bethel,	Alaska	Commercial,	is	requiring	its	customers	to	wear	masks.	This	comes	auer

six	major	Bethel	organiza@ons,	including	school	districts	and	tribal	health	groups,	sent	a	leIer	to
stores	asking	them	to	require	masks.	(KYUK)
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https://www.facebook.com/fairbanksDNM/posts/10163522634895105?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBK_cqQw3_ViN_-MuoavMLTLt0CjhlmR-JwCCt0x8aqrxxbcqnJ0maeOtGPugrSHxmj530q7DyS-Ya7lTD6htdAEFBChA8J9gqBNtqD4MuN_NfggoYPLhHwM-d6-QJWDAZFgzFl8bmjgW0uWUYMx8jrNGAO8a-P-tlXVOdDOMv3xQq6a-lnoI0FNz0j5F8V-G438au68Tf3MAWCIp-uiRR_P7GumZgiRN3cld_4yZrNZa-rGqiKvi3qmfcyFeHwdw9vSXhBQo01h5IsFyNz4oePKDWaPz6tStNqpfrLfCmRRIKF1i-7XIcurOEPRUthsRoE8saBE4HBDcq2wz58&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158067532509929?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBTP-bpbuXccI3AsGKA62fMqPcopBb_3Eg8zDRCh33FP-IzSiOOcHfycrWtb9ioKVdKnfomb06CiK1zKoy82iljWhKQBnRVYHt938fVwQQo3f-tSQCllp_7XoDRFWDhfcJQ-SRwzZiR-Y_PEG0UmIynATXsnAr57g0myXvhWj144cQF28EQIUSPWkLKRMLK24B-_6Gp3PoTSEfErRaeRpJH4EB-ShIbi6fOsAusHq-RmjPgHaojRYMNp3PVQmZQ17EuZPYmOW51jW3hBivs7QIGazQ__iwL8AP6rITtdUKL4Eeg-sqs2jF-Z3tWjwYg565TwZTT11MbSRccJg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158067532509929?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD6wm3OiKCkEfwM7zNK6sjXMjlPAFTRVZEDz2OrbKDHS_38S3oNX3OO-KxQ2e-812qG5HiVdF2_hL8_9C3gtru8oo97CrLqVPL8lj7Nl0oAGlRVk4_fMK41jfaQWP2ThTEU7UUk_z5cCrmVzp3iEQHydUao9S3uyFzNjONkvwLw06HV_YLwsiyEtBj9aP-ENRY0N8nhIbWAK_PY0JFwWCABDs3xWoxn8sFQtfNvIyupPKq0lBoSzWglQT4b4lzoK5aC31s3weXKlTEBA4jXjUzM7VDfOP0pQX9M9nUXWSCuQtHZncDXg6mfCkQ_ejnZJIpVJWdfDpESrXLBPQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/President-Trump-signs-off-on-Alaska-Disaster-Declaration--569520411.html?fbclid=IwAR3Vwq8yrY2plitGntUi3XkXHTDUGecPZQwWsLLetozzFHvCf-dAwMAfJmQ
https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156868010076666?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCBBtpe3vSIwQ8szWHhPbth_fFI6MTQ1c_jIBwC2wXZGoN6D6RU7HIgvnlT5I6mTMu7xoYmji4ig5NB3rxTiO20u7Nj5AYP8Cqn3UHnl3-NN5ur5vZPAYeeVwl9qfCd3xlpCRxaM_M0uMtAemihQX7ryVmL0IcgD4M7LU-03O0VYZ0XwPki3ktk_gh2tN5BvEwOyWVrkQAL7n8mLi9ORifseu0BNalriY1zUpQsvicAto1Cnw3uQcu1NAnAneg1jzrZJ_Zadx2BmajM6vHihWpCDch3aTcghiqvMSWeEbCnBr8Kjpob1HGTiJ7BlSvpso2ISHyN4Kj-6wAgnrT9&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Anchorage-restaurants-coronavirus-conspiracy-Facebook-post-spurs-social-backlash-569527671.html?fbclid=IwAR13lPic-es-8hJ3NZ-jCtYvv6y0dEaVtvyeIGJ8tdcaQlls4sJDif36g4k
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/DOC-employee-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-569530721.html
https://www.kyuk.org/post/ac-requiring-customers-wear-face-masks?fbclid=IwAR1gYYaJqKu7tkODrbjMAVuCymu8b6_AQxmV_Onn-Fiu2oUFtgabarQ3Gps
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Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/     
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
March 14, 2020 at 9:51 PM EDT
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
Cc:  Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L.
(MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles
(GOV)

Do we want to consider a press event with the governor, grocers and providers? JIC issued a
release today on this topic that is already being picked up and we’re ready to get a drumbeat of
“save some for your neighbors” going. I’m happy to make an ask to the gov office if this feels like
an important enough ask and effective use of his time.

Jaime

On Mar 14, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Marquiss, Jason (MIL) wrote:

Robert and others…..see the notes below from our FEMA Team, based on a supply chain FEMA
conf call.

The grocery supply chain looks like it is now or is going to be our 2 nd biggest issue behind
Hospitals and First Responders running out of PPE…..

Jason

From: seoc83 (MIL) 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) ; Wallace, Sharon (MIL) ; seoc122 (MIL) ; seoc125 (MIL) ; seoc110
(MIL) 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Kimball, Lloyd < HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 1:46 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84

mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov
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(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov" seoc84@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA for future long term planning.

This was a national level call that took place at noon today amongst the FEMA supply chain
personnel, FEMA regions, and some of the large private grocery suppliers (CVS, Target, etc.).

Lloyd

From: Kimball, Lloyd 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 13:25
To: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Cc: Fordice, Justin < HYPERLINK "mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"
justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov >; Carey, Joshua < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov" Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov >
Subject: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Summary: Very heavy demand past 3 days >200% typical, straining distribution and delivery
systems. Unsustainable if it continues. Concerns over Covid19 impact & school closures on
workforce. Looking for waivers to increase delivery capabilities.

Call took the entire hour, few specific solutions identified, additional call possible in a few days,
FEMA HQ sending out info to Regional Administrators on possible actions and messages to
convey to Governors.

Notes:

12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days

Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov
mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov


Resupply of distribution centers

Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for
national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed.

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials for quarantine
areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution

Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements

Regards

Lloyd Kimball

Telecommunications Specialist



FEMA Integration Team (FIT), Washington State

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region X

(256) 419-3809 Cell (253) 512-7087 Desk HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Lloyd Kimball at least five (5) working days in advance at (256) 419-3809 or email at
HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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Independent.Study@fema.dhs.gov
Independent Study Course Information for Course: IS-00100.c
April 15, 2020 at 1:45 PM EDT
To: Nick.King@wsp.wa.gov

------------------------------------------------------------------

DO NOT DELETE THIS EMAIL

------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear NICHOLAS KING:

Congratulations!  You have successfully passed the Independent Study Course 

"IS-00100.c" entitled "Introduction to Incident Command System, ICS-100 ".

Please retain this email for your records, as this is the only way to access your certificate. ***You will not receive a certificate in the mail.***

To access your certificate of completion, select the link below.  If you cannot select the link, please copy and paste the link into your address line in your
internet browser.  

Adobe Reader is required to open the certificate.  If you do not have this software, it can be obtained as a free download at http://www.adobe.com

Certificate of Completion link: 

https://emilms.fema.gov/ecert/cert.asp?ID=193-
d%7Efp%16%1A%7F%19l%0E%1Bx%0Ag%03%01%7E%02%7C%0B%1Ew%02%1D%01%28q%07VB%25R64R%3FBPU%13H%24%08%04%3D0DW%3CXLllI%5E%227K%3E%1Bn4P%5CR%40%07%0Cci%10j%05%0Dr%07%01%0D%18g%14%25%25053q%18j%7C%15%1Ag

 

To print this certificate, select the "Print" icon on the PDF Menu displayed in the new PDF window. This icon looks like a little printer.

To save this certificate, select the "Save" icon on the PDF Menu displayed in the new PDF window. This icon looks like a floppy disk.  When you select this
icon, a dialog box will appear where you can specify the location on your computer to save the file as well as the file name.

Due to a situation with Office 365 where a service titled Safe Link may have been enabled by your Office 365 administrator, you could receive a certificate link
that will not function properly. If the link you see in your email from EMI contains text similar to "https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=", please
contact your local technical department and ask that they allow links from EMI to pass through your email system unchanged.

If your organization is using Office 365, please reach out to your IT department and ask that they allow links from EMI to pass through unchanged.

The pattern required will be http://emilms.fema.gov/ecert/cert.asp.

More information regarding correcting this issue can be found at these links* https://blogs.perficient.com/microsoft/2015/12/office-365-using-the-new-
advanced-threat-protection-feature/ and https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Office-365-ATP-safe-links-dd6a1fef-ec4a-4cf4-a25a-bb591c5811e3.

*FEMA does not endorse any outside entity. Links are provided for informational purposes only.

mailto:Independent.Study@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Nick.King@wsp.wa.gov


If you have questions, please contact us at:

Email: independent.study@fema.dhs.gov

Website: https://training.fema.gov/is

Independent Study Program

Emergency Management Institute

National Preparedness Directorate

16825 S. Seton Ave

Emmitsburg, MD 21727



FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report March 30, 2020
March 30, 2020 at 10:56 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

A"ached	are	today’s	na0on	hot	issues	social	listening	report	and	yesterday’s	na0onal	social	listening	report	for
greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 30, 2020
SUMMARY

·        Officials	in	Washington	State	see	evidence	that	containment	strategies	have	lowered	the	rate
of	virus	transmission	--	including	that	deaths	are	not	rising	as	fast	as	they	are	in	other	states,
hospitals	have	so	far	not	been	overwhelmed,	and	preliminary	sta0s0cal	models	suggest	that
the	spread	has	slowed	in	the	Sea"le	area	in	recent	days.	The	progress	is	precarious,	and
expansive	social	distancing	policies	will	remain	a	part	of	daily	life	for	weeks	to	come.

·        Sixty-nine	new	cases	of	COVID-19	bring	the	Oregon	total	to	548,	as	state	leaders	thank	the
president	for	Oregon’s	disaster	declara0on.

·        As	cases	in	Idaho	con0nue	to	rise,	a	Target	employee	in	Boise	has	tested	posi0ve	for	COVID-19.
The	employee	is	currently	at	home	recovering,	but	the	company	did	not	state	if	they	were
working	prior	to	geOng	the	posi0ve	test	results.

·        Twelve	new	cases	of	COVID-19	in	Alaska	include	cluster	at	Fairbanks	medical	facility,	and	second
in-state	death.

Public	Sen+ment
·        As	President	Trump	and	Governor	Inslee	clash	over	the	federal	government's	role	in

Washington's	COVID-19	response,	so	do	Washingtonians.	Some	argue	that	the	Governor
should	own	his	role	and	not	need	the	President	to	lead,	while	others	are	frustrated	by	the
President's	comments.

·        Oregonians	are	frustrated	with	both	the	state	and	federal	level	responses	to	the	COVID-19
outbreak,	calling	it	too	li"le	too	late.	Debate	over	self-service	at	gas	sta0ons	con0nues.

·        In	Idaho,	the	primary	concern	from	the	public	focuses	on	businesses	that	are	considered
essen0al,	remaining	open,	and	therefore	puOng	the	public	at	greater	risk.	This	feeling	is
counterbalanced	by	those	who	would	like	to	get	back	to	work.

·        Alaskans	appreciate	the	leadership	and	direct	updates	from	Alaskan	health	officials,	and	remain
frustrated	at	the	lack	of	individual	economic	support	from	the	legislature.

Washington
Federal	Response

·        President	Trump	bashes	Inslee	as	‘nasty	person’	during	coronavirus	briefing;	says	he	won’t	call
him.	“No,	I	don’t	call	the	governor	of	Washington	now.	But	Mike	Pence	calls,	and	the	head	of
FEMA	calls.	I	don’t	stop	them."	(Sea"le	Times)
o    Comments	on	the	Sea"le	Times	Facebook	Post	center	on	President	Trump	and	Governor

Inslee	--	with	some	comments	defending	Governor	Inslee's	ac0on,	including	those	who	say
they	do	not	typically	like	him	but	want	to	give	"credit"	regarding	his	handling	of
Washington's	response	(example	1).	Many	cri0que	the	President's	"childish"	response
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(example	2,	example	3,	example	4),	and	some	say	that	both	Trump	and	Inslee	need	to	stop
calling	each	other	names	because	we	all	need	to	"come	together"	to	fight	this	virus
(example	5).

Gov.	Jay	Inslee	appeared	on	CNN	Sunday	and	said	our	state	needs	the	federal	government	to
step	up	to	provide	much-needed	supplies.	(KIRO	7,	The	Olympian,	Tri	City	Herald)
o   Comments	on	KIRO	7	News	Facebook	post	are	very	cri0cal	of	Governor	Inslee,	with	some

using	President	Trump's	moniker	"snake"	for	him	and	making	reference	to	Washington
offering	"sanctuary"	status	when	it	comes	to	immigra0on	and	saying	the	Governor	should
u0lize	funds	they	say	he	diverts	to	sanctuary	ci0es	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,
example	4,	example	5).

o   Some	comments	say	that	Governor	Inslee	needs	to	be	reminded	that	it's	his	job	to	lead	the
state	of	Washington,	not	the	federal	government.	(example	1,	example	2)	and	saying	that
they	do	not	see	the	governor	doing	anything	innova0ve	to	solve	this	problem	(example	3).	
Another	person	points	out	that	it	is	up	to	the	state	and	local	governments	to	be	prepared
for	emergencies	of	all	varie0es,	and	it	is	the	federal	government's	role	to	back	those	local
plans,	not	to	make	them	(example	4).

o   Another	comment	argues	that	the	President	should	use	the	Defense	Produc0on	Act	to	force
"big	pharma"	to	accelerate	the	produc0on	of	medicines	that	people	need	while	on
ven0lators,	saying	we	are	weeks	away	from	having	to	make	horrible	decisions	about	which
sick	people	live	and	die	because	of	drug	shortages	(example	1).

·        "I	want	to	THANK	the	so	many	incredible	men	and	women	on	the	front	lines	here	in	the
wonderful	USA,	working	day	&	night	to	see	to	it	that	those	sick	with	COVID-19	are	geOng	the
best	care	possible.	First	responders,	doctors,	nurses,	our	local,	state	&	federal	government."
(KOMO	Reporter)

Fla"ening	the	Curve
·        Coronavirus	Slowdown	in	Sea"le	Suggests	Restric0ons	are	Working.	Officials	in	Washington

State	worry	that	their	gains	are	precarious,	but	they	see	evidence	that	containment	strategies
have	lowered	the	rate	of	virus	transmission.	(New	York	Times)

·        People	with	coronavirus	in	King	Co.	could	face	legal	ac0on	if	they	refuse	to	isolate.				King
County’s	leading	health	official	issued	a	new	order	Saturday	that	threatens	involuntary
deten0on	for	those	who	refuse	to	isolate	aler	tes0ng	posi0ve	for	the	coronavirus.	(KIRO	7)

·        As	the	novel	coronavirus	con0nues	to	spread,	Amazon	said	it	would	begin	screening	employees
for	elevated	temperatures	each	day,	star0ng	at	sites	in	Sea"le	and	New	York	City,	as	“an
addi0onal	preven0ve	measure.”	(Sea"le	Times)

New	Cases	and	Fatali0es
·        Washington's	coronavirus	deaths	rise	to	200	with	fatali0es	in	King,	Spokane,	Whatcom	(KEPR,

KATU,	KOMO)
o   On	KEPR's	Facebook	post	people	comment	wan0ng	to	know	how	many	people	survived	the

illness	(example	1,	example	2).
o   One	person	says	she	is	trying	not	to	panic,	but	says	she	has	a	baby	to	protect	and	is

contempla0ng	leaving	the	country	for	her	na0onal	origin	which	has	fewer	confirmed	cases
(example	1)

o   Comments	are	cri0cal	of	the	media	coverage	of	the	fatali0es	-	cri0quing	the	use	of	the	word
"milestone"	(example	1)	and	saying	that	it	is	"sad"	the	media	is	trea0ng	this	like	a	"score
card"	(example	2)

o   On	Oregon-based	outlet	KATU	News'	Facebook	post	of	the	same	story,	people	comment	that
everyone	in	Washington's	King,	Spokane,	and	Whatcom	Coun0es	need	to	say	in	those
coun0es	(example	1)	and	that	Oregonians	should	stay	out	of	Washington	state	(example	2).
Some	ask	for	more	posts	about	recoveries	(example	4)	and	for	some	posi0ve	news
(example	5).	

·        Third	&	fourth	COVID-19	related	deaths	reported	in	Spokane	County;	115	total	cases	confirmed.
(KHQ)

·        59	cases	in	Grant	County,	Warden	reports	its	first	(Columbia	Basin	Herald)
·   First	Responders	in	Sea"le	hit	by	COVID19	with	a	dozen	tes0ng	posi0ve,	forcing	200	others	to
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isolate	or	quaran0ne.	(KOMO	Reporter)
PPE
·        Hockey	equipment	manufacturer	Bauer	has	shiled	from	making	visors	for	helmets	to	medical

visors	for	those	figh0ng	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	(YakTriNews)
Community	Impact	
·        Spokane	property	owners	face	string	of	break-ins	amid	coronavirus	shutdown.		Spokane	Police

have	responded	to	three	separate	break-ins	at	the	new	South	Hill	complex	since	work	on	the
building	stopped.	(KREM)

Dona0ons
·        A	couple	whose	wedding	party	was	canceled	amid	the	coronavirus	outbreak	donated	the

recep0on	meals	to	feed	400	hospital	workers.	(KIRO	7)
Oregon

·        	President	Approves	Major	Disaster	Declara0on	for	Oregon	(KQEN)
o   Representa0ve	Greg	Walden:	Thank	you	President	Donald	J.	Trump	for	approving	Oregon’s

disaster	declara0on.	(Rep.	Walden	Statement	on	Oregon	Disaster	Declara0on).	Most
responses	on	Facebook	are	frustrated	with	Rep.	Walden's	expressions	of	gra0tude	to	the
president.	(example)

o   Governor	calls	federal	disaster	declara0on	for	Oregon	a	‘first	step.’	(The	Oregonian)	Reac0ng
on	Facebook,	some	debated	whether	it	is	Governor	Brown's	or	the	Federal	government's
job	to	fix	problems	with	the	pandemic	response	(example),	and	others	cri0cized	the
Governor's	ac0ons	for	being	too	late.	(example	1,	example	2)

New	Cases
·        69	cases	of	COVID-19	have	now	been	confirmed	in	CTUIR	ceded	territory.	(Confederated	Tribes

of	Uma0lla	Indian	Reserva0on).	This	brings	the	statewide	total	to	548.
o   As	the	case	number	rises,	Oregonians	debate	whether	people	are	following	the	stay-at-

home	order,	with	many	saying	they	are	not.	(example	1,	example	2)
Gas	Sta0ons
·        Oregon	clarifies	temporary	suspension	of	self-service	gas	ban.	(The	Oregonian)	Explains	self-

service	is	not	mandatory	and	will	only	happen	when	a	gas	sta0on	owner	exhausts	staffing
op0ons.	In	response	people	passionately	debated	the	decision	(example	1,	example	2,	example
3),	and	several	people	reported	that	many	gas	sta0ons	are	making	it	mandatory	(example	4).
o   A	trending	NBC	5	ar0cle	pointed	out	gas	a"endants	are	being	repurposed	to	"clean	these

now	public	interfacing	machines,	the	pumps	and	the	key	pads,	it’s	going	to	be	cleaner	than
most	door	handles,	door	knobs	that	you	interact	with	in	the	public.”	

Social	Distancing
·        Beaches,	coastal	ci0es	empty	as	Oregon's	stay-home	order	takes	hold	(KGW)
·        Madras	couple	has	a	‘socially	distant’	wedding	(KTVZ)
·        Portland	nurse	borrows	RV	through	Nextdoor	app	to	protect	family	from	exposure	(Fox	12)

	Humanity
·        	Oregonians	celebrate	"Na0onal	Doctors	Day"	(Fox	12	Facebook)

Idaho
New	Cases
·        Idaho	coronavirus	updates:	6	deaths,	325	cases	(KTVB)	There	is	concern	that	people	are	not

heeding	social	distance	warnings.	(example	1,	example	2)	Several	ask	why	KTVB	isn't
highligh0ng	people	who	recover.	(example	1,	example	2)

·        Boise	Target	employee	tests	posi0ve	for	the	coronavirus	(KTVB)	This	has	sparked	worry	among
people	who	have	shopped	there	to	poten0al	exposure.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·        Panhandle	Health	District	announces	16	addi0onal	cases	of	COVID-19	in	North	Idaho	(Coeur
d'Alene/Post	Falls	Press)

Community	Impact
·        A	woman	who	works	at	a	grocery	store	has	been	turned	out	by	her	family	for	fear	of	exposing

family	members	to	COVID19	from	her	job.	She	called	United	Way	for	help,	but	their	shelters
are	full.	(United	Way	of	Southeastern	Idaho	Facebook)

Business
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·        The	Pocatello	Greenhouse	once	again	open	for	business	(Idaho	State	Journal)	Many	do	not	feel
that	greenhouses	are	essen0al,	(example	1,	example	2)	others	do	(example	3,	example	4).

Reac0ons
·        In	response	to	the	President's	extension	of	social	distance	guidelines	through		(KIFI,	KTVB,

Idaho	News)	The	main	concern	from	Idahoans	is	businesses	remaining	open	that	the	public	do
not	feel	are	essen0al.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	Many	worry	about	being	out	of	work
for	an	extended	period.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Alaska
New	Cases
·        Twelve	new	cases	of	COVID-19	detected	in	six	Alaska	communi0es;	third	Alaska	death	(second	in-

state	death).	(Alaska	DHSS)
o   Dr.	Zink's	video	solemnly	repor0ng	the	new	cases	and	new	death	remains	among	the	most

engaging	posts	on	coronavirus	in	Alaska.	People	remain	very	grateful	for	Dr.	Zink's
leadership	and	her	direct	yet	empathe0c	updates	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3).

o   The	Tananan	Chiefs	Conference	posted	on	Facebook	about	receiving	a	teleconference
update	from	Dr.	Zink	and	received	posi0ve	response.	(example	1,	example	2)

o   In	response	to	the	Alaska	DHSS	Facebook	post	Alaskan's	con0nue	to	request	more	context
for	the	numbers,	such	as	number	of	tests	given,	number	of	recovered,	etc.	(example)

o   State	Epidemiologist	Dr.	Joe	McLaughlin	has	a	video	series	on	Tes0ng,	Viral	Shedding,	and
Treatment	Op0ons	that	Alaskans	find	engaging.

·        Cluster	of	COVID-19	cases	associated	with	Fairbanks	medical	building.	(KTVF)	In	reac0on	some
people	who	had	contact	with	the	facility	wondered	why	they	found	out	via	Facebook	rather	than
contacted	directly	(example).

Economy
·        Sweeping	law	promises	Alaskans	coronavirus	economic	relief	and	earmarks	money	to	fight

pandemic.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	The	measure	includes	provisions	blocking	foreclosures,
evic0ons	and	u0lity	cut-offs,	cracks	down	on	price-gouging	and	moves	back	the	PFD	applica0on
deadline.
o   In	response,	people	con0nue	to	focus	on	the	lack	of	PFD	(example	1),	and	others	saying	that

this	is	the	year	Alaskans	need	the	PFD	most	(example	2,	example	3)
·        Governor	Feels	Legislature	‘Missed	The	Mark’	By	Not	Including	Cash	Infusion	In	Budget	(KSRM)	In

response	some	praise	the	governor's	leadership.	(example	1,	example	2)	Many	expressed
outrage	at	the	legislature	and	specific	legislators.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	

Food	for	the	vulnerable
·        Food	Bank	partners	with	businesses	to	help	deliver	food	to	Alaska	seniors	(Anchorage	Daily

News)
·        Caribou	musher	delivers	groceries	and	medica0on	to	people	vulnerable	to	coronavirus	(Bangor

Daily	News)
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Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
April 23, 2020 at 3:58 PM EDT
To: Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Barkley, Wendy, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Way, Bryan (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Sandison, Derek
(AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Emmans, Gene (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Yoshi Kumara, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Christina Wong
(christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Warnick, Judy, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Voris, Molly
(GOV), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Connelly, Leslie
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Gregerson, Mia
Cc:  Drew Meuer, Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, McGann, Chris (AGR), Davis,
RaShelle (GOV), Kathleen Hedgcock, Jason Clark, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Throne, Paul
(DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Graham, Joe M (DOH), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Linda
Nageotte, Richartz, Saundra, Black, Ryan (DOH)

ADDING TODAY’s  AGENDA

AGENDA –

I.                 Roll Call

II.                Leadership Updates – JT & Derek

III.              Funding Updates

a.      FEMA

b.      CARES Discretionary Funding Discussion – soon to be available through local jurisdictions
and OFM for state agencies

1.      What are agencies and partners considering requesting for their funding priorities and
strategies?

IV.              Action Team Report Backs

a.      Food Procurement Team

b.      Gap Analysis Team

c.      Coordinated Community Response Team

V.               Communications

a.      JIC Reporting – Chris  

b.      Other communication needs?
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VI.              Partner Updates or Concerns for the Week Ahead

VII.            Adjourn

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
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March 28, 2020 at 10:46 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.

	

We	will	now	be	sending	this	report	out	daily.	Please	let	us	know	if	there’s	anyone	who	needs	to	be	added	to

the	distribu;on	list	or	if	there	are	any	topics	that	should	be	included	in	the	report.

	

Thank	you.

	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 28, 2020
SUMMARY

·        The	Department	of	Defense	will	deploy	a	military	field	hospital	to	SeaAle's	CenturyLink	Field

Event	Center	in	response	to	the	an;cipated	surge	in	COVID-19	cases	that	threatens	to

overwhelm	Washington’s	health	care	system.

·        Washington	County	leads	Oregon	in	coronavirus	cases	with	122	pa;ents.

·        Statewide	shelter	in	place,	travel	ban,	ordered	in	Alaska	as	the	state	sees	its	first	in-state	COVID-
19	death.

Public	Sen+ment
·        While	most	Alaskans	con;nue	to	embrace	social	distancing	measures,	many	bristled	in	reac;on

to	the	news	on	Friday	that	a	travel	ban	and	greater	social	distancing	is	now	mandated	by	the

government.

·        Washingtonians	con;nue	to	mostly	support	the	measures	being	taken	to	curb	the	spread	of	the

COVID-19	epidemic	–	even	though	these	measures	disrupt	virtually	all	aspects	of	daily	life	and

recrea;on.	Some	struggle	to	say	goodbye	to	trails	in	the	na;onal	forest	and	adjust	to	the

thought	of	CenturyLink	Field	Center,	normally	home	to	concerts	and	fun	ac;vi;es,	being

transformed	into	a	field	hospital	so	that	local	hospitals	can	treat	the	growing	number	of	COVID-19

pa;ents.

·        As	the	number	of	posi;ve	cases	climb,	Idahoans	point	out	that	test	results	are	taking	many	days

to	come	back,	and	that	the	reported	number	could	not	reflect	the	number	of	actual	cases.

·        Oregonians	express	understanding	for	restric;ons	on	outdoor	recrea;on,	con;nue	to	praise
private	sector	efforts	to	meet	PPE	demand,	and	remain	focused	on	economic	concerns.

Washington
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	home	to	boat	shows	and	concerts,	will	become	a	field	hospital	during

coronavirus	pandemic.	The	goal	of	the	field	hospital	is	to	lessen	the	burden	on	local	hospitals	so	that

the	local	hospitals	can	focus	on	trea;ng	pa;ents	with	COVID-19.	(KIRO	7,	KOMO,	Q13)

Mike	O’Hare,	a	FEMA	coordina;ng	officer,	said	on	Friday	that	FEMA	remains	focused.	“Together

with	our	local,	state	and	federal	partners,	the	private	sector	is	playing	a	cri;cal	role	in	our	united

effort	to	respond	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic,”	O’Hare	said	in	a	prepared	statement.		(SeaAle

Times)

Governor	Jay	Inslee	shared	the	ar;cle	"Army	to	bring	field	hospital	to	CenturyLink	Field	Event

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1243731525008388096


Center"	(KIRO	7)	on	TwiAer	and	said:	"We	need	to	increase	the	capacity	of	our	health	care

delivery	system.	This	new	field	hospital	will	do	that.	Thanks	to	the	Army	Crops	of	Engineers

(@USACEHQ),	@USArmy,	and	@fema	for	these	resources,	and	to	@MayorJenny	for	her

leadership.	#WeGotThisWA."

Mayor	Jenny	Durkan	shared	the	press	release	"U.S.	Army	Brings	Field	Hospital	to	SeaAle	to	Help

Reduce	Burden	on	Local	Hospitals"	(Office	of	the	Mayor)	on	TwiAer	and	said:	"I	appreciate	the

advocacy	of	@GovInslee,	quick	work	of	@VulcanInc,	the	@Seahawks,	and	@CenturyLink_Fld	to

allow	the	deployment	of	this	field	hospital,	and	extend	my	deepest	gra;tude	to	the	men	of

women	of	the	@USArmy	who	will	be	doing	life	saving	work."	(@MayorJenny)

In	the	Mayor's	Facebook	post	on	the	same	topic,	comments	are	mixed.	Some	people

praise	the	leadership	of	Washington	State	(example	1,	example	2)	and	the	President

(example	3,	example	4).	Others	are	cri;cal	-	poin;ng	out	that	Kirkland,	not	King	County,

was	the	epicenter	of	Washington's	COVID-19	outbreak	(example	5).	One	person	men;ons

the	FEMA	Camps	conspiracy	theory	(example	5).

Three	hundred	soldiers	from	Colorado	were	deployed	to	SeaAle	to	staff	a	field	hospital	at

CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.	In	comments	across	two	different	KIRO	7	News	Facebook

posts	(post	1,	post	2)	and	on	Q13	FOX's	Facebook	post	about	the	field	hospital,	people

wonder	about	the	logis;cs	of	this	move	--	should	they	have	picked	a	different	stadium?

Will	there	be	a	roof?	Should	the	city	use	the	conven;on	center?	Won't	it	be	difficult	to

adequately	heat	this	large	stadium?	The	FEMA	Camp	conspiracy	theory	also	comes	up

with	rela;on	to	Century	Link	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

PPE		

An	ER	physician	who	made	pleas	for	more	safety	equipment	and	more	urgent	measures	to

protect	staff	at	PeaceHealth	St.	Joseph	Medical	Center	was	fired	on	Friday.	(SeaAle	Times)

Tes;ng

COVID-19	drive-thru	tes;ng	in	Shoreline	starts	Monday,	March	30.	(Shoreline	Area	News)

Business

Despite	the	coronavirus	crisis,	some	Washington	state	landlords	are	steadfastly	insis;ng	that

rent	is	s;ll	due	in	full,	or	even	raising	rents.	(SeaAle	Times)

People	on	the	SeaAle	Times	Facebook	post	comment	on	the	fact	that	landlords	have

mortgages	to	pay,	but	many	agree	that	raising	the	rent	in	this	;me	is	harsh	(example	1,

example	2,	example	3)

Mul;na;onal	Boeing	supplier	furloughs	hundreds	without	pay.	Safran	Cabin,	which	has

suspended	produc;on	that	employs	1,500	workers,	will	not	pay	employees	regular	wages

during	the	break.	Instead,	it	told	employees	to	either	take	state	unemployment	benefits	or	use

vaca;on	;me.	(SeaAle	Times)

Homeless	Popula;on

Kitsap	County	sets	up	two	'recovery	centers'	as	it	prepares	for	COVID-19	to	hit	the	homeless.

(Kitsap	Sun).	Comments	on	the	Kitsap	Sun	Facebook	post	are	complimentary	of	this	ac;on

(example	1,	example	2),	and	some	suggest	other	loca;ons	that	could	be	used	--	vacant	church

buildings	(example	3)	and	schools	(example	4).

New	Cases

16	coronavirus	cases	at	Yakima	nursing	home.	(YakTriNews)

Community	Impact

·        Oregon,	Washington	close	all	na;onal	forest	sites,	trails	across	24M	acres.	The	closures	cover

around	24	million	acres	of	forest,	mountains	and	coast	spread	across	17	na;onal	forests.	(KGW)

Comments	on	the	KGW-TV	Facebook	post	largely	support	this	decision,	with	some

understanding	why	these	measures	are	being	taken	but	s;ll	wishing	they	weren't	(example	1,

example	2)

Oregon
Hot	Spot

Washington	Co.	leads	Oregon	in	coronavirus	cases	with	122	pa;ents	(KATU)

PPE

Oregon	Humane	Society	donates	18,000	face	masks	to	local	health	care	workers	(KATU)

Business	and	Economy

Rogue	Credit	Union	helping	members	amid	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KOBI-TV	NBC5)	Reac;ons
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praised	the	organiza;on.	(example	1,	example	2)

Evic;ons	halted,	but	concerns	of	paying	rent	remain.	Some	people	are	worried	they	won’t	be

able	to	pay	back	the	rent	that	accrues	under	the	evic;on	moratorium.	(KOIN	6)	Many

responded	to	this	ar;cle	which	was	sympathe;c	to	renters	by	saying	COVID-19	should	not	be

used	as	an	excuse	not	to	pay	rent.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Social	Distancing

Oregon,	Washington	close	all	na;onal	forest	sites,	trails	across	24M	acres.	(KGW	8)	Reac;on	is

generally	posi;ve,	with	people	sad	to	lose	the	recrea;on	but	suppor;ng	the	reasoning	behind

the	move.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Dispatch	recordings	show	confusion	at	TriMet	in	coronavirus	response.	The	transit	agency	has

struggled	to	deal	with	overcrowded	buses	and	possible	contamina;on.	One	passenger

reported	another	“spit	all	over	his	hands	and	just	started	touching	every	single	part	of	the	bus.”

(KGW	8)

Individuals	in	Albany	wonder	if	police	are	stopping	people	who	are	out	and	about.	The

response	is	overwhelmingly	no.	(example	1,	example	2)

25	photos	of	Oregon	in	spring,	for	a	virtual	spring	break	vaca;on	(Oregonian)

Rumor	Control

SCAM	ALERT:	Fake	coronavirus	s;mulus	checks	are	already	hiung	mailboxes.	(Fox	12)

Idaho
Tracking	Cases

·        Ski	vaca;on	hot	spot	becomes	virus	ground	zero	in	Idaho	(Idaho	News)

·        A	conversa;on	in	a	Facebook	group	Idaho	Covid	19	Mutual	Aid	Group	looks	for	confirma;on

that	test	results	are	taking	a	while,	therefore	current	data	indicate	that	posi;ve	cases	are	much

higher.	Responses	are	generally	all	affirma;ve,	with	one	person	responding	that	they	have

been	wai;ng	for	11	days.

Personal	Experience

·        'You	can't	cheat	the	virus':	Boise	man	details	what	is	like	to	have	the	coronavirus	and	recover

from	it	(KTVB)

New	Cases

·        East	Idaho	county	reports	first	confirmed	coronavirus	case		(Idaho	State	Journal)

·        First	COVID-19	case	confirmed	in	Bonneville	County	(Local	News	8)

Mass	Care

·        School	District	25	to	begin	emergency	food	service	program	on	Monday	(Idaho	State	Journal)

Dona;ons

·        Idaho	Chinese	Organiza;on	donates	goods	to	hospitals,	shelters	(Idaho	News)
·        Local	restaurant	donates	food	to	homeless	shelter	before	closing	due	to	COVID-19	outbreak

(KPVI)

Alaska
Social	Distancing

Governor	Dunleavy	issued	two	new	health	mandates	to	maintain	social	distancing	and

intrastate	travel	ban	ordered	as	Alaska	sees	first	in-state	COVID-19	death.	(Alaska	Daily	News)

Reac;on	is	mixed	with	some	people	intending	to	defy	the	order	(example	1,	example	2,

example	3),	some	requests	for	clarity	on	what	is	allowed		(example	1,	example	2,	example

3),	and	some—even	cri;cs	of	the	governor—suppor;ng	the	decision	(example	1,	example

2).

New	Cases

As	of	3	p.m.	March	27,	DHSS	reported	16	new	cases	over	the	past	24	hours	bringing	Alaska’s

total	case	count	to	85.	(Alaska	DHSS	Facebook)	Some	comments	expressed	stress	over	the

con;nually	rising	numbers,	asked	for	more	context	to	be	reported	along	with	them	such	as

recovery	numbers	and	clarity	on	symptoms.	(example	1,	example	2)

PPE

Local	Palmer	company	produces	swabs	to	increase	COVID	19	tes;ng	capacity.	Swabs	have	been

a	key	limi;ng	factor	according	to	Alaska’s	Chief	Medical	Officer.	(Fron;ersman)	Alaskan’s	praise

and	take	pride	in	these	local	efforts.
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Business/Community	Impact

Golden	Valley	Electric	Associa;on	(GVEA)	makes	changes	in	response	to	coronavirus,	delaying

late	fees	and	service	disconnects.	(KTVF)

Alaska	u;lity	to	reconnect	water	customers	during	outbreak	(KTVA)

Seward	fisherman	hopes	to	fill	freezers	for	the	needy	impacted	by	COVID-19.	(KTUU)

Blood	dona;on	centers	feeling	the	effects	of	COVID-19	(KTUU)

Poli;cs/Government

Amid	cri;cism	and	the	coronavirus	pandemic,	Alaska	investment	board	approves	$35	million

for	Ambler	Road.	The	project	is	one	of	a	series	of	economic-aid	measures	intended	to	address

the	effects	of	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	Reac;on	on	Facebook

con;nues	to	be	cri;cal,	some	accusing	the	board	of	using	the	pandemic	as	a	smokescreen

behind	which	to	accomplish	their	agenda.	(example	1,	example	2)

	

	

DHS	FEMA	Region	X	News	Desk
News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10

	

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal
opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
March 14, 2020 at 7:26 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL)
Cc:  Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan
(COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles (GOV)

Robert	and	others…..see	the	notes	below	from	our	FEMA	Team,	based	on	a	supply	chain	FEMA	conf	call.
	
The	grocery	supply	chain	looks	like	it	is	now	or	is	going	to	be	our	2nd	biggest	issue	behind	Hospitals	and
First	Responders	running	out	of	PPE…..
	
Jason
	
From:	seoc83	(MIL)	<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	4:18	PM
To:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)
<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc122	(MIL)	<seoc122@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc125	(MIL)
<seoc125@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc110	(MIL)	<seoc110@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
	
FYSA
	
Chris	Utzinger
EOC	Supervisor
eocsup@mil.wa.gov
253-912-4915
	
From:	Kimball,	Lloyd	<lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	1:46	PM
To:	seoc83	(MIL)	<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc110	(MIL)
<seoc110@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Goudreau,	Laura	<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
	
FYSA	for	future	long	term	planning.	
	
This	was	a	naaonal	level	call	that	took	place	at	noon	today	amongst	the	FEMA	supply	chain	personnel,
FEMA	regions,	and	some	of	the	large	private	grocery	suppliers	(CVS,	Target,	etc.).	
	
Lloyd
	
From:	Kimball,	Lloyd	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	13:25
To:	Goudreau,	Laura	<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Fordice,	Jusan	<jusan.fordice@fema.dhs.gov>;	Carey,	Joshua	<Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
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Summary:			Very	heavy	demand	past	3	days	>200%	typical,	straining	distribuaon	and	delivery	systems.	
Unsustainable	if	it	conanues.			Concerns	over	Covid19	impact	&	school	closures	on		workforce.			Looking
for	waivers	to	increase	delivery	capabiliaes.	
	
Call	took	the	enare	hour,	few	specific	soluaons	idenafied,	addiaonal	call	possible	in	a	few	days,	FEMA
HQ	sending	out	info	to	Regional	Administrators	on	possible	acaons	and	messages	to	convey	to
Governors.
	
Notes:
12:00  FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days

Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

Resupply of distribution centers

Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

 
 



Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for
national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed. 

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver.   Access credentials for
quarantine areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution 

Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements
	
	
Regards
	
Lloyd	Kimball
Telecommunicaaons	Specialist
FEMA	Integraaon	Team	(FIT),	Washington	State		
	Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	Region	X
(256)	419-3809	Cell				(253)	512-7087	Desk						
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

	

	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	Region	10	is	commiled	to	providing	access,	equal
opportunity	and	reasonable	accommodaaon	in	its	services,	programs,	acaviaes,	educaaon	and
employment	for	individuals	with	disabiliaes.	To	request	a	disability	accommodaaon	contact	Lloyd
Kimball	at	least	five	(5)	working	days	in	advance	at	(256)	419-3809	or	email	at
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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Ryan, Kym (GOV)
Letter from Governor Inslee
March 14, 2020 at 2:36 PM EDT
To: michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov

KYM RYAN

Executive Assistant to the Chief of Staff & Deputy Chief of Staff | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Desk: 360.902.4112 | Cell: 360.239.1491

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK
"mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov" kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov"  HYPERLINK

"https://twitter.com/GovInslee"  HYPERLINK "https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets"

 HYPERLINK "http://instagram.com/govinslee"  HYPERLINK
"https://medium.com/wagovernor"
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 9, 2020
April 09, 2020 at 10:42 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 9, 2020

SUMMARY
·        Washington	Governor	Inslee	announced	that	the	alternate	care	site	at	the	CenturyLink	event

center	is	needed	more	elsewhere	and	is	returning	it	to	FEMA.
·        Bothell-based	Ventec	Life	Systems	saw	the	biggest	single	order	for	its	portable	venFlator

Wednesday	when	the	federal	government	requested	30,000	of	the	life-sustaining	machines	for
$489.4	million.

·        Washington	State	Patrol	says	over	100	inmates	at	the	Monroe	CorrecFons	Complex	started	a
"disturbance"	on	Wednesday	evening	over	the	complex’s	six	coronavirus	cases.

·        Oregon	Governor	Brown	ordered	school	buildings	closed	for	the	rest	of	the	school	year.
·        Alaska's	biggest	oil	producer,	ConocoPhillips,	will	halt	drilling	in	the	North	Slope.
·        Idaho	Governor	LiWle	signed	an	execuFve	order	to	oversee	the	approximately	$1.25	billion	in

federal	funds	the	state	will	receive	to	fight	the	COVID-19	pandemic.
Public	Sen+ment

The	economic	realiFes	have	some	people	in	Washington	and	Alaska	feeling	desperate.
Food	banks	are	low	on	donaFons.		In	SeaWle,	a	non-profit	was	robbed	for	its	food	and	hygiene
supplies,	with	thieves	leaving	behind	high-value	office	equipment.
SeaWle-area	small	businesses	applying	for	SBA	loans	see	both	potenFal	and	problems	with	the
process.
In	reacFon	to	the	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	being	redeployed,	people	are	glad	that
Washington	was	prepared	and	grateful	it	was	not	needed.	They	credit	social	distancing	with
helping	to	avert	the	worst	of	this	crisis.
The	Alaskan	people	are	distressed	about	the	economy	in	the	wake	of	news	that	ConocoPhillips
is	cu^ng	oil	producFon,	given	that	Alaska’s	tourism	industry	is	already	struggling.
There	are	rising	concerns	about	the	impact	of	COVID-19	on	vulnerable	populaFons.

Washington
CenturyLink	Field	Hospital	Redeployed

Aaer	consulFng	with	other	officials,	Gov.	Jay	Inslee's	office	announced	the	hospital	is	being
returned	to	FEMA	so	it	can	be	used	in	a	state	with	a	more	"significant	need."	(KIRO	7,	KING	5,
KOMO,	Q13	FOX,	SeaWle	Times,	KHQ	Local	News,	KUOW,		The	Hill,	Spokesman-Review,	SeaWle
Journal	of	Daily	Commerce)
Gov.	Inslee:	Today	we’re	returning	the	field	hospital	staFoned	at	CenturyLink	to	@FEMA	so	it
can	be	redeployed	to	a	state	with	a	more	significant	need.	I’m	proud	that	our	diligence	has
saved	lives	across	the	state,	and	am	even	more	proud	that	we	can	now	help	save	lives	across
the	country.	Full	Statement	(@GovInslee	TwiWer)
In	reacFon	to	the	news,	the	majority	of	people	are	grateful	that	Washington	was	prepared	and
grateful	it	was	not	needed.	They	urge	each	other	to	not	to	think	that	Governor	and	scienFsts
exaggerated,	but	to	realize	that	social	distancing	has	helped	to	avert	a	much-worse	crisis.	A
small	minority	of	people	claim	that	the	hospital	was	an	overreacFon	in	the	first	place,	or	are
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worried	that	Washington	may	sFll	need	it.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
Medical	Equipment

Bothell-based	Ventec	Life	Systems	saw	the	biggest	single	order	for	its	portable	venFlator
Wednesday	when	the	federal	government	requested	30,000	of	the	life-sustaining	machines	for
$489.4	million.	(SeaWle	Times)
Mukilteo	company	creates	portable	handwashing	staFon.	(KIRO	7)

Food	and	EssenFals
Thieves	target	SeaWle	non-profit,	stealing	food	and	hygiene	supplies.	The	thieves	did	not	take
computers	or	other	high-value	office	equipment,	just	food	and	grocery	store	items.	(KING	5)

Comments	on	the	KING	5	Facebook	page	speak	to	the	desperaFon	people	are	feeling,	and
some	menFon	that	local	food	banks	need	donaFons.

Washington	NaFonal	Guard	supports	Second	Harvest	with	food	distribuFons.		Before	the
coronavirus,	Second	Harvest	typically	distributed	about	150,000	pounds	of	food	each	week.
Meuer	said	last	week,	it	distributed	600,000	pounds.	(KREM)
See	price	gouging	during	coronavirus	crisis?	Here’s	how	to	report	it	in	Washington.	AWorney
General	Bob	Ferguson	says	his	office	has	received	more	than	500	complaints	about	price
gouging	for	items	since	February.	(KING	5)

Inmates
Washington	State	Patrol	says	over	100	inmates	at	the	Monroe	CorrecFons	Complex	started	a
"disturbance"	on	Wednesday	evening	over	six	coronavirus	cases	at	the	complex,	causing	a	large
law	enforcement	response.	(KING	5)

NaFonal	media	quickly	picked	up	the	story,	including	CNN,	Newsweek,	CBS,	and	NPR.
TesFng

·        Confluence	Health	opens	drive-thru	tesFng	site	in	Omak.	(Wenatchee	World)
IsolaFon	and	QuaranFne

·        The	Wenatchee	Valley's	first	COVID-19	isolaFon	shelter	opened	Tuesday.	(Wenatchee	World)
Long-Term	Care

At	least	137	long-term-care	faciliFes	in	Washington	state	had	confirmed	cases	of	the	disease
caused	by	novel	coronavirus	as	of	Wednesday,	and	221	deaths	have	been	linked	to	them,
according	to	state	officials.	(SeaWle	Times)

EducaFon
University	of	Washington	cancels	in-person	commencement	ceremonies.		Commencement	for
the	SeaWle,	Bothell	and	Tacoma	campuses	now	will	be	held	virtually	because	of	the	area's
ongoing	spread	of	coronavirus.	(KING	5)	

Business	and	Economy
SeaWle-area	small	businesses	applying	for	federal	coronavirus	loans	see	potenFal	and	problems
(SeaWle	Times)

DonaFons
Seahawks	wide	receiver	D.K.	Metcalf	donates	$50K	for	coronavirus	relief--	half	of	the	money	will
go	to	a	SeaWle	hospital	and	the	other	half	will	go	to	Metcalf's	hometown	of	Oxford,	Mississippi.
(KING	5)
Allstate	customers	to	receive	'Shelter-In-Place'	payback	due	to	traveling	less.	Another	naFonal
insurer,	USAA,	has	also	announced	plans	to	provide	refunds	to	some	of	its	customers.	(KOMO)

	Federal	Response
·        US	coronavirus	cases	hit	400k	as	more	Americans	quesFon	federal	response,	polls	show.	(Tacoma

News	Tribune)	Comments	on	the	Tacoma	News	Tribune	Facebook	debate	the	president's
handling	of	COVID-19	and	are	divided	in	their	opinion	of	the	federal	response.

Oregon
FlaWen	the	Curve

‘Stay	home,	stay	local’:	Oregon	trails,	beaches	off-limits.	(KOIN,	KATU2)
Mayor	of	Newport,	a	coastal	town,	says	'I	have	been	ge^ng	concerns	all	week	about	an
upFck	in	tourists	returning	to	Newport	due	to	the	nice	weather.'	Residents	are	telling
visitors	to	'stay	out!'

Portland	Parks	&	RecreaFon	will	have	greeters	at	some	popular	parks	to	make	sure	people	are
following	social	distancing	rules.	(FOX	12)
Washington,	Oregon	show	promising	coronavirus	trends.	(The	Hill)
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OHA	promotes	safe	sex	in	the	Fme	of	COVID-19.	(KOIN,	Portland	Mercury)
EducaFon

Gov.	Brown	extends	school	closure	order	through	2019	-	20	academic	year.	(KGW8,	KVAL13,	The
Oregonian,	WillameWe	Week)

Residents	understand	the	logic	behind	the	decision,	but	are	grappling	with	grief	of
missing	important	events	with	their	high	school	seniors,	and	the	stress	of	managing	work
from	home	while	supervising	their	children's	educaFon.	(example	1,	example	2,	example
3)

High	school	seniors	face	unanswered	quesFons.	(The	World)
Community	Impact

Oregon’s	LaFno	populaFon	is	disproporFonately	affected	by	coronavirus	cases.	Though	LaFnos
make	up	13%	of	the	state’s	populaFon,	they	represent	at	least	18%	of	all	posiFve	cases,
potenFally	more.	(KGW)

Comments	on	KQW's	Facebook	page	speculate	about	why	this	might	be	--	with	ideas
ranging	from	more	LaFnos	being	essenFal	workers,	LaFnos	generally	being	family-
oriented	and	sFll	seeing	family	despite	social	distancing	or	living	many	family	members
under	one	roof,	to	systemic	health	and	income	inequality	that	disproporFonately	affect
people	of	color.	

Business
Oregon	Employment	Department	is	hiring	(KATU2),	while	facing	the	conFnued	problems	and
new	pressures	from	claims	of	laid-off	workers.	(The	Oregonian)

New	Cases
Five	new	COVID-19	deaths,	58	new	cases	in	Oregon.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN,	KPTV12,	The
Oregonian)
COVID-19	will	strain	Oregon’s	capacity	for	dealing	with	the	dead.	(WillameWe	Weekly)
Oregon	prepares	for	coronavirus	surge:	New	online	tool	will	help	track	its	spread,	direct	sick	to
open	hospital	beds.	(The	Oregonian)

TesFng
Oregon	got	half	the	20,000	coronavirus	tests	the	governor	touted.	(The	Oregonian,	KGW8,	KATU)

PPE
Oregon	NaFonal	Guard	soldiers	are	making	1,000	masks	and	1,000	face	shields	to	support
fellow	NaFonal	Guard	members,	avoiding	using	PPE	from	NaFonal	Emergency	Stockpile.
(@OregonGuard)

Idaho
Federal	Support

·        The	governor	signed	an	execuFve	order,	forming	his	new	Coronavirus	Financial	Advisory
CommiWee	to	oversee	the	approximately	$1.25	billion	in	federal	funds	that	Idaho	will	receive	to
fight	the	COVID-19	pandemic.

·        Feds	supply	Idaho	with	600,000	items	to	protect	front-line	workers	from	the	coronavirus.	(Magic
Valley)

Economic	Recovery
·        City	of	Boise	financial	experts	don't	expect	a	sudden	recovery.	There's	no	clear	Fmeline	for	when

Idaho's	economy	will	recover	from	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KTVB)
Stay-at-Home	order	protest

·        Ammon	Bundy,	health	freedom	group	organize	events	to	protest	stay-home	order.	(Idaho	State
Journal)	A	leWer	to	the	Magic	Valley	editor	responds	that	his	acFons	are	a	shame.

WHO
·        Idaho	senator	calls	for	invesFgaFon	into	the	WHO	over	how	it	handled	the	COVID-19	pandemic.

(KTVB)	The	overall	reacFon	to	this	move	is	dismissive,	while	some	voice	support	for	the	senator.
Alaska

Economy
Alaska's	largest	oil	producer,	ConocoPhillips,	will	halt	North	Slope	drilling	to	protect	workers
amid	coronavirus	crisis.	(Anchorage	Daily	News,	KTUU,	Alaska	Public	Media,	KTOO)	In	its
announcement	the	company	cited	the	"remoteness	and	complexity	of	operaFng	on	the	North
Slope	during	the	COVID	pandemic."	This	follows	news	last	week	that	BP	would	limit	all
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nonessenFal	acFvity	in	the	North	Slope.
One	subcontractor,	said	the	impact	of	the	decision	will	be	“severely	felt”	by	all	of	its
employees	and	Alaskans	(Alaska	Daily	News)
On	Facebook,	people	are	very	disheartened	by	the	news,	and	wonder	how	Alaska's
economy	will	fare	without	oil	or	tourism.	Several	comment	that	low	oil	prices	are	the	real
reason	for	the	shutdown	of	operaFons.	(example	1,	example	2)

Profile:	Businessowner	watches	his	Anchorage	cafe	crumble	under	the	weight	of	the
coronavirus	crisis,	one	quiet	day	at	a	Fme.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)

Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy
PPE	is	sFll	a	problem,	the	state	has	requested	much	more	than	it	has	received.	(KTUU)
Gov.	Dunleavy	addressed	the	mandate	issued	Tuesday	which	extended	the	suspension	of	non-
elecFve	surgeries,	including	aborFon:	'No,	we	are	not	being	poliFcal."	He	says	they	are	trying	to
conserve	PPE.
The	state	is	'moving	on	this	as	fast	as	we	can'	to	get	unemployment	benefits	distributed	to
Alaskans.

PPE
Anchorage	Daily	News	published	a	story	by	Los	Angeles	Times	claiming	the	federal	government
is	seizing	medical	supplies	that	was	enroute	to	hospitals	in	Washington,	Oregon	and	Alaska.
o   The	reacFon	on	Facebook	is	frustraFon	with	the	federal	response,	with	many	saying	that	this

is	what	people	should	have	expected	since	they	asked	for	the	federal	government	to	take
over.	Many	people	are	confused	by	the	situaFon,	for	example	wondering	whether	the
seized	goods	were	paid	for	by	the	states	or	the	federal	government.
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Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov

Hello Team,

Please note Coordinate Team name change (need all the positive framing we can get these days). Let me know if you have a strong objection to the change.

Please continue to send me suggestions for team member additions so that I may add accordingly. Continue to forward to staff leads, as you deem appropriate
until I get the list updated.

These meetings are scheduled twice a week, Mondays and Thursdays, through the end of June. The situation, as you well know, is fluid so the team makeup
and team outcomes may change over the course of time and as per direction of Incident Command.

Please send agenda items by noon the day before each conference call.

Please contact me directly in between conference calls to highlight and discuss Hot Button issues that require elevation and/or immediate attention.

Your input on how these coordination calls go, the content, follow up, membership, etc., is extremely valuable. Please send concerns, ideas, and feedback to me
directly.

Take good care. Talk soon.

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MEETING #1 INFORMATION

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV)

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:51 AM

To: Austin, JT (GOV); Rains, Katie (AGR); Connelly, Leslie (OFM); Sheffels, Evan (AGR); Wilson, Morgan (GOV);
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us<mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us>; Barkley, Wendy; babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov<mailto:babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov>

Cc: Baumgart, Jim (GOV); Katims, Casey (GOV); Voris, Molly (GOV); Thompson, Maddy (GOV); Sandison, Derek (AGR); Butler, Laura (AGR); Eads, Kim
(AGR); Emmans, Gene (AGR); Fuller, Steve (AGR); Evans, Rayanna (OFM)

Subject: COVID-19 Food Insecurity/Hunger Coordination Conference Call

When: Monday, March 16, 2020 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg ID: 3155376 Host(JT) 2929#

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


Importance: High

Hello Team,

Please forward this conference call to appropriate state leads and staff.

I have been asked to serve as the Governor’s office Coordinator for Food Insecurity/Hunger Issues.

Please note I have had to push this conference back to 1 PM as I have a meeting with our Chief of Staff at 12 noon on a related food/ag issue.

I look forward to meeting you all and doing good work!

Best,

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>
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AGENDA

Welcome and Introductions

Identification of Agency Leads and Additional Partners Discuss “Chain of Command” and Points of Contact Identification of Immediate Actions, assign leads
Identification of Longer-Term Actions, assign leads Establish Daily Coordination Calls

DRAFT List of Issues for Discussion (will be edited as we go)

Mobilize Large-scale Restaurant Food Rescue Operation:  assign small ad-hoc team, discuss coordination with hospitality association, county EDC’s,
transportation, communications

                Repack household size food items, deliver to local hunger relief organizations

COVID-19 SNAP Requests

                Get purchasing power to low income people on SNAP so they can purchase food and acquire rations during quarantine

                                Suspend implementation of ABAWD rule that is scheduled to go into effect 4/1

                                Provide additional months benefit early to allow for additional purchases

                                Increase the monthly benefit and expand eligibility to reduce reliance on overwhelmed food banks FUNDING Funding for temporary
staffing to a) offset a depleted volunteer base (hunger relief significantly relies on senior volunteers who are showing up in reduced numbers due to their
vulnerability to COVID-19) b) begin providing mobile market and home delivery for low-income infected and/or otherwise quarantined people unable to
access food through other means; Funding for packing and re-packing supplies to a) pack food into self-contained boxes to give clients in open air
environments to reduce person-to-person contact and b) to repack bulk commodities from OSPI/USDA for distribution in household sizes.

     *   Anecdotal – the largest food bank in Snohomish Count spent $5,000 on 3/12 to purchase thousands of bags so that they could maintain food distribution
with pre-packed food bags.  Many other large food banks are making similar purchases to keep food flowing to low-income people; most of these organizations
have reserves that can support these purchases for a short-time, but this pandemic is expected to take a huge toll on businesses, including the nonprofit sector,
and government support will be needed to ensure that food continues to flow in the coming weeks and months.



Funding for sanitation supplies* – hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, increased professional cleaning services, hand washing stations, gloves, etc.

Funding for distribution costs – including leasing refrigerated vehicles, fuel, insurance, etc. to enable more food-safe home deliveries and mobile distribution
units.

Additional funding to purchase food as donations dwindle due to social distancing and an increased number of quarantined people.

How National Declaration impacts funding and actions

                Communications with USDA



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

DHS_Announces_$10_Million_in_FY20_Funding_Availability_for

_Targeted_Violence_and_Terrorism_Prevention_Grant_Programs

April 21, 2020 at 9:47 AM EDT

To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS Makes $10 Million in Funding Available for
Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention Grants

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is making $10 million available
to help local communities more effectively combat terrorism and targeted violence across the
United States. The $10 million appropriated by Congress under the Fiscal Year 2020 Targeted
Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) Grant Program will support the development of a
nationwide terrorism and targeted violence prevention framework. DHS strongly encourages all
eligible entities to apply for this funding opportunity to build capabilities in their communities
and online.

“Attacks by domestic terrorists, those inspired by foreign terrorist organizations, and acts
committed by violent individuals with no clear ideological motivation have occurred in
communities across America with tragic outcomes,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf. “These grants will improve local communities’ ability to prevent individuals from
mobilizing or radicalizing to violence and create locally-based prevention frameworks to address
these emerging threats.”

The TVTP Grant Program helps DHS to fulfill its commitment to addressing the threat posed by
terrorism and targeted violence at home and builds on the promising practices identified in
previous grant programs. It is the only federal grant program dedicated to enhancing prevention
capabilities in local communities. In its first year, the TVTP Grant Program has three priorities:
(1) establishing and enhancing local prevention frameworks with an emphasis on threat
assessment and management capabilities; (2) preventing domestic terrorism; and (3) finding
innovative solutions for preventing targeted violence and terrorism.

“I want to thank Congress for funding for this mission in a bipartisan way over the last few years,
most recently and most significantly, in the Fiscal Year 2020 Appropriations Act. We look
forward to working with Congress to continue to advance this effort.” Wolf continued.
 
Eligible activities under the TVTP Grant Program cover all aspects of prevention, including
building resilience, intervention, recidivism prevention, and reintegration programs at the local
level. The program directly supports the objectives of the DHS Strategic Framework for
Countering Terrorism and Targeted Violence, which DHS released in September 2019. Making
these funds available for local prevention partners is a key milestone in the implementation of the
Strategic Framework.
 
TVTP Grant Program funds will support the development of local prevention capabilities at a
time when DHS is observing an uptick in online efforts for terrorism recruitment and

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.Wq3L6kSCJlwi7PhxMRH0sEgQQpx7K2-c1XcbgVaVR8o/br/77650588321-l


radicalization from a variety of sectors. DHS is committed to expanding the program and the
President has requested an additional $20 million for TVTP grant funds next fiscal year.
 
The application period will close on May 29, 2020. Applicants should consult theNotice of
Funding Opportunity for more specific information about the process. Applying for this grant is a
multi-step process and it is recommended that applicants begin that process early in order to allow
sufficient time to complete the interim steps.
 
For more information, please see the TVTP Grant Program site athttps://www.dhs.gov/tvtpgrants.

# # #
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key
To: Klontz, Diane (COM), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Flanagan, John (GOV), Vasavada, Jasmine (COM), Leaders, Amber (GOV)
Cc:  Kelleher, Tedd (COM), McMurry, Martin (COM)

Mike,

Several counties have applied to FEMA for reimbursement of non-congregate sheltering. Those activities can include the use of hotels for individuals who are
unhoused due to the COVID virus.

Jim

JIM BAUMGART

Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK "mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov" Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov"  HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/GovInslee"  HYPERLINK

"https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets"  HYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/"  HYPERLINK

"https://medium.com/wagovernor"  HYPERLINK "https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new"
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From: Klontz, Diane (COM) 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11:19 AM
To: Faulk, Mike (GOV) ; Flanagan, John (GOV) ; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) ; Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) ; Leaders, Amber (GOV) 
Cc: Kelleher, Tedd (COM) ; McMurry, Martin (COM) 
Subject: RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

Hello Mike~ I have attached the media release from March 19 th that gives the most concise version of the $30M grants. The funds were directly allocated to
Commerce from OFM and were part of the $200M.

If you need more info, I can be reached at 360-701-2732.

~Diane

Commerce announces new emergency housing grant for counties

March 19, 2020

Funds are available immediately

OLYMPIA, Wash. – The Washington State Department of Commerce is making $30 million in funding immediately accessible to every county under a new grant. This funding will
help local governments create housing necessary for quarantine, isolation, and additional sanitation to address the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Upfront, the requirement is simple: coordinate with your local public health department and cities, and get going,” said Lisa Brown, Department of Commerce director. “This grant
is designed to get the money out into the communities so we can make a difference immediately. Please work closely with your local public health jurisdiction to deploy these funds
quickly.”

Each county will receive a minimum of $250,000, with the rest distributed based on the number of homeless persons as measured by the annual Point-In-Time Count.

The funding will address the quarantine and isolation needs for people experiencing homelessness and other people who cannot isolate at home, including:

Create isolation and quarantine housing.
Create additional emergency shelter capacity for people experiencing homelessness to replace shelter capacity lost when the state required increased social distancing.
Increase sanitation in existing homeless housing.
Other costs associated with addressing the public health needs of people experiencing homelessness or displaced from their former housing due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

The ultimate goal is to have facilities available as quickly as possible for those in need.

“This initial funding amount will help every community take immediate steps to help their residents,” Brown said. “We are aware that more funding from other sources will be
essential as we move forward through the COVID-19 pandemic.”

The amounts distributed to each county, and more information about the new COVID-19 emergency housing grant requirements are HYPERLINK
"https://www.commerce.wa.gov/serving-communities/homelessness/" available here.
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From: Faulk, Mike (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov" Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 11:05 AM
To: Flanagan, John (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov >; Klontz, Diane (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov" diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov >; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov"
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >; Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov"
jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov >; Leaders, Amber (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: Kelleher, Tedd (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov" tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov > 
Subject: RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

Thanks John. Hi Diane. Can you elaborate more on that $30 million you referenced? Was this out of the $200 million legislative package? Disbursed to DSHS?

Mike Faulk

Deputy Communications Director/Press Secretary | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Desk: 360.902.0546 | Cell: 360.790.2920

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK "mailto:mike.faulk@gov.wa.gov" mike.faulk@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

From: Flanagan, John (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 10:25 AM
To: Klontz, Diane (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov" diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov >; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >; Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov" jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov >; Leaders, Amber (GOV) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: Kelleher, Tedd (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov" tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov >; Faulk, Mike (GOV) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov" Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov >
Subject: RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

Looping Mike into this chain to answer a question he posed.

JOHN FLANAGAN

Pronouns: (He/Him/His)

Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Desk: 360.902.9818 | Cell: 360.801.9807

HYPERLINK "https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.governor.wa.gov%2F&data=02%7C01%7Chadoub%40microsoft.com%7Cc07fc2d61ec54243d4df08d516417ed0%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636439392915491267&sdata=yihG3gy%2Bda3%2F2WfgdBmXG76SHdU5LxgimxBIxjoWizY%3D&reserved=0"
www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
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 HYPERLINK "https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGovInslee&data=02%7C01%7Chadoub%40microsoft.com%7Cc07fc2d61ec54243d4df08d516417ed0%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636439392915501271&sdata=Aqu43%2FpwdXyisnh5HW108owoZdWn9Umgw8I%2BURsmX7E%3D&reserved=0"

 HYPERLINK "https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fgovinslee%2Fsets&data=02%7C01%7Chadoub%40microsoft.com%7Cc07fc2d61ec54243d4df08d516417ed0%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636439392915501271&sdata=Kidus34Po0dyUSViiK32oy%2FiwjmzSMXHmDT2%2BcSpJ%2BQ%3D&reserved=0"

 HYPERLINK "https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fgovinslee%2F&data=02%7C01%7Chadoub%40microsoft.com%7Cc07fc2d61ec54243d4df08d516417ed0%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636439392915501271&sdata=stoLQJbBEzqEgsmkjWnYT4%2BXlXWTFyU3S4sSaoeoUAA%3D&reserved=0"

 HYPERLINK "https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedium.com%2Fwagovernor&data=02%7C01%7Chadoub%40microsoft.com%7Cc07fc2d61ec54243d4df08d516417ed0%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636439392915501271&sdata=xL1SOS5tYputmNckXE693tvPkni%2FZEGTXD6kbGlwB1k%3D&reserved=0"

From: Klontz, Diane (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov" diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov > 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9:56 AM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >; Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov" jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov >; Leaders, Amber (GOV) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: Flanagan, John (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov >; Kelleher, Tedd (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov" tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov >
Subject: RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

Thanks for the loop in. At this time, we do not have a statewide coordinated initiative, however we provided the $30m in state funding that can be used for a
similar effort. Some counties are using these funds to move folks into hotel rooms if necessary.
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From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9:15 AM
To: Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov" jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov >; Leaders, Amber
(GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: Flanagan, John (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov >; Klontz, Diane (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov" diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov >; Kelleher, Tedd (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov" tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov > 
Subject: RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

Jasmine,

Thank you.

Jim

JIM BAUMGART

Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
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From: Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov" jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov > 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 9:13 AM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >; Leaders, Amber (GOV) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov >
Cc: Flanagan, John (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov >; Klontz, Diane (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov" diane.klontz@commerce.wa.gov >; Kelleher, Tedd (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov" tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov > 
Subject: RE: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

I’ve looped in Tedd and Diane to see if they know anything about this use of federal dollars to connect homeless individuals up with hotel rooms.

From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 8:59 AM
To: Leaders, Amber (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: Flanagan, John (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov" john.flanagan@gov.wa.gov >; Vasavada, Jasmine (COM) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov" jasmine.vasavada@commerce.wa.gov >
Subject: Re: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

Commerce distributed $30!million in state funds in mid March to move some homeless to hotels. I’ll check with the federal partners to see if any fed money
was similarly used.

Sent from my iPhone

Apr 9, 2020, at 5:09 PM, Leaders, Amber (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov > wrote:

Do any of you know if this is happening in Washington?

Sent from my iPhone

forwarded message:

From: "Lee, Tara (GOV)" < HYPERLINK "mailto:tara.lee@gov.wa.gov" tara.lee@gov.wa.gov >
Date: April 9, 2020 at 5:05:37 PM PDT
To: "Faulk, Mike (GOV)" < HYPERLINK "mailto:Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov" Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov >, "Leaders, Amber (GOV)"
< HYPERLINK "mailto:Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov" Amber.Leaders@gov.wa.gov >
Subject: FW: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key

From: Sydney Brownstone < HYPERLINK "mailto:sbrownstone@seattletimes.com" sbrownstone@seattletimes.com > 
Sent: Thursday, April 9, 2020 4:48 PM
To: Lee, Tara (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:tara.lee@gov.wa.gov" tara.lee@gov.wa.gov > 
Subject: Seattle Times inquiry: Gov. Newsom's Project Room Key
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Hi Tara,

I’m reaching out with a question with a deadline of 1pm tomorrow, April 10:

1. Has Gov. Inslee launched any effort, similar to Gov. Newsom’s Project Room Key, to move homeless people into hotels with
federal funding? If so, how many? If not, why not?

Reach me at 610-247-9636.

Thank you,

Sydney

Sydney Brownstone

Reporter | Seattle Times

c: 610-247-9636

o: 206-464-3225



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_3
April 03, 2020 at 3:43 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 3, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase
ventilator production. The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators
to six companies.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will
begin offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.

Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.
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Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).

FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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JHB
Re: Clark and Cowlitz counties - SW WA
April 08, 2020 at 12:52 PM EDT
To: Lofy, Kathy H (DOH)
Cc:  seoc122 (MIL), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), O'Hare, Michael, Peiper, Pam, Bowman, Casey, Evich,
Jordan, Katims, Casey (GOV)

Hi Kathy, 

Thank you for your time and swift response!

Jerrod, my cell is 360-609-0435. Many thanks,

- Jaime

Misspellings sent from my iPhone

On Apr 7, 2020, at 10:41 PM, Lofy, Kathy H (DOH) <Kathy.Lofy@doh.wa.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
Hi	Jaime,
	
Iâ€™m	very	sorry	to	hear	that	Clark	and	Cowlitz	Coun<es	have	not	received	any	PPE.	As	I
told	you	on	the	phone,	I	have	never	ordered	a	PPE	shipment	to	be	pulled	back,	par<cularly
a	shipment	that	had	been	packed	up	to	be	delivered.
	
Unfortunately,	our	statewide	demand	for	PPE	s<ll	greatly	exceeds	our	supply	and	as	a
result	we	s<ll	have	many	facili<es	in	dire	need	of	PPE.	Since	your	region	has	not	received
any	significant	amount	of	PPE	and	you	have	outbreaks	in	your	long	term	care	facili<es,	I
feel	strongly	that	your	orders	(see	below)	should	be	pushed	to	the	top	of	the	list.
	
I	have	ccâ€™d	the	logis<cs	sec<on	chief,	the	director	of	the	state	emergency	management
division	(Robert	Ezelle)	and	our	agency	area	commander	(Jerrod	Davis).
	
Jerrod,	can	you	please	check	on	this	order	and	give	Jaime	a	call	tomorrow	to	update	her	on
the	status?	Jerrod	should	also	be	able	to	help	you	get	some	tes<ng	supplies	since	we
acquired	15,000	swabs	today.		
	
Thanks,
Kathy
	

From:	JHB	[mailto:JHB@mail.house.gov]	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	7,	2020	6:05	PM
To:	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Peiper,	Pam
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<Pam.Peiper@mail.house.gov>;	Bowman,	Casey	<Casey.Bowman@mail.house.gov>;	Evich,
Jordan	<Jordan.Evich@mail.house.gov>;	Ka<ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka<ms@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Clark	and	Cowlitz	coun<es	-	SW	WA
 

Kathy,
 
I'm following up on the voicemail I left you earlier today.  On April 1, I
was told by FEMA Administrator O'Hare that Clark and Cowlitz
Counties would be receiving the PPE detailed below.  When I followed
up yesterday to see why it was not delivered, I was informed that it was
packaged for shipment, and then was pulled back by you.  It was
explained that the materials were needed for long term care facilities
elsewhere in the state.  However, in Clark County we have outbreaks in
nine long term care facilities, and there have been deaths and yet we
don't have the supplies to test there.  In the community the percentage
of positive tests has doubled and the weekly percentage of hospital
admissions with COVID-19-like illnesses has also doubled.  
 
Cowlitz County reported Friday that they are down to one gown in their
efforts to treat patients. Not one box, one gown, which I am sure is
gone by this point. Cowlitz fire does not have supplies to serve
residents or emergency calls. They were counting on help from the
public health department. As I'm sure you know, normal supply chain
operations simply are not working for smaller providers or
municipalities. Our larger hospitals are able to get some supplies
through, but if you're small, isolated or rural you're out of luck. 
 
I have worked tirelessly at the federal level to get PPE to the state, only
to witness the state deliver nothing to most of my counties and less
than 1% of what Clark County requested.  I did not expect to get all that
we asked for, but given our needs, I certainly expected something - and
definitely expected what was told me. Can you please apprise me of
your plans with regard to the order below? 
 
Thank you for your time and attention. I realize it is a difficult situation
for everyone right now. 
 
Jaime Herrera Beutler
Member of Congress, WA 03
C: 360-609-0435  

Clark County is getting:
Face Shield: 14500
Procedure Mask: 25200
Respirator: 5000
Sanitizing: 5509

Cowlitz:
Gown: 7500



	



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Fact_Sheet:_DHS_Measures_on_the_Border_t o_Limit_the_Further_Spread_of_Coronavirus
March 23, 2020 at 12:23 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Release Date: 
March 23, 2020
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/03/23/fact-sheet-dhs-measures-border-limit-further-spread-coronavirus

In order to limit the further spread of coronavirus, the U.S. has reached agreements with both Canada and
Mexico to limit all non-essential travel across borders. Working closely and collaboratively, the Department of
Homeland Security is part of a North American approach to stop the spread of the virus.

Additionally, CBP will no longer detain illegal immigrants in our holding facilities and will immediately return
these aliens to the country they entered from – Canada or Mexico. Where such a return is not possible, CBP
will return these aliens to their country of origin.

These measures will be implemented on March 21, 2020 and will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.

The U.S., Mexican, and Canadian governments are taking necessary action to fight against this pandemic
together.

Northern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers
Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

 

 The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in
daily cross-border trade. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily
restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to
exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an
extension of that prudent approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These
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supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply
chains, including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the
land border every day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be
impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily
restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at
which point it will be reviewed by both parties.  

Southern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Mexico Joint Initiative to Combat the COVID-19 Pandemic

 

 The strong partnership and close cooperation between the United States and Mexico has allowed us to maintain
a productive border environment. We value the health and safety of our citizens and keep that at the forefront of
joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border operations.

Recognizing the robust trade relationship between the United States and Mexico, we agree our two countries, in
response to the ongoing global and regional health situation, require particular measures both to protect bilateral
trade and our countries’ economies and ensure the health of our nations’ citizens. We agree to the need for a
dedicated joint effort to prevent spread of the COVID-19 virus and address the economic effects resulting from
reduced mobility along our shared border.  

The U.S. and Mexican governments further recognize critical services such as food, fuel, healthcare and life-
saving medicines must reach people on both sides of the border every day. Essential travel must therefore
continue unimpeded during this time.  In order to ensure that essential travel can continue, the United States
and Mexico are also temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature. Additionally, we are
encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others.

This collaborative and reciprocal initiative is an extension of our nations’ prudent approach that values the
health and safety of our citizens in the joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border
operations.

This joint initiative will commence at 00:01 Saturday March 21 throughout the US-Mexico land border for a
period of 30 days subject to extension upon review.

Detention Facilities

CBP is the first line of defense of our nation’s borders. To help prevent the introduction of COVID-19 into our

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDIsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjMuMTkxNjI1NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5kaHMuZ292L25ld3MvMjAyMC8wMy8yMC9qb2ludC1zdGF0ZW1lbnQtdXMtbWV4aWNvLWpvaW50LWluaXRpYXRpdmUtY29tYmF0LWNvdmlkLTE5LXBhbmRlbWljIn0.o_Vc-uyCCj7YvYjI5hjHQSO1AJJ2JNBwrXmmhP6Vigw/br/76494360815-l


border facilities and into our country, aliens subject to the order will not be held in congregate areas for
processing by CBP and instead will immediately be turned away from ports of entry.
Those encountered between ports of entry after illegally crossing the border similarly will not be held in
congregate areas for processing and instead, to the maximum extent feasible, will immediately be returned to
their country of last transit. These aliens are processed in stations designed for short-term processing, where
distancing is not a viable option, creating a serious danger of an outbreak.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has determined that these conditions present a serious
infection control challenge and are a risk to public health. Should an outbreak occur at these facilities, local
medical facilities would be forced to devote extensive resources and may become overwhelmed.   

This action will also protect the health of our country’s dedicated border agents and other law enforcement
personnel, who are vital to the security of our Nation.

Apprehension of illegal immigrants along both borders between POEs:

Migrants from Coronavirus Impacted Areas: Since the beginning of the FY20 fiscal year in October 2019
through the end of February 2020 (over the period of October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020), foreign
nationals from 122 separate countries have been apprehended or denied entry (inadmissible) at the U.S.
Southwest border, for a total of over 190,000 apprehended or inadmissible migrants from countries
currently with confirmed COVID cases.
Size and Scale: Every week, CBP apprehends between 7,000 – 9,000 individuals between ports of entry
—the equivalent of 2.5 Diamond Princess cruise ships per week.
Human-to-human Spread: The spread of coronavirus is exacerbated by human-to-human transmission
and the need for detention. CBP law enforcement facilities are for short-term holding and do not provide
for needed large-scale isolation, diagnosis, or treatment of such a novel disease.
CBP Facilities: CBP facilities are not structured or equipped to effectively quarantine an infected
population. CBP would be forced to rely on state and local hospitals to provide longer-term medical care
for individuals who fall ill, further burdening our strained healthcare system and depriving Americans of
key medical resources.

Although CBP has policies and procedures in place to handle transmittable diseases, COVID-19 will impact
already strained holding capacities and place an extreme burden on what is forecasted to be a stretched
healthcare system and the nation’s critical medical professionals who are needed to attend to U.S. citizens and
legal residents.  

Migrants should shelter-in-place in their homes and communities, rather than attempting a long and dangerous
journey to the United States borders at the hands of traffickers and smugglers.

U.S. Citizens:

U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents and certain other travelers are exempt from this action. They will
receive the same processing, evaluation and potential CDC medical screening that all entrants undergo at U.S.
Ports of Entry.

Authority:

Effective at March 21, 2020 at 12:00 a.m. EDT, CBP will, as authorized, implement CDC authority under 42
U.S.C. § 265 to prohibit entry of certain persons into the United States. CBP will assist the Department of
Health and Human Services’ (HHS) and U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to protect
against the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) by implementing the emergency authorities under 42
U.S.C. § 265 at the nation’s land borders to prohibit the introduction of certain persons in the interest of public
health.

Additional Information

DHS Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDMsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjMuMTkxNjI1NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5kaHMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzIn0.dyKLWQhXn4kfmJZWBk72Z6Vu0vereTgxV7OYM9QLrmg/br/76494360815-l


Coronavirus.gov
CDC.gov: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
USA.gov: What the U.S. Government is Doing

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1241866251145752577
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 9, 2020)
April 09, 2020 at 4:22 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 9, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the Numbers; FEMA
and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

·       FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·       FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying quantities, from
the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

-   As of April 8,As of April 8, 21 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.

-   Three flights are scheduled to arrive today, 1 in Chicago, 1 in New York City, and 1 in
Dallas/Ft. Worth.

-   An additional 49 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
-   Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and

nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean
supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 

-   FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across
the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the
future.

-   Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.

-   HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

·       Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount of

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
-   Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to

FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on:
·       Total medical/ hospital beds;
·       Total acute care (ICU) beds;
·       Normal occupancy;
·       Predicted surge occupancy; and
·       Number of ventilators available in your state.

-   States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

-   The federal government has 8,324 total ventilators available: 7,724 in the Strategic
National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

·       On April 8April 8, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first contract
for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General Motors.

-   GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000 ventilators to
be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of August, with a
production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132 ventilators by June 1.

-   On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is
assisting FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to
this policy includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.

·       On April 8April 8, CDC issued additional guidance to help ensure critical infrastructure workers
can perform their jobs safely after potential exposure to the virus.

-   The guidance covers essential health care workers who’ve been exposed to the
coronavirus.

-   Essential workers can, under certain circumstances, go back to work, if they’re
asymptomatic and take the recommended actions of taking their temperature
before they go to work, wearing a face mask at all times, and practicing social
distancing when they’re at work.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/08/hhs-announces-ventilator-contract-with-gm-under-defense-production-act.htmlhttps:/www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/08/hhs-announces-ventilator-contract-with-gm-under-defense-production-act.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/memorandum-allocating-certain-scarce-threatened-health-medical-resources-domestic-use/
mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:nbeoc@max.gov


Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
	

https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
https://www.facebook.com/FEMA
https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete


Rains, Katie (AGR)
RE: data collection/sharing mechanism team -- FEMA
March 26, 2020 at 5:41 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV)
Cc:  nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov

Received - thank you JT and Nicolas. 

Katie Rains

-----Original Message-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV) 

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 2:40 PM

To: Rains, Katie (AGR) <KRains@agr.wa.gov>

Cc: nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov

Subject: data collection/sharing mechanism team -- FEMA 

Katie,

Nicolas is on the call today and would like to be included in the data collection/sharing mechanism team. 

-----Original Message-----

From: Granum, Nicolas <nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 2:39 PM

To: Austin, JT (GOV) <jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

Subject: RE: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in

I'd like to be looped into data collection/sharing mechanism team, where appropriate. Will be a critical piece for us to anticipate needs prior to direct resource
requests. 

Nicolas Granum

Individual Assistance | Region 10 Recovery Division

Office: (425) 487-4501 | Mobile: (202) 718-3394 nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov 

 

Federal Emergency Management Agency

fema.gov

--------------------------

Confidentiality Notice: This E-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.
Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by phone, or by reply
e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you.

--------------------------

-----Original Appointment-----
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From: Austin, JT (GOV) <jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 13:48

To: Granum, Nicolas

Subject: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in

When: Occurs every Monday and Thursday effective 03/19/2020 until 07/02/2020 from 14:00 to 15:30 Pacific Standard Time.

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg Id: 315-5376 Host (JT or Katie Raines if JT unavailable) 2929#

Hello Team,

Please note Coordinate Team name change (need all the positive framing we can get these days). Let me know if you have a strong objection to the change.

Please continue to send me suggestions for team member additions so that I may add accordingly. Continue to forward to staff leads, as you deem appropriate
until I get the list updated.

These meetings are scheduled twice a week, Mondays and Thursdays, through the end of June. The situation, as you well know, is fluid so the team makeup
and team outcomes may change over the course of time and as per direction of Incident Command.

Please send agenda items by noon the day before each conference call.

Please contact me directly in between conference calls to highlight and discuss Hot Button issues that require elevation and/or immediate attention.

Your input on how these coordination calls go, the content, follow up, membership, etc., is extremely valuable. Please send concerns, ideas, and feedback to me
directly.

Take good care. Talk soon.

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor - Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MEETING #1 INFORMATION

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV)

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:51 AM

To: Austin, JT (GOV); Rains, Katie (AGR); Connelly, Leslie (OFM); Sheffels, Evan (AGR); Wilson, Morgan (GOV);
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us<mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us>; Barkley, Wendy; babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov<mailto:babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov>



Cc: Baumgart, Jim (GOV); Katims, Casey (GOV); Voris, Molly (GOV); Thompson, Maddy (GOV); Sandison, Derek (AGR); Butler, Laura (AGR); Eads, Kim
(AGR); Emmans, Gene (AGR); Fuller, Steve (AGR); Evans, Rayanna (OFM)

Subject: COVID-19 Food Insecurity/Hunger Coordination Conference Call

When: Monday, March 16, 2020 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg ID: 3155376 Host(JT) 2929#

Importance: High

Hello Team,

Please forward this conference call to appropriate state leads and staff.

I have been asked to serve as the Governor's office Coordinator for Food Insecurity/Hunger Issues.

Please note I have had to push this conference back to 1 PM as I have a meeting with our Chief of Staff at 12 noon on a related food/ag issue.

I look forward to meeting you all and doing good work!

Best,

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor - Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>
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AGENDA

Welcome and Introductions

Identification of Agency Leads and Additional Partners Discuss "Chain of Command" and Points of Contact Identification of Immediate Actions, assign leads
Identification of Longer-Term Actions, assign leads Establish Daily Coordination Calls

DRAFT List of Issues for Discussion (will be edited as we go)

Mobilize Large-scale Restaurant Food Rescue Operation:  assign small ad-hoc team, discuss coordination with hospitality association, county EDC's,
transportation, communications

                Repack household size food items, deliver to local hunger relief organizations

COVID-19 SNAP Requests

                Get purchasing power to low income people on SNAP so they can purchase food and acquire rations during quarantine

                                Suspend implementation of ABAWD rule that is scheduled to go into effect 4/1

                                Provide additional months benefit early to allow for additional purchases

                                Increase the monthly benefit and expand eligibility to reduce reliance on overwhelmed food banks FUNDING Funding for temporary
staffing to a) offset a depleted volunteer base (hunger relief significantly relies on senior volunteers who are showing up in reduced numbers due to their
vulnerability to COVID-19) b) begin providing mobile market and home delivery for low-income infected and/or otherwise quarantined people unable to



access food through other means; Funding for packing and re-packing supplies to a) pack food into self-contained boxes to give clients in open air
environments to reduce person-to-person contact and b) to repack bulk commodities from OSPI/USDA for distribution in household sizes.

     *   Anecdotal - the largest food bank in Snohomish Count spent $5,000 on 3/12 to purchase thousands of bags so that they could maintain food distribution
with pre-packed food bags.  Many other large food banks are making similar purchases to keep food flowing to low-income people; most of these organizations
have reserves that can support these purchases for a short-time, but this pandemic is expected to take a huge toll on businesses, including the nonprofit sector,
and government support will be needed to ensure that food continues to flow in the coming weeks and months.

Funding for sanitation supplies* - hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, increased professional cleaning services, hand washing stations, gloves, etc.

Funding for distribution costs - including leasing refrigerated vehicles, fuel, insurance, etc. to enable more food-safe home deliveries and mobile distribution
units.

Additional funding to purchase food as donations dwindle due to social distancing and an increased number of quarantined people.

How National Declaration impacts funding and actions

                Communications with USDA



WA_JIC(MIL)
Gov Delivery List for WA JIC Communications
March 20, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
(GOV), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH)
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org
Sandi, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Malley Tom, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org, Church, Tim (LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Rains, Katie (AGR)
RE: Food Banks
April 01, 2020 at 1:03 PM EDT
To: Shearer, Eugene, Throne, Paul (DOH), Eads, Kim (AGR), Roberts, Babette
(DSHS), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Austin, JT (GOV)
Cc:  Allen, Tristan (COM), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Philip Palin, Hanson, Lars

Hi	Gene,
	
Thank	you	so	much	for	reaching	out	and	you	are	surfacing	the	exact	concern	that	JT	Aus:n	(Sr.	Policy
Advisory	to	Governor	Inslee	and	convener	of	the	Governor’s	COVID-19	Food	Security	Coordina:on	Team
since	3/16/20)	and	I	have	been	discussing	in	the	food	bank	side	of	hunger	response.		Your	message
below	indicates	concerns	about	SeaUle	Food	Banks,	but	I’m	geWng	reports	that	due	to	increased
demand	across	the	state,	our	major	NGO	food	warehouses	statewide	are	moving	through	their	food
supply	rapidly	and	we	an:cipate	significant	shortages	as	soon	as	4/10.	
	
I’m	going	to	start	a	separate	email	thread	with	just	you	and	JT	and	you	can	share	with	whomever	is
needed.	I	know	that	Paul	and	Leanne	and	Babs	are	geWng	plenty	of	emails	these	days	so	I’m	going	to
spare	them	a	few.	
	
Katie Rains
	
From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	8:37	AM
To:	Throne,	Paul	(DOH)	<Paul.Throne@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Rains,	Ka:e	(AGR)	<KRains@agr.wa.gov>;	Eads,
Kim	(AGR)	<KEads@agr.wa.gov>;	Roberts,	BabeUe	(DSHS)	<ROBERBA@dshs.wa.gov>;
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
Cc:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Philip	Palin	<philipjpalin@gmail.com>;	Hanson,	Lars
<Hansonl@cna.org>
Subject:	FW:	Food	Banks
	
Teammates,
I	am	Gene	Shearer	the	FEMA	HQ	Supply	Chain	Advisor	here	is	DC.		I	had	the	pleasure	of	working	with
Taylor	and	Tristan	early	on	in	your	epi	curve	and	would	like	to	commend	you	on	the	job	you	have	done
in	the	SeaUle	Region.		I	am	the	PM	for	the	Supply	Chain	Analysis	Network	(SCAN)	that	is	trying	to
provide	advice	to	FEMA	Leadership	on	what	can	be	done	to	sure	up	grocery	supply	chains	during	this
pandemic.
SCAN	is	in	the	process	of	doing	a	second	look	at	SeaUle	this	week	and	one	of	the	areas	we	are
interested	in	is	your	approach	to	the	SeaUle	Food	Banks	given	the	decreases	in	their	normal
contribu:on	flows.
Any	summary	of	your	efforts	in	this	area	would	be	helpful	and	could	save	lives.
Thankyou	for	your	service	to	the	people	of	the	great	state	of	Washington	and	the	City	of	SeaUle!

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisBcs	Management	Directorate

mailto:KRains@agr.wa.gov
mailto:eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov
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500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Holt, Brett
FEMA Region 10 Private Sector COVID-19 Update for April 21
April 21, 2020 at 12:14 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA	REGION	10	PRIVATE	SECTOR	COVID-19	UPDATE
APRIL	21,	2020

	
Good	Morning	Region	10	Partners
	
The	CISA	call	will	be	today	at	12pm	PST.	Details	below	in	the	meeDng	secDon.	We’ve	included	updates	on
imporDng/exporDng,	criDcal	industry	guidance,	and	CISA’s	updated	Version	3.0	of	Guidance	on	Essen-al	Cri-cal
Infrastructure	Workers	During	COVID-19.
	
ConDnue	to	contact	me	for	quesDons,	comments,	or	be	added	to	the	distribuDon	list.	Feel	free	to	distribute.
	
Updates	noted	in	blue.
	

PPE	Exchange

The	Private	Sector	PPE	Exchange	Dashboard	is	now	live.
	
The	PPE	Exchange	is	a	simple	to	use	Dashboard	to	connect	private	sector	sellers	with	private	sector	buyers.	The
users	enter	their	own	informaDon	and	update	as	needed.
	
PPE	(focus	is	on	these	products)

N95	Masks
Surgical	Masks
Non-surgical	Masks
Gloves
Gowns
BooDes

	
It's	Simple	to	Connect

1.	 Log-in	with	your	name	and	company	on	the	dashboard
2.	 Follow	instrucDons	on	compleDng	either	the	need	or	sell	secDon.
3.	 Contact	individuals	via	their	provided	contact	informaDon.
4.	 When	you	log	out	of	the	Dashboard,	your	informaDon	remains,	but	no	one	can	connect	with	you	in	the

Dashboard.	Providing	your	contact	informaDon	is	important.
	
FEMA	does	not	endorse	any	vendors.	This	dashboard	is	not	for	government	contracDng.

	

FEMA	Advisories
COVID-9	Best	PracKces	(see	aMached)
The	FEMA	Coronavirus	Emergency	Management	Best	PracDces	page	provides	a	one-stop	shop	to	explore

mailto:Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTkuMjAzNTczMTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZW1hLmdvdi9jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy9iZXN0LXByYWN0aWNlcyJ9.D2t0h3PC-_8gD9xGJfomUTKhhs0vIOPJshrVrXWRLLQ/br/77595789713-l


best	pracDces	and	lessons	learned	across	all	levels	of	government,	private	sector,	academic	insDtuDons,
professional	associaDons,	and	other	organizaDons.		HHS	has	a	comprehensive	Novel	Coronavirus	Resources
page	that	highlights	technical	resources	and	informaDon	for	the	medical	community	and	emergency
responders.	
Best	pracDces	are	organized	around	five	themes:

·         Helping	People,	which	includes	best	pracDces	on	topics	such	as	crisis	counseling	resources	and	anDcipaDng
and	a_ending	to	civil	rights;

·         Government	Opera-ons	best	pracDces	such	as	public	informaDon	and	conDnuity	of	operaDons
consideraDons;

·         Private	Sector	and	Infrastructure,	which	includes	best	pracDces	for	commercial	trucking	and	food	stores;
·         Recovery	Planning	and	Implementa-on,	to	include	the	newly	released	FEMA	Disaster	Financial

Management	Guide	and	economic	recovery	consideraDons;	and
·         Medical	Supplies	and	Equipment,	including	best	pracDces	for	the	preservaDon	of	personal	protecDve

equipment	while	ensuring	workers	are	protected.

	

Trends	and	Analysis
NaKonal	Business	Emergency	OperaKons	Center	(NBEOC)	Snapshot	(see	aMached)
The	NBEOC	produces	a	daily	Snapshot	on	business	and	industry	domesDc	supply	chains.	You	can	find	these
each	morning	on	the	NBEOC	Dashboard	in	the	‘Snapshot’	pod.	I	a_ached	today’s	Snapshot	for	your	review.
	
Key	Highlights

94%	of	Americans	are	sDll	under	shelter-in-place	orders	significantly	impacDng	consumer	spending.
Retail	sales	came	down	8.7%	for	March	–the	largest	one-month	drop	in	history.	This	number	under-
represents	the	actual	decline	in	consumer	spending	due	to	its	lagging	nature.
NaDonal	outbound	freight	volumes	have	conDnued	declines	for	the	third	straight	week.	Since	the	peak	on
March	23rd,	the	truckload	tender	volumes	decreased	by	35%.
Groceries	volume	is	sDll	high	relaDve	to	other	products	but	is	expected	to	significantly	sohen	throughout
April.
Rail	volumes	have	sunk	to	near	10-year	lows	due	to	lack	of	overseas	imports	and	could	cost	the	railroads	$9
billion	dollars.
More	meat	and	slaughter	plant	closures	are	increasing	volaDlity	in	food	markets	with	significant	regional
and	naDonal	implicaDons	for	animal	protein	supply.	If	there	are	prolonged	plant	closures,	consumers	may
see	higher	prices	and	short	term	stockouts	of	certain	proteins.

	
Google	Mobility	Reports	(updated	links)
Google	is	producing	Public	Community	Mobility	Reports.		The	reports	chart	movement	trends	over	Dme	across	the
US	and	the	world,	so	you	can	see	how	movement	has	changed	at	retail,	parks,	workplaces,	grocery	stores	and	the
like	in	your	state	during	the	pandemic;	down	in	some	instances	to	the	county	level.	Below	are	links	to	current
reports	for	Region	10	states	(unsure	on	frequency	of	change).

Alaska	(updated	4/11)
Idaho	(updated	4/11)
Oregon	(updated	4/11)
Washington	(updated	4/11)

	

Alaska
Private	Sector	Lead
Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	&	Emergency	Management

Tom	Koloski,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	III,	thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
James	Benzschawel,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	II,	james.benzschawel@alaska.gov

	
Alaska	COVID	InformaKon

Alaska	COVID-19	(updated)
	
Alaska	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon

English
	
Governor	of	Alaska	Health	Mandates

Visit	this	page	for	the	latest	on	restricDon	in	Alaska.
List	of	CriDcal	Infrastructure	Workforce	–	updated	10	April	(see	a_achment)

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTkuMjAzNTczMTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2FzcHJ0cmFjaWUuaGhzLmdvdi9DT1ZJRC0xOSJ9.NuMGRuhbvSiDlnbndnrGFGNCCXUmhkFjwJLE9yjZTpQ/br/77595789713-l
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Alaska_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Idaho_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Oregon_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-11_US_Washington_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
mailto:thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
mailto:james.benzschawel@alaska.gov
https://covid19.alaska.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/09/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-state-alaska
https://gov.alaska.gov/home/covid19-healthmandates/
https://gov.alaska.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/03232020-COVID-19-Health-Mandate-010-Attachment-A.pdf


Alaska	CriDcal	Industries	COVID-19	Community/Workforce	ProtecDve	Plans	–	change	in	nomenclature.
Previously	known	as	“Worker	MiDgaDon	Plans”;	InstrucDons	for	developing	plans	posted	last	week.	Posted
to	linked	website.

	
Alaska	COVID-19	Response	Fund

The	fund	supports	nonprofits	that	provide	criDcal	services	to	communiDes	and	individuals	throughout
Alaska	whose	lives	have	been	devastaDngly	impacted	by	recent	events.

	

Idaho
Private	Sector	Lead
Idaho	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Jon	Hanian,	Public-Private	Partnerships	Program	Manager,	jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
	
Idaho	COVID	InformaKon

Idaho	COVID-19
Idaho	Covid-19	Current	StaDsDcs

	
Idaho	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon

English
Spanish

	
Idaho	Stay	at	Home	InformaKon	(updated)

Amended	Statewide	Stay-at-Home	Order
AddiDonal	Guidance	on	Statewide	Stay-at-Home	Order
FAQ
EssenDal	Services

	
Idaho	Offers	of	PPE	and	other	Products

State	website
	
Idaho	PPE	Exchange

The	site	connects	local	Idaho	companies	with	local	Idaho	needs.
	
Idaho	Lenders	AssisKng	Small	Businesses

Idaho	lenders	now	processing	Paycheck	ProtecDon	Program	applicaDons	for	small	businesses.
	
Unemployment	issues	related	to	COVID	19

Idaho	Department	of	Labor
	
Governor’s	Working	Group	on	COVID	19

h_ps://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/
	

Oregon
Private	Sector	Lead
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Sonya	McCormick,	Public-Private	Partnership	Manager,	sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
	
Oregon	COVID	InformaKon

Oregon	Health	Authority	COVID
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management	COVID	Dashboard
Business	Oregon		

	
Oregon	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon

English
Spanish

	
Oregon	Shelter	in	Place	ExecuKve	Order

ExecuDve	Order	(updated	link)
	
Oregon	Offers	of	PPE,	DonaKons

DonaDons	and	PPE	sales	in	Oregon

https://ready.alaska.gov/Covid19-WorkerMitigationPlan
https://alaskacf.org/blog/grants/alaska-covid-19-response-fund-rapid-response-grants/
mailto:jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/
https://public.tableau.com/profile/idaho.division.of.public.health%23!/vizhome/DPHIdahoCOVID-19Dashboard_V2/Story1
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/09/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-state-idaho
https://www.fema.gov/node/359195
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/04/amended-statewide-stay-home-order_041520.pdf
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/additional-guidance-statewide-stay-home-order/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/frequently-asked-questions-on-statewide-stay-home-order/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/essential-services/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/how-to-help/
https://www.idahoppeexchange.com/
https://gov.idaho.gov/pressrelease/idaho-lenders-now-processing-paycheck-protection-program-applications-from-small-businesses/
https://labor.idaho.gov/dnn
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/
mailto:sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
http://healthoregon.org/coronavirus
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/fff9f83827c5461583cd014fdf4587de
http://www.oregon4biz.com/Coronavirus-Information/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/29/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-oregon
https://www.fema.gov/node/358431
https://govstatus.egov.com/or-covid-19
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/3e02947d6e4a46559997feeac473fba6


	

Washington
Private	Sector	Lead
Washington	Emergency	Management	Division

Taylor	Hennessee,	Private	Sector	-	Infrastructure	Program	Manager,	Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
	
Washington	COVID	InformaKon

Washington	COVID-19
	
Washington	Major	Disaster	DeclaraKon

English
Spanish

	
Washington	Shelter	in	Place

Governor	Inslee	ExecuDve	Order
List	of	CriDcal	Industries

	

Washington	Offers	of	PPE	and	DonaKons
Offers	of	PPE	and	donaDons	in	Washington
IT	Offers	of	Support

	

Agriculture	Industry	Guidance
English

Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	PrevenDon	in	Agriculture	and	Related	Industries
Food	Processing-Warehouse	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Fact	Sheet	

	
Spanish

Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	PrevenDon	in	Agriculture	and	Related	Industries,	Spanish
Food	Processing-Warehouse	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Fact	Sheet,	Spanish

	

Business	Response	Center
The	state	Economic	Resiliency	Team	(ERT)	has	started	a	Business	Response	Center	to	answer	general
business	inquiries	around	financial	help	or	other	business	assistance	during	the	COVID-19	outbreak.
Businesses	with	quesDons	can	fill	out	a	form	on	coronavirus.wa.gov,	a	one-stop	portal	to	get	informaDon
related	to	COVID-19.

	

AssociaKon	of	Washington	Business	Weekly	Webinar	Series
All	businesses	are	welcome	to	a_end	AWB’s	weekly	COVID-19	Employer	Resources	Webinar	Series	on
Mondays.	In	addiDon,	the	ERT	has	started	a	weekly	call	on	Fridays	with	key	stakeholders	statewide	in
collaboraDon	with	the	AssociaDon	of	Washington	Business.

	

EssenKal	Business	Inquiries

•        If	you're	a	worker	or	a	business	representaDve	wanDng	to	know	if	your	business	category	can	be
included	in	this	list	or	you	need	clarificaDon	whether	your	business	is	on	the	list,	fill	out	the	form.

	
Business	Signage	and	Other	Messaging
In	conjuncDon	with	Washington’s	Spread	the	Facts	campaign,	Washington	has	resources	for	businesses	on	their
site	coronavirus.wa.gov:

Business	Signage	Toolkit:
“What	does	six	feet	look	like?”
Help	keep	Grocery	store	staff	and	customers	safe
“We	offer	delivery”
“We	offer	pickup”
Product	Limit	sign	
Customer	Capacity	Limit	sign	
Hand-washing	signs	for	the	public	and	food	workers	available	in	mulDple	languages.
Coronavirus	FAQ	Infographics

Color
Grayscale

FEMA	Resources
FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	(updated)

mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/22/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-washington
https://www.fema.gov/es/news-release/2020/03/22/presidente-donald-j-trump-aprueba-declaracion-de-desastre-mayor-para-el
https://medium.com/wagovernor/inslee-announces-stay-home-stay-healthy-order-4891a7511f5e
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-03/EssentialCriticalInfrastructureWorkers.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/how-you-can-help/personal-protective-equipment
https://stofwadeptofenterpriseservices.formstack.com/forms/covid19_it_solutions
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-165-000.pdf
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-166-000.pdf
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-165-999.pdf
https://www.lni.wa.gov/forms-publications/F414-166-999.pdf
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/2562f1caf5814c46a6bf163762263aa5
https://www.awb.org/1/?cid=741
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b848f95774d610c9708
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/business-workers/business-signage-toolkit
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Social%20Distance%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Help%20keep%20yourself%20and%20employees%20safe%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Delivery.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Pickup.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20product%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Food/FoodWorkerandIndustry/HandWashingSigns
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-color
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-black-and-white


Visit	the	FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	page	for	News	Releases,	Media	Gallery,	Rumors,	FAQ,	How	to	Help,
and	Best	PracDces.

	
Ready.gov

Ready.gov	provides	a	Coronavirus	Toolkit,	Business	ConDnuity	Planning,	Pandemic	informaDon,	and	more
updated	informaDon	to	prepare	your	family	and	business.

	

NaKonal	and	Regional	Calls
Western	Regional	Public/Private	CoordinaKon	Group	Call

Every	Thursday
1:15pm	-2:15pm	PT
(888)	270-9936	#1237645
h_ps://fema.connectsoluDons.com/wrppcg/			

	
FEMA	NBEOC	Bi-Weekly	Calls

Calls	are	every	Monday	and	Friday
12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET
Dial-In:	1-800-619-3427	#2725748
h_ps://fema.connectsoluDons.com/nbeoc
	

CISA	ESF	14	Cross-Sector	Business	and	Infrastructure	Bi-Weekly	Calls
Calls	are	every	Tuesday	and	Thursday
12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET
Dial-In	#:	1-800-593-7177,	#7963614

	

Personal	ProtecKve	Equipment	(PPE)
PPE	Exchange-	Need	PPE?	Selling	PPE?

•        This	dashboard	offers	a	place	for	private	sector	buyers	and	private	sector	sellers	to	connect	with
each	other.	The	focus	is	on	PPE,	as	this	is	the	important	need	right	now.	The	dashboard	is	not	for
government	contracDng.

	
DisKlleries	Producing	Hand	SaniKzer	and	Disinfectant

Visit	the	American	Crah	Spirits	AssociaDon	for	a	list	of	disDlleries	that	are	making	hand	saniDzers	and
disinfectant	spray	products

	

Doing	Business	with	the	Federal	Government
Interested	in	selling	or	donaKng	medical	supplies	to	FEMA?

Visit	our	How	To	Help	site	to	learn	more	about	selling	supplies,	donaDng,	or	producing	a	product	related	to
the	COVID	response.	

	
GSA	Looking	for	Vendors

•       On	behalf	of	FEMA,	GSA	is	conducDng	market	research	to	understand	the	capabiliDes	related	to	bedding,
hygiene,	DME,	office	supplies,	and	faciliDes	commodiDes	related	to	the	US	Government	COVID-19
pandemic	response.	Visit	their	site	to	learn	more.

	
US	Army	Corps	of	Engineers	Looking	for	Vendors

•        Vendors	with	the	ability	to	perform	or	supply	items	1,	2	and	3	below	are	requested	to	send	capabiliDes
statements	to	our	dedicated	COVID-19	ContracDng	mailbox:	COVIDContracDng@usace.army.mil.	Visit	their
site	to	learn	more.

1.	"Build-out"	or	retrofit	of	exisDng	space	(arenas,	convenDon	centers,	dormitories,	hotels,	or
other	faciliDes)	into	alternate	care	faciliDes

2.	Field	Medical	Units

3.	Temporary	Medical	Enclosures
	

Frauds,	Scams,	and	Rumors

https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/
https://www.ready.gov/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/wrppcg/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange/
https://americancraftspirits.org/covid-19/distilleries-producing-hand-sanitizer-and-disinfectant/
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help
https://feedback.gsa.gov/jfe/form/SV_cTGW6JMlo2iEFxz
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil
https://www.usace.army.mil/Business-With-Us/Contracting/
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Build-out/Retrofit%20of%20existing%20space
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Field%20Medical%20Units
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Temporary%20Medical%20Enclosures


FEMA	Rumor	Control
The	purpose	of	this	FEMA	page	is	to	help	the	public	disDnguish	between	rumors	and	facts	regarding	the
response	to	coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic.

	
Fraud	&	Scam	ProtecKon

The	Department	of	JusDce	is	remaining	vigilant	in	detecDng,	invesDgaDng,	and	prosecuDng	wrongdoing
related	to	the	crisis.	Find	out	how	you	can	protect	yourself	and	helpful	resources	on	DOJ’s	Coronavirus
Fraud	PrevenDon	website.	The	Federal	Trade	Commission	has	also	established	a	website	with	helpful
informaDon	to	help	consumers	avoid	coronavirus-related	scams.

	
Fraudulent	COVID-19	Products

The	FDA	is	asking	people	to	report	fraudulent	products	to	FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
	
Washington	Spread	the	Facts

Rumor	control	page
	

Imports/Exports
U.S.	Food	and	Drug	AdministraKon	Resources

Shipment	of	COVID-19	supplies	held-up	at	a	port-of-entry?	Visit	this	site	for	assistance.
	
U.S.	Customs	and	Border	Patrol

To	facilitate	entry	of	products,	the	company	that	is	imporDng	the	product	needs	to	secure	a	licensed
customs	broker.

This	is	especially	true	for	“biological	importaDons”	h_ps://www.cbp.gov/trade/basic-import-
export/what-you-need-know-imporDng-biological-materials-united-states

If	there	are	specific	issues	at	the	port	of	entry,	they	can	contact	the	port	directly	and/or	hire	a	customs
broker:	h_ps://www.cbp.gov/contact/ports.

	

LEP/ASL	Resources
COVID-19	Materials	in	Spanish

FEMA:	Coronavirus	page	in	Spanish	
CDC’s	website	and	communicaDons	resources	can	be	found	here	in	Spanish.

	
Alaska	MulKlingual	Resources

Resources	from	the	Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	and	Emergency	Management
	
General	Resources	to	Support	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing

Idaho	Council	for	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing
FCC	Gives	Video	Relay	Service	Providers	Flexibility	to	Hire	AddiDonal	ASL	Interpreters	During	Pandemic
NaDonal	AssociaDon	for	the	Deaf
OHSU	People	with	DisabiliDes	Resource	Page
Tips	focused	on	the	needs	of	deaf	and	hard	of	hearing	parDcipants	in	virtual	workplace	meeDngs

	
ASL/CapKoned	COVID-19	EducaKonal	Videos
Washington	Department	of	Health	has	released	a	series	of	eight	ASL/capDoned	educaDonal	videos	about
the	COVID-19	pandemic	and	includes	informaDon	on	how	to	protect	yourself	and	prevent	the	spread	of	the
virus.	Here	are	the	YouTube	lisDngs	available	now.	

Playlist
IntroducDon
What	is	COVID-19?
How	Does	COVID-19	Spread?
COVID-19	Symptoms
What	to	Do	If	You	Are	Sick
PrevenDon	&	Treatment	of	COVID-19
SDgma	&	COVID-19
What	Can	You	Do	About	COVID-19?
What	is	Social	Distancing?
	

Unemployment	and	Business	Support
USDA’s	COVID-19	Federal	Rural	Resource	Guide	Lists	Federal	Programs	That	Can	Help	Rural	CommuniKes,

https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control
https://www.justice.gov/coronavirus
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/features/coronavirus-scams-what-ftc-doing
mailto:FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts?fbclid=IwAR0Np0tOo749fyw1GY1bWEM0fOitum2edeq4yQEhO6zp-ykLkZUwDJv-2PI
https://www.fda.gov/industry/import-program-food-and-drug-administration-fda/importing-covid-19-supplies
https://www.cbp.gov/trade/basic-import-export/what-you-need-know-importing-biological-materials-united-states
https://www.cbp.gov/contact/ports
https://www.fema.gov/es/coronavirus
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq-sp.html
https://covid19.alaska.gov/unified-command/multi-lingual-resources/
https://cdhh.idaho.gov/coronavirus/
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-363518A1.pdf
https://www.nad.org/2020/03/12/coronavirus/
https://www.ohsu.edu/university-center-excellence-development-disability/covid-19-resources-people-disabilities
https://www.deafhhtech.org/rerc/accessible-virtual-meeting-tips/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL82Z-swK0-4njl9qWjAoNY1HKbWndlq4i
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX3JnbLodRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XM40f6Q_kE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0MVC3PtxxE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJJqmtx9_co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzumK5zimY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoNZB2yox6c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zWS7Xj26J0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BnEfqfvucY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYcL6NN-KcI


OrganizaKons	and	Residents	Impacted	by	COVID-19	
The	COVID-19	Federal	Rural	Resource	Guide	(PDF,	349	KB)	is	a	first-of-its-kind	resource	to	assist	farmers,	ranchers,
producers,	rural	communiDes,	and	rural-based	businesses	and	organizaDons	impacted	by	the	COVID-19	pandemic.

	
Small	Business	AdministraKon	Disaster	Loan	Program

For	more	informaDon	about	SBA	resources	for	small	businesses	impacted	by	COVID-19	–	including	the
Paycheck	ProtecDon	Program,	Economic	Injury	Disaster	Loan	Advance,	SBA	Loan	Debt	Relief	and	more	–
	visit	www.sba.gov/coronavirus.	
For	news	and	updates,	follow	us	on	Twi_er	at	@SBAgov	or	@SBAPacificNW;	or,	subscribe	for	email	alerts
at	www.sba.gov/updates.	

	
Department	of	Labor	Dislocated	Worker	Grant	Program

More	informaDon	on	Dislocated	Workers	Grants
For	more	informaDon	on	DWG	types,	including	those	for	disasters	and	major	layoffs
For	more	informaDon	on	how	to	apply	for	a	DWG

	
Resources	for	Workers	Impacted	by	Coronavirus	Layoffs	and	Lost	Wages

A	guide	to	help	the	public	prepare	and	bounce	back	from	these	unexpected	circumstances.
	
CARES	Act
The	CARES	Act’s	Paycheck	Protec-on	Program	authorizes	up	to	$349	billion	for	small	businesses	to	be	applies
towards	job	retenDon	and	certain	other	expenses.	Small	businesses	and	eligible	non-profit	organizaDons,	Veterans
organizaDons,	and	Tribal	businesses	described	in	the	Small	Business	Act,	as	well	as	individuals	who	are	self-
employed	or	are	independent	contractors,	are	eligible	if	they	also	meet	program	size	standards.

·         For	a	top-line	overview	of	the	program:	Click	Here
·         If	you	are	a	lender:	Click	Here
·         If	you	are	a	borrower:	Click	Here
·         For	the	applicaDon	for	borrowers:	Click	Here

	

CriKcal	Industry	Resources
Grocery	Store	Signage	from	the	Portland	Bureau	of	Emergency	Management
·         Unbranded	Coronavirus	Guidance	poster	available	for	anyone	to	use.

	
Washington	Food	Industry	AssociaKon

Local	resources	to	support	the	food	industry	during	COVID-19	response.
	
Food	Industry	AssociaKon	COVID-19	Business	SoluKons	and	Resources
The	Food	Industry	AssociaDon	are	providing	a	few	resources	to	support	grocers.

Short-term	Best	PracDces
Business	SoluDons	and	Resources

	
FDA	Resources	on	Food

Best	PracDces	for	Retail	Food	Stores,	Restaurants,	and	Food	Pick-Up/Delivery	Services	During	the	COVID-19
Pandemic
FDA’s	PerspecKve	on	Food	Safety	and	Availability	during	and	beyond	COVID-19
Shopping	for	Food	during	the	COVID-19	Pandemic	InformaKon	for	Consumers

	
CISA:	IdenKfying	CriKcal	Infrastructure	During	COVID-19

CISA	releases	Version	3.0	of	the	EssenKal	CriKcal	Infrastructure	Worker	Guidance
Visit	this	page	for	addiDonal	CISA	updated	informaDon.

	

Centralized	Dashboards/Pages	of	InformaKon
All	Hazard	ConsorKum

The	AHC	created	a	COVID-19	site	to	help	track	government	informaDon	and	documents	related	to
commercial	resource	movements.

	
CISA	Region	10	COVID-19	Dashboard

CISA	Region	10	created	this	public	dashboard	for	posDng	informaDon.	Visit	at
h_ps://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/

	
ESRI	-	Impact	Planning	for	COVID-19

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTMuMjAwNzA0MDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5yZC51c2RhLmdvdi9zaXRlcy9kZWZhdWx0L2ZpbGVzL1VTREFfQ09WSUQtMTlfRmVkX1J1cmFsX1Jlc291cmNlX0d1aWRlLnBkZiJ9.HlFKs7gEPxxIuI9SBZDuq-_sre6pmBugeWflRL58rv4/br/77324840804-l
http://www.sba.gov/coronavirus
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/SBAgov&data=02%7C01%7Cmelanie.norton@sba.gov%7C4af8f0a222af4b4e3fab08d7d7d9271c%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637215199974961045&sdata=lgMNMyfc9i4nSH2SlFdwjn9QmJ4yDTG6XKPY77VbuTk=&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/SBAPacificNW&data=02%7C01%7Cmelanie.norton@sba.gov%7C4af8f0a222af4b4e3fab08d7d7d9271c%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637215199974961045&sdata=RO43JB4ncSLRzXAbjZXtIPeO+e2ceKOwe5/9T7wX8m0=&reserved=0
http://www.sba.gov/updates
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers/grants
https://www.doleta.gov/grants/application_howto.cfm
https://www.moneygeek.com/financial-planning/coronavirus-lost-wage-resources/
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20--%20Overview.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20Lender%20Information%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP--Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Paycheck-Protection-Program-Application-3-30-2020-v3.pdf
http://www.publicalerts.org/covid-19
http://www.wa-food-ind.org/Covid-19/
https://www.fmi.org/docs/default-source/coronavirus/food-industry-best-practices---short-term1279f0073cb6492d87b8799f97ca9ccc.pdf?sfvrsn=bdebd4d7_2
https://www.fmi.org/food-safety/food-safety-resources/backgrounders/background-information/member-plus-program/2020/03/23/coronavirus-business-solutions-and-resources
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/best-practices-retail-food-stores-restaurants-and-food-pick-updelivery-services-during-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/food/conversations-experts-food-topics/fdas-perspective-food-safety-and-availability-during-and-beyond-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/shopping-food-during-covid-19-pandemic-information-consumers
https://www.cisa.gov/news/2020/04/17/cisa-releases-version-30-guidance-essential-critical-infrastructure-workers-during
https://www.cisa.gov/identifying-critical-infrastructure-during-covid-19
https://ahc-covid19-ahc.hub.arcgis.com/
https://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/


Dashboard	provides	by	county	several	data	points	around	COVID-19.
	
Healthcare	Ready

This	page	provides	informaDon	for	the	healthcare	and	public	health	community.
	
FEMA	NaKonal	Business	Emergency	OperaKons	Center	(NBEOC)

NBEOC	Dashboard:	h_ps://fema.connectsoluDons.com/nbeoc
Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

	
State	ExecuKve	Orders	by	State

The	Council	of	State	Governments	created	this	page	to	track	ExecuDve	Orders	implemented	as	a	result	of
COVID-19.	It	is	mostly	up-to-date.

	
Thomas	Coronavirus	Resource	Hub	for	Manufacturing

Resource	hub	for	manufacturing	companies.

	
U.S.	Chamber	of	Commerce	EssenKal	Worker	Tracker

The	Chamber	is	acDvely	monitoring	and	tracking	these	announcements	for	each	state.
	
Western	Regional	Public	/	Private	CoordinaKon	Group

Dashboard
Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

	

	
	
Businesses	with	locaDons	in	other	FEMA	regions	can	reach	out	to	me	for	those	specific	Private	Sector	Liaison	contacts.	I’m	welcome
to	connect	you.
	
Best.
	
Bre_	Holt
Private	Sector	Liaison	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Bothell,	WA
Mobile:	(425)	877-8593
bre_.holt@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
	
	
	

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html%23/dc74772707d94db9a7d24d30ffdcf36c
https://healthcareready.org/covid19/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://web.csg.org/covid19/executive-orders/
https://help.thomasnet.com/coronavirus-resource-hub
https://www.uschamber.com/tracking-essential-COVID-19-workers
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/wrppcg/
https://www.fema.gov/regional-contact-information
mailto:brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Sam Holman
Fwd: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
March 28, 2020 at 1:27 PM EDT
To: fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov

Advisory that went out.

Note: They did not include a call in number for press, only the WebEx link.

Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Inslee
360-790-4823
sam.holman@gov.wa.gov

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Gov. Inslee Press Updates" <press@updates.gov.wa.gov>
Subject: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
Date: March 28, 2020 at 10:19:26 AM PDT
To: sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
Reply-To: press@updates.gov.wa.gov

At 1:30 pm today

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.

March 28, 2020
Ernesto Apreza, Office of Mayor Jenny Durkan  
Tara Lee, Office of Gov. Jay Inslee 

ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at 
Century Link Events Center, site of new field 
hospital
Gov. Jay Inslee will join Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan, King County Executive Dow Constantine, 
FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike Oâ€™Hare and Brigadier General Doug Cherry today to 
discuss deployment of a new field hospital at CenturyLink Field Event Center.

The field hospital will include 300 soldiers from the 627th Army Hospital at Fort Carson, Colorado 
who have deployed to Seattle to staff the hospital, which is expected to create at least 150 
hospital beds for non-COVID-19 cases. 

Saturday, March 28
1:30 PM - State, local and federal leaders at site of new field hospital
Location: CenturyLink Field Event Center, 800 Occidental Ave S., Seattle

*Please note: in order to accommodate social distancing, the Seattle Mayor's office has decided 
that Seattle Times will serve as the print pool and KIRO will serve as the TV pool.  

Other reporters can attend via WebEx. It will also be streamed live on Seattle Channel. 

*Mayor Durkan's office is handling logistics for the event, media questions should be 
directed to: Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov. 
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Brehmer, Savannah
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
March 28, 2020 at 2:27 PM EDT
To: Holman, Sam (GOV)

Thanks	Sam!
	
Savannah.Brehmer@FEMA.DHS.gov
External	Affairs	â€“	FEMA	Region	10
425-219-1206
	
From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	11:21	AM
To:	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	to	join	federal	and	local	leaders	at	Century	Link	Events	Center,	site	of	new	field	hospital.
	
Not	100%	sure,	but	here	are	two	contacts.	One	of	them	should	be	able	to	help	you.	
	
Rob	Kaseberg	-	rkaseberg@kiro7.com
Essex	Porter	-	eporter@kiro7.com

Also,	sounds	like	they	are	sending	out	an	updated	advisory	soon.	

Sam	Holman	
Digital	Media	Manager
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
C:	(360)	790-4823	P:	(360)	902-0636
	

On	Mar	28,	2020,	at	10:52	AM,	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
Thanks	so	much	Sam.
	
Do	you	know	who	would	be	the	right	POC	to	talk	to	KIRO	to	get	footage	from	the	event?
	
Savannah.Brehmer@FEMA.DHS.gov
External	Affairs	â€“	FEMA	Region	10
425-219-1206
	
From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	10:28	AM
To:	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	<fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Fwd:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	to	join	federal	and	local	leaders	at	Century	Link	Events	Center,	site	of	new	field	hospital.
	
Advisory	that	went	out.
	
Note:	They	did	not	include	a	call	in	number	for	press,	only	the	WebEx	link.
	
Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Inslee
360-790-4823
sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
	
	

Begin	forwarded	message:
	
From: "Gov. Inslee Press Updates" <press@updates.gov.wa.gov>
Subject: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
Date: March 28, 2020 at 10:19:26 AM PDT
To: sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
Reply-To: press@updates.gov.wa.gov
	

At 1:30 pm today

	
Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.
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March 28, 2020
Ernesto Apreza, Office of Mayor Jenny Durkan  
Tara Lee, Office of Gov. Jay Inslee 

ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at
Century Link Events Center, site of new field
hospital
Gov. Jay Inslee will join Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan, King County Executive Dow
Constantine, FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike Oâ€™Hare and Brigadier
General Doug Cherry today to discuss deployment of a new field hospital at CenturyLink Field
Event Center.
The field hospital will include 300 soldiers from the 627th Army Hospital at Fort Carson, Colorado
who have deployed to Seattle to staff the hospital, which is expected to create at least 150
hospital beds for non-COVID-19 cases. 
Saturday, March 28
1:30 PM - State, local and federal leaders at site of new field hospital
Location: CenturyLink Field Event Center, 800 Occidental Ave S., Seattle
*Please note: in order to accommodate social distancing, the Seattle Mayor's office has decided
that Seattle Times will serve as the print pool and KIRO will serve as the TV pool.  
Other reporters can attend via WebEx. It will also be streamed live on Seattle Channel. 
*Mayor Durkan's office is handling logistics for the event, media questions should be
directed to: Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov. 
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
The latest FEMA News Releases, Fact Sheets and Frequently Asked Questions
March 31, 2020 at 5:26 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Below	and	a*ached	you	will	find	the	latest	informa6on	shared	from	FEMA’s	Na6onal	News	Desk.
	
News	Release

3/30	FEMA	Supply	Chain	Task	Force	Leads	Four-Pronged	Approach	to	Securing	Needed	Supplies
and	Equipment	in	COVID-19	Fight
Closing	the	gap	between	what	the	private	sector	is	able	to	provide	to	healthcare	end-users	and
what	is	needed	for	the	fight	against	COVID-19	is	a	key	priority	for	the	White	House	Coronavirus
Task	Force.	In	support	of	the	task	force,	FEMA	and	the	U.S.	Department	of	Health	and	Human
Services	created	a	Supply	Chain	Stabiliza6on	Task	Force,	one	of	eight	COVID-19	focused	task
forces	under	the	Na6onal	Response	Coordina6on	Center	(NRCC).		This	task	force	is	taking	a
whole-of-America	approach	to	address	limited	supply	of	cri6cal	protec6ve	and	life-saving
equipment.

	
Fact	Sheets

3/31	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Pandemic:	Emergency	Medical	Care
The	FEMA	COVID-19	Emergency	Protec6ve	Measures	Fact	Sheet	included	a	list	of	eligible
emergency	medical	care	ac6vi6es.	This	fact	sheet	provides	addi6onal	guidance	related	to	the
eligibility	of	emergency	medical	care	ac6vi6es	as	an	emergency	protec6ve	measure	under	the
Emergency	Declara6on	and	any	Major	Disaster	Declara6on	authorizing	Public	Assistance	(PA)	for
COVID-19.

3/30	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Pandemic:	Supply	Chain	Stabiliza6on	Task	Force
The	Supply	Chain	Stabiliza6on	Task	Force	is	execu6ng	a	whole-of-America	approach	to	address
limited	supply	of	cri6cal	protec6ve	and	life-saving	equipment.		Through	a	four-prong	approach
of	Preserva6on,	Accelera6on,	Expansion	and	Alloca6on,	FEMA	is	bringing	the	full	capacity	of	the
Federal	government	to	bear	to	find	solu6ons	to	protect	the	American	people	and	defeat	COVID-
19.	

FAQ
3/31	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	Pandemic:	Non-Congregate	Sheltering
Subsequent	to	President	Trump’s	March	13,	2020,	Na6onwide	Emergency	Declara6on	for
Coronavirus	2019	(COVID-19),	the	U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security’s	Federal	Emergency
Management	Agency	(FEMA)	recognizes	that	non-congregate	sheltering	may	be	necessary	in
this	Public	Health	Emergency	to	protect	public	health	and	save	lives.	This	link	provides	answers
to	frequently	asked	ques6ons	about	non-congregate	sheltering	during	the	Secretary	of	Health
and	Human	Services’	(HHS’)	declara6on	of	a	Public	Health	Emergency	for	COVID-19.

	
Informa6on	from	FEMA	in	Spanish	is	available	here:	www.fema.gov/es/coronavirus
	
DHS	FEMA	Region	X	News	Desk
News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10
	
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
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the News Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 11:58 AM EDT
To: Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, Holman, Sam (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC
USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Ward,
Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony, Apreza, Ernesto

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,	Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
CommunicaEons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,	pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56
RCW.

	
	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara
(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,
Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	SeaSle	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	SeaSle	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or
Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisEcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	SeaSle	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sEll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is
best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry
to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of
SeaSle	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
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Some	addiEonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)
beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited
microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of
the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiEons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials
anEcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should
be	fully	operaEonal	within	a	week	of	getng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuGve
ConstanGne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuEve
Dow	ConstanEne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaSle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital
beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aSend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
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Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	aSend	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
below.	A	couple	quesEons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaSle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaSle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaSle.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisEcs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ASendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne
SeaSle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
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Advisory

See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28
	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SEll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaSle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecEng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucEon	will	begin	soon	+	SeaSle	may	see	addiEonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuGve
ConstanGne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US
ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event

Center	
	

SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuEve
Dow	ConstanEne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaSle	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aSend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuEve	Dow	ConstanEne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaEve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		



	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaSle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaSle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaSle.gov
Facebook	|	TwiSer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-NewsleSer
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Acting_Secretary_Chad_Wolf_Statement _on_the_REAL_ID_Enforcement_Deadline
March 26, 2020 at 11:21 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

	

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline

“Due to circumstances resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic and the national emergency
declaration, the Department of Homeland Security, as directed by President Donald J.
Trump, is extending the REAL ID enforcement deadline beyond the current October 1,
2020 deadline. I have determined that states require a twelve-month delay and that the new
deadline for REAL ID enforcement is October 1, 2021. DHS will publish a notice of the
new deadline in the Federal Register in the coming days.
 
“The federal, state and local response to the spread of the Coronavirus here in the United
States necessitates a delay in this deadline. Our state and local partners are working
tirelessly with the Administration to flatten the curve and, therefore, we want to remove any
impediments to response and recovery efforts. States across the country are temporarily
closing or restricting access to DMVs. This action will preclude millions of people from
applying for and receiving their REAL ID. Extending the deadline will also allow the
Department to work with Congress to implement needed changes to expedite the issuance
of REAL IDs once the current health crisis concludes.
 
“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be the
top priority for the President of the United States and the Department of Homeland
Security.”

# # #
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Treadwell, Randy (AGR)
RE: FEMA Region 10 Weekly Grocer Supply Chain Call - Food Bank Box Donation
April 01, 2020 at 1:48 PM EDT
To: McBurney, Brandon J
Cc:  Temple, Jeffery P, Hoffmann, Matt R, Potter, Thomas A, Coine, Jerad I, Allen, Tristan (COM), Holt,
Brett, Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Austin, JT (GOV), Sandison, Derek (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Capper, Patrick (AGR), Ferrante, Jason (AGR), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Coyle, Erin (AGR), MIL COVID Help

Morning	Brandon,
	
Thanks	again	for	the	follow-up	and	for	your	con:nued	offer	to	assist.		I	appreciate	you	including	the
Gov’s	Office	Food	Security	Team	on	this	so	they	are	able	to	weigh	in	regarding	any	immediate	food	bank
box	needs	they	are	aware	of.
	
If	there	are	not	any	immediate	food	bank	needs	at	this	:me	based	on	the	above	feedback,	I	would
suggest	that	your	dona:on	be	shared	with	the	larger	state	COVID	response	through	the	State
Emergency	Opera:ons	Center.		They	have	set	up	an	email	address	to	collect	and	track	offers	for
dona:ons	and	services	so	they	can	be	allocated	to	possible	needs	across	the	en:re	response	(if	the
donor	is	interested).	The	email	address	is	COVIDHELP@mil.wa.gov	and	I’ve	included	that	email	on	this
response	for	their	situa:onal	awareness.
	
Thanks	again	Brandon	for	your	generous	offer,	it’s	very	much	appreciated.
	
-Randy
	
Randy	J.	Treadwell,	MPH
Program	Manager	|	Rapid	Response	&	Emergency	Management
Washington	State	Department	of	Agriculture
509-413-3739
rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov
 

	
From:	McBurney,	Brandon	J	[mailto:brandon.mcburney@kroger.com]	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	10:41	AM
To:	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>
Cc:	Temple,	Jeffery	P	<jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com>;	Hoffmann,	Maa	R
<maa.hoffmann@kroger.com>;	Poaer,	Thomas	A	<thomas.poaer@kroger.com>;	Coine,	Jerad	I
<jerad.coine@kroger.com>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Holt,	Brea
<Brea.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Aus:n,	JT	(GOV)
<jt.aus:n@gov.wa.gov>;	Sandison,	Derek	(AGR)	<DSandison@agr.wa.gov>;	Eads,	Kim	(AGR)
<KEads@agr.wa.gov>;	Rains,	Ka:e	(AGR)	<KRains@agr.wa.gov>;	Capper,	Patrick	(AGR)
<PCapper@agr.wa.gov>;	Ferrante,	Jason	(AGR)	<JFerrante@agr.wa.gov>;	Sheffels,	Evan	(AGR)
<ESheffels@agr.wa.gov>;	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	FEMA	Region	10	Weekly	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call	-	Food	Bank	Box	Dona:on
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Randy	and	team:
	
Just	following	up	with	this	from	last	week.			Are	the	foodbanks	s:ll	needing	these?	If	so,	let	me	know
and	we	can	arrange	transporta:on.
	
	
	
Thank	you,
	
Brandon	McBurney
	
Senior	Supply	Chain	Manager	Chehalis
Kroger	Logis:cs	Fred	Meyer
	
360-740-6609	Office
310-386-4730	Cell
	
From:	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	4:21	PM
To:	McBurney,	Brandon	J	<brandon.mcburney@kroger.com>
Cc:	Temple,	Jeffery	P	<jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com>;	Hoffmann,	Maa	R
<maa.hoffmann@kroger.com>;	Poaer,	Thomas	A	<thomas.poaer@kroger.com>;	Coine,	Jerad	I
<jerad.coine@kroger.com>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Holt,	Brea
<Brea.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Aus:n,	JT	(GOV)
<jt.aus:n@gov.wa.gov>;	Sandison,	Derek	(AGR)	<DSandison@agr.wa.gov>;	Eads,	Kim	(AGR)
<KEads@agr.wa.gov>;	Rains,	Ka:e	(AGR)	<KRains@agr.wa.gov>;	Capper,	Patrick	(AGR)
<PCapper@agr.wa.gov>;	Ferrante,	Jason	(AGR)	<JFerrante@agr.wa.gov>;	Sheffels,	Evan	(AGR)
<ESheffels@agr.wa.gov>;	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	FEMA	Region	10	Weekly	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call	-	Food	Bank	Box	Dona:on
	
**	[EXTERNAL	EMAIL]:	Do	not	click	links	or	open	aaachments	unless	you	recognize	the	sender	and	know	the	content	is
safe.	**

Hi	Brandon,
	
Thanks	so	much	for	reaching	out	and	for	your	extremely	generous	offer.		I	am	including	on	this	email
members	of	the	Food	Security	Coordina:on	Team	which	is	co-chaired	by	JT	Aus:n	with	the	Governor’s
Office	and	Ka:e	Rains	with	WA	Dept.	of	Agriculture	Food	Assistance	Program.			The	WSDA	Food
Assistance	Program	is	managed	by	Kim	Eads,	who	I	have	also	included	on	this	email	for	her	awareness.	
The	Food	Security	Coordina:on	Team	is	coordina:ng	dona:on	of	goods	and	services	related	to	the
support	of	food	assistance	and	security	and	will	be	able	to	provide	further	guidance	as	to	the	logis:cs
around	areas	of	need,	delivery,	etc.
	
Once	again,	thank	you	for	reaching	out	so	proac:vely	on	this	and	your	willingness	to	support	this
important	effort.
	
-Randy			-Erin
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Randy	J.	Treadwell,	MPH
Program	Manager	|	Rapid	Response	&	Emergency	Management
Washington	State	Department	of	Agriculture
509-413-3739
rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov
 

	
From:	McBurney,	Brandon	J	[mailto:brandon.mcburney@kroger.com]	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	3:35	PM
To:	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>;	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Cc:	Temple,	Jeffery	P	<jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com>;	Hoffmann,	Maa	R
<maa.hoffmann@kroger.com>;	Poaer,	Thomas	A	<thomas.poaer@kroger.com>;	Coine,	Jerad	I
<jerad.coine@kroger.com>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Holt,	Brea
<Brea.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Region	10	Weekly	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call	-	Food	Bank	Box	Dona:on
	
Randy/Erin,
	
Following	up	from	today’s	FEMA	Region	10	call,	there	was	a	request	for	boxes	to	support	the
Washington	Food	Banks.			Kroger	and	Fred	Meyer	are	happy	to	help	assist	the	local	food	banks	with	a
solu:on	for	their	needs.	
	
We	have	plas:c	totes	that	are	u:lized	for	piece	pick	and	smaller	items	that	can	be	toted	and	sent	to	the
stores.		The	stores	unload	the	product	and	send	the	totes	back	to	the	DC.		Over	:me	they	get	worn	and
no	longer	are	within	the	life	cycle.		They	may	have	a	crack	in	them	or	the	tote	lid	won’t	close	or	you
can’t	zip	:e	it,	etc.			We	normally	send	these	to	a	grind	facility	but	we	would	be	more	than	happy	to
donate	these	totes	for	use	at	our	Food	Banks.
	
We	have	a	total	of	60	pallets	around	3000	totes.		2	truckloads.		How	would	you	like	proceed	on	gemng
these	to	the	food	bank?		If	need	be,	we	can	transport	these	to	a	central	loca:on?			Just	let	us	know
when	and	where	and	we	can	make	this	happen	quickly.	
	
	
Thank	you,
	
Brandon	McBurney
	
Senior	Supply	Chain	Manager	Chehalis
Kroger	Logis:cs	Fred	Meyer
	
360-740-6609	Office
310-386-4730	Cell
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This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain information that is confidential and protected by law from unauthorized disclosure. Any unauthorized
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
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Granum, Nicolas
RE: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
March 26, 2020 at 4:48 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV)

Thank you, received. Will join in.

Nicolas Granum

Individual Assistance | Region 10 Recovery Division

Office: (425) 487-4501 | Mobile: (202) 718-3394

nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov 

 

Federal Emergency Management Agency

fema.gov

--------------------------

Confidentiality Notice: This E-mail message is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2510-2521 and is legally privileged.
Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by phone, or by reply
e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you.

--------------------------

-----Original Message-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV) <jt.austin@gov.wa.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 13:48

To: Granum, Nicolas <nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in

Hello Team,

Please note Coordinate Team name change (need all the positive framing we can get these days). Let me know if you have a strong objection to the change.

Please continue to send me suggestions for team member additions so that I may add accordingly. Continue to forward to staff leads, as you deem appropriate
until I get the list updated.

These meetings are scheduled twice a week, Mondays and Thursdays, through the end of June. The situation, as you well know, is fluid so the team makeup
and team outcomes may change over the course of time and as per direction of Incident Command.

Please send agenda items by noon the day before each conference call.

Please contact me directly in between conference calls to highlight and discuss Hot Button issues that require elevation and/or immediate attention.

Your input on how these coordination calls go, the content, follow up, membership, etc., is extremely valuable. Please send concerns, ideas, and feedback to me
directly.

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov


Take good care. Talk soon.

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor - Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MEETING #1 INFORMATION

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV)

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:51 AM

To: Austin, JT (GOV); Rains, Katie (AGR); Connelly, Leslie (OFM); Sheffels, Evan (AGR); Wilson, Morgan (GOV);
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us<mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us>; Barkley, Wendy; babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov<mailto:babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov>

Cc: Baumgart, Jim (GOV); Katims, Casey (GOV); Voris, Molly (GOV); Thompson, Maddy (GOV); Sandison, Derek (AGR); Butler, Laura (AGR); Eads, Kim
(AGR); Emmans, Gene (AGR); Fuller, Steve (AGR); Evans, Rayanna (OFM)

Subject: COVID-19 Food Insecurity/Hunger Coordination Conference Call

When: Monday, March 16, 2020 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg ID: 3155376 Host(JT) 2929#

Importance: High

Hello Team,

Please forward this conference call to appropriate state leads and staff.

I have been asked to serve as the Governor's office Coordinator for Food Insecurity/Hunger Issues.

Please note I have had to push this conference back to 1 PM as I have a meeting with our Chief of Staff at 12 noon on a related food/ag issue.

I look forward to meeting you all and doing good work!

Best,

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor - Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>
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AGENDA

Welcome and Introductions

Identification of Agency Leads and Additional Partners Discuss "Chain of Command" and Points of Contact Identification of Immediate Actions, assign leads
Identification of Longer-Term Actions, assign leads Establish Daily Coordination Calls

DRAFT List of Issues for Discussion (will be edited as we go)

Mobilize Large-scale Restaurant Food Rescue Operation:  assign small ad-hoc team, discuss coordination with hospitality association, county EDC's,
transportation, communications

                Repack household size food items, deliver to local hunger relief organizations

COVID-19 SNAP Requests

                Get purchasing power to low income people on SNAP so they can purchase food and acquire rations during quarantine

                                Suspend implementation of ABAWD rule that is scheduled to go into effect 4/1

                                Provide additional months benefit early to allow for additional purchases

                                Increase the monthly benefit and expand eligibility to reduce reliance on overwhelmed food banks FUNDING Funding for temporary
staffing to a) offset a depleted volunteer base (hunger relief significantly relies on senior volunteers who are showing up in reduced numbers due to their
vulnerability to COVID-19) b) begin providing mobile market and home delivery for low-income infected and/or otherwise quarantined people unable to
access food through other means; Funding for packing and re-packing supplies to a) pack food into self-contained boxes to give clients in open air
environments to reduce person-to-person contact and b) to repack bulk commodities from OSPI/USDA for distribution in household sizes.

     *   Anecdotal - the largest food bank in Snohomish Count spent $5,000 on 3/12 to purchase thousands of bags so that they could maintain food distribution
with pre-packed food bags.  Many other large food banks are making similar purchases to keep food flowing to low-income people; most of these organizations
have reserves that can support these purchases for a short-time, but this pandemic is expected to take a huge toll on businesses, including the nonprofit sector,
and government support will be needed to ensure that food continues to flow in the coming weeks and months.

Funding for sanitation supplies* - hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, increased professional cleaning services, hand washing stations, gloves, etc.

Funding for distribution costs - including leasing refrigerated vehicles, fuel, insurance, etc. to enable more food-safe home deliveries and mobile distribution
units.

Additional funding to purchase food as donations dwindle due to social distancing and an increased number of quarantined people.

How National Declaration impacts funding and actions

                Communications with USDA



Davidson, Lisa
RFIs and Courses of Action: WA Isolation and Quarantine Support Resource Request
March 20, 2020 at 2:39 PM EDT
To: Manner, Timothy, Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Giles, Terri, Abel, Bethny, Granum, Nicolas, Stanley, Trevor, Miller,
Clayton, Bicanovsky, David, Holt, Brett, Fordice, Justin, Mark.Douglas@mil.wa.gov, Linares-Hengen, Travis
(MIL), jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, kandi.petorak@gsa.gov, Cockrill, Jennifer (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Smart, John
(OGA), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS
Cc:  Keller, Charissa, Brockett, Michael, Goudreau, Laura, McClain, Stacey, Dance,
Rebecca, john.fitzgibbon@gsa.gov, Everson, Suzanne (ACF), Weber, Douglas T
NWS, John.K.Leighow@usace.army.mil, Thomas.M.Brady@usace.army.mil, Williams, Roger D Jr CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Bailey, Danielle, Chang, Chia Pei J (Jennifer) CIV USARMY
CENWD (USA), Parker, Angela M, Prediger, G Brian CIV USARMY CEHNC (USA), Royer, Corey, IMT7 Operations
(OS/ASPR), Kerschke, William, Rice, Toby, Harris, Gary, DOH-OSC2 (DOH)

Hi All – Thanks for participating in today’s initial planning meeting.

Please send your replies to HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov"
lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov . A consolidated list will be provided prior to tomorrows meeting.

Here are the RFIs and due outs for the Friday 3/20/20 12pm PST follow-up call:

Requests for Information (RFI) to State:

Regional vs. Individual Jurisdiction Approach – is the State’s intent to continue with
processing this RRF for King County or does it intend to address these needs in its regional
planning approach?
Medical Team Capability – what is the capability that needs to be support by the RRF?
Specifically, what is the anticipated number of patients and acuity? This information will help
inform the staffing needs vs. the current list of #’s by position
Quantity of Centers – given limitation on resources, what options are there to pursue a single
facility vs. six?
Type of Center – fixed facility vs. soft sided structure
Status of Centers and requested line items:

Center Location
(Address
and/or local
jurisdiction)

Status
(contracted,
in
negotiations,
etc.)

Facility
type
(fixed,
land,
soft-
sided)

Capacity Operating
Status
(date open
or
required,
current
occupancy,
etc.)

Remaining
Requirements
(are the needs
identified in
the RRF
current)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Feeding – specific requirements, i.e. is the need delivery of resources, food preparations,
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volunteers/staff?
Associated needs – what is the plan for:

access and functional needs
mental health support in the centers
pet support (comfort/service/household)
security – of facility, for staff/patient safety, quarantine enforcement; is there a need for
ESF13 support?

Due Outs for Federal Partners

Description of Agency/Program Capability to support – specific line items vs. entire mission
Estimated Timeline for execution



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Update_-_April_9,_2020
April 09, 2020 at 4:37 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

As of April 8, 21 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Three flights are scheduled to arrive today, 1 in Chicago, 1 in New York City,
and 1 in Dallas/Ft. Worth.
An additional 49 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov


mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within a 72-hour
window.

Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state

States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
The federal government has 8,324 total ventilators available: 7,724 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

On April 8, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.
On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain
Scarce or Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use”
directing DHS and FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense
Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily detaining export
shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators, and a
variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.

On April 8, CDC issued additional guidance to help ensure critical infrastructure
workers can perform their jobs safely after potential exposure to the virus.

The guidance covers essential health care workers who’ve been exposed to the
coronavirus.
Essential workers can, under certain circumstances, go back to work, if they’re



asymptomatic and take the recommended actions of taking their temperature
before they go to work, wearing a face mask at all times, and practicing social
distancing when they’re at work.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200409 FINAL.pdf
ESF15_COVID-19 Messaging_20200409 FINAL.pdf
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Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH)
RE: Question about Q and I team in Shoreline
March 25, 2020 at 1:25 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Rice, Toby
Cc:  Davidson, Lisa

I	will	call	the	shoreline	IC
	
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:17	AM
To:	Rice,	Toby	<Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Zimmerman,	MaPhew	S	(DOH)	<maPhew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	QuesYon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
I’m	not	sure	who	is	running	the	process	at	Shoreline,	however;	it	is	a	DOH	facility.
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	
From:	Rice,	Toby	<Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:00	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Zimmerman,	MaPhew	S	(DOH)	<maPhew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	QuesYon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
Jim,
	
MaP	and	I	were	hoping	to	clarify	if	the	team	in	Shoreline	working	on	Q	and	I	is	Health	Care	Authority
(HCA).		If	so,	MaP	said	DOH	has	no	authority	over	them.		Regardless,	I	know	Stacey	intends	for	them	to
be	plugged	in	with	Lisa’s	taskforce.		Any	chance	they	can	be	invited	to	the	1100	TF	kickoff	meeYng?
	
Thank	you,
	
Toby	Rice
OperaYons	Branch	Director
Mobile:	225-892-8090
_________________________________
OperaYons	Cadre	|	Response	Directorate	|	FEMA	|	DHS
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JHB
Re: Clark and Cowlitz counties - SW WA
April 08, 2020 at 4:11 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
Cc:  Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), seoc122 (MIL), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), O'Hare, Michael, Peiper, Pam, Bowman,
Casey, Evich, Jordan, Katims, Casey (GOV)

ï»¿Hi Robert,

I am sorry I missed you! I was on the line with Seattle Childrens CEO. I just tried you back - but
you have addressed it with your email. Thank you for your time and help!!!

- Jaime

Misspellings sent from my iPhone

On Apr 8, 2020, at 10:43 AM, Ezelle, Robert (MIL) <Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
Congresswoman,
	
I	tried	calling	you	just	now	to	brief	you	on	our	immediate	plans	for	PPE	distribu;on
statewide	to	include	the	coun;es	in	your	district.		We	have	limited	supplies	on	hand,
but	will	be	able	to	provide	a	small	amount	of	relief	in	cri;cal	items	such	as	gowns	and
masks.		I	have	asked	the	logis;cs	team	to	focus	on	Cowlitz	county	and	try	to	get	them
some	gowns	today	if	at	all	possible.		It	wonâ€™t	be	a	large	amount	but	it	should	help
for	a	few	more	days.	
	
Looking	forward,	I	an;cipate	geFng	in	approximately	6	million	N95	masks,	2	million
surgical	masks,	and	1	million	gowns	over	the	next	two	weeks.		This	wonâ€™t	go	far
toward	mee;ng	the	total	statewide	need,	but	will	help	coun;es	a	liOle	with	mee;ng
their	;er	one	needs.	
	
We	appreciate	your	advocacy	in	bringing	in	desperately-needed	help	from	our
federal	partners.	
	
If	you	would	like	to	speak	with	me	further,	Iâ€™m	available	most	of	the	day.	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
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robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
	
	
From:	JHB	<JHB@mail.house.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	9:52	AM
To:	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>
Cc:	seoc122	(MIL)	<seoc122@mil.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Davis,	Jerrod	(DOH)	<Jerrod.Davis@DOH.WA.GOV>;	O'Hare,
Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Peiper,	Pam	<Pam.Peiper@mail.house.gov>;
Bowman,	Casey	<Casey.Bowman@mail.house.gov>;	Evich,	Jordan
<Jordan.Evich@mail.house.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Clark	and	Cowlitz	coun;es	-	SW	WA
 
Hi Kathy, 
 
Thank you for your time and swift response!
 
Jerrod, my cell is 360-609-0435. Many thanks,

- Jaime
 
Misspellings sent from my iPhone

On Apr 7, 2020, at 10:41 PM, Lofy, Kathy H (DOH)
<Kathy.Lofy@doh.wa.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
Hi	Jaime,
	
Iâ€™m	very	sorry	to	hear	that	Clark	and	Cowlitz	Coun;es	have	not	received
any	PPE.	As	I	told	you	on	the	phone,	I	have	never	ordered	a	PPE	shipment	to
be	pulled	back,	par;cularly	a	shipment	that	had	been	packed	up	to	be
delivered.
	
Unfortunately,	our	statewide	demand	for	PPE	s;ll	greatly	exceeds	our	supply
and	as	a	result	we	s;ll	have	many	facili;es	in	dire	need	of	PPE.	Since	your
region	has	not	received	any	significant	amount	of	PPE	and	you	have
outbreaks	in	your	long	term	care	facili;es,	I	feel	strongly	that	your	orders	(see
below)	should	be	pushed	to	the	top	of	the	list.
	
I	have	ccâ€™d	the	logis;cs	sec;on	chief,	the	director	of	the	state	emergency
management	division	(Robert	Ezelle)	and	our	agency	area	commander	(Jerrod
Davis).
	
Jerrod,	can	you	please	check	on	this	order	and	give	Jaime	a	call	tomorrow	to
update	her	on	the	status?	Jerrod	should	also	be	able	to	help	you	get	some
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tes;ng	supplies	since	we	acquired	15,000	swabs	today.		
	
Thanks,
Kathy
	
From:	JHB	[mailto:JHB@mail.house.gov]	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	7,	2020	6:05	PM
To:	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)	<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>;	Peiper,	Pam
<Pam.Peiper@mail.house.gov>;	Bowman,	Casey
<Casey.Bowman@mail.house.gov>;	Evich,	Jordan
<Jordan.Evich@mail.house.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Clark	and	Cowlitz	coun;es	-	SW	WA
 

Kathy,
 
I'm following up on the voicemail I left you earlier today.
 On April 1, I was told by FEMA Administrator O'Hare that
Clark and Cowlitz Counties would be receiving the PPE
detailed below.  When I followed up yesterday to see why it
was not delivered, I was informed that it was packaged for
shipment, and then was pulled back by you.  It was
explained that the materials were needed for long term
care facilities elsewhere in the state.  However, in Clark
County we have outbreaks in nine long term care facilities,
and there have been deaths and yet we don't have the
supplies to test there.  In the community the percentage of
positive tests has doubled and the weekly percentage of
hospital admissions with COVID-19-like illnesses has also
doubled.  
 
Cowlitz County reported Friday that they are down to one
gown in their efforts to treat patients. Not one box, one
gown, which I am sure is gone by this point. Cowlitz fire
does not have supplies to serve residents or emergency
calls. They were counting on help from the public health
department. As I'm sure you know, normal supply chain
operations simply are not working for smaller providers or
municipalities. Our larger hospitals are able to get some
supplies through, but if you're small, isolated or rural you're
out of luck. 
 
I have worked tirelessly at the federal level to get PPE to
the state, only to witness the state deliver nothing to most
of my counties and less than 1% of what Clark County
requested.  I did not expect to get all that we asked for, but
given our needs, I certainly expected something - and
definitely expected what was told me. Can you please
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apprise me of your plans with regard to the order below? 
 
Thank you for your time and attention. I realize it is a
difficult situation for everyone right now. 
 
Jaime Herrera Beutler
Member of Congress, WA 03
C: 360-609-0435  

Clark County is getting:
Face Shield: 14500
Procedure Mask: 25200
Respirator: 5000
Sanitizing: 5509

Cowlitz:
Gown: 7500

	



JHB
Clark and Cowlitz counties - SW WA
April 07, 2020 at 9:05 PM EDT
To: kathy.lofy@doh.wa.gov
Cc:  O'Hare, Michael, Peiper, Pam, Bowman, Casey, Evich, Jordan, Katims, Casey (GOV)

Kathy,

I'm following up on the voicemail I left you earlier today.  On April 1, I was told by
FEMA Administrator O'Hare that Clark and Cowlitz Counties would be receiving
the PPE detailed below.  When I followed up yesterday to see why it was not
delivered, I was informed that it was packaged for shipment, and then was pulled
back by you.  It was explained that the materials were needed for long term care
facilities elsewhere in the state.  However, in Clark County we have outbreaks in
nine long term care facilities, and there have been deaths and yet we don't have
the supplies to test there.  In the community the percentage of positive tests has
doubled and the weekly percentage of hospital admissions with COVID-19-like
illnesses has also doubled.  

Cowlitz County reported Friday that they are down to one gown in their efforts to
treat patients. Not one box, one gown, which I am sure is gone by this point.
Cowlitz fire does not have supplies to serve residents or emergency calls. They
were counting on help from the public health department. As I'm sure you know,
normal supply chain operations simply are not working for smaller providers or
municipalities. Our larger hospitals are able to get some supplies through, but if
you're small, isolated or rural you're out of luck. 

I have worked tirelessly at the federal level to get PPE to the state, only to
witness the state deliver nothing to most of my counties and less than 1% of
what Clark County requested.  I did not expect to get all that we asked for, but
given our needs, I certainly expected something - and definitely expected what
was told me. Can you please apprise me of your plans with regard to the order
below? 

Thank you for your time and attention. I realize it is a difficult situation for
everyone right now. 

Jaime Herrera Beutler
Member of Congress, WA 03
C: 360-609-0435  

Clark County is getting:
Face Shield: 14500
Procedure Mask: 25200
Respirator: 5000
Sanitizing: 5509
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Cowlitz:
Gown: 7500



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_3
April 03, 2020 at 3:43 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 3, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase
ventilator production. The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators
to six companies.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will
begin offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.

Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.
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Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).

FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Garza, Jeff
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 30, 2020 at 12:09 AM EDT
To: Formas, Stephanie
Cc:  Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Raghavan,
Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike, Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow,
Michael, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Hi everyone,

Just checking back in so our security team is aware - is anyone attending tomorrow? Will media be
attending?

Thanks

Jeff 

On Mar 29, 2020, at 4:38 PM, Formas, Stephanie <Stephanie.Formas@seattle.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use caution with links and
attachments.

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	a4end	either.	I	will	defer	to	others	in	a4endance
coordina;ng	press	w/	the	Army	if	appropriate.
	
Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this	evening.
	

The	ini;al	arriving	instruc;ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of	CenturyLink	Field	Events
Center	parking	garage	located	at	330S	S	Royal	Brougham	Way,	Sea4le,	WA	98134.	Please
note	that	you	are	with	the	Elected	Officials	Tour.		Proceed	to	the	glass	doors	and	staff	will
greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited	staff.
	
Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129
Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979
	

From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,
Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
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<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Berkson,
Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the	Exec	won't	be	able	to
make	it	tomorrow	morning.	Checking	with	our	Councilmembers	now.	
	
Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to	members	of	our	state
delegation.	
	
April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;
Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com
<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
[EXTERNAL	Email	No;ce!	]	External	communica;on	is	important	to	us.	Be	cau;ous	of	phishing
a4empts.	Do	not	click	or	open	suspicious	links	or	a4achments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical	personnel	on
site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	asernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is
s;ll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	;me	to	keep	medical	equipment
sterile	from	visitors.
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The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate	as	appropriate
to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal	officials.
	

From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;
Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea4le.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿	As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	;me	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to	local
elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and	James	Kramen
(Senior	Event	Manager)	from	CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the
loop.	
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization.
Please use caution with links and attachments.
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Good	asernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for
your	assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but
I	know	several	other	members	of	the	WA
delega;on	are	eager	to	par;cipate	as	well	but	I
know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck	have
conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have
flexibility	and	can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-
10:30	am	window,	I	know	their	teams	would
appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|
Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over
the	last	few	days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there
has	been	some	interest	from	local,	state,	and
federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.	Per	our
discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would
be	the	most	appropriate	;me	as	the	facility	will
soon	become	unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army
personnel,	doctors,	and	pa;ents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	op;ons
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available?	Poten;ally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30
â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help
coordinate	our	city/county	officials,	state	officials
and	federal	delega;on	between	those	two	op;ons.
Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would	recommend	any
limita;ons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only	to
allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social
distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea4le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea4le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi4er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-
Newsle4er
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Bring_Additional_R esources_to_US_for_COVID-19_Response
March 29, 2020 at 12:53 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 29, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-
19 Response
 
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical,
and military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative
presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and
limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or
postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance
themselves from other people. For the latest updates and information on how to protect
yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
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reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for
states’ use of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests
from Florida, Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.
The President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard
forces, while being federally funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the
additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators.
FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributers in various locations across the United States. Movement of supplies began on
Saturday, March 28. The first flight will arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal
protection equipment (PPE) supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face
masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with
stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector.
 

# # #
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
Canceled: EMPH Coordination Meeting
March 31, 2020 at 9:26 AM EDT
To: Jason.Biermann@co.snohomish.wa.us, Brendan McCluskey
(bmccluskey@kingcounty.gov), jody.ferguson@piercecountywa.gov, Gillespie
Amy, kurt.hardin@co.thurston.wa.us, Nelson, Laurel, Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Halvorson, Clark R
(DOH), Cleverly, Hannah, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Michael_F._O’Hare_(Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs. gov)
Cc:  Nigel Turner, Neafcy, Kenneth, Kaplan, Alysha, Schelli Slaughter, Cindy Miron, Levy, Alison, Onora
Lien, Wasserman, Adam R (MIL)

A	quick	informa.on	sharing	session.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and COVID-Affected Areas
March 30, 2020 at 12:43 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 
 

March 30, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and COVID-
Affected Areas
	
“This response isn’t just about delivering food or supporting COVIS test centers. It’s about
protecting our children, parents, and grandparents. Our Nation is looking to the National Guard
to help them and we can’t let them down.” – Air Force Gen. Joseph Lengyel, Chief of the National
Guard Bureau
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government
response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 29, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30. The
American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most
high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to
implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much
as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking
additional steps to distance yourself from other people. The latest updates and information on how
to protect yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates $2
trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA, for some states’ use of their National Guard forces. The President’s
action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces, while being
federally funded under Title 32.
 
FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning on Sunday, March 29, with the
first delivery of 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8
million face masks and gowns, 10.3 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut. Additional flights are contracted to go to Illinois today and to Ohio
tomorrow. FEMA has scheduled additional flights and is adding more daily.
 
Over the next 48 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (180) and Connecticut (50).
 
Twenty-seven states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
	
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts,
federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), the Strategic
National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance, Defense Production Act,
CDC Public Guidance, coping with stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help
for volunteers and the private sector.
	
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-
Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 18, 2020)
April 18, 2020 at 12:20 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 18, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16,April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s
economy in several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving into
a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly protecting the
most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care facilities, and having a plan
for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on vulnerable populations. 

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

·       As of April 17April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical masks, 5.9
million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

-   On April 17April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th through
Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

·       On April 17April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version 3.0 of
the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local jurisdictions
and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce while responding to
COVID-19.

·       On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of synthetic
swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a sample from the
front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership with United Health
Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 8, 2020
April 08, 2020 at 10:57 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Today’s	na*onal	social	media	hot	issues	and	yesterday’s	na*onal	social	listening	report	are	a6ached	for
greater	context.
	
Update:	as	of	today	and	moving	forward,	any	references	to	sen*ment	will	link	to	the	original	posts	from
elected	officials,	news	sources	and	reporters.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	there	is	anyone	who	should	be	added	to	the	distro	list	for	this	report.
	
Thank	you.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 8, 2020

SUMMARY
·        In	Washington,	legislators	ask	for	more	tes*ng	kits.
·        Donors,	including	Bezos,	Ballmer	and	Allen	families,	give	$20	million	for	coronavirus	tes*ng

and	research	at	University	of	Washington.
·        Oregon	Governor	has	extended	the	ban	on	in-person	dining	indefinitely.
·        Alaska	Governor	announced	several	updates	last	night:	delaying	all	elec*ve	surgeries,	the	arrival

of	tes*ng	supplies	from	FEMA,	plan	to	increase	tes*ng	in	remote	communi*es	and	guidance	on
religious	services	in	the	wake	of	the	biggest	rise	of	COVID-19	cases	to	date.

·        A	new	“crush	the	curve”	ini*a*ve	in	Idaho	is	aimed	at	increasing	access	to	tes*ng	for	essen*al
employees.

·        Dairy	farmers	in	Idaho	and	Oregon	look	to	other	states	as	indicators	for	how	their	produc*on
may	be	impacted	locally	–	they	aren’t	dumping	surplus	yet.

Public	Sen+ment
·        In	Idaho,	there	is	a	call	to	get	folks	back	to	work,	countered	by	individuals	valuing	the	stay-at-

home	order	to	reduce	the	spread	of	COVID-19.
·        Oregonians	are	worried	about	the	economic	impact	of	extended	ban	on	in-person	dining.
·        Alaskans	are	upset	with	the	mandatory	delay	in	some	elec*ve	procedures	and	celebrate	the

news	that	remote	communi*es	are	geZng	more	tes*ng	support.
·        In	response	to	the	crush	the	curve	ini*a*ve,	Idahoans	fear	they	will	be	forced	to	get	tested.

Washington
Response

Washington	seeing	massive	decline	in	COVID-19	related	hospitaliza*ons	since	mid-March.
(KXLY)
Vice	President	Pence	calls	Oregon	and	Washington’s	decisions	to	send	ven*lators	to	more	needy
states	“keeping	with	the	highest	tradi*on	of	the	American	spirit”	and	their	work	with	the
administra*on	and	FEMA	to	make	that	happen	“really	inspiring.”	(White	House)
Congresswoman	Pramila	Jayapal:	Proud	to	lead	colleagues	from	#WA	in	urging	FEMA	and	HHS
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to	provide	addi*onal	sample	tes*ng	kits	and	swabs,	con*nue	support	for	drive-thru	test	clinics
and	ensure	that	rural	areas	get	enough	supplies.		We	urgently	need	this	cri*cal	support	in	#WA
to	fight	#COVID19.	(@RepJayapal	Facebook)

Alternate	Care	Sites
Whatcom	asks	FEMA	for	$1.34	million	for	Motel	6	coronavirus	quaran*ne	site	(Bellingham
Herald)	On	Facebook,	many	feel	that	the	cost	is	high,	others	are	curious	what	the	response	from
FEMA	will	be.
Seahawks	quarterback	and	Sea6le	superstar	Russell	Wilson	says	his	mom	is	helping	build	field
hospitals	in	Sea6le	(YakTriNews).

PPE
Washington	grocery	store	workers	want	be6er	access	to	personal	protec*on	equipment.	(KING
5)
States	compe*ng	in	‘global	jungle’	for	PPE.	Gov.	Jay	Inslee	of	Washington	announced	on	Sunday
that	his	state	would	return	more	than	400	ven*lators	from	the	Strategic	Na*onal	Stockpile,	and
Oregon	Gov.	Ka*e	Brown	on	Saturday	said	her	state	would	send	more	than	100	ven*lators	to
New	York	"because	Oregon	is	in	a	be6er	posi*on	right	now."	(U.S.	News	and	World	Report)

Disability	Integra*on
Parents	across	Washington	watch	their	special	needs	children	unravel	during	COVID-19	school
closures.	(Q13	FOX)		On	Facebook,	people	share	stories	of	their	loved	ones	with	special	needs
who	are	struggling	and	others	extend	empathy.

Business	and	Economy
Gov.	Inslee	announced	an	emergency	$5	million	grant	program	to	help	small	businesses.
Companies	with	fewer	than	10	employees	may	qualify	for	$10,000.	(KING	5)

Dona*ons
Donors,	including	Bezos,	Ballmer	and	Allen	families,	give	$20	million	for	coronavirus	tes*ng	and
research	at	UW	(Sea6le	Times)
48,000+	Dick's	burgers	donated	to	hospital	staff,	first	responders	(Sea6le	Refined)

Stay-at-Home
Gun	stores	s*ll	open	during	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KIRO	7)		On	Facebook,	people	debate	what
should	be	considered	an	essen*al	business.	Many	bring	up	the	second	amendment	and	feel
that	gun	stores	are	essen*al.
Fishing	and	hun*ng	bans	extended	another	month	in	Washington	because	of	coronavirus.	(The
Olympian)		On	Facebook,	people	point	out	with	frustra*on	that	they	are	s*ll	able	to	go	to
crowded	grocery	stores	but	not	to	the	woods	to	fish.
Concerns	over	black	market	beauty	salons	s*ll	opera*ng	amid	Washington's	coronavirus
closures.		Some	small	businesses	are	opera*ng	despite	the	Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy	order	to
stop	the	spread	of	coronavirus,	promp*ng	concerns	of	copycats.	(KING	5)

New	Cases
Washington	mom	delivers	baby	while	ba6ling	COVID-19	in	medically	induced	coma.		The	baby
was	born	six	weeks	early	but	tested	nega*ve	for	the	coronavirus.	The	mother	is	improving	and
was	taken	off	a	ven*lator	Monday	night.		(KING	5)
Staff	member	at	Airway	Heights	Correc*ons	Center	tests	posi*ve	for	COVID-19.	(KXLY)	On
Facebook,	people	are	concerned	about	the	poten*al	for	COVID-19	to	spread	and	ask	what
precau*ons	are	being	taken	to	contain	it.

Community
Amid	the	coronavirus	outbreak,	window	lights	create	hearts	on	the	sides	of	the	Hya6	Regency
Sea6le	during	sunset.	(Sea6le	Times)

Oregon
Fla6ening	the	Curve

Oregon	emergency	management	officials	project	that	Oregon	hospitals	will	see	an	influx	of
pa*ents	in	the	coming	weeks	if	infec*on	rates	follow	their	current	rates	and	urge	residents	to
stay	inside.	(KTVL,	@OregonOEM)
Model	predicts	Oregon	coronavirus	cases	will	peak	April	21.	(KATU2,	KVAL13)
Bri*sh	town	uses	Oregon's	'exploding	whale'	fiasco	to	teach	coronavirus	social	distancing
lesson.	(FOX	News)	The	city	of	Florence	emphasizes	the	point.
Gov.	Kate	Brown	considering	early	release	of	Oregon	prisoners	amid	coronavirus	spread.	(The
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Oregonian)	Reac*ons	on	Facebook	are	mostly	nega*ve,	some	saying	that	it	would	be	an
unnecessary	or	ineffec*ve	move,	and	others	saying	it	would	be	unjust.

PPE
Nike	announces	it	will	start	producing	PPE	to	help	in	the	COVID-19	fight.	(NIKE	NEWS)

Business
Gov.	Brown	extended	the	ban	on	in-person	dining	indefinitely.	(KGW8)	In	response,	many
people	are	very	worried	over	the	impact	this	will	have	on	Oregon's	economy.	(KWG8	Facebook)
How	Oregon	dairies	are	handling	COVID	crisis.	(KOIN)	Other	states	have	been	dumping	surplus,
which	is	not	yet	the	case	in	Oregon,	but	could	be	in	the	near	future.
Dutch	Bros	Coffee	to	donate	100%	of	April	profits	to	medical	first	responders.	(The	Oregonian)

New	Cases
4	more	deaths,	49	new	cases	reported.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN,	KPTV12,	The	Oregonian)
Multnomah	County	sees	first	posi*ve	COVID-19	cases	in	region's	homeless	popula*on.	(OPB)

Tes*ng
Asante	Rogue	Regional	Medical	Center	offers	new	on-site	COVID-19	tes*ng	with	results	within
24	hours	in	Medford.	(NBC	5)

Idaho
Grocery	Supply

·        'Dairymen	are	really	struggling':	Pandemic	forcing	some	Idaho	dairy	producers	to	dump	milk.
(KTVB)	On	Facebook,	people	want	to	know	why	milk	shelves	are	empty,	or	that	stores	are
limi*ng	milk	purchases	to	one	per	customer.

Crush	the	Curve	-	New	Tes*ng	Ini*a*ve

·        New	‘crush	the	curve’	effort	launches	to	get	Idaho’s	essen*al	workers	coronavirus	tests.	More
than	1,000	more	people	can	be	tested	per	day,	star*ng	Wednesday.	(Idaho	Statesman,	KTVB)
Many	conclude	that	tes*ng	will	be	forced	on	them.	The	ar*cle	discusses	access	to	tes*ng,	not
required	tes*ng.

Stay-at-Home	Orders

·        Gov.	Li6le	on	what's	next	for	Idahoans:	'We	will	not	return	to	normal	April	16'	(CBS	2)	A	popular
response	on	Facebook	is	that	the	Governor	needs	to	get	people	back	to	work,	while	others
accept	that	his	ac*ons	are	for	the	greater	good.

Economic	Impact

·        Governor	Brad	Li6le	signed	an	execu*ve	order	Tuesday,	forming	his	new	Coronavirus	Financial
Advisory	Commi6ee	to	oversee	the	approximately	$1.25	billion	in	federal	funds	that	Idaho	will
receive	to	fight	the	COVID-19	pandemic.

PPE

·        Bureau	of	Land	Management	(BLM)	firefighters—normally	busy	preparing	their	firefigh*ng	gear
—pivot	to	sew	masks	for	healthcare	workers.	(ABC	6)

New	Case

·        Boise	State	football	coach	describes	having	COVID-19:	The	healthy	26-year-old	coach	said	having
coronavirus	was	"one	of	the	worst	pains	I've	ever	felt	in	my	life...	Every	breath	was	like	taking	a
knife	and	s*cking	it	through	your	ribs."	(KING	5)

Alaska
Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy

Governor	Dunleavy	announced	Tuesday	that	he	is	altering	several	mi*ga*on	mandates,	as
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COVID-19	case	count	sees	biggest	rise	to	date.	(KTUU)
Gov.	Dunleavy	updated	the	mandate	that	medical	providers	delay	all	elec*ve	surgeries,	by
releasing	list	of	what	counts	as	'elec*ve'.	(KTOO,	KTUU,	Alaska	Public	Media,	Alaska	DHSS
website)

Much	of	the	news	coverage	highlights	the	fact	that	elec*ve	abor*ons	are	on	the	list	of
surgeries	that	should	be	suspended	'for	a	few	weeks,'	though	the	governor	is	leaving	the
exact	*meline	up	to	medical	providers.
Many	people	are	upset	but	the	news,	some	seeing	it	as	overreaching	by	a	government
that	is	against	abor*ons.	Some	point	out	this	will	be	a	par*cular	burden	for	economically
disadvantaged	women	who	will	not	be	able	to	keep	their	jobs	if	they	are	pregnant,	and
are	concerned	that	this	comes	at	a	*me	when	domes*c	abuse	may	be	on	the	rise.	Others
—including	some	self-described	pro-choice	individuals—are	understanding	of	the
decision.
There	is	concern	over	the	impacts	of	delaying	cancer	surgery,	as	well.

Gov.	Dunleavy	announced	the	arrival	of	more	tes*ne	supplies	from	FEMA	and	increased	rapid
tes*ng	in	rural	Alaskan	communi*es.	(KTUU,	ANTHC	website,	The	Cordova	Times)

The	Alaska	Na*ve	Tribal	Health	Consor*um	(ANTHC)	will	distribute	40	Abbot	rapid	tes*ng
machines	and	2,400	test	kits	throughout	20	remote	communi*es,	to	address	accessibility
issues	amid	increasingly	limited	air	service.	Reac*ons	on	Facebook	celebrated	the	news.
Announced	50	addi*onal	machines	with	5,016	tests	arrived	from	FEMA.

Alaska's	Health	and	Social	Services	Commissioner	formalized	guidance	around	religious
gatherings.	Live-streaming	of	religious	services	is	allowed	so	long	as	groups	do	not	exceed	10
people	and	social	distancing	is	observed.	(KTUU)
Officials	explained	in	the	briefing	that	they	are	following	guidance	from	FEMA	in	making
decisions	about	mi*ga*on	measures.	"Orders	are	coming	in	from	the	Federal	Emergency
Management	Agency,	officials	said,	but	'taking	longer	than	we'd	hoped.'"	(KTUU)

Economy
Dunleavy	vetoes	millions	in	programs,	but	says	federal	s*mulus	funds	will	make	up	for	most
cuts.	(Alaska	Public	Media)
North	Slope	Borough	‘commandeers’	Ravn’s	North	Slope	assets.	(KTOO)
Alaska's	cannabis	industry	looking	for	financial	relief,	but	there	is	none	in	sight.	(KTUU)

Social	Distancing
Dillingham	urges	Governor	Dunleavy	to	close	Bristol	Bay	fishery,	to	avoid	an	influx	of	fishing
industry	workers.	The	state	has	designated	fishermen	as	'cri*cal	infrastructure.'	(Alaska	Public
Media)

Wildfire	Preparedness
The	Alaska	Division	of	Forestry	will	suspend	all	burn	permits	in	an*cipa*on	of	the	impacts	of
COVID-19	on	firefighter	resources.	(Alaska	Division	of	Forestry		website)
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https://www.anchoragepress.com/news/coronavirus/governor-announces-arrival-of-more-medical-testing-supplies/article_ca405f90-78e6-11ea-bc93-6711f2d5738d.html?fbclid=IwAR2zsHFNTJFEYxDozjVoiXPAZeR_WJ7CUqMmBsCNXsZ8LQ8Uwq8NOMyYR9s
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158059579504929?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAiW9m4_43eE8CnrPgJVUAWLq48BdNCHJI9Hr4MFE5s_AWG29NFK6zEaYtwJHTo3qMv3XEopKc4gnZEl76oLchQ3xlrC4HECxrB-3g_VZZXEbMfgW-p7JItJRm8IzB-vg4d29qOKnehUiMkd2_p7haR-p6_xf2Sfbnj8JlaQL3RV2cZaSZiscFVPkrO-q88J_F2H2D1Qt6ZjpSPAN5TsTy0OZA_8h6_fKAV2upb0jKhGxb7n5ANu5wBfRUU68p5Fdam0eRkPRs64oxP_9cmJ0LItlrnCkEiNehk2HKzdfnEIbBKWsPkEKkeQEmNYMd2DTZcJxAN9_QSf9AxKA&__tn__=-R
https://www.anchoragepress.com/news/coronavirus/governor-announces-arrival-of-more-medical-testing-supplies/article_ca405f90-78e6-11ea-bc93-6711f2d5738d.html?fbclid=IwAR2zsHFNTJFEYxDozjVoiXPAZeR_WJ7CUqMmBsCNXsZ8LQ8Uwq8NOMyYR9s
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/State-briefs-public-new-coronavirus-cases-response-plan-rural-Alaska-569458681.html?fbclid=IwAR3hk7kFsIHmbTityq_OAO3AKSWjcnBOX-qnR1ckj5Cw7TujWWBWXOBqwzA
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/State-briefs-public-new-coronavirus-cases-response-plan-rural-Alaska-569458681.html?fbclid=IwAR3hk7kFsIHmbTityq_OAO3AKSWjcnBOX-qnR1ckj5Cw7TujWWBWXOBqwzA
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/07/dunleavy-vetoes-budget-items-with-plan-to-replace-majority-of-cuts-with-federal-funds/?fbclid=IwAR3OTByL-ForLRkUhiCIkm_fFVKy4xrWYkZV7IzoiyXsRaW5506rNY6d2zc
https://www.ktoo.org/2020/04/07/north-slope-borough-commandeers-ravns-north-slope-assets/?fbclid=IwAR1diXYJNX31DEmwQMDeUTPLbjvYzVqzN-hz2UmLyvLjq_Pa1OikNkmGjgY
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Cannabis-industry-looking-for-financial-relief-569460801.html
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WASHINGTON – As the Nation transitions from a period of crisis to economic recovery, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will continue to leverage every social, medical, logistical and security tool at its disposal to defend the homeland from COVID-19. Thanks to a wide range of strategic initiatives, the Department and its components have achieved dozens of key deliverables last week through its unprecedented, whole-of-America response, which in return is slowing the virus’s spread and saving millions of lives. These results could not have been secured by the Department without its dedicated workforce, who have adapted and persevered to meet these extraordinary challenges despite their own personal hardships.
“The men and women of the Transportation Security Administration continue to go above and beyond to protect the health and safety of travelers, while ensuring the security of our critical transportation systems during the COVID-19 pandemic,” said TSA Administrator David Pekoske. “Every day, our dedicated employees are performing vital tasks to keep our transportation systems moving for those with essential travel, and working with industry partners to ensure confidence across systems as we recover and travel levels increase.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Enhanced Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) with enhanced screenings for travelers through 13 specially designated airports. As of April 26
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Securing the Border from Infectious Diseases. CBP announced on April 20 th that it will extend its restrictions on non-essential travel across our shared borders with Canada and Mexico until May 21
Building the Wall and Deterring Illegal Immigration. On April 22 nd , CBP launched a border wall system HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.YpdIdPZDBZ910Lrcmb20oOD15Veml-3SFcP7UoEYick/br/77880667977-l" 
that features a construction video and an interactive map. This website not only gives American taxpayers a first-hand look at the ongoing border wall construction, but it also serves as a strong visual deterrent to those in coronavirus-impacted countries who are contemplating making the dangerous and deadly journey to the U.S. across the Southern border.
Seizing Counterfeit Goods from Foreign Sources. On April 23 rd , CBP officials seized 2,000 counterfeit respirators that were shipped to the U.S. from China. Ensuring the integrity of imported goods, including personal protection equipment (PPE), is a vital function that CBP performs every day to protect the American public during the pandemic.
Supporting the Safe Return of U.S. Citizens Stranded Overseas . As of April 26 th , CBP, in close coordination with the State Department’s Repatriation Task Force, has facilitated the return of more than 69,000 Americans back to the U.S. from 128 countries. This interagency operation is vital to reuniting families and keeping Americans out of harm’s way.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Promoting Integrity and Security in Upcoming Elections . CISA continues to coordinate with government and industry partners to ensure upcoming elections are accessible and secure for voters. On April 22
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURFc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1amFYTmhMbWR2ZGk5amIzWnBaQzB4T1MxaGJtUXRaV3hsWTNScGIyNXpJbjAuUFFkR0xpeGZ3akotbV9jTDF1OFpFZW91Umg3OUw3QlhpSzFYUmQ4NEZrYy9ici83Nzg4MDQyMDk2OS1sIn0.F0ciD8F2oPygUxEY54WpqUI_pV5INRFTWLjEhhRfhMQ/br/77880667977-l" 
Ensuring that Operation Centers and Control Rooms Remain Viable . On April 23 rd , CISA HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.r_El5DcTwRs1zABHrL-XzssUeTxbvhXCOC5ytiYJdQU/br/77880667977-l" 
the Critical Infrastructure Operations Centers and Control Rooms Guide for Pandemic Response, which is geared towards all 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by the federal government. The guide provides considerations and mitigation measures for operation centers and control rooms, but can be applied further to any critical node that is required to continue functioning in a pandemic environment.
Keeping the Healthcare Industry Safe and Secure . CISA, Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) jointly released a
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.OJtibuAk2-jc1tSNV7WdyciJ8OlfjEKgMM17a7mm1Kg/br/77880667977-l" 
regarding potential threats to the healthcare industry and resources on how to mitigate these threats.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Accelerating Antibody Research Efforts. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Medical Countermeasures Task Force reported that it established six agreements with healthcare providers to obtain convalescent plasma from COVID-19 survivors in support of the CDC’s Serology Project Team’s research efforts. Convalescent plasma, which is the liquid part of blood that possibly contains viral antibodies, is being investigated by medical researchers as a potential treatment for COVID-19.
Bolstering Testing Capacity at Food Processing Centers. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Laboratory Diagnostics Task Force coordinated with the Region VII office to deliver 7,000 test kits to Kansas where the region’s largest meat processing facilities are experiencing clusters of COVID-19 infections. These diagnostic supplies will help identify infections more rapidly while preventing its transmission throughout the state’s critical agriculture infrastructure, which processes a significant portion of the nation’s meat supply.
Addressing Medical Supply Needs in Non-Healthcare Settings. On April 22 nd , FEMA published HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.a8wLv8H3LNfkKM30gdhR6OunJ29wqvyqhjDrkelrfMQ/br/77880667977-
l" guidance to address how organizations in non-healthcare settings should consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the protection of workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes how to
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. Since April 20
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of-nation approach to address the limited supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 25
Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA continues to expedite the movement of critical supplies, including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles, and surgical gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. Between April 20
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTERS (FLETC)
Implementing Protocols to Protect Returning Students . Although FLETC has temporarily paused in-person operations, the agency is engaged in detailed planning efforts to resume law enforcement training in the COVID-environment. Over the past week, FLETC piloted new screening procedures whereby security contractors are conducting temperature checks and asking COVID-related screening questions of all people attempting to enter FLETC’s facilities. It has also begun to clean and disinfect all venues in preparation for students’ return.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Cracking Down on Fraud and Criminal Activity. On April 20 th , ICE’s Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, with assistance from CBP’s Field Intelligence Group, seized approximately 5,300 potentially fraudulent COVID-19 test kits. This seizure is a part of an interagency enforcement campaign known as Operation Stolen Promise, which was launched by ICE on April 15

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Educating the Public About Cyber-Related Threats. On April 24 th , I&A and CISA partnered with the American Hospital Association to
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.cfmiUfODBXdid7_KXt1xjNMnvxYStTLWEauCxrnafYE/br/77880667977-l" 
podcast mini-series addressing cyber threats that put the U.S. health system at risk. It offers best practices to security experts and health care administrators who are responsible for the infrastructure supporting medical providers during the COVID-19 response.
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Arming the Nation with Scientific Research . On April 23 rd , William Bryan, Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary for Science and Technology (S&T), provided an update on key research findings from S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center (NBACC) at the White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing. His update covered emerging results and trends from studies conducted at NBACC including the effects of sunlight and humidity on the virus as well as findings on common disinfectants that can kill the virus.
Driving Evidence-Based Policymaking. On April 24 th , S&T updated its HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.UdkxWKZNVxdRqt1gqc8jzJgJM0ymA6Fx6Zf2Em5a79U/br/77880667977-l" 
available research on operationally-relevant questions to aid decision makers in the COVID-19 response. The MQL is a quick-reference guide covering what is known about the virus, what additional information is needed, and who may be working to address these fundamental questions. New entries include references to how much agent will make a healthy individual ill, how the virus spreads from one host to another, and what treatments are effective.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel. TSA continues to follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during the pandemic. Between April 20
U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
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to reopen on June 4 th unless the public closures are extended further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. Employees in these offices are continuing to perform mission-essential services that do not require face-to-face contact with the public while the offices are closed.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Monitoring Vessels that Pose a Risk to Public Health. The Coast Guard is working non-stop to protect the health and safety of the American public while keeping U.S. supply chains open and viable. Between April 20
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Information Bulletin (MSIB), which was updated on April 24 th , all v essels destined for a U.S. port are required to report to the CDC any sick or deceased crew/passengers prior to arrival at a U.S. port or they will be denied entry into U.S. territorial waters.
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . Between April 20 th and April 26 th , the Coast Guard facilitated the offload of 119 passengers aboard the Pacific Princess cruise ship in Los Angeles and 103 crew members aboard the Grand Princess cruise ship in San Francisco. The passengers and crew were allowed to disembark from the ships after the Coast Guard determined they were not infected with COVID-19 or other infectious diseases. To date, the Coast Guard has facilitated the discharge of over 265,000 passengers from over 125 cruise ships.
United States Secret Service (USSS)
Protecting Americans From Financial Scams . On April 20 th , the Secret Service partnered with the U.S. Treasury to launch the “
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l" Know Your U.S. Treasury Check ” campaign – an initiative to bring awareness to citizens, retailers, and financial institutions on how to protect themselves from scams associated with U.S. Treasury checks funded by the $2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act.
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:47 PM EDT
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki,
Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia
M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis,
Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren
(DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund,
Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan
(DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

This	is	ge(ng	bumped	un/l	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.

	

From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM

To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,

James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;

Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Bagge\,	Jessica	L	(DOH)

<Jessica.Bagge\@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,

Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;

Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portsea\le.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;

Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong

<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lodis,	Chris	<Chris.Lodis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)

<shon/eka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)

<amy.fuller@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan

(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bfd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad

<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)

<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)

<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston

Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)

<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'

<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Ka/e	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Po\s,	Karen	(DOHi)

<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bfd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bfd.wa.gov>;

Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bfd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Mar/ne,	Appalachia'	<AMar/ne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Ka/e	(WSP)'	<Ka/e.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Kris/na

(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie

Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler

<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate

<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bfd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bfd.wa.gov>;

Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;

Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,

Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,

Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)
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(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)

<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Sco\	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'

<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informa/on	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp

<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Ka/e	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bfd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)

<bethanyh@bfd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informa/on	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)

<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Scho\-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
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eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Sea\le

 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is

able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa/on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa/on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

Direct:	360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Barkley, Wendy, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Way, Bryan (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Sandison, Derek
(AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Emmans, Gene (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Yoshi Kumara, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Christina Wong
(christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Warnick, Judy, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Voris, Molly
(GOV), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Connelly, Leslie
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Gregerson, Mia
Cc:  Drew Meuer, Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, McGann, Chris
(AGR), Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Kathleen Hedgcock, Jason Clark, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Throne, Paul (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Cooper, Kelly
(DOH), Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Graham, Joe M (DOH), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Auvinen, Alyssa A
(DOH), Linda Nageotte, Richartz, Saundra, Black, Ryan (DOH)

ADDING TODAY’s  AGENDA

AGENDA –

I.                 Roll Call

II.                Leadership Updates – JT & Derek

III.              Funding Updates

a.      FEMA

b.      CARES Discretionary Funding Discussion – soon to be available through local jurisdictions
and OFM for state agencies

1.      What are agencies and partners considering requesting for their funding priorities and
strategies?

IV.              Action Team Report Backs

a.      Food Procurement Team

b.      Gap Analysis Team

c.      Coordinated Community Response Team

V.               Communications

a.      JIC Reporting – Chris  

b.      Other communication needs?

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


VI.              Partner Updates or Concerns for the Week Ahead

VII.            Adjourn

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.	The	Na0onal	Hot	Issues	report	is	a8ached	for	greater	context.
	
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 13, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Washington	governor	announces	Astria	Regional	Medical	Center	will	not	reopen	as	an	alterna0ve
care	site	right	now;	reinforcement	medical	staff	will	go	to	nursing	homes	instead.

·       Oregon	received	thousands	of	medical	masks	from	the	federal	government	helping	to	offset	a
dwindling	state	supply.

·       Alaska	says	social	distancing	has	significantly	slowed	the	virus;	Anchorage	mayor	says	businesses
should	get	used	to	staying	closed.

·       Several	coun0es	in	Idaho	celebrate	no	new	cases	reported	over	the	weekend,	and	the	city	of	Sun
Valley	relaxes	its	isola0on	order.

Public	Sen+ment
·       The	top	conversa0on	among	the	public	is	the	reopening	of	the	economy.	This	conversa0on	has

increased	in	recent	days	due	in	part	to	comments	from	government	officials	and	public	health
experts	offering	varying	opinions.	Most	people	want	to	see	things	return	to	normal,	but	want	it
done	safely.	They	want	to	be	assured	by	tes0ng	data	that	the	0ming	is	right.

·       Idaho	residents	are	especially	vocal	that	enough	damage	has	been	done	to	the	economy,	and
they	are	ready	to	get	back	to	work.

·       People	are	skep0cal	that	tes0ng	is	adequate	and	accurate	in	Idaho.
·       In	Oregon,	people	are	upset	by	the	challenges	they	are	facing	to	gain	access	to	unemployment

benefits.
·       In	Washington,	people	have	mixed	reac0ons	to	closed	parks	–	some	feel	that	outdoor	ac0vity	is

vital,	while	others	are	willing	to	make	sacrifices	for	the	greater	good.
Washington

Alterna0ve	Care	Sites
·       Governor	Inslee	announces	Astria	Regional	Medical	Center	will	not	reopen	as	an	alterna0ve	care

site	right	now;	reinforcement	medical	staff	to	go	to	nursing	homes	instead.	(Yakima	Herald,
KIMA,	KAPP-KVEW)	Media	coverage	has	been	light	so	far,	and	concentrated	to	local	Yakima
outlets.	In	reac0on	on	Facebook,	some	people	are	grateful	the	site	is	not	needed,	though	several
others	are	upset	about	state	money	being	spent	on	a	site	that	is	not	being	used.

Disease	Modeling
·       New	University	of	Washington	data	predicts	coronavirus	cases	could	peak	in	late	April.	(KING	5)

Social	Distancing
·       Inslee	says	more	restric0ons	could	be	needed	beyond	the	May	4	stay-home	order	to	ba8le

coronavirus.	(The	Sea8le	Times,	The	Daily	Chronicle)	In	areas	of	the	state	with	lower	cases	of
coronavirus,	reac0ons	are	that	mi0ga0on	measures	have	been	too	extreme.

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/astria-regional-wont-reopen-right-now-reinforcement-medical-staff-to-go-to-nursing-homes/article_91d5f374-5091-5854-a0cd-5eb02ad52070.html%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://kimatv.com/news/local/astria
https://www.yaktrinews.com/astria-hospital-reopening-put-on-hold-as-resources-redirected-to-long-term-care-facilities/?fbclid=IwAR1CMwRjDOkzU5GsQC1yUMxlSrNSGy_dko9bHpPq1wbuxhyhhvKErxIU2T0
https://www.facebook.com/kimatv/posts/10157362235509958?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARARNvL6Miy46HAtUebtwlabUpApcMKjiaAvcZShv-bWCzMbTr-zUv3TQAJ1TydL828mkp9k_FraVlpCw3TFhMONnZ3YQY55dN0UbyM7IWJJMeW0mo2Wrxm0Z9dqZZeM6GV3ovEk9KL3ofQ99_XGeLxD90W8nY0U4h8u-wDKUrHOiqGZeK0Qq0B4jsLG7JkDf4PN869S5DzfYPul2IP9vgJWlxurIqrxTjqiTFz6MxaULa_dNv9Q0TUmhQ6K_XWgPkpY_C9cb2OesuAfHZ7XGexL0rY782cg8MLlB0DM9XZU5j_yjrH317vk6JNUhzox_hxT8YZ6b8MysGQoHw&__tn__=-R
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-state-seattle-coronavirus-updates-real-time/281-41d8c8d9-8d40-49b2-8cae-491e58a83de1
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/inslee-says-more-restrictions-could-be-needed-beyond-the-may-4-stay-home-to-battle-coronavirus/
http://www.chronline.com/community/inslee-says-more-restrictions-could-be-needed-beyond-the-may-4-stay-home-order-to/article_b913bb14-7cd7-11ea-93eb-8fb98eea662a.html?fbclid=IwAR2rMPC6dG7i1HmgGRNCwxpFU3LAcNYL6BChfkfYPPshy-sX6Co-35gKCyg
https://www.facebook.com/theindependentnews/posts/3430724800276485?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARANh5GGCEGuts867QP_l5W3-MFKmtBG9WLNZ5FRAleoVxRrup2wFYaSHhWlXEWRZmhwXX0DTXap1JPTRYKSU6fVIdmsh_MtFt3nVFhzFjDkbV34Sapt7IeygMnevJ94PROobS0AQmW2Yss3YTb80FhQnKj__pun7fgKAeTk30bek6Zwq-dRpg38trblTRnLaASRue1wny8NKy7O99itpA9YFBoY6fL_3v3iF4yf1-qIrnrTlOZHLVF7OJLNaOHmcSEH7PPVwBeqF6zwhHmBoKdR3YUFAI4yfwefmY4SpMAtoY9PjApLeBiFzweOAqK8x3EoKoFm1EjV5E-wSi9l99bQSQ&__tn__=-R


·       Sea8le’s	parks	are	quiet	during	coronavirus	closures,	though	some	residents	s0ll	break	the	rules.
(Sea8le	Times)
o   Reac0ons	are	mixed.	Many	are	frustrated	with	individuals	not	heeding	stay-at-home	orders,

or	keeping	six	feet	when	out.	Others	feel	that	stay-at-home	orders	do	not	restrict
movement	outdoors,	and	find	that	being	out	in	a	park	is	a	healthy	choice.	(Facebook)

o   Many	feel	describe	people	who	are	going	out	as	en0tled.	(Facebook)
·       State	superintendent	says	even	fall	may	be	too	soon	to	return	to	school.	(The	Spokesman-

Review,	The	Daily	Chronicle)
·       Progress	being	made,	but	now’s	not	the	0me	to	stop	social	distancing,	officials	say.	(My	Edmonds

News)
·       King	County	Health	officials:	Relaxing	social	distancing	now	could	result	in	surge	of	cases	later.

(KING	5)	
·       Thurston	commissioners	vote	to	officially	reopen	county	trails	during	COVID-19	shutdown.	(The

Daily	Chronicle)	Many	people	say	this	is	a	dangerous	move,	while	some	others	say	that	outdoors
ac0vi0es	should	not	be	restricted.	(Facebook)

Farming
·       As	farm	work	carries	on,	some	worry	about	becoming	Washington	state’s	new	coronavirus

epicenter.	(Sea8le	Times)	There	is	a	debate	over	whether	or	not	farm	work	can	lead	to	be8er
health	and	therefore	greater	immunity	to	COVID-19.	(Facebook)

Tes0ng
·       Editorial:	Evere8	tes0ng	site’s	closure	means	less	certainty	(Evere8 	Herald)

New	Cases
·       Washington's	death	toll	passes	500,	with	more	than	10,000	cases.	(KIRO	7,	KOMO)

o   Many	feel	that	these	numbers	do	not	jus0fy	stay-at-home	orders.	(Facebook)
o   Some	fear	what	the	numbers	could	have	been	without	stay-at-home	orders.	They	are

worried	about	that	cases	will	go	up	when	ac0vity	returns	to	normal.	(Facebook)
·       Dozens	of	coronavirus	cases	are	linked	to	a	Tyson	Fresh	Meats	processing	facility.	(KEPR)	35

people	who	work	at	the	meat	packing	plant,	have	tested	posi0ve	for	coronavirus.	In	reac0on,
people	feel	that	the	company	places	profits	over	worker	safety.	Some	fear	it’s	worse	than
reported.	(Facebook)

·       Ten	veterans	at	Spokane	Veterans	Home	test	posi0ve	for	coronavirus.	(KREM	2)
Prisons
·       Since	social-distancing	measures	were	implemented,	the	Spokane	County	Jail	popula0on	has

shrunk	by	about	400	people.	(The	Spokesman)	The	discovery	prompts	some	to	consider	this	an
experiment	in	jail	reform.

PPE
·       A	group	of	Port	Townsend	volunteers	are	making	face	shields	for	medical	professionals;	recently

delivered	150	to	a	hospital.	(Peninsula	Daily	News)
·       Ba8elle	system	decontaminates	Washington	state	masks	for	reuse	during	coronavirus	outbreak.

(Tri-City	Herald)
Treatments
·       Kirkland	doctor	who	nearly	died	from	COVID-19	recovers	aier	experimental	treatment.	(KIRO	7)

The	drug,	currently	FDA-approved	for	trea0ng	rheumatoid	arthri0s,	has	been	used	on	about	40
pa0ents	there	so	far	at	Swedish	Hospital.
o   Some	people	feel	that	the	current	outbreak	of	coronavirus	is	going	to	be	used	for	greater

degrees	of	government	control.	Others	feel	that	the	media	is	over-hyping	the	situa0on.
(Facebook)

Food	Supply
·       Many	in	the	Pacific	Northwest	are	turning	to	gardening	for	self-sustaining	means	of	producing

food	during	the	pandemic—reviving	a	war0me	prac0ce.	(Thurston	Talk)	
·       As	more	of	them	die,	grocery	workers	increasingly	fear	showing	up	at	work.	(The	Washington

Post)
Survivors
·       99-year-old	Mill	Creek	man	survives	coronavirus	with	only	mild	symptoms	(KING	5)

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/seattles-parks-are-quiet-during-coronavirus-closures-though-some-residents-still-break-the-rules/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586746139
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158066679081215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDG2NFVJichQmgipxf1o1uRNSetcqkUyswrcH_SrncjWBi74oA3kc0lOU07ZkxogqoDRVI7wYecXN_S0NEFHgr1L5rJpFE7Q0w-EDo4Z8GdOQXz-oPHI79Ncdia4NJRyi-4NOHIuE7wfJuXyqXZy2-T5DaCU3c3RTT_MiAIRYHhCqqlN1fEKZX-IJCODtTuimJkG_0Xv7DTbg877Gh4VG_V2ey6AN4neiktjuYXV2rQ7iwbC3CblPTPnpuCEAPM_X3WM-3yvw0xRFFNol4uSJ3mgydMG6MqwHtGlAe0AIrbWuKvBjSH093HBHjQWAMb3GLNYER1uiQAhcrDNg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/38472826214/posts/10158065821176215
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/apr/12/state-superintendent-says-even-fall-may-be-too-soo/
http://www.chronline.com/community/state-superintendent-says-even-fall-may-be-too-soon-to-return-to-school/article_49d16214-7cd8-11ea-86ac-9740810217c5.html?fbclid=IwAR0mhCHCpwxs-SAby7KMC3CpqIWBw5aldkozsrHMSm44So-D5R9fCLRM7ew
https://myedmondsnews.com/2020/04/progress-being-made-but-nows-not-the-time-to-stop-social-distancing-officials-say/
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-state-seattle-coronavirus-updates-real-time/281-41d8c8d9-8d40-49b2-8cae-491e58a83de1
http://www.chronline.com/community/thurston-commissioners-vote-to-officially-reopen-county-trails-during-covid-19-shutdown/article_0323a592-7d10-11ea-b769-13c27e0ebe5d.html?fbclid=IwAR3yNt6URIpB0yX6yKkHqXbV0UvbKvKnztkhhQZNigWYSW2CjzK5n_6JuvM
https://www.facebook.com/thecentraliachronicle/posts/3174849242559171?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAUZWxKsJpR5fJeffUZWJvyC8--ulKUnWaTNy7bfl_w-WCe6jLmEKUcrnq3F2mN5KynnUDMmVLjf-a_k9p272A1F9N_5IuFwlf66FInYYl-uewbK5R1nLoiHnC6Vj4Y8GCGN6TdRZe52-2nC31bYA0DbDC1xNIQ4QJfp_Dz4BH48KcbOnV14K_Dq7uP5rmTPtMfOsGZXTyyjo_ZSNSr-HpfryAM9oi2NfYUbDSF06UUYwUyRcF-EVDZuo4Mn4PWNl6LWf5HV7OW-iI0rtjomvUWpVrfohryGK3tZFJsB96ESHgq2pPOpgYRf1ZUxQsqMFVtfZ0nsgAv_zCQpvYnAs_cig&__tn__=-R
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/as-farm-work-carries-on-some-worry-about-becoming-the-states-new-coronavirus-epicenter/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3ztgbNM0uy3ujO4-wX8wJoIfT7g7DMZd6LEsN0YaE9VpCDT4UFYs006DU%23Echobox=1586699507
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158065412041215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDo0ReYbNL5X6kpwxMG1x8iSLOruC9A5X2WDYrRYhS5MQRuvMkPmSZfA1pRN0OgKd1eSTPTLUBRNwu0edeZF4YLRv2SR8JWq_20pd0-tE10s8benn8oXkMvJu71Nz_8y268EMjElx6Jf1W-CGlmuAtvAYndwGZVFQZF1xMk0oE0KfddmJB0Mq-7yapb-07TXDEzo_ddKGOzTAxuxTz2-In21NfsX49eaVUYhq4xE146ObVUWBKaQE19bUYQF6gAsnk2yvw5K9xokd4-FAPmshK7GVtnOFEyPod7jweuTIKMtD846tbw_UyS3RFJOxAVHF3sgR8-PouL0XnRaw&__tn__=-R
https://www.heraldnet.com/opinion/editorial-everett-testing-sites-closure-means-less-certainty/
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/coronavirus-sunny-holiday-weekend-causes-concerns-about-potential-crowds/XIDPHMLVOJAAREQ5YCL75367PU/?fbclid=IwAR1jytwEq3yyUf0EMrXglm56cnG6G1h_lap7qX4ik5KJzY30Tc9dcVaTNdg
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/coronavirus-death-toll-in-washington-hits-grim-new-milestone?fbclid=IwAR3TP2VKAHLAGbTuNcSedaYK3cn-cEkDwuNJPUH2fPUjU6mM6FgvCsJHZ2o
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3401478546538541?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC7xZwKMe_GG-t4QpKzZVpjUQVirrjLxqCMXRFEyurLkq2SODvLpEkeLxUGhVJkv5NmRTW1XBpub6PXrj_QfNXmElFvk8hSvgaTQvwclYkwvq26678Qq78GDDF6bxOZz1H6YtNwkG_kiC8UYR3SG9CsLa7gk_i3HsfOjsvE5KbuAoP42akwIDm6CGq-7CU0KtqRmYEudSwryy7qz0RTZrpkx-aMD3jmM2Kc25s8TP6C2KeA2ySz_aSU1haE3ryOjKVTQjUk7QDRYxAR8l0pLCDGARsHsYq5kVJbyLTV_OjdI7gIr1fRclKVSyz374phyMuLaNRA9LvTeSgUO2XSnVkPqQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3092075654194079?__tn__=-R
https://keprtv.com/news/local/outbreak-of-coronavirus-confirmed-at-tyson-fresh-meats
https://www.facebook.com/keprtv/posts/10157968452101183?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB6EoUfrSrjWD8NC-f1yJnrjMcFhDlLxeI7fDimmg89U_XLv-BNPalMJ9nP_FRCv7IsDypaJH5nOJ5fRvTSUkZa6TMlmS0ps18pjvGyCGMc3F8-ZzqgoDVQELSSDtdr-IGNdjhky5FWIsKd_t7wdOlWHlJox9IgY4mZfSV-Wq42KpUHCvE96KU2weW_L0u7msRIHwP_9amURIWC_tj8CLRZoEOyNioNHoAfFTr4Sig44EF1pqs06r7aw0jmN1Oi0w7tsr4MF2qstXEq8GFFtnnVLDA4CPnnWmsJFVTjTdni15AUPI5L7exraDkjt0KauuX1hUApY-iih_Ofrw&__tn__=-R
https://www.krem.com/article/news/local/ince-march-30-staff-have-been-wearing-additional-ppe-while-providing-resident-care/293-f1d50763-1a5c-42b5-a2e6-a0e22895131e?fbclid=IwAR38QpPHhYTp8pVmriLXMGeDgOWX8Q1dR8y4YMGkhWDNmECej_Dlbh6A1uQ
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/apr/12/shawn-vestal-shutdown-gives-us-a-picture-of-what-m/
https://www.facebook.com/spokesmanreview/posts/10156815295991721?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBFAZnHOg_33FzJiDYWtF1_MeQWo9A12sjLbqDXcbGdannMp7NwCxt1SKRP9R1waGQvurrlKaRZuOStVn7kCdEcuWSjRUMONiQRdT3V53ak1feau6J4MMlZ1XPg88R3IlXlLdeS3O1H92Jebdbf99Y9l7Q0OUDnd_JOFegVJpuC0Eh1E4-iC8dBVzmJ6t-G3ZK7uvXH-Hvc3rcbAm5Ku39Yy5VjGCsgT8N3CgZXtF0JNUwy91eoJdU9T_ft0CwnJC58m4fjW6m-jtDpv1sTG-noNgDcvyb3nO8WMv1hldpulZZuPUoxmhJbmTU4MWAot-l16qboNj8jg5OmMg&__tn__=-R
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http://xn--8ug/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/12/grocery-worker-fear-death-coronavirus/
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/99-year-old-mill-creek-man-survives-coronavirus-with-only-mild-symptoms/281-a2650a18-0d2f-4d5f-b8ee-ed68adc5d310


Oregon
PPE
·       Feds	send	thousands	of	medical	masks	to	Oregon	as	supplies	dwindle,	coronavirus	spreads

(Oregonian)
o   Several	people	ask	if	these	were	diverted	from	elsewhere,	or	if	they	will	be	shipped	away

like	the	ven0lators.	(Facebook)
New	Cases
·       Dozens	have	died	from	the	virus	in	Oregon's	long-term	care	homes.	(FOX	12)
·       A	second	case	involving	a	long-term	care	facility	in	Eugene	reported	over	the	weekend.	(KEZI)

Unemployment
·       Oregon	unemployment	claims	system	suffers	another	breakdown,	tells	laid-off	workers	to	start

over	(Oregonian)
o   People	report	their	own	challenges	trying	to	navigate	through	the	process,	struggling	to	talk

to	someone	at	the	Oregon	Employment	Department.	People	are	feeling	squeezed	without
access	to	financial	resources.	(Facebook)

Stop	the	Spread
·       Oregon	Governor:	Thank	you	for	your	sacrifices,	please	keep	staying	home	to	save	lives.	(KXL)
·       Oregon	self-service	op0on	at	gas	sta0ons	extended	through	April	25.	(KATU,	The	Oregonian)

Many	people	con0nue	to	believe	that	this	policy	will	contribute	to	spreading	germs	among
people	drivers.

·       People	are	asking	why	employees	at	some	Portland	grocery	stores	aren't	wearing	masks	and
gloves.	The	answer	is	that	masks	are	not	required.	(KATU)	In	reac0on,	there	was	strong	debate
over	whether	store	employees	should	wear	masks,	with	some	defending	workers	saying	masks
are	difficult	and	expensive	to	find,	and	others	saying	that	hand	washing	is	more	important.

Healthcare	Capacity
·       La	Pine	and	Prineville	health	centers	receive	$1.5	million	for	coronavirus	response.	(KTVZ)

Food	Supply
·       Pearl	District	restaurant	serves	more	than	6,000	free	or	reduced	cost	meals	during	COVID-19

outbreak.	(KGW)
Idaho

New	Cases
·       On	Sunday	Idaho	officials	reported	a	small	up0ck	in	COVID-19	cases.	(Idaho	Statesman)	With

excep0on	of	a	con0nued	hotspot	in	Ada	County,	tradi0onal	media	celebrated	the	lack	of	new
cases	in	many	parts	of	the	state.	(Idaho	Statesman,	Coeur	d'Alene/Post	Falls	Press,	example	3,
example	4)	Many	people	responded	to	these	posi0ve	reports	with	skep0cism,	par0cularly	due	to
a	percep0on	that	there	is	inadequate	tes0ng.	(example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

·       No	new	COVID-19	cases	were	reported	in	north	central	Idaho	or	southeastern	Washington
Saturday,	according	to	public	health	officials	(Lewiston	Tribune)
o   People	wonder	if	this	may	be	due	to	a	lack	of	tes0ng.	Others	feel	this	is	an	indica0on	that	it

is	safe	to	start	returning	to	work.	(Facebook)
Tes0ng
·       False	nega0ves	in	coronavirus	tests	‘uncomfortably	common,’	doctors	say.	(Idaho	Statesman)

Reac0ons	say	this	jus0fies	people	going	back	to	work.	(Facebook)
Social	Distancing
·       	Construc0on	to	resume	in	Sun	Valley	on	Monday.	(Idaho	Mountain	Express)	The	mayor

announced	that	he’ll	allow	the	city’s	enhanced	COVID-19	isola0on	order	to	expire	on	April	12.
o   Reac0on	on	Facebook	is	mixed,	with	some	applauding	the	move,	but	most	disapproving	it	as

dangerous	to	construc0on	workers	and	the	state	as	a	whole.
Food	Supply
·       Idaho	Na0onal	Guard	deploys	to	help	overwhelmed	food	banks	in	Pocatello,	elsewhere.	(Idaho

State	Journal)
Economic	Impact

’We’re	losing	money:’	Small	Idaho	businesses	grasp	at	lifelines	to	survive	coronavirus	(Idaho
Statesman)

https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/feds-send-thousands-of-medical-masks-to-oregon-as-supplies-dwindle-coronavirus-spreads.html
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157619826816973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBaAdIYAjSgKBgfpbZzJfTR79l1b_QWSw_54vaWPHkg8myyC2t7w_ywg9nBc5BbRxHdKur-R__cdk8gA2-UzQWWrAapvgL1VCMaVAhovrEBnUvydLyRwtQzXeYyPibd1yCALswi84w3Ffs4KRZ3B1E5fu-c-EPmpFUHGRXmhDPS1zbPQRD2XaCYFu2HBdImyMUb7a7B0SJM7ieeXbASUgkJg_l-0mdxknGu5bTMfPzcnlzp0x9SyVz7mG3SDG1MMn8VxtsmhDhvyx3h42XTgNczfwCaiWAPektrEtXN8niiOYrUIVmDZPNCMCEYS1jYxAiPaMAg8vR0eyA&__tn__=-R
https://www.kptv.com/news/dozens-have-died-from-virus-in-oregons-long-term-care-homes/article_6e35684c-a8fd-52b2-99b8-ab5f04406394.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_FOX_12_Oregon&fbclid=IwAR1ljMtRd_1HREYPRoYzaYW6UrA4ORkk1LVl1pZUHovCDbLb0xpGrc50atM
https://www.kezi.com/content/news/Person-with-access-to-Eugene-senior-home-tests-positive-38-cases-in-county-569584001.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/oregon-jobless-claims-system-suffers-another-breakdown-prompts-laid-off-workers-to-reapply.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&fbclid=IwAR0N1eY__ZKIYp8jKSvH5MePS3dPKltK7S6YArmir0D4nzYWDqqcNbXsW6w
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157625750136973?__tn__=-R
https://www.kxl.com/watch-governor-brown-thank-you-for-your-sacrifices-please-keep-staying-home-to-save-lives/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_KXL&fbclid=IwAR1D8iV7dw11S4sCBwRI51XhkodsJ97SSadXJ_PvqRdQbHtiMwmRv70Tcvc
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-self-service-option-at-gas-stations-extended-through-april-25
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/self-service-rule-extended-oregon-drivers-permitted-to-pump-their-own-gas-through-april-25.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf
https://www.facebook.com/katunews/posts/10157451689011448?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBo-PKUG_yfTWQiYrW_9HqlPkVGWmugwqPMScRweglRDulWZi8kVJj8VIxFYKF2QI3RWLNdq_naacovI9-IINjxvAMbtTD4VxgphGqVWXw96ak1llc0uLtWEt0j1H3TFwVR0WnqQ5TMe6pPATfiIFEJGL4IeIVgYjsoK5cAavBHLeAmDh0Rg4E5qtcxm94_7vFObAqtJHANUwo2kszDopkDVteBD4TCIjvL3Xab-jPdvnSZ6e7ngnTy2D00D3i8ilUmYT7otTaiovbiLUzrTTwTivIxvmjdpKb8GPTE_51FL4LJtr7vd8rOqfr-IDrvX-hJo7Wx1bbb5X_6iTI1&__tn__=-R
https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/why-employees-at-some-portland-grocery-stores-arent-wearing-masks-and-gloves
https://www.facebook.com/katunews/posts/10157449848841448?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCWE7IZ88CxgY3SjzXNYMOu_29xWaMJ2_xZxgEecY2o-vpokHic8Of0_1IrsFLgih7Mt0Ma4iAdUCSXSXbX_Hrnk1iKFr2pVhCX-7Y_jwCMqg4hZqNI8OdnejqcpgDYds_7-mEsyt3YIBPDPCz-DRqXTN1XrpVunjl8vw6hEoV5pZY1vDgbznwF-7mRveqvd6478CW1DRBZtdzYHZKPLLlwZ0BqTDvZfxRempCLSPKKROIQ0xFCTH1lW881TE9jnSiFPokxQ2SuPF1eNYwOyXHVtItAtiaUukfqMXHzqmp6PjKznGlTpgCaT3IJiq_5JWHwgFRUc5CEqlg1kRww&__tn__=-R
https://ktvz.com/news/2020/04/12/la-pine-prineville-health-centers-receive-1-5-million-for-coronavirus-response/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/pearl-district-restaurant-serves-6200-free-or-reduced-cost-meals-throughout-portland-during-covid-19-outbreak/283-80f091ce-d186-4987-ae32-4efd41d17e97?fbclid=IwAR3MY20Q6i_TVYNypisKU_9SRuTjAQ9w_-PUCtz4wM0h3DADe98IVIo7D1E
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241963211.html?fbclid=IwAR0vFpbdbODBd--uNhi9O4Yz8Muue1FbnGH-zMppNgHQbFAMFutlyUvvfeU&fbclid=IwAR1pa91NX9j3J_FNKNyVnAKjr05wQQ7Qz1C_KLZGv4m4BXBZ80HjkFa1jm8
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/idaho-coronavirus-latest-blaine-county-extends-self-isolation-order-27-deaths-1408-confirmed-cases/277-e832be0a-2901-49be-8122-3a5bfddf16b9
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241963211.html?fbclid=IwAR0vFpbdbODBd--uNhi9O4Yz8Muue1FbnGH-zMppNgHQbFAMFutlyUvvfeU&fbclid=IwAR1pa91NX9j3J_FNKNyVnAKjr05wQQ7Qz1C_KLZGv4m4BXBZ80HjkFa1jm8
https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/12/happy-easter-no-new-covid-cases-5/?fbclid=IwAR3LcGtzcGU4tcZwn0rC3Ri4yEJJkXo-m4mxOrrEEqZNRHIGqBPHj-_4d-M
https://lmtribune.com/coronavirus/no-new-covid-19-cases-reported-in-the-region/article_0affc618-7c81-11ea-88c0-0706b3e9bb47.html?fbclid=IwAR3aLRoS89L5XzaDyvq2QeCcNtDytiy3aLDY7nwb-8mgUQjC6NnzOAl9zAk
https://bonnercountydailybee.com/news/2020/apr/12/county-virus-cases-remain-at-4-7/?fbclid=IwAR2VCuiFKRZ8r8TG4BZ9aeK-3NIavKWM2ZIpCedZXDpVqI6blT-kcEEuV3c
https://www.facebook.com/lewistontribune/posts/3148042685230410?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBsEYPML7Qg2RPt2v6n9yI6AMFfXTjjDAiU2y_5xDQ7BTmTJoaOSK8I9OjBmdzNlShkkSYKfroyE1z9Y88AKbXIVOMyzrCYI4afdyl8bR7vSGd1hZbKdCpIMTwJLld978fcK7po4RMbqgZyJAFzTXQyec60SiM17CSYFPskpBtcvGb4gY1TTXlW44NIDuMyR2ixY4TLoSxlmwtuPiHVBuNkS03VI3l-dgxPyPj0M-tl2w_dkQ96sa3rplIg7B7wVI8gJsKmsBdcGWyOCMGZsXJkuA9C4LhxKovSn0waB3tvuI28crkjP_1k_YL5vTfKpZ0JbI6hE3Q4C4twR5BBWhFS1A&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/CDAPress/posts/3098808050171603?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD0UqARyaYXiAok3hwR2HxRr9tG9xYXOb_UWMa751Z-VDTn3PaWoDd-uwnRbkZMqhpbIrZ8NjAylKiAlFzVNIBU_FRSz2_4oRStxF75KYkLR5XixHOndazo142InUlqukEVM5YvN1respTyvrgS0KR4L6SZw6yU9JP3VBGQ8MknNX8w__WRJdtMXrApJ9NLGVYLKTrravmD1bQKDdHv0x7GTM4dp6jOh6M-9a9ClJ9vLjuSTTGAaTCanIMzZIewOd47FQc029ZTx1H0biZDV3gcCKJws7r1qTn_vNwQc1fleO1W6j8Ph7CyAnXhtHuwNPX0UivKo3_TpGy8v9xwi7-lHg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/bonnercountydailybee/posts/3199775746702339?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDApveEzbeKid5Y9mI9GSqjli1oI9kD1RyPp7fd3pI0Rb3kNKHc_DFAp15m8t61PPD7ycNtfC406OL0rKGjovFwuNJMCd5FjZ4BxFTSttMrExA_XNPdyMiF7xSpngLyLzrAmjVLriqiD79xIvib03QITZYgIf7BdMSXWilL42oEV9MWU_WUw-84NTk6HDtLhyQ_OKRTCwnqosYQUG_V21x16E_lS0lCAh6ICMiLGv-tqGPhS8GEcv0yO_ec_-ZMXCRgGMsrCquNWOBVQwxM9-VnOsoCq-t9YkuUSwe7j693vTGPCPb9VWUzGYm9pDB82rO1ZPQCuJmzfXVj66LYINhKYw&__tn__=-R
https://lmtribune.com/coronavirus/no-new-covid-19-cases-reported-in-the-region/article_0affc618-7c81-11ea-88c0-0706b3e9bb47.html?fbclid=IwAR2CUc-0gbSxMFPohMNRDMPsGLtQd3ROowaExhIEPY3I-Yj5abbMuxsrBU0
https://www.facebook.com/136642753037100/posts/3148042685230410
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241953031.html?fbclid=IwAR0hdtg5YpBYiQjhSyNRRejPwrE2EwmBicR-w_CzJy6vg5ZHJVrZ2hOXLpo
https://www.facebook.com/idahostatesman/posts/10158820104812494?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB0T17rmm5NSyn5uQcBoJTuII2pKc3CJT_mNVOLVuaPv-aIG5RBW0FMP1vKAMWlMnLJD4R9szYpToADhuqQTj39Jw2hqWQPCusenbQmVulvtH2y3Jvg3VW063Dk09tbaLxD7qxuvX6RjbEgPwtO41kdaPLKXom2rNMGHT4TFttCa6Nn49SU3IH3IRt0C0D8FaJircpvxg60j3TnjqVCkjyrXSnW1c-tCDvJSQbYt95vIxG6RwDsJptYxV7QX6qyxQ4w8qBbslqJb_1pWo8-lYnCgxodsJaDITEQI1B_iESmrd73RU1uzs-PdO0AW9o8Os4I0rdlSAmZY5krZw&__tn__=-R
https://www.mtexpress.com/news/construction-to-resume-in-sun-valley-on-monday/article_c30f906c-7d17-11ea-834f-6730a480e15e.html?fbclid=IwAR0o9FYfp2Hp7KCrZkiRyYnryGtaczWwNPLyyTTtdH31Y3AV3he_K8_T2nE
https://www.facebook.com/MountainExpress/posts/10157080029467997?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAW9ocJNZnUQIouf_x25aM9BwqwtSDsV4z7o8lcuepGcCHW1oTTMU3nQ1uhM_XPw4qCyYjq_VRO7J_vq31o2apazXjCvNb2BHPgUN13bAipFZztRwaOU9uBSWD5NtcW5yV7QXXuBfgIpG413vnX9K6SLuLFXWHZeVYgV8PRWzArH_MiTocX8Xmfo17064fM3V5S2qk3MI5gPSddM08CNE9ufwTW9qJUaN4MkuonqkbgfAZTAlu-_2dB1gBf_PmZNEFr9F1rpOVBFHeD6zaiT-Ayz4W3Vn9sqn-aG4F6x0WhUZb4yjXtQZrMcxnNppxQvp4HY8mZ-9TxXXJJMg&__tn__=-R
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/local/idaho-national-guard-deploys-to-help-overwhelmed-food-banks-in-pocatello-elsewhere/article_97e41d7a-e07e-54cd-9674-a248d1dcc233.html
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article241919351.html?fbclid=IwAR0lw1Twgb5X7vzeN7m9z7V15ybt0ZZHINpYA4tiakLInSXGaFp8PzsNDU0


Alaska
Fla8ening	the	Curve
·       Alaska's	chief	medical	officer,	Dr.	Zink,	said	that	Alaskans	have	significantly	slowed	the	virus

during	the	last	few	weeks.	There	could	have	been	around	11,000	deaths,	she	said,	had	Alaskan's
not	adhered	to	social	distancing.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   In	reac0on,	people	con0nue	to	thank	Dr.	Zink	for	her	leadership.	People	are	also	expressing

a	lot	of	worry	in	response	to	the	daily	updates,	with	concern	about	the	economy,
vulnerable	popula0ons	gerng	exposed	as	the	pandemic	progresses,	hospital	capacity,	and
the	lack	of	contact	tracing.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       President	Donald	J.	Trump	approves	Alaska	disaster	declara0on.	(Alaska	Na0ve	News)
Social	Distancing
·       Anchorage	mayor	tells	businesses:	We	must	adapt	to	operate	while	closed,	not	reopen.	(KTVA)

The	mayor	says	he	plans	to	ask	the	Anchorage	Assembly	to	reauthorize	his	emergency	powers	so
he	can	extend	his	"hunker	down"	order	beyond	its	April	14	expira0on	date.	People	reacted	to
the	news	with	sadness	and	frustra0on.	Some	debate	whether	it	is	be8er	to	go	hungry	or	get	the
virus.

·       Three	more	tribes	call	on	Dunleavy	to	close	Bristol	Bay	fishery.	(KTOO)	During	the	summer,	the
fish	industry	brings	in	thousands	of	employees	and	fishermen.

PPE
·       Alaska	Na0ve	Tribal	Health	Consor0um	(ANTHC)	has	built	a	mobile	PPE	sanita0on	unit,	which

uses	heat	to	inac0vate	the	coronavirus	so	face	masks	can	be	safely	reused.	(Alaska	DHSS
Facebook)

Food	Supply
·       Talkeetna	pizza	maker	bakes	bread	for	local	food	pantry.	(KTUU)
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https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/12/15-new-cases-of-covid-19-reported-sunday-in-7-communities/
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/videos/873589249750730/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB_ODwzAxdhvCCqspG3US5zfwj20xrnfqXQGhGeYPIw3-00lNX4UKNZxD1mdjo75LaGjhmkJGgHjDZiamoZ5aP5r4Li7AI7TqlSbPvO8qP0U3ephi8kW6lZ-y3aM_sL2YBmQOw1CQq_VvQPp0kiQp1JZl8irTesT93iqxWdjHCHU25BuISgJdFXkVa6KFancdW2g5hzOHHqA3c9c8uJKmKxEjg6TY7jczQHqui0LdYOhqs_EZVBL7XDXUQ1XWejOYIhclNzSpG0FToIE5AkqFAaQl5zc4N8wBrBVm_YJvLbroToiePHhvgNkDwJsHWZ2U0yxk_0W8GRuVHbc8ePJij2ygeYcg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156876879351666?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAhff0X5Kh9NX6OKAPiqv5LFFMcWM_tnWCTCl2Jg72lfGfsFDKRBNeQxo_TP0DgAFAoUwOBA668fQdX09iDZF_PGngwoGdUcoAiwWLrfLSTpcScovy4w6BU3BxhdEDyFjUE3to8zfa6qdVrWkjQTd0TJ75R0OhgfGA7f5CQ8M95IXoExhYxhi1XhZq6cA3Jlj_85fwkg138KznlL8HExYFTUZDKMmF_FlPWLDvx0yojKBYbYVlVjGPDUt9DJs4Gk6HRQYeXQxsB-oA89epoJc8FzpSMJ_t2aPYEUDH1ANezpEV_6acyd63m8fwakDCWqF3azKM76b1ptc-27qL_&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156812318552511?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB0sU490UJ9-s4RVgmDp881M4grgktP2g-fAYt9yCJ--3VYtOI0kgVvsdTKdpeIgUzqE9t04xZEpTRmVnVFYOHZVTWvsHpnulfKN2Qyg5S3zjbYn5nYLD1Sc_dqR2-VRNJNAnaWbU4l0_dKepFh1qGPBFfr3VEFRcMhTOjaHdioux_qGsR-5pQK-cFMw0WLUsxzV7lhkSzTZ6_JDfo-lih3n_M6OTILkDMfhoNqH1t0voLC5hsjhUCsPxthX62KPSGFqJ_9QI3uu_Yyc3DuKMI_3n3Cjb9Zrm8NbTTI2WXcsTOlDBcOUQttTiUbgLi5R6zDN-Rn5PvosdL2AxAy&__tn__=-R
https://alaska-native-news.com/president-donald-j-trump-approves-alaska-disaster-declaration/48594/
https://www.ktva.com/story/41995942/mayor-business-leaders-discuss-economic-relief-plans-for-anchorage?utm_content=buffer5e185&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156813478727511?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDUmBY9nyN78-wQ_6f-srht88reX-9XpM1PnSf9u3hEu-TkCt7MeE5JwK5U6pI9WE8g6EbcQc-wvfg2TxMfD-8LhbhsilBHSIbSZOSiqUoyNFuguga9kgpqhYKirlPUO4AUj76b9wZujqH0z0uMo6XisbLt8wm72tKc_D-e5cRZKwzBQK7OgDLdISV-KZeKv3Y9FV5PMuwu6vSKFLgzcPGTo3xPbbqKDFor0ufDtGTu1I_EiohsuJApqKEJK5VvgZg2s3fsgCK34tGVtiCGnwpukngpTkbYU3W3QpLUVYZ2obZ2nmEHz9HOc3GQxdoxxkwWUhU1Lc0SUOnjTucy&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktoo.org/2020/04/12/as-processors-lay-out-safety-plans-three-more-tribes-call-on-dunleavy-to-close-bristol-bay-fishery/
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158076319659929?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBuIAuTNN9A4ZHCwyfNGpYN023eME7u92t8lCvTaNrJBiyjU-7dXRmq09ObyBevzMI_iBlL9M4YaRXAKuTajFKgfJ6K1ccASrH-vrDvBLLJYGYAp-FuH_tIaM7RKw9MptkdKSThpKx20Gk9_Kj7rjmb4Pze1Ew5Pvl54Vs2iUO8W4194x_C2BqvLCQBlycTypE9oeQwbmTtaTP6ZMaCpOMTTdSVFYzmStOwZfP-825cdnU6ncIlXskhLcXUOQUYThktcCVsFYoYxdKyaB2OONLyxuiYyiBtnV61ZEeVwTRSgIh6TWtTzd5fSr8TyKqqazClEhEYU3uiiGB0wKEttGwCp8E7bcVpR9nvNHvNfPHJlnfUdu8R2rKaFoFnSZ0YB5XyOn747HkQHdQ36REMqKMQ1q4Odzhjsztw6Lw2yDxswK58ArE4V2_rhwfMg0F-xpRc2P7k16pxcY_YX3iMfPsLBFwiDt6fl4JGDkejp0A&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Talkeetna-pizza-maker-bakes-bread-for-local-food-pantry-569582101.html
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


DOH-PIO (DOH)
Fw: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:46 PM EDT
To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E
(DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Lee, Tara (GOV), Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris (WSP), Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole
(DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt,
Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina (Email -
UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren (WSP), Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel (WSP), Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz, Melissa
(DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint Information
Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen,
Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer, Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli
Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Sharing an advisory for today's news conference, in case you have not received it. We will move the 11am call back half an hour to ensure everyone is able to
tune in for this.

Kristen Maki

Public Information Officer, COVID-19<https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/Coronavirus> Response

Joint Information Center

JIC media line: 253-512-7100

Direct: 360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov<mailto:doh-pio@doh.wa.gov>

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2FjY291bnRzL1dBR09WL2J1bGxldGlucy8yODE1NWNlIn0.I9QlKn2dl4wAq8rjI_74hMWRRtvQ-
6UBZ_gkyP1Sf8U/br/76163007488-l>

[Gov Jay Inslee]

March 16, 2020

Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111

Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
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ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle

Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and
entertainment and recreational facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at retail establishments and an
updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants.

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Inslee declared a state of
emergency<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5nb3Zlcm5vci53YS5nb3YvbmV3cy1tZWRpYS9pbnNsZWUtaXNzdWVzLWNvdmlkLTE5LWVtZXJnZW5jeS1wcm9jbGFtYXRpb24_dXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5In0.wLtyOxxLPPDyi85UKmEBoeNkhzlp08I0CNAq1vaI2pQ/br/76163007488-
l> in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month, directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the outbreak.

Monday, March 16

10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19

*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*

CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive
the call-in information please RSVP
here<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.GRzuUUOM5r_hoo4HLnbnM4KZeE0P22RnN7ETOHzMoSk/br/76163007488-
l>. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.

Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for
your question. Please keep your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise.

TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County
Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave, Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware.

*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM, ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*

Live video will also be available through the King County
livestream<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.K-
0hUr-4G7SZyZX8ir22cJujlz8sqAVP9coJLrznIxg/br/76163007488-l> page and
TVW<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDQsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy50dncub3JnLz91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.jXCvaG2jHQWlUw7jvJtG6Jn1ixn5cDHCQ30jA-
oZ0Bw/br/76163007488-l>. Following the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming
page<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.2wTTvTO6s-
txSgbJp-ZxAVIP9NXKuisHY2LBxrBBhLg/br/76163007488-l>.

Media questions: Chase Gallagher<mailto:chase.gallagher@kingcounty.gov>, King County, 206.263.8537

________________________________



Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:

[Facebook]
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDYsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mYWNlYm9vay5jb20vV2FTdGF0ZUdvdj91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.Mc9EtyYuB_cMmqPhBLe95yutTap7u1Eyf8JyU5E81_I/br/76163007488-
l>   [Twitter]
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDcsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3R3aXR0ZXIuY29tL2dvdmluc2xlZT91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.WG0w9rElqN7qbv18ccjv7nc83hAZB-
ES00P9yxIw5o8/br/76163007488-l>    [Instagram]
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDgsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5pbnN0YWdyYW0uY29tL2dvdmluc2xlZS8_dXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5In0.5oUngesiDz8HFGSs-
fPbn9n1jpNjvFZ8IAiADwbf90Q/br/76163007488-l>    [Flickr]
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDksInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mbGlja3IuY29tL3Bob3Rvcy9nb3ZpbnNsZWUvP3V0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX3NvdXJjZT1nb3ZkZWxpdmVyeSJ9.CusqofcNKO7KWoCT41LqsggHg4-
2fQQvmtDxQmc6ljk/br/76163007488-l>    [Medium]
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:47 PM EDT
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki,
Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis, Chris
(WSP), Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren
(DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris
Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine,
Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina (Email -
UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren (WSP), Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel (WSP), Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz, Melissa
(DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint Information
Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen,
Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer, Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli
Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

This is getting bumped until 11 am. Updated advisory coming soon.

From: DOH-PIO (DOH) <doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:46 AM

To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi) <hthomas@snohd.org>; Bray, Kari <kbray@snohd.org>; Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi) <meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;
Apa, James (DOHi) <james.apa@kingcounty.gov>; Karasz, Hilary (DOHi) <hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>; Calamusa, Casey M
<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>; Stromme, Lisa M (DOH) <lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>; Maki, Kristen E (DOH) <kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>; Baggett,
Jessica L (DOH) <Jessica.Baggett@DOH.WA.GOV>; Steve Metcalf <SMetcalf@tpchd.org>; Jeffers, Edie (DOHi) <ejeffers@TPCHD.org>; seoc44 (MIL)
<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>; Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) <Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>; Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH) <Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Foster, Sarah (MIL) <Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>; Owens, Virginia M (MIL) <Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>; cooper.p@portseattle.org; Michael, Stephanie
(DOHi) <smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>; sghanson@uw.edu; Lee, Tara (GOV) <tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>; Weaver, Neil (WSP) <Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;
Cross, Chad (WSP) <Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>; Marissa Armstrong <Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>; LeBlanc, Charles (WSP)
<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>; Loftis, Chris <Chris.Loftis@wsp.wa.gov>; Adeogun, Tieka (DOH) <shontieka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>; Weaver, Ron L
(DOH) <Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>; jgreen@northbendwa.gov; Fuller, Amy (DOHi) <amy.fuller@co.kittitas.wa.us>; Knutson, Kasey (DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kittitas.wa.us>; Katims, Casey (GOV) <casey.katims@gov.wa.gov>; Wilson, Morgan (GOV) <Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>; Annie
Goodwin <Annieg@bfhd.wa.gov>; Johnson, Nathan (DOHi) <Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>; Sooter, Tad <tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;
Danskin, Julia (DOHi) <jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>; joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil; Blaske, Laura A (DOH) <Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>; Couture,
Melissa (DOH) <Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>; Dodd, Kyle (DOHi) <kyled@sanjuanco.com>; Jenks, Lauren (DOH) <Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Nandi, Paj (DOH) <paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>; McCallion, Teresa M (DOH) <teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>; Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co
<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>; Liebelt, Erica (DOHi) <eliebelt@wapc.org>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>; Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi)
<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>; Harrison, Carole (DOHi) <harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>; Mund, Ed <Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>; 'Chris Skidmore'
<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>; Judy Ziels <JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>; Stanford, Katie (DOHi) <kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>; Potts, Karen
(DOHi) <karenp@co.adams.wa.us>; Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi) <cathompson@srhd.org>; 'Deana Chiodo' <deanac@bfhd.wa.gov>; 'JoDee Peyton'
<Jodeer@bfhd.wa.gov>; Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi) <jasonz@bfhd.wa.gov>; Debolt, Meghan (DOHi) <mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>; 'Martine, Appalachia'
<AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us>; Farias, Veronica (DOHi) <veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>; 'Rasmussen, Katie (WSP)' <Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;
kayla@co.skagit.wa.us; Rietmann, Kristina (DOT) <rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>; brendanc@sanjuanco.com; ryanp@sanjuanco.com;
mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us; KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org; Stephanie Dunkel <SDunkel@tpchd.org>; Webb, Adrienne L
<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>; Mankowski, Tina (Email - UW) <ochs@uw.edu>; Glenn M. Bieler <bieler@uw.edu>; Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY
MEDCOM MAMC (USA) <jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>; Wright, Darren <Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>; Cole, Kate <kacole@kingcounty.gov>; McKenzie,
Lisa (DOHi) <lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>; Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov; Edwards, Rick (DOHi) <richarde@bfhd.wa.gov>; Solie, Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>; Lacet, Blishda <Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>; Margie Boyd <MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>; mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson, Emily (GOV) <Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>; Faulk, Mike (GOV) <Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>; Holman, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>; Russum, Cheri <Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>; Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH) <Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>; Covington,
Zach (DOH) <Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>; Meehan, Kathleen (DOH) <Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>; Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH)
<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>; Madrigal, Tomas (DOH) <tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>; Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH)
<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>; Jackson, Christymarie (DOH) <christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>; Lantz, Melissa (DOHi)
<melissab@bfhd.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>; Kavanagh, David (DOHi) <davidk@klickitatcounty.org>; Andrew
Stevens <astevens@sammamish.us>; Horace Ward <Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>; Jansen, Anneke (DOH) <Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>; Miller,
Lynne <Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>; Mcdougall, Scott <smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>; 'Dave Van Valkenburg' <DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;
Joint Information Center <JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>; Halvorson, Clark R (DOH) <Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>; Nikki Sharp <nsharp@co.walla-
walla.wa.us>; Katie Von Derau <vonderau@wapc.org>; Prock, Carla (DOHi) <carlap@bfhd.wa.gov>; Hickey, Bethany (DOHi) <bethanyh@bfhd.wa.gov>;
IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR) <IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>; ella.deverse@k12.wa.us; Moen, Anne (DOHi) <Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;
Barbara A Clements <bac60@uw.edu>; Schott-Bresler, Kayla <kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>; Ike, Ryan <Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>; Brice, Morgan
<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>; Church, Tim (LNI) <chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>; Alexander, Lily <lialexander@kingcounty.gov>; Brehmer, Savannah
<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>; pio.hecc@nwhrn.org; 'Kelli Hawkins' <khawkins@srhd.org>; jic@kingcounty.gov; katy.payne@k12.wa.us; Melissa
Morin <MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>; scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us; eccjic.activation@snoco.org; sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;
drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us; dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us; tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us; Bence, Willie <wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>; eoc.pio@cresa911.org
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Sharing an advisory for today's news conference, in case you have not received it. We will move the 11am call back half an hour to ensure everyone is able to
tune in for this.

Kristen Maki

Public Information Officer, COVID-19<https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/Coronavirus> Response

Joint Information Center

JIC media line: 253-512-7100

Direct: 360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov<mailto:doh-pio@doh.wa.gov>

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2FjY291bnRzL1dBR09WL2J1bGxldGlucy8yODE1NWNlIn0.I9QlKn2dl4wAq8rjI_74hMWRRtvQ-
6UBZ_gkyP1Sf8U/br/76163007488-l>

[Gov Jay Inslee]

March 16, 2020

Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111

Press inquiries | 360.902.4136

ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle

Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and
entertainment and recreational facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at retail establishments and an
updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants.



The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Inslee declared a state of
emergency<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5nb3Zlcm5vci53YS5nb3YvbmV3cy1tZWRpYS9pbnNsZWUtaXNzdWVzLWNvdmlkLTE5LWVtZXJnZW5jeS1wcm9jbGFtYXRpb24_dXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5In0.wLtyOxxLPPDyi85UKmEBoeNkhzlp08I0CNAq1vaI2pQ/br/76163007488-
l> in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month, directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the outbreak.

Monday, March 16

10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19

*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*

CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive
the call-in information please RSVP
here<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.GRzuUUOM5r_hoo4HLnbnM4KZeE0P22RnN7ETOHzMoSk/br/76163007488-
l>. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.

Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for
your question. Please keep your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise.

TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County
Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave, Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware.

*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM, ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*

Live video will also be available through the King County
livestream<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.K-
0hUr-4G7SZyZX8ir22cJujlz8sqAVP9coJLrznIxg/br/76163007488-l> page and
TVW<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDQsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy50dncub3JnLz91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.jXCvaG2jHQWlUw7jvJtG6Jn1ixn5cDHCQ30jA-
oZ0Bw/br/76163007488-l>. Following the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming
page<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.2wTTvTO6s-
txSgbJp-ZxAVIP9NXKuisHY2LBxrBBhLg/br/76163007488-l>.

Media questions: Chase Gallagher<mailto:chase.gallagher@kingcounty.gov>, King County, 206.263.8537

________________________________

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:

[Facebook]
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2fQQvmtDxQmc6ljk/br/76163007488-l>   [Medium]
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMTAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL21lZGl1bS5jb20vd2Fnb3Zlcm5vcj91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.5LCMYz5mGWE1g_Rbc1V83AGZxKPFFt3lRivXVweZURk/br/76163007488-
l>
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Allen, Tristan (COM)
FW: Seattle Highway Network Traffic and Freight Trucking Assessment
March 21, 2020 at 11:39 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc83 (MIL), seoc84 (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Knutson, Charles (GOV)
Cc:  Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Richeson, Jonathan, Berger, Joshua (COM), seattle-
eoc@seattle.gov

For your awareness.
 
From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	1:03	PM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreN	<BreN.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	BrockeN,	Michael	<Michael.BrockeN@fema.dhs.gov>;
Glenn,	Robert	<robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SeaNle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Tristan	and	Taylor,
	
I	am	geWng	this	product	to	you	for	review	as	I	am	reviewing	it	myself	.	.	.	there	will	be	a	complimentary
SCAN	Ecosystem	Assessment	document	also	released	this	evening.	
	
I	have	reviewed	this	once	and	will	several	more	Ymes.		From	a	quick	first	read,	I	gather	that	the
measures	put	in	place	in	the	SeaNle	region	have	not,	for	the	most	part,	adversely	impacted	freight
flows.		Is	this	what	you	are	seeing?		This	should	indicate	a	relaYvely	strong	grocery	sector	and	phama
supply	chain	that	is	demonstraYng	a	good	amount	of	resilience.
	
Is	this	the	case?

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisBcs	Management	Directorate
500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Gregus,	Christopher	<cgregus@Dewberry.com>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:46	PM
To:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Goetz,	Joseph	<jgoetz@Dewberry.com>;	Valerio,	Marcos	<mvalerio@Dewberry.com>
Subject:	SeaNle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Gene,

mailto:tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov
mailto:Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc90@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
mailto:Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov
mailto:Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov
mailto:joshua.berger@commerce.wa.gov
mailto:seattle-eoc@seattle.gov
mailto:cgregus@Dewberry.com
mailto:eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jgoetz@Dewberry.com
mailto:mvalerio@Dewberry.com


					ANached	please	find	our	Sea$le	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment.		Please
let	me	know	if	you	have	any	quesYons.
	
Thanks,
Chris
	
Christopher J. Gregus, P.E.
Senior Associate
Dewberry
9026 Jefferson Highway
Suite 302
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
504.872.3768 direct
504.524.8489 fax
504.908.0227 cell
www.dewberry.com
	

Visit	Dewberry’s	website	at	www.dewberry.com	If	you’ve	received	this	email	even	though	it’s	intended
for	someone	else,	then	please	delete	the	email,	don’t	share	its	contents	with	others,	and	don’t	read	its
aNachments.	Thank	you.

http://www.dewberry.com/
https://www.dewberry.com/


Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Barkley, Wendy, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Way, Bryan (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Sandison, Derek
(AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Emmans, Gene (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Yoshi Kumara, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Christina Wong
(christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Warnick, Judy, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Voris, Molly
(GOV), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Connelly, Leslie
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Gregerson, Mia
Cc:  Drew Meuer, Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, McGann, Chris
(AGR), Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Kathleen Hedgcock, Jason Clark, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Throne, Paul (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Cooper, Kelly
(DOH), Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Graham, Joe M (DOH), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Auvinen, Alyssa A
(DOH), Linda Nageotte, Richartz, Saundra, Black, Ryan (DOH)

ADDING TODAY’s  AGENDA

AGENDA –

I.                 Roll Call

II.                Leadership Updates – JT & Derek

III.              Funding Updates

a.      FEMA

b.      CARES Discretionary Funding Discussion – soon to be available through local jurisdictions
and OFM for state agencies

1.      What are agencies and partners considering requesting for their funding priorities and
strategies?

IV.              Action Team Report Backs

a.      Food Procurement Team

b.      Gap Analysis Team

c.      Coordinated Community Response Team

V.               Communications

a.      JIC Reporting – Chris  

b.      Other communication needs?

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


VI.              Partner Updates or Concerns for the Week Ahead

VII.            Adjourn

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/



FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 14, 2020
April 14, 2020 at 10:58 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 14, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Washington,	Oregon,	and	California	announce	a	Western	States	Pact,	agreeing	to	a	shared
approach	for	reopening	state	economies.

·       Idaho’s	Governor	will	announce	his	decision	on	whether	to	extend	the	stay-at-home	order	on
Wednesday,	April	15.

·       Anchorage	is	looking	to	possibly	extend	their	order	which	expires	today;	Alaska	will	consider	its
statewide	order	which	expires	April	21.

·       Washington’s	governor	announces	950	nonviolent	offenders	will	get	early	release	to	fight	spread
of	coronavirus	in	state	prisons.

·       Alaska’s	Governor	issues	a	non-congregate	sheltering	order—a	plan	is	to	use	hotels	to	quaran/ne
health	care	workers	and	homeless	families.

·       Oregon’s	Governor	released	$8	million	to	food	banks	to	help	respond	to	increased	demand;	says
FEMA	will	reimburse	the	state	for	75%.

·       Tradi/onal	media	is	strongly	focused	on	yesterday’s	White	House	presser,	specifically	comments
on	reopening	the	economy.	There	is	addi/onal	interest	in	the	food	supply	chain,	and	how
COVID-19	could	complicate	natural	disaster	response	efforts.

Public	Sen+ment
·       In	Idaho,	fears	over	economic	ruin	and—in	contrast—that	the	disease	will	surge	again,	each	loom

large	as	people	await	the	governor’s	decision	on	the	stay-home	order.
·       Reac/on	to	the	Western	States	Pact	is	largely	posi/ve,	with	people	in	Oregon	and	Washington

grateful	for	strong,	unified	state	leadership.	Many	Oregon	residents	are	also	concerned	about
being	swept	up	with	larger	states	that	have	more	COVID-19	cases.	

·       In	response	to	the	release	of	950	prisoners	in	Washington,	reac/ons	vary	with	some	seeing	this
as	a	posi/ve	ac/on,	and	others	fearing	for	their	safety.

·       As	discussions	con/nue	about	reopening	the	economy	at	federal,	state,	and	local	levels,	people
wonder	if	the	administra/on	can	overrule	state	decisions,	and	are	concerned	that	using	an/body
tes/ng	to	reopen	may	impose	on	ci/zen’s	rights.

Washington
Western	States	Pact
·       Washington,	Oregon	and	California	announce	a	Western	States	Pact.	Governors	of	the	three

states	say	they’ll	work	together	on	a	shared	approach	for	reopening	state	economies.	(Sea9le
Times,	KOMO,	KIRO	7,	NBC	Right	Now	Tri-Ci/es,	KRDV	NewsWatch	12,	FOX	Q13)
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o   Reac/on	in	Washington	is	largely	posi/ve,	grateful	for	the	Governor's	leadership	in	this.	S/ll,
there	are	some	who	say	that	the	West	Coast	governors	are	inconsistent,	wan/ng	more
federal	support	and	then	defying	federal	leadership.	Some	others	are	concerned	that	this
means	more	individual	rights	will	be	taken	away.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Prisoner	announcement
·       Inslee:	950	nonviolent	offenders	will	get	early	release	to	fight	spread	of	coronavirus	in

state	prisons	(FOX	Q13,	KIMA,	KATU,	KING	5,	KIRO	7,	Spokesman-Review)
o   Responses	are	mixed.	Some	feel	that	this	is	a	good	thing.	Others	feel	that	this	means	they

should	be	concerned	for	their	safety	as	a	result.	(Facebook)
o   Some	feel	that	they	would	be	safer	from	COVID-19	in	prison	than	out.	(Facebook)

Employment	proclama/on
·       The	governor	issued	a	proclama/on	today	giving	high-risk	workers	the	right	to	protect

themselves	from	COVID-19	without	jeopardizing	their	employment.	(WA	EMD	Facebook)
Hand	Sani/zer
·       Duvall	Dis/llery	makes	hand	sani/zer	for	hospitals,	post	offices,	and	other	organiza/ons	for	free.

(King	County	TV)
·       Dozens	of	Tri-Ci/ans	sick	with	coronavirus	from	outbreak	linked	to	beef	plant	(Tri	City	Herald,

Yakima	Herald,	Walla	Walla	Union	Bulle/n,	YakTriNews)
o   Many	are	upset	that	this	informa/on	wasn't	shared	sooner.	There	are	calls	to	test	every

worker	there	(the	ar/cle	states	they	are	checking	all	employee's	temperatures),	and	all
workers	in	the	food	industry.	(Facebook)

Tes/ng
·       Harborview,	UW	medical	centers	to	test	all	incoming	pa/ents	for	COVID-19.	(KUOW)
·       Merkley,	Wyden	push	for	more	info,	transparency	on	virus	tes/ng.	(KTVZ)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Feds:	Washington	leads	the	way	when	it	comes	to	fla9ening	the	curve.	(KIRO	7)	In	reac/on	to	this

ar/cle,	many	people	applaud	Governor	Inslee	and	Washington	residents	for	making	tough
decisions.	(example)

·       Number	of	COVID-19	cases	in	Sea9le	hospitals	flat,	city	leaders	told.	(KOMO)
Private	Sector
·       Coronavirus:	Microson	to	give	12	weeks	of	parental	leave	(KIRO	7)
·       Amazon	hired	100,000	people	in	less	than	a	month	to	bolster	its	novel	coronavirus	response	and

said	Monday	it	is	planning	to	add	75,000	more	jobs	in	its	warehouses,	grocery	stores	and
delivery	network.	(Sea9le	Times)
o   Reac/on	is	mostly	posi/ve,	with	some	people	concerned	over	whether	the	influx	of	new

employees	will	be	able	to	maintain	distance,	and	others	concerned	that	the	pandemic	is
strengthening	Amazon's	advantage	over	other	retailers.	(example)

Food	Security
·       State	Sen.	Hobbs	to	oversee	Na/onal	Guard	support	of	food	banks.		The	Na/onal	Guard	officer

will	command	a	task	force	in	response	to	COVID-19	in	western	Washington.	(Herald	Net)
·       Feds:	Washington	leads	the	way	when	it	comes	to	fla9ening	the	curve.	(KIRO	7)	In	reac/on	to	this

ar/cle,	many	people	applaud	Governor	Inslee	and	Washington	residents	for	making	tough
decisions.	(example)

Census
·       Mayor	Jenny	Durkan	Commends	Census	Bureau’s	Proposal	to	Extend	the	Census	Deadline,	Calls

on	Trump	Administra/on	to	Swinly	Provide	Transparent	Report	to	Congress	(City	of	Sea9le)
Oregon

Western	States	Pact
·       Governor	Brown	announces	Western	States	Pact.	(Willame9e	Week,	The	Oregonian,	KRDV)	In

reac/on,	Oregon	residents	are	largely	grateful	to	see	the	governors	taking	leadership	of	this
decision.	However,	there	is	concern	that	Oregon	will	get	swept	up	in	decisions	by	the	larger	two
states	that	have	worse	outbreaks	than	Oregon.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Economy	and	Food	Supply
·       Gov.	Brown	released	$8	million	to	food	banks	to	help	respond	to	increased	demand	related	to
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COVID-19.	(Associated	Press,	KATU2,	KGW8)	Gov.	Brown	stated	FEMA	will	reimburse	the	state
for	75%,	with	reac/ons	cri/cal	of	the	decision.	(Governor	Kate	Brown's	Facebook	Page)	People
respond	that	if	the	economy	weren’t	shut	down,	or	if	unemployment	assistance	were	more
accessible	(many	are	struggling	to	access	it),	then	food	bank	assistance	wouldn’t	be	necessary.

·       The	University	of	Oregon	will	cut	off	pay	to	282	classified	staff	members	in	response	to	a
projected	loss	of	$25	million	in	net	revenue	due	to	coronavirus	closures.	(Daily	Emerald)

·       Oregon	farmers	dump	produce	as	COVID-19	shuts	down	big	customers.	(KGW)
New	Cases
·       3	Hillsboro	Police	employees	test	posi/ve	for	coronavirus.	The	police	department	said	all	three

employees	had	been	wearing	personal	protec/ve	equipment	while	working,	and	none	are
believed	to	have	had	significant	direct	contact	with	members	of	the	public.	(Oregonian,	KATU2,
KPTV12)

·       One	death,	57	new	COVID-19	cases	reported	in	Oregon.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN,	Statesman	Journal)
Long-term	care
·       Health	officials	confirm	nearly	half	of	Oregon's	COVID-19	deaths,	or	24	of	state’s	53,	were	people

working	or	living	in	assisted	living	or	long-term	care	facili/es.	(KGW)
Idaho

Stay-at-Home	Order
·       In	advance	of	Governor	Li9le's	press	conference	Wednesday,	people	speculate	whether	he	will

extend	Idaho's	21-day	stay-home	order.	(Idaho	Statesman,	Idaho	News	6)	Some	people	fear	that
COVID-19	cases	will	surge	if	the	governor	ends	the	stay-home	order.	The	majority	appear	to
want	steps	to	be	taken	now	to	open	up	the	economy.	Some	suggest	an	in-between	approach,
such	as	only	allowing	free	movement	within	coun/es,	or	wai/ng	un/l	May	1st	to	rescind	the
order.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       In	Idaho,	Far-Right	Republicans	Defy	Coronavirus	Health	Restric/ons	(KUOW)
o   Public	response	overwhelmingly	refutes	the	group's	right	to	defy	Idaho's	stay-at-home

order.		(Facebook)
Stories	of	Recovery
·       St.	Luke's	Nampa	has	first	COVID-19	recovery.	(Idaho	News	6,	CBS	2)
·       Nampa	woman	survives	COVID-19	aner	being	on	a	ven/lator	for	two	weeks.	(KTVB)

Inmates
·       Inmates	at	the	Idaho	State	Correc/onal	Center	volunteer	to	make	cloth	masks	to	help	slow

spread	of	virus.	(Idaho	State	Journal)
Food	Supply
·       Meals	on	the	bus:	Jerome	schools	deliver	free	lunch	to	area	students.	(Times-News)

Alaska
Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy
·       The	governor	announced	a	Non-Congregate	Sheltering	Order,	his	fourteenth	health	mandate,	to

prevent	the	spread	of	COVID-19.	The	plan	is	to	use	hotels,	dorms	to	quaran/ne	health	care
workers	and	homeless	families.	(Alaska	Public	Media,	Daily	News-Miner)

·       Gov.	Dunleavy	says	he	is	monitoring	the	state’s	COVID-19	cases	to	determine	when	to	restart
sectors	of	Alaska’s	economy.	"This	is	going	to	be	the	week	that	we’re	going	to	start	talking	about
the	economy."	(Alaska	Public	Media)

Tes/ng
·       Alaska's	Chief	Medical	Officer	says	tes/ng	is	key	to	reopening	the	economy.	Alaska	will	need

enough	tests	to	test	all	Alaskan's	mul/ple	/mes,	she	said,	and	one	of	the	greatest	obstacles	is
the	availability	of	the	chemicals—or	reagents—needed	for	the	tes/ng.	(KTVA,	Alaska	Public
Media)

·       Chief	Andrew	Isaac	Health	Center	receives	three	Abbot	tes/ng	machines.	(KTVF)
Social	Distancing
·       Alaska	Fish	and	Game	Department	clarifies	in	a	statement	that	travel	is	allowed	for	sport	and

personal	use	fishing,	as	long	as	guidelines	are	followed.	(KTUU,	Anchorage	Daily	News)The
statement	reads,	“Although	travel	between	communi/es	is	prohibited	under	the	issued	health

https://apnews.com/a0abd4cd5630fcc7907f3298799312e6
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-food-bank-to-get-8-million-gov-brown-says
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-food-bank-to-get-8m-assistance-from-state-for-coronavirus-aid/283-c4f34ade-2012-4dbf-9213-6d52dde5686f
https://twitter.com/OregonGovBrown/status/1249818985303965696
https://www.dailyemerald.com/news/breaking-uo-to-stop-paying-282-classified-staff-projects-25-million-in-lost-revenue/article_9ffea6f4-7dbb-11ea-b3fa-9ff8916e95d9.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/farmers-dump-produce-as-covid-19-shuts-down-big-customers/283-6f82de92-ca51-4411-98ba-2e79b85fb933?fbclid=IwAR0FE6pQ7rdzXMqDKMTeQlcHcAz5o8rd2SY8au0zh7NqgRPL0RA0hd-OInU
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https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Chief-Andrew-Isaac-Health-Center-received-coronavirus-testing-machines--569616501.html
https://s3.amazonaws.com/arc-wordpress-client-uploads/adn/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/13093357/SF-COVID.pdf
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Fishing-Restricted-Between-Alaska-Communities-569605381.html?fbclid=IwAR0GOBPKS0h50R7yVRpQ-vyXlty6oz5suAWOULKeXCaafbYRIXisBysH6KY
https://www.adn.com/outdoors-adventure/2020/04/13/state-says-fishing-for-sport-and-personal-use-remains-open-amid-covid-19-concerns/


mandates,	the	public	may	s/ll	travel	to	fishing	loca/ons.”
o   There	was	an	ini/al	uproar	when	news	outlets	ini/ally	reported	that	residents	were	not

allowed	to	travel	for	fishing.	There	remains	some	confusion	about	whether	personal	use
fishing	is	or	is	not	considered	essen/al	infrastructure,	with	media	outlets	conflic/ng.
(KTUU,	Anchorage	Daily	News)

·       Anchorage	Assembly	will	vote	whether	to	extend	Mayor's	coronavirus	emergency	orders	past
April	14.	(KTUU)	Reac/on	is	split,	with	many	people	urging	the	assembly	to	heed	the	cau/on	of
health	experts.	Other	people	want	to	move	on	with	their	lives	and	worry	about	paying	their	bills
if	the	orders	are	extended.	(example)

Prisons
·       Four	Juneau	correc/onal	employees	test	posi/ve	for	COVID-19.	(KTUU,	KTOO)

o   There	is	concern	for	those	employees	and	inmates	in	response	to	the	news.	(example)
Food	Supply
·       Emergency	SNAP	benefits	approved	in	Alaska	due	to	COVID-19.	(KTVA)

o   Reac/ons	range	from	gra/tude,	to	challenges	faced	trying	to	enroll	for	the	program,	to
calling	the	public	assistance	office	and	being	told	that	this	is	not	correct.	(Facebook)

Plasma	Dona/ons
·       The	Blood	Bank	of	Alaska	is	looking	for	recovered	COVID-19	pa/ents	to	donate	plasma.	(KTVA,

Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   People	are	curious	in	response	to	the	ar/cle	if	it's	possible	to	test	people	who	have

recovered.
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PIO - HECC
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa
M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Owens, Virginia M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Thank	you	Tara!	You	all	have	been	doing	an	amazing	job-	thank	you	for	everything.	Great	leadership	and	messages	and	hard	decisions.	

--Mary	Kay

Wearing	my	PIO	hat	for	the	Northwest	Healthcare	Response	Network--	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:47	AM
To:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)
<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,	James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey
M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;	Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L
(DOH)	<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;
Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)
<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;	Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org	<cooper.p@portseaale.org>;	Michael,	Stephanie
(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu	<sghanson@uw.edu>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)
<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong	<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris
<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)	<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;
jgreen@northbendwa.gov	<jgreen@northbendwa.gov>;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)	<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin
<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad	<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)
<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil	<joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil>;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,
Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)	<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj
(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston	Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,
Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)	<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)
<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'	<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels
<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)	<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)
<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;	Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,
Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;
'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us	<kayla@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Rietmann,	Krisfna	(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;
brendanc@sanjuanco.com	<brendanc@sanjuanco.com>;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com	<ryanp@sanjuanco.com>;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us
<mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us>;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org	<KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org>;	Stephanie	Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,
Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler	<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY
MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate	<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)
<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov	<Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov>;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;	Solie,	Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com
<mkcrsunshine@gmail.com>;	Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,	Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)
<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,	Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)	<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us	<ella.deverse@k12.wa.us>;	Moen,	Anne
(DOHi)	<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	PIO	-	HECC	<PIO.HECC@nwhrn.org>;	'Kelli	Hawkins'
<khawkins@srhd.org>;	jic@kingcounty.gov	<jic@kingcounty.gov>;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us	<katy.payne@k12.wa.us>;	Melissa	Morin
<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us	<scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org
<eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org>;	sduffey@grantcountywa.gov	<sduffey@grantcountywa.gov>;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us	<drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us>;
dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us	<dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us	<tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org	<eoc.pio@cresa911.org>
Subject:	RE:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
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This	is	gegng	bumped	unfl	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.
	
From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM
To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,
James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;
Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L	(DOH)
<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;
Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong
<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris	<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)
<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)
<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad
<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)
<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)
<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston
Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)
<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'
<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)
<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;
Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Krisfna
(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie
Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler
<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate
<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;
Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,
Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,
Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)
<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)
<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;
jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org;
sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org
Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	
	
Kristen	Maki
Public	Informafon	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informafon	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
	
	
	

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

	
Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.
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Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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Good	morning.
	
Today’s	na0onal	social	listening	hot	issues	and	yesterday’s	na0onal	social	listening	report	are	a8ached	for
greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 7, 2020

SUMMARY
·        Idaho	and	Washington	school	buildings	are	closed	for	the	remainder	of	the	school	year.	Alaska,

Idaho,	Oregon	and	Washington	are	implemen0ng	distance	learning	where	possible.
·        Governors	in	Alaska,	Oregon	and	Washington	are	encouraged	by	recent	data	indica0ng	that

social	distancing	is	working	and	worst-case-scenarios	could	be	avoided.
·        Grocery	stores	are	adjus0ng	prac0ces	to	encourage	social	distancing	as	workers	are	at	greater

risk	for	contrac0ng	COVID-19.
Public	Sen+ment

·        Oregonians	are	concerned	over	accuracy	of	new	op0mis0c	projec0ons,	given	low	tes0ng.
·        With	news	that	the	mi0ga0on	measures	are	working,	many	Alaskans	want	social	distancing

mandates	to	con0nue.
·        While	some	agree	with	calls	from	local	officials	to	defy	stay-at-home	orders	in	northern	Idaho

and	eastern	Washington,	most	of	the	public	reac0on	supports	measures	to	slow	the	spread.
·        The	public	con0nues	to	experience	fa0gue	and	struggle	emo0onally	but	seem	to	be	seeking

support	from	their	loved	ones	and	social	media	networks.
Washington

Schools
Gov.	Inslee:	Washington	schools	will	remain	closed	through	end	of	school	year	in	June.	(Q13
FOX,	Sea8le	Times,	KING	5,	The	Columbian,	YakTriNews,	KNKX)

Many	people	express	sadness	over	this	despite	an	overall	understanding	that	this
measure	is	the	right	one	to	take	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,
example	6,	example	7).	(FOX	Q13	Facebook,	KAPP-KVEW	News	Facebook)
One	person	wonders	what	distance	learning	means	for	kids	with	special	needs	and	with
Individualized	Educa0on	Programs	or	504	Plans	(example	8).	(KING	5	Facebook)

Amazon	donates	8,200	laptops	to	elementary	school	students	of	Sea8le	Public	Schools.	(Q13)
Fla8ening-the-Curve

Gov.	Inslee	says	he	is	confident	the	state	has	enough	ven0lators	for	COVID-19	pa0ents	and	thus
could	send	400	ven0lators	to	other	locales.	(Sea8le	Times)
New	UW	analysis	lowers	coronavirus	death	projec0ons,	saying	the	state	can	expect	roughly	632
deaths,	compared	to	an	es0mate	10	days	ago	of	more	than	1,400	fatal	cases	of	COVID-19.
(Sea8le	Times)
Projec0on:	If	Washington	maintains	social	distancing,	state	has	passed	worst	of	coronavirus
outbreak.	(KXLY)

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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Washington	may	start	fla8ening	the	curve,	but	Spokane	County	s0ll	seeing	increase.		New
numbers	suggest	the	worst	of	the	coronavirus	pandemic	may	be	behind	Washington	statewide,
but	health	experts	in	Spokane	county	say	things	look	a	li8le	different	there.	(KXLY,	KHQ)

Comments	on	the	KXLY	News	Facebook	post	speculate	about	different	causes	for
Spokane's	higher	infec0on	rate	including	people	not	wearing	masks	at	the	grocery	store
(example	1),	a	long	turnaround	0me	for	COVID	test	results	(example	2),	people	bringing
COVID	from	Sea8le	(example	3),	too	many	people	not	staying	home	(example	4),	and
people	generally	not	taking	this	seriously	enough	(example	5).

PPE
States,	hospitals	say	they're	s0ll	not	gejng	vital	supplies	to	fight	COVID-19.	Gov.	Inslee	says	it's
not	enough	for	the	White	House	to	merely	pressure	companies.	(NPR)
Washington	Emergency	Management	Division:		The	Ba8elle	Cri0cal	Care	Decontamina0on
Systems	recently	underwent	a	dry	run	and	is	expected	to	be	opera0onal	to	clean	used	N95
masks	this	week.	Tens	of	thousands	of	N95	masks	will	be	cleaned	per	day	so	they	can	be	reused.
(WA	EMD	Facebook)
Alaska	Airlines	teams	up	with	Providence	hospitals	to	get	masks	to	healthcare	workers.	(KTUU)
Joann	Fabric	is	offering	free	face	mask	materials	in	response	to	high	demand.	(The	Daily	News)

Resistance	to	Stay-at-Home
Yakima	City	Councilmember,	Jason	White,	has	been	pos0ng	to	social	media,	downplaying	the
effects	and	seriousness	of	COVID-19.	A	local	medical	doctor	responds.	(KIMA)	The	public
reac0on	largely	supports	the	doctor's	rebu8al.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Grocery
Major	supermarket	chains	are	beginning	to	report	their	first	coronavirus-related	employee
deaths,	leading	to	store	closures	and	increasing	anxiety	among	grocery	workers	as	the
pandemic	intensifies	across	the	country.	(Sea8le	Times,	News	Tribune)
QFC	stores	will	set	customer	limits	and	test	one-way	aisles	in	bid	to	slow	virus	spread.		Under
the	new	measures,	QFC	stores	will	limit	the	number	of	customers	to	50%	of	the	building	code’s
calculated	capacity	at	any	given	0me.	(KOMO)
Fred	Meyer	will	start	limi0ng	number	of	people	inside	stores.	(YakTriNews,	KGW)

Domes0c	Violence
U.N.	warns	that	global	lockdowns	are	resul0ng	in	'horrifying	surge'	in	domes0c	violence.		United
Na0ons	Secretary-General	António	Guterres	said	in	some	countries	"the	number	of	women
calling	support	services	has	doubled"	while	"healthcare	providers	and	police	are	overwhelmed
and	understaffed."	(KUOW)

Tes0ng
New	drive-thru	tes0ng	site	for	COVID-19	opening	at	State	Fair	Park.	(YakTriNews)
A	new	drive-thru	COVID-19	tes0ng	site	opens	in	Yakima	Tuesday.	(1280	AM	KIT)
New	COVID-19	drive-thru	tes0ng	site	coming	to	Bremerton.	(Kitsap	Sun)

Some	comments	on	the	Kitsap	Sun	Facebook	post	express	that	this	is	about	0me
(example	1,	example	2)	and	that	Kitsap	County	has	had	a	"pathe0c"	number	of	residents
tested	so	far	(example	3).
One	person	wonders	about	what	the	Puget	Sound	area	is	doing	to	be8er	serve	people
who	are	blind,	physically	disabled,	elderly,	or	do	not	have	a	car	and	s0ll	need	access	to
healthcare	in	this	0me	(example	4).

Fatality
Beloved	Sea8le-area	taco	truck	owner	dies	from	the	coronavirus	at	age	44.	(Sea8le	Times)
Residents	share	fond	memories	and	their	sadness	in	reac0on	to	the	news.

Economic	Impact
REI	says	it	will	keep	its	162	retail	loca0ons	closed	and	furlough	some	of	its	roughly	14,000
employees	without	pay	for	90	days.	(KOMO)

Oregon
Fla8ening	the	Curve

Updated	projec0ons	show	Oregon’s	coronavirus	may	come	in	two	weeks,	avoiding	worst-case
scenario.	(The	Oregonian,	KGW)

In	response,	people	are	s0ll	concerned	that	tes0ng	is	too	low	to	accurately	predict	the
curve.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	Some	are	confused	by	the	changing	projec0ons,
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and	how	to	interpret	this	report	against	na0onal	news	saying	to	brace	for	the	peak	this
week.	(example	4,	example	5,	example	6)	

Ven0lators
"To	all	in	New	York,	Oregon	is	keeping	you	in	our	hearts."	Gov.	Brown	sent	140	ven0lators
provided	from	the	strategic	na0onal	stockpile	to	New	York.	(@oregongovbrown)	Some	people
support	the	move,	while	others	are	worried	Oregon	will	need	them.	(example	1,	example	2)

PPE
Inmates	in	Oregon	could	be	one	solu0on	to	the	face	mask	shortage.	(Statesman	Journal,	KGW8)	
Grants	Pass	teachers	use	3D	printers	to	make	PPE	for	local	hospitals.	(NewsWatch	12)

Business
Businesses	forced	to	shut	down	because	of	coronavirus	find	new	ways	to	serve	customers	via
deliveries,	virtual	appointments.	(KATU2)

New	Cases
29	now	dead	as	known	cases	top	1,100,	health	officials	say.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KPTV12,	The
Oregonian)
3	Oregon	WinCo	workers	test	posi0ve	for	coronavirus.	(The	Oregonian,	KGW8)
An	outbreak	of	COVID-19	shut	down	the	en0re	pharmacy	at	Kaiser	Permanente’s	Westside
Medical	Center.	(FOX	12)

Educa0on
Oregon	school	districts	have	distributed	thousands	of	tech	devices	to	students,	but	concerns
remain	over	equity	and	access	to	distance	learning.	(OPB)

Idaho
School	Closure
·        Idaho	schools	vote	to	extend	closure	through	end	of	school	year,	with	local	flexibility.	(CBS	2,

KTVB,	Times-News)	Overall,	responses	to	the	closure	are	understanding.
o   There	is	a	sense	of	loss	for	defining	adolescent	moments	like	prom.
o   Parents	are	feeling	strained.	(example	1,	example	2)

Dona0on
·        Gritman	Medical	Center	in	Moscow	receives	$200K	in	dona0ons	for	COVID-19	response.

(Pullman	Radio)
Fla8ening	the	Curve
·        One	doctor's	opinion:	St.	Luke's	doctor	says	social	distancing	is	paying	off.	(ABC	6)

o   Observa0ons	point	to	people	not	social	distancing.	(example	1,	example	2)
o   There's	a	call	for	the	healthy	to	be	able	to	go	back	to	work,	contrasted	with	worry	that

people	are	going	to	let	their	guards	down	and	the	spread	will	speed	up.
Stay-at-Home	order
·        Member	of	Idaho's	Coronavirus	Task	Force	predicts	the	stay-at-home	order	will	be	extended

'longer	than	most	people	think.'	(KTVB)
o   As	the	two	week	mark	approaches	for	the	stay	at	home	order,	the	response	to	an	extension

from	many	is	that	of	government	overreach.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
o   Many	are	worried	about	the	economic	impact	that	a	con0nued	shutdown	will	have.

(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
o   Others	would	appreciate	compliance	to	reduce	the	spread.	(example	1,	example	2,	example

3)
·        A	‘Liberty’	Rebellion	in	Idaho	Threatens	to	Undermine	Coronavirus	Orders	(New	York	Times)

Many	of	the	latest	claims	about	the	Cons0tu0on	have	come	from	Idaho’s	northern	panhandle,
where	vaccina0on	rates	for	other	diseases	have	always	been	low	and	where	wariness	of
government	is	high.

Alaska
Governor's	Presser

Alaska	efforts	are	helping	slow	the	spread	of	COVID-19,	governor	says.	He	will	review	mi0ga0on
measures	later	this	week	to	determine	if	there	should	be	changes.	(Alaska	Public	Media)	In
response,	some	people	are	asking	the	governor	not	to	lessen	social	distancing	measures	too
soon,	(example	1,	example	2)	and	several	call	for	essen0al	workers	to	be	given	masks.	(example
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3)
New	case

A	person	in	Bethel	has	tested	posi0ve	for	COVID-19.	It	is	the	first	confirmed	case	of	the	new
coronavirus	in	the	Yukon–Kuskokwim	Delta.	(KTVA)	People	respond	with	concern	for	the	villages.

Economy
Alaska	Airlines	works	to	hire	laid	off	Ravn	employees	in	Kodiak.	(KMXT)
North	Slope	Borough	“commandeers”	Ravn’s	North	Slope	assets.	In	an	emergency	order,
borough	mayor	they	will	take	possession	of	all	of	RavnAir	Group’s	planes	and	other	property
within	the	borough’s	boundaries	in	order	to	guarantee	con0nued	air	service	to	the	region.
(Alaska	Public	Media)

PPE
Governor	Dunleavy	thanks	Samaritan's	purse	for	DC-8	aircraw,	carrying	nearly	18,000	pounds	of
cri0cal	medical	supplies	(Governor's	Facebook)
Bartle8	Regional	Hospital	adopts	universal	masking;	visitors	will	be	required	to	wear	one	at	all
0mes.	(Juneau	Empire)
U.S.	Army	Alaska	announced	the	Army	will	allow	soldiers	to	wear	masks	while	in	uniform,	if	they
want	to.	(U.S.	Army	Alaska	Facebook)
Fairbanks	seamstresses	make	face	masks	amid	COVID-19.	(KTVF)
Newly	formed	'Alaska	Maskmakers	Group'	mobilizes	in	Southeast	Alaska.	(KCAW)
Suits,	goggles,	and	gloves	from	oil	spill	kits	repurposed	for	COVID-19	response	in	Bering	Strait
(KNOM)

Grocery	Access
Health	officials	recommend	limited	trips	to	the	grocery	store,	local	retailers	limit	number	of
customers.	(KTUU)	People	comment	that	ordering	groceries	is	be8er	than	visi0ng	the	store,	but
many	complain	that	order	services	are	owen	booked	and	do	not	work	for	everyone.

Educa0on
Anchorage	schools	launch	district-wide	distance	learning	as	COVID-19	upends	normal
educa0on.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
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Correction - FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 21, 2020)
April 21, 2020 at 1:29 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

CORRECTION – Attachments included.
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 21, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       On April 20April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

·       As of April 20April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million surgical masks, 6.4
million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
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commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

-   On April 17April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

·       The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs on needing
to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

-   On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose. 

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government,
including at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to
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local circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-
19 outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or
have been mild).
Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these
criteria and to progress through the phases outlined.

Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key
industries.

Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be
important, including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the
states, and the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and
private labs.
A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors
in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the fact sheet below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding the Supply Chain Task Force for COVID-19 response. 
 

 
March 31, 2020
 

FEMA Fact Sheet
 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four-Pronged Approach
to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID-19 Fight
 
Closing the gap between what the private sector is able to provide to healthcare end-users
and what is needed for the fight against COVID-19 is a key priority for the White House
Coronavirus Task Force. In support of the task force, FEMA and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service created a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight
COVID-19 focused task forces under the National Response Coordination Center (NRCC). 
This task force is taking a whole-of-America approach to address limited supply of critical
protective and life-saving equipment.
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment (PPE),
ventilators and other critical resources requested by states, tribes and territories. By using
the structure of FEMA’s NRCC, the task force is finding and executing solutions to meet
urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to COVID-19 “hot spots”
as they arise.
 

The Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force is executing a whole-of-America approach to
address limited supply of critical protective and life-saving equipment.  Through a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation, FEMA is
bringing the full capacity of the Federal government to bear to find solutions to protect the
American people and defeat COVID-19. 
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Locating Available Critical Resources 
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment, ventilators
and other critical resources to respond to requests by states, tribes and territories. Through
the National Response Coordination Center, the task force is working to find critical
resources to meet urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to “hot
spots” as they arise. In addition, the task force is engaging manufacturers, distributors and
healthcare networks to build the next phase of supply chain stabilization. 
 
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources 
 
The task force is developing a strategy to increase availability of critical resources through
four primary efforts: 
 
Preservation 
 
Preservation to limit unnecessary use of PPE and other supplies. Developing guidance to
prioritize the allocation and the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs are
critical components of this strategy.

The task force is in the process of developing and verifying techniques to clean and
recycle products.

This line of effort also includes developing guidance to prioritize the allocation and
the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs, critical components of this
strategy.

The task force is also working to expand equipment resources through the
Preservation line of effort. The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
for ventilators on March 24, which allows anesthesia gas machines and positive
pressure breathing devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The new guidance
will also assist health care personnel on how to use other ventilators, like CPAP
devices for sleep apnea, with COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on
shelf life of existing ventilators.

Acceleration 
 
Acceleration of industrial manufacturing is required to help meet the urgent demand placed
on the market. Manufacturers are ramping up production of critical resources and have
extended operating hours to increase production well above pre-COVID-19 levels.

To expedite purchasing, FEMA issued a request for quotation for vendors who have
needed medical equipment and supplies to sell to the agency.

FEMA is also expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to
medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

As an example of this effort, FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia



beginning Sunday, March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies
to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago this morning. FEMA has scheduled additional
flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical PPE (gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks) in varying
quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the
flights are loaded overseas.

Upon arrival, PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and
nursing homes around the country.

Additionally, in some cases, the federal government may purchase some of the
supplies to be used to replenish the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) or to provide
to states with any identified and unmet needs.

To address the anticipated ventilator shortage across the nation, the task force has
implemented a similar strategy, leveraging the strengths of the commercial industry
Including numerous vendors, such as General Electric, Phillips, Medtronic,
Hamilton, Zoll, ResMed, Hillrom and Vyair, to produce 20,000 ventilators over the
next two months with the potential to add 100,000 by end of June. This represents a
significant increase in velocity as the normal annual market is 30,000 per year.

Expansion 
 
Expansion of the industry is also taking place. Manufacturers are enhancing production
capacity with additional machinery, and in some cases re-tooling assembly lines to produce
new products needed.

As an example of this work, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is providing
information for manufacturers on adding production lines or alternative sites, like
automobile manufacturers, for making more ventilators during the COVID-19 public
health emergency.

In addition, the task force is working through over 350 leads to match American
businesses who have excess raw materials, workforce or factory production capacity
combined with an overwhelming desire to provide their support to the national
response effort.

Task force members are actively working to facilitate the creation of private
sector partnerships to pair companies that have volunteered excess factory
production capacity, the talents of their workforce and access to their raw
material supply chains with critical supply manufacturers who have the
expertise in producing PPE, ventilator and other needed equipment.

The creation of these partnerships to align capacity with know-how will



unleash the potential engine of our national private sector and help overcome
the supply shortfalls.

Allocation 
 
Allocation of critical resources based on data-informed decisions. These decisions will be
coordinated between the U.S. Government and the private sector.

FEMA is focusing its allocation of critical resources to highly impacted areas
experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19 transmission and the greatest
increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls, with consideration to the at-risk population
distribution across the Nation.

To more effectively adjudicate resources throughout the nation and private industry, a
National Resource Prioritization Cell was established to unify government and
private industry prioritization recommendations which will inform federal, state and
private sector operations. 

 

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 30, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and
COVID-Affected Areas
 
“This response isn’t just about delivering food or supporting COVID test centers. It’s about
protecting our children, parents, and grandparents. Our Nation is looking to the National
Guard to help them and we can’t let them down.” – Air Force Gen. Joseph Lengyel, Chief
of the National Guard Bureau
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
On March 29, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the entire country with an
opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like
staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more
than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people. The
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you
are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
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$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA, for some states’ use of their National Guard forces. The
President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces,
while being federally funded under Title 32.
 
FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning on Sunday, March 29, with
the first delivery of 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies including 130,000 N95
respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 10.3 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Additional flights are contracted
to go to Illinois today and to Ohio tomorrow. FEMA has scheduled additional flights and is
adding more daily.
 
Over the next 48 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (180) and Connecticut (50).
 
Twenty-seven states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
the Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance,
Defense Production Act, CDC Public Guidance, coping with stress, disinformation and
rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
 

# # #
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Wilson-Codega, Lily
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 30, 2020 at 12:10 AM EDT
To: Garza, Jeff, Formas, Stephanie
Cc:  Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Raghavan, Gautam, Powell,
Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike, Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow,
Michael, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

We	have	all	the	confirma/ons	and	compiling	them	+	elected	and	staff	contacts	into	a	spreadsheet	for
you	now
	

From:	"Garza,	Jeff"	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Date:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	at	9:09	PM
To:	Stephanie	Formas	<Stephanie.Formas@seaMle.gov>
Cc:	"Putney,	April"	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>,	Simon	Vila	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>,
"Wilson-Codega,	Lily"	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaMle.gov>,	"Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)"
<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)"	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>,	"Raghavan,
Gautam"	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>,	"Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)"
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>,	"HowleM	Browne,	Sierra"	<Sierra.HowleMBrowne@seaMle.gov>,
"Ike,	Ryan"	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>,	"Berkson,	Rachel"	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>,
"Morrow,	Michael"	<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>,	"brent.c.powell@gmail.com"
<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>,	"Kraman,	James"	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Hi	everyone,
	
Just	checking	back	in	so	our	security	team	is	aware	-	is	anyone	aMending	tomorrow?	Will	media	be
aMending?
	
Thanks
	
Jeff 	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	4:38	PM,	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaMle.gov>	wrote:

This message originated outside the organization. Please use caution with links and
attachments.

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	aMend	either.	I	will	defer	to	others	in	aMendance
coordina/ng	press	w/	the	Army	if	appropriate.
	
Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this	evening.
	
The	ini/al	arriving	instruc/ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of	CenturyLink	Field	Events
Center	parking	garage	located	at	330S	S	Royal	Brougham	Way,	SeaMle,	WA	98134.	Please
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note	that	you	are	with	the	Elected	Officials	Tour.		Proceed	to	the	glass	doors	and	staff	will
greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited	staff.
	
Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129
Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979
	
From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaMle.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaMle.gov>;	Ka/ms,
Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	HowleM	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.HowleMBrowne@seaMle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Berkson,
Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the	Exec	won't	be	able	to
make	it	tomorrow	morning.	Checking	with	our	Councilmembers	now.	
	
Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to	members	of	our	state
delegation.	
	
April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaMle.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@seaMle.gov>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	HowleM	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.HowleMBrowne@seaMle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;
Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com
<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
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Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
[EXTERNAL	Email	No/ce!	]	External	communica/on	is	important	to	us.	Be	cau/ous	of	phishing
aMempts.	Do	not	click	or	open	suspicious	links	or	aMachments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical	personnel	on
site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	awernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is
s/ll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	/me	to	keep	medical	equipment
sterile	from	visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate	as	appropriate
to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal	officials.
	
From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaMle.gov>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaMle.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	HowleM	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.HowleMBrowne@seaMle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;
Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@seaMle.gov>	wrote:

As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	/me	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to	local	elected
leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff
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<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and	James	Kramen
(Senior	Event	Manager)	from	CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the
loop.	
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>	wrote:

This message originated outside the organization.
Please use caution with links and attachments.

Good	awernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for
your	assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but
I	know	several	other	members	of	the	WA
delega/on	are	eager	to	par/cipate	as	well	but	I
know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck	have
conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have
flexibility	and	can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-
10:30	am	window,	I	know	their	teams	would
appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|
Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaMle.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	HowleM	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.HowleMBrowne@seaMle.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaMle.gov>;	Putney,	April
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<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over
the	last	few	days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there
has	been	some	interest	from	local,	state,	and
federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.	Per	our
discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would
be	the	most	appropriate	/me	as	the	facility	will
soon	become	unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army
personnel,	doctors,	and	pa/ents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	op/ons
available?	Poten/ally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30
â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help
coordinate	our	city/county	officials,	state	officials
and	federal	delega/on	between	those	two	op/ons.
Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would	recommend	any
limita/ons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only	to
allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social
distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaMle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaMle.gov
Facebook	|	TwiMer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-
NewsleMer
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Davidson, Lisa
Isolation and Quarantine Sites
April 04, 2020 at 8:43 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), travis.linares-hengen@mil.wa.gov, Lujan, Lewis (MIL), Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH), DOH-
ISOTF (DOH), SEOC44@mil.wa.gov, Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Simons, Matt C (DOH)
Cc:  Goudreau, Laura, Rice, Toby

Hi	All,
	
I	had	some	/me	to	pull	together	various	sources	today	and	digest	some	of	the	available
informa/on.	While	there	may	be	a	need	to	provide	addi/onal	guidance,	based	on	what	I’m	seeing
I	believe	it	may	be	in	the	taskforces	best	interest	to	focus	on	ge@ng	a	handle	on	the	sites	that	are
already	in	progress.	It	appears	that	there	are	thousands	of	beds	being	planned	and/or	operated
already	regardless	of	completed	guidance.	The	clear	gap	is	that	we	don’t	know	the	status	of	each
site.
	
Here’s	a	quick	summary	from	the	PA	non-congregate	approval	and	WA	Dept	of	Commerce	info:

2,684	beds	planned	across	Snohomish,	King,	Pierce,	and	Spokane	County	(PA)
1,170	beds	ready	by	3/31	statewide	(Commerce)
3,041	(cumula/ve)	beds	planned	statewide	by	4/15	(Commerce)

	
What	we	need	validity	on	is:

Opera/ng	status
Open,	scheduled	opening,	planning	in	progress,	etc.
Capacity
Occupancy

Staffing
Wrap	around	services
ShorXalls

	
Once	we	have	a	handle	on	the	status	of	these	sites	we	can	then	coordinate	across	the	spectrum
of	care	to	iden/fy	solu/ons	and	op/ons	for	addressing	shorXalls.
	
Thank	you,
Lisa Davidson
Ac/ng	Division	Director
FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery
(		(425)	487-4628,	desk
(		(202)	615-7465,	cell
*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and
reasonable	accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with
disabili?es.	To	request	a	disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Update_-_April_7,_2020
April 07, 2020 at 4:56 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 7, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) Response; FEMA Response Capacity; Strategic National Stockpile;
CDC Public Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Hydroxychloroquine/ Chloroquine;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; National Guard Activation (Title 32); Community-Based Testing
Sites; Defense Production Act; and Other Federal Response.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people are critical in the campaign to slow the virus’ spread and
keep high-risk populations safe. 
For updates and information on how to protect yourself, visit
www.coronavirus.gov.
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FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
While FEMA schedules daily flights, it does not have detailed visibility on PPE
amounts until the cargo is loaded.
As of April 6, 13 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Seven flights are scheduled to arrive today, 6 in Chicago and 1 in Los Angeles. 
This is the greatest number of air bridge flights in a single day since the start of
the program.
An additional 72 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots for effective response to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to
New York and Los Angeles County based on their requests.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

As of April 6, FEMA and HHS have provided or are currently shipping, 8,920
ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the Defense Department
to: Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150),
Guam (30), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (1,350), New York (4,400), Oregon (140), and
Washington (500).

Governor Brown of Oregon sent the state’s 140 ventilators directly to New
York.
Governor Inslee of Washington is returning 400 of the state’s 500 ventilators to



the SNS to be deployed to areas of greatest need.
Governor Newsom of California is sending 500 state-owned ventilators to
medical hotspots across the country through Emergency Management
Assistance Compacts (EMAC).
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; and a 250-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area.

Forty states, four territories and 24 tribes have issued stay-at-home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 8, 2020)
April 08, 2020 at 5:30 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 8, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference
Document for Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include
Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

§  FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety
of the American people.

§  FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying quantities, from the
global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

¨  The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply distributors
to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies into the country for
their respective customers.

¨  FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing
shipment time from weeks to days.

¨  FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is loaded.
¨  As of April 7,As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective equipment

(PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
¨  Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
¨  An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
¨  Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and

nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies
will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 

¨  FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the
country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future.

¨  Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers
within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50 percent is fed into

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.
¨  HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

§  Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and current
capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has adopted a process to
manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the
to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the Strategic
National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

§  Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the following data to
FEMA and HHS:

¨  Total medical/ hospital beds;
¨  Total acute care (ICU) beds;
¨  Normal occupancy;
¨  Predicted surge occupancy; and
¨  Number of ventilators available in your state.

§  This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first contract for
ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General Motors.

¨  GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000 ventilators to be
delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of August 2020, with a
production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132 ventilators by June 1, 2020.

¨  The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction to HHS
Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard to GM’s production
of ventilators on March 27.

¨  By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get the supplies
they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also ensuring that these
ventilators are routed through the Strategic National Stockpile to where they’re needed
most.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

§  Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
§  Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
§  Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
§  Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444, at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Davidson, Lisa
CONOPS Briefing on Coordination Task Force
To: Davidson, Lisa, Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Lujan, Lewis (MIL), Bailey, Danielle, Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), nicole.benardo@mil.wa.gov, Zerbe, Kevin (MIL), Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor
(MIL), Holt, Brett, lori.shultz@fema.dhs.gov, Stanley, Trevor, Jennifer.C.Chang@usace.army.mil, Granum, Nicolas, Giles, Terri, Zimmerman, Matthew
S (DOH), Cockrill, Jennifer (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Treadwell, Randy
(AGR), Michael.Riedy@usda.gov, Meghan.OHara@redcross.org, Rice, Toby, seoc42 (MIL), Dance, Rebecca, Harris, Gary, Allen, Tristan
(COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Miller, Clayton, Bova, Rebecca, Lofaro, Daniel, Abel, Bethny, McClain, Stacey (MIL), Ellis, Edward
D, Wood, Teresa, Everson, Suzanne (ACF), Simmons, T (DCYF)

Hi All – Sending on behalf of Travis Linares-Hengen, WAEMD Human Services Program
Supervisor.

Please join us for a concept of operations briefing on a taskforce in development. Tentatively
named the Washington Spectrum of Care (WASOC) Taskforce (taking nominations on
alternate names) the taskforce aims to:

MISSION The WASOC Multi-Agency Taskforce provides a structure for enhanced collaboration and
communication between agencies and ESFs supporting the State’s efforts to save and sustain lives
impacted by COVID-19.

OBJECTIVES

Provide consolidated information gathering and reporting on past, current, and future efforts.
Provide subject matter expert technical assistance to working groups.
Leverage resources and expertise in the delivery of care.
Support strategic planning and establish priorities for the WASOC.
Share best practices, lessons learned, and resources across workgroups, ESFs, and agencies.

A very rough draft of the conops is attached.

Thank you,
Lisa Davidson

Acting Division Director

FEMA Region X | Recovery

( (425) 487- 4628 , desk

( (202) 615-7465, cell

* HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov" lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region X is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its
services, programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact me at least
five working days in advance at (425) 487-4628 or Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Davidson, Lisa
RFIs and Courses of Action: WA Isolation and Quarantine Support Resource Request
To: Davidson, Lisa, Manner, Timothy, Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Giles, Terri, Abel, Bethny, Granum, Nicolas, Stanley, Trevor, Miller, Clayton, Bicanovsky, David, Holt, Brett, Fordice, Justin, Douglas
W (MIL), Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), kandi.petorak@gsa.gov, Cockrill, Jennifer (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Smart, John (DOHi), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS
Cc:  Keller, Charissa, Brockett, Michael, Goudreau, Laura, McClain, Stacey (MIL), Dance, Rebecca, john.fitzgibbon@gsa.gov, Everson, Suzanne (ACF), Weber, Douglas T
NWS, John.K.Leighow@usace.army.mil, Thomas.M.Brady@usace.army.mil, Williams, Roger D Jr CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Bailey, Danielle, Chang, Chia Pei J (Jennifer) CIV USARMY CENWD (USA), Parker, Angela M, Prediger, G Brian CIV USARMY CEHNC (USA), Royer, Corey, IMT7 Operations
(OS/ASPR), Kerschke, William, Rice, Toby, Harris, Gary, DOH-OSC2 (DOH)

Hi All – Thanks for participating in today’s initial planning meeting.

Please send your replies to HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov" lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov . A consolidated list will be provided prior to
tomorrows meeting.

Here are the RFIs and due outs for the Friday 3/20/20 12pm PST follow-up call:

Requests for Information (RFI) to State:

Regional vs. Individual Jurisdiction Approach – is the State’s intent to continue with processing this RRF for King County or does it intend to address
these needs in its regional planning approach?
Medical Team Capability – what is the capability that needs to be support by the RRF? Specifically, what is the anticipated number of patients and
acuity? This information will help inform the staffing needs vs. the current list of #’s by position
Quantity of Centers – given limitation on resources, what options are there to pursue a single facility vs. six?
Type of Center – fixed facility vs. soft sided structure
Status of Centers and requested line items:

Center Location (Address and/or
local jurisdiction)

Status (contracted,
in negotiations, etc.)

Facility type
(fixed, land,
soft-sided)

Capacity Operating Status (date
open or required,
current occupancy,
etc.)

Remaining
Requirements (are the
needs identified in the
RRF current)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Feeding – specific requirements, i.e. is the need delivery of resources, food preparations, volunteers/staff?
Associated needs – what is the plan for:

access and functional needs
mental health support in the centers
pet support (comfort/service/household)
security – of facility, for staff/patient safety, quarantine enforcement; is there a need for ESF13 support?

Due Outs for Federal Partners

Description of Agency/Program Capability to support – specific line items vs. entire mission
Estimated Timeline for execution
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Austin, JT (GOV)
Food Security Coordination Team conf call tomorrow
To: nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov

Hi	Nicolas,
Would	you	be	able	to	speak	to	what	FEMA	is	able	to	provide	with	regards	to	food	security?
Procurement,	funding,	reimbursement…?	On	the	FSCT	call	tomorrow?
And,	I	was	able	to	listen	in	to	the	last	15	mins	of	the	grocer	call	today	and	am	super	interested	in
listening	in	on	as	many	of	those	calls.
Thanks,
JT
	
JT	Aus'n	(she/her/hers)
COVID-19	Food	Security	&	Hunger	Relief	Response
Senior	Policy	Advisor	–	Natural	Resources	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Cell:	360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov	|	jt.aus_n@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica2ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: haps://coronavirus.wa.gov/ 				
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 3:42 PM EDT
To: Rossie, Camilla, McClain, Stacey (MIL), Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Perfect
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:37	PM
To:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Thanks	Casey.	I	wonâ€™t	put	you	on	the	agenda,	but	I	will	call	your	name	on	Roll	Call	so	they
know	the	governorâ€™s	office	is	represented.	Then,	if	the	Dme	is	right	during	the	Q&A	you	can
say	those	nice	words!	That	work?
	
All	the	best,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaDons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	12:27	PM
To:	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
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(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Great	news!
	
Camilla	â€“	we	are	happy	to	say	a	few	words	briefly,	but	I	donâ€™t	expect	weâ€™ll	have	much	to	say
except	for	our	graDtude	to	SBA	for	moving	expediDously	and	to	the	DelegaDon	for	their	help	on	our
declaraDon	request.	Up	to	you	on	whether	itâ€™s	worth	us	saying	that	or	not.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155
	
From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:21	PM
To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;
Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
All,
SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the
press	relief	today.
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM
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To:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	gesng	out	the	invitaDon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaDon	today,	so	great	Dming!	Please	let	me	know	if
you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaDons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	let	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sDll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaDon	we	should	have.
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Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaDms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaDms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaDms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaDons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anDcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesDon	is	resolved.
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Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Dme)	weâ€™re	hosDng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaDon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaDng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someDme	this	aternoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaDons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraDon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraDon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoDn,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kistas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counDes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counDes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaDlla
and	Wasco	counDes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
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FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	axached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaDon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaDon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	axached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaDon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaDon	AuthorizaDon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	axached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaDon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliDes	lisDng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

AddiDonal	InformaDon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uDlizing	our
regular	loan	products.

2)      If	you	have	an	exisDng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parDcipaDng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliDes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaDons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenDonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3)      In	addiDon	to	tradiDonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaDons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaDvely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiDonal	lender.	The	acDve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4)      SBA	parDally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hxps://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hxps://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater

https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/lender-match
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https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://idahosbdc.org/&data=02%7C01%7Cmark.costello@sba.gov%7C99e50391e3904d9e12a908d7c9f60348%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637199931470438543&sdata=9Vy/SDwtyCBDWDFGWe6lUAvsYGjyg0lGEXFKxFKN9aw=&reserved=0


Seaxle	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounDes
hxps://seaxle.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counDes.	hxps://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,
the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaxle
hxps://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the
Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hxps://wcwb.org/

	
5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaDon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniDes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous
contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaDon.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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Formas, Stephanie
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 12:31 AM EDT
To: Ike, Ryan, Holman, Sam (GOV), Lee, Tara (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY
76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer,
Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony, Apreza, Ernesto

Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	SeaHle	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	SeaHle	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or
Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisNcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	SeaHle	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sNll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is
best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry
to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of
SeaHle	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiNonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)
beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited
microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of
the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiNons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials
anNcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should
be	fully	operaNonal	within	a	week	of	gebng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuNve
Dow	ConstanNne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaHle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital
beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aHend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuNve	Dow	ConstanNne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
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WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaHle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaHle.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaHle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaHle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	aHend	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
below.	A	couple	quesNons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaHle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
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<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaHle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaHle.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisNcs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaHle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ARendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuNve	Dow	ConstanNne
SeaHle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SNll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaHle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecNng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucNon	will	begin	soon	+	SeaHle	may	see	addiNonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US

mailto:simon.vila@gov.wa.gov
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mailto:Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov


ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event
Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuNve
Dow	ConstanNne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaHle	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aHend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuNve	Dow	ConstanNne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaNve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaHle,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	SeaHle
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@seaHle.gov
Facebook	|	TwiHer	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-NewsleHer

	

mailto:stephanie.formas@seattle.gov
https://www.facebook.com/MayorJennyDurkan/
https://twitter.com/mayorjenny
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Holman, Sam (GOV)
Fwd: UPDATED: HAPPENING AT 1:30: Governor Inslee, Mayor Durkan, Executive Constantine join FEMA Region 10
Administrator Mike O’Hare and Brigadier General Doug Cherry To Discuss Deployment of Field Hospital at
CenturyLink Field Event Center
To: Brehmer, Savannah

Sam Holman 
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
C: (360) 790-4823 P: (360) 902-0636

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Lee, Tara (GOV)" <tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Date: March 28, 2020 at 11:33:15 AM PDT
To: "Apreza, Ernesto" <Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov>, "Vila, Simon (GOV)"
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>, "Holman, Sam (GOV)" <Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: RE:  UPDATED: HAPPENING AT 1:30: Governor Inslee, Mayor
Durkan, Executive Constantine join FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike
Oâ€™Hare and Brigadier General Doug Cherry To Discuss Deployment of Field
Hospital at CenturyLink Field Event Center

ï»¿
Thank	you,	Ernesto!
	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea7le.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	11:33	AM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	UPDATED:	HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuYve
ConstanYne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General
Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center
	
	
	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	11:14	AM
To:	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea7le.gov>
Subject:	UPDATED:	HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuYve
ConstanYne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General
Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center
	
UPDATED	WITH	WEBEX	INSTRUCTIONS	AND	NEW	RADIO	POOL	LEAD.

mailto:Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov


	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	ExecuDve
ConstanDne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike

Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss
Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	

	
SeaSle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King
County	ExecuYve	Dow	ConstanYne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at
CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th
Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea7le	to	staff	the	hospital,
which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a7end	via	WebEx.	Please	RSVP	to	ask	quesYonsâ€”instrucYons	included
below.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea7le	Channel.	
	
Sea7le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KIRO	Radio	will	serve	as	radio	pool
(hsco7@bonneville.com),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuYve	Dow	ConstanYne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.
Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea7le,	WAâ€¯
	
InstrucDons	for	WebEx

Register	here:
h7ps://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?
MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
Please	provide:	Name,	E-mail	address,	phone	number,	news	organizaYon.
The	conference	will	start	at	1:30	PM.
Press,	please	join	the	call	at	1:15	PM.	We	will	run	through	procedure	and	test	the
system	to	ensure	we	can	answer	your	quesYons	without	technical	issues.
	

InstrucDons	for	Q&A
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesYon,	you	must	log	in	to	the	teleconference	via	WebEx.	
We	will	not	be	taking	quesYons	via	phone.
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesYon,	please	RSVP.	Email:	Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov
and	please	include	your	name,	news	organizaYon	and	if	you	want	to	ask	a	quesYon.
We	will	control	muYng	from	our	system.	You	do	not	need	to	mute	yourself.
When	we	call	on	you,	announce	your	name	and	news	organizaYon.	Please	do	not
ask	if	we	can	hear	you.	If	your	quesYon	is	for	a	specific	person,	please	include	that
informaYon,	as	well.
For	ideal	audio	and	video	quality	download	the	Webex	MeeYngs	ApplicaYon.

https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
mailto:hscott@bonneville.com
https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov


If	you	are	unable	to	join	through	WebEx,	you	may	listen	in	via	phone:	+1-408-418-
9388,	Access	code:	263	676	232.

	
###

	
	



Sam Holman
Re: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 24, 2020 at 2:37 PM EDT
To: Soileau, Kennedy (HCA)
Cc:  Smith, Jaime (GOV), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-Bruce,
Shawna, danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov, Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Hi team,

Had to be pretty focused on yesterday’s address the last couple days, but ready to get this PSA off 
the ground here. An update:

1) I’ve sent a script option to get Macklemore’s sign off. (His team will be the one’s we hire to 
produce this, so wanted to make sure they are good with direction first.

2) His people didn’t think the “Dance off” idea was going to fly, so I sent an alternate idea. We 
may update some language based on yesterday’s announcement and the "Stay Home. Stay 
Healthy.” branding. That script is linked here: HYPERLINK 
"https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqY6dNu6Zcf7vkYKJHgiR8SwinP2KzSCmRkrZSerp_w/
edit?usp=sharing" PSA script google doc if you want to make comments. I’ve also attached as a 
PDF. (Note: For clarity in the script, Macklemore’s first name is Ben)

3) Once we have script close to signed off, I will start recruiting people to participate. My plan is 
to get each influencer to run through a version of the script that works for them. The only thing 
that will change are the person they are “staying home for” and any personal flare they add. The 
rest should be identical, which will give us a stand alone product for each person, but also allow us 
to create single video with many speakers cut together.

Our targeted influencers:
- Macklemore (Ben Haggerdy)
- Russell Wilson (and Ciara?)
- Pete Carrol
- Megan Rapino (and Sue Bird?)
- Brandi Carlyle
- Pearl Jam
- Ken Griffey Jr.
- Jordan Morris and or Steven Frei (Seattle Sounders)
- Mark Few (Gonzaga’s basketball coach)

We have direct or one bounce connections to everyone on this list.

4) We will hopefully shoot these by late this week/early next week.

WHAT I NEED FROM YOU:

1) Feedback on script - especially the recommended steps.

mailto:sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov
mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
mailto:james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov
mailto:Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org
mailto:shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org
mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqY6dNu6Zcf7vkYKJHgiR8SwinP2KzSCmRkrZSerp_w/edit?usp=sharing


2) Additional content asks we can try to produce with our influencers. What else would be useful?

If we move forward with this script concept, I plan to ask for stills of each participant holding up 
their video chat system and one of just them.

Thanks all,

Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
360-790-4823
HYPERLINK "mailto:sam.holman@gov.wa.gov" sam.holman@gov.wa.gov

On Mar 23, 2020, at 9:41 AM, Soileau, Kennedy (HCA) < HYPERLINK 
"mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov" kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov > wrote:

Hi	all,
Quick	update	–	we’ve	revised	the	language	to	remove	the	“stay	happy”	message.	Because	
this	is	a	stressful	@me	for	many	folks,	we	didn’t	want	to	come	off	as	out-of-touch	or	even	
condescending.	The	key	messages	now	are:	“Stay	home.	Stay	healthy.	Stay	informed.”

Next	steps	–	Laura	Blaske	and	I	are	working	with	the	ad	agency	that	is	leading	Spread	the	
Facts,	and	we	will	incorporate	the	“stay	home”	messaging	into	that	campaign.

Help	stop	the	spread	of	COVID-19.

Spread	the	facts.
Stay	home.	Everyone	should	stay	home	except	to	get	food,	care	for	a	rela@ve	or	
friend,	get	necessary	health	care,	or	go	to	an	essen@al	job.	(LINK	HERE	TO	MORE	
INFO.)
Stay	healthy.	If	you	must	go	out,	keep	at	least	6	feet	of	distance	from	other	
people.	(LINK	HERE	FOR	MORE	INFO.)
Stay	informed.	Stay	up	to	date	on	what	is	happening	in	Washington	State;	visit	this	
website	oWen.
Thanks!
–Kennedy
From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:46	PM	
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov"
Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov	>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)	<	HYPERLINK	
"mailto:james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov"	james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov	>;	Marchand,	Michael	
(HBE)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org"
Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org	>;	Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<	HYPERLINK	
"mailto:shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org"	shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org	>;	Holman,	
Sam	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov"	Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov	>;	'
HYPERLINK	"mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov"	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov	'	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov"	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov	>
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Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV"
Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV	>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	draWs
Importance:	High
Hi	all,
Please	review	the	ajached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges@ons	by	COB	
Monday,	March	23	.	Other	materials,	including	a	@p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	
Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the	agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	
infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.	More	to	come	on	that.
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:

· Infographics
· Digital	ads
· Partner	toolkit	resources
· Talking	points
· TV,	radio,	digital	adver@sing

Best,
Kennedy
Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communica@ons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

HYPERLINK	"hjp://www.hca.wa.gov/"

www.hca.wa.gov
HYPERLINK	
"hjps://www.hca.wa.gov/about-
hca/connect-us"

mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV
http://www.hca.wa.gov/
file:///var/folders/ks/f1393pzn6glbd957wp2p99140000gn/T/com.firmshell.msgconverterpro/msg_dir_516991463./
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/connect-us


Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov

Hello Team,

Please note Coordinate Team name change (need all the positive framing we can get these days). Let me know if you have a strong objection to the change.

Please continue to send me suggestions for team member additions so that I may add accordingly. Continue to forward to staff leads, as you deem appropriate
until I get the list updated.

These meetings are scheduled twice a week, Mondays and Thursdays, through the end of June. The situation, as you well know, is fluid so the team makeup
and team outcomes may change over the course of time and as per direction of Incident Command.

Please send agenda items by noon the day before each conference call.

Please contact me directly in between conference calls to highlight and discuss Hot Button issues that require elevation and/or immediate attention.

Your input on how these coordination calls go, the content, follow up, membership, etc., is extremely valuable. Please send concerns, ideas, and feedback to me
directly.

Take good care. Talk soon.

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MEETING #1 INFORMATION

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Austin, JT (GOV)

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 11:51 AM

To: Austin, JT (GOV); Rains, Katie (AGR); Connelly, Leslie (OFM); Sheffels, Evan (AGR); Wilson, Morgan (GOV);
leanne.eko@k12.wa.us<mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us>; Barkley, Wendy; babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov<mailto:babette.roberts@dshs.wa.gov>

Cc: Baumgart, Jim (GOV); Katims, Casey (GOV); Voris, Molly (GOV); Thompson, Maddy (GOV); Sandison, Derek (AGR); Butler, Laura (AGR); Eads, Kim
(AGR); Emmans, Gene (AGR); Fuller, Steve (AGR); Evans, Rayanna (OFM)

Subject: COVID-19 Food Insecurity/Hunger Coordination Conference Call

When: Monday, March 16, 2020 1:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).

Where: 888-287-7315 Mtg ID: 3155376 Host(JT) 2929#

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


Importance: High

Hello Team,

Please forward this conference call to appropriate state leads and staff.

I have been asked to serve as the Governor’s office Coordinator for Food Insecurity/Hunger Issues.

Please note I have had to push this conference back to 1 PM as I have a meeting with our Chief of Staff at 12 noon on a related food/ag issue.

I look forward to meeting you all and doing good work!

Best,

JT

JT Austin

Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources | Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov<http://www.governor.wa.gov/> | jt.austin@gov.wa.gov<mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov>

<inline attachment not shown><https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov><inline attachment not shown><https://twitter.com/GovInslee><inline attachment not
shown><https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets>[instagram-signature]<https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/>[medium-signature]
<https://medium.com/wagovernor><inline attachment not shown><https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new>

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure, pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

AGENDA

Welcome and Introductions

Identification of Agency Leads and Additional Partners Discuss “Chain of Command” and Points of Contact Identification of Immediate Actions, assign leads
Identification of Longer-Term Actions, assign leads Establish Daily Coordination Calls

DRAFT List of Issues for Discussion (will be edited as we go)

Mobilize Large-scale Restaurant Food Rescue Operation:  assign small ad-hoc team, discuss coordination with hospitality association, county EDC’s,
transportation, communications

                Repack household size food items, deliver to local hunger relief organizations

COVID-19 SNAP Requests

                Get purchasing power to low income people on SNAP so they can purchase food and acquire rations during quarantine

                                Suspend implementation of ABAWD rule that is scheduled to go into effect 4/1

                                Provide additional months benefit early to allow for additional purchases

                                Increase the monthly benefit and expand eligibility to reduce reliance on overwhelmed food banks FUNDING Funding for temporary
staffing to a) offset a depleted volunteer base (hunger relief significantly relies on senior volunteers who are showing up in reduced numbers due to their
vulnerability to COVID-19) b) begin providing mobile market and home delivery for low-income infected and/or otherwise quarantined people unable to
access food through other means; Funding for packing and re-packing supplies to a) pack food into self-contained boxes to give clients in open air
environments to reduce person-to-person contact and b) to repack bulk commodities from OSPI/USDA for distribution in household sizes.

     *   Anecdotal – the largest food bank in Snohomish Count spent $5,000 on 3/12 to purchase thousands of bags so that they could maintain food distribution
with pre-packed food bags.  Many other large food banks are making similar purchases to keep food flowing to low-income people; most of these organizations
have reserves that can support these purchases for a short-time, but this pandemic is expected to take a huge toll on businesses, including the nonprofit sector,
and government support will be needed to ensure that food continues to flow in the coming weeks and months.



Funding for sanitation supplies* – hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, increased professional cleaning services, hand washing stations, gloves, etc.

Funding for distribution costs – including leasing refrigerated vehicles, fuel, insurance, etc. to enable more food-safe home deliveries and mobile distribution
units.

Additional funding to purchase food as donations dwindle due to social distancing and an increased number of quarantined people.

How National Declaration impacts funding and actions

                Communications with USDA



McBurney, Brandon J
RE: FEMA Region 10 Weekly Grocer Supply Chain Call - Food Bank Box Donation
April 01, 2020 at 1:40 PM EDT
To: Treadwell, Randy (AGR)
Cc:  Temple, Jeffery P, Hoffmann, Matt R, Potter, Thomas A, Coine, Jerad I, Allen, Tristan (COM), Holt,
Brett, Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Austin, JT (GOV), Sandison, Derek (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Capper, Patrick (AGR), Ferrante, Jason (AGR), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Coyle, Erin (AGR)

Randy	and	team:
	
Just	following	up	with	this	from	last	week.			Are	the	foodbanks	s;ll	needing	these?	If	so,	let	me	know
and	we	can	arrange	transporta;on.
	
	
	
Thank	you,
	
Brandon	McBurney
	
Senior	Supply	Chain	Manager	Chehalis
Kroger	Logis;cs	Fred	Meyer
	
360-740-6609	Office
310-386-4730	Cell
	
From:	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	4:21	PM
To:	McBurney,	Brandon	J	<brandon.mcburney@kroger.com>
Cc:	Temple,	Jeffery	P	<jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com>;	Hoffmann,	Mab	R
<mab.hoffmann@kroger.com>;	Pober,	Thomas	A	<thomas.pober@kroger.com>;	Coine,	Jerad	I
<jerad.coine@kroger.com>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Holt,	Breb
<Breb.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Aus;n,	JT	(GOV)
<jt.aus;n@gov.wa.gov>;	Sandison,	Derek	(AGR)	<DSandison@agr.wa.gov>;	Eads,	Kim	(AGR)
<KEads@agr.wa.gov>;	Rains,	Ka;e	(AGR)	<KRains@agr.wa.gov>;	Capper,	Patrick	(AGR)
<PCapper@agr.wa.gov>;	Ferrante,	Jason	(AGR)	<JFerrante@agr.wa.gov>;	Sheffels,	Evan	(AGR)
<ESheffels@agr.wa.gov>;	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	FEMA	Region	10	Weekly	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call	-	Food	Bank	Box	Dona;on
	
**	[EXTERNAL	EMAIL]:	Do	not	click	links	or	open	abachments	unless	you	recognize	the	sender	and	know	the	content	is
safe.	**

Hi	Brandon,
	
Thanks	so	much	for	reaching	out	and	for	your	extremely	generous	offer.		I	am	including	on	this	email
members	of	the	Food	Security	Coordina;on	Team	which	is	co-chaired	by	JT	Aus;n	with	the	Governor’s
Office	and	Ka;e	Rains	with	WA	Dept.	of	Agriculture	Food	Assistance	Program.			The	WSDA	Food
Assistance	Program	is	managed	by	Kim	Eads,	who	I	have	also	included	on	this	email	for	her	awareness.	
The	Food	Security	Coordina;on	Team	is	coordina;ng	dona;on	of	goods	and	services	related	to	the
support	of	food	assistance	and	security	and	will	be	able	to	provide	further	guidance	as	to	the	logis;cs
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around	areas	of	need,	delivery,	etc.
	
Once	again,	thank	you	for	reaching	out	so	proac;vely	on	this	and	your	willingness	to	support	this
important	effort.
	
-Randy			-Erin
	
Randy	J.	Treadwell,	MPH
Program	Manager	|	Rapid	Response	&	Emergency	Management
Washington	State	Department	of	Agriculture
509-413-3739
rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov
 

	
From:	McBurney,	Brandon	J	[mailto:brandon.mcburney@kroger.com]	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	3:35	PM
To:	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>;	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Cc:	Temple,	Jeffery	P	<jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com>;	Hoffmann,	Mab	R
<mab.hoffmann@kroger.com>;	Pober,	Thomas	A	<thomas.pober@kroger.com>;	Coine,	Jerad	I
<jerad.coine@kroger.com>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Holt,	Breb
<Breb.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Region	10	Weekly	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call	-	Food	Bank	Box	Dona;on
	
Randy/Erin,
	
Following	up	from	today’s	FEMA	Region	10	call,	there	was	a	request	for	boxes	to	support	the
Washington	Food	Banks.			Kroger	and	Fred	Meyer	are	happy	to	help	assist	the	local	food	banks	with	a
solu;on	for	their	needs.	
	
We	have	plas;c	totes	that	are	u;lized	for	piece	pick	and	smaller	items	that	can	be	toted	and	sent	to	the
stores.		The	stores	unload	the	product	and	send	the	totes	back	to	the	DC.		Over	;me	they	get	worn	and
no	longer	are	within	the	life	cycle.		They	may	have	a	crack	in	them	or	the	tote	lid	won’t	close	or	you
can’t	zip	;e	it,	etc.			We	normally	send	these	to	a	grind	facility	but	we	would	be	more	than	happy	to
donate	these	totes	for	use	at	our	Food	Banks.
	
We	have	a	total	of	60	pallets	around	3000	totes.		2	truckloads.		How	would	you	like	proceed	on	gemng
these	to	the	food	bank?		If	need	be,	we	can	transport	these	to	a	central	loca;on?			Just	let	us	know
when	and	where	and	we	can	make	this	happen	quickly.	
	
	
Thank	you,
	
Brandon	McBurney
	
Senior	Supply	Chain	Manager	Chehalis
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
COVID-19_Federal_Response_Efforts_Continue
March 26, 2020 at 2:03 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 26, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
Sixteen states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain
at-risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
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support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New York, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with
additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and
additional supplies are en route to these designated areas. The U.S. Navy hospital ship
Mercy is en route and expected to be operational by April 1 to support Los Angeles with
additional hospital beds and medical staff. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is expected
to be operational by April 4 to support New York City. FEMA issued a $350 million
Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care
facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Pandemic: Purchase and Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance
April 14, 2020 at 6:28 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 14, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Purchase and Distribution of Food EligiblePurchase and Distribution of Food Eligible
for Public Assistancefor Public Assistance
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary as an
emergency protective measure to provide food to meet the immediate needs
of those who do not have access to food and to protect the public from the
spread of the virus. On April 11, 2020, FEMA issued a new policy that
addresses the purchase and distribution of food eligible for Public Assistance
funding under emergency and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19
pandemic. 

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments with the legal responsibility for protecting
life, public health and safety are eligible applicants for assistance related to the purchase and
distribution of food.  

SLTT applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and distribute food
when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In these cases, Public Assistance funding is provided to the legally responsible government
entity, which would then reimburse the private organization for services under the agreement
or contract.

All costs must be reasonable and are subject to standard Public Assistance program eligibility
and other federal requirements, as well as the prevailing cost-share requirement for the
respective COVID-19 emergency or major disaster declaration. 

This form of assistance is time-limited with additional information outlined in the policy.

FEMA will engage with interagency partners, including the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, to ensure this assistance does not duplicate other available assistance.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Joint_FEMA-CBP_Statement_on_Export_of_Critical_PPE
April 08, 2020 at 3:28 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the statement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding a statement on the export of critical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  

 
April 8, 2020
 

COVID-19 Update
 
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
 
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.
 
FEMA and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are working together to prevent
domestic brokers, distributors, and other intermediaries from diverting these critical
medical resources overseas. To accomplish this, CBP will detain shipments of the PPE
specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA determines whether to return the
PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on behalf of the United States;
or, allow it to be exported.
 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
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To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_Important_Message_on_Essential_Financial_S ervices_Sector_Workers_–_From_
U.S._Treasury_Secretary_Mnuchin
March 22, 2020 at 7:13 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

On behalf of U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin, please see an important message
regarding financial service sector guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public
health and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
A message from U.S. Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Critical
Infrastructure Protection David B. Lacquement:
 
Workers across the financial services sector play an important role in supporting the
American people and our Nation’s economy.  Consistent with the need to ensure access for
essential financial services workers, Secretary Mnuchin issued the attached memorandum. 
This memorandum points to guidelines from the President and the Department of
Homeland Security, which provides guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public health
and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
Everyone should follow guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as
well as State and local officials regarding strategies to limit disease spread.  We are
dedicated to working closely with all of you to ensure the safety of the workforce and
ensure the continued operations of the financial services sector in support of our Nation’s
economy.
 
Thank you for your continued support.

 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov


# # #

Financial Services Sector Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
CISA-Guidance-on-Essential-Critical-Infrastructure-Workers-1-20-508c.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Dance, Rebecca
RE: CONOPS Briefing on Coordination Task Force
March 25, 2020 at 4:47 PM EDT
To: Davidson, Lisa, Travis.Linares-Hengen@mil.wa.gov, Lewis.Lujan@mil.wa.gov, Bailey,
Danielle, jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, kevin.zerbe@mil.wa.gov, Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov, Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov, Holt,
Brett, Stanley, Trevor, Jennifer.C.Chang@usace.army.mil, Granum, Nicolas, Giles,
Terri, matthew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov, Cockrill, Jennifer
(OS/ASPR/EMMO), rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov, Michael.Riedy@usda.gov, Meghan.OHara@redcross.org, Rice,
Toby, seoc42@mil.wa.gov, Harris, Gary, tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov, Richeson, Jonathan, Miller, Clayton, Bova,
Rebecca, Lofaro, Daniel, Abel, Bethny, McClain, Stacey, Ellis, Edward D, Wood, Teresa, Everson, Suzanne
(ACF), t.simmons@dcyf.wa.gov, Schultz, Lori, Coyle, Erin (AGR), Treadwell, Randy
(AGR), mbuswell@agr.wa.gov, patricia.Wright@hud.gov, Gilbert, Franchesca, Kathy.lofy@doh.wa.gov
Cc:  Salstrom, Eve, Banez, Elpidio, Keller, Charissa

Mee#ng	minutes	a-ached.		I	have	also	a-ached	the	contact	list,	the	distro	list	is	also	included	in	the	minutes	for
ease	of	review.
	
Thank	you.
	
Rebecca
	
Rebecca	Dance
FEMA Region X – Response Program Assistant
Desk: 425-487-2151
 
	
-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	Davidson,	Lisa	<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	24,	2020	6:34	PM
To:	Davidson,	Lisa;	Travis.Linares-Hengen@mil.wa.gov;	Lewis.Lujan@mil.wa.gov;	Bailey,	Danielle;
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov;	kevin.zerbe@mil.wa.gov;	Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov;
Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov;	Holt,	Bre-;	Stanley,	Trevor;	Jennifer.C.Chang@usace.army.mil;	Granum,	Nicolas;
Giles,	Terri;	ma-hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov;	Cockrill,	Jennifer	(OS/ASPR/EMMO);	rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov;
Michael.Riedy@usda.gov;	Meghan.OHara@redcross.org;	Rice,	Toby;	seoc42@mil.wa.gov;	Dance,	Rebecca;
Harris,	Gary;	tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov;	Richeson,	Jonathan;	Miller,	Clayton;	Bova,	Rebecca;	Lofaro,
Daniel;	Abel,	Bethny;	McClain,	Stacey;	Ellis,	Edward	D;	Wood,	Teresa;	Everson,	Suzanne	(ACF);
t.simmons@dcyf.wa.gov;	Schultz,	Lori
Cc:	Salstrom,	Eve;	Banez,	Elpidio
Subject:	CONOPS	Briefing	on	Coordina#on	Task	Force
When:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	11:00	AM-11:30	AM	(UTC-08:00)	Pacific	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	Conference	Line	(720)	279-0026	PIN	786305
	

Hi	All	–	Sending	on	behalf	of	Travis	Linares-Hengen,	WAEMD	Human	Services
Program	Supervisor.
	
Please	join	us	for	a	concept	of	opera#ons	briefing	on	a	taskforce	in
development.	Tenta#vely	named	the	Washington	Spectrum	of	Care	(WASOC)
Taskforce	(taking	nomina#ons	on	alternate	names)	the	taskforce	aims	to:
	
M I S S I O NM I S S I O N  The WASOC MulI-Agency Taskforce provides a structure for enhanced
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collaboraIon and communicaIon between agencies and ESFs supporIng the State’s
efforts to save and sustain lives impacted by COVID-19.
  
O B J E C T I V E SO B J E C T I V E S

Provide consolidated informaIon gathering and reporIng on past, current, and
future efforts.
Provide subject maZer expert technical assistance to working groups.
Leverage resources and experIse in the delivery of care.
Support strategic planning and establish prioriIes for the WASOC.
Share best pracIces, lessons learned, and resources across workgroups, ESFs, and
agencies.

	
A	very	rough	drah	of	the	conops	is	a-ached.
	
Thank	you,
Lisa Davidson
Ac#ng	Division	Director
FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery
(		(425)	487-4628,	desk
(		(202)	615-7465,	cell
*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and	reasonable
accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with	disabili?es.	To	request	a
disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or	Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Interim_Guidance_for_Implementing_Safety _Practices_for_Critical_Infrastructure_W
orkers_Who_May_Have_Had_Exposure_to_a_Pe rson_with_Suspected_or_Confirmed_COVID-19
April 09, 2020 at 11:11 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the update below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers
who may have been exposed to COVID-19.
 

 
 
 
April 9, 2020
 

CISA Update
 
Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to COVID-19
 
Partners, 
  
Please find below an important update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regarding the
continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers who
may have been exposed to COVID-19. These two important informational products include
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers
Who May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19 and a
quick reference of the Do’s and Don’ts for employers and employees related to COVID-19
exposures.
 
While the Interim Guidance specifically calls attention to critical infrastructure workers
serving in the specific capacities and functions, as below, the guidance can apply to all
critical infrastructure workers with the exception of Healthcare Providers who are covered
under separate guidance.
 

Federal, state, & local law enforcement
911 call center employees
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Fusion Center employees
Hazardous material responders from the government and the private sector
Janitorial staff and other custodial staff
Workers – including contracted vendors – in food and agriculture, critical
manufacturing, informational technology, transportation, energy and government
facilities

 
Employers should implement the recommendations in the Interim Guidance for Businesses
and Employers, to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019, to help prevent and
slow the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
 
Please continue to monitor the CDC website for the most current medical guidance.
 
 

# # #

CDC_CISA_Flyer_Essential_Critical_Workers_Dos_and_Donts_COVID19.pdf
CDC_CISA_Interim_Guidance_Critical_Workers_Safety_Practices_COVID19.pdf
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To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 29, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-
19 Response
 
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical,
and military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative
presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and
limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or
postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance
themselves from other people. For the latest updates and information on how to protect
yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
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reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for
states’ use of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests
from Florida, Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.
The President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard
forces, while being federally funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the
additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators.
FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributers in various locations across the United States. Movement of supplies began on
Saturday, March 28. The first flight will arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal
protection equipment (PPE) supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face
masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with
stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector.
 

# # #
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Wilson-Codega, Lily
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 30, 2020 at 12:55 AM EDT
To: Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Morrow, Michael, Formas, Stephanie, Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Raghavan, Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike,
Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Hi	Jeff,
	
The	*me	they	have	confirmed	for	is	listed	in	the	last	column	on	the	spreadsheet.		Feel	free	to	give	me	a
call	on	my	cell	at	(206)	255-8707	if	you	have	any	ques*ons.
	

From:	"Garza,	Jeff"	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Date:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	at	9:52	PM
To:	"Wilson-Codega,	Lily"	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>
Cc:	"Morrow,	Michael"	<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>,	Stephanie	Formas
<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>,	"Putney,	April"	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>,	Simon	Vila
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>,	"Ka*ms,	Casey	(GOV)"	<casey.ka*ms@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)"	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>,	"Raghavan,	Gautam"
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>,	"Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)"
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>,	"HowleX	Browne,	Sierra"	<Sierra.HowleXBrowne@seaXle.gov>,
"Ike,	Ryan"	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>,	"Berkson,	Rachel"	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>,
"brent.c.powell@gmail.com"	<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>,	"Kraman,	James"
<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thank	you.	Do	we	know	which	session	they	will	be	aXending?	Or	is	it	either	one?
	
Jeff 	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	9:45	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>
wrote:

This message originated outside the organization. Please use caution with links and
attachments.

Confirma*ons	compiled	and	aXached.
	
Thank	you!
	

From:	"Morrow,	Michael"	<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>
Date:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	at	9:17	PM
To:	"Garza,	Jeff"	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Stephanie	Formas	<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>,	"Putney,	April"
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<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>,	Simon	Vila	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson-
Codega,	Lily"	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>,	"Ka*ms,	Casey	(GOV)"
<casey.ka*ms@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)"
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>,	"Raghavan,	Gautam"
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>,	"Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)"
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>,	"HowleX	Browne,	Sierra"
<Sierra.HowleXBrowne@seaXle.gov>,	"Ike,	Ryan"	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>,
"Berkson,	Rachel"	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>,	"brent.c.powell@gmail.com"
<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>,	"Kraman,	James"	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Our	security	team	is	aware	and	ready.		

Mike	Morrow
Managing	Director	of	Security	
SeaXle	Seahawks	|	CenturyLink	Field	|	VMAC

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	9:09	PM,	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

Hi	everyone,
	
Just	checking	back	in	so	our	security	team	is	aware	-	is	anyone	aXending
tomorrow?	Will	media	be	aXending?
	
Thanks
	
Jeff 	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	4:38	PM,	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>	wrote:

This message originated outside the organization. Please use
caution with links and attachments.

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	aXend	either.	I	will	defer
to	others	in	aXendance	coordina*ng	press	w/	the	Army	if
appropriate.
	
Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this
evening.
	
The	ini*al	arriving	instruc*ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of



CenturyLink	Field	Events	Center	parking	garage	located	at	330S	S
Royal	Brougham	Way,	SeaXle,	WA	98134.	Please	note	that	you
are	with	the	Elected	Officials	Tour.		Proceed	to	the	glass	doors
and	staff	will	greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited	staff.
	
Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129
Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979
	
From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>;	Vila,
Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>;	Ka*ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka*ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	HowleX
Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.HowleXBrowne@seaXle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com;
Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the
Exec	won't	be	able	to	make	it	tomorrow	morning.
Checking	with	our	Councilmembers	now.	
	
Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to
members	of	our	state	delegation.	
	
April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,
Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>;	Ka*ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka*ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
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<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	HowleX
Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.HowleXBrowne@seaXle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com
<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
[EXTERNAL	Email	No*ce!	]	External	communica*on	is	important	to	us.	Be
cau*ous	of	phishing	aXempts.	Do	not	click	or	open	suspicious	links	or
aXachments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working
with	medical	personnel	on	site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a
tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	awernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment
will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is	s*ll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the
most	appropriate	*me	to	keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from
visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams
coordinate	as	appropriate	to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,
state,	and	federal	officials.
	
From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>;
Ka*ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka*ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,
Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY
76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	HowleX	Browne,
Sierra	<Sierra.HowleXBrowne@seaXle.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
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CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-Codega@seaXle.gov>	wrote:

As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	*me	happy	to	coordinate
outreach	to	local	elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,
Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of
Security)	and	James	Kramen	(Senior
Event	Manager)	from	CenturyLink
Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11
PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>
wrote:

This message originated
outside the organization.
Please use caution with
links and attachments.

Good	awernoon,	all,
and	thanks	very	much
for	your	assistance.
	
Congresswoman
Jayapal	is	free	all
morning,	but	I	know
several	other	members
of	the	WA	delega*on
are	eager	to	par*cipate
as	well	but	I	know	at
least	Reps.	Larsen	and
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Heck	have	conflicts	in
the	late	morning.	If	you
have	flexibility	and	can
arrange	for	one	tour	in
the	9-10:30	am
window,	I	know	their
teams	would
appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan
(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.
Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House
Office	Building	|
Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|
jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@seaXle.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,
2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	HowleX	Browne,
Sierra
<Sierra.HowleXBrowne@seaXle.gov>;
Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;
Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;
Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;
Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@seaXle.gov>;
Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,
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State	and	Federal
Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I
appreciate	all	your
support	over	the	last	few
days.		As	we	discussed
yesterday,	there	has
been	some	interest	from
local,	state,	and	federal
officials	do	a	tour	of	the
hospital.	Per	our
discussion,	it	seems	like
tomorrow	morning
would	be	the	most
appropriate	*me	as	the
facility	will	soon	become
unavailable	for	anyone
but	Army	personnel,
doctors,	and	pa*ents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could
make	two	tour	op*ons
available?	Poten*ally
from	10:45	-11:30	and
11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the
folks	copied	here,	we	can
help	coordinate	our
city/county	officials,
state	officials	and	federal
delega*on	between
those	two	op*ons.	Also,
keep	up	posted	if	you
would	recommend	any
limita*ons	such	as	no
media	or	principals	only
to	allow	a	minimal
footprint	and
appropriate	social
distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if
thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
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<Confirma*ons	Field	Hospital	Tour	3.30.20	xlsx.xlsx>
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Goudreau, Laura
FW: PA - Question on reimbursable costs
March 31, 2020 at 4:18 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Cc:  David Csernak HHS, Rice, Toby

Jim,

Per the question you asked, the answer is below on eligibility.

-Laura

Laura Goudreau

Mobile: (425) 205-1639

laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

From: Bova, Rebecca 
Sent: Tuesday, March 31, 2020 1:05 PM
To: Goudreau, Laura 
Cc: Stanley, Trevor ; Miller, Clayton ; Urbas, Gary ; Holmes, jonathan ; Pritchett jr, Jackie 
Subject: RE: PA - Question on reimbursable costs

Hi Laura,

I got a response back regarding the staffing and materials costs for the meal distribution.
Unfortunately, unless a jurisdiction has a legal responsibility to provide food under limited
Category B measures, we consider these costs as ineligible. This includes the costs of the work
being performed by title 32, DOC, or otherwise. Food banks are typically under the jurisdiction of
certain Private Non-profits and a restocking of their food supply is not eligible. At the moment
grocery stores are open with no shortage in food supply.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thank you,

Rebecca Bova

mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
mailto:david.csernak@hhs.gov
mailto:Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Emergency Management Specialist

DHS – FEMA Region 10

Email: HYPERLINK "mailto:Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov" Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov

Cell: 425.381.0650

From: Goudreau, Laura 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Bova, Rebecca ; FEMA-R10-PA-Policy-COVID19 
Cc: Stanley, Trevor ; Miller, Clayton ; Urbas, Gary ; Holmes, jonathan 
Subject: RE: PA - Question on reimbursable costs

Thank you!

Laura Goudreau

Mobile: (425) 205-1639

laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

From: Bova, Rebecca 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Goudreau, Laura ; FEMA-R10-PA-Policy-COVID19 
Cc: Stanley, Trevor ; Miller, Clayton ; Urbas, Gary ; Holmes, jonathan 
Subject: RE: PA - Question on reimbursable costs

Thanks Laura. We’ll take a look and get back to you!

Rebecca Bova
Emergency Management Specialist

DHS – FEMA Region 10

Email: HYPERLINK "mailto:Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov" Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov

Cell: 425.381.0650

mailto:Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
mailto:Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov


From: Goudreau, Laura 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9:57 AM
To: Bova, Rebecca ; FEMA-R10-PA-Policy-COVID19 
Cc: Stanley, Trevor ; Miller, Clayton ; Urbas, Gary ; Holmes, jonathan 
Subject: RE: PA - Question on reimbursable costs

They are asking about the staffing costs and also the cost of boxes used in the breaking down of
the USDA food shipment into individual meals.

Laura Goudreau

Mobile: (425) 205-1639

laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

From: Bova, Rebecca 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9:50 AM
To: Goudreau, Laura ; FEMA-R10-PA-Policy-COVID19 
Cc: Stanley, Trevor ; Miller, Clayton ; Urbas, Gary ; Holmes, jonathan 
Subject: RE: PA - Question on reimbursable costs

Thank you, Laura. I’m forwarding the question to our policy team to look into further.

Clarifying question: Are they asking if the labor costs of the work performed by the Dept. Of
Corrections and National Guard is reimbursable for the food distribution work they are doing or if
the actual food costs to the state and non-profit pantries are reimbursable?

Thank you,

Rebecca Bova
Emergency Management Specialist

DHS – FEMA Region 10

Email: HYPERLINK "mailto:Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov" Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov

Cell: 425.381.0650

From: Goudreau, Laura 

http://www.fema.gov/
mailto:Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov


Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9:32 AM
To: Bova, Rebecca 
Subject: PA - Question on reimbursable costs

Good morning Rebecca,

Question posed by the state re: reimbursable costs under emergency protective measures. Looking
for guidance regarding corrections and national guard being utilized for assisting with food
distribution. I’ve included the background in the email below for additional information. They will
be putting together boxes of food and providing to food banks for further distribution into the
community due to the increase from the shelter in place order.

Thanks,

Laura

Laura Goudreau

Mobile: (425) 205-1639

laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency
HYPERLINK "http://www.fema.gov/" fema.gov

From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 9:23 AM
To: McClain, Stacey 
Cc: Snell, Nona (OFM) ; Hesse, Regan (MIL) ; Goudreau, Laura 
Subject: RE: Food bank box locations and supply order

Yes, I am in the loop on this.

As you and I discussed on Friday, this is a bit of a hybrid model. Traditionally, we would request
counties to determine the need, resource internally, and then request state support as necessary.
Regrettably, this model doesn’t really work in food distribution without getting a checkerboard
across the state. As WSDA runs the statewide program to county food banks, they are requesting a
statewide solution. The congressional delegation unanimously supported this with a hard push on
USDA to supply food.

I’m not certain we need a DOH or HCA approval of a necessary public health measure for food
distribution; however, it is a good idea to ask FEMA their thoughts if this is an expense that can be
cost shared as part of a federally declared disaster in response to COVID as a result of the “stay

http://www.fema.gov/


home, stay safe” orders as well as previous social distancing measures.

Laura Goudreau is checking with Region X about how this fits in costs sharing models.

Sincerely,

Jim

JIM BAUMGART

Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov" Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov"  HYPERLINK

"https://twitter.com/GovInslee"  HYPERLINK "https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets"

 HYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/"  HYPERLINK

"https://medium.com/wagovernor"  HYPERLINK
"https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new"

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

From: McClain, Stacey (MIL) 
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3:43 PM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) 
Subject: FW: Food bank box locations and supply order
Importance: High

Jim,

Are you in the loop with this request? Did we figure out who was paying for this?

Stacey

From: seoc122 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 3:15 PM
To: Treadwell, Randy (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov"
RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov >; Coyle, Erin (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov"
ECoyle@agr.wa.gov >; seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov"
seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov"

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new
mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov
mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov
mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov
mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov


seoc84@mil.wa.gov >
Subject: FW: Food bank box locations and supply order
Importance: High

Randy,

We are currently looking over these requests as we get guidance from our policy group. Before we
can proceed we either the Health Care Authority or the Department of Health to determine that the
mission of the food banks fill an immediate and pressing public health need. We will ask DOH to
make this decision, although we will need you to clarify that all the food banks are either non-
profit or local government entities. As I understand it, if the food banks that will be receiving the
supplies are non-profit entities this may fall under that category of reimbursable expenses (75%
Federal, 25% State), if this is determined to not be a reimbursable expense due to federal
guidelines then OFM would need to make a determination as to whether or not the State wants to
assume this expense.

From: Treadwell, Randy (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov"
RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov > 
Sent: Sunday, March 29, 2020 2:17 PM
To: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov >; seoc83
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc122 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Coyle, Erin (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov" ECoyle@agr.wa.gov > 
Subject: Food bank box locations and supply order
Importance: High

Hello All,

Just following up on this email below. We’d like to confirm and close the loop on:

1. Resource WA-202032516598 is being distributed to two locations that are specified below.
2. Would like to receive the tracking number for confirmation of the large food bank supply

order that was submitted yesterday at 1748 hours (attached again for reference).

Thanks,

-Randy

Randy J. Treadwell, MPH

Program Manager | Rapid Response & Emergency Management

Washington State Department of Agriculture

509-413-3739

HYPERLINK "mailto:rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov" rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov
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From: Coyle, Erin (AGR) 
Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2020 7:41 PM
To: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov >; seoc83
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; Nigh, Ken (DOC) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV" knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV > 
Cc: Austin, JT (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov" jt.austin@gov.wa.gov >;
Treadwell, Randy (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov"
RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov >; Rains, Katie (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:KRains@agr.wa.gov"
KRains@agr.wa.gov >; Sandison, Derek (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:DSandison@agr.wa.gov"
DSandison@agr.wa.gov >; Cunnington, Todd G. (DOC) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:tgcunnington@DOC1.WA.GOV" tgcunnington@DOC1.WA.GOV >; Baumgart, Jim
(GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >
Subject: RE: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Good Evening,

We are seeking to close the communication loop on the resource request submitted by the
Governor’s Office on 3/25 for 300,000 boxes. State Tracking number is WA-202032516598.

Earlier today, WSDA liaison to the Governor’s Office Food Security Coordination Team, Katie
Rains, contacted Todd Cunnington – Correctional Industries Asst. Director to verify drop site for
this resource request. ESF 11 pushed forward confirmation to Operations Section that Correctional
Industries may be able facilitate two drop locations. The following two locations for a 50/50 split
of the 300,000 boxes were then provided to Operations Section. If one drop location remains a
limiting factor for this resource request, the Seattle location is to be the single drop site.

Please advise if two drop sites can be met by Correctional Industries for this resource request and
if Operations Section is need of additional information to supplement the existing 213RR.

West Side drop site:

815 S. 96th st.

Seattle, Wa 98108

Food Lifeline Contact: Amythst Shipman, direct line 206-432-3604, warehouse line for delivery
coordination 206-492-5524 HYPERLINK "mailto:amythsts@foodlifeline.org"
amythsts@foodlifeline.org

East side drop site:

Second Harvest Inland Northwest

5825 Burlington Loop 

mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov
mailto:knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV
mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
mailto:RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov
mailto:KRains@agr.wa.gov
mailto:DSandison@agr.wa.gov
mailto:tgcunnington@DOC1.WA.GOV
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
mailto:amythsts@foodlifeline.org


WA 99301

Facility Contact: Chelsea Armstrong, Regional Executive Director, main line 509-545-0787
HYPERLINK "mailto:Chelsea.armstrong@2-harvest.org" Chelsea.armstrong@2-harvest.org

Thank you,

Erin Coyle

Emergency Management Specialist

Rapid Response & Emergency Management Program

Washington State Dept. of Agriculture

Direct: 360-764-9704 | HYPERLINK "mailto:ecoyle@agr.wa.gov" ecoyle@agr.wa.gov

Web: HYPERLINK "https://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management"
https://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management

Office Hours: Mon. – Thurs. 0700 - 1730

From: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Nigh, Ken (DOC) < HYPERLINK "mailto:knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV"
knigh@DOC1.WA.GOV > 
Cc: Coyle, Erin (AGR) < HYPERLINK "mailto:ECoyle@agr.wa.gov" ECoyle@agr.wa.gov >;
seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >
Subject: FW: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Ken,

Thank you for talking with me this morning regarding the request for boxes to be made for WA
Dept. of Agriculture to help with the state’s food banks. I’ve attached a copy of Agricultures
request and CC’ed Erin Coyle one of the Emergency Managers with Dept. of Agriculture who
initially made the request., she has also been helping navigate the needs, information, and
communications with the foodbanks.

Below, is the e-mail chain between the Governor’s office and the State EOC, containing the order
we processed. Right, now I’m looking to close all the loops and make sure we can successfully
complete the request. Feel free to ask Erin or I questions and we will do our best to help.

Thank you,

Geoff Phillips, MS, AEM

Operations Section Mission Assignment Unit Leader

WA State Emergency Operations Center

mailto:Chelsea.armstrong@2-harvest.org
mailto:ecoyle@agr.wa.gov
https://agr.wa.gov/services/emergency-management
mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov
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WA State Emergency Management Division

Desk: 253-912-4926 / HYPERLINK "mailto:SEOC94@mil.wa.gov" SEOC94@mil.wa.gov

From: seoc94 (MIL) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 4:48 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: RE: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Chris.

For your reference the State Tracking number is WA-202032516598

Thank you,

Geoff Phillips, MS, AEM

Operations Section Mission Assignment Unit Leader

WA State Emergency Operations Center

WA State Emergency Management Division

Desk: 253-912-4926 / HYPERLINK "mailto:SEOC94@mil.wa.gov" SEOC94@mil.wa.gov

From: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 4:14 PM
To: seoc94 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc94@mil.wa.gov" seoc94@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: FW: Box Needs for Food Security Request

Pls enter the following request.

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov"
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 3:44 PM
To: Austin, JT (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov" jt.austin@gov.wa.gov > 
Cc: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc83

mailto:SEOC94@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov
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(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; Hallum, Sonja
(GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:sonja.hallum@gov.wa.gov" sonja.hallum@gov.wa.gov >;
Sinclair, Stephen D. (DOC) < HYPERLINK "mailto:sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV"
sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV >
Subject: RE: Box Needs for Food Security Request

JT

I’ll send this down to the operations team at the EOC. As well as sending it over to Steve Sinclair,
as he agreed to look at producing the boxes.

Jim

JIM BAUMGART

Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee

Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782

HYPERLINK "http://www.governor.wa.gov/" www.governor.wa.gov | HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov" Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

 HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov"  HYPERLINK

"https://twitter.com/GovInslee"  HYPERLINK "https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets"

 HYPERLINK "https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/"  HYPERLINK

"https://medium.com/wagovernor"  HYPERLINK
"https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new"

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

From: Austin, JT (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov" jt.austin@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 2:04 PM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov"
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov > 
Subject: Box Needs for Food Security Request
Importance: High

Jim,

Do I have to put this through State EOC or may I simply email Secretary Sinclair to expedite?

Specs for boxes:

Of the box types they manufacture, the archive boxes with or without lids would work best.
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HYPERLINK "https://www.washingtonci.com/products-services/cardboard-boxes.html"
https://www.washingtonci.com/products-services/cardboard-boxes.html

NOTE: We need folding boxes that do NOT require tape to reduce future logistics issues.
Recommend archive style boxes for this purpose.

Current request – 300,000 boxes for 2 week distribution period based on EOC request last week
(request was for 250,000 for anticipated 3 week period – we’re adding a buffer). Demand will
grow.

JT

https://www.washingtonci.com/products-services/cardboard-boxes.html


Amy Gillespie
RE: preferred sites for isolation centers
March 30, 2020 at 11:07 AM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Cc:  Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Furze, Michael (COM), DOH-IC3 (DOH), McGill,
Jason T (HCA), Davidson, Lisa, Covington, Bob (DES), Beirmann, Jason , Roberts, Shawn A (DOH), Kurt Hardin

Jim,
	
As	we	discussed	on	the	phone	Pierce	County	has	done	a	great	deal	of	work	in	iden;fying	three	sites,
working	with	community	leaders	to	ensure	a	posi;ve	level	of	engagement	and	have	real-estate	lawyers
working	the	nego;a;ons	with	the	sites.		We	are	also	working	through	the	FEMA	reimbursement
guidelines.		I	would	like	to	have	the	Pierce	County	lead	be	included	in	the	workgroup	you	announced	on
the	7:00	am	conference	call.
	
Could	you	please	provide	the	mee;ng	informa;on.
	
Thank	you,
	
Amy
	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	11:01	AM
To:	Beirmann,	Jason	<Jason.Biermann@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	Kurt	Hardin
<kurt.hardin@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Amy	Gillespie	<amy.gillespie@piercecountywa.gov>;	Kaplan,	Alysha
<akaplan@kingcounty.gov>
Cc:	Wasserman,	Adam	R	(MIL)	<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>;	Zimmerman,	Ma[hew	S	(DOH)
<ma[hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Furze,	Michael	(COM)	<michael.furze@commerce.wa.gov>;	DOH-
IC3	(DOH)	<doh-ic3.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	McGill,	Jason	T	(HCA)	<jason.mcgill@hca.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>;	Covington,	Bob	(DES)	<bob.covington@des.wa.gov>;	Roberts,	Shawn	A
(DOH)	<Shawn.Roberts@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	preferred	sites	for	isola;on	centers
	
Good	morning,
	
		As	the	Unified	Area	Command	and	federal	agencies	move	forward	on	isola;on	facili;es	as	part	of	a
broader	alternate	care	site	model,	it	is	cri;cal	that	we	recognize	the	work	already	done	at	the	local
government	level.	Each	of	coun;es	expressed	concern	about	making	sure	any	effort	done	at	the	state
and	federal	level	is	well	coordinated	and	supports	.	Please	send	your	preferred	isola;on	sites	along	with
the	level	of	coordina;on	already	completed	so	that		the	team	working	on	this	at	the	state	level	can	work
closely	with	you	about	securing	facili;es.			From	our	perspec;ve	these	are	the	site	requirements	we	are
looking	at:
	
	

Loca;ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouelow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room
Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola;on

Select	rooms	with	individual	ven;la;on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula;ng	air
If	recircula;on	of	air	from	isola;ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters
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should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.
If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven;la;on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and	intake
will	minimize	cross	contamina;on,

Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal
Access	and	func;onal	needs
Space	considera;ons	for	staff

PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.
Space	for	light	nursing	care
Administra;ve	space	for	medical	records	processing
Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili;es.
Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

Site	safety	and	security	considera;ons
Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support	areas
Mental	health	support	areas

	
	
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Formas, Stephanie
RE: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 29, 2020 at 7:38 PM EDT
To: Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Garza, Jeff, Raghavan, Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike,
Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow, Michael, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	a4end	either.	I	will	defer	to	others	in	a4endance	coordina;ng
press	w/	the	Army	if	appropriate.
	
Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this	evening.
	

The	ini;al	arriving	instruc;ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of	CenturyLink	Field	Events	Center	parking
garage	located	at	330S	S	Royal	Brougham	Way,	Sea4le,	WA	98134.	Please	note	that	you	are	with	the
Elected	Officials	Tour.		Proceed	to	the	glass	doors	and	staff	will	greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited	staff.
	
Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129
Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979
	

From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;
Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;
brent.c.powell@gmail.com;	Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the	Exec	won't	be	able	to	make	it
tomorrow	morning.	Checking	with	our	Councilmembers	now.	
	
Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to	members	of	our	state	delegation.	
	
April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM
To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;
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Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael
<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com	<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,
James	<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
[EXTERNAL	Email	No;ce!	]	External	communica;on	is	important	to	us.	Be	cau;ous	of	phishing	a4empts.	Do	not	click	or
open	suspicious	links	or	a4achments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical	personnel	on	site	to
coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	asernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is	s;ll	limited
equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	;me	to	keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from	visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate	as	appropriate	to	ensure
the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal	officials.
	

From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Ka;ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka;ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea4le.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿	As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	;me	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to	local	elected	leaders	
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Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and	James	Kramen	(Senior	Event
Manager)	from	CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	
	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use
caution with links and attachments.

Good	asernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for	your
assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but	I	know
several	other	members	of	the	WA	delega;on	are	eager	to
par;cipate	as	well	but	I	know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck
have	conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have	flexibility	and
can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-10:30	am	window,	I	know
their	teams	would	appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|	Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea4le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle4	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle4Browne@sea4le.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea4le.gov>;	Putney,	April
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<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over	the	last	few
days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there	has	been	some	interest
from	local,	state,	and	federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.
Per	our	discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would	be
the	most	appropriate	;me	as	the	facility	will	soon	become
unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army	personnel,	doctors,	and
pa;ents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	op;ons	available?
Poten;ally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help	coordinate
our	city/county	officials,	state	officials	and	federal	delega;on
between	those	two	op;ons.	Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would
recommend	any	limita;ons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only
to	allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social	distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea4le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea4le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi4er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle4er
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_releases_Version_3.0_of_the_Essentia l_Critical_Infrastructure_Worker_Guidance
April 17, 2020 at 3:17 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the release of Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance, found here.  

April 17, 2020

CISA Advisory
CISA releases Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has released Version 3.0 of
the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers list. Version 3.0 provides clarity around a range
of positions needed to support the critical infrastructure functions laid out in the original
guidance and Version 2.0. This iteration includes a reorganization of the section around
Healthcare and Public Health and more detail to clarify essential workers; emphasis for
Emergency Medical Services workers; and adds lawyers and legal aid workers. Also
included is language focused on sustained access and freedom of movement; a reference to
the CDC guidance on safety for critical infrastructure workers; and a statement saying sick
employees should avoid the workplace and the workforce. In worker categories, all
references to “employees” or “contractors” have been changed to “workers.” Other
additions include a reference to the USCG Marine Safety Information Bulletin on essential
maritime workers; clarified language including vehicle manufacture; and many other small
changes to clarify language.
 
CISA issued initial guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers on March 19,
which was developed to help state, local, tribal, and territorial authorities as they decide
who to allow freedom of movement in areas that are under restrictions such as shelter-in-
place or quarantine. That initial guidance was developed with input from our government
and industry partners, on the assumption that we would need to update the guidance as we
received additional feedback from stakeholders.
 
CISA moved quickly to incorporate feedback to update the list of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers to expand and specify additional categories of essential workers who
are key to maintaining a community’s safety, public health, and economy. These changes
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were included in Version 2.0 of this guidance, released March 28, generally represented
minor clarifications or additions that did not shift the overall scoping of critical
infrastructure activity as highlighted in the initial release. Specifically, clarity was provided
around a range of supporting and enabling activity for infrastructure resilience – the
commodity, services, and logistical supply chains of other infrastructure functions. This
included more direct call outs for essential sanitation and hygiene production and services,
as well as manufacturing of critical products.
 
The Guide continues to be a resource for state and local decision makers and is in no way a
binding document. Ultimately, all final decisions rest with state and local authorities, who
must use their own judgment to balance public health and safety with the need to maintain
critical infrastructure.
 
The degree to which state and local orders have leveraged our guidance when defining
essential workers is encouraging. A common national picture will ultimately benefit us all.
We hope this updated Guide helps as your communities grapple with the impacts of
COVID-19. Please direct any questions to CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.

 

# # #

Version 3.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
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McClain, Stacey (MIL)
FW: WA major disaster declaration letter to the President
March 20, 2020 at 2:18 PM EDT
To: Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Urbas, Gary (MIL), Butler, Quinn (MIL), Polit, Chris (MIL), Bickford,
Nancy (MIL), Jamie Wright, Goudreau, Laura, Fordice, Justin, Carey, Joshua

	
All,
Our	request	for	the	COVID-19	major	disaster	declara<on	has	been	submi?ed	to	FEMA.
Stacey
	
	
Subject:	WA	major	disaster	declara<on	le?er	to	the	President
	
Mike,
A?ached	is	Washington	States	request	for	a	Presiden<al	Disaster	Declara<on	in	response	to	the	COVID-
19	pandemic.	Please	let	me	know	if	you	need	anything	else.	Thank	you	for	all	your	support.
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus Pandemic: Additional $100 million available to Firefighters
April 24, 2020 at 12:07 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

FEMA ADVISORY â€“ APRIL 24, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus Pandemic: AdditionalCoronavirus Pandemic: Additional
$100 million available to$100 million available to
FirefightersFirefighters
Fire service organizations nationwide with membership on the front lines in the fight against the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic will soon be able to apply for a share of $100 million in funding to
purchase personal protective equipment and supplies. The funding is part of the Coronavirus Aid
Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act through FEMA Assistance for Firefighters Grant Program
(AFGP).

FEMA will begin accepting applications for the Fiscal Year 2020 Assistance to Firefighters Grant -
COVID-19 Supplemental Program (AFG-S) on Tuesday, April 28. The deadline for applications is May
15. AFG-S provides direct financial assistance to eligible fire departments, nonaffiliated emergency
medical service organizations and state fire training academies. Those who would like to start
planning their application before the application period can access the Notice of Funding
Opportunity and technical assistance tools on the FEMA website. . The online AFG-S Grant Program
application is available through the AFGP FEMA Grants Outcomes (GO) application portal.

Contact Us

If you have questions about the technical assistance tools, e-mail the AFG Grants Help Desk or call
at (866) 274-0960.  The AFG Help Desk is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. EDT, Monday â€“ Friday.
 
If you have questions regarding this FEMA advisory, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs,
Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
Tribal Affairs (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov 
Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page, and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
	

 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete


Ryan, Kym (GOV)
RE: UCG Daily 0815 meeting
To: michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov

Yes,	thatâ€™s	the	correct	number.

Thank	you,

Kym

	
KYM	RYAN
Execu:ve	Assistant	to	the	Chief	of	Staff	&	Deputy	Chief	of	Staff	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4112	|	Cell:	360.239.1491
www.governor.wa.gov	|	kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	
	

 

From: "O'Hare, Michael" <michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>
Date: March 23, 2020 at 10:19:40 AM PDT
To: "Wicker, Kelly (GOV)" <kelly.wicker@gov.wa.gov>
Subject: UCG Daily 0815 meeting

ï»¿
Good morning Kelly.
 
Could you verify the call in and passcode for the morning Unified Coordination
meeting?
 
I have the following:
 
1.800.245.9874
7075041#
 
Thank you very much.
 
Mike
 
Michael F. Oâ€™Hare
Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA Region X
Regional Administrator
130 â€“ 228th Street, SW

mailto:michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.governor.wa.gov/
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https://twitter.com/GovInslee
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Bothell, WA 98021
Office - 425-487-4604
Email - Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to
providing access, equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services,
programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with disabilities. To
request a disability accommodation contact Michael Oâ€™Hare at least five working
days in advance at 425-487-4604 or email at Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov.



WA_JIC(MIL)
Gov Delivery List for WA JIC Communications
March 20, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
(GOV), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH)
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org
Sandi, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Malley Tom, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org, Church, Tim (LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
RE: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
March 14, 2020 at 10:12 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L.
(MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles
(GOV), McClain, Stacey (MIL)

Jaime

Some comments about the grocery industry and supply chain might be a good inclusion for a
future press event if there is one scheduled soon.

Is there any benefit to coordinate the message with FEMA or do something jointly as far as a press
event?

The FEMA Regional Administrator, Mike O’Hare, is the designated Federal Coordinating Officer
(FCO), not sure if there is any benefit to doing something with the feds or just keeping it to
messaging from our state’s executives.

We do have FEMA staff and the HHS rep working out of BLDG 20 working the Federal
Coordination pieces with our State Coordinating Officer (SCO) and staff, so that happened
immediately in part because we have a FEMA Integration Team that works fulltime out of our
facility and they immediately transitioned from their normal work to COVID response – good
news story there on the responsiveness of the federal government.

We’ve placed our first resources requests already with them:

- to receive an embedded CISA PSA (Protective Security Advisor) – to assist us in looking at
infrastructure advance planning

- a National Incident Management Organization (NIMO) team to come in and conduct a
complexity analysis of our incident management structure at the state level to help us identify
what staffing gaps or process gaps we may have and make recommendations on how to improve
our operations

- Federal Medical Stations (FMS) - some equipment is enroute – deployable healthcare facilities
that provide us a medical surge capacity

Jason

From: Smith, Jaime (GOV) 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 6:51 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) 
Cc: Ezelle, Robert (MIL) ; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) ; Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG) ; Lang, Robert
(MIL) ; Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) ; Foster, Sarah (MIL) ; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL) ; Allen, Tristan
(COM) ; Richeson, Jonathan ; Knutson, Charles (GOV) 
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Subject: Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Do we want to consider a press event with the governor, grocers and providers? JIC issued a
release today on this topic that is already being picked up and we’re ready to get a drumbeat of
“save some for your neighbors” going. I’m happy to make an ask to the gov office if this feels like
an important enough ask and effective use of his time.

Jaime

On Mar 14, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov" Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov > wrote:

Robert and others…..see the notes below from our FEMA Team, based on a supply chain FEMA
conf call.

The grocery supply chain looks like it is now or is going to be our 2 nd biggest issue behind
Hospitals and First Responders running out of PPE…..

Jason

From: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"
Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov >; Wallace, Sharon (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov" Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov >; seoc122 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov >; seoc125 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc125@mil.wa.gov" seoc125@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Kimball, Lloyd < HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 1:46 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84
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(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov" seoc84@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA for future long term planning.

This was a national level call that took place at noon today amongst the FEMA supply chain
personnel, FEMA regions, and some of the large private grocery suppliers (CVS, Target, etc.).

Lloyd

From: Kimball, Lloyd 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 13:25
To: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Cc: Fordice, Justin < HYPERLINK "mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"
justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov >; Carey, Joshua < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov" Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov >
Subject: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Summary: Very heavy demand past 3 days >200% typical, straining distribution and delivery
systems. Unsustainable if it continues. Concerns over Covid19 impact & school closures on
workforce. Looking for waivers to increase delivery capabilities.

Call took the entire hour, few specific solutions identified, additional call possible in a few days,
FEMA HQ sending out info to Regional Administrators on possible actions and messages to
convey to Governors.

Notes:

12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days

Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)
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Resupply of distribution centers

Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for
national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed.

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials for quarantine
areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution

Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements

Regards

Lloyd Kimball

Telecommunications Specialist



FEMA Integration Team (FIT), Washington State

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region X

(256) 419-3809 Cell (253) 512-7087 Desk HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Lloyd Kimball at least five (5) working days in advance at (256) 419-3809 or email at
HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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WA_JIC(MIL)
Canceled: COVID-19 JIC Coordination Call
April 25, 2020 at 2:24 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(DOH), SMetcalf@tpchd.org, ejeffers@TPCHD.org, seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Lee, Tara (GOV), Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis, Chris (WSP)
L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, amy.fuller@co.kittitas.wa.us, kasey.knutson@co.kittitas.wa.us, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us, eliebelt@wapc.org, Smith, Jaime (GOV
Contractor), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy
Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us, cathompson@srhd.org, khawkins@srhd.org, deanac@bfhd.wa.gov, jic@kingcounty.gov, Jodeer@bfhd.wa.gov, jasonz@bfhd.wa.gov
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Darren (WSP), kacole@kingcounty.gov, lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us, Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, RichardE, Solie, Arel (WSP), Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov, MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com
(GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH)
(DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), melissab@bfhd.wa.gov, Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), davidk@klickitatcounty.org, astevens@sammamish.us, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-
walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org, carlap@bfhd.wa.gov, bethanyh@bfhd.wa.gov, IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov, Ella Deverse, Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org, bac60@uw.edu, kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us
Joint Information Center, Sandi Duffey, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Tom Malley, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org
(LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov, Brehmer, Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Michelle.Sanow@clark.wa.gov, JIC17
(MIL), msnow@ci.tacoma.wa.us, alenhart@srhd.org, Catherine.caruso@usda.gov, mitchca@wsdot.wa.gov, cconnoll@blm.gov, alexander.lomvardias@usda.gov, mark.camisa@usda.gov, andrew.Coriell@usda.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Emily Inlow-Hood, wickse@gmail.com, Lilian Bravo, Anson, Cecile, Christopher D'Onofrio, Laboda, Michele
Director (MIL), Hudson, Kate, Kateri Wimsett, Erin Mitchell, Matt Schanz, Dow, Barnaby, bronlea@bronleamconsulting.com, Merz, Kelly (WSP), Friederich, Rachel Z. (DOC), Jenny Weekes, Tissell, Jessica
Brenna, Thomas, Penny (COM)
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 16, 2020
April 16, 2020 at 10:58 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 16, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Washington’s	governor	says	the	state	is	‘not	close'	to	restar/ng	the	economy;	it	will	be	a	phased
approach,	and	the	stay-at-home	order	may	extend	beyond	May	4.

·       Alaska’s	governor	issued	a	fiKeenth	health	mandate,	which	eases	restric/ons	on	health	care
providers:	doctors,	naturopaths,	acupuncturists,	physical	therapists,	psychologists,	veterinarians
and	others	can	resume	services	that	require	minimal	PPE.

·       Idaho	Governor	Brad	Li9le	extends	stay-at-home	order	through	April	30	while	liKing	restric/ons
on	some	businesses.

·       In	Oregon	and	Washington,	COVID-19	pa/ents	receive	experimental	plasma	from	recovered
donors.

Public	Sen+ment
·       In	reac/on	to	headlines	coming	from	the	Washington	governor’s	press	conference,	an	increased

number	of	people	are	resolved	to	defy	stay-home	orders—and	call	for	businesses	to	do	the
same—if	they	extend	beyond	May	4th.

·       Many	Idahoans	support	the	Governor’s	extension	of	the	stay-at-home	order.	Some	feel	people
that	at	essen/al	businesses,	people	aren’t	following	distancing	guidelines.	Some	call	for	all
business	to	resume	as	soon	as	possible.

·       In	Alaska,	people	are	increasingly	frustrated	that	some	service	providers	and	companies	are	now
allowed	to	resume,	but	other	businesses	involving	equal	or	lower	risk	of	disease	transmission
are	not.

Washington
Stay-at-Home
·       Inslee:	'We're	not	close'	to	restar/ng	the	economy	in	Wash.	State	(KOMO,	KEPR,	KIMA)

o   Inslee:	Social	distancing	is	working,	but	stay-at-home	order	may	go	past	May	4	(Q13)
o   Gov.	Inslee	says	reopening	of	Washington’s	economy	will	be	a	‘phased	approach’

(YakTriNews)
o   Gov.	Inslee	said	the	first	things	that	shut	down	during	his	emergency	declara/on	will	likely

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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be	the	last	to	reopen	under	a	phased-in	reopening	of	Washington's	economy.	(Sea9le
Times)

o   In	reac/on,	people	con/nue	to	be	very	divided	as	to	whether	social	distancing	orders	are
essen/al	or	whether	it	is	/me	to	get	back	to	work.	An	increasing	number	of	people	are
calling	for	ci/zens	to	defy	the	social	distancing	orders,	especially	if	they	extend	beyond
May	4.	Some	express	strong	frustra/on	at	seeing	others	go	about	their	business	while	they
themselves	stay	home.	Others	blame	the	lack	of	urgency	in	restar/ng	the	economy	on	the
fact	that	leaders	and	most	tech	workers	s/ll	receive	their	salaries.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

·       Some	poli/cians	denounce	government's	COVID-19	response	in	Washington,	Idaho.		The	police
chief	in	Republic,	Washington,	has	called	Gov.	Jay	Inslee	a	"would-be	dictator."	A	Spokane	Valley
lawmaker	has	asserted	the	new	coronavirus	is	a	"Chinese	Communist	Party	bioweapon."	And	a
Yakima	city	councilman	has	told	cons/tuents	to	ignore	public	health	advice	and	return	to	work.
(Reflector,	The	Daily	Chronicle)
o   Some	reac/ons	to	this	news	point	out	that	there	are	areas	of	the	state	with	very	few	or	no

cases,	and	call	for	more	regional	approaches	to	addressing	the	pandemic.	(Facebook)
Social	Distancing
·       Another	sign	the	curve	is	bending:	Posi/ve	coronavirus	tests	at	UW	peaked	March	28	(Sea9le

Times)
·       Grocery	workers	and	customers	say	social	distancing	inside	stores	is	difficult	amid	coronavirus

pandemic.	During	recent	visits	to	several	grocery	stores,	The	Sea9le	Times	witnessed	customers
going	the	wrong	direc/on	down	one-way	aisles,	ignoring	distancing	s/ckers	in	checkout	lines	or
brushing	past	other	shoppers.	Not	all	workers	wore	masks	or	gloves,	even	those	serving
unpackaged	counter	food.	(Sea9le	Times)

·       In	a	step	toward	normalcy,	two	popular	Sea9le	farmers	markets	—	in	the	University	District	and
Ballard	—	will	reopen	this	weekend	despite	the	coronavirus.	Here’s	what’s	being	done	to	protect
people	and	what	you	need	to	know.	U	District,	Ballard	farmers	markets	will	reopen	this	weekend
despite	coronavirus.	(Sea9le	Times)	In	response,	people	are	sharply	divided	as	to	whether	this
makes	sense	since	farmers	markets	are	outdoors,	or	whether	this	will	expose	people	to
unnecessary	risks.	(Facebook)

Poli/cians
·       "We	need	tes/ng	to	be	fast,	free	and	everywhere,"	Sen.	Pa9y	Murray	said	during	a	press	briefing

with	other	Democra/c	senators	on	Wednesday,	12	weeks	aKer	a	Snohomish	County	man	was
the	first	person	in	the	United	States	to	test	posi/ve	for	COVID-19.		Sen.	Murray	and	other
Democrats	push	White	House	to	make	coronavirus	tes/ng	available	na/onwide.	(Sea9le	Times)

·       Senator	Maria	Cantwell:		Washington	state	is	s/ll	facing	a	lack	of	COVID-19	tes/ng	kits	and
supplies	-	including	PPE	and	tes/ng	swabs	-	needed	to	conduct	adequate	tests.	I	urged	the
Trump	Administra/on	to	develop	a	na/onal,	real-/me,	public-facing	inventory	of	COVID-19
diagnos/c	tests	and	results.	We	need	this	transparency	to	an/cipate	problems	in	the	na/onal
tes/ng	supply	chain	and	help	the	federal	government	address	poten/al	tes/ng	shortages.
(Senator	Cantwell's	website)

Medical	Research
·       Coronavirus	destroys	lungs.	But	doctors	are	finding	its	damage	in	kidneys,	hearts	and	elsewhere.

Clinicians	around	the	world	are	seeing	evidence	that	suggests	the	coronavirus	is	also	causing
heart	inflamma/on,	acute	kidney	disease,	neurological	malfunc/on,	blood	clots,	intes/nal
damage	and	liver	problems.	(Sea9le	Times)

Economy
·       Relief	fund	for	undocumented	workers	in	Washington	state	sees	big	demand.	If	undocumented

workers	are	not	working	—	because	they're	sick,	caring	for	someone	who	is	ill,	or	laid	off 	—	they
don't	have	many	op/ons	to	deal	with	the	sudden	loss	of	income.	(Yakima	Herald)	While	
opinions	are	divided,	most	people	reac/ng	on	Facebook	are	sympathe/c	to	the	workers	and	call
for	more	support	to	be	directed	their	way.	(Facebook)

·       State	orders	Tacoma	apartment	complex	to	stop	evic/on	no/ces.	(The	News	Tribune)	Even	if	they
are	not	evicted,	people	con/nue	to	worry	about	credit	damage	and	falling	deeper	in	debt.
(Facebook)

Dona/ons	and	Community	Support

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/inslee-says-washingtons-economy-will-likely-reopen-in-phases-not-all-at-once-amid-coronavirus-crisis/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586993140
https://www.facebook.com/114431401958534/posts/3099560786778899
https://www.facebook.com/50735961182/posts/10157979520576183
https://www.facebook.com/35678819957/posts/10157371993159958
https://www.facebook.com/Q13FOX/posts/10160086545869199?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCRmEsltG_lv4u3-7VOi9g_jnQ03ZOqk20Lp8bb1XufamV7H0wQiU5Wv7j74ihV-nr2SPl18dGI156lctmwIP0mU1BLRAZa8XGCW5b0XTNzsudUxubUadnSFQmLj7uD3YH_zGuIlXl6rPhew3oGtCMYRICpcudKfOxl1D-JRv8foViF8pLKQa4-ZA2a_jB9BY2HhRZuvlL_yaomMBC6Orhe-q__KP86uUbfA5033mUCRhm0gKMzK8CzbOx3WkErk07xYc8jEjebkAowtiv8ehO28trSiQgHpS0Inu12P-Tva_z0GuZM7tJFsTcUNmCIZAKzSX5wENWDtgDkoA&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158077620681215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDvBVxs4ghsveXxXMNPj2ns5vnp4eQbM4QErW2s6Ybuq7agP8TdUKyB9Lj936StuHA5V-0gTB7reFzId1ZUBGuL3Y2ZvCb8BWudzLznFkp9Cb9sm-8rr6bQ9zRH-Lqbi0dcNeF8mwA-TiJ0I4ILcCLeXFCGf-sQYi6Y0J7nfsq5VcBOGyN7OansyftgqexWXgNzSp-iGv3xnzFxChWAAUDTNM5ifdX-HCAvxQLfpxf8gvH0a60EK1tng-nSWn49V4EWIHFSW37_sUIe3rC7BUxaSooFcFwE7dft8f88Bjr5f03vEwpGtBRVgF2w5sCnU-3iP45oMhMPUVQJcw&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KAPPKVEW/posts/10159739021639746?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDZ17ggRcykDH7ELEnu3kQqOwbXVtaOT99qA8tm4VvJzLSSTOZ09BB3ILBYXauiFpwl5LINid0HeQ1yQsIGnUXQSIbs_m9Xy9J40zpGmlWgv4eahl45NbAhMXVZ1fuObuRlPVoRRMMIFznizQDwVQIjvg3_K1qd3b9xfOych1pMBRfbwquNaXfXKjiSnw3mskmxTJoa-KQV8_l6_rzMK8d3G1RC8Y9f4j4u73dypRfY-2qKv50imWmycuyCpqTkK6BopP_s0VTWvorONqk_mRi0GpsC1YQi-alaKLpCYYRdof8XWKapPmDpVJW4w-YVZTutHHQ032XpUDcb6M77&__tn__=-R
http://www.thereflector.com/news/regional/article_0ca9abc9-4a84-54fc-8ea7-07ea01515e45.html?fbclid=IwAR291C8jScIUb7jPeKQ0Y9xotZBqQdOHH0MkKMNt-5Ae2Q3DqIBEqS6NMjQ
http://www.chronline.com/community/some-politicians-on-the-right-denounce-governments-covid-19-response-in-washington-idaho/article_13ce4106-7f3e-11ea-b030-ff062eab7f5d.html
https://www.facebook.com/ClarkReflector/posts/3236177696458978?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCnXoiVrzLAHg_P3DwnFyP-UHgq8R03HBIbrJ0qTfMdOBd74ALTDLf9N-yG2do4hvpeLsvUwWqqo8E4fvLvxub1JsiksY70dKHRLKWsOQMh9IwjD8b97p8a8EyijYZo10zJTwsPdHWOnk37UXl4KMCjveT5CsICpn8Gsu0Bpj8yOrarbfRCarfdNMtMExrog_iUxf9ciMYRK7YUNP-x0MtwEELgNWlow8ylBf-hxie4kqkdX_w24uR0ZR2emnrv527Xehqim_zyXRgpRNSChGY2SmbiIsXYoqV4GCs-U57us7kAE1M4uuI7GE8EDknKWN6Az-R0-AfUOzd6hOMjvW0ZbA&__tn__=-R
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/another-sign-the-curve-is-bending-positive-coronavirus-tests-at-uw-peaked-march-28/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1587002431
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/grocery-workers-and-customers-say-social-distancing-inside-stores-is-difficult-amid-coronavirus-pandemic/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586919720
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/u-district-and-ballard-farmers-markets-will-reopen-this-weekend-but-with-new-rules/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3GA32RqLrUPzKX-4lOT_ywVUEcwhskgcn3jO2IhA7Iu5z2KzGMpKS6hfo%23Echobox=1586992968
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158077985301215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCMn56_8PCKHEw204QJw6VWhOVCkwggHM_LQLRB_9dI-ZUMx-W8O-dnihBHSBTDmXZwEL1MG2Rasn53-gZy3jkIXDXpleaf8nQ93b0J823SNV3qOLldeSKI7C_edeOkERZZj16quKsNch0qriexXgF3woPsTD1B5twsaTP2CMibRIf8nASM82cEyTMU0SSkEvnzezpqJ-zxNtxmSKvV0Bzsbm24RVLyb8p3iSL7r8ZANU9T_4Ur1U94rmBdadz1Ha6Pxk0_5yigMz9TDPa9p-xnWTQ7TwE1kOO8ZkHGN3Btf70YAUkP4IqLm8NXCq_TNt6uKifcapmGbO058w&__tn__=-R
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/sen-patty-murray-and-other-senate-democrats-push-white-house-for-broad-coronavirus-testing/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586974747
https://www.facebook.com/1657057011237862/posts/2678721775738042
https://www.cantwell.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senators-cantwell-murray-push-for-more-information-transparency-on-coronavirus-testing
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/coronavirus-destroys-lungs-but-doctors-are-finding-its-damage-in-kidneys-hearts-and-elsewhere/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1JRsxONAAvH5iaRdmLlFgL-Xv_liA8EN--X5-wf3RfBOZci9hh5c8Dt3A%23Echobox=1586969762
https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/relief-fund-for-undocumented-workers-in-washington-state-sees-big-demand/article_264c10e9-39b8-5540-a5db-cea992c30145.html?fbclid=IwAR0g0yTATgYjKju8tyzPx7jf6k-l396RI1X43bC-4OK5VypFbilMUYykf-E%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/yakimaheraldrepublic/posts/3073070356070083?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBsOhUGOPlxMt8YsbEourwJKza_3ZMsqwE7CvAlboxswG4d3XiQFfXhYuICq5OSIhjHG_7vdeklQUB6exq6yPxf2PyRDlGNHthjga_2zJJKEpape91sTUGLFotWK0EhOEFOlRrILhQcpQMt69RR4XdXq4U8fr9cK0qTqeykaprU1g08H2yFP9dqbrf_aq0CMmlXrbmbcWKUZNbdXrAeNYKJTbdkt9EFBGBJjI5dEabTCPqr-_VJWFV2E5L2jrJ_Qrw95jaQklsdWOesBQ6h5m_JIPVs7hK_NmrIlw6iR1mWTwYa_YcijD-18Kg2azWAFg7GzPFRnNVI0uqqmSuGRHfCEw&__tn__=-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://trib.al/jXuxZEE?fbclid=IwAR2oywcVRL9Oxol0X-dzpOd8Wd2xGDa8FzMBHz8NcVRQcjcr1KIpe17AuVc&h=AT1m0iu53Eylo1K0mTR11x9Y3meqbeXof68l6yUzNsBxeAHAl3vs3D4rL4s1wJutJL2rmFvzxXcXfBEpIcaXTZ5c_FULXwToQXwuK3L77kKxaw89X5y4Y_UjVoqSMCBJrywsx69ZLwqQpn5bf1S25ar66T2QHBggcnShlYwB1-xtWCmAPWiPmuxSvU-bvvmVa0F2pcmhXNHv7HKgdxW7E2a8h75hLpPwZW5mh938_Hj6AkIpljFMkHSWt-IDMX07IVNLLXuyGziDwdklOJv_k0GFr5t-QKuVx0HlJqj4KMV66Lx1UkYGaqBF1AHspgADZ7hLOA_dzDJSlHyye2H_HzgiN1MnhrJDKKJsdK5h_cqqbH7Z_90OdL3yQH_ALjmHBU4YuQutioK0UtM2arqJmptQhhbZpnP_xx5wVTGY9ePOKj1BP2zwuhO8G44l6VS4HHYP6Gv0jJBcOqMYWJHWfduqGMNZj4gElUjPAqz6QQvpItGo--nwmpgVuAMr4Bgw5fytH-HOe8gxaD98anY1sbpQAN4N-WksezbSTORC3AMVKp1TeU9UdpFZi-5Tlb6UUqhZZO9z_0-cuR3xph5E2sW5Pj108eGJrwjiUvGWgbaD6grJp1wnNqwBRzs
https://www.facebook.com/tacomanewstribune/posts/10163473632275357?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCgMtVvTD1YuodaShzilv6KGzkX73NQc6JklHrFiP_kiPjhNOnoLUgpLPk-a75x-XzbYqsyXrjAK4Pv1tB3pi3MrMrdiI82wij6Ew3yw1UOZBtm12EsbWWjR1_2MAuqDInlpS3klA73_jNHvY07_vtQfuFo9iOypDcu66Y2kCJaT7yTOr8EMm-rQU2SMrd-Ri5y4zA6CMttaBQRely0XIl4oHP3ekItL1_cnukqi7gTrNHkwsOlPlBo50j1MDeB9eICpl_cxOqxkungMnAEk2iVcgNZNvueh6MoTyYJnoGgN9CLnMJLngYmSEIw1wJKSKPeXVJO8J9zR5sxyxIG&__tn__=-R


·       Gates	Founda/on	boosts	funding	for	coronavirus	response	to	$250	million.		(Sea9le	Times,	KIRO
7)

·       Relief	fund	for	undocumented	workers	in	Washington	state	sees	big	demand.	If	undocumented
workers	are	not	working	—	because	they're	sick,	caring	for	someone	who	is	ill,	or	laid	off 	—	they
don't	have	many	op/ons	to	deal	with	the	sudden	loss	of	income.	(Yakima	Herald)	While	
opinions	are	divided,	most	people	reac/ng	on	Facebook	are	sympathe/c	to	the	workers	and	call
for	more	support	to	be	directed	their	way.	(Facebook)

·       Hoping	To	Save	The	Postal	Service,	People	Rush	To	Buy	Stamps	(KUOW)
Prisoner	release

Gov.	Jay	Inslee	signed	a	new	proclama/on,	which	was	accompanied	by	a	commuta/on	order	to
release	some	inmates	early	to	stop	the	spread	of	the	coronavirus	among	the	prison	popula/on.
(KIRO	7)
o   Many	do	not	agree	with	the	move.	Some	think	that	inmates	would	be	safer	from	coronavirus

in	prison.	Others	feel	that	releasing	them	into	an	economy	with	few	job	opportuni/es	isn't
going	to	help	the	situa/on.

Treatment
·       First	Sea9le	COVID	pa/ents	treated	with	survivor	plasma	at	Swedish.	(KIRO7)

Oregon
Business	and	Unemployment
·       A	Portland	coffeehouse	has	used	an	SBA	loan	program	to	rehire	its	workforce.	(KOIN)
·       Oregon’s	congressional	delega/on	urges	governor	to	waive	wai/ng	week	for	unemployment

benefits.	(The	Oregonian)
·       Oregon’s	an/quated	computers	could	cost	laid-off	workers	more	than	$100	million	in	benefits.

(KGW8)
·       PDX,	SEA	to	get	$264	million	from	federal	CARES	act	to	keep	opera/ons	running.	(KATU2)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Oregonians	bypass	outdoor	closures	with	'crea/ve	parking'	sparking	COVID-19	concerns.

(Statesman	Journal)
·       Masks	are	s/ll	voluntary	as	other	states	increasingly	require	them	to	slow	the	pandemic.	(The

Oregonian)
·       Southern	Oregon	bar	has	license	suspended	for	viola/ng	coronavirus	execu/ve	order,	officials

say.		Cave	Junc/on’s	Sportsman	Tavern	is	the	first	Oregon	establishment	to	have	its	license
suspended	for	allegedly	defying	Gov.	Brown's	execu/ve	order.	(KGW8)

·       TriMet	driver	who	installed	shower	curtain	to	protect	himself	from	passengers	told	to	remove	it
(Oregonian)

Treatment
·       Oregon	nurse	with	coronavirus	receives	possible	life-saving	plasma	dona/on	(Oregonian)

Tes/ng
·       OSU	and	Oregon	lab	team	up	to	run	thousands	of	COVID-19	tests.	(KATU2)

New	Cases
·       3	more	deaths,	33	new	coronavirus	cases.	(KGW8,	KPTV12,	The	Oregonian)

Idaho
·       Gov.	Li9le	extends	stay-home	order	to	April	30,	with	looser	guidelines.	(Idaho	News	6,	Idaho

State	Journal,	KIFI,	Idaho	Statesman,	KEZJ,	Times	News)	He	said	some	businesses	that	were	not
previously	classified	as	essen/al,	such	as	retailers,	will	be	allowed	to	operate	if	they	can	offer
curbside	service.
o   The	decision	is	welcomed	even	by	those	hurt	by	the	move	as	their	businesses	remain	closed.

There	is	recogni/on	for	how	this	can	have	a	posi/ve,	long-term	impact.
o   Many	feel	that	people	weren't	heeding	the	order	before	the	extension.
o   People	ask	for	physical	distance	enforcement	at	essen/al	businesses	to	help	slow	the	spread

of	coronavirus.
o   Many	agree	with	the	order,	with	some	calls	to	open	more	businesses.

Dona/ons

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/gates-foundation-boosts-funding-for-coronavirus-response-to-250-million/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586996632
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/gates-foundation-expands-global-covid-19-response/4HMHFNM2VZFE3GZBGJHKZANJTY/
https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/relief-fund-for-undocumented-workers-in-washington-state-sees-big-demand/article_264c10e9-39b8-5540-a5db-cea992c30145.html?fbclid=IwAR0g0yTATgYjKju8tyzPx7jf6k-l396RI1X43bC-4OK5VypFbilMUYykf-E%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/yakimaheraldrepublic/posts/3073070356070083?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBsOhUGOPlxMt8YsbEourwJKza_3ZMsqwE7CvAlboxswG4d3XiQFfXhYuICq5OSIhjHG_7vdeklQUB6exq6yPxf2PyRDlGNHthjga_2zJJKEpape91sTUGLFotWK0EhOEFOlRrILhQcpQMt69RR4XdXq4U8fr9cK0qTqeykaprU1g08H2yFP9dqbrf_aq0CMmlXrbmbcWKUZNbdXrAeNYKJTbdkt9EFBGBJjI5dEabTCPqr-_VJWFV2E5L2jrJ_Qrw95jaQklsdWOesBQ6h5m_JIPVs7hK_NmrIlw6iR1mWTwYa_YcijD-18Kg2azWAFg7GzPFRnNVI0uqqmSuGRHfCEw&__tn__=-R
https://kuow.org/stories/hoping-to-save-the-postal-service-people-rush-to-buy-stamps
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/inslee-signs-proclamation-commutation-release-some-corrections-inmates/D2M6IQ3EEZD45GR73ZB6WG2BJ4/
https://www.facebook.com/112779115408517/posts/3409045592448503
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/swedish-expands-collection-plasma-donations-recovered-covid-19-patients/Q63VNEQNSZGBBDKV3Q6P2J3A6E/
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/portland-coffeehouse-uses-sba-loan-to-rehire-workforce/
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/oregon-members-of-congress-urge-governor-to-waive-waiting-week-for-unemployment-benefits.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregons-antiquated-computers-could-cost-laid-off-workers-more-than-100-million-in-benefits/283-7aa3ee82-3bed-47f6-a494-5548c117bf91
https://katu.com/news/local/pdx-to-get-72-million-from-federal-care-act-to-keep-operations-running
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/2020/04/15/oregon-coronavirus-closures-bypassed-mount-hood-drift-creek-falls-trail/2983450001/
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/masks-still-voluntary-in-oregon-as-other-states-increasingly-require-them-to-slow-coronavirus-spread.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/oregon-bar-license-suspended-violating-coronavirus-executive-order/283-bb006d22-0c5f-4c61-95f6-dbe3b38e36a5
https://www.oregonlive.com/commuting/2020/04/trimet-driver-who-installed-shower-curtain-to-protect-himself-from-passengers-told-to-remove-it.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/oregon-nurse-with-coronavirus-receives-possible-life-saving-plasma-donation.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&fbclid=IwAR0wfmq-5OgrAiMwuwevPIeXhZamDceIv2XuH0O8csJqMccuk1QaBQfsiyg
https://katu.com/news/local/osu-and-local-lab-team-up-to-run-thousands-of-covid-19-tests
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/oregon-reports-3-more-deaths-33-new-coronavirus-cases/283-97ca21a2-a419-48cc-82af-fcb9a022f117
https://www.kptv.com/news/oregon-health-authority-reports-3-additional-deaths-33-new-covid-19-cases/article_e7ad8e1a-7f56-11ea-b5ce-a39967e8552c.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/coronavirus-in-oregon-58-now-dead-as-known-cases-climb-to-1663-health-officials-say.html
https://www.kivitv.com/news/gov-little-extends-stay-home-order-with-looser-guidelines?fbclid=IwAR10f8wiZ10RpYkOh3tCZP3uRCqgak142waM_gNicptjhw4_48B0UFQFEDQ
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/local/gov-little-extends-stay-at-home-order-to-april-30/article_ae380374-23dc-5840-9f92-ddd49b82bd3e.html?fbclid=IwAR2hKFCBAr9TlgOUjrnYt3G_CyEtX1rBsbIS2cd-_VprpmhxE1nqXlbDlao
https://localnews8.com/health/coronavirus/2020/04/14/governor-little-to-hold-press-conference-wednesday-regarding-stay-home-order/?fbclid=IwAR1uGXttMROhWDtO-h1lUUzr7bPPuQefm0qhcktS0gjjQql0iW7f7gCABs8
https://hrld.us/2xlwRKx?fbclid=IwAR1U0gMdED3ore9NW1qYmYNTklmL7u5Dp55ifcL7ivGYTggwnghXSO0hVmU
https://kezj.com/governor-little-extends-stay-at-home-till-april-30th/?fbclid=IwAR19UO67tB11eqLg1YWL3fo8rneIlIu3KwspuVKiLFnQ1NPoXJvRws5L6_I
https://magicvalley.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/idaho-governor-extends-stay-home-order-through-april-30-due-to-coronavirus/article_6f58d373-ee3f-5a97-9d26-c5530bec9479.html?fbclid=IwAR1eaKAi6I_dJdW5mP_S2llbhAFv6xl7qHdQ49s0ZtT4umbsM3AT1ptlpUQ%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/43887022493/posts/10158832089152494
https://www.facebook.com/102831254861/posts/10157551392634862
https://www.facebook.com/474353519381060/posts/1598375030312231
https://www.facebook.com/293729833266/posts/10157937270323267


·       Idaho	farm	gave	away	potatoes	for	free	so	they	wouldn't	go	to	waste.		Cranney	Farms	in	Oakley
has	thousands	of	potatoes	they	were	expec/ng	to	sell.	Instead	of	dumping	them,	they	gave
them	away.	(KGW)

·       Idaho	Diaper	Bank	holds	distribu/on	event	for	families	in	need	of	diapers,	other	paper	goods.
(KTVB)	Many	refer	people	they	know	to	this	ar/cle	in	case	they	need	it.

PPE
·       Saint	Alphonsus	doctor	partners	with	Boise	company	to	print	3D	masks	for	healthcare	workers

(KTVB)
Healthcare	Capacity
·       Hospitals	hur/ng:	Local	medical	centers	are	not	immune	to	financial	hardships	amid	pandemic.

(Idaho	State	Journal)
Alaska

Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy
·       In	his	Wednesday	night	briefing,	the	governor	issued	a	fiKeenth	health	mandate,	which	eases

restric/ons	on	health	care	providers	and	procedures	over	the	next	3	weeks.	(Anchorage	Daily
News,	Must	Read	Alaska)	Star/ng	next	week	a	long	list	of	health	care	providers—including
doctors,	naturopaths,	acupuncturists,	physical	therapists,	psychologists,	veterinarians	and
religious	healers—can	resume	services	that	require	minimal	personal	protec/ve	equipment.
Restric/ons	on	non-urgent	medical	procedures	will	be	further	relaxed	in	May.
o   In	reac/on,	some	wondered	why	other	professions,	such	as	barbers	and	retailers,	cannot

resume	since	high-exposure	services	provided	by	massage	therapists	and	den/sts	are	now
permi9ed.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       The	governor	expects	more	restric/ons	to	be	relaxed—such	as	those	on	retail	stores	and	state
fisheries—if	Alaska	con/nues	to	limit	the	spread	of	COVID-19.	His	goal	is	to	“reopen	the	life
we’re	used	to	and	the	life	we	want	to	get	back	to.”	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   Debate	con/nues	between	those	who	advocate	for	reopening	the	economy	and	levng

people	make	their	own	choices	about	taking	personal	risks,	versus	those	who	say	it	is	too
soon	to	do	so.

o   One	comment	claimed	that	FEMA	seized	a	test	order	intended	for	Anchorage	Providence
hospital	on	Wednesday.	(Facebook)

Social	Distancing	Orders
·       The	Sitka	Assembly	has	passed	a	controversial	ordinance	that	would	quaran/ne	incoming

seasonal	workers.	Sitka	has	no	COVID-19	cases	to	date.	(KCAW)
·       Anchorage	medical	leaders	endorse	mayor’s	‘hunker	down’	order	and	ask	the	public	to	stay	the

course.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   Reac/on	is	split	between	those	who	applaud	the	mayor's	decision	and	those	who	want	the

right	to	go	back	to	work.	One	person	who	owns	a	dog	grooming	business	expressed
frustra/on	that	Petco	is	s/ll	allowed	to	operate	and	provide	grooming	services.	(Facebook)

New	Cases
·       More	than	100	people	have	recovered	from	COVID-19	in	Alaska,	as	case	tally	rises	to	293.	(KTUU,

Anchorage	Daily	News)	Many	people	credit	the	social	distancing	with	slowing	the	spread,	and
urge	people	to	con/nue	to	stay	home.	Others	are	saying	that	there	must	be	a	be9er	way;	one
that	doesn't	have	such	a	harsh	economic	and	psychological	toll.	(Facebook)

·       Kodiak	Island	has	its	first	case	of	coronavirus.	(Alaska	Public	Media,	KMXT)	
·       Fairbanks	goes	three	days	without	a	new	COVID	case.	(Daily	News-Miner)	Alaska's	Chief	Medical

Officer	praised	the	borough	for	early	detec/on,	contact	tracing	and	isola/on	of	its	79	posi/ve
cases.

Economy
·       Senators	Dan	Sullivan	and	Lisa	Murkowski	are	hos/ng	a	virtual	Small	Business	Town	Hall	with

local	Alaskan	leaders	to	discuss	challenges	facing	small	business	and	CARES	Act	relief
opportuni/es.	(@SenDanSullivan)

Na/onal	Guard
·       Anchorage’s	request	for	Na/onal	Guard	help	with	homeless	camps	is	rejected.	(Anchorage	Daily

News)	Most	people	on	Facebook	agree	that	cleaning	up	the	camps	is	not	a	job	for	the	Na/onal

https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/idaho-potato-farm-gave-away-potatoes-for-free-so-they-wouldnt-go-to-waste/283-931ba7c2-6175-4d4b-b18f-088304f2d276
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/idaho-diaper-bank-holds-distribution-event-for-families-in-need-of-diapers-other-paper-goods/277-a5be42ef-56d9-41a8-bc7a-f4a0f6925f17?fbclid=IwAR21dFEzPvSYcBTHIRfDSP608Ot6F8kgi3S5IIf9c48_FtqO7RDotCmrSHs
https://www.facebook.com/6020343990/posts/10158435599663991
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/saint-alphonsus-doctor-partners-with-boise-company-to-print-3d-masks-for-healthcare-workers/277-56fe5859-1bdd-4df5-963b-ac8851f8da2b?fbclid=IwAR1C8mTTMpCCcTGo7IvhkQpLCOrcF7WocKrm5zsOSxho_LrXrIps2Eh9sso
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/local/hospitals-hurting-local-medical-centers-not-immune-to-financial-hardships-amid-pandemic/article_9825a4f6-c1f3-5277-911a-8123fcbace65.html?fbclid=IwAR1BQdrb06jO7pCVgAqRrNjElDY0txUxGpy7NRWOBNOIlI-0mdlea_-JVpI
https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/AKDHSS/bulletins/286bd19
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/15/alaska-will-ease-restrictions-on-health-care-providers-and-procedures-over-the-next-3-weeks/?fbclid=IwAR3Tpg4HWOSnTm8iVmZDffqIwl7cSFxKvJIekW2hfW7x18Y417bWR84UPoo
https://mustreadalaska.com/dunleavy-new-mandate-means-doctors-can-see-patients-starting-monday/
https://www.facebook.com/mustreadalaska/posts/1361994523987814?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDdI693WHCnRkNDMNSKbOz2AyRLv1YqVx-3Nq1mkrlVdR6vILZi0FIbeAzA62_2-6AC2XiG3tcF4UndU5-1NL1qTgyXqeX-HCnS5cyG0AJcDrAf9MRW34VApgMRdNN4Fh7a2SG2GdaMHiRqYANucAf83LR1iUDmLxT_YSwPXOZveoGbnIkzxUs6lPP5LnX7bCKMA-LCllK4HgzgCK7q1OBm1_tJZ3kfaP_uch_RObbBZc1iKmZHSkKHxKirnh0zXo8HdY6WU1WbE5l5nml7Te8SEKBVk-SyXxEmS607rTe8FWW0TjgVNK0SY3V4q6weO10B5XUvuu84Qywf9BCgVi0AZg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3140684195954178?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD0D-jiLUVHpgHc2mct7RU8CWsuJg1KfFM0No8vuntujwOi1x1WnYXpYhu0ANN6v9S_OBx7Fodbc_Shy8WG1nt1vkaXFAlnDLgO5dqN7Eu_mmVWtpdYIx2yQFippVbtvgSGurQCVHZitjoQX-CEVQMZn-_CauUf-BOEVMzSpx-3hsNoF7FTQO22rOFw6DQkLPcXgh-j_XRaRuCO-KB15KMltt7moFcxG1eWig2uwNykIB6nQiL6FNTKNjqcT0l3gYWnc95fnzCbobJCkr9sP2Z21aNeEVgEmPBkzflWMrOdAKKmpvKfyGLkidBKOB3YKxYTAVu7fdNPZEldsn0a6NnOGQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/15/alaska-will-ease-restrictions-on-health-care-providers-and-procedures-over-the-next-3-weeks/?fbclid=IwAR3Tpg4HWOSnTm8iVmZDffqIwl7cSFxKvJIekW2hfW7x18Y417bWR84UPoo
https://www.facebook.com/fairbanksDNM/posts/10163563398060105?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDHL3ZRfz8FfmoqUr7nmQA7al9cQU1fk_eyGEadV8hUjtbfLZ8Q8a-j_Zsx07WwFLPGqfB8KBSys9nsjL2ZKZPV4K1pcYylket-UFhjGFPphg1kp8MnAO3SEtvymlEmr7eKZFBEDAXwWdTuEc1LLbh8sLYCs0gT6MsuVogKaMWvh-XkqA0cglnFUqqFpOfuU5Maof4N3sqs4zMkC4-tm-bjQfkiS5GiXSki1DzcV0aWdmNW5c6L-WXW_DFriKC4W8o8IEjaxzvPAUrh3pEO2mBrLYJleU-yDqP_OjR4uTwrDChLgGKUmdCrEfVZQtTuGVX2xU4r9s7DR8iAyv6n&__tn__=-R
https://www.kcaw.org/2020/04/15/a-covid-free-sitka-to-quarantine-incoming-seasonal-workers/?fbclid=IwAR0dBQEiK9lM29wDhMSNkA3unQ6AOdskTjJydAxWw3mCKQqjktAQGOu5GIg
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/15/anchorage-medical-leaders-endorse-mayors-hunker-down-order-and-ask-the-public-to-stay-the-course/?fbclid=IwAR0pGvzAHYM5cRnXf1gd7QboNFrOwvqX523dAkUlwgA3NVL4Ep9NfFdyLgE
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3140415372647727?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDPyKcxCr6A-8rCscQnqy3c5OEVDSvudsvkL98JOKzIKx7lsBQo1j3pynZGmc8ViI8QJY8vtLPattmaqdVsGCrY6a3sJBdndEPioGv52VRIwaVwPOTlFoJReiYO7xSAkMDAt_dASbF5t7Zto_gcxfmnQ20sKnx1QPWr3dJpuTP0wgVAatq5OsgVoZjxA9RHBMQpFoDXb_7ElYQB1EEM8oaOdvtz2A93D62VtudDejXyOxsVeT_9LE4ILWMEK3b7Dpg9p1dVO6veNs3zOuG8rVqYVEGFLm8hgRWD7--F35u_mPBsDpmOLQ2TTvrHKvjgvXO54fBVm5ykA7yW2rnLXEbSPw&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Over-100-people-have-recovered-from-COVID-19-in-Alaska-New-cases-announced-569669301.html?fbclid=IwAR3vEqNs9lWW_1v8vgVKuNmACKPHF9ZbVHhtfX6caDC3oCfbL6mEDCzYQPQ
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/15/alaskas-covid-19-case-tally-rises-to-293-with-over-100-recoveries/?fbclid=IwAR3g4KVTIDmIAmFDXBE0MAK0LQ_0hCu_3M8_-wb5KmsnWSkLfiNBjkCzyrU
https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156887017051666?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARChVOKFe66fcAV_laioMEKYUM0ewUKaUFg1Q01kTB8fWE3gZq6dthKzwnAPPMgT5luQ9bNfhNKzCcSRbd8DVkMF1-Gwyg5KUv2OGKTPTr2sLDGK4w--OD8in-1I8nS5hPJpOihg_-UooZUBJJNrJ3g7AC8lVsWrWkGOTM2cZLl1JTcLPb0vGR-Vi9HZViufhGhmVpxS7InPo0FQSoGm5hgUjy5VNaTrLla_gQi_GBPOo0utVvuzRRxyUf0xjdjpQ0V4HH9GKbSI-hAo0CfhPZE8JBgz7jNe2rxLSgsfyaNTUejbnV641TGgukwfJf_-OHEUzaosR2HX6wAjsF4Y&__tn__=-R
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/15/kodiak-has-its-first-case-of-coronavirus/?fbclid=IwAR2mbpj1WvDge6wbvPZ5dkGVeaUQIUjOWGamvANt1YalYZV7xinA5_hTnfs
https://kmxt.org/2020/04/breaking-first-covid-19-case-confirmed-in-kodiak/?fbclid=IwAR0eyAHTjTgXE3kPsYU8T_jplus6R7qeIjGSsQGYvKc3iNFiTV2lNImcVPA
http://www.newsminer.com/alerts/governor-relaxes-some-health-mandates-fairbanks-goes-three-days-without-a-new-covid-case/article_5f15d992-7f8b-11ea-b11c-efc6109ccabb.html?fbclid=IwAR2Ct4NVMMi0wk2GrV7ShBvBR6QxzKNYUMxaU7WE5y3W7nVBepfGbaFRnH8%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://twitter.com/SenDanSullivan/status/1250574956104204288
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/15/anchorages-request-for-national-guard-help-with-homeless-camps-is-rejected/?fbclid=IwAR2rI2WJXhCuKsat3AyXHJe1bDG_byzcWsj7JtbzyaImrbRnAV_tUBo0Vg4
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3140611059294825?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAr249YobRlKtLyk_rJbqm6Y_6hy0f-hE4OC760S7nnYKxSppMFIP05BbhPY76aPVG-guzyWQabK-MU-nqD987UPBl8y1lsw7adb3pFTHDUTI17h9F7S9XGqziw0cN-H2tBZqW9QivIE5mTQ4dBAqX2k_34bhB7uvjv6C3fVKCG4AiZedSQ71qEXOOAxb3eSg9as-cY3jldQQ0Jjp592oW0SyvjEV2ZRnGdZ6pEIzCV6aPropcmXObCLupRnfS2tWVL9eGEsamcSdAcvqmM2Qntfs6EMgzku7a3m7MI5r0I2aKhAvvWyDj1VydMMSt4r-18aWNS6ZmYGdVTX-TceN4d1Q&__tn__=-R


Guard.
Law	Enforcement
·       Woman	arrested,	charged	with	terroris/c	threatening	in	the	second	degree,	aKer	coughing	on

people	and	claiming	she	has	coronavirus.	(KTUU)
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Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Barkley, Wendy, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Way, Bryan (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Sandison, Derek
(AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Emmans, Gene (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Yoshi Kumara, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Christina Wong
(christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Warnick, Judy, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Voris, Molly
(GOV), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Connelly, Leslie
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Gregerson, Mia
Cc:  Drew Meuer, Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, McGann, Chris
(AGR), Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Kathleen Hedgcock, Jason Clark, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Throne, Paul (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Cooper, Kelly
(DOH), Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Graham, Joe M (DOH), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Auvinen, Alyssa A
(DOH), Linda Nageotte, Richartz, Saundra, Black, Ryan (DOH)

ADDING TODAY’s  AGENDA

AGENDA –

I.                 Roll Call

II.                Leadership Updates – JT & Derek

III.              Funding Updates

a.      FEMA

b.      CARES Discretionary Funding Discussion – soon to be available through local jurisdictions
and OFM for state agencies

1.      What are agencies and partners considering requesting for their funding priorities and
strategies?

IV.              Action Team Report Backs

a.      Food Procurement Team

b.      Gap Analysis Team

c.      Coordinated Community Response Team

V.               Communications

a.      JIC Reporting – Chris  

b.      Other communication needs?

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


VI.              Partner Updates or Concerns for the Week Ahead

VII.            Adjourn

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/



FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 15, 2020
April 15, 2020 at 10:36 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 15, 2020
SUMMARY

·       The	spread	of	COVID-19	is	slowing	much	faster	than	expected	in	Washington,	but	'We	can't	let	up
our	guard'	says	the	Washington	State	Health	Officer.

·       Oregon	Governor	Kate	Brown	has	five	key	metrics	that	will	help	determine	when	the	state	can
reopen.

·       Gas	prices	are	down	and	liquor	sales	are	up	in	Oregon	as	public	habits	are	altered	by	stay-at-
home	orders.

·       Idaho	Governor	Brad	Li9le	will	make	an	announcement	today	as	his	stay-at-home	order	is	set	to
expire.

·       Anchorage	plans	to	extend	a	"hunker	down"	order	un/l	May	5.
·       Princess	Cruises	and	Holland	America	cancel	Alaska	opera/ons	for	2020	season.

Public	Sen+ment
·       Oregonians	would	like	more	details	about	the	Governor's	plans	and	indicators	for	what	it	will

take	to	ease	current	restric/ons.
·       In	Idaho,	the	public	weigh	economic	fears	and	whether	the	disease	will	surge	if	stay-home	order

is	liYed.
·       With	the	news	that	two	major	cruise	lines	have	canceled	their	2020	Alaska	routes,	local

des/na/ons	worry	about	the	economic	impacts.
·       The	theme	that	government	restric/ons	infringe	upon	rights	con/nues,	counterbalanced	by	a

willingness	from	others	to	make	sacrifices	to	slow	the	spread	of	the	virus.
·       There	are	mixed	reac/ons	to	news	that	the	US	will	be	cu\ng	funding	for	the	WHO.	While	most

feel	the	organiza/on	should	have	been	more	transparent,	there	is	also	a	desire	to	con/nue	to
engage	interna/onal	health	experts.

Washington
Tes/ng
·       Evere9	COVID-19	drive-in	tes/ng	site	to	demobilize	aYer	losing	federal	funding.	(KOMO)	The

reac/on	to	this	news	is	mostly	nega/ve,	with	many	blaming	the	governor	and	wondering	how
this	correlates	to	his	statements	that	Washington	needs	to	ramp	up	tes/ng.	(Facebook)

Social	Distancing
·       Coronavirus:	Distancing	efforts	must	remain	in	place	to	prevent	rebound	in	cases,	report	says

(KIRO	7)
o   Most	people	are	saying	in	response	that	the	stay-at-home	order	should	not	be	extended
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beyond	May	4th.	Reasons	given	are	that	the	goal	of	fla9ening	the	curve	was	achieved,	that
people	will	violate	the	order	anyway,	and	that	the	challenges	of	con/nuing	to	be
homebound	are	too	much.	Others	call	to	extend	the	order,	or	say	to	leave	it	up	to	the
experts	to	decide.	(Facebook)

·       Spread	of	Covid-19	is	slowing	much	faster	than	expected	in	Washington,	but	'We	can't	let	up	our
guard'	says	the	Washington	State	Health	Officer.		(KUOW)

·       Far-right	U.S.	poli/cians	label	lockdowns	an/-cons/tu/onal.		Ma9	Shea	says	stay-at-home	order
'creeping	into	mar/al	law	territory.'	(The	Columbian)

·       Tri-Ci/ans	protes/ng	ban	against	recrea/onal	fishing.	(KEPR)	Many	people	on	Facebook	agree
that	fishing	should	be	a	protected	right,	and	that	it	is	safer	than	many	other	permi9ed	ac/vi/es.

·       Visi/ng	even	'just	one	friend'	puts	everyone	at	higher	risk	for	coronavirus.		University	of
Washington	researchers	studied	what	can	happen	if	someone	forgoes	social	distancing	and

·       visits	just	one	friend,	and	the	result	can	be	a	major	problem.	(KING	5,	The	Olympian)	Some	on
Facebook	are	calling	these	messages	'fear	mongering'	and	say	it	is	not	working	anymore.	Some
point	out	that	visi/ng	a	friend	is	safer	than	visi/ng	a	pot	shop	or	grocery	store—both	permi9ed
ac/vi/es.

Elected	Officials
·       Trump	directs	halt	to	payments	to	WHO	during	virus	pandemic.		President	Donald	Trump	said

Tuesday	that	he	was	cu\ng	off	U.S.	payments	to	the	World	Health	Organiza/on	during	the
coronavirus	pandemic,	saying	the	organiza/on	of	failing	to	do	enough	to	stop	the	virus	from
spreading	when	it	first	surfaced	in	China.	(Sea9le	Times)

·       Rep.	McMorris	Rodgers	sides	with	decision	to	inves/gate	World	Health	Organiza/on.	(KXLY)
·       Rep.	Derek	Kilmer	of	Washington,	chairman	of	the	New	Democrat	Coali/on,	will	soon	release

legisla/on	proposing	an	automa/c	stabilizer	for	the	popular	Paycheck	Protec/on	Program,	which
provides	loans	to	small	businesses	that	will	be	fully	forgiven	if	the	companies	keep	a	majority	of
their	employees	on	the	payroll.	(Roll	Call)

PPE
·       General	Motors	and	Ventec	to	deliver	first	batch	of	ven/lators	ahead	of	schedule	(NBC)

Food	Security
·       Sea9le	is	giving	$800	in	grocery	vouchers	to	1,000	recently-displaced	workers.	(KIRO7)
·       Washington	Na/onal	Guard	and	Northwest	Harvest	team	up	to	fill	emergency	food	boxes.

(KING5)
·       Farmers	are	throwing	out	food	that	could	go	to	food	banks.	American	Farm	Bureau	and	Feeding

America	want	to	change	that	(YakTriNews)
Hispanic	Impact
·       In	the	cases	where	ethnicity	is	known,	24	percent	of	people	infected	are	Hispanic,	but	people	of

Hispanic	heritage	only	makeup	13	percent	of	Washington's	total	popula/on.	(KIMA)
Tribal
·       Suquamish	members	can	request	rental	relief	online.	(Facebook)

Business	and	Economy
·       Spokane	is	working	on	10-month	grace	period	for	renters,	mortgage	holders	impacted	by	COVID-

19	(KHQ)
·       $35,000	dona/on	will	aid	Spokane	community	college	students	impacted	by	the	pandemic.	(The

Spokesman-Review)
Oregon

Updates	from	Governor	Brown
·       Gov.	Brown	gave	guidance	on	how	COVID-19	restric/ons	will	be	eased.	(KGW8,	KPTV12)

o   The	five	key	metrics	that	will	inform	the	state's	decisions	are	slowed	infec/on	rates,
adequate	PPE,	capacity	to	conduct	tes/ng,	ability	to	conduct	contact	tracing,	and	having	an
effec/ve	program	for	isola/on/quaran/ne	of	the	ill.	(KVAL13)

o   In	reac/on,	people	are	asking	for	more	details	and	specula/ng	about	what	will	or	should
happen	next.	Some	call	for	a	regional,	county-by-county	approach,	and	many	ask	that
Oregon	not	tag	along	with	Washington	and	California's	decisions.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3)
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Business	and	Economy
·       S.	Oregon	bar	defied	coronavirus	order	to	serve	drinks,	authori/es	say;	now,	its	license	is

suspended.	(The	Oregonian)	Some	on	Facebook	say	this	is	a	fair	consequence;	others	say	it	is
government	overreach.

·       Portland	announces	city	employee	furloughs,	pay	raise	freeze,	mayor	salary	cut	amid	coronavirus
pandemic.		All	non-union	Portland	city	employees	must	take	10	days	of	unpaid	leave	by	October,
raises	will	be	temporarily	halted	and	Mayor	Ted	Wheeler	will	go	without	a	salary	for	the	rest	of
the	year,	the	city	announced	Tuesday.	(Oregonian)

·       Oregon	liquor	stores	sold	at	'record	level'	in	March,	OLCC	says.	(KDRV12,	Oregonian)
·       Gas	prices	keep	dropping	as	coronavirus	brings	low	demand	for	fuel.	(KATU)

New	Cases
·       2	more	people	die	from	coronavirus	in	Oregon	and	49	new	cases	are	reported.	(KGW8,	KATU	2)
·       Health	care	leaders	launch	campaign	‘Be	Prepared:	Take	Control’.	(KOIN)

Social	Distancing
·       Coastal	residents	ask	out-of-towners	to	stay	home.	(KOIN6)
·       Hikers	asked	to	get	off	Pacific	Crest	Trail	to	help	stop	COVID-19	spread.	(FOX12)

Idaho
Stay-at-home	order
·       Top	Idaho	house	Republicans	tell	Gov.	Li9le	to	hand	over	control	of	coronavirus	response	to	local

officials.	(Boise	State	Public	Radio)	“Let's	con/nue	informing	our	ci/zens	about	the	health	risks
and	then,	to	the	greatest	degree	possible,	let	them	govern	themselves,”	the	house	leader	wrote.
Reac/ons	are	generally	dismayed.

·       Idaho's	Republican	party	chairman	says	the	decision	to	reopen	Idaho	must	be	based	on	economy,
too	—	not	just	COVID-19	models.	(Idaho	Statesman)	Many	responses	disagree	with	the
representa/ve's	opinion,	but	others	agree	that	the	economy	may	be	hur/ng	more	than	it
should.

Sanita/on
·       Nampa	company	cleans	first	responder	vehicles	for	free.	They	can	clean	vehicles	in	two	hours.

Their	marke/ng	staff	has	joined	the	effort	to	"keep	them	busy."	(KIVI)
Blood	dona/ons
·       Gov.	Li9le	donates	blood	in	light	of	na/onwide	shortage	(KIVI)

New	cases
·       Woman	dies	from	coronavirus	at	Boise	skilled	care	facility;	14	others	also	likely	posi/ve.	(Idaho

News)	Public	reac/on	asks	people	to	take	care	when	going	to	the	facility	to	help	keep	healthcare
workers	safe.	Others	suggest	the	/ming	of	this	news	will	lead	to	extending	the	stay-at-home
order.	Others	ask	why	there	isn't	more	repor/ng	on	people	who	have	recovered	from	COVID-19.
(Facebook)

Economy
·       Senator	Mike	Crapo	(R-Idaho)	joined	a	le9er	led	by	U.S.	Senator	Jim	Risch	(R-Idaho)	to	call	for

dairy	farmer	assistance.	(Senator	Crapo	website)
·       Cranney	Farms	in	West	Oakley	is	offering	free	potatoes	due	to	the	impacts	to	the	supply	chain	as

they	would	otherwise	be	discarded.	(Facebook)
·       Gas	prices	in	Coeur	d’Alene	have	been	falling	in	Idaho	to	their	lowest	levels	in	years.	(Coeur

d'Alene	Press)
Alaska

Economy
·       Princess	Cruises	and	Holland	America	cancel	Alaska	opera/ons	for	2020	season.	(Daily	News-

Miner,	Anchorage	Daily	News,	Alaska	Public	Media,	KTOO)	Alaska's	Travel	Industry	Associa/on
President	and	CEO	calls	the	news	“devasta/ng”	for	hundreds	of	businesses	and	communi/es
that	rely	on	tourism	revenue.
o   Response	from	people	on	Facebook	is	mostly	sadness,	and	worry	over	the	impact	on

Alaska's	economy,	workers.	(example	1,	example	2)
Unemployment
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https://www.crapo.senate.gov/media/newsreleases/crapo-joins-call-for-dairy-farmer-assistance?fbclid=IwAR2ArO7ItMDOeJPrRC2Lb_SZfcWoNXjx7PR0RvdTUmRYEqLSg-HYULT8tKo
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10221893345546512&set=a.1628171627902&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA_EO0iahCjCrwKoUEurvaU0us7fl1e-h0R9nDjuXXGRcpfYoJdGZZ_f56Lk92NeywJoqh5EIIZwozpIbAiDvcDXLMmogrUD084C7M1phOBL7hGUGUa0ggtjFyQ3zsUmFANR0wfnDtUgZIUVJZj3tSYry2qbVWoTySvWmG3IQbhpx4UmYMsGXE8FSBOqA6geImYOTnw3sfD9D3VqSsc9EULdMLKHd1SzyY21n3ud5f2BDybtErIUCgiHAhSh-GlDcSczpmPt4Xc_OPw-U1rPqgM4_gfIS4_Qtx8C63HEXTTaOMt-q489RH68G6ejxbJMf6gm4Wp6Ef6c10XbevSGrI&__tn__=H-R
https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/14/fuel-prices-down-so-fuel-up-5/?fbclid=IwAR3pdCE9f7ILuHuOYGo9_xhDinxI18eKPQLty1NG1JRSLDdroraWBoV9uuk
http://www.newsminer.com/news/local_news/princess-cruises-cancels-alaska-operations-for-the-summer-season/article_7544d2c2-7eaa-11ea-92b0-5fb51750b77a.html%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/14/devastating-princess-and-holland-america-cancel-2020-gulf-of-alaska-sailings-because-of-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR3qKenpyeWWWggWoek1L4jGswsp0mwHZZy0UAnsE_2j7gEQG1mLPN9gENs
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/14/princess-cancels-cruises-wont-operate-its-alaska-lodges-buses-and-trains-this-summer/?fbclid=IwAR3y7VPgfTnfDyMxSb4_n-hmdsNKm1M4saoEBJ1VEI2-gRhxiqOr8DLlf3A
https://www.ktoo.org/2020/04/14/princess-cancels-gulf-cruises-wont-operate-its-alaska-lodges-buses-and-trains-this-summer/?fbclid=IwAR1Vd7aMuA2YXBtEx0fN1voJGySC-LwbOwUD7dbeHmQcwl8TL5G2GjKU8eU
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/14/devastating-princess-and-holland-america-cancel-2020-gulf-of-alaska-sailings-because-of-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR3qKenpyeWWWggWoek1L4jGswsp0mwHZZy0UAnsE_2j7gEQG1mLPN9gENs
https://www.facebook.com/fairbanksDNM/posts/10163555005405105?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBHMQImkBTzm-jZLLBQ2nKrIDnwMpbmyk0x8flwHWdwik5nk4sMocLsuFiOpdEpBqZ0NP-JGayOrFi7ni9sxM9weC8E0h8qYHbLv9I1dGffgzSgfFVLsQZ14YtYXM6Qw-ABMlI0ZNqVV3MbY24iV-I2x5x4tCyv2HsG3oN4NT4_R9iNa82VlBwkwrsLn6hAhePCfbdCNWD-G3aVTDwOYt5d_UVFTjzpgRR6XxizmnVuOxf4jC6EnginhEYrC329sMp2t4fSV9dvhTPnHfLhDDLg5e25z03YZxuZ5yCUMdjH1o6k216GCcV9SJHa9DOLSP52FBc5VcEY9DQ9ZPA9&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/alaskapublic/posts/2975088575888247?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDHi3vICsvw_UVYJFYI3Kil1urFXENM6ZyadHYSMVWghUD76bcV4AvdKVZoYZ1ZtqkAjmh_XPJxEaUpig6GlaFNyJnLkXVkzcJcr4u5tq7uNTeOiLAUnZAwL-xdaS7RQo1FH--cpDzTV3fWpYTyzVFlIx2GtchMv4KCfruQtqwk6CHXWickt4bUTWlf6j1hwQn45S7n-tCuekhOJLN5zPiIhBwIhGd8UpWZkymABDuWlcQLZ1qXgpBtWdu6YeF_YR_cizgumPXIIx0Xm-2kgd_Q_lHIPG1FZhon9tAp8wT7_c1cJRWlmtqB4ieqGrI4y2A8M1YwplGiwKy2zEJXmO1ETw&__tn__=-R


·       Alaska	begins	paying	$600-per-week	federal	boost	in	unemployment	benefits.	(Anchorage	Daily
News)	In	reac/on,	some	people	are	frustrated	that	unemployment	benefits	are	greater	than	the
income	of	many	essen/al	workers.	(Facebook)

Anchorage	'Hunker	Down'	Order
·       Anchorage	Mayor	announces	he	will	extend	‘hunker	down’	order	to	May	5.	(Anchorage	Daily

News)	The	Anchorage	Assembly	extended	the	mayors	emergency	declara/on	powers	through
June	5.
o   In	reac/on,	many	people	believe	that	the	extension	is	difficult	but	necessary	to	stop	the

pandemic.	Others	express	frustra/on	and	say	their	jobs	or	businesses	will	not	recover	from
this	shut	down.

Governor's	Health	Mandates
·       Governor	Dunleavy	announced	he	will	rescind	a	temporary	ban	on	elec/ve	medical	procedures

as	the	first	step	in	his	plan	to	restart	Alaska’s	economy;	also	announced	he	will	liY 	the	ban	on
restaurants	selling	to-go	alcohol.	(Anchorage	Daily	News,	KTVA)	
o   The	governor	said	he	will	work	with	communi/es	and	industry	leaders	on	decisions,	and

reiterated	that	the	economy	won't	be	put	ahead	of	Alaskans'	health.	(KTVA)
o   In	response,	residents	con/nue	to	debate	the	health	mandates;	some	saying	that	ci/zens

can	conduct	business	and	stay	safe	at	the	same	/me,	others	saying	con/nued	observance
of	social	distance	mandates	is	crucial.	(Facebook)

·       Health	experts	warn	that	liYing	health	mandates	could	lead	to	virus	‘rebound’.	(Juneau	Empire)
Alterna/ve	Care	Site
·       Alaska	Airlines	Center	turning	into	a	COVID-19	care	facility.	(KTUU,	KTVA)	Some	people	are	calling

this	a	waste	of	money,	saying	it	could	have	been	done	cheaper	or	will	not	be	used.	One	person
blamed	FEMA	for	the	high	cost	of	the	site,	and	one	other	compared	it	to	the	CenturyLink	site	in
Sea9le.	Other	people	say	the	site	is	necessary.	(Facebook)
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https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/14/anchorage-mayor-berkowitz-announces-he-will-extend-hunker-down-order-to-may-5/?fbclid=IwAR06CNpq3JUZxRh36y_YRyFBD2JBvxzVTpXPKlM4jjF39AujSwJIKMhqFHI
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https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/14/alaska-will-lift-ban-on-elective-medical-procedures-and-allow-to-go-alcohol-dunleavy-says/?fbclid=IwAR2tZBHGkoZ5n02Xi41VeQAHRdTD6Ti68t15UzmNwo44GWQ7zuK45lzpnMI
https://www.ktva.com/story/42007817/watch-alaska-governor-gives-health-economic-update-amid-coronavirus-crisis?utm_content=bufferd417c&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR2pvFmJBwFQP1LBcCXk_K_uqOXwlPYHnjlLIJrnhrCDA4JuJLefD9MBfVw
https://www.ktva.com/story/42007635/dunleavy-economy-wont-be-put-ahead-of-alaskans-health?utm_content=buffer8aba7&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR0ZJtLFMl0IErC8zuPOJbJXLM-2oqlTNU4fSKLRyM3XQ0HDlCa62F7SC7E
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156819449402511?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDKhUFda6NESuS9B0r49KGfYEj2AwqJasQkS_Dy41ODRpm4_NDjXJi2mBXhf8fYw4Rzyo6FYPeClf3xuyA_D9-TDXTFe0RStMv6Nc4gYb-4oyXSLpE51gweHTnl3XTW9ZygmMhbsq-H7xUPkvSgavDUKpzX17jgosEFzACjbq5DOF_VcIb3zRI_XgByinBIXmrLXSF6cTstO-nSxk9s0F6ZS01U2uEhgGU73tGHolyieSQW12J9aE_YvuY078p5cZJBWSLkZNfMvY-0TwHDobHWK302lv16ejE2l-pF6-qZRlAxw2IBTKFNDrYBVF4MylHWcKdk34c0ka6FZbGb&__tn__=-R
https://www.juneauempire.com/news/lifting-health-mandates-could-lead-to-virus-rebound/?fbclid=IwAR3XrB7yojGq4QgP2p8z5aE5mKTUH98st2mGRDznMHBaH_USom8CELF3sJc
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Alaska-Airlines-Center-turning-into-a-COVID-19-care-facility-569614151.html
https://www.ktva.com/story/42002349/alaska-airlines-center-to-house-covid19-patients
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156817473662511?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAUIjWgIbvv3GuTE2wyAANlKU5vngDZsII2aIHXrm-YSuO08EcGzD8UTtMXsm9hTogDricR5T9ZBJjHhQ2TirGIPPEn30eTIzPLSo4MWCLHctNJy-NVOxtK9DYakeh73vuG3FQZ4fkBYnmhJk4u3ax86oP7xen0kvBqlblXx4UnCi2nq79ZPTsaFVTJZdJWqYtzOvNVHeiARjrTM9t24HCpurGtzGto6-XDVV7j0L_mU0l4G4NES62koTFI5IeucdnVuhJJQVIrN9xYA9nxhKw22GB_yVDrKTfZzeCrYX6ywrlERQNO4QeYJVXx7sxafmaG6fmTNqu_esePLfFY&__tn__=-R
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Holt, Brett
FEMA Fact Sheet on PPE Guidance for Non-Medical Sectors
April 23, 2020 at 2:14 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA Fact Sheet - Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:  Addressing PPE Needs in Non-
Healthcare Setting
 
This guidance summarizes how organizations should consider and manage their personal
protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the protection of workers during the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response.
 
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
Chat: MS Teams
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
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PIO - HECC
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M
(DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Owens, Virginia M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris (WSP), Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole
(DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt,
Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina (Email -
UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren (WSP), Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel (WSP), Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz, Melissa
(DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint Information
Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen,
Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer, Savannah, Kelli
Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Thank you Tara! You all have been doing an amazing job- thank you for everything. Great leadership and messages and hard decisions.

--Mary Kay

Wearing my PIO hat for the Northwest Healthcare Response Network--

________________________________

From: Lee, Tara (GOV) <tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:47 AM

To: DOH-PIO (DOH) <doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>; Thomas, Heather (DOHi) <hthomas@snohd.org>; Bray, Kari <kbray@snohd.org>; Li-Vollmer, Meredith
(DOHi) <meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>; Apa, James (DOHi) <james.apa@kingcounty.gov>; Karasz, Hilary (DOHi) <hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;
Calamusa, Casey M <Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>; Stromme, Lisa M (DOH) <lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>; Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>; Baggett, Jessica L (DOH) <Jessica.Baggett@DOH.WA.GOV>; Steve Metcalf <SMetcalf@tpchd.org>; Jeffers, Edie (DOHi)
<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>; seoc44 (MIL) <seoc44@mil.wa.gov>; Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) <Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>; Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH)
<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>; Foster, Sarah (MIL) <Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>; Owens, Virginia M (MIL) <Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;
cooper.p@portseattle.org <cooper.p@portseattle.org>; Michael, Stephanie (DOHi) <smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>; sghanson@uw.edu <sghanson@uw.edu>;
Weaver, Neil (WSP) <Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>; Cross, Chad (WSP) <Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>; Marissa Armstrong
<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>; LeBlanc, Charles (WSP) <Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>; Loftis, Chris <Chris.Loftis@wsp.wa.gov>; Adeogun, Tieka
(DOH) <shontieka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>; Weaver, Ron L (DOH) <Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>; jgreen@northbendwa.gov <jgreen@northbendwa.gov>;
Fuller, Amy (DOHi) <amy.fuller@co.kittitas.wa.us>; Knutson, Kasey (DOHi) <kasey.knutson@co.kittitas.wa.us>; Katims, Casey (GOV)
<casey.katims@gov.wa.gov>; Wilson, Morgan (GOV) <Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>; Annie Goodwin <Annieg@bfhd.wa.gov>; Johnson, Nathan (DOHi)
<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>; Sooter, Tad <tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>; Danskin, Julia (DOHi) <jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil <joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil>; Blaske, Laura A (DOH) <Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>; Couture, Melissa (DOH)
<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>; Dodd, Kyle (DOHi) <kyled@sanjuanco.com>; Jenks, Lauren (DOH) <Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>; Nandi, Paj (DOH)
<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>; McCallion, Teresa M (DOH) <teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>; Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co <byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>; Liebelt,
Erica (DOHi) <eliebelt@wapc.org>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>; Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi) <edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>; Harrison, Carole
(DOHi) <harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>; Mund, Ed <Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>; 'Chris Skidmore' <Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>; Judy Ziels
<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>; Stanford, Katie (DOHi) <kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>; Potts, Karen (DOHi) <karenp@co.adams.wa.us>; Thompson, Cynthia
(DOHi) <cathompson@srhd.org>; 'Deana Chiodo' <deanac@bfhd.wa.gov>; 'JoDee Peyton' <Jodeer@bfhd.wa.gov>; Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi)
<jasonz@bfhd.wa.gov>; Debolt, Meghan (DOHi) <mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>; 'Martine, Appalachia' <AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us>; Farias, Veronica
(DOHi) <veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>; 'Rasmussen, Katie (WSP)' <Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>; kayla@co.skagit.wa.us <kayla@co.skagit.wa.us>;
Rietmann, Kristina (DOT) <rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>; brendanc@sanjuanco.com <brendanc@sanjuanco.com>; ryanp@sanjuanco.com
<ryanp@sanjuanco.com>; mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us <mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us>; KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org
<KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org>; Stephanie Dunkel <SDunkel@tpchd.org>; Webb, Adrienne L <Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>; Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW) <ochs@uw.edu>; Glenn M. Bieler <bieler@uw.edu>; Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA) <jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;
Wright, Darren <Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>; Cole, Kate <kacole@kingcounty.gov>; McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi) <lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov <Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov>; Edwards, Rick (DOHi) <richarde@bfhd.wa.gov>; Solie, Arel <Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>; Lacet,
Blishda <Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>; Margie Boyd <MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>; mkcrsunshine@gmail.com <mkcrsunshine@gmail.com>; Halvorson,
Emily (GOV) <Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>; Faulk, Mike (GOV) <Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>; Holman, Sam (GOV) <Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
Russum, Cheri <Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>; Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH) <Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>; Covington, Zach (DOH)
<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>; Meehan, Kathleen (DOH) <Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>; Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH)
<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>; Madrigal, Tomas (DOH) <tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>; Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH)
<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>; Jackson, Christymarie (DOH) <christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>; Lantz, Melissa (DOHi)
<melissab@bfhd.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>; Kavanagh, David (DOHi) <davidk@klickitatcounty.org>; Andrew
Stevens <astevens@sammamish.us>; Horace Ward <Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>; Jansen, Anneke (DOH) <Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>; Miller,
Lynne <Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>; Mcdougall, Scott <smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>; 'Dave Van Valkenburg' <DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;
Joint Information Center <JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>; Halvorson, Clark R (DOH) <Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>; Nikki Sharp <nsharp@co.walla-
walla.wa.us>; Katie Von Derau <vonderau@wapc.org>; Prock, Carla (DOHi) <carlap@bfhd.wa.gov>; Hickey, Bethany (DOHi) <bethanyh@bfhd.wa.gov>;
IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR) <IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>; ella.deverse@k12.wa.us <ella.deverse@k12.wa.us>; Moen, Anne (DOHi)
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<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>; Barbara A Clements <bac60@uw.edu>; Schott-Bresler, Kayla <kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>; Ike, Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>; Brice, Morgan <Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>; Church, Tim (LNI) <chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>; Alexander, Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>; Brehmer, Savannah <Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>; PIO - HECC <PIO.HECC@nwhrn.org>; 'Kelli Hawkins'
<khawkins@srhd.org>; jic@kingcounty.gov <jic@kingcounty.gov>; katy.payne@k12.wa.us <katy.payne@k12.wa.us>; Melissa Morin
<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>; scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us <scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us>; eccjic.activation@snoco.org
<eccjic.activation@snoco.org>; sduffey@grantcountywa.gov <sduffey@grantcountywa.gov>; drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us <drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us>;
dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us <dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us>; tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us <tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us>; Bence, Willie <wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org <eoc.pio@cresa911.org>

Subject: RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle

This is getting bumped until 11 am. Updated advisory coming soon.

From: DOH-PIO (DOH) <doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>

Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:46 AM

To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi) <hthomas@snohd.org>; Bray, Kari <kbray@snohd.org>; Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi) <meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;
Apa, James (DOHi) <james.apa@kingcounty.gov>; Karasz, Hilary (DOHi) <hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>; Calamusa, Casey M
<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>; Stromme, Lisa M (DOH) <lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>; Maki, Kristen E (DOH) <kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>; Baggett,
Jessica L (DOH) <Jessica.Baggett@DOH.WA.GOV>; Steve Metcalf <SMetcalf@tpchd.org>; Jeffers, Edie (DOHi) <ejeffers@TPCHD.org>; seoc44 (MIL)
<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>; Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) <Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>; Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH) <Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Foster, Sarah (MIL) <Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>; Owens, Virginia M (MIL) <Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>; cooper.p@portseattle.org; Michael, Stephanie
(DOHi) <smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>; sghanson@uw.edu; Lee, Tara (GOV) <tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>; Weaver, Neil (WSP) <Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;
Cross, Chad (WSP) <Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>; Marissa Armstrong <Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>; LeBlanc, Charles (WSP)
<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>; Loftis, Chris <Chris.Loftis@wsp.wa.gov>; Adeogun, Tieka (DOH) <shontieka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>; Weaver, Ron L
(DOH) <Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>; jgreen@northbendwa.gov; Fuller, Amy (DOHi) <amy.fuller@co.kittitas.wa.us>; Knutson, Kasey (DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kittitas.wa.us>; Katims, Casey (GOV) <casey.katims@gov.wa.gov>; Wilson, Morgan (GOV) <Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>; Annie
Goodwin <Annieg@bfhd.wa.gov>; Johnson, Nathan (DOHi) <Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>; Sooter, Tad <tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;
Danskin, Julia (DOHi) <jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>; joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil; Blaske, Laura A (DOH) <Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>; Couture,
Melissa (DOH) <Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>; Dodd, Kyle (DOHi) <kyled@sanjuanco.com>; Jenks, Lauren (DOH) <Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Nandi, Paj (DOH) <paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>; McCallion, Teresa M (DOH) <teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>; Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co
<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>; Liebelt, Erica (DOHi) <eliebelt@wapc.org>; Smith, Jaime (GOV) <Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>; Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi)
<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>; Harrison, Carole (DOHi) <harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>; Mund, Ed <Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>; 'Chris Skidmore'
<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>; Judy Ziels <JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>; Stanford, Katie (DOHi) <kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>; Potts, Karen
(DOHi) <karenp@co.adams.wa.us>; Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi) <cathompson@srhd.org>; 'Deana Chiodo' <deanac@bfhd.wa.gov>; 'JoDee Peyton'
<Jodeer@bfhd.wa.gov>; Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi) <jasonz@bfhd.wa.gov>; Debolt, Meghan (DOHi) <mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>; 'Martine, Appalachia'
<AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us>; Farias, Veronica (DOHi) <veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>; 'Rasmussen, Katie (WSP)' <Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;
kayla@co.skagit.wa.us; Rietmann, Kristina (DOT) <rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>; brendanc@sanjuanco.com; ryanp@sanjuanco.com;
mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us; KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org; Stephanie Dunkel <SDunkel@tpchd.org>; Webb, Adrienne L
<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>; Mankowski, Tina (Email - UW) <ochs@uw.edu>; Glenn M. Bieler <bieler@uw.edu>; Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY
MEDCOM MAMC (USA) <jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>; Wright, Darren <Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>; Cole, Kate <kacole@kingcounty.gov>; McKenzie,
Lisa (DOHi) <lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>; Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov; Edwards, Rick (DOHi) <richarde@bfhd.wa.gov>; Solie, Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>; Lacet, Blishda <Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>; Margie Boyd <MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>; mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson, Emily (GOV) <Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>; Faulk, Mike (GOV) <Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>; Holman, Sam (GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>; Russum, Cheri <Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>; Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH) <Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>; Covington,
Zach (DOH) <Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>; Meehan, Kathleen (DOH) <Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>; Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH)
<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>; Madrigal, Tomas (DOH) <tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>; Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH)
<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>; Jackson, Christymarie (DOH) <christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>; Lantz, Melissa (DOHi)
<melissab@bfhd.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>; Kavanagh, David (DOHi) <davidk@klickitatcounty.org>; Andrew
Stevens <astevens@sammamish.us>; Horace Ward <Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>; Jansen, Anneke (DOH) <Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>; Miller,
Lynne <Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>; Mcdougall, Scott <smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>; 'Dave Van Valkenburg' <DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;
Joint Information Center <JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>; Halvorson, Clark R (DOH) <Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>; Nikki Sharp <nsharp@co.walla-
walla.wa.us>; Katie Von Derau <vonderau@wapc.org>; Prock, Carla (DOHi) <carlap@bfhd.wa.gov>; Hickey, Bethany (DOHi) <bethanyh@bfhd.wa.gov>;
IMT7 Public Information Officer (OS/ASPR) <IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>; ella.deverse@k12.wa.us; Moen, Anne (DOHi) <Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;
Barbara A Clements <bac60@uw.edu>; Schott-Bresler, Kayla <kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>; Ike, Ryan <Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>; Brice, Morgan
<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>; Church, Tim (LNI) <chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>; Alexander, Lily <lialexander@kingcounty.gov>; Brehmer, Savannah
<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>; pio.hecc@nwhrn.org; 'Kelli Hawkins' <khawkins@srhd.org>; jic@kingcounty.gov; katy.payne@k12.wa.us; Melissa
Morin <MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>; scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us; eccjic.activation@snoco.org; sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;
drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us; dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us; tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us; Bence, Willie <wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>; eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject: Fw: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle



Sharing an advisory for today's news conference, in case you have not received it. We will move the 11am call back half an hour to ensure everyone is able to
tune in for this.

Kristen Maki

Public Information Officer, COVID-19<https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/Coronavirus> Response

Joint Information Center

JIC media line: 253-512-7100

Direct: 360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov<mailto:doh-pio@doh.wa.gov>

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2FjY291bnRzL1dBR09WL2J1bGxldGlucy8yODE1NWNlIn0.I9QlKn2dl4wAq8rjI_74hMWRRtvQ-
6UBZ_gkyP1Sf8U/br/76163007488-l>

[Gov Jay Inslee]

March 16, 2020

Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111

Press inquiries | 360.902.4136



ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle

Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and
entertainment and recreational facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at retail establishments and an
updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants.

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.

Inslee declared a state of
emergency<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5nb3Zlcm5vci53YS5nb3YvbmV3cy1tZWRpYS9pbnNsZWUtaXNzdWVzLWNvdmlkLTE5LWVtZXJnZW5jeS1wcm9jbGFtYXRpb24_dXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fc291cmNlPWdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5In0.wLtyOxxLPPDyi85UKmEBoeNkhzlp08I0CNAq1vaI2pQ/br/76163007488-
l> in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month, directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the outbreak.

Monday, March 16

10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19

*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*

CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive
the call-in information please RSVP
here<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.GRzuUUOM5r_hoo4HLnbnM4KZeE0P22RnN7ETOHzMoSk/br/76163007488-
l>. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.

Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for
your question. Please keep your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise.

TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County
Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave, Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware.

*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM, ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*

Live video will also be available through the King County
livestream<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.K-
0hUr-4G7SZyZX8ir22cJujlz8sqAVP9coJLrznIxg/br/76163007488-l> page and
TVW<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDQsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMTYuMTg3OTU5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy50dncub3JnLz91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.jXCvaG2jHQWlUw7jvJtG6Jn1ixn5cDHCQ30jA-
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 21, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

As of April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million
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surgical masks, 6.4 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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DOH-AreaCommand
Tasking: Isolation and Quarantine
March 29, 2020 at 9:44 PM EDT
To: DOH-OSC2 (DOH)
Cc:  DOH-IC2 (DOH), DOH-PSC2 (DOH), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), seoc84 (MIL), McClung, Timothy (DOH), Linares-
Hengen, Travis (MIL), Davidson, Lisa, Goudreau, Laura, Rice, Toby, Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

Ma#,
	
I	know	I’m	jumping	the	structure	but	I	also	know	that	Shawn	had	to	leave	early	today	and	I	want	to	get
this	out	tonight.
	
Bo#om	Line	Up	Front:	We	need	to	connect	the	Tumwater	I&Q	effort	to	the	broader	statewide	I&Q	work
that	is	being	developed	at	the	SEOC.	Can	you	reach	out	to	the	group	of	military	department	and	FEMA
colleagues	copied	on	this	email	(the	mulL-agency	WA	Spectrum	of	Care	Taskforce	(WASOC))	to	begin
looking	at	I&Q	more	comprehensively?
	
Timeline:	Please	make	contact	with	this	group		and	schedule	an	iniLal	meeLng	by	COB	3/30/2020.
	
Background:	Over	the	course	of	the	COVID-19	event,	we	have	built	structures	for	IsolaLon	and
QuaranLne	(I&Q)	within	the	Department	of	Health	(DOH)	structure.	Simultaneously,	the	Emergency
Management	Division,	other	state	agencies	(Healthcare	Authority,	Department	of	Social	and	Health
Services,	and	Others	have	done	considerable	work	to	plan	for	larger	scale	isolaLon	faciliLes.	In	this,
there	is	even	some	agreement	that	hotels	could	be	used	as	an	opLon	and	that	we	could	license	these
faciliLes	as	medical	respite	centers,	allowing	providers	to	bill	Medicaid	for	services	provided.
	
	
If	you	have	any	quesLons	or	feedback	for	how	I	can	be#er	communicate	this	type	of	thing,	please	let	me
know.

Respec]ully,

Nate
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Raghavan, Gautam
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 29, 2020 at 7:27 PM EDT
To: Formas, Stephanie
Cc:  Vila, Simon (GOV), Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Garza, Jeff, Powell,
Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike, Ryan, Putney, April, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow,
Michael, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Will press be invited or in attendance?

On Mar 29, 2020, at 7:01 PM, Formas, Stephanie <Stephanie.Formas@seattle.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿
Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical	personnel	on
site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	aHernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is
sMll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	Mme	to	keep	medical	equipment
sterile	from	visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate	as	appropriate
to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal	officials.
	
From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea`le.gov>;	KaMms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaMms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea`le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle`	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle`Browne@sea`le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;
Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone
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On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea`le.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿	As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	Mme	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to	local
elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and	James	Kramen
(Senior	Event	Manager)	from	CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the
loop.	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization.
Please use caution with links and attachments.

Good	aHernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for
your	assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but
I	know	several	other	members	of	the	WA
delegaMon	are	eager	to	parMcipate	as	well	but	I
know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck	have
conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have
flexibility	and	can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-
10:30	am	window,	I	know	their	teams	would
appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|
Washington,	D.C.
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202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie
<Stephanie.Formas@sea`le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle`	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle`Browne@sea`le.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily
<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea`le.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over
the	last	few	days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there
has	been	some	interest	from	local,	state,	and
federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.	Per	our
discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would
be	the	most	appropriate	Mme	as	the	facility	will
soon	become	unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army
personnel,	doctors,	and	paMents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	opMons
available?	PotenMally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30
â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help
coordinate	our	city/county	officials,	state	officials
and	federal	delegaMon	between	those	two	opMons.
Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would	recommend	any
limitaMons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only	to
allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social
distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea`le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea`le.gov
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Facebook	|	Twi`er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-
Newsle`er
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Garza, Jeff
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 30, 2020 at 12:52 AM EDT
To: Wilson-Codega, Lily
Cc:  Morrow, Michael, Formas, Stephanie, Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Raghavan, Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike,
Ryan, Berkson, Rachel, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Thank you. Do we know which session they will be attending? Or is it either one?

Jeff 

On Mar 29, 2020, at 9:45 PM, Wilson-Codega, Lily <Lily.Wilson-
Codega@seattle.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use caution with links and
attachments.

Confirma(ons	compiled	and	a1ached.

	

Thank	you!

	

From:	"Morrow,	Michael"	<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>

Date:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	at	9:17	PM

To:	"Garza,	Jeff"	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>

Cc:	Stephanie	Formas	<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>,	"Putney,	April"

<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>,	Simon	Vila	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson-

Codega,	Lily"	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>,	"Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)"

<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)"

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>,	"Raghavan,	Gautam"

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>,	"Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)"

<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>,	"Howle1	Browne,	Sierra"

<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>,	"Ike,	Ryan"	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>,

"Berkson,	Rachel"	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>,	"brent.c.powell@gmail.com"

<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>,	"Kraman,	James"	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>

Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Our	security	team	is	aware	and	ready.		

Mike	Morrow

Managing	Director	of	Security	

Sea1le	Seahawks	|	CenturyLink	Field	|	VMAC
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On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	9:09	PM,	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

Hi	everyone,

	

Just	checking	back	in	so	our	security	team	is	aware	-	is	anyone	a1ending

tomorrow?	Will	media	be	a1ending?

	

Thanks

	

Jeff 	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	4:38	PM,	Formas,	Stephanie

<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>	wrote:

This message originated outside the organization. Please use
caution with links and attachments.

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	a1end	either.	I	will	defer

to	others	in	a1endance	coordina(ng	press	w/	the	Army	if

appropriate.

	

Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this

evening.

	

The	ini(al	arriving	instruc(ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of

CenturyLink	Field	Events	Center	parking	garage	located	at	330S	S

Royal	Brougham	Way,	Sea1le,	WA	98134.	Please	note	that	you

are	with	the	Elected	Officials	Tour.		Proceed	to	the	glass	doors

and	staff	will	greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited	staff.

	

Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129

Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979

	

From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM

To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>;	Vila,

Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily

<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>;	Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)

<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>

Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC

USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle1

Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel



<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael

<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com;

Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>

Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials

	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the
Exec	won't	be	able	to	make	it	tomorrow	morning.
Checking	with	our	Councilmembers	now.	
	

Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to
members	of	our	state	delegation.	
	

April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov
206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM

To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,

Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>;	Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)

<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>

Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC

USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle1

Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April

<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel

<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael

<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com

<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,	James

<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>

Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials

	

[EXTERNAL	Email	No(ce!	]	External	communica(on	is	important	to	us.	Be

cau(ous	of	phishing	a1empts.	Do	not	click	or	open	suspicious	links	or

a1achments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working

with	medical	personnel	on	site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a

tour.

	

Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
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10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	

Tomorrow	awernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment

will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is	s(ll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the

most	appropriate	(me	to	keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from

visitors.

	

The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams

coordinate	as	appropriate	to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,

state,	and	federal	officials.

	

From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM

To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>;

Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,

Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>

Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie

<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY

76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle1	Browne,

Sierra	<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April

<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel

<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael

<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James

<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>

Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials

	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily

<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>	wrote:

As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	(me	happy	to	coordinate

outreach	to	local	elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,

Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of
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Security)	and	James	Kramen	(Senior

Event	Manager)	from	CenturyLink

Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	

	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11

PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>

wrote:

This message originated
outside the organization.
Please use caution with
links and attachments.

Good	awernoon,	all,

and	thanks	very	much

for	your	assistance.

	

Congresswoman

Jayapal	is	free	all

morning,	but	I	know

several	other	members

of	the	WA	delega(on

are	eager	to	par(cipate

as	well	but	I	know	at

least	Reps.	Larsen	and

Heck	have	conflicts	in

the	late	morning.	If	you

have	flexibility	and	can

arrange	for	one	tour	in

the	9-10:30	am

window,	I	know	their

teams	would

appreciate	it.	

	

Best,

Gautam

	
Gautam	Raghavan
(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.

Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)

1510	Longworth	House

Office	Building	|

Washington,	D.C.

202-225-3106	|

jayapal.house.gov
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From:	Formas,	Stephanie

<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,

2020	3:44	PM

To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC
USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)

<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>

Cc:	Howle1	Browne,
Sierra

<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;

Garza,	Jeff

<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;

Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;

Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;

Vila,	Simon	(GOV)

<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;

Wilson-Codega,	Lily

<Lily.Wilson-

Codega@sea1le.gov>;

Putney,	April

<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>

Subject:	Tour	with	Local,
State	and	Federal

Officials

	

Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I

appreciate	all	your

support	over	the	last	few

days.		As	we	discussed

yesterday,	there	has

been	some	interest	from

local,	state,	and	federal

officials	do	a	tour	of	the

hospital.	Per	our

discussion,	it	seems	like

tomorrow	morning

would	be	the	most

appropriate	(me	as	the

facility	will	soon	become

unavailable	for	anyone

but	Army	personnel,

doctors,	and	pa(ents.

	

Do	you	think	we	could
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make	two	tour	op(ons

available?	Poten(ally

from	10:45	-11:30	and

11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?

	

On	our	end	with	the

folks	copied	here,	we	can

help	coordinate	our

city/county	officials,

state	officials	and	federal

delega(on	between

those	two	op(ons.	Also,

keep	up	posted	if	you

would	recommend	any

limita(ons	such	as	no

media	or	principals	only

to	allow	a	minimal

footprint	and

appropriate	social

distancing.

	

Happy	to	chat	further	if

thatâ€™s	easier.

	

Best,

Stephanie
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Stephanie	Formas

Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)

Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.

Durkan	|	City	of	Sea1le

M:	206-247-0475	|

stephanie.formas@sea1le.gov

Facebook	|	Twi1er	|

Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's

E-Newsle1er
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-19 Response
March 29, 2020 at 12:37 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

	

March 29, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-19
Response
	
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical, and
military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government
response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign to help
slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the
entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of
COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of
more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance themselves from other people. For the
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you are sick
is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates $2
trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for states’ use
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of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests from Florida,
Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico. The President’s action
provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces, while being federally
funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the additional resources to meet the missions
necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is shipping:
11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields, 4.3 million
surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributers in various locations
across the United States. Movement of supplies began on Saturday, March 28. The first flight will
arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal protection equipment (PPE) supplies including
130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
	
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts,
federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Strategic
National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with stress,
disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH)
RE: Question about Q and I team in Shoreline
March 25, 2020 at 2:24 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Davidson, Lisa, Rice, Toby

Wanted	to	make	sure	everyone	was	on	this	response.
	
Best,
	
Ma8hew
	

From:	Zimmerman,	Ma8hew	S	(DOH)	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	11:24	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	QuesTon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
There’s	nothing	out	of	the	normal	going	on	in	Shoreline.	I	checked	in	with	my	IC	there	and	I	followed	up
with	his	Ops	folks.
	
Our	operaTons	are	following	basic	duty	epi	protocols	(think	24/7	Duty	Officer	but	for	Communicable
Diseases),	they’ve	had,	in	typical	fashion,	a	couple	of	folks	that	need	some	sort	of	isolaTon.	But	they
connect	them	to	the	appropriate	counTes	for	follow-up.
	
An	issue	that	there	experiencing	is	not	in	regards	to	I&Q	only,	but	in	the	broad	sense	of	not	having	SA	of
what	is	going	on	in	other	counTes	to	help	their	on-call	staff	connect	people	to	resources	more
effecTvely.
	
The	long	short	is	there	is	no	I&Q	going	on	in	Shoreline	DOH	ops
	
Ma8hew	Zimmerman
360-870-1434
	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:27	AM
To:	Zimmerman,	Ma8hew	S	(DOH)	<ma8hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	QuesTon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
Thank	you.	STll	in	meeTng	with	the	Admiral	Bono
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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From:	Zimmerman,	Ma8hew	S	(DOH)	<ma8hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:26	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Rice,	Toby	<Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Davidson,	Lisa	<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	QuesTon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
I	will	call	the	shoreline	IC
	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:17	AM
To:	Rice,	Toby	<Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Zimmerman,	Ma8hew	S	(DOH)	<ma8hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	QuesTon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
I’m	not	sure	who	is	running	the	process	at	Shoreline,	however;	it	is	a	DOH	facility.
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

From:	Rice,	Toby	<Toby.Rice@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	10:00	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Zimmerman,	Ma8hew	S	(DOH)	<ma8hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	QuesTon	about	Q	and	I	team	in	Shoreline
	
Jim,
	
Ma8	and	I	were	hoping	to	clarify	if	the	team	in	Shoreline	working	on	Q	and	I	is	Health	Care	Authority
(HCA).		If	so,	Ma8	said	DOH	has	no	authority	over	them.		Regardless,	I	know	Stacey	intends	for	them	to
be	plugged	in	with	Lisa’s	taskforce.		Any	chance	they	can	be	invited	to	the	1100	TF	kickoff	meeTng?
	
Thank	you,
	
Toby	Rice
OperaTons	Branch	Director
Mobile:	225-892-8090
_________________________________
OperaTons	Cadre	|	Response	Directorate	|	FEMA	|	DHS
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Supply_Chain_Stabilization
April 09, 2020 at 9:02 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding efforts to
stabilize the supply chain in response to COVID-19.
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Supply Chain Stabilization 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force continues executing a strategy maximizing the availability of critical protective and lifesaving
resources through FEMA for a whole-of-America response. Efforts to date have focused on reducing the medical supply
chain capacity gap to both satisfy and relieve demand pressure on medical supply capacity. The task force is applying a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation to rapidly increase supply today and expand
domestic production of critical resources to increase supply long-term.
 

 
The preservation line of effort focuses on providing federal guidance to responders and the non-medical sector, such as
public service (police, fire, EMT), energy distribution and the food industry on how to preserve supplies when possible, to
reduce impact on the medical supply chain.
 
The acceleration line of effort provides direct results to help meet the demand for personal protective equipment PPE
through the industry to allow responders to get supplies they need as fast as possible.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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The expansion line of effort is charged with generating capacity with both traditional and non-traditional manufacturers,
such as adding machinery or by re-tooling assembly lines to produce new products.
 
The allocation of supplies facilitates the distribution of critically needed PPE to "hot spots" for immediate resupply. States
report on supplies and can request assistance when they experience a shortage. 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force is working with the major commercial distributors to facilitate the rapid distribution of critical
resources in short supply to locations where they are needed most. This partnership enables FEMA and its federal partners to
take a whole-of-America approach to combatting COVID-19. The task force is providing distributors with up-to-date
information on the locations across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future.
The distributors have agreed to focus portions of their distributions on these areas in order to alleviate the suffering of the
American people.
 
A key example of this partnership in action is Project Airbridge. The airbridge was created to reduce the time it takes for
U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
 

 
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and nationwide locations through regular
supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.  Per agreements with
distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The
remaining 50 percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.  HHS and
FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.
 
Working together, we can efficiently distribute these vital resources to hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care facilities,
pre-hospital medical services, state and local governments, and other facilities critical to caring for the American people
during this pandemic.
 
 

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
April 08, 2020 at 3:09 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 8, 2020                                       
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), in
consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical masks;
and, surgical gloves.
FEMA and CBP are working together to prevent domestic brokers, distributors, and other
intermediaries from diverting these critical medical resources overseas. To accomplish this,
CBP will detain shipments of the PPE specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA
determines whether to return the PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on
behalf of the United States; or, allow it to be exported
Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444, at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Pandemic: Mass Casualty Management Best Practices
April 14, 2020 at 6:20 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 14, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Mass Casualty Management BestMass Casualty Management Best
PracticesPractices
As countries around the world battle the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic
responders, medical professionals, public health professionals and others are managing
thousands of fatalities per day. Due to the population of our country, the U.S. anticipates
managing significant numbers of fatalities. Our country has experienced mass casualty events
in Hurricanes Maria, Sandy, and Katrina, and after the September 11th attacks. Each of these
were localized that resulted in up to 3,000 deaths.

The Fact Sheet identified key findings as they relate to ongoing COVID-19 operations across
the country. These are potential best practices that are provided for consideration and do not
constitute and should not be considered as guidance in any way.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
	



McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Re: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 4:04 PM EDT
To: Katims, Casey (GOV), Rossie, Camilla, Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Once we get the actual letter I think it would be worth while.
Stacey

Get Outlook for iOS

From:	Ka$ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka$ms@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	12:27:10	PM
To:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
 
Great	news!
	
Camilla	â€“	we	are	happy	to	say	a	few	words	briefly,	but	I	donâ€™t	expect	weâ€™ll	have	much	to	say
except	for	our	gra$tude	to	SBA	for	moving	expedi$ously	and	to	the	Delega$on	for	their	help	on	our
declara$on	request.	Up	to	you	on	whether	itâ€™s	worth	us	saying	that	or	not.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155
	

From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:21	PM
To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ka$ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka$ms@gov.wa.gov>;
Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
	
All,
SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the
press	relief	today.
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Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	
	

From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM
To:	Ka$ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka$ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
	
Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	gekng	out	the	invita$on	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invita$on	today,	so	great	$ming!	Please	let	me	know	if
you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela$ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Ka$ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka$ms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	leq	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	s$ll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informa$on	we	should	have.
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	

From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Ka$ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka$ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	Ka$ms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	Communica$ons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
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I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	an$cipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	ques$on	is	resolved.
	
Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	$me)	weâ€™re	hos$ng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delega$on.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	Coordina$ng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	some$me	this	aqernoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica$ons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	Declara$on	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declara$on	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	Aso$n,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kiktas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	coun$es	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	coun$es	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	Uma$lla
and	Wasco	coun$es	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	avached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informa$on	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applica$on	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	avached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informa$on	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	Informa$on	Authoriza$on	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	avached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explana$on	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	Liabili$es	lis$ng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

Addi$onal	Informa$on	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	u$lizing	our
regular	loan	products.
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2)      If	you	have	an	exis$ng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	par$cipa$ng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibili$es	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modifica$ons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	conven$onal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3)      In	addi$on	to	tradi$onal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organiza$ons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	rela$vely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradi$onal	lender.	The	ac$ve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4)      SBA	par$ally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hvps://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hvps://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seavle	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	Coun$es
hvps://seavle.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	coun$es.	hvps://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,
the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seavle
hvps://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the
Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hvps://wcwb.org/

	
5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informa$on,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuni$es.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous
contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informa$on.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
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Rains, Katie (AGR)
FEMA Food Resources for Food Banks in WA
April 01, 2020 at 1:17 PM EDT
To: Shearer, Eugene, Austin, JT (GOV)

Hi	Gene,

	

Thanks	again	for	reaching	out	today.Â	

	

JT	and	I	are	working	closely	together	to	monitor	hunger,	needs	and	the	nonprofit	food	banks	and	food

pantries	that	low	income	and	food	insecure	families	rely	on.Â	

	

As	of	November	2019,	there	were	851,000	people	in	need	of	food	assistance	from	food	banks.Â		Based

on	enrollment	in	food	programs	like	SNAP,	WIC,	Child	nutriNon,	senior	nutriNon,	and	the	newly

unemployed	in	WA,	we	esNmate	that	number	has	surged	to	1.5	million	people	and	may	grow	up	to	a

peak	or	2-2.5	million	people.Â	

	

Food	banks	in	most	communiNes	are	seeing	a	huge	upNck	in	client	visits,	and	are	working	as	hard	as

they	can	to	dramaNcally	change	their	distribuNon	model	and	procure	unprecedented	levels	of	shelf

stable	food.Â		The	Governorâ€™s	Food	Security	CoordinaNon	Team	has	brought	together	state	agency

partners	as	well	as	the	3	largest	NGOs	and	weâ€™re	working	to	develop	wholesale	and	bulk

procurement	systems	for	the	state	as	quickly	as	possible	to	ensure	that	the	hunger	relief	network

doesnâ€™t	dry	up	on	food	starNng	4/10.Â	

How	can	FEMA	help	us	by	direcNng	shelf	stable	foods	into	the	network	that	weâ€™re	developing	to

augment	and	relieve	some	of	the	burden	on	these	nonprofit	organizaNons?	

Thank	you!

	
Katie Rains
(she/her) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Advisor to the Director Policy Advisor to the Director | WSDAWSDA
1111 Washington Street SE | PO Box 42560 | Olympia, WA 98504-2560

Cell

!

: 360-688-4549 | 

"

: krains@agr.wa.gov | Website: hOp://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access
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Treadwell, Randy (AGR)
RE: FEMA Region 10 Weekly Grocer Supply Chain Call - Food Bank Box Donation
March 25, 2020 at 7:20 PM EDT
To: McBurney, Brandon J
Cc:  Temple, Jeffery P, Hoffmann, Matt R, Potter, Thomas A, Coine, Jerad I, Allen, Tristan (COM), Holt,
Brett, Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Austin, JT (GOV), Sandison, Derek (AGR), Eads, Kim (AGR), Rains, Katie
(AGR), Capper, Patrick (AGR), Ferrante, Jason (AGR), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Coyle, Erin (AGR)

Hi	Brandon,
	
Thanks	so	much	for	reaching	out	and	for	your	extremely	generous	offer.		I	am	including	on	this	email
members	of	the	Food	Security	Coordina@on	Team	which	is	co-chaired	by	JT	Aus@n	with	the	Governor’s
Office	and	Ka@e	Rains	with	WA	Dept.	of	Agriculture	Food	Assistance	Program.			The	WSDA	Food
Assistance	Program	is	managed	by	Kim	Eads,	who	I	have	also	included	on	this	email	for	her	awareness.	
The	Food	Security	Coordina@on	Team	is	coordina@ng	dona@on	of	goods	and	services	related	to	the
support	of	food	assistance	and	security	and	will	be	able	to	provide	further	guidance	as	to	the	logis@cs
around	areas	of	need,	delivery,	etc.
	
Once	again,	thank	you	for	reaching	out	so	proac@vely	on	this	and	your	willingness	to	support	this
important	effort.
	
-Randy			-Erin
	
Randy	J.	Treadwell,	MPH
Program	Manager	|	Rapid	Response	&	Emergency	Management
Washington	State	Department	of	Agriculture
509-413-3739
rtreadwell@agr.wa.gov
 

	
From:	McBurney,	Brandon	J	[mailto:brandon.mcburney@kroger.com]	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	3:35	PM
To:	Treadwell,	Randy	(AGR)	<RTreadwell@agr.wa.gov>;	Coyle,	Erin	(AGR)	<ECoyle@agr.wa.gov>
Cc:	Temple,	Jeffery	P	<jeffery.temple@fredmeyer.com>;	Hoffmann,	Ma`	R
<ma`.hoffmann@kroger.com>;	Po`er,	Thomas	A	<thomas.po`er@kroger.com>;	Coine,	Jerad	I
<jerad.coine@kroger.com>;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Holt,	Bre`
<Bre`.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Region	10	Weekly	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call	-	Food	Bank	Box	Dona@on
	
Randy/Erin,
	
Following	up	from	today’s	FEMA	Region	10	call,	there	was	a	request	for	boxes	to	support	the
Washington	Food	Banks.			Kroger	and	Fred	Meyer	are	happy	to	help	assist	the	local	food	banks	with	a
solu@on	for	their	needs.	
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We	have	plas@c	totes	that	are	u@lized	for	piece	pick	and	smaller	items	that	can	be	toted	and	sent	to	the
stores.		The	stores	unload	the	product	and	send	the	totes	back	to	the	DC.		Over	@me	they	get	worn	and
no	longer	are	within	the	life	cycle.		They	may	have	a	crack	in	them	or	the	tote	lid	won’t	close	or	you
can’t	zip	@e	it,	etc.			We	normally	send	these	to	a	grind	facility	but	we	would	be	more	than	happy	to
donate	these	totes	for	use	at	our	Food	Banks.
	
We	have	a	total	of	60	pallets	around	3000	totes.		2	truckloads.		How	would	you	like	proceed	on	gegng
these	to	the	food	bank?		If	need	be,	we	can	transport	these	to	a	central	loca@on?			Just	let	us	know
when	and	where	and	we	can	make	this	happen	quickly.	
	
	
Thank	you,
	
Brandon	McBurney
	
Senior	Supply	Chain	Manager	Chehalis
Kroger	Logis@cs	Fred	Meyer
	
360-740-6609	Office
310-386-4730	Cell
	
 

This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain information that is confidential and protected by law from unauthorized disclosure. Any unauthorized
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.

tel:310-386-4730


Sam Holman
Re: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 1:17 AM EDT
To: Formas, Stephanie
Cc:  Ike, Ryan, Tara Lee, bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Karina L. Shagren, Munoz, 
Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Simon Vila, Garza, Jeff, Derrick, Anthony, Apreza, Ernesto

Hi all,

Here is the WebEx link to include in the advisory:
https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b

There is also a phone number. However, we have not been accepting questions from people who call in vs. join from 
the WebEx event. We cannot tell who they are if they call in and donâ€™t have an account.

Number for tomorrow: 
+1-408-418-9388
Access code: 263 676 232

 
To make sure the WebEx system runs smoothly, we put some language in our advisory about the process. Iâ€™ve 
included a sample and highlighted the elements directly related to the WebEx experience.

Saturday, March 28
1:30 PM - Press Conference To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	 

**NOTICE: To prevent the spread of COVID-19, we are implementing a new remote access system. We strongly 
request that media participate through that system.

 

Registering for the event:

Register here:
https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b

Please provide: Name, E-mail address, phone number, news organization.

The conference will start at 1:30 PM.

Press, please join the call at 1:15 PM. We will run through procedure and test the system to ensure we can answer 
your questions without technical issues. 

Q&A instructions: 

If you would like to ask a question, you must log in to the teleconference via WebEx.  We will not be taking 
questions via phone. 

If you would like to ask a question, please RSVP. Email: (INERST EMAIL ADDRESS HERE)  Please include your name, 
news organization and if you want to ask a question.

Question order: 

We will prioritize
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(The Olympia press corps) 
Local and national press who join through WebEx

We will control muting from our system. You do not need to mute yourself. 

When we call on you, announce your name and news organization. Please do not ask if we can hear you. If your 
question is for a specific person, please include that information, as well.

For ideal audio and video quality download the Webex Meetings Application.

Thank you for your flexibly as we transition temporarily to this remote system. We will continue to refine the process 
moving forward to make it as seamless as possible. 

If you are unable to join through WebEx, you may listen in via phone:  
+1-408-418-9388
Access code: 263 676 232

We have done a few things to make Q&A smoother.

1) Require press to RSVP and let us know they want to ask a question
2) Require press to use the WebEx app vs a call in number if they want to ask a question
3) Create a question order before the event starts 

I am happy to work with your team on moderation. If you follow these steps, Iâ€™d ask that you manage the 
RSVPs and question order. 

Iâ€™ll be onsite at 12:15 tomorrow with a tech rep to setup the WebEx Room Kit. 

Thanks all,

Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Inslee
360-790-4823
sam.holman@gov.wa.gov

On Mar 27, 2020, at 9:31 PM, Formas, Stephanie <Stephanie.Formas@seattle.gov> wrote:

Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	SeaLle	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	SeaLle	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or	Ernie	
jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisQcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.	
City	of	SeaLle	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sQll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is	best	
for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry	to	the	
event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of	SeaLle	team	will	
be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiQonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)	beds.	It	
can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited	microbiology	
capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of	the	148	bed	
capability	will	be	based	on	condiQons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials	anQcipate	being	able	
to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should	be	fully	operaQonal	within	a	
week	of	gecng	the	equipment.
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HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve	Constan>ne	
join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	
Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	

Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	
ConstanQne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	to	
discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	
300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaLle	to	staff	the	
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aLend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	
Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaLle,	
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaLle.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	
(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	
S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	
Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaLle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaLle.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm	
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.	
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	aLend	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info	below.	A	
couple	quesQons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@seaLle.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	
Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	
S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	
Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@seaLle.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@seaLle.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm	
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisQcs	for	
tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time	

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaLle,	
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ARendees/Speakers	

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne
SeaLle	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory	
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:	

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SQll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
SeaLle	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology	
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecQng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the	pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucQon	will	begin	soon	+	SeaLle	may	see	addiQonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:	

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve	Constan>ne	
join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	To	
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Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	
ConstanQne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss	the	
deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	
the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	SeaLle	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	
expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	aLend	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	
WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuQve	Dow	ConstanQne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA	Region	10	
Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaQve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	SeaLle,	WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
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Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Christina Wong
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra, Davis, RaShelle (GOV)

Going to one FSCT conference call per week; Thursdays 2-3:30 PM
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Holt, Brett
FW: FEMA Advisory: COVID19 Pandemic: Applying the Defense Production Act
April 14, 2020 at 8:55 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Partners	–
	
For	your	situa/onal	awareness	on	the	Defense	Produc/on	Act.	.
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
 

 

From:	FEMA	Office	of	External	Affairs	<fema@service.govdelivery.com>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	2:45	PM
To:	Holt,	BreP	<BreP.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Advisory:	COVID19	Pandemic:	Applying	the	Defense	Produc/on	Act
	

FEMA ADVISORY – April 14, 2020                                                                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: 
Applying the Defense Production ActApplying the Defense Production Act
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The United States is
competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize the availability of critical
protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care workers, FEMA and the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) are executing a four-pronged approach to rapidly increase supply today and
expand domestic production of medical supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach
includes Preserva3on,	Accelera3on,	Expansion	and	Alloca3on.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support Accelera'on and
Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of “outbidding;” rather, it puts the
federal government requirement to the “front of the line” for fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with governors to
identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and tribal leaders to make us aware
of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict. If a bidding conflict does arise, we work closely
with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way that best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the COVID-19
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response, please review the attached fact sheet.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional	Affairs	at	(202)	646-4500	or	at	FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
Intergovernmental	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
Tribal	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
Private	Sector	Engagement	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
 
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
 
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
 
To help people before, during and after disasters.
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COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
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REPORT

MARCH 23, 2020 PM
SUMMARY

·        Oregon	Governor	Kate	Brown	has	issued	a	stay-at-home	order,	with	anyone	viola'ng	the	order
facing	a	class	C	misdemeanor.	Businesses	are	working	to	adjust	their	opera'ons	to	comply.

·        Washington	Governor	Jay	Inslee	will	be	making	a	statement	tonight	at	5:30	p.m.	as	reported
COVID-19	cases	have	now	climbed	to	over	2,000	in	Washington.

·        Idaho	Governor	Brad	Li1le	made	a	statement	this	aRernoon	extending	the	state	tax	deadline	to
June	15.

·        The	Alaska	Legislature	is	considering	a	bill	to	delay	foreclosures	and	evec'ons	and	stop	u'li'es
from	being	disconnected.

Public	Sen+ment
·        While	the	stay-at-home	order	brings	relief	to	many	Oregonians,	many	ask	for	greater	clarity	on

just	what	businesses	can	stay	open	or	not.	There	is	much	worry	over	how	this	will	impact
people’s	ability	to	pay	their	bills.

·        Men'ons	of	FEMA	recently	have	focused	on	the	rumor	control	page	–	the	page	is	mostly
welcome,	but	has	been	met	with	skep'cism	by	others.		

·        There	is	interest	in	economic	injury	loans	for	small	businesses	from	SBA	in	Idaho,	though	some
feel	that	loans	aren’t	going	to	help	the	situa'on. 

Washington
Gov.	Jay	Inslee	plans	to	give	a	statewide	address	at	5:30	tonight	on	the	ongoing	coronavirus
outbreak,	which	con'nues	to	spread	in	Washington	state.	(FOX	Q13,	KING	5)

New	Cases	and	Fatali'es
Coronavirus	cases	are	now	over	2,000	in	Washington.	There	are	now	110	deaths	in	the
Evergreen	State.	(KOMO)
A	least	32	people	have	tested	posi've	for	COVID-19	in	Yakima	County.	Many	are	rela'vely
young.	(KIMA)
Ferndale	School	District	says	service	provider	tests	posi've	for	coronavirus.		The	service
provider	was	in	Ferndale	school	buildings	on	a	“semi-regular”	basis.	(Bellingham	Herald)
More	than	30	residents	and	staff	have	tested	posi've	for	COVID-19	at	Shuksan	Healthcare
Center	in	Bellingham.	Officials	say	the	facility	is	prepared	to	prevent	an	outbreak	as	devasta'ng
as	the	one	at	Kirkland's	Life	Care	Center,	which	has	been	cited	by	federal	inspectors	for
“immediate	jeopardy."	(KNKX)

Rumor	Control
Rumor	Control:	FEMA	creates	page	bus'ng	coronavirus	myths.	(KHQ,	FOX	28,	FOX	41,	KISS
98.1)	

o  KHQ	Local	News	also	shared	their	ar'cle	about	FEMA's	page	on	Facebook,	where	comments
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say	not	to	trust	the	media	(example	1,	example	2)	or	poli'cians	(example	3)	and	also
reference	numerous	conspiracy	theories	including	FEMA	camps	(example	4)	and	that
COVID-19	is	a	Chinese	biological	agent	(example	5).

o  One	person	expressed	they	are	“sad”	that	FEMA	needs	to	provide	this	(example	6),	while
another	calls	out	KHQ	and	other	local	media	for	their	responsibility	to	help	control	these
rumors	by	monitoring	these	comment	sec'ons	and	removing	"ignorant"	and	"dangerous"
comments	(example	7)

Closures
Boeing	plans	to	temporarily	suspend	produc'on	opera'ons	at	its	Puget	Sound	facili'es	due	to
the	coronavirus	outbreak	in	Washington	state.	(KING	5)
Capital	Mall	in	west	Olympia	will	close	because	of	coronavirus	(The	Olympian)
Several	retailers	at	Walla	Walla	Town	Center	have	ins'tuted	two-week	closures	to	help	prevent
the	spread	of	the	COVID-19	coronavirus.	(Walla	Walla	Union	Bulle'n)

Medicine
Military	field	hospitals	heading	to	New	York	City	and	Sea1le	this	week	to	fight	coronavirus
(Washington	Times).		“My	aim	is	to	get	the	(field	hospitals)	out	this	week,”	Secretary	of	Defense
Mark	Esper	told	reporters	at	the	Pentagon.	He	said	Sea1le	and	New	York	City	seem	to	be	the
most	likely	spots	to	send	the	military	field	hospitals	but	ul'mately,	the	decision	is	up	to	FEMA.
“We	just	need	FEMA	to	validate	that,”	Mr.	Esper	said.
Malaria	drugs'	promise	for	coronavirus	spurs	hope,	shortages	(KIMA)
The	Sea1le	Flu	Study	has	officially	partnered	with	Public	Health	-	Sea1le	&	King	County	to
launch	the	greater	Sea1le	Coronavirus	Assessment	Network—or	SCAN	for	short.	(Sea1le	and
King	County	Public	Health	Blog).

Tes'ng	and	Mi'ga'on
Lacey	now	has	a	drive-thru	coronavirus	tes'ng	site.	(KING	5)
"Everyone	needs	to	act	as	if	they	have	the	virus	right	now.	So,	test	or	no	test,	we	need	you	to
understand	you	could	be	spreading	it	to	someone	else.	Or	you	could	be	geqng	it	from	someone
else.	Stay	at	home,”	Surgeon	General	Dr.	Jerome	Adams	said.	(KING	5)
King	County	jails	reducing	inmates,	priori'zing	space	for	violent	offenders	to	curb	COVID-19
(Bothell-Kenmore	Reporter)

PPE
A	Mukilteo	furniture	factory	has	stepped	up	to	make	surgical	masks	and	face	shields	for
Providence	health	care	workers	on	the	front	lines	of	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	The	medical
provider	had	asked	the	public	to	help	produce	protec've	equipment	due	to	a	global	shortage	of
protec've	gear.	(KUOW,	The	Evergrey)

Business
When	confron'ng	a	shortage	of	hand	sani'zer,	Puget	Sound	Naval	Shipyard	decided	to	take	it
in-house.	Containers	of	shipyard-produced	sani'zer	are	now	on	turns'les	and	headed	to	piers.
(Kitsap	Sun)
Sea1le	dis'lleries,	such	as	Le1erpress	and	Batch	206,	are	part	of	the	group	effort	(Sea1le	Eater)

Community	Response
The	Thurston	County	COVID-19	Community	Response	Fund	is	now	accep'ng	requests	from
Thurston	County	residents	who	are	being	severely	affected	by	the	economic	impacts	of	the
COVID-19	virus.	(Thurston	Talk)
Vancouver-area	school	district	offers	free	childcare	for	kids	of	first	responders	(FOX	12)
Grays	Harbor	Public	Health	has	opened	a	call	center	to	help	residents	of	Grays	Harbor	get
answers	to	ques'ons	they	may	have	about	COVID-19.		(Greys	Harbor	Talk)

Oregon
Government	Response

Gov.	Brown	has	issued	a	stay	at	home	order	that	is	more	strict	than	earlier	guidance,	in	part	a
response	to	an	increase	of	visitors	to	popular	Oregon	coastal	and	mountain	des'na'ons.	(KGW
8,	OPB,	KOIN,	KATU	2,	KPTV	12).	She	is	also	pos'ng	informa'on	with	the	theme	Stay	Home,
Save	Lives.	(Twi1er,	Instagram,	Facebook)

o   While	many	are	grateful	for	the	measure,	many	feel	that	the	guidance	is	unclear.	(example	1,
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example	2)

o   People	are	concerned	about	what	this	means	for	employers	and	their	businesses	and	the
larger	economic	impacts.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Na'onal	Guard	says	it	will	not	impose	state	lockdowns	(KTVL)
New	Cases

30	new	COVID-19	cases	confirmed	by	OHA,	total	now	191	in	Oregon	(FOX	12)
Clatsop	County	reports	first	coronavirus	case	(The	Astorian)

Business
Tips	For	Buying	Groceries	During	Pandemic:	Keep	Your	Distance,	Don't	Hoard	(OPB)
Oregon	businesses	con'nue	to	adjust	based	on	COVID-19	safe-guarding	measures.	(The
Oregonian,	The	Bulle'n)
Fred	Meyer	announces	apprecia'on	bonus	and	insurance	for	workers	during	COVID-19
outbreak.		Frontline	grocery,	supply	chain,	manufacturing	and	customer	service	associates	will
receive	a	one-'me	bonus	(KREM)

PPE
3	M	CEO:	Our	medical	masks	should	not	be	showing	up	in	stores.	Hospitals	na'onwide	are
facing	an	acute	shortage	of	PPE	(personal	protec've	equipment)	such	as	N95	masks,	gloves	and
surgical	gowns	amid	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KDRV	NewsWatch	12)
Oregon	Gas	Sta'on	Owners	Want	Gov.	Kate	Brown	to	OK	Self-Service	Gas.	Organized	Labor	Does
Not.	(Willame1e	Week)

Government	Workforce	Adjustment
As	Multnomah	County	officials	work	to	slow	the	spread	of	COVID-19,	county	employees	outside
of	the	medical,	public	health,	and	first	responder	departments	are	being	asked	to	volunteer	at
emergency	homeless	shelters.	Some	employees	say	they’re	happy	to	help.	But	others	are
finding	it	difficult	to	weigh	their	public	duty	with	their	desire	to	protect	their	own	health,	and
that	of	their	families.	They're	also	worried	about	what	workplace	repercussions	they	will	face	if
they	decline.	(Portland	Mercury)

Alaska
Joint	Base	Elmendorf-Richardson	declares	emergency	aRer	seven	test	posi've	for	COVID-19
(Alaska	Public	Media)

Community	Impact
Anchorage	is	rushing	to	open	a	new	emergency	shelter	to	try	and	curb	the	spread	of	the
coronavirus	among	the	homeless.	Individuals	are	being	moved	away	from	facili'es	downtown
and	into	new	accommoda'ons	officials	believe	will	be1er	protect	public	health.	(Alaska	Public
Media)
Alaska	Health	and	Social	Services:		As	confusing	and	alarming	as	the	news	about	COVID-19	can
be	for	adults,	can	you	imagine	how	it	must	feel	to	children?…Read	more	on	Alaska’s	Play	Every
Day	blog	and	on	the	CDC	website.

Dona'ons
General	Communica'on	Inc.	(GCI)	says	un'l	May	31,	2020,	it's	offering	free	internet	service	or
upgrades	to	Alaskans	being	affected	by	the	coronavirus.	(KTUU)

Government
Sen.	Lisa	Murkowski	says	at	least	19	Alaskans	are	stuck	in	Peru,	a	country	that	according	to	the
U.S.	Embassy,	has	closed	all	interna'onal	travel	due	to	the	COVID-19	crisis.	Sen.	Murkowski	says
it	is	important	for	travelers	or	their	families	to	register	with	the	State	Department	Smart
Travelers	Enrollment	Program	in	order	for	officials	to	help	bring	them	home.	(KTVA)
Alaska	Democrats	cancel	in-person	primary	vo'ng,	extend	mail-in	deadline.		Originally,	ballots
were	to	be	postmarked	by	Tuesday.	The	party	now	says	they	must	be	received	in	Anchorage	no
later	than	April	10	to	be	counted.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
Local	governments,	clinics,	and	tribal	organiza'ons	signed	onto	a	le1er	Monday	urging	Gov.
Mike	Dunleavy	to	order	the	closure	of	non-essen'al	businesses	in	Interior	Alaska,	including
Fairbanks	and	the	surrounding	villages,	and	to	“issue	a	strong	urgency	to	Interior	residents	to
stay	at	home.”	(Daily	News-Miner)
Alaska	State	House	of	Representa'ves	considers	bill	to	delay	foreclosures	and	evic'ons.		The	bill
introduced	by	Ivy	Sponholz	would	also	prevent	the	disconnec'on	of	u'li'es	during	the
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coronavirus	pandemic.	(KINY)

Idaho
Gov.	Li1le	announces	Idaho	tax	filing	extension,	updates	measures	to	handle	COVID-19.	(KMVT)
Following	Idaho	Gov.	Brad	Li1le’s	request,	the	SBA	is	offering	low-interest	federal	disaster	loans
for	working	capital	to	Idaho	small	businesses	suffering	substan'al	economic	injury	as	a	result	of
the	2019	novel	coronavirus	(COVID-19).	(Bonner	County	Daily	Bee	Facebook,	Daily	Fly	Facebook)
There	are	at	least	65	people	confirmed	to	have	COVID-19	statewide.	(CBS	2)
Pocatello	US	District	Courthouse	to	close	two	weeks	aRer	posi've	COVID-19	test.	(KIDK	3)
I’m	an	ER	doctor	in	Ketchum,	and	I	have	coronavirus.	Here’s	how	we	beat	this.	(Idaho	Statesman)

	
	
	
DHS	FEMA	Region	X	News	Desk
News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10
	
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal
opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 23, 2020 at 1:36 PM EDT
To: Lawrence, Kathlyn M

Good	Morning,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
I	hope	you	are	well.		Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us
informaBon	about	COVID-19	planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenBon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been
issued,	could	you	forward	it	to	me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aLenBon	to	this	maLer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	
	
From:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	6:15	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LeLer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	evening.	I	will	forward	the	leLer.
	
Thanks
	
Kathlyn M. Lawrence
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS | ICE | Seattle ERO
12500 Tukwila International Blvd | Seattle, WA 98168 
(D):  206-835-0075 | (C):  206-786-9222
 
 
Peer	Support	Program:	insight.ice.dhs.gov/PSP
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From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	4:59	PM
To:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LeLer	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	Adernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
Please	find	aLached	a	leLer	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford
earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesBons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Stakeholder_Advisory:_State-Managed,_Fe derally-Supported_COVID-19_Response_Continues
March 24, 2020 at 12:13 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 24, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000
National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response efforts.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjQuMTkyMjE2NzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi93cC1jb250ZW50L3VwbG9hZHMvMjAyMC8wMy8wMy4xNi4yMF9jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy1ndWlkYW5jZV84LjV4MTFfMzE1UE0ucGRmIn0.pir6yW3XOolpFSRd1XgzyauuJRjSXeQYGBDfnDfFZWw/br/76544643223-l


On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster declarations to
assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours.
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater
than Washington. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have
been selected. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and Human Services and
the state of New York to complete the construction of a 1,000-bed medical station at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care for patients with special health
needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities and can be tailored to
meet local requirements.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including
support for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites
(CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor
Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on the
Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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Granum, Nicolas
RE: Food Security Coordination Team conf call tomorrow
April 01, 2020 at 7:44 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV)

This	document	helps	show	the	strategy	(if	you	haven’t	seen	it,	apologies	for	any	duplica:on).	Given	that,
in	this	current	environment	there	may	be	unique	needs	and	unique	solu:ons	that	need	to	be	pursued
as	the	pandemic	unfolds.
h@ps://na:onalmasscarestrategy.org
	
Let	me	know	if	that’s	along	the	lines	of	what	you’re	hoping	for,	or	if	there	are	specific	things	that	have
come	up	I	can	make	sure	to	address.
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden(ality	No(ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica(ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu(on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	
From:	Granum,	Nicolas	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	16:35
To:	Aus:n,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.aus:n@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Food	Security	Coordina:on	Team	conf	call	tomorrow
	
Hi	JT,
	
Sure	thing,	will	gather	some	materials	that	might	be	relevant	to	share	and	give	a	quick	overview.	It	will
be	good	to	be	able	to	re-emphasize	the	roll	of	the	state	EOC	in	fielding	and	valida:ng	local	requests,
since	we’re	suppor:ng	them.
	
I	may	need	to	defer	some	ques:ons	if	I	don’t	have	the	answer,	but	I	will	try	to	gauge	the	audience	and
can	definitely	commit	to	finding	the	correct	answer	for	you	or	the	group	if	I	don’t	have	it	tomorrow.
	

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
https://nationalmasscarestrategy.org/
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Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden(ality	No(ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica(ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu(on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	
From:	Aus:n,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.aus:n@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	16:11
To:	Granum,	Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Food	Security	Coordina:on	Team	conf	call	tomorrow
	
Hi	Nicolas,
Would	you	be	able	to	speak	to	what	FEMA	is	able	to	provide	with	regards	to	food	security?
Procurement,	funding,	reimbursement…?	On	the	FSCT	call	tomorrow?
And,	I	was	able	to	listen	in	to	the	last	15	mins	of	the	grocer	call	today	and	am	super	interested	in
listening	in	on	as	many	of	those	calls.
Thanks,
JT
	
JT	Aus8n	(she/her/hers)
COVID-19	Food	Security	&	Hunger	Relief	Response
Senior	Policy	Advisor	–	Natural	Resources	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Cell:	360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov	|	jt.aus:n@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica(ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: h@ps://coronavirus.wa.gov/ 				
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McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Corp Support for King County
March 26, 2020 at 10:48 AM EDT
To: Stanley, Trevor, Weber, Douglas T CIV USARMY CENWS (US)
Cc:  Alysha Kaplan - MIL (alysha.kaplan@kingcounty.gov), Brendan McCluskey
(brendan.mccluskey@kingcounty.gov), Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Goudreau, Laura, Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Csernak, David (OS/ASPR/EMMO), ian.t.jones@usace.army.mil, Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Davidson, Lisa

Trevor	and	Doug,

As	part	of	RRF	2591-107674,	could	the	Army	Corp	assist	King	County	in	locaFng	and	planning	for	a

Assessment	and	Recovery	center	locaFon?	While	doing	this	please	work	in	conjuncFon	with	Travis

Linares-Hengen	and	Lisa	Davidson	who	are	the	State	and	Federal	leads	for	the	state	workgroup.

Thanks	for	your	support	on	this.

	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov
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McClain, Stacey (MIL)
FW: ***DISA APPLICATION NEEDED*** - For Emergency Food Network to JBLM for food storage in response to
COVID-19
March 27, 2020 at 11:41 AM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Richeson, Jonathan
Cc:  seoc84 (MIL), seoc83 (MIL)

Jim,
Is	this	in	your	lane?
Stacey
	
	

From:	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	8:58	AM
To:	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	(Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>;	Wasserman,
Adam	R	(MIL)	<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;
seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc83	(MIL)	<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	Need	assistance	with	tasking	JBLM	to	allow	for	food	storage
Importance:	High
	
Rogelio	Cortes	of	Emergency	Food	Network	253-584-1040	and	email	RogerC@efoodnet.org
He	got	our	info	from	Major	Timothy	Marble
	
They	are	looking	to	fill	out	DISA	form	(sp?)	in	order	to	pe^^on	JBLM	for	storage	of	food	in	regard	to	the
COVID-19	response.
The	food	is	coming	from	WSBA/Washington	State	Dept.	of	Agriculture.
EFood	Network	does	not	have
JBLM	needs	a	direct	authoriza^on	of	tasking	from	State	EOC.
	
Who	can	I	send	it	to,	or	how	should	I	respond?
	
Thanks	all,
	
Sanura	Jackson-Diaz
Ac^ng	Administra^ve	Assistant	4
Director’s	Office
Washington	Emergency	Management	Division
Office:	(253)	512-7003
sanura.jackson-diaz@mil.wa.gov|	www.mil.wa.gov
Office	Hours:	Tues-Fri	6:30	a.m.	–	5:15	p.m.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
US-Canada_Joint_Initiative:_Tem porary_Restriction_of_Travelers _Crossing_the_US-Canada_Land_Bo
rder_for_Non-Essential_Purposes
March 20, 2020 at 1:17 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-
Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion
(USD) dollars in trade.As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and
Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our
countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact
with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent
approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.

The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between
both countries. These supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach
people on both sides of the border. Supply chains, including trucking, will not be impacted
by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every day to do
essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada
will temporarily restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The
measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will be reviewed by both parties.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
HHS_Letter_to_Hospital_Administrators
April 10, 2020 at 8:03 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the attached letter and FAQs sent by Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary
Azar to hospital administrators.

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: HHS Letter to Hospital
Administrators 

To follow-up on his letter from March 29, 2020, Secretary Azar just sent the attached letter
and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) to hospital administrators across the country.
Today’s letter underscores the importance of data-sharing and highlights that hospitals are
key partners with the Federal Government as we work to ensure that the Whole of America
response to COVID-19. The data requested included daily reports on testing, capacity,
supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing public health response.

The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be requesting this
information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government has done its best to minimize
the burden of sharing this data and to reduce further duplication of effort.

The FAQ attachment to the letter details the federal government’s data needs, explains the
division of reporting responsibility between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible
options for the timely delivery of this critical information. Our objective is to allow states
and hospitals either to leverage existing data reporting capabilities or, where those
capabilities are insufficient, to provide guidance in how to build on them. These FAQs will
be updated if additional data delivery methods become available.

It remains critical that all requested information listed in the FAQ is provided daily to the
federal government to facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to
COVID-19.

Contact

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov


If you have any questions, please email your question to U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services at Protect-ServiceDesk@hhs.gov.

# # #

HHS Ltr to Hospital Admins & FAQs.pdf
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 14, 2020)
April 14, 2020 at 3:38 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 14, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic: Whole-of-AmericaPandemic: Whole-of-America
ResponseResponse
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for the
Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points
include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.   

Topline messaging includes:

·       FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·       FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·       HHS announced five new contracts for ventilator production rated under the Defense
Production Act (DPA), to General Electric, Hill-Rom, Medtronic, ResMed, and Vyaire, as well
as two other contracts for ventilator production, to Hamilton and Zoll.

-   In total, combined with contracts with General Motors and Philips rated under the
DPA issued last week, HHS has finalized contracts to supply 6,190 ventilators for
the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.

-   The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will provide a total
of 137,431 ventilators by the end of 2020.

-   The thousands of ventilators delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile starting
this month, continuing through the spring and summer, will provide more capacity
to respond to the pandemic as it evolves.

·       HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure that
hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while working
to save lives.

-   The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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-   Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to
FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total acute
care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and number of
ventilators available in the state.

-   States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

-   Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports
on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

·       On April 13April 13, The Department of Homeland Security and FEMA announced the funding
notice for an additional $100 million in supplemental Emergency Management
Performance Grant Program funds.

-   The money is available to all 56 states and territories as part of the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. All applications must be submitted on
Grants.gov by April 28.

·       HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent Resource
(IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents for COVID-19
testing free of charge.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs of the
need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

-   The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the three
components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits and test kits.

·       FEMA issued guidance on the framework, policy details and requirements for determining
the eligibility for FEMA reimbursement of states purchasing and distributing food to meet
the immediate needs of those who do not have access to food as a result of COVID-19 and
to protect the public from the spread of the virus.

-   State, local, tribal, and territorial governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants under emergency
and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19 pandemic. 

-   Applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and
distribute food when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response
to the pandemic.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.
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Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Ike, Ryan
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
To: Rossie, Camilla, Katims, Casey (GOV)
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), McClain, Stacey, Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Thank	you	all	for	the	ongoing	dialog	and	coordina3on.
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM
To:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica3ons
	
Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	gelng	out	the	invita3on	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invita3on	today,	so	great	3ming!	Please	let	me	know	if
you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	Rela3ons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
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Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica3ons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	len	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	s3ll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informa3on	we	should	have.
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica3ons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is

http://www.fema.gov/


Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	Ka3ms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	Communica3ons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	an3cipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica3ons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	ques3on	is	resolved.
	
Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	3me)	weâ€™re	hos3ng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delega3on.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	Coordina3ng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	some3me	this	anernoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	Applica3ons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	Declara3on	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declara3on	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	Aso3n,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kiltas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	coun3es	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	coun3es	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	Uma3lla
and	Wasco	coun3es	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	auached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informa3on	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applica3on	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	auached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informa3on	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	Informa3on	Authoriza3on	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	auached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explana3on	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	Liabili3es	lis3ng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)
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Addi3onal	Informa3on	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1.	 Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	u3lizing	our	regular
loan	products.

2.	 If	you	have	an	exis3ng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	par3cipa3ng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibili3es	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modifica3ons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	conven3onal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3.	 In	addi3on	to	tradi3onal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organiza3ons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	rela3vely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradi3onal	lender.	The	ac3ve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4.	 SBA	par3ally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hups://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hups://idahosbdc.org/

SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaule	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	Coun3es
hups://seaule.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	coun3es.	hups://tacoma.score.org/

We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the
Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaule
hups://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the	Washington
Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hups://wcwb.org/

	
5.	 Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informa3on,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuni3es.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous	contacts
for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informa3on.
	
Warm	regards,
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Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Supply Chain Stabilization (April 8, 2020)
April 08, 2020 at 8:09 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 8, 2020                                                                 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Supply Chain StabilizationSupply Chain Stabilization
The Supply Chain Task Force continues executing a strategy maximizing the availability of critical protective and
lifesaving resources through FEMA for a whole-of-America response. Efforts to date have focused on reducing
the medical supply chain capacity gap to both satisfy and relieve demand pressure on medical supply capacity.
The task force is applying a four-prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation to
rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of critical resources to increase supply long-term.

The preservationpreservation line of effort focuses on providing federal guidance to responders and the non-medical
sector, such as public service (police, fire, EMT), energy distribution and the food industry on how to preserve
supplies when possible, to reduce impact on the medical supply chain.

The accelerationacceleration line of effort provides direct results to help meet the demand for personal protective
equipment PPE through the industry to allow responders to get supplies they need as fast as possible.

The expansionexpansion line of effort is charged with generating capacity with both traditional and non-traditional
manufacturers, such as adding machinery or by re-tooling assembly lines to produce new products.

The allocationallocation of supplies facilitates the distribution of critically needed PPE to "hot spots" for immediate
resupply. States report on supplies and can request assistance when they experience a shortage. 

The Supply Chain Task Force is working with the major commercial distributors to facilitate the rapid distribution
of critical resources in short supply to locations where they are needed most. This partnership enables FEMA
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and its federal partners to take a whole-of-America approach to combatting COVID-19. The task force is providing
distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most
need of resources now and in the future. The distributors have agreed to focus portions of their distributions on
these areas in order to alleviate the suffering of the American people.

A key example of this partnership in action is Project Airbridge. The airbridge was created to reduce the time it
takes for U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for their
respective customers. FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing
shipment time from weeks to days.

Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and nationwide locations through
regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers within the hotspot
areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50 percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their
customers in other areas nationwide.  HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Working together, we can efficiently distribute these vital resources to hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care
facilities, pre-hospital medical services, state and local governments, and other facilities critical to caring for the
American people during this pandemic.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact Office of External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444, at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA Facebook page or
FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_6
April 06, 2020 at 4:41 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 6, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping
With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is
scheduling flights daily but does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE
until the cargo is loaded.

Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los
Angeles, and Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to
hotspots and locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight
arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub
locations. 

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure,
FEMA is supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of
strategies, including Project Airbridge.

The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S.
medical supply distributors to get personal protective equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from
overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from
weeks to days.
As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on
each plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas
with the most critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by
HHS and FEMA based on CDC data.
The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and
onto their customers in other areas across the U.S.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots. These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-
19 in their work to respond effectively to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and
an Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients
hospitalized with COIVD-19.

Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription
drugs approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown
activity in laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2
(the virus that causes COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these
drugs may offer some benefit in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19
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patients.
The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of
hydroxychloroquine to New York and Los Angeles County based on their
requests.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which
includes 8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the
Department of Defense.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), and Washington (500).

140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to
New York by Gov. Kate Brown.
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional
ventilators to New Jersey.

Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Daily Briefing Points (April 1, 2020)
April 01, 2020 at 7:47 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 1, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Daily Briefing PointsDaily Briefing Points
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the All-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with
Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services response; FEMA
Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based
Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.

The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April
30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions
designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as
much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than 10 people,
and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
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On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday, March 29
which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago on March 30; and, one landed in Miami last
night and another in New York this morning. FEMA has scheduled additional
flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing
homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership.

Over the next 24 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (150), Connecticut (50)
and Louisiana (150).

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-
Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
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Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at NBEOC@max.gov

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also, follow
Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 8, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is
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loaded.
As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the
following data to FEMA and HHS:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state.

This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August 2020, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1, 2020.
The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction
to HHS Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard
to GM’s production of ventilators on March 27.
By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get
the supplies they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also
ensuring that these ventilators are routed through the Strategic National
Stockpile to where they’re needed most.
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding an update to the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
March 28, 2020
 

CISA Advisory
 
CISA releases Version 2.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance
originally published on March 19, 2020
 
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the
Secretary of Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure.
Consistent with these authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other
federal agencies, State and local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workforce” advisory list. This list is intended to help State,
local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as
economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list should also take
into consideration additional public health considerations based on the specific
COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
 
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal
directive or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the
exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that
should continue during the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions.
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Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories
based on their own requirements and discretion. 
 
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services
that are typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including
staffing operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure,
operating call centers, working construction, and performing operational functions,
among others. It also includes workers who support crucial supply chains and
enable functions for critical infrastructure. The industries they support represent,
but are not limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information
technology systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics,
energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
 
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing
and executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in
their communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials
should use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Similarly, while adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure
owners and operators are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the
prioritization of business processes and workforce allocation to best ensure
continuity of the essential goods and services they support. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety, the health and safety of the workforce, and the
continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure services and functions. While
this advisory list is meant to help public officials and employers identify essential
work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers engaged in activity
determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions because of
health-related concerns.
 
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure
community to update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. You can find the attached guidance as well as other COVID
related information at cisa.gov.

 
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 

# # #

Version 2.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
COVID-19_Federal_Response_Efforts_Continue
March 26, 2020 at 2:03 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 26, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
Sixteen states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain
at-risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New York, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with
additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and
additional supplies are en route to these designated areas. The U.S. Navy hospital ship
Mercy is en route and expected to be operational by April 1 to support Los Angeles with
additional hospital beds and medical staff. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is expected
to be operational by April 4 to support New York City. FEMA issued a $350 million
Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care
facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.26.20.pdf
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DOH-ISOTF (DOH)
Taskforce meeting
To: DOH-ISOTF (DOH), Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan
(DOH), David.Csernak@hhs.gov, Carrell, Rebecca S (HCA), Rector, Bea-Alise (DSHS/ALTSA), Kelleher, Tedd
(COM), seoc43 (MIL), seoc44 (MIL), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Urbas, Gary
(MIL), Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov, David.Clayton@fema.dhs.gov, Simons, Matt C (DOH), Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH), Lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov, Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Lujan, Lewis (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc100
(MIL), Schmitz, Lou (DOHi), Covington, Trevor N (DOH), Slusher, Theresa M
Cc:  McGill, Jason T (HCA), Pazolt, Melodie J. (HCA), Krehbiel, Beth (DSHS/DDA), Dean, Jessie M.
(HCA), Roberts, Debbie (DSHS/DDA), Weedin, Charles (DSHS/DDA), Chen, Christopher P (HCA), Fotinos, Charissa
(HCA)

Agenda:

-Introduction of participants

-Review of Key tasks

-Review of Tasks under development

-Discussion of missing topics In Isolation document

-Discussion of missing topics in Checklist

-Vetting of finished products

-Health Officer

-AAG

-Anyone else?

-Reporting requirements

-occupied

-available

-Time to activation

-Thresholding tools/ideas

-Open discussion

ISOTF 
Fri, Apr 3, 2020 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM (PDT) 

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone. 

mailto:David.Csernak@hhs.gov
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
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https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/501418613 

You can also dial in using your phone. 
United States: +1 (872) 240-3212 

Access Code: 501-418-613 

Join from a video-conferencing room or system. 
Dial in or type: 67.217.95.2 or inroomlink.goto.com 
Meeting ID: 501 418 613 
Or dial directly: 501418613@67.217.95.2 or 67.217.95.2##501418613 

New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts: 
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/501418613

   

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/501418613%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
tel:+18722403212,,501418613
mailto:501418613@67.217.95.2
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Wilson-Codega, Lily
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 30, 2020 at 12:44 AM EDT
To: Morrow, Michael, Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Formas, Stephanie, Putney, April, Vila, Simon (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Raghavan,
Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike, Ryan, Berkson,
Rachel, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Confirma(ons	compiled	and	a1ached.

	

Thank	you!

	

From:	"Morrow,	Michael"	<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>

Date:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	at	9:17	PM

To:	"Garza,	Jeff"	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>

Cc:	Stephanie	Formas	<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>,	"Putney,	April"

<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>,	Simon	Vila	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson-Codega,	Lily"

<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>,	"Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)"	<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>,	"Wilson,

Morgan	(GOV)"	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>,	"Raghavan,	Gautam"

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>,	"Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)"

<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>,	"Howle1	Browne,	Sierra"	<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>,

"Ike,	Ryan"	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>,	"Berkson,	Rachel"	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>,

"brent.c.powell@gmail.com"	<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>,	"Kraman,	James"

<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>

Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Our	security	team	is	aware	and	ready.		

Mike	Morrow

Managing	Director	of	Security	

Sea1le	Seahawks	|	CenturyLink	Field	|	VMAC

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	9:09	PM,	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

Hi	everyone,

	

Just	checking	back	in	so	our	security	team	is	aware	-	is	anyone	a1ending	tomorrow?	Will

media	be	a1ending?

	

Thanks

	

Jeff 	
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On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	4:38	PM,	Formas,	Stephanie

<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>	wrote:

This message originated outside the organization. Please use caution with links
and attachments.

Thanks	â€“	Mayor	is	likely	not	able	to	a1end	either.	I	will	defer	to	others	in

a1endance	coordina(ng	press	w/	the	Army	if	appropriate.

	

Please	send	Sierra	and	Lily	you	list	of	RSVPS	by	9	pm	this	evening.

	

The	ini(al	arriving	instruc(ons	will	to	park	on	the	2nd	Floor	of	CenturyLink

Field	Events	Center	parking	garage	located	at	330S	S	Royal	Brougham	Way,

Sea1le,	WA	98134.	Please	note	that	you	are	with	the	Elected	Officials	Tour.

	Proceed	to	the	glass	doors	and	staff	will	greet	you.	Please	no	staff	or	limited

staff.

	

Sgt.	Powell	(US	Army):	334-618-7129

Jeff	(Seahawks/CenturyLink):	206-396-0979

	

From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:22	PM

To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)

<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-

Codega@sea1le.gov>;	Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>;

Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>

Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC

(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle1	Browne,	Sierra

<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;

Berkson,	Rachel	<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael

<MichaelMo@SeahawksFGI.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com;	Kraman,

James	<JamesKr@SeahawksFGI.com>

Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials

	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Thanks	for	setting	this	up,	Stephanie.	Unfortunately	the	Exec	won't	be
able	to	make	it	tomorrow	morning.	Checking	with	our
Councilmembers	now.	
	

Lily,	let	me	know	if	you	need	any	help	reaching	out	to	members	of	our
state	delegation.	
	

April	Putney
Director	of	Government	&	External	Relations
OfIice	of	King	County	Executive	Dow	Constantine
april.putney@kingcounty.gov

https://owa.kingcounty.gov/owa/redir.aspx?C=d_r4CMfjFEOMX75pVvxRxzo_tN2zDNIIpO-D0E_c7_is_FCIR6gjNUURT01zyJZwvghYGBnNhG4.&URL=mailto:april.putney@kingcounty.gov


206.263.1905	ofIice
206.519.9766	mobile

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	4:01	PM

To:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily

<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>;	Ka(ms,	Casey	(GOV)

<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>

Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC

(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle1	Browne,	Sierra

<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;

Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel

<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael

<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	brent.c.powell@gmail.com

<brent.c.powell@gmail.com>;	Kraman,	James	<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>

Subject:	RE:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials

	

[EXTERNAL	Email	No(ce!	]	External	communica(on	is	important	to	us.	Be	cau(ous	of

phishing	a1empts.	Do	not	click	or	open	suspicious	links	or	a1achments.

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical

personnel	on	site	to	coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.

	

Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am

10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	

Tomorrow	awernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving

in,	so	there	is	s(ll	limited	equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	(me	to

keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from	visitors.

	

The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate

as	appropriate	to	ensure	the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal

officials.

	

From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM

To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea1le.gov>;	Ka(ms,	Casey

(GOV)	<casey.ka(ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>

Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie

<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)

<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle1	Browne,	Sierra

<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;

Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
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<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael

<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James

<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>

Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials

	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-

Codega@sea1le.gov>	wrote:

As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	(me	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to

local	elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff

<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:

CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and

James	Kramen	(Senior	Event	Manager)	from

CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	

	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,

Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>

wrote:

This message originated outside the
organization. Please use caution with
links and attachments.

Good	awernoon,	all,	and	thanks

very	much	for	your	assistance.

	

Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all

morning,	but	I	know	several	other

members	of	the	WA	delega(on	are

eager	to	par(cipate	as	well	but	I

know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and

Heck	have	conflicts	in	the	late

morning.	If	you	have	flexibility	and
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can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-

10:30	am	window,	I	know	their

teams	would	appreciate	it.	

	

Best,

Gautam

	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal

(WA-07)

1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building

|	Washington,	D.C.

202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov

	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie

<Stephanie.Formas@sea1le.gov>

Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44

PM

To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76

ORC	(USA)

<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>

Cc:	Howle1	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle1Browne@sea1le.gov>;

Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;

Raghavan,	Gautam

<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;

Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;

Vila,	Simon	(GOV)

<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-

Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-

Codega@sea1le.gov>;	Putney,	April

<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>

Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and
Federal	Officials

	

Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your

support	over	the	last	few	days.		As	we

discussed	yesterday,	there	has	been

some	interest	from	local,	state,	and

federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the

hospital.	Per	our	discussion,	it	seems

like	tomorrow	morning	would	be	the

most	appropriate	(me	as	the	facility

will	soon	become	unavailable	for

anyone	but	Army	personnel,	doctors,

and	pa(ents.
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Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour

op(ons	available?	Poten(ally	from

10:45	-11:30	and	11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?

	

On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,

we	can	help	coordinate	our

city/county	officials,	state	officials	and

federal	delega(on	between	those	two

op(ons.	Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you

would	recommend	any	limita(ons

such	as	no	media	or	principals	only	to

allow	a	minimal	footprint	and

appropriate	social	distancing.

	

Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s

easier.

	

Best,

Stephanie
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Bitz, Julie
Dr. Sullivan rescheduled
April 14, 2020 at 12:26 PM EDT
To: Bray, Patrick, Erichsen, Geoffrey, Hatfield, Michelle, Rowlands,
William, Carlos.Rodriguez@wsp.wa.gov, John.Garden@wsp.wa.gov, brandon.querubin@wsp.wa.gov, kristl.pohl@wsp.wa.gov, aadewusi@lhs.org, Ryan.heffernan@ci.bremerton.wa.us, Julie.Peay@ice.dhs.gov

Hi	all-
	
Detec+ve	Schweitzer	asked	me	to	e-mail	you	and	let	you	know	that	Dr.	Sullivan’s	3	day	course	originally	scheduled	for	May	26-28th	2020	has	been	moved	to
November	2nd-4th	2020.	The	loca+on	will	s+ll	be	the	same	at	the	Public	Safety	Training	Center	12700	SE	82nd	Ave.	Clackamas,	OR	97015.
	
Stay	safe	and	be	well.	Julie
	
Julie L. Bitz
Specialized Trainings Coordinator
Public Safety Training Center
Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office
 

O:O: (503)-794-8064      C:C: (503)-702-6841    F:F: (503)-785-5190
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 24, 2020)
April 24, 2020 at 1:46 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 24, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       On April 22April 22, HHS launched Telehealth.hhs.gov. The site is a central source of information
on telehealth resources and tools for patients and providers. 

-   In his blog post “Health Providers: Join the Telehealth Revolution,” the Surgeon
General of the United States, Vice Admiral Jerome M. Adams M.D., M.P.H., outlines
the benefits of using telemedicine tools.

-   Working from the safety of home, these tools allow clinicians to perform virtual
visits, refill and adjust essential medications, and modify treatments that will
preserve and improve conditions that if left untreated, put patients at risk.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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·       As of April 23April 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 105 million surgical masks, 6.7
million face shields, 14.9 million surgical gowns, 747 million gloves, 10,563 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·       The U.S. has now processed 4.9 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose. 

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_23
April 23, 2020 at 2:12 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 23, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

In order to help Americans, return to work, the federal government will distribute
cloth facial coverings for critical infrastructure workers who do not need medical-
grade personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work.

The facial coverings will be delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers. Prioritization will also be to areas
with the highest COVID-19 infection rates.
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Distribution will be based on the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors and will include food
production and distribution, energy, water and wastewater treatment, essential
transportation and logistics, first responders, communications, hazardous
materials management, manufacturing of medical supplies, and sanitation and
disinfection supplies.
The first phase includes distribution of more than 19 million facial coverings. 
HHS anticipates production of 6.5 million facial coverings each week for the
next month.

As of April 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 96.9 million
surgical masks, 6.6 million face shields, 13.8 million surgical gowns, 727 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.69 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 6, 2020

SUMMARY
·        Gov.	Jay	Inslee	announced	on	Sunday	that	Washington	will	return	more	than	400	ven/lators	to

the	SNS	inventory	to	help	states	facing	higher	numbers	of	COVID-19	cases.
·        Boeing	indefinitely	extends	produc/on	shutdown	at	Washington	plants	due	to	coronavirus.
·        Alaska's	largest	rural	airline	carrier	plans	to	end	all	service	and	file	for	Chapter	11	bankruptcy.
·        Health	officials	in	Oregon	and	Idaho	shared	op/mism	that	the	infec/on	rate	may	be	slowing,	the

curve	fla9ening.
·        Idaho	and	Washington	are	working	on	plans	to	guide	medical	decisions	in	worst-case	scenario.

Public	Sen+ment
·        Many	Washingtonians	praise	the	governor's	decision	to	return	ven/lators	back	to	the	SNS	in

order	to	help	states	in	more	dire	situa/ons.	Some	take	this	announcement	as	confirma/on	that
the	curve	is	fla9ening	in	their	state.

·        In	Oregon	and	Idaho,	excitement	over	the	news	that	the	curve	is	fla9ening	is	tempered	by	worry
that	not	enough	people	are	being	tested.

·        In	Alaska,	Ravn	Air's	bankruptcy	announcement	fuels	complaints	that	small	businesses	are	in
crisis	and	the	state's	economic	relief	measure	were	not	enough.

Washington
Governor	Inslee	–	ven/lators	and	the	federal	response
·        Governor's	office	press	release:	We’re	in	this	together	–	Washington	state	to	send	ven/lators.

(KOMO,	KIRO)
o   Gov.	Inslee:	"Every	state	in	America	is	united	in	the	fight	to	save	the	lives	of	our	people.

Though	our	mission	is	the	same,	our	needs	are	different.	Today,	Washington	is	returning
400	ven/lators	so	states	like	New	York	and	others	can	have	them.	#WeGotThisWA
#StayHomeStayHealthy"	(@GovInslee)

o   On	KIRO	7's	Facebook	post,	many	comments	praise	the	governor's	decision	and	are	happy	to
see	states	helping	each	other	out.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example
5,	example	6,	example	7,	example	8)

o   Some	take	this	as	good	news	that	the	curve	is	beginning	to	fla9en	in	Washington.	(example
1,	example	2)

o   Some	worry	about	Washington	not	having	enough	ven/lators	when	the	state	hits	its	peak
and	wonder	if	the	state	needs	to	be	looking	out	for	itself	more.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3,	example	4,	example	5)
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o   One	person	feels	that	since	New	York	got	"the	ship,"	Washington	should	keep	these
ven/lators	-	referring	to	the	fact	that	the	USNS	Comfort	was	sent	to	be	a	field	hospital	in
New	York,	while	the	USNS	Mercy	was	sent	to	Los	Angeles	over	Sea9le.	(example)

·        Inslee:	'Ludicrous	that	we	do	not	have	a	na/onal	effort'	against	coronavirus.	(KING	5,	KREM,
KXLY)	There	is	agreement	from	many	that	governors	should	band	together	to	pick	up	where	the
federal	government	will	not.	The	counterargument	is	that	too	much	federal	control	is	a	bad	thing.

·        Wash.	state's	rising	virus	infec/on	rate	a	'cause	for	concern,'	Inslee	says.	(KOMO)
Business	and	Economy
·        Boeing	indefinitely	extends	produc/on	shutdown	at	Washington	state	plants	due	to	coronavirus.

(Sea9le	Times)
o   Many	comments	on	the	Sea9le	Times	Facebook	post	are	from	Boeing	employees	and	their

family	members	who	express	sadness	and	frustra/on.	Evidently	the	news	came	via	email
and	many	employees	don't	have	access	to	their	work	equipment	or	email	right	now.	Many
comments	say	they	found	out	on	Facebook	or	through	the	news.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6,	example	7,	example	8,	example	9,	example
10)

Disability	Integra/on
·        As	state	se9les	on	guidelines	about	who	would	get	care	in	worst-case	scenario,	disability

advocates	raise	flags	(The	Spokesman	Review)	A	popular	response	points	out	that	this	is	why	it's
important	that	people	heed	stay-at-home	orders.	Another	points	out	that	the	emphasis	should
be	on	who	has	the	best	chances	of	survival.	The	conversa/on	overall	is	highly	charged	with
domes/c	and	interna/onal	poli/cs.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Tes/ng
·        Yakima	Health	District	opens	new	drive-thru	tes/ng	site	(KIMA	Ac/on	News,	Yakima	Herald-

Republic)	
PPE
·        Sea9le	manufacturer	answers	the	call	to	make	personal	protec/ve	equipment.		GM	Nameplate

has	answered	Gov.	Inslee's	call,	even	before	he	made	it,	to	make	face	shields	for	healthcare
workers	on	the	frontlines	of	the	coronavirus	fight.		(KING	5)

·        Boy	Scouts,	volunteers	making	thousands	of	face	masks	to	donate	to	local	hospitals	(PPE)
Community	Impact
·        King	County	allowing	online	protec/on	orders	for	domes/c	abuse	amid	coronavirus	crisis.	The

governor's	Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy	order	may	not	be	safe	for	survivors	of	abuse.	King	County
has	launched	a	new	online	tool	to	request	protec/on	orders.	(KING	5)

·        Sea9le’s	Chinese	American	community	is	here	to	help	fight	the	coronavirus:	‘We	are	all	together’
(Sea9le	Times)

Oregon
Fla9ening	the	Curve
·        Oregon	health	officials	are	hoping	the	numbers	here	are	on	the	downward	trend.	Models

con/nue	to	project	that	the	situa/on	appears	to	be	leveling	out	to	some	extent.	(KOIN)
o   People	remain	concerned	that	the	low	numbers	are	influenced	by	low	tes/ng,	and	that

Oregon	only	tests	people	who	need	hospitaliza/on	or	are	over	a	certain	age.	(example	1,
example	2)

·        Oregon	health	officials	express	cau/ous	op/mism	about	state's	readiness	for	coronavirus	surge.
(East	Oregonian)

PPE
·        COVID-19	spread	slowing	but	PPE	s/ll	desperately	needed	in	Oregon.	(FOX	12)

Business
·        More	closures,	cancella/ons	along	the	Oregon	and	Washington	coasts.	(Beach	Connec/on)
·        Oregon	gun	shops	not	on	the	list	of	businesses	that	must	close.	(Willame9e	Week)

New	Cases
·        1	new	death	as	known	cases	pass	1,000.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN,	KPTV12,	The	Oregonian)

Tes/ng
·        Jackson	County's	coronavirus	test	rate	tops	the	state,	among	highest	per	capita	in	country.	(The
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Oregonian)
Community	Support
·        City	of	Gresham	checks	in	on	seniors,	vulnerable	residents.	(KGW8)

Idaho
Healthcare	Capacity
·        More	than	380	people	have	signed	up	for	temporary	Idaho	nursing	licenses	to	fight	COVID-19.

(KTVB)
·        Idaho	is	working	on	a	plan	to	guide	medical	decisions	in	worst-case	scenario;	to	possibly	ra/on

COVID-19	medical	care.	(Idaho	Statesman)
o   In	response,	several	people	reacted	to	the	/meline,	wondering	why	the	plan	would	not	be

reviewed	un/l	later	this	month.	While	some	people	explained	why	the	plan	was	needed,	a
few	comments	worried	about	'death	panels'	(example	1,	example	2)	and	one	calls	the	news
"chilling."

Stay-at-Home	Order
·        Mountain	Home	mayor	apologizes	for	the	frustra/on	that	led	him	to	say	he	would	shut	the	city

down.	(KTVB)	Concerned	that	people	are	not	staying	home,	many	people	said	he	shouldn't
apologize.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
Coronavirus	update:	For	third	day	in	a	row,	Idaho	reports	decline	in	new	COVID-19	cases	(Idaho
Statesman)	In	response,	people	are	skep/cal,	indica/ng	that	if	there	were	more	tes/ng,	the
numbers	would	be	higher.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Humanity
·        In	response	to	a	KTVB	report	on	Saturday	of	a	pregnant	mother	of	six	with	COVID-19	has	resulted

in	an	outpouring	of	dona/ons	of	food	and	girs	ler	at	the	family's	doorstep.	The	public	response
to	this	story	is	overwhelmingly	posi/ve.

·        Good	news:	Stories	that	warmed	our	hearts	this	week	(KTVB)
Alaska

Economy
·        Ravn	Air,	Alaska's	largest	rural	carrier,	plans	to	end	all	service,	layoff	all	staff,	and	file	for	Chapter

11	bankruptcy.	(KTVF,	KTOO)
o   People	are	very	sad	to	see	this	happen,	and	hope	service	returns	arer	the	pandemic.	
o   Many	people	expressed	concern	for	the	survival	of	all	small	businesses,	and	comment	that

state's	plan	to	offer	loans	is	not	the	answer.
·        Bethel	restaurant	owners	consider	closing	down,	returning	to	Korea.	(Alaska	Public	Media)

Limited	to	delivery	and	takeout,	restaurants	report	that	their	sales	are	a	frac/on	of	what	they
are	normally.

PPE
·        Alaskans	making	thousands	of	homemade	masks	for	healthcare	providers	(KTUU)

State	Response
·        Alaska's	chief	medical	officer	earns	praise	for	coronavirus	leadership.	(KTVA,	Anchorage	Daily

News)	This	coverage	in	tradi/onal	media	echoes	what	many	people	have	been	saying	on	social
for	weeks.	(example	1,	example	2)

·        Coronavirus	concerns	lead	to	Anchorage	playground	closures.	(KTUU)
Community	Support
·        Wasilla	Pizzeria	delivering	free	pizzas	and	burgers	to	healthcare	workers,	community	invited

pitch	in.	(KTUU)
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
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To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-
risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjcuMTk0MDExNjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi93cC1jb250ZW50L3VwbG9hZHMvMjAyMC8wMy8wMy4xNi4yMF9jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy1ndWlkYW5jZV84LjV4MTFfMzE1UE0ucGRmIn0.s-jtqJpDrZhjV66VrnZHPrO0P6Owr7kGmsrTcS1jvSQ/br/76716269630-l


California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations
to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face
masks, 3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6
million gloves.  We are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or
produce even more.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.27.20.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Department of Homeland Security Outlines New Process for Americans Returning

from Certain European Countries, China, and Iran

 
WASHINGTON – In order to help prevent the spread of travel-related cases of coronavirus
in the United States, today the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Acting Secretary
Chad F. Wolf issued a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, and their immediate families who are returning home
after recently visiting certain European countries (listed below), China, and Iran.
 
Effective for flights taking off at 11:59 PM EDT on Friday, March 13th, Americans
returning from all restricted countries will now be required to travel through the following
13 airports:
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (BOS), Massachusetts
Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York
Los Angeles International Airport, (LAX), California
Miami International Airport (MIA), Florida
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington
Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 

 
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then
continue to enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical
history, current condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities.
Passengers will then be given written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to
their final destination, and immediately home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best
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practices.
 
“While the overall risk of serious infection from the coronavirus to the general public
remains low at this time, the Trump administration is taking these aggressive measures to
keep the risk low, requiring all Americans returning from affected areas in Europe to be
funneled through 13 airports for screening upon their return to the U.S.,” said Acting
Secretary Wolf. “To minimize disruptions to travelers, TSA, CBP, and air carriers are
working to identify qualifying passengers before their scheduled flights. These passengers
will be rerouted to one of the 13 airports by their airline at no cost to them.”
 
Wolf continued: “I understand this new process will be disruptive to some travelers,
however this action is needed to protect the general public from further exposure and
spread of the coronavirus. Once back in the U.S. it is imperative that individuals honor self-
quarantine directives to help protect their loved-ones and communities.”
 
President Trump determined that the potential for widespread transmission of the
coronavirus by infected individuals seeking to enter the United States threatens the security
of the homeland.  Therefore, the Department is taking action in furtherance of the public
health interests advanced by the March 11th presidential proclamation which suspends entry
to nearly all foreign nationals who have been in certain European countries, China and Iran
at any point during the 14 days prior to their scheduled travel to the U.S. 
 
These European countries, known as the Schengen Area, include: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. This Presidential
Proclamation does not apply to U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, nor their family
members under the age of 21, and other individuals who are identified in the proclamation.
Nor does it apply to cargo and economic shipping.
 
For further information, please visit Coronavirus.gov or DHS.gov/Coronavirus.
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SUMMARY

¡¤         Idaho	has	reached	100	coronavirus	cases,	and	Governor	Li1le	issued	a	Stay-at-Home	order	to
limit	movement	around	the	state	to	essen'al	ac'vity.

¡¤         The	Bill	&	Melinda	Gates	Founda'on	will	spend	$3.7	million	on	Sea1le-area	coronavirus
response,	and	Starbucks	will	give	free	coffee	to	first	responders,	healthcare	workers	na'onwide.

¡¤         Gov.	Brown	requests	open	enrollment	through	Healthcare.gov	amid	coronavirus	pandemic	and
urges	Oregonians	to	report	employers	not	enforcing	social	distancing	guidelines.

¡¤         Port	of	Sea1le	suspends	2020	Alaska	cruise	season	indefinitely.

Public	Sen+ment
¡¤         Following	Idaho	Governor	Li1le¡¯s	Stay-at-Home	mandate,	Idahoans	are	concerned	about	the

economic	impacts	and	how	to	cover	their	expenses;	many	feel	they	are	already	doing	what	it
requires.

¡¤         Sea1leites	are	grateful	that	Bill	&	Melinda	Gates	Founda'on	$3.7	million	dona'on	will	be	for	
local	coronavirus	response	efforts,	and	many	hope	to	receive	help	in	their	communi'es.

¡¤         Some	support	the	Port	of	Sea1le¡¯s	decision	to	suspend	the	2020	Alaska	cruise	season,	while
others	are	concerned	that	this	will	devastate	Alaskan	workers	and	tourism.

¡¤         Oregonians	are	pleased	with	Governor	Brown's	calls	for	transparency	and	direc've	that	OHA
disclose	more	detailed	numbers	on	the	COVID-19	response.

Washington
FEMA
¡¤         Washington	state	lawmakers	plead	with	FEMA	for	more	medical	personnel	and	equipment.

(News	Tribune)
o   Rep.	Adam	Smith:	"Washington	state	is	overwhelmed	by	the	exponen'al	growth	of

COVID©`19	hospitaliza'ons©`we	need	addi'onal	beds,	federal	medical	personnel,	and
equipment.		Proud	to	write	with	the	en're	Washington	state	congressional	delega'on	to
FEMA	urging	them	to	support	our	health	care	system	to	meet	the	needs	of	our
communi'es.

o   Only	one	comment	on	Rep.	Adam	Smith's	Facebook	post	men'ons	FEMA	directly	by	ci'ng	
numbers	from	President	Trump	regarding	PPE	gear	and	N95	masks	that	FEMA	is	providing
(example).

¡¤         Congresswoman	Suzan	DelBene	shared	FEMA's	How	to	Help	page	saying	"If	you	or	your
company	are	interested	in	dona'ng	supplies	or	volunteering	during	this	pandemic,	check	out
FEMA	Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency's	page	with	informa'on	on	how	you	can	best
help."
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¡¤         Malheur	County	Sheriff's	Office	shared	FEMA's	Coronavirus	Rumor	Control	page.
Dona'ons

¡¤         How	Bill	&	Melinda	Gates	Founda'on	will	spend	$3.7	million	on	Sea1le-area	coronavirus
response.		¡°By	suppor'ng	local	community	response	efforts,	we	can	help	make	sure	that,	in
this	moment	of	crisis,	we¡¯re	not	leaving	the	most	vulnerable	behind.¡±	¡ª	Melinda	Gates	on
funding	efforts	that	help	people	affected	by	the	novel	coronavirus	pandemic	in	the	greater
Sea1le	area.	(Sea1le	Times)
o   Comments	on	the	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	page	are	largely	grateful	for	this	ac'on,	and	some

people	call	out	their	specific	coun'es	--	including	Yakima	(example	1)	and	Whatcom	County
(example	2)--	where	they	would	love	to	see	this	help.

¡¤         Starbucks	giving	free	coffee	to	first	responders,	healthcare	workers	na'onwide.	(KING	5)
o   Many	comments	on	the	KING	5	Facebook	page	men'on	other	groups	that	they	wish	they

were	included	like	day	care	workers	(example	1),	child	care	providers	(example	2),
transporta'on	workers	(example	3),	truck	drivers	(example	4),	janitors	(example	5),
pharmacy	staff	(example	6),	grocery	workers	and	gas	sta'on	a1endants	(example	7).	Several
people	are	frustrated	by	the	other	comments	and	say	that	people	should	be	happy	for	a	good
dead	from	Starbucks	instead	of	lis'ng	all	the	ways	they	could	be	doing	more	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3,	example	4)

Stay-at-Home
¡¤         Immediately	aoer	Gov.	Jay	Inslee	announced	his	¡°stay	at	home¡±	order	Monday	night,

Mason	County	911	dispatchers	started	to	field	calls	about	confusion	over	the	governor¡¯s
order.		(Spokesman-Review)

¡¤         In	coronavirus	closures,	Washington	state	pot	and	liquor	stores	can	stay	open;	sales	have
spiked	for	a	while.	(Sea1le	Times,	KING	5,	KIRO	7)	On	the	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	post,	some
commenters	marvel	how	these	industries	could	be	deemed	"essen'al"	(example	1,	example	2).

¡¤         Bo1les	of	booze	can	be	delivered	in	Washington	state	under	temporary	coronavirus	rule.
(The	News	Tribune)

New	Cases	and	Fatali'es
¡¤         As	Boeing	shuts	down,	an	employee¡¯s	family	is	leo	to	grieve.		For	27	years,	Elton

Washington	worked	for	Boeing.	On	Sunday,	he	died	aoer	contrac'ng	the	new	coronavirus.		To
his	family,	Washington	was	much	more	than	a	sta's'c	in	the	growing	COVID-19	pandemic.
(Herald	Net)

¡¤         Amazon	employees	test	posi've	for	coronavirus	at	6	US	warehouses.		The	U.S.	coronavirus
outbreak	has	spread	to	at	least	six	Amazon	warehouses,	infec'ng	workers	racing	to	deliver
massive	volumes	of	packages.	(FOX	Q13)

Health
¡¤         Virus	knocks	thousands	of	health	workers	out	of	ac'on	in	Europe.		Extraordinary	numbers	of

health	workers	are	catching	the	coronavirus	and	getng	sick	and	the	thinning	ranks	of	doctors
and	nurses,	par'cularly	in	Spain,	are	hampering	the	ability	to	fight	the	epidemic.	(Sea1le
Times)	Comments	on	the	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	page	are	concerned	about	the	same	thing
happening	in	the	U.S.	(example	1,	example	2)

¡¤         Sneeze	guards:	coming	to	a	Safeway,	Walmart,	Target	and	Fred	Meyer	near	you.	(FOX	Q13)
¡¤         Data-driven	former	admiral	heads	state	COVID-19	response.	Re'red	Admiral	Raquel	Bono,

named	recently	by	Gov.	Jay	Inslee	as	the	state	director	for	COVID-19	response,	told	reporters
Tuesday	she¡¯s	s'll	gathering	some	of	that	data	in	her	first	week	on	the	job.	(Spokesman-
Review)

Economic	Impact
¡¤         The	Senate	has	struck	a	$2	trillion	deal	on	the	coronavirus	s'mulus.	Here¡¯s	what¡¯s	in	it.

(Vox,	KIRO	7)
¡¤         Sea1le	giving	$5	million	in	grocery	vouchers	to	help	families	impacted	by	coronavirus.	(KIRO

7)
¡¤         Annual	Skagit	Valley	Tulip	Fes'val	canceled	amid	coronavirus	outbreak.		The	cancela'on	will

be	a	significant	economic	and	emo'onal	blow	to	the	Skagit	Valley	area,	both	in	lost	tourism
dollars	and	lost	revenue	for	the	fields	themselves.	(KOMO)
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Oregon
Gov. Brown requests open enrollment through Healthcare.gov amid coronavirus pandemic (
KATU2), while urging residents to report employers who are not enforcing social distancing
guidelines. (@OregonGovBrown)
During a media call Wednesday, Gov. Brown criticized federal COVID-19 relief efforts ¨C citing
its failure to provide companies that want to make respirator masks and ventilators with a
guarantee of liability protection¡ªand saying lives are at stake (KOIN, KPTV12, OPB). She has
directed OHA to disclose more detailed numbers (@Oregonian), resulting in positive feedback
from the public (@Oregonian)

Business
Businesses continue to adjust operations in response to COVID-19, with various types of aid
available (Oregon Business, The Oregonian, JPR, KVAL13). The travel and hospitality industry
has been particularly hard hit (NYT, Oregon Business, Malheur Enterprise, @PDXBIZJournal)

New Cases
Portland postal worker tests positive for coronavirus (KGW8, KATU2).

Donations
The Castle Rock Bakery & Espresso held a sale on Tuesday allowing customers to pay whatever
they could ¡ª even nothing ¡ª for the 278 loaves of white bread staff baked over 10 hours on
Monday. (The Daily News)
Walden announces emergency funds for Oregon community health centers (KTVZ)

Idaho
Stay-at-Home
¡¤         Governor	Li1le	has	issued	an	execu've	order	for	Idahoans	to	stay	at	home	and	limit

movement	around	the	state	to	essen'al	ac'vity.	Pharmacies,	grocery	stores,	restaurants	with
curbside	pick-up	and	delivery	can	remain	open	(among	other	businesses).	The	order	is	in	place
for	the	next	21	days.	(KIVI,	Moscow-Pullman	News,	Lewiston	Tribune,	Idaho	State	Journal,
KTVB)
o   People	are	concerned	about	the	economic	impacts	and	how	to	cover	their	expenses.

(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
o   Many	feel	that	they	have	already	been	doing	this.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

New	Cases
¡¤         Coronavirus	update:	Idaho	hits	100	cases,	has	protec've	equipment	needs.	Idaho¡¯s	100th

case	of	confirmed	coronavirus	came	out	of	Kootenai	County	on	Wednesday	aoernoon.	The
latest	case	was	the	ninth	confirmed	case	in	that	county.	(Idaho	Statesman,	Coeur	D'Alene
Press)

Dona'ons
¡¤         Oak	On	Main	provided	free	meals	during	the	Feeding	Our	Friends	community	dinner	Tuesday

in	Pullman.	The	restaurant	organized	the	event	as	a	way	to	help	the	community	during	the
COVID-19	coronavirus	outbreak.	(Moscow-Pullman	News)

¡¤         Twin	Falls	company	helps	employees	with	childcare	amid	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	(KMTV)
¡¤         Keeping	renters	in	affordable	housing	is	going	to	be	crucial.	City	of	Boise	leads	by	example	by

forgiving	rent	for	the	month	of	April	for	people	in	city-owned	affordable	housing.	(Idaho
Statesman)

Alaska
New Cases

Fairbanks hospital employee tests positive for COVID-19 (Daily News-Miner)
 Government

Legislature Passes Unemployment Benefits. The bill allows immediate relief for those who lost
employment income due to the coronavirus emergency. (Your Alaska Link, Alaska Public
Media, KTVA)
Congressman Don Young Leads House Colleagues on Effort to Strengthen Medical Supply
Chain and Streamline COVID-19 Vaccine Development. (donyoung.house.gov)

o   The Congressman received negative feedback stating leadership in combatting the pandemic
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is too late and contradicts previous statements. (

o   example 1, example 2)
Movement Restrictions

Villages across Alaska are closing to outsiders and limiting the movements of villagers, as the
call to limit travel statewide grows. (Alaska Public Media)

Business
Port of Seattle suspends 2020 Alaska cruise season indefinitely. People are responding with
concern that this will devastate Alaskan workers and tourism, as well as some support for the
decision (example 1, example 2, example 3).  (KINY, Puget Sound Business Journal)
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Allen, Tristan (COM)
RE: Seattle Highway Network Traffic and Freight Trucking Assessment
March 22, 2020 at 12:19 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc83 (MIL), seoc84 (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Knutson, Charles
(GOV), Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Richeson, Jonathan, Berger, Joshua (COM), seattle-
eoc@seattle.gov

Latest on this below and attached. Our state has had a strong response to grocery supply chain, and
numerous federal and private entities have commended our state administration’s thoughtful
implementation of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs). Something to keep in mind as others lob
criticism for not doing enough.
 
 
Tristan Allen
Risk & Resilience Manager | WA State Department of Commerce
360-561-0253 | tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov
 
ASSIGNED TO:
Unified Area Command | WA State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC)
Responding to Governor’s Emergency Proclamation 20-05: COVID-19
	
 
From: Shearer, Eugene <eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov> 
Sent: Saturday, March 21, 2020 5:25 PM
To: Gammon, Carla <Carla.Gammon@fema.dhs.gov>; Dorko, Jeffrey
<Jeffrey.Dorko@fema.dhs.gov>; Bibo, David <David.Bibo@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc: Glenn, Robert <robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>; Doolin, Joel <joel.doolin@fema.dhs.gov>;
Dozor, Joshua <Joshua.Dozor@fema.dhs.gov>; Macintyre, Anthony
<Anthony.Macintyre@hq.dhs.gov>; Long, John (FCO) <John.Long2@fema.dhs.gov>; Goetz,
Joseph <jgoetz@dewberry.com>; Robbins, Ronald <ronald.robbins@fema.dhs.gov>; Evenson,
Jonathan <jonathan.evenson@fema.dhs.gov>; Ransom, Darrell
<Darrell.Ransom@fema.dhs.gov>; Holt, Brett <Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>; Allen, Tristan (COM)
<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL) <Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;
Green, Daniel W <Daniel.Green@fema.dhs.gov>; Cuartas, Jesus (JB)
<jb.cuartas@fema.dhs.gov>; Frego, Michael <michael.frego@fema.dhs.gov>; Thomas, Jerry
<Jerry.Thomas@fema.dhs.gov>; Goetz, Joseph <jgoetz@dewberry.com>; McNamara, Jason
<McNamaraj@cna.org>; Wolf, Laura (OS/ASPR/SIIM) <Laura.Wolf@hhs.gov>; Seiler, Brittney
(OS/ASPR/SIIM) <Brittney.Seiler@hhs.gov>; Brown, James (CDC/SNS/DSNS)
<nhe0@cdc.gov>; Tombaugh, William <william.tombaugh@fema.dhs.gov>; Peake, Nick
<Nick.Peake@fema.dhs.gov>; Reid, Katherine <katherine.reid@fema.dhs.gov>; Polowczyk, John
P (MIL) <john.p.polowczyk.mil@mail.mil>; Rachael Baitel <rbaitel@usaid.gov>; Lin, Merry S.
EOP/WHO <Merry.S.Lin@who.eop.gov>; Ignacio, Joselito <joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject: SCAN Ecosystem Assessment Puget Sound (March 21, 2020)
 
Leaders,
 
Provided is the FEMA Supply Chain Analysis Network ( ) Ecosystem Assessment of the
Greater Seattle Area.  This report is focused on the grocery supply chain.    
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Key Takeaway:  This region’s targeted implementation of Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions
(school closings, gathering prohibitions, business closings, Shelter in Place, etc.) . . . SEEM TO
BE . . . contributing to supply chain resilience in comparison to more restrictive policies.
 SCAN’s mandate is to answer two fundamental questions:
 
1. Are key demand and supply networks failing (in the focus region) ?
2. If so, when, where, why – and with whom can FEMA engage to be most effective in reversing
failure?
 
Key Findings:
 

1. Grocery demand and supply networks in the Puget Sound region are not failing; but these
networks are experiencing significant stress.

 
2. After several weeks of demand of up to 300% of normal seasonal maximums (Thanksgiving

and the Super Bowl), supply chains are under duress – but are displaying surprising levels of
resilience.  

 
3. Based on early indicators from the San Francisco Bay Area, there is cause for concern that

the Puget Sound grocery supply chain will be disrupted by implementation of mandatory,
wide-area Shelter-In-Place restrictions in neighboring states substantially contribute to
Seattle area supply chains.
	

4. It would be helpful for to discourage implementation of additional mandatory wide-area
Shelter in Place (SIP) declarations and to work with state and local colleagues to mitigate
unnecessary constriction of supply chains within SIP areas.
	

v/r

Gene Shearer, PMP
Supply Chain Advisor
FEMA Logistics Management Directorate
500 C. Street SW
Washington DC 20472 
202-655-8849 (cell)
 
 
From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	22,	2020	6:55	AM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	seoc90	(MIL)	<seoc90@mil.wa.gov>;
seoc83	(MIL)	<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	<Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov>;	Smith,	Jaime
(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Laughlin,	Brian	N	(MIL)



<Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Berger,	Joshua
(COM)	<joshua.berger@commerce.wa.gov>;	seaYle-eoc@seaYle.gov
Subject:	Re:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment
 
	
Could	the	JIC	use	this	informa_on	to	provide	reassuring	messaging	to	the	public?
	
	
Robert	L.	Ezelle
Director
Washington	State	Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov
Office:	(253)	512-7003
Cell:	(253)	324-8020
	

	

From:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	8:39	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc90	(MIL)	<seoc90@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc83	(MIL)
<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	<Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Laughlin,	Brian	N	(MIL)
<Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Berger,	Joshua
(COM)	<joshua.berger@commerce.wa.gov>;	seaYle-eoc@seaYle.gov	<seaYle-eoc@seaYle.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment
 
For your awareness.
 
From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	1:03	PM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreY	<BreY.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	BrockeY,	Michael	<Michael.BrockeY@fema.dhs.gov>;
Glenn,	Robert	<robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Tristan	and	Taylor,
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I	am	gegng	this	product	to	you	for	review	as	I	am	reviewing	it	myself	.	.	.	there	will	be	a	complimentary
SCAN	Ecosystem	Assessment	document	also	released	this	evening.	
	
I	have	reviewed	this	once	and	will	several	more	_mes.		From	a	quick	first	read,	I	gather	that	the
measures	put	in	place	in	the	SeaYle	region	have	not,	for	the	most	part,	adversely	impacted	freight
flows.		Is	this	what	you	are	seeing?		This	should	indicate	a	rela_vely	strong	grocery	sector	and	phama
supply	chain	that	is	demonstra_ng	a	good	amount	of	resilience.
	
Is	this	the	case?

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisEcs	Management	Directorate
500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Gregus,	Christopher	<cgregus@Dewberry.com>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:46	PM
To:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Goetz,	Joseph	<jgoetz@Dewberry.com>;	Valerio,	Marcos	<mvalerio@Dewberry.com>
Subject:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Gene,
					AYached	please	find	our	Sea$le	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment.		Please
let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques_ons.
	
Thanks,
Chris
	
Christopher J. Gregus, P.E.
Senior Associate
Dewberry
9026 Jefferson Highway
Suite 302
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
504.872.3768 direct
504.524.8489 fax
504.908.0227 cell
www.dewberry.com
	

Visit	Dewberry’s	website	at	www.dewberry.com	If	you’ve	received	this	email	even	though	it’s	intended
for	someone	else,	then	please	delete	the	email,	don’t	share	its	contents	with	others,	and	don’t	read	its
aYachments.	Thank	you.
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
Re: Seattle Highway Network Traffic and Freight Trucking Assessment
March 22, 2020 at 9:54 AM EDT
To: Allen, Tristan (COM), seoc90 (MIL), seoc83 (MIL), seoc84 (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Knutson, Charles
(GOV), Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Richeson, Jonathan, Berger, Joshua (COM), seattle-
eoc@seattle.gov

Could	the	JIC	use	this	informa3on	to	provide	reassuring	messaging	to	the	public?

Robert	L.	Ezelle
Director
Washington	State	Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov
Office:	(253)	512-7003
Cell:	(253)	324-8020
	

From:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	8:39	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc90	(MIL)	<seoc90@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc83	(MIL)
<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	<Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Laughlin,	Brian	N	(MIL)
<Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Berger,	Joshua
(COM)	<joshua.berger@commerce.wa.gov>;	seacle-eoc@seacle.gov	<seacle-eoc@seacle.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Seacle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment
 
For your awareness.
 
From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	1:03	PM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	Brec	<Brec.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brockec,	Michael	<Michael.Brockec@fema.dhs.gov>;
Glenn,	Robert	<robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>
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Subject:	FW:	Seacle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Tristan	and	Taylor,
	
I	am	gefng	this	product	to	you	for	review	as	I	am	reviewing	it	myself	.	.	.	there	will	be	a	complimentary
SCAN	Ecosystem	Assessment	document	also	released	this	evening.	
	
I	have	reviewed	this	once	and	will	several	more	3mes.		From	a	quick	first	read,	I	gather	that	the
measures	put	in	place	in	the	Seacle	region	have	not,	for	the	most	part,	adversely	impacted	freight
flows.		Is	this	what	you	are	seeing?		This	should	indicate	a	rela3vely	strong	grocery	sector	and	phama
supply	chain	that	is	demonstra3ng	a	good	amount	of	resilience.
	
Is	this	the	case?

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisEcs	Management	Directorate
500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Gregus,	Christopher	<cgregus@Dewberry.com>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:46	PM
To:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Goetz,	Joseph	<jgoetz@Dewberry.com>;	Valerio,	Marcos	<mvalerio@Dewberry.com>
Subject:	Seacle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Gene,
					Acached	please	find	our	Sea$le	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment.		Please
let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques3ons.
	
Thanks,
Chris
	
Christopher J. Gregus, P.E.
Senior Associate
Dewberry
9026 Jefferson Highway
Suite 302
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
504.872.3768 direct
504.524.8489 fax
504.908.0227 cell
www.dewberry.com
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Visit	Dewberry’s	website	at	www.dewberry.com	If	you’ve	received	this	email	even	though	it’s	intended
for	someone	else,	then	please	delete	the	email,	don’t	share	its	contents	with	others,	and	don’t	read	its
acachments.	Thank	you.

https://www.dewberry.com/


FEMA-R10-JIC
Offers of Volunteering - How to Help
March 25, 2020 at 3:15 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning/a,ernoon,
	
I	know	some	of	you	have	already	stood	up	websites	at	your	state	level	to	coordinate	volunteers	and
dona=ons.	If	you	are	looking	for	addi=onal	resources	and	where	we	are	rou=ng	those	requests	at	the
na=onal	level,	the	informa=on	below	is	from	our	Private	Sector	Liaison	BreD	Holt:
 
Please pass this on to interested individuals. This is the guidance we are pushing on How To Help
 
FEMA How To Help: https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help 
 
Donations

Cash donations to the non-profit of your choice IS THE BEST donation.  
You can find vetted non-profit organizations supporting COVID-19 response efforts at www.NVOAD.org.
Donâ€™t collect or make donations until you are sure it is needed, who will accept it and how it will get there
is worked out.
If you have medical supplies or equipment  medical supplies or equipment to donateto donate, please provide us details on what you are
offering.

 
Volunteering

Licensed Healthcare professionals that want to volunteer can get information on eligibility, view credential
levels by clinical competency and register with the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer
Health Professionals in their state. 
Trained medical volunteers can offer their services by registering with a National VOAD member on
www.NVOAD.org.   Please do not begin operations without contacting NVOAD first. You will be contacted once
resources are matched with unmet needs.
Medical Reserve Corps (MRC) volunteers can help in different ways in their communities (call centers, drive
through clinics, and more).  Contact an MRC unit in your area to find out how you can help.  For more
information visit mrc.hhs.gov/HomePage.
Adequate supplies of blood are needed to treat patients in hospitals, but many blood drives have been
cancelled.  Donating blood is a safe process, and blood donation centers have the highest standards of
safety and infection control.  To find where you can donate blood, visit redcross.org.

 
Private Sector

To sell medical suppliessell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please email specifics to
covidsupplies@fema.dhs.gov.
If you have medical supplies or equipment  medical supplies or equipment to donateto donate, please provide us details on what you are
offering.
If you are a private company that wants to produce a product relatedproduce a product related to the COVID response â€“ email
nbeoc@max.gov.
If you are a hospital and other companies in need of medical supplies, contact your state Department of
Public Health and/or Emergency Management.
For non-medicalnon-medical supplies, services or equipment, if you are interested in doing business with FEMA, visit
our Industry Liaison Program.

 
Brett Holt
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Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 5, 2020
April 05, 2020 at 2:32 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.	The	Na0onal	Hot	Issues	report	is	a8ached	for	greater	context.
	
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 5, 2020

SUMMARY
·         Across	the	region,	communi0es	con0nue	to	grapple	with	the	economic	impacts	of	COVID-19.
·         The	alterna0ve	care	site	at	CenturyLink	Field	is	expected	to	open	next	week	in	Washington.
·         Social	distancing	enforcement	remains	a	topic	of	debate,	including	whether	local	leaders	have

the	authority	to	close	gun	shops,	and	“shut	down”	en0re	ci0es.
·         More people in the region are choosing to wear face masks after new CDC recommendations.

Public	Sen+ment
People	are	taking	social	distancing	very	seriously,	and	vent	frustra0ons	at	those	who	take	risks.
At	the	same	0me,	there	is	debate	over	whether	strict	enforcement	is	appropriate.	
Oregon	residents	are	proud	of	the	Governor's	move	to	send	ven0lators	to	NY,	while	some	worry
it	will	leave	Oregon	unprepared	and	many	say	the	federal	government	should	be	doing	more	to
meet	equipment	shorUalls.
With	Washington’s	declining	infec0on	rate,	some	residents	support	the	president’s
announcement	of	moving	medical	beds	out	of	the	state	and	wonder	whether	Washington	even
needs	alterna0ve	care	sites.	Others	are	concerned	that	the	state	only	looks	like	it	is	stabilizing
because	of	low	tes0ng.

Washington
Response
·         "The	situa0on	in	Washington	state	con0nues	to	stabilize,"	President	Trump	said	during	a	press

briefing.	"We	are	returning	a	300-bed	federal	medical	sta0on	to	a	different	loca0on	where	we
will	need	it.	They	won't	be	needing	it."	(KATU)
o    Reports	on	the	president's	statement	prompted	some	confusion	among	people	specula0ng

whether	alterna0ve	care	sites	at	CenturyLink,	in	Shoreline	might	be	moved.
o    KIRO	7	clarifies	that	Trump	says	he’s	‘returning’	medical	sta0on	from	Washington,	but	really

meant	hospital	beds	(KIRO	7).	In	response,	many	people	cri0cized	the	news	outlet	for
misinterpre0ng	the	president's	words.	(example	1,	example	2)

o    Some	Washington	residents	say	the	move	makes	sense,	(example	1,	example	2)	while	others
are	concerned	that	Washington	only	looks	like	it	is	stabilizing	because	of	low	tes0ng.
(example	3,	example	4)

·         Army	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	expected	to	open	next	week.	(KIRO)
o    Some	comments	on	KIRO	7's	Facebook	page	do	not	register	that	this	hospital	is	for	non-

COVID	pa0ents	and	wonder	about	the	many	surfaces	the	virus	will	be	on	(example	1).
Some	comments	wonder	if	a	field	hospital	is	necessary	with	Washington's	declining
infec0on	rate	(example	2,	example	3).

o    There	is	some	confusion	about	the	opening	of	the	CenturyLink	Field	alterna0ve	care	site
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following	news	coverage	of	the	president's	remarks.	One	person	comments	that	they
thought	the	field	hospital	was	being	dismantled	and	moved	to	another	site	(example	1)
and	another	replies	that	the	hospital	was	never	used	now	being	moved	(example	2).

·         At	local	COVID-19	command	center,	virus	has	a	formidable	foe.		“We’re	working	Oso	hours”:	big,
urgent	decisions	begin	at	Snohomish	County’s	Emergency	Coordina0on	Center.		(Herald	Net)

Business
·         The	owner	of	a	Benton	County	gun	shop	says	things	are	s0ll	running	smoothly	despite	not	being

listed	on	the	State	of	Washington's	list	of	"essen0al	businesses."	(KEPR)
o    Comments	on	KEPR's	Facebook	post	are	overwhelmingly	suppor0ve	of	the	business'

decision	to	stay	open	and	their	second	amendment	right	to	do	so	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3,	example	4).	There	is	discussion	about	other	essen0al	businesses	and	how	guns
shops	should	be	essen0al	with	reports	of	prisoners	being	released	from	jails	and	trails	are
being	delayed	due	to	the	pandemic	(example	5).

·         Sea8le	businesses	vandalized	while	closed	under	Gov.	Inslee’s	stay-at-home	order	(KING	5)
PPE
·         Nintendo	donates	9,500	N95	masks	to	Eastside	Fire	and	Rescue	(Shoreline	Area	News)
·         Sumner	plas0c	company	starts	making	medical	face	shields	for	coronavirus	crisis	(News	Tribune)
·         More	shoppers,	grocery	store	employees	wearing	face	masks	aker	CDC	recommenda0ons.

(KOMO)
Healthcare	Capacity
·         The	former	Walla	Walla	General	Hospital,	purchased	by	Providence	just	over	two	years	ago	and

renamed	Providence	Southgate	Medical	Park,	is	gelng	upgraded	and	ouUi8ed	to	be	used	as	an
extension	of	St.	Mary’s	coronavirus	care.	(Walla	Walla	Union-Bulle0n)

·         Sixty	beds	for	coronavirus	isola0on	and	quaran0ne	could	cost	Whatcom	$4	million	(Bellingham
Herald)

Social	Distancing
·         Data	shows	residents	of	Washington	and	Oregon	are	spending	more	0me	at	home,	less	0me

elsewhere.	(KATU)
·         In	age	of	coronavirus	and	social	distancing,	states	looking	to	Washington’s	vote-by-mail	system

(Sea8le	Times)
Tes0ng
·         Drive-thru	coronavirus	tes0ng	site	could	soon	close.		The	federal	government	is	“moving	on”

from	the	Evere8	loca0on	aker	next	week,	officials	say.	(HeraldNet)
·         Confluence	Health	expanding	ICU	capacity,	reopening	drive-thru	tes0ng	site	(Wenatchee	World)

Tribal
·         Yakama	Na0on	members	cope	with	loss	of	communal	ceremonies	during	coronavirus	outbreak

(Yakima	Herald)
New	Cases
·         The	Washington	Department	of	Health	confirmed	7,591	total	COVID-19	cases	in	the	state	and

310	deaths	Saturday,	up	from	296	the	day	before.	(KOMO)
	

Oregon
PPE
·         Oregon	sends	140	ven0lators	to	New	York.	(The	Oregonian,	NPR,	Poli0co,	KGW8,	KOIN)

Reac0ons	in	Oregon	are	mixed,	with	most	residents	proud	of	the	move	but	some	concerned	that
it	may	leave	Oregon	underprepared	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5)
o    Many	people	called	on	the	federal	government	to	follow	Oregon's	lead	and	help	with

equipment	shortages,	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	though	some	pointed	out	that
Oregon's	donated	ven0lators	originally	came	from	the	SNS.	(example	4)

·         Oregon	officials:	Wear	cloth	face	mask	when	out	in	public.	(KOIN,	KPTV12)
·         Community	comes	together	to	make	more	than	10,000	masks	for	healthcare	workers	(KEZI)

Business
·         Oregon	circulates	advice	for	small	business	owners	as	social	distancing	measures	ra8le	the

state’s	economic	founda0ons.	(The	Oregonian)
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·         Oregon	art	galleries	struggle	amid	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	(OPB)
·         Four	Oregon	dis0lleries	team	up	to	make	hand	sani0zer	for	healthcare	professionals	(KGW)

Charity
·         Great	Salt	Lick	contest’s	future	dashed.	(Baker	City	Herald)
·         Sunshine	Division	sees	spike	in	food	requests	amid	COVID-19.	(KOIN)

	

Idaho
Social	Distancing
·         Mountain	Home	mayor	threatens	to	shut	down	the	city—with	police	enforcement—for	not

following	the	governor's	stay-home	order.	(KTVB)
o    In	reac0on,	some	residents	agree	that	the	city	needs	to	be	shut	down,	(example	1)	while

many	cri0cize	the	mayor	for	overstepping	his	authority.	(example	2,	example	3,	example	4)
·         Two	ER	doctors	shared	their	story	of	figh0ng	to	recover	from	COVID-19	so	they	could	get	back	to

work.	(KTVB)	The	story	prompted	people	to	decry	the	selfishness	and	irresponsibility	of
residents	who	do	not	follow	the	stay-home	order.

Educa0on
·         Idaho	Board	of	Educa0on	will	not	hold	students	back	due	to	extended	closures	(East	Idaho	News)

	
Alaska

Social	Distancing
Alaska's	Chief	Medical	Officer,	Dr.	Zink,	posted	an	advice	video	featuring	her	mee0ng	two
friends	outdoors	for	a	run	with	a	homemade	mask.	(Alaska	DHSS	Facebook)

Some	people	were	surprised	and	cri0cal	that	Dr.	Zink	would	encourage	people	to	run	with
friends,	even	if	they	keep	distance.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,
example	5)	

PPE
·         Fairbanks	volunteers	use	3D	prin0ng	to	produce	267	masks.	(Daily	News-Miner)

Economy
Economic	impacts	of	COVID-19	are	hilng	Alaska's	Kenai	Peninsula,	as	one	food	bank	reports
the	need	has	tripled	in	their	community.	(Peninsula	Clarion)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 24, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000
National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response efforts.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster declarations to
assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours.
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater
than Washington. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have
been selected. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and Human Services and
the state of New York to complete the construction of a 1,000-bed medical station at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care for patients with special health
needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities and can be tailored to
meet local requirements.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including
support for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites
(CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor
Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on the
Strategic National Stockpile.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 22, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million
surgical masks, 5.9 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
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distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

On April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no
longer need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182
patients.

On April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with
disabilities. This funding is part of the CARES Act.

The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite
care and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
	

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
Please see the announcement below from Christopher Krebs, Director of the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), regarding the Identification of Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19, found here.

	
 

March 19, 2020
 

CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During
COVID-19

As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16, the President issued
updated Coronavirus Guidance for America. This guidance states that:

“If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you
have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule.”

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security’s responsibilities as assigned under the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to
provide strategic guidance, promote a national unity of effort, and coordinate the overall federal
effort to ensure the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure. CISA uses trusted
partnerships with both the public and private sectors to deliver infrastructure resilience assistance
and guidance to a broad range of partners.

In accordance with this mandate, and in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private
sector, CISA developed an initial list of “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers” to help State
and local officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The list
can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the sectors, sub-
sectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations, appropriately
modified to account for Centers for Disease Control (CDC) workforce and customer protection
guidance.

The list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to
continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing operations centers, maintaining and
repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers, working construction, and performing
management functions, among others. The industries they support represent, but are not
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necessarily limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information technology
systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and wastewater,
law enforcement, and public works.
 
We recognize that State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are ultimately in charge of
implementing and executing response activities in communities under their jurisdiction, while the
Federal Government is in a supporting role. As State and local communities consider COVID-19-
related restrictions, CISA is offering this list to assist prioritizing activities related to continuity of
operations and incident response, including the appropriate movement of critical infrastructure
workers within and between jurisdictions.

Accordingly, this list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered to be, a
federal directive or standard in and of itself.

In addition, these identified sectors and workers are not intended to be the authoritative or
exhaustive list of critical infrastructure sectors and functions that should continue during the
COVID-19 response. Instead, State and local officials should use their own judgment in using
their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, critical
infrastructure industry partners will use their own judgment, informed by this list, to ensure
continued operations of critical infrastructure services and functions. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical infrastructure
services and functions.

CISA will continue to work with you and our partners in the critical infrastructure community to
update this list as the Nation’s response to COVID-19 evolves. We also encourage you to submit
how you might use this list so that we can develop a repository of use cases for broad sharing
across the country.

Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 
	

For further information on the federal government’s response to COVID-19,
please visit Coronavirus.gov.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
March 26, 2020 at 1:43 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

	
 

March 26, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
	
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to those
places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
Sixteen states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition to eight states that have
issued partial or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain at-risk groups
only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California,
New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local
emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support
their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional states can request this assistance and those
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requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New York, North Carolina, Texas
and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs
identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face
shields, coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and additional supplies are en
route to these designated areas. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route and expected to be
operational by April 1 to support Los Angeles with additional hospital beds and medical staff. The
U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is expected to be operational by April 4 to support New York
City. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for
construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
	
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts,
Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress, Defense
Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH)
Re: New email for the Isolation Taskforce
April 02, 2020 at 7:25 PM EDT
To: Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan (DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Kelleher, Tedd
(COM), Rector, Bea-Alise (DSHS/ALTSA), McGill, Jason T (HCA), Carrell, Rebecca S (HCA), McKoy, Alesia
(HCA), Covington, Trevor N (DOH), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Urbas, Gary
(MIL), Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov, David.Clayton@fema.dhs.gov, Simons, Matt C (DOH), Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH), Lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov, Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Lujan, Lewis (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc100
(MIL), Seipel, Greg
Cc:  DOH-ISOTF (DOH)

Autocorrect killed me. It should be doh-isotf@doh.wa.gov

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 2, 2020, at 10:19 AM, Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH) <Frank.Schitoskey@DOH.WA.GOV>
wrote:

Team,
As	you	can	well	see,	the	taskforce	is	growing.	I	want	to	ask	that	future	emails	regarding
Isola:on	and	Incident	Management	ac:vi:es	be	sent	to	our	new	email	address	at	doh-
iso?@doh.wa.mil.
	
Thank	you	for	your	:me	and	pa:ence	and	flexibility.
	
FRANK C. SCHITOSKEY, RN, BSN, MN
Outpatient Clinical Care Facilities Manager
Office of Health Systems Oversight
Health Systems Quality Assurance Division
Washington State Department of Health
Frank.schitoskey@doh.wa.gov
360-236-4681| www.doh.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Joint_FEMA-CBP_Statement_on_Export_of_Critical_PPE
April 08, 2020 at 3:28 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the statement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding a statement on the export of critical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  

 
April 8, 2020
 

COVID-19 Update
 
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
 
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.
 
FEMA and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are working together to prevent
domestic brokers, distributors, and other intermediaries from diverting these critical
medical resources overseas. To accomplish this, CBP will detain shipments of the PPE
specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA determines whether to return the
PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on behalf of the United States;
or, allow it to be exported.
 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
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To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_FEMA-CBP_ExportCriticalPPE_FINAL_20200408.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_and_Our_Partners_Remain_Actively_Engaged _to_Support_State-Managed_Coronavirus_Response
March 28, 2020 at 1:56 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 28, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Remain Actively Engaged to Support
State-Managed Coronavirus Response
 
“I can tell you this weekend, we will be reporting on aggressive efforts that our supply
stabilization task force at FEMA is taking to import medical supplies from around the
world.” – Vice President Mike Pence
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
Apple and CDC, together with the White House and FEMA, launched a new website
and app with a COVID-19 screening tool and resources to help people protect their
health. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
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shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. We
are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
 
Today, the US-NS Comfort will be underway today from Norfolk, VA to New York, NY.

The Comfort will arrive at Pier 90 in Manhattan on Monday – only approximately a
mile away from the Javits Convention Center where the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are actively constructing a 2,910-bed alternate care facility.
The Comfort is equipped with 12 operating rooms, 1,000 hospital beds, a medical
laboratory, a pharmacy, an optometry lab, digital radiology services, a CAT-scan, two
oxygen producing plants, a helicopter deck and a crew of nearly 1,200 U.S. military
personnel.
The crew onboard the Comfort will provide critically needed medical surge capacity
for New York Metropolitan area. Their mission will be to care for New Yorkers who
do not have COVID-19, but who require urgent medical care.

 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts.

This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster
response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.

 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act to avoid governors needing to request individual emergency
declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Washington,
the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territory of Guam were approved for  major
disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Seventeen
states and four tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.28.20.pdf
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with
Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services response; FEMA
Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC
Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC
Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To
Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. 

The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago on March 30; and, one landed in Miami
last night and another in New York this morning. FEMA has scheduled
additional flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the
broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care
facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Over the next 24 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (150), Connecticut



(50) and Louisiana (150).

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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April 07, 2020 at 4:31 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 7, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points
include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Response; FEMA Response
Capacity; Strategic National Stockpile; CDC Public Guidance; CDC Respirator
Guidance; Hydroxychloroquine/ Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; National
Guard Activation (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Defense
Production Act; and Other Federal Response. 

Topline messaging includes:

§  FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety
of the American people.

§  On March 31March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
¨  The American people are critical in the campaign to slow the virus’ spread and keep 

high-risk populations safe. 
¨  For updates and information on how to protect yourself, visit www.coronavirus.gov.

§  FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying quantities, from the
global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

¨  The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply distributors
to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies into the country for
their respective customers.

¨  FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing
shipment time from weeks to days.

¨  While FEMA schedules daily flights, it does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until
the cargo is loaded.

¨  As of April 6,As of April 6, 13 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective equipment
(PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.

¨  Seven flights are scheduled to arrive today, 6 in Chicago and 1 in Los Angeles.  This is the
greatest number of air bridge flights in a single day since the start of the program.
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¨  An additional 72 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
¨  Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and

nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies
will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 

¨  Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers
within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50 percent is fed into
distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.

¨  HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.
§  HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of regional hotspots for

effective response to the worsening situation in their jurisdictions.
§  The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to New York and

Los Angeles County based on their requests.
§  Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and current

capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has adopted a process to
manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the
to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the Strategic
National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

§  As of April 6April 6, FEMA and HHS have provided or are currently shipping, 8,920 ventilators from the
Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the Defense Department to: Alaska (60), California (170),
Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150), Guam (30), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350),
Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100), Michigan (700), New Jersey (1,350), New York (4,400),
Oregon (140), and Washington (500).

¨  Governor Brown of Oregon sent the state’s 140 ventilators directly to New York; and,
¨  Governor Inslee of Washington is returning 400 of the state’s 500 ventilators to the SNS to

be deployed to areas of greatest need.
¨  Governor Newsom of California is sending 500 state-owned ventilators to medical hotspots

across the country through Emergency Management Assistance Compacts (EMAC).
¨  Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station and a Public

Health strike team for Michigan; and a 250-bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro
D.C. area.

§  Forty states, four territories and 24 tribes have issued stay-at-home orders.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 8, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov


loaded.
As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the
following data to FEMA and HHS:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state.

This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August 2020, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1, 2020.
The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction
to HHS Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard
to GM’s production of ventilators on March 27.
By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get
the supplies they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also
ensuring that these ventilators are routed through the Strategic National
Stockpile to where they’re needed most.

Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding strategies for addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shortages. 

April 14, 2020

CISA Advisory
Strategies for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Shortage
The U.S. government’s strategy for addressing COVID-19 personal protective equipment
(PPE) shortages relies on three pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of
protective gear: reduce – reuse – repurpose. In this time of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the
U.S. government has recently released two documents that will be of assistance to all
infrastructure sectors.

FEMA has published the attached COVID-19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment
Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes government guidance and best
practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID-19 response has
been released. While tailored to the Healthcare Sector, many of these strategies can be
applied to other sectors with similar PPE requirements. 

NIOSH has recently issued Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filtering
Facepiece Respirator Supply in Non-Healthcare Sectors. That document offers strategies to
conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH-approved filtering
facepiece respirators (FFRs) used in non-healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and
construction. Employers should implement alternative controls to reduce, as much as
possible, their reliance on PPE, particularly FFRs.

Please continue to refer to CDC for updates to posted guidance for businesses and
employers to plan and respond to COVID-19: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
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ncov/guidance-business-response.html. For general and other useful information regarding
COVID-19, please visit: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html.
Information on FEMA’s efforts to stabilize the PPE supply chain can be found at:
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-
supply-chain-stabilization. 

Respectfully,
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

# # #
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Rossie, Camilla
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 2:12 PM EDT
To: Katims, Casey (GOV), Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), McClain, Stacey, Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	geAng	out	the	invitaBon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaBon	today,	so	great	Bming!	Please	let	me	know	if
you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaBons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	len	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sBll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaBon	we	should	have.
	
Casey
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CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaBms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaBons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anBcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesBon	is	resolved.
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Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Bme)	weâ€™re	hosBng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaBon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaBng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someBme	this	anernoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraBon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraBon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoBn,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	KiAtas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counBes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counBes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaBlla
and	Wasco	counBes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
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weâ€™ve	auached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaBon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaBon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	auached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaBon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaBon	AuthorizaBon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	auached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaBon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliBes	lisBng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

AddiBonal	InformaBon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1.	 Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uBlizing	our	regular
loan	products.

2.	 If	you	have	an	exisBng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parBcipaBng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliBes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaBons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenBonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3.	 In	addiBon	to	tradiBonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaBons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaBvely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiBonal	lender.	The	acBve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4.	 SBA	parBally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hups://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hups://idahosbdc.org/

SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaule	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounBes
hups://seaule.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
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Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counBes.	hups://tacoma.score.org/

We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the
Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaule
hups://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the	Washington
Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hups://wcwb.org/

	
5.	 Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaBon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniBes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous	contacts
for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaBon.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: FY2020 Homeland Security Grant Program Notice of Funding Opportunity Modifications (April 10,
2020)
April 10, 2020 at 8:03 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 10, 2020                                     
                         

FY2020 Homeland Security GrantFY2020 Homeland Security Grant
Program Program 
Notice of Funding OpportunityNotice of Funding Opportunity
ModificationsModifications
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) is announcing modifications to the Fiscal Year (FY) 2020
Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP) Notice of Funding Opportunity
(NOFO) application submission requirements as a result of the ongoing
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
FEMA recognizes that state, local, tribal, and territorial partners have reprioritized scarce resources
to the COVID-19 pandemic response, reducing their ability to fulfill existing application submission
requirements before the application deadline on April 30, 2020.  As a result, DHS/FEMA is providing
the following relief: First, DHS/FEMA will award recipients FY 2020 SHSP and UASI grants at the
“high end” of their target allocations. Second, if not included in the application due April 30, 2020,
SHSP and UASI recipients must submit complete project-level information for each SHSP and UASI IJ
as part of the December 2020 Biannual Strategy Implementation Report (BSIR). This includes IJs for
the four (4) National Priority areas and the two (2) required election security projects (one [1] each
in the Cybersecurity IJ and the Soft Targets /Crowded Places IJ).
FEMA will evaluate the effectiveness of the projects submitted in the December 2020 BSIR but will
not reduce FY 2020 HSGP awards based on this effectiveness review.  FEMA will work with
recipients to ensure compliance with the National Priority area requirements based on the results of
the effectiveness review.
Recipients and subrecipients will not be permitted to expend funding under the four (4) National
Priority areas until the effectiveness of the proposed projects has been reviewed and confirmed by
FEMA.
Although we are disappointed that we could not institute the National Priorities as envisioned, we
feel this is a reasonable compromise until we can fully implement the competitive effectiveness
strategy in FY 2021.

See attached Grant Programs Directorate Information Bulletin No. 447 for full details.

Contact Us

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


Any questions regarding the NOFO modification can be directed to FEMA Headquarters
Preparedness Officers or the Centralized Scheduling and Information Desk (CSID) at
askcsid@fema.dhs.gov or (800) 368-6498, Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. ET.

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of External
Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_and_Our_Partners_Continue_to_Supp ort_State-Managed_Coronavirus_Response
March 27, 2020 at 12:14 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-
risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
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California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations
to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face
masks, 3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6
million gloves.  We are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or
produce even more.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.27.20.pdf
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Stanley, Trevor
RE: Corp Support for King County
March 26, 2020 at 10:59 AM EDT
To: McClain, Stacey, Weber, Douglas T CIV USARMY CENWS (US)
Cc:  Alysha Kaplan - MIL (alysha.kaplan@kingcounty.gov), Brendan McCluskey
(brendan.mccluskey@kingcounty.gov), Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Goudreau, Laura, Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Csernak, David (OS/ASPR/EMMO), ian.t.jones@usace.army.mil, Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Davidson, Lisa, Miller, Clayton, Keller, Charissa

Absolutely.		Thanks	for	helping	us	document	the	State’s	request,	Stacey.		We’re	tracking	this	request	to

assist	King	County	and	USACE	will	conCnue	to	be	available	as	the	State	and	it’s	local	jurisdicCons	need

them,	using	this	current	MATO	for	planning.		If	King	County	needs	USACE	assistance	for	facility

conversion,	we	will	need	those	requests	as	well	and	we’ll	track	them	via	a	separate	MATO.		If/when	that

Cme	comes,	we	will	help	you	write	that	MATO	for	facility	conversion.

	

Please	let	us	know	if	you’d	like	site	assessment/locaCng/planning	assistance	with	any	other	jurisdicCons

and	we’ll	add	them	to	the	list.

	

Thanks,

Trevor

	
Trevor	Stanley

mobile:	425-419-6292

	

From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	7:48	AM

To:	Stanley,	Trevor	<trevor.stanley@fema.dhs.gov>;	Weber,	Douglas	T	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(US)

<Douglas.T.Weber@usace.army.mil>

Cc:	Alysha	Kaplan	-	MIL	(alysha.kaplan@kingcounty.gov)	<alysha.kaplan@kingcounty.gov>;	Brendan

McCluskey	(brendan.mccluskey@kingcounty.gov)	<brendan.mccluskey@kingcounty.gov>;	Linares-

Hengen,	Travis	(MIL)	<Travis.Linares-Hengen@mil.wa.gov>;	Goudreau,	Laura

<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Csernak,	David

(OS/ASPR/EMMO)	<David.Csernak@hhs.gov>;	ian.t.jones@usace.army.mil;	Jones,	Sidney	T	III	CIV

USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Sidney.T.Jones@usace.army.mil>;	Davidson,	Lisa	<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	Corp	Support	for	King	County
	

Trevor	and	Doug,

As	part	of	RRF	2591-107674,	could	the	Army	Corp	assist	King	County	in	locaCng	and	planning	for	a

Assessment	and	Recovery	center	locaCon?	While	doing	this	please	work	in	conjuncCon	with	Travis

Linares-Hengen	and	Lisa	Davidson	who	are	the	State	and	Federal	leads	for	the	state	workgroup.

Thanks	for	your	support	on	this.

	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager
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Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov
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Granum, Nicolas
RE: Food Security Coordination Team conf call tomorrow
April 01, 2020 at 7:35 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV)

Hi	JT,
	
Sure	thing,	will	gather	some	materials	that	might	be	relevant	to	share	and	give	a	quick	overview.	It	will
be	good	to	be	able	to	re-emphasize	the	roll	of	the	state	EOC	in	fielding	and	validaEng	local	requests,
since	we’re	supporEng	them.
	
I	may	need	to	defer	some	quesEons	if	I	don’t	have	the	answer,	but	I	will	try	to	gauge	the	audience	and
can	definitely	commit	to	finding	the	correct	answer	for	you	or	the	group	if	I	don’t	have	it	tomorrow.
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden(ality	No(ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica(ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu(on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	
From:	AusEn,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.ausEn@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	16:11
To:	Granum,	Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Food	Security	CoordinaEon	Team	conf	call	tomorrow
	
Hi	Nicolas,
Would	you	be	able	to	speak	to	what	FEMA	is	able	to	provide	with	regards	to	food	security?
Procurement,	funding,	reimbursement…?	On	the	FSCT	call	tomorrow?
And,	I	was	able	to	listen	in	to	the	last	15	mins	of	the	grocer	call	today	and	am	super	interested	in
listening	in	on	as	many	of	those	calls.
Thanks,
JT
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JT	Aus8n	(she/her/hers)
COVID-19	Food	Security	&	Hunger	Relief	Response
Senior	Policy	Advisor	–	Natural	Resources	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Cell:	360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov	|	jt.ausEn@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica(ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: hips://coronavirus.wa.gov/ 				
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Continue_Providing_R esources_for_COVID-19_Response_Efforts
March 25, 2020 at 12:56 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 25, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19
Response Efforts
 
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, more
than 9,000 National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response
efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington, California, Iowa and Louisiana were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
11 states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition, 5 states have issued
partial or localized orders.
 
Medical supplies are en route to states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns,
face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington, New
York and California. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24
hours. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff and is expected to arrive by March 27. The U.S. Navy
hospital ship Comfort is scheduled to arrive in New York on April 7. FEMA issued a $350
million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector,
and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.25.20.pdf
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The	hot	issues	social	listening	report	is	a1ached	for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 25, 2020 AM
SUMMARY

·        Confirmed	COVID-19	cases	in	Idaho	reach	91,	and	Ada	County	has	its	first	case	of	community
spread	coronavirus.

·        Governor	Dunleavy	announced	the	first	death	of	an	Alaskan	from	coronavirus.	Another
confirmed	coronavirus	case	from	Ketchikan	brings	total	to	43	from	the	state.

·        As	PPE	shortages	conLnue	be	a	concern,	companies	large	and	small	are	contribuLng	items	like
medical	masks	and	saniLzer,	and	individuals	conLnue	to	produce	masks	themselves.

·        CommuniLes	have	set	up	donaLons	of	medical	supplies,	meals,	diapers,	and	other	necessiLes.
·        Shortages	of	inhalers	are	reported	in	Idaho	and	Washington.
·        Public	transit	in	Washington,	Oregon,	and	Idaho	grapple	with	drop	in	ridership;	some	stop

collecLng	fares	and	others	plan	to	insLtute	service	reducLons.
Public	Sen+ment

·        In	Washington	and	Oregon,	the	public	works	through	what	businesses	are	essenLal	under	the
stay-at-home	orders.

·        Idahoans	and	Alaskans	feel	that	tesLng	is	inadequate.
·        In	Idaho,	calls	to	the	governor	conLnue	for	stricter	measures	to	reduce	the	rapid	spread.
·        Across	the	region,	people	applaud	opportuniLes	to	help	with	donaLons,	provide	meals	for

truckers,	and	deliver	flowers	to	seniors.
Washington

PPE
·        In	arguably	the	most	ambiLous	and	unique	procurement	effort	in	company	history,	MicrosoV	is

leveraging	its	global	supply	chain	to	bring	tens	of	thousands	of	badly-needed	medical	supplies
—	including	240,000	N-95	surgical	masks	—	to	the	Puget	Sound	in	anLcipaLon	of	coronavirus
hospitalizaLons.	Supplies	began	arriving	on	Monday.	(Sea1le	Times)	

In	The	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	post,	the	comments	are	overwhelmingly	posiLve	and
grateful	to	MicrosoV	and	other	private	sector	contribuLons	to	the	coronavirus	fight.	Some
wonder	about	PPE	shortages	in	East	Washington	(example	1)	and	other	small	towns
across	the	country	(example	2),	asking	who	will	step	in	to	ensure	their	doctors	and	nurses
have	what	they	need.

·        Shoreline	3D	prinLng	expert	making	face	shields	for	healthcare	workers.		A	Western
Washington	YouTuber	is	channeling	his	skills	to	help	fight	the	spread	of	coronavirus	—	and	to
influence	others	to	do	the	same.	(KING	5)

Business
·        Up	to	335	employees	have	been	laid	off	at	Port	Angeles-based	Westport	LLC,	a	luxury	yacht-

maker	fallen	vicLm	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	The	economic	blow	of	Westport	shucng	down
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was	compounded	by	the	ninth	reported	case	of	the	coronavirus	in	a	Jefferson	County	resident,
which	was	reported	Tuesday.	(Peninsula	Daily	News)

Supply	Chain
·        To	help	the	hard-working	truck	drivers,	a	high	school	along	I-5	is	opening	up	to	offer	meals,

showers,	and	a	place	to	park	and	rest.	(KEPR)
TransportaLon
·        Sea-Tac	Airport	TSA	employee	tests	posiLve	for	coronavirus.	The	officer	last	worked	the

morning	of	March	21.	(Tacoma	News	Tribune)
·        STA	to	stop	collecLng	fares,	offer	free	door-to-door	rides	to	seniors.		The	Spokane	Transit

Authority	will	suspend	fare	collecLon,	board	most	passengers	by	the	rear	doors	of	buses	and
offer	free	van	rides	to	people	age	60	and	over	traveling	to	essenLal	desLnaLons	in	an	effort	to
boost	safety	on	the	bus	and	paratransit	system	during	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	(Spokesman-
Review)

Escaped	Inmates
·        Inmates	who	escaped	jail	may	have	been	running	because	of	coronavirus	fears.		They	were

concerned	aVer	the	governor's	order,	and	are	worried	they	could	get	infected.	(KIMA)
Comments	on	the	KIMA	AcLon	News	Facebook	page	are	overwhelmingly	skepLcal	and
unsympatheLc	to	these	"excuses"	from	escaped	inmates	(example	1,	example	2,	example
3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6,	example	7).	One	commenter	does	say	that	a
crowded	jail	is	the	last	place	she	would	want	to	be	during	this	outbreak	(example	8)

Medical	Supplies
·        Inhalers	used	to	treat	coronavirus	causing	shortage	for	asthma	sufferers,	experts	say.	(Tacoma

News	Tribune)
FataliLes
·        Husband	and	wife	diagnosed	with	coronavirus	die	hours	apart	at	Peacehealth	Southwest

Medical	Center	in	Vancouver,	Washington.	Neither	traveled,	nor	did	they	go	out	much,	leaving
their	family	at	a	loss	of	how	they	got	the	virus.	(KTVL,	KATU,	KEPR)

·        Does	the	flu	kill	more	people	than	coronavirus?	In	Washington,	stats	say	'no.'	For	weeks,
people	have	been	comparing	coronavirus	with	the	flu	in	terms	of	how	deadly	they	are.	(KING
5,	KREM)	Some	comments	on	the	KING	5	Facebook	post	say	that	these	numbers	could	be
skewed	given	the	lack	of	access	to	tesLng	for	COVID-19	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Opinion:	Re-open	schools
·        Op-Ed:	Speaking	as	a	dad	and	a	doctor,	we	should	rethink	coronavirus	school	closures.	I	believe

schools	can	take	several	steps	that	will	allow	our	students	to	conLnue	their	educaLon	while
maintaining	equity	and	relieving	the	burden	on	working	families,	writes	Sea1le	Dr.	Chetan
Seshadri.	(Sea1le	Times)

Comments	on	the	The	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	post	are	largely	criLcal	of	this	Op-Ed,
saying	sending	children	to	schools	where	the	adults	are	vulnerable	to	COVID-19	would	be
irresponsible	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4).	Some	point	out	parents	have
incenLves	to	send	their	kids	to	school	while	sick	(example	5,	example	6)	and	that	it	is
unfair	to	expect	school	teachers	to	be	on	the	front	lines	in	this	fight	(example	7).

DonaLons
·        CommuniLes	across	the	country	have	set	up	diaper	banks	to	help	those	who	may	not	be	able

to	find	or	afford	diapers	during	the	outbreak,	get	the	diapers	that	children	have	to	have.	(KIRO
7)

Tribal
·        As	a	coronavirus	pandemic	sweeps	the	world,	American	Indian	communiLes	turn	to	one

another,	teachings.	“We	are	incredibly	resilient.	We	have	our	own	way	of	caring	for	our
relaLves	and	our	most	vulnerable	populaLons,”	said	Esther	Lucero,	a	Dine´	tribal	member.
(Sea1le	Times)	Comments	on	the	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	post	express	inspiraLon	and
admiraLon	for	the	resilience	of	American	Indian	communiLes	(example	1,	example	2).

Pets
·        All	but	one	foster	dog	was	housed	before	the	shelter	shut	down	as	a	coronavirus	precauLon.

(KREM)
Oregon
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Business
Oregon	workers	can	report	businesses’	‘stay	home’	coronavirus	violaLons	to	the	state.		Oregon
established	a	mechanism	Tuesday	for	employees	to	report	instances	when	businesses	aren’t
following	health	advisories	for	maintaining	a	safe	environment	amid	the	coronavirus	outbreak.
(Oregonian)

·        A	Eugene	DisLllery	volunteered	to	begin	making	hand	saniLzer	to	supply	Lane	County	first
responders	and	other	criLcal	public	and	private	enLLes.	(The	Register-Guard)

Supply	Chain
·        Gov.	Kate	Brown	said	she	is	“gravely	concerned”	about	Oregon’s	ability	to	deliver	basic	services

over	the	next	six	months	to	a	year	because	of	the	economic	fallout	from	statewide	closures,
massive	lay-offs	by	affected	businesses	and	stay-at-home	orders	aimed	at	slowing	the	spread
of	the	coronavirus.	(The	Register-Guard)	Comments	on	the	The	Register-Guard's	Facebook	post
are	very	criLcal	of	Oregon's	governor	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5)

·        Woodburn	Tulip	Farm	spreads	kindness	with	flower	deliveries	to	seniors.		For	just	$15,
customers	can	send	a	tulip	or	daffodil	to	a	senior	ciLzen	of	their	choice,	the	note	included	right
to	their	doorstep.	(KVAL)

Meals	for	kids
·        Schools	expand	food	pick-up	sites.		Mid-valley	school	districts	have	announced	a	number	of

new	places	for	kids	to	pick	up	free	meals	while	the	novel	coronavirus	outbreak	keeps
classrooms	shu1ered.	(Corvallis	Gaze1e-Times)

DonaLons
·        Asante	asking	for	donaLons	for	healthcare	workers.	(KOBI)

Healthcare	Workers·       'I've	never	felt	more	vulnerable':	An	Oregon	nurse	pulls	back	the	curtain	and	describes	what	life
is	like	for	front-line	health	care	workers	during	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KGW)	In	comments
on	the	KGW-TV	Facebook	post,	people	are	outraged	at	the	lack	of	proper	PPE	to	protect	health
care	workers	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4).

New	Case
·        Jackson	County	Public	Health	announces	3rd	case	of	coronavirus.	(KOBI)

TransportaLon
·        TriMet	service	to	conLnue,	but	reducLons	coming.	Ridership	is	projected	to	have	fallen	45%

before	the	Stay	at	Home	order,	which	will	cause	more	reducLons.	(Portland	Tribune)
Alaska

First	Alaskan	Fatality
·        Governor	Dunleavy	announced	the	first	death	of	an	Alaskan	from	coronavirus.	(KTVA	11

Facebook,	KTVF	11,	KSRM,	Alaska	Public	Media)	The	person	passed	away	in	Washington.
Scams
·        Alaska	Health	and	Social	Services	warns	Alaskans	of	potenLal	scams	for	people	who	use	the

SNAP	program.	(Facebook)
New	Case
·        Another	confirmed	coronavirus	case	from	Ketchikan	brings	total	to	43	from	the	state	(Web

Center	11)
Idaho

Coronavirus	case	count
·        91	total	Idaho	cases,	confirmed	community	spread	in	Ada	County	(KTVB	7,	Idaho	Statesman,

Idaho	News	2)
o   People	are	calling	for	stricter	measures	to	slow	the	spread	(example	1,	example	2)	and

be1er	tesLng	capability	(example	3,	example	4).
o   Many	respond	that	there	are	not	enough	tests	to	be	able	to	trace	the	origin	of	the

spread.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
o   People	speculate	or	ask	if	there	will	be	a	shelter-at-home	order	to	go	into	effect	today.

(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
·        A	new	case	has	been	confirmed	in	Nez	Perce	County.	(Lewiston	Tribune)	In	response	to	the
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announcement	from	Public	Health	Idaho	North	Central	District,	many	people	want	to	know
where	the	person	lives	in	Nez	Perce.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	Many	respond	that
precauLons	are	necessary	to	stop	the	spread	such	as	staying	home	and	washing	your	hands.
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·        A	CWI	student	says	they	have	tested	posiLve	for	coronavirus.	(KIVI	Facebook)
·        The	Western	Treasure	Valley	has	received	its	first	case	of	the	novel	coronavirus	COVID-19.

According	to	Southwest	District	Health,	a	female	in	her	20s	tested	posiLve	for	COVID-19	in
Paye1e.	(Argus	Observer)

Business
·        Fred	Meyer	installing	plexiglass	at	registers,	allowing	employees	to	wear	masks	(KTVB	7)

Medical	Supplies
·        Inhalers	used	to	treat	coronavirus	causing	shortage	for	asthma	sufferers,	experts	say	(Idaho

Statesman)
TransportaLon
·        STA	to	stop	collecLng	fares,	offer	free	door-to-door	rides	to	seniors	(Idaho	Statesman)	While

this	is	welcome	to	some	degree,	it's	pointed	out	that	movement	of	any	kind,	including	on	a
bus,	can	conLnue	the	spread	of	coronavirus.
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COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
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SUMMARY

·        Alaska	and	Washington	Governors	have	issues	orders	to	restrict	movement	across	the	two	states
to	only	essen'al	ac'vity.

·        Business	impacts	include	Alaska	Airlines	reducing	flights	to	meet	the	drop	in	passengers.
·        Tes'ng	capacity	is	priori'zed	for	people	who	show	symptoms,	have	a	higher	risk	for	exposure,

and	healthcare	workers.
·        Medical	supplies	are	running	low	in	Oregon	where	nurses	are	reusing	supplies	that	have

otherwise	run	out.
Public	Sen+ment

·        Washingtonians	are	largely	grateful	to	Governor	Inslee	for	his	stay-at-home	order,	but	many	have
ques'ons	about	which	businesses	are	considered	essen'al	and	how	this	is	different	from	prior
mandates.

·        Oregonians	are	concerned	about	limited	access	to	tes'ng	in	their	state,	and	there	is	confusion
around	COVID-19	tes'ng	and	how	tes'ng	impacts	treatment.

·        While	many	Alaskans	welcome	the	new	mandated	quaran'ne	for	visitors	to	Alaska	and
movement	restric'ons,	there	are	worries	about	the	economic	impacts.

·        People	in	Idaho	fear	state	government	is	not	doing	enough	to	reduce	the	spread	of	the	virus.

Washington
Stay-At-Home	Order
·        Inslee	announces	mandatory	statewide	stay-at-home	order	(KIRO	7).	On	the	KIRO	7	News

Facebook	page,	some	comments	are	grateful	to	see	this	order	finally	passed	(example	1)	and
some	wonder	how	this	will	be	enforced	and	how	this	is	different	from	previous	orders
(example	2).	There	are	many	ques'ons	and	comments	surrounding	which	businesses	are
essen'al	--	including	people	wondering	about	coffee	stands	(example	3),	hotel	staff	(example
4),	teachers	(example	5),	marijuana	dispensaries	(example	6,	example	7),	Amazon	distribu'on
centers	(example	8),	furniture	stores	(example	9),	and	construc'on	companies	(example	10).
One	person	addresses	supply-chain	issues,	saying	she	has	a	family	of	four	and	buying	a	lot	of
food	in	her	case	is	not	panic	buying,	it's	just	feeding	her	hungry	family	(example	11).

·        'Stay-at-home'	violators	face	$500	maximum	fine	in	Edmonds	(KING	5)
Schools
·        Washington	educa'on	officials:	school	must	con'nue,	even	during	coronavirus	closures

(Sea2le	Times)
Business
·        Amazon	suspends	3,900	accounts	accused	of	price	gouging	(KIRO	7,	KOMO)
·        Alaska	Airlines	is	cugng	200	flights	a	day,	parking	30	jets,	as	coronavirus	reduces	air	travel.
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(Sea2le	Times)	Employees	are	asked	to	take	voluntary	leave,	which	is	described	as	op'cally	the
right	thing	to	do,	but	leaves	employees	without	pay.

·        Economic	injury	loans	from	the	US	Small	Business	Administra'on	are	available	in	Washington.
(Shoreline	Area	News,	Thurston	Talk,	The	News	Tribune)	There	are	a	few	reac'ons	to	the	news,
but	one	comment	suggests	that	this	is	only	available	if	a	bill	passes	the	senate.

Health
·        90-year-old	Kirkland	woman	survives	coronavirus,	reunites	with	family.	(My	Northwest)

Oregon
Tes'ng

Coronavirus	tes'ng	s'll	limited	in	Oregon,	even	if	you	have	symptoms.	(KATU).	On	KATU's
Facebook	post,	comments	are	very	frustrated:
o   One	person	says	she	has	COVID-19	symptoms,	and	had	tested	nega've	for	strep	and	flu,	but

said	she	was	unable	to	get	tested	in	Oregon.		She	ended	up	being	driven	3	hours	by	her
partner	over	to	Washington	state	to	get	tested	(example	1).

o   Another	person	says	she	has	been	self-quaran'ning	but	is	confused	whether	a	posi've	test
would	change	her	treatment.	She	says	if	the	test	is	not	going	to	help	her	get	be2er,	she
does	not	want	to	pay	for	it	(example	2).

o   One	comment	says	that	at	this	point	tes'ng	is	just	a	number	and	won't	help	you	get	well
since	the	treatment	to	stay	home	and	rest	is	the	same	(example	3).

o   Another	person	points	out	that	some	people	need	a	posi've	test	result	to	get	paid	'me	off
of	work	(example	4).

o   Another	person	comments	on	the	inequity	of	test	access	by	referencing	that	Senator	Rand
Paul	(who	has	since	tested	posi've)	was	able	to	get	a	test	without	showing	symptoms--
simply	from	having	been	exposed	to	someone	who	tested	posi've--and	con'nued	on	with
his	life	while	wai'ng	for	his	results	(example	5).

·        Providence	has	already	tested	1,430	people	for	coronavirus.		Those	five-day	totals,	from
Wednesday	through	Sunday,	represent	a	major	increase	in	the	amount	of	tes'ng	capacity
within	Oregon.	(Oregonian)	The	majority	of	the	comments	are	from	people	with	more
ques'ons	including:	when	will	other	hospitals	have	more	tes'ng,	how	many	posi'ves	are	they
seeing	in	their	tests,	are	they	tes'ng	their	healthcare	professionals,	is	there	a	test	you	can	take
to	see	if	you	already	had	COVID-19,	are	hospitals	and	university	labs	sharing	resources,	etc.
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

Business	&	Economy
·        Agriculture	s'll	open	for	business	during	virus	outbreak.	(Capital	Press)
·        Intel	says	it	will	send	cleanroom	agre	from	its	computer	chip	factories	to	protect	healthcare

workers	from	the	coronavirus.	(KGW	8)
·        Bonuses	and	pay	hikes:	How	grocery	stores	keep	workers	on	the	front	lines	(FOX	12)

Hospital	Capacity
·        Coronavirus	model	sees	Oregon	hospitals	overwhelmed	by	mid-April;	'point	of	no	return'	for

interven'on	to	work:	March	24-29.		The	new	website	Covid	Act	Now	offers	a	visualiza'on	of
what	Oregon	could	be	facing	very	soon.	And	it’s	not	encouraging.	(KGW	8)

·        Providence	and	Asante	say	emergency	rooms	not	overwhelmed,	for	now.	(KOBI)	Many
comments	on	the	KOBI-TV	NBC5	Facebook	page	are	from	people	who	have	received	some	care
via	phone	or	video	conference	and	are	largely	happy	with	it	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,
example	4).

Dona'ons
·        Portland	Trail	Blazers	establish	coronavirus	relief	fund.		Money	raised	will	go	to	nonprofit

organiza'ons	affected	by	the	coronavirus	crisis	and	will	help	support	the	Oregon	Community
Founda'on’s	COVID-19	Pooled	Fund,	the	team	said.	That	fund	assists	organiza'ons	on	the
front	lines	of	the	outbreak	in	Oregon.	(Oregonian)

Enforcement
·        How	law	enforcement	agencies	in	Oregon	say	they'll	enforce	stay-at-home	order.	(KATU	2)
·        Star'ng	Wednesday,	March	25,	Forest	Grove	police	officers	will	begin	picking	up	and	delivering

prescrip'on	medica'on	to	vulnerable	ci'zens	within	Forest	Grove.	(KATU	2)
PPE
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·        'Nurses	wore	swim	goggles':	Oregon	nurses	union	says	protec've	gear	could	run	out	by
Tuesday.		Nurses	at	hospitals	and	facili'es	on	the	front	lines	of	Oregon’s	ba2le	with	COVID-19
are	in	danger	of	running	out	of	personal	protec've	equipment	as	early	as	Tuesday	morning.
(KGW	8)

Closures
·        Lincoln	County	officials,	with	support	of	local	mayors,	have	passed	an	ordinance	hal'ng	the	use

of	vaca'on	rentals	un'l	the	state	of	emergency	is	lined.	Coastal	towns	Seaside	and	Warrenton
declared	a	state	of	emergency	over	the	weekend.	(KOIN	6,	Statesman	Journal)	Comments	on
KOIN	6's	Facebook	page	center	on	the	selfishness	vaca'oners	for	crowding	out	these	towns
(example	1,	example	2)	-	with	one	person	men'oning	that	Clatsop	County	now	has	its	first
reported	case	of	COVID-19	and	asks	if	that	was	"worth	it"	to	those	who	did	not	stay	home
(example	3).

·        The	Historic	Columbia	River	Highway	Is	Now	Closed,	Along	With	Every	Waterfall	on	the	Route.	
Popular	sites	along	the	corridor	include	Angels	Rest,	Wahkeena	Falls	and	Horsetail	Falls.
(Willame2e	Week)

Economy
·        Sen.	Wyden	supports	proposal	canceling	student	loan	payments	during	coronavirus	pandemic.

(The	World	Link)
·        President	Trump	says	he’ll	reopen	country	in	weeks,	not	months.		If	the	U.S.	stops	social

distancing	too	soon,	“you	will	have	more	deaths	and	more	dives	in	the	stock	market,”	warned
Lawrence	Gos'n	of	Georgetown	University,	a	lawyer	with	extensive	public	health	exper'se.
(Oregonian,	KOIN,	KTVL,	KTVZ)

Alaska
·        State	mandates	quaran'ne	for	visitors	to	Alaska,	business	closures	(KINY,	KTVA	Facebook	Live

Broadcast	of	Gov	announcement,	Juneau	Empire,	KTVF)	While	many	welcome	the	move
(example	1,	example	2),	there	are	worries	about	the	economic	impacts	(example	3).

·        New	study	suggests	how	long	coronavirus	can	stay	on	surfaces	(KTUU	2)
Idaho

Government	Response
·        Gov.	Li2le	leaves	dining	regula'ons	up	to	local	officials.	(Idaho	News)	Reac'ons	feel	state

government	isn't	reac'ng	doing	enough	to	reduce	the	spread	of	the	virus.	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3)

·        Study:	Idaho	is	the	4th	least-aggressive	state	when	it	comes	to	COVID-19.	(Idaho	News)	In
response,	an	individual	posted	a	defini'on	of	mar'al	law,	indica'ng	that	people	should	be
more	afraid	of	that	than	coronavirus.	Replies	do	not	want	to	be	forced	to	remain	at	home,	and
don't	think	that	the	coronavirus	is	that	bad.	(example	1,	example	2)	There	are	other	reac'ons
that	would	like	to	see	more	aggressive	ac'ons	being	taken	in	Idaho	to	reduce	the	spread	of	the
virus.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

New	Cases
·        Idaho	now	up	to	77	confirmed	Coronavirus	cases.	(Idaho	2	News)	This	provides	a	readout	of

cases	by	health	district,	showing	a	drama'c	increase	of	cases	in	the	Blaine	County	area,	for	a
total	of	36.

·        The	first	two	cases	have	been	confirmed	in	Bannock	County.	(Idaho	State	Journal,	Idaho
Statesman	Journal)

School	Closure
·        Idaho	Board	of	Educa'on	orders	schools	closed	statewide.	(Magic	Valley,	KIVI	6)
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opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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Ike, Ryan
RE: Impacts to WA Family Potato Farms Regarding COVID-19
April 15, 2020 at 3:13 PM EDT
To: Kraft, Rep. Vicki, Nancy Bickford (Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov), Seoc193@mil.wa.gov, jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Daniells, Patty, partnerships@usda.gov, FEMA-IGA, Granum, Nicolas

Good	a&ernoon,	Rep.	Kra&.
Following	up	on	your	original	inquiry,	I’d	like	to	connect	you	with	Nancy	Bickford,	WA	Mil	Dept
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director;	Sara	McCaslin	with	WA	EMD	Human	Services	Branch;
and,	JT	AusPn	with	Gov.	Inslee’s	office	working	on	coordinaPng	a	Food	Security	Team.	I	believe	they
would	be	your	best	coordinaPon	point(s)	moving	forward.
	
Should	you	have	any	addiPonal	quesPons,	please	let	me	know.
	
Regards,
	
Ryan
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	15,	2020	10:30	AM
To:	Kra&,	Rep.	Vicki	<Vicki.Kra&@leg.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Daniells,	Pahy	<Pahy.Daniells@leg.wa.gov>;	partnerships@usda.gov
Subject:	INQ:	Impacts	to	WA	Family	Potato	Farms	Regarding	COVID-19
	
Rep. Kraft,
 
Thank you so much for your email and support for the farming community during the COVID-19
pandemic. Please allow me to introduce you to my FEMA Region X colleague Ryan Ike for
assistance regarding FEMA’s work with Washington State.
 
For additional context, attached is a FEMA Advisory describing state/local government
eligibility for reimbursement of formal agreements/contracts to purchase/distribute food
necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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(Additional details on this specific FEMA Policy FP 104-010-03 are available online).
 
Below are some additional web references where federal partners are regularly posting
updates, to ensure you have the most current information possible.
 

White House Coronavirus (COVID-19) Task Force (www.coronavirus.gov)
U.S. Government (www.usa.gov/coronavirus)
FEMA (www.fema.gov/coronavirus)
USDA (www.usda.gov/coronavirus)

 
I hope this information is helpful. Stay safe and healthy, and thanks for all you are doing.
 
In service,
Sarah
 
Sarah Byrne
Intergovernmental Affairs  |  Office of External Affairs
Office: (202) 646-3444
FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov

	

	
From:	Kra&,	Rep.	Vicki	<Vicki.Kra&@leg.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	5:48	PM
To:	COVID	19	PA	OperaPons	<covid19paoperaPons@fema.dhs.gov>;	partnerships@usda.gov
Cc:	Daniells,	Pahy	<Pahy.Daniells@leg.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Impacts	to	WA	Family	Potato	Farms	Regarding	COVID-19
	
Dear	FEMA	and	USDA	team	members,
Thank	you	for	all	your	efforts	to	assist	people	and	our	farming	community,	especially	during	this	very
challenging	Pme.
	
Please	see	my	email	below,	just	sent	to	our	WA	State	Department	of	Agriculture	and	our	Governor’s
office.
	
I	would	appreciate	your	response,	even	briefly,	as	to	if	and	how	FEMA	/	USDA	are	acPvely	engaging	our
U.S.	farmers	to	purchase	their	excess	crops	that	they	can	no	longer	sell	as	a	result	of	Covid-19	to	uPlize
these	foods	for	our	/	other	countries’	food	sustainability	needs	during	this	season	where	many
addiPonal	people	will	be	in	need.
	
In	WA	as	a	major	Ag	producPon	center	for	our	naPon,	we	have	lots	of	opportuniPes	to	help	not	only
food	recipients	but	impacted	farmers	as	well.
	

https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-purchase-and-distribution-food-eligible-public?utm_source=NLIHC+All+Subscribers&utm_campaign=d03ead5a31-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_04_02_06_44_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e090383b5e-d03ead5a31-293265745
http://www.coronavirus.gov/
https://www.usa.gov/coronavirus
http://www.fema.gov/coronavirus
http://www.usda.gov/coronavirus
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Thank	you	in	advance	for	your	response.
	
Best,
Vicki
	

Vicki	Kra&
WA	State	RepresentaPve
17th	LegislaPve	District
Olympia	Office:	360-786-7994
District	Office:	360-258-1466
hhp://vickikra&.houserepublicans.wa.gov/
	
Sign	up	to	receive	my	email	updates	by	clicking	the	link	below:
hhps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new
	

From:	Kra&,	Rep.	Vicki	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	2:19	PM
To:	Shirk,	Drew	(GOV)	<drew.shirk@gov.wa.gov>;	kmclain@agr.wa.gov
Cc:	david.postman@gov.wa.gov;	Fenton,	Lisa	<Lisa.Fenton@leg.wa.gov>;	Daniells,	Pahy
<Pahy.Daniells@leg.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Impacts	to	WA	Family	Potato	Farms	Regarding	COVID-19
Importance:	High
	
Drew	and	Kelly,
Is	the	State	/	WSDA	working	acPvely	with	WA	farmers	to	purchase	their	excess	crops	that	they	can	no
longer	sell	on	the	regular	open	market,	due	to	Covid-19	shutdowns	(e.g.	food	processors/restaurants)?
See	email	below/ahachments.
	
I	know	the	Governor	has	a	Food	Sustainability	taskforce	in	place	but	would	hope	they’re	uPlizing	our
farmers’	crops	first	for	foodbanks/similar	to	get	food	to	those	in	need	now	and	in	the	coming	months.
	
I’m	aware	of:	“a	document	developed	by	WSDA	Food	Assistance	Program	that	summarizes	various	food
assistance	programs	and	resources	available	to	Tribal	partners.	A	similar	document	will	be	developed	to
increase	awareness	of	WSDA	managed	food	assistance	programs	for	counPes	to	address	ongoing
quesPons	and	requests	related	to	WSDA	directly	providing	food	to	banks/pantries.”	-	noted	by	our
County.
	
I	want	to	be	sure	this	stream	of	food	supply	is	uPlizing	our	WA	farmers’	crops	first	and	foremost

http://vickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov/
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new


wherever	possible.	I	know	many	of	these	are	perishable	foods.	But	it	would	also	make	sense	to	have
food	processing	plants	funcPon	for	the	purpose	of	converPng	fresh	crops	into	a	more	long-term	edible
format	(e.g.	Wheels	on	Meals,	etc.)
	
Please	advise	on	efforts	being	done	to	work	with	WA	farmers	for	this	purpose.	Thank	you.
	
Best,
Vicki
	

Vicki	Kra&
WA	State	RepresentaPve
17th	LegislaPve	District
Olympia	Office:	360-786-7994
District	Office:	360-258-1466
hhp://vickikra&.houserepublicans.wa.gov/
	
Sign	up	to	receive	my	email	updates	by	clicking	the	link	below:
hhps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new
	

From:	Mah	Harris	<mharris@potatoes.com>	
Sent:	Monday,	April	13,	2020	11:56	AM
To:	Kloba,	Rep.	Shelley	<Shelley.Kloba@leg.wa.gov>;	Duerr,	Rep.	Davina	<Davina.Duerr@leg.wa.gov>;
Barkis,	Rep.	Andrew	<Andrew.Barkis@leg.wa.gov>;	Wilcox,	Rep.	J.T.	<JT.Wilcox@leg.wa.gov>;	Ormsby,
Rep.	Timm	<Timm.Ormsby@leg.wa.gov>;	Riccelli,	Rep.	Marcus	<Marcus.Riccelli@leg.wa.gov>;	McCaslin,
Rep.	Bob	<Bob.McCaslin@leg.wa.gov>;	Shea,	Rep.	Mah	<Mah.Shea@leg.wa.gov>;	Ramos,	Rep.	Bill
<Bill.Ramos@leg.wa.gov>;	Callan,	Rep.	Lisa	<Lisa.Callan@leg.wa.gov>;	Graham,	Rep.	Jenny
<Jenny.Graham@leg.wa.gov>;	Volz,	Rep.	Mike	<Mike.Volz@leg.wa.gov>;	Kretz,	Rep.	Joel
<Joel.Kretz@leg.wa.gov>;	Maycumber,	Rep.	Jacquelin	<Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov>;	Klippert,
Rep.	Brad	<Brad.Klippert@leg.wa.gov>;	Boehnke,	Rep.	Mah	<Mah.Boehnke@leg.wa.gov>;	Schmick,
Rep.	Joe	<Joe.Schmick@leg.wa.gov>;	Dye,	Rep.	Mary	<Mary.Dye@leg.wa.gov>;	Paul,	Rep.	Dave
<Dave.Paul@leg.wa.gov>;	Smith,	Rep.	Norma	<Norma.Smith@leg.wa.gov>;	Bergquist,	Rep.	Steve
<Steve.Bergquist@leg.wa.gov>;	Hudgins,	Rep.	Zack	<Zack.Hudgins@leg.wa.gov>;	Goehner,	Rep.	Keith
<Keith.Goehner@leg.wa.gov>;	Steele,	Rep.	Mike	<Mike.Steele@leg.wa.gov>;	Dent,	Rep.	Tom
<Tom.Dent@leg.wa.gov>;	Ybarra,	Rep.	Alex	<Alex.Ybarra@leg.wa.gov>;	Corry,	Rep.	Chris
<Chris.Corry@leg.wa.gov>;	Mosbrucker,	Rep.	Gina	<Gina.Mosbrucker@leg.wa.gov>;	Dufault,	Rep.
Jeremie	<Jeremie.Dufault@leg.wa.gov>;	Chandler,	Rep.	Bruce	<Bruce.Chandler@leg.wa.gov>;	Rude,
Rep.	Skyler	<Skyler.Rude@leg.wa.gov>;	Jenkin,	Rep.	Bill	<Bill.Jenkin@leg.wa.gov>;	Harris,	Rep.	Paul
<Paul.Harris@leg.wa.gov>;	Kra&,	Rep.	Vicki	<Vicki.Kra&@leg.wa.gov>;	Hoff,	Rep.	Larry
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<Larry.Hoff@leg.wa.gov>;	Vick,	Rep.	Brandon	<Brandon.Vick@leg.wa.gov>;	Walsh,	Rep.	Jim
<Jim.Walsh@leg.wa.gov>;	Blake,	Rep.	Brian	<Brian.Blake@leg.wa.gov>;	Orcuh,	Rep.	Ed
<Ed.Orcuh@leg.wa.gov>;	DeBolt,	Rep.	Richard	<Richard.DeBolt@leg.wa.gov>;	Peterson,	Rep.	Strom
<Strom.Peterson@leg.wa.gov>;	OrPz-Self,	Rep.	Lillian	<Lillian.OrPz-Self@leg.wa.gov>;	Doglio,	Rep.	Beth
<Beth.Doglio@leg.wa.gov>;	Dolan,	Rep.	Laurie	<Laurie.Dolan@leg.wa.gov>;	Appleton,	Rep.	Sherry
<Sherry.Appleton@leg.wa.gov>;	Hansen,	Rep.	Drew	<Drew.Hansen@leg.wa.gov>;	Chapman,	Rep.	Mike
<Mike.Chapman@leg.wa.gov>;	Tharinger,	Rep.	Steve	<Steve.Tharinger@leg.wa.gov>;	Gildon,	Rep.	Chris
<Chris.Gildon@leg.wa.gov>;	Chambers,	Rep.	Kelly	<Kelly.Chambers@leg.wa.gov>;	Caldier,	Rep.	Michelle
<Michelle.Caldier@leg.wa.gov>;	Young,	Rep.	Jesse	<Jesse.Young@leg.wa.gov>;	Jinkins,	Speaker	Laurie
<Laurie.Jinkins@leg.wa.gov>;	Fey,	Rep.	Jake	<Jake.Fey@leg.wa.gov>;	Leavih,	Rep.	Mari
<Mari.Leavih@leg.wa.gov>;	Kilduff,	Rep.	ChrisPne	<ChrisPne.Kilduff@leg.wa.gov>;	Morgan,	Rep.
Melanie	<Melanie.Morgan@leg.wa.gov>;	Kirby,	Rep.	Steve	<Steve.Kirby@leg.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Rep.
Jesse	<Jesse.Johnson@leg.wa.gov>;	Pellicciov,	Rep.	Mike	<Mike.Pellicciov@leg.wa.gov>;	Stokesbary,
Rep.	Drew	<Drew.Stokesbary@leg.wa.gov>;	Irwin,	Rep.	Morgan	<Morgan.Irwin@leg.wa.gov>;	Davis,
Rep.	Lauren	<Lauren.Davis@leg.wa.gov>;	Ryu,	Rep.	Cindy	<Cindy.Ryu@leg.wa.gov>;	Orwall,	Rep.	Tina
<Tina.Orwall@leg.wa.gov>;	Gregerson,	Rep.	Mia	<Mia.Gregerson@leg.wa.gov>;	Cody,	Rep.	Eileen
<Eileen.Cody@leg.wa.gov>;	Fitzgibbon,	Rep.	Joe	<Joe.Fitzgibbon@leg.wa.gov>;	Griffey,	Rep.	Dan
<Dan.Griffey@leg.wa.gov>;	MacEwen,	Rep.	Drew	<Drew.MacEwen@leg.wa.gov>;	Frame,	Rep.	Noel
<Noel.Frame@leg.wa.gov>;	Tarleton,	Rep.	Gael	<Gael.Tarleton@leg.wa.gov>;	Santos,	Rep.	Sharon
Tomiko	<SharonTomiko.Santos@leg.wa.gov>;	Pevgrew,	Rep.	Eric	<Eric.Pevgrew@leg.wa.gov>;
Robinson,	Rep.	June	<June.Robinson@leg.wa.gov>;	Sells,	Rep.	Mike	<Mike.Sells@leg.wa.gov>;
Sutherland,	Rep.	Robert	<Robert.Sutherland@leg.wa.gov>;	Eslick,	Rep.	Carolyn
<Carolyn.Eslick@leg.wa.gov>;	Lekanoff,	Rep.	Debra	<Debra.Lekanoff@leg.wa.gov>;	Ramel,	Rep.	Alex
<Alex.Ramel@leg.wa.gov>;	Senn,	Rep.	Tana	<Tana.Senn@leg.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Rep.	My-Linh	<My-
Linh.Thai@leg.wa.gov>;	Shewmake,	Rep.	Sharon	<Sharon.Shewmake@leg.wa.gov>;	Van	Werven,	Rep.
Luanne	<Luanne.VanWerven@leg.wa.gov>;	Macri,	Rep.	Nicole	<Nicole.Macri@leg.wa.gov>;	Chopp,	Rep.
Frank	<Frank.Chopp@leg.wa.gov>;	Mead,	Rep.	Jared	<Jared.Mead@leg.wa.gov>;	Lovick,	Rep.	John
<John.Lovick@leg.wa.gov>;	Springer,	Rep.	Larry	<Larry.Springer@leg.wa.gov>;	Goodman,	Rep.	Roger
<Roger.Goodman@leg.wa.gov>;	Pollet,	Rep.	Gerry	<Gerry.Pollet@leg.wa.gov>;	Valdez,	Rep.	Javier
<Javier.Valdez@leg.wa.gov>;	Entenman,	Rep.	Debra	<Debra.Entenman@leg.wa.gov>;	Sullivan,	Rep.	Pat
<Pat.Sullivan@leg.wa.gov>;	Walen,	Rep.	Amy	<Amy.Walen@leg.wa.gov>;	Slaher,	Rep.	Vandana
<Vandana.Slaher@leg.wa.gov>;	Stonier,	Rep.	Monica	Jurado	<Monica.Stonier@leg.wa.gov>;	Wylie,	Rep.
Sharon	<Sharon.Wylie@leg.wa.gov>;	Stanford,	Sen.	Derek	<Derek.Stanford@leg.wa.gov>;	Becker,	Sen.
Randi	<Randi.Becker@leg.wa.gov>;	Billig,	Sen.	Andy	<Andy.Billig@leg.wa.gov>;	Padden,	Sen.	Mike
<Mike.Padden@leg.wa.gov>;	Mullet,	Sen.	Mark	<Mark.Mullet@leg.wa.gov>;	Holy,	Sen.	Jeff
<Jeff.Holy@leg.wa.gov>;	Short,	Sen.	Shelly	<Shelly.Short@leg.wa.gov>;	Brown,	Sen.	Sharon
<Sharon.Brown@leg.wa.gov>;	Schoesler,	Sen.	Mark	<Mark.Schoesler@leg.wa.gov>;	Muzzall,	Sen.	Ron
<Ron.Muzzall@leg.wa.gov>;	Hasegawa,	Sen.	Bob	<Bob.Hasegawa@leg.wa.gov>;	Hawkins,	Sen.	Brad
<Brad.Hawkins@leg.wa.gov>;	Warnick,	Sen.	Judy	<Judith.Warnick@leg.wa.gov>;	King,	Sen.	CurPs
<CurPs.King@leg.wa.gov>;	Honeyford,	Sen.	Jim	<Jim.Honeyford@leg.wa.gov>;	Walsh,	Sen.	Maureen
<Maureen.Walsh@leg.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Sen.	Lynda	<Lynda.Wilson@leg.wa.gov>;	Rivers,	Sen.	Ann
<Ann.Rivers@leg.wa.gov>;	Takko,	Sen.	Dean	<Dean.Takko@leg.wa.gov>;	Braun,	Sen.	John
<John.Braun@leg.wa.gov>;	Liias,	Sen.	Marko	<Marko.Liias@leg.wa.gov>;	Hunt,	Sen.	Sam
<Sam.Hunt@leg.wa.gov>;	Rolfes,	Sen.	ChrisPne	<ChrisPne.Rolfes@leg.wa.gov>;	Van	De	Wege,	Sen.
Kevin	<Kevin.VanDeWege@leg.wa.gov>;	Zeiger,	Sen.	Hans	<Hans.Zeiger@leg.wa.gov>;	Randall,	Sen.
Emily	<Emily.Randall@leg.wa.gov>;	Darneille,	Sen.	Jeannie	<J.Darneille@leg.wa.gov>;	O'Ban,	Sen.	Steve
<Steve.OBan@leg.wa.gov>;	Conway,	Sen.	Steve	<Steve.Conway@leg.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Sen.	Claire
<Claire.Wilson@leg.wa.gov>;	Fortunato,	Sen.	Phil	<Phil.Fortunato@leg.wa.gov>;	Salomon,	Sen.	Jesse
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<Jesse.Salomon@leg.wa.gov>;	Keiser,	Sen.	Karen	<Karen.Keiser@leg.wa.gov>;	Nguyen,	Sen.	Joe
<Joe.Nguyen@leg.wa.gov>;	Sheldon,	Sen.	Tim	<Timothy.Sheldon@leg.wa.gov>;	Carlyle,	Sen.	Reuven
<Reuven.Carlyle@leg.wa.gov>;	Saldaña,	Sen.	Rebecca	<Rebecca.Saldana@leg.wa.gov>;	McCoy,	Sen.
John	<John.McCoy@leg.wa.gov>;	Wagoner,	Sen.	Keith	<Keith.Wagoner@leg.wa.gov>;	Loveleh,	Sen.	Liz
<Liz.Loveleh@leg.wa.gov>;	Wellman,	Sen.	Lisa	<Lisa.Wellman@leg.wa.gov>;	Ericksen,	Sen.	Doug
<Doug.Ericksen@leg.wa.gov>;	Pedersen,	Sen.	Jamie	<Jamie.Pedersen@leg.wa.gov>;	Hobbs,	Sen.	Steve
<Steve.Hobbs@leg.wa.gov>;	Dhingra,	Sen.	Manka	<Manka.Dhingra@leg.wa.gov>;	Frockt,	Sen.	David
<David.Frockt@leg.wa.gov>;	Das,	Sen.	Mona	<Mona.Das@leg.wa.gov>;	Kuderer,	Sen.	Pahy
<Pahy.Kuderer@leg.wa.gov>;	Cleveland,	Sen.	Annehe	<Annehe.Cleveland@leg.wa.gov>
Subject:	Impacts	to	WA	Family	Potato	Farms	Regarding	COVID-19
Importance:	High
	
State	Senators	&	RepresentaPves,
	
We	wanted	to	share	three	real	grower	stories	of	how	COVID-19	has	impacted	family	potato	farms	in
Washington	State.	Their	names	have	been	changed	to	keep	their	financial	informaPon	private.		Prior	to
March	of	2020,	our	growers	were	opPmisPc	as	we	geared	up	for	a	new	planPng	and	growing	season.	
InternaPonal	and	domesPc	demand	for	potatoes	and	potato	products	was	the	strongest	we’ve	had	in
over	two	decades.		Our	potato	processors	were	expanding	capacity	to	meet	the	anPcipated	growth	as
markets	conPnued	to	show	strength.		We	were	on	track	to	plant	170,000	acres	of	potatoes	with	the	vast
majority	being	grown	for	the	frozen	potato	processors	in	Washington	and	Oregon.	
	
And	then	coronavirus	appeared	in	the	US	and	orders	were	given	to	“Stay	Home,	Stay	Safe”	and	all	non-
essenPal	businesses	closed.		This	was	a	necessary	step	to	protect	life.	This	was	a	huge	blow	to	the	food
service	industry	in	the	US.		Washington	State	family	potato	farms	were	disproporPonately	affected
because	the	majority	of	what	we	grow	is	consumed	in	restaurants	and	other	foodservice
establishments.		Farming	and	food	processing	have	been	labelled	“essenPal	businesses”	and	potato
farmers	are	sPll	being	disproporPonally	impacted	because	foodservice	businesses	are	closed,	impacPng
food	processors,	impacPng	growers.	Ninety	percent	all	of	potatoes	grown	in	Washington	State	are
dedicated	to	processed	potato	products.		We	have	the	highest	concentraPon	of	potato	processors	in	the
world	due	to	our	ideal	growing	condiPons	and	consistent	quality.		Our	potato	growers	have	been	hit
hard	as	potato	processors	told	growers	that	their	contracted	volumes	will	be	cut.		We	expect	further
cuts	to	acres	and	potato	volume	as	the	home	isolaPon	regulaPons	conPnue.	
	
Our	current	market	is	saturated.			We	have	billions	of	pounds	of	potatoes	currently	in	storage.		Potato
processors	are	having	a	difficult	Pme	uPlizing	those	potatoes	because	of	a	lack	of	demand	and	nowhere
to	put	them	once	they	are	made	into	frozen	french	fries.		Cold	storage	is	nonexistent	because	the	supply
of	potato	products	has	backed	up	and	filled	our	freezers	due	to	the	loss	of	food	service	sales.	Some	of
the	potatoes	desPned	for	processing	have	been	diverted	to	the	fresh	potato	market	but	that	was	short
lived	as	the	fresh	market	has	also	been	overwhelmed	with	an	oversupply	of	potatoes,	again	from	the
lack	of	food	service	sales.		Grower	returns	for	fresh	potatoes	have	dramaPcally	dropped	as	the	market
has	become	flooded	with	excess	supply.		This	oversupply	situaPon	will	conPnue	for	over	a	year	as	the
new	crop	of	potatoes	will	enter	a	market	that	is	sPll	trying	to	sell	the	old	crop.	
	
We	are	hoping	USDA	can	immediately	implement	SecPon	32	Bonus	Buys	of	all	potatoes	and	potato
products,	fresh,	frozen,	and	dehydrated.		Food	banks	are	in	great	need	as	the	ranks	of	unemployed
ciPzens	grow.		It’s	with	great	urgency	that	we	work	quickly	to	move	the	2019	crop	out	of	storage	to
prepare	for	the	new	crop	that	will	begin	to	be	harvested	in	July.		We	are	also	hoping	USDA	can	take
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immediate	acPon	to	provide	direct	assistance	to	our	growers	for	losses	they	are	experiencing	on	those
cut	acres.		There	will	be	many	Washington	farm	families	that	will	not	survive	this	economic	crisis
without	intervenPon	by	USDA.		We	are	working	closely	with	WSDA	Director	Sandison	and	his	team	and
wanted	to	provide	this	update	to	you.	We	appreciate	all	your	help	and	conPnued	assistance	through
these	troubling	Pmes.
	
Sincerely,
	
Mah	Harris
Director	of	Governmental	Affairs
Washington	State	Potato	Commission	



Holt, Brett
FEMA Region 10 Private Sector COVID-19 Update for April 14
April 14, 2020 at 1:08 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA	REGION	10	PRIVATE	SECTOR	COVID-19	UPDATE
APRIL	10,	2020

	
Good	Morning	Region	10	Partners
	
A	reminder	that	today	is	the	CISA	ESF	14	Cross-Sector	Business	and	Infrastructure	(informaEon	below).	This	email
has	been	reorganized	to	group	relevant	informaEon.	We	added	informaEon	about	the	PPE	Exchange	Dashboard,
resources	for	the	deaf	and	hard	of	hearing	community,	updated	state	secEons,	and	included	updated	links	for
criEcal	industries.
	
ConEnue	to	contact	me	for	quesEons,	comments,	or	be	added	to	the	distribuEon	list.	Feel	free	to	distribute.
	
Updates	noted	in	blue.
	

FEMA	FACT	SHEETS/ADVISORIES/MESSAGES
FEMA Project Airbridge (see attachment)

To	efficiently	maintain	the	country’s	exisEng	medical	supply	chain	infrastructure,	FEMA	augments	the
exisEng	supply	chain	through	a	variety	of	strategies,	to	include	FEMA	Project	Airbridge.

 

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective Equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers. FEMA is doing this by covering
the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to
ship supplies from weeks to days.

 

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the country
hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As part of the current
agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane are directed by the
distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical needs for those supplies. The
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

 

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA Website and on all FEMA social media
accounts.

 

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices (see attachment)
This	Personal	ProtecEve	Equipment	PreservaEon	Best	PracEces	Fact	Sheet	(aXached)	summarizes	best
pracEces	for	naEonal	implementaEon	to	sustain	personal	protecEve	equipment	(PPE)	while	ensuring	the
protecEon	of	workers	during	the	coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic	response.

 

The objective of the COVID-19	Na,onal	Strategy	for	Addressing	PPE	Shortage is to ensure
protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients by
implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse, and repurpose. Due to the COVID-19
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pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency and crisis
capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear.

 

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies on
conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S. healthcare
facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to consider crisis
capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force (see attachment)

The	Supply	Chain	Task	Force	conEnues	execuEng	a	strategy	maximizing	the	availability	of	criEcal	protecEve
and	lifesaving	resources	through	FEMA	for	a	whole-of-America	response.	Efforts	to	date	have	focused	on
reducing	the	medical	supply	chain	capacity	gap	to	both	saEsfy	and	relieve	demand	pressure	on	medical
supply	capacity.	The	task	force	is	applying	a	four-prong	approach	of	PreservaEon,	AcceleraEon,	Expansion
and	AllocaEon	to	rapidly	increase	supply	today	and	expand	domesEc	producEon	of	criEcal	resources	to
increase	supply	long-term.

FEMA and CBP Helping to Reduce Fraud
FEMA	and	Customs	Border	Patrol	(CBP)	are	working	together	to	prevent	fraud	when	PPE	and	medical
supplies	enter	the	United	States	from	overseas.		PPE	being	distributed	internally	within	the	United	States	is
not	being	seized	or	re-routed	by	FEMA.	Reports	of	FEMA	seizing	or	re-rouEng	supplies	are	FALSE.

 

To report hoarding or price gouging of PPE report it immediately to the National Center for Disaster
Fraud calling 866-720-5721 or disaster@leo.gov.
	

Trends	and	Analysis
National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) Snapshot (see attached)
The NBEOC produces a daily Snapshot on business and industry domestic supply chains. You can find these
each morning on the NBEOC Dashboard in the ‘Snapshot’ pod. I attached today’s Snapshot for your review.
 
Key	Highlights

Food
The	fresh	produce	industry	is	struggling	from	the	closure	of	food	service	and	commercial	markets.		Analysts
esEmate	that	produce	growers,	shippers	and	wholesalers	have	lost	$5	billion	in	sales	since	the	start	of	the
pandemic.
It	is	esEmated	that	these	markets	account	for	approximately	40%	of	all	produce	consumed	in	the	US	and
that	the	industry	is	seeing	more	than	$500	million	dollars	a	week	in	lost	sales

TransportaEon
A	sharp	and	sustained	drop	in	trucking	volume	as	a	result	of	declining	demand	could	have	significant	effects
on	the	industry	as	in	certain	markets	there	are	more	drivers	available	than	freight	to	haul.
As	drivers	exit	the	market	due	to	lack	of	work,	when	demand	returns,	the	driver	pool	will	be	smaller	which
could	lead	to	longer	lead	Emes,	less	freight	volume,	and	prolonged	stockouts.

 
Google	Mobility	Reports	(updated)

•          Google	is	producing	Public	Community	Mobility	Reports.		The	reports	chart	movement	trends	over	Eme
across	the	US	and	the	world,	so	you	can	see	how	movement	has	changed	at	retail,	parks,	workplaces,
grocery	stores	and	the	like	in	your	state	during	the	pandemic;	down	in	some	instances	to	the	county
level.	Below	are	links	to	current	reports	for	Region	10	states	(unsure	on	frequency	of	change).
•           Alaska	(updated	4/5)
•           Idaho	(updated	4/5)
•           Oregon	(updated	4/5)
•           Washington	(updated	4/5)
	

Alaska
Private	Sector	Lead
Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	&	Emergency	Management

Tom	Koloski,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	III,	thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
James	Benzschawel,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	II,	james.benzschawel@alaska.gov
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Alaska	COVID	InformaQon

Alaska	COVID-19	(updated)
	
Alaska	Major	Disaster	DeclaraQon

English
	
Governor	of	Alaska	Health	Mandates

Visit	this	page	for	the	latest	on	restricEon	in	Alaska.
List	of	CriEcal	Infrastructure	Workforce	–	updated	10	April	(see	aXachment)
Alaska	CriEcal	Industries	COVID-19	Community/Workforce	ProtecEve	Plans	–	change	in	nomenclature.
Previously	known	as	“Worker	MiEgaEon	Plans”;	InstrucEons	for	developing	plans	posted	last	week.	Posted
to	linked	website.

	
Alaska	COVID-19	Response	Fund

The	fund	supports	nonprofits	that	provide	criEcal	services	to	communiEes	and	individuals	throughout
Alaska	whose	lives	have	been	devastaEngly	impacted	by	recent	events.

 

Idaho
Private	Sector	Lead
Idaho	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Jon	Hanian,	Public-Private	Partnerships	Program	Manager,	jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
	
Idaho	COVID	InformaQon

Idaho	COVID-19
	
Idaho	Major	Disaster	DeclaraQon

English
Spanish

	
Idaho	Stay	at	Home	InformaQon

Order
FAQ
DefiniEons

	
Idaho	Offers	of	PPE	and	other	Products

State	website
	
Unemployment	issues	related	to	COVID	19

Idaho	Department	of	Labor
	
Governor’s	Working	Group	on	COVID	19

hXps://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/
 

Oregon
Private	Sector	Lead
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Sonya	McCormick,	Public-Private	Partnership	Manager,	sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
	
Oregon	COVID	InformaQon

Oregon	Health	Authority	COVID
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management	COVID	Dashboard
Business	Oregon		

	
Oregon	Major	Disaster	DeclaraQon

English
Spanish

	
Oregon	Shelter	in	Place	ExecuQve	Order

ExecuEve	Order	(updated	link)
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Oregon	Offers	of	PPE,	DonaQons
DonaEons	and	PPE	sales	in	Oregon

	
Oregon	Business	Survey

•            In	partnership	with	Travel	Oregon	and	Small	Business	Development	Center	(SBDC),	Business	Oregon	is
gathering	data	on	economic	impact	to	business.		Oregon	businesses	can	complete	the	survey.		

	
Oregon	Hotel	Survey

The	purpose	of	this	survey	is	to	collect	informaEon	from	faciliEes	that	have	expressed	interest	in	providing
hotel	and	housing	services	to	the	public	during	the	COVID-19	emergency	in	Oregon.

	

Washington
Private	Sector	Lead
Washington	Emergency	Management	Division

Taylor	Hennessee,	Private	Sector	-	Infrastructure	Program	Manager,	Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
	
Washington	COVID	InformaQon

Washington	COVID-19
	
Washington	Major	Disaster	DeclaraQon

English
Spanish

	
Washington	Shelter	in	Place

Governor	Inslee	ExecuEve	Order
List	of	CriEcal	Industries

	
Washington	Offers	of	PPE	and	DonaQons

Offers	of	PPE	and	donaEons	in	Washington
	

Washington	Department	of	Health	Guidance	on	Cloth	Face	Coverings
Face	covering	guidance.

	
EssenQal	Business	Inquiries

•                     If you're a worker or a business representative wanting to know if your business category can be
included in this list or you need clarification whether your business is on the list, fill out the form.

 
FEMA	Resources

FEMA	Coronavirus	Response
Visit	the	FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	page	for	News	Releases,	Media	Gallery,	Rumors,	FAQ,	How	to	Help,
and	Best	PracEces.

	
Ready.gov

Ready.gov	provides	a	Coronavirus	Toolkit,	Business	ConEnuity	Planning,	Pandemic	informaEon,	and	more
updated	informaEon	to	prepare	your	family	and	business.

	
NaQonal	and	Regional	Calls

FEMA	NBEOC	Bi-Weekly	Calls
Calls	are	every	Monday	and	Friday
12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET
Dial-In:	1-800-619-3427	#2725748
hXps://fema.connectsoluEons.com/nbeoc
	

CISA	ESF	14	Cross-Sector	Business	and	Infrastructure	Bi-Weekly	Calls
Calls	are	every	Tuesday	and	Thursday
12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET
Dial-In	#:	1-800-593-7177,	#7963614

	

https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/3e02947d6e4a46559997feeac473fba6
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BusinessOregon
https://arcg.is/KqnTT
mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/22/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-washington
https://www.fema.gov/es/news-release/2020/03/22/presidente-donald-j-trump-aprueba-declaracion-de-desastre-mayor-para-el
https://medium.com/wagovernor/inslee-announces-stay-home-stay-healthy-order-4891a7511f5e
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-03/EssentialCriticalInfrastructureWorkers.pdf
https://internal.fema.net/collab/r10/ORA_EXA/EA_Projects/Projects/2020%20-%20COVID-19/%E2%80%A2%09https:/des.wa.gov/about/agency-overview/covid-19-information-%E2%80%93-des-guidance/personal-protective-equipment
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/1600/coronavirus/ClothFacemasks.pdf
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b848f95774d610c9708
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/
https://www.ready.gov/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc


Personal	ProtecQve	Equipment	(PPE)
PPE Exchange- Need PPE? Selling PPE?

•        This dashboard offers a place for private sector buyers and private sector sellers to connect with each
other. The focus is on PPE, as this is the important need right now. The dashboard is not for
government contracting.

 
Distilleries Producing Hand Sanitizer and Disinfectant

Visit	the	American	Crat	Spirits	AssociaEon	for	a	list	of	disElleries	that	are	making	hand	saniEzers	and
disinfectant	spray	products

 
SupporQng	the	Mask	Making	Effort

A	few	resources	available	to	make	and	donate	masks:
·         Retail
·         Healthcare
·         Unions

	
Manufacturing	of	PPE

•        Specific	to	the	manufacturing	of	PPE	in	response	to	the	COVID-19	outbreak,	the	FDA	is	interested	in
hearing	from	manufacturers	who	may	be	able	to	help	miEgate	potenEal	shortages	of	PPE	by	increasing
U.S.	availability	of	such	devices.	These	manufacturers	may	email	FDA	at	deviceshortages@fda.hhs.gov,
which	is	closely	monitored	and	has	proven	to	be	a	valuable	resource	thus	far	in	helping	FDA	miEgate
potenEal	supply	chain	disrupEons.	

	
•        To	facilitate	a	rapid	response	to	such	inquiries,	please	go	to	the	link	below	to	get	addiEonal	informaEon

and	to	see	an	example	of	informaEon	that	FDA	would	find	helpful	to	have	iniEally.	
hXps://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/personal-protecEve-equipment-infecEon-control/faqs-shortages-
surgical-masks-and-gowns

	
•         AddiEonal	informaEon	can	be	found	at

•        N95	Respirators	and	Surgical	Masks:		hXps://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/personal-protecEve-
equipment-infecEon-control/n95-respirators-and-surgical-masks-face-masks

•        Emergency Use Authorization:  https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-
medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations#covid19ppe

 
Doing Business with the Federal Government

Interested	in	selling	or	donaQng	medical	supplies	to	FEMA?
Visit	our	How	To	Help	site	to	learn	more	about	selling	supplies,	donaEng,	or	producing	a	product	related	to
the	COVID	response.	

	
GSA	Looking	for	Vendors

•       On	behalf	of	FEMA,	GSA	is	conducEng	market	research	to	understand	the	capabiliEes	related	to	bedding,
hygiene,	DME,	office	supplies,	and	faciliEes	commodiEes	related	to	the	US	Government	COVID-19
pandemic	response.	Visit	their	site	to	learn	more.

	
US	Army	Corps	of	Engineers	Looking	for	Vendors

•        Vendors	with	the	ability	to	perform	or	supply	items	1,	2	and	3	below	are	requested	to	send	capabiliEes
statements	to	our	dedicated	COVID-19	ContracEng	mailbox:	COVIDContracEng@usace.army.mil.	Visit	their
site	to	learn	more.

1. "Build-out" or retrofit of existing space (arenas, convention centers, dormitories, hotels, or other
facilities) into alternate care facilities

2. Field Medical Units

3. Temporary Medical Enclosures
 

Frauds,	Scams,	and	Rumors
FEMA	Rumor	Control

https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange/
https://americancraftspirits.org/covid-19/distilleries-producing-hand-sanitizer-and-disinfectant/
https://www.joann.com/make-to-give-response/?icn=hpz1&ici=make-to-give-response
https://www.providence.org/lp/100m-masks
https://www.suppliessaveliveswa.org/
mailto:deviceshortages@fda.hhs.gov
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/personal-protective-equipment-infection-control/faqs-shortages-surgical-masks-and-gowns
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/personal-protective-equipment-infection-control/n95-respirators-and-surgical-masks-face-masks
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations%23covid19ppe
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help
https://feedback.gsa.gov/jfe/form/SV_cTGW6JMlo2iEFxz
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil
https://www.usace.army.mil/Business-With-Us/Contracting/
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Build-out/Retrofit%20of%20existing%20space
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Field%20Medical%20Units
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Temporary%20Medical%20Enclosures


The	purpose	of	this	FEMA	page	is	to	help	the	public	disEnguish	between	rumors	and	facts	regarding	the
response	to	coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic.

	
Fraud	&	Scam	ProtecQon

The	Department	of	JusEce	is	remaining	vigilant	in	detecEng,	invesEgaEng,	and	prosecuEng	wrongdoing
related	to	the	crisis.	Find	out	how	you	can	protect	yourself	and	helpful	resources	on	DOJ’s	Coronavirus
Fraud	PrevenEon	website.	The	Federal	Trade	Commission	has	also	established	a	website	with	helpful
informaEon	to	help	consumers	avoid	coronavirus-related	scams.

	
Fraudulent	COVID-19	Products

The	FDA	is	asking	people	to	report	fraudulent	products	to	FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
	
Washington	Spread	the	Facts

Rumor	control	page
	

LEP/ASL	Resources
COVID-19	Materials	in	Spanish

FEMA:	Coronavirus	page	in	Spanish	
CDC’s	website	and	communicaEons	resources	can	be	found	here	in	Spanish.

	
General	Resources	to	Support	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing

Idaho	Council	for	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing
FCC	Gives	Video	Relay	Service	Providers	Flexibility	to	Hire	AddiEonal	ASL	Interpreters	During	Pandemic
NaEonal	AssociaEon	for	the	Deaf
OHSU	People	with	DisabiliEes	Resource	Page
Tips	focused	on	the	needs	of	deaf	and	hard	of	hearing	parEcipants	in	virtual	workplace	meeEngs

	
ASL/CapQoned	COVID-19	EducaQonal	Videos
Washington	Department	of	Health	has	released	a	series	of	eight	ASL/capEoned	educaEonal	videos	about
the	COVID-19	pandemic	and	includes	informaEon	on	how	to	protect	yourself	and	prevent	the	spread	of	the
virus.	Here	are	the	YouTube	lisEngs	available	now.	

Playlist
IntroducEon
What	is	COVID-19?
How	Does	COVID-19	Spread?
COVID-19	Symptoms
What	to	Do	If	You	Are	Sick
PrevenEon	&	Treatment	of	COVID-19
SEgma	&	COVID-19
What	Can	You	Do	About	COVID-19?
What	is	Social	Distancing?
	

Unemployment	and	Business	Support
Small	Business	AdministraQon	Disaster	Loan	Program

For	more	informaEon	about	SBA	resources	for	small	businesses	impacted	by	COVID-19	–	including	the
Paycheck	ProtecEon	Program,	Economic	Injury	Disaster	Loan	Advance,	SBA	Loan	Debt	Relief	and	more	–
	visit	www.sba.gov/coronavirus.	
For	news	and	updates,	follow	us	on	TwiXer	at	@SBAgov	or	@SBAPacificNW;	or,	subscribe	for	email	alerts
at	www.sba.gov/updates.	

 
Department	of	Labor	Dislocated	Worker	Grant	Program

More	informaEon	on	Dislocated	Workers	Grants
For	more	informaEon	on	DWG	types,	including	those	for	disasters	and	major	layoffs
For	more	informaEon	on	how	to	apply	for	a	DWG

	
CARES	Act
The	CARES	Act’s	Paycheck	Protec,on	Program	authorizes	up	to	$349	billion	for	small	businesses	to	be	applies
towards	job	retenEon	and	certain	other	expenses.	Small	businesses	and	eligible	non-profit	organizaEons,	Veterans
organizaEons,	and	Tribal	businesses	described	in	the	Small	Business	Act,	as	well	as	individuals	who	are	self-
employed	or	are	independent	contractors,	are	eligible	if	they	also	meet	program	size	standards.

·         For	a	top-line	overview	of	the	program:	Click	Here

https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control
https://www.justice.gov/coronavirus
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/features/coronavirus-scams-what-ftc-doing
mailto:FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts?fbclid=IwAR0Np0tOo749fyw1GY1bWEM0fOitum2edeq4yQEhO6zp-ykLkZUwDJv-2PI
https://www.fema.gov/es/coronavirus
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq-sp.html
https://cdhh.idaho.gov/coronavirus/
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-363518A1.pdf
https://www.nad.org/2020/03/12/coronavirus/
https://www.ohsu.edu/university-center-excellence-development-disability/covid-19-resources-people-disabilities
https://www.deafhhtech.org/rerc/accessible-virtual-meeting-tips/
https://internal.fema.net/collab/r10/ORA_EXA/EA_Projects/Projects/2020%20-%20COVID-19/%E2%80%A2%09https:/www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL82Z-swK0-4njl9qWjAoNY1HKbWndlq4i
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX3JnbLodRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XM40f6Q_kE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0MVC3PtxxE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJJqmtx9_co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzumK5zimY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoNZB2yox6c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zWS7Xj26J0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BnEfqfvucY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYcL6NN-KcI
http://www.sba.gov/coronavirus
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/SBAgov&data=02%7C01%7Cmelanie.norton@sba.gov%7C4af8f0a222af4b4e3fab08d7d7d9271c%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637215199974961045&sdata=lgMNMyfc9i4nSH2SlFdwjn9QmJ4yDTG6XKPY77VbuTk=&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/SBAPacificNW&data=02%7C01%7Cmelanie.norton@sba.gov%7C4af8f0a222af4b4e3fab08d7d7d9271c%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637215199974961045&sdata=RO43JB4ncSLRzXAbjZXtIPeO+e2ceKOwe5/9T7wX8m0=&reserved=0
http://www.sba.gov/updates
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers/grants
https://www.doleta.gov/grants/application_howto.cfm
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20--%20Overview.pdf


·         If	you	are	a	lender:	Click	Here
·         If	you	are	a	borrower:	Click	Here
·         For	the	applicaEon	for	borrowers:	Click	Here

	

CriQcal	Industry	Resources
Washington	Food	Industry	AssociaQon

Local	resources	to	support	the	food	industry	during	COVID-19	response.
	
Food	Industry	AssociaQon	COVID-19	Business	SoluQons	and	Resources
The	Food	Industry	AssociaEon	are	providing	a	few	resources	to	support	grocers.

Short-term	Best	PracEces
Business	SoluEons	and	Resources

	
FDA	Best	PracQces	for	Retail	Food	Stores,	Restaurants,	and	Food	Pick-Up/Delivery	Services

FDA	guidance	regarding	Best	Prac,ces	for	Retail	Food	Stores,	Restaurants,	and	Food	Pick-Up/Delivery
Services	During	the	COVID-19	Pandemic

	
Business	Signage	and	Other	Messaging
In	conjuncEon	with	Washington’s	Spread	the	Facts	campaign,	Washington	has	resources	for	businesses	on	their
site	coronavirus.wa.gov:

Business	Signage	Toolkit:
“What	does	six	feet	look	like?”
Help	keep	Grocery	store	staff	and	customers	safe
“We	offer	delivery”
“We	offer	pickup”
Product	Limit	sign	
Customer	Capacity	Limit	sign	
Hand-washing	signs	for	the	public	and	food	workers	available	in	mulEple	languages.
Coronavirus	FAQ	Infographics

Color
Grayscale

Business	&	Workers	informaEon	that	includes:
Workplace	safety	guidance
FAQs	for	biz	&	workers
Resources

Interim	Guidance	for	CriQcal	Infrastructure	Workers	Who	May	Have	Had	Exposure	to	COVID-19

•           Please find below an important update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regarding the continued health,
safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers who may have been exposed to
COVID-19. These two important informational products include Interim	Guidance	for	Implemen,ng
Safety	Prac,ces	for	Cri,cal	Infrastructure	Workers	Who	May	Have	Had	Exposure	to	a	Person	with
Suspected	or	Confirmed	COVID-19 and a quick reference of the Do’s and Don’ts for employers and
employees related to COVID-19 exposures.

•          CDC_CISA_Flyer_EssenEal_CriEcal_Workers_Dos_and_Donts_COVID19.pdf
•          CDC_CISA_Interim_Guidance_CriEcal_Workers_Safety_PracEces_COVID19.pdf

 

While the Interim Guidance specifically calls attention to critical infrastructure workers serving in
the specific capacities and functions, as below, the guidance can apply to all critical infrastructure
workers with the exception of Healthcare Providers who are covered under separate guidance.

•         Federal,	state,	&	local	law	enforcement
•         911	call	center	employees
•         Fusion	Center	employees
•         Hazardous	material	responders	from	the	government	and	the	private	sector
•         Janitorial	staff	and	other	custodial	staff
•         Workers	–	including	contracted	vendors	–	in	food	and	agriculture,	criEcal	manufacturing,

informaEonal	technology,	transportaEon,	energy	and	government	faciliEes

Employers should implement the recommendations in the Interim Guidance for Businesses and

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20Lender%20Information%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP--Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Paycheck-Protection-Program-Application-3-30-2020-v3.pdf
http://www.wa-food-ind.org/Covid-19/
https://www.fmi.org/docs/default-source/coronavirus/food-industry-best-practices---short-term1279f0073cb6492d87b8799f97ca9ccc.pdf?sfvrsn=bdebd4d7_2
https://www.fmi.org/food-safety/food-safety-resources/backgrounders/background-information/member-plus-program/2020/03/23/coronavirus-business-solutions-and-resources
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/best-practices-retail-food-stores-restaurants-and-food-pick-updelivery-services-during-covid-19
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/business-workers/business-signage-toolkit
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Social%20Distance%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Help%20keep%20yourself%20and%20employees%20safe%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Delivery.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Pickup.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20product%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Food/FoodWorkerandIndustry/HandWashingSigns
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-color
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-black-and-white
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/business-workers
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDQsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2F0dGFjaG1lbnRzL1VTREhTLzIwMjAvMDQvMDkvZmlsZV9hdHRhY2htZW50cy8xNDIzMzMwL0NEQ19DSVNBX0ZseWVyX0Vzc2VudGlhbF9Dcml0aWNhbF9Xb3JrZXJzX0Rvc19hbmRfRG9udHNfQ09WSUQxOS5wZGYifQ.NwAtzM7pf2nSLaNsGZQbVFMd-I0EVYWc2RAuLhCrc4s/br/77225673602-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDUsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2NvbnRlbnQuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2F0dGFjaG1lbnRzL1VTREhTLzIwMjAvMDQvMDkvZmlsZV9hdHRhY2htZW50cy8xNDIzMzMxL0NEQ19DSVNBX0ludGVyaW1fR3VpZGFuY2VfQ3JpdGljYWxfV29ya2Vyc19TYWZldHlfUHJhY3RpY2VzX0NPVklEMTkucGRmIn0.JsAFd3yu6b9SrSkVyfvXovzz2sJqnBpCmV1xXYozqwI/br/77225673602-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jZGMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzLzIwMTktbmNvdi9jb21tdW5pdHkvY3JpdGljYWwtd29ya2Vycy9pbXBsZW1lbnRpbmctc2FmZXR5LXByYWN0aWNlcy5odG1sIn0.YFtVTN0CkHVPCiY04zNsCVG5UZs9uww9uQ-5bUMqDJ0/br/77225673602-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jZGMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzLzIwMTktbmNvdi9oY3AvZ3VpZGFuY2Utcmlzay1hc3Nlc21lbnQtaGNwLmh0bWwifQ.LldjCzTA08D2yGbi1ecTaoDzHZDlaAsW1q6GztgRVXs/br/77225673602-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDIsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jZGMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzLzIwMTktbmNvdi9jb21tdW5pdHkvY3JpdGljYWwtd29ya2Vycy9pbXBsZW1lbnRpbmctc2FmZXR5LXByYWN0aWNlcy5odG1sIn0.z2meBxJ8nupfV--hUWKlKwc2Dj55V2viF7kl8LLJLb0/br/77225673602-l


Employers, to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019, to help prevent and slow the spread
of COVID-19 in the workplace.

 

Please continue to monitor the CDC website for the most current medical guidance.
	
CISA:	IdenQfying	CriQcal	Infrastructure	During	COVID-19

CISA	releases	Version	2.0	of	the	EssenEal	CriEcal	Infrastructure	Worker	Guidance
Visit	this	page	for	addiEonal	CISA	updated	informaEon.

	

Centralized	Dashboards/Pages	of	InformaQon
All	Hazard	ConsorQum

The	AHC	created	a	COVID-19	site	to	help	track	government	informaEon	and	documents	related	to
commercial	resource	movements.

	
CISA	Region	10	COVID-19	Dashboard

CISA	Region	10	created	this	public	dashboard	for	posEng	informaEon.	Visit	at
hXps://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/

	
Healthcare	Ready

This	page	provides	informaEon	for	the	healthcare	and	public	health	community.
	
FEMA	NaQonal	Business	Emergency	OperaQons	Center	(NBEOC)

NBEOC	Dashboard:	hXps://fema.connectsoluEons.com/nbeoc
Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

	
State	ExecuQve	Orders	by	State

The	Council	of	State	Governments	created	this	page	to	track	ExecuEve	Orders	implemented	as	a	result	of
COVID-19.	It	is	mostly	up-to-date.

 
Thomas	Coronavirus	Resource	Hub	for	Manufacturing

Resource	hub	for	manufacturing	companies.

 
U.S.	Chamber	of	Commerce	EssenQal	Worker	Tracker

The	Chamber	is	acEvely	monitoring	and	tracking	these	announcements	for	each	state.
	
Western	Regional	Public	/	Private	CoordinaQon	Group

Dashboard
Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

 
	
 
Businesses with locations in other FEMA regions can reach out to me for those specific Private Sector Liaison contacts.
I’m welcome to connect you.
 
Best.
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
 

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDMsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jZGMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzLzIwMTktbmNvdi9pbmRleC5odG1sIn0.tEckGq3idhLsJFUTcCd-eZ4Gg4KTXUXz0ownZiI2DYM/br/77225673602-l
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_Guidance_on_the_Essential_Critical_Infrastructure_Workforce_Version_2.0_Updated.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/identifying-critical-infrastructure-during-covid-19
https://ahc-covid19-ahc.hub.arcgis.com/
https://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/
https://healthcareready.org/covid19/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://web.csg.org/covid19/executive-orders/
https://help.thomasnet.com/coronavirus-resource-hub
https://www.uschamber.com/tracking-essential-COVID-19-workers
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/wrppcg/
https://www.fema.gov/regional-contact-information
mailto:brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


 
	
 
	
 
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
Chat: MS Teams
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
 

	

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/chat/0/0?users=brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
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Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Christina Wong
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra, Davis, RaShelle (GOV)

STREAMLINING TO ONE FSCT CONFERENCE CALL PER WEEK ON THURSDAYS, 2:00 -
3:30 PM

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


DOH-LOFR (DOH)
Canceled: Multi-Agency Coordination Meeting
March 25, 2020 at 12:34 PM EDT
To: Guse, Vicki (DOHi), Woodbury, Brady (DOHi), Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Brastad, Andy (DOHi), Melnick, Alan (DOHi), Lanman, Martha (DOHi), Adkinson, Theresa (DOHi), Holden, Karolyn (DOHi)
(DOH), West, Tracy M, Lyles, Lauren F (DOH), De Leon, Renee Sasha (DOH), Fischer2, Vivianne (DOHi), H Pickernell, Walker, Denise (DOHi), Eaton, Meghan (DOHi), Bray, Cal (DOHi), Ball, Alison 
(DOHi), Nelson, Charlene (DOHi), Zillett Harris, Kim (DOHi), Christen, Janice (DOHi), LaClair, Denise (DOHi), Carrington, Perry (DOHi), Peone, Ricki (DOHi), Samuels, Ron (DOHi), Martinez, Marcus 
(DOHi), James, Frank (DOHi), Leibrand, Howard (DOHi), Stern, Greg (DOHi), Everson, Teresa (DOHi), Hull, Timothy W. (DOC), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), Kling, Barry (DOHi), placidoe@co.cowlitz.wa.us
(DOHi), hcc@srhd.org, nancyr@uw.edu, Ldwhed1@gmail.com, annplotnick@gmail.com, sharpeinsur@hotmail.com, indigloholisticmassage@gmail.com, Dr.ahdut@gmail.com, dr.aschtgen@seattlend.com
nsn.org, melvinjohn.ashue@hohtribe-nsn.org, tahnee.hudson@hohtribe-nsn.org, rosetta.hernandez@hohtribe-nsn.org, derek.benally@hohtribe-nsn.org, walter.ward-bos.v@hohtribe-nsn.org, phil.riebe@hohtribe-nsn.org
Shawn, jadair@stillaguamish.com, twright@stillaguamish.com, clucas@stillaguamish.com, amosalsky@stillaguamish.com, jnorman@stillaguamish.com, lforsman@suquamish.nsn.us, ashogren@suquamish.nsn.us
, mgr@bces.wa.gov, mmoen@co.kitsap.wa.us, jim.heishman@piercecountywa.gov, ecc.kc@kingcounty.gov, jason.clapp@co.yakima.wa.us, gbozarth@spokanecounty.org, em@co.okanogan.wa.us
harbor.wa.us, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, dgregg@grantcountywa.gov, dhyer@co.garfield.wa.us, jhanes@co.franklin.wa.us, clee@co.franklin.wa.us, fc-ecc@co.franklin.wa.us, riskmgmt@co.ferry.wa.us
walla.wa.us, wcso911@co.wahkiakum.wa.us, countydemdutyofficer@spokanecounty.org, dem@snoco.org, dem@sanjuandem.net, pceoc@piercecountywa.gov, oem@co.yakima.wa.us, ecc@grantcountywa.gov
, seattle-eoc@seattle.gov, eoc@rentonwa.gov, phooper@redmond.gov, tfsmith@redmond.gov, scotte@ci.puyallup.wa.us, khofmann@ci.puyallup.wa.us, blarson@snoqualmiewa.gov, pphipps@ci.snoqualmie.wa.us
wa.gov, pfisher@cityoffife.org, hkim@cityoffife.org, eoc@ci.snoqualmie.wa.us, cbadger@cityoflakewood.us, cnielsen@cityofcentralia.com, CMayer@bellevuewa.gov, jthorson@auburnwa.gov, kentoem@pugetsoundfire.org
, cmay@suquamish.nsn.us, frankm@spokanetribe.com, Larry.burtness@quileutenation.org, domingoa@pgst.nsn.us, iyall.tom@nisqually-nsn.gov, rebeccam@nezperce.org, jwheaton@nezperce.org
tmcmichael@kingcounty.gov, PGV4@cdc.gov, Hayes, Laura (ECY), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV), Lane, Russ (DNR), Baez, Gabe (DNR), Bogart, Michelle (DCYF), Thompson, Robin (OFM)
Cc:  McClain, Stacey (MIL), Capestany, Adolfo (DSHS/OOS), West, Norah (DSHS/OOS), Von Holtz, Kelly (DSHS/OOS), Petrich, Don (DSHS/FFA), Soldier, Robert (DSHS/FFA), Segura, Serena (DSHS/FFA)
Jim, Weidenaar, Kim, Angel, Jan, Buchli, Kathleen / Legislature (DOHi), Needham, Mich'l, Sanne, Tiffani, Fotinos, Charissa (HCA), Chen, Christopher P (HCA), Transue, Emily R (HCA), Dean, Jessie M. (HCA)
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
RE: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
To: Hyer, Brian
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV), Streeter, Ryan, Hill, John

Thanks	so	much,	Brian.
	

From:	Hyer,	Brian	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	11:33	AM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	KaMms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaMms@gov.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>;	Streeter,	Ryan	<ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov>;	Hill,	John
<john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
Hi	Morgan,
We	will	get	this	request	over	to	FEMA	so	they	can	check	when	the	Administrator	would	be	available.
	
Thanks!
Brian	

From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Hyer,	Brian;	Hill,	John
Cc:	KaMms,	Casey	(GOV);	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
CAUTION:	This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	a^achments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	quesMons	or	concerns.

 
Hello	John	and	Brian,
	
Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	Mme	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	ma^er.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	quesMons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001

mailto:Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov


Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
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https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Administrator_Gaynor_Sends_Letter_to_Emergency_Managers
March 27, 2020 at 1:31 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the announcement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on COVID-19.  
 

 
 
 
 
March 27, 2020
 
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent
the following letter to emergency managers outlining critical steps to help the nation
respond to COVID-19:
 
Fellow Emergency Managers,
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. I thank you for your tireless efforts
under these unprecedented and very demanding circumstances. 
 
I write to you today as the Administrator of FEMA and a former state and local emergency
manager.  Now more than ever, we must work as a team to deliver locally executed, state-
managed, and federally supported solutions on behalf of the American people.  The best
and the brightest emergency managers, public health officials, private industry partners,
scientists, and medical doctors and nurses are assembling at FEMA Headquarters and in our
regional offices; in your state and local emergency operations centers; and in hospital
operations centers across the country. This is truly a whole-of-nation response.  Rest
assured, the full weight of our Nation is supporting all of us to overcome the pandemic and
I have no doubt that we will be successful in defeating the spread of COVID-19. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov


 
To be successful across the nation – from the smallest town, tribal nation, island, and to the
largest city – we must act decisively and immediately.  Today, many of you are at the center
of the battle, in places like New York, Washington, California, and Louisiana.  Others of
you may only have a few cases.  It is our collective responsibility to do our very best today,
so we can continue to blunt the spread of COVID-19. If you have excess capacity, please
consider using EMAC to offer resources that your peers from around the country may
need. 
 
As the Nation’s lead emergency manager, I want to be completely transparent about our
national response and your responsibility to respond proactively and aggressively.  To that
point, I would like to share seven critical steps that I ask you to immediately consider and
act upon.
 
First, mitigation works.  Ensure you preserve your “force” while maintaining the ability to
respond in a COVID-19 degraded environment without access to the tools typically used in
an emergency or disaster like mutual aid and EMAC.  Ensure that your communities, small
or large embrace mitigation efforts.  Every American has a role to play in defeating
COVID-19, including good hygiene and social distancing. Follow the President’s 15 Days
to Slow the Spread. 
 
Second, integrate all emergency management and public health operations. Identify
and integrate your leading health official into your Emergency Operations Center and
Unified Command Group at every level of government.  You must form a unified
Emergency Management – Public Health Team. Ensure that the entire state political
leadership team understand the emergency management process. All requests to the Federal
government must be formally communicated by the state’s emergency manager to the
FEMA Regional Administrator. This is the same process as natural disasters.
 
Third, collect public, private, and government hospital bed capacity data, if you
haven’t already – total beds, acute care beds, normal occupancy, predicted surge
occupancy.  This data will assist you in crafting requests for high demand, low density
critical resources should the time come that you may need it.  We must use all data
wherever possible to allocate scarce resources, including consideration of population size,
demographics, and vulnerability.
 
Fourth, actively plan to stand-up Alternate Care Sites.  Be creative in identifying
facilities that can support low acuity patients and require a minimal amount of medical
staff, already in short supply.  Consider locations such as convention centers, hotels,
shuttered hospitals, college or university dormitories, or vacant open space in commercial
buildings. Ask your FEMA Regional Administrator to brief you on the US Army Corps of
Engineers “Hotel to Healthcare” initiative.  If you need a plan, here is a link to a plan. 
 
Fifth, maintain situational awareness of ventilators that may be used across your
area.  Check hospitals, acute care sites, outpatient locations, and any other location that
may use these devices, especially those that may be a source for reallocation to an area of
greater need.  Like hospital bed capacity, this data will help you understand what you have
and what you may need, informing your resource management strategy for these high

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjcuMTk0MDc2NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9hcnRpY2xlcy8xNS1kYXlzLXNsb3ctc3ByZWFkLyJ9.sCI8y5nyRzhezhYvDn1Wxt5sgVAhWiIruWiHrDhisyY/br/76720842372-l
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demand, low density critical resources should the time come that you may need it. Just as
we are moving resources nationally, you should also be moving resources within your state.
 
Sixth, identify all sources to surge medical professionals. Look for retirees, medical
contract services, nurses, respiratory therapists, medical students, and emergency medical
technicians or local equivalents. You will need them to support the increased hospital surge
and management of patients on ventilators and you should be cataloging and training them
now, as appropriate. 
 
Seventh, manage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) carefully.  We have stood-up
the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force within FEMA with the purpose of increasing the
flow of critical medical supplies such as N95 masks, surgical masks, and ventilators.  We
are using four guiding principles: 1) preserve what we have; 2) locate medical stockpile
around the globe; 3) distribute them to locations most in need; and 4) build capacity in
America through partners with industry.  While some of these strategies will yield near-
term benefits, it must be your highest priority to carefully manage what you have available
to you now.
 
To help you with this, the CDC produced a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Burn Rate
Calculator. This spreadsheet-based model provides information for healthcare facilities to
plan and optimize the use of PPE for response to COVID-19. Similarly, non-healthcare
facilities (e.g., correctional facilities) may find this tool useful for planning and optimizing
PPE use as part of the response to COVID-19. This tool can also be used for planning PPE
use outside the context of COVID-19, where PPE shortages may also occur due to supply
chain issues related to the COVID-19 response (e.g. manufacturing facilities).
 
FEMA will reimburse all eligible expenses for emergency protective measures under the
Stafford Act; however, do not wait for the PPE from the Federal government to show-up.
Take aggressive action now to source your own.  Because of the actions the Administration
and federal government is taking, you will begin to see PPE supplies come online in the
weeks ahead as the commercial distribution chain adapts as well as the quantities of
shipments from the Strategic National Stockpile continue to move.  Continue to be
resourceful, ask the building trades to donate PPE or that they allow you access to their
supplier; and, ask dental and outpatient offices that are closed to donate PPE to local
hospitals and care critical care sites.  And finally, I ask you to review and utilize the
guidance the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force released regarding guidance for PPE.
 
Lastly, some external communication resources that may be helpful:

Best Practices: This page provides a platform for sharing best practices and lessons
learned by the government, private sector, academic institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations to support the whole of community response.
Rumor Control: This page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to COVID-19.
How to Help: This page provides guidance on how to donate critical resources &
supplies; how to do business with FEMA; and, how to volunteer.
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These are unprecedented times and many lives are potentially at stake.  We are doing things
many of us have never imagined, especially at this scale.  As professional emergency
mangers, we are built for this – this is what we do best; coordinate, problem-solve, and act. 
I ask all of you to lead, innovate, and be resourceful. This is a whole of nation response and
I need every emergency manager to be an active participant.
 
We are emergency managers and America needs us at our best.
 
Respectfully,
 
 
Pete Gaynor
Administrator
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline

“Due to circumstances resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic and the national emergency
declaration, the Department of Homeland Security, as directed by President Donald J.
Trump, is extending the REAL ID enforcement deadline beyond the current October 1,
2020 deadline. I have determined that states require a twelve-month delay and that the new
deadline for REAL ID enforcement is October 1, 2021. DHS will publish a notice of the
new deadline in the Federal Register in the coming days.
 
“The federal, state and local response to the spread of the Coronavirus here in the United
States necessitates a delay in this deadline. Our state and local partners are working
tirelessly with the Administration to flatten the curve and, therefore, we want to remove any
impediments to response and recovery efforts. States across the country are temporarily
closing or restricting access to DMVs. This action will preclude millions of people from
applying for and receiving their REAL ID. Extending the deadline will also allow the
Department to work with Congress to implement needed changes to expedite the issuance
of REAL IDs once the current health crisis concludes.
 
“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be the
top priority for the President of the United States and the Department of Homeland
Security.”
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 

US-Mexico-Canada Travel Restrictions

Decisive action taken today will protect Americans, slow the spread of the virus, and
help save lives:

The United States is cooperating closely with Canada and Mexico to ensure that
North America has a coordinated approach to combating the pandemic caused by
the coronavirus.
The United States and Canada have agreed to restrict travel at our land border to
essential travel only.
Similarly, the United States and Mexico are finalizing an agreement that will
facilitate only essential travel at our southern border.

We are maintaining cross-border activities with Canada and Mexico that support health
security, trade, commerce, supply security, and other essential activities while taking
critical steps to protect our citizens and to curb spread of the virus.

For more information on these measures please visit the White House fact sheet.

 

 

Combatting Disinformation on COVID-19
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FEMA Coronavirus Rumor Control Website

The purpose of this FEMA page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and
facts regarding the response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Rumors can easily
circulate within communities during a crisis, stay informed with our updated myth vs.
facts related to the federal (COVID-19) response.  Please share with your communities
and stakeholders to combat disinformation.
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https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control

For more information on the coronavirus, please visit coronavirus.gov. You can also visit
FEMA's coronavirus (COVID-19) response page for more updates on the federal
response.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID19 Pandemic: Applying the Defense Production Act
April 14, 2020 at 5:20 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 14, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Applying the Defense ProductionApplying the Defense Production
ActAct
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The United
States is competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize the
availability of critical protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care workers,
FEMA and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are executing a four-pronged
approach to rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of medical
supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach includes Preservation,Preservation,
Acceleration, Expansion Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation. Allocation.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support
Acceleration and Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of
“outbidding;” rather, it puts the federal government requirement to the “front of the line” for
fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with
governors to identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and tribal
leaders to make us aware of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict. If a
bidding conflict does arise, we work closely with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way that
best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the
COVID-19 response, please review the attached fact sheet.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 11, 2020)
April 11, 2020 at 12:23 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 11, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the Numbers; FEMA
and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

·         FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·         FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

·         Data and information-sharing are criticalare critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

-   Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator resources to ensure
the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life
within a 72-hour window.

-   Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to
FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total acute
care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and number of
ventilators available in the state.

-   States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

·         Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports on
testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing public
health response.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://intranet.fema.net/org/oea/COVID19%20Response%20Products/Executive%20Office/FEMA%20Advisory/01_DailyBriefingPoints/FEMA_Advisory_COVID19DailyBriefingPoints_FINAL_20200411.docx%23_Supply_Chain_Task


-   On April 10, HHS Secretary Azar sent a follow up letter to hospital administrators,
reinforcing the need for this data to be provided daily to facilitate planning,
monitoring, and resource allocation in response to COVID-19.

-   Our objective is to allow states and hospitals either to leverage existing data
reporting capabilities or, where those capabilities are insufficient, to provide
guidance in how to build on them.

-   The letter included a set of frequently asked questions that details federal
government’s data needs, explains the division of reporting responsibility between
hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible options for the timely delivery of
this critical information.

-   These FAQs will be updated if additional data delivery methods become available.

-   The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be requesting
this information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government has done its best
to minimize the burden of sharing this data and to reduce further duplication of
effort.

·         On April 10, HHS began delivering the initial $30 billion in relief funding to providers in
support of the national response to COVID-19, with $26 of the $30 billion expected to be
delivered to providers’ bank accounts the same day.

-   The payments are part of the distribution of the $100 billion provider relief fund
included in the CARES Act.

-   To expedite providers getting money as quickly as possible, the initial funding was
distributed immediately proportionate to providers’ share of Medicare fee-for-
service reimbursements in 2019.

-   The Administration is rapidly working on future targeted distributions to hospitals
and providers that will focus on providers in areas particularly impacted by COVID-
19, rural providers, and providers with lower shares of Medicare reimbursement or
who predominantly serve the Medicaid population.

·         On April 8April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under the
Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to Philips on
the same day for ventilator production.

-   The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500 ventilators to
the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a total of 43,000
ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.

-   GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000 ventilators to
be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of August, with a
production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132 ventilators by June 1.

·         On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and FEMA, in
consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical
resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily
detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators,

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/08/hhs-announces-ventilator-contract-with-gm-under-defense-production-act.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/memorandum-allocating-certain-scarce-threatened-health-medical-resources-domestic-use/


and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.
	

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
	

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
Please see the announcement below from Christopher Krebs, Director of the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), regarding the Identification of Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19, found here.

	
 

March 19, 2020
 

CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During
COVID-19

As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16, the President issued
updated Coronavirus Guidance for America. This guidance states that:

“If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you
have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule.”

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security’s responsibilities as assigned under the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to
provide strategic guidance, promote a national unity of effort, and coordinate the overall federal
effort to ensure the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure. CISA uses trusted
partnerships with both the public and private sectors to deliver infrastructure resilience assistance
and guidance to a broad range of partners.

In accordance with this mandate, and in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private
sector, CISA developed an initial list of “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers” to help State
and local officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The list
can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the sectors, sub-
sectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations, appropriately
modified to account for Centers for Disease Control (CDC) workforce and customer protection
guidance.

The list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to
continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing operations centers, maintaining and
repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers, working construction, and performing
management functions, among others. The industries they support represent, but are not
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necessarily limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information technology
systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and wastewater,
law enforcement, and public works.
 
We recognize that State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are ultimately in charge of
implementing and executing response activities in communities under their jurisdiction, while the
Federal Government is in a supporting role. As State and local communities consider COVID-19-
related restrictions, CISA is offering this list to assist prioritizing activities related to continuity of
operations and incident response, including the appropriate movement of critical infrastructure
workers within and between jurisdictions.

Accordingly, this list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered to be, a
federal directive or standard in and of itself.

In addition, these identified sectors and workers are not intended to be the authoritative or
exhaustive list of critical infrastructure sectors and functions that should continue during the
COVID-19 response. Instead, State and local officials should use their own judgment in using
their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, critical
infrastructure industry partners will use their own judgment, informed by this list, to ensure
continued operations of critical infrastructure services and functions. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical infrastructure
services and functions.

CISA will continue to work with you and our partners in the critical infrastructure community to
update this list as the Nation’s response to COVID-19 evolves. We also encourage you to submit
how you might use this list so that we can develop a repository of use cases for broad sharing
across the country.

Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 
	

For further information on the federal government’s response to COVID-19,
please visit Coronavirus.gov.
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Davidson, Lisa
WASOC Isolation and Quarantine Workgroup Draft
March 25, 2020 at 9:54 PM EDT
To: SEOC44@mil.wa.gov, IMT7 Operations (OS/ASPR), Granum,
Nicolas, jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov, Urbas, Gary, Bova,
Rebecca, matthew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov

Hi	All,
	
Not	sure	if	you	were	able	to	join	our	call	earlier,	but	we	kicked	off	the	Spectrum	of	Care	Taskforce	today.
You	have	been	idenBfied	as	points	of	contact	for	the	IsolaBon	and	QuaranBne	workgroup.	This
workgroup	is	not	intended	to	replace	or	duplicate	the	work	that	you	are	already	undertaking,	but
provide	a	means	of	collaboraBon,	coordinaBon,	and	situaBonal	awareness	across	all	levels	of	care	that
are	ongoing	during	this	response.
	
Please	review	the	draH	conops	and	workgroup	documents.	We	put	some	thoughts	and	ideas	down	as	a
starBng	point,	but	ask	that	you	review	the	workgroup	draH	and	update	it	with	contact	informaBon	for
addiBonal	members	of	your	workgroup,	EEI/CIRS,	and	other	recommended	changes.
	
Please	provide	your	feedback	by	COB	Friday,	3/27/20.
	
Let	me	know	if	you	want	to	set	up	a	Bme	to	discuss.
	
Thank	you,
Lisa Davidson
AcBng	Division	Director
FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery
(		(425)	487-4628,	desk
(		(202)	615-7465,	cell
*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and
reasonable	accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with
disabili?es.	To	request	a	disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_-_Ventilator_Request
April 01, 2020 at 9:05 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the ventilator request process in effect for COVID-19 response. 
 
For more information from FEMA, please visit: FEMA.gov/Coronavirus
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Ventilator Request

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted the process below to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators
are shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis. In the case
of ventilators, immediate is defined as requirements necessary to sustain life within a 72-
hour window. 

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership. In order for a request to be processed, the state/tribe must provide detailed
responses to the following five questions:

1. How many usable ventilators, ICU beds, and convertible ventilators are currently
available within the state or tribe?

2. What is the current hospital bed and ICU bed occupancy rate in the state/tribe?
3. How many new ICU beds does the state/tribe estimate it can stand-up and the

number of ventilators, or FDA-approved ventilator alternatives, it can or is standing
up?

4. What is the decompression ability of hospitals in the state/tribe (i.e.: are there
currently field hospitals or alternate care facilities established)? 

5. How many anesthesia machines are in the state/tribe and have they been converted?
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Once the requesting state or tribe provides the FEMA/ HHS Region with the answers to
these five questions, then the requirement is validated at the Regional level and forwarded
to FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) for processing. 

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which includes
9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the Department of
Defense.  

In addition to submitting requests through this process, state, and tribal officials are
encouraged to share the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for Ventilators issued
on March 24. The EUA allows anesthesia gas machines and positive pressure breathing
devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The EUA also provides guidance to assist
health care personnel on use of other ventilators like CPAP devices for sleep apnea, with
COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on shelf life of existing ventilators. 
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 6, 2020)
April 06, 2020 at 3:37 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 6, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA
Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from
Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and
Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline

Topline messaging includes the following:

§  Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole-of-
America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.

§  The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.
§  On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.

¨  The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

¨  The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think
you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

§  FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in
various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is scheduling flights daily but
does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the cargo is loaded.

¨  Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los Angeles, and
Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in Chicago, Los Angeles,
Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.

¨  Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include gloves, gowns,
goggles, and masks.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.coronavirus.gov/
http://www.coronavirus.gov/


¨  Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and
locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean
supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 

§  To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA is
supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of strategies, including
Project Airbridge.

¨  The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to get personal protective equipment and other critical supplies into the
country for their respective customers.

¨  FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

¨  As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each
plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most
critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by HHS and FEMA based
on CDC data.

¨  The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and onto their
customers in other areas across the U.S.

§  HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of regional hotspots.
These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-19 in their work to respond
effectively to the worsening situation in their jurisdictions.

§  The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and an
Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients hospitalized
with COIVD-19.

¨  Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription drugs
approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown activity in
laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes
COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these drugs may offer some benefit in the
treatment of hospitalized COVID-19 patients.

¨  The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to New
York and Los Angeles County based on their requests.

§  Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted a
process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are shipped to the states in
the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which includes
8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the Department of
Defense.

§  As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile to
Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150), Illinois (600),
Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100), Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New
York (4,400), and Washington (500).

¨  140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to New York by
Gov. Kate Brown.

¨  Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station and a Public
Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro D.C.
area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional ventilators to New Jersey.

§  Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

https://www.fda.gov/media/136537/download
https://www.fda.gov/media/136535/download


Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

§  Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
§  Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
§  Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
§  Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444, at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 2, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. 

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on
March 31, and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago
and Columbus, Ohio early this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled
and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).
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FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
Colorado’s_Request_for_a_Major_Disaster_Declaration_(I A,_PA,_&_HM)
March 26, 2020 at 2:47 PM EDT
To: William Kirkland, Crozer, William (who.eop.gov), SHORT, CHERIE, Harper, Jay
Cc:  Greff, Stacie, FEMA-IGA

Good Afternoon,
 
Please find attached Governor Polis’ request for a major disaster declaration for the Stare of
Colorado as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic beginning on January 27, 2020, and continuing.
 
The Governor is specifically requesting Individual Assistance (all programs) statewide; Public
Assistance (Categories A – G) statewide; and Hazard Mitigation statewide.
 
For your reference, I have also attached a comprehensive Stafford Act Declaration Process Fact
Sheet.
 
We will notify you as soon as a determination is made.  Should you have any questions, please
contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
at (202) 646-4500.
 
Respectfully,
	
Jacob	Spell
Intergovernmental Affairs Specialist |	Congressional	and	Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division	|	Office
of	External	Affairs
Mobile: (540) 326-1936
jacob.spell@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA Announces Free Access to Software Solutions and Licensed Datasets to Aid Non-
Federal Governmental Entities in Response to COVID-19
March 29, 2020 at 10:16 AM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

	

March 29, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 
FEMA Announces Free Access to Software Solutions and Licensed Datasets to Aid Non-
Federal Governmental Entities in Response to COVID-19
 
The Department of Homeland Security has an Enterprise License Agreement with the
Environmental Systems Research Institute (Esri) that allows DHS/FEMA the ability to extend that
agreement to our governmental partners during an “incident of national significance.”  Therefore,
state, local, tribal and territorial governmental entities can now obtain free access to Esri software
solutions for up to six months to help them respond to COVID-19.  Esri provides geographic
information system (GIS) software, web GIS and geodatabase management applications.
 
For those who would like to take advantage of this opportunity, choose “Request Assistance” in
the red banner, and then select “COVID-19 Response Package” within “support options.” The
package contains software, templates and suggested data schemas. For current Esri customers, you
can also access free templates specific for the COVID-19 response.
 
Additionally, Esri is offering free GIS technology and on-call technical expert help for
organizations that have exceeded their GIS capacity and need emergency support. Esri is also
providing data, software, configuration and technical support for applications.
 
Homeland Infrastructure Foundation-Level Data
 
The National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA) has released all applicable licensed datasets
to local, state, tribal, and territorial users with COVID-19 operational needs. NGA is providing
access to non-federal governmental disaster/emergency response security agencies and personnel
who are supporting Homeland Security/Homeland Defense missions per the current Homeland

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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Infrastructure Foundation-Level Data (HIFLD) Data Use Agreement. Please note this expanded
access will expire once the current declaration of a national emergency ends.
 
This expanded access covers these additional data products:

Licensed Parcel Data
2020 Roads and Routing Dataset
Dun & Bradstreet Business Points Data

 
For current users: NGA has automatically adjusted access for mission partners with a signed
Data Use Agreement in place and no further action is needed. Please visit the Geospatial
Information Infrastructure to interact with this data. Contact DHS_GCOE@hq.dhs.gov should you
need assistance.

 
For first-time users: Go to the HIFLD Subcommittee Home Page and choose “Request Licensed
Data.” Complete the Disaster Use Agreement using “COVID-19” as the reference number. Once
approved by NGA, you will receive access within 24 hours. Please note, before you can complete
a Data User Agreement and access this data, you must have valid Homeland Security Information
Network credentials. Should you have questions, please contact HIFLD@hq.dhs.gov.
 
DISCLAIMER: Reference to any commercial products or services in this announcement is not an
endorsement or Government sanction of those non-Federal entities, its services or products.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 

FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 6, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping
With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is
scheduling flights daily but does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE
until the cargo is loaded.

Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los
Angeles, and Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to
hotspots and locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight
arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub
locations. 

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure,
FEMA is supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of
strategies, including Project Airbridge.

The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S.
medical supply distributors to get personal protective equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from
overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from
weeks to days.
As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on
each plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas
with the most critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by
HHS and FEMA based on CDC data.
The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and
onto their customers in other areas across the U.S.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots. These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-
19 in their work to respond effectively to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and
an Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients
hospitalized with COIVD-19.

Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription
drugs approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown
activity in laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2
(the virus that causes COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these
drugs may offer some benefit in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19
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patients.
The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of
hydroxychloroquine to New York and Los Angeles County based on their
requests.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which
includes 8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the
Department of Defense.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), and Washington (500).

140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to
New York by Gov. Kate Brown.
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional
ventilators to New Jersey.

Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Davidson, Lisa
RE: Task force schedules
April 01, 2020 at 3:09 PM EDT
To: Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH), Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan (DOH), DOH-ISOTF
(DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Urbas, Gary, Slusher, Theresa
M, Dave.csernak@hhs.wa.gov, SEOC44@mil.wa.gov, Granum, Nicolas, tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov, Urbas,
Gary, Bova, Rebecca, Clayton,
David, matthew.simons@doh.wa.gov, matthew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov, travis.linares-
hengen@mil.wa.gov, Lewis.lujan@mil.wa.gov, Seoc90@mil.wa.gov, Seoc100@mil.wa.gov
Cc:  DOH-LOFR (DOH)

Hi	Frank,
	
On	the	FEMA	side	we	are	coordina6ng	coverage	amongst	our	team	and	should	be	able	to	have
representa6on	regardless	of	schedule.	I’ve	also	copied	in	the	folks	we	had	started	coordina6ng	as	well
as	documents	we	have	been	working	on.
	
Please	reach	out	if	you	have	any	ques6ons.
	

AgencyAgency NameName emailemail phonephone
ESF-8ESF-8 Shon4eka AdeogunShon4eka Adeogun SEOC44@mil.wa.govSEOC44@mil.wa.gov (253) 912-4960(253) 912-4960
HHSHHS       
FEMA IA Nicolas Granum nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov (202)	718-3394
Governor’s office Jim Baumgart jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov (360)	902-0559
Commerce Tedd Kelleher tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov (360) 725-2930
EMD Gary Urbas Gary.Urbas@mil.wa.gov (253) 512-7402
FEMA PA Rebecca Bova Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov (425) 381-0650
FEMA PA David Clayton David.Clayton@fema.dhs.gov (202) 440-2953
DOH Ma[ Simons maYhew.simons@doh.wa.gov (360)	489-5943
DOH Ma[hew Zimmerman maYhew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov (360) 870-1434
FEMA Lisa Davidson Lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov (202) 615-7465
EMD Travis Linares-Hengen travis.linares-hengen@mil.wa.gov (253)	512-7028
EMD Lewis Lujan Lewis.lujan@mil.wa.gov (253) 651-6185
SEOC SEOC ops Seoc90@mil.wa.gov  
SEOC SEOC deputy ops Seoc100@mil.wa.gov  

	
Thank	you,
Lisa Davidson
Ac6ng	Division	Director
FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery
(		(425)	487-4628,	desk
(		(202)	615-7465,	cell
*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and
reasonable	accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with
disabili?es.	To	request	a	disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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From:	Schitoskey,	Frank	C	(DOH)	<Frank.Schitoskey@DOH.WA.GOV>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	9:48	AM
To:	ScarleY,	Kevin	A	(DOH)	<Kevin.ScarleY@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Clifford,	Wayne	(DOH)
<Wayne.Clifford@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Frank,	Dan	(DOH)	<daniel.frank@doh.wa.gov>;	DOH-ISOTF	(DOH)
<doh-isoh.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Kelleher,	Tedd	(COM)
<tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov>;	Urbas,	Gary	<gary.urbas@mil.wa.gov>;	Slusher,	Theresa	M
<SlushTM@dshs.wa.gov>;	Dave.csernak@hhs.wa.gov;	Davidson,	Lisa	<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	DOH-LOFR	(DOH)	<doh-lofr.imt@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	Task	force	schedules
	
Taskforce	members	and	colleagues,
I	am	pukng	together	an	opera6onal	rhythm	based	on	you	schedules.	I	am	concerned	if	we	go	to	5	on	2
off	wont	work	and	we	wont	stay	coordinated	unless	we	are	all	on	that	schedule.	I	may	the	to	do	a
staggered	schedule.	So	I	respechully	ask	what	your	individual	work	schedule	is	for	your	respec6ve
agencies	and	I	will	develop	the	rhythm	based	on	the	result.	As	this	taskforce	is	forming	and	developing
and	I	may	have	indadvertantly	missed	someone,	please	feel	free	to	forward	this	message,		Please	email
your	responses	to	the	new	Isola6on	Taskforce	email	at	doh-isoh.imt@doh.wa.gov.
	
Thank	you	in	advance	for	your	help,	support,	and	advise.
We	ARE	saving	lives.
	
FRANK C. SCHITOSKEY, RN, BSN, MN
Isolation Taskforce Leader
Incedent Management Team
Washington State Department of Health
Frank.schitoskey@doh.wa.gov
360-236-4681| www.doh.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
US-Canada_Joint_Initiative:_Tem porary_Restriction_of_Travelers _Crossing_the_US-Canada_Land_Bo
rder_for_Non-Essential_Purposes
March 20, 2020 at 1:17 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-
Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion
(USD) dollars in trade.As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and
Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our
countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact
with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent
approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.

The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between
both countries. These supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach
people on both sides of the border. Supply chains, including trucking, will not be impacted
by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every day to do
essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada
will temporarily restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The
measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will be reviewed by both parties.
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Ike, Ryan
RE: Notification of a Major Disaster Declaration for the State of Washington (FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
April 23, 2020 at 8:56 PM EDT
To: Katims, Casey (GOV)
Cc:  Wilson, Morgan (GOV)

Hey	Casey.
Hope	all	is	well.	Let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques8ons.
	
Ryan
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	

From:	Ka8ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka8ms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	5:51	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	No8fica8on	of	a	Major	Disaster	Declara8on	for	the	State	of	Washington	(FEMA-4539-DR-
WA)
	
Thank	you!
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	

From:	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	8:45	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Ka8ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka8ms@gov.wa.gov>
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Cc:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-
IGA@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	No8fica8on	of	a	Major	Disaster	Declara8on	for	the	State	of	Washington	(FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
Importance:	High
	

STATE OF WASHINGTON
 

FEDERAL DISASTER DECLARATION FACT SHEET
 

APRIL 23, 2020
 

Today, April 23, 2020, President Donald J. Trump granted a Major Disaster Declaration for the
State of Washington triggering the release of Federal funds to help communities recover from
Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides, and Mudslides that occurred January 20 to February 10, 2020. 
Details of the disaster declaration and assistance programs are as follows:
 
Declaration Number:                                                              FEMA-4539-DR
 
Incident:                                                                                  Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides,
and Mudslides
                                                     
Incident Period:                                                                      January 20 to February 10, 2020
 
Federal Coordinating Officer:                                                Timothy B. Manner
                                                                                                   National FCO Program
                                                                                                 
Individual Assistance (IA):                                                       (Assistance to individuals and
households):
 
IA-Designated Areas:                                                                Under Review.
 
Public Assistance (PA):                                                          (Assistance for emergency work and

the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged
facilities):

 
PA-Designated Areas:                                                                Columbia, Garfield,
Grays Harbor, Island, King, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish,
Thurston, Wahkiakum, Walla Walla, and Whatcom Counties.
 
Hazard Mitigation (HM):                                                          (Assistance for actions taken to

prevent or reduce long term risk to life and
property from natural hazards):

 
HM-Designated Areas:                                                             All areas in the State of
Washington are eligible for assistance under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
 

OTHER:                                                                                      Additional designations may be made at



a later date if requested by the State and
warranted by the results of further assessments.

 
For your reference, I have attached fact sheets on the Public Assistance and Hazard Mitigation
Grant programs.

 

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
In service,
 
Sarah
 
Sarah Byrne
Intergovernmental Affairs  |  Office of External Affairs
Office: (202) 646-3444
FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-IGA
Letter from FEMA to Governor Inslee (WA)
April 25, 2020 at 12:21 PM EDT
To: Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov, casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Ike, Ryan, Ward, Erin, FEMA-IGA

Good Evening,
 
Please find attached the Non-Designated Denial Letter for FEMA-4539-DR; Washington.
 
The Governor has been notified.
 
This denial may be appealed within 30 days after the date of this letter.
 
If you have any questions, please contact FEMAâ€™s Office of External Affairs, Congressional
and Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
In service,
 
Sarah
 
Sarah Byrne
Intergovernmental Affairs  |  Office of External Affairs
Office: (202) 646-3444
FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
CORRECTED: COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report March 24, 2020 AM
March 24, 2020 at 11:42 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

The	na'onal	social	listening	hot	issues	report	is	a2ached	for	greater	context.
	
Corrected	for	previously	inaccurate	summary	of	Alaska	status,	please	disregard	previous	copy.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 24, 2020 AM
SUMMARY

·        Washington	Governor	Inslee	has	issued	a	proclama'on	to	restrict	movement	across	the	state	to
only	essen'al	ac'vity.

·        In	Alaska,	Governor	Dunleavey	has	issued	a	quaran'ne	to	visitors	to	Alaska	for	14	days.
·        Business	impacts	include	Alaska	Airlines	reducing	flights	to	meet	the	drop	in	passengers.
·        Tes'ng	capacity	is	priori'zed	for	people	who	show	symptoms,	have	a	higher	risk	for	exposure,

and	healthcare	workers.
·        Medical	supplies	are	running	low	in	Oregon	where	nurses	are	reusing	supplies	that	have

otherwise	run	out.
Public	Sen+ment

·        Washingtonians	are	largely	grateful	to	Governor	Inslee	for	his	stay-at-home	order,	but	many	have
ques'ons	about	which	businesses	are	considered	essen'al	and	how	this	is	different	from	prior
mandates.

·        Oregonians	are	concerned	about	limited	access	to	tes'ng	in	their	state,	and	there	is	confusion
including	about	how	tes'ng	impacts	treatment.

·        While	many	Alaskans	welcome	the	new	mandated	quaran'ne	for	visitors	to	Alaska	and
movement	restric'ons,	there	are	worries	about	the	economic	impacts.

·        People	in	Idaho	fear	state	government	is	not	doing	enough	to	reduce	the	spread	of	the	virus.

Washington
Stay-At-Home	Order
·        Inslee	announces	mandatory	statewide	stay-at-home	order	(KIRO	7).	On	the	KIRO	7	News

Facebook	page,	some	comments	are	grateful	to	see	this	order	finally	passed	(example	1)	and
some	wonder	how	this	will	be	enforced	and	how	this	is	different	from	previous	orders
(example	2).	There	are	many	ques'ons	and	comments	surrounding	which	businesses	are
essen'al	--	including	people	wondering	about	coffee	stands	(example	3),	hotel	staff	(example
4),	teachers	(example	5),	marijuana	dispensaries	(example	6,	example	7),	Amazon	distribu'on
centers	(example	8),	furniture	stores	(example	9),	and	construc'on	companies	(example	10).
One	person	addresses	supply-chain	issues,	saying	she	has	a	family	of	four	and	buying	a	lot	of
food	in	her	case	is	not	panic	buying,	it's	just	feeding	her	hungry	family	(example	11).

·        'Stay-at-home'	violators	face	$500	maximum	fine	in	Edmonds	(KING	5)
Schools
·        Washington	educa'on	officials:	school	must	con'nue,	even	during	coronavirus	closures

(Sea2le	Times)

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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Business
·        Amazon	suspends	3,900	accounts	accused	of	price	gouging	(KIRO	7,	KOMO)
·        Alaska	Airlines	is	cufng	200	flights	a	day,	parking	30	jets,	as	coronavirus	reduces	air	travel.

(Sea2le	Times)	Employees	are	asked	to	take	voluntary	leave,	which	is	described	as	op'cally	the
right	thing	to	do,	but	leaves	employees	without	pay.

·        Economic	injury	loans	from	the	US	Small	Business	Administra'on	are	available	in	Washington.
(Shoreline	Area	News,	Thurston	Talk,	The	News	Tribune)	There	are	a	few	reac'ons	to	the	news,
but	one	comment	suggests	that	this	is	only	available	if	a	bill	passes	the	senate.

Health
·        90-year-old	Kirkland	woman	survives	coronavirus,	reunites	with	family.	(My	Northwest)

Oregon
Tes'ng

Coronavirus	tes'ng	s'll	limited	in	Oregon,	even	if	you	have	symptoms.	(KATU).	On	KATU's
Facebook	post,	comments	are	very	frustrated:
o   One	person	says	she	has	COVID-19	symptoms,	and	had	tested	nega've	for	strep	and	flu,	but

said	she	was	unable	to	get	tested	in	Oregon.		She	ended	up	being	driven	3	hours	by	her
partner	over	to	Washington	state	to	get	tested	(example	1).

o   Another	person	says	she	has	been	self-quaran'ning	but	is	confused	whether	a	posi've	test
would	change	her	treatment.	She	says	if	the	test	is	not	going	to	help	her	get	be2er,	she
does	not	want	to	pay	for	it	(example	2).

o   One	comment	says	that	at	this	point	tes'ng	is	just	a	number	and	won't	help	you	get	well
since	the	treatment	to	stay	home	and	rest	is	the	same	(example	3).

o   Another	person	points	out	that	some	people	need	a	posi've	test	result	to	get	paid	'me	off
of	work	(example	4).

o   Another	person	comments	on	the	inequity	of	test	access	by	referencing	that	Senator	Rand
Paul	(who	has	since	tested	posi've)	was	able	to	get	a	test	without	showing	symptoms--
simply	from	having	been	exposed	to	someone	who	tested	posi've--and	con'nued	on	with
his	life	while	wai'ng	for	his	results	(example	5).

·        Providence	has	already	tested	1,430	people	for	coronavirus.		Those	five-day	totals,	from
Wednesday	through	Sunday,	represent	a	major	increase	in	the	amount	of	tes'ng	capacity
within	Oregon.	(Oregonian)	The	majority	of	the	comments	are	from	people	with	more
ques'ons	including:	when	will	other	hospitals	have	more	tes'ng,	how	many	posi'ves	are	they
seeing	in	their	tests,	are	they	tes'ng	their	healthcare	professionals,	is	there	a	test	you	can	take
to	see	if	you	already	had	COVID-19,	are	hospitals	and	university	labs	sharing	resources,	etc.
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

Business	&	Economy
·        Agriculture	s'll	open	for	business	during	virus	outbreak.	(Capital	Press)
·        Intel	says	it	will	send	cleanroom	afre	from	its	computer	chip	factories	to	protect	healthcare

workers	from	the	coronavirus.	(KGW	8)
·        Bonuses	and	pay	hikes:	How	grocery	stores	keep	workers	on	the	front	lines	(FOX	12)

Hospital	Capacity
·        Coronavirus	model	sees	Oregon	hospitals	overwhelmed	by	mid-April;	'point	of	no	return'	for

interven'on	to	work:	March	24-29.		The	new	website	Covid	Act	Now	offers	a	visualiza'on	of
what	Oregon	could	be	facing	very	soon.	And	it’s	not	encouraging.	(KGW	8)

·        Providence	and	Asante	say	emergency	rooms	not	overwhelmed,	for	now.	(KOBI)	Many
comments	on	the	KOBI-TV	NBC5	Facebook	page	are	from	people	who	have	received	some	care
via	phone	or	video	conference	and	are	largely	happy	with	it	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,
example	4).

Dona'ons
·        Portland	Trail	Blazers	establish	coronavirus	relief	fund.		Money	raised	will	go	to	nonprofit

organiza'ons	affected	by	the	coronavirus	crisis	and	will	help	support	the	Oregon	Community
Founda'on’s	COVID-19	Pooled	Fund,	the	team	said.	That	fund	assists	organiza'ons	on	the
front	lines	of	the	outbreak	in	Oregon.	(Oregonian)

Enforcement
·        How	law	enforcement	agencies	in	Oregon	say	they'll	enforce	stay-at-home	order.	(KATU	2)
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·        Star'ng	Wednesday,	March	25,	Forest	Grove	police	officers	will	begin	picking	up	and	delivering
prescrip'on	medica'on	to	vulnerable	ci'zens	within	Forest	Grove.	(KATU	2)

PPE
·        'Nurses	wore	swim	goggles':	Oregon	nurses	union	says	protec've	gear	could	run	out	by

Tuesday.		Nurses	at	hospitals	and	facili'es	on	the	front	lines	of	Oregon’s	ba2le	with	COVID-19
are	in	danger	of	running	out	of	personal	protec've	equipment	as	early	as	Tuesday	morning.
(KGW	8)

Closures
·        Lincoln	County	officials,	with	support	of	local	mayors,	have	passed	an	ordinance	hal'ng	the	use

of	vaca'on	rentals	un'l	the	state	of	emergency	is	lined.	Coastal	towns	Seaside	and	Warrenton
declared	a	state	of	emergency	over	the	weekend.	(KOIN	6,	Statesman	Journal)	Comments	on
KOIN	6's	Facebook	page	center	on	the	selfishness	vaca'oners	for	crowding	out	these	towns
(example	1,	example	2)	-	with	one	person	men'oning	that	Clatsop	County	now	has	its	first
reported	case	of	COVID-19	and	asks	if	that	was	"worth	it"	to	those	who	did	not	stay	home
(example	3).

·        The	Historic	Columbia	River	Highway	Is	Now	Closed,	Along	With	Every	Waterfall	on	the	Route.	
Popular	sites	along	the	corridor	include	Angels	Rest,	Wahkeena	Falls	and	Horsetail	Falls.
(Willame2e	Week)

Economy
·        Sen.	Wyden	supports	proposal	canceling	student	loan	payments	during	coronavirus	pandemic.

(The	World	Link)
·        President	Trump	says	he’ll	reopen	country	in	weeks,	not	months.		If	the	U.S.	stops	social

distancing	too	soon,	“you	will	have	more	deaths	and	more	dives	in	the	stock	market,”	warned
Lawrence	Gos'n	of	Georgetown	University,	a	lawyer	with	extensive	public	health	exper'se.
(Oregonian,	KOIN,	KTVL,	KTVZ)

Alaska
·        State	mandates	quaran'ne	for	visitors	to	Alaska,	business	closures	(KINY,	KTVA	Facebook	Live

Broadcast	of	Gov	announcement,	Juneau	Empire,	KTVF)	While	many	welcome	the	move
(example	1,	example	2),	there	are	worries	about	the	economic	impacts	(example	3).

·        New	study	suggests	how	long	coronavirus	can	stay	on	surfaces	(KTUU	2)
Idaho

Government	Response
·        Gov.	Li2le	leaves	dining	regula'ons	up	to	local	officials.	(Idaho	News)	Reac'ons	feel	state

government	isn't	doing	enough	to	reduce	the	spread	of	the	virus.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3)

·        Study:	Idaho	is	the	4th	least-aggressive	state	when	it	comes	to	COVID-19.	(Idaho	News)	In
response,	an	individual	posted	a	defini'on	of	mar'al	law,	indica'ng	that	people	should	be
more	afraid	of	that	than	coronavirus.	Replies	do	not	want	to	be	forced	to	remain	at	home,	and
don't	think	that	the	coronavirus	is	that	bad.	(example	1,	example	2)	There	are	other	reac'ons
that	would	like	to	see	more	aggressive	ac'ons	being	taken	in	Idaho	to	reduce	the	spread	of	the
virus.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

New	Cases
·        Idaho	now	up	to	77	confirmed	Coronavirus	cases.	(Idaho	2	News)	This	provides	a	readout	of

cases	by	health	district,	showing	a	drama'c	increase	of	cases	in	the	Blaine	County	area,	for	a
total	of	36.

·        The	first	two	cases	have	been	confirmed	in	Bannock	County.	(Idaho	State	Journal,	Idaho
Statesman	Journal)

School	Closure
·        Idaho	Board	of	Educa'on	orders	schools	closed	statewide.	(Magic	Valley,	KIVI	6)
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News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10
	
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal
opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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Soileau, Kennedy (HCA)
Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 20, 2020 at 7:46 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-Bruce, Shawna, Holman,
Sam (GOV), danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Hi	all,
	
Please	review	the	a/ached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges>ons	by	COB	Monday,	March	23.
Other	materials,	including	a	>p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the
agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.
More	to	come	on	that.
	
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:
	

·         Infographics
·         Digital	ads
·         Partner	toolkit	resources
·         Talking	points
·         TV,	radio,	digital	adver>sing

	
Best,
Kennedy
	
Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communica>ons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

www.hca.wa.gov
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Ryan, Kym (GOV)
Letter from Governor Inslee
To: michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov

	
	
KYM	RYAN
Execu've	Assistant	to	the	Chief	of	Staff	&	Deputy	Chief	of	Staff	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4112	|	Cell:	360.239.1491
www.governor.wa.gov	|	kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Administrator_Gaynor_Sends_Letter_to_Emergency_Managers
March 27, 2020 at 1:31 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the announcement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on COVID-19.  
 

 
 
 
 
March 27, 2020
 
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent
the following letter to emergency managers outlining critical steps to help the nation
respond to COVID-19:
 
Fellow Emergency Managers,
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. I thank you for your tireless efforts
under these unprecedented and very demanding circumstances. 
 
I write to you today as the Administrator of FEMA and a former state and local emergency
manager.  Now more than ever, we must work as a team to deliver locally executed, state-
managed, and federally supported solutions on behalf of the American people.  The best
and the brightest emergency managers, public health officials, private industry partners,
scientists, and medical doctors and nurses are assembling at FEMA Headquarters and in our
regional offices; in your state and local emergency operations centers; and in hospital
operations centers across the country. This is truly a whole-of-nation response.  Rest
assured, the full weight of our Nation is supporting all of us to overcome the pandemic and
I have no doubt that we will be successful in defeating the spread of COVID-19. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov


 
To be successful across the nation – from the smallest town, tribal nation, island, and to the
largest city – we must act decisively and immediately.  Today, many of you are at the center
of the battle, in places like New York, Washington, California, and Louisiana.  Others of
you may only have a few cases.  It is our collective responsibility to do our very best today,
so we can continue to blunt the spread of COVID-19. If you have excess capacity, please
consider using EMAC to offer resources that your peers from around the country may
need. 
 
As the Nation’s lead emergency manager, I want to be completely transparent about our
national response and your responsibility to respond proactively and aggressively.  To that
point, I would like to share seven critical steps that I ask you to immediately consider and
act upon.
 
First, mitigation works.  Ensure you preserve your “force” while maintaining the ability to
respond in a COVID-19 degraded environment without access to the tools typically used in
an emergency or disaster like mutual aid and EMAC.  Ensure that your communities, small
or large embrace mitigation efforts.  Every American has a role to play in defeating
COVID-19, including good hygiene and social distancing. Follow the President’s 15 Days
to Slow the Spread. 
 
Second, integrate all emergency management and public health operations. Identify
and integrate your leading health official into your Emergency Operations Center and
Unified Command Group at every level of government.  You must form a unified
Emergency Management – Public Health Team. Ensure that the entire state political
leadership team understand the emergency management process. All requests to the Federal
government must be formally communicated by the state’s emergency manager to the
FEMA Regional Administrator. This is the same process as natural disasters.
 
Third, collect public, private, and government hospital bed capacity data, if you
haven’t already – total beds, acute care beds, normal occupancy, predicted surge
occupancy.  This data will assist you in crafting requests for high demand, low density
critical resources should the time come that you may need it.  We must use all data
wherever possible to allocate scarce resources, including consideration of population size,
demographics, and vulnerability.
 
Fourth, actively plan to stand-up Alternate Care Sites.  Be creative in identifying
facilities that can support low acuity patients and require a minimal amount of medical
staff, already in short supply.  Consider locations such as convention centers, hotels,
shuttered hospitals, college or university dormitories, or vacant open space in commercial
buildings. Ask your FEMA Regional Administrator to brief you on the US Army Corps of
Engineers “Hotel to Healthcare” initiative.  If you need a plan, here is a link to a plan. 
 
Fifth, maintain situational awareness of ventilators that may be used across your
area.  Check hospitals, acute care sites, outpatient locations, and any other location that
may use these devices, especially those that may be a source for reallocation to an area of
greater need.  Like hospital bed capacity, this data will help you understand what you have
and what you may need, informing your resource management strategy for these high
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demand, low density critical resources should the time come that you may need it. Just as
we are moving resources nationally, you should also be moving resources within your state.
 
Sixth, identify all sources to surge medical professionals. Look for retirees, medical
contract services, nurses, respiratory therapists, medical students, and emergency medical
technicians or local equivalents. You will need them to support the increased hospital surge
and management of patients on ventilators and you should be cataloging and training them
now, as appropriate. 
 
Seventh, manage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) carefully.  We have stood-up
the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force within FEMA with the purpose of increasing the
flow of critical medical supplies such as N95 masks, surgical masks, and ventilators.  We
are using four guiding principles: 1) preserve what we have; 2) locate medical stockpile
around the globe; 3) distribute them to locations most in need; and 4) build capacity in
America through partners with industry.  While some of these strategies will yield near-
term benefits, it must be your highest priority to carefully manage what you have available
to you now.
 
To help you with this, the CDC produced a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Burn Rate
Calculator. This spreadsheet-based model provides information for healthcare facilities to
plan and optimize the use of PPE for response to COVID-19. Similarly, non-healthcare
facilities (e.g., correctional facilities) may find this tool useful for planning and optimizing
PPE use as part of the response to COVID-19. This tool can also be used for planning PPE
use outside the context of COVID-19, where PPE shortages may also occur due to supply
chain issues related to the COVID-19 response (e.g. manufacturing facilities).
 
FEMA will reimburse all eligible expenses for emergency protective measures under the
Stafford Act; however, do not wait for the PPE from the Federal government to show-up.
Take aggressive action now to source your own.  Because of the actions the Administration
and federal government is taking, you will begin to see PPE supplies come online in the
weeks ahead as the commercial distribution chain adapts as well as the quantities of
shipments from the Strategic National Stockpile continue to move.  Continue to be
resourceful, ask the building trades to donate PPE or that they allow you access to their
supplier; and, ask dental and outpatient offices that are closed to donate PPE to local
hospitals and care critical care sites.  And finally, I ask you to review and utilize the
guidance the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force released regarding guidance for PPE.
 
Lastly, some external communication resources that may be helpful:

Best Practices: This page provides a platform for sharing best practices and lessons
learned by the government, private sector, academic institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations to support the whole of community response.
Rumor Control: This page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to COVID-19.
How to Help: This page provides guidance on how to donate critical resources &
supplies; how to do business with FEMA; and, how to volunteer.
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These are unprecedented times and many lives are potentially at stake.  We are doing things
many of us have never imagined, especially at this scale.  As professional emergency
mangers, we are built for this – this is what we do best; coordinate, problem-solve, and act. 
I ask all of you to lead, innovate, and be resourceful. This is a whole of nation response and
I need every emergency manager to be an active participant.
 
We are emergency managers and America needs us at our best.
 
Respectfully,
 
 
Pete Gaynor
Administrator
 

# # #
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 1, 2020
April 01, 2020 at 10:39 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning,
	
The	na/onal	social	media	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday	evening’s	na/onal	social	listening	report
are	a:ached	for	greater	context.	Please	send	us	an	e-mail	to	flag	any	hot	topics	for	inclusion,	topics	to	focus
on,	or	e-mail	addi/ons	for	our	distribu/on	list.
	
Thank	you.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 1, 2020

SUMMARY
Washington	may	not	get	all	the	ven/lators	it	requested	from	the	federal	government’s	na/onal
stockpile	of	medical	supplies,	Gov.	Jay	Inslee’s	chief	of	staff	said	Tuesday.
As	many	as	140	Na/onal	Guard	members	could	be	deployed	soon	to	help	area	food	banks	pack
and	distribute	food	in	Washington.
Alaska’s	governor	addresses	the	unfolding	‘economic	disaster'	in	the	state,	announcing	new
steps	to	stabilize	the	economy	with	more	to	come.

·        A	spike	in	the	number	of	healthcare	workers	and	first	responders	tes/ng	posi/ve	highlights
Oregon's	struggle	to	supply	PPE.

·        Idaho	had	a	6.6	earthquake	yesterday	evening	followed	by	several	smaller	aTershocks.	There	are
no	reports	of	injury	or	damage.

Public	Sen+ment
·        Across	the	region,	some	feel	that	media	repor/ng	of	the	pandemic	is	blowing	the	situa/on	out

of	propor/on.
·        Many	comments	con/nue	to	point	out	that	reports	of	data	may	not	tell	the	full	picture	due	to

limited	tes/ng.
·        Washingtonians	are	angry	with	a	delay	from	the	Washington	State	Department	of	Health	in

pos/ng	COVID-19	data.
·        Washingtonians	are	grateful	for	the	Na/onal	Guard	members	who	will	be	deployed	soon	to

help	area	food	banks	pack	and	distribute	food	and	for	the	new	CenturyLink	field	hospital	for
non-COVID	pa/ents.

·        Support	grows	in	Alaska	for	increased	and	enforceable	travel	restric/ons	out	of	concern	for
vulnerable,	remote	villages.

·        Oregonians	are	frustrated	over	government	handling	of	the	PPE	supply,	scarcity	and	equity	in
tes/ng.

Washington
PPE
·        Washington	may	not	get	all	the	ven/lators	it	requested	from	the	federal	government	to	fight	the

coronavirus	(Sea:le	Times)

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/washington-may-get-only-a-fraction-of-the-ventilators-it-requested-from-the-federal-government-to-fight-the-coronavirus/


o   On	the	Sea:le	Times	Facebook	post,	many	comments	are	poli/cal	in	nature	and	cri/cal	of
the	President	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4).	Someone	says	that	Governor
Inslee	should	call	the	Pentagon	directly	to	work	out	logis/cs	of	where	to	send	ven/lators
(example	5),	and	another	says	that	Sea:le's	tech	industry	should	be	leading	the	charge	to
make	the	necessary	PPE	and	equipment	that	the	city	needs	(example	6).

Data
·        Statement	on	Delay	in	COVID-19	Data	Pos/ng	(Washington	State	Department	of	Health).

o   On	Washington	State	Department	of	Health's	Facebook	post,	while	one	comment	is	glad	to
finally	have	an	explana/on	for	the	delay	(example	1),	the	majority	of	comments	are
frustrated	and	call	this	unacceptable	(example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,
example	6).	One	person	says	the	state	and	federal	government	are	ill-prepared	for	this
na/onal	emergency	and	200,000	lives	might	be	lost	because	of	it	(example	7).

Alterna/ve	Care	Site
·        CenturyLink	Field	gets	ready	to	host	new	field	hospital	amid	COVID-19	crisis	(KOMO,	Q13)

o   On	the	KOMO	News	Facebook	post,	many	express	gra/tude	over	the	field	hospital	(example
1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4).	One	person	says	they	s/ll	have	hope	but	that	this
field	hospital	should	have	been	set	up	weeks	ago	(example	5).

·        Astria	Hospital	in	Yakima	to	reopen,	WA	state	taking	possession	(KIMA)
Fatali/es
·        COVID-19	death	toll	may	be	higher	than	first	projected,	UW	researchers	warn	(KOMO)

o   Comments	on	KOMO's	Facebook	post	are	cri/cal	of	the	outlet	for	spreading	panic	and
profi/ng	off	of	fear	in	this	/me	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,
example	6),	and	one	person	says	it's	hard	to	know	what	to	believe	with	so	much	conflic/ng
news	on	this	(example	7)

Business/Economic	Impact
·        QFC	and	Fred	Meyer	will	pay	all	its	grocery	workers,	including	supply	chain,	manufacturing,

pharmacy	and	call	center	associates,	a	"hero	bonus"	for	working	on	the	frontlines	of	the	crisis.
(KOMO)
o   In	the	comments	on	KOMO	News'	Facebook	post,	most	agree	that	grocery	store	workers

deserve	this	bonus	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4).	Others	point	out	that	a
$2	"bonus"	is	not	nearly	enough	with	one	person	even	calling	it	"insul/ng"	(example	5,
example	6,	example	7,	example	8,	example	9,	example	10).	

·        Spokane-area	banks	offering	unemployed	workers	mortgage,	loan	payment	deferments
(Spokesman-Review)

·        Gov.	Jay	Inslee	and	Charlie	Clark,	director	of	the	Washington	State	Department	of	Financial
Ins/tu/ons	(DFI)	announced	the	state	is	taking	steps	to	assist	distressed	Washington
homeowners	who	are	unable	to	make	their	mortgage	payments	due	to	COVID-19	restric/ons.
(NBC	Right	Now)

Community	Impact
·        Sea:le	residents	stranded	at	sea	on	cruise	ships	during	coronavirus	crisis	(KING	5)
·        Sea:le	police	chief,	former	KING	5	journalist	urge	hate	crime	vic/ms	to	call	911	(KING	5)
·        With	COVID-19	on	our	minds,	Sea:le	firefighters	have	created	a	/ktok	video	for	a

#fla:enthecurvechallege.	(@Sea:leFire)
Rumor	Control
·        Washington	Na/onal	Guard	called	up	to	help	with	COVID-19	response.	(KOMO)

o   Governor	Jay	Inslee:	“This	week,	@WANa/onalGuard	will	provide	important	help	to	our
communi/es	to	ensure	our	cri/cal	food	banks	remain	stocked	and	opera/onal.	They’re
filling	an	important	need	and	I	ask	that	you	welcome	them	in	your	communi/es	as	they
process,	package	and	distribute	meals.”	(@GovInslee)

o   Some	responses	to	@GovInslee's	Tweet	applaud	this,	even	asking	how	they	can	support	the
Na/onal	Guard	soldiers	(example	1).	However,	some	call	this	move	"tyranny"	and	equate	it
to	1930s	Germany	(example	2,	example	3,	example	4).	Some	commenters	are	frustrated	by
the	conspiracy	theorists,	saying	there	is	a	large	difference	between	trying	to	prevent	the
spread	of	a	deadly	virus	and	commitng	genocide	(example	5).	A	few	comments	center
around	prisons	with	one	person	wondering	if	the	Na/onal	Guard	will	be	emptying	prisons
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and	deten/on	centers	(example	6),	and	another	telling	the	governor	to	stop	letng	King
County	release	prisoners	with	violent	crimes	and	saying	the	governor	should	instead	send
na/onal	guard	to	the	prison	to	help	and	send	medicine	to	their	medical	facility	(example	7).

o   On	the	KOMO	Facebook	post,	some	commenters	try	to	control	rumors,	saying	this	is	not
mar/al	law	(example	1,	example	2)	and	trying	to	encourage	people	to	actually	read	the
ar/cle	and	to	be	thankful	for	the	Na/onal	Guard's	help		(example	3,	example	4,	example	5).

Oregon
PPE
·        Oregon	awaits	shipment	of	PPE	from	FEMA	for	delivery	to	local	front-line	workers	(KQEN,	Daily

Emerald,	KDRV)
·        Oregon	mortuary	workers	are	bracing	for	possible	PPE	shortages.	(KOIN)
·        'The	push	for	PPE	should	have	been	three	weeks	ago':	Health	care	workers	now	tes/ng	posi/ve

for	COVID-19	(FOX	12)	Some	react	to	this	news	with	confusion	as	to	why	the	PPE	is	running	out
before	the	pandemic	has	even	'hit	that	hard'	in	Oregon.	People	are	frustrated	over	the	situa/on,
with	many	blaming	the	governor.

·        Gov.	Kate	Brown	is	pos/ng	about	PPE	dona/ons	and	deliveries,	but	the	public	reac/ons	are
cri/cal	of	high	concern	issues	such	as	the	stay	at	home	order,	tes/ng,	and	school	closures.
(example1,	example2)

Federal	Response
·        The	Oregon	disaster	declara/on	for	COVID-19	is	s/ll	receiving	some	media	a:en/on.	(Gales

Creek	Journal,	The	Register	Guard)
Fla:en	the	Curve
·        Gov.	Kate	Brown	tests	nega/ve	for	COVID-19	(The	Oregonian,	KOIN,	KPTV12,	OPB),	with	public

comments	complaining	about	lack	of	tes/ng.	(example1,	example2)
·        COVID-19	projec/ons	improve	for	Oregon,	not	for	Washington.	(KOIN)

Educa/on
·        Oregon	schools	are	likely	closed	for	the	remaining	academic	year,	with	a	shiT	to	distance

learning.	(OPB,	KATU2,	KGW8)	People	responded	with	sadness	for	the	students	(example	1),
concern	over	equal	access	to	educa/on	(example	2,	example	3)	and	some	frustra/on	with	the
cancella/on	decision	(example	3).

New	Cases
·        Two	addi/onal	COVID-19	deaths,	84	more	diagnosed	cases	reported	in	Oregon.	(KGW8,	KPTV12,

KATU2,	KOIN)
·        Firefighters	in	Portland,	Gresham,	Nehalem	test	posi/ve	for	COVID-19.	(KATU2,	@GFD1062)
·        Pink	eye	now	linked	as	possible	symptom	of	coronavirus.	(KATU2,	KMTR16)
·        31	Portland-area	health	care	workers	test	posi/ve	for	coronavirus.	(KGW)

Humanity
·        OHSU	doctor	dancing	in	hospital	corridors	earns	social-media	fame,	respect	of	Janet	Jackson

(The	Oregonian)

Idaho
New	Cases
·        Ada,	Blaine	near	200	coronavirus	cases	each	as	Idaho’s	total	climbs	to	524,	with	9	deaths	(Idaho

Statesman)
·        Idaho's	coronavirus	cases	have	quadrupled	in	less	than	one	week;	Trump	warns	of	'rough	two-

week	period'	(Idaho	State	Journal)	Calls	for	more	tes/ng	from	the	public	con/nue.	(example)
·        Caldwell	family	of	7	recovering	from	coronavirus:	'I	would	not	wish	it	on	anybody'	(KTVB)	As	one

member	tested	posi/ve,	the	family	was	told	to	assume	that	everyone	got	it.	In	response,
comments	point	out	that	this	counts	as	only	one	posi/ve	case	in	the	official	tally.

What	do	the	numbers	mean?
·        Viewer	ques/on:	Why	don't	we	report	on	the	number	of	Idahoans	who	have	recovered	from

coronavirus?	(KTVB)	In	the	video	segment,	the	reporter	answers	that	we	can't	know	how	many
people	have	recovered	if	we	aren't	tes/ng	to	know	how	many	people	have	had	coronavirus.
Public	reac/on	is	cri/cal	of	the	repor/ng	quality.	(example	1,	example	2)
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Earthquake
·        Earthquake	shakes	Boise	with	6.5	magnitude	that	could	be	Idaho’s	second-strongest	ever	(Idaho

Statesman,	Idaho	Press)
Alaska

New	Cases
·        New	coronavirus	cases	push	statewide	number	up	to	133,	with	two	more	hospitalized	(KTUU)	In

reac/on,	people	con/nue	to	ask	for	more	context	such	as	number	of	recovered	(example	1,
example	2)	and	how	many	have	been	tested.	Many	are	frustrated	that	people	are	not	taking	the
threat	seriously,	and	call	for	more	movement	restric/ons	(example	3,	example	4,	example	5).
o   In	her	video	update,	Chief	Medical	Officer	Dr.	Anne	Zink	men/oned	working	with	FEMA	to

get	addi/onal	tes/ng	in	Alaska,	and	congratulated	Alaskans	for	reducing	movement	by
45%.

·        BP	confirms	posi/ve	COVID-19	case	in	Prudhoe	Bay.	(KTVA)	In	response,	BP	is	planning	to
eliminate	all	non-essen/al	ac/vity	on	the	North	Slope,	Alaska's	massive	northern	oil	field.	The
person	returned	to	Alaska	before	the	governor's	mandate	limi/ng	travel	within	the	state,	but
traveled	to	the	North	Slope	aTer	the	mandate	was	released	(KSRM).
o   People	responded	with	anger	toward	the	individual	and	oil	company	for	defying	the

mandate	and	the	government	for	failing	to	enforce	it	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3),
with	some	calls	to	'start	shutng	things	down	for	real.'	

Economy
·        Governor	Dunleavey	focused	his	daily	COVID-19	briefing	on	the	'economic	disaster'	caused	by

the	pandemic.	He	announced	new	regulatory	suspensions	(on	various	license	renewals	and	fees)
as	'just	the	beginning'	of	a	plan	to	stabilize	the	economy.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	In	response,
many	people	thanked	the	governor	for	figh/ng	Alaska's	legislature	for	s/mulus	in	the	form	of
more	Permanent	Fund	Dividend	payments,	and	urged	him	to	con/nue.

Stop	the	Spread
·        Alaska's	Remote	Villages	Are	Cutng	Themselves	Off	to	Avoid	Even	'One	Single	Case'	of

Coronavirus	(TIME)	People	are	praising	the	move.	(example	1,	example	2)
Enforcement
·        Lying	about	having	novel	coronavirus	could	lead	to	5	years	in	jail	and	a	$50,000	fine	(KTVF)	The

warning	from	state	troopers	came	aTer	an	incident	on	Friday	with	a	drunk	driver	claiming	to
have	COVID-19.
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Social Listening Reports April 18, 2020
April 18, 2020 at 6:53 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	Morning.
	
We	are	on	break	from	our	repor4ng	schedule	this	weekend	of	social	listening	in	the	region,	and	will	be	back	at
it	star4ng	Monday	morning.	A>ached	is	today’s	na4onal	hot	issues	and	na4onal	social	listening	reports.
	
Below,	you	will	find	the	sec4on	from	the	na4onal	listening	report	on	observa4ons	for	Alaska,	Idaho,	Oregon,
and	Washington.
	

Region	10
Alaska
·       In	a	record	surge,	data	shows	that	the	state	of	Alaska	received	more	than	32,000	unemployment

claims	in	the	month	of	March.
·       Residents	in	Anchorage	protested	about	a	homeless	camp,	which	is	raising	health	concerns

among	them.
·       An	Anchorage	school	district	is	comple4ng	many	improvements	while	students	aren’t	there,

which	they	would	have	otherwise	had	to	delay.
Idaho
·       Individuals	protested	the	extension	of	COVID-19	related	closures	outside	a	county	courthouse.	

Oregon
·       The	governor	issued	an	order	to	prevent	debt	collectors	from	going	aQer	residents’	s4mulus

checks.
·       Yesterday	aQernoon,	dozens	of	people	protested	the	state’s	stay-at-home	order	by	driving	around

the	state	capitol.
·       A	homeless	community	for	LGBTQ+	individuals	has	opened	in	Portland.	It	includes	hygiene

facili4es	and	plaXorms	for	tents	spaced	ten	feet	apart.
o   Two	addi4onal	campsites	will	open	in	the	next	few	days,	one	will	be	dedicated	to	BIPOC

residents.
Washington
·       The	latest	University	of	Washington	projec4ons	show	it	could	be	safe	for	the	state	to	begin	easing

stay	at	home	orders	the	week	of	May	18th.
·       Hundreds	gathered	at	Columbia	Point	Marina	today	to	protest	the	state’s	ban	on	fishing.
·       In	the	coming	weeks,	the	Sea>le	Department	of	Transporta4on	plans	to	close	about	15	miles	of

streets	across	Sea>le	to	nonessen4al	vehicle	traffic	so	pedestrians	and	bicyclists	can	have	more
space	to	maintain	social	distancing.

·       Sea>le	parks	will	stay	open	this	weekend	with	new	guidelines	to	prevent	spread	of	COVID-19.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_releases_Version_2.0_of_the_Essential_Critical_Infrastr ucture_Worker_Guidance_origina
lly_published_on_March_19,_2020
March 28, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding an update to the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
March 28, 2020
 

CISA Advisory
 
CISA releases Version 2.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance
originally published on March 19, 2020
 
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the
Secretary of Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure.
Consistent with these authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other
federal agencies, State and local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workforce” advisory list. This list is intended to help State,
local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as
economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list should also take
into consideration additional public health considerations based on the specific
COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
 
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal
directive or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the
exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that
should continue during the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions.
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Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories
based on their own requirements and discretion. 
 
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services
that are typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including
staffing operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure,
operating call centers, working construction, and performing operational functions,
among others. It also includes workers who support crucial supply chains and
enable functions for critical infrastructure. The industries they support represent,
but are not limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information
technology systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics,
energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
 
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing
and executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in
their communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials
should use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Similarly, while adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure
owners and operators are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the
prioritization of business processes and workforce allocation to best ensure
continuity of the essential goods and services they support. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety, the health and safety of the workforce, and the
continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure services and functions. While
this advisory list is meant to help public officials and employers identify essential
work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers engaged in activity
determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions because of
health-related concerns.
 
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure
community to update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. You can find the attached guidance as well as other COVID
related information at cisa.gov.

 
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 

# # #

Version 2.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.	Yesterday’s	na2onal	social	listening	report	and	today’s	hot	issues	social	listening	report	are
a8ached	for	greater	context.	Thank	you.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 4, 2020

SUMMARY
·        Governor	Brown	announced	Saturday	morning	that	the	state	will	send	140	ven2lators	to	New	York

to	support	COVID-19	response.
·        Washington	measures	to	stop	elec2ve	surgeries	and	limit	outpa2ent	procedures	have	put	financial

strain	on	hospitals.
Washington	mental	health	officials	plan	to	discharge	or	transfer	as	many	as	60	pa2ents	from	the
state's	largest	psychiatric	hospital	in	order	to	reduce	stress	that	COVID-19	has	placed	on	staff	at	the
850-bed	facility.
Oregon	reports	faulty,	expired	masks	in	SNS	delivery.		In	Washington,	Department	of	Correc2ons
staff	are	being	issued	expired	masks	to	wear	on	a	voluntary	basis.

·        In	Alaska,	airlines	step	in	to	fill	the	gap	leW	by	RavnAir.
·        Fairbanks	arena	is	currently	being	converted	to	an	alterna2ve	care	site.
·        Stories	con2nue	about	some	officials	in	Northern	Idaho	telling	the	public	to	defy	Governor	Li8le’s

order	to	stay-at-home.
Public	Sen+ment

·        People	across	the	region	are	anxious	about	economic	safety	nets	for	small	businesses	and
unemployed	individuals.

·        Mental	health	concerns	con2nue.	People	are	increasingly	affected	by	news	coverage	of	the
pandemic	and	as	the	virus	spreads,	more	of	them	have	personal	connec2ons	to	those	who	become
infected	or	pass	away.

·        There	has	been	an	increase	in	people	sharing	informa2on	on	how	to	create	your	own	masks	at	home.
·        Online	discussion	is	heavily	focused	on	the	federal	government’s	role	in	distribu2ng	PPE	to	states	and

locals.
Washington

Healthcare	Capacity
·        Washington	mental	health	officials	plan	to	discharge	or	transfer	as	many	as	60	pa2ents	from

Western	State	Hospital,	the	state's	largest	psychiatric	hospital,	in	order	to	reduce	some	of	the
stress	that	the	virus	has	placed	on	staff	at	the	850-bed	facility.		Sixteen	of	their	workers	and	six
pa2ents	have	tested	posi2ve	for	COVID-19	and	one	pa2ent	died.	(KIRO	7,	KOMO)

o   Comments	on	KOMO's	Facebook	post	express	annoyance	at	KOMO's	headline	which	implied
that	these	pa2ents	were	all	being	discharged,	rather	than	discharged	or	transferred.
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

o   Comments	on	the	KIRO	7	News	Facebook	post	draw	parallels	between	this	decision	and	the
reported	releases	of	prison	inmates	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4)
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·        Shu8ered	Yakima	hospital	to	reopen;	pandemic	strains	hospital	finances	in	Pullman	and
Wenatchee.	(Northwest	Public	Broadcas2ng)

·        Push	is	on	to	build	more	ven2lators,	find	subs2tute	machines	for	COVID-19.	(KIRO	7)
o   Rep.	Susan	Del	Bene:	I	joined	my	colleagues	in	calling	on	the	administra2on	to	fulfill

Governor	Inslee's	request	for	1,000	ven2lators	and	to	establish	a	na2onal	ven2lator
strategy.	We	must	guarantee	every	region	receives	the	necessary	amount	of	life-saving
equipment.

·        Three	of	Washington's	largest	health	insurers	have	waived	any	out-of-pocket	payments	for
medical	treatments	related	to	COVID-19.	(Sea8le	Times)

PPE
·        Prison	Staff	in	Washington	State	Given	'Expired'	Face	Masks	to	Reduce	Spread	of	Coronavirus—

But	Use	is	Voluntary.	(Newsweek)
·        Washington	state	tribes,	allies	mobilize	to	gather	medical	protec2on	needed	in	coronavirus	fight.

(Sea8le	Times)
·        Sea8le	is	one	of	first	in	na2on	to	receive	powerful	new	mask	decontamina2on	system.	(KATU)

Business	and	Economy
·        SBA's	$349B	Paycheck	Protec2on	Program	rolled	out	Friday.	Some	experts	believe	that	money

will	go	far	too	quickly	to	sa2sfy	the	massive	demand	by	small	businesses	that	need	help.	(Puget
Sound	Business	Journal)

·        Judging	by	the	more	than	12,000	seeking	an	exemp2on	from	Gov.	Jay	Inslee’s	“Stay	Home,	Stay
Healthy”	order	—	and	the	more	than	7,000	complaints	logged	with	the	state	alleging	viola2ons
—	there’s	not	wide	agreement	on	what	businesses	are	"essen2al."	(Evere8	Herald)

·        Shoppers	make	run	on	chicks,	deplete	Spokane	farm	supply	stores.	(Spokesman-Review)
Treatment
·        Coronavirus	vaccine	trials	poised	to	go	worldwide.		The	rush	is	on	around	the	world	to	be	first	to

develop	a	vaccine	to	fight	the	coronavirus.	A	Bothell	man	is	one	of	45	people	taking	part	in	the
first	human	vaccine	trials.	(KIRO	7)

Rumors	and	Misinforma2on
·        Washington	state	nonprofit	files	lawsuit	saying	Fox	News	misled	viewers	about	COVID-19.

(Sea8le	Times)
·        Lebanon	Fire	District	shared	the	FEMA	Rumor	Control	page	to	protect	against	fraud	and	scams.

Oregon
PPE
·        Governor	Brown	announced	Saturday	morning	that	the	state	will	send	140	ven2lators	to	New

York	to	support	COVID-19	response.	(Governor's	Facebook,	Governor's	Twi8er)	Ini2al	reac2ons
have	praised	the	move.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·        Oregon	gets	old,	faulty	masks;	other	states	get	flawed	equipment	from	na2onal	stockpile.	(KATU)
A	spokesman	for	Oregon's	governor	reported	masks	with	faulty	elas2c	and	PPE	past	the
expira2on	date.	In	reac2on	people	debate	whether	this	is	a	serious	concern	or	another	example
of	ingra2tude	and	nega2ve	repor2ng.	(example	1,	example	1,	example	3)

·        Oregon	residents	assemble	nearly	11,000	masks	for	health	care	workers.	(KATU	2)
Fla8ening	the	Curve
·        A	look	inside	the	Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management’s	command	center	in	Salem.

(KPTV12)
·        There	is	growing	op2mism	about	Oregon’s	readiness	for	COVID-19	surge.	(OPB)

Business
·        Laid-off	workers	are	confounded	by	Oregon’s	overwhelmed	jobless	claims	system.	(The

Oregonian)
·        Oregon	small	businesses	may	apply	for	federal	coronavirus	disaster	loans.	(The	Bulle2n)
·        Where	unemployment	is	hirng	Oregon	the	hardest.	(Portland	Business	Journal)
·        Oregon	hotel	owner	receives	$10k	to	keep	doors	open	amid	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KATU2)

New	Cases
·        13	people	have	recovered	from	coronavirus	at	Oregon	veterans'	home.	(KGW8,	KATU2)	People

are	celebra2ng	and	grateful	to	receive	some	good	news.
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·        Pe22oners	call	for	release	of	some	prisoners	amid	COVID-19.

Idaho
·        Idaho	considers	closing	schools	for	rest	of	the	academic	year.	Decision	will	come	Monday.
·        Northwest	Nazarene	University	makes	face	masks	for	hospitals	using	3D	printer.
·        North	Idaho	state	Representa2ve,	pastor,	sheriff	push	back	against	Li8le’s	stay-at-home	order.

(The	Spokesman-Review,	KTVB)
The	majority	of	reac2ons	con2nue	to	strongly	cri2cize	the	leaders	for	purng	their	personal
freedoms	ahead	of	people's	lives,	with	some	calling	for	the	Representa2ve	to	be	held	legally
responsible	for	any	cons2tuent	deaths	caused	by	COVID-19.	(example	1,	example	2,	example
3)	A	small	minority	of	people	agree	with	the	North	Idaho	leaders.	(example	4)

Alaska
Response
·        Alaskan	interior’s	unified	incident	command	prepares	Fairbanks	arena	as	alternate	care	site	in

case	of	pa2ent	surge.	(KTVF,	Daily	News-Miner)
·        Gov.	Dunleavy	issued	a	new	heath	alert	asking	residents	to	wear	masks	in	public	serngs.	(KTVF)

In	response,	residents	are	concerned	that	people	are	not	staying	home.	(example	1,	example	2)
People	con2nue	to	praise	the	governor	and	Chief	Medical	Officer	Zink	for	their	leadership	during
the	pandemic.	(example	3,	example	4)

Economy
·        Airlines	step	in	to	fill	the	gap	leW	by	RavnAir—and	they	need	workers.	(KYUK)	People	thanked

and	celebrated	the	airlines.
·        Faced	with	a	76%	increase	in	unemployment	applica2ons	in	a	week's	2me,	Alaska	expands	Small

Business	Administra2on	paycheck	protec2on	program.	More	economic	stability	measures	to
come	next	week.	(KTVA,	KTUU)	Residents	con2nue	to	blame	state	legislature	for	insufficient
economic	support	and	remain	stressed	over	challenges	accessing	unemployment.

Tribal
·        Tlingit	&	Haida	Launches	Tribal	Emergency	Opera2ons	Center.
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 22, 2020 at 7:59 PM EDT
To: Soileau, Kennedy (HCA), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-Bruce,
Shawna, Holman, Sam (GOV), danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

I’ll	leave	the	directory	to	you	all	who	know	the	orgs	be7er	than	I.	My	suggested	tweaks	on	the	other
two	docs	are	a7ached.	This	is	really	great	work	–	thank	you	so	much!
	

From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:47	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	dra`s
Importance:	High
	
Hi	all,
	
Please	review	the	a7ached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/suggesbons	by	COB	Monday,	March	23.
Other	materials,	including	a	bp	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the
agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.
More	to	come	on	that.
	
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:
	

·         Infographics
·         Digital	ads
·         Partner	toolkit	resources
·         Talking	points
·         TV,	radio,	digital	adverbsing

	
Best,
Kennedy
	

Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communicabons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

www.hca.wa.gov
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FEMA-R10-JIC
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report March 24, 2020 PM
March 24, 2020 at 8:29 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Please	find	the	na,onal	social	listening	report	a3ached	for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 24, 2020 PM
SUMMARY

·        Sheriffs’	offices,	police	departments,	and	State	Departments	of	Commerce	in	both	Washington
and	Oregon	work	to	dispel	rumors	stemming	from	their	states’	new	Stay-at-Home	orders.

·        Personal	protec,ve	equipment	shortages	in	Oregon	are	covered	by	various	media	outlets,	and
Oregon	Emergency	Management	has	set	up	a	website	for	dona,ons	of	services	and	supplies.

·        Idaho	Board	of	Educa,on	orders	schools	closed	statewide.	
·        In-person	vo,ng	in	the	democra,c	primaries	today	in	Alaska	has	been	cancelled,	replaced	with

mostly	drop	boxes	and	mail-in	ballots	with	a	new	extended	April	10th	deadline.
·        Businesses	con,nue	to	be	impacted	and	unemployment	websites	are	crashing	as	the	number	of

claims	in	the	U.S.	skyrocket.
Public	Sen+ment

·        People	con,nue	to	be	confused	by	the	nuances	around	Stay-at-Home	mandates	in	Washington
and	Oregon	and	how	they	will	be	enforced.

·        Idaho	sees	its	largest	one-day	increase	in	coronavirus	cases	up	to	77	total	confirmed	cases,	and
many	con,nue	to	be	cri,cal	of	the	Governor’s	response.

Washington
Rumor	Control
·        Grant	County	Sheriff's	Office:	"Law	enforcement	is	not	being	asked	to	detain,	arrest,	,cket	or

establish	checkpoints	for	compliance.	Rumors	of	strict	law	enforcement	or	'mar,al	law'	are
simply	not	true."
o  Comments	on	the	Grant	County	Sheriff's	Office	Facebook	post	are	overwhelmingly	grateful

for	this	informa,on	and	clarifica,on.
o  One	comment	asked	about	Governor	Inslee's	Stay-at-Home	order	and	requests	a	full	list	of

which	businesses	are	essen,al	or	non-essen,al.	To	this,	the	Sheriff's	Office	replied	that	it
would	have	to	come	from	the	Governor's	Office	and	"we	have	not	yet	seen	such	a
document."

·        Ferndale	Police	respond	to	stay-at-home	order.	In	a	Facebook	post	Tuesday,	the	PD	said	they
are	not	being	asked	to	detain,	arrest,	or	,cket	those	who	don’t	comply	with	Inslee’s	stay-at-
home	order,	and	rumors	of	mar,al	law	are	not	true.	(KGMI)

·        Washington	State	Department	of	Commerce:		Let's	smash	this	myth:	There	is	NOT	a	pass	or
le3er	required	for	"essen,al"	workers	to	prove	it's	okay	to	go	to	work	right	now.	(West	Sea3le
Blog)

Tes,ng
·        Spokane's	drive-thru	tes,ng	site	relaxes	requirements,	but	pa,ents	s,ll	need	to	have

symptoms.	Pa,ents	allowed	to	self-refer	to	the	site	now	should	have	a	fever	and	at	least	one

mailto:fema-r10-jic@fema.dhs.gov
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of	the	other	two	major	symptoms:	dry	cough	or	difficulty	breathing.	They	should	also	fall	into	a
high-risk	category.	(Inlander,	Tulalip	News,	Snohomish	Health	District)

Stay-At-Home	Order
·        This	is	how	Washington’s	stay-at-home	order	addresses	people	experiencing	homelessness	

(Sea3le	Times)
Medicine
·        States	say	doctors	are	stockpiling	trial	coronavirus	drugs	—	for	themselves.		Doctors	are

hoarding	medica,ons	touted	as	possible	coronavirus	treatments	by	wri,ng	prescrip,ons	for
themselves	and	family	members,	according	to	pharmacy	boards	in	states	across	the	country.
(Sea3le	Times)

·        Blood	dona,ons	drop	due	to	school	closures	of	colleges	and	high	schools	due	to	the
coronavirus.		Bloodworks	Northwest	requires	1,000	dona,ons	a	day	to	maintain	a	stable	blood
supply.	(Issaquah	Reporter)

New	Cases	and	Fatali,es
·        Clark	County	reports	3	new	cases	of	coronavirus.	The	three	were	all	people	in	their	40s	--	two

women	recovering	at	home	and	a	man	who	has	been	hospitalized.	(Oregonian)
·        COVID-19	leads	to	death	of	Wenatchee	care	facility	resident.		The	death	is	the	second

coronavirus-related	fatality	in	the	Wenatchee	Valley,	which	so	far	has	seen	a	total	of	nine
posi,ve	cases	of	COVID-19.	(NCW	Life)

Business
·        Skagit	County's	two	flour	mills	have	increased	produc,on	to	ensure	there	is	enough	to	feed	the

community.	The	mills	have	been	selling	directly	to	customers.	(Go	Skagit)
·        Domino's	Pizza	is	looking	to	hire	about	1,000	new	employees	in	the	Sea3le	area	to	meet

increased	demand.	(The	News	Tribune)
·        WA	dis,lleries	convert	opera,ons,	begin	producing	hand	sani,zer	(KATU)
·        Dry	Fly	Dis,lling	is	making	and	distribu,ng	a	hand	sani,zer	–	“Spokani,zer”	–	to	the

community.	(The	Spokesman-Review)
Closures
·        Mount	Rainier	Na,onal	Park	closed	to	the	public	to	help	slow	spread	of	coronavirus.	(News

Tribune)
·        Bainbridge	parks	no	longer	allowing	vehicle	access.	(Bainbridge	Island	Review)

Shortages
·        Bullets	are	joining	toilet	paper,	hand	sani,zer,	and	rice	as	another	item	in	short	supply	on	store

shelves	because	of	the	COVID-19	outbreak.	(Tri	-City	Herald)
Oregon

PPE
·        Oregon	health	centers	receiving	nearly	$1.9	M	from	HHS	(KATU2).
·        Personal	protec,ve	equipment	(PPE)	shortages	are	being	covered	by	various	media	outlets.

(Portland	Business	Journal,	OPB,	Portland	Mercury)
·        A	fabric	chain	in	Oregon	shares	resources	to	help	with	face	mask	shortage.	(FOX	12)
·        Oregon	Emergency	Management	has	set	up	a	website	for	dona,ons	of	services	or	supplies.

(OEM,	City	of	Tuala,n)
·        Drop	sites	to	donate	PPE	have	been	set	up	Bend	High	and	La	Pine	High	with	more	sites

expected	to	open	next	week.	(The	Source	Weekly)
Rumor	Control
·        Malheur	County	Sheriff's	Office:	"The	following	should	address	any	of	the	rumors	that	are

going	around	about	the	State	and	local	response	to	the	COVID-19	outbreak.	Based	on	the
Governor's	press	release,	she	is	only	asking	'Stay	Home,	Save	Lives.'	She	will	NOT	call	this	a
'Shelter	in	Place'	order."
o  Comments	on	the	Malheur	County	Sheriff's	Office	Facebook	post	are	overwhelmingly

apprecia,ve	of	this	clarifica,on.	One	person	calls	the	Governor's	mandate	“moot"	given
that	the	county	has	several	state	border	crossings	and	Idaho’s	response	is	not	as	strict.
(example)

Business
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·        Businesses	and	residents	are	s,ll	trying	to	understand	what	the	Stay-at-Home	order	from	Gov.
Brown	means	(Statesman	Journal,	The	Oregonian,	NYT,	KOIN),	par,cularly	in	rural	parts	of	the
state	(KGW8,	The	Oregonian).

·        Portland	Mayor	Ted	Wheeler	held	a	press	conference	with	the	latest	informa,on	on	the	city’s
coronavirus	response.	On	the	KATU	News	livestream	on	Facebook,	reac,ons	were	mixed	about
the	response	and	the	state’s	Stay-at-Home	mandate	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example
4,	example	5).

·        Coronavirus	in	Oregon:	Independent	contractors	barred	from	working	have	few	op,ons	for
financial	relief	(Oregonian)

·        Unemployment	websites	are	crashing	as	the	number	of	claims	in	the	U.S.	skyrocket	because	of
the	coronavirus	outbreak.	The	high	volume	of	traffic	has	caused	interrup,ons	in	service	in
several	states	including	Oregon.	(Newsweek)

·        Companies	seek	thousands	of	new	employees	amid	the	coronavirus	pandemic	(My	Central
Oregon)

·        Lane	Transit	District	buses	remain	in	service	despite	new	execu,ve	order	(KEZI)
·        Local	dis,lleries	pivot	to	making	hand	sani,zer	during	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KDRV)

	New	Cases	and	Fatali,es
·        Three	more	COVID-19	related	deaths,	total	cases	at	209.	(KATU2,	KDRV	12,	KPTV12,	KGW8)

Alaska
New	Cases
·        Alaska's	total	number	of	posi,ve	COVID-19	cases	is	now	at	39	arer	Ketchikan	announced	two

new	cases	Tuesday.	The	Kenai	Peninsula	Borough	had	announced	one	new	case	in	Sterling	on
Monday	night.	(Homer	News)

Tes,ng	and	Health	Services
·        Capstone	Clinic	off	Seward	Meridian	recently	opened	a	special	COVID-19	tes,ng	unit	in	their

parking	lot	for	Mat-Su	Valley	residents.	It’s	open	seven	days	a	week	offering	drive-through
tes,ng	for	coronavirus.		(Mat-Su	Valley	Fron,ersman)

·        Legislature	expands	Alaskans'	access	to	mental	health	services.	(KINY)
Schools
·        ‘There’s	sunshine	again’:	Thousands	of	meals	delivered	daily	to	Anchorage	students	as

coronavirus	closes	classrooms.	An	ASD	bus	filled	with	hundreds	of	bagged	meals,	dozens	of
milk	cartons,	a	school	nurse	and	two	cafeteria	employees	is	making	food	deliveries	in
Anchorage.	(Alaska	Public	Media)

·        ASD	confirms	Chugiak	High	staffer	tested	posi,ve	for	COVID-19.		Staff	members	at	two
Anchorage	high	schools	were	sent	home	Monday	morning	arer	an	employee	at	one	of	them
tested	posi,ve	for	coronavirus,	ASD	officials	said.	(KTUU)

·        Pack	up	and	go:	Boarding	school	seniors	finish	amidst	uncertainty.	(The	Arc,c	Sounder)
Business	
·        Red	Dog	Mine	restricts	worker	travel	to	keep	COVID-19	out	of	mine	site	and	nearby	villages.

(Anchorage	Daily	News)
Social	Distancing
·        Alaska	Health	and	Social	Services:	Alaska	kids	can	s,ll	get	out	and	play	during	social	distancing,

but	they	should	avoid	indoor	play	dates.	Communi,es	across	Alaska	are	now	recommending
hunker-down	and	shelter-in-place	guidelines.	(Play	Every	Day	Blog)

·        Bethel	City	Council		can't	restrict	travel	or	issue	Stay-at-Home	mandate	because	it's	a	second
class	city	(KYUK)

Closures	and	Postponements
In-person	vo,ng	in	the	democra,c	primaries	today	has	been	cancelled,	replaced	with	mostly
drop	boxes	and	mail-in	ballots	with	a	new	extended	April	10th	deadline.	(CNN)	The	Anchorage
Ombudsman	announced	that	5	out	of	6	accessible	vo,ng	centers	will	not	open	today.

·        The	Trump	Administra,on	has	postponed	the	REAL	ID	deadline,	but	not	yet	announced	a	new
date.	The	previous	deadline	for	Alaskans	to	get	a	Real	ID	was	Oct.	1,	other	iden,fica,on	cards
can	be	used	before	and	arer	that	date	to	fly	including	passports,	military	IDs	and	tribal	IDs.
(KTUU)
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Idaho
Government	Response

Op-Ed:	Idaho	Gov.	Brad	Li3le	is	blowing	it	with	his	response	to	our	coronavirus	outbreak	(Idaho
Statesman).

o   Comments	on	the	Idaho	Statesman's	Facebook	post	are	divided	with	some	feeling	that	the
Governor	is	being	ra,onal	and	reac,ng	propor,onally	given	Iowa's	rela,vely	low	case
numbers	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4)	and	others	argue	this	is	an
opportunity	to	fla3en	the	curve	and	take	more	proac,ve	measures	(example	5,	example	6,
example	7,	example	8,	example	9,	example	10).

Despite	big	jump,	Li3le	resists	calls	for	stricter	measures.	Idaho	sees	its	largest	one-day	increase
in	coronavirus	cases.	(The	Lewiston	Tribune)

o    Comments	are	skep,cal	of	social	distancing	(example	1)	with	one	person	saying	that	people
who	want	to	stay	home	can	do	so,	but	he	can't	afford	not	to	work	when	things	aren't	"that
bad"	in	Idaho	(example	2).

New	Cases
Idaho	now	up	to	77	confirmed	Coronavirus	cases.	(Idaho	News)
First	cases	of	novel	coronavirus	reported	in	Jefferson	County	(East	Idaho	News)

Schools
Idaho	Board	of	Educa,on	orders	schools	closed	statewide.		Un,l	Monday	evening,	Idaho	was
one	of	just	a	few	states	s,ll	leaving	the	decision	of	school	closures	up	to	local	officials.	(Coeur
d'Alene	Press)

Dona,ons
The	Salva,on	Army	Kroc	Center	in	Coeur	d’Alene	has	created	a	drop-off	and	distribu,on	center
to	collect	community	dona,ons	to	support	local	law	enforcement	agencies,	as	well	as	fire	and
emergency	medical	services.	(Coeur	d'Alene	Press)
Saint	Alphonsus	hospital	workers	help	with	cri,cally-low	blood	shortage.	(KIVI)

Business
Silver	Valley	businesses	embrace	alterna,ve	methods.	(Shoshone	News	Press)

Housing
Apartment	landlords	have	a	plan	that	could	help	renters	affected	by	COVID-19	pandemic.	(KIDK
3)
Another	Possible	Vic,m	Of	COVID-19:	Renters	Facing	Evic,on.	Housing	experts	say	that,	come
April	1,	they're	expec,ng	a	rising	,de	of	renters	facing	possible	evic,on.	(Boise	State	Public
Radio)
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O'Hare, Michael
Re: Letter from Governor Inslee
March 14, 2020 at 3:23 PM EDT
To: Ryan, Kym (GOV)

Thank you Kim.
Received.

Best,

Mike O’Hare

Michael F. O’Hare
Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA Region X
Regional Administrator
130 – 228th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 98021
Office - 425-487-4604
Email - Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Michael O’Hare at least five working days in advance at 425-487-4604 or email at
Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov.

From:	Ryan,	Kym	(GOV)	<Kym.Ryan@GOV.WA.GOV>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	11:36:23	AM
To:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LeNer	from	Governor	Inslee
 
	
	
KYM	RYAN
ExecuRve	Assistant	to	the	Chief	of	Staff	&	Deputy	Chief	of	Staff	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4112	|	Cell:	360.239.1491
www.governor.wa.gov	|	kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_24
April 24, 2020 at 2:15 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 24, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 22, HHS launched Telehealth.hhs.gov. The site is a central source of
information on telehealth resources and tools for patients and providers. 

In his blog post “Health Providers: Join the Telehealth Revolution,” the
Surgeon General of the United States, Vice Admiral Jerome M. Adams M.D.,
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M.P.H., outlines the benefits of using telemedicine tools.
Working from the safety of home, these tools allow clinicians to perform
virtual visits, refill and adjust essential medications, and modify treatments that
will preserve and improve conditions that if left untreated, put patients at risk.

As of April 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 105 million
surgical masks, 6.7 million face shields, 14.9 million surgical gowns, 747 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.9 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: Notification of a Major Disaster Declaration for the State of Washington (FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
April 23, 2020 at 8:50 PM EDT
To: Ike, Ryan, Ward, Erin
Cc:  Wilson, Morgan (GOV)

Thank	you!
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	

From:	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	8:45	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Ka\ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka\ms@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-
IGA@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	No\fica\on	of	a	Major	Disaster	Declara\on	for	the	State	of	Washington	(FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
Importance:	High
	

STATE OF WASHINGTON
 

FEDERAL DISASTER DECLARATION FACT SHEET
 

APRIL 23, 2020
 

Today, April 23, 2020, President Donald J. Trump granted a Major Disaster Declaration for the
State of Washington triggering the release of Federal funds to help communities recover from
Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides, and Mudslides that occurred January 20 to February 10, 2020. 
Details of the disaster declaration and assistance programs are as follows:
 
Declaration Number:                                                              FEMA-4539-DR
 
Incident:                                                                                  Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides,
and Mudslides
                                                     
Incident Period:                                                                      January 20 to February 10, 2020
 
Federal Coordinating Officer:                                                Timothy B. Manner
                                                                                                   National FCO Program
                                                                                                 
Individual Assistance (IA):                                                       (Assistance to individuals and
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households):
 
IA-Designated Areas:                                                                Under Review.
 
Public Assistance (PA):                                                          (Assistance for emergency work and

the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged
facilities):

 
PA-Designated Areas:                                                                Columbia, Garfield,
Grays Harbor, Island, King, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish,
Thurston, Wahkiakum, Walla Walla, and Whatcom Counties.
 
Hazard Mitigation (HM):                                                          (Assistance for actions taken to

prevent or reduce long term risk to life and
property from natural hazards):

 
HM-Designated Areas:                                                             All areas in the State of
Washington are eligible for assistance under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
 

OTHER:                                                                                      Additional designations may be made at
a later date if requested by the State and
warranted by the results of further assessments.

 
For your reference, I have attached fact sheets on the Public Assistance and Hazard Mitigation
Grant programs.

 

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
In service,
 
Sarah
 
Sarah Byrne
Intergovernmental Affairs  |  Office of External Affairs
Office: (202) 646-3444
FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Department_of_Homeland_Security _Outlines_New_Process_for_Ameri cans_Returning_from_Certain_Eur
opean_Countries,_China,_and_Iran
March 13, 2020 at 4:14 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Department of Homeland Security Outlines New Process for Americans Returning

from Certain European Countries, China, and Iran

 
WASHINGTON – In order to help prevent the spread of travel-related cases of coronavirus
in the United States, today the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Acting Secretary
Chad F. Wolf issued a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, and their immediate families who are returning home
after recently visiting certain European countries (listed below), China, and Iran.
 
Effective for flights taking off at 11:59 PM EDT on Friday, March 13th, Americans
returning from all restricted countries will now be required to travel through the following
13 airports:
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (BOS), Massachusetts
Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York
Los Angeles International Airport, (LAX), California
Miami International Airport (MIA), Florida
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington
Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 

 
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then
continue to enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical
history, current condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities.
Passengers will then be given written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to
their final destination, and immediately home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best
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practices.
 
“While the overall risk of serious infection from the coronavirus to the general public
remains low at this time, the Trump administration is taking these aggressive measures to
keep the risk low, requiring all Americans returning from affected areas in Europe to be
funneled through 13 airports for screening upon their return to the U.S.,” said Acting
Secretary Wolf. “To minimize disruptions to travelers, TSA, CBP, and air carriers are
working to identify qualifying passengers before their scheduled flights. These passengers
will be rerouted to one of the 13 airports by their airline at no cost to them.”
 
Wolf continued: “I understand this new process will be disruptive to some travelers,
however this action is needed to protect the general public from further exposure and
spread of the coronavirus. Once back in the U.S. it is imperative that individuals honor self-
quarantine directives to help protect their loved-ones and communities.”
 
President Trump determined that the potential for widespread transmission of the
coronavirus by infected individuals seeking to enter the United States threatens the security
of the homeland.  Therefore, the Department is taking action in furtherance of the public
health interests advanced by the March 11th presidential proclamation which suspends entry
to nearly all foreign nationals who have been in certain European countries, China and Iran
at any point during the 14 days prior to their scheduled travel to the U.S. 
 
These European countries, known as the Schengen Area, include: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. This Presidential
Proclamation does not apply to U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, nor their family
members under the age of 21, and other individuals who are identified in the proclamation.
Nor does it apply to cargo and economic shipping.
 
For further information, please visit Coronavirus.gov or DHS.gov/Coronavirus.
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Kelleher, Tedd (COM)
FYI - Information on the Commerce Grants
April 01, 2020 at 4:16 PM EDT
To: Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH), Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan (DOH), DOH-ISOTF
(DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Urbas, Gary (MIL), Slusher, Theresa
M, Dave.csernak@hhs.wa.gov, lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  DOH-LOFR (DOH)

Commerce	COVID-19	Emergency	Housing	Grant
	
The	Department	of	Commerce	released	contracts	for	signature	to	all	39	coun8es	on	March,	16.	Some
coun8es	opted-out	of	receiving	the	funds	directly;	in	those	cases	Commerce	contracted	with	another
local	government	(ci8es)	or	a	non-profit	organiza8on.	All	coun8es	have	fully	executed	contracts
containing	this	funding.
	
$30	million	in	total	funding	was	awarded	using	a	formula	that	gave	each	county	at	least	$250,000,	with
the	balance	distributed	based	on	the	number	of	people	who	are	homeless	in	each	county.
	
The	funding	has	a	primary	focus	of	giving	coun8es	capacity	to	create	Quaran8ne	and	Isola8on	beds.
	
Funding	can	also	be	used	to	increase	sanita8on	in	shelters,	add	shelter	capacity	to	replace	beds	lost
when	beds	were	separated	by	six	feet,	and	“other	costs.”
	
“Other	costs”	is	very	broad:	“[contract	language]…other costs associated with addressing the public health needs of people
experiencing homelessness, living in subsidized housing, or displaced from their former housing due to the COVID-19 outbreak.”
	
Allowable	uses	of	the	funds	are	very	broad:	opera8ng,	capital	construc8on,	land	acquisi8on,	staffing,
food,	etc.,	etc.,
	
Who	can	served	with	the	funds	is	broad:

[Contract language] The primary purpose of this grant is addressing the health needs of people unsheltered or living in
homeless housing, or who are in need of isolation or quarantine housing due to the COVID-19 outbreak.  Documentation
of the housing status of people housed or served by these funds is not necessary. Funds can be used to provide
housing and other services to people who are not living unsheltered or in homeless housing, as long as the expenditures
are in good faith realistically available to people who are unsheltered or living in homeless housing.

	
Commerce	can	unilaterally	amend	contract	language	to	clarify	allowable	uses	in	less	than	24	hours	if
necessary.
	
Ac8vi8es	funded	by	the	grant	must	be	approved	in	wri8ng	by	the	local	public	health	officer.
	
More	details	can	be	found	at	the	following	link,	including	contract	language,	award	amounts,	FAQ’s,	etc.
Look	for	“COVID-19	Emergency	Housing	Grants	to	Coun8es”	about	halfway	down	the	page:
hdps://www.commerce.wa.gov/covid-19-homeless-services/
	
County	repor8ng	and	plans	can	be	found	here	(private	group,	do	not	share	widely):
hdps://3.basecamp.com/3601595/join/a25XHNFeRHyD
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Tedd	Kelleher
(360)	528-7796



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA Announces Free Access to Software Solutions and Licensed Datasets to Aid Non-
Federal Governmental Entities in Response to COVID-19
March 29, 2020 at 10:21 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

March 28, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 
FEMA Announces Free Access to Software Solutions and Licensed Datasets to Aid Non-
Federal Governmental Entities in Response to COVID-19
 
The Department of Homeland Security has an Enterprise License Agreement with the
Environmental Systems Research Institute (Esri) that allows DHS/FEMA the ability to extend that
agreement to our governmental partners during an “incident of national significance.”  Therefore,
state, local, tribal and territorial governmental entities can now obtain free access to Esri software
solutions for up to six months to help them respond to COVID-19.  Esri provides geographic
information system (GIS) software, web GIS and geodatabase management applications.
 
For those who would like to take advantage of this opportunity, choose “Request Assistance” in
the red banner, and then select “COVID-19 Response Package” within “support options.” The
package contains software, templates and suggested data schemas. For current Esri customers, you
can also access free templates specific for the COVID-19 response.
 
Additionally, Esri is offering free GIS technology and on-call technical expert help for
organizations that have exceeded their GIS capacity and need emergency support. Esri is also
providing data, software, configuration and technical support for applications.
 
Homeland Infrastructure Foundation-Level Data
 
The National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA) has released all applicable licensed datasets
to local, state, tribal, and territorial users with COVID-19 operational needs. NGA is providing
access to non-federal governmental disaster/emergency response security agencies and personnel
who are supporting Homeland Security/Homeland Defense missions per the current Homeland

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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Infrastructure Foundation-Level Data (HIFLD) Data Use Agreement. Please note this expanded
access will expire once the current declaration of a national emergency ends.
 
This expanded access covers these additional data products:

Licensed Parcel Data
2020 Roads and Routing Dataset
Dun & Bradstreet Business Points Data

 
For current users: NGA has automatically adjusted access for mission partners with a signed
Data Use Agreement in place and no further action is needed. Please visit the Geospatial
Information Infrastructure to interact with this data. Contact DHS_GCOE@hq.dhs.gov should you
need assistance.

 
For first-time users: Go to the HIFLD Subcommittee Home Page and choose “Request Licensed
Data.” Complete the Disaster Use Agreement using “COVID-19” as the reference number. Once
approved by NGA, you will receive access within 24 hours. Please note, before you can complete
a Data User Agreement and access this data, you must have valid Homeland Security Information
Network credentials. Should you have questions, please contact HIFLD@hq.dhs.gov.
 
DISCLAIMER: Reference to any commercial products or services in this announcement is not an
endorsement or Government sanction of those non-Federal entities, its services or products.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 

FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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SKY TERRY
Private Pilots Helping In COVID-19
To: Robert Hodgman, Lauri McBeath-Davies, sar, Berg Kathy, john marshall, jacques imperial, Gary Ingram, finn
kathryn, Jeff, Vicky Martin, Tim Lewis, Jeremy, Jr, Rich Alverdes, Paul Marshall, Carl Lunak, Jeffrey Hatteberg, Doug
Knight, laura kingman, Erin Huehnergarth, jimposner, DONALD KELLER, Terry LaRue, Mark, Holly, Leeinbell, Virginia
Marshall-Frye, Tammy Immer, Bruce Hinds, Nisha Marvel, Katrina, Les Kullberg & Kenn, Gary Jandzinski, Timothy A.
Johns, Tina Joy, scott johnson, Ann Marie, James Martin, DEM island, Conrad Harvey, Craig Jackson, Brian
Johnson, Scott Jones, TOM JOHNSON, Janreynolds, Jeffrey Kratz, Tarek Husevold, Lou Herrick, Alex
Johnson, bellingham herald, Robert Kay, Doug Heinrich, newstips@king5.com, Markus Johnson, Brian Lawler, Jeff
Lamont, Guthrie Josh, Paul Leveque, Jim baumgart, Mark Freeberg, Warren hendrickson, Jennifer Skoglund, Patrick
Reay, Rolf Levik, info@idahoaviation.com, Rebecca Niemier, Joanna Mcelroy, Chrysler, Timothy, Keith
Love, dmoe@wcfd14.org, dough Hawley, ryan pariln, mgr.07390@store.Walgreens.com, david.manley@airliftnw.org,
patricia rogers, stacey mcclain, chris utzinger, sue vezeau, jason marquiss, gunnerysgt.dan@gmail.com,
felton.jerry@yahoo.com, Royce Civico, Bill Post, Maureen Griggs

Hello,
 
With proper precautions it's good to see general aviation pilots helping out with the
COVID-19 response.  Below are two links to these efforts.
 
Aerobridge effort;
 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aerobridge/
 
Even seaplanes are getting into the effort;
 
https://aopalive.aopa.org/  Starts at about the 2:30 mark in the video.
 
Sky
 
Sky Terry  
NW Regional Emergency Services Director  
EVAC Emergency Volunteer Air Corps  
http://www.evac.org/  
http://www.evac.org/northwest.htm 

CPR Instructor, LPN  
425-737-3923
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DOH-ISOTF (DOH)
Taskforce DRAFT documents
April 02, 2020 at 7:09 PM EDT
To: DOH-ISOTF (DOH), Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan
(DOH), David.Csernak@hhs.gov, Carrell, Rebecca S (HCA), Rector, Bea-Alise (DSHS/ALTSA), Kelleher, Tedd
(COM), seoc43 (MIL), seoc44 (MIL)
Cc:  nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Urbas, Gary
(MIL), Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov, David.Clayton@fema.dhs.gov, Simons, Matt C (DOH), Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH), Lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov, Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Lujan, Lewis (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc100
(MIL), Schmitz, Lou (DOHi), Covington, Trevor N (DOH)

Taskforce	members,
Teammates	and	colleagues.	As	you	are	aware	we	are	assis9ng	in	a	rapidly	evolvoing	situa9on.	Some	are
new	to	this	group	so	please	excuse	me	if	I	seem	redundant.		As	you	can	see	we	are	a	diverse	group	each
with	their	own	cri9cal	exper9se	and	we	are	all	cri9cal	in	facilita9ng	the	success	of	local	health
jurisdic9on.	Key	points	to	remember	as	we	go	forward.
	
-Isola9on	Center	is	a	clinical	facility	that	normally	does	not	exist
-Our	role	is	to	facilitate	the	success	and	provide	resources	for	decision	making
-What	we	do	needs	to	be	applicable	all	over	the	state.	There	are	100s	of	right	answers,	we	need	to	help
the
	
I	wanted	to	relay	our	task	an	purpose:
	

Mission
The	Statewide	Isola9on	Task	Force	will	expand	the	capacity	in	Washington	State	to	conduct	isola9on
opera9ons	in	support	of	non-pharmaceu9cal	interven9on	mi9ga9on	strategies	in	response	to	the
COVID-19	pandemic.
	
K E Y  T A S K SK E Y  T A S K S

·   Iden,fy exis,ng local	isola9on	capacity	Raw	Commerce	data	has	been	received.	Projects	7410
Isola9on	bed	need	state-wide,	Current	capability	is	3041	isola9on	bed	need.

·   Determine	requirement	for	isola9on	capability	Projects	7410	Isola9on	bed	need	state-wide,

·   Iden9fy	gaps	in	the	current	local	partners	isola9on	capabili9es	Current	shortage	of	4369	beds

·   Enable	local	partners	to	create	isola9on	facili9es	.	Guidebook	and	checklist	in	progress

·   As	needed,	establish	WA	State	run	isola9on	facili9es	in	areas	where	local	partners	are	unable	to
We	have	the	capability	but	would	need	to	use	the	protocol	ourselves

	
	
Tasks	underdevelopment
-Isola9on	guidebook	(draX	enclosed)
-Pre-execu9on	checklist/support	request	(draX	included)
-Quaran9ne	Guidebook
-Repor9ng	requirements	from	the	health	jurisdic9on
-Tools	to	priori9ze	support
															-Epidemiological	data
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															-Time	to	be	up	and	running
															-Thresholds	for	repor9ng	need	before	a	facility	is	saturated
	
What	I	need	from	everyone
Please	cri9que	the	enclosed	documents	for	content.	(don’t	be	kind)	I	need	to	know	if	we	are	missing
anything.	If	you	are	tasked	with	a	sec9on	or	have	completed	a	task	in	the	sec9on	check	it	for
consistency	or	inspira9on	(no	one	is	late,	just.	I	have	a	chapter	called	“opera9onal	considera9ons”.
These	are	thoughts	I	had	as	I	was	wri9ng	that	need	to	be	addressed	and	may	be	in	your	individual
taskings.	This	is	a	dialog.	I	intend	to	have	a	mee9ng	tomorrow	if	I	can	to	go	over	the	product	and	set
deadlines	and	perhaps	different	taskings.	I	am	not	concerned	with	formaang	at	this	point.
	
Let	me	end	by	saying	everyone	has	been	awesome	to	work	with.	What	we	are	doing	WILL	SAVE	LIVES
and	we	will	never	know	how	many	and	few	will	know	of	our	efforts	if	we	do	it	right.	I	will	and	I	am
excited	to	be	working	with	you	all.
	
I	look	forward	to	your	feedback
	
	
Frank	C.	Schitoskey,	RN,	BSN,	MN
COVID-19	Isola9on	Taskforce	Lead
Incident	Management	Team
Washington	State	Department	of	Health
	



Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
RE: Call Today 3/26 - with FEMA Administrator Peter Gaynor
March 26, 2020 at 2:49 PM EDT
To: Ward, Erin
Cc:  Ike, Ryan, Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV)

Great.Â		We	will	have	the	Governor	call	at	this	3me.
	
Stacey	Tichenor
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
	
From:	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	11:35	AM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Call	Today	3/26	-	with	FEMA	Administrator	Peter	Gaynor
	
Hi	Stacey,
	
The	call	in	details	for	the	3:30	p.m.	are	Conference	Bridge	Phone	Number:		1-877-446-3914	(or	303-586-
4335)
Par3cipant	Code:		356860.
	
Let	me	know	if	you	need	anything	else.	Thanks!
Erin
	
From:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	7:45	AM
To:	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	Today	3/26	-	with	FEMA	Administrator	Peter	Gaynor
	
Hi	Erin,
	
3:30	PM	PT	works	for	Governor	Inslee.
	
Thanks.
Stacey

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	26,	2020,	at	7:23	AM,	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
Good	morning,
	
I	am	reaching	out	to	schedule	a	call	this	afernoon	between	Governor	Jay	Inslee	and	FEMA
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Administrator	Peter	Gaynor.		The	administrator	would	like	to	schedule	about	30	minutes	to
discuss	COVID-19	with	Governor	Inslee.	Does	he	have	some3me	to	discuss	between	2:30-
4:00	pm	PDT?
	
I	am	hoping	you	can	help	me	schedule	this	call,	let	me	know	if	a	phone	call	would	be	beier
or	how	you	prefer	to	coordinate.
	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!
	
Erin
	
Erin	E.	Ward
Deputy	Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4567	|	Mobile:	(425)	949-2282
Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov											
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
WEEKLY_UPDATE:_DHS_RESPONSE_TO_COVID-19
April 06, 2020 at 3:34 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

WEEKLY UPDATE: DHS RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security’s efforts across its components
last week have facilitated a speedy, whole-of-government response to confronting
COVID-19 and slowing the spread to keep Americans safe. FEMA is leading the way by
carrying out an approach that is locally executed, state managed, and federally
supported. 

“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be
the top priority for the Department of Homeland Security.” said Acting Secretary Chad
F. Wolf. “I want to thank the men and women of the DHS workforce for their resilience
as they put themselves at risk every day to protect the American people.”

Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
Total Obligations to States. As of April 5th, FEMA has obligated nearly $4.1 billion in
support of COVID-19 response efforts.

Project Air-Bridge. FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global
market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic
partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge:

From March 30th to April 5th, 10 flights arrived to the U.S with critical supplies.
The cargo moved so far totals almost 83.5 million gloves, almost 5 million surgical
masks, and 1.2 million gowns.
Upon arrival, the PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization is given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing
homes around the country.
23 additional flights are currently scheduled through April 18.

Ventilator Distribution. FEMA is distributing ventilators to hard hit states. From March
30th to April 4th, FEMA and HHS delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois, Connecticut, and Louisiana. 
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CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Keeping Critical Cargo and Trade Moving. CBP continues to process commercial cargo.
Approximately $21B worth of goods crossed back and forth over the borders of U.S,
Mexico, and Canada from March 30th to April 5th  .

Working to Reduce Illegal Entries. CBP agents encountered nearly 4,200 migrants crossing
illegally at the U.S. Southern border daily, compared to nearly 10,000 encounters daily
prior to the current containment efforts.

Facilitating Critical PPE Deliveries. CBP lifted a Withhold Release Order that had barred
importation of disposable rubber gloves which our health care workers and law
enforcement personnel so desperately need right now. 

IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Working with the Department of State, ICE continues to bring
Americans home on the return leg of removal flights to Central America. As of April 5th,
ICE has flown 853 U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents home on removal flights
from Colombia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua since the first flight on March 22. 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Air Travelers Secure. Due to the pandemic and travel restrictions, TSA continues
to screen a significantly reduced number of passengers. From March 27th  to April 2nd,
TSA successfully screened 1,124,145 travelers ensuring individuals reached their
destinations safely. 

CYBERSECURITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY AGENCY (CISA)
Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers. CISA recently updated its list of essential critical
infrastructure workers. As of April 5th, 20 states and territories have published Essential
Business Designations.

Election Security Work Continues. CISA coordinated calls between the election community
and the United States Postal Service (USPS) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to
ensure that election officials have the most up to date information and advice from the
experts at these agencies regarding COVID-19.

Helping the Private Sector Assess Risk. CISA released a guide titled Risk Management for
Novel Coronavirus to assist executives in thinking through physical, supply chain, and
cybersecurity issues that may arise from the spread of COVID-19.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships. On April 2nd, the Coast Guard facilitated the
offload of more than 1,200 passengers from cruise ships Zaandam and Rotterdam in Port
Everglade, FL after it was reported that crewmembers and passengers were infected
with COVID-19.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Making Extensions for Employment Authorization Easier. On March 30th , U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services announced that it will reuse previously submitted biometrics



in order to process valid Form I-765, Application for Employment Authorization,
extension requests due to the temporary closure of Application Support Centers (ASC)
to the public.

Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 1st, USCIS announced offices temporarily
suspended will begin to reopen on May 4th unless the public closures are extended
further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. 

COUNTERING WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRUCTION (CWMD) 
Medical Screening at Airports. CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support CDC
with enhanced screening at 13 airports. From March 29th to April 5th, CBP referred 7,565
travelers to CWMD for enhanced screening. As of April 5th, over 265,647 travelers have
been referred to CWMD for screening. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Coronavirus Research. S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center
(NBACC) continued researching the impact of environmental conditions, such as
temperature and humidity, to determine the virus’s survivability in the air, in respiratory
fluids, and on various types of surfaces. Additional research includes decontamination
methods to determine the most effective materials to clean and disinfect surfaces to rid
them of the virus.

Consolidating COVID-19 Data for Government Officials. On April 1st, the NBACC updated
the Master Question List (MQL), a compilation of available research and information on
operationally-relevant questions.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Ventilator Request
March 31, 2020 at 8:13 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 

March 31, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Ventilator Request
	
Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted the process
below to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are shipped to the states in
the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis. In the case of ventilators, immediate is defined
as requirements necessary to sustain life within a 72-hour window.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional leadership. In
order for a request to be processed, the state/tribe must provide detailed responses to the following
five questions:

1.       How many usable ventilators, ICU beds, and convertible ventilators are currently available
within the state or tribe?

2.       What is the current hospital bed and ICU bed occupancy rate in the state/tribe?
3.       How many new ICU beds does the state/tribe estimate it can stand-up and the number of

ventilators, or FDA-approved ventilator alternatives, it can or is standing up?
4.       What is the decompression ability of hospitals in the state/tribe (i.e.: are there currently

field hospitals or alternate care facilities established)?
5.       How many anesthesia machines are in the state/tribe and have they been converted?

Once the requesting state or tribe provides the FEMA/ HHS Region with the answers to these five
questions, then the requirement is validated at the Regional level and forwarded to FEMA’s
National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) for processing.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which includes 9,404 in
the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the Department of Defense.

In addition to submitting requests through this process, state, and tribal officials are encouraged to

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/enforcement-policy-ventilators-and-accessories-and-other-respiratory-devices-during-coronavirus


share the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for Ventilators issued on March 24. The
EUA allows anesthesia gas machines and positive pressure breathing devices to be modified for
use as ventilators. The EUA also provides guidance to assist health care personnel on use of other
ventilators like CPAP devices for sleep apnea, with COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as
well as on shelf life of existing ventilators. 

If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations%23covid19ventilators
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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Richeson, Jonathan
(FYSA) Oregon State Police COVID-19 FAQ
March 24, 2020 at 6:17 PM EDT
To: Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Atchison, Dan (WSP), Washington State Fusion Center
(WSFC), jason.marquiss@mil.wa.gov, Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), brian.buchholz@atg.wa.gov
Cc:  Chung, Allen

Ladies	and	Gentlemen,
Providing	for	your	situa6onal	awareness.		Please	see	a9achment	for	“Emergency	Declara-on
Enforcement	FAQ”	released	by	Oregon	State	Patrol	on	their	COVID-19	response.
~	Jon
///Signed///
Jonathan	D.	Richeson
Protec6ve	Security	Advisor	(PSA)
Sea9le	District	(Washington	State)
Cybersecurity	and	Infrastructure	Security	Agency		
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security
202-495-9082
jonathan.richeson@hq.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_11
April 11, 2020 at 2:36 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 11, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports on
testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

On April 10, HHS Secretary Azar sent a follow up letter to hospital
administrators, reinforcing the need for this data to be provided daily to
facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to COVID-
19.
Our objective is to allow states and hospitals either to leverage existing data
reporting capabilities or, where those capabilities are insufficient, to provide
guidance in how to build on them.
The letter included a set of frequently asked questions that details federal
government’s data needs, explains the division of reporting responsibility
between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible options for the timely
delivery of this critical information.
These FAQs will be updated if additional data delivery methods become
available.
The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be
requesting this information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government
has done its best to minimize the burden of sharing this data and to reduce
further duplication of effort.

On April 10, HHS began delivering the initial $30 billion in relief funding to
providers in support of the national response to COVID-19, with $26 of the $30
billion expected to be delivered to providers’ bank accounts the same day.

The payments are part of the distribution of the $100 billion provider relief
fund included in the CARES Act.
To expedite providers getting money as quickly as possible, the initial funding
was distributed immediately proportionate to providers’ share of Medicare fee-
for-service reimbursements in 2019.
The Administration is rapidly working on future targeted distributions to
hospitals and providers that will focus on providers in areas particularly
impacted by COVID-19, rural providers, and providers with lower shares of
Medicare reimbursement or who predominantly serve the Medicaid population.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
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ventilators by June 1.

On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

 

# # #
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Davidson, Lisa
RE: RFIs and Courses of Action: WA Isolation and Quarantine Support Resource Request
March 19, 2020 at 7:24 PM EDT
To: Manner, Timothy, Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Giles, Terri, Abel, Bethny, Granum, Nicolas, Stanley,
Trevor, Miller, Clayton, Bicanovsky, David, Holt, Brett, Fordice, Justin, Mark.Douglas@mil.wa.gov, Linares-Hengen,
Travis (MIL), jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, kandi.petorak@gsa.gov, Cockrill, Jennifer (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Smart, John
(OGA), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS
Cc:  Keller, Charissa, Brockett, Michael, Goudreau, Laura, McClain, Stacey, Dance,
Rebecca, john.fitzgibbon@gsa.gov, Everson, Suzanne (ACF), Weber, Douglas T
NWS, John.K.Leighow@usace.army.mil, Thomas.M.Brady@usace.army.mil, Williams, Roger D Jr CIV USARMY
CENWS (USA), Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Bailey, Danielle, Chang, Chia Pei J (Jennifer) CIV
USARMY CENWD (USA), Parker, Angela M, Prediger, G Brian CIV USARMY CEHNC (USA), Royer, Corey, IMT7
Operations (OS/ASPR), Kerschke, William

Hi	All	–	Thanks	for	par1cipa1ng	in	today’s	ini1al	planning	mee1ng.
	
Please	send	your	replies	to	lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov.	A	consolidated	list	will	be	provided	prior	to
tomorrows	mee1ng.		
	
Here	are	the	RFIs	and	due	outs	for	the	Friday	3/20/20	12pm	PST	follow-up	call:
	
Requests	for	Informa/on	(RFI)	to	State:

Regional	vs.	Individual	Jurisdic/on	Approach	–	is	the	State’s	intent	to	con1nue	with	processing
this	RRF	for	King	County	or	does	it	intend	to	address	these	needs	in	its	regional	planning
approach?
Medical	Team	Capability	–	what	is	the	capability	that	needs	to	be	support	by	the	RRF?
Specifically,	what	is	the	an1cipated	number	of	pa1ents	and	acuity?	This	informa1on	will	help
inform	the	staffing	needs	vs.	the	current	list	of	#’s	by	posi1on
Quan/ty	of	Centers	–	given	limita1on	on	resources,	what	op1ons	are	there	to	pursue	a	single
facility	vs.	six?
Type	of	Center	–	fixed	facility	vs.	soT	sided	structure
Status	of	Centers	and	requested	line	items:
	

Center Loca1on
(Address
and/or
local
jurisdic1on)

Status
(contracted,
in
nego1a1ons,
etc.)

Facility
type
(fixed,
land,
soT-
sided)		

Capacity Opera1ng
Status
(date	open
or
required,
current
occupancy,
etc.)

Remaining
Requirements
(are	the
needs
iden1fied	in
the	RRF
current)

1 	 	 	 	 	 	
2 	 	 	 	 	 	
3 	 	 	 	 	 	
4 	 	 	 	 	 	
5 	 	 	 	 	 	
6 	 	 	 	 	 	

	
Feeding	–	specific	requirements,	i.e.	is	the	need	delivery	of	resources,	food	prepara1ons,
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volunteers/staff?
Associated	needs	–	what	is	the	plan	for:

access	and	func1onal	needs
mental	health	support	in	the	centers
pet	support	(comfort/service/household)
security	–	of	facility,	for	staff/pa1ent	safety,	quaran1ne	enforcement;		is	there	a	need	for
ESF13	support?

	
Due	Outs	for	Federal	Partners

Descrip1on	of	Agency/Program	Capability	to	support	–	specific	line	items	vs.	en1re	mission
Es1mated	Timeline	for	execu1on

	
Thank	you,
Lisa Davidson
Ac1ng	Division	Director
FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery
(		(425)	487-4628,	desk
(		(202)	615-7465,	cell
*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and
reasonable	accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with
disabili?es.	To	request	a	disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 12:10 PM EDT
To: Ike, Ryan, Rossie, Camilla
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), McClain, Stacey (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	le:	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sKll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaKon	we	should	have.
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaKms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaKms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaKms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaKons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anKcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
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Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesKon	is	resolved.
	
Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Kme)	weâ€™re	hosKng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaKon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaKng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someKme	this	a:ernoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraKon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraKon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoKn,	Benton,
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Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kirtas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counKes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counKes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaKlla
and	Wasco	counKes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	auached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaKon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaKon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	auached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaKon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaKon	AuthorizaKon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	auached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaKon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliKes	lisKng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

AddiKonal	InformaKon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uKlizing	our
regular	loan	products.

2)      If	you	have	an	exisKng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parKcipaKng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliKes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaKons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenKonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3)      In	addiKon	to	tradiKonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaKons	who	then	re-
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lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaKvely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiKonal	lender.	The	acKve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4)      SBA	parKally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hups://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hups://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaule	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounKes
hups://seaule.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counKes.	hups://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,
the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaule
hups://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the
Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hups://wcwb.org/

	
5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaKon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniKes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous
contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaKon.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the Defense Production Act.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Applying the
Defense Production Act
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The
United States is competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize
the availability of critical protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care
workers, FEMA and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are executing a
four-pronged approach to rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of
medical supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach includes
Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support
Acceleration and Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of
“outbidding;” rather, it puts the federal government requirement to the “front of the line”
for fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with
governors to identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and
tribal leaders to make us aware of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict.
If a bidding conflict does arise, we work closely with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way
that best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the
COVID-19 response, please review the attached fact sheet.
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Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_UseofDPA_FINAL_20200414.pdf
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Liu, Chris (DES)
RE: Master Lease - Alternate Care Facilities (isolation)
March 26, 2020 at 11:04 AM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Covington, Bob (DES), Larson, Ann (DES), McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Cc:  Davidson, Lisa, Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Phillips, Keith
(GOV), Postman, David (GOV), McGill, Jason T (HCA), Limmeroth, Mimi (DES), Bulski, Grant E (LCB), Delzell, Debra
(DES), Cooper, Corinna L. (DES)

Jim,
	
I	see	Bob	Covington	has	already	replied.		From	his	email	you	can	see	were	coordina=ng	with	the	rest	of
the	team.		Seth	Wallace	and	Bob	Covington	will	be	coordina=ng	and	leading	with	the	EOC.
	
Here’s	my	cell	in	the	event	you	need	to	reach	out.	(360)	688-3081	work	cell	or	(360)	628-0058	personal
cell
	
Chris
	
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	6:19	PM
To:	Liu,	Chris	(DES)	<chris.liu@des.wa.gov>;	Covington,	Bob	(DES)	<bob.covington@des.wa.gov>;	Larson,
Ann	(DES)	<ann.larson@des.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Davidson,	Lisa	<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>;	Zimmerman,	Ma_hew	S	(DOH)
<ma_hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Daugherty,
Bret	D.	(MIL)	<Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov>;	Phillips,	Keith	(GOV)	<Keith.Phillips@gov.wa.gov>;
Postman,	David	(GOV)	<David.Postman@gov.wa.gov>;	McGill,	Jason	T	(HCA)	<jason.mcgill@hca.wa.gov>
Subject:	Master	Lease	-	Alternate	Care	Facili=es	(isola=on)
	
Chris,
	
In	speaking	with	the	execu=ve	team	and	the	Unified	Area	Command	leadership,	I’d	like	to	move	forward
on	securing	facili=es	for	use	as	isola=on	centers.	We	have	concurrence	from	CDC,	HHS,	DOH,	and	EMD
regarding	the	site	requirements	for	isola=on	facili=es.	These	include:

-         Loca=ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouhlow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room
-         Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola=on

o   Select	rooms	with	individual	ven=la=on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula=ng	air
o   If	recircula=on	of	air	from	isola=ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters

should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.
o   If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven=la=on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and

intake	will	minimize	cross	contamina=on,
-         Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal
-         Access	and	func=onal	needs
-         Space	considera=ons	for	staff

o   PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.
o   Space	for	light	nursing	care
o   Administra=ve	space	for	medical	records	processing
o   Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili=es.
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o   Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.
-         Site	safety	and	security	considera=ons
-         Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support
-         Mental	health	support

	
Mr	Stacey	McClain	from	Emergency	Management	is	coordina=ng	the	mul=-agency	site	survey	teams.
These	teams	could	have	representa=ves	from	DOH,	EMD,	USACE,	HHS,	FEMA	based	on	needs.	Please	let
Stacey	know	if	you	need	assistance	in	site	survey.
	
Size	is	scalable;	however,	we	are	looking	at	capacity	within	Snohomish,	King,	Pierce	and	Thurston
coun=es.	Total	capacity	across	those	coun=es	should	be	2,250	–	5,000.
	
Health	Care	Authority	is	s=ll	examining	if	licensing	the	facility	is	required	and	what	possible
reimbursement	beyond	HHS	and	FEMA	authori=es	is	available.
	
DOH	is	s=ll	discussing	what	they	staffing	model	for	this	will	look	like;	however,	I	suspect	it	will	have
some	facility	opera=ons	staff	supported	with	light	nursing.
	
	
Sincerely,
Jim
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH)
RE: WASOC Isolation and Quarantine Workgroup Draft
March 27, 2020 at 12:53 PM EDT
To: Davidson, Lisa, seoc44 (MIL), IMT7 Operations (OS/ASPR), Granum, Nicolas, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Kelleher,
Tedd (COM), Urbas, Gary (MIL), Bova, Rebecca

Hi	Lisa,
A)ached	are	some	edits	from	DOH’s	perspec7ve.	Your	team	has	done	great	work.	My	edits	are	pre)y
simple,	I	just	included	these	points	under	the	Mission	sec7on:
	
Task Force Members will ensure that the:

·   Mission is conducted in a manner that accounts for HIPAA compliance.

·   Captured and displayed data should ensure the protec@on of Personally Iden@fiable Informa@on
(PII) of individuals u@lizing these I&Q services.

·   Communica@ons and engagement of stakeholders will be conducted in a manner that is
equitable.

·   Data gathered will be analyzed and consolidated in a manner that will ensure sensi@ve
informa@on is shared on an as needed basis.

	
Since	this	work	will	need	to	live	through	staff	rota7ons,	I	want	to	make	sure	that	we	are	wri7ng	down
our	common	understanding	around	handling	data	and	informa7on	with	care.	We	are	all	wan7ng	to
support	people	and	help	alleviate	the	burden	of	what	can	be	someone’s	worst	experience	in	their	lives.
In	our	urgency	I	want	to	make	sure	that	we	are	methodical	and	maintaining	awareness	on	these	above
items.
	
Ma)hew
IMT	Command	Branch	Director
360-870-1434
	
	
From:	Davidson,	Lisa	[mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov]	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	6:54	PM
To:	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Opera7ons	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.Ops@hhs.gov>;	Granum,
Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Kelleher,
Tedd	(COM)	<tedd.kelleher@commerce.wa.gov>;	Urbas,	Gary	(MIL)	<Gary.Urbas@mil.wa.gov>;	Bova,
Rebecca	<rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov>;	Zimmerman,	Ma)hew	S	(DOH)
<ma)hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	WASOC	Isola7on	and	Quaran7ne	Workgroup	Dral
	
Hi	All,
	
Not	sure	if	you	were	able	to	join	our	call	earlier,	but	we	kicked	off	the	Spectrum	of	Care	Taskforce	today.
You	have	been	iden7fied	as	points	of	contact	for	the	Isola7on	and	Quaran7ne	workgroup.	This
workgroup	is	not	intended	to	replace	or	duplicate	the	work	that	you	are	already	undertaking,	but
provide	a	means	of	collabora7on,	coordina7on,	and	situa7onal	awareness	across	all	levels	of	care	that
are	ongoing	during	this	response.
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Please	review	the	dral	conops	and	workgroup	documents.	We	put	some	thoughts	and	ideas	down	as	a
star7ng	point,	but	ask	that	you	review	the	workgroup	dral	and	update	it	with	contact	informa7on	for
addi7onal	members	of	your	workgroup,	EEI/CIRS,	and	other	recommended	changes.
	
Please	provide	your	feedback	by	COB	Friday,	3/27/20.
	
Let	me	know	if	you	want	to	set	up	a	7me	to	discuss.
	
Thank	you,
Lisa Davidson
Ac7ng	Division	Director
FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery
(		(425)	487-4628,	desk
(		(202)	615-7465,	cell
*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and
reasonable	accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with
disabili?es.	To	request	a	disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Fact_Sheet:_DHS_Measures_on_the_Border_t o_Limit_the_Further_Spread_of_Coronavirus
March 23, 2020 at 12:23 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Release Date: 
March 23, 2020
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/03/23/fact-sheet-dhs-measures-border-limit-further-spread-coronavirus

In order to limit the further spread of coronavirus, the U.S. has reached agreements with both Canada and
Mexico to limit all non-essential travel across borders. Working closely and collaboratively, the Department of
Homeland Security is part of a North American approach to stop the spread of the virus.

Additionally, CBP will no longer detain illegal immigrants in our holding facilities and will immediately return
these aliens to the country they entered from – Canada or Mexico. Where such a return is not possible, CBP
will return these aliens to their country of origin.

These measures will be implemented on March 21, 2020 and will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.

The U.S., Mexican, and Canadian governments are taking necessary action to fight against this pandemic
together.

Northern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers
Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

 

 The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in
daily cross-border trade. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily
restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to
exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an
extension of that prudent approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These
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supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply
chains, including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the
land border every day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be
impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily
restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at
which point it will be reviewed by both parties.  

Southern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Mexico Joint Initiative to Combat the COVID-19 Pandemic

 

 The strong partnership and close cooperation between the United States and Mexico has allowed us to maintain
a productive border environment. We value the health and safety of our citizens and keep that at the forefront of
joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border operations.

Recognizing the robust trade relationship between the United States and Mexico, we agree our two countries, in
response to the ongoing global and regional health situation, require particular measures both to protect bilateral
trade and our countries’ economies and ensure the health of our nations’ citizens. We agree to the need for a
dedicated joint effort to prevent spread of the COVID-19 virus and address the economic effects resulting from
reduced mobility along our shared border.  

The U.S. and Mexican governments further recognize critical services such as food, fuel, healthcare and life-
saving medicines must reach people on both sides of the border every day. Essential travel must therefore
continue unimpeded during this time.  In order to ensure that essential travel can continue, the United States
and Mexico are also temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature. Additionally, we are
encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others.

This collaborative and reciprocal initiative is an extension of our nations’ prudent approach that values the
health and safety of our citizens in the joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border
operations.

This joint initiative will commence at 00:01 Saturday March 21 throughout the US-Mexico land border for a
period of 30 days subject to extension upon review.

Detention Facilities

CBP is the first line of defense of our nation’s borders. To help prevent the introduction of COVID-19 into our
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border facilities and into our country, aliens subject to the order will not be held in congregate areas for
processing by CBP and instead will immediately be turned away from ports of entry.
Those encountered between ports of entry after illegally crossing the border similarly will not be held in
congregate areas for processing and instead, to the maximum extent feasible, will immediately be returned to
their country of last transit. These aliens are processed in stations designed for short-term processing, where
distancing is not a viable option, creating a serious danger of an outbreak.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has determined that these conditions present a serious
infection control challenge and are a risk to public health. Should an outbreak occur at these facilities, local
medical facilities would be forced to devote extensive resources and may become overwhelmed.   

This action will also protect the health of our country’s dedicated border agents and other law enforcement
personnel, who are vital to the security of our Nation.

Apprehension of illegal immigrants along both borders between POEs:

Migrants from Coronavirus Impacted Areas: Since the beginning of the FY20 fiscal year in October 2019
through the end of February 2020 (over the period of October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020), foreign
nationals from 122 separate countries have been apprehended or denied entry (inadmissible) at the U.S.
Southwest border, for a total of over 190,000 apprehended or inadmissible migrants from countries
currently with confirmed COVID cases.
Size and Scale: Every week, CBP apprehends between 7,000 – 9,000 individuals between ports of entry
—the equivalent of 2.5 Diamond Princess cruise ships per week.
Human-to-human Spread: The spread of coronavirus is exacerbated by human-to-human transmission
and the need for detention. CBP law enforcement facilities are for short-term holding and do not provide
for needed large-scale isolation, diagnosis, or treatment of such a novel disease.
CBP Facilities: CBP facilities are not structured or equipped to effectively quarantine an infected
population. CBP would be forced to rely on state and local hospitals to provide longer-term medical care
for individuals who fall ill, further burdening our strained healthcare system and depriving Americans of
key medical resources.

Although CBP has policies and procedures in place to handle transmittable diseases, COVID-19 will impact
already strained holding capacities and place an extreme burden on what is forecasted to be a stretched
healthcare system and the nation’s critical medical professionals who are needed to attend to U.S. citizens and
legal residents.  

Migrants should shelter-in-place in their homes and communities, rather than attempting a long and dangerous
journey to the United States borders at the hands of traffickers and smugglers.

U.S. Citizens:

U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents and certain other travelers are exempt from this action. They will
receive the same processing, evaluation and potential CDC medical screening that all entrants undergo at U.S.
Ports of Entry.

Authority:

Effective at March 21, 2020 at 12:00 a.m. EDT, CBP will, as authorized, implement CDC authority under 42
U.S.C. § 265 to prohibit entry of certain persons into the United States. CBP will assist the Department of
Health and Human Services’ (HHS) and U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to protect
against the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) by implementing the emergency authorities under 42
U.S.C. § 265 at the nation’s land borders to prohibit the introduction of certain persons in the interest of public
health.

Additional Information

DHS Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019
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Coronavirus.gov
CDC.gov: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
USA.gov: What the U.S. Government is Doing

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1241866251145752577
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Vila, Simon (GOV)
Re: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
To: Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Garza, Jeff, Raghavan, Gautam, Formas, Stephanie, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett
Browne, Sierra, Ike, Ryan, Putney, April, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow, Michael, Kraman, James

Adding Casey and Morgan from our federal office. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 29, 2020, at 2:22 PM, Wilson-Codega, Lily <Lily.Wilson-
Codega@seattle.gov> wrote:

ï»¿ As soon as we land on a time happy to coordinate outreach to local elected
leaders 

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 29, 2020, at 1:27 PM, Garza, Jeff <JeffG@seahawks.com>
wrote:

ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding Mike Morrow (Director of Security) and James Kramen (Senior
Event Manager) from CenturyLink Field so they are in the loop. 

On Mar 29, 2020, at 1:11 PM, Raghavan, Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use
caution with links and attachments.

Good	a&ernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for	your
assistance.

Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but	I	know
several	other	members	of	the	WA	delegaAon	are	eager	to
parAcipate	as	well	but	I	know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck
have	conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have	flexibility	and
can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-10:30	am	window,	I	know
their	teams	would	appreciate	it.	



Best,
Gautam

Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|	Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea_le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle_	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle_Browne@sea_le.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea_le.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
 
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over	the	last	few
days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there	has	been	some	interest
from	local,	state,	and	federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.
Per	our	discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would	be
the	most	appropriate	Ame	as	the	facility	will	soon	become
unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army	personnel,	doctors,	and
paAents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	opAons	available?
PotenAally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help	coordinate
our	city/county	officials,	state	officials	and	federal	delegaAon
between	those	two	opAons.	Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would
recommend	any	limitaAons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only
to	allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social	distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie Formas

http://jayapal.house.gov/


Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea_le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea_le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi_er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle_er
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
Recall: COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report March 23, 2020 PM
March 24, 2020 at 11:28 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA-R10-NewsDesk would like to recall the message, "COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media
Analysis & Social Listening Report March 23, 2020 PM ".

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov


Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Christina Wong
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra, Davis, RaShelle (GOV)

Going  to one FSCT conference call per week; Thursdays 2-3:30 PM.

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


Austin, JT (GOV)
April 9 Food Security Coordination Team - Updates and Follow Up
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene
(AGR), Sandison, Derek (AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), Salazar, Salvador (GOV), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Ellings, Amy (DOH), Richartz, Saundra, Connelly, Leslie
(OFM), Yoshi Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Katims, Casey
(GOV), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas
Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan
(DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Christina
Wong, Kathleen Hedgcock
Cc:  Thomas, Ralph (OFM)

Good	a&ernoon,
	
Thank	you	for	your	1me	today.		To	reiterate,	we	will	be	mee1ng	just	once	weekly,	on	Thursdays
from	2-3:30PM	and	will	move	toward	a	brief	wriEen	situa1on	report	structure	to	keep	the	group
informed.		Details	are	below.		In	addi1on,	here	is	a	link	to	the	food	and	housing	support	webpage
-	hEps://covid19.wa.gov/you-and-your-family#foodhousing,	and	a	how	you	can	help	page	-
	hEps://coronavirus.wa.gov/how-you-can-help.		If	youâ€™d	like	to	send	in	proposed	updates,
please	contact	Chris	McGann	at	CMcGann@agr.wa.gov.
	
In	order	to	clarify	and	streamline	communica1on,	please	note	the	following:

Â·         As	Needed:	Please	send	state	and	federal	policy	and	funding	requests,	concerns	and
considera1ons	to	JT	and	Ka1e.	JT	will	evaluate	your	request	and	Ka1e	will	support	her	in
preparing	talking	points	as	needed.		This	may	include	federal	agency	waiver	requests,	new
relief	package	requests	for	considera1on,	and	more.	

Â·         As	Needed:	While	the	gap	analysis	data	collec1on	and	monitoring	system	is	under
development,	please	email	funding	and	resource	needs	to	JT	and	Ka1e.			JT	will	evaluate
your	request,	and	Ka1e	will	support	with	specific	resource	procurement	efforts,	including
procurement	of	supplies	and	mobiliza1on	of	Na1onal	Guard	as	necessary.		Please	note:	All
food	security	agencies	are	encouraged	to	submit	requests	directly	through	their	local
emergency	opera1ons	center	FIRST,	and	to	communicate	needs	through	the	FSCT	as	a
back-up.		Addi1onal	resource	procurement	and	mobiliza1on	processes	are	under
development	through	the	FSCT	to	ensure	that	hunger	relief	efforts	remain	opera1onal.			

Â·         Fridays	COB:
o   Using	the	short	template	below,	please	send	a	situa1on	report	email	to	JT	and

Ka1e.		Ka1e	will	compile	responses	and	we	will	share	a	wriEen	report	with	the
FSCT		par1cipant	list	early	the	following	week.	

o   If	your	agency	is	able	to	provide	weekly	data,	please	ensure	that	the	Qualtrix	survey
is	completed	by	Friday	COB	so	the	Gap	Analysis	can	be	updated	the	following
week.	Note	â€“	we	expect	to	begin	the	first	gap	analysis	survey	process	on	Friday
4/17	and	that	the	first	few	weeks	will	be	a	learning	curve	for	everyone.	Feedback	is
welcome.			

Weekly	Food	Security	Coordina1on	Team	Situa1on	Report	â€“	please	copy	the	sec1on
below	into	an	email	and	fill	in	updates	to	the	best	of	your	ability.	Brevity	is	preferred	and
appreciated.		Please	send	this	email	to	krains@agr.wa.gov	before	you	leave	work	on	Fridays	un1l
further	no1ce.		We	can	refine	this	process,	but	the	goal	is	the	gather	informa1on	from	all	Food

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
https://covid19.wa.gov/you-and-your-family%23foodhousing
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Security	Coordina1on	team	partners,	provide	an	aggregated	situa1on	report	to	the	team	early	in
the	week,	and	focus	our	mee1ng	1me	on	discussion	of	strategic	ques1ons	and	next	steps.	
	

1)      Which	Food	Security	sector	are	you	responding	on	behalf	of	â€“	(please	write	in:	SNAP,
WIC,	Fruit	&	Veg	Nutri1on	Incen1ves,	Food	Assistance	programs,	child	nutri1on	programs,
senior	nutri1on	programs,	NGO	Hunger	Relief,	OFM,	other	â€“	please	specify)

2)      WEEKLY	RECAP	-	Looking	back	on	the	past	week:
a.      Execu1ve	summary	-	What	has	happened	in	your	sector	this	week?	(please

provide	a	short	high	level	narra1ve;	2-3	sentences)
b.      Program	administra1on	or	ini1a1ve	updates	(bulleted	list;	please	include	key

dates)
c.       Federal	or	state	policy	or	funding	decisions	that	have	impacted	your	sector

(bulleted	list;	please	include	key	dates)
d.      Important	communica1ons	or	events	(bulleted	list;	please	include	key	dates)

3)      OUTLOOK	-	Looking	ahead	for	the	next	2	weeks:
a.      What	challenges	are	you	an1cipa1ng	in	this	sector	over	the	next	two	weeks?

(bulleted	list;	please	describe	the	challenge,	where/who	you	think	it	is	most	likely
to	affect	vs.	statewide,	and	as	much	detail	as	you	wish	to	share)

b.      Iden1fy	specific	requests	for	support	or	decision	from	FSCT	(bulleted	list;	please
describe	your	specific	request	for	resource,	ac1on,	or	decision,	including	What/By
Whom/When)

c.       Observa1on	of	trends	(please	provide	a	bulleted	list	of	any	trends	you	are
observing	anecdotally	among	hunger	relief	and	food	benefit	service	providers	or
food	insecure	popula1ons.	Too	chao1c	to	es1mate?	gepng	worse?	Gepng	beEer?
Gaps	widening	in	some	places,	narrowing	in	others?)

d.      Planned	ac1ons,	ini1a1ves,	service	changes,	communica1ons	or	other	key	dates
4)      OVERARCHING	ISSUES	&	NEEDS:

a.      Service	delivery	gaps	or	concerns
b.      Funding	needs	or	concerns
c.       Policy	needs	or	concerns

																													
Thank	you	for	taking	a	few	moments	to	send	in	your	first	situa?on	report	email	on	Friday	4/10
before	you	turn	in	for	the	day.	Brief	and	complete	is	preferred	over	comprehensive	and	not
sent	in.	Your	1reless	efforts	are	greatly	appreciated!
	
	
Katie Rains
(she/her) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Advisor to the Director Policy Advisor to the Director | WSDAWSDA
1111 Washington Street SE | PO Box 42560 | Olympia, WA 98504-2560

Cell

!

: 360-688-4549 | 

"

: krains@agr.wa.gov | Website: hOp://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access

 

	
	
	
JT	Aus?n	(she/her)
COVID-19	Food	Security	&	Hunger	Relief	Response
Senior	Policy	Advisor	â€“	Natural	Resources	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Cell:	360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov	|	jt.aus1n@gov.wa.gov

mailto:krains@agr.wa.gov
http://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access
http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov


Email	communica2ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: hEps://coronavirus.wa.gov/ 				
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Soileau, Kennedy (HCA)
RE: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 23, 2020 at 11:03 AM EDT
To: Bailey, Danielle, Smith, Jaime (GOV), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-Bruce,
Shawna, Holman, Sam (GOV)
Cc:  Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Thank	you,	Danielle.	This	is	very	helpful	and	I	appreciate	your	review.
	
–Kennedy
	

From:	Bailey,	Danielle	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	22,	2020	5:47	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)
<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)	<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;
Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;	Crume-Bruce,	Shawna
<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	RE:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	dra^s
	
Only	sugges_ons	for	future	planning	for	people	with	disabili_es/older	adults:
*Need	to	define	using	plain	language	“shelter	in	place”	and	poten_al	impacts	to	a	person’s	ability
to	access	goods	and	services.
Suggested	bullets:

Know	who	to	contact.	Call	your	emergency	contacts	to	develop	a	plan:	self-advocacy	group,
friends,	case	manager,	family,	neighbors,	church	group	to	develop	a	plan	to	provide
ongoing	support.
Call	the	services	you	rely	on	to	understand	their	plan	to	con_nue	service?	
Know	where	to	get	more	informa_on	or	request	services.
Cancel	any	non-cri_cal	appointments.	Make	a	plan	for	how	you	will	stay	safe	when	you	do
have	to	leave	the	house	for	important	appointments	only.	

o   Contact	your	healthcare	provider	to	ask	about	obtaining	extra	necessary	medica_ons	to
have	on	hand	to	stay	home	for	a	prolonged	period	of	_me.

Call	your	pharmacy,	can	medica_ons	be	delivered	by	mail	or	can	a	neighbor/family	member	pick
them	up?

o   Be	sure	you	have	over-the-counter	medicines	and	medical	supplies	to	treat	fever	and	other
symptoms.

Do	you	have	a	backup	if	your	personal	care	assistant	gets	sick?
o   Have	enough	household	items	and	groceries	on	hand	so	that	you	will	be	prepared	to	stay	at

home.
Who	can	go	food	shopping	for	you?	Can	you	coordinate	meal	delivery?

Do	you	have	enough	supplies	for	personal	care	(oxygen,	adult	under	garments,	dialysis,
wound	care)?
Are	their	family,	friends,	case	managers,	who	can	provide	daily	check	ins?
Who	can	you	call	if	feeling	sick?

mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov
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Family	and	Caregiver	Support
o   Know	what	medica_ons	your	loved	one	is	taking	and	see	if	you	can	help	them	have	extra

on	hand.
o   Monitor	food	and	other	medical	supplies	(oxygen,	incon_nence,	dialysis,	wound	care)

needed	and	create	a	back-up	plan.
o   Stock	up	on	non-perishable	food	items	to	have	on	hand	in	your	home	to	minimize	trips	to

stores.
o   If	you	care	for	a	loved	one	living	in	a	care	facility,	monitor	the	situa_on,	ask	about	the

health	of	the	other	residents	frequently	and	know	the	protocol	if	there	is	an	outbreak.

Neighbor	Helping	Neighbor

Neighbors	helping	neighbors	is	cri_cal	during	_mes	when	federal,	state,	and	local	government	are
overwhelmed.	
Talk	with	your	neighbors	about	emergency	planning.
Share	with	neighbors	regarding	the	help	you	may	need	as	well	as	help	can	offer.
Consider	using	the	Nextdoor	app,	social	networking	plajorm	for	local	communi_es	and
neighborhoods.	Nextdoor	app	users	can	support	each	other	in	a	safe	way	to	share	online	the
kinds	of	things	you	share	with	your	neighbors	in	person.	Nextdoor	is	securely	encrypted	using	the
HTTPS	Internet	protocol.		Every	neighbor	must	verify	their	address	in	the	neighborhood	and	use
their	real	name.	This	app	is	one		way	to	communicate	with	neighbors	during	emergencies,	as	well
as	provide	and	get	help	with	such	items	as	food,	household	supplies,	water,	vitamins,	and
medica_ons.

Thanks
	
Danielle	Bailey
Regional	Disability	Integra_on	Specialist	|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4780	|	Mobile:	(425)	381-3400
danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
	
	
	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	22,	2020	5:00	PM
To:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
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Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Bailey,	Danielle	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	RE:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	dra^s
	
I’ll	leave	the	directory	to	you	all	who	know	the	orgs	beqer	than	I.	My	suggested	tweaks	on	the	other
two	docs	are	aqached.	This	is	really	great	work	–	thank	you	so	much!
	

From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:47	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	dra^s
Importance:	High
	
Hi	all,
	
Please	review	the	aqached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges_ons	by	COB	Monday,	March	23.
Other	materials,	including	a	_p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the
agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.
More	to	come	on	that.
	
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:
	

Infographics
Digital	ads
Partner	toolkit	resources
Talking	points
TV,	radio,	digital	adver_sing

	
Best,
Kennedy
	

Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communica_ons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

www.hca.wa.gov
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Holt, Brett
FEMA Advisory: Administrator Gaynor Second Letter to Emergency Managers
April 16, 2020 at 12:14 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 16, 2020                                                      

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic: Pandemic: 
Administrator Letter toAdministrator Letter to
Emergency Managers   Emergency Managers   

Attached is FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor’s April 15, 2020 letter to the Nation’s Emergency
Managers, which outlines lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-
of-America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. In this letter, Administrator
Gaynor addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use of data-driven
decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical Stations (FMS) and
Large-Format Alternative Care Sites (ACS); Mitigation efforts to flatten the curve; strengthening
the supply chain; as well as importance of busting myths.

Administrator Gaynor’s guidance is a follow-on to his first letter to emergency managers, dated
March 27, 2020, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

The letter is available on the FEMA website, as well

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
Tribal Affairs (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov  
Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

mailto:Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/fact-sheets
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also, follow Administrator
Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Granum, Nicolas
RE: Food Security Coordination Team conf call tomorrow
April 01, 2020 at 7:54 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV)

The	other	major	piece	of	related	direct	federal	assistance	is	Category	B	funding	for	Public	Assistance
authority	to	fund	Non-Congregate	sheltering.	There	could	be	a	feeding	component	to	that,	but	the	local
public	health	authority	has	the	lead	on	ar?cula?ng	the	need.	I	would	like	to	loop	in	my	Public	Assistance
counterparts	if	there	are	specific	ques?ons	on	that,	but	this	may	not	be	the	right	forum	since	it	is	also
being	discussed	in	other	workgroups.
	
hEps://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/19/public-assistance-non-congregate-sheltering-
delega?on-authority
	
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden+ality	No+ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica+ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu+on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	

From:	Granum,	Nicolas	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	16:44
To:	Aus?n,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.aus?n@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Food	Security	Coordina?on	Team	conf	call	tomorrow
	
This	document	helps	show	the	strategy	(if	you	haven’t	seen	it,	apologies	for	any	duplica?on).	Given	that,
in	this	current	environment	there	may	be	unique	needs	and	unique	solu?ons	that	need	to	be	pursued
as	the	pandemic	unfolds.
hEps://na?onalmasscarestrategy.org
	
Let	me	know	if	that’s	along	the	lines	of	what	you’re	hoping	for,	or	if	there	are	specific	things	that	have
come	up	I	can	make	sure	to	address.

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jt.austin@gov.wa.gov
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/19/public-assistance-non-congregate-sheltering-delegation-authority
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
https://nationalmasscarestrategy.org/


	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
--------------------------
Confiden+ality	No+ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica+ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu+on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	

From:	Granum,	Nicolas	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	16:35
To:	Aus?n,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.aus?n@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Food	Security	Coordina?on	Team	conf	call	tomorrow
	
Hi	JT,
	
Sure	thing,	will	gather	some	materials	that	might	be	relevant	to	share	and	give	a	quick	overview.	It	will
be	good	to	be	able	to	re-emphasize	the	roll	of	the	state	EOC	in	fielding	and	valida?ng	local	requests,
since	we’re	suppor?ng	them.
	
I	may	need	to	defer	some	ques?ons	if	I	don’t	have	the	answer,	but	I	will	try	to	gauge	the	audience	and
can	definitely	commit	to	finding	the	correct	answer	for	you	or	the	group	if	I	don’t	have	it	tomorrow.
	
Nicolas	Granum
Individual	Assistance	|	Region	10	Recovery	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4501	|	Mobile:	(202)	718-3394
nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	

mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


--------------------------
Confiden+ality	No+ce:	This	E-mail	message	is	covered	by	the	Electronic	Communica+ons	Privacy	Act,	18
U.S.C.	§	2510-2521	and	is	legally	privileged.	Unauthorized	review,	use,	disclosure	or	distribu+on	is	strictly
prohibited.	If	you	are	not	the	intended	recipient,	please	contact	the	sender	by	phone,	or	by	reply	e-mail
and	destroy	all	copies	of	the	original	message.	Thank	you.
--------------------------
	

From:	Aus?n,	JT	(GOV)	<jt.aus?n@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	1,	2020	16:11
To:	Granum,	Nicolas	<nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Food	Security	Coordina?on	Team	conf	call	tomorrow
	
Hi	Nicolas,
Would	you	be	able	to	speak	to	what	FEMA	is	able	to	provide	with	regards	to	food	security?
Procurement,	funding,	reimbursement…?	On	the	FSCT	call	tomorrow?
And,	I	was	able	to	listen	in	to	the	last	15	mins	of	the	grocer	call	today	and	am	super	interested	in
listening	in	on	as	many	of	those	calls.
Thanks,
JT
	
JT	Aus8n	(she/her/hers)
COVID-19	Food	Security	&	Hunger	Relief	Response
Senior	Policy	Advisor	–	Natural	Resources	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Cell:	360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov	|	jt.aus?n@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: hEps://coronavirus.wa.gov/ 				
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Holt, Brett
FEMA Region 10 Private Sector COVID-19 Update
March 18, 2020 at 7:59 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

All –
 
For the past few weeks, I’ve been supporting the private sector and Region 10 State Emergency Management in the
COVID-19 Response. I’ve tried to push out general update emails on Tuesday and Thursdays to provide resources or
other relevant information during this time. The response is very fluid and what I do provide could change tomorrow
due to a variety of factors. If you find the information below informative, let me know and I will add you to the
distribution list if you want information.
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
 

 
 

 
------------------------------------------------
Region 10 Partners
 
Thank you for your partnership. You will find new CDC resources, links to COVID-19 sites, OSHA Guidance on
Preparing the Workforce for COVID-19, SBA’s new program information, upcoming business continuity training, the
call-in information for the NBEOC call, and more.
 
Continue to forward this email, ask to be added to the distribution list, or reach back for questions or comments.
	
-------------------------------
 
Rumor ControlRumor Control
The link here is CDC’s current Myth/Fact page. Additionally, for the most up-to-date information, CDC has started a
What is NewWhat is New page – this includes the latest fact sheets and external communications materials on COVID-19.
 
-------------------------------
  
TranslationsTranslations
CDC’s website and communications resources can be found here in Spanish. Content is continuing to be updated
daily.
 
-------------------------------
 
National Emergency Declaration (see attached email)National Emergency Declaration (see attached email)
On March 13, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of the Robert T. Stafford

mailto:Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/share-facts.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/whats-new-all.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq-sp.html


Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the “Stafford Act”). This increases federal
support to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) in its role as the lead federal agency for the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic response. As a result of the President’s decisive, unprecedented action, FEMA is
directed to assist state, local, tribal, territorial governments and other eligible entities with the health and safety
actions they take on behalf of the American public. Today’s declaration does not make direct financial assistance
available to individuals.
 
-------------------------------
 
OSHA Guidance on Preparing the Workforce for COVID-19 (see attached PDF)OSHA Guidance on Preparing the Workforce for COVID-19 (see attached PDF)
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) developed this COVID-19 planning guidance based on
traditional infection prevention and industrial hygiene practices. It focuses on the need for employers to implement
engineering, administrative, and work practice controls and personal protective equipment (PPE), as well as
considerations for doing so.
 
-------------------------------
 
Small Business Administration Resources (see attached PDF)Small Business Administration Resources (see attached PDF)
The U.S. Small Business Administration is offering designated states and territories low-interest federal disaster
loans for working capital to small businesses suffering substantial economic injury as a result of the Coronavirus
(COVID-19). Upon a request received from a state’s or territory’s Governor, SBA will issue under its own authority, as
provided by the Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act that was recently signed
by the President, an Economic Injury Disaster Loan declaration.
 
-------------------------------
	
Update on the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Response Update on the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Response 
Please join us for an update on the COVID-19 response. 
Date: Wednesday, March 19, 2020
Time: 3:00 p.m. ET
Presenter: Dr. Nancy Messonnier (Director of the National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases)
Dr. Messonnier will share guidance for the private sector, including what CDC knows at this point and what CDC is
doing in response to this outbreak. We will also have time for questions and answers. Please email
eocevent337@cdc.goveocevent337@cdc.gov to submit questions in advance. Register at
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_v1NsR-W0TqaqmPgkbPqx9g
	
-------------------------------
  
Washington Small Business Development Center Business Resiliency WebinarsWashington Small Business Development Center Business Resiliency Webinars
The Washington SBDC is launching a series of Business Resiliency webinars targeted at small businesses starting
this Thursday at 11am in Response to COVID-19. View the upcoming events to support your business. Webinar
participants will also receive access to a business resiliency PDF fillable form that they can customize according to
their particular needs. About 30 minutes of the webinar will be an overview of resiliency planning and the remainder
of the time will be for questions and answers. In addition, they have a business resiliency web page. On the page,
you’ll be able to download a copy of our Business Resiliency Guide, as well as a Business Resiliency Plan, which can
be customized by small business owners to meet their specific needs. 
 
-------------------------------
  
Region 10 State Private Sector LeadsRegion 10 State Private Sector Leads
Alaska
Private Sector Leads for Alaska Division of Homeland Security & Emergency Management

Tom Koloski, Emergency Management Specialist III, thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
James Benzschawel, Emergency Management Specialist II, james.benzschawel@alaska.gov

 

mailto:eocevent337@cdc.gov
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mailto:james.benzschawel@alaska.gov


Emergency Operations Center is activated to Level 3 (Full Activation) with a Unified Command Group. 
Alaska COVID Information

Alaska COVID-19
 
Idaho
Private Sector Lead for Idaho Office of Emergency Management

Jon Hanian, Public-Private Partnerships Program Manager, jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
 
Emergency Operations Center is activated to Level 3 monitoring COVID-19
Idaho COVID Information

Idaho COVID-19
 
Oregon
Private Sector Lead for Oregon Office of Emergency Management

Sonya McCormick, Public-Private Partnership Manager, sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
 
Emergency Operations Center is activated
Oregon COVID Information

Oregon Health Authority COVID	 
Oregon Office of Emergency Management COVID Dashboard
Business Oregon  

 
Washington
Private Sector Lead for Washington Emergency Management Division

Taylor Hennessee, Private Sector - Infrastructure Program Manager, Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
 
Emergency Operations Center is activated to Level 1
Washington COVID Information

Washington COVID-19
Employment Resources
Governor Office COVID-19 Resources
Small Business Resource
Washington State Department of Commerce – StartUp Washington

 
-------------------------------
 
Useful COVID-19 LinksUseful COVID-19 Links
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services:U.S. Department of Health and Human Services:
·       Twitter (here)
·       Facebook (here)

 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention:Centers for Disease Control and Prevention:
·       Twitter (here)
·       Facebook (here)

 
What you should know:What you should know:
·       Workplace, School, and Home Guidance
·       People at Risk for Serious Illness from COVID-19
·       How COVID-19 Spreads
·       Symptoms
·       Steps to Prevent Illness
·       Testing
·       Frequently Asked Questions
·       What to Do If You Are Sick with COVID-19
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/steps-when-sick.html


·       Stigma Related to COVID-19
·       What You Need to Know
·       Facts about COVID-19
·       Information for People at Higher Risk and Special Populations
·       Communication Resources

  
Situation Updates:Situation Updates:
·       Situation Summary
·       Cases in the U.S.
·       Global Locations with COVID-19
·       Risk Assessment
·       CDC in Action: Preparing Communities

 
Information for Businesses:Information for Businesses:
·       Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers
·       Information for Communities, Schools, and Businesses
·       Environmental Cleaning and Disinfection Recommendations – Community Facilities
·       SBA: COVID-19 Resources
·       DOL: Guidance for Preparing Workplaces for Coronavirus
·       DOL: OHSA Resources for Workers and Employers on COVID-19
·       WHO: Get Your Workplace Ready for COVID-19
·       CISA: Risk Management for COVID-19
·       EPA: Disinfectants for Use Against COVID-19

o   PDF
 
Information for Travel and Transpor tation:Information for Travel and Transpor tation:
·       Information for Travel
·       Guidance for Ships
·       Guidance for Airlines and Airline Crew
·       State: Travel Advisories
·       State: Traveler’s Checklist
·       State: Smart Traveler Enrollment Program
·       DOT: FAQs from FTA Grantees Regarding COVID-19

 
Information for Healthcare Providers, First Responders, and Research Facilities:Information for Healthcare Providers, First Responders, and Research Facilities:
·       Information for Healthcare Professionals
·       Resources for State, Local, Territorial and Tribal Health Departments
·       Resources for Healthcare Facilities
·       Infection Prevention and Control Recommendations for Patients with COVID-19 or Persons Under

Investigation in Healthcare Settings
·       Information for Laboratories
·       Resources for First Responders
·       Guidance for Nursing Homes
·       Guidance for Public Health Professionals Managing People with COVID-19 in Home Care and Isolation Who

Have Pets or Other Animals
·       FAQs and Considerations for Patient Triage, Placement and Hospital Discharge
·       What Law Enforcement Personnel Need to Know
·       Guidance for Homeless Shelters
·       Guidance for Hemodialysis Facilities
·       CMS: Information on COVID-19 and Current Emergencies
·       CMS: Guidance for Hospice Agencies
·       CMS: Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act Requirements and Implications Related to COVID-19
·       CMS: FAQs for State Survey Agency and Accrediting Organizations
·       EPA: Disinfectants for Use Against COVID-19

o   PDF
 
Information for Families and Households:Information for Families and Households:
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https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/covid-19/
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/getting-workplace-ready-for-covid-19.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/20_0306_cisa_insights_risk_management_for_novel_coronavirus_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2020-03/documents/sars-cov-2-list_03-03-2020.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/maritime/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/air/managing-sick-travelers/ncov-airlines.html
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html/
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/before-you-go/travelers-checklist.html
https://step.state.gov/step/
https://www.transit.dot.gov/frequently-asked-questions-fta-grantees-regarding-coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19
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https://www.cms.gov/files/document/qso-20-14-nhpdf.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/interim-guidance-managing-people-in-home-care-and-isolation-who-have-pets.html
https://www.cms.gov/files/document/qso-20-13-hospitalspdf.pdf-2
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-law-enforcement.pdf
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·       Information on COVID-19 for Pregnant Women and Children
·       Interim Guidance for Household Readiness
·       Environmental Cleaning and Disinfection Recommendations for U.S. Households
·       Guidance for Preventing the Spread of COVID-19 in Homes and Residential Communities
·       FAQ: COVID-19 and Children
·       EPA: Disinfectants for Use Against COVID-19

o   PDF
 
Information for Schools and Childcare Providers:Information for Schools and Childcare Providers:
·       Interim Guidance for Administrators of U.S. Childcare Programs and K-12 Schools
·       Resources for Institutes of Higher Education
·       Environmental Cleaning and Disinfection Recommendations – Community Facilities
·       USDA: USDA Makes It Easier, Safer to Feed Children in California Amid Coronavirus Outbreak
·       DOEd: Resources for Schools and School Personnel
·       EPA: Disinfectants for Use Against COVID-19

o   PDF
 
Information for Community Events and Gatherings:Information for Community Events and Gatherings:
·       Interim Guidance for Mass Gatherings and Large Community Events
·       Interim Guidance for Community- and Faith-Based Organizations
·       EPA: Disinfectants for Use Against COVID-19

o   PDF
 
Information for Military Response:Information for Military Response:
·       DOD: Department of Defense Coronavirus Response

 
-------------------------------
  
National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC)National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC)
The FEMA National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) is activated as part of the Interagency Crisis
Action Task Force, supporting the HHS, the Lead Federal Agency for our nation’s response to COVID-19.
 
The Crisis Action Task Force and NBEOC are operating daily (M-Fri) from 0800-1700 hrs. (EST). 
 
The NBEOC Dashboard remains active 24/7. Post questions for the private sector community and FEMA staff to
respond. We will post current information on the dashboard as it’s received.
 
Next NBEOC Cross Sector Coordination Call (TODAY)

Tuesday, March 17
12pm PST
1-800-593-7177 #7963614
Adobe Connect

Calls are every Tuesday and Thursday
 
-------------------------------
 
Businesses with locations in other FEMA regions can reach out to me for those specific Private Sector Liaison
contacts. I’m welcome to connect you.
 
I will push out these updates on Tuesdays and Thursdays to coincide the days we are holding a FEMA National
Business Emergency Operations Center call.
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/mass-gatherings-ready-for-covid-19.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2020-03/documents/sars-cov-2-list_03-03-2020.pdf
https://www.defense.gov/Explore/Spotlight/Coronavirus/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://www.fema.gov/regional-contact-information
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Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
 

 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and
reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with disabilities.
To request a disability accommodation contact me at least five (5) working days in advance at 425-877-8593 or
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov.
	

http://www.fema.gov/


Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
RE: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
To: Hyer, Brian
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV), Streeter, Ryan, Hill, John

Hello	Brian	–	I’m	sorry	the	3ming	did	not	work	out	for	Administrator	Gaynor	to	connect	with	the
Governor	last	night.	Is	there	any	update	on	finding	a	3me	with	him	going	forward?
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	11:35	AM
To:	'Hyer,	Brian'	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>
Cc:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>;	Streeter,	Ryan	<ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov>;	Hill,	John
<john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
Thanks	so	much,	Brian.
	
From:	Hyer,	Brian	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	11:33	AM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka3ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>;	Streeter,	Ryan	<ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov>;	Hill,	John
<john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
Hi	Morgan,
We	will	get	this	request	over	to	FEMA	so	they	can	check	when	the	Administrator	would	be	available.
	
Thanks!
Brian	

From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Hyer,	Brian;	Hill,	John
Cc:	Ka3ms,	Casey	(GOV);	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
CAUTION:	This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	adachments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	ques3ons	or	concerns.
 
Hello	John	and	Brian,
	

mailto:Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV
mailto:Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV
mailto:ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov
mailto:john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov
mailto:Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov


Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	3me	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	mader.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	ques3ons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001
Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Offers_Ways_for_Private_Sector_to_Help_Fight_COVID-19
March 27, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
 
Under the White House Coronavirus Task Force’s direction, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners continue to work closely with state, local, tribal and territorial governments in
executing a whole-of-government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. The outpouring of support from the private sector to provide medical supplies
and equipment has been tremendous. To help us match the many offers of assistance to the
right place, at the right time, and in the right quantity, we ask for your help in ensuring
partners know how to connect.   
 
To sell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please submit a price
quote under the COVID-19 PPE and Medical Supplies Request for Quotation. Full details
can be found in the solicitation (Updated Notice ID 70FA2020R00000011). This
solicitation requires registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) in order to
be considered for award, pursuant to applicable regulations and guidelines. Registration
information can be found at www.sam.gov. Registration must be “ACTIVE” at the time of
award. 
 
If you have medical supplies or equipment to donate, please provide us details on what
you are offering through our online medical supplies and equipment form at
https://www.fema.gov/covid19offers.
 
If you are interested in doing business with FEMA and supporting the response to
COVID-19 with your company’s non-medical goods and/or services, please submit your
inquiry to the Department of Homeland Security’s Procurement Action Innovative

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
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Response (PAIR) team at DHSIndustryLiaison@hq.dhs.gov.
 
In addition to these avenues to help, licensed healthcare professionals that want to
volunteer can get information on eligibility, view credential levels by clinical competency
and register with the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer Health
Professionals in their state. 
 
If you are a hospital or healthcare provider in need of medical supplies, please contact your
state, local, tribal or territory department of public health and/or emergency management
agency. Any needs that cannot be met by the state or tribe are then sent to the respective
FEMA regional office who are coordinating requirements through the FEMA National
Response Coordination Center. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and
Human Services and other federal agencies to fulfill requests and ship supplies as quickly
as possible. 
 
Additional ways to help can be found at www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help. 
 

# # #
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Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH)
Guidance for I&Q/Assessment and Recovery Locations
March 24, 2020 at 8:21 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Davidson, Lisa, Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Rice, Toby
Cc:  seoc44 (MIL), seoc43 (MIL)

Team,

Here	is	the	link	with	language	that	can	be	sent	out	regarding	the	I&Q	facili;es	and	what	guidance	is
available.	This	guidance	was	updated	on	3/22	and	has	been	on	our	website	in	mul;ple	versions	since
early	February.	We	update	this	version	each	;me	guidance	is	updated.

We	sent	this	out	broadly	on	Monday	last	week	(3/16)	when	it	was	last	updated,	but	we	will	work	with
the	JIC	and	LOFR	to	distribute	again.

Tumwater	IMT	is	working	to	streamline	our	collec;ve	awareness	of	what	and	where	guidance	is	located
so	that	we	can	quickly	aPain	it	when	needed.

Best,

MaPhew	Zimmerman

	

	

	

	

Hello,

We	have	received	a	lot	of	ques;ons	surrounding	Isola;on	and	Quaran;ne	or	Assessment	and	Recovery
Loca;ons	support	and	resources	in	response	to	the	COVID-19	Pandemic.	Guidance	for	local
governments	to	support	local	planning	for	these	facili;es	can	be	found	on	the	DOH	website	under	Local
Health	Jurisdic;on	Resources	and	Recommenda;ons	here:

hPps://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/1600/coronavirus/ConsidsforAssessAndRecLocs.pdf

The	communi;es	within	Washington	State	have	unique	considera;ons	specific	to	individual	needs	and
demands	that	differ	between	the	geographic	areas.	Therefore,	the	guidance	found	on	the	DOH	webpage
provides	mul;ple	op;ons	regarding	isola;on	and	quaran;ne.	Adap;ng	guidance	with	the	appropriate
Subject	MaPer	Experts	in	your	communi;es	is	a	key	aspect	to	ensuring	an	effec;ve	solu;on	that
supports	your	community	members.

It	is	impera;ve	that	you	work	closely	with	your	local	health	jurisdic;on	when	it	comes	to	planning	for,
sebng	up,	and	conduc;ng	these	opera;ons	within	your	communi;es.	They	will	be	able	to	ensure	that
these	facili;es	best	support	the	unique	needs	within	your	jurisdic;ons.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: FY2020 Emergency Management Performance Grant Program Supplemental Funding
April 13, 2020 at 8:54 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 13, 2020        

FEMA FY2020 EmergencyFEMA FY2020 Emergency
Management PerformanceManagement Performance
Grant Program SupplementalGrant Program Supplemental
FundingFunding
The	Department	of	Homeland	Security	(DHS)	and	FEMA	are	announcing	the
release	of	the	No?ce	of	Funding	Opportunity	and	Final	Alloca?ons	for	the	$100
million	in	supplemental	funding	made	available	to	the	Emergency	Management
Performance	Grant	Program	(EMPG)	under	the	Coronavirus	Aid,	Relief,	and
Economic	Security	(CARES)	Act.

Topline messaging includes:

·       The EMPG Supplemental, (or EMPG-S), program is authorized by CARES Act, Div. B (Pub. L.
No. 116-136) and the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act,
Pub. L. No. 93-288. Under the EMPG Program FEMA is authorized to make grants for the
purpose of providing a system of emergency preparedness for the protection of life and
property in the United States from hazards and to vest responsibility for emergency
preparedness jointly in the federal government and the states and their political
subdivisions. Under EMPG, grants are awarded to the 56 states and territories. The states
and territories make subawards to local and tribal governments.

·       The FY 2020 EMPG-S program assists states, local governments, tribes and territories with
their public health and emergency management activities supporting the prevention of,
preparation for and response to the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) public
health emergency. Through this funding opportunity, FEMA will award funding to support
planning and operational readiness for COVID-19 preparedness and response, as well as
the development of tools and strategies for prevention, preparedness, and response, and
ensure ongoing communication and coordination among federal, state, local, tribal and
territorial partners throughout the response.

·       Funding awarded under the EMPG-S program is separate and distinct from any funding
that will be awarded under the FY 2020 EMPG Program NOFO published on Feb. 14,
2020.

·       The attached Information Bulletin and Fact Sheet provide further details as well as final
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allocations for the 56 states and territories.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 3:27 PM EDT
To: McClain, Stacey (MIL), Rossie, Camilla, Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Great	news!

	

Camilla	â€“	we	are	happy	to	say	a	few	words	briefly,	but	I	donâ€™t	expect	weâ€™ll	have	much	to	say

except	for	our	graBtude	to	SBA	for	moving	expediBously	and	to	the	DelegaBon	for	their	help	on	our

declaraBon	request.	Up	to	you	on	whether	itâ€™s	worth	us	saying	that	or	not.

	

Casey

	

360.999.0155

	

From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:21	PM

To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;

Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon

(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

All,

SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the

press	relief	today.

	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov
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From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	

Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM

To:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey

(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Hello	Casey,

Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit

slow	gejng	out	the	invitaBon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.

	

I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaBon	today,	so	great	Bming!	Please	let	me	know	if

you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.

	

Thanks	so	much,		

	

Cam	Rossie

Government	RelaBons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs

Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028

Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

	

From:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM

To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)

<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey

<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Ryan:

	

Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	leq	off	the	below	message.
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Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you

confirm	if	itâ€™s	sBll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaBon	we	should	have.

	

Casey

	

	

CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs

Governor	Jay	Inslee

Cell:	360.999.0155

	

From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM

To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)

<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)

<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey

(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>

Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-

Diaz@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

Importance:	High
	

Thank	you	Ryan,

	

I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is

Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaBms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing

Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaBons	Director	Karina

Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.

	

I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anBcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked

with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?

	

Sincerely,

Nancy

	

	

Nancy	A.	Bickford

Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director

Washington	Military	Department

253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)

Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov

	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM

To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla

<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
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Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Hey	Nancy.

Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesBon	is	resolved.

	

Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Bme)	weâ€™re	hosBng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaBon.	From

the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director

and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaBng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include

WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do

you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someBme	this	aqernoon	or	tomorrow?

	

	

Thanks!

	

	

Ryan	Ike

Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10

Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496

Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

	

	

From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM

Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons

	

Good	Day,

	

We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraBon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in

support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraBon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoBn,	Benton,

Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kijtas,

Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,

Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counBes	in	Washington;

Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counBes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaBlla

and	Wasco	counBes	in	Oregon.

	

Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
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Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	

	

FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,

weâ€™ve	avached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaBon	gathered	prior	to

going	to	the	loan	portal.

	

Loan	applicaBon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)

but	Iâ€™ve	avached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaBon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the

portal.

Tax	InformaBon	AuthorizaBon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,

each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner

or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an

affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,

and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	avached	here.

Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax

returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaBon	if	not	available

Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the

applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each

general	partner	or	managing	member

Schedule	of	LiabiliBes	lisBng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	

	

AddiBonal	InformaBon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs

	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uBlizing	our

regular	loan	products.

2)      If	you	have	an	exisBng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through

SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parBcipaBng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliBes	where	they

may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaBons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a

good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenBonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make

similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	

3)      In	addiBon	to	tradiBonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaBons	who	then	re-

lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaBvely

small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining

financing	from	a	tradiBonal	lender.	The	acBve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business

Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	

4)      SBA	parBally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The

Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
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hvps://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	

hvps://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater

Seavle	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounBes

hvps://seavle.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,

Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counBes.	hvps://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,

the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seavle

hvps://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the

Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hvps://wcwb.org/

	

5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaBon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniBes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous

contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the

concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	

	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more

informaBon.

	

Warm	regards,

	

	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director

Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 13, 2020)
April 13, 2020 at 2:25 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 13, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human
Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

·       FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·       FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·       Data and information-sharing are criticalare critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

-   Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator resources to ensure
the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the right states to sustain life within a
72-hour window.

-   Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to
FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total acute
care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and number of
ventilators available in the state.

-   States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

-   Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports
on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

	

Contact Us

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization


If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
	

mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Using_Autodialers_for_COVID-19_Re lated_Public_Service_Announcements
April 02, 2020 at 11:51 AM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the guidance below, and attached, from our partners in the Communications Sector
Coordinating Council regarding autodialers and how to ensure that legitimate COVID-related
public service announcements are not inadvertently blocked.
 

 
April 2, 2020
 
Using Autodialers for COVID-19 Related Public Service
Announcements
If your organization uses, or expects to use, automated dialing technology to make large
numbers of voice telephone calls to citizens about COVID-19, there are measures you are
advised to take to help ensure that those calls are not inadvertently blocked by service
providers or other entities.

What You Should Know

Many telephone service and app providers offer services that consumers can use to block
unwanted and illegal robocalls. While those services can protect citizens from illegal
fraudulent robocallers (including ones taking advantage of the public’s anxiety about
COVID-19), there is some risk that legitimate calls made using automated dialing
technology might inadvertently be identified as "spam" and blocked.

Calling patterns associated with legitimate, important public service telephone calls might
in some instances be similar to those associated with unwanted (and often illegal) robocalls,
so the algorithms used to identify and block unwanted robocalls could potentially be
triggered.

What You Should Do

Any public service entity that uses an autodialer to contact its citizens can minimize the risk
that its calls are incorrectly blocked (or labeled as "spam") by registering its telephone
numbers with the companies that offer the blocking tools. Each has a procedure through
which legitimate callers can register their numbers and report any instance(s) of incorrect
blocking or labeling.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov


Telephone Service Providers’ Portals for Registering Numbers

Legitimate callers can go the web sites below to register legitimate numbers and also
address any incorrect labeling or call blocking.

AT&T: https://hiyahelp.zendesk. com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Analytics Provider: Hiya

Sprint, Verizon, U.S. Cellular: http://Reportarobocall.com
Analytics Provider: TNS

T Mobile: http://www.calltransparency.com
Analytics Provider: First Orion

Third-Party App Providers

Legitimate callers can email these companies about their planned autodialing calls:

Nomorobo: reports@nomorobo.com

YouMail: TNissues@youmail.com 

# # #

Using Autodialers for COVID-19 PSAs.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 4, 2020)
April 04, 2020 at 1:13 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

FEMA	ADVISORY	–	APRIL	4,	2020																																			

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator
Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance;
Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline	messaging	includes	the	following:
§  Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal

partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole-of-
America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.

§  The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.
§  On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.

¨  The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

¨  The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions
designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much
as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking
additional steps to distance yourself from other people. 

¨  On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face coverings in
community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by people are infected and
do not know it.

¨  For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you
think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

§  On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began offering nearly
$350 billion in loans to small businesses.

¨  If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of the loan used
to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

¨  In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing Economic Injury
Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new and existing loans.

§  FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in
various locations across the U.S.

¨  FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first flight landed
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Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

¨  Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los Angeles on April
1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has more flights scheduled and is
adding more daily.

¨  Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include gloves, gowns,
goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have detailed visibility on the
amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

¨  Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not indicators
that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies are national supplies
and will be distributed to hot spots and through the vendors regular supply chain to
locations across the country.

¨  Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors in areas of
greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S. supply chain.
Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing homes around
the country.

§  Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted a
process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are shipped to the
states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which includes
9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the Department of
Defense.

¨  To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership.

§  As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile to
California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan
(400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

¨  Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a Public
Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal Medical Station
for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100 ventilators for
Massachusetts.

§  On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and interprets key
indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

¨  The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important and timely
surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States.

¨  COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits, emergency
department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as laboratory data.

¨  The report will be updated every Friday.
§  Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

	

Contact Us
If	you	have	any	quesJons,	please	contact	FEMA	Office	of	External	Affairs,	Congressional	and
Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division:

Congressional	Affairs	at	(202)	646-4500	or	at	FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/covidview.html
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Tribal	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private	Sector	Engagement	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow	FEMA	on	social	media	at:	FEMA	online,	on	TwiZer	@FEMA	or	@FEMAEspanol,	on	FEMA
Facebook	page	or	FEMA	Espanol	page	and	at	FEMA	YouTube	channel.
Also,	follow	Administrator	Pete	Gaynor	on	TwiZer	@FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
To	help	people	before,	during	and	a]er	disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
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To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-
risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
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California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations
to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face
masks, 3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6
million gloves.  We are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or
produce even more.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the guidance below, and attached, from our partners in the Communications Sector
Coordinating Council regarding autodialers and how to ensure that legitimate COVID-related
public service announcements are not inadvertently blocked.
 

 
April 2, 2020
 
Using Autodialers for COVID-19 Related Public Service
Announcements
If your organization uses, or expects to use, automated dialing technology to make large
numbers of voice telephone calls to citizens about COVID-19, there are measures you are
advised to take to help ensure that those calls are not inadvertently blocked by service
providers or other entities.

What You Should Know

Many telephone service and app providers offer services that consumers can use to block
unwanted and illegal robocalls. While those services can protect citizens from illegal
fraudulent robocallers (including ones taking advantage of the public’s anxiety about
COVID-19), there is some risk that legitimate calls made using automated dialing
technology might inadvertently be identified as "spam" and blocked.

Calling patterns associated with legitimate, important public service telephone calls might
in some instances be similar to those associated with unwanted (and often illegal) robocalls,
so the algorithms used to identify and block unwanted robocalls could potentially be
triggered.

What You Should Do

Any public service entity that uses an autodialer to contact its citizens can minimize the risk
that its calls are incorrectly blocked (or labeled as "spam") by registering its telephone
numbers with the companies that offer the blocking tools. Each has a procedure through
which legitimate callers can register their numbers and report any instance(s) of incorrect
blocking or labeling.
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Telephone Service Providers’ Portals for Registering Numbers

Legitimate callers can go the web sites below to register legitimate numbers and also
address any incorrect labeling or call blocking.

AT&T: https://hiyahelp.zendesk. com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Analytics Provider: Hiya

Sprint, Verizon, U.S. Cellular: http://Reportarobocall.com
Analytics Provider: TNS

T Mobile: http://www.calltransparency.com
Analytics Provider: First Orion

Third-Party App Providers

Legitimate callers can email these companies about their planned autodialing calls:

Nomorobo: reports@nomorobo.com

YouMail: TNissues@youmail.com 

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

As of April 8, 21 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Three flights are scheduled to arrive today, 1 in Chicago, 1 in New York City,
and 1 in Dallas/Ft. Worth.
An additional 49 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
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mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within a 72-hour
window.

Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state

States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
The federal government has 8,324 total ventilators available: 7,724 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

On April 8, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.
On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain
Scarce or Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use”
directing DHS and FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense
Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily detaining export
shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators, and a
variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.

On April 8, CDC issued additional guidance to help ensure critical infrastructure
workers can perform their jobs safely after potential exposure to the virus.

The guidance covers essential health care workers who’ve been exposed to the
coronavirus.
Essential workers can, under certain circumstances, go back to work, if they’re



asymptomatic and take the recommended actions of taking their temperature
before they go to work, wearing a face mask at all times, and practicing social
distancing when they’re at work.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Remain Actively Engaged to Support State-
Managed Coronavirus Response

 
“I CAN TELL YOU THIS WEEKEND, WE WILL BE REPORTING ON AGGRESSIVE EFFORTS THAT OUR SUPPLY
STABILIZATION TASK FORCE AT FEMA IS TAKING TO IMPORT MEDICAL SUPPLIES FROM AROUND THE
WORLD.”
– VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign to help
slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

•        For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you
think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

•        Apple and CDC, together with the White House and FEMA, launched a new website and
app with a COVID-19 screening tool and resources to help people protect their health. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is shipping:
11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields, 4.3 million
surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. We are sending more
every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
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Today, the US-NS Comfort will be underway today from Norfolk, VA to New York, NY.

•        The Comfort will arrive at Pier 90 in Manhattan on Monday – only approximately a mile
away from the Javits Convention Center where the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are
actively constructing a 2,910-bed alternate care facility.

•        The Comfort is equipped with 12 operating rooms, 1,000 hospital beds, a medical
laboratory, a pharmacy, an optometry lab, digital radiology services, a CAT-scan, two
oxygen producing plants, a helicopter deck and a crew of nearly 1,200 U.S. military
personnel.

•        The crew onboard the Comfort will provide critically needed medical surge capacity for
New York Metropolitan area. Their mission will be to care for New Yorkers who do not
have COVID-19, but who require urgent medical care.

 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California,
New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local
emergency assistance efforts.

•        This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster response
efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command and control, if
that becomes necessary.

•        Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act to avoid governors needing to request individual emergency declarations.

In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York,
North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Washington, the
commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territory of Guam were approved for  major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Seventeen states and four
tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts,
Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress, Defense
Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Addressing PPE Needs in Non-Healthcare Settings (April 23, 2020)
April 23, 2020 at 1:16 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 23, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Addressing PPE Needs in Non-HealthcareAddressing PPE Needs in Non-Healthcare
Setting  Setting  

The attached Fact Sheet summarizes how organizations should consider and
manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the
protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response.

The COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Shortage
seeks to ensure protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and
patients by implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse and repurpose. Industries
that use similar PPE (e.g., N95 respirators) as part of their normal duties will be challenged in
obtaining PPE while available supply is prioritized for healthcare workers and first responders.
Industries whose essential critical infrastructure workers need PPE to perform their duties
should continue working with suppliers to acquire needed PPE, but should expect shortages
to continue. All industries should immediately implement strategies to preserve existing
supplies of PPE and find alternative work methods to address shortfalls. A critical component
in implementing PPE preservation strategies is determining the appropriate level of PPE for
use. Non-healthcare industries should carefully consider whether PPE is required by law or
regulation as part of their routine duties, or whether it is needed for mitigating employee
exposure to COVID-19.

Contact Us

Questions about a specific shipment should be directed to Custom and Border Protection.
Questions about the allocation order and Notice of Exemptions in the Federal Register may be
directed to FEMA National Business Emergency Operations Center. 

If you have a legal question regarding the allocation order, send an email to PPE-
export@fema.dhs.gov.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.cisa.gov/publication/guidance-essential-critical-infrastructure-workforce
https://imports.cbp.gov/
mailto:NBEOC@max.gov
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If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 26, 2020)
April 26, 2020 at 12:34 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 26, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·         On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s
economy in several phases, depending on location.

-   Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24April 24, reinforcing the
partnership between the federal and state governments and the continued
progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely and
responsibly under the phased approach.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

·         On April 25April 25, FEMA announced that more than $5.1 million dollars in crisis counseling
service grants have been made available to five states.

-   The grants, made to Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and
Washington, will support programs providing free, confidential counseling to assist
individuals through community-based outreach and educational services.

-   Due to the COVID-19 nationwide emergency and the need to protect the safety and
health of all Americans, the crisis counseling will be delivered by phone, internet
and the media (including social media).

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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·         As of April 25April 25, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.7 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million surgical
masks, 7 million face shields, 14.7 million surgical gowns, 793.8 million gloves, 10,603
ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

 

·         The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the

following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Re: Transition in Federal POC - 3/14-3/22
To: Pottebaum, Nic D. EOP/WHO
Cc:  robby.wehagen@fema.dhs.gov, Kimberly.helm@fema.dhs.gov

Thanks, Nic. 

Robby and Kimberly - I think we found the answers we need for tonight, but I look forward to
connecting with you. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 13, 2020, at 10:08 PM, Pottebaum, Nic D. EOP/WHO
<Nicholas.D.Pottebaum@who.eop.gov> wrote:

ï»¿

Â·         Robby	Wehagen	202-856-5249	robby.wehagen@fema.dhs.gov

Â·         Kimberly	Helm	202-212-1351	Kimberly.helm@fema.dhs.gov

	
From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	8:08	PM
To:	PoPebaum,	Nic	D.	EOP/WHO	<Nicholas.D.PoPebaum@who.eop.gov>
Subject:	RE:	TransiXon	in	Federal	POC	-	3/14-3/22
	
Hi	Nic	â€“	Any	chance	you	could	connect	me	with	someone	at	FEMA	with	an	a_er	hours
number,	or	you	could	connect	for	a	quick	call?
	
From:	KaXms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaXms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	10:41	AM
To:	Johnston,	Darcie	(HHS/IEA)	<Darcie.Johnston@hhs.gov>;	PoPebaum,	Nic	D.	EOP/WHO
<Nicholas.D.PoPebaum@who.eop.gov>
Cc:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	TransiXon	in	Federal	POC	-	3/14-3/22
Importance:	High
	
Darcie	and	Nic:
	
I	am	wriXng	to	inform	you	that	we	will	be	temporarily	transiXoning	the	Federal	Point	of
Contact	(POC)	role	for	the	rapidly	evolving	COVID-19	response	in	Washington	State.
	
Timing	is	not	ideal	but	my	brother	is	gegng	married	in	Mexico	next	week,	and	I	will	be
traveling	out	of	the	country	for	his	wedding.	During	that	Xme,	the	governorâ€™s	DC

mailto:robby.wehagen@fema.dhs.gov
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deputy	director	Morgan	Wilson	(Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov)	will	serve	as	the	primary
Federal	POC	for	the	coronavirus	response.	A_er	that	Xme	I	will	resume	my	post	as	Federal
POC	for	our	state.
	

Federal	POC	for	Washingtonâ€™s	COVID-19	Response:	March	14	-	March	22
Morgan	Wilson
Deputy	Director	of	Gov.	Insleeâ€™s	DC	Office
Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov
Cell:	360.968.9255

	
Although	Iâ€™ll	be	traveling	I	expect	to	have	cell	service	and	will	remain	as	available	as
possible	to	assist.	If	you	need	to	reach	me	for	any	reason,	you	may	try	my	work	cell
(360.999.0155)	or	my	personal	cell	(206.459.9520).
	
Thanks	for	all	youâ€™re	doing	to	support	Washington	during	this	challenging	Xme.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155
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JoDee Garretson
SARC Update
March 23, 2020 at 1:15 PM EDT
To: Banks Darryl. Banks@co. benton. wa. us Darryl, Camille Meyer, Carlos Rodriguez, Carlos Trevino, Carol
Harting, Carrie Runge , Chase Garretson, Chelsea Denney, Cheryl Herod, Cheryl Isakson, Chief Ben Majetich, Chief
Chris Turner, Chief David Giles , Chief John Bruce, Chief Ken Hohenberg, Chris Blevins, Chris Caceido, Christina
Young , Christine Bennett, Christopher Littrell, Chrystal Montgomery, Cindy Fredrickson, Clark Boyer, Clay
Vannoy, Clifton Conner, Corey Smith, Craig Hanson, Craig Littrell, Damen Jansen, Dan McCary, Danette
Layne, Daniel B. Long, Darren Pitt, Darryl Judge, Dave Corkrum, David Blosser, Dean Murstig, Deborah
Culverhouse, Dianne McCants, Guerrero Chris, McDonald, Dan (WSP), Peck Caleb. Peck@co. benton. wa. us
Caleb, Rochleau, Cindy, Wheeler David

Good	Morning,
	
As	of	today,	all	SARC	staff	is	working	remotely	from	home.		We	have	also	made	the	difficult	decision	to
disconAnue	in-person	medical	advocacy	at	the	hospitals.		I	understand	closing	our	physical	doors	may	be
upseFng	to	some	of	you,	please	know	this	was	not	an	easy	decision	and	was	not	made	lightly.		As
everyone	is	doing,	we	had	to	weigh	the	interests	of	many	and	feel	this	was	the	best	decision	in	light	of
the	current	environment.
	
I	want	to	assure	you	that	we	are	all	acAvely	working,	responding	to	crisis	calls,	and	following	up	with	our
clients.		This	past	week	we	worked	together	a	great	deal	to	prepare	for	this.		It	is	important	to	know	that
when	calls	first	come	into	SARC	our	answering	service,	Kelly’s,	will	answer	and	send	the	message	to	our
on	line	system.		We	have	staff	monitoring	the	messages	coming	in	and	forwarding	to	the	appropriate
staff	member	who	will	then	respond.		All	calls	are	important,	please	leave	a	message	for	whatever
reason	you	called,	and	you	will	receive	a	Amely	response.		If	you	do	not,	please	email	me.
	
Our	team	is	amazing,	it	is	our	absolute	mission	to	conAnue	to	provide	the	best	services	possible.		Please
reach	out	to	me	with	any	concerns	you	may	have.
	
JoDee
	
	
JoDee	Garretson,
ExecuAve	Director
Support,	Advocacy	&	Resource	Center
509.374.5391
www.supportadvocacyresourcecenter.org
(she/her/hers)
	
Important	Warning:	This	message	is	intended	for	the	use	of	the	person	or	enAty	to	which	it	is	addressed	and	may
contain	informaAon	that	is	privileged	and	confidenAal,	the	disclosure	of	which	is	governed	by	applicable	law.	If	the
reader	of	this	message	is	not	the	intended	recipient,	or	the	employee	or	agent	responsible	to	deliver	it	to	the	intended
recipient,	you	are	hereby	noAfied	that	any	disseminaAon,	distribuAon	or	copying	of	this	informaAon	is	STRICTLY
PROHIBITED.	If	you	receive	this	message	by	error,	please	noAfy	us	immediately	and	destroy	the	related	message.	Email
coming	and	going	from	our	agency	is	not	protected.
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Consulate of Switzerland in Seattle
Actionable coronavirus observation from Italy
March 28, 2020 at 5:44 PM EDT
To: Hoss, Schuyler (GOV), Jehlik, Stacey, Holt, Brett
Cc:  Alessandro Giacobbe, Wechsler Benedikt EDA WEC

I	am	sure	our	public	health	professionals	already	know	but	this	informa7on	has	been	circula7on	in	the
Italian	press	in	the	Italian	language.	I	simply	pass	this	along	in	case	you	think	this	may	be	helpful.
	
FACT:	The	hardest	hit	vic7ms	and	biggest	spreaders	in	Lombardy,	Italy	were	primary	care	physicians
(family	doctors)	most	of	whom	were	asymptoma7c.	They	spread	it	very	fast	because	they	see	many
more	pa7ents	than	other	health	professionals.	The	point	is	that	a	latent	way	in	which	the	virus	spreads
exponen7ally	is	through	family	doctors	who	don’t	know	they	have	it.		
	
DATA:	In	all	of	Italy	51	doctors	died	so	far	but	a	much	larger	number	is	infected	and	many	are
asymptoma7c.	Of	those	51,	19	so	37%,		were	family	doctors.	Of	the	last	5	doctors	who	died	2	were
family	doctors,	one	podiatrist,	one	cardiologist	and	one	internist.	So	again,	40%	were	family	doctors.	
	
IMPLICATION:	Primary	care	physicians	should	get	PPE	first.
	
Philippe Goetschel
Honorary Consul
 
Consulate of Switzerland in Seattle
 
6920 94th Avenue SE, Mercer Island, WA 98040-5442, USA
Tel: +1 206 228 8110
seattle@honrep.ch
www.eda.admin.ch/sf
sanfrancisco@eda.admin.ch

	
This e-mail may contain trade secrets or privileged, undisclosed or otherwise confidential information. If you have received this e-mail in error,
you are hereby notified that any review, copying or distribution of it is strictly prohibited. Please inform us immediately and destroy the original
transmittal. Thank you for your cooperation.
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report March 26, 2020 AM
March 26, 2020 at 7:28 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

The	Na'onal	Social	Listening	Report	is	a5ached	for	greater	context.

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 26, 2020 PM
SUMMARY

·        Idaho	reports	its	first	three	deaths	related	to	COVID-19.
·        Washington's	statewide	stay-at-home	order	to	slow	the	spread	of	coronavirus	may	need	to	be

extended	beyond	its	ini'al	two-week	period,	says	Gov.	Jay	Inslee.
·        Nearly	3.3	million	Americans	applied	for	unemployment	benefits	last	week.		As	coronavirus

con'nues	to	hammer	the	economy,	Idaho	unemployment	insurance	claims	rose	by	1,200%	in
one	week,	Oregon	is	repor'ng	record	unemployment,	and	Washington’s	jobless	claims	jumped
more	than	nine-fold.

Public	Sen+ment
·        Oregon,	Washington,	and	Idaho	residents	are	confused	about	the	Stay-at-Home	orders	in	their

respec've	states.
·        People	con'nue	to	praise	private	companies	that	are	helping	meet	the	demand	for	essen'al

items—from	a	Spokane	bridal	store	giving	away	garment	bags	for	people	to	make	masks,	the	3D
prin'ng	of	protec've	masks	in	Anchorage,	and	a	Juneau	dis'llery	making	hand	sani'zer.

·        Rumors	and	suspicion	about	a	military-enforced	na'onal	lockdown	con'nue.

·        Interest	con'nues	in	the	s'mulus	bill	and	how	it	will	benefit	people	across	the	region	who	are
impacted.

·        Oregonians	remain	concerned	about	tes'ng	issues	aZer	increased	transparency	from	Oregon
Health	Authority.

·        In	response	to	the	rising	number	of	cases	in	Idaho,	people	point	to	the	rising	number	of	tests.

Washington
Fla5en	the	Curve
·        Governor	Jay	Inslee	hosted	a	press	conference	today	to	update	media	and	the	public	on	the

current	status	of	the	COVID-19	response	in	Washington.
o   There	was	both	praise	for	the	coordina'on	so	far	with	FEMA	Region	10	and	resources

that	have	come	and	are	on	their	way	(NW	News	Reporter),	but	also	a	request	for	more
federal	support	with	the	na'onal-level	supply	challenges	(@GovInslee).

o   Gov.	Inslee	said	the	infec'on	rate	from	coronavirus	in	Washington	is	slowing	compared	to
other	states,	a	sign	that	restric'ons	put	in	place	over	the	past	few	weeks	may	be
working.	(KREM)

o   Gov.	Inslee	also	said	Washington's	statewide	stay-at-home	order	to	slow	the	spread	of
coronavirus	may	need	to	be	extended	beyond	its	ini'al	two-week	period.	(KOMO,	KEPR)
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Business	and	Economy
·        More	than	133,000	Washington	residents	filed	for	jobless	benefits	last	week	—	a	jump	of	more

than	ninefold	from	a	week	earlier	—	as	government	efforts	to	halt	the	coronavirus	outbreak
con'nued	to	slow	the	state’s	economy.	(Sea5le	Times,	FOX	Q13).		Na'onwide	jobless	claims	hit
3.3	million,	quadruple	previous	record	(KHQ)

·        As	adver'sing	dries	up	amid	coronavirus	shutdown,	Washington	news	outlets	lay	off	staff
(Sea5le	Times)

Rumor	Control
·        Rumors	of	a	military-enforced	na'onal	lockdown	have	been	debunked	repeatedly	by	authori'es

who	say	their	recurrence	shows	just	how	persistent	false	claims	can	be	during	an	emergency,
and	why	it’s	vital	to	find	reliable	sources	of	informa'on.	(Sea5le	Times)

o   In	the	comments	on	the	Sea5le	Times	Facebook	post,	some	people	s'll	say	they	believe
a	military-enforced	na'onal	lockdown	will	be	coming	“eventually”	(example	1,	example
2).

·        Clallam	County	Sheriff’s	Office:	Rumors	of	individuals	or	businesses	needing	"passes"	or
"licenses"	to	conduct	essen'al	services	are	not	true.		We	are	not	conduc'ng	random	stops,	or
checkpoints,	of	ci'zens	as	they	go	about	their	daily	business	in	a	lawful	manner.	In	doing	so,	we
would	be	significantly	infringing	upon	the	Cons'tu'onal	Rights	we	value	and	protect.

o   While	many	comments	on	the	Clallam	County	Sheriff’s	Office	Facebook	post	are	grateful
for	this	clarifica'on,	others	express	confusion--	one	person	wonders	how	businesses	are
deciding	who	is	essen'al	(example	1)	and	another	says	the	virus	is	a	“distrac'on”
because	the	flu	kills	more	people	(example	2).

New	Cases	and	Fatali'es
·        Clark	County	more	than	doubles	COVID-19	cases,	reports	fiZh	death.	Public	Health	confirms	28

new	cases.	(The	Columbian)
·        Out	of	the	16	confirmed	cases	of	the	novel	coronavirus	in	Quincy	reported	as	of	Wednesday

aZernoon,	three	have	come	from	inside	Quincy	High	School,	including	one	staff	member	and
two	students.	(Wenatchee	World)

·        Two	Whatcom	residents	die	from	coronavirus,	20	more	test	posi've	Thursday.	(Bellingham
Herald)

·        Third	Case	of	Coronavirus	Diagnosed	In	Whitman	County	(Pullman	Radio)
Tes'ng
·        Clallam	County	received	600	new	COVID-19	test	kits	Wednesday.	(Peninsula	Daily	News)

PPE
·        A	Spokane	Valley	bridal	store	gives	away	garment	bags	for	people	to	make	masks	(KXLY)

Response
·        Federal	Regulators	Find	Kirkland	Nursing	Home	Failed	to	Quickly	Respond	to	Coronavirus

Outbreak	(Daily	Chronicle)
Tribal
·        Helping	Those	on	the	Front	Lines,	S'tch	by	S'tch	(Kalispel	Tribe	of	Indians)
·        Community	amid	coronavirus:	5,000	pounds	of	food	given	away	to	the	Tulalip	tribal	members

and	elders	in	an	hour	(Tulalip	News)
S'gma
·        ‘It	bothers	me	to	my	core’:	Bellevue	PD	says	COVID-19	is	fueling	racist	threats.		From	death

threats	to	racial	slurs,	Asian-Americans	are	living	in	fear	as	the	coronavirus	takes	its	toll	on	the
world.	(FOX	Q13)

Community	Impact
·        Pierce	County	Humane	Society	trying	to	find	homes	for	170	pets	during	coronavirus	outbreak.

Overcrowding	could	become	a	problem	at	the	shelter,	and	officials	are	hoping	families	will
consider	adop'ng	or	fostering	an	animal.	(News	Tribune)

·        Washington	State	Department	of	Emergency	Services	received	a	shipment	of	supplies.	(Vice
President	Mike	Pence	Twi5er)

Oregon
Medical	Supply
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·        OSU	donates	more	than	12	pallets	of	personal	protec've	equipment	to	health	care	workers.
(KATU2)

·        Oregon	Na'onal	Guard	delivering	medical	supplies	for	coronavirus	response.	(KATU2)
·        Oregon	is	burning	through	PPE,	putng	health	workers	trea'ng	COVID-19	at	risk.	(OPB)

Tes'ng
·        Surge	in	Oregon's	COVID-19	tes'ng	capacity	expected	this	week.	(OPB)
·        Want	to	get	tested	for	coronavirus?	Here’s	Oregon’s	latest	guidance	about	who	is	eligible.	(The

Oregonian)
Legisla've
·        Federal	coronavirus	s'mulus	package	covers	7	major	areas.	(The	Skanner)
·        Oregon	A5orney	General	Orders	Convenience	Stores	to	Stop	Hiking	Prices	on	Face	Masks	and

Toilet	Paper.	(Willame5e	Weekly)
·        Are	you	a	small	businesses	owner	who	has	been	affected	by	the	Coronavirus	and	need	help

accessing	an	SBA	loan?	(@RepSchrader)
·        Coronavirus	s'mulus	package	to	bring	economic,	housing	aid	to	Oregonians,	senators	say.	(East

Oregonian,	The	Oregonian)
·        Lawmakers	grapple	with	whether	to	delay	collec'on	of	a	new	billion-dollar	business	tax.

(Willame5e	Weekly)
New	Cases
·        Regional	COVID-19	updates:	50	new	cases	in	Oregon,	one	more	death.	(KOIN,	KATU2,	KGW8)
·        We	want	to	keep	you	informed	about	COVID-19	in	Oregon.	Data	are	provisional	and	change

frequently.	(@OregonHealthAuthority)
Economic	Impact

Jobless	claims	have	significantly	increased	due	to	COVID-19	pandemic.	(OPB,	The	Oregonian,
KOIN)
What	Oregon	anglers,	hunters,	birders	should	know	amid	coronavirus	pandemic.	(The
Oregonian)
The	number	of	applica'ons	for	SNAP	benefits	has	nearly	quadrupled	in	last	week.	(KPTV12)							

Food	Supply
Eastern	Oregon	farmers	double	efforts	to	aid	COVID-19	afflicted	families.	(East	Oregonian)
Be	'food-prepared'	without	panic.	(Siuslaw	News)

Idaho
·        @FEMA_Pete:		Yesterday	(3/25),	local	officials	at	@IDHW	received	their	first	shipment	from	our

Strategic	Na'onal	Supply.	Supplies	include	goggles,	N95	masks,	face	shields,	gloves	&	surgical
masks.	This	delivery	was	sent	to	emergency	management	divisions	across	the	state.

New	Cases	and	Fatali'es
·        Three	fatali'es	have	been	reported	from	Idaho	–	the	first	for	the	state.	The	first	death	occurred

on	Monday.	(KIVI,	Idaho	Statesman,	KTVB,	CBS	2)	Reac'ons	vary	from	sadness,	diminishing	the
number	in	comparison	to	other	fatali'es,	and	finding	that	this	is	an	excuse	for	government
control.

·        Idaho’s	confirmed	coronavirus	cases	jump	by	more	than	50%	(Local	News	8,	Idaho	News)
o   People	see	a	correla'on	between	the	increase	in	tes'ng	and	the	increase	in	reported

cases.	(example	1,	example	2)	One	individual	comments	on	the	'me	it	has	taken	to	get
results.

o   Some	feel	that	the	repor'ng	is	more	a	scare	tac'c.	(example	1,	example	2)
·        A	TSA	agent	in	Boise	has	tested	posi've	for	coronavirus.	The	agent	worked	in	baggage

screening,	and	stopped	working	on	the	19th.	Na'onwide,	there	have	been	28	TSA	officers	who
have	tested	posi've.		(Idaho	News,	IDHW	Twi5er,	CBS	2)

·        Coronavirus:	Blaine	County	count	increases	to	66.		What	made	Blaine	County	Idaho’s	coronavirus
hot	spot?	Wealthy	visitors	and	recrea'on.	(KIVI,	Idaho	Statesman)

o   One	comment	on	the	Idaho	Statesman’s	Facebook	post	says	that	rather	than	point	fingers,
Idaho	needs	to	focus	on	the	solu'on	as	a	community	(example	1),	but	another	says	the
state	should	have	done	something	about	outside	travel	long	ago,	and	more	people	will
die	now	as	a	result	of	that	inac'on	(example).
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·        With	hundreds	of	snowbirds	expected	to	be	returning	to	North	Idaho	soon,	many	from	Arizona,
some	have	expressed	concern	about	whether	they	might	be	bringing	the	coronavirus	with	them.
(Coeur	d’Alene	Press)

o   Comments	on	the	Coeur	d'Alene	Press	Facebook	post	emphasize	that	maybe	people
should	stay	put	in	order	to	fla5en	the	curve	and	stop	the	spread	of	the	virus.

Economy
·        Unemployment	claims	have	risen	by	1,200%	in	Idaho	in	one	week.	Idaho	workers	laid	off	due

to	the	coronavirus	filed	13,341	new	claims	for	unemployment	insurance	benefits.	(CBS	2)
o   An	individual	said	that	they	have	been	trying	to	call	for	the	past	three	days	without

being	able	to	get	through	to	the	Idaho	Department	of	Labor,	another	responded	that
their	chat	is	responsive.

Alaska
Social	Distancing
·        News	circulates	that	Anchorage	marijuana	dispensaries	made	the	list	of	‘cri'cal’	businesses,

escaping	the	mayor’s	'hunker	down'	order,	due	to	its	use	for	medical	purposes.	Many	responses
to	this	story	highlighted	the	fact	that	liquor	stores	also	remain	open,	some	expressing	concern	in
light	of	AA	mee'ngs	being	cancelled	and	domes'c	violence	issues.	(KTUU)

·        Conversa'on	around	the	mandatory	14	day	self-quaran'ne	for	anyone	arriving	in	Alaska
centered	on	concern	over	the	government’s	inability	to	enforce	the	‘honor	system’	rule	(example
1,	example	2).	(@alaska.dhss)

Community	Impact
·        Alaska	Health	and	Social	Services	posted	a	Disaster	Distress	Helpline	which	is	being	widely	shared

with	people	urging	fellow	Alaskans	to	call	if	needed	(example	1,	example	2).	(@alaska.dhss)
Poli'cal
·        Response	to	Congressman	Don	Young’s	video	post	that	he	“did	not	fully	grasp	severity	of	this

crisis”	previously	and	urges	Alaskans	to	take	precau'ons	now	is	receiving	mixed	responses.	Most
commenters	feel	this	statement	is	too	late	and	does	li5le	to	make	up	for	previous	lack	of
leadership	on	the	crisis	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3).	(@RepDonYoung,	KTUU)

Business	and	Economy
·        Ar'cles	detailing	the	s'mulus	bill	benefits	con'nue	to	get	significant	trac'on.	(KTUU)
·        Praise	con'nues	for	private	companies	that	get	involved	in	mee'ng	demand	for	essen'al	items,

such	as	3D	prin'ng	of	protec've	masks	(example	1,	example	2),	and	a	Juneau	dis'llery	making
hand	sani'zer	(example).	(@AnchorageMakerSpace,	Alaska	Public	Media,	KYNY)

·        Some	grocery	stores	have	temporarily	boosted	pay	and	increased	benefits	to	support	workers
amid	union	demands	that	they	be	treated	as	‘first	responders.’	People	are	generally	responding
with	consensus	and	gra'tude	to	grocery	workers	(example).	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
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Good	morning.
	
Today’s	na0onal	social	media	hot	issues	and	yesterday’s	na0onal	social	media	listening	report	are	a8ached	for
greater	context.
	

COVID-19
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MARCH 31, 2020
SUMMARY

·        Hospitaliza0ons	for	pa0ents	with	symptoms	of	COVID-19-like	illnesses	in	Washington	declined
last	week	by	more	than	20%,	a	hopeful	sign	for	the	region.

·        Three	new	COVID-19	deaths	in	Oregon	and	58	addi0onal	cases	reported	statewide,	as	state
leaders	plead	for	more	federal	support.

·        Idaho	residents	are	working	through	the	impacts	of	coronavirus	on	their	daily	lives,	from
personal	stories	about	having	COVID-19,	to	more	employees	at	essen0al	businesses	tes0ng
posi0ve.

·        New	research	in	Alaska	suggests	social	distancing	has	reduced	the	infec0on	rate,	while
predic0ng	thousands	of	deaths	without	con0nued	adherence	to	mi0ga0on	measures.

Public	Sen+ment
·        Washingtonians	feel	hopeful	as	hospitaliza0ons	for	COVID-19-like	illnesses	decline.	As	grateful	as

they	are	for	this	good	news,	they	are	determined	to	con0nue	prac0cing	social	distancing	so	as
not	to	squander	these	gains.

·        Oregonians	celebrate	community-sourced	solu0ons	to	supply	shortages,	remain	concerned	over
supply	of	PPE	in	the	state.

·        Idahoans	are	geUng	into	the	details	of	impacts	from	the	stay-at-home	order,	as	they	worry	about
community	spread	with	reports	of	cases	of	employees	at	essen0al	businesses	and	other	ac0vity.

·        Alaskans	reject	what	they	consider	‘fear	mongering’	reports	of	worst-case	scenarios,	and
con0nue	to	pressure	state	leadership	for	more	economic	relief.

·        Across	the	region,	people	con0nue	to	worry	about	a	balance	between	enforcing	stay-at-home
orders	and	government	overreach.

Washington
Fla8en-the-Curve

Hospitaliza0ons	for	novel	coronavirus-like	illness	declined	last	week	in	Washington,	offering	a
glimmer	of	hope.		A	20%	reduc0on	in	hospitaliza0ons	for	people	with	coronavirus-like
symptoms	in	Washington,	once	the	epicenter	of	the	U.S.	coronavirus	epidemic,	offers	a	glimmer
of	hope	for	the	region	and	na0on.	(Sea8le	Times)

Comments	on	the	Sea8le	Times	Facebook	post	are	grateful	for	the	posi0ve	news	and
determined	to	keep	staying	home	to	con0nue	moving	these	numbers	in	the	right
direc0on	and	keep	leading	the	na0on	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,
example	5,	example	6,	example	7,	example	8,	example	9,	example	10).
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People	say	they	eagerly	await	the	following	week's	numbers,	hoping	this	downturn
con0nues	and	that	things	can	reopen	soon	(example	1,	example	2)
Comments	also	applaud	essen0al	workers	and	medical	professionals	(example	1,	example
2).

Worldwide	cases	exceed	800,000	as	global	death	toll	nears	39,000.		The	United	States	recorded
its	deadliest	day	Monday	with	at	least	574	COVID-19	fatali0es	confirmed,	marking	the	na0on’s
highest	single-day	death	toll	since	the	novel	coronavirus	pandemic	began.	(KIRO	7)

Stay-at-Home	and	Rumor	Control
Gov.	Jay	Inslee	and	state	leaders	issued	new	guidance	Monday	on	how	Washingtonians	can
report	people	and	businesses	viola0ng	the	"stay-at-home"	order	that's	in	effect	statewide.	(Q13
FOX,	My	Northwest)

Comments	on	MyNorthwest.com's	Facebook	page	are	mixed.	One	person	wonders	about
the	state	of	hospitals,	PPE	supply,	and	how	overwhelmed	they	are	at	this	0me	(example
1).	Others	bring	up	the	release	of	"criminals"	--	saying	that	the	state	is	leUng	its	prisoners
out	and	instead	cracking	down	on	law-abiding	ci0zens	and	puUng	them	on	"house	arrest"
(example	2,	example	3).	One	person	equates	this	with	1984	and	calls	it	a	"police	state"
(example	4).

Community	Impact
Coronavirus:	Firefighters	ask	public	to	be	honest	if	they’re	sick	(KIRO	7)
Gun	shops	join	alcohol,	pot	stores	as	‘essen0al’	businesses	in	coronavirus	pandemic.	(The
Columbian,	News	Tribune,	Bellingham	Herald,	TriCityHerald,	The	Olympian)
Thieves	target	Federal	Way	salon	already	closed	by	statewide	coronavirus	order.		Shear	Magic
Hair	Design	in	Federal	Way	now	must	deal	with	lost	inventory	along	with	lost	revenue	amer
being	closed	in	the	state's	efforts	to	slow	coronavirus.	(KING	5)
All	Washington's	drivers	licensing	offices	are	closed	to	the	public.	Renewals	are	available	online.
(Q13	FOX,	KING	5)
A	Vincent	van	Gogh	pain0ng	on	loan	to	a	Dutch	museum	that	is	closed	because	of	coronavirus
was	stolen	overnight	in	a	raid.	(Q	13)

Medicine	and	PPE
The	novel	coronavirus	is	muta0ng,	as	viruses	do,	and	eight	strains	are	now	making	the	rounds
globally,	medical	experts	say.	(Sea8le	Times)
Drugs	touted	by	Trump,	blood	from	recovered	pa0ents:	Sea8le	scien0sts	seek	coronavirus
cures.		Researchers	around	the	globe	and	in	Sea8le	are	inves0ga0ng	dozens	of	promising	ideas
for	trea0ng	COVID-19,	from	repurposing	old	drugs	to	designing	new	ones.	And	they’re	doing	it
at	unprecedented	speeds.'	(Sea8le	Times)
Astria	Health	filed	a	no0ce	Sunday	with	the	U.S.	Bankruptcy	Court,	reques0ng	approval	to	lease
Astria	Regional	Medical	Center	for	use	as	a	field	hospital	as	part	of	Washington's	coronavirus
response	efforts.	(Yakima	Herald)
Ba8elle	machine	able	to	clean	80,000	surgical	masks	per	day	receiving	FDA	approval	(KOMO)

Tes0ng
Northwest	Laboratory	in	Bellingham	now	able	to	test	for	coronavirus,	should	speed	tests.
Northwest	Laboratory	will	only	be	doing	the	tes0ng	of	samples,	collec0ons	will	s0ll	come
through	a	doctor	or	healthcare	provider.	(Bellingham	Herald)

New	Cases
·        A	coronavirus	outbreak	has	infected	dozens	of	Marine	recruits	and	staff	members	at	the	service’s

East	Coast	recruit	training	center,	promp0ng	the	suspension	of	addi0onal	arrivals	for	the
foreseeable	future,	defense	officials	said	Monday.	(Spokesman	Review)
A	Mount	Vernon	choir	went	ahead	with	rehearsal.	Now	dozens	have	coronavirus	and	2	are
dead.	The	outbreak	has	stunned	county	health	officials,	who	have	concluded	that	the	virus	was
almost	certainly	transmi8ed	through	the	air	from	one	or	more	people	without	symptoms.
(Sea8le	Times,	Q13,	KING	5)
Yakima	Coronavirus	cases	more	than	double	during	weekend,	now	3	dead.		According	to	the
Yakima	Health	District	there	are	now	at	least	147	posi0ve	cases	of	COVID-19	in	Yakima	County.
(KIMA)
Clark	County	con0nues	coronavirus	rise:	20	more	cases	confirmed	(The	Columbian)
Coronavirus:	139	cases	in	Tri-Ci0es	area,	nearly	double	since	Friday	(YakTriNews)
Another	Whatcom	nursing	home	says	2	healthcare	workers,	2	residents	have	coronavirus
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(Bellingham	Herald)
Second	case	of	COVID-19	confirmed	in	Grays	Harbor	County	(KBKW)
Coronavirus	outbreak	at	Marine	Corps	boot	camp	infects	dozens	of	recruits,	staff	members

Tribal
Nooksack	Indian	Tribe	Ahead	of	Many	Communi0es	in	the	COVID-19	Pandemic.		The	Nooksack
Tribe	was	noted	for	its	commendable	efforts	in	pandemic	prepara0on,	distribu0on	of	food	and
supplies	to	its	members,	and	being	proac0ve	in	mental	health	outreach	to	exis0ng	clients.
Within	a	month	the	Nooksack	Tribal	government	has	rapidly	mobilized	to	provide	innova0ve
solu0ons	to	services	such	as	the	delivery	of	over	300	meals,	prepara0on	of	200	of	the	planned
400	isola0on	kits,	and	150	care	packages	for	elders.	(Nooksack	Indian		Tribe)

Dona0ons	and	Other	Feel-Good	Stories
Mobile	home	park	landlord	in	Sea8le	reduces	rent	amid	coronavirus	crisis:	‘It	was	the	right
thing	to	do’.	Yacov	Sinai	reduced	rents	by	$225	for	one	month	at	Bella-B	Mobile	Home	Park	and
says	"I	will	con0nue	to	help	as	much	as	I	can."	(Sea8le	Times)
Fuzzy	feeling:	Sea8le	neighborhoods	create	teddy	bear	scavenger	hunt	during	coronavirus
isola0on.		Some0mes,	an	act	of	kindness	can	be	as	small	as	a	smile.	If	you	take	a	walk	on	a
residen0al	street	around	town	these	days,	you	might	find	some	unexpected	new	neighbors:
stuffed	bears,	or	other	animals,	gazing	out	from	windows	all	over	the	neighborhood.		(Sea8le
Times)
Ar0st	Lizzo	sent	lunch	to	the	UW	Medical	Center	-	Montlake	Emergency	Department,	the
hospital	shared	on	Monday.	See	the	photos	here	and	see	Lizzo's	message	to	the	health	care
workers.	(KING	5)
Photos	of	89	year	old	Howard	S0les	mee0ng	with	his	wife	Lillian	for	the	first	0me	since	bea0ng
the	Coronavirus	last	week:	Lillian	wasn’t	sure	she	would	ever	see	him	again	when	he	entered
the	hospital	3/15.	(KIRO	Radio	97.3	FM	Facebook)

Oregon
Federal	Response
·        Major	disaster	declared	in	Oregon,	releasing	federal	aid.	(The	Oregonian,	OPB)

PPE
·        Oregon	leaders,	workers	want	fed	help	for	masks,	tes0ng.	(KOIN,	KATU2,	KPTV12)
·        Mask	cramers	in	Oregon	team	up	to	help	medical	workers.	(OPB)

Business
·        Business	owners	in	Portland	can	apply	for	help	through	$2M	small	business	relief	fund.	(KGW8,

KOIN,	KATU2,	@propserportland)
·        Rogue	dis0llery	shims	to	hand	sani0zer	produc0on	(KOIN),	an	approach	that	has	been	well

received	by	the	public.	(Rogue	Brewery	Newport	Facebook)
·        Southern	Oregon	for	Southern	Oregon:	connec0ng	customers	to	local	businesses.	(KDRV)
·        Univ.	of	Oregon	hosts	coronavirus	town	hall	to	address	school's	response	to	COVID-19.	(KATU2,

@uoregon)
New	Cases
·        Three	new	COVID-19	deaths	in	Oregon,	58	addi0onal	cases	reported	statewide.	(KPTV12,	KATU2,

KVAL)
·        12	OHSU	staff	test	posi0ve	for	coronavirus,	with	more	tests	pending.	(KGW8,	KOIN)
·        Intel	reports	first	coronavirus	case	among	Oregon	employees.	(The	Oregonian)
·        Washington	County	has	more	COVID-19	cases	than	most	of	Oregon	(OPB),	and	county	officials

have	tried	to	explain	why.	(@WashcoOregon)
·        A	TriMet	operator	has	tested	posi0ve	for	COVID-19.	The	person	works	at	the	Merlo	facility	in

Beaverton.		TriMet	believes	the	operator	is	its	first	to	be	a	confirmed	case	of	COVID-19.	(KGW)
Idaho

New	Cases
·        Idaho	now	repor0ng	more	than	400	coronavirus	cases,	7	deaths.	(CBS	2,	East	Idaho	News)	The

report	on	Monday	amernoon	prompted	some	Idahoans	to	urge	each	other	to	stay	home,	and
others	to	ask	for	reports	to	include	the	number	of	people	who	have	recovered	as	well.
o   First	coronavirus	death	reported	in	Cassia	County;	first	cases	reported	in	Jerome	and

https://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/coronavirus/article241615776.html
https://kbkw.com/second-case-of-covid-19-confirmed-in-grays-harbor-county/
https://nooksacktribe.org/administration/2020/nooksack-indian-tribe-ahead-of-many-communities-in-the-covid-19-pandemic/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/mobile-home-park-landlord-reduces-rent-amid-coronavirus-crisis-it-was-the-right-thing-to-do/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/fuzzy-feeling-seattle-neighborhoods-create-teddy-bear-scavenger-hunt-during-coronavirus-isolation/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1585596842
https://twitter.com/UWMedicine/status/1244751304590671872
https://twitter.com/UWMedicine/status/1244785574646439936
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-state-coronavirus-updates/281-fa9cc566-9259-49b0-a31d-94433bc89823
https://www.facebook.com/152474115137/posts/10158114738930138
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/coronavirus-in-oregon-march-30-major-disaster-declared-in-oregon-releasing-federal-aid.html
https://www.opb.org/news/article/live-updates-oregon-washington-coronavirus-covid-19-march-30/
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-leaders-workers-want-fed-help-for-masks-testing/
https://katu.com/news/local/gov-calls-for-more-personal-protective-equipment-for-healthcare-workers-first-responders
https://www.kptv.com/news/oregon-health-care-workers-state-officials-make-plea-for-more/article_b4394f96-72b9-11ea-8a1f-0b2ea02605ba.html
https://www.opb.org/news/article/mask-making-oregon-coronavirus-covid/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/business-owners-in-portland-can-apply-for-help-through-2m-small-business-relief-fund/283-e0f46fdc-5bc7-4414-ac94-922a5f4fe9e9
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/wheeler-local-leaders-to-announce-major-economic-relief-efforts/
https://katu.com/news/local/mayor-wheeler-to-address-economic-housing-relief-for-portland
https://twitter.com/prosperportland/status/1244655690154676224
https://www.koin.com/news/rogue-distillery-shifts-to-hand-sanitizer-production/
https://www.facebook.com/RogueBreweryNewport/posts/3726646504043947?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDDeYx49iACjVQeJhlFfvfq7anfXNr06m5sDli8BSuA--aYOdyyJgaiR88UfnYDYpSLGqrz7dlC1sYfjvj82krGJcoLKlA9Br0Kx2wel2WF600ZXPNEy9u-DG-CUJqGUJm_EKOe4_bbCbO9RJElv25iGH0CdGR7rF1ox5BogyYXy_cXaYzOcbgQB_Q3xEPlkkZPcdQz_3uCQHORo-FsKxjCrTX8nQ1UH4b94O3yoNY89ccmDB1mxliSoD1cswQ6XLZwPI3uK9LeEDdiJ6RFK7nRRmPYnHw4kP1jnyj9RG8sZwR9swYkXMlktQwW3NhF62qJDGE-vjigMoCIrFZGGLujtQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/Southern-Oregon-for-Southern-Oregon-Connecting-customers-to-local-businesses--569208511.html
https://katu.com/news/local/univ-of-oregon-hosts-coronavirus-town-hall-to-address-schools-response-to-covid-19
https://twitter.com/uoregon/status/1244644560548085761
https://www.kptv.com/news/oha-three-new-covid--deaths-in-oregon-additional-cases/article_bddffa7c-72b9-11ea-9ac2-5717d12495ec.html
https://katu.com/news/local/three-new-coronavirus-deaths-in-oregon-including-resident-at-state-veterans-home
https://kval.com/news/local/covid-19-death-toll-climbs-to-16-in-oregon-with-606-known-cases-statewide
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/12-ohsu-staff-test-positive-for-coronavirus-more-tests-pending/283-03c1e7c6-1413-4e42-9383-8558c477ac61
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/regional-covid-19-updates-oregon-sw-washington-03302020/
https://www.oregonlive.com/silicon-forest/2020/03/intel-reports-first-coronavirus-case-among-oregon-employees.html
https://www.opb.org/news/article/washington-county-oregon-coronavirus/
https://twitter.com/WashcoOregon/status/1243665282133942272
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/trimet-operator-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/283-0e7ad28d-02bf-46a5-ab74-c8a2e3007e07
https://idahonews.com/news/local/coronavirus-numbers-rising-in-idaho?fbclid=IwAR0bpIvRJHURADjJ_bh34sLGpLmaGW6QxKuIeo_IQO8Qc0N7izUJ0XcuJt4
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/03/idaho-coronavirus-cases-top-400-after-another-single-day-high-death-count-increases-too/?fbclid=IwAR0zQ4X6TbEHK741O8sRwDQpJsHwW__laxBCoWyg6RoMSHDouARKM28J5Ys
https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/posts/3195524270459257?comment_id=3195600940451590
https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/posts/3195524270459257?comment_id=3195599240451760


Minidoka	coun0es	(Times-News)
o   Meridian	Dutch	Bros	worker	tests	posi0ve	for	COVID-19	(CBS	2)
o   Five	Newly	Confirmed	Cases	of	Novel	Coronavirus	in	Nez	Perce	County	(Lewis	Clark	Valley

Community)
o   Boise	Flying	Pie	Pizzaria	worker	tests	posi0ve	for	COVID-19	(CBS	2)
o   Idahoans	feel	that	there	is	a	lack	of	tes0ng	to	truly	capture	the	scope	of	the	outbreak	and

slow	the	spread.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
Social	Distancing
·        Idaho	lawmaker	flouts	stay-at-home	order	with	church	service	(Idaho	State	Journal,	KTVB)	A

police	officer	viewed	a	video	of	the	service	and	felt	that	congregants	were	adhering	to	social
distance	recommenda0ons.

·        Idaho	medical	workers	are	taking	precau0ons	when	they	come	home	from	work	to	keep	their
families	safe	or	seeking	other	housing	op0ons.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Private	Sector
·        Boise	bar	gets	crea0ve,	hosts	daily	'virtual	happy	hour'	during	coronavirus	shutdown	(KTVB)
·        Sunrise	Cafe	shims	to	selling	groceries	to	stay	afloat	during	coronavirus	pandemic	(KTVB	7)
·        Idaho	has	a	giant	toilet-paper	factory	—	an	essen0al	business	amid	coronavirus	hoarding	(Idaho

Statesman)
o   Governor	Li8le's	post	praising	the	company	Monday	prompted	some	people	to	suggest

issues	they	would	rather	the	governor	focus	on,	such	as	challenges	accessing
unemployment	and	non-essen0al	businesses	remaining	open.

Tes0ng
·        Homeless	Idahoans	can	now	be	tested	for	COVID-19	at	Interfaith	Sanctuary	--	with	fast	results

(KIVI)	A	few	reac0ons	are	frustrated	that	homeless	people	have	access	to	tes0ng	with	faster
results.	(example	1,	example	2)

Community	and	economic	impact
·        Many	Boise	renters	out	of	work	due	to	COVID-19	as	rent	payments	loom	(KTVB)
·        Idaho	man	went	from	being	sick	to	being	on	a	ven0lator	'within	hours'	(CBS	2)
·        The	Wood	River	Valley	Howls	In	Apprecia0on	Of	COVID-19	Frontline	Workers	(Boise	State	Public

Radio)
Rumor	Control
·        No,	you	won’t	be	pulled	over	for	not	staying	home	(East	Idaho	News)	People	have	several	videos

and	anecdotes	that	make	them	leery.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
Alaska

New	Cases
·        Alaska’s	COVID-19	case	tally	notches	up	5;	Delega0on	explains	new	federal	relief	measures

(Alaska	Public	Media)	Governor	Mike	Dunleavy	was	joined	by	Congressman	Don	Young,	Senator
Lisa	Murkowski,	and	Senator	Dan	Sullivan	brief	Alaskans	on	coordinated	efforts	to	address	the
coronavirus.
o   The	congressional	delega0on	praised	the	features	of	the	CARES	Act.	“It’s	a	good	package	for

Alaska,”	Congressman	Don	Young	said.
o   By	video	message,	Alaskan	Chief	Medical	Officer	Dr.	Anne	Zink	provided	context	to	the	new

cases,	including	the	total	number	of	people	tested—3,713—and	a	detailed	update	on
ongoing	efforts	to	build	up	healthcare	capacity.	She	reported	a	delivery	of	60	vents	from
federal	partners.

o   In	reac0on	to	the	briefing,	many	people	agreed	that	they	would	have	preferred	hearing	from
only	the	Governor,	Dr.	Zink,	and	Social	Services	Commissioner	without	the	federal
delega0on,	and	many	others	con0nued	to	express	frustra0on	with	state	legislature	for	the
limited	economic	support	(example	1,	example	2).	Dr.	Zink's	video	updates	con0nue	to
receive	the	most	posi0ve	response	(example	3).

·        Fairbanks	emerges	as	hot	spot	for	coronavirus	in	Alaska	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	Alaska	officials
Monday	reported	two	clusters	of	COVID-19	cases:	15	at	two	clinics,	and	at	least	six	at	a	senior
center	with	more	tests	pending.
o   In	response,	people	in	Fairbanks	urge	each	other	to	stay	home.

https://magicvalley.com/news/local/first-coronavirus-cases-reported-in-jerome-and-minidoka-counties/article_13b44293-0c47-516e-b855-f293acc8c0ac.html?fbclid=IwAR11cIFhubzWdiRJ_bq_gp9o7APGbkWlbcAj8LjBtZn4K-WZe1KUBPF6oJs%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/meridian-dutch-bros-worker-tests-positive-for-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR3z2h6z2LLC2bbO0PdYqrBb6PYHl5v_4y0N9lDOKwIMAXQK9DfwspCSgQY
https://lcvalley.dailyfly.com/Home/ArtMID/1352/ArticleID/55038/Five-Newly-Confirmed-Cases-of-Novel-Coronavirus-in-Nez-Perce-County?fbclid=IwAR0s0MOf7DyemFnr0Q0RDun5AW7PZl_SDsGdA99aM9yrYDefMmX_oTpYV5Y
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/boise-flying-pie-pizzaria-worker-tests-positive-for-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR3LD43D8BZKuGjBcxkilPVNitzdzlZa4GbX9_svhqGuXPGNym-DdKcRawM
https://www.facebook.com/EastIdahoNews/posts/1584315041718230?comment_id=1584337141716020
https://www.facebook.com/dailyfly/posts/2919173611510725?comment_id=2919481248146628&reply_comment_id=2919502981477788
https://www.facebook.com/dailyfly/posts/2919173611510725?comment_id=2919481248146628&reply_comment_id=2919505634810856
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/coronavirus/idaho-lawmaker-flouts-stay-at-home-order-with-church-service/article_6adfb797-512b-5eba-b58f-e79a6c81b753.html?fbclid=IwAR3J0zSJHm-xpgZBqswVBFHAPV_X_ZiaFsEBrWMIT_SY48uj6NjWuxPUIp0
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/local/pastor-tim-remington-still-holding-services/293-210042dd-606a-44d3-855d-fc60c8bdb54f?fbclid=IwAR0-jxw85KbbDalNjAr5evf7jkILGH6amgCvI6kVio2VVUPoZj6p-p72Xl8
https://www.facebook.com/599362557311758/posts/611730256074988
https://www.facebook.com/groups/599362557311758/permalink/611730256074988/?comment_id=611743676073646
https://www.facebook.com/groups/599362557311758/permalink/611730256074988/?comment_id=611757389405608
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/local/208/boise-bar-gets-creative-hosts-daily-virtual-happy-hour-during-coronavirus-shutdown/277-11835798-8ecf-41cf-917c-f26eaabc07dd?fbclid=IwAR1PJxK_dkO-TCVWyi4zlFC5ADSxB8U9FCnXdApHlw4o-1qc4jKMcp9kVvM
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/local/208/sunrise-cafe-shifts-business-model-to-groceries-for-now/277-3c8edbe2-2885-4e99-8504-40c8f2236edd?fbclid=IwAR04fy97lFewTMTd65kIanhidK16hPVU7CGe15JdVKdJFHj99B_KGTCAoaM
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241560636.html
https://www.facebook.com/governorbradlittle/posts/2635557666663084?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCg2hARjRZpJpL9MevmRIuqGjN4xiwN601KlUq18Qd8dTtBDuApcTQBXVLMdCfr2ABlkhbk4TZKiXI483Drpgr55c4SpkXrSOJo4WHVzSlm4BAEVdqeyD662tHJ9vb3vgy9e-WHAkHmWFbwlGgKVthihaFPntK_iMoZBXqeC1By7vUAPnNeOscHAGWawxBtt9ml_4jW3nXD4B5ALzVG4l7TXoWWdoR42ukgEMqwffVgC-LYrQE140CMIbUFxsSEpJQXC1gxeD2zkS-3RTuK46pIrS89WWQFCw713fIHlJLW3y83wi0T30Fqg7tPthjPpQifGAzeSs5tsYBUD6HlFJzCELzd&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/governorbradlittle/posts/2635557666663084?comment_id=2635575456661305
https://www.facebook.com/governorbradlittle/posts/2635557666663084?comment_id=2635635916655259
https://www.kivitv.com/news/homeless-idahoans-can-now-be-tested-for-covid-19-at-interfaith-sanctuary-with-fast-results?fbclid=IwAR3GjFBVQces-ochD1CDmPSDqSrTMNFx9Z-ibUJUO4L9VFOHSHmvD2CBuUs
https://www.facebook.com/6OnYourSide/posts/3013385428724540?comment_id=3013390088724074
https://www.facebook.com/6OnYourSide/posts/3013385428724540?comment_id=3013390088724074
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/boise-renters-coronavirus/277-0b5d5a4d-e4e2-45d0-8e04-da4815c5716c?fbclid=IwAR1F3F5UXIdmhzsBAKVWWUr4e4kzS_o07FBFnMA8oYNzKoYe_XfQBzrZq9M
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/blaine-county-nurse-hospitalized-with-covid-19-wife-shares-the-challenges-they-face?fbclid=IwAR17Ffj3jL6lKOCO6EW5fC98rDtII32O1GxYS7Zc0hD_8Bblm-3SoEFts54
https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/post/wood-river-valley-howls-appreciation-covid-19-frontline-workers?fbclid=IwAR34T30IjvvYqMbAdUSp1GMCZFFUJ2BCzy2eeYqqP7_cW7WhJGYousL9PUA
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/03/no-you-wont-be-pulled-over-for-not-staying-home/
https://www.facebook.com/EastIdahoNews/posts/1584281028388298?comment_id=1584283868388014
https://www.facebook.com/EastIdahoNews/posts/1584281028388298?comment_id=1584304541719280
https://www.facebook.com/EastIdahoNews/posts/1584281028388298?comment_id=1584283778388023
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/03/30/alaskas-covid-19-case-tally-notches-up-5/
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/810808566093736/?comment_id=2615563258765319
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/810808566093736/?comment_id=143892927059486
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/810808566093736/?comment_id=810818109426115
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/videos/1122675901402661/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC1GnWTWAzsmo2CvJycRIC7HZnUcnVIxpb6U0FxksvaJD_QDrtehBHqsmzVfFXK35rpezK1TWtUw0Y1v5Ntd_wEM-dC5E73oGwI9UCImGDFUbNZgfFZr4GokXzBXaUHTF0hKpAeGP5zOKAVYjeGlsM4gP4x39vs2l3P8Gu9V7RqnVAizmLuy5fiYrrMxKAMBGFT7cG6TpCshgGM2X9LDVgkQ_OSa8lus1ej7sXxaJ5hZRu3vggy3LTrCFFHCZ5Dbs_Oq3gDkbcBwlqKOwHXuBCmvRMFAQwSvMBYByl9M--Go_aB5UUn0nkjoclLIMVN0_wIF9_UurBFxmCxr3ukC5mOTCn5Tw&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158033266809929?comment_id=10158033315129929&__tn__=R
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/03/31/fairbanks-emerges-as-hotspot-for-coronavirus-in-alaska/?fbclid=IwAR2geRHYQjniwuXae0R03Na01tdWOkjFUqUtPIGBFK7shocds5y08XgCMDY
https://www.facebook.com/groups/5337433675/permalink/10158784600843676/


·        Comments	on	the	City	of	Ketchikan's	update	asked	for	reports	on	new	cases	to	include	the
number	of	people	recovered.	(example	1,	example	2)	

Fla8ening	the	Curve
·        New	report	the	University	of	Alaska	Anchorage	offers	mix	of	encouragement	and	warning	to

Alaskans.
o   The	report	suggests	social	distancing,	closures	have	reduced	COVID-19	infec0on	rate	in

Alaska.	(KTVA)
o   The	research	also	predicts	7,400	hospitaliza0ons	and	5,800	deaths	related	to	COVID-19	in

Anchorage	and	the	Mat-Su	Valley	combined,	and	13,700	hospitaliza0ons	and	11,000
deaths	statewide	without	physical	distancing	mi0ga0on	efforts.	(KTUU)

o   Most	people	cri0cized	the	KTUU	repor0ng	of	these	research	findings	for	'fear	mongering'
and	'trying	to	ins0ll	fear	in	people,'	while	some	took	the	informa0on	as	a	warning	for
everyone	to	do	their	part	to	slow	the	spread.		

PPE
·        South	Central	Public	Health	Districts	asks	for	dona0ons	of	personal	protec0ve	equipment	(Times-

News)
Enforcement
·        Alaska	U.S.	A8orney	forms	task	force	to	prosecute	COVID-19	related	hoarding,	price	gouging

(KTUU)
·        Anchorage	mayor	threatens	to	fine	businesses	viola0ng	‘hunker	down’	order,	but	holds	off	from

harsher	restric0ons	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	
·        Fairbanks	man	arrested	for	DUI,	charged	with	terroris0c	threatening	for	claiming	he	had	COVID-

19	(KTVF)
Humanity
·        Na0ve	Healing	Dance	Offers	Comfort	During	Crisis	(KTUU)
·        Happy	Na0onal	Doctors'	Day	from	Dr.	Anne	Zink	(Alaska	DHSS	Facebook)
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Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 3, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase
ventilator production. The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators
to six companies.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will
begin offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.

Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.
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Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).

FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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The	na'onal	hot	issues	and	na'onal	social	listening	reports	are	a3ached	for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 29, 2020
SUMMARY

A	joint	press	conference	with	Department	of	Defense,	Washington	Governor	Inslee,	King	County
Execu've	Dow	Constan'ne,	Sea3le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan,	and	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator
Mike	O’Hare	announced	the	conversion	of	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center	into	a	field	hospital.
Washington	con'nues	to	make	efforts	to	surge	its	medical	capacity:	in	addi'on	to	the	field
hospital	at		CenturyLink	Field	with	its	beds	for	non-COVID-19	pa'ents,	an	Evere3	arena	will
become	a	COVID-19	quaran'ne	site,	and	worldwide	supply	chain	is	helping	Bothell-based
Ventec	Life	Systems	and	General	Motors	rapidly	find	parts	to	build	thousands	of	ven'lators	for
COVID-19	pa'ents.
Coronavirus	death	toll	climbs	to	13	in	Oregon,	with	65	new	cases	announced.
Total	number	of	COVID-19	cases	rises	to	at	least	102	in	Alaska,	as	the	state	announces	it	has
about	200	ven'lators	and	160	ICU	beds	statewide.
The	new	number	of	cases	in	Idaho	has	climbed	to	261.

Public	Sen+ment
·        Washingtonians	remain	concerned	about	access	to	tes'ng	for	COVID-19.	They	con'nue	to	largely

support	measures	to	enforce	social	distancing,	but	some	feel	that	these	measures	are	overblown
and	a	dispropor'onate	reac'on	to	the	virus.

·        Alaskans	mourn	the	first	in-state	COVID-19	death,	and	express	frustra'on	over	shor_alls	in	the
state	Coronavirus	relief	package

·        Oregonians	are	very	concerned	that	the	new	allowances	for	self-service	at	gas	sta'ons	will	lead
to	more	germ	spread,	and	that	people	are	not	heading	the	governor's	stay-at-home	orders.
In	Idaho,	residents	debate	what	level	of	enforcement	is	necessary	to	stop	the	spread	of
coronavirus.

Washington
CenturyLink	Field	Hospital
·        CenturyLink	Field	event	center	readies	switch	to	become	field	hospital.	The	Army	is	deploying

300	soldiers	to	Sea3le	to	staff	a	field	hospital	next	to	CenturyLink	Field	with	at	least	148	beds.
(Sea3le	Times,	KIRO	7,	KOMO,	Puget	Sound	Business	Journal,	KTVZ)

·        "Mike	O’Hare	thanked	those	in	the	private	sector,	including	CenturyLink	and	others	who
have	reached	out	to	share	resources.	FEMA	has	designated	$100	million	to	the	military	to
boost	medical	services	in	Washington	in	response	to	the	outbreak.	(KTVZ,	The	Mercury
News)

·        “This	is	a	whole-of-government	response	and	FEMA	remains	focused	on	taking	bold
ac'on	to	provide	life-sustaining	resources,”	Mike	O’Hare,	FEMA	federal	coordina'ng
officer,	said	in	a	statement.	“Together	with	our	local,	state	and	federal	partners,	the
private	sector	is	playing	a	cri'cal	role	in	our	united	effort	to	respond	to	the	COVID-19
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pandemic.”	(Puget	Sound	Business	Journal)
·        “The	health	and	safety	of	the	American	people	and	especially	the	people	of	Washington

state	are	my	top	priority,”	Mike	O’Hare	said.	“I’ve	told	Gov.	Inslee	and	Mayor	Durkan	and
many	others	in	no	uncertain	terms,	‘If	you	need	something,	tell	us.’”	(Sea3le	Times,
Herald	Media,	Walla	Walla	Union	Bulle'n)	

·        On	the	KOMO	News	Facebook	post,	one	person	says	that	they	do	not	want	to	get	sick	but
that	if	they	do,	it	would	be	an	honor	to	be	hospitalized	at	the	field	hospital	(example	1).
Another	person,	likely	not	realizing	that	this	field	hospital	is	for	non-COVID	pa'ents,	calls
the	need	for	this	field	hospital	"nonsense"	since	the	vast	number	of	COVID-19	pa'ents
are	sent	home	to	recover	(example	2).		On	the	Sea3le	Times	Facebook	post,	some
wonder	whether	the	stadium	is	the	best	loca'on	for	this	--	arguing	that	churches	could
be	a	be3er	fit	(example	3).	Some	comments	are	apprecia've	of	the	Governor's	ac'on
(example	4)	while	others	complain	about	his	recent	clashing	with	the	President	(example
5).	One	person	says	that	hospitals	in	Washington	have	"begged"	their	state	for	years	for
more	beds	in	their	hospitals,	and	now	they	need	federal	assistance	(example	6).

Tes'ng
The	lost	month:	How	a	failure	to	test	blinded	the	U.S.	to	COVID-19.		In	March,	the	world’s
richest	country	—	armed	with	some	of	the	most	highly	trained	scien'sts	and	infec'ous	disease
specialists	—	squandered	its	best	chance	of	containing	the	virus’	spread.	Instead,	Americans
were	leq	largely	blind	to	the	scale	of	a	looming	public	health	catastrophe.	(Sea3le	Times)

	Ven'lators
·        GM	and	Ventec	relying	on	Woodinville	supplier	in	venture	to	rapidly	make	more	ven'lators	for

coronavirus	pa'ents.	(Sea3le	Times)
Fatali'es	and	New	Cases

First	federal	inmate	from	FCC	Oakdale	in	LA.	dies	from	virus.	(KIRO	7)
There	are	now	100	people	who	have	tested	posi've	for	the	coronavirus	in	Yakima	County,
according	to	the	state	Department	of	Health.	(Yakima	Herald)

Comments	on	the	Yakima	Herald	Republic's	Facebook	post	reflect	concerns	about	access
to	tes'ng,	saying	there	are	probably	many	more	cases	that	are	not	yet	confirmed
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6,	example	7)

Amazon	employee	in	Kent	tests	posi've	for	coronavirus.		An	Amazon	fulfillment	center	worker
in	Kent	has	tested	posi've	for	the	coronavirus.	(KIRO	7)
American	Airlines	flight	a3endant	dies	due	to	coronavirus,	officials	say.	American	Airlines	flight
a3endants	are	sharing	their	concerns	aqer	one	of	their	co-workers	tested	posi've	for	the
coronavirus	and	then	died.	(KIRO	7)

Comments	on	the	KIRO	7	News	Facebook	post	urge	people	to	stay	home,	wondering	why
anyone	is	flying	right	now	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,
example	6)

King	County	Metro	to	temporarily	reduce	transit	services	beginning	Monday;	driver	tests
posi've	for	coronavirus	(KIRO	7)

Quaran'ne	and	Social	Distancing
Evere3	arena	to	become	coronavirus	quaran'ne	site.		"This	facility	will	provide	a	site	for
temporary	isola'on	and	quaran'ne	for	those	who	may	not	be	able	to	recover	in	their	own
home	or	who	are	among	the	county’s	unsheltered	popula'on,"	Kent	Pa3on,	spokesperson	for
Snohomish	County,	wrote	in	a	press	release.	(KOMO)

Comments	on	the	KOMO	News	Facebook	post	worry	this	plan	is	not	thought	out
(example	1)--thinking	this	means	the	arena	will	need	to	be	torn	down	(example	2),	and
likening	it	to	a	homeless	shelter	(example	3)	or	a	morgue	(example	4)

King	Co:	People	with	COVID-19	must	isolate	or	face	involuntary	deten'on.		With	the	coronavirus
outbreak	con'nuing	to	spread	in	King	County,	the	county's	lead	health	official	issued	a	new
order	Saturday	that	says	legal	ac'on	for	involuntary	deten'on	is	possible	for	those	who	have
tested	posi've	for	the	virus,	yet	refuse	to	isolate	on	their	own.	(KOMO)

People	on	the	KOMO	News	Facebook	page	say	that	from	looking	at	the	fairly	small
numbers	of	deaths,	they	don't	understand	why	this	virus	warrants	forced	isola'on
(example	1).	People	compare	numbers	of	the	death	tolls	from	the	seasonal	flu,	and	one
person	says	argues	the	country	cannot	"hide	forever"	-		poin'ng	out	that	there	are
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"worse"	things	that	don't	shut	down	the	country	(example	2).	Some	wonder	if	this	will
lead	to	mar'al	law	(example	3,	example	4)

Bill	Gates:	Complete	US	shutdown	is	only	way	to	beat	coronavirus.	Bill	Gates	is	sounding	the
alarm,	saying	a	full	country	shutdown	like	we	have	seen	in	India,	China,	and	Ital,	is	the	only	way
to	beat	the	coronavirus.		(My	Northwest)
Experts	Say	The	U.S.	Needs	A	Na'onal	Shutdown	Now	—	But	Differ	On	What	Comes	Next.
(KUOW)

Gun	Sales
Gun	sales	soar	during	coronavirus	pandemic.		The	director	of	sales	for	the	Range	said	the
overwhelming	majority	of	their	sales	are	coming	from	first	'me	buyers.	(KIMA)
US	agency	includes	gun	sellers	as	"cri'cal"	infrastructure.		A	gun	rights	group	is	cheering	the
Trump	administra'on’s	designa'on	of	the	firearms	industry,	including	retailers,	as	part	of	the
na'on’s	cri'cal	infrastructure	during	the	coronavirus	emergency.	(Sea3le	Times)

Oregon
New	Cases
·        Coronavirus	death	toll	climbs	to	13	in	Oregon,	with	65	new	cases	announced	(KATU2,	KGW8,

KPTV12,	KOIN,	The	Oregonian)
An	employee	at	Brookdale	Beaverton,	a	senior	living	facility,	tested	posi've	for	the	coronavirus
Friday.	(KATU)

Fla3ening	the	Curve
·        Gov.	Brown	launched	a	new	Stay	Home,	Save	Lives	ad	campaign	to	address	the	COVID-19

pandemic.	(KATU2,	The	Register	Guard,	The	Oregonian,	KPTV12)	Responses	echo	confusion
similar	to	the	stay	at	home	order.	(example	1,	example	2)

·        Salem	Police:	Educa'on	comes	first	in	enforcing	stay-at-home	orders	amid	COVID-19
pandemic.	(Statesman	Journal,	@SalemPoliceDept)

Business
·        Self	service	will	be	allowed	at	Oregon	gas	sta'ons	during	COVID-19	outbreak.	(KGW8,	The

Oregonian,	The	Register	Guard)	Reac'ons	are	mostly	nega've,	with	commenters	expressing
concern	over	the	number	of	people	handling	the	pumps.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·        Evic'ons	halted,	but	concerns	of	paying	rent	remain.	(KOIN)
·        Coronavirus	disrupts	supply	chains,	but	toilet	paper	should	be	back	soon.	(OPB)

Idaho
New	Cases
·        The	Idaho	Department	of	Health	and	Welfare	declared	16	more	cases	of	coronavirus	in	Blaine

County	on	Saturday,	bringing	the	local	total	to	114.	(Idaho	Mountain	Express)	A	person	weighs
out	enforcement	of	the	stay-at-home	order	-	the	be3er	the	order	is	enforced,	the	less	the	virus
will	spread.	Replies	push	down	the	scales	on	the	side	of	cons'tu'onality	for	freedom	of
choice,	others	appreciate	the	government	response.

Fatali'es
·        Tri-State	Memorial	Hospital	confirms	two	COVID-19	related	deaths	there	(Lewiston	Tribune)
·        Ada	County	reports	first	two	deaths	from	coronavirus;	Blaine	County	cases	top	100	(KIVI)	One

comment	expresses	that	too	many	businesses	have	been	deemed	essen'al,	and	the	stay-at-
home	order	is	not	doing	enough	to	stop	the	spread	of	coronavirus.	The	conversa'on	turns	to
Staples,	landscaping	and	pawn	shops	-	which	one	person	points	out	serve	as	financial
ins'tu'ons.

Enforcement
·        Ketchum,	Bellevue,	Blaine	County	adopt	new	restric'ons	(Idaho	Mountain	Express)

School
·        With	schools	closed	by	coronavirus,	West	Ada	announces	start	date	for	online	learning	(Idaho

Statesman)
Dona'ons
·        Barrie's	Ski	and	Sports	giving	away	5,000	pounds	of	potatoes	for	free	to	public	(Idaho	State

Journal)	Reac'ons	are	largely	posi've,	but	some	worry	about	the	physical	distance	between
people	when	coming	to	pick	up	the	potatoes.	(example	1,	example	2)	An	individual	explains
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that	the	potatoes	are	loaded	into	the	trunk	for	you.
Alaska

New	Cases
·        Total	number	of	COVID-19	cases	rises	to	at	least	102	in	Alaska.	(KTUU)

o   This	was	the	overwhelming	story	of	the	past	24	hours	with	the	top	trending	post	on	the
subject	was	the	video	message	from	Alaska's	Chief	Medical	Officer,	Dr.	Zink.	People	loved
the	video	approach	(example	1)	and	responded	with	gra'tude	for	all	of	Dr.	Zink's	hard	work
(example	1,	example	2).

o   Trending	news	around	the	announcement	focuses	on	the	local	impacts,	highligh'ng	that
Anchorage	saw	the	largest	jump	in	cases,	Fairbanks	now	has	16	confirmed	cases	while	the
North	Pole	has	7,	and	a	second	case	in	Homer.

o   Among	the	new	cases	is	a	resident	of	a	Fairbanks	care	facility,	and	Anchorage	Daily	News
reports	all	residents	and	staff	are	now	being	tested.			

PPE
·        Alaska	has	about	200	ven'lators	and	160	ICU	beds	statewide,	state	says.	This	is	the	first	'me

Alaska	health	care	officials	are	publicly	es'ma'ng	the	number	of	ven'lators	and	ICU	beds	in	the
state	—	but	they	cau'on	those	numbers	are	in	flux.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	People	responded
with	dismay	over	the	low	numbers	and	urged	each	other	to	stay	home.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3)

·        Anchorage	officials:	We	need	your	COVID-19	protec've	gear,	including	homemade	masks,
“immediately”	(Alaska	Public	Media)

·        Community-Wide	Effort	To	Sew	Masks	Starts	with	YKHC	Dental	Assistants.	(KYUK)
Economy
·        Coronavirus	relief	package	passes	through	Alaska	Legislature.	(KTUU)	The	legisla'on	would

prevent	u'li'es	from	disconnec'ng	service	and	prevent	evic'on	of	renters	and	foreclosures.
Response	from	people	con'nues	to	ask	about	PFD	payments	(example	1,	example	2),	and	there
is	concern	over	the	amount	of	debt	Alaskans	will	be	in	if	they	delay	u'lity	or	rent	payments
during	the	outbreak	(example	1,	example	2).
o   There	is	also	frustra'on	over	the	removal	of	a	$1,000	s'mulus	check	from	the	Alaska

budget,	with	one	person	calling	for	a	lawsuit	against	the	state,	and	many	others	calling	to
vote	against	the	responsible	legislators	in	future	elec'ons	(example	1,	example	2,	example
3)

·        Tribes	say	persistent	efforts	pay	off	in	massive	federal	s'mulus	(KTVA)	
Community	Impact
·        ASD	and	Alaska	Public	Media	join	forces	to	help	students	learn.	Alaska	Public	Media	will	offer	12

hours	of	educa'onal	programming	every	Monday	through	Friday	to	help	supplement	students'
educa'on	while	schools	are	closed.	(KTVA)

·        Family	of	Anchorage	woman	who	died	from	COVID-19	remember	an	adventurous,	‘beau'ful
soul’	(KTUU)	The	iden'ty	of	Alaska's	first	in-state	death	was	revealed	on	Saturday,	and	it	was
reported	family	couldn’t	be	at	her	bedside	during	her	final	days.	People	responded	with	sadness,
condolences,	and	horror	the	idea	of	having	to	die	alone.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Social	Distancing
·        New	apparel	embracing	social	distancing:	"Alaskans	are	used	to	being	pushed	to	the	side	of	the

map.	Social	distancing	for	us	is	nothing	new."	(Alaska	Daily	News	Facebook)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 2, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. 

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDIuMTk2ODQ0NzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy5nb3YvIn0.zYFQhCtWHJ99-KYrq2bC69QAPwzPjRJICb1w5Ice7qU/br/76989147734-l


The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on
March 31, and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago
and Columbus, Ohio early this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled
and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).
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FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Roberson, Michael (MIL)
RE: COVID19_Taskforce_Action_Required
March 13, 2020 at 10:38 PM EDT
To: Benardo, Nichole (MIL), King, Alisha (WaTech), anderch@dshs.wa.gov, arel.solie, Baggett, Jessica L
(DOH), Banks, Dan, Baron, Rebecca E (DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Beaton, Rebecca (UTC), Adeogun, Tieka
(DOH), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Carmichael, Cody M (DOH), Chandler, Wesley (WaTech), Casey, Charles P.
(DOC), Utzinger, Chris (MIL), chuu235@lni.wa.gov, Coyle, Erin (AGR), Johnson Craig, curt.boyle, Atchison
Dan, donald.clintsman@dshs.wa.gov, ehriza.rivera@tre.wa.gov, Ella Deverse, Sonju, Eric A.
(ATG), evan.gaffey@k12.wa.us, Ferrante, Jason (AGR), Foster, Sarah (MIL), goehrcs@dshs.wa.gov, Halvorson,
Clark R (DOH), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Himmel, John, Hofe, Jocelyn (DSHS/WSH), Hoss, Schuyler (GOV), Inman
Shane, isaac.williamson@dfi.wa.gov, jackl@oic.wa.gov, Szrama, James, jboesenberg@sbstc.edu, Jennifer
Bammert, Mattes, John (ESD), Jody Becker, Johnson, Philip J (DFW), Richeson,
Jonathan, joshm@oic.wa.gov, judithb@oic.wa.gov, Fordice, Justin, karen.pitman@dshs.wa.gov, King, Elizabeth
(COM), Lloyd, Evelyne (DOL), lyn.peters@dfi.wa.gov, marclamoreaux@wsp.wa.gov, Martin Mueller, Mathews, Carole
(ESD), matts@oic.wa.gov, McLain, Steve (DOR), Miller, Greg K. (DOC), Mitchell, Sam (ESD), Voris, Molly
(GOV), Mulick, Christopher B, Nandi, Paj (DOH), Nixon, Jamie (DOH), Nordlund, Greg
(DOH), rebecca.kelly, Rest235@lni.wa.gov, Rice, Jairus (ESD), Huss Rob, Roberts, Debbie (DSHS/DDA), Ryser,
John (DOR), Moore, Shane (MIL), shanndd@dshs.wa.gov, Oberoi, Sudhir (DOL), Sweet, Norton (ESD), Treadwell,
Randy (AGR), Allen, Tristan (COM), Will, Jill (ESD), Covington, Zach (DOH), Zeitlin, Daniel (ESD)
Cc:  Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Lang, Robert (MIL), Marquiss, Jason (MIL)

All
	
I	have	go+en	a	few	follow	up	ques3ons	about	this	request.		I	would	like	to	try	my	best	to	clarify.		For
most	if	not	all	of	you,	the	NPI	opera3onal	and	impact	reduc3on	plans	have	major		COOP	considera3ons
associated	with	them.		This	email	is	related	to	par3cular	challenges	you	may	have	in	implemen3ng	your
COOP,	how	those	challenges	will	affect	your	customers/stakeholders	and	when	those	challenges	are
likely	to	occur.		Finally,	we	are	interested	in	understanding	what	steps	may	need	to	be	taken	to	help	your
agency	to	serve	the	residents	and	visitors	to	the	state.
	
This	email	was	generated	based	upon	a	conversa3on	with	the	Governor’s	Office	related	to	one	agency’s
concerns	that	the	lack	of	disinfectant	products	could	make	difficult	to	maintain	loca3ons	open	to	the
public.		I	am	not	sure	that	this	type	of	issue	is	being	captured	in	the	NPI	opera3onal	and	impact
reduc3on	plans.		If	I	am	wrong	about	that	please	feel	free	to	highlight	the	answer	to	those	ques3ons	in
your	response	to	the	NPI	request.		If	not	then	I	would	ask	that	you	take	some	3me	to	provide	answers	to
those	ques3ons.		If	3me	is	an	issue	due	to	the	work	you	are	doing	on	the	NPI	plans,	please	contact	me
about	extending	the	deadline	beyond	Monday	COB.			
	
	
	
Regards
	
Michael	Roberson
Planning	Supervisor
Washington	Military	Department
Emergency	Management	Division
253.625.3943	Mobile
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Dear	State	Agency	Liaisons
	
As	we	con3nue	to	plan	for	the	impacts	unfolding	around	the	COVID19	Pandemic,	we	are	looking
to	be+er	understand	your	agency’s	outlook	related	to	the	poten3al	ac3va3on	of	your	COOP	plan.
	Expect	a	similar	email	to	be	sent	to	your	agency	heads	shortly,	but	I	wanted	to	give	you	all	a
heads	up	and	a	head	start	on	answering	the	ques3ons	listed	below.		Please	send	your	answers	to
AVDPLNG@MIL.WA.GOV	by	COB	on	Monday,	March	16,	2020

  

1.	 Do	you	have	any	known	challenges	to	mee?ng	the	Mission	Essen?al	Func?ons	(MEFs)

outlined	in	your	agency's	COOP?

	

	

2.	 How	will	those	challenges	disrupt	the	services	you	provide	to	your	customers	and

stakeholders?

	

	

3.	 What	is	the	approximate	?meframe	you	expect	those	disrup?ons	to	begin	and	for	how

long	do	you	expect	the	disrup?on	to	con?nue?

 

4.	 What	strategies	have	you	developed	to	mi?gate	poten?al	disrup?ons	to	customers	and

stakeholders,	based	upon	your	agency’s	authori?es?	

 

5.	 Are	there	any	mi?ga?on	strategies	for	the	con?nua?on	of	Mission	Essen?al	Func?ons

that	would	require	the	use	of	the	Governor's	emergency	powers?

 

6.	 What	services	that	you	provide	to	your	customers	and	stakeholders	will	be	disrupted	due

to	the	ac?va?on	of	your	COOP	because	those	services	are	not	considered	Mission

Essen?al	Func?ons?

	
	
Please	send	responses	to	AVDPLNG@MIL.WA.GOV

	
Regards
	
Michael	Roberson
Planning	Sec3on	Cheif
SEOC
253.625.3943	Mobile

mailto:AVDPLNG@MIL.WA.GOV
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report March 26, 2020 AM
March 26, 2020 at 10:55 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

The	Na'onal	Hot	Issues	Listening	Report	is	a6ached	for	greater	context.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 26, 2020 AM
SUMMARY

·        Oregon	is	seeking	a	major	disaster	declara'on	to	include	disaster	unemployment	assistance.
·        Businesses	con'nue	to	be	severely	impacted	by	Stay-at-Home	orders	and	social	distancing

measures,	including	Sea6le-based	Alaska	Airlines	which	cut	their	flight	schedule	by	70%	for
coming	months.

·        Across	the	region,	businesses	and	residents	grapple	with	what	is	classified	as	an	“essen'al”
business	as	officials	work	to	provide	clarifica'on	with	graphics;	in	Oregon,	there	is	three-
ques'on	quiz	business	owners	can	take.

·        Registra'ons	for	unemployment	spike	sharply	across	the	region	and	the	na'on.
·        Idahoans	impacted	by	the	outbreak	are	struggling	to	figure	out	how	to	afford	their	rent.	Some

landlords	in	Washington	and	Oregon	decide	to	waive	rents	this	month.
·        Oregon	has	depleted	its	stockpile	of	hospital	safety	gear.	Governor	Brown	is	in	a	bidding	war

with	other	states,	the	federal	government,	and	other	countries	all	trying	to	purchase	personal
protec've	equipment	for	hospitals.

·        On	Wednesday,	Alaska’s	confirmed	COVID-19	cases	jumped	up	by	17	since	Tuesday--reaching	a
total	of	59	in	Alaska	–	with	largest	increase	in	Anchorage.

Public	Sen+ment
·        There	is	interest	across	the	region	in	the	economic	s'mulus	bill	and	how	people	can	access	it.

The	economic	impacts	have	people	worried	about	how	to	pay	bills,	including	rent.
·        Stay-at-home	orders	are	having	an	effect	of	people’s	mental	and	physical	well-being.	Suicide

hotlines	are	seeing	a	spike	in	calls,	and	domes'c	violence	is	increasing.
·        People	con'nue	to	rally	to	support	those	in	need	by	organizing	meals	and	other	services	for

children,	seniors	and	people	isola'ng	themselves	to	stop	the	spread.
Washington

Social	Distancing
·        New	Inslee	edict:	Most	construc'on	work	is	not	authorized	during	coronavirus	shutdown.		In	a

major	clarifica'on	to	the	statewide	stay-at-home	order,	Gov.	Jay	Inslee's	office	said	Wednesday
evening	that	workers	on	most	commercial	and	residen'al	construc'on	sites	should	stay	home	to
combat	the	spread	of	the	novel	coronavirus.	(Sea6le	Times)

o   Comments	on	The	Sea6le	Times	Facebook	post	largely	debate	which	businesses	should	be
considered	“essen'al,”	with	some	arguing	that	it	would	be	a	perfect	'me	to	fix	roads	and
bridges	while	others	are	home	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,
example	6)

·        Fishing	temporarily	banned	in	Washington	state	over	coronavirus	and	crowded	docks	(Tri-City
Herald,	News	Tribune,	Spokesman-Review,	Yakima	Herald)

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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o   Comments	on	both	the	Tri-City	Herald	and	The	News	Tribune	Facebook	posts	are
overwhelmingly	nega've,	with	some	saying	this	affects	their	ability	to	eat	or	feed	their
family	and	others	poin'ng	out	that	this	makes	li6le	sense	given	that	hiking	is	s'll	allowed
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4).

·        Not	everyone	changed	behavior	because	of	coronavirus;	here	are	a	Sea6le	poll’s	findings.		How
many	people	aren't	social-distancing?	FYI	Guy	digs	into	the	small	percentage	(which	translates
into	a	big	number)	of	Sea6leites	who	said	they	hadn't	changed	their	behavior,	and	the	sizable
chunk	of	people	who	did	it	only	"some	of	the	'me."	(Sea6le	Times)

Medicine	and	Tes'ng
·        COVID-19	home	test	kits	launch	in	King	County.	A	new	group	called	the	Sea6le	Coronavirus

Assessment	Network	is	mailing	out	300	kits	every	day	–	and	it	isn’t	only	tes'ng	people	who	are
sick.	(KIRO	7)

o   Comments	on	the	KIRO	7	Facebook	post	wonder	if	people	will	be	able	to	give	themselves
these	tests	because	s'cking	the	test	up	your	nose	is	fairly	painful	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3).

o   One	commenter	says	she	has	used	this	type	of	test	before	(mid-turbinate)	and	people	s'll
have	trouble	but	it	does	not	go	as	deep	as	current	tes'ng	(nasopharyngeal)	but	is	s'll
accurate.	(example	4)

·        New	an'body	test	for	coronavirus	workers	sent	to	Washington,	Florida,	California	(Tri-City	Herald)
New	Cases
·        Spokane	County’s	confirmed	COVID-19	cases	nearly	double	in	2	days;	lack	of	supplies	s'll

limi'ng	case	counts.	(Spokesman-Review)	In	response,	and	individual	expects	the	number	of
cases	to	rise	with	faster	tes'ng.	Another	points	out	that	because	access	to	tes'ng	has
increased,	the	number	of	cases	will	rise.

·        2	workers	at	a	Kennewick	nursing	home	have	coronavirus.	Seniors	and	staff	being	tested.	(Tri-City
Herald)

Business
·        Landlord	gives	free	April	rent	to	22	businesses	to	help	during	pandemic.	(Sequim	Gaze6e)

o   Comments	on	The	Sequim	Gaze6e	Facebook	post	are	overwhelmingly	posi've	with
people	saying	we	are	all	in	this	together	and	these	are	the	kinds	of	landlords	we	need
now	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5).

·        Alaska	Airlines	slashes	flight	schedule	by	70%	for	coming	months	due	to	coronavirus	crisis.	
Sea6le-based	Alaska	Airlines	cited	the	"historic	and	unprecedented	falloff	in	demand	related
to	the	COVID-19	outbreak	across	the	U.S.	and	beyond"	for	the	huge	cuts.	(Sea6le	Times)

Community	Impact
·        Columbia	Basin	College	shuts	down	Tri-Ci'es	campuses	because	of	coronavirus,	moving	most

classes	online	(Tri-City	Herald)
·        Suicide	hotline	calls	soar	as	coronavirus	spreads.	‘There	is	a	flood	coming’	(News	Tribune)

o   Comments	on	the	News	Tribune’s	Facebook	post	are	cri'cal	of	the	media	for	their
promo'on	of	the	virus	as	a	“death	sentence.”	(example	1,	example	2)

·        Inmates	Afraid	of	Coronavirus	Break	Out	of	Washington	State	Prison;	6	S'll	at	Large	(KXL)
Government
·        Arer	the	Senate	passed	the	CARES	ACT,	Washington	Senator	Pa6y	Murray	says	Hanford	workers

who	can't	telework	during	the	coronavirus	outbreak	will	s'll	receive	a	paycheck.	(NBC	Right	Now)
·        Sen.	Cantwell:	Boeing	may	not	like	strings	a6ached	to	U.S.	help	for	avia'on	in	coronavirus	crisis

(Sea6le	Times)
Oregon

Disaster	Declara'on	Request
Oregon	delega'on	seeks	federal	disaster	declara'on	for	state.	Oregon's	congressional
delega'on	in	a	le6er	Wednesday	to	the	White	House	supported	Oregon	Gov.	Kate	Brown’s
request	for	a	major	disaster	declara'on	for	the	en're	state	as	a	result	of	the	COVID-19
pandemic.	(KTVZ,	KEZI)

PPE
Oregon	is	embroiled	in	a	brutal	bidding	war,	ba6ling	other	states,	the	feds	and	other	countries
to	purchase	needed	personal	protec've	equipment	for	its	hospitals,	Governor	Kate	Brown	said.
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(KGW)
Oregon’s	stockpile	of	hospital	safety	gear	depleted	before	coronavirus	surge	has	begun.		The
state	has	already	handed	over	100%	of	the	gowns,	95%	of	the	face	shields	and	more	than	80%
of	the	sought-arer	N-95	respirators	it	had	saved	in	state	warehouses.	(KGW,	The	Oregonian)
Salem	Health	seeks	volunteers	to	make	10,000	masks	for	its	medical	staff.		Facing	cri'cal
shortages,	the	hospital	will	be	giving	away	mask-making	kits	star'ng	Thursday	arernoon	at
loca'ons	in	Salem	and	Dallas.	(KGW, FOX	12)

New	Cases
Amid	push	toward	transparency,	several	Portland-area	hospitals	won’t	disclose	coronavirus
pa'ent	tallies.		Several	Portland-area	hospital	systems	have	said	they	have	no	plans	to	publicly
disclose	data	about	hospitalized	pa'ents,	even	those	with	COVID-19.	(KGW)

Dona'ons
UO	asking	for	dona'ons	to	help	students	affected	by	COVID-19	(KEZI)

Supply	Chain
Lincoln	City	businesses	cook,	deliver	meals	to	those	who	can't	leave	their	homes	(KATU)

Social	Impact
Across	the	state,	house-bound	do-it-yourselfers	and	kids	released	from	schools	because	of	the
coronavirus	have	been	swarming	retailers.	Some	people	come	to	buy	vital	cleaning	supplies	or
other	urgent	needs,	while	others	are	casually	shopping	for	long-delayed	home	improvement
projects.		(Oregonian)
Should	I	sani'ze	my	groceries?	Some	health	experts	say	it’s	an	important	step	to	protect
yourself	from	coronavirus	(Oregonian)
Clark	County	grandma	with	COVID-19:	‘That	was	miserable’	(KOIN)

S'mulus	Package
Senator	Jeff	Merkley’s	Facebook	posts	from	the	Capital	during	nego'a'ons	over	the	s'mulus
bill	received	an	outpouring	of	posi've	reac'ons	and	con'nued	pleas	for	support	to	fight	the
outbreak	in	Oregon.	(@jeffmerkley)

Domes'c	Violence
The	Portland	Police	Bureau	reports	spike	in	domes'c	violence	arrests	amid	pandemic.		"Because
we	are	requiring	people	to	stay	at	home,	they	are	essen'ally	confined	to	a	space	with
somebody	who	is	their	abuser,"	said	Multnomah	County	Commissioner	Susheela	Jayapal.	(KOIN)

Economic	Impact
Portland	landlord	cuts	rent	to	help	tenants	during	coronavirus	pandemic	uncertainty	(KVAL)

Idaho
Stay-at-Home/	Execu've	Order
·        What's	an	'essen'al'	business	under	the	Idaho	stay-home	order?	The	latest	from	the

governor's	office	(KTVB)
·        In	response	to	a	post	from	the	Boise	Police	Department	on	the	new	guidelines	for	the	stay-at-

home	order,	an	individual	asks	if	this	is	an	effort	to	get	the	popula'on	used	to	greater
restric'ons	in	the	future.	Another	individual	wants	to	know	what	the	penalty	is	for	viola'ng
the	order,	ques'oning	that	without	one,	wan'ng	to	know	why	people	will	comply.

Economic	Impact
·        Paying	rent	in	the	'me	of	COVID-19	—	communica'on	is	key	(KIVI)	With	rent	due	in	a	week,	a

lot	of	Idahoans	impacted	by	the	outbreak	are	struggling	to	figure	out	how	to	afford	it.
(example	1,	example	2)

·        We	talked	to	Senator	Jim	Risch	about	what	this	means	for	you	and	your	family,	that’s	coming
up	in	minutes	on	KTVB.	How	much	money	is	coming	your	way?	(KTVB	reporter	Maggie
O’Mara)	People	want	to	know	how	the	money	will	be	delivered.	(example	1,	example	2)

·        'Claim	volume	has	exploded':	Idaho	unemployment	claims	skyrocket	amid	coronavirus
outbreak	(KTVB)

Closures
·        LDS	Church	closes	all	temples	(East	Idaho	News)
·        Idaho	state	park	campgrounds	to	close	un'l	May	15	(Idaho	News)	Many	are	upset	by	the	move

as	debate	is	sparked	over	how	the	virus	spreads.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	
Dona'ons
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·        Micron	dedicates	$35	million	to	support	global	communi'es,	provide	financial	relief	(Idaho
News)

·        'Help	your	neighbor	campaign'	Facebook	group	helps	the	community	(KMTV	11)
Tes'ng
·        Drive-up	coronavirus	tes'ng	to	start	in	Twin	Falls	(Magic	Valley	Times-News)	There	is	concern

about	how	much	the	test	costs	–	people	reply	that	it	is	free.	There	is	a	call	to	get	test	results
faster.

·        Idaho	health	districts	repor'ng	133	cases	of	coronavirus	(Idaho	News)
Mental	Health
·        Suicide	hotline	calls	soar	as	coronavirus	spreads.	‘There	is	a	flood	coming’	(Idaho	Statesman)

Department	of	Correc'ons
·        Eight	people	in	IDOC	custody	have	been	tested	for	COVID-19.	the	Idaho	Department	of

Correc'on	has	extended	the	suspension	of	visita'on	and	volunteer	programs	to	April	15,	2020.
(Idaho	Department	of	Correc'ons)

Alaska
Health	Expert	Panel

Governor	Mike	Dunleavy's	press	briefing	and	COVID-19	update	yesterday	evening	received
mixed	reac'ons	with	most	people	calling	for	more	individual	responsibility	(example)	and	many
calling	for	more	severe	measures	such	as	a	shelter-in-place	order	(example)	and	offering
economic	support	to	Alaskan	(example).	There	are	also	calls	for	increased	transparency	on	the
current	vulnerabili'es	of	Alaska’s	healthcare	system	(example	1,	example	2).	(KATU,	KTVA)

New	Cases
The	news	yesterday	evening	that	the	number	of	posi've	tests	jumped	17	since	Tuesday
reaching	a	total	of	59	in	Alaska	–	with	largest	increase	in	Anchorage	and	including	a	second
Fairbanks	Hospital	Employee	–	received	a	lot	of	trac'on	with	people	trying	to	understand	the
big	leap	within	context	of	more	tes'ng	(example	1,	example	2)	and	many	calls	for	people	to	stay
home	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3).	(Alaska	Public	Media,	KTVA,	Daily	News-Miner,
Anchorage	Daily	News)

Business
News	is	trending	about	the	announcement	by	the	Municipality	of	Anchorage	that	it	is
suspending	the	10-cent	fee	for	paper	bags	at	Anchorage	grocery	stores.	(Anchorage	Daily	News,
KTVA)]

Humanity
One	of	the	top	trending	stories	on	Facebook	since	last	is	about	two	Alaskans	spreading	posi'vity
and	“cheering	us	on”	wearing	costumes	around	Anchorage	(Anchorage	Daily	News)

	
	
DHS	FEMA	Region	X	News	Desk
News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10
	
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal
opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
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Jodi Hammond
TOMMY QUIROZ - Ellensburg Net Nanny set 3/31
March 16, 2020 at 7:25 PM EDT
To: Rodriguez, Carlos (GOV) (Carlos.Rodriguez@gov.wa.gov), Wilcox, Jennifer (WSP)
(Jennifer.Wilcox@wsp.wa.gov), brandon.querubin@wsp.wa.gov, Garden, John (WSP), Lloyd, Chris (WSP), Matt
Martin, William Dramis, jessie.dell@wsp.wa.gov, Anderson, Joel (WSP) (Joel.Anderson@wsp.wa.gov), Borgman,
Benjamin (WSP) (Benjamin.Borgman@wsp.wa.gov), Califano, Anthony (WSP)
(Anthony.Califano@wsp.wa.gov), kale.saur@wsp.wa.gov, Steven Jackson, maurice.rincon@wsp.wa.gov, Pitt, Darren
J, shullr@ci.ellensburg.wa.us
Cc:  Theresa Burroughs, Kim Sandall

Our	court	has	suspended	jury	trials	at	least	un3l	April	10.
	
We	were	set	3/31.	So	sorry	for	the	delay;	I	know	we	were	all	looking	forward	to	geBng	this	case	done
and	this	date	looked	like	a	good	chance	to	do	so.
	
I	will	send	new	subs	when	we	get	new	dates,	but	wanted	to	give	you	all	as	much	no3ce	as	possible.
	
If	you	send	me	unavailable	dates	for	the	next	few	months,	I	will	do	my	best	to	find	a	realis3c	date.
	
Thank	you;	I	hope	you	and	your	families	are	all	well.
	
Jodi Hammond
Chief Criminal Deputy
Kittitas County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_26
April 26, 2020 at 1:18 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 26, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 25, FEMA announced that more than $5.1 million dollars in crisis
counseling service grants have been made available to five states.

The grants, made to Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and
Washington, will support programs providing free, confidential counseling to
assist individuals through community-based outreach and educational services.
Due to the COVID-19 nationwide emergency and the need to protect the safety
and health of all Americans, the crisis counseling will be delivered by phone,

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjYuMjA2NjMyMzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.9RNNofzvW1zXT50BKOZjXFdSQs8fwAv4ZAz14I3klHI/br/77855486449-l


internet and the media (including social media).

As of April 25, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.7 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.7 million surgical gowns, 793.8 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200426 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 By the Numbers 042620.pdf
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA Extends Grace Period for Flood Insurance Renewal Premiums
March 28, 2020 at 11:51 AM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

	

March 28, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

FEMA Extends Grace Period for Flood Insurance Renewal Premiums
	
FEMA continues to take proactive steps to address the COVID-19 pandemic and to help serve its
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) customers who may be experiencing financial
hardships, the agency is extending the grace period to renew flood insurance policies from 30 to
120 days.
 
To avoid a lapse in coverage, there is typically a 30-day grace period to renew National Flood
Insurance Program policies. However, due to the widespread economic disruption arising from this
pandemic, FEMA recognizes that policyholders may not meet the standard deadline.
 
This extension will allow additional time for policyholders who may be struggling financially to
pay insurance premiums and ensure their policies are not cancelled for nonpayment of premium
due to circumstances beyond their control.
 
If a policy has an expiration date between February 13, 2020 and June 15, 2020, then the NFIP
insurer must receive the appropriate renewal premium within 120 days of the expiration date to
avoid a lapse in coverage. Likewise, if a policyholder receives an underpayment notice dated
between February 13, 2020, and June 15, 2020, then the NFIP insurer must receive the additional
premium amount requested within 120 days of the date of the notice.
 
Policyholders who need additional time to pay their premiums, beyond the 120-day extension,
should contact their agent or insurer to inquire about other options the insurer may offer for
premium payment.
	

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed Coronavirus Response
March 27, 2020 at 12:02 PM EDT

Cc:  FEMA-IGA

 
 

March 27, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
	
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to those
places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

	
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public. Seventeen states
and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states that have issued partial or
localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California,
New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local
emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support
their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional states can request this assistance and those
requests will be considered.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois,
Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Maryland, Missouri, Texas and
Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs
identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face masks,
3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6 million gloves.  We
are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
	
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response efforts,
Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress, Defense
Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH)
Task force schedules
April 01, 2020 at 12:48 PM EDT
To: Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan (DOH), DOH-ISOTF (DOH), Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Kelleher, Tedd (COM), Urbas, Gary (MIL), Slusher, Theresa
M, Dave.csernak@hhs.wa.gov, lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  DOH-LOFR (DOH)

Taskforce	members	and	colleagues,
I	am	pu5ng	together	an	opera8onal	rhythm	based	on	you	schedules.	I	am	concerned	if	we	go	to	5	on	2
off	wont	work	and	we	wont	stay	coordinated	unless	we	are	all	on	that	schedule.	I	may	the	to	do	a
staggered	schedule.	So	I	respecAully	ask	what	your	individual	work	schedule	is	for	your	respec8ve
agencies	and	I	will	develop	the	rhythm	based	on	the	result.	As	this	taskforce	is	forming	and	developing
and	I	may	have	indadvertantly	missed	someone,	please	feel	free	to	forward	this	message,		Please	email
your	responses	to	the	new	Isola8on	Taskforce	email	at	doh-isoA.imt@doh.wa.gov.
	
Thank	you	in	advance	for	your	help,	support,	and	advise.
We	ARE	saving	lives.
	
FRANK C. SCHITOSKEY, RN, BSN, MN
Isolation Taskforce Leader
Incedent Management Team
Washington State Department of Health
Frank.schitoskey@doh.wa.gov
360-236-4681| www.doh.wa.gov
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DOH-OSC2 (DOH)
FW: RE: preferred sites for isolation centers
March 30, 2020 at 1:47 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Furze, Michael (COM), MIL
SEOC Policy, McGill, Jason T (HCA), Davidson, Lisa, Covington, Bob (DES), Beirmann, Jason , Roberts, Shawn A
(DOH), Kurt Hardin, Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH)

Good	morning,
	
Could	you	please	include	Tumwater	Ops(DOH-OSC2@doh.wa.gov)		and	the	IsolaDon	Task	Force	Lead
Frank	Schitoskey	(Frank.Schitoskey@DOH.WA.GOV)	in	these	conversaDons	moving	forward?
	
Thank	you,
	
Rebecca	Baron
	
Rebecca Baron
Operations Section Chief
DOH Tumwater IMT
20-0265 2020 Novel COV IMT
DOH-OSC2@doh.wa.gov
360-489-4494
	
From:	Roberts,	Shawn	A	(DOH)	
Sent:	Monday,	March	30,	2020	9:42	AM
To:	DOH-IC2	(DOH)	<doh-ic2.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	DOH-OSC2	(DOH)	<doh-osc2.imt@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	Fwd:	RE:	preferred	sites	for	isolaDon	centers
	
Can you reach out to this group and ask them to include you in these conversations. With me
demobed I want to make sure you get conversations directly on statewide isolation.
 
Shawn Roberts 

---
Sent from Workspace ONE Boxer

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Amy Gillespie <amy.gillespie@piercecountywa.gov>
Date: March 30, 2020 at 8:07:31 AM PDT
Subject: RE: preferred sites for isolation centers 
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Wasserman, Adam R (MIL) <Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>,Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH) <matthew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>,Furze, Michael (COM)
<michael.furze@commerce.wa.gov>,MIL SEOC Policy <seocpolicy@mil.wa.gov>,McGill, Jason
T (HCA) <jason.mcgill@hca.wa.gov>,Davidson, Lisa <lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>,Covington,
Bob (DES) <bob.covington@des.wa.gov>,Beirmann, Jason
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<Jason.Biermann@co.snohomish.wa.us>,Roberts, Shawn A (DOH)
<Shawn.Roberts@doh.wa.gov>,Kurt Hardin <kurt.hardin@co.thurston.wa.us>
 
Jim,
	
As	we	discussed	on	the	phone	Pierce	County	has	done	a	great	deal	of	work	in	idenDfying	three	sites,
working	with	community	leaders	to	ensure	a	posiDve	level	of	engagement	and	have	real-estate	lawyers
working	the	negoDaDons	with	the	sites.		We	are	also	working	through	the	FEMA	reimbursement
guidelines.		I	would	like	to	have	the	Pierce	County	lead	be	included	in	the	workgroup	you	announced	on
the	7:00	am	conference	call.
	
Could	you	please	provide	the	meeDng	informaDon.
	
Thank	you,
	
Amy
	
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	11:01	AM
To:	Beirmann,	Jason	<Jason.Biermann@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	Kurt	Hardin
<kurt.hardin@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Amy	Gillespie	<amy.gillespie@piercecountywa.gov>;	Kaplan,	Alysha
<akaplan@kingcounty.gov>
Cc:	Wasserman,	Adam	R	(MIL)	<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>;	Zimmerman,	Ma`hew	S	(DOH)
<ma`hew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Furze,	Michael	(COM)	<michael.furze@commerce.wa.gov>;	DOH-
IC3	(DOH)	<doh-ic3.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	McGill,	Jason	T	(HCA)	<jason.mcgill@hca.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa
<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>;	Covington,	Bob	(DES)	<bob.covington@des.wa.gov>;	Roberts,	Shawn	A
(DOH)	<Shawn.Roberts@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	preferred	sites	for	isolaDon	centers
	
Good	morning,
	
		As	the	Unified	Area	Command	and	federal	agencies	move	forward	on	isolaDon	faciliDes	as	part	of	a
broader	alternate	care	site	model,	it	is	criDcal	that	we	recognize	the	work	already	done	at	the	local
government	level.	Each	of	counDes	expressed	concern	about	making	sure	any	effort	done	at	the	state
and	federal	level	is	well	coordinated	and	supports	.	Please	send	your	preferred	isolaDon	sites	along	with
the	level	of	coordinaDon	already	completed	so	that		the	team	working	on	this	at	the	state	level	can	work
closely	with	you	about	securing	faciliDes.			From	our	perspecDve	these	are	the	site	requirements	we	are
looking	at:
	
	

LocaDons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouhlow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room
Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isolaDon

Select	rooms	with	individual	venDlaDon	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recirculaDng	air
If	recirculaDon	of	air	from	isolaDons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters
should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.
If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	venDlaDon	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and	intake
will	minimize	cross	contaminaDon,

Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal
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Access	and	funcDonal	needs
Space	consideraDons	for	staff

PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.
Space	for	light	nursing	care
AdministraDve	space	for	medical	records	processing
Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	faciliDes.
Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

Site	safety	and	security	consideraDons
Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support	areas
Mental	health	support	areas

	
	
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_4
April 04, 2020 at 1:25 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 4, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe.
The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
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actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began
offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.
In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia. The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3. FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations. All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
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Stockpile to California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150),
Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140)
and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal
Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100
ventilators for Massachusetts.

On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and
interprets key indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important
and timely surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United
States.
COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as
laboratory data.
The report will be updated every Friday.

Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Bickford, Nancy (MIL)
SBA
March 18, 2020 at 7:01 PM EDT
To: Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Ike, Ryan, Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Cc:  Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL)

Our	External	affairs	forwarded	a	tweet	from	Senator	Cantwell	sta6ng	that	SBA	assistance	is	available	to
all	coun6es.		This,	however,	is	incorrect.	
	
Yesterday,	the	governor	forwarded	a	request	to	add	on	coun6es	to	the	current	SBA	declara6on,	which
when	approved	by	SBA	would	cover	the	en6re	state.		SBA	has	not	approved	that	request	yet.	
	
In	the	mean6me	an	email	from	SeaFle	SBA	went	out	sta6ng	all	coun6es	would	automa6cally	be
included	and	that	the	SBA	website	needs	to	catch	up	(see	emails	below).	I	spoke	to	the	SBA	regional
office	in	California	a	couple	6mes	today	and	there	is	misinforma6on	going	around	their	own	agency.	
	
Since	WA	already	applied	to	add	on	coun6es,	they	are	processing	that	applica6on	and	we	are	not	part
of	the	automa6c	inclusion.	
	
They	(SBA)	are	hoping	that	the	SBA	HQ	will	approve	our	add	on	coun6es	very	soon,	but	can’t	guarantee
when	that	will	be.	
	
For	situa6onal	awareness	--
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response
April 13, 2020 at 7:24 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 13, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
In support of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, FEMA provides
the following:  FEMA Project Airbridge video Advisory; Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) Preservation Best Practices Advisory and Fact Sheet, and a
Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource (IRR) Advisory
and Fact Sheet.

FEMA Project Airbridge

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA
augments the existing supply chain through a variety of strategies, to include FEMA Project
Airbridge.

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective Equipment and
other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers. FEMA is doing this by
covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, cutting the amount of
time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the country
hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As part of the
current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane are directed
by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical needs for those
supplies. The HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA Website and on all FEMA social media
accounts.

Project Airbridge Advisory: Attachment [1]

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices

This Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices Fact Sheet (attached)
summarizes best practices for national implementation to sustain personal protective
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equipment (PPE) while ensuring the protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic response.

The objective of the COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing PPE Shortage is to ensure
protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients by
implementing three pillars of practice: reducereduce, reusereuse, and repurposerepurpose. Due to the COVID-
19 pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency and
crisis capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear.

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies on
conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S.
healthcare facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to
consider crisis capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Advisory: Attachment [2]

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Fact Sheet: Attachment [3]

Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource

The International Reagent Resource (IRR), established by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), acquires, authenticates, and produces reagents that scientists need
to carry out basic research and develop improved diagnostic tests, vaccines, and detection
methods.

The (IRR) Fact Sheet (attached) outlines a simplified process for states and territories to
make resource requests from the IRR. Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR
alleviates burden on public health labs, which increases efficiency and reduces need to
work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents, and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

International Reagent Resource Advisory: Attachment [4]

International Reagent Resource Fact Sheet: Attachment [5]

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
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Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
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https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete


McClain, Stacey (MIL)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 3:21 PM EDT
To: Rossie, Camilla, Katims, Casey (GOV), Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

All,
SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the
press	relief	today.
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	

From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM
To:	KaKms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaKms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	gecng	out	the	invitaKon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaKon	today,	so	great	Kming!	Please	let	me	know	if
you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
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Government	RelaKons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	

From:	KaKms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaKms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	len	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sKll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaKon	we	should	have.
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	

From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaKms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaKms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
Importance:	High
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Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaKms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaKons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anKcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesKon	is	resolved.
	
Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Kme)	weâ€™re	hosKng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaKon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaKng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someKme	this	anernoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraKon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraKon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoKn,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kictas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counKes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counKes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaKlla
and	Wasco	counKes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	auached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaKon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaKon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	auached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaKon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaKon	AuthorizaKon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	auached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaKon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliKes	lisKng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)
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AddiKonal	InformaKon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1.	 Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uKlizing	our	regular
loan	products.

2.	 If	you	have	an	exisKng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parKcipaKng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliKes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaKons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenKonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3.	 In	addiKon	to	tradiKonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaKons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaKvely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiKonal	lender.	The	acKve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4.	 SBA	parKally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hups://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hups://idahosbdc.org/

SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaule	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounKes
hups://seaule.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counKes.	hups://tacoma.score.org/

We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the
Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaule
hups://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the	Washington
Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hups://wcwb.org/

	
5.	 Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaKon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniKes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous	contacts
for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaKon.
	
Warm	regards,
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Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Accepted: Save the Date-WA Congressional Call with Members and Staff
To: Rossie, Camilla
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Kelleher, Tedd (COM)
Access to report on status of county isolation and quarantine beds
March 27, 2020 at 5:07 PM EDT
To: Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Shannon, David (DSHS/FFA), McClain, Stacey (MIL), seoc42 (MIL), Davidson,
Lisa, Lofaro, Daniel, tristen.allen@commerce.wa.gov, Furze, Michael (COM), Davidson, Lisa, Lujan, Lewis
(MIL), Klontz, Diane (COM), Proctor, Devin (COM), Kinard, Kathy (COM), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Bodden, Jaime
(DOHi), Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

As	discussed	Commerce	has	asked	each	county	as	part	of	the	COVID-19	Emergency	Housing	Grant	to:
·         Es:mate	the	total	need	for	Isola:on	and	Quaran:ne	beds
·         Develop	a	plan	to	implement	beds,	approved	in	wri:ng	by	the	local	public	health	officer

	
We	are	reviewing	plans	and	asking	for	updates,	and	sharing	the	reports	with	count	EM.	Status
informa@on	can	be	accessed	by	joining	the	Basecamp	team	using	this	link:
hDps://3.basecamp.com/3601595/join/a25XHNFeRHyD
	
The	report	linked	to	above	will	be	updated	daily.	I	have	aDached	the	report	from	today.
	
More	informa@on	on	the	grant	awarded	to	all	39	coun@es	can	be	found	here:
hDps://www.commerce.wa.gov/covid-19-homeless-services/
	
Tedd	Kelleher
WA	Department	of	Commerce
(360)	528-7796
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 23, 2020 at 4:09 PM EDT
To: Carina.G.Benito@ice.dhs.gov
Cc:  Tim.A.Petrie@ice.dhs.gov

Hello,	Assistant	Director	Benito:
	
My	name	is	Alejandro	Sanchez,	and	I	am	hoping	to	direct	this	email	to	the	right	person.		Recently,
Governor	Inslee	sent	a	leAer	to	ICE	and	GEO	leadership,	requesGng	informaGon	about	COVID-19
planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenGon	Center.		I	have	aAached	that	leAer	here.	
	
I	originally	sent	the	leAer	to	Director	Asher,	but	when	she	was	unavailable,	I	forwarded	it	to	Assistant
Director	Lawrence.		As	per	Director	Lawrence’s	away	message,	I	am	now	forwarding	this	inquiry	to	you.	
Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us	informaGon	about	COVID-19
planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenGon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been	issued,	could	you	forward	it	to
me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aAenGon	to	this	maAer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
FW: COVID-19 Distribution Coordinator Update 26 MAR
March 27, 2020 at 9:22 AM EDT
To: Birch, Sue (HCA), Bono, Raquel (GOV), Brown, Lisa (COM), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), Ezelle, Robert
(MIL), Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH), Hunter, Ross, Laura Goudreau, Liu, Chris (DES), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), McClain,
Stacey (MIL), Michael_F._O’Hare_(Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs. gov), Michelle McCormick
(michmcc@microsoft.com), Newgent, Jim, Postman, David (GOV), Reykdal, Chris, Sinclair, Stephen D. (DOC), Smith,
Jaime (GOV), Strange, Cheryl, Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Wicker, Kelly (GOV), Wiesman, John (DOH)
Cc:  Agency Administrator, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Lang, Robert (MIL), Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Rose, Andrew M
(DOH), Weed, Nathan (DOH), Williams, Chris (DOH)

	
	
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
	
	
From:	Nugent,	Jim	<jnj@amazon.com>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	8:26	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Daugherty,	Bret	D.	(MIL)
<Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Michelle	McCormick	(PROCUREMENT)	<michmcc@microso].com>
Subject:	COVID-19	Distribu`on	Coordinator	Update	26	MAR
	
Team,	here’s	my	summary	for	tomorrow’s	UCG	mee`ng.		Please	let	me	know	if	any	concerns.
	
Distro	Coord	updates	last	24	hours:
	
1.		Reviewing	DOH	Alloca>on/Distribu>on	Guidance	for	PPE
·         Providing	feedback	to	Kathy	Lofy's	newly	dra]ed	(today)	PPE	alloca`on/distribu`on	guidance,	in

follow-on	mee`ng	9am	Friday.

	
2.		Manpower	augmenta>on	to	EOC	cell	(update	from	26	MAR)	

DOH	(Kathy	Lohy)	extended	offer	to	provide	medical	experts	available	to	assist	with	EOC
alloca`on	decisions	alongside	Tammi	Leclerc.		Fully	suppor`ve	of	colloca`ng	this	exper`se,	as
EOC	logis`cs	has	a	previous	EMT	on	the	team	but	no	one	with	current	knowledge.		

	
3.		Focus	Area:		Overland	Hospital	PPE	Cri>cal	Shortage
·         Pending	receipt	of	addi`onal	needs	request	info,	EOC	Logis`cs	cell	is	prepared	to	drop	ship	PPE

distribu`on	to	support	Overlake	hospital,	with	high	density	of	ICU	COVID	pa`ents.	
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4.		Department	of	Correc>ons	-	PPE	Gown	Manufacture	distro	will	flow	to	DES	Tumwater.	
·         Confirmed	Ken	Nigh	(DOC)	and	DES	have	coordinated	to	receive	inflow	of	the	thousands	of

manufactured	PPE	gowns	routed	directly	into	the	Tumwater	Warehouse,	for	subsequent
distribu`on.

	
5.		Connec>on	made	with	Amazon	B2B	Procurement	Team	
·         Met	the	Amazon	team	(Kelly	M.	Gegich)	that	is	working	to	centrally	source	PPE	through	Amazon

channels	for	Public	use,	restricted	from	private	purchases.	
·         Public	marketplace	goes	live	Friday	27	March	with	first	offers	to	the	State	of	Washington.	Their

team	is	synced	with	Jamie	Rossman.
·         Bulk	Amazon	purchase	(Qty	1M)	PPE	mask	dona`on	o/a	1	April,	with	DES	prepared	to	receive

directly	into	Tumwater	warehouse.

	
6.		King	County	considera>on	of	request	for	WA	ARNG	support	withdrawn.	
·         Decision	to	not	submit	yet	while	they	leverage	other	resources;	TAG	aware.

	
7.		Con>ngency	Avia>on	transport	op>ons:		
·         Consolida`ng	Auxiliary	Transpo	Op`ons	offers	of	support	with	Reed	Schuler.		Have	begun	reaching

out	to	establish	rela`onships	to	compress	reac`on	`me	when	auxiliary	transport	resources	are
needed.

·         Next	mee`ng	today	with	Delta	Airlines'	Shawn	Cole	to	further	develop	their	offer	of	support	for
China	flights;	no	specific	cargo	yet	iden`fied.	

	
Jim Nugent
WA State Distribution Coordinator
COVID-19 Response Management
jnj@amazon.com
www.linkedin.com/in/jimnugentjr
512.919.0063
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
To: Brian Hyer (brian.hyer@hq.dhs.gov), john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

Hello	John	and	Brian,
	
Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	Gme	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	maHer.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	quesGons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001
Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Rains, Katie (AGR)
Food Security Coordination Team 2PM - Agenda & SitRep
April 16, 2020 at 3:45 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Kumara, Yoshi, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas
Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan
(DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Clark, Jason (WaTech), Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J
(DOH), drew.meuer@2-harvest.org, Graham, Joe M (DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa
A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Good	a&ernoon,
	
Iâ€™m	wri2ng	to	share	a	rough	compila2on	of	the	situa2on	reports	that	we	received	on	Friday	and	over
the	past	few	days.Â		Please	note	the	format	will	get	cleaned	up	moving	forward	as	we	build	more	staff
capacity	to	support	our	team.	The	current	assump2on	at	this	point	is	that	itâ€™s	beEer	to	share
informa2on	even	if	in	messy	format	than	to	hold	informa2on.Â		Â	Â	
	
Also,	please	note	that	Derek	and	JT	have	been	pulled	into	another	call	at	our	usual	2me,	so	I	will	be
working	us	through	the	agenda.Â		We	will	be	sure	that	they	receive	detailed	updates.Â	
	

1.      Roll	Call
2.      OFM/Financial	Updates	â€“	Leslie

a.      FEMA	Funding
3.      Ac2on	Team	Report	Out	â€“

a.      Food	Procurement	Ac2on	Team
b.      Coordinated	Community	Response	Ac2on	Team
c.      Gap	Analysis	Ac2on	Team
d.      Any	addi2onal	teams	forming?	Â	

4.      Resource	Procurement	Discussion
a.      How	are	various	sectors	mee2ng	needs	for	procurement	of	food,	PPE,	packaging

supplies,	and	human	resources?	Is	there	a	need	to	coordinate	these	efforts	here?
5.      Are	there	gaps	in	Food	Security	that	need	aEen2on	or	documenta2on?

a.      Meal	Programs
b.      Tribal	Food	Security
c.      Houseless	Popula2ons
d.      Children	unable	to	get	to	schools	to	pick-up	meals

6.      Agency	Updates
a.      Governorâ€™s	Office
b.      Department	of	Commerce
c.      WSDA
d.      DOH
e.      DSHS
f.       OSPI
g.      Legislators
h.      Food	Lifeline
i.       Northwest	Harvest
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j.       Second	Harvest
k.      FEMA

7.      Strategic	Issues	for	Next	Agenda?
8.      Adjourn

	
Please	donâ€™t	forget	to	send	in	your	Situa2on	Report	for	the	week	of	4/13	by	COB	Friday	4/17.Â	
Thank	you!
	
Weekly	Food	Security	Coordina2on	Team	Situa2on	Report	â€“	please	copy	the	sec2on
below	into	an	email	and	fill	in	updates	to	the	best	of	your	ability.	Brevity	is	preferred	and
appreciated.		Please	send	this	email	to	krains@agr.wa.gov	before	you	leave	work	on	Fridays	un2l
further	no2ce.		We	can	refine	this	process,	but	the	goal	is	the	gather	informa2on	from	all	Food
Security	Coordina2on	team	partners,	provide	an	aggregated	situa2on	report	to	the	team	early	in
the	week,	and	focus	our	mee2ng	2me	on	discussion	of	strategic	ques2ons	and	next	steps.	
	

     Which Food Security sector are you responding on behalf of â€“ (please write in: SNAP, WIC,
Fruit & Veg Nutrition Incentives, Food Assistance programs, child nutrition programs, senior
nutrition programs, NGO Hunger Relief, OFM, other â€“ please specify)

     WEEKLY RECAP - Looking back on the past week:

a.     Executive summary - What has happened in your sector this week? (please provide
a short high level narrative; 2-3 sentences)

b.     Program administration or initiative updates (bulleted list; please include key dates)

c.      Federal or state policy or funding decisions that have impacted your sector
(bulleted list; please include key dates)

d.     Important communications or events (bulleted list; please include key dates)

     OUTLOOK - Looking ahead for the next 2 weeks:

a.     What challenges are you anticipating in this sector over the next two weeks?
(bulleted list; please describe the challenge, where/who you think it is most likely
to affect vs. statewide, and as much detail as you wish to share)

b.     Identify specific requests for support or decision from FSCT (bulleted list; please
describe your specific request for resource, action, or decision, including What/By
Whom/When)

c.      Observation of trends (please provide a bulleted list of any trends you are observing
anecdotally among hunger relief and food benefit service providers or food insecure
populations. Too chaotic to estimate? getting worse? Getting better? Gaps widening
in some places, narrowing in others?)

d.     Planned actions, initiatives, service changes, communications or other key dates

     OVERARCHING ISSUES & NEEDS:

mailto:krains@agr.wa.gov


a.     Service delivery gaps or concerns

b.     Funding needs or concerns

c.      Policy needs or concerns

	
	
Katie Rains
(she/her) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Advisor to the Director Policy Advisor to the Director | WSDAWSDA
1111 Washington Street SE | PO Box 42560 | Olympia, WA 98504-2560

Cell

!

: 360-688-4549 | 

"

: krains@agr.wa.gov | Website: hOp://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access
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Soileau, Kennedy (HCA)
RE: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 23, 2020 at 12:41 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-Bruce, Shawna, Holman,
Sam (GOV), danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Hi	all,
	
Quick	update	–	we’ve	revised	the	language	to	remove	the	“stay	happy”	message.	Because	this	is	a
stressful	@me	for	many	folks,	we	didn’t	want	to	come	off	as	out-of-touch	or	even	condescending.		The
key	messages	now	are:	“Stay	home.	Stay	healthy.	Stay	informed.”
	
Next	steps	–	Laura	Blaske	and	I	are	working	with	the	ad	agency	that	is	leading	Spread	the	Facts,	and	we
will	incorporate	the	“stay	home”	messaging	into	that	campaign.

	
Help	stop	the	spread	of	COVID-19.

Spread	the	facts.
	
Stay	home.	Everyone should stay home except to get food, care for a relative or friend, get
necessary health care, or go to an essential job. (LINK HERE TO MORE INFO.)
Stay	healthy.	If you must go out, keep at least 6 feet of distance from other people. (LINK
HERE FOR MORE INFO.)
Stay	informed.	Stay up to date on what is happening in Washington State; visit this website often.
	
Thanks!
–Kennedy
	
From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:46	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	'danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov'	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	drafs
Importance:	High
	
Hi	all,
	
Please	review	the	agached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges@ons	by	COB	Monday,	March	23.
Other	materials,	including	a	@p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the
agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.
More	to	come	on	that.
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These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:
	

·         Infographics
·         Digital	ads
·         Partner	toolkit	resources
·         Talking	points
·         TV,	radio,	digital	adver@sing

	
Best,
Kennedy
	
Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communica@ons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

www.hca.wa.gov
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COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

MARCH 23, 2020 AM
SUMMARY

·        A	major	disaster	declara/on	has	been	issued	for	Washington	bringing	Public	Assistance	Category
B	and	the	Crisis	Counseling	Program	to	the	state.

·        The	Navy’s	1,000-bed	hospital	ship	Mercy	will	be	headed	to	California,	not	Washington.
·        Oregon’s	Governor	Kate	Brown	is	expected	to	announce	a	stay-at-home	order	today.
·        With	a	rising	number	of	cases	in	Idaho,	anyone	who	has	been	to	Blaine	County	is	asked	to	shelter

in	place	to	try	to	contain	the	virus.
·        As	cases	rise	in	Alaska,	physicians	are	calling	for	stricter	measures	to	keep	COVID-19	from

spreading.
Public	Sen+ment

·        Calls	con/nue	to	leaders	to	contain	coronavirus	across	the	region.
·        Concern	remains	over	social	interac/on	that	may	further	spread	coronavirus.
·        In	response	to	the	disaster	declara/on	in	Washington,	people	ques/on	what	it	means	for	ci/zens

–	will	there	be	hoops	to	jump	through	for	access?	Does	it	mean	there	will	be	unemployment
assistance?	Is	Public	Assistance	for	the	public?

Washington
Major	Disaster	Declara/on

Washington	receives	a	major	disaster	declara/ons	providing	crisis	counseling	and	Category	B
Public	Assistance	(KXLY,	KIRO	7,	NBC	Right	Now	Tri-Ci/es,	KEPR,	KHQ)

In	response	to	the	FEMA	disaster	declara/on,	people	con/nue	to	feel	that	greater
measures	are	needed	from	the	governor	to	reduce	the	spread	of	coronavirus.	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5)	There	are	ques/ons	as	to	what	this	means
for	Washingtonians.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
Governor	Jay	Inslee	points	out	that	not	all	the	assistance	he	requested	was	granted.
(Facebook)	People	con/nue	to	demand	a	stay-at-home	order.	(example	1,	example	2)

The	Mercy
Governor	Jay	Inslee	is	disappointed	to	learn	that	the	1,000-bed	hospital	ship	the	Mercy	will	be
going	to	California,	and	not	Washington,	but	grateful	for	other	federal	resources	that	are	on
their	way.	(Twider)
Will	1,000-bed	hospital	ship	sail	for	Seadle	or	Los	Angeles?	(Kitsap	Sun)	Representa/ve	Derek
Kilner	supports	Governor	Jay	Inslee's	request	for	the	ship	to	come	to	Puget	Sound.	The	ar/cle
quotes	Military	Sealig	Command	spokeswoman	Sarah	Burford	sta/ng	that	the	ship	is	intended
to	treat	trauma	vic/ms,	not	infec/ous	disease,	Carnival	Corpora/on	has	offered	cruise	ships	to
support	the	response.
Just	Kidding,	Seadle:	Trump	Will	Send	the	USNS	Mercy	to	Los	Angeles	(The	Stranger)

Na/onal	Guard
Trump	ac/vates	Na/onal	Guard	in	California,	New	York	and	Washington	state:	‘This	is	a	war.’
(CNBC)
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Navy	hospital	ship	to	L.A.	as	Trump	ac/vates	Na/onal	Guard	in	Calif,	Washington,	NY
(Bellingham	Herald)

Closures
The	coastal	towns	of	Long	Beach	and	Westport	have	closed	to	visitors.	(North	Coast	News
Facebook,	City	of	Long	Beach	Facebook)
Washington	campgrounds	are	closed.	(Washington	State	Parks	Twider,	Spokesman-Review)

Business
Jeff	Bezos	posted	a	leder	on	Instagram	to	Amazonians	saying	they	have	taken	measures	to
ensure	that	essen/al	items	in	the	supply	chain	can	s/ll	be	delivered	while	caring	for	the
workforce.	(Instagram)
A	Boeing	employee	has	died	from	coronavirus.	(Seadle	Times)	Many	are	upset	by	the	news,	and
feel	that	the	company	has	not	taken	enough	measures	to	stop	the	spread	of	the	virus.	(example
1,	example	2)
Most	Hanford	workers	to	stay	home	over	coronavirus	concerns.	No	word	on	for	how	long	(Tri
City	Herald)

PPE
FEMA	director	won’t	say	how	many	N95	coronavirus	masks	have	been	ordered	(Walla-Walla
Union	Bulle/n)
Tesla	donated	50,000	N95	medical	masks	on	Sunday	to	UW	Medicine.	The	masks	will	to	help
local	health	care	workers	on	the	front	line	of	figh/ng	the	coronavirus	outbreak	in	Washington
state.	(KATU	2)

Tes/ng
COVID-19	tes/ng	begins	Saturday	at	Tacoma	Dome	for	at-risk	popula/on,	healthcare	workers
(Seadle	PI)
New	drive-thru	COVID-19	tes/ng	op/on	opening	March	23	for	high-risk	Snohomish	County
residents	(My	Edmonds	News)
Anosmia,	the	loss	of	sense	of	smell,	and	ageusia,	an	accompanying	diminished	sense	of	taste,
have	emerged	as	peculiar	telltale	signs	of	COVID-19,	the	disease	caused	by	the	coronavirus,	and
possible	markers	of	infec/on.	(Seadle	Times)

Stay-at-Home
The	mayor	of	Edmonds	is	asking	people	to	stay	home,	the	second	city	in	the	state	ager	Evered,
to	do	so.	(City	of	Edmonds)
The	Yakima	Health	District	is	ordering	county	residents	to	stay	home.	As	of	Sunday,	Yakima
County	had	24	confirmed	cases	of	COVID-19	and	8	presump/ve	posi/ve	cases.	(YakTriNews)
The	Lummi	Na/on	joins	the	Makah	to	become	the	second	Northwest	tribe	to	shelter	in	place.
(Seadle	Times)	People	may	s/ll	travel	from	their	homes	to	assist	family,	visit	doctors,	shop	for
groceries	and	medica/ons,	fish,	hunt	or	gather.	(Bellingham	Herald)

New	Cases
One	new	COVID-19	death	was	reported	Sunday	in	Washington	state	as	the	total	number	of
cases	approaches	2,000,	according	to	the	state	Department	of	Health.	(Q	13	FOX)
COVID-19	reaches	Anacortes	re/rement	community	(KOMO)
29-year-old	Chelan	County	man	learns	a	painful	lesson:	Youth	doesn’t	mean	you’re	immune	to
coronavirus.	(Coronavirus)

Economic	Impact
Due	to	the	rise	in	unemployment	during	the	coronavirus	outbreak,	the	Washington	State
Employment	Security	Department	has	waived	the	one-week	wai/ng	period	to	receive
unemployment	insurance	benefits.	(KXLY)
Will	you	get	a	$1,000	check	from	the	coronavirus	s/mulus	package?	Breaking	down	the
proposal	to	provide	cash	payments	to	help	people	through	the	coronavirus	crisis.	(KING	5)

Community	Impact
Washington	ban	on	funerals	means	Spokane-area	funeral	homes	struggle	to	help	families
grieve.		Another	sign	of	the	/mes	in	Washington	state,	funeral	homes	have	had	to	cancel
graveside	ceremonies	in	an	effort	to	keep	more	people	from	contrac/ng	the	coronavirus.
(Spokesman-Review).	While	some	on	the	Spokesman-Review	Facebook	post	wish	there	was	an
excep/on	to	this	(example	1),	others	point	out	that	if	we	don't	all	follow	these	restric/ons	there
will	be	many	more	dead	(example	2).
King	County	Metro	and	Sound	Transit	go	fare-free	amid	coronavirus	pandemic	(KING	5)
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Tips	for	hiking	in	the	/me	of	the	coronavirus	(KIMA)
Oregon

Execu/ve	Orders
Gov.	Brown	is	expected	to	order	many	Oregonians	to	stay	home,	with	violators	facing	a	fine	and
or	jail	/me	today.	People	would	s/ll	be	allowed	outside	for	recrea/on,	with	some	restraints.
Those	who	don't	comply	face	a	Class	C	misdemeanor	crime.	(KGW	8)	The	majority	of	comments
on	KGW-TV's	Facebook	post	are	happy	to	see	this	(example	1,	example	2).	Some	call	the	beach
towns	culpable	for	wai/ng	un/l	they	were	crowded	for	spring	break	before	closing	(example	3),
and	others	wonder	how	this	order	will	affect	homeless	popula/ons	(example	4).
On	Sunday,	the	Portland	Mayor	asked	Governor	Kate	Brown	to	put	a	stay-at-home	order	in	place
state-wide.	(Twider)	If	she	did	not,	the	mayor	said	he	would	enact	one	for	the	city.
Governor	Kate	Brown	has	issued	an	order	to	halt	evic/ons	for	the	next	90	days.	(KTVZ)

Closures
Warrenton,	Manzanita,	Astoria,	and	Seaside	had	a	message	for	visitors	and	tourists	on	Sunday:
vacate	the	area	within	24	hours.	(KOMO,	KGW	8,	KATU	2)
In	Rockaway	Beach,	the	public	wayside,	playgrounds,	and	main	beach	accesses	are	reported	as
closed.	(Facebook)
Multnomah	Falls	is	closing	to	the	public.	(KATU	2)

PPE
Portland	police	recovered	thousands	of	stolen	respirator	masks	following	a	theg	of	more	than
20	boxes.	They	are	now	on	their	way	to	hospitals	to	help	amid	the	coronavirus	pandemic.
(KEPR)

Alaska
New	Cases

There	are	now	a	total	of	32	cases	of	coronavirus	in	Alaska.	(KTVA)
Many	see	air	travel	as	one	of	the	culprits	for	the	spread	of	COVID-19,	and	would	like
flights	to	cease.	(example1,	example	2)	A	person	reports	that	a	cashier	at	Fred	Meyer's
said	they	are	not	allowed	to	wear	masks,	though	they	are	wiping	down	customers'
purchases.

Juneau	has	its	first	reported	case	of	coronavirus.	(Juneau	Empire,	KINY	radio)	
Protec/ve	Measures

Physicians	are	calling	on	Governor	Dunleavey	to	halt	all	air	travel	in	the	state.	(Anchorage	Daily
News)	Many	from	the	public,	with	some	asking	for	excep/ons	to	get	back	home	to	Alaska,
support	this	call	to	ac/on.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Business
Stop	hoarding:	Anchorage	mayor,	shipping	companies	assure	Alaskans	the	supply	chain	is	intact
(Anchorage	Daily	News,	Alaska	Public	Media)

Idaho
Rumor	Control

Governor	Brad	Lidle	shared	FEMA's	Rumor	Control	page	to	help	quell	misinforma/on.
(Facebook)
Scammers	are	using	robocalls	that	spread	disinforma/on	about	the	coronavirus	pandemic	and
lying	about	offering	low-priced	health	insurance	and	free	coronavirus	test	kits.	(KIDK	3)

Shelter-In-Place
Visitors	to	Blaine	County	told	to	shelter	in	place	amid	coronavirus	outbreak.	(Magic	Valley)	The
request	comes	ager	three	Ada	County	residents	and	one	Valley	County	resident	tested	posi/ve
for	COVID-19	ager	traveling	and	spending	/me	in	Blaine	County.	(KTVB)

New	Cases
There	are	now	47	confirmed	cases	of	the	coronavirus	in	Idaho,	according	to	the	state's	official
website	on	COVID-19.	(CBS	2)
Recent	coronavirus	cases	in	Ada	and	Valley	County	are	likely	connected	to	Blaine	County,
officials	say.	(KMVT)

Health
Medical	clinic	director	helps	to	keep	homeless	shelter	coronavirus	free.		On	Monday	morning,
Milan,	who	was	named	medical	director	of	Pocatello	Free	Clinic	in	January,	offered	to	perform
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weekly	health	screenings	of	homeless	people	housed	in	/ght	quarters	at	the	local	Aid	for
Friends	shelter.	(Idaho	State	Journal)

Tes/ng
Community	urged	to	reserve	coronavirus	tes/ng	for	sickest	pa/ents	(Idaho	State	Journal)

Business
Concerned	Idaho	business	owner	wants	people	to	take	the	coronavirus	more	seriously.		People
were	out	enjoying	the	weather	this	weekend,	however,	there	were	also	several	instances	where
good	social	distancing	prac/ces	weren't	being	followed.	(KIVI)
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The	na'onal	hot	issues	listening	report	is	a1ached	for	greater	context.
	
Star'ng	this	tomorrow,	we	will	be	repor'ng	on	what’s	on	social	and	in	the	media	on	a	daily	basis.	Please	let	us
know	if	there	are	any	topics	for	us	to	watch	for,	or	if	there	is	anyone	who	should	be	added	to	this	distribu'on
list.
	
Thank	you.
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SUMMARY

In Idaho, with the recent stay-at-home order, residents are working through the definition of essential.
During a conference call between President Trump and governors on Thursday, Washington Gov. Jay

Inslee urged the President to take more dramatic federal action to secure medical supplies for his
state.

New data from the Institute for Disease Modeling show best- and worst-case scenarios for disease
spread in Oregon, depending on Oregonian adherence to social distancing measures.

Public	Sen+ment
Seattleites, as with many city residents around the world have done, have taken to their balconies, this

time to applaud healthcare workers, which they did last night at 8 p.m.
Alaskans are calling on Governor Dunleavey to put measures in to place to reduce community spread

of coronavirus.
Economic worry is pervasive across the region as people take stock of their finances as people stay to

reduce the spread – they are interested in the economic stimulus bill, unemployment, and how to
pay their bills.

Washington
U.S.	Army	Corps	of	Engineers	surveys	CenturyLink	Field,	fairgrounds	for	temporary	hospital.	(KIRO	7,

KING	5)
Governors	frustrated	with	offer	of	‘backup’	Gov.	Jay	Inslee	clashed	with	President	Donald	Trump

during	a	conference	call	with	governors,	pleading	with	him	to	take	more	drama'c	ac'on	to
secure	medical	supplies	for	his	state	as	it	suffers	from	the	coronavirus	pandemic,	according	to
four	people	familiar	with	the	call.	(Sea1le	Times,	KUOW	KATU)

@GovInslee:	We	need	a	na'onal	mobiliza'on	of	the	industrial	base	in	this	country.	That's
how	we	won	WWII.	To	get	that,	we	need	a	president	to	lead.	Washingtonians'	lives	depend
on	it.
A	comment	on	the	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	post	argues	that	while	Gov	Inslee	has	the	power
and	authority	to	acquire	equipment	for	Washington	State,	it	is	also	his	responsibility	to
request	assistance	from	the	federal	government	when	it	is	beyond	his	state's	ability	to
acquire	needed	supplies	locally	(example).

Medical	Supplies
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Trump	administra'on	backs	off	a	deal	for	Bothell’s	Ventec	and	GM	to	produce	‘up	to	20,000’
ven'lators	a	month	amid	coronavirus	crisis.	(Sea1le	Times)

Business	and	Economy
Struggling	laid	off	local	workers	desperate	for	government	relief	to	kick	in	(FOX	Q13)
The	U.S.	Postal	Service	has	been	in	money	trouble	for	years.	Now,	coronavirus	is	forcing	the	quasi-

governmental	agency	into	a	fight	for	its	life.		(Sea1le	Times)
The	West	End	of	the	Olympic	Peninsula	has	lost	its	only	local	newspaper	reporter	and	its	only	local

paper,	the	Forks	Forum,	has	suspended	print	publica'on.	The	paper,	published	since	1931,	has
converted	to	an	online-only	edi'on	as	the	novel	coronavirus	reaps	another	vic'm	among	the
state’s	print	media.	(Sea1le	Times)

New	Cases	and	Fatali'es
Just	two	months	ager	America’s	first	confirmed	case,	the	country	is	grappling	with	a	lethal	reality:

The	coronavirus	has	killed	more	than	1,000	people	in	the	United	States,	a	toll	that	is	increasing
at	an	alarming	rate.	(Sea1le	Times)

A	comment	on	the	Sea1le	Times	Facebook	post	compares	the	U.S.	to	South	Korea	since
both	countries	had	their	first	COVID-19	cases	around	the	same	'me.	This	person	blames
“denial,	distor'ons,	and	delusion”	in	the	U.S.	for	why	we	were	unable	to	contain	the	spread
of	the	virus	as	successfully	as	South	Korea	(example)

The	Yakima	Health	District	says	a	pa'ent	in	their	30's	with	several	chronic	condi'ons	has	died	as	a
result	of	the	Coronavirus.	(KIMA)

Comments	on	the	KIMA	Ac'on	News	Facebook	page	express	sadness	and	worry	over	this
tragedy.
One	person	expresses	confusion	over	how	the	hospital	could	be	running	out	of	supplies	if
according	to	www.doh.wa.gov,	only	3	people	are	even	hospitalized	in	all	of	Yakima
(example	1).	Others	explain	that	health	care	workers	need	to	different	gowns,	gloves,	and
masks	throughout	the	day	so	as	not	to	spread	the	disease	(example	2).	Despite	this
explana'on,	comments	say	that	this	supply	shortage	must	be	from	“mass	hysteria”	because
given	that	it	is	flu	season,	hospitals	should	have	already	been	prepared	with	enough
supplies	(example	3)

Worker	at	Puget	Sound	Naval	Shipyard	tests	posi've	for	coronavirus.	It's	the	first	posi've	test	for	a
worker	at	Kitsap	County's	largest	employer.	(Kitsap	Sun)

Disability	and	Integra'on
Op-Ed:	Remember	Students	with	Disabili'es	in	a	Time	of	Crisis.		For	students	with	disabili'es,	school

is	ogen	where	they	have	access	to	cri'cal	services	including	nursing	and	physical,	speech,
mental-health	and	other	therapies.	But	as	schools	around	the	na'on	are	closing,	students	with
disabili'es	and	their	families	are	being	leg	without	supports,	writes	Anna	Zivarts,	program
director	of	Rooted	in	Rights,	a	part	of	Disability	Rights	Washington.	(Sea1le	Times)

Dona'ons	and	Volunteers
Healthcare	workers	will	now	get	access	to	free	parking	near	hospitals	and	coronavirus	tes'ng	sites	as

part	of	a	new	permit	program	announced	by	the	City	of	Sea1le.	(FOX	Q13)
Food	banks	need	younger	volunteers,	more	dona'ons	as	unemployment	skyrockets	(Spokesman-

Review)
Nurses	volunteer	for	Bellingham	nursing	home	hit	by	coronavirus.	Dozens	of	people	have	tested

posi've	at	Bellingham's	Shuksan	Healthcare,	including	caregivers.	(KING	5)
Measures	to	Fla1en	the	Curve

Gun	shops	in	Washington	have	been	shut	down	during	Governor	Inslee's	order,	but	just	20	miles	to
the	east	of	Spokane	in	Idaho,	gun	shops	are	open	for	business.	(KHQ)

Lake	Stevens	assigns	shopping	days	by	last	names	to	curb	the	spread	of	coronavirus.	(KING	5)
Canada	a1acks	'damaging'	Trump	plan	to	deploy	troops	at	border	(Vancouver	Sun)

Community	Impact
America’s	truckers	face	increasing	challenges	on	front	lines	in	war	against	coronavirus	(Tri-City

Herald)
Sea1le	residents	#MakeAJoyfulNoise	for	health	care	workers	(example).		Sea1leites	were

encouraged	to	go	outside	and	make	some	noise	as	a	show	of	support	for	health	care	workers
trea'ng	coronavirus.	(KING	5)

Oregon
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Fla1ening	the	Curve
Newly	released	data	from	the	Ins'tute	for	Disease	Modeling	show	best	and	worst	case
scenarios,	depending	on	Oregonian	adherence	to	mi'ga'on	measures.

Based	on	es'mates,	15,000	people	would	be	infected	by	the	new	coronavirus	by	May	8	if
Oregon	didn't	take	measures	to	slow	the	spread	of	the	disease.	(KATU)
If	Oregonians	stay	home,	state	hospitals	appear	capable	of	handling	coronavirus	burden
(Oregonian)

Community	Spread
A	Medford	father	of	four	says	he’s	Jackson	County’s	first	case	of	community	spread	coronavirus.
(KOBI)

PPE
Portland	manufacturer	pivots	to	produce	face	shields,	to	resounding	praise	on	Facebook	(KPTV).
'Our	inten'on	is	not	to	freak	anyone	out':	Portland	firefighters	wear	hazmat	suits	to	medical
calls	(KGW,	@KGWNews)

People	in	Salem	flock	to	pick	up	mask	sewing	kits	to	help	during	coronavirus	pandemic	(KATU)
Business

Woodland	company	works	to	keep	up	with	toilet	paper	demand.	(KOIN	6)
Idaho

Public	Informa'on
Idaho	Reports	special	features	Governor	Brad	Li1le,	Idaho	Department	of	Health	and	Welfare
director	Dave	Jeppesen,	and	state	epidemiologist	Dr.	Chris'ne	Hahn	(Idaho	Public	Television
Facebook	Live)
What's	an	'essen'al'	business	under	the	Idaho	stay-home	order?	Gov.	Li1le	answers	your
ques'ons	(KTVB)	In	response,	many	are	dissa'sfied	by	the	list	of	essen'al	businesses.	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3)

PPE
St.	Luke's	Boise	receiving	face	shields	from	SmileDirectClub	(KIVI)

Tes'ng
Drive-up	COVID-19	tes'ng	opens	in	Twin	Falls	(Magic	Valley	Times-News)

Medical	Capacity
EIRMC	planning	for	worst-case	scenario	should	coronavirus	surge	in	eastern	Idaho	(East	Idaho
News)	In	response,	individuals	find	that	the	headline	is	misleading	and	that	the	medical	center	is
underprepared	given	the	lack	of	test	availability.

Alaska
New	Cases

On	Thursday	agernoon	Alaska	DHSS	reported	10	new	cases	over	the	previous	24	hours	bringing
Alaska’s	total	case	count	to	69.	(Alaska	DHSS)

Initial comments on the Alaska DHSS Facebook post ask for clarifying details on the exact
sources of the cases and express concern that the public is not being told the true extent of
the spread due to inadequate testing or withholding of information (example 1, example 1,
example 3).

Reaction on the KTVA Facebook post was dominated by those calling for more mandated
social distancing, even a “total lockdown” (example 1, example 2, example 3), with some
pushback from others saying not to panic (example).

In reaction to Governor Dunleavy’s briefing on the new cases (KTVA Facebook), many people
also responded with calls for more mandated social distancing measures (example 1).
‘Numerous’	health	care	workers	among	Alaska’s	confirmed	COVID-19	cases	(Anchorage	Daily
News,	KTVF)

Social	Distancing
North Slope Mayor shuts down travel to region to prevent COVID-19 spread to the isolated
network of communities. (The Arctic Sounder) Reactions are positive. (example 1, example 2.

Testing
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https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/people-in-salem-flock-to-pick-up-mask-sewing-kits-to-help-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/woodland-company-works-to-keep-up-with-toilet-paper-demand/
https://www.facebook.com/idahoptv/videos/2795332540520768/
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/whats-an-essential-business-under-the-idaho-stay-home-order-gov-little-answers-your-questions/277-9af71e02-228e-43c4-955a-7777bf60088c?fbclid=IwAR14RVQ7YK1a7szsm8ODX4deQ5uYmGbxt5XqJyagJLObf8cyuyyZ1ndDx5Q
https://www.facebook.com/KTVB7/posts/10158360265983991?comment_id=10158360509693991
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https://magicvalley.com/news/local/community/drive-up-covid--testing-opens-in-twin-falls/article_73945e22-7db0-505b-bc74-a6301a8d681e.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_Times-News&fbclid=IwAR0DlBSXUEayMrSWfpP5QAX9VpXB-zbjK_gKE7F1QJ7Ky0ndzoRXx3A2gAM
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/03/eirmc-planning-for-worst-care-scenario-should-coronavirus-surge-in-eastern-idaho/?fbclid=IwAR3I5L3pnvjde_5I8ZR6dedTwX_ZO4bNih8-9eeSWx_097hoJBTupZ0LjBU
https://www.facebook.com/EastIdahoNews/posts/1580458018770599?comment_id=1580511725431895
https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/photos/a.432516619928/10158018150159929/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAHGWSziIVVd8uxGbyYs42qFhh3-fkjnux_sihO9rugTJxHFavXx8R38SnfD1uOmoKmGdQUqW2olD-uZ-kKAhOIWufrzDn9STWjn1U8gwYR0ddZ3MnYlyLxsC5aI3mCzNTNIDEwzPCXhvbfGE7_FML-bdXjZGD6ra8-uH326lozxaEA8Df8wrVCgaorrDgkpR85KFk8xDSUk276LeYphiPdL1pc-P-cYZziIMTsAg8-ZJJZ8AEzMJVNRk3R3DN6EcsoTE9DW5zj41NW_1EsokxZZfcXmbzNSsxWRnwexD4ZB0ZUURCSuaUlwSVm5mZWAPNigw1sf1fxNP-Rhg&__tn__=-R
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https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/03/27/alaskas-confirmed-covid-19-case-tally-rises-by-10-hospital-workers-among-those-who-tested-positive/?fbclid=IwAR3rvzmLgECES_cipyy3rI4OwXZvIV0WhXXnZZEEJsvF2stPUBvf_j8UBTM
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Fairbanks-Memorial-Hospital-employee-tests-positive-for-COVID-19-569142821.html?fbclid=IwAR0perkZMFaP_rbPOKj0n8IpJfDOpSuhQokHnfVSudEh1LHiDlZcf4Ka_fE
http://www.thearcticsounder.com/article/2013north_slope_shuts_down_travel_to_region_to
https://www.facebook.com/thearcticsounder/posts/1648564495286481?comment_id=1648626418613622
https://www.facebook.com/thearcticsounder/posts/1648564495286481?comment_id=1648593801950217


SEARHC relaxes testing criteria as virus spreads in Southeast communities. (KCAW) People are
spreading the word on Facebook.

	
	

	
	
DHS	FEMA	Region	X	News	Desk
News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10
	
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal
opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
	
	
	
	

https://www.kcaw.org/2020/03/26/searhc-relaxes-testing-criteria-as-virus-spreads-in-southeast-communities/?fbclid=IwAR39Jel0gJ1Sm478f8m_dZubrLUWsYQZpnZ2wlz0llU9wFcpjsDOL85or08
https://www.facebook.com/RavenRadio/posts/10157376726899163?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA_PLGqUhFlGEcWE4Ij-i2qjVpRS6ueEIo0SmkUvWHraCdW8SlR0WiXxtfpdw7pdLsdpHr-R53UNfEms2BXV5LexaTUMdaY0be8hJJnO_L0cGyHlb7VcBDk30W7QEvk6gFJ39kzNe4sdk4cqRGqHyhH16XvXn7sbAYyw9oQwU10fYAuAAp7zLxhazrjT1x1yJkutOE1c8hVFx0imConr48S3LBDq003b8kl9LeCMEu4GQpPRBVNQ3D_YSKFTD_5X373Caol3LX4hEWr-4GRgkRHQrUKqPCjc1KWAPHDxOakM3pnAjtiPvEZtu5PJihJxKtGSztiSgr0rntFCiHV&__tn__=-R
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.twitter.com/femaregion10
mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov


Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Salazar, Salvador (GOV)
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron
Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra, Davis, RaShelle (GOV)

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/     

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov




Apreza, Ernesto
RE: Press Conference Tomorrow at 1:30 pm
March 28, 2020 at 1:58 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), Formas, Stephanie, Ike, Ryan, Holman, Sam (GOV), bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil, Powell,
Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Munoz, Andrew S CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Ward, Erin, Fryer, Alex, Pearson, Dave, Vila, Simon (GOV), Garza, Jeff
Cc:  Derrick, Anthony

Hi	all,	apologies	for	the	churn.	Sending	the	updated	advisory	below	in	10.
	
	
UPDATED	WITH	WEBEX	INSTRUCTIONS	AND	NEW	RADIO	POOL	LEAD.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuPve
Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150
hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KIRO	Radio	will	serve	as	radio	pool	(hsco\@bonneville.com),
and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,	WAâ€¯
	
Instruc>ons	for	WebEx

Register	here:	h\ps://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?
MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
Please	provide:	Name,	E-mail	address,	phone	number,	news	organizaPon.
The	conference	will	start	at	1:30	PM.
Press,	please	join	the	call	at	1:15	PM.	We	will	run	through	procedure	and	test	the	system	to
ensure	we	can	answer	your	quesPons	without	technical	issues.
	

Instruc>ons	for	Q&A

mailto:Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov
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If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesPon,	you	must	log	in	to	the	teleconference	via	WebEx.		We	will	not
be	taking	quesPons	via	phone.
If	you	would	like	to	ask	a	quesPon,	please	RSVP.	Email:	(INERST	EMAIL	ADDRESS	HERE)		Please
include	your	name,	news	organizaPon	and	if	you	want	to	ask	a	quesPon.
We	will	control	muPng	from	our	system.	You	do	not	need	to	mute	yourself.
When	we	call	on	you,	announce	your	name	and	news	organizaPon.	Please	do	not	ask	if	we	can
hear	you.	If	your	quesPon	is	for	a	specific	person,	please	include	that	informaPon,	as	well.
For	ideal	audio	and	video	quality	download	the	Webex	MeePngs	ApplicaPon.
If	you	are	unable	to	join	through	WebEx,	you	may	listen	in	via	phone:	+1-408-418-9388,	Access
code:	263	676	232.

	
###

	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:54	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew
S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	everyone,	Kiro	agreed	to	be	the	pool	camera.	Final	version	of	the	advisory	which	just	went	out	is
below.
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuPve
Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150
hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool	(debwang@kuow.org,
eoneill@kuow.org),	and	KIRO	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

https://stateofwashington.webex.com/stateofwashington/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec0d68604c42d99978b3f447d6b238b8b
mailto:debwang@kuow.org
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WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,	WAâ€¯
	

###â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯
	
	

From:	Apreza,	Ernesto	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	9:25	AM
To:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew
S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all,
Drau	release	below.	I	will	hit	send	as	soon	as	we	get	confirmaPon	of	TV	pool.
	
Ernie
	
	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuPve
Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	at	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	who	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150
hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx.	It	will	also	be	streamed	live	on	Sea\le	Channel.	
	
Sea\le	Times	will	serve	as	the	print	pool,	KUOW	will	serve	as	radio	pool	(debwang@kuow.org,
eoneill@kuow.org),	and	XX	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
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WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	8:59	AM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,
Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY
76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;
Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Hi	all,
	
Thank	you	for	making	this	happen	today.
	
Stephanie:	when	will	this	be	sent?	We	can	amplify	from	the	governorâ€™s	office.	Thanks,	Tara
	
	
TARA	LEE
CommunicaPons	Director
Desk:	360.902.0632	|	Mobile:	360.688.3061
www.governor.wa.gov	|	tara.lee@gov.wa.gov
	
Email	communica<ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,	pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56

RCW.

	
	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:31	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara
(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC
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(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,
Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)	<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin
<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex	<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave
<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Thanks	all	â€“	Updated	advisory	below	w/	updates	from	FEMA	+	US	Army.
	

I	know	Sam	w/	Team	Inslee	is	working	on	the	WebEx	for	reporters/advisory.
City	of	Sea\le	is	responsible	for	podium,	flags,	Sea\le	Channel,	and	ASL.	Iâ€™ll	let	Anthony	or
Ernie	jump	in	if	we	have	any	logisPcal	issues.	We	will	also	share	the	link	for	the	live	feed	ASAP.
City	of	Sea\le	has	reached	out	for	pool	tomorrow	w/	TV	+	print	+	sPll	photogs.
The	event	will	be	in	the	West	Hall	of	the	Event	Center.	Jeff	w/	the	Seahawks	has	flagged	that	it	is
best	for	everyone	to	park	on	the	2nd	floor	of	the	garage	toward	the	south	end.		There	is	an	entry
to	the	event	center	concourse	there	with	a	stairwell	that	leads	to	the	West	Hall	floor.	City	of
Sea\le	team	will	be	on	site	at	12:15	pm.
Some	addiPonal	background	on	site:	The	field	hospital	will	have	at	least	148	(48	ICU,	100	ICW)
beds.	It	can	provide	emergency	medicine,	pharmacy,	clinical	laboratory	services,	limited
microbiology	capability,	surgical	services,	and	radiological	services.	Timeline	for	establishment	of
the	148	bed	capability	will	be	based	on	condiPons	on	the	ground.		However,	hospital	officials
anPcipate	being	able	to	provide	care	within	72	hours	of	all	of	the	equipment	arriving	and	should
be	fully	operaPonal	within	a	week	of	gezng	the	equipment.

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and
Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital

at	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	
	

SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuPve
Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	Brigadier
General	Doug	Cherry	to	discuss	the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field	Event
Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300	soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,
Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the	hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital
beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	and	Brigadier	General	Doug	Cherry		
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
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WHERE:	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	9:10	PM
To:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;
Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)	<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Good	evening,	Stephanie.
Thanks	for	the	details.	Mike	is	set	to	a\end	to	discuss	FEMAâ€™s	role.	Made	a	few	edits	to	his	info
below.	A	couple	quesPons:	will	there	by	an	ASL	interpreter	for	the	event?	Is	the	event	inside	or	outside?
	
Thanks
	
Ryan
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea\le.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	6:40	PM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;
bruce.k.anderson.civ@mail.mil;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)
<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Munoz,	Andrew	S	CIV	USARMY	CENWS	(USA)
<Andrew.S.Munoz@usace.army.mil>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Fryer,	Alex
<Alex.Fryer@kingcounty.gov>;	Pearson,	Dave	<DaveP@Seahawks.com>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
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<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Derrick,	Anthony	<Anthony.Derrick@sea\le.gov>;	Apreza,	Ernesto	<Ernesto.Apreza@sea\le.gov>
Subject:	Press	Conference	Tomorrow	at	1:30	pm
	
Hi	all	â€“	Thanks	for	everyoneâ€™s	help	to	get	the	release	out	earlier.	I	wanted	to	loop	back	on	logisPcs
for	tomorrowâ€™s	press	conference.
	
Time

Press	Conference:	1:30	pm	at	the	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		

	
ARendees/Speakers

Governor	Jay	Inslee
King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne
Sea\le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare
TBD	Army
Q&A
	

Advisory
See	below.	We	will	send	at	9:00	am	on	Saturday,	March	28

	
On	Site:

Podium/Flags	will	be	provided	by	the	City.
DOD	â€“	Let	us	know	if	there	may	be	any	supplies	that	may	be	able	to	be	moved	on	site.		
	

Pool:	City	will	organize	a	pool
Print	Pool	(ST/AP)
SPll	photog	(ST)
TV	Pool	(Will	work	with	News	Directors)
Sea\le	Channel	(to	cross	post	w/	TVW)
	

Technology
WebEx:	City	and	Governorâ€™s	Office	are	connecPng	to	provide	Q&A	for	reporters	not	in	the
pool

	
Key	Messages

Important	Resources	for	Our	Hospitals	â€“	Partnership	to	make	this	a	reality
Staffed	with	Army	doctors	and	nurses	for	Non-COVID-19	with	ER,	X-Ray,	and	other	medical	uses
ConstrucPon	will	begin	soon	+	Sea\le	may	see	addiPonal	US	Army	personnel	in	the	area

	
Staff:

MO:	Anthony	Derrick:	260-247-2741
Stephanie:	206-247-0475

	

HAPPENING	AT	1:30:	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	Execu>ve
Constan>ne	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US
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ARMY	REP]	To	Discuss	Deployment	of	Field	Hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event
Center	

	
SeaRle	(March	28,	2020)	â€“	Today	at	1:30	p.m.,	Governor	Inslee,	Mayor	Durkan,	King	County	ExecuPve
Dow	ConstanPne	will	join	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare	and	[US	ARMY	REP]	to	discuss
the	deployment	of	a	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Event	Center.			This	field	hospital	will	include	300
soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	from	Fort	Carson,	Colorado	have	deployed	to	Sea\le	to	staff	the
hospital,	which	is	expected	to	create	at	least	150	hospital	beds	for	non-COVID-19	cases.	
	
Reporters	can	a\end	via	WebEx	[LINK].		
	
TBD	will	serve	as	the	print	pool	and	TBD	will	serve	as	the	TV	pool.		
	

WHO:	Governor	Jay	Inslee,	King	County	ExecuPve	Dow	ConstanPne,	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan,	FEMA
Region	10	Administrator	Mike	Oâ€™Hare,	[U.S.	Army	RepresentaPve]	
	
WHEN:	Saturday,	March	28,	1:30	p.m.		
	
WHERE:	CenturyLink	Event	Center,	800	Occidental	Ave	S.	in	Sea\le,
WAâ€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯â€¯		
	
	

Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea\le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea\le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi\er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle\er
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Throne, Paul (DOH)
News release: Washington WIC
April 17, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Yoshi Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Sharing the news release about Washington WIC that just went out today.
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DOH-LOFR (DOH)
Canceled: Multi-Agency Coordination Meeting
March 25, 2020 at 12:34 PM EDT
To: Guse, Vicki (DOHi), Woodbury, Brady (DOHi), Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Kling, Barry (DOHi), Brastad, Andy (DOHi), Melnick, Alan (DOHi), Lanman, Martha (DOHi), placidoe@co.cowlitz.wa.us, 
(DOHi), cassies@wsha.org, christa.arguinchona@providence.org, dianes@seiu1199nw.org, Watkins, Sally, PhD, RN (DOHi), paul.cieslak@dhsoha.state.or.us, Birch, Sue (HCA), Hasegawa, Toshiko (CAPAA)
(DOH), nancyr@uw.edu, Ldwhed1@gmail.com, annplotnick@gmail.com, sharpeinsur@hotmail.com, indigloholisticmassage@gmail.com, Dr.ahdut@gmail.com, dr.aschtgen@seattlend.com, anniez@emeraldheights.com
Vivianne (DOHi), rjackson@ewu.edu, lillich@u.washington.edu, Msmith@cornerstonepo.com, friedlyj@uw.edu, H Pickernell, mistysecena@chehalistribe.org, Walker, Denise (DOHi), Eaton, Meghan (DOHi)
(DSHS/Contact), kristina.currie@hohtribe-nsn.org, Allen, Ron, Simcosky, Brent (DOHi), Lowe, Cindy (DOHi), jpayne@jamestowntribe.org, Mishko, Larri Anne (DOHi), Lowe, Sandra (DOHi), glen@kalispeltribe.com
(DOHi), Sheaffer, Sarah (DOHi), jeromys@pgst.nsn.us, Sullivan, Jolene, McDaniel, Luke (DOHi), Powell, Kerstin (DOHi), Ives, Misty , hatsit@pgst.nsn.us, david.bean@puyalluptribe-nsn.gov, wjones@eptha.com
(DOHi), gmiller@skokomish.org, LaClair, Denise (DOHi), Carrington, Perry (DOHi), dsmith@skokomish.org, bobde@snoqualmietribe.us, michael.ross@snoqualmietribe.us, steved@snoqualmietribe.us
(DOHi), swilborn@swinomish.nsn.us, Sande, Jim (DOHi), ldamelio@swinomish.nsn.us, tgobin@tulaliptribes-nsn.gov, Steinruck, Jim (DOHi), Danielson, Ashlynn , Cooper, Brian (DOHi), dstonefish@tulaliptribes-nsn.gov
, andy.caldwell@lewiscountywa.gov, rpoppie@co.douglas.wa.us, renfrob@co.wahkiakum.wa.us, amy@icom911.org, jensenj@co.cowlitz.wa.us, dem@co.island.wa.us, pamela.brooks@co.yakima.wa.us
, mpklein@grantcountywa.gov, hkahl@co.skagit.wa.us, Stan.Smoke@co.chelan.wa.us, kforeman@grantcountywa.gov, jcrooks@co.jefferson.wa.us, kurt.hardin@co.thurston.wa.us, sandy.eccker@co.thurston.wa.us
harbor.wa.us, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, dgregg@grantcountywa.gov, dhyer@co.garfield.wa.us, jhanes@co.franklin.wa.us, clee@co.franklin.wa.us, fc-ecc@co.franklin.wa.us, riskmgmt@co.ferry.wa.us
Ross, darren.higashiyama@co.kittitas.wa.us, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, jhirsch@co.garfield.wa.us, cresaemergencymanagement@clark.wa.gov, dave.fuller@clark.wa.gov, kent.sisson@co.chelan.wa.us
, drose@marysvillewa.gov, d.beaston@cityofgoldbar.us, gdelgado@desmoineswa.gov, brianw@burienwa.gov, scrain@sequimwa.gov, lyman@clydehill.org, pellis@arlingtonwa.gov, savila@co.stevens.wa.us
, seattle-eoc@seattle.gov, eoc@rentonwa.gov, phooper@redmond.gov, tfsmith@redmond.gov, scotte@ci.puyallup.wa.us, khofmann@ci.puyallup.wa.us, blarson@snoqualmiewa.gov, pphipps@ci.snoqualmie.wa.us
, elliottr@kvfr.org, Bucoda@scattercreek.com, eskogen@cityofbuckley.com, jennifer.warmke@bothellwa.gov, info@ci.blackdiamond.wa.us, pwhite@ci.lacey.wa.us, EOC@kirklandwa.gov, buseyk@cityofgigharbor.net
Denham, cnielsen@cityofcentralia.com, CMayer@bellevuewa.gov, jthorson@auburnwa.gov, kentoem@pugetsoundfire.org, wappleton@ci.seatac.wa.us, bucodafire@gmail.com, jamess@algonawa.gov
nsn.gov, ronald@snoqualmietribe.us, lhall@quinault.org, wells.rhiannon@nisqually-nsn.gov, maria959856@yahoo.com, aaronw@cowlitz.org, rsouvinir@shoalwaterbay-nsn.gov, elizabeth_sanchey@yakama.com
Ann, cindy@duwamishtribe.org, Ashue, Melvinjohn (DOHi), Brzezny, Alex (DOHi), Lutz, Bob (DOHi), Person, Amy, DR (DOHi), Collins, Frank (DOHi), Unthank, Allison (DOHi), Jecha, Larry (DOHi)
(DOHi), ornela.abazi@kitsappublichealth.org, Solie, Arel, Rainville, Michael A. (DOC), Mulvey, Adam (MIL), Wicklund, Patrick (MIL), Jeremy.Elliott@dhw.idaho.gov, DOH-OSC2 (DOH), Norris, Jason (DOH)
Management, Agenbroad, Connie E., Noll, Rachel J. (DOC), Laura.Velasco@kindred.com, joel.byam@ycfd5.org, tyler.a.childress2.mil@mail.mil, kimberley.a.maxwell.mil@mail.mil, Murray, Suzanne S (DOH)
Cc:  Bendersky, Judith (OIC), Norma Brock, Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Neafcy, Kenneth, Mccluskey, Brendan , Taya Briley, Megan Kilpatrick, Greg Stern MD, Kevin Harris, CRESA Duty Officer, Vargas, Maria (DOHi)
Barbara, Baumgartner, Michael, Becker, Randi, Brown, Sharon, Buchli, Kathleen / Legislature (DOHi), Cleveland, Annette, Conway, Steve, Dammeier, Bruce, Frockt, David, Jayapal, Pramila, Keiser, Karen
(DOHi), Benoist, Anne (DOHi), Loerts, Scott (LNI), Ferguson, Jodi (DOHi), Turner, Tiffany (DOHi), Henderson, Tory (DOH), Buchheit, Lydia (DOHi), Elsenboss, Carina (DOHi), Lantz, Melissa (DOHi)
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
Meeting Materials for Today's UCG
March 19, 2020 at 10:12 AM EDT
To: Postman, David (GOV), Wicker, Kelly (GOV), Wiesman, John (DOH), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Strange, Cheryl
(DSHS/OOS), Birch, Sue (HCA), Schumacher, David (OFM), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), McClain, Stacey (MIL), Smart,
John (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Brown, Lisa (COM), Liu, Chris (DES), Sinclair, Stephen D.
(DOC), laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

	
	
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Master Lease - Alternate Care Facilities (isolation)
To: Liu, Chris (DES), Covington, Bob (DES), Larson, Ann (DES), McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Cc:  Davidson, Lisa, Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Robert Ezelle (Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov), Daugherty, Bret D.
(MIL) (Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov), Phillips, Keith (GOV), Postman, David (GOV), McGill, Jason T (HCA)

Chris,
	
In	speaking	with	the	execu4ve	team	and	the	Unified	Area	Command	leadership,	I’d	like	to	move	forward
on	securing	facili4es	for	use	as	isola4on	centers.	We	have	concurrence	from	CDC,	HHS,	DOH,	and	EMD
regarding	the	site	requirements	for	isola4on	facili4es.	These	include:

-          Loca4ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouLlow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room
-          Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola4on

o   Select	rooms	with	individual	ven4la4on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula4ng	air
o   If	recircula4on	of	air	from	isola4ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters

should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.
o   If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven4la4on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and

intake	will	minimize	cross	contamina4on,
-          Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal
-          Access	and	func4onal	needs
-          Space	considera4ons	for	staff

o   PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.
o   Space	for	light	nursing	care
o   Administra4ve	space	for	medical	records	processing
o   Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili4es.
o   Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

-          Site	safety	and	security	considera4ons
-          Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support
-          Mental	health	support

	
Mr	Stacey	McClain	from	Emergency	Management	is	coordina4ng	the	mul4-agency	site	survey	teams.
These	teams	could	have	representa4ves	from	DOH,	EMD,	USACE,	HHS,	FEMA	based	on	needs.	Please	let
Stacey	know	if	you	need	assistance	in	site	survey.
	
Size	is	scalable;	however,	we	are	looking	at	capacity	within	Snohomish,	King,	Pierce	and	Thurston
coun4es.	Total	capacity	across	those	coun4es	should	be	2,250	–	5,000.
	
Health	Care	Authority	is	s4ll	examining	if	licensing	the	facility	is	required	and	what	possible
reimbursement	beyond	HHS	and	FEMA	authori4es	is	available.
	
DOH	is	s4ll	discussing	what	they	staffing	model	for	this	will	look	like;	however,	I	suspect	it	will	have
some	facility	opera4ons	staff	supported	with	light	nursing.
	
	
Sincerely,
Jim
	



JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Davidson, Lisa
RE: preferred sites for isolation centers
March 27, 2020 at 2:06 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

Thanks	for	keeping	me	in	the	loop	on	this!

	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Friday,	March	27,	2020	11:01	AM

To:	Beirmann,	Jason	<Jason.Biermann@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	Kurt	Hardin

<kurt.hardin@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Gillespie	Amy	<amy.gillespie@piercecountywa.gov>;	Kaplan,	Alysha

<akaplan@kingcounty.gov>

Cc:	Wasserman,	Adam	R	(MIL)	<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>;	Zimmerman,	MaWhew	S	(DOH)

<maWhew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Furze,	Michael	(COM)	<michael.furze@commerce.wa.gov>;	DOH-

IC3	(DOH)	<doh-ic3.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	McGill,	Jason	T	(HCA)	<jason.mcgill@hca.wa.gov>;	Davidson,	Lisa

<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>;	Covington,	Bob	(DES)	<bob.covington@des.wa.gov>;	Roberts,	Shawn	A

(DOH)	<Shawn.Roberts@doh.wa.gov>

Subject:	preferred	sites	for	isola_on	centers
	

Good	morning,

	

		As	the	Unified	Area	Command	and	federal	agencies	move	forward	on	isola_on	facili_es	as	part	of	a

broader	alternate	care	site	model,	it	is	cri_cal	that	we	recognize	the	work	already	done	at	the	local

government	level.	Each	of	coun_es	expressed	concern	about	making	sure	any	effort	done	at	the	state

and	federal	level	is	well	coordinated	and	supports	.	Please	send	your	preferred	isola_on	sites	along	with

the	level	of	coordina_on	already	completed	so	that		the	team	working	on	this	at	the	state	level	can	work

closely	with	you	about	securing	facili_es.			From	our	perspec_ve	these	are	the	site	requirements	we	are

looking	at:

	

	

Loca_ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouflow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room

Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola_on

Select	rooms	with	individual	ven_la_on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula_ng	air

If	recircula_on	of	air	from	isola_ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters

should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.

If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven_la_on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and	intake

will	minimize	cross	contamina_on,

Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal

Access	and	func_onal	needs

Space	considera_ons	for	staff

PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.

Space	for	light	nursing	care

Administra_ve	space	for	medical	records	processing

Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili_es.

Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

Site	safety	and	security	considera_ons

Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support	areas

mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov


Mental	health	support	areas

	

	

	

JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782

www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_10
April 10, 2020 at 5:16 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply
Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Beginning April 10, HHS and FEMA will work with states with federal Community-
Based Testing Sites to clarify whether sites want to continue as they are now, or
transition to full state control.

Under state control, CBTS sites would still receive technical assistance from
the federal government and be able to request supplies through the normal
FEMA systems.
Leadership at both HHS and FEMA will consider approving extension requests
by states that need additional federal assistance to manage and operate sites. A
formal notice to continue must be submitted to the CBTS Task Force Leader,

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov


by either the state’s Governor or his or her representative, no later than April 9.
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the
transition process to ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their
CBTS program independently.  This includes providing each site with enough
supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days after the agreed upon transition
date.
After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through
their standard ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the
standard Resource Request Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.
States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with
running their sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program. In general,
activities local and state governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for
reimbursement under the Public Assistance program, subject to a cost share.
To date, Community Based Testing Sites have screened over 85,000
individuals.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

On April 8, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration
awarded more than $1.3 billion to 1,387 health centers.  These centers will help
communities across the country detect coronavirus; prevent, diagnose, and treat
COVID-19; and maintain or increase health capacity and staffing levels to address
this public health emergency.

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTAuMjAwMjUyMDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5oaHMuZ292L2Fib3V0L25ld3MvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9oaHMtYW5ub3VuY2VzLXZlbnRpbGF0b3ItY29udHJhY3Qtd2l0aC1nbS11bmRlci1kZWZlbnNlLXByb2R1Y3Rpb24tYWN0Lmh0bWwifQ.BIHZiyy6aRAlaivFvN4cm64djxyhU4yUasmiHFRG7lw/br/77291753182-l


On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200410 FINAL.pdf
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 12, 2020)
April 12, 2020 at 12:01 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 12, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human
Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

·         FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·         FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·         Data and information-sharing are criticalare critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

-   Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator resources to ensure
the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life
within a 72-hour window.

-   Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to
FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total acute
care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and number of
ventilators available in the state.

-   States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

-   Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports
on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

Contact Us

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization


If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov.
·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Davidson, Lisa
Initial Planning Meeting: WA Isolation and Quarantine Support Resource Request
March 19, 2020 at 2:47 PM EDT
To: Manner, Timothy, Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Giles, Terri, Abel, Bethny, Granum, Nicolas, Stanley,
Trevor, Miller, Clayton, Bicanovsky, David, Holt, Brett, Fordice, Justin, Mark.Douglas@mil.wa.gov, Linares-Hengen,
Travis (MIL), jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, kandi.petorak@gsa.gov, Cockrill, Jennifer (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Smart, John
(OGA), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS
Cc:  Keller, Charissa, Brockett, Michael, Goudreau, Laura, McClain, Stacey, Dance,
Rebecca, john.fitzgibbon@gsa.gov, Everson, Suzanne (ACF), Weber, Douglas T
NWS, John.K.Leighow@usace.army.mil, Thomas.M.Brady@usace.army.mil, Williams, Roger D Jr CIV USARMY
CENWS (USA), Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Bailey, Danielle, Chang, Chia Pei J (Jennifer) CIV
USARMY CENWD (USA), Parker, Angela M, Prediger, G Brian CIV USARMY CEHNC (USA)

Added additional document that consolidated the line items.

State and Federal Partners,

The attached RRF has routed from HHS to FEMA for action. The request is for facilities and
wraparound services assessment (quarantine) and recovery (isolation) centers.

This call/meeting is intended to bring our Federal and State partners together to talk about
potential courses of action for fulfilling this request.

Please review the attached and be prepared with your questions and information on your
program/agencies capability, requirements, and time lines to support this request.

Thank you,

Lisa Davidson

Acting Division Director

FEMA Region X | Recovery

( (425) 487- 4628 , desk

( (202) 615-7465, cell

* HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov" lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region X is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and
reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with
disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact me at least five working days in advance at (425) 487-4628 or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Rossie, Camilla
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
March 21, 2020 at 3:36 PM EDT
To: Katims, Casey (GOV), McClain, Stacey, Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Baumgart,
Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Thanks	Casey.	I	wonâ€™t	put	you	on	the	agenda,	but	I	will	call	your	name	on	Roll	Call	so	they
know	the	governorâ€™s	office	is	represented.	Then,	if	the	Bme	is	right	during	the	Q&A	you	can
say	those	nice	words!	That	work?
	
All	the	best,
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaBons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	12:27	PM
To:	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ike,
Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Great	news!
	
Camilla	â€“	we	are	happy	to	say	a	few	words	briefly,	but	I	donâ€™t	expect	weâ€™ll	have	much	to	say
except	for	our	graBtude	to	SBA	for	moving	expediBously	and	to	the	DelegaBon	for	their	help	on	our
declaraBon	request.	Up	to	you	on	whether	itâ€™s	worth	us	saying	that	or	not.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155
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From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:21	PM
To:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;
Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon
(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
All,
SBA	called	and	they	just	received	state	wide	approval	for	Washington.	They	should	be	sending	out	the
press	relief	today.
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	
	
From:	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	11:13	AM
To:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Hello	Casey,
Thanks	for	reaching	out	regarding	our	staff-level	congressional	call	for	Tuesday.	Iâ€™ve	been	a	bit
slow	gesng	out	the	invitaBon	while	I	nail	down	a	solid	conference	line.
	
I	do	expect	to	send	out	the	agenda	and	invitaBon	today,	so	great	Bming!	Please	let	me	know	if
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you	or	Morgan	would	like	to	make	opening	remarks	and	Iâ€™ll	place	you	on	the	agenda.
	
Thanks	so	much,		
	
Cam	Rossie
Government	RelaBons	|	Region	10	Office	of	External	Affairs
Office:	(425)	487-4651	|	Mobile:	(540)	532-1028
Email:	camilla.rossie@fema.dhs.gov;	fema-r10-congq@fema.dhs.gov	
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
From:	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla	<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>;	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	let	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sBll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaBon	we	should	have.
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaBms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaBms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
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(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaBms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaBons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anBcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesBon	is	resolved.
	
Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Bme)	weâ€™re	hosBng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaBon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaBng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someBme	this	aternoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
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Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaBons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraBon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraBon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoBn,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kistas,
Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counBes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counBes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaBlla
and	Wasco	counBes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	axached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaBon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaBon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	axached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaBon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaBon	AuthorizaBon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	axached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
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returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaBon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliBes	lisBng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

AddiBonal	InformaBon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1.	 Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uBlizing	our	regular
loan	products.

2.	 If	you	have	an	exisBng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parBcipaBng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliBes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaBons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenBonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3.	 In	addiBon	to	tradiBonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaBons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaBvely
small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiBonal	lender.	The	acBve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4.	 SBA	parBally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hxps://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hxps://idahosbdc.org/

SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaxle	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounBes
hxps://seaxle.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counBes.	hxps://tacoma.score.org/

We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the
Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaxle
hxps://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the	Washington
Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hxps://wcwb.org/

	
5.	 Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaBon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniBes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous	contacts
for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
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Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaBon.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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Weekly Update: DHS Response to COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security and its dedicated workforce
across more than a dozen offices and components are working diligently with the White
House to execute an unprecedented, whole-of America response to the COVID-19
pandemic. These strategic and tactical efforts range from coordinating critical air
transportation to addressing medical supply shortages to expediting the inspection of vital
goods at our borders, ensuring that our national supply chains remain abundant, accessible,
and reliable.
“Everything we have done to this point has been unprecedented and everything we do in the
coming weeks and months ahead focuses on life-safety and reducing suffering,” said FEMA
Administrator Pete Gaynor. “It is absolutely critical that we maintain our response efforts
alongside our federal, state, local, tribal, and industry partners to ensure the virus’s spread is
contained and human life is preserved.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being
deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to
provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. As
of April 12 th , FEMA has obligated $5.2 billion in support of state response efforts.
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization
Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of- America approach to address the limited
supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 12 th , FEMA has coordinated the
delivery of the following to areas in greatest need : 38 million N95 respirators, 32.6 million
surgical masks, 5.5 million face shields, 4.7 million surgical gowns, 30.3 million gloves,
212,000 coveralls, and 10,448 ventilators.
Expanding Surge Capacity in Highly-Impacted Areas. FEMA is focusing its allocation of
resources in highly impacted areas experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19
transmission and the greatest increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls.

 On April 6 th , FEMA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers announced
plans to convert three convention centers in Virginia into temporary hospital
facilities. The facilities – the Dulles Expo Center in Northern Virginia and the
Richmond and Hampton Roads convention centers – will be able to provide
beds for 1,107 acute patients or 1,848 non-acute patients. The conversion is
expected to be complete within six weeks.

 On April 8 th , FEMA and HHS delivered 80,000 nasopharyngeal swabs to
various federal Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) locations to help
surge testing capacity nationwide. 

 As of April 12 th , FEMA has delivered 8,600 medical beds to surge capacity
and care for an increased volume of COVID-19 patients across the U.S.

Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles and surgical
gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.
This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. As of April 12
th , 28 international flights have arrived in the U.S. with critical medical supplies. An
additional 28 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Administering Medical Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing
to support the CDC with enhanced medical screenings for travelers through 13 specially
designated airports. As of April 12 th , CWMD has processed approximately 271,529
travelers for enhanced screening, including 1,491 who were referred to CDC for further
medical evaluation.
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Maintaining Domestic Supply of Critical Medical Equipment. On April 8 th , CBP and
FEMA announced that the federal government will begin restricting exports of PPE to
ensure that critical supplies stay in the country to fight COVID-19.
Securing U.S. Borders. On April 9 th , CBP provided an operational update on activities for
the month of March. Total Border Patrol encounters have declined 7% total in March from
February, and 76% since the height of the crisis last May. In addition, 80% of the people
who CBP encounter ed since the March 21 enactment of Title 42 are being returned to the
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country from where they came within two hours.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Protecting Critical Workers and Infrastructure from Potential Threats. CISA regularly
publishes guidance to help individuals, businesses, organizations, and governments protect
their essential workers, while also improving their security posture against a myriad of
potential threats throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

 On April 6 th , CISA updated its list of essential businesses. To date, 45 states
and territories have published Essential Business Designations, 20 of them are
referencing this list in their essential business designations, while 14 states or
territories have incorporated CISA guidance fully into their own lists.

 On April 8 th , CISA and CDC issued new guidelines aimed at getting
workers in critical infrastructure who may have been exposed to COVID-19
back to work faster. It also calls on employers to take steps to ensure
workplace safety, like sending workers home immediately if they are sick and
increasing air exchange in the workplace.

Protecting A gainst M alicious C yber A ctors. On April 8 th , CISA and the United
Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert titled, COVID-19
Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert addresses the growing use of
COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors to attack individuals, businesses, and
organizations with a range of ransomware and malware.
Protecting Networks and Cloud Environment. On April 9 th , CISA released interim Trusted
Internet Connections (TIC) guidance to aid agencies in securing their network and cloud
environments. This guidance supports the current surge in teleworking and use of
collaboration tools amongst the federal workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel: TSA continues to
follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while
ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during
the pandemic. Between April 5 th and April 12 th , TSA has screened more than 729,000
travelers who have all reached their destinations safely.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, in close coordination
with the State Department, continues to bring stranded Americans home on the return leg of
removal flights to Central America. Between March 22 nd and April 10 th , ICE has flown
1,037 individuals back to the U.S. from Columbia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Keeping the Homeland Safe, Secure and Resilient. On April 8 th , DHS Intelligence and
Analysis (I&A) published information to federal, state, local, tribal and territorial
counterterrorism and law enforcement officials on the potential for COVID-19-related
cyber threats and fraud. These threat-monitoring activities ensure the homeland is safe,
secure, and resilient from hostile actors who might otherwise attempt to exploit the crisis to
harm American lives.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . The U.S. Coast Guard is working non-stop to
protect the health and safety of Americans inbound to the U.S. while helping slow the
spread of COVID-19. Between April 5 th and April 10 th , USCG facilitated the offload of
100 passengers and 881 crew members from one cruise ship in Florida and helped transfer
7 crew members from a second cruise ship to local hospitals. In Louisiana, the USCG
worked with state and local authorities to disembark several healthy crew members after
determining they were not infected with COVID-19.
Keeping the U.S. Maritime Supply Chain Open and Viable. As of April 12 th , USCG is
monitoring 38 commercial vessels with crew or passengers that have embarked from a
coronavirus port of interest in the last 14 days.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 5, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30. 

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
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coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

HHS will be providing state, territory and tribal Public Health departments with a
one-time shipment of Abbott COVID-19 rapid tests.

Shipments are expected to arrive at the 70 identified locations by April.
The tests allow for immediate, on-site testing at the point-of-care.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
DOD will deliver 300 ventilators from its supply to New Jersey today, April 5.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey
(850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and an additional 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50
bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 30 ventilators for Guam;
an additional 200 ventilators for Louisiana; an additional 200 ventilators to
New Jersey; and 100 ventilators for Massachusetts.
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Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 2, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. 

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on
March 31, and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago
and Columbus, Ohio early this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled
and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).
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FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: update from CDC
To: Johnston, Darcie (HHS/IEA), Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Graham, John (HHS/IEA), Smart, John (DOHi), Lopez, Christopher (HHS/IEA), Balenger, Juanita
(ACL), Harper, Jay (fema.dhs.gov)

Thanks	Darcie,	I	will	pass	along.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155
	

From:	Johnston,	Darcie	(HHS/IEA)	<Darcie.Johnston@hhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	31,	2020	10:14	AM
To:	KaQms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaQms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)
<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Graham,	John	(HHS/IEA)	<John.Graham@hhs.gov>;	Smart,	John	(DOHi)	<john.smart@hhs.gov>;
Lopez,	Christopher	(HHS/IEA)	<Christopher.Lopez@hhs.gov>;	Balenger,	Juanita	(ACL)
<Juanita.Balenger@acl.hhs.gov>;	Harper,	Jay	(fema.dhs.gov)	<jay.harper@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	update	from	CDC
 
Hi	Casey	and	Morgan-
Here	is	an	update	from	CDC	that	I	got	yesterday	on	the	status	of
Washington	State’s	lab	order.
	

Washington

CDC is actively working to make CDC’s COVID-19 testing kits available to public health
laboratories. All requests for these reagents are being filled by the IRR as quickly as
possible.  Due to the volume of requests and order processing constraints, labs may
anticipate at least 2 business days between CDC’s receipt of a new order and shipping to
their facility.  All reagents are shipped by FedEx Priority for next day delivery, however
destinations outside the continental US may experience longer transit times due to airline
flight limitations.
 
Please also note that there are broad, national and global supply chain shortages for
many of commercial ancillary reagents required for COVID-19  testing that are impacting
the ability of not only the IRR, but all purchasers, international and domestic, to
immediately fill orders for these additional items. We certainly understand the frustration
states are experiencing and want to be as supportive as possible during these
challenging circumstances. Every effort is being made to ensure that requests are filled
as soon as CDC receives additional inventory of these items from their commercial
manufacturers. 
 



Our CDC Lab Task Force just checked on requests specifically from Washington.  Since
early February, IRR has filled 32 orders and shipped 161 components. In the last few
days, IRR received an additional request for the ER-25 MagNA Pure 96 DNA and Viral NA
Small Volume Kit. IRR is working diligently process and ship out all orders as soon as
possible 
 
	
	

Darcie	L.	Johnston
Director,	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Health	and	Human	Services
Office	of	the	Secretary
202-690-1058	(office)
202-853-0582	(cell)
	
	
	



 

 
 
 

FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
March 27, 2020 at 3:50 PM EDT

Cc:  FEMA-IGA

 
 

March 27, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 

FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
 
Under the White House Coronavirus Task Force’s direction, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
continue to work closely with state, local, tribal and territorial governments in executing a whole-
of-government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public. The outpouring
of support from the private sector to provide medical supplies and equipment has been
tremendous. To help us match the many offers of assistance to the right place, at the right time,
and in the right quantity, we ask for your help in ensuring partners know how to connect.   
 
To sell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please submit a price quote
under the COVID-19 PPE and Medical Supplies Request for Quotation. Full details can be found
in the solicitation (Updated Notice ID 70FA2020R00000011). This solicitation requires
registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) in order to be considered for award,
pursuant to applicable regulations and guidelines. Registration information can be found at
www.sam.gov. Registration must be “ACTIVE” at the time of award. 
 
If you have medical supplies or equipment to donate, please provide us details on what you are
offering through our online medical supplies and equipment form at
https://www.fema.gov/covid19offers.
 
If you are interested in doing business with FEMA and supporting the response to COVID-19
with your company’s non-medical goods and/or services, please submit your inquiry to the
Department of Homeland Security’s Procurement Action Innovative Response (PAIR) team
at DHSIndustryLiaison@hq.dhs.gov.
 

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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In addition to these avenues to help, licensed healthcare professionals that want to volunteer
can get information on eligibility, view credential levels by clinical competency and register with
the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer Health Professionals in their state. 
 
If you are a hospital or healthcare provider in need of medical supplies, please contact your state,
local, tribal or territory department of public health and/or emergency management agency. Any
needs that cannot be met by the state or tribe are then sent to the respective FEMA regional office
who are coordinating requirements through the FEMA National Response Coordination Center.
FEMA is working with the Department of Health and Human Services and other federal agencies
to fulfill requests and ship supplies as quickly as possible. 
 
Additional ways to help can be found at www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

https://www.phe.gov/esarvhp/pages/registration.aspx
http://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/blog
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https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete


Austin, JT (GOV)
April 9 Food Security Coordination Team - Updates and Follow Up
April 09, 2020 at 5:58 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene
(AGR), Sandison, Derek (AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan (OFM), Salazar,
Salvador (GOV), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Ellings, Amy (DOH), Richartz, Saundra, Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan (AGR), Wilson,
Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, McGann, Chris
(AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M (DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Auvinen,
Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Christina Wong, Kathleen Hedgcock
Cc:  Thomas, Ralph (OFM)

Good	a&ernoon,
	
Thank	you	for	your	1me	today.		To	reiterate,	we	will	be	mee1ng	just	once	weekly,	on	Thursdays
from	2-3:30PM	and	will	move	toward	a	brief	wriEen	situa1on	report	structure	to	keep	the	group
informed.		Details	are	below.		In	addi1on,	here	is	a	link	to	the	food	and	housing	support	webpage
-	hEps://covid19.wa.gov/you-and-your-family#foodhousing,	and	a	how	you	can	help	page	-
	hEps://coronavirus.wa.gov/how-you-can-help.		If	youâ€™d	like	to	send	in	proposed	updates,
please	contact	Chris	McGann	at	CMcGann@agr.wa.gov.
	
In	order	to	clarify	and	streamline	communica1on,	please	note	the	following:

Â·         As	Needed:	Please	send	state	and	federal	policy	and	funding	requests,	concerns	and
considera1ons	to	JT	and	Ka1e.	JT	will	evaluate	your	request	and	Ka1e	will	support	her	in
preparing	talking	points	as	needed.		This	may	include	federal	agency	waiver	requests,	new
relief	package	requests	for	considera1on,	and	more.	

Â·         As	Needed:	While	the	gap	analysis	data	collec1on	and	monitoring	system	is	under
development,	please	email	funding	and	resource	needs	to	JT	and	Ka1e.			JT	will	evaluate
your	request,	and	Ka1e	will	support	with	specific	resource	procurement	efforts,	including
procurement	of	supplies	and	mobiliza1on	of	Na1onal	Guard	as	necessary.		Please	note:	All
food	security	agencies	are	encouraged	to	submit	requests	directly	through	their	local
emergency	opera1ons	center	FIRST,	and	to	communicate	needs	through	the	FSCT	as	a
back-up.		Addi1onal	resource	procurement	and	mobiliza1on	processes	are	under
development	through	the	FSCT	to	ensure	that	hunger	relief	efforts	remain	opera1onal.			

Â·         Fridays	COB:
o   Using	the	short	template	below,	please	send	a	situa1on	report	email	to	JT	and

Ka1e.		Ka1e	will	compile	responses	and	we	will	share	a	wriEen	report	with	the
FSCT		par1cipant	list	early	the	following	week.	

o   If	your	agency	is	able	to	provide	weekly	data,	please	ensure	that	the	Qualtrix	survey
is	completed	by	Friday	COB	so	the	Gap	Analysis	can	be	updated	the	following
week.	Note	â€“	we	expect	to	begin	the	first	gap	analysis	survey	process	on	Friday
4/17	and	that	the	first	few	weeks	will	be	a	learning	curve	for	everyone.	Feedback	is
welcome.			

Weekly	Food	Security	Coordina1on	Team	Situa1on	Report	â€“	please	copy	the	sec1on
below	into	an	email	and	fill	in	updates	to	the	best	of	your	ability.	Brevity	is	preferred	and
appreciated.		Please	send	this	email	to	krains@agr.wa.gov	before	you	leave	work	on	Fridays	un1l
further	no1ce.		We	can	refine	this	process,	but	the	goal	is	the	gather	informa1on	from	all	Food
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Security	Coordina1on	team	partners,	provide	an	aggregated	situa1on	report	to	the	team	early	in
the	week,	and	focus	our	mee1ng	1me	on	discussion	of	strategic	ques1ons	and	next	steps.	
	

1)      Which	Food	Security	sector	are	you	responding	on	behalf	of	â€“	(please	write	in:	SNAP,
WIC,	Fruit	&	Veg	Nutri1on	Incen1ves,	Food	Assistance	programs,	child	nutri1on	programs,
senior	nutri1on	programs,	NGO	Hunger	Relief,	OFM,	other	â€“	please	specify)

2)      WEEKLY	RECAP	-	Looking	back	on	the	past	week:
a.      Execu1ve	summary	-	What	has	happened	in	your	sector	this	week?	(please

provide	a	short	high	level	narra1ve;	2-3	sentences)
b.      Program	administra1on	or	ini1a1ve	updates	(bulleted	list;	please	include	key

dates)
c.       Federal	or	state	policy	or	funding	decisions	that	have	impacted	your	sector

(bulleted	list;	please	include	key	dates)
d.      Important	communica1ons	or	events	(bulleted	list;	please	include	key	dates)

3)      OUTLOOK	-	Looking	ahead	for	the	next	2	weeks:
a.      What	challenges	are	you	an1cipa1ng	in	this	sector	over	the	next	two	weeks?

(bulleted	list;	please	describe	the	challenge,	where/who	you	think	it	is	most	likely
to	affect	vs.	statewide,	and	as	much	detail	as	you	wish	to	share)

b.      Iden1fy	specific	requests	for	support	or	decision	from	FSCT	(bulleted	list;	please
describe	your	specific	request	for	resource,	ac1on,	or	decision,	including	What/By
Whom/When)

c.       Observa1on	of	trends	(please	provide	a	bulleted	list	of	any	trends	you	are
observing	anecdotally	among	hunger	relief	and	food	benefit	service	providers	or
food	insecure	popula1ons.	Too	chao1c	to	es1mate?	gepng	worse?	Gepng	beEer?
Gaps	widening	in	some	places,	narrowing	in	others?)

d.      Planned	ac1ons,	ini1a1ves,	service	changes,	communica1ons	or	other	key	dates
4)      OVERARCHING	ISSUES	&	NEEDS:

a.      Service	delivery	gaps	or	concerns
b.      Funding	needs	or	concerns
c.       Policy	needs	or	concerns

																													
Thank	you	for	taking	a	few	moments	to	send	in	your	first	situa?on	report	email	on	Friday	4/10
before	you	turn	in	for	the	day.	Brief	and	complete	is	preferred	over	comprehensive	and	not
sent	in.	Your	1reless	efforts	are	greatly	appreciated!
	
	
Katie Rains
(she/her) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Advisor to the Director Policy Advisor to the Director | WSDAWSDA
1111 Washington Street SE | PO Box 42560 | Olympia, WA 98504-2560

Cell

!

: 360-688-4549 | 

"

: krains@agr.wa.gov | Website: hOp://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access

 

	
	
	
JT	Aus?n	(she/her)
COVID-19	Food	Security	&	Hunger	Relief	Response
Senior	Policy	Advisor	â€“	Natural	Resources	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Cell:	360-628-7440
www.governor.wa.gov	|	jt.aus1n@gov.wa.gov

mailto:krains@agr.wa.gov
http://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access
http://www.governor.wa.gov/
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Email	communica2ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: hEps://coronavirus.wa.gov/ 				
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Schitoskey, Frank C (DOH)
New email for the Isolation Taskforce
April 02, 2020 at 1:19 PM EDT
To: Scarlett, Kevin A (DOH), Clifford, Wayne (DOH), Frank, Dan (DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Kelleher, Tedd
(COM), Rector, Bea-Alise (DSHS/ALTSA), McGill, Jason T (HCA), Carrell, Rebecca S (HCA), McKoy, Alesia
(HCA), Covington, Trevor N (DOH), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Kelleher, Tedd (COM), Urbas, Gary
(MIL), Rebecca.bova@fema.dhs.gov, David.Clayton@fema.dhs.gov, Simons, Matt C (DOH), Zimmerman, Matthew S
(DOH), Lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov, Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Lujan, Lewis (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc100
(MIL), Seipel, Greg
Cc:  DOH-ISOTF (DOH)

Team,
As	you	can	well	see,	the	taskforce	is	growing.	I	want	to	ask	that	future	emails	regarding	Isola:on	and
Incident	Management	ac:vi:es	be	sent	to	our	new	email	address	at	doh-iso?@doh.wa.mil.
	
Thank	you	for	your	:me	and	pa:ence	and	flexibility.
	
FRANK C. SCHITOSKEY, RN, BSN, MN
Outpatient Clinical Care Facilities Manager
Office of Health Systems Oversight
Health Systems Quality Assurance Division
Washington State Department of Health
Frank.schitoskey@doh.wa.gov
360-236-4681| www.doh.wa.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FW: Notification of a Major Disaster Declaration for the State of Illinois (FEMA-4489-DR-IL)
March 26, 2020 at 4:05 PM EDT
To: William Kirkland, Crozer, William (who.eop.gov), SHORT, CHERIE, Harper, Jay, Pat.Collier@illinois.gov
Cc:  FEMA-IGA, Greff, Stacie

STATE OF ILLINOIS
 

FEDERAL DISASTER DECLARATION FACT SHEET
 

MARCH 26, 2020
 

Today, March 26, 2020, President Donald J. Trump granted a Major Disaster Declaration for the
State of Illinois triggering the release of Federal funds to help people and communities recover
from COVID-19 that occurred January 20, 2020, and continuing.  Details of the disaster declaration
and assistance programs are as follows:
 
Declaration Number:                                                              FEMA-4489-DR
 
Incident:                                                                                  COVID-19
                                                     
Incident Period:                                                                      January 20, 2020, and continuing
 
Federal Coordinating Officer:                                                Steven W. Johnson
                                                                                                National FCO Program
 
Individual Assistance (IA):                                                       (Assistance to individuals and
households):
 
IA-Designated Areas:                                                                Individual Assistance
limited to the Crisis Counseling Program in all areas in the State of Illinois.
 
Public Assistance (PA):                                                          (Assistance for emergency work and

the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged
facilities):

 
PA-Designated Areas:                                                                Emergency protective
measures (Category B) not authorized under other Federal statutes, including direct
federal assistance, under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal

funding for all areas in
the State of Illinois.

 

OTHER:                                                                                      Additional designations may be made at
a later date if requested by the State and
warranted by the results of further assessments.

 

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:William.H.Kirkland@ovp.eop.gov
mailto:William.F.Crozer@who.eop.gov
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For your reference, I have attached fact sheets on the Individual Assistance and Public Assistance
programs.

 

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
Respectfully,
	
Jacob	Spell
Intergovernmental Affairs Specialist |	Congressional	and	Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division	|	Office
of	External	Affairs
Mobile: (540) 326-1936
jacob.spell@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 25, 2020)
April 25, 2020 at 1:14 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 25, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·         On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s
economy in several phases, depending on location.

-   Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24April 24, reinforcing the
partnership between the federal and state governments and the continued
progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely and
responsibly under the phased approach.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

·         During the April 24 April 24 White House Press Briefing, Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced that the FDA had approved the first COVID-19
home collection test kit.

-   The FDA continues to facilitate test development to ensure access to accurate
diagnostics, working with over 350 test developers and authorizing 63 types of

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-test-patient-home-sample-collection


tests to date. 

·         On April 24April 24, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care
Enhancement Act to replenish the Small Business Administration’s small business loan
program while also providing crucial support for America’s frontline medical workers.

-   The act provides $320 billion in additional funding for the Paycheck Protection
Program, along with $75 billion for hospitals and healthcare providers to fight
coronavirus and $25 billion for ongoing testing across the country.

-   The Paycheck Protection Program processed nearly $350 billion in loans to 1.6
million small businesses from funding provided in the CARES Act.  More than 4,900
lending institutions participated in making these SBA-backed loans.

·         As of April 24,April 24, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.5 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million surgical
masks, 7 million face shields, 14.8 million surgical gowns, 779.1 million gloves, 10,563
ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

·         The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
https://www.facebook.com/FEMA
https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA


Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
	

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_Addres sing_PPE_Needs_in_Non-Healthcare_Setting
April 23, 2020 at 10:15 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the announcement below, and attached, fact sheet from our partners in
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting.

FEMA has published the attached Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting. This guidance summarizes how organizations should
consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the
protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, including
how to preserve limited supplies of PPE, how to consider need during periods of shortages,
and how to acquire and request PPE (i.e., in the face of critical shortages and whereas
normal supply chain allocation cannot meet operational requirements).

The attached fact sheet may also be found on the FEMA website here.

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_NonHealthPPENeed_FINAL_20200422.pdf
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April 20, 2020 at 9:51 AM EDT

To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the President’s Executive Order on Duties
and Fees Deferment for Certain Importers

“I applaud the President for signing thisExecutive Order, which gives the Administration
the ability to help the trade community and U.S. businesses who keep critical supply chains
for U.S. manufacturers moving during this unprecedented time. As we all know, the
COVID-19 pandemic response has created serious economic issues for many American
businesses. This President and this Department have, and always will, put the American
worker first.
 

This EO  will give the Administration the flexibility to allow importers who have faced a
significant financial hardship during the COVID-19 response to defer the payment of
certain duties, taxes, and fees for 90 days. This payment flexibility will be available only
for importers with a significant financial hardship. Duties and fees associated with
antidumping and countervailing duties (AD/CVD), and Section 201, 232 and 301. Trade
Remedies are not included in this relief effort.”

# # #
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PIO - HECC
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa
M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Owens, Virginia M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Thank	you	Tara!	You	all	have	been	doing	an	amazing	job-	thank	you	for	everything.	Great	leadership	and	messages	and	hard	decisions.	

--Mary	Kay

Wearing	my	PIO	hat	for	the	Northwest	Healthcare	Response	Network--	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:47	AM
To:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)
<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,	James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey
M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;	Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L
(DOH)	<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;
Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)
<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;	Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org	<cooper.p@portseaale.org>;	Michael,	Stephanie
(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu	<sghanson@uw.edu>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)
<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong	<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris
<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)	<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;
jgreen@northbendwa.gov	<jgreen@northbendwa.gov>;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)	<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin
<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad	<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)
<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil	<joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil>;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,
Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)	<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj
(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston	Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,
Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)	<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)
<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'	<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels
<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)	<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)
<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;	Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,
Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;
'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us	<kayla@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Rietmann,	Krisfna	(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;
brendanc@sanjuanco.com	<brendanc@sanjuanco.com>;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com	<ryanp@sanjuanco.com>;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us
<mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us>;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org	<KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org>;	Stephanie	Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,
Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler	<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY
MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate	<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)
<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov	<Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov>;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;	Solie,	Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com
<mkcrsunshine@gmail.com>;	Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,	Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)
<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,	Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)	<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us	<ella.deverse@k12.wa.us>;	Moen,	Anne
(DOHi)	<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	PIO	-	HECC	<PIO.HECC@nwhrn.org>;	'Kelli	Hawkins'
<khawkins@srhd.org>;	jic@kingcounty.gov	<jic@kingcounty.gov>;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us	<katy.payne@k12.wa.us>;	Melissa	Morin
<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us	<scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org
<eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org>;	sduffey@grantcountywa.gov	<sduffey@grantcountywa.gov>;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us	<drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us>;
dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us	<dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us	<tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org	<eoc.pio@cresa911.org>
Subject:	RE:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
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This	is	gegng	bumped	unfl	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.
	
From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM
To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,
James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;
Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L	(DOH)
<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;
Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong
<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris	<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)
<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)
<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad
<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)
<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)
<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston
Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)
<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'
<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)
<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;
Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Krisfna
(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie
Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler
<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate
<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;
Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,
Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,
Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)
<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)
<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;
jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org;
sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org
Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	
	
Kristen	Maki
Public	Informafon	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informafon	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
	
	
	

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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Pottebaum, Nic D. EOP/WHO
RE: Transition in Federal POC - 3/14-3/22
March 13, 2020 at 10:08 PM EDT
To: Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  robby.wehagen@fema.dhs.gov, Kimberly.helm@fema.dhs.gov

·         Robby	Wehagen	202-856-5249	robby.wehagen@fema.dhs.gov

·         Kimberly	Helm	202-212-1351	Kimberly.helm@fema.dhs.gov

	
From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	8:08	PM
To:	PoPebaum,	Nic	D.	EOP/WHO	<Nicholas.D.PoPebaum@who.eop.gov>
Subject:	RE:	TransiXon	in	Federal	POC	-	3/14-3/22
	
Hi	Nic	–	Any	chance	you	could	connect	me	with	someone	at	FEMA	with	an	a]er	hours	number,	or	you
could	connect	for	a	quick	call?
	
From:	KaXms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaXms@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	10:41	AM
To:	Johnston,	Darcie	(HHS/IEA)	<Darcie.Johnston@hhs.gov>;	PoPebaum,	Nic	D.	EOP/WHO
<Nicholas.D.PoPebaum@who.eop.gov>
Cc:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	TransiXon	in	Federal	POC	-	3/14-3/22
Importance:	High
	
Darcie	and	Nic:
	
I	am	wriXng	to	inform	you	that	we	will	be	temporarily	transiXoning	the	Federal	Point	of	Contact	(POC)
role	for	the	rapidly	evolving	COVID-19	response	in	Washington	State.
	
Timing	is	not	ideal	but	my	brother	is	geeng	married	in	Mexico	next	week,	and	I	will	be	traveling	out	of
the	country	for	his	wedding.	During	that	Xme,	the	governor’s	DC	deputy	director	Morgan	Wilson
(Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov)	will	serve	as	the	primary	Federal	POC	for	the	coronavirus	response.	A]er
that	Xme	I	will	resume	my	post	as	Federal	POC	for	our	state.
	

Federal	POC	for	Washington’s	COVID-19	Response:	March	14	-	March	22
Morgan	Wilson
Deputy	Director	of	Gov.	Inslee’s	DC	Office
Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov
Cell:	360.968.9255

	
Although	I’ll	be	traveling	I	expect	to	have	cell	service	and	will	remain	as	available	as	possible	to	assist.	If
you	need	to	reach	me	for	any	reason,	you	may	try	my	work	cell	(360.999.0155)	or	my	personal	cell
(206.459.9520).

mailto:Nicholas.D.Pottebaum@who.eop.gov
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Thanks	for	all	you’re	doing	to	support	Washington	during	this	challenging	Xme.
	
Casey
	
360.999.0155



Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Emmans, Gene (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Katims, Casey (GOV), Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Rains, Katie (AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Warnick, Judy, Fuller, Steve (AGR), Christina Wong
(christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Gregerson, Mia, Barkley, Wendy, Voris, Molly (GOV), Salazar, Salvador
(GOV), Hovis, Emily S (DOH), Bailey, Sami, Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Yoshi Kumara, Eads, Kim (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Connelly, Leslie (OFM)
Cc:  Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Phillips, Todd J
(DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Linda Nageotte, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Jason Clark, McGann, Chris (AGR), Ellings, Amy (DOH), Drew Meuer, Thomas
Reynolds, Kathleen Hedgcock, Aaron Czyzewski, Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Richartz, Saundra, Auvinen, Alyssa A
(DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH)

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Bring_Additional_R esources_to_US_for_COVID-19_Response
March 29, 2020 at 12:53 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 29, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-
19 Response
 
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical,
and military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative
presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and
limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or
postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance
themselves from other people. For the latest updates and information on how to protect
yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
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reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for
states’ use of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests
from Florida, Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.
The President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard
forces, while being federally funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the
additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators.
FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributers in various locations across the United States. Movement of supplies began on
Saturday, March 28. The first flight will arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal
protection equipment (PPE) supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face
masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with
stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advsiory 3.29.20.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Good	morning,
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	and	social	listening	reports	are	a6ached	for	greater	context.
	
If	there	are	any	topics	to	monitor	for,	please	let	us	know.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 2, 2020

SUMMARY
·        Washington	con/nues	to	ramp	up	medical	capacity	for	COVID-19	response.
·        Economic	impacts	of	the	crisis	are	especially	acute	at	the	beginning	of	the	month,	when	many

rent	and	mortgage	payments	are	due.
·        Gov.	Inslee	put	a	call	out	to	manufacturers	in	Washington	state	for	help	producing	PPE	for	health

care	workers.
·        Oregon	receives	much-needed	federal	shipment	of	PPE,	reports	'Strong	evidence'	that	Oregon's

coronavirus	restric/ons	are	working	to	fla6en	the	curve.

Public	Sen+ment
·        As	Washington’s	Stay-at-Home	order	is	likely	to	be	extended,	people	are	sad	and	fa/gued	but	say	they

understand	why	social	distancing	measures	need	to	keep	going
·        Calls	from	the	public	for	people	to	stay	home	con/nue,	the	more	people	comply,	the	sooner	these

measures	can	end.
·        Oregonians	are	grateful	for	PPE	shipment	as	they	carefully	watch	to	see	if	it	is	appropriately

distributed.
·        There	is	broad	concern	regarding	access	to	tes/ng	(including	the	/me	it	takes	to	get	results)	and

what	it	means	for	reported	cases	numbers.
·        Alaskans	understand	the	need	for	extended	mandates	during	the	pandemic,	while	some	are

opposed	to	con/nued	restric/ons	on	their	freedom	of	movement	and	commerce.
Washington

Federal	Response
·        A	look	inside	the	Army	field	hospital	at	CenturyLink	Field,	designed	to	help	medical	centers

swamped	by	coronavirus	pa/ents.	(Sea6le	Times)
·        Army	hospitals	ready	in	New	York	and	Sea6le	(U.S.	Army)

o   GEN	James	C.	McConville:		Set-up	of	our	@USArmy	Field	Hospital	is	underway	at	CenturyLink
Field	Event	Center.	Great	teamwork	and	unity	of	purpose	between	@fema,	state/local
officials,	and	our	Soldiers	to	expand	medical	care	capacity	to	defeat	#COVID19
#KilltheVirus.	(@ArmyChiefStaff)

o   Pete	Gaynor:	Field	hospitals	con/nue	to	be	built	around	the	na/on	as	we	respond	to
#COVID19.	Soldiers	from	the	627th	Army	Hospital	based	in	Fort	Carson,	CO	are	seeng	up
the	CenturyLink	Field	Event	Center	to	treat	pa/ents	without	COVID-19	&	help	Puget	Sound

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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area	hospitals.	(@FEMA_Pete)
·        FEMA	grants	Pierce	County	$15	million	for	coronavirus	response	(Tacoma	News	Tribune)
·        More	than	1,000	unused	coronavirus	test	kits	sieng	in	storage	in	Tacoma.		City	officials	say	FEMA

had	jurisdic/on	over	the	tests,	but	FEMA	now	says	it’s	up	to	the	state	and	local	health
authori/es	to	allocate	the	tests.	(KING	5)
o   Comments	on	the	KING	5	Facebook	post	are	irritated	by	finger-poin/ng	and	"blame"	going

around	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4)	with	one	person	calling	the	en/re
news	story	"unnecessary"	(example	5)	and	another	saying	that	everyone	need	to	stop
"whining"	about	who	is	at	fault	and	just	get	to	work	(example	6).

·        FEMA,	Washington	State	Department	of	Health	(DOH),	and	the	Yakima	Health	District
announced	that	a	former	Yakima	hospital	will	be	used	to	help	support	the	state’s	COVID-19
response.	(NBC	Right	Now)

PPE
·        Gov.	Inslee	on	Wednesday	put	a	call	out	to	manufacturers	in	Washington	state	for	help	producing

personal	protec/on	equipment	(PPE)	for	heath	care	workers.	(My	Northwest)
·        Maddow	Blog:	Gov.	Inslee:	"We	are	so	desperate	for	PPEs.	We	are	desperate	for	test	kits.	We	are

sending	nurses	in	who	don't	have	what	they	need	for	PPEs	and	we	need	to	have	a	na/onal
mobiliza/on	of	the	manufacturing	base	of	the	US	as	we	had	in	WWII	so	we	can	get	these	nurses
what	they	deserve..."	(@MaddowBlog)

·        Kitsap	County	hobbyists	team	up	with	Navy	to	produce	PPE	in	COVID-19	fight.	(KOMO)
Social	Distancing
·        Inslee	says	its	'highly	likely'	state's	stay-home	order	will	be	extended	(KOMO)

o   In	comments	on	the	KOMO	News	Facebook	post,	many	express	sadness	and	fa/gue	but	say
they	understand	why	social	distancing	measures	need	to	keep	going.	People	urge	each
other	to	keep	staying	home,	saying	that	the	more	that	people	comply,	the	sooner	these
measures	can	end.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

·        Sea6le	has	booked	an	en/re	downtown	hotel	for	first	responders	to	isolate	and	quaran/ne
during	coronavirus	pandemic	(Sea6le	Times)

Business	and	Economy
·        Port	of	Sea6le	defers	rent	for	airport	and	marina	tenants	hit	by	coronavirus	shutdown	(Sea6le

Times)
·        Boeing	announces	plan	for	voluntary	layoffs	(KIRO	7)
·        Tukwila	may	cut	city	workers’	pay	10%	because	of	COVID-19.	While	emergency	professionals

worldwide	ba6le	the	coronavirus,	first	responders	in	Tukwila	learned	Tuesday	their	pay	may	be
cut	because	of	COVID-19.		(KIRO	7)

·        Calls	grow	to	cancel	rent,	mortgage	payments	in	coronavirus	crisis	(KIRO	7)
Community	Impact
·        Overall	crime	is	down	in	Washington	amid	coronavirus	crisis,	but	domes/c	violence	calls	are	up.

Mul/ple	police	departments	in	Washington	have	reported	a	double-digit	decrease	in	overall
crime	but	say	domes/c	violence	calls	have	increased.	(KING	5)

·        'A	Brave	New	World:'	Music	video	chronicles	life	in	Sea6le	during	COVID-19	outbreak	(KOMO)
·        Op-Ed:	Coronavirus	could	mean	catastrophe	for	public	transit.	The	federal	s/mulus	will	help,	but

we'll	need	more	crea/ve	funding	approaches	to	save	King	County's	transit	system.	(Crosscut)
Medicine	and	Modeling
·        More	evidence	indicates	healthy	people	can	spread	virus	(Sea6le	Times)
·        New	model	predicts	Washington	Coronavirus	deaths	peaking	April	13	(KEPR)

New	Cases	and	Fatali/es
·        More	than	1,000	in	US	die	in	a	single	day	from	coronavirus,	doubling	the	worst	daily	death	toll	of

the	flu	(Kitsap	Sun)
·        Yakima	County	at	224	coronavirus	cases,	6	deaths	(Yakima	Herald)
·        Before	a	Washington	mother	died	of	coronavirus,	her	six	children	used	a	walkie-talkie	to	say

goodbye	(YakTriNews)
Oregon

Federal	Response
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·        Oregon	receives	large	shipment	of	personal	protec/ve	equipment	from	FEMA.	(KATU2,	KTVZ,
The	News	Guard,	Tillamook	Headlight	Herald,	KQEN,	KPIC,	Lincoln	City	News	Guard).	In
response,	some	Oregonians	thanked	FEMA	while	cri/cizing	Gov.	Brown	for	a	lack	of	gra/tude	for
federal	support	(example	1).	Others	called	for	America	to	rebuild	"by	us,	for	us"	manufacturing
at	home	(example	2,	example	3).	People	are	watching	closely	to	see	how	PPE	will	be	distributed.
(example	4,	example	5)

Fla6ening	the	Curve
·        'Strong	evidence'	seen	that	Oregon's	coronavirus	restric/ons	are	working.	(Portland	Tribune)	A

model	by	University	of	Washington	researchers	forecasts	that	Oregon's	hospital	system	will	be
capable	of	handling	the	flow	of	pa/ents	with	COVID-19.	Some	doubt	the	accuracy	of	the
research	since	so	few	people	are	being	tested.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

PPE
·        Legacy	Health	receives	much	needed	personal	protec/ve	equipment	from	Newberg

manufacturing	company	(KPTV12)
·        Oregon	company	starts	producing	face	shields	and	PPE	shortage	(KGW)

Business
·        Oregon	Gov.	Brown	halts	commercial	evic/ons	amid	COVID-19	response.	(KOIN,	KATU2)

Responses	ask	for	more	to	be	done,	and	ask	what	happens	auer	the	pandemic	ends.	(example1,
example2)

·        Oregon’s	construc/on	industry	is	chugging	along	like	it’s	s/ll	2019.	(Willame6e	Week)
·        Oregon’s	wine	industry	chases	safety	and	sales	in	the	coronavirus	era.	(OPB)
·        Some	Oregon	newspapers	stop	prin/ng,	cut	jobs	and	hours	amid	coronavirus	crisis.	(The

Oregonian)
·        OLCC	extends	bo6le	bill	reprieve	for	Oregon	businesses	due	to	pandemic.	(KPTV12)

Community	Efforts
·        'Opera/on	Gresham	Connected'	checks	on	city's	most	vulnerable	residents.	(KATU2)
·        Website	offers	to	pair	people	to	meet	needs	in	Albany.		When	the	city	of	Albany,	OR,	signed	up

for	albany.recovers.org	through	FEMA	last	year,	it	was	with	the	thought	that	a	massive	Cascadia
earthquake	was	a	possibility	in	the	future	and	other	natural	disasters	could	cut	communica/on
or	render	emergency	services	thin.	The	program	allows	people	to	enter	a	need	they	have	—
groceries,	for	example	—	and	then	partners	them	with	volunteers	who	have	submi6ed	tasks
they're	available	to	help	with	or	supplies	they	have	to	spare.	(Lebanon	Express)

New	Cases
·        1	more	death,	47	new	coronavirus	cases	reported	in	Oregon.	(KGW8,	KOIN,	KATU2,	Statesman

Journal)
·        Oregon	state	peniten/ary	employee	diagnosed	with	COVID-19.	(OPB,	Statesman	Journal)
·        Oregon	hospitals	say	there's	no	surge	in	COVID-19	pa/ents,	yet.	(KPTV12)

Humanity
·        95-year-old	Oregon	veteran	recovers	from	coronavirus	(KVAL)

Idaho
New	Cases
·        Idaho	hit	with	largest	single-day	coronavirus	increase	as	cases	eclipse	650	(Idaho	Statesman)

Some	Idahoans	feel	that	the	reason	the	situa/on	is	not	improving	is	because	people	are	not
staying	home.	(example	1,	example	2)

·        Blaine	sheriff’s	employee	tests	posi/ve	for	COVID-19,	Staff	otherwise	‘healthy	and	working,’
sheriff	says.	(Idaho	Mountain	Express)

First-hand	account
·        I	tested	posi/ve	for	coronavirus,	here	is	what	I	learned	(KTVB)

Medical	capacity
As	financial	losses	from	COVID-19	mount,	Saint	Al’s	enacts	temporary	cuts	and	furloughs	(Idaho
Statesman)

·        First	responders	bear	the	brunt	of	COVID-19	(Idaho	Mountain	Express)	Local	departments	bolster
ranks	to	handle	coronavirus	outbreak.

An/-Government
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·        Idaho	An/-Government	Ac/vists	Split	On	Coronavirus	Emergency	Orders		(Boise	State	Public
Radio)	Response’s	to	the	radio	sta/on’s	Facebook	post	are	mostly	nega/ve.	(example	1,	example
2)		

Alaska
Social	Distancing
·        State	extends	mandates,	closing	dine-in	services	and	others	indefinitely,	as	coronavirus	case	total

rises	to	143	(KTUU)
o   The	announcement	came	during	a	press	briefing	where	Alaska’s	Chief	Medical	Officer

announced	10	new	cases	and	provided	context:	5,022	people	have	been	tested,	with	2.8%
tes/ng	posi/ve.

o   The	spring	bear	hun/ng	season	was	cancelled	as	part	of	the	extended	closures.	Subsistence
bear	hun/ng	is	s/ll	allowed.	In	response	to	this,	some	said	it	only	make	sense	for	sport
fishing	to	be	closed	as	well.

o   The	Commissioner	for	Alaska’s	Department	of	Educa/on	and	Early	Development	gave	an
update	on	the	statewide	virtual	school	program,	as	Gov.	Dunleavy	said	he	has	not	yet
decided	if	schools	will	remain	closed	for	the	en/re	school	year	(Alaska	Public	Media)

o   Several	viewers	of	the	press	briefing	praised	Gov.	Dunleavy's	leadership	in	the	pandemic
response.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)	Others	decried	the	news	(example	4)	and
ques/on	whether	these	mandates	against	free	movement	violate	the	cons/tu/on.
(example	5)

Private	Sector/PPE
·        Fairbanks	auto	accessory	shop	makes	face	shields	for	health	care	workers.	(KTVF)	They	are

celebrated	in	response.
Price	Gouging
·        Anchorage	man	who	allegedly	bought	thousands	of	N95	masks	and	sold	at	huge	markup	faces

steep	fines.	(Alaska	Public	Media)	In	response,	some	comment	they	were	under	the	impression
that	these	type	of	business	prac/ces	are	s/ll	legal	in	Alaska.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Economic	Relief
·        These	Y-K	Delta	Communi/es,	Including	Bethel,	Waiving	Some	U/lity	Costs	During	COVID-19

Pandemic	(KYUK)	The	goal	is	to	offer	financial	relief,	as	well	as	provide	more	water	for	residents
to	wash	their	hands.

Personal	Account
·        Recovering	Fairbanks	COVID-19	pa/ent	speaks	out	as	a	cau/onary	tale.	(KTVF)	Alaskans

appreciated	her	sharing	her	story.	(example)
	
	
DHS	FEMA	Region	X	News	Desk
News	Desk:	425.487.4610	|	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	|	@FEMARegion10
	
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal
opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News
Desk at least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov.
	
	
	
	

https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/post/idaho-anti-government-activists-split-coronavirus-emergency-orders%23stream/0
https://www.facebook.com/boisestatepublicradio/posts/3500100416673463?comment_id=3501038203246351
https://www.facebook.com/boisestatepublicradio/posts/3500100416673463?comment_id=3500975316585973
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/State-coronavirus-numbers-update-mandates-virtual-school-569301331.html
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/State-cancellation-of-spring-bear-hunts-569309501.html
https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156844462031666?comment_id=10156844484656666
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/01/dunleavy-extends-statewide-shutdown-of-dining-at-restaurants-until-further-notice/
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/244951809883381/?comment_id=244983549880207
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/244951809883381/?comment_id=244990949879467
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/244951809883381/?comment_id=244962339882328
https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156844414601666?comment_id=10156844646386666
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https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Fairbanks-auto-accessory-shop-makes-face-shields-for-health-care-workers-569299511.html?fbclid=IwAR2-xWYkEG80A33OyPwM116sAy2OZH7Gz1fhevsK_y_vrs6r65e4WThbxxc
https://www.facebook.com/ktvf.fairbanks/posts/3098647743489840?comment_id=3098942900126991
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/01/anchorage-man-who-allegedly-bought-thousands-of-n95-masks-and-sold-at-huge-markup-faces-steep-fines/?fbclid=IwAR0m9CbkQc8esudFCGYHI7LOXzOuTlYGmGRsbxyd7lmol-1K5uR0GMhW4k4
https://www.facebook.com/groups/864862603961776/permalink/883188488795854/?comment_id=883354435445926
https://www.facebook.com/alaskapublic/posts/2945633728833732?comment_id=2945790178818087
https://www.facebook.com/alaskapublic/posts/2945633728833732?comment_id=2945982172132221
https://www.kyuk.org/post/these-y-k-delta-communities-including-bethel-waiving-some-utility-costs-during-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR0D55sc6zy5VEIncpuF55bpVL82svGVPzmWLnC8Ad5LMrJSI6OZYyELG8w
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Recovering-Fairbanks-COVID-19-patient-speaks-out-as-a-cautionary-tale-569303991.html
https://www.facebook.com/ktvf.fairbanks/posts/3098823923472222?comment_id=3098926803461934
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Senn, Catherine (MIL)
NPI 10-13 Operational Plans - Action Required
March 13, 2020 at 12:51 PM EDT
To: King, Alisha (WaTech), anderch@dshs.wa.gov, arel.solie, Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Banks, Dan, Baron, Rebecca
E (DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Beaton, Rebecca (UTC), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Carmichael, Cody M
(DOH), Chandler, Wesley (WaTech), Casey, Charles P. (DOC), Utzinger, Chris (MIL), chuu235@lni.wa.gov, Coyle,
Erin (AGR), Johnson Craig, curt.boyle, Atchison Dan, donald.clintsman@dshs.wa.gov, ehriza.rivera@tre.wa.gov, Ella
Deverse, Sonju, Eric A. (ATG), evan.gaffey@k12.wa.us, Ferrante, Jason (AGR), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), goehrcs@dshs.wa.gov, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Himmel, John, Hofe, Jocelyn
(DSHS/WSH), Hoss, Schuyler (GOV), Inman Shane, isaac.williamson@dfi.wa.gov, jackl@oic.wa.gov, Szrama,
James, jboesenberg@sbstc.edu, Jennifer Bammert, Mattes, John (ESD), Jody Becker, Johnson, Philip J
(DFW), Richeson, Jonathan, joshm@oic.wa.gov, judithb@oic.wa.gov, Fordice,
Justin, karen.pitman@dshs.wa.gov, King, Elizabeth (COM), Lloyd, Evelyne
(DOL), lyn.peters@dfi.wa.gov, marclamoreaux@wsp.wa.gov, Martin Mueller, Mathews, Carole
(ESD), matts@oic.wa.gov, McLain, Steve (DOR), Roberson, Michael (MIL), Miller, Greg K. (DOC), Mitchell, Sam
(ESD), Voris, Molly (GOV), Mulick, Christopher B, Nandi, Paj (DOH), Nichole Benardo
(Nichole.Benardo@mil.wa.gov), Nixon, Jamie (DOH), Nordlund, Greg
(DOH), rebecca.kelly, Rest235@lni.wa.gov, Rice, Jairus (ESD), Huss Rob, Roberts, Debbie (DSHS/DDA), Ryser,
John (DOR), Moore, Shane (MIL), shanndd@dshs.wa.gov, Oberoi, Sudhir (DOL), Sweet, Norton (ESD), Treadwell,
Randy (AGR), Allen, Tristan (COM), Will, Jill (ESD), Covington, Zach (DOH), Zeitlin, Daniel (ESD)
Cc:  Benardo, Nichole (MIL)

The	following	message	is	sent	on	behalf	of	MG	Daugherty	and	Mr.	Robert	Ezelle.		Please	note	the
suspense	is	close	of	business	March	16,	2020.
________________________________________________________________

	

Dear	State	Agency	RepresentaAves,

	

We	have	an	immediate	Ame-sensiAve	request	from	the	Department	of	Health	and	the	Policy	Group	for

operaAonal	level	plans	describing	what	your	agency	would	do	to	implement	Non-PharmaceuAcal

IntervenAons	10-13	AND	what	steps	your	agency	would	take	to	reduce	potenAal	negaAve	impacts	of

enacAng	these	intervenAons.	

	

What	are	NPIs	10–13:

NPI	10:	Recommend	or	Order	CancellaAon	of	Major	Public	and	Large	Private	Gatherings

NPI	11:	Recommend	or	Order	Closure	or	RestricAons	of	Public	or	Private	Sites	within	impacted

communiAes

NPI	12:	Prevent	Non-Emergency	Travel	Outside	the	Home

NPI	13:	Establish	a	Cordon	Sanitaire	(restrict	movement	in	and	out	of	an	area	of	quaranAne)

	

This	is	a	conAnuaAon	of	the	efforts	taken	the	past	two	weeks	by	many	of	your	staff.	We	are	asking	to

reinvigorate	these	efforts	to	idenAfy	the	specific	acAons	and	steps	needed	in	order	to	make	them

possible.	In	addiAon,	we	are	asking	your	teams	to	take	the	next	step	and	idenAfy	how	you	will	put

efforts	in	place	to	reduce	or	address	the	negaAve	primary,	secondary,	and	terAary	impacts	associated

with	these	acAons.

	

CollecAvely	we	will	take	this	informaAon,	idenAfy	our	dependencies,	and	create	an	acAon	plan	for	how

we	can	lean	forward	as	one	Washington	to	reduce	the	spread	and	protect	the	health.+

	

I	realize	the	enormity	of	creaAng	an	operaAonal	level	plan	of	this	nature,	however	bearing	in	mind	the

Governor’s	ProclamaAon	on	March	11,	2020	and	the	direcAon	this	incident	is	predicted	to	go	in	the
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coming	days	and	weeks,	we	are	now	requesAng	immediate	acAon.

	

In	order	to	help	ease	some	of	the	burden	for	this	task,	four	templates	are	a]ached	for	your	teams	to

use.		The	templates	include	comments	throughout	the	document	and	are	meant	to	guide	plan

development	and	capture	the	conversaAons	many	of	you	are	already	having.		We	are	requesAng	your

agency	fill	out	each	NPI	template,	four	(4)	in	total.

	

As	of	yesterday,	we	are	now	at	a	point	where	we	are	seeing	evidence	of	conAnued	spread	of	COVID-19

in	two	or	more	counAes.		We	are	facing	an	unprecedented	challenge	that	will	require	the	whole	of

government	response.	

	

Please	send	your	completed	templates	to	our	Advanced	Planning	Team	no	later	than	COB	March	16,

2020.

	

A]ached	you	will	find:
NPI Worksheets 10-13 (developed by your collective agencies during the first planning
session held at Camp Murray February 27-March 2).  The worksheets are provided for your
reference and identify actions your agency has already indicated it will take to reduce the
impact of these interventions.

NPI Guidance Document
NPI 10-13 Operational Level Plan Templates.

	

We	are	asking	for	two	(2)	main	outputs:
1. What you are doing as an agency to implement NPI 10-13 (Feel free to use information

from existing plans and the request for information sent by our planner Nichole Benardo on
March 4, 2020).

2. What steps you are taking to reduce the identified negative impacts expected from
implementation of interventions (10-13)?

	

Please	send	your	completed	templates	to	AVDPLNG@Mil.wa.gov.		If	you	have	any	quesAons	or	need

addiAonal	support	in	compleAng	this	urgent	task,	please	feel	free	to	contact	the	leads	for	Advanced

Planning.

	

 
Mary	Huynh

DOH	Advanced	Planning	Lead

360-507-3388

	

Nichole	Benardo

EMD	Advanced	Planning	Lead

253-691-7422

	

Michael	Roberson

EMD	Planning	SecAon	Lead

253-625-3943

	

mailto:AVDPLNG@Mil.wa.gov


	

	

MG	Bret	Daugherty

Adjutant	General	/	Director	Washington	Military	Department
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

The national social listening report is attached for greater context.

Starting tomorrow, the region will produce this report once daily. Please let us know if there are any topics you are looking for information on or there is
anyone you would like to have added to the distribution list.

Thank you.
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FEMA Region 10 - External affairs

Media analysis & SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT
March 27, 2020 PM

SUMMARY

· Officials see hope in Washington state as cases appear to be leveling off. UW model says social distancing is starting to work — but still projects 1,400 coronavirus deaths in the state.

· The Governor of Idaho and other government officials work to clarify how the stay-at-home order affects Idahoans.

· As number of COVID-19 cases grows, Alaska officials warn of a limited healthcare system.

· Oregon healthcare workers continue to highlight the lack of critical PPE - a problem that existed prior to the COVID-19 crisis.
Public Sentiment

· Washingtonians express gratitude toward Gov. Inslee's handling of the COVID-19 crisis so far, given that social distancing measures are showing their first signs of working. Many remain frustrated by the details around "essential" vs. "non-essential" businesses covered by the Stay-at-Home order--some
wish the mandate was stricter and others would like exceptions for their small businesses.

· The general sentiment from Idahoans is accepting and appreciative of measures put in place to stop the spread of coronavirus and protect those at risk such as vulnerable populations and healthca

· Support for increased social distancing – both mandated and voluntary – continues to grow in Alaska, even as economic concern looms large.

· People across the region continue to cheer on private companies that voluntarily step in to meet supply needs.
Washington

Flattening-the-Curve

· UW model says social distancing is starting to work — but still projects 1,400 coronavirus deaths in the state. Modeling from the UW’s Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) forecasts that hospitalizations will generally peak in mid-April, with 64,000 more patients than licensed beds
nationwide. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/uw-model-says-social-distancing-is-starting-to-work-but-still-projects-1400-coronavirus-deaths-in-the-state/" 

· Seattle researchers predict Washington could be facing 27 coronavirus deaths a day by mid-to-late April. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-forecast-deaths-could-spike-in-washington-state-by-mid-april/281-db4d6a9b-1928-499b-969e-233efa858d7d"
KING 5 , HYPERLINK "https://www.krem.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-forecast-deaths-could-spike-in-washington-state-by-mid-april/281-db4d6a9b-1928-499b-969e-233efa858d7d" 

· Where coronavirus outbreak started in Washington state, officials see hope as cases appear to be leveling off ( HYPERLINK "https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/coronavirus-washington-state-leveling-off/2020/03/26/682790e6-6f6b-11ea-a3ec-70d7479d83f0_story.html" 

Gov. Inslee shared this article on HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/156188051194984/posts/1637697329710708" Facebook with the caption: "We are nowhere near declaring victory. 
source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBTGU7HWLOj3yjiTtgm00SPm7Z6CeeYeZTxvLqJOmSI9A_pSorNwCOL74AInS-7H2HQBrVSMY6KOiSYyIf-7ibBe28Pbq6a-iJG_SaB9bXHZ5vhs2x9jlgBkhA67HLeCUTxOoDhQTWuhdTpr1g-
Q4uQ3KEXxfNYrAhlP1BRcIK1HwypHC1iP8OBDEAb0LwYLKdqfURJNaRpUJX4uOb2X0hcKN3MCJzEj2bWZsByPpV0kJsd0GX2v7SCBq4mJc1W_O6rGJ6xM7ShFzfpvg_3d218dGiLgiwfXPUR9jDW_a8OArj0HtvOtTVrgnBASJ_Nbc_4I9iwXm2c7UqsoJeIDysAAQ&__tn__=%2ANK-
R" #WeGotThisWA "
Comments on HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBTGU7HWLOj3yjiTtgm00SPm7Z6CeeYeZTxvLqJOmSI9A_pSorNwCOL74AInS-7H2HQBrVSMY6KOiSYyIf-7ibBe28Pbq6a-
iJG_SaB9bXHZ5vhs2x9jlgBkhA67HLeCUTxOoDhQTWuhdTpr1g-
Q4uQ3KEXxfNYrAhlP1BRcIK1HwypHC1iP8OBDEAb0LwYLKdqfURJNaRpUJX4uOb2X0hcKN3MCJzEj2bWZsByPpV0kJsd0GX2v7SCBq4mJc1W_O6rGJ6xM7ShFzfpvg_3d218dGiLgiwfXPUR9jDW_a8OArj0HtvOtTVrgnBASJ_Nbc_4I9iwXm2c7UqsoJeIDysAAQ&__tn__=-R"
Governor Inslee's Facebook post are largely appreciative of the governor's efforts so far-- including from people who self-describe as not typically favoring the governor's politics (
comment_id=1637804229700018" example 1 , HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637706926376415" 
comment_id=1637702866376821" example 3 ).
Comments also feature discussion about "essential" businesses impacted by the Governor's Stay-at-Home order:

One person says their employer in a "non-essential" position is not allowing them to stay home without the threat of losing their jobs ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637713393042435%3e" 
Another expresses gratitude for essential workers and says we should be doing more to help overwhelmed grocery store workers ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637740349706406" 
A third person expresses the "danger" they feel reporting to work as an essential employee in the mental health profession and wishes the Governor could require their industry and others like them work from home (
"https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637871756359932" example 3 ).
One person argues that construction should be considered "essential," specifically in smaller communities with housing shortages. This person points out that construction has been considered essential in other states with similar orders, and urges the Governor to please put orders into
place that allow contractors to safely keep building ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637710296376078" 
Some people do consider the Stay-at-Home order to be a "joke" because they observe non-essential businesses still operating ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637729549707486" 
out that it's hard to take the order seriously when smoke shops are considered "essential" ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1637697329710708?comment_id=1637729549707486&reply_comment_id=1637734709706970%3e" 

Medicine and Testing

· U.S. Army Brings Field Hospital to Seattle to Help Reduce Burden on Local Hospitals, Field Hospital Arrives After Calls for Urgent Action by Mayor Durkan and Governor Inslee (
on-local-hospitals/" Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan )
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· Army considers CenturyLink Field for field hospital amid coronavirus pandemic ( HYPERLINK "https://q13fox.com/2020/03/27/army-considers-centurylink-field-for-field-hospital-amid-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR0bKh7Rg-g3dYsT2kz24Hk-
8vQG0ZBFLVkOzvUxmMtRd00Ak1XyN6mgUNo" FOX Q13 )

· 686 tested for Coronavirus in Yakima Co., 72 have tested positive. According to the health district, approximately 20% of positive cases are among healthcare workers. (

PPE

· HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/SnoCo_DEM/status/1243627606924132352" Snohomish County DEMþ  : Great news! Late Thursday, HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/snocounty" 
Today, work is underway to inventory and distribute PPE to our county's first responders and medical community. ( HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/SnoCo_DEM/status/1243627606924132352" 

Rumor Control

· HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/123602574448465/posts/1809211969220842" Washington Emergency Management Division posted a local alert for the state of Washington on Facebook which said "SPREAD THE FACTS: Leave some for your neighbor. There has been no disruption to the
supply chain that delivers goods. If we all purchase what we need without hoarding, there will be enough for everyone. More rumor control messages at HYPERLINK "https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts?fbclid=IwAR0Np0tOo749fyw1GY1bWEM0fOitum2edeq4yQEhO6zp-ykLkZUwDJv-2PI"
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts "

Business and Economy

· Small business owners said vandals and thieves are taking advantage of the empty streets. ( HYPERLINK "https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/seattle-restaurants-hit-by-thieves-vandals-during-coronavirus-closures" 
restaurants-hit-by-thieves-vandals-15161126.php?utm_campaign=socialflow&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=referral" Seattle PI )

· Vandalism in Seattle's International District delivers another blow to struggling restaurant. Jade Garden already had taken a hit from the economic downturn caused by the global coronavirus pandemic. On Thursday, a broken window felt like a punch in the gut. (
"https://www.king5.com/article/news/vandalism-at-chinatown-international-district-restaurant-adds-another-blow-to-a-hard-year/281-fb8f554d-5435-46a6-8985-13d0d2670eaa" 

Fatalities and New Cases

· Beloved Seattle restaurateur dies from coronavirus as her husband also battles the virus. Liz Mar was the glue that kept loyal patrons coming back to the popular Kona Kitchen in Seattle. She died March 25 and now her husband is also fighting COVID-19. (
"https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/seattle-kona-kitchen-liz-robert-mar-coronavirus-covid-19-diagnose/281-d7347b87-6aff-41da-9b91-990569927ddc" 

· A Snohomish County bus driver reportedly died while being treated for COVID-19. At least nine employees were presumed positive with the new coronavirus as of Wednesday. (

· 54 confirmed cases of coronavirus, 21 more probable in Tri-Cities ( HYPERLINK "https://keprtv.com/news/local/54-confirmed-cases-of-coronavirus-21-more-probable-in-tri-cities" 

Community Impact

· Spokane Co. Health Officer: Don't expect normal life to return by Easter. Dr. Bob Lutz with the Spokane Regional Health district said it's "unrealistic" to expect life to return to normal by Easter. (
back-to-normal-by-easter/293-2e9f64cc-512c-478b-82c7-485a752ac3de" KREM )

· The Environmental Protection Agency on Thursday abruptly waived enforcement on a range of legally mandated public health and environmental protections, saying industries could have trouble complying with them during the coronavirus pandemic. (
"https://www.seattletimes.com/business/citing-virus-epa-has-stopped-enforcing-environmental-laws/" Seattle Times )

· The fourteen inmates who escaped from the Yakima Jail on Monday evening are all back behind bars. ( HYPERLINK "https://kimatv.com/news/local/captured-all-escaped-inmates-are-back-in-custody" 
yakima-county-jail-escapees-in-custody/article_36ccdc26-6e4f-53fe-b75e-24cfec7b6a71.html#utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social" 

Donations

· Two months after Musang's opening, coronavirus compelled the Filipino restaurant to close. Chef Melissa Miranda and her team decided to pivot to becoming a community kitchen, providing free meals to anyone in need. (
Times Facebook )

Oregon

Flattening the Curve

· Gov. Brown continues to clarify Stay Home, Save Lives. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/brown-clarifies-stay-home-save-lives-order/" 
service/article_7b2f29ec-7060-11ea-96bd-87f91a22ee13.html" KPTV12 )

· Retired nurses and doctors are being asked to return to work. ( HYPERLINK "https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/oregon-and-washington-ask-nurses-doctors-to-return-to-work-amid-coronavirus-pandemic" 

· Oregon may avoid worst-case crisis — if people stay home. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/coronavirus-in-oregon-march-27-state-may-avoid-worst-case-crisis-if-people-stay-home.html" 
@oregongovbrown )

· Lake Oswego PD is making prescription medication deliveries to anyone 65 and older, or who has serious, underlying medical conditions. ( HYPERLINK "https://katu.com/news/local/lake-oswego-police-officers-test-new-prescription-medication-delivery-service" 

PPE

· A summary from Kaiser Health News highlights expired N95 masks. ( HYPERLINK "https://khn.org/morning-breakout/theres-a-stockpile-of-nearly-1-5m-masks-in-a-government-warehouse-but-theyre-expired/" 

· “No access to N95 masks for years”: Oregon OSHA complaints reveal COVID-19 concerns among Kaiser employees. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.wweek.com/news/2020/03/27/no-access-to-n95-masks-for-years-oregon-osha-complaints-reveal-covid-19-concerns-among-kaiser-employees/" 
Week )

Testing

· Oregon offered widespread coronavirus testing at one senior home. Why did it say no to another? ( HYPERLINK "https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/oregon-offered-widespread-coronavirus-testing-at-one-senior-home-why-did-it-say-no-to-another.html" 

· Want to get tested for coronavirus? Here’s Oregon’s latest guidance about who’s eligible. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/testing-coronavirus-oregon/283-aec8615a-b33e-41e2-a368-4d4bf3c54fcf" 

Business and Arts

· An Oregon resource guide for small businesses. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2020/03/27/an-oregon-resource-guide-for-small-businesses.html" 

· Oregonians can buy groceries online with SNAP benefits. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.kxl.com/buy-groceries-online-with-oregon-snap-benefits/" KXL )

· Portland area farmers markets are trying a drive through model. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/portland-area-farmers-markets-find-success-with-drive-through/283-c7801476-279f-4e0d-8a36-ff5ae1219762" 
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"https://twitter.com/HillsdaleFM/status/1243615098540883975" @HillsdaleFM )

· Oregon Cultural Trust votes to create $10 million relief fund for arts organizations. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/oregon-cultural-trust-votes-to-create-10-million-relief-fund-for-arts-organizations.html" 
half this years productions. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/theater/oregon-shakespeare-festival-canceled-virus.html" NYT , HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/osfashland/photos/a.82811955762/10158386805645763/?type=3&theater" 

· 'Jaw-dropping' job losses for mid-valley, Oregon. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.gazettetimes.com/news/local/jaw-dropping-job-losses-for-mid-valley-oregon/article_601cecb8-43f9-539f-8385-194131eebc0c.html" 

· Hood River stops tourism lodging during COVID-19 pandemic ( HYPERLINK "https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/hood-river-stops-tourism-lodging-during-pandemic/" 
"https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/03/bureau-of-land-management-closes-campgrounds-day-use-areas-in-oregon.html" The Oregonian , HYPERLINK "https://twitter.com/BLMOregon/status/1243617341277196290" 

Fatalities and New Cases

· Oregon death toll rises to 12; 98 new cases reported. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/regional-covid-19-updates-03272020/" KOIN
"https://www.kptv.com/news/new-covid--cases-reported-in-oregon-one-additional-death/article_1983f6e8-7063-11ea-9496-d7399a342ff7.html" KPTV12 , HYPERLINK "https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-announces-98-new-coronavirus-cases-12th-death/283-ba417e26-c984-
4ece-9d4a-3bd6197e2037" KGW8 , HYPERLINK "https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/2020/03/27/oregon-coronavirus-salem-update-information-covid-19-cases-friday/2922104001/" 

· A third coronavirus case reported in Clatsop County ( HYPERLINK "https://www.dailyastorian.com/coronavirus/third-coronavirus-case-reported-in-clatsop-county/article_860cc418-704d-11ea-b6b9-63900db31ae9.html" 
Idaho

· In response to HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/117923841552664/posts/3080175035339481" Governor Brad Little's press conference today

o People worry about how to address HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/videos/3080175035339481/?comment_id=3080228795334105" 
comment_id=3080228795334105&reply_comment_id=3080623358627982" making care payments .

o An individual comments that HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/videos/3080175035339481/?comment_id=3080218252001826" 
eligible.

o People are hopeful for similar measures in other states that halt evictions for renters and homeowners. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/videos/3080175035339481/?comment_id=3080228222000829" 
"https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/videos/3080175035339481/?comment_id=3080219205335064" example 2 )

Flattening-the-Curve

· Moscow council extends emergency order until May 5 ( HYPERLINK "https://dnews.com/coronavirus/moscow-council-extends-emergency-order-until-may/article_564a69da-6ff6-11ea-8322-9b611bf6a718.html?
fbclid=IwAR10Qv6eWTVhnDvJ0qOcFyDBdJUjv_c2Es0UNmc9Kqs0duzo9odgWcWs_2k" Moscow-Pullman Daily News ) Some recognize that the sooner people stay put to stop the spread, the sooner normal life can resume ( 
"https://www.facebook.com/PalouseNews/posts/3699234386818247?comment_id=3699477800127239" example 1 ), and that this is a safety measure ( 

· Idaho officials are asking people to refrain from all nonessential open burning activities, as the smoke can be a trigger for respiratory issues in people vulnerable to COVID-19. (
people expressed frustration at the mounting restrictions and dwindling options for recreation ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/LocalNews8/posts/10158276071758872?comment_id=10158276110063872" 
"https://www.facebook.com/LocalNews8/posts/10158276071758872?comment_id=10158276155518872" example 2 , HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/LocalNews8/posts/10158276071758872?comment_id=10158276139068872" 

Healthcare Capacity

· Most Riggins EMTs exposed to coronavirus; Patient now being treated at Boise hospital; most of town’s emergency medical technicians in quarantine (
23fe70a91711.html?fbclid=IwAR2-qdLKikF7y9-AlqQXCqn3BpYCJHQNZuiECOln8Uk45RrDhIzvVQMSKzk" Lewiston Tribune )

Fatalities

· The news that two Wood River Valley men had died of coronavirus delivered a punch in the gut to Blaine County residents Thursday. ( HYPERLINK "http://eyeonsunvalley.com/Story_Reader/7088/%E2%80%98She-Sits-by-the-Driveway,-But-He-Isn%E2%80%99t-Coming-
Home%E2%80%99/?fbclid=IwAR1mMR1pbelozWp9qNkFViAWU_TMnR0_S74Vv10wHRPzcAtehumkelK7R8s" Eye on Sun Valley ) People are saddened by the news. ( 
"https://www.facebook.com/MaggieOMaraJournalist/posts/2897553680287881?comment_id=2897590573617525" example 2 )

PPE

· Dozens of Idahoans work together at Boise State to 3D print face shields for local hospitals. The story received HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/groups/BoiseDevGroup/permalink/2885000528203908/" 
"https://www.facebook.com/governorbradlittle/posts/2633127026906148?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD1LYs0DQlFQni9CatWrq3zDLf4deCOqxuoChzjVpx9In1YQ5cJ4p-th5MLhNspCM4RUP0aE4-XS8vqrtzN34i6HwhyumCPZsLK3laDXiCE1uiqQDglHvrOcixCnvtYjBTJQCPJ_-
FoI_vYm2n9j4cpvNQMxiKwRTLiWSAJh1QZNvPr5fRsK9vINhsnFioCz6AoXndTrQYsslUpXs_41ywSwS-qFAadFk9T5s2kp0mXSLlWdeyzzRps9LQNpojBIhFtuD1zUcvUeIOb1zAV3PfObW-rQGMZbg7yRP6sREokHuf7WFGUP4ry4t5nylDVPV6b-LPPJI7Ces5sZRZzlBukLsp3&__tn__=-R"
Governor alike. ( HYPERLINK "https://boisedev.com/news/2020/03/27/project-facemask-boise-state?fbclid=IwAR2pNXoDysGapQ8ZFbpAu54nBM6qW1AqGXDgd05BnM9kUEXyONDNnIVld4M" 

Rumor Control

· Is Ibuprofen harmful to people who have COvid-19? Idaho Department of Health and Welfare posted at this time that the World Health Organization has found no evidence that ibuprofen has a negative impact on people who have COVID-1. Idahoans were 
"https://www.facebook.com/craig.warner.129/posts/10221618732001755?
__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDr0hiIWp2WsLgbWiPM61rgPlXNWLqi1mcJEqbklbUOFwSPnEZ02C1Cvc8fCtjycMWUSNO53R9_dA872y20uJkC66XQbEQ6nzW05UWLa562qu594SsEqxX6tmiYd1mDsOElFn9FRZE_pJPzn7BesOWiMENglTlk854wnJZ7HmlXVAaau-
FtKryyGBRN4_CyAcBTvh_-JiTgDrZGJ3KUwvxusHucQSuYj189wdpfmB74VVyEexbAS2JG37DbFOZGM2yK0jmdPl-kzoQgulhsrTcAz4Koa1lPWW1fmumFJ7ocN97Ks9esppRlmsbf9g&__tn__=-R" 
"https://www.facebook.com/IdahoHealthandWelfare/posts/1833889466746514?comment_id=1833946520074142" reportedly going viral on Facebook. (
type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD-
Az1T6eI3d_3V8tzJTFQIU8wTRLygErYtjsSQTUfsS2d5H8IYYz4vzJRlVtTm0ZwnssHvO9Lv7m13dit7ZQykXnhl1_nlvILTUP4YBY9YqSXqzKJLSOMXtFIB8R2AHAUEzIYExBTOOucspUwGg3dpY0SDWTiczb3bIp8TLCP32xCOJQeTj91mhbl84mWpp6H2mum7080rD0rDdh8q097i-
bRnYEUasVhgAwG3Z9DlWotSnW9uoAyP_5yHx1Rb0AfSgnU5WsWmx9CLu1fxEmsRWW-_utpuNfzvRYMtQPTKAK1S82ep2XkZ0wyUCjBn95Tp_NUr7ntwWT5WdHS7n5c3Bw&__tn__=-R" 
"https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/verify/verify-fake-messages-about-ibuprofen-covid19/507-6b418665-a10d-45c5-acb8-a195ffb2f1e4?fbclid=IwAR0qMXUvKzUB2To0c73sKeLR809M5A9FDpKTLfD2HthIuX2kQ7WsvcA41No" 

· The Blaine County Sheriff posted a message on Facebook asking people to HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/581680428588761/posts/2808547602568688" 
Reactions are grateful for the clarification. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/BlaineCountySheriff/posts/2808547602568688?comment_id=2808655225891259" 
comment_id=2808604745896307" example 2 , HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/BlaineCountySheriff/posts/2808547602568688?comment_id=2808946645862117" 

Donations

· Crocs giving away free shoes to health care workers combating coronavirus. Starting each day at 10 a.m. MDT, health care workers can go online and register for a free pair of Crocs. (
care-workers-combating-coronavirus-pandemic/507-846e5a9a-5cb8-4cb6-bb37-f9591c1f53e1?fbclid=IwAR0BZpiPiphhKHqLvLX9bTDUicbx6hshDkCG5a7JEn0iCo3odBYCgENaQRY" 

Economy

· Trump signs $2.2 trillion coronavirus relief bill hours after House vote. Strong interest in stimulus bill continues, and several comments on the HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/posts/3187809917897359?
__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD6XVXk0NoYw3lnC5g6L25CqlJ9MrV1W9_FsPM1OyeTdnRahvWMR6Qbnx-aYv0CV49jW81k4HWwlnGZw34WQ7CRGJFaA3ZwSOm-_HVN1kGR_Lj3HI1v7WjAkNQVJAEwHNah0qsA89i7B7U8mUeiCs34bjuQtrySO1Sa4aKoUW6-
vsvXXyMrRXipeyg8AQvSDhy_pD9sVmgDwJEcKy8mUbVpwcAsXPHN6E07jNVIucl1_Mno5BzJl-G3qFTo86QzEf4KEyAI-XmRVmvnpNhinWozM2etmJY-h2hwyygEvq_wChIvDqaIK4VJYmyEbstIGaJxNalI5fkuoAKLE-
EGFcZDLNCKCPu4apHRmZyZqvq35Eifn2u0JdXSuWjMJHoA0vOK_kjTXlri3ZZZDQ8WDhLzoXHl6W1AhMhMo1GNfjgrtIZ8vikBHT6M3FDiZiCdlUSXa6h_5to-aRARzzie7OUux3MBHsOTOXNfuZisZ7L_n_hMbMJx_wwyThFtedfjabwB&__tn__=-R" 
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of distance between officials in the oval office ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/posts/3187809917897359?comment_id=3187811587897192" 
2 ). ( HYPERLINK "https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/house-debates-22t-virus-relief-bill-amid-last-minute-snag-03-27-2020?fbclid=IwAR3GW91HCBn_LYXk0Bl7srGiENywlDN-FNMarNvr0yQMoRhzeWy95qZx8Mk" 

Alaska
Social Distancing

As number of COVID-19 cases grows, Alaska officials warn of a limited healthcare system. During multiple public briefings this week, the Governor and health officials called on Alaskans to help slow the rate infection. (
19-cases-grows-alaska-officials-warn-of-a-limited-healthcare-system/?fbclid=IwAR0k4xoPjU5zSmJckOajy9RXxKpmlH87DYW1syY48PvzVrUFVZwRG15tDCE" 

In anticipation of future briefings from the Governor, many on Facebook continue to call for more severe distancing measures such as HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156824627781666?comment_id=10156824648261666" 
"https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/posts/520739145536098?comment_id=520742825535730" halting all state travel .
Many others express frustration that this conversation is overshadowing their questions about dividend payments ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156824627781666?comment_id=10156824633056666" 
"https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/posts/10156824627781666?comment_id=10156824711036666" example 2 ).

Anchorage Mayor extends ‘hunker down’ order until April 14 ( HYPERLINK "https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/03/27/anchorage-mayor-extends-hunker-down-order-until-april-14/?fbclid=IwAR3JFROqG5JxzRAYTPDUH69WiDzJO4XZE7m24QnDzQbmt2VzBt5O8obOxa4" 
Media , HYPERLINK "https://www.ktva.com/story/41947164/watch-anchorage-mayor-extends-covid19-emergency-orders?utm_content=bufferc420b&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer" 
Social distancing—Alaska style. Many Alaskans appear to be embracing social distancing ( HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158020181129929?
__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDaYAWtX5VaeiNDEixl0d365xD8q4moCSLikum12rDdDNUsjuswXUugkXWgrmVGjCc6OF8vjFqhYXduE9aYZzJ-EH-CBejz-9GOwCYe17365pV_60JvShUbkyoodcRWrRbpj_QIP3p6V00i5wlBqnpGE6uWkwNH3Er930B7q-Ry-
3aVxgtpISsChgAZJ9JsAMdu6iKcKZxM4FQcuXuCpHjBcT87QXyQ-S5dhbnnYdYRXT96Qh0YlHslp4FkNdMVfGTPdXOYRWszrSwSfVPGgUI-314uKUfLGwklXKRIhQOn3jSKrv7P3vD1m80BOiA-KKTChttIh5028DVfv23vzDnwhNKHCEk1sZPeVl-
hIXHlOZaHu8tUSj1k08kGNzOFheWtkdeuGKWhopSmkOPsfji1rA8U2nV-3TPOlkiI5Zx-Ckbo_ap5Oyc2pV3em92Ta9sjsfQ3xDnhfZ2ILD5GMeTOnzXDLXao8ec0Coqn&__tn__=-R" 
__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAGBLt3BejB8tMvhXJqhKwuFpcPPJvDXOO7uILIZku3_QTYoJAutv42nM8J6Dpf1zMXbXFKPSxNTcXnPN7W0UjK9jRrhjJ7ESVM_eYxJwFyN2opMvMVf1n5AumZgMXZ9ceD2MsiJj-
zRpiQ735DsROIePBAHe9ez9Zr180E4BHHdJDe1BGSISQf5Qaklu7gRDvci7P61WdgjI5Ckgwx9cA84nx9V6h5eLHVSQdgGumyDJpfOhN7weFZEQJ7lVds3n3YEIKGEFz71oTL4QrNjvp-hA2dNfcNg3V2p0GshIJqF31wm_LjNgXz9iD9EVhQYb7oBMOwxjAPxBOcxlb2&__tn__=-R" 
), even while they HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/photos/a.110963346665/10156824517206666/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDJwNQcK-
jUds_zrgvFGA_K46WL25Epz6eEwBJpxI8FT_5jVf2YHcEohJ_kWeU951SJ6GYeSbZu4wnWFCmz3Q23t0_R7aov_JO9tuioro89w66YvzwE3fU1zCtt_bUWCQkNfXDUusPiXOeX4-p1SKgSQYGUV0lIpyORE9clxYnh2hniaocZS0Ja2hbVmfw75eDqL9byETKzwgzH-z_WHLMD-
dOSF4dJwrbSHz3o472bwSIo2jyXZLdff0N5S4V2hAWokjrjt2SlguHtOl46QecM8skI9AjFGnIsrvSmxOL5gO3v0LENtBxq5NRtAVZTEg4tJ0UTvXYjJKdCNiHj&__tn__=-R" 

Government
After once downplaying ‘beer virus’ to crowd of seniors, Don Young now says threat is urgent and real. Response to Representative Young's comments continues to be overwhelmingly negative, calling them 
comment_id=3096558257033439" inexcusable and many accusing him of helping to HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3095462230476375?comment_id=3096626320359966" 
downplaying-beer-virus-to-crowd-of-seniors-don-young-now-says-threat-is-urgent-and-real/?fbclid=IwAR01B2e61wmetkBkorkvRQQ6Smt4qCjDkBopVIpS6Xyr56cIrSBwJwi_EEU" 

Supply Chain
Praise continues for organizations voluntarily stepping in to meet demand for critical supplies.

Report of South Anchorage auto business producing medical face shields is met with gratitude ( HYPERLINK "https://www.ktva.com/story/41944162/south-anchorage-business-produces-medical-face-shields?
utm_content=buffer5c06f&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR0zhMp5Oq-ESmdkYapS-1QpQjuP5xUlGNU6GL7CLkBrpHaSsE6myQmG4Qo" 
"https://www.facebook.com/aisha.rosario.35/posts/3500566516625790?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBoOOfdzPoG_XxNhXs_3VJk6LtyceTW1A9A7eFYWEMf1Ulw9BSjeraWrrTjKOpYh9fd_E5L-QOMhEVUyA_RVxVwVvtA2TM2ZGCG7P29JUnWpTV8QyL_QhSTR58k4jO-
I7ys07UUAt3DPgBIWwdaJCeH5IRcHqr4dIHlaHGxFhMSPL-K5FFqJqyNhBeyRSGnPjP_MkndbDuc-8D1ba1ZAwCAUkAVGltVOxEEUtnTkx-nuM82gLPT8EA6xkWG8B8gJvEjQlcrzqDtQK8pO5HqiQkSQv5VaHFb2g6KxFcqICpxiLz1OamVG7FHuhmpLjMMqw&__tn__=-R" 
). ( HYPERLINK "https://www.ktva.com/story/41944162/south-anchorage-business-produces-medical-face-shields?utm_content=buffer5c06f&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR0zhMp5Oq-ESmdkYapS-
1QpQjuP5xUlGNU6GL7CLkBrpHaSsE6myQmG4Qo" KTVA )
UAA College of Health shares personal protective equipment to meet community needs. They received HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/alaska.dhss/posts/10158020553289929?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBo1QLH_sgtHJg2DBf48j-
tTe7djLldjw9MiIJ7I4GlB9Zq17G2ilvvWU3T77zP6MaI1_gKOgL-Gjy36Yu3QsVdUn7rcsFMfM___MQnspZbIDYfO_7-TWK8Qu3AdktBmBu4xmXeMLYxfum9koElqHNzuWXC7NTeVuBIRZI7s8-px4150BNu8Odz2emeLJ-jvR3EVD0D_QzJgyJDCwE7TKchvRJ-2TIf--BnSkOnX35TcFqa-
NIntgsqAQbaIkEQ9IM8WT6coJUy8_dcgZbszxjwFbjhuadzMqn9UFNYu8LmDVMsh1DpkZhn-d-NU_GvewIaciOLw4ItsafphIlVMuwfATdr0Syfpd_P&__tn__=-R" 
commenters alike. ( HYPERLINK "https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/news/archive/2020/03/uaadonatesppe.cshtml?fbclid=IwAR0j5q5G977IOLpyjkYdAdf4B8X-_mGdLPToWlQiKilmbmUj3CPgKM8h5po" 

DHS FEMA Region X News Desk
News Desk: 425.487.4610 | HYPERLINK "mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov" FEMA-R10-NewsDesk | HYPERLINK

"http://www.twitter.com/femaregion10" @FEMARegion10

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its
services, programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact the News Desk at

least five (5) working days in advance at 425.487.4610 or email at HYPERLINK "mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov" fema-r10-
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov .
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Roberson, Michael (MIL)
COVID19_Taskforce_Action_Required
March 13, 2020 at 7:25 PM EDT
To: Benardo, Nichole (MIL), King, Alisha (WaTech), anderch@dshs.wa.gov, arel.solie, Baggett, Jessica L
(DOH), Banks, Dan, Baron, Rebecca E (DOH), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Beaton, Rebecca (UTC), Adeogun, Tieka
(DOH), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Carmichael, Cody M (DOH), Chandler, Wesley (WaTech), Casey, Charles P.
(DOC), Utzinger, Chris (MIL), chuu235@lni.wa.gov, Coyle, Erin (AGR), Johnson Craig, curt.boyle, Atchison
Dan, donald.clintsman@dshs.wa.gov, ehriza.rivera@tre.wa.gov, Ella Deverse, Sonju, Eric A.
(ATG), evan.gaffey@k12.wa.us, Ferrante, Jason (AGR), Foster, Sarah (MIL), goehrcs@dshs.wa.gov, Halvorson,
Clark R (DOH), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Himmel, John, Hofe, Jocelyn (DSHS/WSH), Hoss, Schuyler (GOV), Inman
Shane, isaac.williamson@dfi.wa.gov, jackl@oic.wa.gov, Szrama, James, jboesenberg@sbstc.edu, Jennifer
Bammert, Mattes, John (ESD), Jody Becker, Johnson, Philip J (DFW), Richeson,
Jonathan, joshm@oic.wa.gov, judithb@oic.wa.gov, Fordice, Justin, karen.pitman@dshs.wa.gov, King, Elizabeth
(COM), Lloyd, Evelyne (DOL), lyn.peters@dfi.wa.gov, marclamoreaux@wsp.wa.gov, Martin Mueller, Mathews, Carole
(ESD), matts@oic.wa.gov, McLain, Steve (DOR), Miller, Greg K. (DOC), Mitchell, Sam (ESD), Voris, Molly
(GOV), Mulick, Christopher B, Nandi, Paj (DOH), Nixon, Jamie (DOH), Nordlund, Greg
(DOH), rebecca.kelly, Rest235@lni.wa.gov, Rice, Jairus (ESD), Huss Rob, Roberts, Debbie (DSHS/DDA), Ryser,
John (DOR), Moore, Shane (MIL), shanndd@dshs.wa.gov, Oberoi, Sudhir (DOL), Sweet, Norton (ESD), Treadwell,
Randy (AGR), Allen, Tristan (COM), Will, Jill (ESD), Covington, Zach (DOH), Zeitlin, Daniel (ESD)
Cc:  Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Lang, Robert (MIL), Marquiss, Jason (MIL)

Dear	State	Agency	Liaisons
	
As	we	con2nue	to	plan	for	the	impacts	unfolding	around	the	COVID19	Pandemic,	we	are	looking
to	beDer	understand	your	agency’s	outlook	related	to	the	poten2al	ac2va2on	of	your	COOP	plan.
	Expect	a	similar	email	to	be	sent	to	your	agency	heads	shortly,	but	I	wanted	to	give	you	all	a
heads	up	and	a	head	start	on	answering	the	ques2ons	listed	below.		Please	send	your	answers	to
AVDPLNG@MIL.WA.GOV	by	COB	on	Monday,	March	16,	2020

  

1.	 Do	you	have	any	known	challenges	to	mee?ng	the	Mission	Essen?al	Func?ons	(MEFs)

outlined	in	your	agency's	COOP?

	

	

2.	 How	will	those	challenges	disrupt	the	services	you	provide	to	your	customers	and

stakeholders?

	

	

3.	 What	is	the	approximate	?meframe	you	expect	those	disrup?ons	to	begin	and	for	how

long	do	you	expect	the	disrup?on	to	con?nue?

 

4.	 What	strategies	have	you	developed	to	mi?gate	poten?al	disrup?ons	to	customers	and

stakeholders,	based	upon	your	agency’s	authori?es?	

 

5.	 Are	there	any	mi?ga?on	strategies	for	the	con?nua?on	of	Mission	Essen?al	Func?ons

that	would	require	the	use	of	the	Governor's	emergency	powers?
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6.	 What	services	that	you	provide	to	your	customers	and	stakeholders	will	be	disrupted	due

to	the	ac?va?on	of	your	COOP	because	those	services	are	not	considered	Mission

Essen?al	Func?ons?

	
	
Please	send	responses	to	AVDPLNG@MIL.WA.GOV

	
Regards
	
Michael	Roberson
Planning	Sec2on	Cheif
SEOC
253.625.3943	Mobile



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_1
April 01, 2020 at 8:26 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with
Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services response; FEMA
Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC
Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC
Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To
Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. 

The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov


The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago on March 30; and, one landed in Miami
last night and another in New York this morning. FEMA has scheduled
additional flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the
broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care
facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Over the next 24 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (150), Connecticut



(50) and Louisiana (150).

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	two	most	recent	na3onal	hot	issues	and	social	listening	reports	are	a7ached	for	greater	context.
	
If	you	come	across	any	hot	issues,	please	send	them	our	way	for	inclusion	in	our	report.
	
Thank	you.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT
APRIL 3, 2020

SUMMARY
Washington	Governor	Jay	Inslee	announced	Thursday	he	will	extend	his	statewide	stay-at-home
order	through	May	4	to	limit	the	spread	of	the	coronavirus.
A	model	from	UW	suggests	Washington	hospitals	could	handle	the	peak	of	the	coronavirus
crisis,	but	experts	cau3on	that	the	model	only	looks	at	the	best-case	scenario.
Recent	reports	indicate	that	Washington’s	social	distancing	measures	are	slowing,	but	not
stopping,	the	spread.
Oregon	reports	dire	need	for	personal	protec3ve	equipment.
Alaska's	largest	regional	airline	suspends	most	service,	poten3ally	leaving	dozens	of	rural
Alaskan	communi3es	without	op3ons	for	transporta3on	and	cri3cal	deliveries.	

Public	Sen+ment
Many	Washingtonians	support	Governor	Inslee's	extension	of	his	Stay-at-Home	Order,	but
economic	anxiety	looms	large.
Oregonians	are	stressed	about	the	future	of	small	business	but	are	celebra3ng	good	news
where	they	can;	recovery	stories,	frontline	workers,	and	local	efforts	to	support	the	vulnerable.
Alaskans	appreciate	state	leadership	in	the	pandemic	response—par3cularly	the	clarity	and
frequency	of	updates.	Economic	concerns	con3nue	to	fuel	anger	toward	the	state	legislature.
A	sheriff	and	legislator	in	Idaho	encourage	defiance	of	Governor	Li7le’s	stay-at-home	order.	In
response,	there	is	some	support,	but	many	feel	that	the	order	is	in	place	for	people’s	health	and
safety.

Washington
Response
·        Gov.	Jay	Inslee	has	extended	his	order	for	Washingtonians	to	stay	home	unless	engaging	in

essen3al	ac3vi3es	un3l	11:59	p.m.	on	May	4.	(KOMO,	Evere7	Herald,	KNKX,	Sea7le	PI,	Kitsap
Sun,	El	Sol	de	Yakima)
o   On	KOMO's	Facebook	page,	many	comments	are	suppor3ve	of	the	Governor's	leadership

and	response	so	far	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6,
example	7).

o   Many	express	anxiety	over	the	long-term		impacts	of	"killing	our	economy"	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5).
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o   Some	worry	that	the	Stay-at-Home	is	not	working	with	too	many	"essen3al"	workers	s3ll
working	(example	1,	example	2).

·        Na3onal	Guard	begins	to	arrive,	helping	Walla	Walla	Food	Bank.		A	team	of	40	Washington
Na3onal	Guardsmen	will	assist	at	the	Blue	Mountain	Ac3on	Council	Food	Bank	in	Walla	Walla.
(Walla	Walla	Union	Bulle3n)

·        Gov.	Jay	Inslee	answered	Washingtonian's	ques3ons	about	the	coronavirus	via	his	Twi7er	feed
on	Thursday.	Gov.	Inslee's	answered	ques3ons	about	social	distancing,	paying	rent,	and	the
grocery	supply	chain	during	coronavirus	crisis.	(KING	5)

·        Feds	propose	$611,000	fine	at	Sea7le-area	nursing	home	(KATU)
PPE
·        Clark	County	PPE	shortage	‘frustra3ng’	to	officials.	(KOIN)
·        She	closed	her	island	alre	business,	then	made	10,000	masks	for	coronavirus	fight.		Ka3	Nguyen

shut	down	her	custom	sewing	business	to	begin	making	masks,	and	with	the	help	of	other
Vietnamese	women,	more	than	10,000	have	been	made.		(Sea7le	Times)

·        Washington	State	Department	of	Health	posted	photos	of	PPE	shipments	arriving	saying	"As
shipments	of	hospital	beds,	ven3lators,	and	personal	protec3ve	equipment	arrive	at	a	state
warehouse,	they	are	unwrapped,	put	on	pallets,	and	shipped	to	long	term	care	and	medical
facili3es	as	quickly	as	possible.	The	goal	is	to	keep	decreasing	the	3me	between	the	arrival	of
shipments	and	delivery	to	needed	loca3ons."

Community	Impact
·        King	County	to	move	nearly	400	homeless	from	shelters	to	hotels	(KIRO)

o   While	some	comments	on	the	KIRO	7	Facebook	page	express	gra3tude	that	people	will	not
have	to	be	on	the	street	in	this	hard	3me	(example	1),	many	more	express	concern	for	the
hotel	owners	and	the	value/state	of	their	property	(example	2,	example	3,	example	4,
example	5).	One	person	wonders	why	King	County	can	move	homeless	people	into	hotels
but	cannot	"manage"	keeping	prisoners	in	jail.	(example	6)

·        Kitsap	homeless	shelters	work	over3me	to	prevent	coronavirus	spread.		While	most	Kitsap
residents	hunker	down	under	the	governor's	stay-at-home	order,	homeless	shelters	have	been
brought	to	the	pandemic’s	front	lines	as	staff	work	to	prevent	the	virus	from	breaking	out	among
an	already	vulnerable	community.	(Kitsap	Sun)

·        Vancouver	Mall	parking	lot	opening	for	people	living	in	their	vehicles	as	temporary	‘Safe	Parking
Zone’	(KPTV)

·        The	Sea7le	Police	Department	said	it	saw	a	21	percent	increase	in	domes3c	violence	reports	last
month,	sugges3ng	that	stay	home	orders	issued	last	month	may	be	contribu3ng	to	the	rise.
(KOMO)
o   On	KOMO	News'	Facebook	post,	people	express	sadness	and	concern	over	this	but	say	it	is

"not	surprising"	and	addi3onal	job	losses	and	stress	are	bound	to	compound	this	(example
1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6).	One	person	points	out	that	it
would	be	very	hard	to	leave	a	domes3c	violence	situa3on	with	nowhere	to	go	and	without
the	money	or	transporta3on	to	do	so	(example	7)

Medical	Capacity
·        Coronavirus	response	forces	Pullman	Regional	Hospital	to	cut	staff	pay	by	25	percent.	

Pullman	Regional	has	64	days	cash	on	hand.	They	are	working	on	a	goal	to	not	fall	below	30	days
cash	on	hand.	(KREM)
Virginia	Mason	Medical	Center	to	furlough	workers,	cut	pay	amid	Washington	coronavirus	crisis.	
Top	medical	center	leaders	no3fied	managers	of	the	decision	this	week,	ci3ng	a	30%	drop	in
revenue	since	the	COVID-19	crisis	began.	(KING	5)
Feds	book	out	en3re	Yakima	hotel	for	medical	staff	to	reopen	Astria	hospital	building.	(KIMA)
Model	sugges3ng	Washington's	hospitals	could	withstand	a	COVID-19	surge	may	be	too
op3mis3c,	experts	say	(KUOW)

Economic	Impacts
·        Some	people	without	direct	deposit	informa3on	may	not	get	coronavirus	s3mulus	checks	un3l

mid-August	or	later.	(KOMO)
·        Economic	fallout	mounts,	along	with	compe33on	for	gear	(KOMO)

https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068584599876518?comment_id=3068824676519177
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068584599876518?comment_id=3068607846540860
https://www.union-bulletin.com/news/health_fitness/coronavirus/walla-walla-food-banks-to-get-help-from-the-national-guard/article_f85e1aa9-f0b0-5c4a-80ff-0e8147b25052.html?fbclid=IwAR1mI1IuncalKag8Z1Vvma1E_Xko2BSnq6JVwb_83LmGAaXaPUokAgc-04c%3E
https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1245791649554239488
https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1245795818193338368
https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1245796528142159872
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/gov-inslees-answers-on-social-distancing-paying-rent-grocery-shopping-amid-coronavirus-crisis/281-94a113d0-ec02-4c40-9732-b5f0b86b2ffb
https://katu.com/news/nation-world/feds-propose-611000-fine-at-seattle-area-nursing-home
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/clark-county-ppe-shortage-frustrating-to-officials/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/she-closed-her-island-attire-business-then-made-10000-masks-for-coronavirus-fight/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1585877116
https://www.facebook.com/WADeptHealth/posts/2851246481589103?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBh3BBMWSbH9ZDpFo9sTGhxq-UVR23OfCi7g2qOd3GhY5rleHhO9NI_aDBd3FzNLerTq5oA8ypO0FH3SNDnNIWkJjQroDGUQtZls2k-_gMbNCAtR-CYlPcAdg51koR0HCwbh55nahKL6C8UZDOCnXXvc4ryJwxnAO8tHkPaL9eR6xhvYcCjm2XIABrZkBObzs4i-L_mo9aPefUU7QsS6RLxGBhCfNFIkNAwhr8cRht9FLt-XNw-2Aoi5jnTUuS1pHCxnsDz711bZegAeFqzTOgv44TqXZEAtboADsw8VB-uRlJU1Kl0oij1DCG243mgeuyVz8VRce1hoCJJq4Ti1S0uuA&__tn__=-R
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/king-county-move-nearly-400-homeless-shelters-hotels/JNZG3HVFCZFHPGSUMNSUW2VBNM/?fbclid=IwAR0UNmrEbHLgdBt-KbsbbFuHoehRQP87gYcu1xkuizmyYNd04FL-Pb3YiL4
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCIXtYJjjV9SVbcvN66MBHl3slQ-FhdpjzjNlCMCnnwvoBQ55hcVfu5w_dmqt-QXjTIJIKuBF-a0FArbqkhoALEbFM-LBGF8uomjDJbqwQyljSXYkJH9lLGcXhyd-xOpKxjk8vuV__dL6HUAo1rjcHnMrUsf3c_ZnDmfEiLDm1rU9AaqgSmI2cZwZDi8tKzELHRHd3QnvH6gDUP0TIeVvjXa8jrW1ZFk-P5rx6MNyIxNkLkvlRzmvcSPvDVsuJsfAvESn4FDyqmPJJ3IgUgqz-9ZwS3pj70egYxPGZDeyNzUPbFrIU27ElP87CsPeFHhpKC9y4rmo9ZLuNOat3-hQ64Ag&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?comment_id=3377612438925152
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?comment_id=3377604475592615
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?comment_id=3377573452262384
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?comment_id=3377768638909532
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?comment_id=3377664965586566
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3377533035599759?comment_id=3377556375597425
https://www.kitsapsun.com/story/news/2020/04/02/coronavirus-washington-covid-19-kitsap-county-homeless-shelters/5108583002/?fbclid=IwAR0loMlSNXZzo_V2OtzSa6SE_tpmIo16AdfAE_-OK0JW-OYICHoKa0fPpMM
https://www.kptv.com/news/vancouver-mall-parking-lot-opening-for-people-living-in-their-vehicles-as-temporary-safe-parking/article_0de2e540-747a-11ea-aede-33b0659c292f.html?fbclid=IwAR0qSQltBs6tYakT1gAAUuuxGIrIxqRZwIbrD98Q67L-8uzvM1w_GxJ2YVg
https://komonews.com/news/local/police-report-jump-in-domestic-violence-report-amid-coronavirus-crisis?fbclid=IwAR0R86pm2nE6fEtp9sjzKK8-eBrfLOudsXFr3gPy3SDzj4ekTF0m1kSP9eE
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAaoWsftGb9Wib-QCN3mhid1GDVKR2anXab-iFPkSPuH53S5E6ZZC1e5Bs-qoMyzmUv15ohVoA1X5iAif7nQgzIBdTY__v7gs2s_zZxq8UKPrTt7WvOsMvH0_AMZCuXeuoU4mJe5s_aznACizAwluA8_GVPJl50PSqQx3YPtio0Kbmq89DEAsgKjKFTKz9v3r3WVRLGAtdOH_ZB2IE-TjgM7RqdGOzy0wy8X5Njfr3qFwpvqYf9bTc_ik8vklAabOxSK4pNJmVuF_U90kL6kV8YlesyCxCVoTpIP00GfTsJnahIlCav9p2SHDh1_j78gxLyDNfuSdQ8h98BTxcSNEzkpg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3068947409840237
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3068937889841189
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3069149316486713
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3069005223167789
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3068977636503881
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3068970506504594
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3068897889845189?comment_id=3069057943162517
https://www.krem.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-response-forces-pullman-regional-health-to-cut-staff-pay-by-25-percent/293-6dd4f3e6-1d07-419b-8577-38188d145c0c
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/virgina-mason-medical-center-to-furlough-workers-cut-pay-amid-washington-coronavirus-crisis/281-aab36138-bbb9-45bc-afad-115bd9275682
https://kimatv.com/news/local/feds-book-out-entire-yakima-hotel-for-medical-staff-to-reopen-astria-hospital-building?fbclid=IwAR1Dxe9t2Zbi7NuQug-QCUOxHQi_xCyK788rubNJ4iKDUtEmRiAYz8kQGpw
https://www.kuow.org/stories/new-model-suggests-washington-state-will-withstand-covid19-surge
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/memo-some-in-us-may-not-get-stimulus-checks-until-august?fbclid=IwAR0WoJwsr4mjw2pJUOFn9363OjtM4LF4aR1H-P_HDfryq5Ut111ukC59iP8
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/economic-fallout-mounts-along-with-competition-for-gear


New	Cases
·        Yakima	County	COVID-19	cases	climb	to	240,	but	no	new	deaths	reported	(Yakima	Herald)

Dona3ons
·        Local	credit	union	donates	more	than	1,700	toilet	paper	rolls	to	Meals	on	Wheels	in	Spokane

(KXLY)
·        Jeff	Bezos	donates	$100	million	to	U.S.	food	banks	(KIRO	7,	KOMO)

Oregon
PPE
·        Health	care	workers	around	Oregon	say	they	are	in	dire	need	of	PPE.	(KMTR,	The	Oregonian,

KATU)	Representa3ves	for	the	Oregon	Nurses	Associa3on	say	they’ve	heard	of	no	hospital	that
has	more	than	a	seven-day	supply	of	personal	protec3on	equipment,	and	some	nurses	have
been	wearing	swim	goggles	to	work.

·        Are	homemade	masks	helping?	(The	Oregonian)	
·        Pacific	Faculty,	Staff,	Students	Rise	to	Meet	the	Challenges	Posed	by	COVID-19.	(Pacific	Univerity

Oregon)	Forest	Grove	Fire	and	Rescue	is	one	of	the	recipients.	People	have	responded	posi3vely
to	both	organiza3ons.	(example1,	example2)

Business
·        Nearly	93,000	Oregonians	filed	new	unemployment	claims	last	week.	(OPB,	KOIN)
·        Some	Oregon	stores	take	advantage	of	coronavirus	crisis	to	jack	up	prices	on	masks,	toilet	paper.

(The	Oregonian)
·        Gov.	Brown	unveiled	a	small	business	resource	website	(Portland	Business	Journal)
·        A	Hood	River	area	fruit	packing	plant	hires	teens	as	coronavirus	fears	keep	at-risk	workers	home.	

The	plant	is	hiring	minors	who	are	children	of	people	who	work	at	the	plant	to	encourage	high-
risk	employees	to	stay	home	and	also	get	on	with	the	pear	season.	(KGW)

State/Local	Response
·        Oregon	OKs	malaria	drug	for	COVID-19	pa3ents	in	care	facili3es,	prisons	(NBC	16)
·        TriMet:	No	more	than	15	people	on	buses	(KOIN)
·        Corvallis	police	begin	prescrip3on	delivery	service	during	stay-home	order	(Corvallis	Gaze7e-

Times)
New	Cases	
·        New	cases	of	COVID-19	surpass	800.	(OPB,	KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN,	KPTV12)
·        Two	new	COVID-19	cases	in	Union	County.	(East	Oregonian)
·        Why	does	Marion	County	have	2nd-highest	OR	COVID-19	tally?	(KOIN)	Marion	County	has	the

highest	coronavirus	infec3on	rate	in	Oregon,	according	to	data	from	the	Oregon	Health
Authority	(KGW)

Humanity
·        Husband	released	from	nursing	home,	surprises	wife	on	84th	birthday	(KGW)
·        Oregonians	share	the	message:	"Health	care	workers	grocery	store	employees	and	truck	drivers

are	now	more	important	than	pro	athletes	actors	and	famous	musicians!"	(That	Oregon	Life
Facebook)

Idaho
Healthcare	capacity
·        Boise	hospitals	prepare	to	add	beds	in	hotels,	arenas	as	cases	of	coronavirus	grow.	(Idaho

Statesman)
·        St.	Mary’s	closes	clinics.	“Due	to	the	quickly	evolving	impact	of	the	COVID-19	virus	in	our	area,

we	are	exercising	an	abundance	of	cau3on."	(Idaho	Free	County	Press)	People	are	surprised	to
see	healthcare	facili3es	closing	their	doors.	(example	1,	example	2)

New	cases
·        Plexus	Nampa	plant	closes	awer	employee	tests	posi3ve	for	COVID-19	(KIVI)
·        Community	Spread	of	COVID-19	Confirmed	in	Twin	Falls	County	(KEZJ)	People	are	not	surprised,

as	they	see	people	not	heeding	stay-at-home	orders.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
·        No	new	COVID-19	cases	reported	in	Kootenai	County	Officials	a7ribute	the	rela3vely	slow	rate	of

spread	to	the	community’s	compliance	with	Gov.	Li7le’s	stay-at-home	order.	(Coeur	d'Alene

https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/yakima-county-covid-19-cases-climb-to-240-but-no-new-deaths-reported/article_036cfa66-1791-5d69-ab02-18b1b7265324.html%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.kxly.com/local-credit-union-donates-more-than-1700-toilet-paper-rolls-to-meals-on-wheels-in-spokane/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_4_News_Now
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/jeff-bezos-donates-100-million-us-food-banks/WLYPQDLM2BDZ5DF2B46UZXNUFQ/
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/jeff-bezos-to-donate-100-million-to-food-banks-during-covid-19-outbreak
https://nbc16.com/news/local/were-getting-burned-some-local-health-care-workers-in-dire-need-of-ppe
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/many-oregon-hospitals-have-less-than-weeks-supply-of-masks-other-protective-gear-against-coronavirus-nurses-say.html
https://katu.com/news/local/we-are-currently-working-12-hour-shifts-and-we-are-asked-to-only-use-one-surgical-mask
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157591609451973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDDp5If02j5Ip3G_7RDESamcHQl3qYeyJm0jVKK9NsPOPYWn5qzcyeukrdpaJhPJ5UyeQK3LzKOik7LxN5J0Hv38Xe3yXyvhyubcjE6dlyjJiivYXtLntiu2rkHc3GtGyZzGZbe_Tm01IUVaxwXEFenHrumD9LJQzIi9UlH9iq9QvlDpEddPnEPlRVmxdx_o4gNqyEmoPqjKohsnd3KPNtK2-Rw9arjNbSgO3VrT5JX4K6By_PkPScgDofApPG84iSws9PpaRzoVlPrZLTngbXvgrrSY8qE2IT1KWQT958B-Or-H1C95WjKfC7gWd6Jgr7AuQMPc7evguU&__tn__=-R
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/are-homemade-masks-helping-for-some-uses-but-theyre-no-replacement-for-proper-equipment-authorities-say.html
https://www.pacificu.edu/about/media/pacific-faculty-staff-students-rise-meet-challenges-posed-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR1gTEupTgtffYBcT4lO-rnndMB1sTtnDEdatxlqweWXcSofuhkc4J79cEM
https://www.facebook.com/145233471429/photos/a.405763921429/10157030974266430/?type=3&theater
https://twitter.com/ForestGroveFire/status/1245809506027634688
https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-unemployment-claims-accelerate-week-of-march-22-2020/
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/local-unemployment-claims-04022020/
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/some-oregon-stores-take-advantage-of-coronavirus-crisis-to-jack-up-prices-on-masks-toilet-paper-attorney-general-on-the-case.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2020/04/02/oregon-unveils-small-business-resource-website.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/a-hood-river-area-fruit-packing-plant-hires-teens-as-coronavirus-fears-keep-at-risk-workers-home/283-3fda5ed8-5753-4f77-89bc-f341cc51c6e7
https://nbc16.com/news/local/oregon-oks-malaria-drug-for-covid-19-patients-in-care-facilities-prisons?fbclid=IwAR3_FbEGkksAg6kkLDmQNdqB0wOaPxA3MfNTUnySSV2uSY0js0u50HJrbtQ
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/trimet-no-more-than-15-people-on-buses/?fbclid=IwAR0TQi8KVUi4puonqdkcg8dBQTNMuwWm4n9x5GMCXTcjfk6tYAyemv6jxC4
https://www.gazettetimes.com/news/local/corvallis-police-begin-prescription-delivery-service-during-stay-home-order/article_6309e31a-037f-54a8-9136-1bb663447f13.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_Corvallis_Gazette-Times
https://www.opb.org/news/article/live-updates-oregon-washington-coronavirus-covid-19-april-2/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-coronavirus-updates-april-2-2020/283-77ae9184-91f0-4574-8929-0ed3fee90f24
https://katu.com/news/coronavirus/131-confirmed-cases-of-coronavirus-in-clark-co-two-more-residents-die-of-covid-19
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/regional-covid-19-updates-04022020/
https://www.kptv.com/news/oha-reports-2-new-covid-19-deaths-90-additional-cases-in-oregon/article_0b531fb8-7527-11ea-a622-6fa9c3f2c8d8.html
https://www.eastoregonian.com/coronavirus/two-new-covid-19-cases-in-union-county/article_09da8bb2-ec22-5d20-a297-8fb08f537acb.html?fbclid=IwAR1Ty1JBwJafuNxaau-RnyAUGq1d8pZFPt4HwjfL8_KPDbJbva88xjpxGIE
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/why-does-marion-county-have-2nd-highest-covid-19-tally/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/marion-county-is-the-states-hotspot-for-the-coronavirus-outbreak/283-f0cfd99a-6230-410f-9812-8cb4a7ce337f
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/husband-released-from-nursing-home-surprises-wife-on-84th-birthday/89-5134a075-9779-4346-974c-be558fe949f1
https://www.facebook.com/ThatOregonLife/videos/216690936335914/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDNa6A6z5P3JyWm11c2yscSlZ9aMDUzNtM-8KT43paQxO3OhbRwmPVMdx5rKWlOXpf5F--wn4VmYYZ5IoyGFx2fxCjYVZ1EoIIHPFkxkWpnwAc-p4Kqq79r7Rm1nN7ImaZlG48ypypryT3UlJ34odoY1d22X6D6hx4zaTwvUtCqnIJPDkI4FR91oyGr8doELxYZ5Wl-AdfUyrZ15Tt4RIE5EXs8PorEqcT6-BcRZhafkC7QZHTtx4044MS9-wAz2AvcIHSf1qkojxhsrkhIcMy95X3efTgr13R0Sa8M5GjCa0Av5ZDkbiyAWfN7FOJWWljX67DpLQA4WHMnw1PfrDOyQD6M60jWA9s&__tn__=-R
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article241662516.html
https://www.idahocountyfreepress.com/news/covid-19/st-mary-s-closes-clinics/article_66bc2324-7552-11ea-bcf0-af392d3660a7.html?fbclid=IwAR2Lh3MBnOQBnvsJ22C9-sCF0NMtULEnBrB3izy3t34F1Ud2xCuQPyeXQwE
https://www.facebook.com/idahocountyfreepress/posts/2914845601930988?comment_id=2914937088588506
https://www.facebook.com/idahocountyfreepress/posts/2914845601930988?comment_id=2914937088588506
https://www.kivitv.com/news/plexus-nampa-plant-closes-after-employee-tests-positive-for-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR0i--9JYHvC-SF7JltDY56xY1G9QyiBeHcJEHPCfi1MseRFlQz3QQTLWOg
https://kezj.com/community-spread-of-covid-19-confirmed-in-twin-falls-county/?fbclid=IwAR0y-1gqCkft05MkEFTAZdLGDINTdgh2EGBMJ0eMqTIYtMzUK66g0DYk7X4
https://www.facebook.com/957kezj/posts/10158156651219253?comment_id=10158156832474253
https://www.facebook.com/957kezj/posts/10158156651219253?comment_id=10158156680689253
https://www.facebook.com/957kezj/posts/10158156651219253?comment_id=10158156762404253
https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/02/no-new-covid-19-cases-reported-in-kootenai-5/?fbclid=IwAR1dCQ0sanFZ4l_OgrXUeenJIqaNxHhVhD5brOYj8nkU6PoshUzcdqEAw-4


Press)
Stay-at-Home	Order	Reac3ons
·        Coeur	d'Alene's	Altar	Church	suspends	in-person	services,	reversing	previous	decision.		(KREM)
·        Sheriff	opposes	stay-at-home	order	(Bonner	County	Daily	Bee,	KTVB)	“I	do	not	believe	that

suspending	the	Cons3tu3on	was	wise	because	COVID-19	is	nothing	like	the	plague.	We	were
misled	by	some	public	health	officials,	and	now	it	is	3me	to	reinstate	our	cons3tu3on."	His	le7er
received	strong	reac3ons	on	Facebook,	with	some	thanking	him,	(example	1)	while	healthcare
workers	told	him	he	is	'way	out	of	line.'	(example	2,	example	3)

·        North	Idaho	Legislator	Urges	People	'Push	Back'	Against	Governor’s	Stay-Home	'Edict'	(KUOW)
The	reac3ons	to	this	story	all	disagree	with	the	legislator.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Private	Sector/PPE
·        Boise	company	pivots	to	manufacture	protec3ve	masks,	gowns	for	healthcare	workers	(KTVB)

The	news	was	praised	on	Facebook.	(example)

Alaska
Economy
·        Ravn	suspends	air	service,	including	mail	deliveries,	to	most	rural	Alaska	communi3es	due	to	a

90%	reduc3on	in	passenger	revenue.	The	regional	airline	no3fied	the	U.S.	Postal	Service	it	could
no	longer	bring	mail	to	180	communi3es,	mostly	in	the	northern	part	of	the	state.	It	is	a	move
that	could	leave	dozens	of	rural	villages	without	passenger	air	service	and	no	other	reliable	link
to	the	road	system.	(Anchorage	Daily	News,	Alaska	Public	Media)
o   In	response,	people	worry	how	those	communi3es	would	receive	mail,	medicine,	food	and

other	cri3cal	deliveries	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3),	one	person	calling	the	news
'heartbreaking'	(example	4).

o   Gov.	Dunleavy	briefly	addressed	the	closure	in	his	briefing	Thursday	night—saying	other
airlines	will	pick	up	the	slack.

·        Gov.	Mike	Dunleavy	rescinded	the	cancella3on	of	all	spring	bear	hunts	in	Alaska	Thursday,	saying
that	spring	bear	hunts	will	be	open	to	Alaskan	hunters,	but	not	available	to	those	non-residents
and	anyone	from	outside	the	state.	(KTVF)

·        Former	Alaska	leaders	urge	lawmakers	to	give	emergency	money	to	all	Alaskans	now	(KTVA)
Former	Alaska	Republican	Gov.	Sean	Parnell	and	former	Alaska	Democra3c	U.S.	Sen.	Mark
Begich	deliver	a	united	message	to	the	Alaska	state	legislature.	In	response,	people	support	the
message	but	are	skep3cal	it	will	be	successful.	(example	1,	example	2)

·        Alaska	Railroad	delays	passenger	season	start	(KTUU)
State	Response
·        Chief	medical	officer	presents	new	tools	Alaskans	can	use	to	stay	updated	on	COVID-19	(KTVA)	In

a	briefing	Thursday	evening,	Dr.	Zink	and	Gov.	Dunleavy	introduced	a	new	tracking	system.
o   Dr.	Zink	addressed	recent	requests	for	recovery	numbers	saying	"the	problem	is	it's	not	a

reportable	condi3on	to	us."	She	said	Alaska	is	in	the	top	10	states	with	the	highest
percentage	of	tes3ng.	(KTVA)

o   Gov.	Dunleavy	said	that	compared	to	other	states	Alaska	"is	not	doing	that	poorly"	and	Dr.
Zink	said	that	Alaska's	labs	have	a	uniquely	quick	turnaround	rela3ve	to	other	states.

o   People	responded	with	apprecia3on	for	Dr.	Zink	and	Gov.	Dunleavy	taking	the	3me	to
explain	the	new	tracking	tools	and	educate	Alaskans	on	commonly	asked	ques3ons.
(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

o   State	medical	officer	encourages	Alaskans	to	wear	homemade	masks	(Alaska	Public	Media)
·        Southeast	Alaska	Regional	Health	Consor3um	eyes	closed	boarding	school	as	COVID-19

treatment	site.	The	tribal	health	organiza3on	is	asking	to	use	the	state’s	school	for	overflow
COVID-19	pa3ents.	So	far,	state	is	noncommi7al.	(KSTK)

Tribal
·        Seldovia	Village	Tribe	is	encouraging	people	to	'think	like	Zink,'	referencing	Alaska's	Chief	Medical

Officer,	encouraging	precau3ons	to	slow	the	spread	of	coronavirus.	
·        Several	tribes	are	sharing	resources	for	people	struggling	with	the	emo3onal	strain	and	isola3on

of	the	pandemic.	(example	1,	example	2)
Private	Sector/PPE

https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/02/no-new-covid-19-cases-reported-in-kootenai-5/?fbclid=IwAR1dCQ0sanFZ4l_OgrXUeenJIqaNxHhVhD5brOYj8nkU6PoshUzcdqEAw-4
https://www.krem.com/article/news/local/pastor-tim-remington-still-holding-services/293-210042dd-606a-44d3-855d-fc60c8bdb54f/?c=n
https://bonnercountydailybee.com/news/2020/apr/02/sheriff-opposes-stay-at-home-order-7/?fbclid=IwAR0CLC6BZJ2HKUoibvBQqGMuHajzGGjAyQrQdgGyuN9suFsXgzvhMTSPq8M
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/bonner-co-sheriff-urges-governor-to-reconsider-stay-home-order/293-2c64dcff-34da-4109-9255-66b2502c553b?fbclid=IwAR20mNfwOR1hg4gK0MuHQ_r6-ft9qnXG1v6me5c6DvU2Y2Sib-5NitLR03c
https://www.facebook.com/bonnercountydailybee/posts/3177646632248584?comment_id=3177697982243449
https://www.facebook.com/bonnercountydailybee/posts/3177646632248584?comment_id=3177801262233121
https://www.facebook.com/bonnercountydailybee/posts/3177646632248584?comment_id=3177735135573067
https://kuow.org/stories/north-idaho-legislator-urges-people-push-back-against-governor-s-stay-home-edict
https://www.facebook.com/kuowpublicradio/posts/10158212806568139?comment_id=10158213402543139
https://www.facebook.com/kuowpublicradio/posts/10158212806568139?comment_id=10158213357948139
https://www.facebook.com/kuowpublicradio/posts/10158212806568139?__tn__=-R
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/boise-company-pivots-to-manufacture-protective-masks-gowns-for-healthcare-workers/277-d0e4997e-1ff9-4123-b82e-dbdf0cc573ad
https://www.facebook.com/KTVB7/posts/10158388996483991?comment_id=10158389072468991
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/aviation/2020/04/02/ravn-suspends-air-service-including-mail-deliveries-to-most-rural-alaska-communities/?fbclid=IwAR0Ed9184SHiUD0fRnycPgRN23KobEP0kidEpFm5RQju5Pl5mK5SKe_ps0c
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/02/dozens-of-alaska-villages-to-lose-air-service-as-ravn-announces-huge-cuts/?fbclid=IwAR0-bfWxGc0b4q_ce4XGJgn24YexDhDZ8bWyyMDdNeoMoSrfARYfhGc_1zs
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3110631758959422?comment_id=3110648792291052
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3110631758959422?comment_id=3110649275624337
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3110631758959422?comment_id=3110672575622007
https://www.facebook.com/abracita/posts/10163501448125551?comment_id=10163504635435551
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/459408594831430/
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/After-canceling-spring-bear-hunts-citing-coronavirus-concerns-state-says-residents-may-participate-569338071.html
https://www.ktva.com/story/41963754/former-alaska-leaders-urge-lawmakers-to-give-emergency-money-to-all-alaskans-now?utm_content=buffer79eac&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR1ZcjlIkQPz9y6jz9aiR2uWz09a-t2qBr1w_QLsxAhYoWTxKWlVdMV4kNU
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156780569322511?comment_id=10156780734642511
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/posts/10156780569322511?comment_id=10156780647592511
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Alaska-Railroad-delays-passenger-season-start-569333281.html?fbclid=IwAR1FcpMiwTiD07ardy0uAa65_U9Ni77B8_Mz2wi8vVeOUH2lf62IESjTsNE
https://www.ktva.com/story/41968729/watch-chief-medical-officer-presents-new-tools-alaskans-can-use-to-stay-updated-on-covid19?utm_content=bufferc4c29&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR3GZFuZq-aEKDVayvI2ia3s-IUnuLeBhJsFGM-3hGr6TfrqTNI4liiAN8A
https://www.ktva.com/story/41968729/watch-chief-medical-officer-presents-new-tools-alaskans-can-use-to-stay-updated-on-covid19?utm_content=bufferc4c29&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&fbclid=IwAR3GZFuZq-aEKDVayvI2ia3s-IUnuLeBhJsFGM-3hGr6TfrqTNI4liiAN8A
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/459408594831430/?comment_id=459433264828963
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/459408594831430/?comment_id=459418088163814
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/459408594831430/?comment_id=459432691495687
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/02/alaskas-confirmed-covid-19-cases-grows-by-8-with-four-more-hospitalized/
https://www.kstk.org/2020/04/02/searhc-eyes-closed-boarding-school-as-covid-19-treatment-site/?fbclid=IwAR28ewVO4-hCl65oyyTEp1Bek4VDM8201J2LV0ef9BNdm9BBKnr0ztMnUPM
https://www.facebook.com/SeldoviaVillageTribe/photos/a.111650382332620/1517622578402053/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBRfAFIF3yt_zmi7fobmsic72FspK2Chu3SIPZ_Q-tzvVc3XOgCR0jDLOWppAZWTXubetrT6oQgy7pm6gqhoZSFv4ZXSNHZ5Q1NeXNsa8h2VDLLvYbclCxHI86lry9RERzoUlAZz-Vv1_hNpMtUbkBBePv32ZtGaBDqFHUdyrXrySwOfpu4tGCmaVZfB4J7t2lZc7PPd0XTqWZFJauhrp3z6wzlt8vn2jYLldWhw59bVc-hSYnVt9AC1_S-ALAxn-_GIOaf6bYcM1MZDtdfhGmn6tCTgbKZxxXHw5JBJccuY0r0fYexlToXDtT_liOfvIZlmbF-ssHmcxRhMpeVT_9b2Q&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/ccthita/photos/a.208052386055771/1309917542535911/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDC3_X1BYXWp0Xmy3pdqJ_K2MUWf5EcfXmVhj2HCvfwaVCxrmumqXml5Z6ZwJzOjXSdJAFyW_acn113EhJkqa5X50jg2Mg4cSrOQW5-EWoEdra0qbZM6WFENVBmNG6s75vJgT2r5viS6rLDN63cFgb9uRtUHkMmHJd5qW0m3GJd1E5Iw241t11VcYCStZLyZNLBy2R03E4EGJ_LbC2fuwD-Mb79QampRTHUXzj-IUoqDt_8xFj2GENMZVehZX3dlGx-0POwycv1qymNQaHPo4aEXcdlVRPlJnlS2jxXFsJ3YQ6YePrJK2o-j6rJDVFjXrYnsolwnnbccqFp4oc-v2GXrA&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/ManiilaqAssociation/videos/218467809376954/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARB8wtQnrouCpnqcwIlGlkyAFRWLoaXdARmXsAPkHTIPDkKbR0u_il-54q3b0O1PqU7OkDxswsDXTt4ghl40sSoEfDBijMFQFmJjemG-fctzD4yIbVJf21t7C4fyP3hSYMaKfM_v5h1FJcl-03rVAHcES4uht3_4o5rtQTxSywahhiXi-YosvDq9p3tj7sC3Qj87E2QyJfXoA0UGis8yC3KQ9s6c1CB0QtUd5rIorJlLhD2V49sgQMqt0Vxta6pYoQz8RjEP_DqFG4M_zTsYLHDWy9c2fsuPQMSqZ--qZU4f-jekxdb9NlgTwGYCOQYE4wv_TALyXtAM5syz4JChjeA4e2tBXHu3QI19rg&__tn__=-R


·        Surgical	material	given	out	to	volunteers	making	masks	for	hospital	workers	in	Fairbanks	(KTVF)
Educa3on
·        Alaska	establishes	new	statewide	online	school	staffed	by	a	Florida	educa3on	provider	

(Anchorage	Daily	News)
New	Cases
·        Fort	Greely	announces	first	confirmed	case	of	COVID-19	(KTVF)

Humanity
·        Bagpipers	played	"Scotland	the	Brave"	outside	of	Alaska	Regional	Hospital	this	morning	to	show

apprecia3on	for	health	care	workers	on	the	front	lines	(KTVA	Facebook)
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https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Surgical-material-given-out-to-volunteers-for-masks-for-hospital-workers-569338081.html
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/education/2020/04/03/alaska-establishes-new-statewide-online-school-staffed-by-a-florida-education-provider/
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Fort-Greely-announces-first-confirmed-case-of-COVID-19-569339951.html?fbclid=IwAR1jTfuam9knwDJi_wkspPbVM4b0o0J14e1rd8j3N50nwl-vPtR7CL2cqCA
https://www.facebook.com/ktva11/videos/153767149276564/?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD2ABypTrEcKcB7VMBEOeU5h2h7cf1RMVvQCa2ceKA5i2hJAjDKXTitm1nHnefg16E_nR0kHpLwmzobDDPfFi-vYRGMaNuvQFk2__jC5xJPAjKECuDHmYk7-giWKwfNVxH_z4EM1Vds2Y2tr9wP2FA8ztMnQqNGSz2dTzmoidzLWgdKUTNj__siBuWgaXB39vaCSXEz7ktekT4mbvRFj0UsN7VjoVmNXJZAyhH_cVdQl-wMXJOaMAZ--qs2JwyYspSUnCZ67XzA8OtSBNZATchWcVdmcY8SDSg9_-rLFdRddOBYdfdmYpfrnX3tSaNZL965VZgOaRsQP2gzSrpIxquH-glGsN5N&__tn__=-R
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Austin, JT (GOV)
Canceled: FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Emmans, Gene (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Katims, Casey (GOV), Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Rains, Katie (AGR), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Butler, Laura (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Warnick, Judy, Fuller, Steve (AGR), Christina Wong
(christinaw@northwestharvest.org), Gregerson, Mia, Barkley, Wendy, Voris, Molly (GOV), Salazar, Salvador
(GOV), Hovis, Emily S (DOH), Bailey, Sami, Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Yoshi Kumara, Eads, Kim (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Baumgart, Jim
(GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Connelly, Leslie (OFM)
Cc:  Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Phillips, Todd J
(DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Linda Nageotte, Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Jason Clark, McGann, Chris (AGR), Ellings, Amy (DOH), Drew Meuer, Thomas
Reynolds, Kathleen Hedgcock, Aaron Czyzewski, Davis, RaShelle (GOV), Richartz, Saundra, Auvinen, Alyssa A
(DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH)

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/

mailto:leanne.eko@k12.wa.us
mailto:nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov


Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
WA Contact with FEMA re PPE
To: Brian Hyer (brian.hyer@hq.dhs.gov)

Brian	–	thanks	so	much	for	talking	with	me.	My	info	is	below.
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001
Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new


Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:47 PM EDT
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki,
Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia
M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis,
Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren
(DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund,
Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan
(DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

This	is	ge(ng	bumped	un/l	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.

	

From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM

To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,

James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;

Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Bagge\,	Jessica	L	(DOH)

<Jessica.Bagge\@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,

Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;

Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portsea\le.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;

Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong

<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lodis,	Chris	<Chris.Lodis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)

<shon/eka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)

<amy.fuller@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan

(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bfd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad

<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)

<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)

<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston

Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)

<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'

<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Ka/e	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Po\s,	Karen	(DOHi)

<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bfd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bfd.wa.gov>;

Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bfd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Mar/ne,	Appalachia'	<AMar/ne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Ka/e	(WSP)'	<Ka/e.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Kris/na

(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie

Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler

<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate
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<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)

<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bfd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David

(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)

<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Sco\	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'

<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informa/on	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp

<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Ka/e	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bfd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)

<bethanyh@bfd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informa/on	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)

<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Scho\-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily

<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;

jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	sco\.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.ac/va/on@snoco.org;

sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Sea\le

 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is

able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa/on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa/on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

Direct:	360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Advisory:_COVID-19_Best_Practices
April 19, 2020 at 4:11 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 
 
 
 
April 19, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Best Practices
FEMA and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are collecting and sharing
best practices and lessons learned from the whole-of-America response to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.  The best practices are intended to help medical practitioners, emergency
managers, and other critical stakeholders learn from each other’s approaches and apply solutions
to current response and recovery operations.
 
The  FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page provides a one-stop shop to
explore best practices and lessons learned across all levels of government, private sector, academic
institutions, professional associations, and other organizations.  HHS has a comprehensive Novel
Coronavirus Resources page that highlights technical resources and information for the medical
community and emergency responders. 
 
Best practices are organized around five themes:

·          Helping People, which includes best practices on topics such as crisis counseling
resources and anticipating and attending to civil rights;

·          Government Operations best practices such as public information and continuity of
operations considerations;

·          Private Sector and Infrastructure, which includes best practices for commercial
trucking and food stores;

·          Recovery Planning and Implementation, to include the newly released FEMA Disaster
Financial Management Guide and economic recovery considerations; and

·          Medical Supplies and Equipment, including best practices for the preservation of
personal protective equipment while ensuring workers are protected.

 
Please visit www.coronavirus.gov for current health-related guidance and information on COVID-
19. 
 
Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on
FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
 
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
 
FEMA Mission
 
To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Guidance_--_State,_Local,_and_Triba l_Governments_for_the_Coronavirus_Relief_Fund
April 22, 2020 at 7:45 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the below announcement from the White House Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs regarding Treasury's release of CARES Act guidance for State, Local, and Tribal
Governments.

Today, Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin released guidance for State, Local, and
Tribal Governments regarding the Coronavirus Relief Fund (Section 5001 of the CARES
Act).

As stated by the legislation signed by President Trump on March 27, the use of funds
“are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19).” The guidance document (here) and
frequently asked questions (here) provide, in detail, examples of eligible and ineligible
expenditures of the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.  You can find additional
information about Assistance to State and local governments here.

We will continue to share all relevant information as it becomes available.

Thank you,

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs   

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act (CARES). The $2.2 trillion economic relief package provides American families,
healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
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through this challenging time. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, enacted last month. State/Local/Tribal provisions include:

$150 billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be
allocated primarily by a State’s population with each State receiving at least $1.25
billion.

$340 billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the
coronavirus outbreak.

$500 billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U.S. Treasury to support
eligible businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a
result of COVID-19.

$100 billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost
revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID-19.

$3.5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers,
first responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Read more here: President Donald J. Trump Is Providing Economic
Relief to American Workers, Families, and Businesses Impacted by the
Coronavirus
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 25, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

During the April 24 White House Press Briefing, Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced that the FDA had approved the
first COVID-19 home collection test kit.
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The FDA continues to facilitate test development to ensure access to accurate
diagnostics, working with over 350 test developers and authorizing 63 types of
tests to date. 

On April 24, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program and Health
Care Enhancement Act to replenish the Small Business Administration’s small
business loan program while also providing crucial support for America’s frontline
medical workers.

The act provides $320 billion in additional funding for the Paycheck Protection
Program, along with $75 billion for hospitals and healthcare providers to fight
coronavirus and $25 billion for ongoing testing across the country.
The Paycheck Protection Program processed nearly $350 billion in loans to 1.6
million small businesses from funding provided in the CARES Act.  More than
4,900 lending institutions participated in making these SBA-backed loans.

As of April 24, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.5 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.8 million surgical gowns, 779.1 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
Michigan's Request for a Major Disaster Declaration (IA, PA, & HM)
March 26, 2020 at 4:15 PM EDT
To: William Kirkland, Crozer, William (who.eop.gov), SHORT, CHERIE, Harper, Jay
Cc:  Peterson, Mark J, FEMA-IGA

Good Afternoon,
 
Please find attached Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s request for an expedited major disaster
declaration for the State of Michigan as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic beginning on January
31, 2020, and continuing.
 
The Governor is specifically requesting the Individual Assistance (all programs) statewide; debris
removal and emergency protective measures (Categories A and B), including direct Federal
assistance, under the Public Assistance program statewide; and Hazard Mitigation statewide. 
 
For your reference, I have also attached a comprehensive Stafford Act Declaration Process Fact
Sheet.
 
We will notify you as soon as a determination is made.  Should you have any questions, please
contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
at (202) 646-3444.
 
Respectfully,
	
Jacob	Spell
Intergovernmental Affairs Specialist |	Congressional	and	Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division	|	Office
of	External	Affairs
Mobile: (540) 326-1936
jacob.spell@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Offers_Ways_for_Private_Sector_to_Help_Fight_COVID-19
March 27, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
 
Under the White House Coronavirus Task Force’s direction, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners continue to work closely with state, local, tribal and territorial governments in
executing a whole-of-government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. The outpouring of support from the private sector to provide medical supplies
and equipment has been tremendous. To help us match the many offers of assistance to the
right place, at the right time, and in the right quantity, we ask for your help in ensuring
partners know how to connect.   
 
To sell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please submit a price
quote under the COVID-19 PPE and Medical Supplies Request for Quotation. Full details
can be found in the solicitation (Updated Notice ID 70FA2020R00000011). This
solicitation requires registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) in order to
be considered for award, pursuant to applicable regulations and guidelines. Registration
information can be found at www.sam.gov. Registration must be “ACTIVE” at the time of
award. 
 
If you have medical supplies or equipment to donate, please provide us details on what
you are offering through our online medical supplies and equipment form at
https://www.fema.gov/covid19offers.
 
If you are interested in doing business with FEMA and supporting the response to
COVID-19 with your company’s non-medical goods and/or services, please submit your
inquiry to the Department of Homeland Security’s Procurement Action Innovative
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Response (PAIR) team at DHSIndustryLiaison@hq.dhs.gov.
 
In addition to these avenues to help, licensed healthcare professionals that want to
volunteer can get information on eligibility, view credential levels by clinical competency
and register with the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer Health
Professionals in their state. 
 
If you are a hospital or healthcare provider in need of medical supplies, please contact your
state, local, tribal or territory department of public health and/or emergency management
agency. Any needs that cannot be met by the state or tribe are then sent to the respective
FEMA regional office who are coordinating requirements through the FEMA National
Response Coordination Center. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and
Human Services and other federal agencies to fulfill requests and ship supplies as quickly
as possible. 
 
Additional ways to help can be found at www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help. 
 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Interim_Guidance_for_Implementing_Safety _Practices_for_Critical_Infrastructure_W
orkers_Who_May_Have_Had_Exposure_to_a_Pe rson_with_Suspected_or_Confirmed_COVID-19
April 09, 2020 at 11:11 AM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the update below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers
who may have been exposed to COVID-19.
 

 
 
 
April 9, 2020
 

CISA Update
 
Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to COVID-19
 
Partners, 
  
Please find below an important update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regarding the
continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers who
may have been exposed to COVID-19. These two important informational products include
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers
Who May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19 and a
quick reference of the Do’s and Don’ts for employers and employees related to COVID-19
exposures.
 
While the Interim Guidance specifically calls attention to critical infrastructure workers
serving in the specific capacities and functions, as below, the guidance can apply to all
critical infrastructure workers with the exception of Healthcare Providers who are covered
under separate guidance.
 

Federal, state, & local law enforcement
911 call center employees
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Fusion Center employees
Hazardous material responders from the government and the private sector
Janitorial staff and other custodial staff
Workers – including contracted vendors – in food and agriculture, critical
manufacturing, informational technology, transportation, energy and government
facilities

 
Employers should implement the recommendations in the Interim Guidance for Businesses
and Employers, to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019, to help prevent and
slow the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
 
Please continue to monitor the CDC website for the most current medical guidance.
 
 

# # #

CDC_CISA_Flyer_Essential_Critical_Workers_Dos_and_Donts_COVID19.pdf
CDC_CISA_Interim_Guidance_Critical_Workers_Safety_Practices_COVID19.pdf
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 5, 2020)
April 05, 2020 at 2:31 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA	ADVISORY	–	APRIL	5,	2020																																			

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator
Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance;
Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

§  Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole-of-
America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.

§  The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

§  On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.

¨  The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

¨  On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face coverings in
community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by people are infected and
do not know it.

¨  For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you
think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

§  HHS will be providing state, territory and tribal Public Health departments with a one-time
shipment of Abbott COVID-19 rapid tests.

¨   Shipments are expected to arrive at the 70 identified locations by April.
¨  The tests allow for immediate, on-site testing at the point-of-care.

§  FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in
various locations across the U.S.

¨  FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first flight landed
Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

¨  Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los Angeles on April
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1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has more flights scheduled and is
adding more daily.

¨  Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include gloves, gowns,
goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have detailed visibility on the
amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

¨  Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not indicators
that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies are national supplies
and will be distributed to hot spots and through the vendors regular supply chain to
locations across the country.

¨  Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors in areas of
greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S. supply chain.

§  Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted a
process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are shipped to the states in
the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which includes
9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the Department of
Defense.

¨  DOD will deliver 300 ventilators from its supply to New Jersey today, April 5.
§  As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile to

Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150), Illinois (450),
Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon
(140) and Washington (500).

¨  Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a Public
Health strike team and an additional 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal
Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 30 ventilators for Guam; an additional 200
ventilators for Louisiana; an additional 200 ventilators to New Jersey; and 100
ventilators for Massachusetts.

§  Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-
Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Mission
To help people before, during and after disasters.
	

	



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Launches_Web_Portal_and_Begins_Disbursement_of_
CARES_Act_Funding_to_State,_Local,_and_Tribal_Governments
April 13, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
	
Today, April 13, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released eligibility guidance for CARES
Act funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments. Below, please find additional information.
Note that additional guidance on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be
posted as it becomes available.
 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 

 
U.S. Department of the Treasury: The CARES Act

Provides Assistance for State and Local
Governments

 
April 13, 2020

 
Through the Coronavirus Relief Fund, the CARES Act provides for payments to State, Local,
and Tribal governments navigating the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak.
 
The CARES Act established the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.
 
Treasury will make payments from the Fund to States and eligible units of local government;
the District of Columbia and U.S. Territories (the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United
States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands); and Tribal governments (collectively “governments”).
 
The CARES Act requires that the payments from the Coronavirus Relief Fund only be used to
cover expenses that—

(1) are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect
to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19);
(2) were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020
(the date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the State or government; and
(3) were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.

 
Additional information on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Amounts paid to States, the District of Columbia, U.S. Territories, and eligible units of local
government are based on population as provided in the CARES Act.  The CARES Act directs
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Treasury to use U.S. Census Bureau data for the most recent year for which data is available. 
The amount of payments made to each State will be reduced by the aggregate amount of
payments that will be disbursed to eligible local governments within such State that have
provided the required certifications to Treasury.  Additional information on these points can be
accessed below.
 
A unit of local government eligible for receipt of direct payment includes a county, municipality,
town, township, village, parish, borough, or other unit of general government below the State
level with a population that exceeds 500,000.  Eligible local governments must submit the
certification required by the CARES Act to Treasury by the deadline set forth below in order to
receive payment. 
 
Payments to Tribal Governments are to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury in
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and Indian Tribes.  Although that consultation
has not yet concluded, certain data is requested of Tribal governments at this time to assist in
this determination.  Additional information on payments to Tribal governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Governments eligible for payments must provide payment information and required supporting
documentation through the electronic form accessible below.  To ensure payments are made
within the 30 day period specified by the CARES Act, governments must submit completed
payment materials not later than 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020.  Eligible local and Tribal
governments that do not provide required information—and in the case of a local government,
the required certification—by 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020, may not receive any payment
from the Fund. 

Data sources and the distribution methodology for units of local government (more
here). 
Listing of eligible units of local government (more here). 
Eligible Units: Submission Required for Receipt of Coronavirus Relief Fund Payments
(more here).
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 12, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200412 FINAL.pdf
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Davidson, Lisa
Initial Planning Meeting: WA Isolation and Quarantine Support Resource Request
To: Davidson, Lisa, Manner, Timothy, Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Giles, Terri, Abel, Bethny, Granum, Nicolas, Stanley, Trevor, Miller, Clayton, Bicanovsky, David, Holt, Brett, Fordice, Justin, Douglas
W (MIL), Linares-Hengen, Travis (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), kandi.petorak@gsa.gov, Cockrill, Jennifer (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Smart, John (DOHi), Riedy, Michael J - APHIS
Cc:  Keller, Charissa, Brockett, Michael, Goudreau, Laura, McClain, Stacey (MIL), Dance, Rebecca, john.fitzgibbon@gsa.gov, Everson, Suzanne (ACF), Weber, Douglas T
NWS, John.K.Leighow@usace.army.mil, Thomas.M.Brady@usace.army.mil, Williams, Roger D Jr CIV USARMY CENWS (USA), Jones, Sidney T III CIV USARMY CENWS
(USA), Bailey, Danielle, Chang, Chia Pei J (Jennifer) CIV USARMY CENWD (USA), Parker, Angela M, Prediger, G Brian CIV USARMY CEHNC (USA)

Added additional document that consolidated the line items.

State and Federal Partners,

The attached RRF has routed from HHS to FEMA for action. The request is for facilities and wraparound services assessment (quarantine) and recovery
(isolation) centers.

This call/meeting is intended to bring our Federal and State partners together to talk about potential courses of action for fulfilling this request.

Please review the attached and be prepared with your questions and information on your program/agencies capability, requirements, and time lines to
support this request.

Thank you,

Lisa Davidson

Acting Division Director

FEMA Region X | Recovery

( (425) 487- 4628 , desk

( (202) 615-7465, cell

* HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov" lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region X is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and
employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact me at least five working days in advance at (425) 487-4628 or Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.

mailto:kandi.petorak@gsa.gov
mailto:john.fitzgibbon@gsa.gov
mailto:John.K.Leighow@usace.army.mil
mailto:Thomas.M.Brady@usace.army.mil
mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov


Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
preferred sites for isolation centers
To: Biermann, Jason, Kurt Hardin, Gillespie Amy, Kaplan, Alysha
Cc:  Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Furze, Michael (COM), doh-
ic3@doh.wa.gov, McGill, Jason T (HCA), Davidson, Lisa, Covington, Bob (DES), Roberts, Shawn A (DOH)

Good	morning,

	

		As	the	Unified	Area	Command	and	federal	agencies	move	forward	on	isola9on	facili9es	as	part	of	a

broader	alternate	care	site	model,	it	is	cri9cal	that	we	recognize	the	work	already	done	at	the	local

government	level.	Each	of	coun9es	expressed	concern	about	making	sure	any	effort	done	at	the	state

and	federal	level	is	well	coordinated	and	supports	.	Please	send	your	preferred	isola9on	sites	along	with

the	level	of	coordina9on	already	completed	so	that		the	team	working	on	this	at	the	state	level	can	work

closely	with	you	about	securing	facili9es.			From	our	perspec9ve	these	are	the	site	requirements	we	are

looking	at:

	

	

-          Loca9ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouJlow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room

-          Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola9on

o   Select	rooms	with	individual	ven9la9on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula9ng	air

o   If	recircula9on	of	air	from	isola9ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters

should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.

o   If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven9la9on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and

intake	will	minimize	cross	contamina9on,

-          Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal

-          Access	and	func9onal	needs

-          Space	considera9ons	for	staff

o   PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.

o   Space	for	light	nursing	care

o   Administra9ve	space	for	medical	records	processing

o   Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili9es.

o   Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

-          Site	safety	and	security	considera9ons

-          Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support	areas

-          Mental	health	support	areas

	

	

	

JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782

www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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https://medium.com/wagovernor
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Continue_Providing_R esources_for_COVID-19_Response_Efforts
March 25, 2020 at 12:56 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 25, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19
Response Efforts
 
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, more
than 9,000 National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response
efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjUuMTkyNzk1MDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi93cC1jb250ZW50L3VwbG9hZHMvMjAyMC8wMy8wMy4xNi4yMF9jb3JvbmF2aXJ1cy1ndWlkYW5jZV84LjV4MTFfMzE1UE0ucGRmIn0.In_B-afW3XD_tOUR5SroiRK9S1obgELp3eCwMMxs1pE/br/76592075021-l


On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington, California, Iowa and Louisiana were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
11 states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition, 5 states have issued
partial or localized orders.
 
Medical supplies are en route to states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns,
face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington, New
York and California. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24
hours. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff and is expected to arrive by March 27. The U.S. Navy
hospital ship Comfort is scheduled to arrive in New York on April 7. FEMA issued a $350
million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector,
and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.25.20.pdf
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DOH-LOFR (DOH)
Canceled: Multi-Agency Coordination Meeting
March 25, 2020 at 12:34 PM EDT
To: Guse, Vicki (DOHi), Woodbury, Brady (DOHi), Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Brastad, Andy (DOHi), Melnick, Alan (DOHi), Lanman, Martha (DOHi), Adkinson, Theresa (DOHi), Holden, Karolyn (DOHi)
(DOH), West, Tracy M, Lyles, Lauren F (DOH), De Leon, Renee Sasha (DOH), Fischer2, Vivianne (DOHi), H Pickernell, Walker, Denise (DOHi), Eaton, Meghan (DOHi), Bray, Cal (DOHi), Ball, Alison 
(DOHi), Nelson, Charlene (DOHi), Zillett Harris, Kim (DOHi), Christen, Janice (DOHi), LaClair, Denise (DOHi), Carrington, Perry (DOHi), Peone, Ricki (DOHi), Samuels, Ron (DOHi), Martinez, Marcus 
(DOHi), James, Frank (DOHi), Leibrand, Howard (DOHi), Stern, Greg (DOHi), Everson, Teresa (DOHi), Hull, Timothy W. (DOC), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), Kling, Barry (DOHi), placidoe@co.cowlitz.wa.us
(DOHi), hcc@srhd.org, nancyr@uw.edu, Ldwhed1@gmail.com, annplotnick@gmail.com, sharpeinsur@hotmail.com, indigloholisticmassage@gmail.com, Dr.ahdut@gmail.com, dr.aschtgen@seattlend.com
nsn.org, melvinjohn.ashue@hohtribe-nsn.org, tahnee.hudson@hohtribe-nsn.org, rosetta.hernandez@hohtribe-nsn.org, derek.benally@hohtribe-nsn.org, walter.ward-bos.v@hohtribe-nsn.org, phil.riebe@hohtribe-nsn.org
Shawn, jadair@stillaguamish.com, twright@stillaguamish.com, clucas@stillaguamish.com, amosalsky@stillaguamish.com, jnorman@stillaguamish.com, lforsman@suquamish.nsn.us, ashogren@suquamish.nsn.us
, mgr@bces.wa.gov, mmoen@co.kitsap.wa.us, jim.heishman@piercecountywa.gov, ecc.kc@kingcounty.gov, jason.clapp@co.yakima.wa.us, gbozarth@spokanecounty.org, em@co.okanogan.wa.us
harbor.wa.us, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, dgregg@grantcountywa.gov, dhyer@co.garfield.wa.us, jhanes@co.franklin.wa.us, clee@co.franklin.wa.us, fc-ecc@co.franklin.wa.us, riskmgmt@co.ferry.wa.us
walla.wa.us, wcso911@co.wahkiakum.wa.us, countydemdutyofficer@spokanecounty.org, dem@snoco.org, dem@sanjuandem.net, pceoc@piercecountywa.gov, oem@co.yakima.wa.us, ecc@grantcountywa.gov
, seattle-eoc@seattle.gov, eoc@rentonwa.gov, phooper@redmond.gov, tfsmith@redmond.gov, scotte@ci.puyallup.wa.us, khofmann@ci.puyallup.wa.us, blarson@snoqualmiewa.gov, pphipps@ci.snoqualmie.wa.us
wa.gov, pfisher@cityoffife.org, hkim@cityoffife.org, eoc@ci.snoqualmie.wa.us, cbadger@cityoflakewood.us, cnielsen@cityofcentralia.com, CMayer@bellevuewa.gov, jthorson@auburnwa.gov, kentoem@pugetsoundfire.org
, cmay@suquamish.nsn.us, frankm@spokanetribe.com, Larry.burtness@quileutenation.org, domingoa@pgst.nsn.us, iyall.tom@nisqually-nsn.gov, rebeccam@nezperce.org, jwheaton@nezperce.org
tmcmichael@kingcounty.gov, PGV4@cdc.gov, Hayes, Laura (ECY), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Katims, Casey (GOV), Lane, Russ (DNR), Baez, Gabe (DNR), Bogart, Michelle (DCYF), Thompson, Robin (OFM)
Cc:  McClain, Stacey (MIL), Capestany, Adolfo (DSHS/OOS), West, Norah (DSHS/OOS), Von Holtz, Kelly (DSHS/OOS), Petrich, Don (DSHS/FFA), Segura, Serena (DSHS/FFA), Soldier, Robert (DSHS/FFA)
Kathleen / Legislature (DOHi), Needham, Mich'l, Sanne, Tiffani, Fotinos, Charissa (HCA), Chen, Christopher P (HCA), Transue, Emily R (HCA), Dean, Jessie M. (HCA), Mendoza, Lucilla (HCA), Nachand, Lena R. (HCA)
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
FW: Public info ad campaign options
March 20, 2020 at 9:14 AM EDT
To: Postman, David (GOV), Wicker, Kelly (GOV), Wiesman, John (DOH), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), Daugherty, Bret D.
(MIL), Birch, Sue (HCA), Strange, Cheryl (DSHS/OOS), Schumacher, David (OFM), Brown, Lisa (COM), Liu, Chris
(DES), Sinclair, Stephen D. (DOC), chris.reykdal@k12.wa.us, McClain, Stacey
(MIL), laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov, Michael_F._O’Hare_(Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs. gov)

	
Please	see	below	and	a,ached	for	Jaime’s	plan	for	an	outreach	campaign.
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
	
	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	7:54	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op\ons
	
Good	evening,	Robert	–
My	notes	about	who	else	to	send	this	info	to	is	at	my	JIC	desk,	unfortunately,	so	I’m	just	sending	to	you
for	now.
	
A,ached	are	two	documents.
	
The	word	document	is	the	ini\al	drab	of	what	the	campaign	might	look	like.	It’s	drab	and	was	created
prior	to	gecng	a	budget	put	together	so	our	ul\mate	campaign	may	not	include	all	the	elements	but	it
gives	you	a	sense	of	the	messaging	and	targe\ng.
	
The	excel	sheet	details	four	op\ons	for	the	team’s	considera\on.	We		highly	recommend	the	third	or
fourth	op\ons	because	they	ensure	the	most	impressions	and	because	we	an\cipate	needing	to
communicate	to	seniors	and	the	public	over	the	next	several	weeks.	We	do	not	recommend	inves\ng
heavily	in	radio	because	as	more	people	choose	to	stay	home,	TV	is	overcoming	radio.	Some	of	these
costs	could	come	down	if	we’re	able	to	get	networks	to	donate	air	\me.

$100k	campaign	=	two-weeks	of	digital	and	mul\cultural	adver\sing
	$250k	campaign	=	three	weeks	of	digital,	online	news	and	mul\cultural	adver\sing
$500k	8-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	cable	and	local	news	adver\sing
$1M	10-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	expanded	TV	adver\sing	and	some	rural	radio

	
These	es\mates	do	not	include	some	of	the	digital	and	social	media	we	will	do	in-house	and	amplify
through	an	extensive	network	of	partners	who	have	agreed	to	help	amplify	messaging	through	their
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own	social	media,	newsle,ers,	etc.	Here	are	the	partners	who	have	commi,ed	to	helping	communicate
to	their	members	and	networks:
	
State	Ombuds
State	Council	on	Aging
Adult	Family	Home	Council
Washington	Health	Care	Associa\on	(Assisted	Living	and	NF	associa\ons)
Re\red	Public	Employees	of	WA
Mobile	Home	Parks	Associa\ons
W4A
Alzheimers	Associa\on
AARP
ARCORA	(delta	dental)
Catholic	Community	Services
Senior	Services	for	South	Sound
Columbia	Legal	Services
Disability	Rights	WA
Hearing	Loss	Associa\on
Keiser	Permanente
Home	Care	Associa\ons	of	WA
Elder	Law
Washington	Associa\on	of	Professional	Guardians
Washington	State	Associa\ons	of	Senior	Centers
Washington	State	Hospice	and	Pallia\ve	Care	Organiza\on
	
Happy	to	answer	ques\ons.	I	have	addi\onal	back-up	documenta\on	from	the	marke\ng	firm	HCA
contracts	with	that	put	the	numbers	together	but	it’s	not	helpful	for	purposes	of	decision-making.	If	we
decide	to	pursue	one	of	these	op\ons,	HCA	and	DOH	can	compile	a	detailed	outline	of	the	budget	+
deliverables.
	
Jaime	Smith
Office	of	the	Governor	|	COVID-19	Joint	Informa\on	Center	Director
253.334.5670	cell
	
	



Austin, JT (GOV)
FOOD SECURITY Coordination Team conference call / twice weekly check-in
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick, Judy, Yoshi
Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, Smith, Carol (SCC), Halpern, Alison (SCC)
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Coordination call to establish information sharing and reporting across all lines of effort currently
working on food security and food supply chain issues.

JT

JT Austin (she/her/hers)

COVID-19 Food Security & Hunger Relief Response Senior Policy Advisor – Natural Resources |
Office of Governor Jay Inslee Policy Office | Cell: 360-628-7440 www.governor.wa.gov |
jt.austin@gov.wa.gov 

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.

COVID-19 FOOD SECURITY, HUNGER RELIEF AND AGRICULTURE –
https://www.fns.usda.gov/disaster/pandemic/covid-19

LATEST COVID-19 UPDATES & RESOURCES: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/     
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Brehmer, Savannah
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
March 28, 2020 at 1:52 PM EDT
To: Holman, Sam (GOV)

Thanks	so	much	Sam.
	
Do	you	know	who	would	be	the	right	POC	to	talk	to	KIRO	to	get	footage	from	the	event?
	
Savannah.Brehmer@FEMA.DHS.gov
External	Affairs	â€“	FEMA	Region	10
425-219-1206
	
From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	28,	2020	10:28	AM
To:	FEMA-R10-NewsDesk	<fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Fwd:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	to	join	federal	and	local	leaders	at	Century	Link	Events	Center,	site	of	new	field	hospital.
	
Advisory	that	went	out.
	
Note:	They	did	not	include	a	call	in	number	for	press,	only	the	WebEx	link.
	
Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Inslee
360-790-4823
sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
	
	

Begin	forwarded	message:
	
From: "Gov. Inslee Press Updates" <press@updates.gov.wa.gov>
Subject: ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at Century Link Events Center, site of new field hospital.
Date: March 28, 2020 at 10:19:26 AM PDT
To: sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
Reply-To: press@updates.gov.wa.gov
	

At 1:30 pm today

	
Trouble viewing this email? View this in your browser.

March 28, 2020
Ernesto Apreza, Office of Mayor Jenny Durkan  
Tara Lee, Office of Gov. Jay Inslee 

ADVISORY: Inslee to join federal and local leaders at
Century Link Events Center, site of new field
hospital

Gov. Jay Inslee will join Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan, King County Executive Dow
Constantine, FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike Oâ€™Hare and Brigadier
General Doug Cherry today to discuss deployment of a new field hospital at CenturyLink Field
Event Center.
The field hospital will include 300 soldiers from the 627th Army Hospital at Fort Carson, Colorado
who have deployed to Seattle to staff the hospital, which is expected to create at least 150
hospital beds for non-COVID-19 cases. 
Saturday, March 28
1:30 PM - State, local and federal leaders at site of new field hospital
Location: CenturyLink Field Event Center, 800 Occidental Ave S., Seattle
*Please note: in order to accommodate social distancing, the Seattle Mayor's office has decided
that Seattle Times will serve as the print pool and KIRO will serve as the TV pool.  
Other reporters can attend via WebEx. It will also be streamed live on Seattle Channel. 
*Mayor Durkan's office is handling logistics for the event, media questions should be
directed to: Ernesto.Apreza@seattle.gov. 
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDYsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjguMTk0NDU1MTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mbGlja3IuY29tL3Bob3Rvcy9nb3ZpbnNsZWUvP3V0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX3NvdXJjZT1nb3ZkZWxpdmVyeSJ9.BhEukvjaL5_S2d9g-HDX7wkM1bKGTR-yoFQZ7MACPK8/br/76761401952-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDcsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjguMTk0NDU1MTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL21lZGl1bS5jb20vd2Fnb3Zlcm5vcj91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkifQ.FNs-VfBTSqR7AhbfBI4C4PcIej0VTJ3WDjGvV85IK7g/br/76761401952-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDgsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjguMTk0NDU1MTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3B1YmxpYy5nb3ZkZWxpdmVyeS5jb20vYWNjb3VudHMvV0FHT1Yvc3Vic2NyaWJlci9lZGl0P3ByZWZlcmVuY2VzPXRydWUjdGFiMSJ9.uQJUcLBhO2hrVlTM_VItFBxSh1bXApNjHeFLTDK4VEI/br/76761401952-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDksInF1ZXJ5X3BhcmFtcyI6WyJ2ZXJpZmljYXRpb24iLCJkZXN0aW5hdGlvbiJdLCJ1cmkiOiJicDI6Y2xpY2siLCJidWxsZXRpbl9pZCI6IjIwMjAwMzI4LjE5NDQ1NTExIiwidXJsIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly9wdWJsaWMuZ292ZGVsaXZlcnkuY29tL2FjY291bnRzL1dBR09WL3N1YnNjcmliZXIvb25lX2NsaWNrX3Vuc3Vic2NyaWJlIn0.bCLf89XKdFFdC6UuaV4DMCy-c0TzsWU_UVTXEzLgApI/br/76761401952-l?verification=5.d573a61922a654884b58d7070297c523&destination=sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMTAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDAzMjguMTk0NDU1MTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3N1YnNjcmliZXJoZWxwLmdvdmRlbGl2ZXJ5LmNvbS8ifQ.Q0E-MrKwnu9G7-qrZQJ4xJKTW70Ti3JK3k2lSEonpYg/br/76761401952-l


Holt, Brett
FEMA Region 10 Private Sector COVID-19 Update for April 17
April 17, 2020 at 12:50 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA	REGION	10	PRIVATE	SECTOR	COVID-19	UPDATE
APRIL	17,	2020

	
Good	Morning	Region	10	Partners
	
The	FEMA	Na=onal	Business	Emergency	Opera=ons	Center	(NBEOC)	call	will	be	today	at	12pm	PST.	Details	below.
We	provided	addi=onal	informa=on	about	the	PPE	Exchange	Dashboard.	The	FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	page	is
updated.	I	recommend	you	visit	for	News	Releases,	Media	Gallery,	Rumors,	FAQ,	How	to	Help,	and	Best	Prac=ces.
	
Con=nue	to	contact	me	for	ques=ons,	comments,	or	be	added	to	the	distribu=on	list.	Feel	free	to	distribute.
	
Updates	noted	in	blue.
	

PPE	Exchange

The	Private	Sector	PPE	Exchange	Dashboard	is	now	live.
	
The	PPE	Exchange	is	a	simple	to	use	Dashboard	to	connect	private	sector	sellers	with	private	sector	buyers.	The
users	enter	their	own	informa=on	and	update	as	needed.
	
PPE	(focus	is	on	these	products)

N95	Masks
Surgical	Masks
Non-surgical	Masks
Gloves
Gowns
Boo=es

	
It's	Simple	to	Connect

1.	 Log-in	with	your	name	and	company	on	the	dashboard
2.	 Follow	instruc=ons	on	comple=ng	either	the	need	or	sell	sec=on.
3.	 Contact	individuals	via	their	provided	contact	informa=on.
4.	 When	you	log	out	of	the	Dashboard,	your	informa=on	remains,	but	no	one	can	connect	with	you	in	the

Dashboard.	Providing	your	contact	informa=on	is	important.
	
This	dashboard	is	not	for	government	contrac=ng.

 
Trends	and	Analysis

National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) Snapshot (see attached)

mailto:Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange/
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange


The NBEOC produces a daily Snapshot on business and industry domestic supply chains. You can find these
each morning on the NBEOC Dashboard in the ‘Snapshot’ pod. I attached today’s Snapshot for your review.
 
Key	Highlights

It	is	es=mated	that	jobless	claims	for	the	week	ending	April	11th	could	pass	5.5	million.
The	consensus	es=mate	would	bring	total	filings	for	unemployment	to	more	than	22	million	over	four
weeks	which	would	push	the	unemployment	rate	up	to	17%
Analysts	suggest	that	unemployment	could	exceed	32.1%	in	the	second	quarter	with	Gross	Domes=c
Product	expected	to	drop	by	30-50%.
US	economy	will	have	erased	all	the	jobs	created	since	the	2008-2009	recession.
Employee	absenteeism	is	growing	at	cri=cal	supply	chain	nodes	and	grocery	retail	loca=ons.
Measures	taken	by	the	grocery	industry	to	mi=gate	virus	transmission	within	the	supply	chain	are
contribu=ng	to	reduced	demand	velocity	and	some	transporta=on	delays.

 
Google	Mobility	Reports

•           Google	is	producing	Public	Community	Mobility	Reports.		The	reports	chart	movement	trends	over	=me
across	the	US	and	the	world,	so	you	can	see	how	movement	has	changed	at	retail,	parks,	workplaces,
grocery	stores	and	the	like	in	your	state	during	the	pandemic;	down	in	some	instances	to	the	county
level.	Below	are	links	to	current	reports	for	Region	10	states	(unsure	on	frequency	of	change).
•           Alaska	(updated	4/5)
•           Idaho	(updated	4/5)
•           Oregon	(updated	4/5)
•           Washington	(updated	4/5)

	

Alaska
Private	Sector	Lead
Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	&	Emergency	Management

Tom	Koloski,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	III,	thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
James	Benzschawel,	Emergency	Management	Specialist	II,	james.benzschawel@alaska.gov

	
Alaska	COVID	InformaWon

Alaska	COVID-19	(updated)
	
Alaska	Major	Disaster	DeclaraWon

English
	

Governor	of	Alaska	Health	Mandates
Visit	this	page	for	the	latest	on	restric=on	in	Alaska.
List	of	Cri=cal	Infrastructure	Workforce	–	updated	10	April	(see	ajachment)
Alaska	Cri=cal	Industries	COVID-19	Community/Workforce	Protec=ve	Plans	–	change	in	nomenclature.
Previously	known	as	“Worker	Mi=ga=on	Plans”;	Instruc=ons	for	developing	plans	posted	last	week.	Posted
to	linked	website.

	
Alaska	COVID-19	Response	Fund

The	fund	supports	nonprofits	that	provide	cri=cal	services	to	communi=es	and	individuals	throughout
Alaska	whose	lives	have	been	devasta=ngly	impacted	by	recent	events.

 
Idaho

Private	Sector	Lead
Idaho	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Jon	Hanian,	Public-Private	Partnerships	Program	Manager,	jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
	

Idaho	COVID	InformaWon
Idaho	COVID-19
Idaho	Covid-19	Current	StaWsWcs

	
Idaho	Major	Disaster	DeclaraWon

English
Spanish

	
Idaho	Stay	at	Home	InformaWon	(updated)

https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-05_US_Alaska_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-05_US_Idaho_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-05_US_Oregon_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
https://www.gstatic.com/covid19/mobility/2020-04-05_US_Washington_Mobility_Report_en.pdf
mailto:thomas.koloski@alaska.gov
mailto:james.benzschawel@alaska.gov
https://covid19.alaska.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/09/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-state-alaska
https://gov.alaska.gov/home/covid19-healthmandates/
https://gov.alaska.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/03232020-COVID-19-Health-Mandate-010-Attachment-A.pdf
https://ready.alaska.gov/Covid19-WorkerMitigationPlan
https://alaskacf.org/blog/grants/alaska-covid-19-response-fund-rapid-response-grants/
mailto:jhanian@imd.idaho.gov
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/
https://public.tableau.com/profile/idaho.division.of.public.health%23!/vizhome/DPHIdahoCOVID-19Dashboard_V2/Story1
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/09/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-state-idaho
https://www.fema.gov/node/359195


Amended	Statewide	Stay-at-Home	Order
Addi=onal	Guidance	on	Statewide	Stay-at-Home	Order
FAQ
Essen=al	Services

	
Idaho	Offers	of	PPE	and	other	Products

State	website
	
Idaho	PPE	Exchange

The	site	connects	local	Idaho	companies	with	local	Idaho	needs.
	
Idaho	Lenders	AssisWng	Small	Businesses

Idaho lenders now processing Paycheck Protection Program applications from small businesses
	
Unemployment	issues	related	to	COVID	19

Idaho	Department	of	Labor
	
Governor’s	Working	Group	on	COVID	19

hjps://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/
 

Oregon
Private	Sector	Lead
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management

Sonya	McCormick,	Public-Private	Partnership	Manager,	sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
	

Oregon	COVID	InformaWon
Oregon	Health	Authority	COVID
Oregon	Office	of	Emergency	Management	COVID	Dashboard
Business	Oregon		

	
Oregon	Major	Disaster	DeclaraWon

English
Spanish

	
Oregon	Shelter	in	Place	ExecuWve	Order

Execu=ve	Order	(updated	link)
	
Oregon	Offers	of	PPE,	DonaWons

Dona=ons	and	PPE	sales	in	Oregon
	

Oregon	Hotel	Survey
The	purpose	of	this	survey	is	to	collect	informa=on	from	facili=es	that	have	expressed	interest	in	providing
hotel	and	housing	services	to	the	public	during	the	COVID-19	emergency	in	Oregon.

	

Washington
Private	Sector	Lead
Washington	Emergency	Management	Division

Taylor	Hennessee,	Private	Sector	-	Infrastructure	Program	Manager,	Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
	
Washington	COVID	InformaWon

Washington	COVID-19
	
Washington	Major	Disaster	DeclaraWon

English
Spanish

	
Washington	Shelter	in	Place

Governor	Inslee	Execu=ve	Order
List	of	Cri=cal	Industries

	

Washington	Offers	of	PPE	and	DonaWons

https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/04/amended-statewide-stay-home-order_041520.pdf
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/additional-guidance-statewide-stay-home-order/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/frequently-asked-questions-on-statewide-stay-home-order/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/essential-services/
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/how-to-help/
https://www.idahoppeexchange.com/
https://gov.idaho.gov/pressrelease/idaho-lenders-now-processing-paycheck-protection-program-applications-from-small-businesses/
https://labor.idaho.gov/dnn
https://coronavirus.idaho.gov/governors-working-group/
mailto:sonya.mccormick@state.or.us
http://healthoregon.org/coronavirus
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/fff9f83827c5461583cd014fdf4587de
http://www.oregon4biz.com/Coronavirus-Information/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/29/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-oregon
https://www.fema.gov/node/358431
https://govstatus.egov.com/or-covid-19
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/3e02947d6e4a46559997feeac473fba6
https://arcg.is/KqnTT
mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/22/president-donald-j-trump-approves-major-disaster-declaration-washington
https://www.fema.gov/es/news-release/2020/03/22/presidente-donald-j-trump-aprueba-declaracion-de-desastre-mayor-para-el
https://medium.com/wagovernor/inslee-announces-stay-home-stay-healthy-order-4891a7511f5e
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-03/EssentialCriticalInfrastructureWorkers.pdf


Offers	of	PPE	and	dona=ons	in	Washington
IT	Offers	of	Support

	

Business	Response	Center
The	state	Economic	Resiliency	Team	(ERT)	has	started	a	Business	Response	Center	to	answer	general
business	inquiries	around	financial	help	or	other	business	assistance	during	the	COVID-19	outbreak.
Businesses	with	ques=ons	can	fill	out	a	form	on	coronavirus.wa.gov,	a	one-stop	portal	to	get	informa=on
related	to	COVID-19.

	

AssociaWon	of	Washington	Business	Weekly	Webinar	Series
All	businesses	are	welcome	to	ajend	AWB’s	weekly	COVID-19	Employer	Resources	Webinar	Series	on
Mondays.	In	addi=on,	the	ERT	has	started	a	weekly	call	on	Fridays	with	key	stakeholders	statewide	in
collabora=on	with	the	Associa=on	of	Washington	Business.

	

EssenWal	Business	Inquiries

•        If you're a worker or a business representative wanting to know if your business category can be
included in this list or you need clarification whether your business is on the list, fill out the form.

	
Business	Signage	and	Other	Messaging
In	conjunc=on	with	Washington’s	Spread	the	Facts	campaign,	Washington	has	resources	for	businesses	on	their
site	coronavirus.wa.gov:

Business	Signage	Toolkit:
“What	does	six	feet	look	like?”
Help	keep	Grocery	store	staff	and	customers	safe
“We	offer	delivery”
“We	offer	pickup”
Product	Limit	sign	
Customer	Capacity	Limit	sign	
Hand-washing	signs	for	the	public	and	food	workers	available	in	mul=ple	languages.
Coronavirus	FAQ	Infographics

Color
Grayscale

FEMA	Resources
FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	(updated)

Visit	the	FEMA	Coronavirus	Response	page	for	News	Releases,	Media	Gallery,	Rumors,	FAQ,	How	to	Help,
and	Best	Prac=ces.

	

Ready.gov
Ready.gov	provides	a	Coronavirus	Toolkit,	Business	Con=nuity	Planning,	Pandemic	informa=on,	and	more
updated	informa=on	to	prepare	your	family	and	business.

	

NaWonal	and	Regional	Calls
FEMA	NBEOC	Bi-Weekly	Calls

Calls	are	every	Monday	and	Friday
12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET
Dial-In:	1-800-619-3427	#2725748
hjps://fema.connectsolu=ons.com/nbeoc
	

CISA	ESF	14	Cross-Sector	Business	and	Infrastructure	Bi-Weekly	Calls
Calls	are	every	Tuesday	and	Thursday
12pm	PT	/	3pm	ET
Dial-In	#:	1-800-593-7177,	#7963614

	

Personal	ProtecWve	Equipment	(PPE)
PPE Exchange- Need PPE? Selling PPE?

•        This dashboard offers a place for private sector buyers and private sector sellers to connect with each
other. The focus is on PPE, as this is the important need right now. The dashboard is not for
government contracting.

 

https://coronavirus.wa.gov/how-you-can-help/personal-protective-equipment
https://stofwadeptofenterpriseservices.formstack.com/forms/covid19_it_solutions
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/2562f1caf5814c46a6bf163762263aa5
https://www.awb.org/1/?cid=741
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b848f95774d610c9708
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/business-workers/business-signage-toolkit
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Social%20Distance%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Help%20keep%20yourself%20and%20employees%20safe%20B&W.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Delivery.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20Pickup.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20product%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/COVID-19%20customer%20limit%202%20up%20fillable.pdf
https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Food/FoodWorkerandIndustry/HandWashingSigns
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-color
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts/partner-toolkit/infographics-black-and-white
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/
https://www.ready.gov/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/ppeexchange/


Distilleries Producing Hand Sanitizer and Disinfectant
Visit	the	American	Crat	Spirits	Associa=on	for	a	list	of	dis=lleries	that	are	making	hand	sani=zers	and
disinfectant	spray	products

 

Doing Business with the Federal Government
Interested	in	selling	or	donaWng	medical	supplies	to	FEMA?

Visit	our	How	To	Help	site	to	learn	more	about	selling	supplies,	dona=ng,	or	producing	a	product	related	to
the	COVID	response.	

	
GSA	Looking	for	Vendors

•       On	behalf	of	FEMA,	GSA	is	conduc=ng	market	research	to	understand	the	capabili=es	related	to	bedding,
hygiene,	DME,	office	supplies,	and	facili=es	commodi=es	related	to	the	US	Government	COVID-19
pandemic	response.	Visit	their	site	to	learn	more.

	
US	Army	Corps	of	Engineers	Looking	for	Vendors

•        Vendors	with	the	ability	to	perform	or	supply	items	1,	2	and	3	below	are	requested	to	send	capabili=es
statements	to	our	dedicated	COVID-19	Contrac=ng	mailbox:	COVIDContrac=ng@usace.army.mil.	Visit	their
site	to	learn	more.

1. "Build-out" or retrofit of existing space (arenas, convention centers, dormitories, hotels, or other
facilities) into alternate care facilities

2. Field Medical Units

3. Temporary Medical Enclosures
 

Frauds,	Scams,	and	Rumors
FEMA	Rumor	Control

The	purpose	of	this	FEMA	page	is	to	help	the	public	dis=nguish	between	rumors	and	facts	regarding	the
response	to	coronavirus	(COVID-19)	pandemic.

	
Fraud	&	Scam	ProtecWon

The	Department	of	Jus=ce	is	remaining	vigilant	in	detec=ng,	inves=ga=ng,	and	prosecu=ng	wrongdoing
related	to	the	crisis.	Find	out	how	you	can	protect	yourself	and	helpful	resources	on	DOJ’s	Coronavirus
Fraud	Preven=on	website.	The	Federal	Trade	Commission	has	also	established	a	website	with	helpful
informa=on	to	help	consumers	avoid	coronavirus-related	scams.

	
Fraudulent	COVID-19	Products

The	FDA	is	asking	people	to	report	fraudulent	products	to	FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
	
Washington	Spread	the	Facts

Rumor	control	page
	

LEP/ASL	Resources
COVID-19	Materials	in	Spanish

FEMA:	Coronavirus	page	in	Spanish	
CDC’s	website	and	communica=ons	resources	can	be	found	here	in	Spanish.

	
Alaska	MulWlingual	Resources

Resources	from	the	Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	and	Emergency	Management
	
General	Resources	to	Support	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing

Idaho	Council	for	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing
FCC	Gives	Video	Relay	Service	Providers	Flexibility	to	Hire	Addi=onal	ASL	Interpreters	During	Pandemic
Na=onal	Associa=on	for	the	Deaf
OHSU	People	with	Disabili=es	Resource	Page
Tips	focused	on	the	needs	of	deaf	and	hard	of	hearing	par=cipants	in	virtual	workplace	mee=ngs

	
ASL/CapWoned	COVID-19	EducaWonal	Videos

https://americancraftspirits.org/covid-19/distilleries-producing-hand-sanitizer-and-disinfectant/
https://www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help
https://feedback.gsa.gov/jfe/form/SV_cTGW6JMlo2iEFxz
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil
https://www.usace.army.mil/Business-With-Us/Contracting/
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Build-out/Retrofit%20of%20existing%20space
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Field%20Medical%20Units
mailto:COVIDContracting@usace.army.mil?subject=Website%20Contact%20-%20Temporary%20Medical%20Enclosures
https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control
https://www.justice.gov/coronavirus
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/features/coronavirus-scams-what-ftc-doing
mailto:FDA-COVID-19-Fraudulent-Products@fda.hhs.gov
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/spread-facts?fbclid=IwAR0Np0tOo749fyw1GY1bWEM0fOitum2edeq4yQEhO6zp-ykLkZUwDJv-2PI
https://www.fema.gov/es/coronavirus
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq-sp.html
https://covid19.alaska.gov/unified-command/multi-lingual-resources/
https://cdhh.idaho.gov/coronavirus/
https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-363518A1.pdf
https://www.nad.org/2020/03/12/coronavirus/
https://www.ohsu.edu/university-center-excellence-development-disability/covid-19-resources-people-disabilities
https://www.deafhhtech.org/rerc/accessible-virtual-meeting-tips/


Washington	Department	of	Health	has	released	a	series	of	eight	ASL/cap=oned	educa=onal	videos	about
the	COVID-19	pandemic	and	includes	informa=on	on	how	to	protect	yourself	and	prevent	the	spread	of	the
virus.	Here	are	the	YouTube	lis=ngs	available	now.	

Playlist
Introduc=on
What	is	COVID-19?
How	Does	COVID-19	Spread?
COVID-19	Symptoms
What	to	Do	If	You	Are	Sick
Preven=on	&	Treatment	of	COVID-19
S=gma	&	COVID-19
What	Can	You	Do	About	COVID-19?
What	is	Social	Distancing?
	

Unemployment	and	Business	Support
Small	Business	AdministraWon	Disaster	Loan	Program

For	more	informa=on	about	SBA	resources	for	small	businesses	impacted	by	COVID-19	–	including	the
Paycheck	Protec=on	Program,	Economic	Injury	Disaster	Loan	Advance,	SBA	Loan	Debt	Relief	and	more	–
	visit	www.sba.gov/coronavirus.	
For	news	and	updates,	follow	us	on	Twijer	at	@SBAgov	or	@SBAPacificNW;	or,	subscribe	for	email	alerts
at	www.sba.gov/updates.	

 
Department	of	Labor	Dislocated	Worker	Grant	Program

More	informa=on	on	Dislocated	Workers	Grants
For	more	informa=on	on	DWG	types,	including	those	for	disasters	and	major	layoffs
For	more	informa=on	on	how	to	apply	for	a	DWG

	
CARES	Act
The	CARES	Act’s	Paycheck	Protec,on	Program	authorizes	up	to	$349	billion	for	small	businesses	to	be	applies
towards	job	reten=on	and	certain	other	expenses.	Small	businesses	and	eligible	non-profit	organiza=ons,	Veterans
organiza=ons,	and	Tribal	businesses	described	in	the	Small	Business	Act,	as	well	as	individuals	who	are	self-
employed	or	are	independent	contractors,	are	eligible	if	they	also	meet	program	size	standards.

·         For	a	top-line	overview	of	the	program:	Click	Here
·         If	you	are	a	lender:	Click	Here
·         If	you	are	a	borrower:	Click	Here
·         For	the	applica=on	for	borrowers:	Click	Here

	

CriWcal	Industry	Resources
Washington	Food	Industry	AssociaWon

Local	resources	to	support	the	food	industry	during	COVID-19	response.
	
Food	Industry	AssociaWon	COVID-19	Business	SoluWons	and	Resources
The	Food	Industry	Associa=on	are	providing	a	few	resources	to	support	grocers.

Short-term	Best	Prac=ces
Business	Solu=ons	and	Resources

	
FDA	Best	PracWces	for	Retail	Food	Stores,	Restaurants,	and	Food	Pick-Up/Delivery	Services

FDA	guidance	regarding	Best	Prac,ces	for	Retail	Food	Stores,	Restaurants,	and	Food	Pick-Up/Delivery
Services	During	the	COVID-19	Pandemic

	
CISA:	IdenWfying	CriWcal	Infrastructure	During	COVID-19

CISA	releases	Version	2.0	of	the	Essen=al	Cri=cal	Infrastructure	Worker	Guidance
Visit	this	page	for	addi=onal	CISA	updated	informa=on.

	

Centralized	Dashboards/Pages	of	InformaWon
All	Hazard	ConsorWum

The	AHC	created	a	COVID-19	site	to	help	track	government	informa=on	and	documents	related	to
commercial	resource	movements.

	
CISA	Region	10	COVID-19	Dashboard

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL82Z-swK0-4njl9qWjAoNY1HKbWndlq4i
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oX3JnbLodRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XM40f6Q_kE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0MVC3PtxxE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJJqmtx9_co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzumK5zimY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoNZB2yox6c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zWS7Xj26J0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BnEfqfvucY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYcL6NN-KcI
http://www.sba.gov/coronavirus
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/SBAgov&data=02%7C01%7Cmelanie.norton@sba.gov%7C4af8f0a222af4b4e3fab08d7d7d9271c%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637215199974961045&sdata=lgMNMyfc9i4nSH2SlFdwjn9QmJ4yDTG6XKPY77VbuTk=&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/SBAPacificNW&data=02%7C01%7Cmelanie.norton@sba.gov%7C4af8f0a222af4b4e3fab08d7d7d9271c%7C3c89fd8a7f684667aa1541ebf2208961%7C1%7C0%7C637215199974961045&sdata=RO43JB4ncSLRzXAbjZXtIPeO+e2ceKOwe5/9T7wX8m0=&reserved=0
http://www.sba.gov/updates
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/eta/dislocated-workers/grants
https://www.doleta.gov/grants/application_howto.cfm
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20--%20Overview.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP%20Lender%20Information%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/PPP--Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Paycheck-Protection-Program-Application-3-30-2020-v3.pdf
http://www.wa-food-ind.org/Covid-19/
https://www.fmi.org/docs/default-source/coronavirus/food-industry-best-practices---short-term1279f0073cb6492d87b8799f97ca9ccc.pdf?sfvrsn=bdebd4d7_2
https://www.fmi.org/food-safety/food-safety-resources/backgrounders/background-information/member-plus-program/2020/03/23/coronavirus-business-solutions-and-resources
https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/best-practices-retail-food-stores-restaurants-and-food-pick-updelivery-services-during-covid-19
https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CISA_Guidance_on_the_Essential_Critical_Infrastructure_Workforce_Version_2.0_Updated.pdf
https://www.cisa.gov/identifying-critical-infrastructure-during-covid-19
https://ahc-covid19-ahc.hub.arcgis.com/


CISA	Region	10	created	this	public	dashboard	for	pos=ng	informa=on.	Visit	at
hjps://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/

	
ESRI	-	Impact	Planning	for	COVID-19

Dashboard	provides	by	county	several	data	points	around	COVID-19.
	
Healthcare	Ready

This	page	provides	informa=on	for	the	healthcare	and	public	health	community.
	
FEMA	NaWonal	Business	Emergency	OperaWons	Center	(NBEOC)

NBEOC	Dashboard:	hjps://fema.connectsolu=ons.com/nbeoc
Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

	
State	ExecuWve	Orders	by	State

The	Council	of	State	Governments	created	this	page	to	track	Execu=ve	Orders	implemented	as	a	result
of	COVID-19.	It	is	mostly	up-to-date.

 
Thomas	Coronavirus	Resource	Hub	for	Manufacturing

Resource	hub	for	manufacturing	companies.

 
U.S.	Chamber	of	Commerce	EssenWal	Worker	Tracker

The	Chamber	is	ac=vely	monitoring	and	tracking	these	announcements	for	each	state.
	
Western	Regional	Public	/	Private	CoordinaWon	Group

Dashboard
Note	–	when	you	log	into	the	system	use	your	name	and	company.	For	example,	Mary	Allen	–	ACME,	Inc.

 
	
 
Thank you for your support. Reach out anytime with comments or questions.
 
Best.
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
 

 
	
 
	
	

https://share.dhs.gov/r10covid19/
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html%23/dc74772707d94db9a7d24d30ffdcf36c
https://healthcareready.org/covid19/
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/nbeoc
https://web.csg.org/covid19/executive-orders/
https://help.thomasnet.com/coronavirus-resource-hub
https://www.uschamber.com/tracking-essential-COVID-19-workers
https://fema.connectsolutions.com/wrppcg/
mailto:brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Bailey, Danielle
RE: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 22, 2020 at 8:46 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV), Soileau, Kennedy (HCA), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael
(HBE), Crume-Bruce, Shawna, Holman, Sam (GOV)
Cc:  Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Only	sugges*ons	for	future	planning	for	people	with	disabili*es/older	adults:
*Need	to	define	using	plain	language	“shelter	in	place”	and	poten*al	impacts	to	a	person’s	ability
to	access	goods	and	services.
Suggested	bullets:

Know	who	to	contact.	Call	your	emergency	contacts	to	develop	a	plan:	self-advocacy	group,
friends,	case	manager,	family,	neighbors,	church	group	to	develop	a	plan	to	provide
ongoing	support.
Call	the	services	you	rely	on	to	understand	their	plan	to	con*nue	service?	
Know	where	to	get	more	informa*on	or	request	services.
Cancel	any	non-cri*cal	appointments.	Make	a	plan	for	how	you	will	stay	safe	when	you	do
have	to	leave	the	house	for	important	appointments	only.	
Contact	your	healthcare	provider	to	ask	about	obtaining	extra	necessary	medica*ons	to
have	on	hand	to	stay	home	for	a	prolonged	period	of	*me.
Call	your	pharmacy,	can	medica*ons	be	delivered	by	mail	or	can	a	neighbor/family	member
pick	them	up?
Be	sure	you	have	over-the-counter	medicines	and	medical	supplies	to	treat	fever	and	other
symptoms.
Do	you	have	a	backup	if	your	personal	care	assistant	gets	sick?
Have	enough	household	items	and	groceries	on	hand	so	that	you	will	be	prepared	to	stay	at
home.

Who	can	go	food	shopping	for	you?	Can	you	coordinate	meal	delivery?
Do	you	have	enough	supplies	for	personal	care	(oxygen,	adult	under	garments,	dialysis,
wound	care)?
Are	their	family,	friends,	case	managers,	who	can	provide	daily	check	ins?
Who	can	you	call	if	feeling	sick?

Family	and	Caregiver	Support
Know	what	medica*ons	your	loved	one	is	taking	and	see	if	you	can	help	them	have	extra
on	hand.
Monitor	food	and	other	medical	supplies	(oxygen,	incon*nence,	dialysis,	wound	care)
needed	and	create	a	back-up	plan.
Stock	up	on	non-perishable	food	items	to	have	on	hand	in	your	home	to	minimize	trips	to
stores.
If	you	care	for	a	loved	one	living	in	a	care	facility,	monitor	the	situa*on,	ask	about	the
health	of	the	other	residents	frequently	and	know	the	protocol	if	there	is	an	outbreak.

Neighbor	Helping	Neighbor

Neighbors	helping	neighbors	is	cri*cal	during	*mes	when	federal,	state,	and	local	government	are

mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov
mailto:james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov
mailto:Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org
mailto:shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org
mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV


overwhelmed.	
Talk	with	your	neighbors	about	emergency	planning.
Share	with	neighbors	regarding	the	help	you	may	need	as	well	as	help	can	offer.
Consider	using	the	Nextdoor	app,	social	networking	plaWorm	for	local	communi*es	and
neighborhoods.	Nextdoor	app	users	can	support	each	other	in	a	safe	way	to	share	online	the
kinds	of	things	you	share	with	your	neighbors	in	person.	Nextdoor	is	securely	encrypted	using	the
HTTPS	Internet	protocol.		Every	neighbor	must	verify	their	address	in	the	neighborhood	and	use
their	real	name.	This	app	is	one		way	to	communicate	with	neighbors	during	emergencies,	as	well
as	provide	and	get	help	with	such	items	as	food,	household	supplies,	water,	vitamins,	and
medica*ons.

Thanks
	
Danielle	Bailey
Regional	Disability	Integra*on	Specialist	|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4780	|	Mobile:	(425)	381-3400
danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
	
	
	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	22,	2020	5:00	PM
To:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Bailey,	Danielle	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	RE:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	draos
	
I’ll	leave	the	directory	to	you	all	who	know	the	orgs	beper	than	I.	My	suggested	tweaks	on	the	other
two	docs	are	apached.	This	is	really	great	work	–	thank	you	so	much!
	

From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:47	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)

mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	draos
Importance:	High
	
Hi	all,
	
Please	review	the	apached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges*ons	by	COB	Monday,	March	23.
Other	materials,	including	a	*p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the
agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.
More	to	come	on	that.
	
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:
	

Infographics
Digital	ads
Partner	toolkit	resources
Talking	points
TV,	radio,	digital	adver*sing

	
Best,
Kennedy
	

Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communica*ons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

www.hca.wa.gov

	
	

http://www.hca.wa.gov/
file:///var/folders/ks/f1393pzn6glbd957wp2p99140000gn/T/com.firmshell.msgconverterpro/msg_dir_138443870./www.hca.wa.gov
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/connect-us


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Interim_Guidance_for_Implementing_Safety _Practices_for_Critical_Infrastructure_W
orkers_Who_May_Have_Had_Exposure_to_a_Pe rson_with_Suspected_or_Confirmed_COVID-19
April 09, 2020 at 11:11 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the update below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers
who may have been exposed to COVID-19.
 

 
 
 
April 9, 2020
 

CISA Update
 
Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to COVID-19
 
Partners, 
  
Please find below an important update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regarding the
continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers who
may have been exposed to COVID-19. These two important informational products include
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers
Who May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19 and a
quick reference of the Do’s and Don’ts for employers and employees related to COVID-19
exposures.
 
While the Interim Guidance specifically calls attention to critical infrastructure workers
serving in the specific capacities and functions, as below, the guidance can apply to all
critical infrastructure workers with the exception of Healthcare Providers who are covered
under separate guidance.
 

Federal, state, & local law enforcement
911 call center employees

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jZGMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzLzIwMTktbmNvdi9jb21tdW5pdHkvY3JpdGljYWwtd29ya2Vycy9pbXBsZW1lbnRpbmctc2FmZXR5LXByYWN0aWNlcy5odG1sIn0.YFtVTN0CkHVPCiY04zNsCVG5UZs9uww9uQ-5bUMqDJ0/br/77225698023-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDkuMTk5NjA5ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5jZGMuZ292L2Nvcm9uYXZpcnVzLzIwMTktbmNvdi9oY3AvZ3VpZGFuY2Utcmlzay1hc3Nlc21lbnQtaGNwLmh0bWwifQ.LldjCzTA08D2yGbi1ecTaoDzHZDlaAsW1q6GztgRVXs/br/77225698023-l


Fusion Center employees
Hazardous material responders from the government and the private sector
Janitorial staff and other custodial staff
Workers – including contracted vendors – in food and agriculture, critical
manufacturing, informational technology, transportation, energy and government
facilities

 
Employers should implement the recommendations in the Interim Guidance for Businesses
and Employers, to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019, to help prevent and
slow the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
 
Please continue to monitor the CDC website for the most current medical guidance.
 
 

# # #

CDC_CISA_Flyer_Essential_Critical_Workers_Dos_and_Donts_COVID19.pdf
CDC_CISA_Interim_Guidance_Critical_Workers_Safety_Practices_COVID19.pdf
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Sam Holman
Proclamations to be extended as of yesterday
April 23, 2020 at 3:01 PM EDT
To: fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov

Will be extended to May 4. 

20-26: Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board â€“ Penalties
20-27: Electronic Notary Effective Date
20-28: Open Public Meetings Act and Public Records Act
20-29: Telemedicine
20-30: Unemployment Benefits Job Search Requirements
20-31: Department of Children, Youth, and Families - Child Care and Background Checks
20-32: Department of Health â€“ Healthcare Worker Licensing
20-33: Department of Children, Youth, and Families - Child Visitation and Remedial Services
20-34: Washington State Auditor â€“ Financial Reports Filing Date
20-35: Department Of Corrections â€“ Community Custody Violations

We will likely send our a release today. Just need to finalize the last few steps.

Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Inslee
360-790-4823
sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
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https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-27%20-%20COVID-19%20Notary%20(tmp).pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-28%20-%20COVID-19%20Open%20Govt%20Laws%20Waivers%20(tmp)1.pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-29%20Coronovirus%20OIC%20(tmp).pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-30%20COVID-19%20-%20ESD-Job%20Requirements%20(tmp).pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-31%20-%20COVID-19%20DCYF%20Child%20Care-Background%20Checks%20(tmp).pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-32%20-%20COVID-19%20DOH%20Healthcare%20Worker%20Licensing%20(tmp).pdf
https://www.governor.wa.gov/sites/default/files/proclamations/20-33%20-%20COVID-19%20DCYF%20Visitation-Remedial%20Services%20(tmp).pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Offers_Ways_for_Private_Sector_to_Help_Fight_COVID-19
March 27, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
 
Under the White House Coronavirus Task Force’s direction, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners continue to work closely with state, local, tribal and territorial governments in
executing a whole-of-government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. The outpouring of support from the private sector to provide medical supplies
and equipment has been tremendous. To help us match the many offers of assistance to the
right place, at the right time, and in the right quantity, we ask for your help in ensuring
partners know how to connect.   
 
To sell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please submit a price
quote under the COVID-19 PPE and Medical Supplies Request for Quotation. Full details
can be found in the solicitation (Updated Notice ID 70FA2020R00000011). This
solicitation requires registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) in order to
be considered for award, pursuant to applicable regulations and guidelines. Registration
information can be found at www.sam.gov. Registration must be “ACTIVE” at the time of
award. 
 
If you have medical supplies or equipment to donate, please provide us details on what
you are offering through our online medical supplies and equipment form at
https://www.fema.gov/covid19offers.
 
If you are interested in doing business with FEMA and supporting the response to
COVID-19 with your company’s non-medical goods and/or services, please submit your
inquiry to the Department of Homeland Security’s Procurement Action Innovative

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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Response (PAIR) team at DHSIndustryLiaison@hq.dhs.gov.
 
In addition to these avenues to help, licensed healthcare professionals that want to
volunteer can get information on eligibility, view credential levels by clinical competency
and register with the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer Health
Professionals in their state. 
 
If you are a hospital or healthcare provider in need of medical supplies, please contact your
state, local, tribal or territory department of public health and/or emergency management
agency. Any needs that cannot be met by the state or tribe are then sent to the respective
FEMA regional office who are coordinating requirements through the FEMA National
Response Coordination Center. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and
Human Services and other federal agencies to fulfill requests and ship supplies as quickly
as possible. 
 
Additional ways to help can be found at www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help. 
 

# # #
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Formas, Stephanie
RE: [EXT] Re: Tour with Local, State and Federal Officials
March 29, 2020 at 7:01 PM EDT
To: Vila, Simon (GOV), Wilson-Codega, Lily, Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Garza, Jeff, Raghavan, Gautam, Powell, Brent C SFC USARMY 76 ORC (USA), Howlett Browne, Sierra, Ike,
Ryan, Putney, April, Berkson, Rachel, Morrow, Michael, brent.c.powell@gmail.com, Kraman, James

Thanks	all	â€“	I	just	spoke	with	Sgt.	Powell	and	is	he	working	with	medical	personnel	on	site	to
coordinate	this	request	for	a	tour.
	
Two	rounds	of	tours	will	work	for	the	US	Army:		

10:00	am	to	10:30	am
10:45	am	to	11:15	am

	
Tomorrow	aHernoon/Tuesday	is	when	the	medical	equipment	will	be	moving	in,	so	there	is	sMll	limited
equipment	but	it	is	the	most	appropriate	Mme	to	keep	medical	equipment	sterile	from	visitors.
	
The	Army	would	like	to	RSVPs	by	9	pm,	so	weâ€™ll	let	our	teams	coordinate	as	appropriate	to	ensure
the	proper	invites	to	local,	state,	and	federal	officials.
	
From:	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)	<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:29	PM
To:	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea`le.gov>;	KaMms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaMms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam	<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;
Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea`le.gov>;	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>;	Howle`	Browne,	Sierra	<Sierra.Howle`Browne@sea`le.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>;	Berkson,	Rachel
<Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov>;	Morrow,	Michael	<MichaelMo@seahawksfgi.com>;	Kraman,	James
<JamesKr@seahawksfgi.com>
Subject:	Re:	[EXT]	Re:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	

CAUTION:	External	Email

Adding	Casey	and	Morgan	from	our	federal	office.	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	2:22	PM,	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-Codega@sea`le.gov>
wrote:

ï»¿	As	soon	as	we	land	on	a	Mme	happy	to	coordinate	outreach	to	local	elected	leaders	

Sent	from	my	iPhone

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:27	PM,	Garza,	Jeff	<JeffG@seahawks.com>	wrote:
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ï»¿
CAUTION:	External	Email

*Adding	Mike	Morrow	(Director	of	Security)	and	James	Kramen	(Senior	Event
Manager)	from	CenturyLink	Field	so	they	are	in	the	loop.	

On	Mar	29,	2020,	at	1:11	PM,	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
This message originated outside the organization. Please use
caution with links and attachments.

Good	aHernoon,	all,	and	thanks	very	much	for	your
assistance.
	
Congresswoman	Jayapal	is	free	all	morning,	but	I	know
several	other	members	of	the	WA	delegaMon	are	eager	to
parMcipate	as	well	but	I	know	at	least	Reps.	Larsen	and	Heck
have	conflicts	in	the	late	morning.	If	you	have	flexibility	and
can	arrange	for	one	tour	in	the	9-10:30	am	window,	I	know
their	teams	would	appreciate	it.	
	
Best,
Gautam
	
Gautam	Raghavan	(he/him)
Chief	of	Staff	|	Rep.	Pramila	Jayapal	(WA-07)
1510	Longworth	House	Office	Building	|	Washington,	D.C.
202-225-3106	|	jayapal.house.gov
	

From:	Formas,	Stephanie	<Stephanie.Formas@sea`le.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	29,	2020	3:44	PM
To:	Powell,	Brent	C	SFC	USARMY	76	ORC	(USA)
<brent.c.powell.mil@mail.mil>
Cc:	Howle`	Browne,	Sierra
<Sierra.Howle`Browne@sea`le.gov>;	Garza,	Jeff
<JeffG@Seahawks.com>;	Raghavan,	Gautam
<Gautam.Raghavan@mail.house.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Vila,	Simon	(GOV)
<simon.vila@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson-Codega,	Lily	<Lily.Wilson-
Codega@sea`le.gov>;	Putney,	April
<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	Tour	with	Local,	State	and	Federal	Officials
	
Hi	Sgt.	Powell	â€“	I	appreciate	all	your	support	over	the	last	few
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days.		As	we	discussed	yesterday,	there	has	been	some	interest
from	local,	state,	and	federal	officials	do	a	tour	of	the	hospital.
Per	our	discussion,	it	seems	like	tomorrow	morning	would	be
the	most	appropriate	Mme	as	the	facility	will	soon	become
unavailable	for	anyone	but	Army	personnel,	doctors,	and
paMents.
	
Do	you	think	we	could	make	two	tour	opMons	available?
PotenMally	from	10:45	-11:30	and	11:30	â€“	12:15	pm?
	
On	our	end	with	the	folks	copied	here,	we	can	help	coordinate
our	city/county	officials,	state	officials	and	federal	delegaMon
between	those	two	opMons.	Also,	keep	up	posted	if	you	would
recommend	any	limitaMons	such	as	no	media	or	principals	only
to	allow	a	minimal	footprint	and	appropriate	social	distancing.
	
Happy	to	chat	further	if	thatâ€™s	easier.
	
Best,
Stephanie
	
<image002.png>
Stephanie	Formas
Chief	of	Staff	(She/Her)
Office	of	Mayor	Jenny	A.	Durkan	|	City	of	Sea`le
M:	206-247-0475	|	stephanie.formas@sea`le.gov
Facebook	|	Twi`er	|	Subscribe	to	Mayor	Durkan's	E-Newsle`er
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Johnston, Darcie (HHS/IEA)
update from CDC
March 31, 2020 at 10:13 AM EDT
To: Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Cc:  Graham, John (HHS/IEA), Smart, John (OS/ASPR/EMMO), Lopez, Christopher (HHS/IEA), Balenger, Juanita
(ACL), Harper, Jay (fema.dhs.gov)

Hi	Casey	and	Morgan-
Here	is	an	update	from	CDC	that	I	got	yesterday	on	the	status	of
Washington	State’s	lab	order.
	

Washington

CDC is actively working to make CDC’s COVID-19 testing kits available to public
health laboratories. All requests for these reagents are being filled by the IRR as
quickly as possible.  Due to the volume of requests and order processing
constraints, labs may anticipate at least 2 business days between CDC’s receipt of
a new order and shipping to their facility.  All reagents are shipped by FedEx
Priority for next day delivery, however destinations outside the continental US may
experience longer transit times due to airline flight limitations.
 
Please also note that there are broad, national and global supply chain shortages
for many of commercial ancillary reagents required for COVID-19  testing that are
impacting the ability of not only the IRR, but all purchasers, international and
domestic, to immediately fill orders for these additional items. We certainly
understand the frustration states are experiencing and want to be as supportive as
possible during these challenging circumstances. Every effort is being made to
ensure that requests are filled as soon as CDC receives additional inventory of
these items from their commercial manufacturers. 
 
Our CDC Lab Task Force just checked on requests specifically from Washington.
 Since early February, IRR has filled 32 orders and shipped 161 components. In
the last few days, IRR received an additional request for the ER-25 MagNA Pure
96 DNA and Viral NA Small Volume Kit. IRR is working diligently process and ship
out all orders as soon as possible 
 

	
	
Darcie	L.	Johnston
Director,	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Health	and	Human	Services
Office	of	the	Secretary
202-690-1058	(office)
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202-853-0582	(cell)
	
	
	



FEMA-IGA
Notification of a Major Disaster Declaration for the State of Washington (FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
April 23, 2020 at 8:45 PM EDT
To: Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov, casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Ike, Ryan, Ward, Erin, FEMA-IGA

STATE OF WASHINGTON
 

FEDERAL DISASTER DECLARATION FACT SHEET
 

APRIL 23, 2020
 

Today, April 23, 2020, President Donald J. Trump granted a Major Disaster Declaration for the
State of Washington triggering the release of Federal funds to help communities recover from
Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides, and Mudslides that occurred January 20 to February 10, 2020. 
Details of the disaster declaration and assistance programs are as follows:
 
Declaration Number:                                                              FEMA-4539-DR
 
Incident:                                                                                  Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides,
and Mudslides
                                                     
Incident Period:                                                                      January 20 to February 10, 2020
 
Federal Coordinating Officer:                                                Timothy B. Manner
                                                                                                   National FCO Program
                                                                                                 
Individual Assistance (IA):                                                       (Assistance to individuals and
households):
 
IA-Designated Areas:                                                                Under Review.
 
Public Assistance (PA):                                                          (Assistance for emergency work and

the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged
facilities):

 
PA-Designated Areas:                                                                Columbia, Garfield,
Grays Harbor, Island, King, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish,
Thurston, Wahkiakum, Walla Walla, and Whatcom Counties.
 
Hazard Mitigation (HM):                                                          (Assistance for actions taken to

prevent or reduce long term risk to life and
property from natural hazards):

 
HM-Designated Areas:                                                             All areas in the State of
Washington are eligible for assistance under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
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OTHER:                                                                                      Additional designations may be made at
a later date if requested by the State and
warranted by the results of further assessments.

 
For your reference, I have attached fact sheets on the Public Assistance and Hazard Mitigation
Grant programs.

 

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
In service,
 
Sarah
 
Sarah Byrne
Intergovernmental Affairs  |  Office of External Affairs
Office: (202) 646-3444
FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Proposed Mitigation Grant Program Policy for Public Comment (BRIC)
April 15, 2020 at 11:43 AM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 15, 2020                                                      

Proposed Mitigation Grant ProgramProposed Mitigation Grant Program
Policy for Public CommentPolicy for Public Comment

On Friday, April 10, FEMA published a proposed policy for the new Building
Resilient Infrastructure and Communities (BRIC) grant program in the Federal
Register for public comment. Stakeholders may view the proposed policy and
provide new comments until May 11, 2020, at regulations.gov. In the “search
function,’ type identification number FEMA-2019-0018 at regulations.gov or
view the proposed policy at this link. Although FEMA recognizes there may be
operational constraints for some to publicly comment during these challenging
times, FEMA is proceeding with publishing the proposed BRIC policy for notice
and public comment in order to keep program implementation moving forward.

In developing the proposed policy, FEMA spent months in 2019 reaching out to stakeholders for
input and has given serious consideration to the comments it received during the comprehensive
engagement process. The proposed policy is broad and intended to establish the framework and
requirements for BRIC.

Each year FEMA will post a Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) on grants.gov providing detailed
program information and other grant application and administration requirements. Following the
review and adjudication of comments received on the proposed policy, FEMA anticipates finalizing
the proposed policy and releasing a NOFO by the fall of 2020. This timing is subject to change. To
learn more visit www.fema.gov/bric.

Contact Us
If	you	have	any	ques.ons,	please	contact	FEMA	Office	of	External	Affairs,	Congressional	and
Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division:

§  Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
§  Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
§  Tribal Affairs (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov  
§  Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
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Follow Us
Follow	FEMA	on	social	media	at:	FEMA online,	on	TwiFer	@FEMA	or	@FEMAEspanol,	on	FEMA
Facebook	page	or	FEMA Espanol page	and	at	FEMA YouTube	channel.	Also,	follow	Administrator	Pete
Gaynor	on	TwiFer	@FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
To	help	people	before,	during,	and	aKer	disasters.

https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
priorities
To: Fordice, Justin

See	slide	2
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Richeson, Jonathan
Re: Isolation and Quarantine facilities for unable to self-isolate (COVID 19)
March 13, 2020 at 6:04 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Sabarese, Robert (MIL), McCaslin Stogner, Sara (DSHS/OOS), Huynh, Mary (DOH CDC
Assignee), Nandi, Paj (DOH)

Can I call I?  I have a personal appt and just got the road to Seattle

Get Outlook for iOS

From:	Nichole.Benardo@mil.wa.gov	<Nichole.Benardo@mil.wa.gov>	on	behalf	of	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:02:33	PM
To:	Sabarese,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Sabarese@mil.wa.gov>;	McCaslin	Stogner,	Sara	(DSHS/OOS)
<stognse@dshs.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Huynh,	Mary	(DOH
CDC	Assignee)	<mary.huynh@doh.wa.gov>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	IsolaXon	and	QuaranXne	faciliXes	for	unable	to	self-isolate	(COVID	19)
When:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:30	PM-4:30	PM.
Where:	SEOC	Policy	Room	-	Call	in:	563-999-2090	Access	310862	PIN	1398
 

CAUTION: This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	acachments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	quesXons	or	concerns.

Jonathan	Richeson	Can	you	come	to	this??
	
Paj	–	if	you’d	like	to	call	in	and	listen	your	welcome	to	represent	CETF
	
	
Respeciully,
	
	
Nichole	Benardo
Emergency	Planning	Program	Coordinator
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
W.	Desk	–	253.512.7081
W.	Mobile	–	253.691.7422
nichole.benardo@mil.wa.gov
	
	
-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	10:46	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV);	Leaders,	Amber	(GOV);	Vasavada,	Jasmine	(COM);	Kelleher,	Tedd	(COM);
Stamey,	Gwen	(OFM);	Baldini,	Myra	(OFM);	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL);	Clifford,	Denise	(ECY);	Bouton,	Drew
(GOV);	Larson,	Ann	(DES);	Benardo,	Nichole	(MIL);	Buchholz,	Brian	E.	(ATG);	Wonhoff,	Taylor	(GOV);
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Sherrard,	Nathan	(OFM);	Eliason,	Mark	(DSHS/OOS/PER);	Judd,	Jeremy	(COM);	Streuli,	Nick	(ESD)
Subject:	IsolaXon	and	QuaranXne	faciliXes	for	unable	to	self-isolate	(COVID	19)
When:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:30	PM-4:30	PM	(UTC-08:00)	Pacific	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	SEOC	Policy	Room	-	Call	in:	563-999-2090	Access	310862	PIN	1398
	
Good	morning,
	
		Building	on	the	iniXal	planning	done	March	6-9	on	addressing	shelter	requirements	for	those	unable	to
self-isolate	or	quaranXne	at	home,	we	are	conveying	a	meeXng	today	to	fully	develop	the	plan	and
resourcing	strategy.	I	expect	there	will	be	need	for	meeXngs	throughout	the	weekend	with	the	goal	of	a
decision	briefing	complete	by	late	Monday.
	
Key	topic	areas:

Expected	number	of	bed	spaces	needed
Suitability	requirements	(social	distancing,	airflow,	etc)
Acceptable	locaXons
Build,	lease,	purchase	or	contract	consideraXons
Staffing	consideraXons
Cost	consideraXons	(site,	manning,	etc)
Funding	(federal,	state,	local)

	
I	do	not	have	the	contact	info	for	FEMA	or	local	EM	representaXon	–	Can	EMD	request	their
parXcipaXon?
	
Can	Commerce	request	parXcipaXon	from	county	CHG	grantees?
	
	



PIO - HECC
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa
M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Owens, Virginia M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Thank	you	Tara!	You	all	have	been	doing	an	amazing	job-	thank	you	for	everything.	Great	leadership	and	messages	and	hard	decisions.	

--Mary	Kay

Wearing	my	PIO	hat	for	the	Northwest	Healthcare	Response	Network--	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:47	AM
To:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)
<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,	James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey
M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;	Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L
(DOH)	<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;
Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)
<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;	Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org	<cooper.p@portseaale.org>;	Michael,	Stephanie
(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu	<sghanson@uw.edu>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)
<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong	<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris
<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)	<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;
jgreen@northbendwa.gov	<jgreen@northbendwa.gov>;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)	<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin
<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad	<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)
<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil	<joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil>;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,
Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)	<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj
(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston	Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,
Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)	<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)
<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'	<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels
<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)	<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)
<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;	Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,
Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;
'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us	<kayla@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Rietmann,	Krisfna	(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;
brendanc@sanjuanco.com	<brendanc@sanjuanco.com>;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com	<ryanp@sanjuanco.com>;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us
<mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us>;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org	<KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org>;	Stephanie	Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,
Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler	<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY
MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate	<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)
<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov	<Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov>;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;	Solie,	Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com
<mkcrsunshine@gmail.com>;	Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,	Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)
<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,	Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)	<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us	<ella.deverse@k12.wa.us>;	Moen,	Anne
(DOHi)	<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	PIO	-	HECC	<PIO.HECC@nwhrn.org>;	'Kelli	Hawkins'
<khawkins@srhd.org>;	jic@kingcounty.gov	<jic@kingcounty.gov>;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us	<katy.payne@k12.wa.us>;	Melissa	Morin
<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us	<scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org
<eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org>;	sduffey@grantcountywa.gov	<sduffey@grantcountywa.gov>;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us	<drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us>;
dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us	<dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us	<tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org	<eoc.pio@cresa911.org>
Subject:	RE:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
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This	is	gegng	bumped	unfl	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.
	
From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM
To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,
James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;
Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L	(DOH)
<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;
Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong
<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris	<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)
<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)
<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad
<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)
<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)
<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston
Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)
<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'
<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)
<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;
Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Krisfna
(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie
Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler
<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate
<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;
Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,
Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,
Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)
<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)
<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;
jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org;
sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org
Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	
	
Kristen	Maki
Public	Informafon	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informafon	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
	
	
	

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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Bogner, Rita J
Canceled: Please join us at the HAMMER Steering Committee Reception hosted by Mission Support Alliance, LLC
March 13, 2020 at 5:12 PM EDT
To: Ambrose, Cheryl (on behalf of SC member General President Mark McManus), Blackford, Ty, Bryan,
WIlliam, Buell, Kenneth (HQ), Bumpaous, Nick, Burnside, Rob, Callahan, James, Contreras, Laurene, Dean, Eric, Del
Re, Elizabeth (on behalf of SC member General Harold Schaitberger), Eschenberg, John R, Fitch, Ashlee, French,
Richard Jr., Graziano, Anthony (on behalf of SC member General President Douglas McCarron), Hammer, Matt, Hart,
James V., Haynes, Sandra, Holden, Jon, Hughes, Chip, Martin, Nathan (HQ), McCain, Valerie, McDaniel,
Jeffrey, Mitchell, Aaron, Morrison, Billy, Niles, Ken, Peurrung, Anthony J, Reeploeg. David, Rigmaiden, Kenneth, Riley,
Chad J, Roston, Thomas (HQ), Sacks, Joel, Sellers, Joseph, Snyder, Rodger DOE, Stepano, Dan, Stephenson,
Lonnie, Strickland, Michael, Towey, Anthony, Vance, Brian T, Vandervert, Paul J, Welsh, Gent Col USAF ANG
JFHQ/CoS, Wheaton, John, Whitnall, David, Wilkinson, Robert E, Wood, Michael, Woods, Rebekah (CBC)
Cc:  ^CHPRC President Office, Adamson, Kerry F, Akers, Bret M, Basche, Amy D, Bates, Bobby L, Brockman, Peter
K, Brown, Ashley E, Carter, Joshua M, Cheevers, Josef N, Clements, Korina L, Clemetson, Terri Jo (TJ), Conrad, Jill
A, Davisson, Tracy E, Domina, Kirk D, Erickson, Julie doescience, Farber, Teri L, Franco, Joe R, Frey, Jeffrey
A, Gomez, Pedro A, Gravelle, Paul C, Harp, Benton J (Ben), Hibbs, Kathy A, Hunsaker, Ian S, Jimenez, Antonio
S, Jimenez, Elaine T, Kelley, Debra A (Debbie), Knode, Christy, Maiuri, Steven W, Maki, Steven J, Metzger,
Stephen, Mowery, Carol A, Nelson, Julie A, Nicholls, Debora, Peters, Owen L, Phillips, Gregory K, Richey,
Scott, Sansotta, Dominic J, Schutte, Heidi, Scott, Stanley W, Spracklen, James L, Stemp, Jaclyn L, Stickney, Brian
J, Swanberg, Janet C, Trenchard, Glyn D, Whitcomb, Terry A, Whitmer, Hiram S, Wood, Daniel C, Zawadzki, Nicole
S, Zimmerman, Pam J, Zorich, Vince J, Adkisson, Kevin, Adrian, Carl, Andrew, Kim, Arevalo, Fernando, Beard,
Sharon, Blondin, Mark, Boardman, Karen, Bosse', Mike, Burcaw, John, Burke, Tiffany, Byrnes, Kevin, Cassady,
David, Chamberlain, Linda, Chang, Chee, Chapin, Gerdon (Butch), Chitty, Brad, Coleman, Randy, Connell,
Judy, Corn, Barb, Davis, Lori, Dowleyne, Jacqueline, Dunne, Evan, Eisenberg, Gail, Frazee, Tom, Freeman, Catrina
(HQ), Frisk, Michelle, Gales, Greg, Giltz, Ted, Gleason, Jim, Goto, Barbara (Region X OSHA), Gubser,
Becky, Gustafson, Gary, Habner, Rex, Hamelund, Craig, Henry, Deanna, Heurung, Ben, Hinsley, Brett, Hobbs,
Kewanda, Howell, Jan, Hunt, Donna, Jackson, Richard, Johnson, Deven, Johnson, Lisa, Johnson, Lori, Jones,
Sandra, Jordan, Christine, Kenney, Cecelia (HQ), Kerkhoven, Brian, Keys, Carolyn, Kiddy, Tom, Lapointe,
Todd, Legard, Bob, Lehman, David, Lippy, Bruce, Manicinelli, John, Marshall, Emmagene (CONTR) (HQ), Matheney,
Doug (HQ), McCormmick, Matt, Medina, Carolina, Morawetz, John, Morse, John, Moury, Matthew (HQ), Mulcahy,
Charles, Mullican, Peggy, Murphy, Eddie, Norberg, Marc, Peckinpaugh, Tim, Pendergrass, Steve, Perrin,
Lezlie, Piksa, Ron, Podonsky, Glenn, Powers, Chris, Rector, Jack (Region X OSHA), Riley, Chad, Rose, Frances
(HQ), Rumsey, Fred, Sampson, Michael, Scrivner, Darlene, Sheary, Katie, Smith, BC, Smith, Jennifer, Smith, Scott
B., Stephenson, April (HQ), Stokes, Tiyra (CTR) DHS, Sumner, Wayne, Swayze, Travis, Templeton, Ross, Trahan
Cain, Chris, Troll, Dale (Metal Trades Department), Van Zevern, Mark, Vincent, Jeff, Wallace, Stephen (HQ), Walli,
Randy, Weinstock, Deborah, Whitten, Dianne, Winters, Chris, Worley, Lee, Wright, Demia, Amitrano, Matt, Ardaiz,
Michael (HQ), Bagley Jack, Boyd, Gerald, Bullock, Jed, Dabbar, Paul (HQ), Desmond, Carrie, Desmond,
James, Diggins, Mike, DiSibio, Ralph, Greif, Judson, Grumbly, Thomas, Hilton, Kevin, Holmes, Diane, Jones,
Mike, Lujan, Arthur, Mason, Rob, McGarvey, Sean, Melamed, Elly (HQ), Miller, Gail, O'Brien, Pat, Parks,
Terrence, Petersen, Gary, Porter, Liz, Raksnis, Richard, Roberts, Darrell, Robertson, Ray, Seminario,
Peggy, Trummell, Candice, van Son, Paul, Vandermey, Carissa, White, William (Ike), Bauer, Thomas, Bills,
Shawn, Easton, Tre, Evans, Richard, Ferrell-Crowley, Raquel, Goddard, Jaron, Katims, Casey, Lozano,
Josh, Meadows, Carrie, Merkel, Ben, O'Brien, Sean, Ricketts, Sam, Scott, Alex, Stanley, Rory, Thompson,
Megan, Michael D. Baker, Worley, Lee, Shiode, Josh
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Throne, Paul (DOH)
News release: Washington WIC
April 17, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Yoshi Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Sharing the news release about Washington WIC that just went out today.
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Brett Johnson
COVID-19 Potentially overlooked public health concern
March 19, 2020 at 4:52 AM EDT
To: elizabeth.pauli@cityoftacoma.org , achen@tpchd.org, Pcexecutive@piercecountywa.gov, victoria.woodards@cityoftacoma.org
Cc:  shana.chandler@mail.house.gov, "steve.kirby@leg.wa.gov, steve.kirby@leg.wa.gov, rachel.kelly@mail.house.gov, Melanie.Stambaugh@leg.wa.gov, Marty.Campbell@piercecountywa.gov , 
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov, steve.oban@piercecountywa.gov, taddwille@cityoftacoma.org, "John.Graham@hhs.gov, John.Graham@hhs.gov, connie.ladenburg@piercecountywa, lrohrer@co.pierce.wa.gov
, steve.conway@leg.wa.gov, melanie.morgan@leg.wa.gov, brendan.woodbury@mail.house.gov

Executive Dammeier, Director Chen, Manager Pauli, and Mayor Woodard,

I would like to start this email by commending every level of government covered in this email. In this unprecedented in nature and magnitude I commend
ALL of you on your work thus far! I’m writing this evening in the wake of watching a news clip covering several out of region municipalities relaxing arrest
standards for “simple crimes”. The arrest standards relaxation being the least of my concerns, but it did start my mind down a focused train of thought that left
me wondering IF my inevitable concern is on the radar of your various jurisdictions. My concern is the infection threat to the effected, my neighbors, my
employees, and my customers.

I own a business on and reside near the intersections of the 6 th , 9 th , and 10 th congressional districts OR the intersection of the 25 th , 27 th , & 29 th

legislative districts, county council districts 2,4,5,&6, Tacoma City council positions 4,5,6,7,&8 . The intersection of East 72 nd Street and East McKinley Ave
is locally known and regarded as a “hot spot” for persons experiencing homelessness, transients, railroad trespassers, mentally ill, and/or intoxicated persons.
While all jurisdictions have thus far done a remarkable job I’m writing tonight knowing and appreciating that western Washington has not experienced
potential social breakdown in quite some time and from past experience living through both tropical depressions, and Hurricanes in the south east while serving
as an Active Duty enlisted Air traffic controller I’ve experienced social breakdown and unrest and at this point in our COVID-19 struggle its at the front of my
mind.

For nearly 10 years under arguably “normal” circumstances I’ve watched petty crime occur at our local Chevron gas station, Safeway, Goodwill, Dollar
General, and even my own business. Admittedly some of these folks are legitimately experiencing homelessness by no fault of their own and some of the
crimes I’ve observed are purely for survival. When they happen to other residents or businesses I feel great empathy for the victim, and the several times
they’ve happened to me I’ve experienced a fair amount of frustration to say the least, but I digress.

We can likely argue 1,000 different reasons why people in our community are experiencing homelessness, but I think we can all agree there is an elevated
percentage of that population prone to crime, mentally ill, or intoxicated on one or more substances, and even sometimes all 3. I’m writing tonight in the wake
of watching a news clip about relaxed arrest standards to protect the incarcerated population (which I actually don’t disagree with) and on Tuesday night
breaking up a group of what appeared to likely be intoxicated cyclists without a home, and an incontrollable desire to deface my business’s signage and
flowerbeds.

My overlying concern is as we face the grim reality of our COVID-19 situation more stringent measures will need to be taken and the very folks I just
mentioned will still be wandering the streets. Not all of them, but certainly more than one of them shoplifting from the Chevron Station, or the Safeway which
are now the primary sources for food and fuel for about a 1.5 mile radius around my home. I wonder what level of consideration has been given to these folks
potentially unknowingly being infected with COVID-19 and wandering into a grocery store to get their meal while unknowingly infected and touching, or
coughing on produce and merchandise? Is it in the interest of public safety to assume mentally ill, intoxicated, or persons experiencing both have the
wherewithal to understand the gravity of this pandemic and the safety threat they pose to their fellow citizens?

Just 2 miles south of me there is a vacant elementary school. A vacant schools have classrooms that could become bunk rooms with the appropriate 6’
separation, an abundance of bathrooms, a cafeteria to feed them, and a gym and playground for common area recreation. It seems to me that facilities like this
could be a quick, inexpensive, and safe shelter in place location with the assistance of FEMA, Military, and/or National Guard resources for people
experiencing homelessness, and it affords law enforcement the ability to put someone without a home in a secure location without arresting them all the while
preserving the effected person’s health, public health, and allowing these folks to participate in our communal effort to social distance and stem the tide of new
COVID-19 infections so we can all resume our lives as they were just a few weeks ago.

I implore Pierce county, and the city of Tacoma to utilize every local, state, and federal resource available to ensure our efforts to stem the tide of this pandemic
are in fact fruitful in preserving lives, and protecting our local economy. Its quite possible that simply one unknowingly infected person could wander through a
grocery store and easily spread the virus to 20-30 new people and further delay our return to life as it was and potentially cost an innocent bystander their life,
or unknowingly allow them to carry the virus back home to a susceptible family member and cost them their life.

If these contingencies have already been considered I would very much appreciate a detailed plan from the county, and city. If they haven’t been considered I
look forward to hearing how you plan to combat these threats moving forward.

Thank you,

Brett Johnson

Sent from HYPERLINK "https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986" Mail for Windows 10
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Ward, Erin
RE: Call Today 3/26 - with FEMA Administrator Peter Gaynor
March 26, 2020 at 2:34 PM EDT
To: Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Cc:  Ike, Ryan

Hi	Stacey,
	
The	call	in	details	for	the	3:30	p.m.	are	Conference	Bridge	Phone	Number:		1-877-446-3914	(or	303-586-
4335)
ParKcipant	Code:		356860.
	
Let	me	know	if	you	need	anything	else.	Thanks!
Erin
	
From:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	7:45	AM
To:	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	Today	3/26	-	with	FEMA	Administrator	Peter	Gaynor
	
Hi	Erin,
	
3:30	PM	PT	works	for	Governor	Inslee.
	
Thanks.
Stacey

Sent	from	my	iPhone

On	Mar	26,	2020,	at	7:23	AM,	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
Good	morning,
	
I	am	reaching	out	to	schedule	a	call	this	acernoon	between	Governor	Jay	Inslee	and	FEMA
Administrator	Peter	Gaynor.		The	administrator	would	like	to	schedule	about	30	minutes	to
discuss	COVID-19	with	Governor	Inslee.	Does	he	have	someKme	to	discuss	between	2:30-
4:00	pm	PDT?
	
I	am	hoping	you	can	help	me	schedule	this	call,	let	me	know	if	a	phone	call	would	be	beger
or	how	you	prefer	to	coordinate.
	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!
	
Erin
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Erin	E.	Ward
Deputy	Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4567	|	Mobile:	(425)	949-2282
Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov											
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
RE: FEMA Region X Administrator
To: O'Hare, Michael, Ezelle, Robert (MIL)

Got	it,	thank	you.
	
You	can	always	get	a	hold	of	the	Governor’s	Chief	of	Staff,	David	Postman	at	360-688-4320.
	
Stacey	Tichenor
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
	

From:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	5:01	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Subject:	Re:	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator
 
Thanks all.  My cell is actually
202-657-1973
 
Mike
 
Michael F. O’Hare
Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA Region X
Regional Administrator
130 – 228th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 98021
Office - 425-487-4604
Email - Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Michael O’Hare at least five working days in advance at 425-487-4604 or email at
Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov.

From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	4:58:12	PM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator
 
	
Hi,	Stacey.		Mike	O’Hare,	the	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	tried	calling	the	Governor	today.		The
only	number	he	has	is	the	main	office	number	and	he	was	unable	to	get	through.		Could	you
provide	him	with	a	beder	number	he	can	use	since	there	will	be	emes	he	will	need	to	be	able	to
make	rapid	contact.		Should	the	Governor	need	to	get	hold	of	Mike,	his	mobile	number	is	202-

mailto:Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov
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WASHINGTON – As the Nation transitions from a period of crisis to economic recovery, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will continue to leverage every social, medical, logistical and security tool at its disposal to defend the homeland from COVID-19. Thanks to a wide range of strategic initiatives, the Department and its components have achieved dozens of key deliverables last week through its unprecedented, whole-of-America response, which in return is slowing the virus’s spread and saving millions of lives. These results could not have been secured by the Department without its dedicated workforce, who have adapted and persevered to meet these extraordinary challenges despite their own personal hardships.
“The men and women of the Transportation Security Administration continue to go above and beyond to protect the health and safety of travelers, while ensuring the security of our critical transportation systems during the COVID-19 pandemic,” said TSA Administrator David Pekoske. “Every day, our dedicated employees are performing vital tasks to keep our transportation systems moving for those with essential travel, and working with industry partners to ensure confidence across systems as we recover and travel levels increase.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Enhanced Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) with enhanced screenings for travelers through 13 specially designated airports. As of April 26
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Securing the Border from Infectious Diseases. CBP announced on April 20 th that it will extend its restrictions on non-essential travel across our shared borders with Canada and Mexico until May 21
Building the Wall and Deterring Illegal Immigration. On April 22 nd , CBP launched a border wall system HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.YpdIdPZDBZ910Lrcmb20oOD15Veml-3SFcP7UoEYick/br/77880679183-l" 
that features a construction video and an interactive map. This website not only gives American taxpayers a first-hand look at the ongoing border wall construction, but it also serves as a strong visual deterrent to those in coronavirus-impacted countries who are contemplating making the dangerous and deadly journey to the U.S. across the Southern border.
Seizing Counterfeit Goods from Foreign Sources. On April 23 rd , CBP officials seized 2,000 counterfeit respirators that were shipped to the U.S. from China. Ensuring the integrity of imported goods, including personal protection equipment (PPE), is a vital function that CBP performs every day to protect the American public during the pandemic.
Supporting the Safe Return of U.S. Citizens Stranded Overseas . As of April 26 th , CBP, in close coordination with the State Department’s Repatriation Task Force, has facilitated the return of more than 69,000 Americans back to the U.S. from 128 countries. This interagency operation is vital to reuniting families and keeping Americans out of harm’s way.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Promoting Integrity and Security in Upcoming Elections . CISA continues to coordinate with government and industry partners to ensure upcoming elections are accessible and secure for voters. On April 22
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURFc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1amFYTmhMbWR2ZGk5amIzWnBaQzB4T1MxaGJtUXRaV3hsWTNScGIyNXpJbjAuUFFkR0xpeGZ3akotbV9jTDF1OFpFZW91Umg3OUw3QlhpSzFYUmQ4NEZrYy9ici83Nzg4MDQyMDk2OS1sIn0.F0ciD8F2oPygUxEY54WpqUI_pV5INRFTWLjEhhRfhMQ/br/77880679183-l" 
Ensuring that Operation Centers and Control Rooms Remain Viable . On April 23 rd , CISA HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.r_El5DcTwRs1zABHrL-XzssUeTxbvhXCOC5ytiYJdQU/br/77880679183-l" 
the Critical Infrastructure Operations Centers and Control Rooms Guide for Pandemic Response, which is geared towards all 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by the federal government. The guide provides considerations and mitigation measures for operation centers and control rooms, but can be applied further to any critical node that is required to continue functioning in a pandemic environment.
Keeping the Healthcare Industry Safe and Secure . CISA, Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) jointly released a
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.OJtibuAk2-jc1tSNV7WdyciJ8OlfjEKgMM17a7mm1Kg/br/77880679183-l" 
regarding potential threats to the healthcare industry and resources on how to mitigate these threats.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Accelerating Antibody Research Efforts. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Medical Countermeasures Task Force reported that it established six agreements with healthcare providers to obtain convalescent plasma from COVID-19 survivors in support of the CDC’s Serology Project Team’s research efforts. Convalescent plasma, which is the liquid part of blood that possibly contains viral antibodies, is being investigated by medical researchers as a potential treatment for COVID-19.
Bolstering Testing Capacity at Food Processing Centers. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Laboratory Diagnostics Task Force coordinated with the Region VII office to deliver 7,000 test kits to Kansas where the region’s largest meat processing facilities are experiencing clusters of COVID-19 infections. These diagnostic supplies will help identify infections more rapidly while preventing its transmission throughout the state’s critical agriculture infrastructure, which processes a significant portion of the nation’s meat supply.
Addressing Medical Supply Needs in Non-Healthcare Settings. On April 22 nd , FEMA published HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.a8wLv8H3LNfkKM30gdhR6OunJ29wqvyqhjDrkelrfMQ/br/77880679183-
l" guidance to address how organizations in non-healthcare settings should consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the protection of workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes how to
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. Since April 20
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of-nation approach to address the limited supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 25
Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA continues to expedite the movement of critical supplies, including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles, and surgical gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. Between April 20
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTERS (FLETC)
Implementing Protocols to Protect Returning Students . Although FLETC has temporarily paused in-person operations, the agency is engaged in detailed planning efforts to resume law enforcement training in the COVID-environment. Over the past week, FLETC piloted new screening procedures whereby security contractors are conducting temperature checks and asking COVID-related screening questions of all people attempting to enter FLETC’s facilities. It has also begun to clean and disinfect all venues in preparation for students’ return.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Cracking Down on Fraud and Criminal Activity. On April 20 th , ICE’s Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, with assistance from CBP’s Field Intelligence Group, seized approximately 5,300 potentially fraudulent COVID-19 test kits. This seizure is a part of an interagency enforcement campaign known as Operation Stolen Promise, which was launched by ICE on April 15

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Educating the Public About Cyber-Related Threats. On April 24 th , I&A and CISA partnered with the American Hospital Association to
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.cfmiUfODBXdid7_KXt1xjNMnvxYStTLWEauCxrnafYE/br/77880679183-l" 
podcast mini-series addressing cyber threats that put the U.S. health system at risk. It offers best practices to security experts and health care administrators who are responsible for the infrastructure supporting medical providers during the COVID-19 response.
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Arming the Nation with Scientific Research . On April 23 rd , William Bryan, Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary for Science and Technology (S&T), provided an update on key research findings from S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center (NBACC) at the White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing. His update covered emerging results and trends from studies conducted at NBACC including the effects of sunlight and humidity on the virus as well as findings on common disinfectants that can kill the virus.
Driving Evidence-Based Policymaking. On April 24 th , S&T updated its HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.UdkxWKZNVxdRqt1gqc8jzJgJM0ymA6Fx6Zf2Em5a79U/br/77880679183-l" 
available research on operationally-relevant questions to aid decision makers in the COVID-19 response. The MQL is a quick-reference guide covering what is known about the virus, what additional information is needed, and who may be working to address these fundamental questions. New entries include references to how much agent will make a healthy individual ill, how the virus spreads from one host to another, and what treatments are effective.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel. TSA continues to follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during the pandemic. Between April 20
U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 24 th , USCIS HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.L8w1jUuIbJfW5AHQ1HNrFWb-50jOoXjcNS4marLYJtA/br/77880679183-l" 
to reopen on June 4 th unless the public closures are extended further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. Employees in these offices are continuing to perform mission-essential services that do not require face-to-face contact with the public while the offices are closed.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Monitoring Vessels that Pose a Risk to Public Health. The Coast Guard is working non-stop to protect the health and safety of the American public while keeping U.S. supply chains open and viable. Between April 20
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.rqr73OcSUfSqsTcqIZ32PEY89vkAdZG5CEfr-uUPl_4/br/77880679183-l" 
Information Bulletin (MSIB), which was updated on April 24 th , all v essels destined for a U.S. port are required to report to the CDC any sick or deceased crew/passengers prior to arrival at a U.S. port or they will be denied entry into U.S. territorial waters.
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . Between April 20 th and April 26 th , the Coast Guard facilitated the offload of 119 passengers aboard the Pacific Princess cruise ship in Los Angeles and 103 crew members aboard the Grand Princess cruise ship in San Francisco. The passengers and crew were allowed to disembark from the ships after the Coast Guard determined they were not infected with COVID-19 or other infectious diseases. To date, the Coast Guard has facilitated the discharge of over 265,000 passengers from over 125 cruise ships.
United States Secret Service (USSS)
Protecting Americans From Financial Scams . On April 20 th , the Secret Service partnered with the U.S. Treasury to launch the “
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.wrpTNiROr5DfsbckF9QpIaudgHcrszlV3ec04hQ-aFw/br/77880679183-
l" Know Your U.S. Treasury Check ” campaign – an initiative to bring awareness to citizens, retailers, and financial institutions on how to protect themselves from scams associated with U.S. Treasury checks funded by the $2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act.
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DOH-PIO (DOH)
Fw: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:46 PM EDT
To: Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E
(DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia M
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Lee, Tara (GOV), Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa?on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informa?on	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136

ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
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the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE: Marcos Orellana Pineda
To: Nitsch, Melissa A

Thank	you	for	your	quick	response,	and	nice	to	meet	you.		To	clarify,	is	it	your	preference	that	I	include
you	on	all	correspondence	to	Immigra:on	and	Customs	Enforcement	officials?		Or	are	there	specific
divisions	that	fall	outside	of	your	porBolio?
	
Also,	I	do	see	now	that	we	are	missing	the	signature	on	the	privacy	waiver,	so	I	appreciate	any
informa:on	that	is	available	in	lieu	of	the	completed	document.	
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:26	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wri:ng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
	
With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permi_ed	to	release	any	informa:on	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	reques:ng
informa:on).		However,	given	the	current	situa:on,	we	are	asking	our	a_orneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	mean:me,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	ques:ons	on	this	or	any	other	ma_er.
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	Jus:n	A	<Jus:n.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda

https://www.ice.gov/
file:///var/folders/ks/f1393pzn6glbd957wp2p99140000gn/T/com.firmshell.msgconverterpro/msg_dir_1711759641./Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Justin.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov


	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wri:ng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domes:c	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applica:ons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	le_ers,	submi_ed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respecBully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	considera:on	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	a_ached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_21
April 21, 2020 at 1:28 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 21, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

As of April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov
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surgical masks, 6.4 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

 

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200421 FINAL.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
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If you were forwarded this email and would like to be added to future
DHS Intergovernmental Affairs distributions, please register your email address here.

Connect with DHS:
Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  LinkedIn  |  Flickr  |  YouTube

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
www.dhs.gov

U.S. Department of Homeland Security · www.dhs.gov · 202-282-8000
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
To: Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov

Good	A&ernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:

	

Please	find	a7ached	a	le7er	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford

earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	quesMons.

	

Thank	you,

Alejandro

	

ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727

www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	

mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov
http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor


Lawrence, Kathlyn M
RE: Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 17, 2020 at 9:14 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Good	evening.	I	will	forward	the	le3er.
	
Thanks
	
Kathlyn M. Lawrence
Assistant Field Office Director
DHS | ICE | Seattle ERO
12500 Tukwila International Blvd | Seattle, WA 98168 
(D):  206-835-0075 | (C):  206-786-9222
 
 
Peer	Support	Program:	insight.ice.dhs.gov/PSP

	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	4:59	PM
To:	Lawrence,	Kathlyn	M	<Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Le3er	from	Governor	Inslee	re:	NWDC
	
Good	AWernoon,	Assistant	Director	Lawrence:
	
Please	find	a3ached	a	le3er	from	the	Governor	that	I	had	sent	to	Director	Asher	and	Mr.	Langford
earlier	today.		Feel	free	to	contact	me	at	this	email	or	(360)	688-0727	with	any	ques_ons.
	
Thank	you,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica3ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	

mailto:Kathlyn.M.Lawrence@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
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Nitsch, Melissa A
RE: Marcos Orellana Pineda
April 10, 2020 at 1:01 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

You	can	actually	send	all	inquiries	directly	to	me,	as	my	role	is	to	essen3ally	handle	all	(non-media)
stakeholder	inquiries.		If	there’s	something	that	requires	certain	subject	ma@er	exper3se,	I	will
coordinate	directly	with	those	officials	to	get	you	informa3on.		I	cover	the	en3re	ICE	porHolio,	and	am	in
close	contact	with	the	managers	of	all	our	various	opera3onal	components.
	
Thank	you,
Melissa
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:50	AM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Thank	you	for	your	quick	response,	and	nice	to	meet	you.		To	clarify,	is	it	your	preference	that	I	include
you	on	all	correspondence	to	Immigra3on	and	Customs	Enforcement	officials?		Or	are	there	specific
divisions	that	fall	outside	of	your	porHolio?
	
Also,	I	do	see	now	that	we	are	missing	the	signature	on	the	privacy	waiver,	so	I	appreciate	any
informa3on	that	is	available	in	lieu	of	the	completed	document.	
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:26	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wri3ng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
	
With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permi@ed	to	release	any	informa3on	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	reques3ng
informa3on).		However,	given	the	current	situa3on,	we	are	asking	our	a@orneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	mean3me,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	ques3ons	on	this	or	any	other	ma@er.
	
Thank	you,

mailto:Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
mailto:Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov


	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	Jus3n	A	<Jus3n.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wri3ng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domes3c	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applica3ons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	le@ers,	submi@ed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respecHully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	considera3on	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	a@ached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_22
April 22, 2020 at 2:19 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 22, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million
surgical masks, 5.9 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

On April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no
longer need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182
patients.

On April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with
disabilities. This funding is part of the CARES Act.

The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite
care and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200422 FINAL.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
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Brett Johnson
COVID-19 Potentially overlooked public health concern
March 19, 2020 at 4:52 AM EDT
To: elizabeth.pauli@cityoftacoma.org , achen@tpchd.org, Pcexecutive@piercecountywa.gov, victoria.woodards@cityoftacoma.org
Cc:  shana.chandler@mail.house.gov, "steve.kirby@leg.wa.gov, steve.kirby@leg.wa.gov, rachel.kelly@mail.house.gov, Melanie.Stambaugh@leg.wa.gov, Marty.Campbell@piercecountywa.gov , 
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov, steve.oban@piercecountywa.gov, taddwille@cityoftacoma.org, "John.Graham@hhs.gov, John.Graham@hhs.gov, connie.ladenburg@piercecountywa, lrohrer@co.pierce.wa.gov
, steve.conway@leg.wa.gov, melanie.morgan@leg.wa.gov, brendan.woodbury@mail.house.gov

Executive Dammeier, Director Chen, Manager Pauli, and Mayor Woodard,

I would like to start this email by commending every level of government covered in this email. In this unprecedented in nature and magnitude I commend
ALL of you on your work thus far! I’m writing this evening in the wake of watching a news clip covering several out of region municipalities relaxing arrest
standards for “simple crimes”. The arrest standards relaxation being the least of my concerns, but it did start my mind down a focused train of thought that left
me wondering IF my inevitable concern is on the radar of your various jurisdictions. My concern is the infection threat to the effected, my neighbors, my
employees, and my customers.

I own a business on and reside near the intersections of the 6 th , 9 th , and 10 th congressional districts OR the intersection of the 25 th , 27 th , & 29 th

legislative districts, county council districts 2,4,5,&6, Tacoma City council positions 4,5,6,7,&8 . The intersection of East 72 nd Street and East McKinley Ave
is locally known and regarded as a “hot spot” for persons experiencing homelessness, transients, railroad trespassers, mentally ill, and/or intoxicated persons.
While all jurisdictions have thus far done a remarkable job I’m writing tonight knowing and appreciating that western Washington has not experienced
potential social breakdown in quite some time and from past experience living through both tropical depressions, and Hurricanes in the south east while serving
as an Active Duty enlisted Air traffic controller I’ve experienced social breakdown and unrest and at this point in our COVID-19 struggle its at the front of my
mind.

For nearly 10 years under arguably “normal” circumstances I’ve watched petty crime occur at our local Chevron gas station, Safeway, Goodwill, Dollar
General, and even my own business. Admittedly some of these folks are legitimately experiencing homelessness by no fault of their own and some of the
crimes I’ve observed are purely for survival. When they happen to other residents or businesses I feel great empathy for the victim, and the several times
they’ve happened to me I’ve experienced a fair amount of frustration to say the least, but I digress.

We can likely argue 1,000 different reasons why people in our community are experiencing homelessness, but I think we can all agree there is an elevated
percentage of that population prone to crime, mentally ill, or intoxicated on one or more substances, and even sometimes all 3. I’m writing tonight in the wake
of watching a news clip about relaxed arrest standards to protect the incarcerated population (which I actually don’t disagree with) and on Tuesday night
breaking up a group of what appeared to likely be intoxicated cyclists without a home, and an incontrollable desire to deface my business’s signage and
flowerbeds.

My overlying concern is as we face the grim reality of our COVID-19 situation more stringent measures will need to be taken and the very folks I just
mentioned will still be wandering the streets. Not all of them, but certainly more than one of them shoplifting from the Chevron Station, or the Safeway which
are now the primary sources for food and fuel for about a 1.5 mile radius around my home. I wonder what level of consideration has been given to these folks
potentially unknowingly being infected with COVID-19 and wandering into a grocery store to get their meal while unknowingly infected and touching, or
coughing on produce and merchandise? Is it in the interest of public safety to assume mentally ill, intoxicated, or persons experiencing both have the
wherewithal to understand the gravity of this pandemic and the safety threat they pose to their fellow citizens?

Just 2 miles south of me there is a vacant elementary school. A vacant schools have classrooms that could become bunk rooms with the appropriate 6’
separation, an abundance of bathrooms, a cafeteria to feed them, and a gym and playground for common area recreation. It seems to me that facilities like this
could be a quick, inexpensive, and safe shelter in place location with the assistance of FEMA, Military, and/or National Guard resources for people
experiencing homelessness, and it affords law enforcement the ability to put someone without a home in a secure location without arresting them all the while
preserving the effected person’s health, public health, and allowing these folks to participate in our communal effort to social distance and stem the tide of new
COVID-19 infections so we can all resume our lives as they were just a few weeks ago.

I implore Pierce county, and the city of Tacoma to utilize every local, state, and federal resource available to ensure our efforts to stem the tide of this pandemic
are in fact fruitful in preserving lives, and protecting our local economy. Its quite possible that simply one unknowingly infected person could wander through a
grocery store and easily spread the virus to 20-30 new people and further delay our return to life as it was and potentially cost an innocent bystander their life,
or unknowingly allow them to carry the virus back home to a susceptible family member and cost them their life.

If these contingencies have already been considered I would very much appreciate a detailed plan from the county, and city. If they haven’t been considered I
look forward to hearing how you plan to combat these threats moving forward.

Thank you,

Brett Johnson
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:47 PM EDT
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki,
Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia
M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis,
Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren
(DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund,
Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan
(DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

This	is	ge(ng	bumped	un/l	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.

	

From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM

To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,

James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;

Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Bagge\,	Jessica	L	(DOH)

<Jessica.Bagge\@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,

Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;

Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portsea\le.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;

Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong

<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lodis,	Chris	<Chris.Lodis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)

<shon/eka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)

<amy.fuller@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan

(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bfd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad

<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)

<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)

<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston

Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)

<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'
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Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Ka/e	(WSP)'	<Ka/e.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Kris/na

(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie

Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler
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(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)

<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Sco\	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'

<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informa/on	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp

<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Ka/e	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bfd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)

<bethanyh@bfd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informa/on	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)

<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Scho\-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily

<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;

jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	sco\.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.ac/va/on@snoco.org;

sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Sea\le

 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is

able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa/on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa/on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

Direct:	360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 12, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200412 FINAL.pdf
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
RE: FEMA Region X Administrator
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
Cc:  Michael F. O’Hare (Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov)

Hi	Director	Ezelle,
	
Happy	to	help.		The	Governor’s	work	cell	is	360-688-3829.
	
My	informaEon	is	below	which	is	always	a	beGer	way	to	connect	with	the	Governor,	as	he	is	in	meeEngs
most	of	the	day.
	
Thanks.
Stacey
	
STACEY	TICHENOR
ExecuEve	Assistant	to	the	Governor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
www.governor.wa.gov	|	stacey.Echenor@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	

From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	4:58	PM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	Michael	F.	O’Hare	(Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov)	<Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator
	
	
Hi,	Stacey.		Mike	O’Hare,	the	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	tried	calling	the	Governor	today.		The
only	number	he	has	is	the	main	office	number	and	he	was	unable	to	get	through.		Could	you
provide	him	with	a	beGer	number	he	can	use	since	there	will	be	Emes	he	will	need	to	be	able	to
make	rapid	contact.		Should	the	Governor	need	to	get	hold	of	Mike,	his	mobile	number	is	202-
667-1973.
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Re: Call Today 3/26 - with FEMA Administrator Peter Gaynor
To: Ward, Erin

Hi Erin,

3:30 PM PT works for Governor Inslee.

Thanks.
Stacey

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 26, 2020, at 7:23 AM, Ward, Erin <Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
Good	morning,

	

I	am	reaching	out	to	schedule	a	call	this	a4ernoon	between	Governor	Jay	Inslee	and	FEMA

Administrator	Peter	Gaynor.		The	administrator	would	like	to	schedule	about	30	minutes	to

discuss	COVID-19	with	Governor	Inslee.	Does	he	have	someKme	to	discuss	between	2:30-

4:00	pm	PDT?

	

I	am	hoping	you	can	help	me	schedule	this	call,	let	me	know	if	a	phone	call	would	be	beRer

or	how	you	prefer	to	coordinate.

	

Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!

	

Erin

	

Erin	E.	Ward

Deputy	Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10

Office:	(425)	487-4567	|	Mobile:	(425)	949-2282

Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov											

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
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King, Elizabeth (COM)
Electric Sector Operational Coordination Call
March 23, 2020 at 5:23 PM EDT
To: McCloy, Lauren (GOV), King, Elizabeth (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Chung, Allen

	
JOIN	WEBEX	MEETING
h.ps://mee5ngsamer2.webex.com/mee5ngsamer2/j.php?
MTID=m2b65f70c79538e60cd591e1214dPf60
Mee5ng	number	(access	code):	627	064	169
	
	
Mee5ng	password:	cZinWm94GE5
	
	
	
JOIN	BY	PHONE
+1-408-418-9388	United	States	Toll
Tap	here	to	call	(mobile	phones	only,	hosts	not	supported):	tel:%2B1-408-418-
9388,,*01*627064169%23%23*01*
	
Global	call-in	numbers
h.ps://mee5ngsamer2.webex.com/mee5ngsamer2/globalcallin.php?
MTID=m08136976e14d882525c43ede15334ae0
	
	
JOIN	FROM	A	VIDEO	SYSTEM	OR	APPLICATION
Dial	sip:627064169@mee5ngsamer2.webex.com
You	can	also	dial	173.243.2.68	and	enter	your	mee5ng	number.
	
	
Join	using	Microsoj	Lync	or	Microsoj	Skype	for	Business	Dial
sip:627064169.mee5ngsamer2@lync.webex.com
	
	
	
Can't	join	the	mee5ng?
h.ps://collabora5onhelp.cisco.com/ar5cle/WBX000029055
	
	
IMPORTANT	NOTICE:	Please	note	that	this	Webex	service	allows	audio	and	other	informa5on	sent
during	the	session	to	be	recorded,	which	may	be	discoverable	in	a	legal	ma.er.	By	joining	this	session,
you	automa5cally	consent	to	such	recordings.	If	you	do	not	consent	to	being	recorded,	discuss	your
concerns	with	the	host	or	do	not	join	the	session.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_17
April 17, 2020 at 3:37 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government,
including at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTcuMjAzMTgyMDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.rXbHvg4VkM3SYCHdjbalM4JyPkJPw_8x6PlGJPzCxoc/br/77565980196-l


local circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-
19 outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or
have been mild).
Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these
criteria and to progress through the phases outlined.

Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key
industries.

Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be
important, including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the
states, and the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and
private labs.
A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors
in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200417 FINAL.pdf
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
RE: Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
March 23, 2020 at 11:34 AM EDT
To: Hyer, Brian
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV), Streeter, Ryan, Hill, John

Thanks	so	much,	Brian.
	

From:	Hyer,	Brian	<Brian.Hyer@HQ.DHS.GOV>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	11:33	AM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	KaMms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kaMms@gov.wa.gov>;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>;	Streeter,	Ryan	<ryan.streeter@hq.dhs.gov>;	Hill,	John
<john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
Hi	Morgan,
We	will	get	this	request	over	to	FEMA	so	they	can	check	when	the	Administrator	would	be	available.
	
Thanks!
Brian	

From:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Hyer,	Brian;	Hill,	John
Cc:	KaMms,	Casey	(GOV);	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
Subject:	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Administrator	Gaynor
	
CAUTION:	This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	a^achments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	quesMons	or	concerns.

 
Hello	John	and	Brian,
	
Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	Mme	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	ma^er.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	quesMons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19 Response Efforts
March 25, 2020 at 12:42 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 
 

March 25, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 
Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19
Response Efforts
	
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top
priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California,
New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local
emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support
their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, more than 9,000 National Guard troops have
activated to help with testing and other response efforts. Additional states can request this
assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of New York, Washington,
California, Iowa and Louisiana were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with
additional needs identified in these states.
 
11 states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition, 5 states have issued partial
or localized orders.
 
Medical supplies are en route to states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face
shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington, New York and
California. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours. The U.S.
Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional hospital beds and
medical staff and is expected to arrive by March 27. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is
scheduled to arrive in New York on April 7. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four
sites have been selected.
	
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, Community Based
Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor
Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on the Strategic
National Stockpile.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: President Donald J. Trump Directs FEMA Support Under Emergency Declaration for
COVID-19
March 13, 2020 at 5:04 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
March 13, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 

President Donald J. Trump Directs FEMA Support Under Emergency
Declaration for COVID-19
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the COVID-19
threat as the health and safety of the American people remain a top priority.

Today, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of the Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the “Stafford
Act”). This increases federal support to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) in
its role as the lead federal agency for the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic response. As a result of
the President’s decisive, unprecedented action, FEMA is directed to assist state, local, tribal,
territorial governments and other eligible entities with the health and safety actions they take on
behalf of the American public. Today’s declaration does not make direct financial assistance
available to individuals.

The emergency declaration does not change measures authorized under other federal statutes and
HHS remains the lead federal agency directing the federal response to COVID-19.  FEMA actions
will be in support of HHS and in coordination with state, tribal and territorial governments.
Eligible emergency protective measures taken at the direction or guidance of public health
officials in response to this emergency, and not supported by the authorities of another federal
agency, will be reimbursed strictly under the FEMA Public Assistance program. FEMA assistance
will be provided at a 75 percent Federal cost share. Reimbursable activities typically include
emergency protective measures such as the activation of State Emergency Operations Centers,
National Guard costs, law enforcement and other measures necessary to protect public health and
safety.
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If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMA’s mission is helping people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Nandi, Paj (DOH)
Re: Isolation and Quarantine facilities for unable to self-isolate (COVID 19)
March 13, 2020 at 6:16 PM EDT
To: Richeson, Jonathan, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Sabarese, Robert (MIL), McCaslin Stogner, Sara
(DSHS/OOS), Huynh, Mary (DOH CDC Assignee), Clifford, Wayne (DOH)

Hi	all,	as	I	shared	with	Danielle	Koenig,	please	invite	and	include	Wayne	Clifford	(cc'd	here)	on	any
conversa?ons/discussions	related	to	homelessness/housing	instability.	

Thank	you!

From:	Richeson,	Jonathan	<Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:04	PM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV);	Sabarese,	Robert	(MIL);	McCaslin	Stogner,	Sara	(DSHS/OOS);	Huynh,	Mary
(DOH	CDC	Assignee);	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)
Subject:	Re:	Isola?on	and	Quaran?ne	facili?es	for	unable	to	self-isolate	(COVID	19)
	
Can	I	call	I?		I	have	a	personal	appt	and	just	got	the	road	to	Seadle

Get	Outlook	for	iOS

From:	Nichole.Benardo@mil.wa.gov	<Nichole.Benardo@mil.wa.gov>	on	behalf	of	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:02:33	PM
To:	Sabarese,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Sabarese@mil.wa.gov>;	McCaslin	Stogner,	Sara	(DSHS/OOS)
<stognse@dshs.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Huynh,	Mary	(DOH
CDC	Assignee)	<mary.huynh@doh.wa.gov>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Isola?on	and	Quaran?ne	facili?es	for	unable	to	self-isolate	(COVID	19)
When:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:30	PM-4:30	PM.
Where:	SEOC	Policy	Room	-	Call	in:	563-999-2090	Access	310862	PIN	1398
	
CAUTION: This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	adachments	unless	you	recognize

and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	ques?ons	or	concerns.

Jonathan	Richeson	Can	you	come	to	this??
	
Paj	–	if	you’d	like	to	call	in	and	listen	your	welcome	to	represent	CETF
	
	
Respecmully,
	
	
Nichole	Benardo
Emergency	Planning	Program	Coordinator
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
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W.	Desk	–	253.512.7081
W.	Mobile	–	253.691.7422
nichole.benardo@mil.wa.gov
	
	
-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	10:46	AM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV);	Leaders,	Amber	(GOV);	Vasavada,	Jasmine	(COM);	Kelleher,	Tedd	(COM);
Stamey,	Gwen	(OFM);	Baldini,	Myra	(OFM);	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL);	Clifford,	Denise	(ECY);	Bouton,
Drew	(GOV);	Larson,	Ann	(DES);	Benardo,	Nichole	(MIL);	Buchholz,	Brian	E.	(ATG);	Wonhoff,	Taylor
(GOV);	Sherrard,	Nathan	(OFM);	Eliason,	Mark	(DSHS/OOS/PER);	Judd,	Jeremy	(COM);	Streuli,
Nick	(ESD)
Subject:	Isola?on	and	Quaran?ne	facili?es	for	unable	to	self-isolate	(COVID	19)
When:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	3:30	PM-4:30	PM	(UTC-08:00)	Pacific	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	SEOC	Policy	Room	-	Call	in:	563-999-2090	Access	310862	PIN	1398
	
Good	morning,
	
		Building	on	the	ini?al	planning	done	March	6-9	on	addressing	shelter	requirements	for	those
unable	to	self-isolate	or	quaran?ne	at	home,	we	are	conveying	a	mee?ng	today	to	fully	develop
the	plan	and	resourcing	strategy.	I	expect	there	will	be	need	for	mee?ngs	throughout	the
weekend	with	the	goal	of	a	decision	briefing	complete	by	late	Monday.
	
Key	topic	areas:

Expected	number	of	bed	spaces	needed
Suitability	requirements	(social	distancing,	airflow,	etc)
Acceptable	loca?ons
Build,	lease,	purchase	or	contract	considera?ons
Staffing	considera?ons
Cost	considera?ons	(site,	manning,	etc)
Funding	(federal,	state,	local)

	
I	do	not	have	the	contact	info	for	FEMA	or	local	EM	representa?on	–	Can	EMD	request	their
par?cipa?on?
	
Can	Commerce	request	par?cipa?on	from	county	CHG	grantees?
	
	



Fordice, Justin
Automatic reply: priorities
March 16, 2020 at 12:39 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

Hello,
 
I am currently deployed in support of the COVID-19 response in WA State.  I am monitoring
email and phone calls however my response will be delayed.
 
Regards,
 
Justin Fordice
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_18
April 18, 2020 at 1:27 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 18, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
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resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical
masks, 5.9 million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves,
10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

On April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version
3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local
jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce
while responding to COVID-19.

On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership
with United Health Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

 

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 FEMA Advisory Daily Briefing Points (April 15, 2020)
April 15, 2020 at 2:19 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 15, 2020        

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic: Whole-of-AmericaPandemic: Whole-of-America
ResponseResponse
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human
Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

·         FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·         FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through FEMA Project Airbridge.

·         HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure that
hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while working
to save lives.

-   The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.

-   Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators to
FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/hospital beds; total acute care
(ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and number of
ventilators available in the state.

-   States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by the
federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however, should not be
expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

-   Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports
on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

-   The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will supply 6,190
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ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.
·         HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent Resource

(IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents for COVID-19
testing free of charge.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs of the
need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

-   The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the three
components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits and test kits.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the fact sheet below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding the Supply Chain Task Force for COVID-19 response. 
 

 
March 31, 2020
 

FEMA Fact Sheet
 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four-Pronged Approach
to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID-19 Fight
 
Closing the gap between what the private sector is able to provide to healthcare end-users
and what is needed for the fight against COVID-19 is a key priority for the White House
Coronavirus Task Force. In support of the task force, FEMA and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service created a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight
COVID-19 focused task forces under the National Response Coordination Center (NRCC). 
This task force is taking a whole-of-America approach to address limited supply of critical
protective and life-saving equipment.
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment (PPE),
ventilators and other critical resources requested by states, tribes and territories. By using
the structure of FEMA’s NRCC, the task force is finding and executing solutions to meet
urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to COVID-19 “hot spots”
as they arise.
 

The Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force is executing a whole-of-America approach to
address limited supply of critical protective and life-saving equipment.  Through a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation, FEMA is
bringing the full capacity of the Federal government to bear to find solutions to protect the
American people and defeat COVID-19. 
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Locating Available Critical Resources 
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment, ventilators
and other critical resources to respond to requests by states, tribes and territories. Through
the National Response Coordination Center, the task force is working to find critical
resources to meet urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to “hot
spots” as they arise. In addition, the task force is engaging manufacturers, distributors and
healthcare networks to build the next phase of supply chain stabilization. 
 
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources 
 
The task force is developing a strategy to increase availability of critical resources through
four primary efforts: 
 
Preservation 
 
Preservation to limit unnecessary use of PPE and other supplies. Developing guidance to
prioritize the allocation and the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs are
critical components of this strategy.

The task force is in the process of developing and verifying techniques to clean and
recycle products.

This line of effort also includes developing guidance to prioritize the allocation and
the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs, critical components of this
strategy.

The task force is also working to expand equipment resources through the
Preservation line of effort. The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
for ventilators on March 24, which allows anesthesia gas machines and positive
pressure breathing devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The new guidance
will also assist health care personnel on how to use other ventilators, like CPAP
devices for sleep apnea, with COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on
shelf life of existing ventilators.

Acceleration 
 
Acceleration of industrial manufacturing is required to help meet the urgent demand placed
on the market. Manufacturers are ramping up production of critical resources and have
extended operating hours to increase production well above pre-COVID-19 levels.

To expedite purchasing, FEMA issued a request for quotation for vendors who have
needed medical equipment and supplies to sell to the agency.

FEMA is also expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to
medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

As an example of this effort, FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia



beginning Sunday, March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies
to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago this morning. FEMA has scheduled additional
flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical PPE (gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks) in varying
quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the
flights are loaded overseas.

Upon arrival, PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and
nursing homes around the country.

Additionally, in some cases, the federal government may purchase some of the
supplies to be used to replenish the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) or to provide
to states with any identified and unmet needs.

To address the anticipated ventilator shortage across the nation, the task force has
implemented a similar strategy, leveraging the strengths of the commercial industry
Including numerous vendors, such as General Electric, Phillips, Medtronic,
Hamilton, Zoll, ResMed, Hillrom and Vyair, to produce 20,000 ventilators over the
next two months with the potential to add 100,000 by end of June. This represents a
significant increase in velocity as the normal annual market is 30,000 per year.

Expansion 
 
Expansion of the industry is also taking place. Manufacturers are enhancing production
capacity with additional machinery, and in some cases re-tooling assembly lines to produce
new products needed.

As an example of this work, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is providing
information for manufacturers on adding production lines or alternative sites, like
automobile manufacturers, for making more ventilators during the COVID-19 public
health emergency.

In addition, the task force is working through over 350 leads to match American
businesses who have excess raw materials, workforce or factory production capacity
combined with an overwhelming desire to provide their support to the national
response effort.

Task force members are actively working to facilitate the creation of private
sector partnerships to pair companies that have volunteered excess factory
production capacity, the talents of their workforce and access to their raw
material supply chains with critical supply manufacturers who have the
expertise in producing PPE, ventilator and other needed equipment.

The creation of these partnerships to align capacity with know-how will



unleash the potential engine of our national private sector and help overcome
the supply shortfalls.

Allocation 
 
Allocation of critical resources based on data-informed decisions. These decisions will be
coordinated between the U.S. Government and the private sector.

FEMA is focusing its allocation of critical resources to highly impacted areas
experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19 transmission and the greatest
increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls, with consideration to the at-risk population
distribution across the Nation.

To more effectively adjudicate resources throughout the nation and private industry, a
National Resource Prioritization Cell was established to unify government and
private industry prioritization recommendations which will inform federal, state and
private sector operations. 

 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 26, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
Sixteen states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain
at-risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
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support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New York, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with
additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and
additional supplies are en route to these designated areas. The U.S. Navy hospital ship
Mercy is en route and expected to be operational by April 1 to support Los Angeles with
additional hospital beds and medical staff. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is expected
to be operational by April 4 to support New York City. FEMA issued a $350 million
Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care
facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 28, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Remain Actively Engaged to Support
State-Managed Coronavirus Response
 
“I can tell you this weekend, we will be reporting on aggressive efforts that our supply
stabilization task force at FEMA is taking to import medical supplies from around the
world.” – Vice President Mike Pence
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
Apple and CDC, together with the White House and FEMA, launched a new website
and app with a COVID-19 screening tool and resources to help people protect their
health. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
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shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. We
are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
 
Today, the US-NS Comfort will be underway today from Norfolk, VA to New York, NY.

The Comfort will arrive at Pier 90 in Manhattan on Monday – only approximately a
mile away from the Javits Convention Center where the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are actively constructing a 2,910-bed alternate care facility.
The Comfort is equipped with 12 operating rooms, 1,000 hospital beds, a medical
laboratory, a pharmacy, an optometry lab, digital radiology services, a CAT-scan, two
oxygen producing plants, a helicopter deck and a crew of nearly 1,200 U.S. military
personnel.
The crew onboard the Comfort will provide critically needed medical surge capacity
for New York Metropolitan area. Their mission will be to care for New Yorkers who
do not have COVID-19, but who require urgent medical care.

 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts.

This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster
response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.

 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act to avoid governors needing to request individual emergency
declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Washington,
the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territory of Guam were approved for  major
disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Seventeen
states and four tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	is	a8ached	for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
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SUMMARY

·       Focus	remains	on	economic	challenges	in	Washington,	with	much	debate	over	when	the	state
should	ease	restric/ons.

·       Oregon's	governor	apologizes	for	challenges	with	the	state's	unemployment	system	and
announces	plan	to	increase	staff	from	106	to	520,	with	a	goal	of	800.

·       Alaska	began	its	first	phase	of	reopening	on	Friday,	April	24.	Some	regions	are	implemen/ng	their
own	reopening	plans,	crea/ng	confusion.

·       Tes/ng	is	now	available	to	anyone	who	wants	it	in	Idaho	Falls	in	a	partnership	with	Mountain
View	Hospital.

Public	Sen+ment
·       Economic	concerns	are	top	of	mind	throughout	the	region,	with	people	sharing	stories	of

personal	hardship,	and	challenges	accessing	unemployment	or	small	business	aid.	
·       In	Oregon	and	Washington,	residents	remain	frustrated	at	the	slow	resolu/on	of	issues	with	the

unemployment	system.
·       In	Washington,	the	public	is	not	prepared	to	maintain	strict	distancing	measures	throughout	the

summer	while	calls	con/nue	for	various	sectors	of	the	economy	to	reopen.
·       With	Alaska	beginning	to	reopen,	most	are	eager	to	get	back	to	normal.	Some	residents	are

concerned	about	the	lack	of	social	distancing	already	occurring	at	newly	opened	businesses.
·       In	Idaho,	protest	headlines	con/nue	with	individuals	calling	for	broad	re-opening	and	saying	all

businesses	are	essen/al.
Washington

Reopening
·       With	construc/on	projects	restar/ng,	thousands	soon	will	return	to	work.	(KOMO)
·       More	than	7,000	people	have	signed	a	pe//on	to	return	Washington’s	hairdressers	to	work.

(KIRO7)
·       A	popular	local	media	piece	highlights	Governor	Inslee's	challenges	in	naviga/ng	Washington

through	the	pandemic,	as	well	as	his	role	'at	the	forefront	in	the	poli/cal	struggle	with	the	White
House'	over	response	policies.	(Sea8le	Times)	Reac/ons	fall	along	poli/cal	lines.	(Facebook)

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://komonews.com/news/local/with-construction-projects-restarting-thousands-soon-will-return-to-work
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/hairstylists-petitioning-governor-return-work/Q7HPT7DPNJAMNC7BZMQW4DBJQA/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/profile-inslee-through-the-coronavirus-outbreak/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0K0xgo46gdjIRlPNsljgVYbK0B3DYyhT1Cz-_ffnCC2wfuwuD1558XHtI%23Echobox=1587918194
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158127395061215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBW7sQ9SSdY1tINd1BROxYKBAj_EFGf2WDuHmk8Nb81i95WZ6Et4cJpr8HT_bS2wyzFkZtxqnPgf0omezBasgEig2PtP6h4ScPZjghbpzTeVIDdkUtPDQx0rmMcZQIetOhL0mNwZWvsbcSpOuf9edHLF8cScPhRh2x3k6WUXvuk6r6oTfiXdQiQ4U19w5hkk5qxIf2XbabQgVu35umDYvRdTA1bnNIRYbZCz00WP_0_c_6TFaqaT2FjmdagwDilpYh9FXjKFyT7BWZIy6K5x7d26suY57bi9yNnAgBG_PjXIAzRJdye_YFdsVskxP1TOI4lrl10RA8qb7WJ6w&__tn__=-R


·       The	Yakima	Herald-Republic	Editorial	Board:	The	governor	is	correct	in	pursuing	a	data-driven
approach,	but	he	needs	to	be	more	transparent	about	the	target	metrics	that	must	be	met
before	reopening.	(The	Daily	Chronicle)

Health	Equity
·       The	Washington	Department	of	Health's	Medium	blog,	"We	are	all	in	this	together,"	was	widely

shared	over	the	weekend.	The	blog	looks	at	disparate	effects	of	the	pandemic	on	communi/es
of	color	and	discusses	ways	to	combat	health	inequity.	(WA	DOH	on	Medium)
o   Many	people	commented	that	we	are	not	in	fact	'all	in	this	together'	when	the	wealthy,

those	who	work	for	the	government,	and	those	with	jobs	in	general	are	not	impacted	as
much	as	others.	(Facebook)

Social	Distancing
·       A	Columbia	virologist	advised	people,	‘Don’t	make	any	plans’	for	summer	travel.	This	advice

coincides	with	Dr.	Birx's	comments	over	the	weekend	about	social	distancing	likely	las/ng
through	the	summer.	(MyNorthwest)
o   Much	of	the	reac/on	to	these	comments	from	medical	officials	is	nega/ve,	with	many

people	saying	they	are	not	willing	to	cancel	summer	ac/vi/es.	Several	people	are
referencing	comments	from	two	California	ER	doctors	that	social	distancing	may	weaken
people's	immune	systems.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·       New	study	shows	Tri-Ci/es	residents	are	doing	'above	average'	at	staying	home	but	have	room	to
improve.	(Tri-City	Herald)
o   Many	people	are	concerned	about	the	privacy	viola/ons	involved	with	this	study	and	others

that	use	cell	phone	data.	(Facebook)
Protests
·       'Let	us	fish:'	Washingtonians	protest	statewide	fishing	ban	at	Sea8le	rally.	(KOMO,	KING5,	The

Columbian)
·       Dozens	gather	to	play	soiball	on	Sunday	amid	stay	home	order.	(YakTriNews)	Reac/ons	are	split,

with	some	chas/sing	the	ballplayers	and	some	suppor/ng	them.	(Facebook)
·       Despite	the	stay	at	home	order	many	public	venues	across	the	Tri-Ci/es	are	s/ll	full	with	people

in	them.	Examples	cited	are	mostly	outdoors:	hiking	trails,	dog	parks,	an	athle/c	complex.
(KNDU25)

Food	Security
·       Coronavirus	outbreak	at	a	Washington	beef	plant	could	have	impact	on	grocery	shelves.	The

plant	closed	last	week	to	test	it's	1,400	employees	aier	around	100	tested	posi/ve.	(KREM2)
·       Another	four	people	test	posi/ve	for	coronavirus	at	Kelso	meat	processing	plant.	(KIRO7)

o   Many	people	are	calling	news	reports	about	the	meat	industry	'fear	mongering,'	while
others	are	genuinely	concerned	over	the	food	supply.	(Facebook)

Humanity
·       The	Sea8le	Times	launched	a	"Lives	Remembered"	project,	sharing	about	the	lives	of	each

person	in	Washington	who	died	of	COVID-19.	(Sea8le	Times)
o   People	share	sorrow	and	sympathy	in	reac/on	to	the	project.	On	the	Governor's	post

highligh/ng	the	project,	sympathy	was	mingled	with	many	calls	for	an	end	to	the	economic
restric/ons.

Mental	Health	&	Community	Impact
·       Suicides	have	surged	in	Benton	County	in	the	seven	weeks	since	coronavirus	outbreak.	(Tri-City

Herald)
·       Illegal	dumping	is	on	the	rise	in	Washington	while	some	dumps	are	closed	due	to	pandemic.

(KING5)
Economy
·       Bellingham	small-business	owners	struggle	to	find	financing.	They	say	seeking	financial	help	has

been	a	frustra/ng	experience	as	rules	con/nue	to	change,	aid	programs	are	overwhelmed
quickly,	and	the	paperwork	piles	up.	(The	Bellingham	Herald)

·       Puyallup’s	Step	By	Step	and	Farm	12—a	nonprofit	and	a	restaurant	for	low-income	and
underprivileged	women—had	a	round	of	layoffs	aier	their	applica/on	for	the	Payroll	Protec/on
Program	was	not	accepted.	(The	News	Tribune)
o   People	are	sad	at	the	news,	and	encourage	the	nonprofit	and	restaurants	to	keep	figh/ng	to

http://www.chronline.com/opinion/other-views-data-metrics-for-reopening-economy-should-be-shared/article_bedb7acc-87fa-11ea-b2f4-87154032bc37.html?fbclid=IwAR1xya5mVdQ2IdWDIIV6FOHTOUS5JY--rkwRaivOEm9zY2XthOBQl03rGxg
https://medium.com/wadepthealth/we-are-all-in-this-together-56860dc707da
https://www.facebook.com/117762158270896/posts/2904071999639884
https://www.kiro7.com/news/trending/coronavirus-deborah-birx-says-social-distancing-will-continue-through-summer/UN5JK3VDFFHM7BRSCNYV7HCKBM/?fbclid=IwAR0peqo_cq1bhZDD49wGfSHjO456bopuj-FbCzYxfBGcCzuSYNsikFWGqkQ
https://mynorthwest.com/1833976/dr-angela-rasmussen-dont-make-summer-plans/?fbclid=IwAR3AuNEM8Z1OceyOvpiKrMgoHCQ8SfdZ2Vsir7QCwCXxprQM7B7XeU2I78o
https://www.turnto23.com/news/coronavirus/accelerated-urgent-care-doctors-recommend-lifting-shelter-in-place-order
https://www.facebook.com/mynorthwest/posts/10157698389454091?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA2y7XT9q5rIK9pMcZeV7VD3ocxz6mm4UWIb3v1PtFlkhH8nZIgdNhryflrmpsZb6v9EUtxHf1txQXM_oeSLY-NYXrkEoDb0KUtMY308KM8WGgmERJVUMJvAjwptryVKx9h5Ynu6tSUE-HCpbT3NW_ktTH8ebm67lC1OQ9If-vwFZZ_O_Q43DHnCdsz0UIRA8eDL16tMcuRfa94_agdz2bP0jcJMKHuhak9QhHJvkNVkuZ2Ed474GrImiuKgXat1OxqjLQoak54fZStuO_NgbwLphIc6secU6aQ-KQSf5SfL3019trglyPTFTMff-lr_6uwu2rDs1AHYKHJFQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158127052916215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDr7kz4PYeAxXkZeHLybPx-KcQn4jZ35ekfHuKJ-72iDD5peEM1_fMCgfnm-pUikNcqJJr5qn_C8kCv_IZP5vc5Rzy3TpJiy69Vw5fvECy-CIJQEKfcQyNBWkU2K69DT_44el0v6KXxmgB9y7vmKQ-HrQisjimRYDixflE8dUN7f_bwQCJJKPHV-FSsDawweIZRz_EgW3yBXF5K41uNUsZ6f9FrXfCIvhe7hq2W6oASWj-f8rnlHlfmGBP_93Ip0QVijT9D4g-FDPw6upuQyd5G4n33fe8t5VdzPNigbQUhsQKGK8RSPWy3yFE8_q5mHBCtOy1SQtpDNhFOlg&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KIRO7Seattle/posts/3436625139690548?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAuF9IiC2YKTGNfjdbRGj0AbFuiB5uXZIxyYBChaVDMTFoCRfdwaDKCRRrpoUmnvVGHMPwKaXUivJxekGLUslQAk4rMRxQQRE8dKUmWfdiyhy5ybv45UBLhXvE5UTvFVMNd2BxYSNelcQpxb4UdJmSfxcGu520v_IwlnwF_WYf0ejF-0QxoVzC-ITky6gfg0s05MFWp27KgQ3kTHjrkoQY96KxoUv08o4XiwWl16PgB5_ikn7tsv9Po2wkTy5aDyHl2XOgj3WXwToC0R4BcFaJm_uzB5_AszJ83TfvvXkfPsY7UI1FQy5celBpUg4urEIDeqyBk2SL9OEHiTJDqopS_ZQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/local/article242208011.html?fbclid=IwAR3GhoVn3qdrvqXarX5ttzk8SbiIQyaEnbZgiZJhGx9Jex5F8bZm_JMiyic
https://www.facebook.com/TriCityHerald1/posts/3522921214391918?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCOPbsf-Ul_L_ynYU84ZODPtDtecnTfeu2ajVQgDADokJcguxNlrcSdntZ5825wjnDBetWQb0Eool4awK44Voax3Qe5kxkqIqCtf-IhHxGLhtIqIYT_qKl51iDBXg9RBO_6EU8K6qNxisexOUIK-socIE5PifYO0lEScrYzOklysqlBf7lxPjZbica_qGdYmlDfQSDUOvTniUenu2dbnGAWBnyEQWoAJP3LMUpf02DJiXomOmsAi81CXAIWG3FP1cBxzDvINLrXduI0O44EyIau24YyDqJMaP1b__WBl5ou_Z8qcbUQr0JgrtXTPKJHzpFgamEprsH9lG9XZvKNjULrjQ&__tn__=-R
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/its-very-sad-washingtonians-protest-statewide-fishing-ban-at-seattle-rally?fbclid=IwAR1FSdI4uGVSDz0eusAME2insbS3r6g_vyt6hlhINlq6t-HG-0SMfEWtnR4
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https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1665160116964429?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCTtfum62nFRD62bALNTzLC_0dzgeD622-Q-bzoJeJHtUn-uet0r5YOTA3yTogclxCoegmIoBBAGpatGb2fJkTVNQbYNxLW02Dprf2qde0ddGsh9JrtUzezJ1syDm2ClUW-nEM9tBfN-BgTH1MkS5cZ0LFsPZ11Nn9cdjZqo12udU1UZ7rMVYlKSCe6iKQq-HIUr2gDg-gscJGaivsVETe4X7A9uQYXNbRC8fINIUip6dQ4-9eqcoi5Mf1tGbRWsbZeUyrYRocGJFIbK_V2vb7Dvr6WEYUD4Yy8qfJ_z0wrK7tVPYkgaa7OK8sqswzmLFCa2n9myuM4db6Ma875e5hIig&__tn__=-R
https://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/coronavirus/article242290971.html?fbclid=IwAR06AyJo4hh0jud8FWasWr8gUqzS8Womd2MTeiFUvHRaT0P4ewDARVhWnfY
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-wsdot-illegal-dumping-coronavirus-pandemic/281-708aeb95-fe91-48e3-a0d4-c2d07f51d841?fbclid=IwAR3bZlYA_1PT4-l753wYoN_TFOL7BinWjwhOrRhu4qNDnoi5DTuXD5OGA3s
https://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/business/article242149216.html?fbclid=IwAR0TRihAxVdr4gcIDQsQ9OulkMqOhZTgApCTY9XD6r1Cstl1i60E4Mb9YO4
https://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/community/puyallup-herald/ph-news/article242269006.html?fbclid=IwAR33qA8w_G-IJOi3rZYoq2c7irW0VcOBP_vsb0BZu0I8eOd3drDcMSFx-6w


survive	the	temporary	challenges.	(Facebook)
·       Sea8le	Opera	receives	$2.4	million	Paycheck	Protec/on	Program	loan	enabling	them	to	rehire

180	people.	(King5,	KOMO)
·       Residents	con/nue	to	express	frustra/on	with	the	state’s	overwhelmed	unemployment	system.

(KIRO7)
New	Cases
·       COVID-19	cases	con/nue	to	rise	in	the	Tri-Ci/es	area,	with	841	cases.	(YakTriNews)
·       Statewide	coronavirus	death	toll	climbs	to	at	least	750.	(KOMO)
·       Evere8-based	USS	Kidd	reports	more	coronavirus	cases	in	outbreak	at	sea,	and	is	returning	to

port.	Navy	officials	said	at	least	33	members	of	the	crew	of	the	ship	have	now	tested	posi/ve.
(KATU2,	KING5)

Tribes
·       Yakima	Tribal	member	and	leader	of	a	tribal	fishing	village,	dies	from	coronavirus.	(Oregon	Live)

Oregon
Economy
·       Gov.	Kate	Brown	apologizes	as	Oregon's	unemployment	site	was	down	on	Sunday.	She	said	the

office	is	increasing	its	staff	from	106	to	520	staffers,	with	a	goal	of	800.	(Governor's	Facebook,
KATU2)
o   Reac/ons	are	nega/ve,	with	people	frustrated	at	the	delay	in	addressing	the	issues,	and

several	men/ons	of	previous	state	investments	aimed	at	improving	the	unemployment
system.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       Oregon	Employment	Dept.	will	soon	launch	Pandemic	Unemployment	Assistance	program	for
self-employed	and	gig	workers.	(KATU2)

·       Employment	department	callers	wait	on	hold	for	two	hours	on	average.	(The	Oregonian)
Reac/on	is	nega/ve,	with	people	calling	for	be8er	management	of	the	state	system.	(Facebook)

·       OHSU	will	cut	salaries	due	to	forecasted	revenue	loss	from	COVID-19.	(FOX12)
Reopening
·       Eastern	Oregon’s	Baker	County	submits	coronavirus	reopening	plan	to	the	governor.	(KGW8)
·       Oregon	City	commissioners	tell	the	governor	they	will	not	defy	the	stay-home	order.	This	came

aier	the	mayor	suggested	the	city	may	reopen,	defying	the	governor's	order.	(The	Oregonian)
Fla8ening	the	Curve
·       Coronavirus	has	tested	Gov.	Kate	Brown’s	leadership.	So	far,	Oregonians	approve.	(The

Oregonian)	People	were	mostly	in	support	of	the	Governor's	leadership	and	stay	at	home	order.
(Facebook)

·       No	new	cases	of	Coronavirus	in	any	of	the	five	Southern	Oregon	coun/es.	(KDRV)
Social	Distancing
·       Roseburg	Veterans	Affairs	director	leads	coronavirus	dance	party	without	social	distancing,	face

masks.	(The	Oregonian)	Most	reac/ons	are	nega/ve	toward	the	VA,	while	some	say	people	need
to	lighten	up.	(Facebook)

New	Cases
·       Grants	Pass	Dutch	Bros	employee	tests	posi/ve	for	coronavirus.	(KDRV)
·       Portland	area	Safeway	employee	tests	posi/ve	for	coronavirus.	(The	Oregonian)

Oregon	Tribes
·       Wildhorse	Resort	and	Casino,	a	large	employer	in	the	Columbia	basin,	is	crea/ng	a	plan	to	safely

reopen	when	the	/me	comes.	(My	Columbia	Basin)
Idaho

Tes/ng
·       New	COVID-19	an/body	test	available	to	everyone	in	eastern	Idaho	beginning	Monday.	Crush

The	Curve	Idaho	is	partnering	with	Mountain	View	Hospital	in	Idaho	Falls	to	offer	a	COVID-19
an/body	serology	test	to	anyone	who	would	like	it.	(East	Idaho	News)

PPE
·       University	of	Idaho	team	works	on	shining	light	to	fight	the	virus.	UVC	cabinets	sterilize	cri/cal

personal	protec/ve	equipment	for	health	care	workers.	(The	Lewiston	Tribune)
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https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/seattle-opera-to-rehire-180-people-thanks-to-federal-loan
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https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/statewide-coronavirus-death-toll-climbs-to-at-least-750?fbclid=IwAR2d7i3BzBiA39s4vfqw16LhZQ9_n0D6iXXZhsx2Pe8FKXPv4wtk0-AjygQ
https://katu.com/news/local/everett-based-navy-ship-uss-kidd-reports-coronavirus-outbreak?fbclid=IwAR0lWjhPSd_lNvh6zYYwXMx4EqpixsHHwOFv8zrPyLsQ10Ks0y3nfCYjtqE
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/us-navy-warship-at-sea-reports-a-coronavirus-outbreak/281-11391538-77b8-40ab-baa4-84507e31855e?fbclid=IwAR0SkJ0IG406Jg5QtedX3VU5tohR_eZhkGYn7CCTwLY1iOAG90J7HzV8cCY
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/bobby-begay-leader-of-tribal-fishing-village-dies-from-coronavirus.html?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_source=facebook
https://www.facebook.com/1541262159465662/posts/2562951450630056
https://katu.com/news/local/gov-brown-apologizes-as-oregons-unemployment-site-down-on-sunday?fbclid=IwAR1aRcM8zVtBVyvHJV1ew4ieaBAQkW1eg49zbh2xstaTo_xkHQeNvhMHqoQ
https://www.facebook.com/katunews/posts/10157507179861448?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDvL0sbThSt2XxK3aNV91OxQllkc1teGXX36b8ulsoq1lkAwg5T3p6-s-sUsrD06ZqHs417wVN2ptu0MKMax5CtjycOKeFI8zVxIO7fT_MFZwst3erJdkfbydiFIiSLIUO0VeXs7yp1ReRSofGCFl3nek8bcbZDZOTYdZaDquKQRVtZx5M5XW6ulDHsuQU1lzNI5WNcpEjPuu1w2LjnqiDF-2WIWS-3bHcCaCrHJ05Kh6sRdGi5NgVxrYb2CwwO112TuV7z60JX_X9lDraon1ZsnC2jHto-T7P0-jBJ5CepTM7IOJ3OZ65zQr1Gjz0YQ2BpAkti87BboqVjKjN_&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/kezi9/posts/10158119214515944?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCdVpu16K8cPZK5pdCHxdfloDV-uFlDFh0GIzfuu8GbEClakC4mB3ylGtXZ7rWvsgCjb8LKnDBRBT7OEcWwRZhBWsOkMDw-nufmXKD0Hhn0FxvxraMkRfoTzgG0A-cUiHXr9kv7zXKTAvJ0gXYv4yzBaXNmaFXC5iRwT1rQs3nk7SNGOH6MPMFkYYWqjb7afFssZIvT4owPj1L4sj1DwPUnrxrxsmjbYaPAYsDbgg9Wn_k7dK7FBY7vpttxmNPXYXoHj5i-yBz0uBTKiWu81mAFguCUYLF70gWsVZK6HxwXO7oSsz5wtN4Vof_UL5UlggHfFRplWrfr8SKexg&__tn__=-R
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-employment-dept-will-soon-launch-program-for-self-employed-gig-workers
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/oregon-insight-hours-and-hours-on-hold-with-the-employment-department.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&fbclid=IwAR0p6AyEXBnudS7_fScR5KzZtJIUsGIaPZ933IM9q-D_bReklLyMLz9AtFo
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157681412796973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCmH17iJ2v3RnS1cNRvCa7DXrvPGtGS_dYj_JrfXG0f8IvxBPzs2Hs1q9NyATI35I3D48SLuIgVoC5suQGKs4nYKPv2Fpbe4Bb0K75NIvzgv8bBFcocZXrPT3yz75Z5bhYn-UoXmp5gQ103m1swC5Prrv9J2bSRYUeYsN7ydtBP3dLu3K7Ent7M2iVh-LQhSuB9keJ6ZtaGDyGJSHpFqbNIlxksRQqIzicY6tMCltpOBcsByv5Q-ljujsZ_cR_CGgAD9GEvGOzA_S13Tk2XZjQBECY-5eHpxKgRf_qpK_ETW-xSOXpDF2TKDfnx5gVqA1vPZ7UGBXRRlcs&__tn__=-R
https://www.kptv.com/news/ohsu-will-cut-salaries-due-to-forecasted-revenue-loss-from-covid-19/article_e156bcc0-8821-11ea-bd09-eb76cc2ca20f.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_FOX_12_Oregon&fbclid=IwAR2PPgt4ZlyimZj65lafR_ld80FloidKZHZPbIjgjJ3ciz_mECde12n-4Qo
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/eastern-oregons-baker-county-submits-coronavirus-reopening-plan-to-gov-kate-brown/283-35b96399-e218-46bf-b1ef-bc7aa9010397?fbclid=IwAR1CBqbLqmEkP1-ypkm31MDcDaoUV8vcCgXYcLzT1p9LNms84s3kPoIQKUc
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/oregon-city-commissioners-to-gov-brown-ignore-our-mayor-we-wont-defy-your-coronavirus-stay-home-order.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&fbclid=IwAR1lJIpCVidAjysVx9YM1AGHsWZDfc4K4J8ZNUQ8ufzKWesCM0RVQdyrWy8
https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2020/04/coronavirus-tested-gov-kate-browns-leadership-so-far-oregonians-approve.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&fbclid=IwAR1HmuGHcYRwbNt-G1D0oDjfUg6cRkq6KiowJrBfurnXFXY4QgD_Bi60LKg
https://www.facebook.com/6321831972/posts/10157677470626973
https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/No-new-cases-of-Coronavirus-in-any-of-the-five-Southern-Oregon-counties--569963041.html?fbclid=IwAR3_G6DSsuzVYRIE2eOZ3tCy3INxpWwxR24l7L_9ntvN5Ztdn73OXF7u9Wg
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/roseburg-va-director-leads-coronavirus-dance-party-without-social-distancing-face-masks.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&fbclid=IwAR26uN62-9fYCJ-NSuKVZIjpLlRg2NkRLI8qbDgLx-dA7y_HmJV28KPrI3o
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157681284976973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDvOWWfudMCmExCdLiw8dyibq6EkwnNkFJzhs-J1rGLGRZ47qBYbidWzLgmnQDbks8hF-mkNiL3SjfmymkRvv1-Rkou2yR7lJpBykC4A1q_4RptmGZuoCy2rYKjNBtOn63y6MMWR1e6YqWlZjcAhStNkDeVGc6SNzqIqPxfw0w9ulGoKO5pBdDNDsizTPNuBkXtdEDJJJP8dH9WR67rRSwjGxLky6O9yPhrwOwNHVaR9ATPl8Dmy0SX2IuaybRuadeEs9RlTK-r9RWECIlgkSd7zxYclBHFn3X16_9yU40TDXkg36nGaSqb1jmW5ulqOhMjZgthAS-l7kY&__tn__=-R
https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/Grants-Pass-Dutch-Bros-employee-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-569951661.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/portland-area-safeway-employee-tests-positive-for-coronavirus.html?utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR0D8HF2njJmzZg29KsNB76kiH7Of4eObENbNTngyAxZRQtKhPAVUtIndP8
http://www.mycolumbiabasin.com/2020/04/23/wildhorse-readies-a-reopening-plan/
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/04/new-covid-19-antibody-test-available-to-everyone-in-eastern-idaho-beginning-monday/?fbclid=IwAR34LLxitUm1K96vzRG9tk-lQmJvVgmvactEV2jn-IySOswvlnaRCnKtW9Q
https://lmtribune.com/coronavirus/ui-team-works-on-shining-light-to-fight-virus/article_7181c57e-877d-11ea-9738-0ffb3541b9f9.html?fbclid=IwAR0HHonQEEHJkI7u6ybwQaFwQ4Vp1cFgGt6U-UN16hr9UOW802s4G6CxdjY


·       A	popular	Twin	Falls	store	makes	face	masks.	(KMVT)
Recoveries	&	Case	Count
·       Reports	show	new	Idaho	coronavirus	cases	con/nue	to	fall	with	no	new	deaths	(April	26).	The

number	of	Idahoans	who	have	been	tested	for	COVID-19	is	approaching	20,000.	(Idaho
Statesman)

·       Idaho	COVID-19	recoveries	near	1,000.	(Local	News	8)
School
·       Idaho	coronavirus	school	closures	mean	more	teens	now	work	essen/al	agriculture	jobs.	(Magic

Valley	Times-News)
Protests
·       Idaho	County	sheriff	says	he	won’t	enforce	stay-home	order	and	sees	no	‘emergency	crisis’	from

COVID-19.	(Lewiston	Tribune)
·       At	a	rally,	Idaho	lieutenant	governor	says	stay-home	orders	should	be	‘guidelines,’	not	mandatory.

(Idaho	Statesman)
·       Opinion:	Let’s	be	honest	about	an/-government	protests	in	Idaho.	(Idaho	Statesman)
·       An/-government	ac/vist,	Ammon	Bundy,	and	protesters	target	the	home	of	the	Idaho	officer

who	made	playground	arrest.	(Idaho	State	Journal)
Alaska

Updates	from	the	Governor
·       The	Governor	was	on	The	Ben	Shapiro	Show	this	weekend	discussing	Alaska's	plan	to	reopen.	He

said	that	face	coverings	and	masks	are	not	mandatory.	He	stated	it	wasn't	necessary	to	force
businesses	to	comply	with	guidelines	because	most	are	complying.	(Ben	Shapiro's	Facebook
Page)
o   Most	comments	were	posi/ve	about	the	phased	reopening	plan.	Several	people	men/oned

how	busy	and	crowded	home	improvement	stores	were	in	Anchorage	this	weekend,	no/ng
that	social	distancing	guidelines	were	not	being	followed.

Reopening
·       Alaska	is	reopening	for	business	far	ahead	of	widespread	COVID-19	tes/ng.	(Alaska	Daily	News)

Cases
·       State	reports	no	new	cases	of	COVID-19	Saturday.	(KTTU,	Daily	News	Miner)	Some	stated	the

reason	for	this	was	the	social	distancing,	which	is	being	relaxed	under	phase	1	of	reopening.
Other	commented	on	the	lack	of	tes/ng	in	the	state.	(Facebook)

·       A	resident	at	a	long-term	care	facility	in	Sitka	tested	posi/ve	for	COVID-19.	This	is	Sitka's	first
case.	(Alaska	Daily	News)

·       Inmate	at	Goose	Creek	Correc/onal	tests	posi/ve	for	coronavirus.	(Alaska	Public	Media)
Domes/c	Violence
·       Reports	of	domes/c	violence	are	increasing	in	Nome	as	people	are	asked	to	stay	put.	(KNOM)

Economy
·       RavnAir	warns	it	will	collapse	without	more	federal	coronavirus	loans.	(KTUU)
·       State	faces	massive	budget	shorqall	from	coronavirus-impacted	oil	price	crash.	(KTUU)
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 23, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Washington's	governor	stands	firm	on	the	“Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy”	order	in	the	face	of
moun/ng	resistance	from	poli/cians	and	leaders	across	the	state.

·       Amid	significant	economic	impacts	in	the	oil,	tourism,	and	retail	sectors,	Alaska	will	start	to
reopen	most	businesses	on	Friday,	April	24th.

·       The	governor	of	Idaho	will	announce	a	phased	approach	to	re-opening	businesses	today.
·       While	calls	to	report	domes/c	abuse	are	down	in	Idaho,	cases	are	up	due	to	people	staying	at

home.
Public	Sen+ment

·       In	Washington,	most	people	affirm	that	state	law	cannot	be	usurped	by	local	jurisdic/ons,	but
people	are	increasingly	worried	that	the	economy	cannot	withstand	con/nued	closures.

·       Against	voices	of	protest,	many	more	Idahoans	voice	their	support	for	the	governor's	ac/ons	to
slow	the	spread	of	coronavirus.

·       Most	Alaskans	are	hopeful	about	the	reopening	of	the	economy,	however,	some	ques/on	if	small
businesses	can	stay	afloat	running	at	a	reduced	capacity.

·       Oregonians	largely	support	the	stay	at	home	orders.
Washington

Tension	over	the	“Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy”	order
·       Governor	Inslee	stands	firm	in	the	face	of	growing	resistance	to	stay-at-home	orders.	The

governor	gave	a	press	briefing	Wednesday	following	the	refusal	by	some	Franklin	County	leaders
to	enforce	the	state's	"Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy"	order.	He	emphasized	that	state	decisions
would	be	data	driven,	and	that	local	jurisdic/ons	do	not	have	the	authority	to	decide	not	to
enforce	state	laws.	(The	Columbian,	KIRO	7,	Q13,	YakTriNews)
o   The	governor's	office	also	issued	a	wri9en	response	to	the	Franklin	County	Board	of

Commissioners,	following	a	report	that	they	had	voted	to	overrule	the	state	order,	and	the
county	sheriff	is	refusing	to	con/nue	to	enforce	it.

o   Public	reac/on	has	been	very	strong	on	all	sides.	Those	who	believe	it	is	too	soon	to	reopen
the	state	debate	against	those	who	say	people	should	be	allowed	to	take	their	own
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individual	risks.	People	are	expressing	frustra/on	over	which	ac/vi/es	are	allowed	and
which	are	not;	for	example,	ci/ng	Boeing	opening	while	construc/on	is	halted,	and
Costco/Walmart	being	open	while	small	stores	are	closed.	People	are	worried	the	economy
cannot	withstand	con/nued	closures.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4)

·       Following	the	press	conference,	other	local	sheriffs	expressed	their	own	posi/ons	on	enforcing
the	"Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy"	order.
o   The	Snohomish	County	sheriff 	announced	on	Facebook	that	he	will	not	enforce	the	stay-at-

home	order.	(Sea9le	Times,	KHQ,	Sea9le	P.I.)
o   The	Whatcom	County	sheriff	took	to	Facebook	to	urge	residents	to	con/nue	using	cau/on

and	said	that	sheriffs	do	not	have	the	authority	to	declare	any	law	or	order
uncons/tu/onal.	He	said	his	office's	resources	will	be	u/lized	against	ac/vi/es	that	“pose
actual	risks	to	the	community.”	(Bellingham	Herald)

o   The	Benton	County	Sherriff	said	that	he	does	not	plan	to	issue	cita/ons	to	workers	that	are
taking	appropriate	safety	precau/ons.	He	said	enforcement	of	the	order	should	be	lee 	up
to	individual	coun/es.	(YakTriNews)

o   The	Kitsap	County	sheriff	will	not	join	other	sheriffs	in	refusing	to	enforce	'stay	at	home'
order,	though	he	has	concerns	about	the	order.	(Kitsap	Sun)

o   Reac/on	to	these	announcements	is	divided	with	many	people	applauding	sheriffs	for
making	local	decisions	based	on	percep/ons	of	what	is	cons/tu/onal	and	right	for	each
community.	Others	reiterate	that	sheriffs	do	not	get	to	choose	which	laws	to	enforce.
Many	note	that	people	have	been	going	out	a	lot	anyway,	and	that	this	debate	doesn’t
make	much	of	a	difference	in	day-to-day	prac/ces.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,
example	4,	example	5)

·       A	republican	gubernatorial	candidate	filed	a	lawsuit	against	the	governor	on	Wednesday,	over
the	prohibi/ons	on	religious	gatherings.	(Sea9le	Times)

Protests
·       Spokane	residents	gathered	on	Wednesday	to	protest	the	"Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy"	order.	The

gathering	included	a	gubernatorial	candidate	and	a	state	representa/ve.	(KHQ)
Plans	to	Reopen
·       A	Congressman	from	Washington	says	it’s	clear	that	Gov.	Inslee	has	not	developed	a	plan	for

coronavirus	recovery.	(YakTriNews)
·       Spokane's	mayor	and	other	city	leaders	want	a	regional	approach	to	reopening	Washington’s

economy.	The	mayor	emphasizes	that	Spokane	is	"dras/cally	different	than	western
Washington."	(KING5,	The	Spokesman-Review)	Much	of	the	reac/on	to	this	is	nega/ve,	with
people	poin/ng	out	that	the	disease	is	not	bound	by	geography.	(example	1,	example	2)

New	Cases
·       A	Tyson	beef	plant	worker	in	Tri-Ci/es	dies	of	coronavirus.	All	workers	are	to	be	tested.

(YakTriNews,	KEPR)
·       Walla	Walla	County	is	a	'hot	spot'	of	coronavirus,	officials	say.	(Union-Bulle/n)

Prisoner	Release
·       More	than	300	inmates	were	released	from	Washington	prisons	due	to	COVID-19	concerns.

Some	local	media	are	releasing	details	about	offenses	commi9ed	by	prisoners	set	for	release.
(KOMO,	Q13,	KIMA)
o   Reac/ons	are	generally	nega/ve,	with	worry	about	what	inmates	will	do	following	their

release.	Many	speculate	that	the	poten/al	for	the	spread	of	coronavirus	could	occur	by
releasing	inmates	who	have	it,	and	they'd	be	be9er	off	staying	in	prison.	(example	1,
example	2)	People	are	concerned	that	upon	release,	inmates	will	have	nowhere	to	go.
(example	3)

·       A	Washington	state	legislator	says	the	mass	release	of	prisoners	is	mistake.	"Pumng	convicted
felons	back	on	the	street	is	bad	for	public	safety,	it’s	bad	for	state	government	and	it’s	bad	for
the	inmates	themselves,”	he	said.	(KMAS)

Economy
·       Sea9le	Mayor	Jenny	Durkan	says	she'll	forgo	her	salary	during	the	coronavirus	pandemic.	(KING5)
·       Alcoa	Corpora/on	will	close	Intalco	Works	smelter	near	Ferndale	and	lay	off	around	700

employees.	(The	Bellingham	Herald)
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Educa/on
·       Washington's	state	schools	superintendent	announces	no	failing	grades	for	high-school	students

during	coronavirus	closures.	(YakTriNews)
Oregon

Reopening
·       Hundreds	of	Oregon	businesses	ques/oned	Brown	about	lieing	coronavirus	restric/ons,	fulfilling

unemployment	benefits	and	delaying	new	corporate	tax.	(Oregon	Live)
Federal	Response
·       Small	businesses	eagerly	await	passage	of	relief	bill,	since	the	Paycheck	Protec/on	Program	ran

out	of	funding	last	week.	(KGW8)
Economy
·       Oregon	lawmakers	to	consider	more	than	$30	million	in	coronavirus-related	spending.	(The

Oregonian,	KATU2)
·       Oregon	to	send	$30	million	to	workers,	small	businesses,	others	hit	by	coronavirus	closure.

(KMTR)
·       McMenamins	will	reopen	pubs	and	breweries	for	takeout.	(KATU2)
·       Almost	half	of	Oregonians	are	drinking	while	working	at	home	during	coronavirus	pandemic,

survey	says.	(The	Oregonian)	The	survey	was	done	na/onally,	with	a	high	posi/ve	response	from
Oregon,	which	may	correlate	with	increased	alcohol	sales.	Responses	seem	empathe/c.
(example1)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Poll:	82%	of	Oregonians	support	stay	at	home	orders.	(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN)
·       Multnomah	County	is	now	the	center	of	Oregon’s	COVID-19	outbreak.	(Willame9e	Week)
·       Jackson	County	reports	33	recoveries	on	sixth	day	of	no	new	COVID-19	cases.	(KDRV)

New	Cases
·       Oregon	has	no	new	COVID-19	deaths	for	first	/me	in	3	weeks.	(KTVZ)

Idaho
Stay-Home	Order
·       Li9le	to	announce	business	reopening	plan	Thursday		(Idaho	Press)
·       Gov.	Li9le	gets	flak	from	his	own	party	on	COVID-19	decisions	(Idaho	News	6,	Local	News	8)

Many	respond	that	they	understand	the	decision	to	keep	businesses	closed	in	the	name	of
public	health,	while	a	few	voice	a	desire	to	get	back	to	business.	(example)

·       The	organiza/on	associated	with	the	playground	protest	two	days	ago	hosted	a	dodge	ball
protest	game	yesterday.	Many	feel	that	the	game	is	disrespecvul	of	healthcare	workers.	(Idaho
News	6	Facebook)

·       Protesters	block	Meridian	Road	aeer	playground	trespassing	arrest	(Idaho	News	6)
Tes/ng
·       COVID-19	tests	being	offered	at	ISU	star/ng	Thursday	(Idaho	State	Journal)

Medical	Capacity
·       East	Idaho	to	get	equipment	capable	of	sterilizing	80,000	N95	masks	daily	(KPVI	6)

School
·       If	District	91	extends	soe	closure,	they	will	hold	‘drive-in’	gradua/on	ceremonies.	(East	Idaho

News)	People	are	glad	to	hear	there	is	a	plan	to	acknowledge	this	important	moment	in
student's	lives.	(example)

Treatment
·       Hydroxychloroquine	linked	to	more	COVID-19	deaths,	study	says.	What	about	other	drugs?

(Idaho	Statesman)	With	the	Facebook	post	to	this	ar/cle	men/oning	the	president's	promo/on
of	the	drug,	responses	tend	to	fall	down	poli/cal	lines.	(example)

PPE
·       Computer	engineers	in	CdA	design	new	reusable	mask	for	medical	uses	(Spokesman	Review)

Domes/c	Abuse
·       Faces	of	Hope	offers	free	smartphones	to	vic/ms	of	domes/c	violence	(Idaho	News	2)
·       Calls	to	Idaho	child	abuse	hotline	down	nearly	39%	during	coronavirus	pandemic	(KTVB	7)

https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/no-failing-grades-for-high-school-students-during-coronavirus-closures-state-says/article_33757ef1-1368-5d53-ad27-b566a58a008e.html?fbclid=IwAR3SKIi3ycKA8SR7lqFoi6o86otgbU9z0uk2BN2tQF4zPoMvg8aBXMX2wuI%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/hundreds-of-oregon-businesses-questioned-brown-about-lifting-coronavirus-restrictions-fulfilling-unemployment-benefits-and-delaying-new-corporate-tax.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/small-businesses-eagerly-await-passage-of-relief-bill/283-e8967280-c852-493d-b3ae-6c38b42c9de1
https://www.oregonlive.com/news/2020/04/oregon-lawmakers-to-consider-more-than-30-million-in-coronavirus-related-spending.html
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-to-send-30-million-to-workers-small-businesses-others-hit-by-coronavirus-closure
https://nbc16.com/news/local/oregon-to-send-30-million-to-workers-small-businesses-others-hit-by-coronavirus-closure
https://katu.com/news/local/mcmenamins-will-reopen-pubs-and-breweries-for-takeout
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/almost-half-of-oregonians-are-drinking-while-working-at-home-during-coronavirus-pandemic-survey-says.html?utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157664039706973?__tn__=-R
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/poll-oregon-support-stay-home-order/283-d4847a77-24b3-47d3-b000-99709cb87731
https://katu.com/news/local/82-of-oregonians-support-stay-at-home-order-poll-data-shows
https://www.koin.com/news/portland/poll-82-support-or-stay-home-order/
https://www.wweek.com/news/city/2020/04/22/multnomah-county-is-now-the-center-of-oregons-covid-19-outbreak/
https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/Jackson-County-reports-33-recoveries-on-sixth-day-of-no-new-COVID-19-cases-569857761.html
https://ktvz.com/news/2020/04/22/oregon-has-no-new-covid-19-deaths-for-first-time-in-3-weeks/
https://www.idahopress.com/news/state/little-to-announce-business-reopening-plan-thursday/article_bba5f6bc-ac0a-5926-b570-f96cf9c24bc8.html?fbclid=IwAR2hk5wIC0APsuCuFsGGBr1MkK7I6BnpBeW79Pq5jMCrK0raWN0FF8iyo1M
https://www.kivitv.com/news/gov-little-gets-flak-from-his-own-party-on-covid-19-decisions?fbclid=IwAR3-CJMnNjzo_YRievej1a0lu8ms8ZHvfpUcRjbVM6xlVGqRk2dz_b0d-n0
https://localnews8.com/news/2020/04/22/idaho-governor-gets-flak-from-own-party-on-virus-decisions/?fbclid=IwAR0pkuviIHQP0Tp8uWGZozR5coxMn0EuP2QcWBe9rxZJ7Fi99GpBnm7Rt8s
https://www.facebook.com/328714040525039/posts/3065456436850772
https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/videos/1356222034582785/
https://www.kivitv.com/news/protesters-block-meridian-road-after-playground-trespassing-arrest?fbclid=IwAR15eTUYqPMA1kcVQzEIi7SRiy0STsXyKC8Tjo4NN34qHSdLegdJ0zF1dfk
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/community/covid-19-tests-being-offered-at-isu-starting-thursday/article_41f08055-c38d-5957-985f-48711e6ad0f9.html?fbclid=IwAR1G07lvwzv2tp0TTjG_O48SBrHzY-4iTJWU0CpGxY2d1THISWUeaxlkEvM
https://www.kpvi.com/news/local_news/east-idaho-to-get-equipment-capable-of-sterilizing-80-000-n95-masks-daily/article_fcc64db8-84fc-11ea-a30c-1f684dee9b08.html?fbclid=IwAR02WE2sS8vF9fs1tHJSoH2tzHJkC7vWk3s5-Uw5pjdBBiMiRbFRtX9WczI%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/04/idaho-falls-district-91-extends-soft-closure-through-end-of-school-year-announces-drive-in-graduation-ceremonies/?fbclid=IwAR2q50CgJrjkNlcgVNT5nSOhGKpjD8IyThqTTthyJEXR-RAAUavjC2KR580
https://www.facebook.com/474353519381060/posts/1605128039636930
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article242201661.html?fbclid=IwAR19ci0rzNLwdcHMIZWqYC75T-KT_sORo2rHtad-Jwx7QZUztqS1fYpM1wI
https://www.facebook.com/43887022493/posts/10158869692467494
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/apr/22/computer-engineers-in-cda-design-new-reusable-mask/?fbclid=IwAR285awPgBPj23YDxmESGy3j7K6w7qcyaxOn60NX3caobIFFg9t1-H4X25E
https://idahonews.com/news/local/faces-of-hope-offers-free-smartphones-to-victims-of-domestic-violence?fbclid=IwAR0rxYp5vJLKl6QIOT_6qTUzYkAqP4rpErvL28uEPWaeoh75V9nSXXal6R0
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/calls-to-idaho-child-abuse-hotline-down-nearly-39-during-coronavirus-pandemic/277-2d4560b5-25a2-4a37-a57b-b6dd238bd0d8?fbclid=IwAR3xlZqK6BkVlaDAvyzC6q8M5sWi56A_7q8xzJWFVnP-ggN2isp1EV02Khw


·       Idaho	family	advocates	see	a	spike	in	domes/c	abuse,	protec/ve	orders	(KTVB	7)

Alaska
Reopening
·       During	a	press	conference	on	Wednesday	evening,	the	Governor	of	Alaska	released	a	new	health

mandate,	Health	Mandate	#16,	which	provides	guidance	to	businesses	that	will	be	allowed	to
reopen	on	April	24th.	The	mandate	includes	protocol	for	hygiene,	cleaning,	and	limi/ng	capacity
to	25%,	amongst	others.			The	Governor	gave	room	for	communi/es	to	reopen	on	their	own
/meline,	depending	on	their	circumstances.	The	State	will	start	reopening	Friday,	Anchorage	will
start	Monday,	April	27th.	This	begins	phase	1	out	of	5	phases.	(Facebook,	KTUU)	The	majority	of
people	are	in	favor	of	the	reopening	of	Alaska.	A	couple	of	people	ques/on	the	ability	of
businesses	to	stay	afloat	at	a	25%	capacity.

·       ‘Ready	to	get	back	to	work’:	Anchorage	residents	rally	for	an	end	to	pandemic	restric/ons.
Hundreds	of	Alaskans	gathered	in	a	library	parking	lot	on	Wednesday	to	protest	the	health
mandates	that	closed	business.	(Alaska	Daily	News)

Economy
·       State	of	Alaska	receives	$1.25B	in	federal	COVID-19	relief.	The	Governor	has	made	a	request	to

Alaska	State's	legislature	to	approve	the	budget	and	begin	spending	the	funds.	(KTUU)
·       Gov.	Dunleavy’s	coronavirus	aid	plan	would	send	$563	million	to	ci/es	and	boroughs,	elimina/ng

layoffs	and	tax	hikes	for	many.	(Alaska	Daily	News)
·       ‘Op/mis/c’	oil	forecast	calls	for	Alaska	to	run	out	of	savings	in	June	2021.	(Alaska	Daily	News)
·       ‘Pumng	the	company	almost	on	life	support’:	Cruise	ship	cuts	devastate	Alaska	tourism.	The

coronavirus	has	dealt	a	blow	to	the	tourism	and	cruise	ship	industry	in	Alaska.	360	sailings	to
Alaska	thus	far	have	been	cancelled,	impac/ng	the	local	communi/es	that	rely	heavily	on	cruise
ship	customers.	(Alaska	Public	Media)
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https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/family-advocates-seek-spikes-in-domestic-abuse-protective-orders/277-92052c1e-8c66-4181-a954-3d9722e03c65?fbclid=IwAR2BvnRkLUiTwhKBthKL8zbOWPuOeU_jqz8XCIO-Bp7i_VvvnY5lBUMLXAQ
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/224923905455384/
https://www.facebook.com/Ch2KTUU/videos/566133127355187/
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/22/ready-to-get-back-to-work-anchorage-residents-protest-for-removal-of-covid-19-restrictions/
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/State-of-Alaska-receives-125-billion-in-federal-COVID-19-relief--569877881.html
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/22/gov-dunleavys-coronavirus-aid-plan-would-send-563-million-to-cities-and-boroughs-eliminating-layoffs-and-tax-hikes-for-many/
https://www.adn.com/politics/alaska-legislature/2020/04/22/optimistic-oil-forecast-calls-for-alaska-to-run-out-of-savings-in-june-2021/
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/21/putting-the-company-on-life-support-cruise-ship-cuts-devastate-alaska-tourism/
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Supply_Chain_Stabilization
April 09, 2020 at 9:02 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding efforts to
stabilize the supply chain in response to COVID-19.
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Supply Chain Stabilization 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force continues executing a strategy maximizing the availability of critical protective and lifesaving
resources through FEMA for a whole-of-America response. Efforts to date have focused on reducing the medical supply
chain capacity gap to both satisfy and relieve demand pressure on medical supply capacity. The task force is applying a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation to rapidly increase supply today and expand
domestic production of critical resources to increase supply long-term.
 

 
The preservation line of effort focuses on providing federal guidance to responders and the non-medical sector, such as
public service (police, fire, EMT), energy distribution and the food industry on how to preserve supplies when possible, to
reduce impact on the medical supply chain.
 
The acceleration line of effort provides direct results to help meet the demand for personal protective equipment PPE
through the industry to allow responders to get supplies they need as fast as possible.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov


The expansion line of effort is charged with generating capacity with both traditional and non-traditional manufacturers,
such as adding machinery or by re-tooling assembly lines to produce new products.
 
The allocation of supplies facilitates the distribution of critically needed PPE to "hot spots" for immediate resupply. States
report on supplies and can request assistance when they experience a shortage. 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force is working with the major commercial distributors to facilitate the rapid distribution of critical
resources in short supply to locations where they are needed most. This partnership enables FEMA and its federal partners to
take a whole-of-America approach to combatting COVID-19. The task force is providing distributors with up-to-date
information on the locations across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future.
The distributors have agreed to focus portions of their distributions on these areas in order to alleviate the suffering of the
American people.
 
A key example of this partnership in action is Project Airbridge. The airbridge was created to reduce the time it takes for
U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
 

 
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and nationwide locations through regular
supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.  Per agreements with
distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The
remaining 50 percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.  HHS and
FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.
 
Working together, we can efficiently distribute these vital resources to hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care facilities,
pre-hospital medical services, state and local governments, and other facilities critical to caring for the American people
during this pandemic.
 
 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_4
April 04, 2020 at 1:25 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 4, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe.
The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
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actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began
offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.
In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia. The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3. FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations. All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
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Stockpile to California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150),
Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140)
and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal
Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100
ventilators for Massachusetts.

On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and
interprets key indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important
and timely surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United
States.
COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as
laboratory data.
The report will be updated every Friday.

Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 3, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase
ventilator production. The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators
to six companies.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will
begin offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.

Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.
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Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).

FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Holman, Sam (GOV)
Re: 3:15 presser
To: Brehmer, Savannah

Just sent. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Sam Holman 
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
C: (360) 790-4823 P: (360) 902-0636

On Apr 16, 2020, at 12:41 PM, Brehmer, Savannah
<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov> wrote:

ï»¿
Sam,
	
Do	you	have	todayâ€™s	3:15	p.m.	press	advisory	you	could	forward	me?
	
Savannah	Brehmer
Joint	InformaDon	Center|	External	Affairs	|	Region	10
Mobile:	425-219-1206
Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA National Hot Issues & Social Listening Reports April 25, 2020
April 25, 2020 at 7:23 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	a&ernoon.
	
We	are	on	break	from	our	repor2ng	schedule	this	weekend	of	social	listening	in	the	region,	and	will	be	back	at
it	star2ng	Monday	morning.	A?ached	is	today’s	na2onal	hot	issues	and	na2onal	social	listening	reports.
	
Below,	you	will	find	the	sec2on	from	the	na2onal	listening	report	on	observa2ons	for	Alaska,	Idaho,	Oregon,
and	Washington.
	

Region	10
Alaska
·       The	governor	issued	new	updates	to	the	state’s	health	mandate	as	it	moves	to	reopen.

o   Religious	and	social	gatherings	are	now	limited	to	20	people,	or	25%	of	the	building’s
capacity.

·       Saturday	marks	14	days	with	no	new	cases	in	Fairbanks	but	officials	con2nue	to	urge	cau2on.
·       Health	officials	are	encouraging	people	with	any	type	of	symptom,	including	very	mild	symptoms

to	get	tested	for	COVID-19,	saying	this	will	help	the	reopening	of	the	state.
·       On	Friday,	April	24th	,	the	first	wave	of	businesses	in	Fairbanks	reopened,	allowing	customers	into

their	stores.
·       Travelers	to	Nome	are	required	to	have	an	Essen2al	Traveler	Permit	in	hand	if	the	come	to	the

town	or	region.
Idaho
·       On	Friday,	April	24th	,	the	governor	announced	the	crea2on	of	a	new	public-private	task	force	to

create	a	COVID-19	tes2ng	strategy	for	the	state	to	move	forward.
·       Private	sector	and	religious	organiza2ons	are	dona2ng	food	and	personal	protec2ve	equipment

to	health	care	staff.
·       Protesters	gathered	again	outside	the	Nez	Perce	County	Courthouse	in	Lewiston	against	the

ongoing	shutdown	of	nonessen2al	businesses.
Oregon
·       A	new	analysis	provided	by	the	Ins2tute	for	Disease	Modeling	in	Washington	shows	that	Oregon’s

social	distancing	measures	may	have	averted	more	than	70,000	infec2ons,	including	1,500
hospitaliza2ons.

·       The	Oregon	Zoo	is	asking	the	public	for	$1	million	lifeline	in	emergency	fundraising	effort.
·       The	Mid	Oregon	Credit	Union	completed	the	approval	of	37	Paycheck	Protec2on	Program	loans

during	the	past	week,	totaling	$9.3	million.
·       Domes2c	violence	reports	have	nearly	doubled	in	Oregon	while	reports	of	child	abuse	have

decreased	since	the	stay-at-home	order	has	been	put	in	place.
·       Masks	are	now	required	at	New	Seasons	Markets,	making	it	the	first	major	Portland	grocer	to

enforce	facial	coverings.
·       Oregon	senator	is	pushing	for	a	$3.6	billion	bill	to	expand	vote-by-mail	and	early	vo2ng		to	be

added	on	the	next	COVID-19	relief	package.
Washington
·       Second	Harvest	is	hos2ng	an	emergency	drive-thru	food	distribu2on	today	at	the	Spokane

Distribu2on	Center.	Families	in	need	of	food	can	pick	up	supplies	from	1000	to	1300	PST.
·       Of	71	agricultural	workers	who	were	tested,	36	tested	posi2ve	for	COVID-19	at	a	Central

Washington	orchard,	dozens	were	reportedly	asymptoma2c.
·       Sea?le	will	receive	$14	million	from	the	federal	government	for	COVID-19	relief,	which	will	be

distributed	to	small	businesses,	expansion	of	food	delivery	programs,	shelter	meals,	and	rental

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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assistance.
	
News	Desk
External	Affairs	|	Region	10
425-487-4610
FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 21, 2020
April 21, 2020 at 10:45 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 21, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Public	pressure	is	moun/ng	across	the	region	for	leaders	to	take	steps	to	open	the	economy	and
allow	at	least	some	businesses	to	resume	opera/ons.

·       Washington's	COVID-19	response	is	praised	as	an	example	for	other	states	in	na/onal	media.
·       In	Idaho,	three	businesses	look	to	defy	the	stay-home	order—a	bar,	a	salon,	and	a	gym.
·       Alaska	announces	a	fourteen-day	downward	trend	in	cases,	and	the	governor	says	today	he	will

announce	a	plan	to	reopen	the	state	economy.
·       Oregon's	governor	outlines	tenta/ve	plans	to	begin	reopening	the	state	as	soon	as	May	4.

Public	Sen+ment
·       In	Washington	there	is	strong	debate	and	division	over	when	to	reopen	the	economy,	with	health

experts	pi9ed	against	economic	hardship	in	popular	conversa/on.
·       Alaskans	were	encouraged	by	the	governor's	press	conference	and	support	plans	to	reopen	the

state	economy	soon.
·       People	in	Oregon,	Idaho	and	Washington	are	increasingly	frustrated	by	delays	in	receiving

unemployment	benefits.
·       As	an	ar/cle	from	the	AP	covers	the	story	that	many	Idaho	students	that	would	be	in	school	take

to	the	farms,	people's	reac/ons	express	that	the	experience	is	valuable	and	educa/onal.
Washington

Reopening
·       Franklin	County	Sheriff	won’t	stop	churches,	small	businesses	from	reopening	in	a	safe	manner.

(YakTriNews,	KEPR)
o   Reac/on	to	this	news	is	split,	with	some	people	thanking	the	sheriff	for	standing	up	for

people's	rights,	with	an	emphasis	on	personal	responsibility,	and	others	saying	the	sheriff
needs	to	follow	the	law	and	authority	of	the	governor.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       Calls	for	Inslee	to	ease	the	stay-home	order	mount	a[er	weekend	protest.	Some	people	are
encouraging	small	businesses	to	open	in	defiance	of	the	governor's	orders.	(KOMO)
o   In	reac/on	to	this	report,	some	people	thanked	the	governor	for	his	leadership,	and
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https://www.facebook.com/KAPPKVEW/posts/10159764935334746?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCQQppkMlV-DEwfskUPYURK9IOI5iIMSyPXyIX2dTeOu64xkwKmHlG0k_npPPMLpR0bpt07As8F6fNrjaf4Ep6t1SRSkS_9UKC57LSLdg7MuoH61wNTOZG_gKbQGVlNmkRnP1n3omWYEVTPDQ3hqkMvGq_p2iP_tvnC6i-g-ljgzTBQj9dbE3YD75pFPqyXskvYtdCcB3v72BOVtDz57OmlxvbHfYKrEwBhbc0pYoekhU3tKG2lw3LqP6kwB5cK6oFmQlKOsz58XTzZRi3uaiDCYirjNzShmqA2kKtdqeRI-OHoyQ9bqmL8WxL1VP_0t5XyjS3e-VgQmpDgaN2Z&__tn__=-R
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/calls-for-inslee-to-ease-stay-home-order-mount-after-weekend-protest?fbclid=IwAR1S27Y3WQPUVP9uzcrmqwXMU6qZAhcv6sp6IBuu6TByAwTEzgLapwSOUWA


expressed	that	they	would	not	feel	safe	if	the	economy	reopened.	Others	say	that	it	should
be	a	personal	decision,	not	a	collec/ve	one,	when	to	resume	ac/vi/es,	and	they	point	to
the	high	economic	and	personal	toll	of	the	restric/ons.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       Whatcom	County	task	force	begins	working	on	plans	to	reopen	the	county.	“This	isn’t	going	to	be
a	one	size	fits	all,”	says	the	county	health	department.	(Bellingham	Herald)

·       Bellingham’s	Fourth	of	July	fes/val	and	fireworks	officially	canceled	by	coronavirus.	(The
Bellingham	Herald)	Many	people	are	reac/ng	that	this	decision	was	made	too	soon.	(example)

·       Editorial:		Western	States	Pact	is	a	promising	move.	(Sea9le	Times)	Most	reac/ons	agree	with	the
editorial,	confident	that	the	pact	will	lead	to	be9er	outcomes	for	the	three	states	than	relying	on
federal	support.	S/ll,	some	people	do	not	want	Oregon	or	California	influencing	Washington
decisions.	(example)

New	Cases
·       Four	COVID-19	cases	confirmed	at	Foster	Farms	chicken	processing	facility	in	Kelso.	(The	Daily

News)
·       Coronavirus	cases	skyrocket	among	homeless	shelter	popula/on	in	King	County,	and	a	death	was

reported	at	an	isola/on	site.	(Sea9le	Times,	Q13)
Washington's	Response
·       Sea9le	is	emerging	as	a	role	model	for	handling	coronavirus	within	the	U.S.	(CBS,	Dow

Constan/ne's	Facebook)
·       There	is	growing	na/onal	media	an/cipa/on	about	PBS’	Frontline	documentary	film	about

COVID-19,	specifically	how	Washington	state	and	the	federal	government	have	respec/vely
responded	to	the	COVID-19	outbreak.	The	documentary	is	supposed	to	air	Tuesday	April	21st.

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       People	in	Washington	are	reac/ng	to	a	na/onal	report	sugges/ng	many	may	have	had

coronavirus	with	no	symptoms.	(KOMO,	KING	5,	KREM2)
o   As	people	speculate	over	possible	implica/ons	of	the	news	for	the	disease	curve,	there	are

many	calls	for	be9er	data	via	increased	tes/ng.	People	are	also	sharing	anecdotes	of	when
they	may	have	had	the	virus.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·       Grant	County:	Zero	new	cases	reported	for	first	/me	since	mid-March.	(Columbia	Basin	Herald)
·       The	Washington	Labor	and	Industry's	guidelines	for	keeping	agriculture	workers	safe	from	COVID-

19	has	been	widely	shared.	(WA	EMD	Facebook)
Tes/ng
·       This	Whatcom	community’s	residents	can	be	tested	for	coronavirus,	even	without	symptoms

(Bellingham	Herald)
Economy
·       State	sues	Tacoma	apartment	complex	accused	of	defying	coronavirus	evic/on	orders.	(The	News

Tribune)
o   Reac/ons	cite	concern	for	those	who	live	paycheck	to	paycheck,	worry	that	renters	will	be	in

trouble	as	soon	as	the	evic/on	ban	ends,	and	some	understanding	for	landlords	in	these
difficult	/mes.	(example)

·       A	Washington	senator	joins	those	urging	Senate	leadership	to	make	local	media	outlets	eligible
for	small-business	coronavirus	assistance.	(The	Columbian)
o   Some	people	agree	that	the	media	should	be	supported	as	it	is	essen/al,	but	the	majority	of

people	seem	to	disagree	for	various	reasons.	(example)
·       Business	owners	say	they've	applied	for	numerous	grants	and	loans	but	haven't	seen	any

financial	help.	(KING	5)
o   In	reac/on,	many	people	conclude	that	financial	assistance	does	not	trickle	down	to	the

small	businesses	who	need	it;	rather	it	gets	diverted	to	large	companies.	(example)
Prisoner	Release
·       A[er	a	report	circulated	the	iden//es	of	prisoners	granted	early	release	in	Spokane,	the

Department	of	Correc/ons	subsequently	removed	certain	prisoners	from	the	list	of	those
eligible	for	release.	(KHQ)	The	reac/on	to	this	news	surrounding	the	prisoner	release	is
overwhelmingly	nega/ve,	with	most	people	disagreeing	with	the	decision	to	release	prisoners.
(example)

https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3112179452183699?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDd-wm-k-AQM4dUNzg9hSWLrBJg_Gdjem9fqC4c_kYgwgjTuHbv4cxykOEgST7ExCgOL_-RfshstL53c_BZvJfQ_RQvDVCUnPPu29brsCS56P-gdDpXmUUVPUS0PSTS5amkpUIFEffOWunaSjf246aUEEbAYo8RPoqtbfcQTX8xbJrsEePYQJDnErzqxdLzWUCL6hfXurj62o9Rjy-GKydIAxc82PjechQ8sDtNmuU42Zf4LLlpn_LYGrPYerI7b3AfOH9UL1KRjLGwTtn65Viy4v_A4yRudmNjRtHcMXnqoHX9Y5S-phmqqh7W4mk8Ug66yddfTUaPpPOwwICrSerIDQ&__tn__=-R
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https://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/coronavirus/article242151141.html?fbclid=IwAR0vTGRbIMfAOm7e_zOuUDf3RTgeHM-jWzRTUe0P13h06QtZ19ZUs6_jdh0
https://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/coronavirus/article242136681.html?fbclid=IwAR31WREJS2ueMaWySkhURoJx3GmC1CWoIoA5t_0un26q8BfgfYIo_LVmK90
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https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/editorials/western-states-pact-is-a-promising-move/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1587424570
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158101063861215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBynUyLJqwdVMdzoLFCYUUvRaXNjiogsjgCjGozpxA1UptpiSv0UiUQdvw2bGleE32EalpyAkLtuLC9XxGG03AtgH8jUB2NltYD8TFYGMYW3qg_9I1UGWsJ0qkjprzc5CAigYuCTB2fE-q80V1IkFNxftSBPB5Yk3EXVYNWlO0Dh7ys73ZYJoUO7FPUvOcAsl8G0sbUrDeyWVuM-Ua6pt5bFdBw4CfXenvEq2D8p2kJv27xhGaUrPQVFZI8A90ZFgWwF_P8CI1RXogJ23UyhUjzDAuyrHwKOfN7m5E9JLZBjFsS_Aq895mMbQVfM1UR8x3Byp9aFsp6xtOcXg&__tn__=-R
https://tdn.com/news/local/county-reports-three-new-covid-19-cases-monday/article_cb6a7be6-6f15-5a03-8203-ea518ff0de1c.html?fbclid=IwAR3AHlG-tLhsGP_J1sQA5bXvLniHNvM9quFeg6XUWfdFLp8Ng6L1EFK13cE
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/first-homeless-coronavirus-death-announced-in-king-county-as-cases-skyrocket-among-shelter-populations/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0NhjDvn73ban72hlfA5r7HBFB1Y1OZlfXfBbYfb0-ISxi8R5fGd3BB7L4%23Echobox=1587430606
https://q13fox.com/2020/04/20/homeless-man-dies-while-staying-at-kent-covid-19-isolation-site/?fbclid=IwAR0mVhCdmoK4Eh9XzOvB9UB0XTDHXgd60U0TsY0dLxujN_qREwjUm4PUTJk
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/seattle-emerging-as-role-model-for-handling-coronavirus-within-the-us/?fbclid=IwAR3tRctmyYHFCtuX8RdPZxJ8yTUKkOqqco12gGoAnohFjCrwIWM2GYR9KBo
https://www.facebook.com/ExecutiveConstantine/posts/10159651002243272?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAlrezyaFEWIHrsqyEEI9Bg-x7hK5yEu8ctFTU93ULH3ZYjegRNHohOeoPk_MoUDmbypLLa8frxnRT73F2lhPrbSLzE4NvuIczGDa5LjJ2jkPzA2lEzdHS2ckKcTYaz416n1FRL2PQ2acFXoGEi4OgtPROmnormvDUN620bxYGduRJPRGFl6xp5dxsc5GiiKeibIH_UkIVMo5Aw9szuDRSkz5qmBaQhwpmg26NwIOfzVWf_ytK2u7wRcMvXT6IlDsmyDdcFU_PAbYaRpfrTy1HOm_AYRicqTsPouWBBYcAGgCf51u9rwmFesvyu4D6qLBexafWAMMEKKIiwpQX3&__tn__=-R
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/coronavirus-pandemic/
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/reports-suggest-many-have-had-coronavirus-with-no-symptoms
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/reports-suggest-many-may-have-had-coronavirus-with-no-symptoms/293-7f75b4de-6eab-4a95-9e2c-67c31d8fdf2c?fbclid=IwAR05dvascyLjgU8Vhv2i54oFdWsZWgfMIjQQU4ISksQpC6eX8INxhVd5TgE
https://www.krem.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/reports-suggest-many-may-have-had-coronavirus-with-no-symptoms/507-7f75b4de-6eab-4a95-9e2c-67c31d8fdf2c?fbclid=IwAR34cj4AC8kN5dhwODL8AVVQwfGI34Vmo6T2YeytCcXIGlS9UqQZitMynTo
https://www.facebook.com/KREM2/posts/10157088533961301?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAppJqPyo_xpw-v8LzRQj47o-10RMEPlC_VXWBZO4alB4PyFLkMeqU2zfRd1LRH6hKj-1JwTGX_ZcEJ3rPsvve-wR8ol8GktXJAcfO2hURGELUy2GJNljntRBbcNRZUKo06nG2jtp9ytTabakzsmTuK-IJFlAqGRCiPYAEc0947Ahkr7fptwLYEBVkZjRSJGZt4wFJguj1EwTagwLDT3j7pw4DNejGLhk-Th2gshbBLuK8y9VtJ67adNavH-12OIy151qyY_vmqmC6LPfcYKs2YRQrU0-sf0TTLVC2WrndEQ-xFQ1jFYd4AgShU5spTwlJE2Ct-2eHz6Kn9yXqC&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KOMONews/posts/3110836358984675?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCJgXunVns9QyNE9Vcj0zU-RQdNV0CsG7RRaZRiN0GuLj1V31aDBMTgq-NyVpkNT7Gn74fKm2tZDFxXaR_0u0QvvYJg5uEpnU86K1KqbftNtBSfbqTpMoL0tuSThMU3d7ALhSmOu-270fpSr7t4-VbU1lpbwJyWoXvnPTa8b4Nk5HqK-N55O_r5t_2fCw74G1QqxlG0uLLD5u3tlR1x1DGAxft9QxgCeJGBwkAY0YLSksnbGnzEhlfo1Pf7yC3BQeW2NPD279-1OD7fU2NFuYGgjgladXts5FosKogdQYr_HJ0cD-muiT2IDZVRNvDDZbu8JzxuGaPSU1PHAHLM45rHwQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/KING5News/posts/10157386381356476?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDUs3DIg4JQcFG2Vsjcteg7tLYVk-Iu1FsMxm1JLMeEnAfMnVb0gQ_E7SONwNkeO190zod_u5S6UXBaoYnpRAIE03WcNW9r4uuccfeD_3XcvbhZ996T9-fnOzA5_C1Na9gQqQwjHUmtpfwo3vSnYUVBoJV-Ub9A-wgaeBmORXAa_QhmvhzhwbOxxoG5U6DohHu86ik8DbfO-31pm_rzoz72_lx-cXzWSUxONtvkyg8dKroE3DkxaFAXdeWuINoCYvSaB2dNLZcoQgdrl33YUQo7wtXe-s4eCmgVvGBDiO33foEI3sZmtA1UP_XT4eijcutNH1qtjefQ03E&__tn__=-R
https://www.columbiabasinherald.com/news/2020/apr/20/coronavirus_zero_new_cases/?fbclid=IwAR1fXXxvzV1SPyuiaVyxYUCjeiUTYxg3_Xf-BSoD5CPCHd7uTYXBTyCQrto
https://www.facebook.com/WashEMD/photos/a.245035368971851/1833508850124487/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDMOhgXPhxh1WzE16FdW3GDXgMYwGYdDew24bp5v17FYWuJHTn15LHMqdmNehNgeRpKwX6rn1X3oFYGjOTVz9bNgG1GK6zG5ztpSSOlvLlw4MexTT0uvXXnt8Pc8y0d0zCsLLzMK-x23mgd7oKDh84ZrdyBNljr-lo8lmPPCUuv_azbr2Spu57oV1XBNeOqXz6KruS44bZako1xOvilisei_KA7wujIll6VP3kTiyV6XFcFwHT8Zw2qCIlWL3XY7WlhAZ3i6BXFu0Sf5EWTWXc8QZoNK38iIweF5e7Sbu5gVYWJTQb2VGKbdv2a4YWG1O-RmvaMdYbBDAzyx7l__OpZkw&__tn__=-R
https://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/coronavirus/article242037706.html
http://r/
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https://www.columbian.com/news/2020/apr/20/cantwell-among-senators-urging-senate-leadership-to-make-local-media-outlets-eligible-for-small-business-coronavirus-assistance/?fbclid=IwAR3lRjbVxayU4pkIOBBX8cEEhfNQWDKfl-GNzweCdjscgmZ12GZScFbiME8
https://www.facebook.com/senatorcantwell/posts/2683031935307026?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAU8ZEVkqeZqJ7qT1GGdr3uYYWh1QGLoSsyXB_MVnBDQ3htUn6SOz-jHMwadl3Tpyz4aTBRxA58Hsw4ETgFaAJJDPJTLg6OOfymd9MjozTWEV5xviOrHj4072ZilOhU7OYwXmH88mI_fAnOE07giuiCS3dT1k5S5bc2S24cDR8XVtQqY7C1zE9JNYu-Dlsg0BXqJoukvxe6BORsQQZGWsMTuFwPEptKce1s-QqTd2mqNJkT1lYMWTeCSGUcQFmur5suz3r00L9kKnVjWKOJT3deHurZWi7LNg-f0rpACMgRmLDj0PUd0EGp8zo2YFsELcT7gPgDa8ahD1lTw1XVhJnsz-4p&__tn__=-R
https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/business-owners-still-waiting-for-help/281-e280220f-5639-4597-ae06-8b9a633f79c7?fbclid=IwAR1NFXbh0lBPRIhWi3YGVlmVtaYRpifvY0sQIYe1fmsn32DBnBKd6Ov9jW4
https://www.facebook.com/KING5News/posts/10157385999111476?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAUYgOSa-el4WwOZD9QYVQ3GV1hem31wF9NUoVRNvFwf1GXPCS7_gaD8jg17rfqPyDkLeZGoAny3RuLvpNzUzNupToy4dq-iv-nxZRqLsFkwXRgMDe2J5XSjdr2-5WmwE5ieYTX-26yTYrTZyUl3VgcsaO7WwGkLoh2YK0_H8y5B20tHF_CEP-Irk1aKvrQz4tSvvyI3PBFRwGfBAbLMKzOi0hGlxyx3nkGh8BkUiXChm48dxwGaKPGQ1c4oz7THs_PZH5VZPxoZs-XeNI8sXhnj6Q204wYTynydYQA8PVO0nl0P8KlOS2ZOadgRlc5-5XJpqiE-Lul2UM&__tn__=-R
https://www.khq.com/coronavirus/first-on-khq-child-molester-drug-dealers-among-inmates-released-due-to-covid-19/article_6707e782-8358-11ea-9fbf-d71192a93823.html?fbclid=IwAR0QqnpfUx1IbBw5yATh1VsmavsmVx3DxeuuIqThV0asCOxSWKPEtK8rwXo
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Oregon
Federal	Response
·       Oregon	faces	steep	drop	in	income	taxes;	seeks	federal	aid.	(Mail	Tribune)
·       FEMA	to	reimburse	Oregon	$7.5M	for	protec/ve	gear.		(Portland	Business	Journal)

Business	and	Unemployment
·       Senate	Republican	leadership	says	they	want	to	"return	to	a	new	normal	and	get	back	to	work."

(KGW8,	KATU2,	KOIN)
·       Representa/ve	Peter	DeFazio	posted	an	update	that	Congress	is	close	to	finalizing	nego/a/ons	to

add	addi/onal	funding	to	the	Paycheck	Protec/on	Program,	the	#COVID19	relief	program	that
helps	small	businesses	keep	their	employees	on	the	payroll.	(Facebook)

·       Astoria	and	Warrenton	cope	with	coronavirus	shutdown,	as	Oregon	Coast	braces	for	an	uncertain
future.	(The	Oregonian)

·       More	than	34,000	people	sign	pe//on	to	open	Oregon	salons	by	April	27.	(KGW8)
·       Oregon	workers	struggling	without	paychecks	and	unprocessed	unemployment	benefits.	(KATU2)

Many	are	frustrated	with	the	system	and	lag	/me	to	receive	benefits.	(Facebook)
·       Factory	workers	return	to	work	at	Daimler	truck	plant	in	north	Portland	(KPTV)

Tes/ng
·       Oregon	State	starts	program	to	test	Corvallis	residents	for	COVID-19	(KGW8),	while	an	an/body

test	is	underway	at	Providence	Health	Care	Services.	(OPB)
Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Oregon	officials	credit	early	ac/on,	luck	to	curbing	virus.		According	to	researchers	at	the

University	of	Washington,	Oregon	is	expected	to	have	one	of	the	lowest	death	rates	per	capita	in
the	country.	(OPD,	KGW)

Reopening
·       Gov.	Kate	Brown	outlines	tenta/ve	plans	for	reopening	Oregon	if	COVID-19	fades.	The	Governor's

office	has	a	three	stage	plan	for	reopening	Oregon	as	soon	as	May	4.	(Statesman	Journal,	Oregon
Live)

Idaho
Stay-Home	Order
·       Idaho	businesses	are	beginning	to	reopen	despite	Gov.	Li9le's	stay	at	home	order.	(Boise	State

Public	Radio)
·       Defying	stay-home	order,	Nampa	bar	to	reopen:	‘We	truly	do	not	care	if	you	disagree.’	The	bar

applied	for,	but	did	not	receive	a	small	business	loan.	(Idaho	Statesman)	Many	in	response	worry
about	how	this	could	impact	bar	staff	and	anyone	who	visits	spreading	coronavirus.	Many
suggest	one	ramifica/on	should	be	to	deny	health	care	to	those	who	chose	to	defy	the	order.
(example)

·       Middleton	gym	owner	defies	extension	of	stay-home	order.	(Idaho	News	6)	While	some	support
the	business's	decision,	many	feel	that	this	could	lead	to	greater	spread	of	coronavirus.
(example)

·       Liberate	Moscow	Peaceful	Protest	Set	For	Tonight	Outside	City	Hall	(Pullman	Radio	102.1	&	1150,
Moscow-Pullman	Daily	News)

·       Local	woman	pe//ons	governor	to	list	hair	salons	as	essen/al.	(Idaho	State	Journal)	Reac/ons
vary	-	some	feel	willing	to	assume	the	risk	in	the	name	of	restoring	the	economy,	but	many	feel
that	these	services	put	people	at	risk	of	gewng	COVID-19,	and	that	hair	salons	are	not	essen/al.
(example)

Economy
·       With	schools	closed,	more	Idaho	students	start	farm	jobs.	(KTVB,	Idaho	News	6,	Local	News	8,

East	Idaho	News)	While	headlines	indicate	this	is	not	good,	many	respond	that	the	experience
has	been	and	can	be	educa/onal	and	posi/ve.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

·       Idaho	has	taken	the	biggest	gas	price	drop	in	the	na/on	(Idaho	News	6)
·       Congress	promised	laid-off	workers	$600	a	week.	Idahoans	aren’t	gewng	it.	This	is	why.	(Idaho

Statesman)
Tes/ng

https://mailtribune.com/news/top-stories/oregon-faces-steep-drop-in-income-taxes-seeks-federal-aid
https://www.bizjournals.com/portland/news/2020/04/20/fema-to-reimburse-oregon-7-5m-for-protective-gear.html?ana=TRUEANTHEMFB_PO&utm_campaign=trueAnthem:+Trending+Content&utm_medium=trueAnthem&utm_source=facebook
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-republicans-protests-gop-coronavirus-reopen-eastern-oregon-rural-versus-urban/283-5b899321-2019-4a1b-ac33-b755342d6b77
https://katu.com/news/your-voice-your-vote/oregon-republican-lawmaker-respond-to-roadmap-for-reopening-the-state
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/state-gop-pushes-brown-to-re-open-oregon/
https://www.facebook.com/94324364811/posts/10158198048104812
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/astoria-and-warrenton-cope-with-coronavirus-shutdown-as-oregon-coast-braces-for-an-uncertain-future.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/community/34000-people-sign-petition-to-open-oregon-salons-by-april-27/283-70f11c74-12f1-4ec6-ae9c-3f24f8bef70f
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-workers-struggling-without-paychecks-and-unprocessed-unemployment-benefits?fbclid=IwAR3Vf6CuAc8M7y_A0ICEJHMlZoa0CKrhF5hPLW0h-367HLfdg4BE8kMR7Ps
https://www.facebook.com/katunews/posts/10157483029681448?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDsJd219M945teK2_zzQ5aD03FVIjdeh6X2l6fltx2BM4tgGfixo6KenG2HE7YVHgHEukeRmZ5X7cR4RuZrTvwFzdruZb2N5S4vBhlDX82jIknexG9O5KPFUJY1ww6j2ve9vpvSz8PYOkTKc_MWc2FdvvprNYyCKmMKhLl3KDAKqf0HnZ5p_l4BSnA-6EiN24J40K6KeebktL8UMm0oFZwLH7tsxulyyWvAdWvsNTPj7NB4HoViSPKJqp-7-h06MXKXrpOW_XdjoMWx-ebU3mTsrMjQogKJy8rA_yxpPzwaSAWVIMPpPWp4S0nuxC7qy6enhROdn4_nQFc4jfa2&__tn__=-R
https://www.kptv.com/news/factory-workers-return-to-work-at-diamler-truck-plant-in-north-portland/article_72a499e8-8365-11ea-9ed0-eb7926fc546a.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-state-starts-program-to-test-residents-for-covid-19/283-a7d47222-8e04-426c-8bb8-2755c53ae525
https://www.opb.org/news/article/antibody-study-answer-big-questions-covid-19/
https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-officials-credit-early-action-luck-to-curbing-virus/?fbclid=IwAR3euptsB1Su3i7TtUkX3pA1HbW4VAwZWNU8vhfYyh5vLSrqg2OshBsW-6g
http://kgw/
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/politics/2020/04/20/coronavirus-gov-kate-brown-outlines-tentative-plan-reopening-oregon/5169242002/?cid=facebook_Statesman_Journal
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/how-could-oregon-reopen-amid-coronavirus-read-details-from-a-draft-report-the-governors-office-didnt-want-shared.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&fbclid=IwAR08zsk8ZsPXLONRDYuHS_uPnQbqGmdhTmmUia4P8MK0OF4sXQWAZHau8Qk
https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/post/idaho-businesses-are-beginning-reopen-despite-gov-littles-stay-home-order
https://www.idahostatesman.com/entertainment/ent-columns-blogs/words-deeds/article242152151.html?fbclid=IwAR27awHvHwiSPwEUUHiuLh9wkk0jltCzcP1lTv1a198t0PulhxeLhICxUKY
https://www.facebook.com/43887022493/posts/10158858250977494
https://www.kivitv.com/news/middleton-gym-owner-defies-extension-of-stay-home-order?fbclid=IwAR3OneIQOpKwzYOQ7eRLVSNZv4BfzChGt6H2MI-pqc7sPYik7mpHlqXWOQU
https://www.facebook.com/328714040525039/posts/3060587410671008
https://pullmanradio.com/liberate-moscow-peaceful-protest-set-for-tonight-outside-city-hall/?fbclid=IwAR1LvjBbiS3x5uNlmHp2WGWcnesEjKOCNqDIg-m8Tbn3_g5fPYZXufRiU-g
https://dnews.com/coronavirus/group-plans-to-protest-moscow-s-covid-19-constraints/article_16bd5391-268d-5a49-9bd6-3011852e269f.html?fbclid=IwAR2MD2I9PDnZjkCGL664obE-Qkx5dKZFGdWxPa0LV5FczgJkwflYyh0TKIM
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/coronavirus/trim-the-closure-local-woman-petitions-governor-to-list-hair-salons-as-essential/article_10760c19-ee4e-5d7c-a631-2d34cf1a2023.html?fbclid=IwAR27uat1BC7FwAG2DyeKRqvTMhiENU8dzagdeUnwfc-6L1BFh37ZB65EBpc
https://www.facebook.com/102831254861/posts/10157570228834862
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/local/farm-work-students-idaho-schools-closed-agricultural/277-0b6c71a3-9d46-48fb-b005-ac3a6aad96ed
https://www.kivitv.com/news/with-schools-closed-more-idaho-students-are-taking-on-farm-jobs?fbclid=IwAR2hdnWe2c118zITqinibDGxktGtbc-O4pAhTm82utdtWv7YyY-xlebq9EQ
https://localnews8.com/news/2020/04/20/with-schools-closed-more-idaho-students-start-farm-jobs/?fbclid=IwAR26TdnIAy8nnMyeZFHwJzqluo1BPoLBu9jAmDoU5-f4rU_iDi9d4QTGA8s
https://www.eastidahonews.com/2020/04/children-take-to-the-fields-following-school-closures/?fbclid=IwAR2MgFr0oHZIfH588_wtW9uVhiini5kJ5gy31AgoxBzpM9arDY9CVIlvaAM
https://www.facebook.com/6020343990/posts/10158456084373991
https://www.facebook.com/328714040525039/posts/3060455990684150
https://www.facebook.com/70239643871/posts/10158368420963872
https://www.kivitv.com/news/idaho-has-taken-the-biggest-gas-price-drop-in-the-nation?fbclid=IwAR2Gbt24Uzm1QrYMVsT-rka0-utZFCOfbkBIzWQKI7BMzRhBtTMn2kDoM7c
https://magicvalley.com/news/local/congress-promised-laid-off-workers-600-a-week-idahoans-aren-t-getting-it-this-is/article_45d6603a-2bca-5db4-a6a0-8f9d53fcad05.html?fbclid=IwAR1LHkjTp1_Q__ry9D5Ay5SBBq30KaxCR09Xzr5HeuZOWMkyUhZ2EzO8Hvg%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social


·       St.	Luke's	new	in-house	tes/ng	will	get	results	back	in	hours	instead	of	days	(KTVB	7)
New	and	Recovered	Cases
·       First	Aso/n	County	Resident	Death	from	COVID-19	(Daily	Fly)

Alaska
Reopening
·       In	the	Alaska	Governor's	press	briefing	Monday	night,	he	noted	that	the	state	has	conducted

10,124	tests	thus	far	and	161	Alaskans	have	recovered	from	the	virus.	The	Alaskan	economy	will
start	opening	large	ea/ng	establishments,	retail	stores,	nail	salons	and	barber	shops	that	can
safely	distance	customers	as	the	mandates	keeping	them	closed	expire	April	21.	The	Chief
Medical	Officer	stated	that	the	past	fourteen	days	have	shown	a	downward	trend	in	cases,	but
that	ci/zens	should	s/ll	follow	social	distancing	guidance	with	the	ini/al	economy	opening.
(Facebook,	KTVA,	Radio	Kenai)	The	response	to	this	announcement	was	generally	posi/ve	with
numerous	comments	in	favor	of	the	opening.	(example)
o   The	governor	will	give	details	on	reopening	plans	Tuesday,	and	may	begin	to	relax

regula/ons	as	early	as	next	week.	(Alaska	Public	Media)
·       Anchorage	unveils	a	plan	to	move	on	from	the	‘hunker	down’	coronavirus	order.	The	Anchorage

Mayor	released	a	four-phase	plan	to	open	up	the	city	once	cases	have	been	trending	downward
for	over	14	days.		(Alaska	Daily	News,	KTVA)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Now	all	ANMC	Pa/ents	can	be	tested	for	COVID-19.	The	Alaska	Na/ve	Tribal	Health	Consor/um	is

now	able	to	test	anyone	with	cold	or	flu	like	symptoms.	(Alaska	Na/ve	Tribal	Health	Consor/um	-
Facebook)

Economy
·       Alaska	oil	industry	and	analyst	react	to	U.S.	oil	prices	crashing.	(KTUU)

PPE
·       Dimond	High	student	designs	3D-printed	masks	for	medical	providers.	In	a	coordinated	effort

with	the	Municipality	of	Anchorage	Innova/on	Team,	a	local	teen	is	3D	prin/ng	masks	for	a	local
hospital.	(KTVA)
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https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/st-lukes-new-in-house-testing-will-get-results-back-in-hours-instead-of-days/277-7e8e55ed-7798-4685-8d44-edab1693a745?fbclid=IwAR2RzebAsThsR21_VZBoe7D9Z36RIziIt04NO40QjbwWLJQTBoCgGHqQYWU
https://lcvalley.dailyfly.com/Home/ArtMID/1352/ArticleID/55312/First-Asotin-County-Resident-Death-from-COVID-19?fbclid=IwAR08pTQFQu6ssKXZwZKylJZKn4-IbylzfzfE7yZs7CCxyn8Ypw3WMGw0uNE
https://www.facebook.com/99962144928/posts/10158108936419929
https://www.ktva.com/story/42028198/watch-dunleavy-state-health-leaders-outline-plan-to-reopen-alaska-economy
https://www.radiokenai.net/governor-dunleavy-confident-that-alaska-can-re-open/
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/vb.176283123315037/163789458256347/?type=2&theater
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https://www.ktva.com/story/42027209/watch-anchorage-mayor-ethan-berkowitz-announces-plan-to-reopen-the-city
https://www.facebook.com/124319784261152/posts/3404350949591336
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Alaska-reacts-as-US-oil-prices-crash-569807881.html
https://www.ktva.com/story/42028160/dimond-high-student-designs-3d-masks-for-medical-providers
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: Notification of a Major Disaster Declaration for the State of Washington (FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
To: Ike, Ryan, Ward, Erin
Cc:  Wilson, Morgan (GOV)

Thank	you!
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	

From:	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	8:45	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Ka\ms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.ka\ms@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	FEMA-IGA	<FEMA-
IGA@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	No\fica\on	of	a	Major	Disaster	Declara\on	for	the	State	of	Washington	(FEMA-4539-DR-WA)
Importance:	High
	

STATE OF WASHINGTON
 

FEDERAL DISASTER DECLARATION FACT SHEET
 

APRIL 23, 2020
 

Today, April 23, 2020, President Donald J. Trump granted a Major Disaster Declaration for the
State of Washington triggering the release of Federal funds to help communities recover from
Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides, and Mudslides that occurred January 20 to February 10, 2020. 
Details of the disaster declaration and assistance programs are as follows:
 
Declaration Number:                                                              FEMA-4539-DR
 
Incident:                                                                                  Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides,
and Mudslides
                                                     
Incident Period:                                                                      January 20 to February 10, 2020
 
Federal Coordinating Officer:                                                Timothy B. Manner
                                                                                                   National FCO Program
                                                                                                 
Individual Assistance (IA):                                                       (Assistance to individuals and
households):



 
IA-Designated Areas:                                                                Under Review.
 
Public Assistance (PA):                                                          (Assistance for emergency work and

the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged
facilities):

 
PA-Designated Areas:                                                                Columbia, Garfield,
Grays Harbor, Island, King, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish,
Thurston, Wahkiakum, Walla Walla, and Whatcom Counties.
 
Hazard Mitigation (HM):                                                          (Assistance for actions taken to

prevent or reduce long term risk to life and
property from natural hazards):

 
HM-Designated Areas:                                                             All areas in the State of
Washington are eligible for assistance under the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
 

OTHER:                                                                                      Additional designations may be made at
a later date if requested by the State and
warranted by the results of further assessments.

 
For your reference, I have attached fact sheets on the Public Assistance and Hazard Mitigation
Grant programs.

 

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
In service,
 
Sarah
 
Sarah Byrne
Intergovernmental Affairs  |  Office of External Affairs
Office: (202) 646-3444
FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_17
April 17, 2020 at 3:37 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government,
including at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:casey.katims@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTcuMjAzMTgyMDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.rXbHvg4VkM3SYCHdjbalM4JyPkJPw_8x6PlGJPzCxoc/br/77565980188-l


local circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-
19 outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or
have been mild).
Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these
criteria and to progress through the phases outlined.

Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key
industries.

Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be
important, including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the
states, and the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and
private labs.
A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors
in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200417 FINAL.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Fordice, Justin
RE: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
March 16, 2020 at 5:05 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Wasserman, Adam R (MIL)
Cc:  Ezelle, Robert (MIL)

Thanks	Jim,
	
If	WA	State	is	comfortable,	I’ll	update	FEMA	RX	and	HHS	with	the	numbers	and	informaCon	below.		For
clarificaCon,	what	is	31/75?		Or	71/35?
	
JusCn
	
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	1:48	PM
To:	Wasserman,	Adam	R	(MIL)	<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>;	Fordice,	JusCn
<jusCn.fordice@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
Adam,
	
		We	got	some	answers	back	from	April	Putney	at	King	County.	While	the	data	is	a	lifle	light	on	the
shelter,	there	is	real	good	info	in	here	email	about	what	medical	staffing	would	look	like.
	
Here’s	what	a	typical	shelter	staffing	model	looks	like:
	

	
	
Sincerely,
Jim
	
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
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Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	
From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	1:34	PM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Re:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 

Hi	Jim,	here's	more	informaCon.	

 

For	the	31/75:

The	71:	There	is	no	specific	credenCal	to	work	in	a	shelter.		People	with	social	work	or	low-level
medical	(CNAs)	medical	backgrounds	would	be	wonderful,	but	the	tasks	that	we	anCcipate	here
are	just	staff	to	supplement	Shelter	providers	once	exisCng	shelter	staff	either	become	ill	or	to
operate	new	spaces	to	help	“deintensify”	exisCng	shelters.		People	for	this	role	just	need	to	be
ready	to	join	exisCng	operaCons	and	help	them	keep	going.
The	35:		These	are	ideally	higher-skilled	supporCve	services	people—either	nurses,	CNAs,	social
workers,	or	others	with	a	background	in	social	services.		In	these	cases,	we’re	assuming	that	the
County	Workforce	can	(at	least	in	the	short	term)	fill	the	operaConal	needs,	but	we	will	conCnue
to	need	help	with	skilled	work	to	help	keep	people	supported	and	staying	in	I/Q	sesngs.		At	the
same	Cme,	if	mid-skilled	persons	are	not	available,	we’ll	also	take	any	type	of	person	we	can	get.

 

For	the	AC/RC	mass	care	faciliCes,	we've	since	updated	the	numbers:	the	staffing	request,	per	week,
based	on	12-hour	shius,	for	each	AC/RC	(with	6	planned,	each	with	400-person	capacity)	is:

General	non-clinical	staff:	40	per	site	(240	total	for	6	sites)
Licensed	Mental	Health	PracCConer:	8	(48)
Unlicensed	Mental	Health	PracCConer:	11	(66)
Physician:	2	(12)
Psychiatrist:	2	total	(rotate	between	sites)
Registered	Nurses:	17	(102)
RN	Supervisors:	6	(36)
Advanced	PracCce	RN:	6	(36)
Medical	Director	(physician):	1	(6)
Medical	Assistant:	6	(36)

	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	12:19	PM
To:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
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Subject:	FW:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
[EXTERNAL Email Notice! ] External communication is important to us. Be cautious of phishing attempts. Do not
click or open suspicious links or attachments.
April,
 
  Hi and Happy Monday. We’ve ran the line at the state level at can’t find the resources so it’s
going out to FEMA. Can you get me a skills set for the 106 pax  for staffing at I/Q and also to
reinforce existing shelter systems?
 
Thanks
Jim
 
JIM BAUMGART
Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov |  Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
 
From: Clifton, Lily <lclifton@kingcounty.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:11 AM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Putney, April <April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>; Flor, Leonardo
<Leonardo.Flor@kingcounty.gov>
Subject: FW: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
 
Hello Jim,
 
Thank you for following up. I am connecting you with April from the Exec’s office and Leo Flor
from King County DCHS. Leo was presenting the slide deck and April can also speak to your
question below.
 
Thanks,
Lily
 
 
 
From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:07 AM
To: Clifton, Lily <lclifton@kingcounty.gov>
Subject: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
 
[EXTERNAL Email Notice! ] External communication is important to us. Be cautious of phishing attempts. Do not
click or open suspicious links or attachments.
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Lily,
 
  Thanks for the phone call yesterday. Can you get me some details on slide 8? I’m working a
staffing request and FEMA needs a bit more specificity to work it. It will also help when we send
this out for contract.
 
  As you note, we simply do not have the staffing expertise readily available within our volunteer
or state workforce.
 
Jim
 
JIM BAUMGART
Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov |  Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers;
FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.   

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

HHS announced five new contracts for ventilator production rated under the Defense
Production Act (DPA), to General Electric, Hill-Rom, Medtronic, ResMed, and
Vyaire, as well as two other contracts for ventilator production, to Hamilton and Zoll.

In total, combined with contracts with General Motors and Philips rated under
the DPA issued last week, HHS has finalized contracts to supply 6,190
ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will provide
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a total of 137,431 ventilators by the end of 2020.
The thousands of ventilators delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile
starting this month, continuing through the spring and summer, will provide
more capacity to respond to the pandemic as it evolves.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

On April 13, The Department of Homeland Security and FEMA announced the
funding notice for an additional $100 million in supplemental Emergency
Management Performance Grant Program funds.

The money is available to all 56 states and territories as part of the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. All applications must be
submitted on Grants.gov by April 28.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

FEMA issued guidance on the framework, policy details and requirements for
determining the eligibility for FEMA reimbursement of states purchasing and
distributing food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have access to
food as a result of COVID-19 and to protect the public from the spread of the virus.

State, local, tribal, and territorial governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants under emergency
and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private
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organizations, including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to
purchase and distribute food when necessary as an emergency protective
measure in response to the pandemic.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 22, 2020)
April 22, 2020 at 1:09 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 22, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen safely
and responsibly. 

·       As of April 21April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million surgical masks, 5.9
million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million gloves, 10,998 ventilators
and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

-   FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·       The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
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following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

-   Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request process
for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs on needing
to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

-   On April 16April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose. 

·       On April 21April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no longer
need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

-   The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182 patients.

·       On April 21April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with disabilities. This
funding is part of the CARES Act.

-   The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite care
and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

http://www.internationalreagentresource.org/
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa?on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informa?on	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
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the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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Wilson, Morgan (GOV)
Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Administrator Gaynor
March 23, 2020 at 11:30 AM EDT
To: Brian Hyer (brian.hyer@hq.dhs.gov), john.h.hill@hq.dhs.gov
Cc:  Katims, Casey (GOV), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

Hello	John	and	Brian,
	
Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	following	up	on	yesterday’s
commitment	of	field	hospitals	for	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	Gme	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	maHer.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.968.9255	with	any	quesGons.	
	
Thank	you,
	
Morgan
	
MORGAN	WILSON
Deputy	Director,	DC	Office
Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
400	N.	Capitol	St.	NW,	Suite	372	|	Washington,	DC	20001
Desk:	202.624.3691	|	Cell:	360.968.9255
www.governor.wa.gov	|	morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

DHS_Announces_$10_Million_in_FY20_Funding_Availability_for

_Targeted_Violence_and_Terrorism_Prevention_Grant_Programs

April 21, 2020 at 9:47 AM EDT

To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS Makes $10 Million in Funding Available for
Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention Grants

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is making $10 million available
to help local communities more effectively combat terrorism and targeted violence across the
United States. The $10 million appropriated by Congress under the Fiscal Year 2020 Targeted
Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) Grant Program will support the development of a
nationwide terrorism and targeted violence prevention framework. DHS strongly encourages all
eligible entities to apply for this funding opportunity to build capabilities in their communities
and online.

“Attacks by domestic terrorists, those inspired by foreign terrorist organizations, and acts
committed by violent individuals with no clear ideological motivation have occurred in
communities across America with tragic outcomes,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf. “These grants will improve local communities’ ability to prevent individuals from
mobilizing or radicalizing to violence and create locally-based prevention frameworks to address
these emerging threats.”

The TVTP Grant Program helps DHS to fulfill its commitment to addressing the threat posed by
terrorism and targeted violence at home and builds on the promising practices identified in
previous grant programs. It is the only federal grant program dedicated to enhancing prevention
capabilities in local communities. In its first year, the TVTP Grant Program has three priorities:
(1) establishing and enhancing local prevention frameworks with an emphasis on threat
assessment and management capabilities; (2) preventing domestic terrorism; and (3) finding
innovative solutions for preventing targeted violence and terrorism.

“I want to thank Congress for funding for this mission in a bipartisan way over the last few years,
most recently and most significantly, in the Fiscal Year 2020 Appropriations Act. We look
forward to working with Congress to continue to advance this effort.” Wolf continued.
 
Eligible activities under the TVTP Grant Program cover all aspects of prevention, including
building resilience, intervention, recidivism prevention, and reintegration programs at the local
level. The program directly supports the objectives of the DHS Strategic Framework for
Countering Terrorism and Targeted Violence, which DHS released in September 2019. Making
these funds available for local prevention partners is a key milestone in the implementation of the
Strategic Framework.
 
TVTP Grant Program funds will support the development of local prevention capabilities at a
time when DHS is observing an uptick in online efforts for terrorism recruitment and
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radicalization from a variety of sectors. DHS is committed to expanding the program and the
President has requested an additional $20 million for TVTP grant funds next fiscal year.
 
The application period will close on May 29, 2020. Applicants should consult theNotice of
Funding Opportunity for more specific information about the process. Applying for this grant is a
multi-step process and it is recommended that applicants begin that process early in order to allow
sufficient time to complete the interim steps.
 
For more information, please see the TVTP Grant Program site athttps://www.dhs.gov/tvtpgrants.

# # #
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Ike, Ryan
RE: Testing Call with White House and Governor
April 24, 2020 at 2:36 PM EDT
To: McClain, Stacey
Cc:  Biasco, Lon, Manner, Timothy, Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

Copy.
	
Thanks	Stacey.
	
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	24,	2020	11:15	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Biasco,	Lon	<Lon.Biasco@fema.dhs.gov>;	Manner,	Timothy	<\mothy.manner@fema.dhs.gov>;
Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Tes\ng	Call	with	White	House	and	Governor
	
Ryan,
Jim	Baumgart	will	represen\ng	the	Governors	office	for	this	call.
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
	
Take	care
	

Stacey McClain

State Coordinating Officer (SCO)

Governors Authorized Representative (GAR)

Washington Emergency Management Division
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20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	
	
Good	morning,
	
FEMA	is	coordina\ng	state	calls	on	behalf	of	White	House	Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	the	Office	of
Policy	Coordina\on.	Your	par\cipa\on	is	requested	on	a	call	this	Saturday,	April	25	from	10:00	to
11:00am	PDT	to	discuss	COVID	tes\ng.	This	call	is	for	senior	health	officials	to	discuss	plans	to	increase
tes\ng	capacity,	surveillance	(including	surveillance	in	high	risk	segngs)	and	contact	tracing.

A	calendar	invita\on	with	call-in	informa\on	will	follow	shortly.	Ques\ons	that	are	going	to	be	asked
will	be	provided	so	you	can	prepare	responses.
	
Call	Par'cipants
Federal	Government:
CDC	Technical	Lead
FEMA	Regional	Administrator	–	Mike	O’Hare
HHS	Regional	Director	–	CAPT	John	Smart
White	House	Task	Force	POC	–	Dr.	Birx
White	House	Intergovernmental	Affairs
Indian	Health	Service	–	CAPT	Tom	Weiser
Others	as	interested
															
State	Government:
State	Health	Officer	–	John	M.	Wiesman
Lab	Director	–	Brian	Hiak
Epidemiologist	–	Scok	Lindquiest
Public	Health	EM	–	Clark	Halvorson
Emergency	Management	Director	–	Robert	Ezelle
Governor’s	Office
State	Econ	Development
Others	as	interested
	

Please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques\ons.

Mike

	
Michael	F.	O’Hare
Regional	Administrator	|	Office	of	the	Regional	Administrator	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4604
Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
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fema.gov
	
	
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
Call with Administrator Gaynor and Governor Inslee
March 22, 2020 at 11:38 AM EDT
To: Hill, John, Hyer, Brian
Cc:  Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

John	and	Brian:

	

Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	to	discuss	the	urgent	need	for
the	USNS	Mercy	to	be	deployed	to	the	Puget	Sound	area	to	address	the	deteriora<ng	situa<on	in

Washington	State.

	

Enclosed,	please	find	leBers	transmiBed	last	night	to	the	President,	Vice	President	and	Secretary	Azar

laying	out	this	urgent	need.	With	each	day	that	passes,	the	number	of	available	physicians	and	nurses	in

Washington	decreases	as	illness	and	fa<gue	take	their	toll,	and	our	already	low	number	of	available

hospital	beds	con<nues	to	shrink,	leaving	us	unable	to	meet	current	and	projected	pa<ent	needs	from

COVID-19	and	other	acute	and	subacute	pa<ents.	With	our	rural	hospitals	facing	increasing	challenges

and	our	medical	system	facing	a	growing	shortage	of	health	care	personnel,	it	is	clear	that	no	state	on

the	West	Coast	needs	the	capacity	provided	by	the	Mercy	as	soon	and	as	greatly	as	Washington	State.

	

Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	<me	for	the	two	to	connect.

	

We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	maBer.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.999.0155	with	any	ques<ons.		

	

Casey

	

CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs

Governor	Jay	Inslee

Cell:	360.999.0155
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Advisory:_Disaster_Financial_Management_Guide
April 17, 2020 at 8:06 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the release of a Disaster Financial Management Guide to assist
communities in their COVID-19 response.

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Disaster Financial Management Guide 
On Thursday, April 16, FEMA released the “Disaster Financial Management Guide” to
support jurisdictions in establishing and implementing sound disaster financial management
practices, which are critical for successful response and recovery. The guide takes an all-
hazards approach and addresses a broad range of issues and contains concepts, principles
and resources applicable to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response environment.

The guide identifies the capabilities and activities necessary to prepare and successfully
implement disaster financial management while maintaining fiscal responsibility
throughout response and recovery operations. This includes considerations and practices
necessary to track, calculate and justify the costs of an emergency; support local
reimbursement reconciliation; avoid de-obligation of grant funding; and effectively fund
and implement recovery projects and priorities. The principles, concepts and resources
contained in the guide can support jurisdictions in identifying the resources needed to
support their community, increase the efficiency of recovery efforts, and reduce the
likelihood of audits and financial penalties for the jurisdiction.

To view the guide, please visit https://www.fema.gov/plan.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

 

# # #

COVID-19-and-Disaster-Financial-Management-Guide.pdf
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
RE: Call Today 3/26 - with FEMA Administrator Peter Gaynor
To: Ward, Erin
Cc:  Ike, Ryan, Morgan Wilson (Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov), Casey Katims (casey.katims@gov.wa.gov)

Great.Â		We	will	have	the	Governor	call	at	this	3me.
	
Stacey	Tichenor
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
	
From:	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	11:35	AM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Call	Today	3/26	-	with	FEMA	Administrator	Peter	Gaynor
	
Hi	Stacey,
	
The	call	in	details	for	the	3:30	p.m.	are	Conference	Bridge	Phone	Number:		1-877-446-3914	(or	303-586-
4335)
Par3cipant	Code:		356860.
	
Let	me	know	if	you	need	anything	else.	Thanks!
Erin
	
From:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	26,	2020	7:45	AM
To:	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	Call	Today	3/26	-	with	FEMA	Administrator	Peter	Gaynor
	
Hi	Erin,
	
3:30	PM	PT	works	for	Governor	Inslee.
	
Thanks.
Stacey

Sent	from	my	iPhone
	

On	Mar	26,	2020,	at	7:23	AM,	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>	wrote:

ï»¿
Good	morning,
	
I	am	reaching	out	to	schedule	a	call	this	afernoon	between	Governor	Jay	Inslee	and	FEMA
Administrator	Peter	Gaynor.		The	administrator	would	like	to	schedule	about	30	minutes	to

mailto:Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV
mailto:Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov


discuss	COVID-19	with	Governor	Inslee.	Does	he	have	some3me	to	discuss	between	2:30-
4:00	pm	PDT?
	
I	am	hoping	you	can	help	me	schedule	this	call,	let	me	know	if	a	phone	call	would	be	beier
or	how	you	prefer	to	coordinate.
	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!
	
Erin
	
Erin	E.	Ward
Deputy	Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4567	|	Mobile:	(425)	949-2282
Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov											
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_11
April 11, 2020 at 2:36 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 11, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports on
testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

On April 10, HHS Secretary Azar sent a follow up letter to hospital
administrators, reinforcing the need for this data to be provided daily to
facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to COVID-
19.
Our objective is to allow states and hospitals either to leverage existing data
reporting capabilities or, where those capabilities are insufficient, to provide
guidance in how to build on them.
The letter included a set of frequently asked questions that details federal
government’s data needs, explains the division of reporting responsibility
between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible options for the timely
delivery of this critical information.
These FAQs will be updated if additional data delivery methods become
available.
The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be
requesting this information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government
has done its best to minimize the burden of sharing this data and to reduce
further duplication of effort.

On April 10, HHS began delivering the initial $30 billion in relief funding to
providers in support of the national response to COVID-19, with $26 of the $30
billion expected to be delivered to providers’ bank accounts the same day.

The payments are part of the distribution of the $100 billion provider relief
fund included in the CARES Act.
To expedite providers getting money as quickly as possible, the initial funding
was distributed immediately proportionate to providers’ share of Medicare fee-
for-service reimbursements in 2019.
The Administration is rapidly working on future targeted distributions to
hospitals and providers that will focus on providers in areas particularly
impacted by COVID-19, rural providers, and providers with lower shares of
Medicare reimbursement or who predominantly serve the Medicaid population.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
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ventilators by June 1.

On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 18, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
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resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical
masks, 5.9 million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves,
10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

On April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version
3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local
jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce
while responding to COVID-19.

On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership
with United Health Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE:
To: Nitsch, Melissa A

Thank	you	for	the	update.		Out	of	curiosity,	are	you	aware	of	the	letter	our	office	sent	to	GEO/ICE
regarding	COVID-19	planning	at	the	NWDC?		I’m	guessing	that	any	response	would	have	pointed	to
the	guidance	packet	found	at	the	link	you	provided	me.	
	
That	said,	do	you	know	whether	NWDC	staff,	either	GEO	or	ICE,	have	taken	the	following	steps	(both
of	which	are	sourced	from	that	manual)?	
	
-	Identify	points	of	contact	in	relevant	state,	local,	tribal,	and/or	territorial	public	health	department
before	cases	develop.

-	Communicate	with	other	correctional	and	detention	facilities	in	the	same	geographic	area	to	share
information	including	disease	surveillance	and	absenteeism	patterns	among	staff.
	
Again,	thank	you.
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Alejandro,
	
Unfortunately,	I’m	unable	to	provide	any	case	updates	on	this	individual	without	a	signed	privacy
waiver.	
	
On	a	separate	note,	I	wanted	to	make	sure	you	were	aware	of	our	website,	which	is	tracking	all
developments	related	to	the	COVID-19	impacts	on	agency	opera_ons,	detainee	care,	etc.		The
informa_on	is	reviewed	and	updated	frequently.		I’m	sure	you	are	receiving	inquiries	from	the	public,	so
please	feel	free	to	share	if	it	is	helpful:		haps://www.ice.gov/coronavirus
	
Thank	you,
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Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	10:02	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
You	can	actually	send	all	inquiries	directly	to	me,	as	my	role	is	to	essen_ally	handle	all	(non-media)
stakeholder	inquiries.		If	there’s	something	that	requires	certain	subject	maaer	exper_se,	I	will
coordinate	directly	with	those	officials	to	get	you	informa_on.		I	cover	the	en_re	ICE	porfolio,	and	am	in
close	contact	with	the	managers	of	all	our	various	opera_onal	components.
	
Thank	you,
Melissa
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:50	AM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Thank	you	for	your	quick	response,	and	nice	to	meet	you.		To	clarify,	is	it	your	preference	that	I	include
you	on	all	correspondence	to	Immigra_on	and	Customs	Enforcement	officials?		Or	are	there	specific
divisions	that	fall	outside	of	your	porfolio?
	
Also,	I	do	see	now	that	we	are	missing	the	signature	on	the	privacy	waiver,	so	I	appreciate	any
informa_on	that	is	available	in	lieu	of	the	completed	document.	
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:26	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wri_ng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
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With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permiaed	to	release	any	informa_on	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	reques_ng
informa_on).		However,	given	the	current	situa_on,	we	are	asking	our	aaorneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	mean_me,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	ques_ons	on	this	or	any	other	maaer.
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	Jus_n	A	<Jus_n.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wri_ng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domes_c	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applica_ons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	leaers,	submiaed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respecfully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	considera_on	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	aaached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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PIO - HECC
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa
M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Owens, Virginia M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Thank	you	Tara!	You	all	have	been	doing	an	amazing	job-	thank	you	for	everything.	Great	leadership	and	messages	and	hard	decisions.	

--Mary	Kay

Wearing	my	PIO	hat	for	the	Northwest	Healthcare	Response	Network--	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:47	AM
To:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)
<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,	James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey
M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;	Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L
(DOH)	<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;
Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)
<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;	Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org	<cooper.p@portseaale.org>;	Michael,	Stephanie
(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu	<sghanson@uw.edu>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)
<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong	<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris
<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)	<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;
jgreen@northbendwa.gov	<jgreen@northbendwa.gov>;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)	<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin
<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad	<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)
<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil	<joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil>;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,
Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)	<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj
(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston	Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,
Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)	<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)
<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'	<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels
<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)	<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)
<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;	Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,
Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;
'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us	<kayla@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Rietmann,	Krisfna	(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;
brendanc@sanjuanco.com	<brendanc@sanjuanco.com>;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com	<ryanp@sanjuanco.com>;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us
<mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us>;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org	<KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org>;	Stephanie	Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,
Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler	<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY
MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate	<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)
<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov	<Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov>;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;	Solie,	Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com
<mkcrsunshine@gmail.com>;	Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,	Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)
<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,	Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)	<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us	<ella.deverse@k12.wa.us>;	Moen,	Anne
(DOHi)	<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	PIO	-	HECC	<PIO.HECC@nwhrn.org>;	'Kelli	Hawkins'
<khawkins@srhd.org>;	jic@kingcounty.gov	<jic@kingcounty.gov>;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us	<katy.payne@k12.wa.us>;	Melissa	Morin
<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us	<scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org
<eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org>;	sduffey@grantcountywa.gov	<sduffey@grantcountywa.gov>;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us	<drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us>;
dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us	<dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us	<tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org	<eoc.pio@cresa911.org>
Subject:	RE:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
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This	is	gegng	bumped	unfl	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.
	
From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM
To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,
James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;
Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L	(DOH)
<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;
Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;
Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong
<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris	<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)
<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)
<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan
(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad
<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)
<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)
<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston
Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)
<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'
<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)
<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;
Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Krisfna
(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie
Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler
<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate
<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;
Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,
Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,
Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)
<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)
<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;
jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org;
sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org
Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	
	
Kristen	Maki
Public	Informafon	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informafon	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
	
	
	

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_27
April 27, 2020 at 12:39 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 27, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
released targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement
infection control practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from
COVID-19 in these facilities.

Meat and poultry processing facilities present unique challenges for the
prevention and control of COVID-19 transmission among workers.
Meat and poultry processing employers should implement a combination of
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engineering controls, cleaning and disinfection, social distancing, work
practice controls, administrative controls, and use of personal protective
equipment.
Basic worker infection prevention information and training should be provided
to all workers in a clear and accessible manner, including training on social
distancing and ways to reduce the spread of infection. To ensure accessibility,
multi-lingual materials should be considered and made available, as
appropriate.

FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along
with other federal agencies are distributing cloth face coverings as part of a multi-
prong approach to re-open American economic activity while continuing to limit
spread of COVID-19.

As of April 26, 32.5 million cloth face coverings are being processed and
distributed to state, local, tribal, private sector, and federal entities.
The facial coverings are being delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers who do not need medical-grade
personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work. Distribution is based
on CISA’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors.
The federal government will provide additional face coverings in production to
states, territories and tribes for distribution, with priority to emergency
services, food production and distribution, and other sectors that support
community lifelines.
FEMA and HHS are also providing face coverings to federal departments and
agencies with mission essential functions to promote health and safety in the
workplace and in their execution of public-facing missions

As of April 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 74.7 million N95 respirators, 104.8 million
surgical masks, 7.2 million face shields, 15 million surgical gowns, 798 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.2 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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O"ce of the Press Secretary
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
22, 2020

REMARKS BY PRESIDENT TRUMP,

PRESIDENT PENCE,

MEMBERS OF THE CORONAVIRUS TASK FORCE

PRESS BRIEFING

S. Brady Press Briefing Room

P.M. EDT

PRESIDENT: Thank you very much. Appreciate it. A lot of tremendous things are happening. The number of new positive cases continue to

decline nationwide. Recent hotspots appear to be stabilizing. The hotspots are, in some cases, very interesting what's going on. 

they're going down; they're going in the right direction. Cases in the Boston area are now declining. 

flattened, which is terrific. And Detroit is past its peak. 

trends demonstrate that our aggressive strategy to battle the virus is working and that more states will soon be in a position to

gradually and safely reopen. It's very exciting. It was very exciting, even today, watching and seeing what's happening. 

getting ready and they're all excited.

do want to mention a man who’s done a very good job for us: Dr. Robert Redfield. He was totally misquoted in the media on a statement

about the fall season and the virus. Totally misquoted. I spoke to him. He said it was ridiculous. 

corona coming together at the same time. And corona could be just some little flare-ups that we’ll take care of. 

out. We'll knock it out fast. But that's what he was referring to: coming together at the same time.

I think rather than waiting, I'd ask Dr. Redfield to come up, say a couple of words just to straighten that out, because he didn't say

it was a big -- a big explosion. The headline in the Washington Post was totally inaccurate. 

the headline was ridiculous, which is -- as I say, that's fake news. And CNN is fake news like crazy, and they had just totally the

wrong story, which they knew. They were asked to change it, and they wouldn't do that. And it was false.

I'll ask Dr. Redfield, who is, you know, a real professional, to come up and explain. Please. 

REDFIELD: Thank you, Mr. President. I really do think it's important to clarify this as we build the confidence of the American people. 

I commented yesterday that there was a possibility of the fall, winter -- next fall and winter, it could be more difficult, more

complicated when we had two respiratory illnesses circulating at the same time: influenza and the coronavirus-19. 

I think it's really important to emphasize what I didn't say. I didn't say that this was going to be worse. 

more complic- -- or more difficult and potentially complicated because we'll have flu and coronavirus circulating at the same time.

want to emphasize that we continue to build the nation's public health infrastructure to ensure that we have the capacity to sustain the

containment mode. Those of you who heard me talk before, I’ve told you that in January and February -- up to February 27, 28, this

nation had 14 cases. We were in the containment mode. And then, unfortunately, the virus overwhelmed where we got into this extreme

mitigation.

are building that public health capacity now to make sure that we stay in the containment mode for the upcoming fall and winter season

so we will not need to resort to the kind of mitigation that we had to this spring.

have confidence that our public health response of early case recognition that we've talked about, isolation, and contact tracing,

combined with our plans for increased surveillance, particularly for the most vulnerable, will be an effective public health strategy so

our nation will be able to maintain itself in the containment mode.
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that will be supported by the American public's continued cooperation, obviously in the areas of personal hygiene and the types of

social distancing strategies that may be appropriate.

key to my comments and the reason that I really wanted to stress them was to appeal to the American public to embrace the flu vaccine

with confidence. One of the greatest tools we have as we go through the fall-winter season that we're into is to get the American public

to embrace the influenza vaccine and thereby minimize the impact of flu to be the co-respiratory disease that we confront.

you very much.

Q Could I just ask a follow-up on that, Dr. Redfield?

Sir, just to clarify your comments --

PRESIDENT: But I don’t know what’s to follow up. 

Well --

PRESIDENT: He was misquoted. Totally misquoted. He said they could come together. They didn't talk about that. 

making the statement was to get a flu shot, so that next fall we don't have such a big season of flu -- and we possibly won't.

as you said, there’s -- it's possible, if the corona even comes back -- and he doesn't know that it's going to and neither do I. 

spoke a great length. And I think the doctor will speak, if you'd like to continue. But we may have some embers -- and we're going to

put them out -- of corona. But we may have a big flu season. But that's different. Flu is very different from corona.

Can I just ask him a follow-up question?

PRESIDENT: Yeah, go ahead. Sure.

Okay. So, Dr. Redfield, the Washington Post -- which, you did the interview with them -- they quoted you as saying, “There’s a

possibility that the assault of the virus on our nation next winter will actually be much -- even more difficult than the one we just

went through. And when I've said this to others, they've kind of put their head back, they don't understand what I mean. 

have the flu epidemic and the coronavirus epidemic at the same time.” Is that what you said to the Washington Post?

REDFIELD: Yeah, that's what I was trying to say to you just a minute ago -- that the issue that I was talking about, about being more

difficult, is that we're going to have two viruses circulating the same time. 

spring that we just went through -- February -- we had a benefit of having the flu season ended, so we could use all our flu

surveillance systems to say, “Whoops, this is coronavirus. We need to focus.” Next fall and winter, we're going to have two viruses

circulating, and we're going to have to distinguish between which is flu and which is the coronavirus.

so the comment that I made: It's more difficult. It doesn't mean it's going to be more impossible. 

more, as some people have said, “worse.” It just means it’s going to be difficult because we have to distinguish between the two. 

what I was wanting to do and what I want to do again here is appeal to the American public to recognize they can really help, like they

did with mitigation, which they really helped. I need them to help now to best prepare us by getting the flu vaccine and taking flu out

of the picture.

But that quote -- but that quote --

THE PRESIDENT: And you may not even have corona coming back, just so you understand. 

Doctor, would you like to explain that.

Q No, but -- but, I’m sorry, but that quote that I just read was accurate -- right, sir? Because that’s the quote from the Washington

Post. You were accurately quoted, correct?

REDFIELD: I'm accurately quoted in the Washington Post as “difficult.” But the headline was inappropriate.

PRESIDENT: What does the headline say? What does the headline say? Go ahead, read the headline.

The headline says, “CDC Director Warns Second Wave of Coronavirus is Likely to be Even More Devastating.” 

Because --



PRESIDENT: That’s not what he says.

VICE PRESIDENT: It’s not what he said.

PRESIDENT: It’s not what he said.

But if you have the two things happening --

PRESIDENT: The headline doesn’t correspond to the story.

REDFIELD: No. I actually think it’s actually going to be -- I think the American public is going to heed the request to relook at their

vaccine hesitancy, to vaccine with confidence for flu. And I'm confident that the public health infrastructure that we're putting

together now across this country so that we can early-case diagnose, isolate, and contact trace -- as I say, block and tackle, block and

tackle -- that system is going to be there, and we're going to be able to contain this virus.

Why did you retweet the article if it was inaccurate? Doctor, why did you retweet it?

PRESIDENT: You weren’t called.

DR. BIRX: So, I just -- we talked about this yesterday when you asked me this question. And someone, I think, used the word

“devastating.” And I want to really, again, emphasize to the American public that when we first interacted with this virus for the first

time in the February and March timeframe, we didn’t have an understanding of its transmissibility, all of its symptoms. 

I think what we are building together, and the -- when we talk about the public health infrastructure, it is very much working on the

surveillance piece. But I think we also know the strength of the American people and their ability to immediately understand how to

protect themselves with not touching their face, making sure that they're washing their hands.

the other piece I wanted just to talk about, and we mentioned yesterday also: that we have the summer -- while we have flu surveillance

that we can utilize and syndromic management that we can utilize -- we have all of that time to prepare clearly the testing algorithm

that you would need in a flu, potentially, if COVID came back. Potentially.

so we are preparing for that potential right now. And I think we spoke to you all about that and talked about how we're not only

preparing for today and tomorrow, but we're preparing for six months from now, three months from now, and making sure that all of these

pieces are in place.

think what Dr. Redfield clearly was asking for -- just like we asked for every American to follow the guidelines, he's saying: Please

add to that guidelines getting your flu shot and making sure you’re protected.

PRESIDENT: And, Doctor, wouldn’t you say there’s a good chance that COVID will not come back?

BIRX: We don’t know --

THE PRESIDENT: And if it does comes back, it’s in a very small, confined area that we put out. 

DR. BIRX: Well, the great thing is we’ll be able to find it earlier this time. And I think that's what we're talking about. 

those cases earlier. So what Dr. Redfield said: We would be able to stay in containment phase.

what we're also hoping -- and we talked about this about four or five weeks ago -- that we're hoping that the flu infections also go

down because people are much more aware of respiratory illnesses and how to protect themselves. 

also want to also protect individuals from getting the flu because of the vulnerability, we know, in certain populations to flu and the

devastating outcomes to flu. We could prevent and decrease both of those things.

I think we are assured that the CDC is putting in place today what we are going to need in the fall so that we can stay in containment

if, potentially, the virus comes back.

PRESIDENT: And if it comes back, though, it won’t be coming back in the form that it was. It will be coming back in smaller doses that

we can contain. But what the doctor was saying -- and I spoke to him a great length -- he was saying, if it should come back “together.”

Now you have a flu and you have the embers of corona.

in my opinion, from everything I’ve seen, it can never be like anything that we've witnessed right now. 

statement?



REDFIELD: Absolutely. I think --

PRESIDENT: It’s nothing like what we’re talking -- what we’ve just gone though, we will not go through. 

corona, and you could have a big flu system. And if they combine, if they come together -- if they come together, it's not great. 

will not go through what we went through for the last two months.

Jeff.

Mr. President, I --

PRESIDENT: Is that a correct statement?

REDFIELD: Correct.

I understand that the United States will certainly be more prepared in the fall, but how can you say that you know it won't come back in

the same level that it has today?

PRESIDENT: What -- it is estimated it might not come back at all, Jeff. It may not come back at all. 

But how -- how can you --

PRESIDENT: He's talking about a worst-case scenario where you have a big flu and you have some corona. 

not going to come back -- and I've spoken to 10 different people -- it’s not going to be like it was.

we have much better containment now. Before, nobody knew about it. Nobody knew anything about it. 

pockets -- a little pocket here or there -- we're going to have to put out. It goes out and it's going to go out fast. 

watching for it.

it's all possible. It's also possible it doesn't come back at all.

I understand the containment, but I don't understand how you know it won't come back on a big scale.

PRESIDENT: I didn't say it's not. I said if it does, it's not going to come back on anything near what we went through. 

have a mess, where they come at the same time. And if they come at the same time -- the flu is not the greatest thing in the world,

Jeff. It's not the greatest thing either. If they come at the same time, you have them both.

if we have embers of corona coupled with the flu, that's not going to be pleasant, but it's not going to be what we've gone through in

any way, shape, or form. 

If you don't think that it’s going to come back at the same severity it is right now, why are you still directing that taxpayer dollars

be spent on emergency procurement of ventilators? Tens of thousands of --

PRESIDENT: Because we have to have them for other reasons. Something else could come. I mean, we didn't know about corona; now we know

about corona. But look at what happened. And now, we did have the H1N1 swine flu. We had that. 

We had various forms of flu, but nothing like what we've had here. Nothing at all like what we've had here with the virus. 

could happen. 

think that the stockpiles -- we're making hundreds of thousands of ventilators right now. Nobody writes about that. 

time, all they talked about was ventilators, right? Because you didn't think it was possible for me to solve that problem. 

it and nobody can believe it.

just spoke to world leaders today who desperately need ventilators. They said, “The job you've done…” 

then another 500 to France. We’re sending some to Spain. We’re sending some to Italy. We have them -- they’re being made by the

thousands.

world leaders -- I spoke to Prime Minister -- I mean, I went through a lot of different calls today. 

through -- I can give you a list if you want -- but I went through a lot of calls to a lot of leaders. 

like to have some ventilators. We're going to get them some ventilators. But they all said to me one thing: It was incredible that you

solved the ventilator problem because that was a big problem. 

testing problem. We've done more than any other nation in the world. Go a step further: If you added up the testing of every nation in



the world, put them together, we've done substantially more than that. You people aren't satisfied. 

let's say we had 350 million people in the United States, right? Let's say. And if we gave every one of those people a test 10 times --

so we give 350 people a test 10 times -- the fake news media would say, “Where’s the 11th time? 

his job.” Because you have a lot of bad reporting out there. It's very sad. And it’s so bad --

But that’s not true. That’s not true. That wouldn’t be the case --

PRESIDENT: But you’re one of -- you’re one of the leaders of the bad reporting. You know?

No, but that’s not true. I mean, this is --

PRESIDENT: Okay, let’s get onto another subject. I wanted that to be --

Mr. President, can I just follow up on this real quick?

PRESIDENT: I wanted that to be cleared up. If you want, we can get on to it later, but I want the Vice President to speak. 

to get the news accurately. You ought to write it -- if you -- if you take a look at what you wrote about the ventilators -- and when we

became the king of ventilators -- we're making different factories all over. Ventilators by the thousands. 

fact, Mike got back from Wisconsin. The first thing he did, he called up. I said, “How's it going?” 

believe.” He just saw a plant, a factory where they're making ventilators. I think I can say, the words were “unbelievable.” 

was unbelievable what he saw -- the quality of the equipment, the professionalism.

VICE PRESIDENT: They doubled production.

PRESIDENT: A tremendous number of -- how many workers would you say were there?

VICE PRESIDENT: It was over 550. They doubled production and are about to triple production.

PRESIDENT: Nobody thought this could be done. The fake news was very unhappy that it was done. 

ventilators anymore.

Well, who’s unhappy -- who’s unhappy that ventilators are being made, Mr. President?

PRESIDENT: Everybody. Everybody. Because you never mention it. You never mention it. There's no story that’s what a great job we've done

with ventilators.

're now supplying ventilators all over the world. Because no other country could have done what we did. 

great story. Instead you say, “Trump was slow” or -- slow? We were so fast. 

we put the ban on so much earlier. When Nancy Pelosi, as an example -- you don't say this -- when she's having her rally in San

Francisco -- in Chinatown, in San Francisco. Nobody wants to say that. If we didn't -- and Dr. Fauci said this -- if we didn't close our

country to China, we would have been so infected, like nobody's ever seen. 

you saw the chart -- and we were at the top of the list, in terms of success -- nobody wrote it. 

-- is anybody going to use that chart?” Nobody wrote it. In terms of mortality. You saw that. 

the most successful, in terms of mortality. Nobody wrote it. 

would be great if you wrote the truth, but let's get on with it because I want Mike to speak. 

on the assumption you'd like to and I think you probably will. 

's been encouraging to watch states begin to open up as -- and it really has been; it's a beautiful thing to see -- as restrictions are

lifted. We must maintain vigilance and continue practicing social distancing. I encourage governors to follow a careful, phased

approach. And I want to remind all Americans to adhere to our guidelines. Very important. The governors are going to adhere, hopefully,

or they're going to do what they think is best. I want them to do what they think is best, but ideally they'll adhere.

your hands, avoid close physical contact as much as possible, and wear a face covering when distancing is impractical. 

flattened the curve and really made tremendous progress, but we must guard against a dangerous rebound. 

so important. This is what we were just talking about. We don't want a rebound. The doctor doesn't want to rebound. 

definitely don't want to rebound. I don't think you want one, do you, huh? You especially. 



don't want to rebounds after all this death -- death -- that we've suffered. Not work -- I don’t view it “work”; I view it “death” that

was unnecessary. It should have never happened. It should have never left that little area where it started. 

and they know it. 

our all-out war against the virus, we continue to make great strides on testing. Famous testing. 

in the world. Nothing funny about that, Jon.

of the governors have never faced a situation like this before, but we're helping them find unused testing capacity within their states

-- tremendous testing capacity that the governors, in many cases, didn't know they had. And additional capabilities are coming on line

every day. We're coming up with new equipment, like the Abbott Laboratories equipment -- on site, five minutes. 

wants it. But you can only make so many of those machines, so we have many other forms of testing. 

it very quickly and by the millions -- by the millions. 

task force issued its reopening guidelines earlier than April 30th to give governors the time that they needed to develop testing

capability and capacity and customized plans for their states, which many of them did. We've had some governors do a fantastic job on

testing and on a lot of other things.

spoke -- as you know, Governor Cuomo was here. He had a -- we had a great conversation on testing yesterday, and they’re doing a really

good job in New York. 

're working very closely with each of the states to help them succeed. I spoke earlier today with Governor Newsom, California. 

was all about testing, that conversation. He has been scaling up really well. Really good job. 

critical supplies that California needs to make use of the tremendous capacity that they’ve found. 

capacity. And I'm going to do it very quickly. He needs certain things. I'm going to -- we're going to get that to him very quickly. 

could he get it himself? Yes. But I can get it faster. He understands that. And he's done a great job. 

-- we're going to have a lot of it to him over the next two days. And we're going to beef it up the following week, get him a lot of

additional. He's done a really terrific job in California. Some of the governors have done a fantastic job, working with us. 

told the governor of Georgia, Brian Kemp, that I disagree strongly with his decision to open certain facilities which are in violation

of the phase one guidelines for the incredible people of Georgia. They're incredible people. 

great. They've been strong, resolute. 

at the same time, he must do what he thinks is right. I want him to do what he thinks is right, but I disagree with him on what he's

doing. But I want to let the governors do -- now, if I see something totally egregious, totally out of line, I'll do. 

and beauty salons and tattoo parlors and barbershops in phase one -- we're going to have phase two very soon -- is just too soon. 

think it's too soon. 

I love the people. I love -- I love those people that use all of those things: the spas and the beauty parlors and barbershops, tattoo

parlors. I love them. But they can wait a little bit longer. Just a little bit. Not -- not much. 

have to have that. So I told the governor, very simply, that I disagree with his decision, but he has to do what he thinks is right. 

'm excited to announce that, in the coming weeks, the Air Force Thunderbirds -- they’re incredible -- and the Navy Blue Angels --

equally incredible -- will be performing air shows over America's major cities and some of the cities that aren't major cities. 

going to be doing a lot of work -- a lot of very dangerous flying. It's dangerous, you know -- the odds when you start going at massive

speeds and you're 18 inches away from each other. That's dangerous work. 

son is a great pilot. And I don't know if he could be -- could he be a -- could he be a Thunderbird? 

VICE PRESIDENT: We’ll see.

PRESIDENT: I think -- I think he probably could, from what I hear. I don't know if I'd want him to be, because it is -- it's incredible

what they're able to do. And to sacrifice our frontline -- what we're doing is we're paying tribute to our frontline healthcare workers

confronting COVID. And it's really a signal to all Americans to remain vigilant during the outbreak. 

is a -- a tribute to them, to our warriors. Because they are equal warriors to those incredible pilots and all of the fighters that we

have for the more traditional fights that we win. And we win. If we want to win, we always win. 

just go to a standstill. But that's always -- that's not the way this country works. 

America Strong was the idea of our great military men and women -- the Thunderbirds and the Blue Angels crews who wanted to show support

to the American medical workers who, just like military members in a time of war, are fiercely running torward the fight. 

be great. I want to see those shows. I've seen them many times and I can't get enough of them. 

on July 4th, we'll be doing what we had at the Mall, as you know. We're going to be doing it. 



would imagine we'll do it -- hopefully, I can use the term "forever." That was a great success as you remember, even though it was

pouring. It was raining so hard. It was raining at -- that was about as hard as I've seen in a while, but it was an amazing success.

Didn't bother the pilots. It didn't bother the military. It didn't bother the crews that we had there. 

again on July 4th.

great military is operating at 100 percent during this crisis and thousands of troops are deployed alongside of civilians in the COVID

hotspots, as you know. You see them all over. I spoke -- when I spoke with Governor Cuomo, and when I spoke to Gavin Newsom, and many of

the other governors, they wanted to know if we could have some military help with the medical, and we -- we gave it to them. 

every case, they said, "Fantastic." I mean, just fantastic. 

New York City, Mayor de Blasio called me to say it was inspiring to watch. He was there when the military came in. 

everybody spirit when he saw the professionalism and the spirit that they had. They walked in and they helped a lot of -- a lot of

people: doctors, nurses, respiratory technicians, and professionals. It was an incredible thing. 

going to work said that was something special.

we're going to have some tremendous air shows all throughout our country. And that's in honor of what we're all going through together,

and the people that are helping us so much, and, unfortunately, the people who have passed away from something that should never have

been allowed to happen. 

around-the-clock negotiations yesterday, the Senate answered my call to replenish the Paycheck Protection Program so that millions of

additional American workers can keep getting a paycheck. We just increased it by $310 billion dollars. 

bill without delay. In our first round of funding, we’ve provided nearly $350 billion dollars, and it went at record speed to American

workers and small businesses. And it's really been an incredible, incredible success.

want to thank the banks. We have the big banks, the little banks, the commercial banks of all kinds. 

were fantastic, by the way. Community banks. 

as you know -- this was an interesting story in recent days -- I've called for Harvard -- that's Harvard University, which has a $40

billion endowment fund -- to return the money that it was allocated under the CARES Act. And I'm pleased to announce that Harvard has

announced today that they will not accept the funds, nor will Stanford University or many of the others that were involved both on a

university level. Also on company level, some of the companies were bigger than people had represented or bigger than people had thought

and strong enough that they didn't need the money. So there's a certain amount of money that we are not sending. 

soon as I heard it, I said, "Stop funds." And for the most part, I guess, they stopped it, Mike, right? 

- they're not accepting the money, and that's great. And so I want to thank Harvard, I want to thank Stanford, and I want to thank the

other companies in the case. It's broken differently between colleges and companies, but I want to thank the companies and the other

great universities. And there's some great ones.

legislation passed by the Senate yesterday also reserves $30 billion in loans for small financial institutions that serve minority and

distressed communities. This is very important. We're determined to protect our African American, Hispanic American, and minority

workers who have been hit so hard by this hidden enemy. 

administration is pursuing a comprehensive strategy to address the full spectrum of needs in these communities, supporting both health

and economic revitalization. First, my administration is committed to providing the testing that is needed to fight the virus in

distressed communities. In the last month alone, we've already sent over $1.4 billion to our nation's 13,000 community healthcare

centers -- think of that, 13,000 -- to increase testing and treatment in the underserved areas.

're also expanding access to telehealth. Telehealth has become a big deal. You know, I've been reading about it for years, and all of a

sudden, because of this, it's become a big -- a big thing. People can't leave their houses. 

various reasons, including they wanted to follow the guidelines.

legislation passed by the Senate yesterday -- and I want to thank everybody. A great, great vote. 

unanimous vote. How often do you see that? But the legislation passed by the Senate yesterday includes an additional $25 billion to

further expand testing, and provides even more funding for community health centers and various forms of epidemics and pandemics. 

we'll be working on that because, you know, as per a couple of your statements and questions before, we want to work on that for the

future. 

hope this doesn't happen again for -- again, ever. But, you know, last time it was of this magnitude: 1917. 

we want to be prepared. And we are prepared.

as I told you, we're building up hospital -- not only our stockpile, which is being up greatly -- being built up greatly -- but also

hospital stockpiles. We're getting them what they need. We're working out cost arrangements with them. 

the ventilators, which are the hardest thing for them to get, both from a cost standpoint and a technical standpoint.



the same time, we're also supporting the establishment of new testing sites focused on these communities. 

far, and there are plans to launch dozens more in the next three weeks. We're -- we're coming up with testing apparatus and testing

plans that are incredible when you look at the numbers. And some people are very, very big on testing. 

people are much less big than I am, I will tell you, and they're professionals. But we want to have it so that nobody can talk about,

"Gee whiz, I wish we had more testing." 

has done it like we've done it, and nobody will. And we're getting very much stronger. We have incredible professionals doing it. 

many different tests have now evolved, people are finding it even hard to believe.

administration is working closely with governors to ensure that they have the testing infrastructure in place to reduce further spread

of the virus if they're so inclined to use the testing apparatus, including strategies for older individuals, low-income Americans,

minorities, and Native Americans. 

part of the effort, the White House Task Force, headed up by Mike, who has done incredible -- I'll say it every time. 

anybody that wants to listen: Mike Pence has done an incredible job. Really, an incredible job. 

assistance to all 50 states through one-on-one phone calls as they develop and implement their plans. 

addition, my administration is committed to restoring black and Hispanic communities to full economic health. 

economically and physically, and that's what we're doing. 

that end, today I'm directing the White House Opportunity and Revitalization Council, led by Secretary Ben Carson, to focus its effort

on supporting underserved communities impacted by the coronavirus. And so Ben Carson is working on that with Mike and myself and a lot

of other people. I'm going to ask Tim Scott, who was so helpful with the Opportunity Zones. 

problems. And Tim Scott was fantastic, and so I'm going to ask him to get involved with you. 

South Carolina.

also asked the council to identify what additional funding will be required from Congress beyond what has already been provided. 

really building ourself a strong base and we're building ourself a wall that's very different from the kind of walls that you've been

hearing me talking about. But it nevertheless, in many ways, performs the same function. And hopefully it's going to perform it equally

as well.

the council will seek input from the private sector and community leaders on how we can best support minority and distressed

communities. 

President, I'm absolutely determined to deliver a great future for Americans of every race, religion, color, and creed. 

nation was attacked by this horrible enemy, our African American and Hispanic American citizens were prospering like never before. 

employment numbers ever. Not only African American, Asian American, Hispanic American -- every American. 

every level. We had almost 160 million people employed. We were never even close to that number. 

economically -- highest stock market numbers, highest numbers of every kind. And I think we're going to be back there, and I think it's

going to be much sooner rather than later. And I think we'll surpass those numbers, including our employment numbers.

I'll not rest until that prosperity has been fully restored. And, again, I really believe that we're going to lift those numbers higher

than ever before. And it won't be as long as people might think. A lot of very smart people are looking at that and they're betting. 

just have to look at what's going on with the stock market.

order to protect our great American workers, I've just signed an executive order temporarily suspending immigration into the United

States. This will ensure that unemployed Americans of all backgrounds will be first in line for jobs as our economy reopens. 

it will also preserve our healthcare resources for American patients. We have to take care of our patients, we have to take care of our

great American workers, and that's what we're doing.

I've just signed it, just before coming into the room. And very important, very important. And as to amending it or extending it, that

we can do at the appropriate time. But it's now signed.

today, the First Lady and I planted a tree on the South Lawn of the White House in recognition of the 50th annual Earth Day. 

to announce that we will begin to reopen our national parks and public lands. We want Americans to be able to satisfy and be really

safe. We want them to satisfy their family that safety is going to happen. And it will happen, and maybe even at a level like never

before. We've learned so much. But we want them to enjoy these great national treasures as we continue to take reasonable precautions.

And hopefully, it'll be just reasonable.

administration has directed more than $7 billion in federal funding to support the development of treatments, diagnostics, and

therapies. And that’s something, Doctors, I hope you can really work on. It’s something so powerful and so important. 



FDA, the NIH, and industry leaders are establishing master clinical trial protocols to test multiple promising new drugs at the same

time. And they're doing a lot of -- we're doing a lot of testing right now. 

than 1,600 locations across the country have signed up to administer convalescent plasma to patients, infusing them with antibodies of

those who have recovered. And when they recover -- I said it last time -- practically, the first thing they say is, “I want to give my

blood so that I can help other people.” They want to give their blood. It's incredible. They're laying in bed, they're still in pretty

weakened conditions, and they say, “I want to give my blood.” And that's happening all the time, isn't it? 

coronavirus, I ask you to consider contacting your local blood or plasma donation center to arrange a donation that could potentially

save many lives. 

love for our nation and loyalty for our fellow citizens, we will safeguard our families, care for our neighbors, heal the sick, protect

our workers, and build a future for a country that is the greatest country anywhere in the world. 

you very much. Mike Pence, please. 

VICE PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr. President. The White House Coronavirus Task Force met today and, despite the fact that there have been

more than 843,000 Americans who contracted the coronavirus and we grieve the loss of more than 47,000 of our countrymen, according to

Dr. Birx and her team, we continue to see encouraging signs because the American people have been putting into practice the guidance

that's been issued by the President and this task force and they've been taking to heart the guidance of state and local officials. 

Mr. President, as we learned today, we are continuing to see declines in all the major metro areas around the country that have been

most impacted. Numbers remain low and steady on the West Coast -- in Washington State and in California. 

Jersey, Connecticut all appear to be past their peak. And as -- as our scientists may reflect in a few moments, we also are seeing the

positive rate going down, which is actually even as encouraging as the declining cases. 

Detroit metro area appears to be past its peak. The Seattle metro area, as I mentioned, remain stable. 

most stable of all the large metro outbreaks. 

also are continuing to see a stabilization and even declines in -- in Houston and Atlanta and Nashville and Baltimore and Indianapolis

and elsewhere. 

is a tribute to the American people, to the fact that the American people have taken to heart the guidelines -- the social distancing;

the personal hygiene; the recommendation that you use the drive-through at a restaurant, rather than going in a restaurant; and avoiding

groups of more than 10. 

the President’s behalf, on behalf of our entire White House Coronavirus Task Force, we just want to urge all of the American people to

continue onward. We all want to reopen America. And we want to reopen our states and our communities as soon as it is safe and

responsible to do so. 

I want to say to my countrymen: the fastest way to reopen America is to continue to do what you've been doing. 

as President Trump has said many times, to get our country working again -- is to put the coronavirus in the past. 

to doing just that. 

know, from early on, the President called forth not only the full power of the federal government, but he called forth the full weight

of the American economy. And I had the privilege yesterday to travel to Madison, Wisconsin, and see American industry and American

workers at their very best. And I want to thank the GE Healthcare team in Wisconsin, as well as the union machinists that I spent time

with all day yesterday. 

was extraordinary, Mr. President. And earlier this month, you used the Defense Production Act to ensure that supplies could flow to GE

and General Motors and Ford and other companies that -- that were prepared to repurpose manufacturing lines and hire new workers to

construct ventilators. 

at this particular plant, they literally have -- the union sat down -- the machinists’ union sat down and, in less than one week,

negotiated a new contract with GE Healthcare that allowed them to begin to bring in workers from around the country. 

they doubled their -- their work line in one week. They're about to triple it. They've been going 24 hours a day, 3 shifts, 7 days a

week. 

the President promised that, by harnessing the power of the American economy, we would have 100,000 ventilators in 100 days. 

to the ingenuity and the hardworking Americans that I was with yesterday and other companies, we’re actually going to have 110,000

ventilators in 100 days. 

were all wearing t-shirts, Mr. President -- I brought one back for you -- that simply read, “Union Machinists Save Lives.” 

great team of GE Healthcare, I want to just say all of America is proud of you and grateful for you. 



're also grateful to all of our healthcare workers at every level and all the work that they're doing. 

Guard and our American military are at their side. As our task force learned today, more than 31,000 National Guard stood up around the

country. And the President, in the last day, extended what's called Title 32 authorizations for all National Guard personnel through May

31. So we're going to continue to partner with states, as the National Guard plays a vital role in testing, and in cleaning nursing

homes, and in standing up states’ response. 

personnel: Mr. President, we have more than 5,500 active duty military personnel, including, as of yesterday, 964 medical professionals

in the uniform of the United States, working in 17 hospitals in 7 states around the country. 

're also very proud of our team at the VA. The VA has -- has addressed its capacity issues. 

its facilities increase, so they're deploying teams to focus on nursing homes. 

Massachusetts, the VA personnel have disinfected two different nursing homes in New Jersey. 

nursing homes and deployed 90 doctors and nurses. And, in Florida, we're sending 16 teams to assist in nursing home operations. 

the President also mentioned, in addition to what I saw yesterday in Madison, Wisconsin, we continue to -- we continue to build our

Strategic National Stockpile. It's growing, again, with ventilators -- nearly 11,000 in supply. 

will be added, transitioned in the near term. And every American, I think, can -- can be confident that, should the need arise for your

family member, facing serious consequences from the coronavirus to need that equipment to help them breathe, that equipment will be

there. 

we said yesterday in Wisconsin and you’ve said, Mr. President, I think it should be a great source of comfort to every American that no

American who has required a ventilator in the United States has been denied a ventilator. And that's a testament to our healthcare

workers, it’s a testament to every American putting mitigation principles into practice, and it's a testament to all these great

companies. 

of great companies, American businesses are stepping up. It was on April 1st that I traveled to Walmart distribution center and the

President reached out to the -- to the president and CEO of Walmart to ask Walmart to get in the gowns business. 

glad to report to you that we heard today at the task force that Walmart is producing 8.4 million gowns, and they will be delivered into

our commercial supply to healthcare facilities around the country by the end of June. 

hardly alone. Honda is producing 500,000 face shields. New Balance is making 100,000 masks a week. 

people have stepped up to make the sacrifices and endure the hardship that social distancing has required, but American businesses, at

every size and every means, have come together to respond to the President's call. 

really has been a whole-of-America approach. And our message from the President's White House Coronavirus Task Force is to tell the

American people it's working. We're getting there. We can see light at the end of the tunnel. 

put America back to work. But it's going to take all of us, continuing to make the sacrifices necessary to practice those disciplines,

to get us to a place where we can reopen safely and confidently. 

with that, Mr. President, I'll call Dr. Fauci up for his reflections and -- and we’ll move on.

PRESIDENT: Great. 

FAUCI: Thank you very much, Mr. Vice President. So I'm going to just take off from when I was at this podium a few days ago, to kind of

reiterate some of the things that the Vice President said, but to kind of connect the dots from where we were, where we are now, and

where I think we're going to be. 

you remember a couple of weeks ago, when we talked about the fact that we were going to have a really bad week because the deaths,

particularly driven by the situation in New York, were going to get worse and worse. But yet, as that was happening, we were starting to

see some turnaround, some flattening, and some coming down. As you've heard from Dr. Birx and will likely hear more, that that is

continuing. 

what has happened is that the mitigation that we put in with the first 15 days and then the 30-day mitigation program of physical

distancing worked. So it got us to where we are today. It is a successful formula. It is the basis for our being able to say that we can

now think seriously about reopening America. And for that reason, we put together a carefully thought out and, I believe, well-

delineated and described program for Opening Up America Again. And you know what it is; it's the guidelines that we announced a few days

ago. Those very guidelines are based on a version of the successful formula that got us to where we are. 

what I'm trying to say is that the program is not one that is going to be: “Turn the lights on in America. 

We have to proceed in a very careful, measured way. And if you look at the guidelines, they are careful and they are measured. 

certain checkpoints before you can even think about going into a phase one, and then things relax a little as you go into phase two, and



relax a little and you go into phase three. 

we live in a big country and it's heterogeneous, and there are different dynamics of outbreaks in different parts of the country. 

speed with which one can go from one to another, at the point at which you can even begin to think about the phase, is going to differ. 

the one thing that I know: The urge we all have to get out there and get it over with -- let's get back to normal -- for a lot of good

reasons because there's a lot of suffering, economic and otherwise, in this country because of that. 

again, as I’ve pleaded early on, weeks ago, I plead with the American public, with the governors, with the mayors, for the people with

responsibility: Although I know one has the need to leapfrog over things, don't do that. Do it in a measured way. 

formula. The problem is if we don't do that, there is a likelihood that we'll have a rebound. 

the one way not to reopen the economy is to have a rebound that we can't take care of. So, please, again, let me just close by pleading

with the American public in general and those who are responsible leaders to carefully consider how we get back to normal. 

you.

Dr. Fauci, could you talk a little about your expectations for the fall? We heard from Dr. Redfield and Dr. Birx. 

the fall? Is it going to be embers or possibly no return of the virus at all? 

FAUCI: You know, as I've said before here, when you look at an outbreak, it's two dynamic forces opposing each other. 

virus to its own devices, it will take off if you do nothing to stop it. If you put into place the kinds of things that we talk about,

first, containment -- and then hopefully you never get to mitigation -- but containment is important. 

determine whether you're going to have a big outbreak. 

what Dr. Redfield was saying, first of all, is that we will have coronavirus in the fall. I am convinced of that because of the degree

of -- of transmissibility that it has, the global nature. 

happens with that will depend on how we're able to contain it when it occurs. And what we're saying is that, in the fall, we will be

much, much better prepared to do the kind of containment compared to what happened to us this winter.

the complicating issue is that, unlike the syndromic and influenza-like observances that we have, that you could pick it up by

clinically what's happening, it's going to get complicated by influenza season. And I believe that's what Dr. Redfield was saying, that

it is going to be complicated. 

whether or not it's going to be big or small is going to depend on our response. And -- and that's what I think people sometimes have

misunderstanding. Nobody can predict what is going to happen with an outbreak, but you can predict how you're going to respond to it.

And that's really very important.

So you would caution against people thinking that, in the fall, there's not going to be coronavirus anymore and we won't have to worry

about it?

FAUCI: No. No.

Or if it is, it'll be spotty and it won't be a big problem we have to worry about?

FAUCI: No. There will be coronavirus in the fall. If we do -- which we won't, but let's take an imaginary period. 

coronavirus, forget about it. We're not going to do anything about it.” It will take off. That's what viruses do, but that's not what's

going to happen. We're going to respond to it to not allow it to do that.

Dr. Fauci, what happens when governors like Governor Kemp are not following this careful, measured plan and moving forward even without

meeting the gating criteria? What do you do about that?

FAUCI: Well -- well, you know, if I were advising the governor, I would tell him that he should be careful. 

to just turn the switch on and go. Because there is a danger of a rebound. And I know there's the desire to move ahead quickly -- that's

a natural, human nature desire -- but going ahead and leapfrogging into phases where you should not be, I would advise him, as a health

official and as a physician, not to do that.

PRESIDENT: Okay. Go ahead, please.

Thank you, Mr. President. Can you please give some details about the executive order? I know that the White House has just released a

document. I haven't had a chance to review it.



PRESIDENT: Well, we could talk about that later. It’s an executive order on immigration. We want Americans to have the jobs. 

Americans to have the healthcare. We want to take care of our citizens first. We have to. And it's a very powerful order. 

days. At the end of 60 days, or maybe even during 60 days, I’ll extend it or not. And I’ll maybe change it. 

(Inaudible) for immigrants who are already here, Mr. President?

Mr. President, I wanted to ask you --

PRESIDENT: Yeah, go ahead, please.

Immigrants who are already here in the country or immigrants abroad who already effectively have a green card, trying to get into the

country, and healthcare workers?

PRESIDENT: We’re talking about immigrants that are trying to get in, and we're talking about people and -- also, by the way, people that

are coming in illegally. 

as you know, because you've seen the numbers, our border -- our southern border -- is very, very tight. 

years. It's being helped by 160 -- more than that -- miles of wall that are going up. I'm trying to get to 450 by the end of the year --

450 miles.

we'll have 530 miles early next year, and that's really great. It's fully funded. We have all the funds. 

is doing a fantastic job. Same people that did Javits Center, as you know. They're doing a fantastic job. 

is very, very tight, for good reason -- for very good reason.

're also being helped by 27,000 very good soldiers from Mexico, and I want to thank the President of Mexico. 

ways, including on what we're doing with COVID. And, as you know, we have a very good trade arrangement with Mexico now, which we didn't

have before. So I want to thank the President of Mexico, in particular for the 27,000 soldiers.

Do you want to talk about the exemptions for the healthcare workers, sir?

PRESIDENT: They're doing -- they're doing a fantastic job.

Do you want to talk about the exemptions for healthcare workers?

PRESIDENT: Yeah, we want to protect our healthcare workers, and that's one of the other reasons we're doing this. 

Jon.

Mr. President, I wanted to ask you about Rick Bright. He's the head of the federal agency in charge of getting a vaccine out to -- to

Americans once it's ready. He says he has been pushed out of his job because he raised questions about hydroxychloroquine and some of

your directives on that. Was he pushed out of that job?

PRESIDENT: I -- I’ve never heard of him. You just mentioned the name. I never heard of him. 

This happened today.

PRESIDENT: Well, I’ve never heard of him. If the guy says he was pushed out of a job, maybe he was, maybe he wasn't. 

hear the other side. I don't know who he is.

And on the hydroxychloroquine --

PRESIDENT: Hold on one second, please.

I just wanted to -- you said by Fourth of July you expect people be on the National Mall and we’ll be having a celebration like we did -

-

PRESIDENT: Hope so.

-- last year. Given what the doctors are just saying -- that, you know, coronavirus is still going to be out there -- might not be as



bad as it is now, but it's still going to be circulating -- is that -- is that going to be safe to have that many people on the Mall for

July Fourth?

PRESIDENT: Well, we’re going to probably have 25 percent of what we had last year. Last year, as you know, it was maxed out -- maxed

out. I saw a magnificent picture of Dr. Martin Luther King and I saw a magnificent picture of our event last year, and both of them were

maxed out. It was beautiful to see. Beautiful. Very similar. 

year, most likely, we’ll be standing six feet apart. We'll have to do that in a very, very interesting way. 

greater, so we'll leave a little extra distance. But if we do that, we’d certainly do that. 

-- I don't see, maybe, the purpose if we can’t do that. We have to have people. Thousands -- we had tens of thousands -- most of you

were there -- tens of thousands of people last year. It was incredible. And it was, to an extent, an air show of all the different

aircraft flying over. We even had Air Force One flying over. 

ideally, it would be wonderful if we could actually have it as it was last year. But -- and, eventually, we'll -- we will have that. 

think it's important to know: Eventually, we are going to have that. 

stadiums are going to be the way --

You think by July you’d be able to have --

PRESIDENT: -- they've been for the last hundred years.

By July, you’d be able to have a --

PRESIDENT: No, I know. But your stadiums -- as an example, sports -- are going to be the way they used to be. 

owners. He said, “Do you think I should take out seats?” I said, “No, you shouldn't take out seats.” 

was. We're going to be back. 

virus will eventually be gone. And if it should show up in the fall, we're going to put it out very fast. 

going to put it out very fast, because we've learned a lot. We've learned a lot about how to deal with this, and we'll put it out very

fast.

please.

Mr. President --

PRESIDENT: Nice -- just nice and easy. Just -- good.

You talk a lot about testing capacity. 

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

And governors agree that that exists. But it's very different from testing implementation. And they are still begging for you to use

your full authority to help them get reagents and other things. As you would like to say, what do you have to lose by helping them do

that --

PRESIDENT: Well, I am doing that.

VICE PRESIDENT: We are doing that. 

-- and becoming the king of testing?

PRESIDENT: And -- and let me just say, we are the king of testing already. There's no country in the world that's done more. 

not even close. 

Well, only 1.2 percent of the population has been tested. Is that good enough?

PRESIDENT: I just said there's no country in the world that’s done more. And we have tests that have already come out that are going to

be introduced very shortly that will do it more. 

problem is this: It's a -- it's very much of media trap. Whether we did 2 percent, 5 percent, 50 percent, or 100 percent, it'll never be

enough, no matter what. 



But it’s 1.2 percent.

PRESIDENT: Now, with the -- with the expertise and with what we did -- because of our expertise and tremendous talent at manufacturing -

- what we did with the ventilators, that wasn't a trap. Because we got them done, shockingly to everybody, because of the incredible

talent -- like Mike Pence saw yesterday in Wisconsin. But we have numerous of those sites all over the country doing the same thing.

that when the governors were complaining -- some of the governors, I must say. And it was very much along party lines, for the most

part, but when they -- except for one. When the governors were complaining, we said, “No, no. 

need 100.” One governor asked for many, many, many thousands, and it turned out they didn't need that, and that's good. 

nobody that needed a ventilator -- you know this, and we went through this with the governors -- that needed a ventilator didn't get a

ventilator. That was an incredible achievement. 

testing, it's a little different. It's much easier than ventilators. It's like 2 percent. But -- for instance, the swabs are coming in

by the millions. They're coming in -- literally coming in by the millions. Totally ordered. 

gotten a much lesser quality. We didn't want to do that. We got the highest quality. 

testing -- it's like no matter how well you do, you can always say more. With the ventilators, they either have them or they don’t. 

fact, we went to one meeting -- “Who wants a ventilator?” One governor -- one governor said, “We'd like 25.” 

Who else?” Nobody spoke up. That was four weeks ago. So that was great.

problem with the testing is, as I said, if we test -- if we tested 350 million people, you’ll say, “Well, we want them to have a second

test or a third test or a fourth test.”

everybody believes as strongly as some people in testing. Some people want to do testing because they think it's impossible for us to

fulfill that goal. That's easy compared to ventilators, as I've said. But we have a tremendous testing capability -- better than anybody

in the world right now. And every day, it's growing. And it's growing very substantial. I mean, these doctors are very talented people.

They've seen testing all their lives. They've never seen anything like we've been able to do. 

we're going to give everybody what they want with the testing. But again, testing -- and I've said it from the beginning: The actual

test has to be administered locally. You can't do from Washington or faraway locations -- federal testing -- nearly as well as you can,

where you have a governor, he has mayors, and they have representatives, and -- and they know the back of a Walmart -- put it in the

parking lot in the back of a Walmart or put it in a certain location in different states. They're doing it beautifully. 

beautifully.

relationship I have with the governors, and Mike has, and we all have with the governors, I would say, other than one or two -- but even

them, they don't complain. They're not complaining. So we're doing tremendous testing. And ultimately, we're doing more testing, I

think, than probably any of the governors even want. 

Please, Jennifer.

Back on the immigration EO -- can you say, is it just for green cards -- for green card holders or is it --

PRESIDENT: It’s green cards for -- subject --

Is it also for people seeking temporary work visas?

PRESIDENT: It's subject to change. We have some people coming in, for instance, helping the farmers. 

care -- they've been coming for years and years, and they're helping our farmers, and they’ve -- they've been coming in for years. 

don't want to do -- you know, the border has been turned off a number of times over the years. 

all went out of business. They were out of business. They couldn't farm. We're taking care of our farmers. 

farmers like I take care of farmers.

Subject to change because some --

PRESIDENT: Including the $19 billion that we're dispersing to farmers because of some very good things that happened.

Subject to change because some of your advisors are saying there could be a problem with it, or subject to change because you want to

extend it?

PRESIDENT: No, no. Just it might be modified. It could be modified next week, in two weeks. 

may modify it as we go along. But right now, we have a very powerful immigration ban, but it could be modified -- meaning made tougher



or made less tough. We don't want to hurt our businesses, and we don't want to hurt our farmers. 

Mr. President, can I ask you about your conversation with Governor Kemp? What did he say to you when you said you strongly disagreed

with him? And, of course, for gym owners and tattoo parlor artists and barbers in Atlanta -- I mean, Georgia, generally -- would you

advise them to listen to you and not to their governor?

PRESIDENT: Look, I'd like them to listen to their governors. All of their governors. I have the right to do, if I wanted to clamp it

down, but I have respect for our governors. They know what they're doing, I think. And, as you know, Brian Kemp, governor of Georgia, I

worked very hard for his election. He beat their superstar. He beat the superstar of their party. I think you can say, I helped a lot. 

Obama, Barack Obama, Oprah Winfrey -- they all went in. They campaigned for him very, very hard, and he lost. He also was way down in a

primary, and he ended up winning a primary after I came out and endorsed him. So, a lot of good things and there's a lot of good feeling

between myself and Brian Kemp. I like him a lot. 

happen to disagree with him only on time and timing. I disagree. When you have spas, beauty parlors -- and I love these people -- I know

the people from spas and beauty parlors, tattoo parlors. Bikers for Trump -- a lot of tattoos. 

barbershops. These are great people. But you know what? Maybe you wait a little bit longer until you get into a phase two. 

do I agree with him? No. But I respect him, and I will let him make his decision. Would I do that? 

want to protect people's lives. But I'm going to let him make his decision. But I told him: I totally disagree. 

Thank you, Mr. President. The Vice President, in his remarks, was talking about the federal efforts that have been undertaken as it

relates to nursing facilities. And, as you both know, they've been just so incredibly hard hit -- just tragic -- over 10,000 COVID-19

deaths so far. The industry says that they're struggling as it relates to testing. Can you commit to increasing testing at the nursing

facilities across the country?

PRESIDENT: Yeah. Well, we're doing that automatically. I mean, that's almost common sense. But we're doing that automat- -- I mean, you

look at the State of Washington. That was our first glimpse of it. They got hit so horribly in that nursing home. 

like everybody was from a particular nursing home. 

we knew immediately that was going to be a problem. And we're doing that, 100 percent. 

VICE PRESIDENT: I can speak to --

PRESIDENT: We're taking very special care of our nursing homes and our seniors, other than me. 

of me. But other than me, we're taking care of our seniors.

Another -- another --

VICE PRESIDENT: I can speak to that as well.

PRESIDENT: Yeah, please, Mike. Go ahead.

Thank you, Mr. Vice President.

VICE PRESIDENT: No, it's just an enormously important question. And we want to thank the American people who have been putting off

visits to their grandmothers and grandfathers and moms and dads. It's tough. I'm going to be in Indiana next week, and I'm not going to

go see my mom. She lives in her own home, but people get it that the risk of serious illness for a healthy American of the coronavirus

is fairly low. You'll either have flu-like symptoms or no symptoms at all. 

as we've said so many times at this podium and the American people get it: A healthy American could inadvertently convey the coronavirus

to a senior with an underlying health condition and have the kind of heartbreaking results that we've seen in nursing homes around the

country. 

's the reason why, from early on, the President took decisive action to raise the infectious disease standards at every nursing home in

America. He deployed all 8,000 of our inspectors at the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services to dedicate all of their time to

ensuring compliance with those new higher standards. 

we've spoken about -- about nursing home issues with governors around the country. And frankly, there are governors around the country

that have done remarkable work with nursing homes. You mentioned Governor Brian Kemp. He actually used the National Guard. 

he deployed them to nursing homes to do cleaning and to disinfect areas of those nursing homes. 



to your point about testing, if you look carefully at the Guidelines to Open Up America Again, you will see that in phase one, the level

of testing that we contemplate is first that we want to be able to test anyone who has the symptoms that may be coronavirus, and be able

to test them quickly. Secondly, we want to do the kind of contact tracing -- and Dr. Redfield and his team are deploying CDC teams in

every state in America -- to be able to find out everyone that that person has been in contact with and test them.

if you look right underneath that, what we're directing states to do is be prepared to deploy testing resources first and foremost to

nursing homes and long-term care facilities so that we can monitor any potential outbreak of the coronavirus among the most vulnerable

population. 

to the leadership of our Surgeon General, as the President announced today, we're also going to be deploying testing resources to

vulnerable communities, to underserved communities. The CDC released new preliminary data on the impact, particularly, on African

American communities in this country. And it's the reason why part of our phase-one recommendation is that we deploy testing resources

into those communities that are described by the doctors as socially vulnerable. And, even as we speak, we'll announce next week that

we're already in the process of deploying testing.

so it's a good opportunity to remind every American to be especially careful around our seniors and to heed the guidance about avoiding

visitations to protect the health of those who are most vulnerable. But the American people can be assured that from phase one forward,

all the way through phase three and reopening, we're going to be helping to guide the states to focus on the most vulnerable, beginning

with our seniors with serious underlying health conditions.

Mr. Vice President --

PRESIDENT: How about right behind Jennifer? Go ahead.

Thank you, Mr. President. 

PRESIDENT: We’ll get back -- we’ll get back to you.

Commercial labs say that they need to buy new diagnostic machines to be able to double their testing capacity. 

said that there is enough testing capacity to double overnight. How do you, kind of, square that difference?

PRESIDENT: Very easy. They can get new machines if they want, but even if they didn't, we have tremendous testing capability. 

look at what's happening in California and New York. Governor Cuomo told us very strongly -- he said, "Wow, we have a lot of labs." 

know, that’s a research center of the world. They have tremendous -- in California, too. Long conversations. 

testing capability there too. Now, if they want to increase it, they can increase it, but they have plenty right now. 

saw the maps the other day, when we put up the different sites in various states, and virtually all states are like that. 

about you with the mask? Nice that you wear a mask.

Yes. Mr. President, may I actually follow up on those maps from the other day? On Monday, a reporter for a local television station in

Miami sent me a question asking if it was possible to get the information on those maps distributed to the media so that local TV

stations and newspapers can check on that information. So if that could that be done --

PRESIDENT: Who did the maps? Do you -- do you want do that? Do you want to say something?

BIRX: Thank you for talking about testing and testing capacity because we have been talking about that for several weeks, because we

could see -- and we did a full inventory of every single state and every single laboratory. 

implementation piece of the testing capacity. And it's complicated, so we have been -- we have a team calling every lab and working

through the American Society of Microbiology, as I mentioned before, to really work with every lab director to see what the issues are

in each laboratory.

I just want to thank Administrator Verma, who really worked on increasing the funding for this test and uniquely doubling the funding

for the coronavirus nucleic acid test from $50 to $100 to really address some of the issues about laboratory technicians. 

sometimes we think these tests run themselves; they don't. They actually need people to help with the machines. 

purchasing more machines; we actually need to have additional laboratory technicians to really be able to work all of those machines.

And so it's lab by lab, state by state, and that's the dialogue that's going on now to unlock the full potential of the United States. 

the testing would not be needed at this moment, and maybe it is, but we want it also totally available in the fall if it comes to an

issue where we have to distinguish between flu and COVID-19. 

we're building infrastructure and capacity not only for today, but for tomorrow, and really showing a new way to really deal with



pandemics and bring testing to scale. Because the country has never had to do this before. I mean, if you look at some of the other

countries, they're -- they're struggling with some of the issues, from PPE to testing. And so this is a universal issue, but we're

working on it as a collective to really have a very innovative and integrated way to approach testing.

PRESIDENT: But without building new, they have tremendous capability. And -- 

BIRX: And the maps are -- I will ask the companies, because, obviously, it's proprietary where every single machine is. 

if you have that machine and five others, maybe you don’t want to know -- let that person know you have five others. 

Coke and Pepsi. So I think we're working very deliberately to really be able to share those maps. 

governors, I can tell you that they -- all of the state and local gover- -- state governors and the mayors have those maps and the

addresses and the type of machine for every single laboratory in their jurisdiction so know who they’re testing.

PRESIDENT: And many of the governors were not aware that those laboratories were available. 

Q One more for Dr. Birx, before you leave, on the -- the state of California has now partially broken with CDC restrictions on who will

get guidance and who should get testing because they want to test people without any symptoms at all in high-risk environments, like a

nursing home. Do you agree with this? Vice President Pence, do you agree with this?

BIRX: Well, not only do we agree with it; it was in our guidelines. 

VICE PRESIDENT: It’s in our guidelines. 

DR. BIRX: That was fundamental to our guidelines, and I think we were the first group that said testing asymptomatics will be key. 

always said that we think that's a significant contribution to infections. And we went to the places where we thought it was most

critical to find cases the earliest. And so that is where we have asked states in the guidelines to start with nursing home, indigenous

peoples, and people in underserved areas and cities to really ensure that we're monitoring for any type, because we know the

asymptomatic piece may be the tip of the iceberg. In fact, it’d be the iceberg underneath the surface. 

cases and maybe this.

in parallel, we're working with states and local governments to really define what that population is by doing -- in collaboration with

states, working with them together, to really reinforce this antibody testing but in a careful way where you do two antibody testing to

increase your sensitivity and specificity into the 99-plus percent range, because we think it's really important that you have a very

high-quality test, but a high-quality test that you can really tell someone that they've had this before. 

those two tests that we can do in series to really assure people. 

that is -- that was in the guidelines from the very beginning, and we think it's fundamental, both for right now and going through the

fall, because that will be our early alert if any of the COVID virus reappears.

So how much more testing are we going to need? How much -- 

PRESIDENT: Jon, you didn’t know that was in the guidelines? 

The CDC criteria says that (inaudible) -- 

Well, it’s currently in the CDC guidelines. You’re saying that --

PRESIDENT: No, but it’s right -- but it’s right in the guidelines. 

Dr. Birx --

PRESIDENT: I’m surprised at you.

-- while you’re there, can I just --

PRESIDENT: Jerome, would you like to say something on that, please? Please. 

GENERAL ADAMS: Thank you, Mr. President. And I just want to reiterate to everyone that the task force and the administration have a

commitment to protecting vulnerable people, and that includes in the area of testing. We've had the opportunity to talk to many

different groups, and we hear that testing is absolutely a concern. 

we'll be giving you more details in the coming days, but I just want you to know that we're building on the public-private partnership

that the President rolled out with pharmacy and retail companies like CVS, Walgreens, Rite Aid, Walmart, and Kroger to accelerate



testing for more Americans and more communities across the nation. 

're going to be increasing access to testing for under-tested, underserved, and minority communities. 

partners and states to establish sites in areas most in need of increased access to testing. 

're using data -- CDC-provided data -- to locate sites and counties that are under-tested and socially vulnerable, especially with high

populations of black, Hispanic, rural, and Native Americans. 

're using the CDC’s Vulnerability Index, as you heard about -- heard about earlier to select sites. 

communities when confronted by external stressors along four main themes: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability,

minority status, and housing type. Our goal -- our goal is to have about two-thirds of these initial sites located in counties with

moderate to high social vulnerability and about a quarter of these sites and counties with high social vulnerability. 

again, I want communities that are vulnerable to understand that we are strategically and intentionally making sure we're deploying

testing in those areas so that people can get identified if they have symptoms, can get identified if they are asymptomatic, and that we

will be able to deploy resources appropriately. 

you, Mr. President.

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Jerome. Thank you. And I have to say our Surgeon General is doing a great job. 

GENERAL ADAMS: Thank you, Mr. President. 

PRESIDENT: Great job. Really good.

in the back, please. 

Mr. President, thank you. Can we talk about Iran? You put out a message this morning making a rather big announcement for our military

when it comes to Iranians’ -- Iranian aggression. Are you going to change, formally, rules of engagement for our U.S. military so that

they can engage? 

PRESIDENT: No. We’re covered -- we’re covered 100 percent. We don’t want their gunboats surrounding our boats and traveling around our

boats and having a good time. We don't want them anywhere near our boats. And -- so you know the order I gave. 

say it again, but I've given that order. 

the Obama administration, it was taking place all the time. Under my administration, I gave this order early on and nothing happened.

They were very nice; they were no problem. But then I noticed yesterday, they did that in a much lighter form, but they did that again.

I said, “We're not going to -- we're not going to stand for it.” 

if they do that, that's putting our ships at danger and our great crews and sailors at -- in danger. 

And we will -- they'll shoot them out of the water. 

So the U.S. military does not have to change its rules of engagement in order to follow your directive?

PRESIDENT: No, that’s not rules of engagement; that’s a threat when they get that close to our boat. 

substantial weapons on those boats. But we'll shoot them out of the water. Okay? 

Thank you, President Trump. If possible, I’d like to ask a question to Dr. Fauci and then a very different one to you. 

today the CDC and the USDA said that the first pets in America had tested positive for coronavirus. 

the public know about that? 

FAUCI: Pets?

Pets. Two pets. 

PRESIDENT: Pets. 

FAUCI: So that question was asked before, but I'd be happy to answer it again. Certainly, animals, pets can get infected. 

zoos have been reported to be infected with coronavirus. There is no evidence that the virus is transmitted from a pet to a human. 

obviously, is that impossible? I mean, biologically, you know, anything is possible, but there's no evidence whatsoever that we've seen,



from an epidemiological standpoint, that pets can be transmitters within the household. 

it's not surprising. I mean, we -- when you have viruses that can infect multiple species, isolating it from an animal doesn't

necessarily mean the animal is transmitting it.

PRESIDENT: What about the lion in the New York Zoo? 

FAUCI: Yeah, well, you know, that's the lion in the New York -- 

PRESIDENT: How did that -- how did that happen?

FAUCI: You know what probably happened? I don’t know, Mr. President, but I would imagine that one of the -- one of the zookeepers

probably had an asymptomatic infection, took care of the animal, gave him some food, touched him or whatever, and that’s how he got it. 

A question for you, President Trump. My question for you --

PRESIDENT: Yes.

-- is: Earlier in these briefings, you talked a lot about giving Americans hope and you wanted to focus on that. 

seems to perhaps be lessening, I wanted to ask you about accountability. And, of course, million -- millions of Americans became

familiar with you as the tough boss who fired people for doing a poor job. I wanted to ask you about two specific things. 

report from Reuters today that the HHS Secretary put a former dog breeder in charge of day-to-day coronavirus efforts, to begin with.

And also on --

PRESIDENT: He did what? What?

Reuters reported today that Alex Azar, the Secretary of HHS, put a former dog breeder -- that was his most recently former job -- in

charge of day-to-day operations of the coronavirus. 

PRESIDENT: That, I don’t know. But I -- you’re just telling me something. And what’s the second? 

And the second one is on face masks. Taiwan has a bigger population than New York State. Early on, they had universal wearing of face

masks. Here --

PRESIDENT: No problem with face masks, if the governors want to do that. You know, we ordered -- I don't know if you know -- 500 million

face masks. We have hundreds of millions right now. And if people want to wear them, it's up to the governors. 

that, it’s absolutely -- now, it's more appropriate in some states, obviously, than others. 

states where it's much less necessary. 

no, that's up to the governors. And we have that very well covered, I think, face masks. But we have --

Here, people aren’t wearing masks.

PRESIDENT: We have hundreds of millions of face masks, and we have at least 500 million. That's a lot. 

And lots of people are wearing face masks now that the federal government advised. It was almost overnight. 

our Surgeon General said that -- and I'm quoting -- they’re, quote, “not effective in preventing the general public from catching

coronavirus.” I mean, is -- should there be accountability there and also from HHS Secretary?

PRESIDENT: Well, I don't know. Would anybody like to speak about it? I don’t -- I think, if -- for -- as -- just so you understand, if

somebody wants to wear them, I’m all for it. Would somebody like to discuss that?

VICE PRESIDENT: Bob Redfield. Bob. 

FAUCI: Go -- go for it, Bob. 

REDFIELD: I think the comments that we made when we came into face masks -- and I think it’s important when we came out with the CDC

guidance about face masks, or what we called “face coverings” -- was, in recognition of the growing understanding of asymptomatic

infection or pre-symptomatic infection, was the recognition that we could use a barrier. And the reason -- you know, and I have mine

when I'm in public, right here, that I use -- you know, that this barrier, in case I was, in fact, infected if I didn't know, is a

barrier to prevent me to protect you in case I happened to be asymptomatically infected. 

's very good data to show that the ability of viral particles to go through a barrier is substantially dishmininished [sic] --



diminished. And that's why we recommended these face coverings. I think if you go back to when CDC came out with that recommendation,

some people may think, intuitively, it's to protect them from getting infected. No, it was to protect you from potentially getting

infected by me when I go out in public. 

do you --

PRESIDENT: Jerome, please. 

GENERAL ADAMS: I actually appreciate you asking that question because it's one that -- that we've had to clarify several times, and I

understand why the American public has been confused over time. 

Dr. Redfield mentioned, initially we said, based on CDC, World Health Organization, and most other major public health organizations

that the public needed to know that these masks are not effective or shown to be effective in preventing you, if you wear a mask, from

catching coronavirus. 

important thing to remember is the context of those statements was a run on medical masks, on N95 masks, and our healthcare workers were

at risk.

VICE PRESIDENT: Right. 

GENERAL ADAMS: What’s changed? What’s changed is, we found out that, unlike past viruses that are spread through the respiratory route,

a significant proportion of coronavirus cases can be traced back to asymptomatic spread. 

the task force deliberated this. We've always told you that we will look at the facts and we will give people recommendations based on

the best available evidence at the time. And once we saw that asymptomatic spread, we said, “Well, masks still aren't effective, from

our point of view, at preventing you from catching coronavirus in a significant way.” But we've always told people that they should wear

masks, if they know they have symptoms, to prevent them from spreading to other people. 

now that we know about 25 to 50 percent of people are spreading asymptomatically, we suggested people wear cloth facial coverings to

prevent asymptomatic spread. You wear your mask to protect me. I wear my mask -- and Dr. Redfield mentioned it -- 

believe I have mine on me, Bob. I carry mine around with me too. I wear my mask to protect you. 

not wearing my mask to protect you now, and we also all have been tested. So that's why I'm not wearing mine now. 

PRESIDENT: Yeah, but I’m right next to you, so. (Laughter.) 

GENERAL ADAMS: Well, I'll put mine on if you want me to, sir. But -- but again, important to note that if you're going to wear a mask,

it's not a substitute for social distancing. Still, social distancing is the number one thing you can do. 

two, it's important to know that you should practice good hand hygiene and not touch your face, because you still can touch a surface

and bring disease to your face. 

number three -- this is the most important -- well, it's just as important: Please, save the medical masks, the N95s for the healthcare

workers, because the cloth facial coverings are effective, as far as we know right now, based on the best available evidence, at

preventing you from spreading disease to other people. So no inconsistency there. It’s just the recommendation changed because the

information changed, and that's what you want from your public health leaders.

There’s been the now argument made that you knew about the asymptomatic transmission at the time that you said that and that you were

essentially misleading the public?

PRESIDENT: No, I think it’s (inaudible).

GENERAL ADAMS: Well, I made --

PRESIDENT: He’s answered that question.

GENERAL ADAMS: The honest answer to you is: No, we did not. That was a recommendation of the World Health Organization and the CDC, and

we gave you the best information we could at the time. 

I actually, a little bit, resent that implication because I work hard to try to protect the American people, and we are always going to

give the American people the best information we have available at the time. And we don't -- and we have -- we’re humble enough to say,

“Look, if we don't know, we're going to change. We're going to change our recommendations.”

PRESIDENT: Just a wise-guy question, that’s all.



Mr. President --

PRESIDENT: Please, go ahead.

Mr. President, I wanted to ask you about the launch of the military satellite by Iran. I wanted to get your response to that. 

this an advancement of the missile program?

PRESIDENT: You mean the shot they took? Well, they say no. Okay? They say all sorts. “It was for television”. 

believe that? They want to have better television in Iran, so they say. 

we're watching Iran very closely. Very closely. 

Are you concerned --

PRESIDENT: We know more about Iran than they do. Right now, we know more than they do. So we know all about it. 

it was going up. We followed it very closely. They say it was for television.

please.

Are you concerned, though, Mr. President?

Mr. President, I have a question for Dr. Fauci.

PRESIDENT: Go ahead. Finish up there, please.

Yeah, very quickly. Are you concerned that they see this as a potential vulnerability on the part of the United States? 

outbreak --

PRESIDENT: See what? What is vulnerable?

Military readiness. The outbreak on the Roosevelt, the fact that you're consumed with dealing with coronavirus here in the United

States.

PRESIDENT: Her, I read where various navies have had outbreaks of COVID. Look, we're in 184 different -- different nations right now. 

hundred and eight-four -- the COVID. 

we have a problem on -- that just shows you how rapidly it spreads. It started off with two sailors and then 10 sailors and 20, and now

I hear it's 540, of which one has died and a few are very sick. But most of them are back in -- you know, in great shape. 

we did lose one, and it attacked the lungs of that young person. And then we also had a number of that were quite sick, but they're all

either better or getting better. But most of them are better for a long time already.

please.

Mr. President, can I --

PRESIDENT: Yeah, just one second.

Thanks, Mr. President. As you know, over the course of the past few weeks, there have been the closures of several meat-processing

companies across the country in several states.

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

Is this a concern to you? 

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

Are you going to increase testing in these facilities because the workforce is getting sick?

PRESIDENT: Look at South Dakota, how well the governor is -- yeah, look at South Dakota, how well the governor has done there. 

of a sudden, you have a big spike in one location. And she's got that very much under control, as you know. 

surprising. And they had a big one right near where you were yesterday, as I understand it. 



Is the food supply --

PRESIDENT: They’re closing one or two of the plants, actually. 

Is the food supply secure?

PRESIDENT: Yeah, totally secure. It’s in great shape.

in the back. You didn’t go.

Thank you, Mr. President. The Attorney General in the State of Missouri filed a law -- a law case against China --

PRESIDENT: Against China.

-- accusing it of lying and covering up about the origin of the virus. 

PRESIDENT: Yeah.

Do support that? And do you call for international --

PRESIDENT: Well, I haven’t seen the case. I know about the case. He filed a case against China. 

great. But I'm going to take a look at it. I actually know about it very much. I have to take a look at it. 

terms of reading it, but I will be doing that.

But would you call for international investigation?

PRESIDENT: Well, we’re going to have to take a look. Oh, we’re doing investigations. We're doing our own. 

review that lawsuit. I'm sure that won't be the last one.

Mr. President, yes, I just had a follow -- a question for Dr. Fauci, if you don't mind. 

PRESIDENT: Yeah, sure.

And I'm happy to ask you one after. So Jon had asked the President about Rick Bright, and he said he wasn't sure who that was, but I'm -

- I’m sure you're familiar who he is since he was the head of BARDA. So this concern or an accusation he's raised that he was removed

from his job because he protested widespread use of hydroxychloroquine, are you familiar with the situation? 

health experts feel they are able to speak publicly or to speak out in opposition to the things?

FAUCI: Here I am. 

Yeah.

FAUCI: So you don't feel like there's any concern among --

FAUCI: No. No.

-- people at the NIH right now or in the public health community?

FAUCI: At the NIH, absolutely not.

Dr. Fauci, knowing Dr. Bright and knowing what his gifts are as one of the country's leading experts on vaccines, are those gifts best

suited at NIH rather than BARDA? What's he going to be doing with you?

FAUCI: What is he going to be doing at the NIH?

So, first of all, are his gifts best suited to work with you rather than BARDA?

FAUCI: No, I -- I can't -- I don’t really think I can comment on somebody’s relative gifts. 

and he's going to be responsible, from what I hear -- again, this is what I've heard -- that he's going to be responsible for the

development of diagnostics, which is very, very important. 



NIH is going to be involved in trying to develop new-generation diagnostics, which we feel is going to be very important for the future

of being able to facilitate the kinds of things that now are sometimes problematic.

Are you concerned at all that he --

PRESIDENT: And why did you say that he has great gifts or gifts? What, do you know him?

Well, that’s his expertise. I mean, I’m just looking at his résumé. 

PRESIDENT: No, no, but have you reviewed him? Have you -- have you studied him? Have you reported on him? 

gifts. I mean --

He’s worked his entire career developing vaccines, including the --

PRESIDENT: Well, that doesn't mean you have gifts. I know a lot of people, they play baseball, but they can't hit 150 in the Major

Leagues.

Well, he helped develop the flu vaccine last year.

PRESIDENT: No, no, but you talk about his great gifts.

ahead, please. 

Mr. President, thank you.

PRESIDENT: Please, go ahead. You can go. Please.

Thank you, sir. I have two questions, one for myself and then one for a colleague of ours who cannot be here today because of social

distancing.

PRESIDENT: From where? From where?

I'm with USA Today. First, the executive director of the National Association of Counties said today that the White House did not want

to see money for local -- state and local governments in the latest COVID assistance package.

PRESIDENT: And they didn't want to say what? What does that mean? Tell me.

I’m sorry?

PRESIDENT: What does it mean? Repeat it. Say it a little differently.

The executive director of the National Association of Counties said today that the White House objected to putting funding for state and

local governments into the latest COVID assistance package.

PRESIDENT: Oh, really? That’s interest- -- is he a Democrat? 

I do not know, sir. 

PRESIDENT: Well, check it. How can you ask that questions without knowing?

Okay. Well -- but what --

PRESIDENT: Check it out. You’ll find out. 

I’ll check it out. But he says --

PRESIDENT: Okay, what’s the next question?

His question was --

President: You know, the numbers -- you know, the money we put into states, local governments, everything else? 

responsible for their own finances. But you check it out. Go ahead. What's the next --



Well, his point was -- he said that you felt like that this would somehow be a disincentive for states to open their economies. 

correct about that?

PRESIDENT: How would he know what I felt? I never spoke to him. I don't even know who he is.

I’m asking you, sir.

PRESIDENT: You don't know who he is either. 

Yes, his name is Matthew Chase, sir.

PRESIDENT: Okay, it doesn’t help me, and it doesn’t help you.

go ahead, Jeff.

Mr. President, also a follow-up --

PRESIDENT: Do we want to keep going a little while longer or no? 

Yes. Yes.

PRESIDENT: You're not going to say, “Oh, he took questions all night long”? 

No, sir.

PRESIDENT: Okay? Right?

Yes, please. Thank you.

PRESIDENT: Okay, well, good. How many questions can you ask? Go ahead.

Also --

PRESIDENT: We -- we all have fun, because we're talking about something very important. 

main thing is I think we're getting to a lot of solutions. We never want this to happen again. 

what happened. And if it should come back in some form, we want to snuff it out very quickly before anything can happen. 

I personally hope it doesn't come back in the fall as a combination of the flu or not as a combination of the flu. 

learned a lot. And, you know, some of these questions are good. Some of them are ridiculous, frankly, but some of them are very -- I

think some of them are very important questions. Very important. You know, when you asked Dr. Fauci about the right to speak -- if I let

him speak, I’ll let anybody speak. And we love him. 

's go.

Mr. President, Senator -- Senator McConnell said today that he would prefer to see states that have high public pensions declare

bankruptcy, rather than taking on more --

PRESIDENT: I -- I heard he said that. 

-- federal bailout money.

PRESIDENT: I don't know -- I don't know what he said. I'll have to call him and ask him.

That’s what he said.

PRESIDENT: Well, that's okay. I'm going to have to look at it directly.

Would you agree with him on that? Or --

PRESIDENT: I can’t tell you that. I have to see -- I want to base it on fact and reason. I want to see what he said -- you know, why he

said it and how he said it. I'd have to watch him say it. But some of the states are not doing well, let's face it. 

phenomenally well. A state where Mike was governor, Indiana -- I looked at their numbers. They have -- it's incredible what they're



doing.

states are doing fantastically well. Iowa is doing great. You have -- you have states doing well, and you have some states that aren't

doing well. We know the ones. I don't have to mention the ones that aren't doing well, but you do have states that are in trouble. 

certainly they're coming back to talk to us. We'll see what happens.

Are you concerned -- are you concerned, sir, about the growing U.S. national debt as a result of these stimulus packages?

PRESIDENT: Well, we have a choice. Do we have a choice? Yeah. I'm always concerned about everything. 

was -- we were attacked. This was an attack. This wasn't just, “Oh, gee.” 

this wasn't the flu, by the way. You know, they like to say the flu. Nobody has ever seen anything like this. 

were attacked. We had the greatest economy in the history of the world. We had the greatest economy -- better than China, better than

any place. They will tell you that. I dealt with them for a long time, and they will tell -- we have the greatest economy and we built

it in the last three years, three and a half years we built it.

then one day, they came and they said, “You have to close it.” I said, “You got to be…” “These people right here, they said you have

to…” They came into my office -- into the Oval Office, and they said, “We have to close the economy.” 

Explain this to me.” The greatest ever in history and we had to close it.

we're going to open it again, and we're going to be just as strong or stronger. But you have to spend some money to get it back open. 

saved our airlines. We just, as you know, finished up with the airlines. We saved numerous companies -- that are great companies --

that, two months ago, were having the best year they've ever had. Now, all of a sudden, they’re totally shut out of markets.

was a great spirit today. You know, the fact is some of the governors are opening up their states. 

if you folks feel it. I feel it. There was a great spirit today. I don't know, the stock market was up today, I guess. 

bit when I just walked out here. 

I will say I feel much different today than I did two or three days ago, and I think the world does. 

world feels that we’re really leading a path of optimism. The European Union is having a lot of difficulty. 

what’s going on with the European Union; it’s having tremendous difficulty.

we’re going to be back, and we’re going to be back stronger than ever. We’re going to be at a level, I think, that everybody is going to

be look -- and they do; they look up to us. They want to know what are we doing. What are we doing with therapeutics? 

with vaccines? We're going to have those answers too. We're going to have them, just like we took care of ventilators, just like we're

taking care of -- and, already, as we said 100 times, we had more testing than any nation in the world. 

those nations put together that we mentioned the other day -- all of them put together. And we're going to be, within two weeks, at a

level that nobody has ever even seen before.

've never seen where we are right now. You don't have to build new machines. You don't have to build new labs; we already have them. 

some of the labs are even upgrading to be able to double and triple their capacity, in one case. 

ever been. We're going to be bigger, better, and stronger than ever before. So I'm not concerned about that.

you very much. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the below announcement from the White House Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs regarding Treasury's release of CARES Act guidance for State, Local, and Tribal
Governments.

Today, Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin released guidance for State, Local, and
Tribal Governments regarding the Coronavirus Relief Fund (Section 5001 of the CARES
Act).

As stated by the legislation signed by President Trump on March 27, the use of funds
“are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19).” The guidance document (here) and
frequently asked questions (here) provide, in detail, examples of eligible and ineligible
expenditures of the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.  You can find additional
information about Assistance to State and local governments here.

We will continue to share all relevant information as it becomes available.

Thank you,

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs   

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act (CARES). The $2.2 trillion economic relief package provides American families,
healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
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through this challenging time. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, enacted last month. State/Local/Tribal provisions include:

$150 billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be
allocated primarily by a State’s population with each State receiving at least $1.25
billion.

$340 billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the
coronavirus outbreak.

$500 billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U.S. Treasury to support
eligible businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a
result of COVID-19.

$100 billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost
revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID-19.

$3.5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers,
first responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Read more here: President Donald J. Trump Is Providing Economic
Relief to American Workers, Families, and Businesses Impacted by the
Coronavirus
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To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 26, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 25, FEMA announced that more than $5.1 million dollars in crisis
counseling service grants have been made available to five states.

The grants, made to Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and
Washington, will support programs providing free, confidential counseling to
assist individuals through community-based outreach and educational services.
Due to the COVID-19 nationwide emergency and the need to protect the safety
and health of all Americans, the crisis counseling will be delivered by phone,
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internet and the media (including social media).

As of April 25, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.7 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.7 million surgical gowns, 793.8 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200426 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 By the Numbers 042620.pdf
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FEMA_Advisory:_Disaster_Financial_Management_Guide
April 17, 2020 at 8:06 AM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the release of a Disaster Financial Management Guide to assist
communities in their COVID-19 response.

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Disaster Financial Management Guide 
On Thursday, April 16, FEMA released the “Disaster Financial Management Guide” to
support jurisdictions in establishing and implementing sound disaster financial management
practices, which are critical for successful response and recovery. The guide takes an all-
hazards approach and addresses a broad range of issues and contains concepts, principles
and resources applicable to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response environment.

The guide identifies the capabilities and activities necessary to prepare and successfully
implement disaster financial management while maintaining fiscal responsibility
throughout response and recovery operations. This includes considerations and practices
necessary to track, calculate and justify the costs of an emergency; support local
reimbursement reconciliation; avoid de-obligation of grant funding; and effectively fund
and implement recovery projects and priorities. The principles, concepts and resources
contained in the guide can support jurisdictions in identifying the resources needed to
support their community, increase the efficiency of recovery efforts, and reduce the
likelihood of audits and financial penalties for the jurisdiction.

To view the guide, please visit https://www.fema.gov/plan.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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Nitsch, Melissa A
RE: Marcos Orellana Pineda
April 14, 2020 at 12:29 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Alejandro,
	
Unfortunately,	I’m	unable	to	provide	any	case	updates	on	this	individual	without	a	signed	privacy
waiver.	
	
On	a	separate	note,	I	wanted	to	make	sure	you	were	aware	of	our	website,	which	is	tracking	all
developments	related	to	the	COVID-19	impacts	on	agency	operaFons,	detainee	care,	etc.		The
informaFon	is	reviewed	and	updated	frequently.		I’m	sure	you	are	receiving	inquiries	from	the	public,	so
please	feel	free	to	share	if	it	is	helpful:		hJps://www.ice.gov/coronavirus
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	10:02	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
You	can	actually	send	all	inquiries	directly	to	me,	as	my	role	is	to	essenFally	handle	all	(non-media)
stakeholder	inquiries.		If	there’s	something	that	requires	certain	subject	maJer	experFse,	I	will
coordinate	directly	with	those	officials	to	get	you	informaFon.		I	cover	the	enFre	ICE	por_olio,	and	am	in
close	contact	with	the	managers	of	all	our	various	operaFonal	components.
	
Thank	you,
Melissa
	
	
	

From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:50	AM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Thank	you	for	your	quick	response,	and	nice	to	meet	you.		To	clarify,	is	it	your	preference	that	I	include
you	on	all	correspondence	to	ImmigraFon	and	Customs	Enforcement	officials?		Or	are	there	specific
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divisions	that	fall	outside	of	your	por_olio?
	
Also,	I	do	see	now	that	we	are	missing	the	signature	on	the	privacy	waiver,	so	I	appreciate	any
informaFon	that	is	available	in	lieu	of	the	completed	document.	
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:26	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wriFng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
	
With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permiJed	to	release	any	informaFon	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	requesFng
informaFon).		However,	given	the	current	situaFon,	we	are	asking	our	aJorneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	meanFme,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	quesFons	on	this	or	any	other	maJer.
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
	
	

From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	JusFn	A	<JusFn.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wriFng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domesFc	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applicaFons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
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Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	leJers,	submiJed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respec_ully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	consideraFon	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	aJached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_10
April 10, 2020 at 5:17 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply
Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Beginning April 10, HHS and FEMA will work with states with federal Community-
Based Testing Sites to clarify whether sites want to continue as they are now, or
transition to full state control.

Under state control, CBTS sites would still receive technical assistance from
the federal government and be able to request supplies through the normal
FEMA systems.
Leadership at both HHS and FEMA will consider approving extension requests
by states that need additional federal assistance to manage and operate sites. A
formal notice to continue must be submitted to the CBTS Task Force Leader,
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by either the state’s Governor or his or her representative, no later than April 9.
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the
transition process to ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their
CBTS program independently.  This includes providing each site with enough
supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days after the agreed upon transition
date.
After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through
their standard ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the
standard Resource Request Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.
States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with
running their sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program. In general,
activities local and state governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for
reimbursement under the Public Assistance program, subject to a cost share.
To date, Community Based Testing Sites have screened over 85,000
individuals.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

On April 8, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration
awarded more than $1.3 billion to 1,387 health centers.  These centers will help
communities across the country detect coronavirus; prevent, diagnose, and treat
COVID-19; and maintain or increase health capacity and staffing levels to address
this public health emergency.
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On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Radwanski, Betty
Possible Check in Coordination Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Region 10 Administrator
April 08, 2020 at 6:54 PM EDT
To: Stacey.tichenor@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Ward, Erin, Keelan, Kayla

Hi Stacey,
 
I am so sorry it has taken so long to get back to you.  I appreciate all the work you do and for
your call.  
 
We are now looking at possibly Friday or Monday for a potential half-hour call with Governor
Inslee and the FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike O’Hare.  Would the Governor have any
availability on Friday, April 9 after 2:30?  Or possibly Monday, April 13 any time after 11:00 AM?
 
A draft agenda is below:
 
Purpose	of	the	Call
Opportunity	to	discuss	COVID-19	ongoing	opera8ons,	needs	and	issues.
	
Agenda
Welcome	and	Roll	Call

FEMA	Intergovernmental	Affairs
Opening	Remarks

FEMA	Region	10	Administrator
Washington	Office	of	Emergency	Management	Director

Open	Discussion
Updates
Needs/Issues/Ques8ons

The	following	people	will	be	available	to	answer	ques8ons:
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator
Washington	Office	of	Emergency	Management
Department	of	Health	and	Human	Services		
U.S.	Small	Business	Administra8on			
Department	of	Defense
FEMA	Recovery	Division

Closing	Remarks
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator

 
Thank you again for your help,
 
Betty
 
Betty Radwanski
Intergovernmental Affairs Manager | Office of External Affairs
Mobile: (225) 892-8969
Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
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Federal Emergency Management Agency
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Hyer, Brian
Re: Call with Administrator Gaynor and Governor Inslee
March 22, 2020 at 11:56 AM EDT
To: Katims, Casey (GOV), Hill, John
Cc:  Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Daugherty, Bret, Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

Thanks, Casey. We will share this with FEMA. 

Brian 

From:	Ka$ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka$ms@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Sunday,	March	22,	2020	9:39	AM
To:	Hill,	John;	Hyer,	Brian
Cc:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV);	Daugherty,	Bret;	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)
Subject:	Call	with	Administrator	Gaynor	and	Governor	Inslee
	

CAUTION: This	email	originated	from	outside	of	DHS.	DO	NOT	click	links	or	open	aUachments	unless	you	recognize
and/or	trust	the	sender.	Contact	your	component	SOC	with	ques$ons	or	concerns.

John	and	Brian:
	
Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	to	discuss	the	urgent	need	for
the	USNS	Mercy	to	be	deployed	to	the	Puget	Sound	area	to	address	the	deteriora$ng	situa$on	in
Washington	State.
	
Enclosed,	please	find	leUers	transmiUed	last	night	to	the	President,	Vice	President	and	Secretary	Azar
laying	out	this	urgent	need.	With	each	day	that	passes,	the	number	of	available	physicians	and	nurses	in
Washington	decreases	as	illness	and	fa$gue	take	their	toll,	and	our	already	low	number	of	available
hospital	beds	con$nues	to	shrink,	leaving	us	unable	to	meet	current	and	projected	pa$ent	needs	from
COVID-19	and	other	acute	and	subacute	pa$ents.	With	our	rural	hospitals	facing	increasing	challenges
and	our	medical	system	facing	a	growing	shortage	of	health	care	personnel,	it	is	clear	that	no	state	on
the	West	Coast	needs	the	capacity	provided	by	the	Mercy	as	soon	and	as	greatly	as	Washington	State.
	
Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	$me	for	the	two	to	connect.
	
We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	maUer.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.999.0155	with	any	ques$ons.		
	
Casey
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
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Throne, Paul (DOH)
News release: Washington WIC
April 17, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Yoshi Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Sharing the news release about Washington WIC that just went out today.
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
RE: SBA COVID19 Disaster Loan Program Open for Applications
To: Ike, Ryan, Rossie, Camilla
Cc:  Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Jackson-Diaz, Sanura (MIL), Bickford, Nancy (MIL), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), McClain, Stacey (MIL), Wallace, Sharon
(MIL)

Ryan:
	
Adding	you	back,	as	I	see	you	may	have	been	inadvertently	le:	off	the	below	message.
	
Either	Morgan	Wilson	or	I	will	be	available	to	join	this	call	from	the	Governorâ€™s	Office.	Can	you
confirm	if	itâ€™s	sKll	on	for	11am	(pacific?)	on	Tues?	And	any	call-in	informaKon	we	should	have.
	
Casey
	
	
CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs
Governor	Jay	Inslee
Cell:	360.999.0155
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	4:05	PM
To:	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	KaKms,	Casey	(GOV)
<casey.kaKms@gov.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)
<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey
(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	<Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	<Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov>;	Jackson-Diaz,	Sanura	(MIL)	<Sanura.Jackson-
Diaz@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
Importance:	High
	
Thank	you	Ryan,
	
I	can	coordinate	the	EMD	Director.		Our	federal	POC	at	the	Governorâ€™s	office	(D.C.)	currently	is
Morgan	Wilson	202.624.3691	and	Casey	KaKms	202.624.3546	|	Cell:	360-999-0155.		I	am	also	ccâ€™ing
Jim	Baumgart	for	Governorâ€™s	Office	in	Washington	State	and	our	CommunicaKons	Director	Karina
Shagren.		Iâ€™d	be	happy	to	be	on	the	call.		Sending	also	to	EMD	Response	and	Recovery.
	
I	can	confirm	my	availability	and	am	working	on	Robert	but	anKcipate	no	issues.		Sanura	â€“	I	talked
with	Robert.		Can	you	please	put	on	his	calendar?
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford



Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	12:40	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Rossie,	Camilla
<Camilla.Rossie@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Hey	Nancy.
Hope	all	is	well	and	yesterdayâ€™s	SBA	quesKon	is	resolved.
	
Next	Tue	at	11:00	(planned	Kme)	weâ€™re	hosKng	a	Congressional	Briefing	for	the	WA	delegaKon.	From
the	feds,	weâ€™ll	have	FEMA	(Regional	Administrator),	HHS	(Capt	John	Smart),	SBA	(Regional	Director
and/or	Disaster	Program	Leader),	and	DoD	(Defense	CoordinaKng	Officer).	Weâ€™d	like	to	also	include
WA	EMD	(Dir	Ezelle)	and,	if	appropriate,	the	Govâ€™s	office.	Cam	is	leading	our	side	of	the	effort.	Do
you	have	a	few	minutes	to	connect	someKme	this	a:ernoon	or	tomorrow?
	
	
Thanks!
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Costello,	Mark	F.	<mark.costello@sba.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	3:19	PM
Subject:	SBA	COVID19	Disaster	Loan	Program	Open	for	ApplicaKons
	
Good	Day,
	
We	are	pleased	to	share	that	the	Disaster	DeclaraKon	has	been	issued	for	most	of	Washington	in
support	of	COVID19.		The	disaster	declaraKon	makes	SBA	assistance	available	in	Adams,	AsoKn,	Benton,
Chelan,	Clallam,	Columbia,	Franklin,	Garfield,	Grays	Harbor,	Island,	Jefferson,	King,	Kitsap,	Kirtas,
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Klickitat,	Lewis,	Lincoln,	Mason,	Okanogan,	Pacific,	Pierce,	San	Juan,	Skagit,	Skamania,	Snohomish,
Spokane,	Thurston,	Wahkiakum,	Walla	Walla,	Whatcom,	Whitman	and	Yakima	counKes	in	Washington;
Benewah,	Latah	and	Nez	Perce	counKes	in	Idaho;	and	Gilliam,	Hood	River,	Morrow,	Sherman,	UmaKlla
and	Wasco	counKes	in	Oregon.
	
Applicants	may	apply	online,	receive	addiConal	disaster	assistance	informaCon	and	download
applicaCons	at	hFps://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela.	Applicants	may	also	call	SBAâ€™s	Customer	Service
Center	at	(800)	659-2955	or	email	disastercustomerservice@sba.gov	for	more	informaCon	on	SBA
disaster	assistance.	Individuals	who	are	deaf	or	hardâ€‘ofâ€‘hearing	may	call	(800)	877-8339.
Completed	applicaCons	should	be	mailed	to	U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraCon,	Processing	and
Disbursement	Center,	14925	Kingsport	Road,	Fort	Worth,	TX		76155.
	
	
FOR	ALL	APPLICATIONS	THE	FOLLOWING	ITEMS	MUST	BE	SUBMITTED.		For	your	convenience,
weâ€™ve	auached	several	of	these	documents	so	you	will	have	the	informaKon	gathered	prior	to
going	to	the	loan	portal.
	

Loan	applicaKon	(SBA	Form	5),	completed	and	signed	(this	is	electronic/online	in	the	portal)
but	Iâ€™ve	auached	here	so	you	can	see	what	informaKon	is	asked	prior	to	going	to	the
portal.
Tax	InformaKon	AuthorizaKon	(IRS	Form	4506-T),	completed	and	signed	by	each	applicant,
each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	each	general	partner
or	managing	member;	and,	for	any	owner	who	has	more	than	50	percent	ownership	in	an
affiliate	business.	Affiliates	include,	but	are	not	limited	to,	business	parents,	subsidiaries,
and/or	other	businesses	with	common	ownership	or	management		-	Also	auached	here.
Complete	copies,	including	all	schedules,	of	the	most	recently	filed	Federal	income	tax
returns	for	the	applicant	business;	an	explanaKon	if	not	available
Personal	Financial	Statement	(SBA	Form	413D)	completed,	signed,	and	dated	by	the
applicant,	each	principal	owning	20	percent	or	more	of	the	applicant	business,	and	each
general	partner	or	managing	member
Schedule	of	LiabiliKes	lisKng	all	fixed	debts	(SBA	Form	2202	may	be	used)

	
	

AddiKonal	InformaKon	on	SBAâ€™s	regular	loan	programs
	

1)      Lender	Match	is	an	SBA	site	to	introduce	applicants	with	SBA	lending	partners	uKlizing	our
regular	loan	products.

2)      If	you	have	an	exisKng	SBA	Guaranteed	Loan,	I	recommend	you	contact	your	lender.		Through
SBAâ€™s	regular	policies,	SBA	parKcipaKng	lenders	have	some	servicing	flexibiliKes	where	they
may	be	able	to	work	with	you	on	payment	deferments,	loan	modificaKons,	etc.		Itâ€™s	also	a
good	idea	to	reach	out	to	any	convenKonal	financing		lenders	because	they	may	be	able	to	make
similar	concessions	as	SBA	guaranteed	loans,		dependent	upon	bank	policies.

	
3)      In	addiKon	to	tradiKonal	commercial	lenders,	we	also	have	microlending	partners	where	loans

offered	range	from	$500	to	$50,000.	SBA	provides	funding	to	these	organizaKons	who	then	re-
lend	this	money	to	qualified	small	businesses.	The	microloan	program	may	be	a	fit	for	relaKvely
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small	financing	needs	or	in	instances	where	a	loan	applicant	is	having	difficulty	obtaining
financing	from	a	tradiKonal	lender.	The	acKve	SBA	microlenders	in	the	area	include:	Business
Impact	Northwest,	Ventures	and	MercyCorps	Northwest.

	
4)      SBA	parKally	funds	several	technical	assistance	partners	to	provide	pro-bono,	one	on	one

personalized	counseling	services.		To	name	a	few:

Â·       Small	Business	Development	Center	networks	in	both	Washington	and	Idaho.		The
Washington	Small	Business	Development	Centers	are	throughout	Washington
hups://wsbdc.org/	and	Idaho	SBDCâ€™s	located	in	Lewiston	and	Coeur	dâ€™Alene	
hups://idahosbdc.org/

Â·       SCORE	has	several	chapters	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,	the	Greater
Seaule	Chapter	serves	King,	Snohomish,	Kitsap,	Jefferson,	Clallam	and	Island	CounKes
hups://seaule.score.org/		while	the	Tacoma	Chapter	serves	Pierce,	Thurston,	Lewis,
Mason,	Grays	Harbor	and	South	King	counKes.	hups://tacoma.score.org/

Â·       We	have	three	Women	Business	Centers	across	Washington.		In	western	Washington,
the	Washington	Womens	Business	Center	located	in	Seaule
hups://businessimpactnw.org/washington-womens-business-center/	and	the
Washington	Center	for	Women	in	Business	located	in	Lacey	hups://wcwb.org/

	
5)      Of	course,	our	local	SBA	website	has	a	wealth	of	informaKon,	including	our	office	directory	and

training	opportuniKes.		The	Resource	Guide	is	published	for	SBA	and	contains	numerous
contacts	for	resources,	including	state	agencies,	that	maybe	helpful	as	we	learn	more	about	the
concessions	being	offered	to	small	businesses.	
	

Always	feel	welcome	to	contact	me	or	call	our	customer	service	line	at	206.553.7310	for	more
informaKon.
	
Warm	regards,
	
	

Kerrie Hurd
District	Director
Seattle District Office
U.S. Small Business Administration 
(206) 553-7040
Cell (505)400-2558
Email:	Kerrie.hurd@sba.gov
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McClain, Stacey (MIL)
FW: Testing Call with White House and Governor
April 24, 2020 at 2:15 PM EDT
To: Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Biasco, Lon, Manner, Timothy, Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

Ryan,
Jim	Baumgart	will	represen4ng	the	Governors	office	for	this	call.
jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
	
Take	care
	

Stacey McClain

State Coordinating Officer (SCO)

Governors Authorized Representative (GAR)

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov

	
	
	
Good	morning,
	
FEMA	is	coordina4ng	state	calls	on	behalf	of	White	House	Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	the	Office	of
Policy	Coordina4on.	Your	par4cipa4on	is	requested	on	a	call	this	Saturday,	April	25	from	10:00	to
11:00am	PDT	to	discuss	COVID	tes4ng.	This	call	is	for	senior	health	officials	to	discuss	plans	to	increase
tes4ng	capacity,	surveillance	(including	surveillance	in	high	risk	seSngs)	and	contact	tracing.

A	calendar	invita4on	with	call-in	informa4on	will	follow	shortly.	Ques4ons	that	are	going	to	be	asked
will	be	provided	so	you	can	prepare	responses.
	
Call	Par'cipants
Federal	Government:
CDC	Technical	Lead
FEMA	Regional	Administrator	–	Mike	O’Hare
HHS	Regional	Director	–	CAPT	John	Smart
White	House	Task	Force	POC	–	Dr.	Birx
White	House	Intergovernmental	Affairs
Indian	Health	Service	–	CAPT	Tom	Weiser
Others	as	interested
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State	Government:
State	Health	Officer	–	John	M.	Wiesman
Lab	Director	–	Brian	Hia]
Epidemiologist	–	Sco]	Lindquiest
Public	Health	EM	–	Clark	Halvorson
Emergency	Management	Director	–	Robert	Ezelle
Governor’s	Office
State	Econ	Development
Others	as	interested
	

Please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques4ons.

Mike

	
Michael	F.	O’Hare
Regional	Administrator	|	Office	of	the	Regional	Administrator	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4604
Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	
	
	

Stacey McClain

SCO/GAR

Mitigation & Recovery Section Manager

Washington Emergency Management Division

20 Aviation Drive | Camp Murray, WA 98433

Office: (253) 512-7071 | Mobile: (253) 312-8291

Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov  |  www.mil.wa.gov
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FEMA-IGA
CORRECTION: FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: State/Tribal-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
March 24, 2020 at 1:03 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

 
 

March 24, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 

State/Tribal-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California,
New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local
emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support
their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000 National Guard troops have activated to help
with testing and other response efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those
requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
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to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of New York, Washington and
California were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified
in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face
shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington and New York. We
anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours. The U.S. Navy hospital
ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional hospital beds and medical staff
because the projected cases there are expected to be greater than Washington. FEMA issued a
$350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected. FEMA is working with the
Department of Health and Human Services and the state of New York to complete the construction
of a 1,000-bed medical station at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care
for patients with special health needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities
and can be tailored to meet local requirements.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including support
for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator
Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for
volunteers and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_Important_Message_on_Essential_Financial_S ervices_Sector_Workers_–_From_
U.S._Treasury_Secretary_Mnuchin
March 22, 2020 at 7:13 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

On behalf of U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin, please see an important message
regarding financial service sector guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public
health and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
A message from U.S. Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Critical
Infrastructure Protection David B. Lacquement:
 
Workers across the financial services sector play an important role in supporting the
American people and our Nation’s economy.  Consistent with the need to ensure access for
essential financial services workers, Secretary Mnuchin issued the attached memorandum. 
This memorandum points to guidelines from the President and the Department of
Homeland Security, which provides guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public health
and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
Everyone should follow guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as
well as State and local officials regarding strategies to limit disease spread.  We are
dedicated to working closely with all of you to ensure the safety of the workforce and
ensure the continued operations of the financial services sector in support of our Nation’s
economy.
 
Thank you for your continued support.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 20, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country
to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen
safely and responsibly. 

As of April 19, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of, or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 77.9 million
surgical masks, 6.2 million face shields, 11.9 million surgical gowns, 587 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
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commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA from April 1st – 14th through Project Airbridge and
the commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now tested 4.18 million people, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: France, the United Kingdom, South Korea, Japan,
Singapore, India, Austria, Australia, Sweden, and Canada. 

As conveyed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and Admiral Brett Giroir, there is enough
testing capacity for states to moves into phase one of reopening when they
choose to do so.
States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
President Trump and Vice President Pence are working closely with Governors
to review what more they can do to develop locally tailored testing strategies.

HHS and FEMA continue to provide federal support to state run testing. 
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

FEMA and HHS have centralized best practices and lessons learned to help medical
practitioners, emergency managers, and other stakeholders learn from each other’s
approaches.

The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page contains
resources for all levels of government, private sector, academic institutions,
professional associations, and other organizations responding to the pandemic.
HHS has a comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights
technical resources and information for the medical community and emergency
responders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:47 PM EDT
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki,
Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia
M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis,
Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren
(DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund,
Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan
(DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

This	is	ge(ng	bumped	un/l	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.

	

From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM

To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,

James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;

Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Bagge\,	Jessica	L	(DOH)

<Jessica.Bagge\@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,

Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;

Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portsea\le.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;

Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong

<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lodis,	Chris	<Chris.Lodis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)

<shon/eka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)

<amy.fuller@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan

(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bfd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad

<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)

<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)

<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston

Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)

<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'

<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Ka/e	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Po\s,	Karen	(DOHi)

<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bfd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bfd.wa.gov>;

Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bfd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Mar/ne,	Appalachia'	<AMar/ne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Ka/e	(WSP)'	<Ka/e.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Kris/na

(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie

Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler

<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate

<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bfd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bfd.wa.gov>;

Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;

Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,

Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,

Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)

<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)

<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bfd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David

(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)

<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Sco\	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'

<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informa/on	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp

<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Ka/e	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bfd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)

<bethanyh@bfd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informa/on	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)

<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Scho\-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily

<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;

jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	sco\.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.ac/va/on@snoco.org;

sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Sea\le

 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is

able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa/on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa/on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

Direct:	360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Department of Homeland Security Outlines New Process for Americans Returning

from Certain European Countries, China, and Iran

 
WASHINGTON – In order to help prevent the spread of travel-related cases of coronavirus
in the United States, today the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Acting Secretary
Chad F. Wolf issued a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, and their immediate families who are returning home
after recently visiting certain European countries (listed below), China, and Iran.
 
Effective for flights taking off at 11:59 PM EDT on Friday, March 13th, Americans
returning from all restricted countries will now be required to travel through the following
13 airports:
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (BOS), Massachusetts
Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York
Los Angeles International Airport, (LAX), California
Miami International Airport (MIA), Florida
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington
Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 

 
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then
continue to enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical
history, current condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities.
Passengers will then be given written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to
their final destination, and immediately home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best
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practices.
 
“While the overall risk of serious infection from the coronavirus to the general public
remains low at this time, the Trump administration is taking these aggressive measures to
keep the risk low, requiring all Americans returning from affected areas in Europe to be
funneled through 13 airports for screening upon their return to the U.S.,” said Acting
Secretary Wolf. “To minimize disruptions to travelers, TSA, CBP, and air carriers are
working to identify qualifying passengers before their scheduled flights. These passengers
will be rerouted to one of the 13 airports by their airline at no cost to them.”
 
Wolf continued: “I understand this new process will be disruptive to some travelers,
however this action is needed to protect the general public from further exposure and
spread of the coronavirus. Once back in the U.S. it is imperative that individuals honor self-
quarantine directives to help protect their loved-ones and communities.”
 
President Trump determined that the potential for widespread transmission of the
coronavirus by infected individuals seeking to enter the United States threatens the security
of the homeland.  Therefore, the Department is taking action in furtherance of the public
health interests advanced by the March 11th presidential proclamation which suspends entry
to nearly all foreign nationals who have been in certain European countries, China and Iran
at any point during the 14 days prior to their scheduled travel to the U.S. 
 
These European countries, known as the Schengen Area, include: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. This Presidential
Proclamation does not apply to U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, nor their family
members under the age of 21, and other individuals who are identified in the proclamation.
Nor does it apply to cargo and economic shipping.
 
For further information, please visit Coronavirus.gov or DHS.gov/Coronavirus.

# # #
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
March 14, 2020 at 10:02 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV), Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
Cc:  Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles (GOV)

The	Governor	should	message	this	very	strongly.	I	leave	it	up	to	you	and	Tara	how	best	to	frame
the	message.

Robert	L.	Ezelle
Director
Washington	State	Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov
Office:	(253)	512-7003
Cell:	(253)	324-8020

________________________________ From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	6:51	PM
To:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	
Cc:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	;	Buchholz,	Brian	E.	(ATG)	;	Lang,	Robert	(MIL)	;	Shagren,
Karina	L.	(MIL)	;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	;	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	;	Richeson,	Jonathan
;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	
Subject:	Re:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
Do we want to consider a press event with the governor, grocers and providers? JIC issued a
release today on this topic that is already being picked up and we’re ready to get a drumbeat of
“save some for your neighbors” going. I’m happy to make an ask to the gov office if this feels like
an important enough ask and effective use of his time.

Jaime

On Mar 14, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Marquiss, Jason (MIL) wrote:

Robert	and	others…..see	the	notes	below	from	our	FEMA	Team,	based	on	a	supply	chain	FEMA	conf	call.
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The	grocery	supply	chain	looks	like	it	is	now	or	is	going	to	be	our	2	nd	biggest	issue	behind	Hospitals	and
First	Responders	running	out	of	PPE…..
Jason
From:	seoc83	(MIL)	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	4:18	PM
To:	Marquiss,	Jason	(MIL)	;	Wallace,	Sharon	(MIL)	;	seoc122	(MIL)	;	seoc125	(MIL)	;	seoc110	(MIL)	
Subject:	FW:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
FYSA
Chris	Utzinger
EOC	Supervisor
HYPERLINK	"mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov"	eocsup@mil.wa.gov
253-912-4915
From:	Kimball,	Lloyd	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"	lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	1:46	PM
To:	seoc83	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov"	seoc83@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov"	seoc84@mil.wa.gov	>;	seoc110	(MIL)	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov"	seoc110@mil.wa.gov	>	
Cc:	Goudreau,	Laura	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Subject:	FW:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
FYSA	for	future	long	term	planning.
This	was	a	nahonal	level	call	that	took	place	at	noon	today	amongst	the	FEMA	supply	chain	personnel,
FEMA	regions,	and	some	of	the	large	private	grocery	suppliers	(CVS,	Target,	etc.).
Lloyd
From:	Kimball,	Lloyd	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	13:25
To:	Goudreau,	Laura	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Cc:	Fordice,	Jushn	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:jushn.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"	jushn.fordice@fema.dhs.gov	>;
Carey,	Joshua	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov"	Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov	>
Subject:	Grocery	supply	chain	FEMA	call
Summary:	Very	heavy	demand	past	3	days	>200%	typical,	straining	distribuhon	and	delivery	systems.
Unsustainable	if	it	conhnues.	Concerns	over	Covid19	impact	&	school	closures	on	workforce.	Looking	for
waivers	to	increase	delivery	capabilihes.
Call	took	the	enhre	hour,	few	specific	soluhons	idenhfied,	addihonal	call	possible	in	a	few	days,	FEMA
HQ	sending	out	info	to	Regional	Administrators	on	possible	achons	and	messages	to	convey	to
Governors.
Notes:
12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production
Grocery is under stress
Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase
Increased demand for past 16 days
Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues
>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

Resupply of distribution centers
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Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19
Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit
Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures
Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply
Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer
Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying
During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for
national incident
Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support
Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.
Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state
Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed.
Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials for quarantine
areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution
Get Governors to use common language
NBEOC is activated
Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements

Regards
Lloyd	Kimball
Telecommunicahons	Specialist
FEMA	Integrahon	Team	(FIT),	Washington	State
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	Region	X
(256)	419-3809	Cell	(253)	512-7087	Desk	HYPERLINK	"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	Region	10	is	commioed	to	providing	access,	equal
opportunity	and	reasonable	accommodahon	in	its	services,	programs,	achvihes,	educahon	and
employment	for	individuals	with	disabilihes.	To	request	a	disability	accommodahon	contact	Lloyd
Kimball	at	least	five	(5)	working	days	in	advance	at	(256)	419-3809	or	email	at	HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"	lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_Purchase_and_Di stribution_of_Food_Eligible_for_Public_Assistance
April 14, 2020 at 7:31 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding eligibility requirements for expenses incurred from the purchasing and distribution of
food relating to COVID-19 response operations.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Purchase and
Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance 
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary as an emergency
protective measure to provide food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have
access to food and to protect the public from the spread of the virus. On April 11, 2020,
FEMA issued a new policy that addresses the purchase and distribution of food eligible for
Public Assistance funding under emergency and major disaster declarations for the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants for assistance related to the
purchase and distribution of food.  

SLTT applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and distribute
food when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. In these cases, Public Assistance funding is provided to the legally responsible
government entity, which would then reimburse the private organization for services under
the agreement or contract.

All costs must be reasonable and are subject to standard Public Assistance program
eligibility and other federal requirements, as well as the prevailing cost-share requirement
for the respective COVID-19 emergency or major disaster declaration. 
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This form of assistance is time-limited with additional information outlined in the policy.

FEMA will engage with interagency partners, including the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, to ensure this assistance does not duplicate other
available assistance.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: COVID-19 Daily Briefing Points (April 17, 2020)
April 17, 2020 at 3:20 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 17, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:
 
·         FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial

governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people.

·         On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period and
a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.

-   The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government, including at
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention.

·         Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

-   State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to local
circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-19
outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or have
been mild).

-   Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these criteria
and to progress through the phases outlined.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


·         Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key industries.

-   Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be important,
including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the states, and
the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and private labs.

-   A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

·         FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
FW: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
To: Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Fordice, Justin
Cc:  Robert Ezelle (Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov)

Adam,
	
		We	got	some	answers	back	from	April	Putney	at	King	County.	While	the	data	is	a	li>le	light	on	the
shelter,	there	is	real	good	info	in	here	email	about	what	medical	staffing	would	look	like.
	
Here’s	what	a	typical	shelter	staffing	model	looks	like:
	

	
	
Sincerely,
Jim
	
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	
From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	1:34	PM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Re:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
Hi	Jim,	here's	more	informa`on.	
 
For	the	31/75:

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor
https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WAGOV/subscriber/new


The	71:	There	is	no	specific	creden`al	to	work	in	a	shelter.		People	with	social	work	or	low-level
medical	(CNAs)	medical	backgrounds	would	be	wonderful,	but	the	tasks	that	we	an`cipate	here
are	just	staff	to	supplement	Shelter	providers	once	exis`ng	shelter	staff	either	become	ill	or	to
operate	new	spaces	to	help	“deintensify”	exis`ng	shelters.		People	for	this	role	just	need	to	be
ready	to	join	exis`ng	opera`ons	and	help	them	keep	going.
The	35:		These	are	ideally	higher-skilled	suppor`ve	services	people—either	nurses,	CNAs,	social
workers,	or	others	with	a	background	in	social	services.		In	these	cases,	we’re	assuming	that	the
County	Workforce	can	(at	least	in	the	short	term)	fill	the	opera`onal	needs,	but	we	will	con`nue
to	need	help	with	skilled	work	to	help	keep	people	supported	and	staying	in	I/Q	semngs.		At	the
same	`me,	if	mid-skilled	persons	are	not	available,	we’ll	also	take	any	type	of	person	we	can	get.

 
For	the	AC/RC	mass	care	facili`es,	we've	since	updated	the	numbers:	the	staffing	request,	per	week,
based	on	12-hour	shios,	for	each	AC/RC	(with	6	planned,	each	with	400-person	capacity)	is:

General	non-clinical	staff:	40	per	site	(240	total	for	6	sites)
Licensed	Mental	Health	Prac``oner:	8	(48)
Unlicensed	Mental	Health	Prac``oner:	11	(66)
Physician:	2	(12)
Psychiatrist:	2	total	(rotate	between	sites)
Registered	Nurses:	17	(102)
RN	Supervisors:	6	(36)
Advanced	Prac`ce	RN:	6	(36)
Medical	Director	(physician):	1	(6)
Medical	Assistant:	6	(36)

	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	12:19	PM
To:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	FW:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
[EXTERNAL Email Notice! ] External communication is important to us. Be cautious of phishing attempts. Do not
click or open suspicious links or attachments.
April,
 
  Hi and Happy Monday. We’ve ran the line at the state level at can’t find the resources so it’s
going out to FEMA. Can you get me a skills set for the 106 pax  for staffing at I/Q and also to
reinforce existing shelter systems?
 
Thanks
Jim
 
JIM BAUMGART
Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov |  Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov
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Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
 
From: Clifton, Lily <lclifton@kingcounty.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:11 AM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Putney, April <April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>; Flor, Leonardo
<Leonardo.Flor@kingcounty.gov>
Subject: FW: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
 
Hello Jim,
 
Thank you for following up. I am connecting you with April from the Exec’s office and Leo Flor
from King County DCHS. Leo was presenting the slide deck and April can also speak to your
question below.
 
Thanks,
Lily
 
 
 
From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:07 AM
To: Clifton, Lily <lclifton@kingcounty.gov>
Subject: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
 
[EXTERNAL Email Notice! ] External communication is important to us. Be cautious of phishing attempts. Do not
click or open suspicious links or attachments.
Lily,
 
  Thanks for the phone call yesterday. Can you get me some details on slide 8? I’m working a
staffing request and FEMA needs a bit more specificity to work it. It will also help when we send
this out for contract.
 
  As you note, we simply do not have the staffing expertise readily available within our volunteer
or state workforce.
 
Jim
 
JIM BAUMGART
Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov |  Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA Region 10 - Media Analysis & Social Listening Report April 22, 2020
April 22, 2020 at 11:00 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 22, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Across	the	region,	governors	work	through	plans	and	/melines	for	what	reopening	may	look	like.
·       The	Washington	governor's	plan	to	reopen	the	state	hinges	on	mass	tes/ng,	rapid	response

contact	tracing,	and	keeping	some	mi/ga/on	measures	in	place	un/l	there	is	a	vaccine.
·       Increased	tes/ng	has	revealed	outbreaks	in	a	chicken	processing	facility	and	among	some

agriculture	workers	in	Washington.	
·       In	Oregon,	there	is	discord	regarding	the	governor’s	plan	to	reopen	businesses	–	some	elected

officials	push	for	reopening	sooner	than	currently	planned,	studies	indicate	opening	too	soon
may	lead	to	more	cases	of	COVID-19.

·       Alaska’s	governor	says	some	businesses—including	some	restaurants	and	retail	stores—will	be
able	to	reopen	on	April	24,	but	the	restric/ons	on	travel	will	remain	un/l	May	19.

·       Idaho	works	through	reopening	as	some	restric/ons	are	eased,	while	elected	officials	and
businesses	push	to	reopen	sooner	than	the	governor's	order.

Public	Sen+ment
·       The	Washington	governor's	plan	to	reopen	sparked	strong	reac/ons;	some	applauded	him	for

priori/zing	health	and	data,	while	others	feel	the	concerns	and	rights	of	those	economically
impacted	by	the	closures	are	being	ignored.

·       Alaskans	are	happy	about	news	that	some	businesses	can	begin	to	reopen,	though	they	worry
small	businesses	will	not	survive	with	the	proposed	restric/ons.

·       Idahoans	resist	stay-home	orders	by	opening	businesses,	holding	yard	sales	and	taking	down
signs	to	closed	playgrounds.	Public	reac/on	largely	supports	the	order	and	worries	about	the
spread	of	coronavirus	from	people	gathering	in	public.

·       While	orders	are	being	relaxed,	there	is	an	increased	desire	for	more	tes/ng.
Washington

Updates	from	the	Governor
·       On	Tuesday,	Governor	Inslee	introduced	his	plan	for	reopening.	(press	release,	policy	brief,

Medium	ar/cle)	
o   It	is	unlikely	many	restric/ons	under	the	“Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy”	order	will	be	modified

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
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https://medium.com/wagovernor/inslee-announces-washingtons-covid-19-recovery-plan-4daa8aaf022a
https://q13fox.com/2020/04/21/inslee-washington-may-not-be-able-to-lift-many-coronavirus-restrictions-may-4/


before	May	4.
o   Inslee	says	elec/ve	surgeries,	outdoor	recrea/on	and	some	construc/on	could	restart	as

Washington	begins	to	recover	from	coronavirus.
o   It	will	be	gradual:	"Depending	on	health	projec/ons	for	the	spread	of	the	virus,	some

distancing	restric/ons	may	be	in	place	for	weeks	or	months	to	come."	(Medium,	King	5)
o   To	reopen,	the	state	needs	to	scale	from	4,000	tests	per	day	to	20-30,000	tests	per	day,	and

referenced	a	le9er	to	Pence	calling	for	strong	na/onal	tes/ng	system—reques/ng	federal
assistance	to	develop	a	robust	na/onal	tes/ng	system	to	enable	a	safe	return	to	public	life.

o   The	governor	hopes	to	have	1,500	workers	focused	on	contact	tracing	by	mid-May.
o   The	governor	will	appoint	three	leadership	groups	to	advise	on	public	health,	economic

recovery,	and	social	support.
o   In	response	to	the	announcements,	many	people	applaud	the	governor	for	priori/zing	safety

and	data.	There	is	significant	frustra/on	over	the	decision	among	those	who	are	unable	to
work,	and	general	concern	that	the	plan	does	not	do	enough	to	save	the	economy.	Many
people	think	that	the	state	cannot	wait	un/l	a	vaccine	to	lid	all	restric/ons.	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3,	example	4,	example	4,	example	5)

Reopening
·       State	lawmakers	from	Clark	County	outline	their	own	plans	to	re-open	economy.	"To	the	people

employed	by	small	businesses	I	would	contend	that	all	business	is	essen/al,"	one	Senator	says.
(Clark	County	Today)

·       A	U.S.	Congresswoman	and	the	Vancouver	mayor	call	on	Governor	Inslee	to	allow	a	back-to-work
demonstra/on	project	to	begin	re-opening	the	economy	by	conduc/ng	rapid	saliva	tests	on
residen/al	construc/on	industry	workers	in	Southwest	Washington.	(Clark	County	Today)
o   In	response,	some	people	are	concerned	over	the	requirement	that	workers	take	a	test

before	returning	to	work,	and	want	confirma/on	that	it	is	voluntary.	(example)
·       Commissioners	ask	Inslee	to	lid	restric/ons	on	construc/on,	evic/ons,	and	fishing	in	Cowlitz

County.	(The	Daily	News)
·       Sea9le	will	reopen	5	library	bathrooms	during	coronavirus	pandemic,	to	be9er	meet	some	of	the

hygiene	needs	of	the	more	than	3,500	people	living	unsheltered	in	the	city.	(Sea9le	Times)	Most
people	respond	with	concern	for	library	staff,	and	the	impacts	to	security	and	cleanliness	in	the
buildings.	(example)

New	Cases
·       Coronavirus	might	force	closure	at	a	Tyson	plant	ader	100	workers	test	posi/ve.	(KEPR,

YakTriNews)
·       Stemilt,	an	agricultural	services	business,	detects	36	coronavirus	infec/ons	among	East

Wenatchee	fieldworkers.	(NCWLife)
Economic	Relief
·       Washington	opens	no-barrier	cash	assistance	for	those	without	access	to	other	programs.	Now

those	without	ci/zenship	or	a	Social	Security	number	can	apply	for	help	from	the	state	during
the	coronavirus	crisis.	(The	Olympian,	The	Daily	Chronicle,	The	News	Tribune,	Tri-City	Herald)
o   Most	of	the	reac/ons	to	this	news	are	nega/ve,	with	many	expressing	frustra/on	that

ci/zens	in	Washington	are	s/ll	struggling	to	access	aid.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)
·       Sea9le	Times	Co.	gets	nearly	$10	million	in	federal	coronavirus	aid	in	the	face	of	a	sharp	drop	in

adver/sing	revenue	due	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	(Sea9le	Times)
o   Reac/on	is	split,	with	some	people	happy	for	the	newspaper,	and	others	saying	the	funding

should	have	gone	to	a	smaller	business.	(example)
·       Inslee	bans	u/li/es	from	cumng	off	water,	energy	and	phone	service	to	homes	during

coronavirus	crisis.	(Sea9le	Times)
Tes/ng
·       Sea9le’s	first	walk-up	tes/ng	site	will	open	in	Rainier	Beach.	The	site	was	chosen	by	University	of

Washington	in	response	to	a	realiza/on	that	there	were	limited	tes/ng	op/ons	for	minority
communi/es.	(South	Sea9le	Emerald)

“Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy”	order
·       Tri-Ci/es	car	wash	opens	despite	WA	governor’s	stay-at-home	order	for	coronavirus.

The	car	wash	is	providing	a	free	car	wash	to	any	first	responders	or	medical	personnel	through
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the	end	of	April.	(Tri-City	Herald)
Oregon

Reopening
·       Brown’s	plan	to	reopen	Oregon:	‘At	least	it	offers	hope’.	(KOIN)
·       Some	states	are	ready	to	reopen,	but	Oregon	health	experts	say	it's	too	soon.	(KATU	2)
·       Multnomah	Co.	Republicans	pe//on	Oregon	Gov.	Brown	to	repeal	stay-at-home	order.	Party

leaders	called	Oregon's	stay-at-home	order	“illegal	and	uncons/tu/onal,”	no/ng	the	economic
impact	it	has	had	on	the	state	and	that	the	hospitals	are	not	overwhelmed.	However,	a	county
health	official	responded	to	this	sta/ng	that	some	models	show	that	the	health	system	will	be
overwhelmed	if	precau/onary	measures	are	lided	quickly.	(KATU)

·       White	House:	Oregon	among	bo9om	4	states	in	COVID-19	tes/ng.	According	to	the	White	House
coronavirus	task	force,	Oregon	is	able	to	test	fewer	than	30	in	1,000	people	a	month.	(KGW)
Several	people	blamed	the	Governor	for	/ght	restric/ons	on	tes/ng,	while	some	applauded	her
sta/ng	that	Oregon's	low	numbers	were	because	of	the	early	precau/ons	taken.	(Facebook)

·       New	details	leaked	from	the	Governor's	Office	on	reopening	Oregon.	(The	Oregonian,	Statesman
Journal,	KGW8,	FOX26)	Responses	have	been	broad,	with	some	calling	for	reopening	rural	areas
(example)	to	concern	about	reopening	too	soon.	

Federal	Response
·       Oregon	lawmakers	demand	natural	disaster	plans	amid	COVID-19	pandemic.	(KOBI	5)
·       Portland	Mayor	Ted	Wheeler	is	saying	the	city	will	receive	$114M,	from	the	federal	government,

and	is	wai/ng	for	guidance	on	how	to	use	it.	(KOIN)
Business
·       Portland	companies	Keen	and	Dhavani	pivot	produc/on	lines	to	make	masks.	(KGW8)
·       Spor/ng	wear	company	furloughs	52	employees	in	Coburg,	Oregon,	due	to	COVID-19	pandemic.

(KVAL)
Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Two	Oregon	surfers	face	trespassing	charges	ader	hopping	fence	for	sweet	waves.	(Willame9e

Week,	Statesman	Journal)
·       St.	Charles	Bend	has	no	COVID-19	pa/ents	for	first	/me	in	6	weeks.	(KTVZ)

Preparedness
·       Oregon	is	bracing	for	an	early	wildfire	season	that	could	be	made	tough	due	to	COVID-19.	(KVAL,

KATU2)
Oregon	Tribes
·       Confederated	Tribes	of	Warm	Springs	published	a	no/ce	warning	that	anyone	who	a9ended	the

Salmon	Feast	in	Celilo	may	have	been	exposed	to	coronavirus.	(Facebook)
Idaho

Stay-Home	Order
·       Meridian	woman	arrested	during	protest	ader	refusing	to	leave	a	closed	playground	(KTVB,

Meridian	Police,	Idaho	Statesman,	Idaho	News	2)	Reac/ons	support	police,	and	point	out	that
this	was	a	planned	event.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3,	example	4)

·       Officials	won’t	act	as	Idaho	business	reopens	in	viola/on	of	Li9le’s	stay-home	order	(Idaho
Statesman)

·       'Hopefully	others	follow	suit':	Nampa	bar	plans	to	open	despite	Gov.	Li9le's	stay	at	home	order
(KTVB	7)

Economy
·       Lt.	Gov.	McGeachin	urges	Gov.	Li9le	to	reopen	all	businesses	in	Idaho	by	April	30	(KTVB	7)

Reac/ons	vary	with	some	support	for	the	Lieutenant	Governor,	and	many	disagreeing.	(example)
·       In	response	to	the	Support	Local	Gems	campaign	set	for	Friday,	people	point	out	that	without	an

income,	it's	hard	to	par/cipate.	Many	call	for	reopening	all	businesses.	(example)
Tes/ng
·       St.	Luke's	increases	tes/ng	for	COVID-19	(Idaho	News	6)

Medical	Capacity
·       St.	Luke's	reassigns	staff	to	help	fight	coronavirus	(KTVB)

https://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/local/article242171711.html?fbclid=IwAR0OKiT3c4jYvrdDSj_51s0giclKGaq8yRlwSkN21Ty-tCEKgmP_VhaLDUc
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/rural-oregon-counties-to-reopen-first-under-browns-plan/
https://katu.com/news/local/some-states-are-ready-to-re-open-but-oregon-health-experts-say-its-too-soon
https://katu.com/news/local/multnomah-co-republicans-petition-oregon-gov-brown-to-repeal-stay-at-home-order?fbclid=IwAR00kXToCHIau4ndenKSroEodTShSeNRRhlxF_iPEgwEZb0nVFx_Dg3Gv_U
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregon-coronavirus-testing-white-house-coronavirus-task-force/283-bb7a35c8-7c55-4754-8b99-cc7e971d016d?fbclid=IwAR1rHZLCv7D2QpsMjalfsFuykLGgNlxZUg5GwFrIbxfWrgw9ceL8kBaNtuA
https://www.facebook.com/95214830735/posts/10157052322680736
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/how-could-oregon-reopen-amid-coronavirus-read-details-from-a-draft-report-the-governors-office-didnt-want-shared.html
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/politics/2020/04/20/coronavirus-gov-kate-brown-outlines-tentative-plan-reopening-oregon/5169242002/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/how-could-oregon-reopen-amid-coronavirus/283-fac2269c-6a2c-40a3-a5e9-d3c47f172f8b
https://fox26medford.com/new-details-released-on-reopening-the-state-of-oregon/
https://www.facebook.com/theoregonian/posts/10157658096966973?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDmvMD5-h8jC4_9jaXlHg4PfHKKd13OfDILh5pPNIZ2VT18JuJcT4oNy2-3XsjX2vX5agGdj5R-xQE0LpdwUZZKx4TqPr_xfqHdrVXXI2vbxav4kTqmB_djCLuYhUtqrEyaotS42YC_vqgwANdw_VTUkBKzlaL7AytZUOaAm2at1QcaQ_8UN46j67Cj-XsyRVwwy7_g5BbrAiNTOO2qRloFt95bcjcgPL6UolLDCzzvzeG8tl3oa4PDkzISYUn6JVH1G9rimY87mWWwWwWesXjbYqVjrrMplXjd0-SEFWDc8-OH591Hiw20sf_BnlomUjLI3NaM_SjS6sc&__tn__=-R
https://kobi5.com/news/oregon-lawmakers-demand-natural-disaster-plans-amid-covid-19-pandemic-126921/
https://www.koin.com/local/wheeler-new-covid-19-relief-plans-04212020/
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/portland-companies-keen-and-dhavani-pivot-production-lines-to-make-masks/283-5fab7992-92e5-4bb7-9819-a1b9f1ea34c9
https://kval.com/news/local/company-furloughs-52-employees-in-coburg-oregon-due-to-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.wweek.com/outdoors/2020/04/21/two-oregon-surfers-face-trespassing-charges-after-hopping-fence-for-sweet-waves/
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/2020/04/21/otter-rock-surfers-oregon-beach-trespassing-coronavirus-order/2997406001/
https://ktvz.com/top-stories/2020/04/21/st-charles-bend-has-no-covid-19-patients-for-first-time-in-6-weeks/
https://kval.com/news/local/oregon-is-bracing-for-an-early-wildfire-season-that-could-be-made-tough-due-to-covid-19
https://katu.com/news/local/oregon-is-bracing-for-an-early-wildfire-season-that-could-be-made-tough-due-to-covid-19
https://www.facebook.com/456622391142237/posts/1717801221691008
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/crime/meridian-woman-arrested-during-a-staged-protest-after-refusing-to-leave-a-closed-playground/277-b5402046-8369-4cf3-b03d-35ff7a429263?fbclid=IwAR1a7SaR6CBk8CP5yP9oJFXBhnFGhbSorDYQ7TC8YWxAF6FPTtJ4v5v0k3A
https://local.nixle.com/alert/7951078/?fbclid=IwAR2fgQx0xEBzGgDVYk0-X2bx-XiaxCFRhJCfDy3ixuI2PZErQUVHyCogz0c
https://www.idahostatesman.com/living/health-fitness/article242188766.html?fbclid=IwAR3ywNmf6c1AJi_7i_1HJJNw8RBO7oo3Wc4h5ddmdbykVrCVbBm97KXIaNI
https://idahonews.com/news/local/protest-starts-after-meridian-woman-arrested-accused-of-violating-city-order?fbclid=IwAR0egZCfAbbwMGQm81Bv6JeQWu4aGuHMyJ66IhWVNi0JnOIDiHKE0Miqqlk
https://www.facebook.com/KTVB7/posts/10158461118578991
https://www.facebook.com/MeridianPD/posts/2889208954489170
https://www.facebook.com/CBS2Boise/posts/3251360541542296?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBShev6UuZd5kvrxuahGxKgtmqPSUIaPKEmju5V1A1K3O4bwFJZv0XBIStVItHzVOKihAuACFbBOaGsOF-tzqByS7t0hsfubOoBE3bMBxT2fhExQQT95paH0CIybRM5s67CZzdX34Q-86ftITPTjuH0gL8eLKx0tS8NWs5Ky4TW-C03zQ_84R7C310BThq4rbjEJeNEj2yi4mLBVpD2b2kMWfwmgt0DNcA3U8IFdgPqEitTDVPCn_mE4_zFpd8RxvM-YuVQRQxHH_8leD1X6_r20o2OLjg8ilwJVjft4WtjbagGoD-TvbGlOBuboIm9AwkfRlrvlmGnvyeRVDzoXMbcew&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/117923841552664/posts/3251360541542296
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article242170786.html
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/local/208/slicks-bar-nampa-idaho-to-reopen-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/277-ffc2fba1-7f90-4aa1-b7e2-6635bae1ad9c?fbclid=IwAR0MMSE_uqecxIWUBUwUfTOCvOTE5mdXfFseryjp5eMN5CqNDVrcJkb8xtQ
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/lt-gov-mcgeachin-urges-gov-little-to-reopen-all-businesses-in-idaho-by-april-30/277-27393268-4d57-417f-ab6b-48b6b296afe0?fbclid=IwAR3FAuLeE8Ta3XXhHBpTPSa3oratzgmpoETrmXiwOhoXtrNnCTf4wHM5178
https://www.facebook.com/6020343990/posts/10158460331093991
https://www.facebook.com/governorbradlittle/posts/2653424491543068?__tn__=-R.g
https://www.kivitv.com/news/st-lukes-increases-testing-for-covid-19
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/st-lukes-reassigns-staff-to-help-fight-covid-19/277-dfe8100b-5299-4145-a023-16e34136964c


School
·       Centennial	High	seniors	are	cheered	as	they	collect	their	caps	and	gowns	during	COVID-19	crisis

(Idaho	Statesman)
·       Indian	Creek	Plaza	Offers	to	Hold	Senior	Proms	for	Class	of	2020	(LITE	107.9)

Dona/ons
·       Chobani	to	send	a	'truck-a-day'	to	food	banks	across	the	U.S.	(Idaho	News	2)

PPE
·       Nampa	sign	company	makes	sneeze	guards	to	help	businesses	(Idaho	News	2)

Alaska
Reopening
·       The	Governor	of	Alaska	held	a	press	conference	Tuesday	evening	with	updates	on	reopening	the

economy,	sta/ng	Alaska's	"numbers	are	lowest	in	the	country"	and	that	the	State	would	do
everything	to	keep	it	under	control.	Precau/onary	measures	will	stay	in	place	going	forward,
however,	beginning	Friday,	April	24,	restaurants	with	limited	dine	in	service,	retail	stores,
personal	stores	and	other	non-essen/al	businesses	in	the	State	of	Alaska	will	be	able	to	open.
The	majority	of	these	businesses	will	be	able	to	open	at	a	25%	capacity.	Interna/onal	and
interstate	travel	will	remain	limited	un/l	May	19,	but	will	be	evaluated	weekly.	Social	distancing
guidelines	will	remain	in	place,	with	a	cap	of	20	people	for	gatherings.	When	asked	how	the	25%
capacity	would	be	enforced,	he	stated	it	would	be	dealt	on	an	individual	basis.	Addi/onally,	the
State	is	expec/ng	a	large	order	of	PPE	in	the	coming	week.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   Most	people	were	happy	about	the	reopening	of	the	economy,	while	several	ques/oned	if

businesses	could	stay	afloat	at	reopening	with	a	25%	capacity.	(example)
o   The	State	is	in	coordina/on	with	the	Municipality	of	Anchorage,	which	will	be	delaying	be

reopening	un/l	Monday,	April	27.
o   In	an	interview	on	reopening	Alaska	for	business,	the	Governor	stated	local	elected	officials

in	communi/es	that	were	more	isolated	would	be	able	to	determine	their	own	reopening
standards.	(Breitbart)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Alaska	Airlines	Center	transformed	into	an	alternate	care	site	that	officials	hope	never	to	use.

(Alaska	Daily	News)
·       Fairbanks	is	beginning	to	fla9en	the	curve	but	cannot	go	back	to	normalcy	yet.	Despite	Fairbanks

having	no	new	posi/ve	cases	for	a	week,	officials	warn	preven/on	strategies	s/ll	need	to	be
maintained.	(Web	Center	11)

Economy
·       Girdwood	Forest	Fair	is	cancelled	because	of	coronavirus	concerns.	(KTUU)
·       For	Anchorage	grocers,	long	days,	shortages	and	tough	choices	during	the	coronavirus	crisis.

Anchorage	area	grocers	discussed	their	struggles,	from	providing	their	workers	with	homemade
masks	to	worrying	about	shortages,	during	the	pandemic.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)

·       Economic	road	map	provides	'bit	of	hope'	for	Anchorage	businesses.	(KTUU)
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https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article242176686.html?fbclid=IwAR2Pcw4SUcfE-2KoVGM9KDTxA2XYN4Ky32yigc_ujviQ4CyWYacMfHsWz34
https://liteonline.com/indian-creek-plaza-offers-to-hold-senior-proms-for-class-of-2020/?fbclid=IwAR3l8lClG6PbRy1wcFep06ZFJKAjHuu8qZi9dVG5Xy-k7HeU3p2G5M8Jhnk
https://idahonews.com/news/local/chobani-to-send-a-truck-a-day-to-food-banks-across-the-us?fbclid=IwAR1uRxAawoOa3m6jCEokUHGeYgKryQMMh5Pv4mb7FXnWBya-pZNpMj9hZaE
https://idahonews.com/news/local/local-sign-company-makes-sneeze-guards-to-help-businesses?fbclid=IwAR0dz30B2OivQlByCZVIglISnxaJhba-Rnm99JR0A9Vm03_hkvlA99sXz9k
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/21/gov-dunleavy-says-alaska-restaurants-hair-salons-and-some-other-businesses-may-open-in-a-limited-way-on-friday/
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/videos/4407590655933900/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/04/21/exclusive-gov-mike-dunleavy-on-reopening-alaska-for-business/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&fbclid=IwAR10sePdtHmvU0pC3GE6TnfPvsF4xJOCc-UuGplo-ApJYNypNgjbC7XeEDQ
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/anchorage/2020/04/21/alaska-airlines-center-transformed-into-an-alternate-care-site-that-officials-hope-never-to-use/
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Fairbanks-is-beginning-to-flatten-the-curve-but-cannot-go-back-to-normalcy-yet-569828011.html
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Girdwood-Forest-Fair-cancelled-because-of-coronavirus-concerns-569829561.html?fbclid=IwAR1klHyC6X9ebnFKfRWCBUg5Xt4dbBawjpkGy03bFmxsbjnRXGprDS14z9I
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2020/04/21/for-anchorage-grocers-long-days-shortages-and-tough-choices-during-the-coronavirus-crisis/
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Economic-road-map-provides-bit-of-hope-for-Anchorage-businesses-569842551.html
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
COVID-19 FEMA National Hot Issues & Social Listening Reports April 26, 2020
April 26, 2020 at 6:48 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	a&ernoon.
	
We	are	on	break	from	our	repor2ng	schedule	this	weekend	of	social	listening	in	the	region,	and	will	be	back	at
it	star2ng	Monday	morning.	A?ached	is	today’s	na2onal	hot	issues	and	na2onal	social	listening	reports.
	
Below,	you	will	find	the	sec2on	from	the	na2onal	listening	report	on	observa2ons	for	Alaska,	Idaho,	Oregon,
and	Washington.
	
	

Region	10
Alaska
·       Alaska	reported	no	news	cases	of	COVID-19	yesterday.
·       In	Anchorage,	the	Dimond	Center	shopping	mall	will	reopen	Monday	a&er	being	closed	for	a

month.
·       The	governor	plans	to	use	$300	million	in	federal	funding	to	provide	relief	to	small	businesses.
·       Local	media	report	concerns	about	Alaska’s	reopening	without	widespread	tes2ng	in	place	first.

Idaho
·       The	mayor	of	Nampa	warned	businesses	that	the	city	will	enforce	health	guidelines	as	businesses

begin	preparing	to	reopen.
·       Despite	court	orders	hal2ng	evic2ons,	some	residents	of	Boise	s2ll	report	geRng	kicked	out	of

their	homes.
·       The	lieutenant	governor	said	stay-home	orders	should	not	be	mandatory	at	a	rally	to	reopen	the

state.
·       Local	media	report	on	measures	being	taken	by	Mountain	Home	Air	Force	Base	to	protect

airmen,	staff,	and	families.
·       A	Boise	car	dealership	is	offering	free	short-term	leases	to	families	and	individuals	in	need.
·       A	potato	farmer,	unable	to	sell	his	potatoes,	offered	them	for	free	to	the	public.	

Oregon
·       The	governor	provided	guidelines	to	re-open	rural	communi2es.
·       In	Albany,	eight	workers	have	tested	posi2ve	at	the	Na2onal	Frozen	Food	Corp	plant.	The	food

plant	has	closed	and	is	undergoing	cleaning.
·       Residents	express	con2nued	frustra2on	with	the	Oregon	Employment	Department.	Average	wait

2mes	have	increased	to	nearly	two	hours	per	call.
·       Many	Oregon	small	business	owners	are	facing	a	rent	crisis,	unable	to	make	ends	meet	due	to

extended	closures	and	restric2ons.
·       Doctors	with	the	Oregon	Health	and	Science	University	designed	a	low-cost	ven2lator	using	3D

prin2ng	technology.	The	team	says	that	the	ven2lators	can	be	printed	for	as	li?le	as	$10	by	any
hospital	with	a	3D	printer.	The	ven2lators	run	off	oxygen	tanks	instead	of	electricity.

·       The	Oregon	Health	and	Science	University	announced	salary	reduc2ons	amid	es2mates	of	$1
billion	losses	due	to	COVID-19.

·       A	drive-thru	zoo	has	opened	in	Oregon	to	offer	family	entertainment	at	a	safe	distance.
·       Baker	County	submi?ed	a	reopening	plan	to	the	governor.

Washington
·       The	governor	is	urging	residents	to	obtain	health	insurance	through	new	measures	created	in

response	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic.
·       Residents	con2nue	to	express	frustra2on	with	the	state’s	overwhelmed	unemployment	system.
·       In	Sea?le,	following	an	increase	in	complaints,	a	new	emergency	order	has	capped	food	delivery

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/No-new-cases-of-COVID-19-reported-in-Alaska-Saturday-569952441.html
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Dimond-Center-prepares-to-reopen-Monday-after-month-long-closure-569945201.html
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/26/gov-dunleavy-plans-300-million-for-small-business-aid-but-it-wont-be-quick/
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2020/04/24/alaska-is-reopening-for-business-far-ahead-of-widespread-covid-19-testing/
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/nampa-will-enforce-health-guidelines-as-businesses-prepare-to-reopen/277-92fe25f4-7339-4e17-9265-52b8d9cd394a
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article242240816.html
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/northwest/idaho/article242304881.html
https://www.kivitv.com/news/mountain-home-air-force-base-deals-with-covid-19-while-balancing-mission-readiness
https://idahonews.com/news/local/boise-car-company-offers-free-short-term-leases-to-families-and-individuals-in-need
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/coronavirus/article242297986.html
https://katu.com/news/local/governor-brown-gives-guidelines-to-re-open-rural-communities
https://komonews.com/news/local/8-workers-test-positive-for-covid-19-at-oregon-frozen-food-plant
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/oregon-insight-hours-and-hours-on-hold-with-the-employment-department.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/shuttered-by-coronavirus-oregon-small-businesses-face-rent-crisis.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/this-can-be-life-changing-and-lifesaving-ohsu-team-designs-low-cost-ventilators-using-3d-printing-technology/283-54d25c6f-0edc-43a3-b873-5867ac706020
https://katu.com/news/local/doctors-at-ohsu-develop-3d-printed-ventilator-that-costs-10-to-make
https://katu.com/news/local/salary-reductions-coming-as-ohsu-projects-1-billion-loss-from-covid-19-crisis
https://katu.com/news/local/drive-thru-zoo-in-oregon-offers-family-entertainment-at-a-safe-distance
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/eastern-oregons-baker-county-submits-coronavirus-reopening-plan-to-gov-kate-brown.html
https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/washington-state-health-care-options-pandemic/281-b2483341-9ad6-470b-b64a-e36f405f5b73
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/states-unemployment-website-overwhelmed-more-expected-file-claims/52DOAWZAJVEHJKVAWA2QLO7ZYQ/
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/seattle-issues-emergency-order-caps-delivery-app-fees-for-restaurants-at-15


fees	at	15%.
·       Thousands	of	construc2on	workers	can	return	to	work	tomorrow,	a&er	the	governor	relaxed

restric2ons.	
·       Sea?le	aims	to	close	15	miles	of	streets	to	allow	for	physical	ac2vity	and	be?er	social	distancing.
·       In	Pierce	County,	local	police	report	criminals	are	using	face	masks	to	their	advantage	to	commit

robberies	and	other	crimes.
·       More	than	7,000	people	have	signed	a	pe22on	to	return	Washington’s	hairdressers	to	work.
·       In	Wenatchee,	an	outbreak	has	been	reported	an	orchard,	with	36	staff	tes2ng	posi2ve	so	far.
·       In	Cowlitz	County,	four	workers	at	the	Foster	Farms	meat	processing	plant	have	tested	posi2ve.
·       The	Sea?le	Opera	will	be	able	to	rehire	180	workers	for	a	period	of	2me	due	to	a	$2.3	million

federal	relief	loan.
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Brehmer, Savannah
RE: 3:15 presser
April 16, 2020 at 4:24 PM EDT
To: Holman, Sam (GOV)

Appreciate	it	Sam.

	

Savannah	Brehmer

Joint	Informa5on	Center|	External	Affairs	|	Region	10

Mobile:	425-219-1206

Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

From:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	April	16,	2020	1:21	PM
To:	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	Re:	3:15	presser
	

Just	sent.	Let	me	know	if	you	need	anything	else.	

Sam	Holman	

Digital	Media	Manager

Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

C:	(360)	790-4823	P:	(360)	902-0636

	

On	Apr	16,	2020,	at	12:41	PM,	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>

wrote:

ï»¿

Sam,

	

Do	you	have	todayâ€™s	3:15	p.m.	press	advisory	you	could	forward	me?

	

Savannah	Brehmer

Joint	Informa5on	Center|	External	Affairs	|	Region	10

Mobile:	425-219-1206

Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 4, 2020)
April 04, 2020 at 1:13 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

FEMA	ADVISORY	–	APRIL	4,	2020																																			

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator
Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance;
Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline	messaging	includes	the	following:
§  Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal

partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole-of-
America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.

§  The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.
§  On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.

¨  The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

¨  The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions
designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much
as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking
additional steps to distance yourself from other people. 

¨  On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face coverings in
community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by people are infected and
do not know it.

¨  For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you
think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

§  On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began offering nearly
$350 billion in loans to small businesses.

¨  If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of the loan used
to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

¨  In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing Economic Injury
Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new and existing loans.

§  FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in
various locations across the U.S.

¨  FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first flight landed

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.coronavirus.gov/
http://www.coronavirus.gov/


Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

¨  Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los Angeles on April
1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has more flights scheduled and is
adding more daily.

¨  Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include gloves, gowns,
goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have detailed visibility on the
amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

¨  Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not indicators
that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies are national supplies
and will be distributed to hot spots and through the vendors regular supply chain to
locations across the country.

¨  Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors in areas of
greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S. supply chain.
Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing homes around
the country.

§  Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted a
process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are shipped to the
states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which includes
9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the Department of
Defense.

¨  To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership.

§  As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile to
California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan
(400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

¨  Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a Public
Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal Medical Station
for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100 ventilators for
Massachusetts.

§  On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and interprets key
indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

¨  The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important and timely
surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States.

¨  COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits, emergency
department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as laboratory data.

¨  The report will be updated every Friday.
§  Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

	

Contact Us
If	you	have	any	quesJons,	please	contact	FEMA	Office	of	External	Affairs,	Congressional	and
Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division:

Congressional	Affairs	at	(202)	646-4500	or	at	FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/covidview.html
mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


Tribal	Affairs	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private	Sector	Engagement	at	(202)	646-3444	or	at	nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow	FEMA	on	social	media	at:	FEMA	online,	on	TwiZer	@FEMA	or	@FEMAEspanol,	on	FEMA
Facebook	page	or	FEMA	Espanol	page	and	at	FEMA	YouTube	channel.
Also,	follow	Administrator	Pete	Gaynor	on	TwiZer	@FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
To	help	people	before,	during	and	a]er	disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Joint_FEMA-CBP_Statement_on_Export_of_Critical_PPE
April 08, 2020 at 3:28 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the statement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding a statement on the export of critical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  

 
April 8, 2020
 

COVID-19 Update
 
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
 
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.
 
FEMA and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are working together to prevent
domestic brokers, distributors, and other intermediaries from diverting these critical
medical resources overseas. To accomplish this, CBP will detain shipments of the PPE
specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA determines whether to return the
PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on behalf of the United States;
or, allow it to be exported.
 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
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To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_FEMA-CBP_ExportCriticalPPE_FINAL_20200408.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Lee, Tara (GOV)
RE: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 12:47 PM EDT
To: DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki,
Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Owens, Virginia
M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles (WSP), Loftis,
Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Annie
Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle (DOHi), Jenks, Lauren
(DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison, Carole (DOHi), Mund,
Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason (DOHi), Debolt, Meghan
(DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, pio.hecc@nwhrn.org, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

This	is	ge(ng	bumped	un/l	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.

	

From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM

To:	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)	<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,

James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey	M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;

Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Bagge\,	Jessica	L	(DOH)

<Jessica.Bagge\@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,

Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)	<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;

Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portsea\le.org;	Michael,	Stephanie	(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu;

Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)	<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong

<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lodis,	Chris	<Chris.Lodis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)

<shon/eka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;	jgreen@northbendwa.gov;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)

<amy.fuller@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)	<kasey.knutson@co.ki(tas.wa.us>;	Ka/ms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.ka/ms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan

(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bfd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad

<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)	<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)

<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,	Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)

<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj	(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston

Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,	Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)

<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)	<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'

<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels	<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Ka/e	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Po\s,	Karen	(DOHi)

<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)	<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bfd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bfd.wa.gov>;

Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bfd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,	Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Mar/ne,	Appalachia'	<AMar/ne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;	'Rasmussen,	Ka/e	(WSP)'	<Ka/e.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us;	Rietmann,	Kris/na

(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;	brendanc@sanjuanco.com;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org;	Stephanie

Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,	Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler

<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate

<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bfd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bfd.wa.gov>;

Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;

Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,

Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,

Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)

<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)

<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bfd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David

(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)

<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Sco\	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'

<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informa/on	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp

<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Ka/e	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bfd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)

<bethanyh@bfd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informa/on	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us;	Moen,	Anne	(DOHi)

<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Scho\-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan

<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily

<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;

jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	sco\.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.ac/va/on@snoco.org;

sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;

eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Sea\le

 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is

able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa/on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa/on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

Direct:	360-545-2944

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537

Stay Connected with the Office of the Governor:
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
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SUMMARY

·       A	debate	has	been	sparked	around	whether	or	not	to	include	Alaska	Na/ve	corpora/ons	in	the
$8	billion	funds	for	coronavirus.	Senator	Chuck	Schumer,	Governor	Dunleavy,	tribal	leaders,	and
members	of	the	public	all	weighed	in.

·       The	Boeing	Co.	announced	Thursday	it	will	resume	all	commercial	airplane	produc/on	in	a
phased	approach	at	its	Puget	Sound-area	facili/es.

·       Groups	in	Washington	and	Oregon	prepare	to	protest	restric/ons,	while	a	church	group	in	Idaho
intends	to	defy	the	governor’s	ban	on	gatherings.

·       Alaska’s	governor	says	‘we’re	going	to	be	char/ng	our	own	course’	on	reopening	the	state.
·       Idaho’s	governor	says	the	state’s	plan	to	open	the	economy	aligns	with	presiden/al	guidelines.
·       Oregon’s	governor	says	the	state	will	waive	wai/ng	week	for	jobless	claims,	boos/ng	workers’

benefits	by	millions	of	dollars.
Public	Sen+ment

·       As	people	in	Idaho,	Oregon	and	Washington	prepare	to	protest	stay-at-home	orders,	there	is
some	support,	but	s/ll	more	people	express	worry	that	gatherings	could	lead	to	a	greater	spread
of	the	virus.

·       People	remain	concerned	about	economic	impacts	caused	by	stay-at-home	orders	as	evic/on
moratoriums	are	extended	in	Washington,	and	Oregon	works	to	waive	the	one-week	wai/ng
period	to	access	unemployment.

·       In	Idaho,	the	public	largely	supports	the	governor’s	extension	of	the	stay-at-home	order.	Many
call	for	the	opportunity	to	return	to	work	as	they	grapple	with	economic	hardship.

·       In	response	to	the	debate	about	over	federal	aid,	many	Alaskans	agree	that	the	funds	should	go
to	tribal	governments,	not	corpora/ons.	Some	defend	Alaska	Na/ve	corpora/ons,	not
apprecia/ng	the	interference	from	the	lower	48	in	Alaskan	tribal	affairs.

Washington
Updates	from	Governor	Inslee

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov


·       Inslee	expands	evic/on	moratorium	protec/ons,	extends	to	June	4.	(Sea9le	Times,	KOMO)
Addi/onally,	the	order	prohibits	landlords	from	threatening	to	add	late	fees	or	charges	for	non-
payment,	as	well	as	charge	rent	for	housing	where	a	tenant’s	access	to	the	unit	was	prevented
by	COVID-19.		
o   While	many	people	applaud	the	move,	most	feel	that	these	ac/ons	are	not	solving	the

problem.	They	worry	that	this	is	crea/ng	a	bigger	problem	for	renters	who	will	have	to
repay	the	debt	later.	Some	people	are	concerned	about	the	owners	who	have	expenses	on
the	property.	(example	1,	example	2)

Protests
·       Protesters	plan	to	gather	in	Washington's	capital	on	Sunday	to	protest	restric/ons.	(The

Independent,	New	York	Times,	The	Reflector)	Most	responses	on	Facebook	are	not	suppor/ve	of
the	protesters,	though	some	defend	them.	(	example	1,	example	2)

Hospitals
·       Hours	cut	for	Virginia	Mason	Memorial	Hospital	employees	in	Yakima.	(KIMA	Ac/on	News)

o   People	are	confused	and	frustrated	that	they	were	told	hospitals	were	being	overwhelmed,
but	now	hospitals	are	cubng	staff.	One	comment	men/ons	the	change	of	plans	for
Yakima's	Astria	Regional	Medical	Center.	(Facebook)

o   Some	are	saying	this	is	evidence	that	the	pandemic	was	overblown	by	poli/cians	and	media.
Many	understand	that	the	revenue	loss	is	from	postponing	non-essen/al	services.
(Facebook)

Economy
·       The	Boeing	Co.	announced	Thursday	it	will	resume	all	commercial	airplane	produc/on	in	a

phased	approach	at	its	Puget	Sound-area	facili/es.	(Q13	FOX,	KOMO)	Star/ng	next	week	27,000
Boeing	Commercial	Airplanes	workers	will	get	back	to	work.	
o   Many	people	are	happy	about	the	news,	though	there	is	concern	that	it	will	spark	new

outbreaks	in	communi/es	that	host	Boeing	facili/es.	(example	1,	example	2)
·       Sea9le-area	Sikh	community	leans	on	core	values	to	help	those	in	need	during	coronavirus

pandemic.	(Sea9le	Times)	
·       Washington	Congresswoman	leads	the	charge	to	expand	the	Paycheck	Protec/on	Program	by

$900	billion,	aier	reports	that	the	program	funds	were	exhausted.	(Sen.	Herrera	Beutler's
website)	In	response,	some	people	asked	the	Senator	to	help	get	Washington	residents	back	to
work	instead,	saying	that	only	consumers	can	revive	the	economy.	(Facebook)

Farm	Workers
·       Farm	worker	unions	sue	Washington	state	for	safer	work	condi/ons	due	to	coronavirus.

(Bellingham	Herald)
New	Cases
·       First	grocery	store	worker	in	Puget	Sound	dies	from	COVID-19.	(KOMO)
·       First	coronavirus	case	reported	at	Hanford	nuclear	reserva/on.	Thousands	of	workers	to	stay

home	longer.	(Tri-City	Herald)
Oregon

Business	and	Unemployment
·       Gov.	Brown	says	Oregon	eventually	will	waive	‘wai/ng	week’	for	jobless	claims,	boos/ng	workers’

benefits	by	millions	of	dollars.	(The	Oregonian)	Responses	mostly	cite	frustra/on.	(example)
·       New	jobless	claims	hit	53,800	in	Oregon.	(KATU2)
·       $38M	from	CARES	Act	to	support	Oregon	child	care.	(KOIN)

Fla9en	the	Curve
·       Should	stay-at-home	restric/ons	be	liied	for	rural	Oregon?	(KGW8)	Small	communi/es	seem	hit

harder.	(The	Oregonian,	example1)
·       Portland	Parks	and	Rec	cancels	all	outdoor	movies,	concerts	this	summer.	(The	Oregonian)	People

are	disappointed	by	this	news.	Some	expect	a	similar	ac/on	in	Washington.	A	suggested
alterna/ve	is	to	copy	New	York	and	have	a	singalong	from	home.	(Facebook)

·       Pandemic	park	rules	abused	by	bolt	cu9ers,	graffi/.	(KOIN)
New	Cases
·       6	more	virus	deaths	in	Oregon;	total	now	64.	(KGW8,	KOIN,	Statesman	Journal)
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Protests
·       Conserva/ve	Protestors	Plan	"Reopen	Oregon"	Rally	at	State	Capitol.	(Portland	Mercury,	KATU2)

A	popular	response	is	that	a	divide	is	growing	between	those	who	can	work	and	those	who
cannot.	Many	point	out	that	showing	up	in	a	group	could	cause	greater	danger	and	spread	the
outbreak.	(Facebook)	There	is	li9le	support	for	the	protest	in	public	comments.

Long-Term	Care	Facili/es
·       Portland	long-term	care	facility	failed	to	control	the	spread	of	COVID-19;	there	are	now	50

confirmed	cases	and	14	residents	have	died.	(FOX12)	There	are	several	comments	from	people
familiar	with	the	facility	who	say	that	it	has	not	been	properly	run,	and	this	was	to	be	expected.	
(Facebook)

Idaho
Stay-home	order
·       The	President's	newly	released	guidelines	for	phased	opening	of	the	economy	align	with	Idaho's

decisions	and	ac/ons	to	overcome	coronavirus.	(Governor	Brad	Li9le	Facebook)	In	the
comments,	reac/ons	vary.	Some	say	a	phased,	county-by-county	approach	could	result	in	further
spread	of	COVID-19.	Some	feel	that	the	tes/ng	levels	remain	inadequate	to	make	effec/ve
decisions.	Many	call	out	hardships	caused	by	shubng	down	businesses.

·       Opinion:	I	support	Gov.	Li9le’s	decision	for	Idaho	stay-home	order	100%.	(Idaho	Statesman)
Penned	by	a	former	opponent	of	the	governor,	this	business	leader	and	driver	behind	the	Crush
the	Curve	campaign	has	received	public	support.	Some	respond	that	the	economic	impacts
outweigh	coronavirus	impacts.	(Facebook)

Opening	Up	America	Congressional	Group
·       Senator	Jim	Risch:	I	am	honored	the	President	has	asked	me	to	serve	on	the	Opening	Up	America

Again	Congressional	Group.	The	COVID-19	pandemic	has	created	two	unprecedented	challenges.
We	must	find	a	way	forward	that	mi/gates	both	loss	of	life	and	loss	of	families’	economic
security	as	much	as	possible.	There	are	no	easy	solu/ons	to	the	challenges	we	face,	but	I	am
commi9ed	to	working	closely	with	my	task	force	colleagues	and	the	President	to	reopen	the	U.S.
economy	safely	and	quickly.	(Senator	Jim	Risch	Facebook)

Tes/ng
·       Thousands	of	COVID-19	and	an/body	tests	have	been	secured	for	Idaho	residents	according	to

local	media.
Community	Impact
·       Idaho	Humane	Society	opens	pet	food	pantry	for	those	impacted	by	COVID-19.	(Idaho	News	6)
·       A	Boise	hotel	is	set	to	become	a	refuge	for	the	local	homeless	community	stricken	by	COVID-19,

enabled	by	local	public-private	partnerships.	(KTVB7)	There	are	strong	reac/ons	in	support	of
and	against	the	ac/on.	Some	respond	with	sa/sfac/on	that	this	helps	people	in	need,	others	see
this	as	a	way	for	the	hotel	to	profit.	(Facebook)

New	Cases
·       Idaho	officials	reported	on	Thursday	there	are	390	recovered	COVID-19	cases	in	Idaho.	(KIFI)

People	are	happy	to	hear	posi/ve	news.
·       Community	spread	of	COVID-19	detected	in	Jerome	County	(Magic	Valley	Times-News)

Protests
·       The	Communion	of	Reformed	Evangelical	Churches	will	ignore	isola/on	orders	if	not	liied	soon.

(Moscow-Pullman	Daily	News,	Lewiston	Tribune)	Most	reac/ons	do	not	support	ignoring	the
order.

Alaska
Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy
·       Alaska’s	governor	said	that	while	the	president	has	told	governors	they	could	begin	reopening

their	states	by	May	1,	‘we’re	going	to	be	char/ng	our	own	course.’	(Alaska	Public	Media)
o   Restric/ons	at	nursing	homes,	hygiene	measures,	cleaning	guidance,	mask	wearing,	and

con/nuing	to	stay	6	feet	apart	will	remain	in	effect.
Tribes	in	Alaska
·       A	debate	has	been	sparked	around	whether	or	not	to	include	Alaska	Na/ve	corpora/ons	in	the

$8	billion	funds	for	coronavirus.
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o   Tribes	want	to	exclude	Alaska	Na/ve	corpora/ons	from	$8	billion	coronavirus	fund.		One
Alaskan	tribal	leader	says	the	Na/ve	corpora/ons	don’t	have	governmental	responsibili/es,
and	should	receive	the	relief	set	aside	for	businesses	not	for	governments.	Alaska’s
Congressional	delega/on	says	the	CARES	Act	clearly	says	Alaska	Na/ve	Corpora/ons	are
eligible	for	that	money,	too.	(Alaska	Public	Media)

o   Alaskan	poli/cians	and	Sen.	Chuck	Schumer	debate	whether	for-profit	Alaska	Na/ve
corpora/ons	should	receive	coronavirus	relief	cash.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)	Alaska's
Governor	to	Senator	Schumer:	"I	am	appalled	that	you	would	consider	excluding	our
Alaskan	Na/ve	en//es."	(Governor	Dunleavy	Facebook)

o   In	response	to	the	debate,	most	people	on	Facebook	seem	to	agree	that	the	funds	should	go
to	tribal	governments,	not	corpora/ons.	Some	defend	Alaska	Na/ve	corpora/ons,	not
apprecia/ng	the	interference	from	the	lower	48	in	Alaskan	tribal	affairs.	(example	1,
example	2,	example	3)

Economy
·       Alaska	Delega/on	Welcomes	$124	Million	in	CARES	Act	Grants	for	Alaska’s	Airports.	(Senator

Sullivan's	website)
o   Senator	Dan	Sullivan:	"Airports	are	the	only	link	to	the	outside	world	for	so	many	of	Alaska’s

remote	communi/es,	the	gateway	for	people	and	vital	goods,	including	food	and	medical
supplies."

o   “This	...	is	the	most	money	invested	in	Merrill	Field	in	the	last	five	years,	if	not	ever,”
according	to	the	manager	of	one	of	Anchorage's	airports.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)

o   Many	people	are	unhappy	to	see	large	amounts	of	funding	go	to	airports	when	individual
Alaskan's	are	struggling.	Some	hope	that	the	airports	manage	the	funds	wisely	to	increase
the	level	of	service,	and	do	not	raise	customer	rates.	Some	others	are	grateful	for	the
federal	investment	in	Alaska's	infrastructure.	(example	1,	example	2)

New	Cases
·       Yesterday	marked	the	fiih	day	where	no	new	cases	had	been	reported	in	the	Fairbanks,	which

was	previously	considered	Alaska's	hotspot.	(KTVF11)	People	applaud	the	good	news	from
Fairbanks.

·       Total	cases	of	COVID-19	in	Alaska	hit	300.	(KTUU)
PPE
·       The	Alaska	Na/ve	Tribal	Health	Consor/um	addresses	mask	shortage	with	mobile	sani/zing	unit.

(KTUU)	A	diverse	team	of	medical	staff,	engineers,	architects,	environmental	health	and	safety
professionals	and	laborers	all	got	to	work	planning	and	building	the	unit.

·       High	school	mask	maker	wants	to	make	a	difference	during	pandemic.	(The	Cordova	Times)
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https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/16/tribes-want-to-exclude-alaska-native-corporations-from-8-billion-coronavirus-fund/?fbclid=IwAR2mk-D0d50G2zm1Re5aVYZ1tl0d1F5LhxF0rY1kHkBKK3iLO-NC5bBKISI
https://www.adn.com/politics/2020/04/16/twitter-fight-erupts-between-alaska-politicians-and-sen-chuck-schumer-over-coronavirus-relief-cash/?fbclid=IwAR0hMTOIx_d13FDBYbnNYTOrUWlFqiE3mkTQofyjbf0ZlnCOye4RHEVybgM
https://www.facebook.com/GovDunleavy/posts/535540180722661?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDwbGyBJzclafVmZ3gaEzL_F61Tr-dY6pAY_yn2xQaAK-1ARhOS-Pws8cOlf341GzpqHKjCNPoB01d_t6LVKIJsFG50mnJqKpK6iMoWR_tczeEqmaLi8lUTK7sKbnctZGBoVieo-SuenZU5nkqACRUAyjlnHFpiRFKchs7VCXrdXbkrH-sVORIlYtzPnLsuh6JyEr_t0FNDjcSuC2AYm1CrdAoFzcSacWI5dDwlhAHfXkS2LCqiM4Mkf-lOvF_YcHKpDqmQNMHi63QQ_-zTzAyMptT1qJFodw2U_yw27wjiu5Qq1brD9xfiiq8voePmR6axTQVzMfw44jfo1N2ilL85agoDg1jLJc7dNH4FdJav3GkzQjQXEHLTDn_-fesnkKCN66cwnVUrt2EN-NRh2Ow91C2w68IR-XW2mnOU7CLmvW93O0IU-5Wu-m03q6tIL-ZzHfTCggrq_VzzVQLWhYqXQ1XrOTPy1tRLN5KNUknWs-U&__tn__=-R
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https://www.facebook.com/alaskapublic/posts/2979024708827967?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBSr3uQ-OT1kcIdr6Bz4jHRYkAfnNf6RsCNAv9jYo1daCpCoQd8UduWV6gccAxmj2MGhW9Y-OKMF-Y-JEQDxvQNmY65oS6XCNf1HF1xKrsnXqZJQO3h6plncxCCFpEnByu5A8rGELc0d0Qgw72QjJ25uFIiSyt4xeEbBveIZKaGYratGAOyfb7xAtrAMjLntDUwXHgJEmNSGzuuTA9H6uaKM3-oH2kkcoH7QF3BrD33vbYhzLJK0oNLb2r09o-61VG94u5NOqWSw5IBT7C-00WHo4QY01AlFOL09mB6Av_s7FdO4uDKfq3Tc5S6Lmuh5lsHVOMcr9NW9qoUqtRf4dqeFw&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3142922905730307?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARA3-dufIn_WuVLM4dw4fdfi_qed7aqNquCRhxpF6S1sP3jFJ-dsEA7nrE7NtQJKKi1q-Ucj_I_S9Fw5mrS58cNXzdZc2fAGapivgkbwQMGpqm71KGRW9zLIi6g4P2WdW23qXPLp-jJwai7LlVvb4oc9iOONAlhLmURDvXqdxH1u9E5WB6AW-lN8eQwzH2Sc7NZCk5oBZ02H14fss_6woG38-mRz2rwQNsfgQ7z9Leusyz4SHgtteyiFiqweuLIEk7izbO3ZAe-7j6-o8fGgmKQ-669mxtpV70rK2x_Fw7j1LmG_-DmCfDOVTM_rI1qzDuTo2veGUfLEGR9bMW7P_vhb-A&__tn__=-R
https://www.sullivan.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/alaska-delegation-welcomes-124-million-in-cares-act-grants-for-alaskas-airports-?fbclid=IwAR0-rz9nYmik47IwDoC2JMATTFNMP5pfm2B0FXkPwjEEbf5QONGiWuajwXo
https://www.facebook.com/SenDanSullivan/posts/2603181459966993?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCRKjsBcMZLbLtwt6ON35iKl_NcpAnig5upgd54Q7qUxSa3OtdXzjNfyzQnSKZ2NOKtm0dKNhhUfj-e05lvHfSKE0-cL28UehlVr1JjtYBmcbOaJqcEvTgWMKcilKeAHthAH2Jo_6aG-WMrpWhec2XPtBY1tkJ8-NePlmYhqN-s-0bnaaFjcBD8OAOqa77RMhOrEjtewXtD5r8urQt73hw_QtBx2GZXdIDiglsEPLr7m2KHy9iMNAuen0hBQo8ePkWNCwRZaYcIQi2WfL2ceoZRACM3vUl8TrKUytrlRR9Lok16eMWOVG0rmUqngv1VPbxeHFpGglqpjKtuPFdwttLorIyR&__tn__=-R
https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/aviation/2020/04/15/coronavirus-aid-bill-contains-a-windfall-for-alaska-airports/?fbclid=IwAR0xTEWQ61BwQeCsQ6v5mXSvO6t6zJH1nFub_iARKpO5YhKo4uJOAxeOhYo
https://www.facebook.com/anchoragedailynews/posts/3140704032618861?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDtvl1od-UKhLB3_o-AUw3zityEpgNgsRn0zv-UaDbQqJIAxxT3jY7RmBPw-zKGvcLKBnv9pYqhMK4iNNPDgrCyypet40xYa8KVdH2qZu4ZTgrQ3i5IgEoS5ZclVrTyqM1Bdfr-y8rBR0Out0_ySkH8SN5GOB96HPnfMfAyStodtcbXQ5mJ3GFSlOzeHkCNO13YvKjMOnrU6ndXfO_EPD_2bf6hD47Hq6aYz8Duzk62rtsfYr6ik7oOuZYFDSn3eGD9RfmhR3xi6kRrNIPpx5bZJhDLprE2sz2aP86I5O3cOcMuiWh6JtQd_rgA_3el01aH_EA-WmuDq4VNBlj1GvPqCQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/SenDanSullivan/posts/2603181459966993?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCRKjsBcMZLbLtwt6ON35iKl_NcpAnig5upgd54Q7qUxSa3OtdXzjNfyzQnSKZ2NOKtm0dKNhhUfj-e05lvHfSKE0-cL28UehlVr1JjtYBmcbOaJqcEvTgWMKcilKeAHthAH2Jo_6aG-WMrpWhec2XPtBY1tkJ8-NePlmYhqN-s-0bnaaFjcBD8OAOqa77RMhOrEjtewXtD5r8urQt73hw_QtBx2GZXdIDiglsEPLr7m2KHy9iMNAuen0hBQo8ePkWNCwRZaYcIQi2WfL2ceoZRACM3vUl8TrKUytrlRR9Lok16eMWOVG0rmUqngv1VPbxeHFpGglqpjKtuPFdwttLorIyR&__tn__=-R
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Seven-new-cases-of-COVID-19-announced-in-three-Alaska-communities-569714601.html?fbclid=IwAR3UJYalJ2uAguZGQimvLjToh1VlgpOPc-W8A_HXhEQGRUUlL1yTauO0_3E
https://www.facebook.com/ktvf.fairbanks/posts/3138140586207222?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBeMSn_tfUW6ORCLJLIHqZQgkbKIfZ0zb92ETiGDq0CEiJuCWleW138w5TjolrqdOoQgb6b_fTU8CH8oD3WiJGXHu85S_TpMthZX3v-QP-IkKTmE2Cky3Eh4y74Ba4_1hDNd9I1qiCQmyJrrxWTfgoc0ftF2LHdQ_ROtFnt1BEYZDAOtKN_Ogu1zaP6ZM-7IkPcXOKPsnHZT4KTl25Jxom4pgGz7fcxu1ongRV_wWiFhpAb6hj_FSBgDXJNFIdNIDS6abvXmHN8tqt-ZyMcdhPhxH9xRxH49qUUbMeDkP-MVODV_xUH-JYXwQq4HIRw6k3BjFwRbNrFyh3vyF84vMW9YA&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Total-cases-of-COVID-19-in-Alaska-hit-300-569702091.html?fbclid=IwAR0nhdXg6FXQfV9-CxWiXZJHNVF3MmIce9QiWm1YMysXJI2RwF4nDnHRglw
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/ANTHC-addresses-mask-shortage-with-mobile-sanitizing-unit-569714681.html?fbclid=IwAR0U7VTm6hA809IMfCVHd25_affaoOvWqNwzLeHj4n5jyOvESUasDT-bmtU
https://www.thecordovatimes.com/2020/04/16/high-school-mask-maker-wants-to-make-a-difference-during-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR3vroUKk0AC4w2K3cUjQBBRF_m-YLTyLdwfJOhKPXoG4gWMKTQq5KqW1KU
mailto:FEMA-R10-NewsDesk@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 8, 2020)
April 08, 2020 at 5:30 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 8, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference
Document for Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include
Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

§  FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety
of the American people.

§  FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying quantities, from the
global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

¨  The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply distributors
to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies into the country for
their respective customers.

¨  FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing
shipment time from weeks to days.

¨  FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is loaded.
¨  As of April 7,As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective equipment

(PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
¨  Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
¨  An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
¨  Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and

nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies
will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 

¨  FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the
country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future.

¨  Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers
within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50 percent is fed into

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.
¨  HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

§  Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and current
capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has adopted a process to
manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the
to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the Strategic
National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

§  Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the following data to
FEMA and HHS:

¨  Total medical/ hospital beds;
¨  Total acute care (ICU) beds;
¨  Normal occupancy;
¨  Predicted surge occupancy; and
¨  Number of ventilators available in your state.

§  This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first contract for
ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General Motors.

¨  GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000 ventilators to be
delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of August 2020, with a
production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132 ventilators by June 1, 2020.

¨  The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction to HHS
Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard to GM’s production
of ventilators on March 27.

¨  By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get the supplies
they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also ensuring that these
ventilators are routed through the Strategic National Stockpile to where they’re needed
most.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

§  Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
§  Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
§  Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
§  Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444, at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/08/hhs-announces-ventilator-contract-with-gm-under-defense-production-act.html
mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
https://www.facebook.com/FEMA
https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete


Friederich, Steven R. (MIL)
RE: Social media insight for WA
April 09, 2020 at 11:17 AM EDT
To: Brehmer, Savannah, Holman, Sam (GOV)
Cc:  Tissell, Jessica, Weinstein, Hannah

The	Sprinklr	folks	gave	Jeremy	Bertrand	and	the	JIC	access	to	this	last	week.	They	are	s=ll	fine	tuning	it.
	
From:	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	9,	2020	8:14	AM
To:	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Friederich,	Steven	R.	(MIL)	<Steven.Friederich@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Tissell,	Jessica	<jessica.=ssell@fema.dhs.gov>;	Weinstein,	Hannah	<hannah.weinstein@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Social	media	insight	for	WA
	

https://presentations.sprinklr.com/clients/9022/presentations/c3Rvcnlib2FyZDo1ZTg2NGZkZWNiZTk5MzIyMjExODc1MGM=/player?
loadColor=black – our social listening partners at HQ just brought this to our attention. We have questions, but this is pretty cool.

Savannah	Brehmer
Joint	Informa=on	Center|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division
Mobile:	425-219-1206
Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
WEEKLY_UPDATE:_DHS_RESPONSE_TO_COVID-19
April 06, 2020 at 3:34 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

WEEKLY UPDATE: DHS RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security’s efforts across its components
last week have facilitated a speedy, whole-of-government response to confronting
COVID-19 and slowing the spread to keep Americans safe. FEMA is leading the way by
carrying out an approach that is locally executed, state managed, and federally
supported. 

“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be
the top priority for the Department of Homeland Security.” said Acting Secretary Chad
F. Wolf. “I want to thank the men and women of the DHS workforce for their resilience
as they put themselves at risk every day to protect the American people.”

Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
Total Obligations to States. As of April 5th, FEMA has obligated nearly $4.1 billion in
support of COVID-19 response efforts.

Project Air-Bridge. FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global
market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic
partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge:

From March 30th to April 5th, 10 flights arrived to the U.S with critical supplies.
The cargo moved so far totals almost 83.5 million gloves, almost 5 million surgical
masks, and 1.2 million gowns.
Upon arrival, the PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization is given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing
homes around the country.
23 additional flights are currently scheduled through April 18.

Ventilator Distribution. FEMA is distributing ventilators to hard hit states. From March
30th to April 4th, FEMA and HHS delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois, Connecticut, and Louisiana. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Keeping Critical Cargo and Trade Moving. CBP continues to process commercial cargo.
Approximately $21B worth of goods crossed back and forth over the borders of U.S,
Mexico, and Canada from March 30th to April 5th  .

Working to Reduce Illegal Entries. CBP agents encountered nearly 4,200 migrants crossing
illegally at the U.S. Southern border daily, compared to nearly 10,000 encounters daily
prior to the current containment efforts.

Facilitating Critical PPE Deliveries. CBP lifted a Withhold Release Order that had barred
importation of disposable rubber gloves which our health care workers and law
enforcement personnel so desperately need right now. 

IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Working with the Department of State, ICE continues to bring
Americans home on the return leg of removal flights to Central America. As of April 5th,
ICE has flown 853 U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents home on removal flights
from Colombia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua since the first flight on March 22. 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Air Travelers Secure. Due to the pandemic and travel restrictions, TSA continues
to screen a significantly reduced number of passengers. From March 27th  to April 2nd,
TSA successfully screened 1,124,145 travelers ensuring individuals reached their
destinations safely. 

CYBERSECURITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY AGENCY (CISA)
Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers. CISA recently updated its list of essential critical
infrastructure workers. As of April 5th, 20 states and territories have published Essential
Business Designations.

Election Security Work Continues. CISA coordinated calls between the election community
and the United States Postal Service (USPS) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to
ensure that election officials have the most up to date information and advice from the
experts at these agencies regarding COVID-19.

Helping the Private Sector Assess Risk. CISA released a guide titled Risk Management for
Novel Coronavirus to assist executives in thinking through physical, supply chain, and
cybersecurity issues that may arise from the spread of COVID-19.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships. On April 2nd, the Coast Guard facilitated the
offload of more than 1,200 passengers from cruise ships Zaandam and Rotterdam in Port
Everglade, FL after it was reported that crewmembers and passengers were infected
with COVID-19.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Making Extensions for Employment Authorization Easier. On March 30th , U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services announced that it will reuse previously submitted biometrics



in order to process valid Form I-765, Application for Employment Authorization,
extension requests due to the temporary closure of Application Support Centers (ASC)
to the public.

Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 1st, USCIS announced offices temporarily
suspended will begin to reopen on May 4th unless the public closures are extended
further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. 

COUNTERING WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRUCTION (CWMD) 
Medical Screening at Airports. CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support CDC
with enhanced screening at 13 airports. From March 29th to April 5th, CBP referred 7,565
travelers to CWMD for enhanced screening. As of April 5th, over 265,647 travelers have
been referred to CWMD for screening. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Coronavirus Research. S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center
(NBACC) continued researching the impact of environmental conditions, such as
temperature and humidity, to determine the virus’s survivability in the air, in respiratory
fluids, and on various types of surfaces. Additional research includes decontamination
methods to determine the most effective materials to clean and disinfect surfaces to rid
them of the virus.

Consolidating COVID-19 Data for Government Officials. On April 1st, the NBACC updated
the Master Question List (MQL), a compilation of available research and information on
operationally-relevant questions.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-
risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
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California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations
to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face
masks, 3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6
million gloves.  We are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or
produce even more.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.27.20.pdf
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WASHINGTON – As the Nation transitions from a period of crisis to economic recovery, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will continue to leverage every social, medical, logistical and security tool at its disposal to defend the homeland from COVID-19. Thanks to a wide range of strategic initiatives, the Department and its components have achieved dozens of key deliverables last week through its unprecedented, whole-of-America response, which in return is slowing the virus’s spread and saving millions of lives. These results could not have been secured by the Department without its dedicated workforce, who have adapted and persevered to meet these extraordinary challenges despite their own personal hardships.
“The men and women of the Transportation Security Administration continue to go above and beyond to protect the health and safety of travelers, while ensuring the security of our critical transportation systems during the COVID-19 pandemic,” said TSA Administrator David Pekoske. “Every day, our dedicated employees are performing vital tasks to keep our transportation systems moving for those with essential travel, and working with industry partners to ensure confidence across systems as we recover and travel levels increase.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Enhanced Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) with enhanced screenings for travelers through 13 specially designated airports. As of April 26
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Securing the Border from Infectious Diseases. CBP announced on April 20 th that it will extend its restrictions on non-essential travel across our shared borders with Canada and Mexico until May 21
Building the Wall and Deterring Illegal Immigration. On April 22 nd , CBP launched a border wall system HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.YpdIdPZDBZ910Lrcmb20oOD15Veml-3SFcP7UoEYick/br/77880694991-l" 
that features a construction video and an interactive map. This website not only gives American taxpayers a first-hand look at the ongoing border wall construction, but it also serves as a strong visual deterrent to those in coronavirus-impacted countries who are contemplating making the dangerous and deadly journey to the U.S. across the Southern border.
Seizing Counterfeit Goods from Foreign Sources. On April 23 rd , CBP officials seized 2,000 counterfeit respirators that were shipped to the U.S. from China. Ensuring the integrity of imported goods, including personal protection equipment (PPE), is a vital function that CBP performs every day to protect the American public during the pandemic.
Supporting the Safe Return of U.S. Citizens Stranded Overseas . As of April 26 th , CBP, in close coordination with the State Department’s Repatriation Task Force, has facilitated the return of more than 69,000 Americans back to the U.S. from 128 countries. This interagency operation is vital to reuniting families and keeping Americans out of harm’s way.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Promoting Integrity and Security in Upcoming Elections . CISA continues to coordinate with government and industry partners to ensure upcoming elections are accessible and secure for voters. On April 22
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURFc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1amFYTmhMbWR2ZGk5amIzWnBaQzB4T1MxaGJtUXRaV3hsWTNScGIyNXpJbjAuUFFkR0xpeGZ3akotbV9jTDF1OFpFZW91Umg3OUw3QlhpSzFYUmQ4NEZrYy9ici83Nzg4MDQyMDk2OS1sIn0.F0ciD8F2oPygUxEY54WpqUI_pV5INRFTWLjEhhRfhMQ/br/77880694991-l" 
Ensuring that Operation Centers and Control Rooms Remain Viable . On April 23 rd , CISA HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.r_El5DcTwRs1zABHrL-XzssUeTxbvhXCOC5ytiYJdQU/br/77880694991-l" 
the Critical Infrastructure Operations Centers and Control Rooms Guide for Pandemic Response, which is geared towards all 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by the federal government. The guide provides considerations and mitigation measures for operation centers and control rooms, but can be applied further to any critical node that is required to continue functioning in a pandemic environment.
Keeping the Healthcare Industry Safe and Secure . CISA, Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) jointly released a
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.OJtibuAk2-jc1tSNV7WdyciJ8OlfjEKgMM17a7mm1Kg/br/77880694991-l" 
regarding potential threats to the healthcare industry and resources on how to mitigate these threats.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Accelerating Antibody Research Efforts. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Medical Countermeasures Task Force reported that it established six agreements with healthcare providers to obtain convalescent plasma from COVID-19 survivors in support of the CDC’s Serology Project Team’s research efforts. Convalescent plasma, which is the liquid part of blood that possibly contains viral antibodies, is being investigated by medical researchers as a potential treatment for COVID-19.
Bolstering Testing Capacity at Food Processing Centers. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Laboratory Diagnostics Task Force coordinated with the Region VII office to deliver 7,000 test kits to Kansas where the region’s largest meat processing facilities are experiencing clusters of COVID-19 infections. These diagnostic supplies will help identify infections more rapidly while preventing its transmission throughout the state’s critical agriculture infrastructure, which processes a significant portion of the nation’s meat supply.
Addressing Medical Supply Needs in Non-Healthcare Settings. On April 22 nd , FEMA published HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.a8wLv8H3LNfkKM30gdhR6OunJ29wqvyqhjDrkelrfMQ/br/77880694991-
l" guidance to address how organizations in non-healthcare settings should consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the protection of workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes how to
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. Since April 20
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of-nation approach to address the limited supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 25
Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA continues to expedite the movement of critical supplies, including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles, and surgical gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. Between April 20
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTERS (FLETC)
Implementing Protocols to Protect Returning Students . Although FLETC has temporarily paused in-person operations, the agency is engaged in detailed planning efforts to resume law enforcement training in the COVID-environment. Over the past week, FLETC piloted new screening procedures whereby security contractors are conducting temperature checks and asking COVID-related screening questions of all people attempting to enter FLETC’s facilities. It has also begun to clean and disinfect all venues in preparation for students’ return.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Cracking Down on Fraud and Criminal Activity. On April 20 th , ICE’s Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, with assistance from CBP’s Field Intelligence Group, seized approximately 5,300 potentially fraudulent COVID-19 test kits. This seizure is a part of an interagency enforcement campaign known as Operation Stolen Promise, which was launched by ICE on April 15

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Educating the Public About Cyber-Related Threats. On April 24 th , I&A and CISA partnered with the American Hospital Association to
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.cfmiUfODBXdid7_KXt1xjNMnvxYStTLWEauCxrnafYE/br/77880694991-l" 
podcast mini-series addressing cyber threats that put the U.S. health system at risk. It offers best practices to security experts and health care administrators who are responsible for the infrastructure supporting medical providers during the COVID-19 response.
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Arming the Nation with Scientific Research . On April 23 rd , William Bryan, Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary for Science and Technology (S&T), provided an update on key research findings from S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center (NBACC) at the White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing. His update covered emerging results and trends from studies conducted at NBACC including the effects of sunlight and humidity on the virus as well as findings on common disinfectants that can kill the virus.
Driving Evidence-Based Policymaking. On April 24 th , S&T updated its HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.UdkxWKZNVxdRqt1gqc8jzJgJM0ymA6Fx6Zf2Em5a79U/br/77880694991-l" 
available research on operationally-relevant questions to aid decision makers in the COVID-19 response. The MQL is a quick-reference guide covering what is known about the virus, what additional information is needed, and who may be working to address these fundamental questions. New entries include references to how much agent will make a healthy individual ill, how the virus spreads from one host to another, and what treatments are effective.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel. TSA continues to follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during the pandemic. Between April 20
U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 24 th , USCIS HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.L8w1jUuIbJfW5AHQ1HNrFWb-50jOoXjcNS4marLYJtA/br/77880694991-l" 
to reopen on June 4 th unless the public closures are extended further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. Employees in these offices are continuing to perform mission-essential services that do not require face-to-face contact with the public while the offices are closed.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Monitoring Vessels that Pose a Risk to Public Health. The Coast Guard is working non-stop to protect the health and safety of the American public while keeping U.S. supply chains open and viable. Between April 20
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.rqr73OcSUfSqsTcqIZ32PEY89vkAdZG5CEfr-uUPl_4/br/77880694991-l" 
Information Bulletin (MSIB), which was updated on April 24 th , all v essels destined for a U.S. port are required to report to the CDC any sick or deceased crew/passengers prior to arrival at a U.S. port or they will be denied entry into U.S. territorial waters.
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . Between April 20 th and April 26 th , the Coast Guard facilitated the offload of 119 passengers aboard the Pacific Princess cruise ship in Los Angeles and 103 crew members aboard the Grand Princess cruise ship in San Francisco. The passengers and crew were allowed to disembark from the ships after the Coast Guard determined they were not infected with COVID-19 or other infectious diseases. To date, the Coast Guard has facilitated the discharge of over 265,000 passengers from over 125 cruise ships.
United States Secret Service (USSS)
Protecting Americans From Financial Scams . On April 20 th , the Secret Service partnered with the U.S. Treasury to launch the “
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.wrpTNiROr5DfsbckF9QpIaudgHcrszlV3ec04hQ-aFw/br/77880694991-
l" Know Your U.S. Treasury Check ” campaign – an initiative to bring awareness to citizens, retailers, and financial institutions on how to protect themselves from scams associated with U.S. Treasury checks funded by the $2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_24
April 24, 2020 at 2:15 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 24, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 22, HHS launched Telehealth.hhs.gov. The site is a central source of
information on telehealth resources and tools for patients and providers. 

In his blog post “Health Providers: Join the Telehealth Revolution,” the
Surgeon General of the United States, Vice Admiral Jerome M. Adams M.D.,
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M.P.H., outlines the benefits of using telemedicine tools.
Working from the safety of home, these tools allow clinicians to perform
virtual visits, refill and adjust essential medications, and modify treatments that
will preserve and improve conditions that if left untreated, put patients at risk.

As of April 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 105 million
surgical masks, 6.7 million face shields, 14.9 million surgical gowns, 747 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.9 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Regional Isolation & Quarantine Sites
To: Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Fordice, Justin, Way, Bryan (OFM), Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Benardo, Nichole
(MIL), Larson, Ann (DES)
Cc:  Meyer, Annette (DES)

During	today’s	mee1ng,	the	governor	indicated	that	he’d	like	us	to	consider	a	state	run	regional	isola1on
and/or	quaran1ne	site.	I’d	like	to	get	together	and	discuss	the	planning	and	si1ng	considera1ons	as	well
as	how	FEMA	would	process	this	request.



FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Disaster Financial Management Guide (April 16, 2020)
April 16, 2020 at 6:37 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 16, 2020                                     
                         

Disaster Financial ManagementDisaster Financial Management
GuideGuide   

On Thursday, April 16, FEMA released the “Disaster Financial Management Guide” to support
jurisdictions in establishing and implementing sound disaster financial management
practices, which are critical for successful response and recovery. The guide takes an all-
hazards approach and addresses a broad range of issues and contains concepts, principles
and resources applicable to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response environment.
The guide identifies the capabilities and activities necessary to prepare and successfully
implement disaster financial management while maintaining fiscal responsibility throughout
response and recovery operations. This includes considerations and practices necessary to
track, calculate and justify the costs of an emergency; support local reimbursement
reconciliation; avoid de-obligation of grant funding; and effectively fund and implement
recovery projects and priorities. The principles, concepts and resources contained in the guide
can support jurisdictions in identifying the resources needed to support their community,
increase the efficiency of recovery efforts, and reduce the likelihood of audits and financial
penalties for the jurisdiction.
To view the guide, please visit https://www.fema.gov/plan.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-
Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_15
April 15, 2020 at 3:19 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 15, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through FEMA Project Airbridge.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/hospital beds; total
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acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will supply
6,190 ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by
June 1.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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King, Elizabeth (COM)
FW: Puget Sound Energy - Request for Support - COVID 19 Testing for Energy Sector Critical employees
March 24, 2020 at 8:44 PM EDT
To: Furze, Michael (COM), McCloy, Lauren (GOV), Richeson, Jonathan, Chung, Allen, Fordice, Justin

Hello	Federal	Friends,
	
I’ve	received	this	request	a	few	8mes	via	the	phone	and	PSE	provided	it	in	email	so	I	can	share	their
concerns	and	requests.	Last	weekend	at	the	Tacoma	Dome	there	was	a	tes8ng	facility	that	was	focused
on	cri8cal	infrastructure	tes8ng	however	the	message	was	not	widely	communicated	to	the	energy
sector.		
	
If	at	all	possible	another	tes8ng	site	comes	up	with	this	par8cipate	focus	would	you	please	let	me	know
and	I’ll	pass	it	along	to	those	within	the	area	for	an	opportunity	to	safe	guard	their	essen8al	staff.
	
Thank	you,
-Eli
	
Elizabeth "Eli" King, CEM
Energy Emergency Management Director 
WA State Energy Office 
Direct 360-764-0126
	
From:	Mullen,	Nicholas	<Nick.Mullen@pse.com>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	23,	2020	3:10	PM
To:	King,	Elizabeth	(COM)	<elizabeth.king@commerce.wa.gov>
Cc:	Spellman,	John	<john.spellman@pse.com>;	Reuter,	Clint	<Clint.Reuter@pse.com>;	Warlick,	Joshua
<Joshua.Warlick@pse.com>
Subject:	Puget	Sound	Energy	-	Request	for	Support	-	COVID	19	Tes8ng	for	Energy	Sector	Cri8cal
employees
	
Eli,
This	request	came	up	in	PSE		Daily	planning	mee8ng
Request	the	State	establish			pro-ac8ve	tes8ng	(since	so	many	people	are	asymptoma8c)	for	Cri8cal
Energy		Employees	-	control	room	operators,	electric	and	gas	first	response	crews	and	Energy
Genera8on	and	Storage	facili8es.			These	PSE	employees		monitor,	control	and	operate	Electric	and	gas
transmission	&		Disrupt	system	that	support	over	1.1	electric	and	900K	gas	customers	in	the	state.		This
could	help	if	with	quaran8nes	so	they	can	con8nue	to	func8on	during	the	COVID	crisis	–
	
Please	let	us	know	if	you	need	more	informa8on	please	let	me	know
	
VR
Nick
	
	
Nicholas “Nick” Mullen
Program Manager – Business Continuity
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
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425-396-3813 Desk
206-794-4849 Cell
35131 SE Center Street SQEOTC
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
nicholas.mullen@pse.com
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Barbknecht, Nick
FW: (U) U.S. Officials Alleging Foreign Disinformation Campaign Underway; Related Hack Against HHS Aimed To
Slow Down Operations-MMC Update 380 [COVID-19 - Worldwide] NOC 0051-20
March 16, 2020 at 3:45 PM EDT
To: DHS.IGA

Homeland	Security	Advisors	&	Governors	Senior	Staff	â€“	passing	along	this	alert	and	these	tweets	for
your	awareness	as	many	have	you	have	been	ge@ng	quesBons	about	these	rumors.		Your	help	fighBng
misinformaBon	is	appreciated.	â€“	Nick
	
hHps://twiHer.com/HomelandKen/status/1239586999650181122

	
hHps://twiHer.com/WHNSC/status/1239398218292748292
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Nick	Barbknecht
Advisor,	Intergovernmental	Affairs
U.S.	Department	of	Homeland	Security
M	(202)	365-7768
nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov
	
	
	
From:	NOC	Media	Monitoring
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	12:19	PM
To:	NOC.MMC
Subject:	(U)	U.S.	Officials	Alleging	Foreign	DisinformaBon	Campaign	Underway;	Related	Hack	Against
HHS	Aimed	To	Slow	Down	OperaBons-MMC	Update	380	[COVID-19	-	Worldwide]	NOC	0051-20
	
Unclassified

Loca7on(s):	United	States
U.S.	officials	are	alleging	that	a	foreign	disinformaBon	campaign	is	underway	aimed	at	spreading	fear	in
the	country	amid	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	three	U.S.	officials	said	Monday.

On	Sunday,	federal	officials	began	confronBng	what	they	said	was	a	deliberate	effort	by	a	foreign	enBty
to	sow	fears	of	a	naBonwide	quaranBne	amid	the	virus	outbreak.

Agencies	took	coordinated	acBon	to	deny	that	any	such	plans	were	put	in	place.

U.S.	officials	did	not	name	the	foreign	enBty	they	believe	to	be	responsible.

"Text	message	rumors	of	a	naBonal	#quaranBne	are	FAKE,"	tweeted	the	NaBonal	Security	Council	(NSC)

mailto:nick.barbknecht@hq.dhs.gov


Sunday.	"There	is	no	naBonal	lockdown,"	it	added.

The	NSC	tweet	was	reportedly	connected	to	a	hacking	aHempt	against	the	U.S.	Department	of	Health
and	Human	Services	(HHS)	related	to	its	COVID-19	response.

The	hack,	which	involved	mulBple	incidents,	aimed	to	overload	HHS	servers	with	millions	of	hits	over
several	hours.

Tradi7onal	Media	Sources	(some	page	content	may	change	or	not	be	available	over	Bme):
-	Associated	Press
--	hHp://Bnyurl.com/qto3zq
-	ABC	News
--	hHp://Bnyurl.com/urs9x3t
-	Los	Angeles	Times	(Bloomberg)
--	hHp://Bnyurl.com/u34wtsx

The	above	informa.on	summarizes	emerging	open	source	repor.ng	that	has	not	been	corroborated
by	official	government	sources.	It	is	provided	to	rapidly	enhance	situa.onal	awareness	on	items	of
interest	to	the	homeland	security	enterprise.
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
Call with Administrator Gaynor and Governor Inslee
To: Hill, John, Hyer, Brian
Cc:  Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

John	and	Brian:

	

Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	speak	with	Administrator	Gaynor	today	to	discuss	the	urgent	need	for
the	USNS	Mercy	to	be	deployed	to	the	Puget	Sound	area	to	address	the	deteriora<ng	situa<on	in

Washington	State.

	

Enclosed,	please	find	leBers	transmiBed	last	night	to	the	President,	Vice	President	and	Secretary	Azar

laying	out	this	urgent	need.	With	each	day	that	passes,	the	number	of	available	physicians	and	nurses	in

Washington	decreases	as	illness	and	fa<gue	take	their	toll,	and	our	already	low	number	of	available

hospital	beds	con<nues	to	shrink,	leaving	us	unable	to	meet	current	and	projected	pa<ent	needs	from

COVID-19	and	other	acute	and	subacute	pa<ents.	With	our	rural	hospitals	facing	increasing	challenges

and	our	medical	system	facing	a	growing	shortage	of	health	care	personnel,	it	is	clear	that	no	state	on

the	West	Coast	needs	the	capacity	provided	by	the	Mercy	as	soon	and	as	greatly	as	Washington	State.

	

Our	scheduler	Stacey	Tichenor	(cc’d)	can	help	find	a	<me	for	the	two	to	connect.

	

We	appreciate	your	assistance	with	this	maBer.	I	can	be	reached	at	360.999.0155	with	any	ques<ons.		

	

Casey

	

CASEY	KATIMS
Director	of	Federal	and	Inter-State	Affairs

Governor	Jay	Inslee

Cell:	360.999.0155

	



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_16
April 16, 2020 at 1:46 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:Topline messaging includes:

* FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people

* FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

* Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

-- Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use
of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical
Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten the curve;
strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting myths.
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--This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers on
March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

* The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find
the most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities

--Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier to
find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules and travel
guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

--All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to do the
same.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200416 FINAL.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Release Date: 
March 23, 2020
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/03/23/fact-sheet-dhs-measures-border-limit-further-spread-coronavirus

In order to limit the further spread of coronavirus, the U.S. has reached agreements with both Canada and
Mexico to limit all non-essential travel across borders. Working closely and collaboratively, the Department of
Homeland Security is part of a North American approach to stop the spread of the virus.

Additionally, CBP will no longer detain illegal immigrants in our holding facilities and will immediately return
these aliens to the country they entered from – Canada or Mexico. Where such a return is not possible, CBP
will return these aliens to their country of origin.

These measures will be implemented on March 21, 2020 and will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.

The U.S., Mexican, and Canadian governments are taking necessary action to fight against this pandemic
together.

Northern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers
Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

 

 The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in
daily cross-border trade. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily
restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to
exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an
extension of that prudent approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These
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supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply
chains, including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the
land border every day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be
impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily
restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at
which point it will be reviewed by both parties.  

Southern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Mexico Joint Initiative to Combat the COVID-19 Pandemic

 

 The strong partnership and close cooperation between the United States and Mexico has allowed us to maintain
a productive border environment. We value the health and safety of our citizens and keep that at the forefront of
joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border operations.

Recognizing the robust trade relationship between the United States and Mexico, we agree our two countries, in
response to the ongoing global and regional health situation, require particular measures both to protect bilateral
trade and our countries’ economies and ensure the health of our nations’ citizens. We agree to the need for a
dedicated joint effort to prevent spread of the COVID-19 virus and address the economic effects resulting from
reduced mobility along our shared border.  

The U.S. and Mexican governments further recognize critical services such as food, fuel, healthcare and life-
saving medicines must reach people on both sides of the border every day. Essential travel must therefore
continue unimpeded during this time.  In order to ensure that essential travel can continue, the United States
and Mexico are also temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature. Additionally, we are
encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others.

This collaborative and reciprocal initiative is an extension of our nations’ prudent approach that values the
health and safety of our citizens in the joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border
operations.

This joint initiative will commence at 00:01 Saturday March 21 throughout the US-Mexico land border for a
period of 30 days subject to extension upon review.

Detention Facilities

CBP is the first line of defense of our nation’s borders. To help prevent the introduction of COVID-19 into our
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border facilities and into our country, aliens subject to the order will not be held in congregate areas for
processing by CBP and instead will immediately be turned away from ports of entry.
Those encountered between ports of entry after illegally crossing the border similarly will not be held in
congregate areas for processing and instead, to the maximum extent feasible, will immediately be returned to
their country of last transit. These aliens are processed in stations designed for short-term processing, where
distancing is not a viable option, creating a serious danger of an outbreak.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has determined that these conditions present a serious
infection control challenge and are a risk to public health. Should an outbreak occur at these facilities, local
medical facilities would be forced to devote extensive resources and may become overwhelmed.   

This action will also protect the health of our country’s dedicated border agents and other law enforcement
personnel, who are vital to the security of our Nation.

Apprehension of illegal immigrants along both borders between POEs:

Migrants from Coronavirus Impacted Areas: Since the beginning of the FY20 fiscal year in October 2019
through the end of February 2020 (over the period of October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020), foreign
nationals from 122 separate countries have been apprehended or denied entry (inadmissible) at the U.S.
Southwest border, for a total of over 190,000 apprehended or inadmissible migrants from countries
currently with confirmed COVID cases.
Size and Scale: Every week, CBP apprehends between 7,000 – 9,000 individuals between ports of entry
—the equivalent of 2.5 Diamond Princess cruise ships per week.
Human-to-human Spread: The spread of coronavirus is exacerbated by human-to-human transmission
and the need for detention. CBP law enforcement facilities are for short-term holding and do not provide
for needed large-scale isolation, diagnosis, or treatment of such a novel disease.
CBP Facilities: CBP facilities are not structured or equipped to effectively quarantine an infected
population. CBP would be forced to rely on state and local hospitals to provide longer-term medical care
for individuals who fall ill, further burdening our strained healthcare system and depriving Americans of
key medical resources.

Although CBP has policies and procedures in place to handle transmittable diseases, COVID-19 will impact
already strained holding capacities and place an extreme burden on what is forecasted to be a stretched
healthcare system and the nation’s critical medical professionals who are needed to attend to U.S. citizens and
legal residents.  

Migrants should shelter-in-place in their homes and communities, rather than attempting a long and dangerous
journey to the United States borders at the hands of traffickers and smugglers.

U.S. Citizens:

U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents and certain other travelers are exempt from this action. They will
receive the same processing, evaluation and potential CDC medical screening that all entrants undergo at U.S.
Ports of Entry.

Authority:

Effective at March 21, 2020 at 12:00 a.m. EDT, CBP will, as authorized, implement CDC authority under 42
U.S.C. § 265 to prohibit entry of certain persons into the United States. CBP will assist the Department of
Health and Human Services’ (HHS) and U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to protect
against the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) by implementing the emergency authorities under 42
U.S.C. § 265 at the nation’s land borders to prohibit the introduction of certain persons in the interest of public
health.

Additional Information

DHS Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019
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Coronavirus.gov
CDC.gov: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
USA.gov: What the U.S. Government is Doing

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1241866251145752577
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March 23, 2020 at 11:10 PM EDT

To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Joint DHS/EOIR Statement on MPP Rescheduling

Due to circumstances resulting from COVID-19, all Migrant Protection Protocol (MPP)
master calendar and merit hearings presently scheduled through April 22 will be
rescheduled. Neither the MPP program nor any hearings will be cancelled. 
 
Any individual with an MPP hearing date through April 22 should present themselves at
their designated port of entry on their previously scheduled date to receive a tear sheet and
hearing notice containing their new hearing dates. DHS and EOIR are deeply committed to
ensuring that individuals ‘have their day in court’ while also ensuring the health and safety
of aliens, our frontline officers, immigration court professionals, and our citizens.
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Davidson, Lisa
FW: Signed Acknowledgement Letter to WA Governor Inslee for Flooding 2020
April 02, 2020 at 1:59 PM EDT
To: jeanne.blackburn@gov.wa.gov, Maverick.Ryan@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Gothro, Laura, McClain, Stacey, Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Good	Morning,

	

A,ached	is	the	signed	Acknowledgement	Le,er	to	Governor	Inslee	for	the	January	20-	February	10

Flooding	2020	Major	Disaster	DeclaraFon	request	for	your	records.	Please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any

quesFons.

	

Thank	you,

Lisa Davidson
AcFng	Division	Director

FEMA	Region	X		|		Recovery

(		(425)	487-4628,	desk

(		(202)	615-7465,	cell

*		lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA)	Region	X	is	commi8ed	to	providing	access,	equal	opportunity	and
reasonable	accommoda?on	in	its	services,	programs,	ac?vi?es,	educa?on	and	employment	for	individuals	with
disabili?es.	To	request	a	disability	accommoda?on	contact	me	at	least	five	working	days	in	advance	at	(425)	487-4628	or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_13
April 13, 2020 at 3:03 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the right
states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTMuMjAwODY0OTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZW1hLmdvdi9uZXdzLXJlbGVhc2UvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9mZW1hLWNvdmlkLTE5LXN1cHBseS1jaGFpbi10YXNrLWZvcmNlLXN1cHBseS1jaGFpbi1zdGFiaWxpemF0aW9uIn0.AJ7f4EBC_uXsW4O3oSCNRUegvOPxAxqtXR1bGIeCVSE/br/77339947510-l


to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_COVID19DailyBriefingPoints_FINAL_20200413.pdf
ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200413 FINAL.pdf
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O'Hare, Michael
Re: FEMA Region X Administrator
March 18, 2020 at 8:00 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)

Thanks all.  My cell is actually
202-657-1973

Mike

Michael F. O’Hare
Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMA Region X
Regional Administrator
130 – 228th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 98021
Office - 425-487-4604
Email - Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Michael O’Hare at least five working days in advance at 425-487-4604 or email at
Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov.

From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	4:58:12	PM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator
 
	
Hi,	Stacey.		Mike	O’Hare,	the	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	tried	calling	the	Governor	today.		The
only	number	he	has	is	the	main	office	number	and	he	was	unable	to	get	through.		Could	you
provide	him	with	a	be[er	number	he	can	use	since	there	will	be	\mes	he	will	need	to	be	able	to
make	rapid	contact.		Should	the	Governor	need	to	get	hold	of	Mike,	his	mobile	number	is	202-
667-1973.
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
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Nitsch, Melissa A
Latest false allegations
April 16, 2020 at 11:14 AM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
We	are	aware	of	yet	another	round	of	“hunger	strike”	claims	by	outside	ac=vists.		This	does	not	reflect
reality,	however,	as	there	have	been	no	widespread	or	consistent	meal	refusals,	nor	has	any	detainee
expressed	an	intent	to	par=cipate	in	a	hunger	strike.		It’s	deeply	unfortunate	that	these	ac=vists
con=nue	to	push	false	claims	that	=e	up	resources	at	the	city/county/state/federal	level	that	could	be
used	toward	other	purposes	during	this	unprecedented	=me.	I	share	for	your	reference	our	latest	public
statement	on	this	issue:
	
There is not a hunger strike at the Northwest ICE Processing Center (NWIPC), nor any detainee
claiming hunger strike status to detention officials. In fact, there has not been a hunger strike at the
NWIPC this calendar year. All claims to the contrary are patently false.
 
Routinely, a some detainees will choose to skip a meal on any given day for a variety of personal
reasons. While there are a handful of detainees who have declined meals provided to them by the
facility today, ultimately at taxpayer’s expense, these detainees are eating food they have
purchased from the commissary. This does not constitute a hunger strike. In fact, commissary
purchases by detainees on so-called “hunger strikes” are shown to increase significantly
immediately preceding alleged “hunger strikes.”
 
Coordinated efforts by external agitators to encourage detainees to decline facility-provided meals
and instead, eat food that they’ve purchased from the commissary continues to be a widespread
source of misinformation. These deceptive tactics, inarguably being orchestrated by advocacy
groups not only misinforms the public but, in fact, can harm some detainees who fear retribution if
they don’t join the others in their sham hunger strike.  These staged events exploit the plight of
detainees and delegitimizes the integrity of media outlets that unwittingly report these lies as
factual. At this time, more than ever, those who spread these lies do a damaging disservice to the
individuals and communities they claim to represent.
	
Thank	you,	and	please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques=ons.
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Strategies_for_Addressing_Personal_ Protective_Equipment_(PPE)_Shortage
April 14, 2020 at 9:16 AM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding strategies for addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shortages. 

April 14, 2020

CISA Advisory
Strategies for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Shortage
The U.S. government’s strategy for addressing COVID-19 personal protective equipment
(PPE) shortages relies on three pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of
protective gear: reduce – reuse – repurpose. In this time of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the
U.S. government has recently released two documents that will be of assistance to all
infrastructure sectors.

FEMA has published the attached COVID-19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment
Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes government guidance and best
practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID-19 response has
been released. While tailored to the Healthcare Sector, many of these strategies can be
applied to other sectors with similar PPE requirements. 

NIOSH has recently issued Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filtering
Facepiece Respirator Supply in Non-Healthcare Sectors. That document offers strategies to
conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH-approved filtering
facepiece respirators (FFRs) used in non-healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and
construction. Employers should implement alternative controls to reduce, as much as
possible, their reliance on PPE, particularly FFRs.

Please continue to refer to CDC for updates to posted guidance for businesses and
employers to plan and respond to COVID-19: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
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ncov/guidance-business-response.html. For general and other useful information regarding
COVID-19, please visit: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html.
Information on FEMA’s efforts to stabilize the PPE supply chain can be found at:
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-
supply-chain-stabilization. 

Respectfully,
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200412 EA cleared.pdf
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Master Lease - Alternate Care Facilities (isolation)
March 25, 2020 at 9:19 PM EDT
To: Liu, Chris (DES), Covington, Bob (DES), Larson, Ann (DES), McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Cc:  Davidson, Lisa, Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Phillips, Keith
(GOV), Postman, David (GOV), McGill, Jason T (HCA)

Chris,
	
In	speaking	with	the	execu4ve	team	and	the	Unified	Area	Command	leadership,	I’d	like	to	move	forward
on	securing	facili4es	for	use	as	isola4on	centers.	We	have	concurrence	from	CDC,	HHS,	DOH,	and	EMD
regarding	the	site	requirements	for	isola4on	facili4es.	These	include:

-          Loca4ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouLlow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room
-          Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola4on

o   Select	rooms	with	individual	ven4la4on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula4ng	air
o   If	recircula4on	of	air	from	isola4ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters

should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.
o   If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven4la4on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and

intake	will	minimize	cross	contamina4on,
-          Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal
-          Access	and	func4onal	needs
-          Space	considera4ons	for	staff

o   PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.
o   Space	for	light	nursing	care
o   Administra4ve	space	for	medical	records	processing
o   Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili4es.
o   Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

-          Site	safety	and	security	considera4ons
-          Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support
-          Mental	health	support

	
Mr	Stacey	McClain	from	Emergency	Management	is	coordina4ng	the	mul4-agency	site	survey	teams.
These	teams	could	have	representa4ves	from	DOH,	EMD,	USACE,	HHS,	FEMA	based	on	needs.	Please	let
Stacey	know	if	you	need	assistance	in	site	survey.
	
Size	is	scalable;	however,	we	are	looking	at	capacity	within	Snohomish,	King,	Pierce	and	Thurston
coun4es.	Total	capacity	across	those	coun4es	should	be	2,250	–	5,000.
	
Health	Care	Authority	is	s4ll	examining	if	licensing	the	facility	is	required	and	what	possible
reimbursement	beyond	HHS	and	FEMA	authori4es	is	available.
	
DOH	is	s4ll	discussing	what	they	staffing	model	for	this	will	look	like;	however,	I	suspect	it	will	have
some	facility	opera4ons	staff	supported	with	light	nursing.
	
	
Sincerely,
Jim
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JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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John Gargett
Reminder: Border Task Force Daily Coordination Meeting Wednesday April 1, 2020
April 01, 2020 at 4:17 PM EDT
To: Morgan.Dykeman@mail.house.gov, Cameron_Caldwell@cantwell.senate.gov, RTaylor6@peacehealth.org, Jeffrey.Goddard@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Linell.Redmond@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Daniela.Evans@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
asfc.gc.ca, guy@bellingham.com, CHRISTOPHER.A.BAKER@cbp.dhs.gov, tarmstrong@newwestcity.ca, dgoldberg@portofbellingham.com, Kevin Hester, John Wolpers, Joe.Timmons@gov.wa.gov
asfc.gc.ca, Samuel.Wilcoxson@mail.house.gov, Laura.Gelwicks@mail.house.gov, Alex.Ramel@leg.wa.gov, amanda.hubik@leg.wa.gov, Ann_Larson@murray.senate.gov, Benjamin.Studley@mail.house.gov
Holmes, bob@wcog.org, darianl9@wwu.edu, JohnMi@portofbellingham.com, kristin.ramos@commerce.wa.gov, guy@bellingham.com

h"ps://a"endee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268
	
Please	remember	that	you	need	to	register	for	this	meeEng.
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Covington, Bob (DES)
RE: Master Lease - Alternate Care Facilities (isolation)
March 26, 2020 at 9:40 AM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), Williams, John (DOH), Peterson, Kristin I (DOH), Wallace, Seth
(DES)
Cc:  Davidson, Lisa, Liu, Chris (DES), Beck, Paige (DES), Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Ezelle, Robert
(MIL), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Phillips, Keith (GOV), Larson, Ann (DES), Postman, David (GOV), McGill, Jason T
(HCA), McClain, Stacey (MIL), seoc44 (MIL), McGahern, Des (DES)

Hi	Jim….	DES	RES	has	been	working	closely	with	DOH	Facili=es/Proper=es	Team	and	ini=ated
preliminary	work	on	several	components	you	have	provided	below.
	
Ron	&	Jon	–	As	iden=fied	ESF8	leads	for	Facili=es/Proper=es	suppor=ng	COVID-19	response,	please
connect	with	DES	Real	Estate	Services	support	team	(Seth	Wallace)	who	is	ready	to	support	property
iden=fica=on	and	lease/acquisi=on	as	directed	by	ESF8.
	
Thanks	All
	
Bob	Covington,	Director	of	Capitol	Security	&	Visitor	Services
Department	of	Enterprise	Services
1110	Capitol	Way	S.	|	PO	Box	41412	|	Olympia,	WA	98504-1412
O:	360.902.3570	|	C:	360.789.3099	|Bob.Covington@des.wa.gov	|	www.des.wa.gov
	
	
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	25,	2020	6:19	PM
To:	Liu,	Chris	(DES)	<chris.liu@des.wa.gov>;	Covington,	Bob	(DES)	<bob.covington@des.wa.gov>;	Larson,
Ann	(DES)	<ann.larson@des.wa.gov>;	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Davidson,	Lisa	<lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov>;	Zimmerman,	Majhew	S	(DOH)
<majhew.zimmerman@doh.wa.gov>;	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	Daugherty,
Bret	D.	(MIL)	<Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov>;	Phillips,	Keith	(GOV)	<Keith.Phillips@gov.wa.gov>;
Postman,	David	(GOV)	<David.Postman@gov.wa.gov>;	McGill,	Jason	T	(HCA)	<jason.mcgill@hca.wa.gov>
Subject:	Master	Lease	-	Alternate	Care	Facili=es	(isola=on)
	
Chris,
	
In	speaking	with	the	execu=ve	team	and	the	Unified	Area	Command	leadership,	I’d	like	to	move	forward
on	securing	facili=es	for	use	as	isola=on	centers.	We	have	concurrence	from	CDC,	HHS,	DOH,	and	EMD
regarding	the	site	requirements	for	isola=on	facili=es.	These	include:

-         Loca=ons	where	air	intake	and	air	ouolow	occur	for	the	building	and	for	each	room
-         Ensure	rooms	have	appropriate	airflow	for	isola=on

o   Select	rooms	with	individual	ven=la=on	system	or	a	room	with	a	non-recircula=ng	air
o   If	recircula=on	of	air	from	isola=ons	rooms	to	other	rooms	in	unavoidable,	HEPA	filters

should	be	installed	in	the	exhaust	ducts.
o   If	the	facility	has	centralized	HVAC,	ensuring	the	ven=la=on	is	set	to	full	exhaust	and

intake	will	minimize	cross	contamina=on,
-         Individual	bedrooms	and	bathrooms	for	isolated	persons		is	ideal
-         Access	and	func=onal	needs
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-         Space	considera=ons	for	staff
o   PPE	donning/doffing	space	or	area.
o   Space	for	light	nursing	care
o   Administra=ve	space	for	medical	records	processing
o   Areas	or	rooms	for	housing	staff	staying	overnight	with	bathroom	facili=es.
o   Workspace	for	staff	with	power,	phone/internet,	and	break	areas	for	meals.

-         Site	safety	and	security	considera=ons
-         Spiritual,	religious	and	cultural	support
-         Mental	health	support

	
Mr	Stacey	McClain	from	Emergency	Management	is	coordina=ng	the	mul=-agency	site	survey	teams.
These	teams	could	have	representa=ves	from	DOH,	EMD,	USACE,	HHS,	FEMA	based	on	needs.	Please	let
Stacey	know	if	you	need	assistance	in	site	survey.
	
Size	is	scalable;	however,	we	are	looking	at	capacity	within	Snohomish,	King,	Pierce	and	Thurston
coun=es.	Total	capacity	across	those	coun=es	should	be	2,250	–	5,000.
	
Health	Care	Authority	is	s=ll	examining	if	licensing	the	facility	is	required	and	what	possible
reimbursement	beyond	HHS	and	FEMA	authori=es	is	available.
	
DOH	is	s=ll	discussing	what	they	staffing	model	for	this	will	look	like;	however,	I	suspect	it	will	have
some	facility	opera=ons	staff	supported	with	light	nursing.
	
	
Sincerely,
Jim
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Goldberg, Don
Border Task Force Daily Coordination Meeting
To: Goldberg, Don, Morgan.Dykeman@mail.house.gov, ccarleton@wcfd5.com, Allen.Chung@cisa.dhs.gov, Laura.Gelwicks@mail.house.gov, cgranger@blainesd.org, Daniela.Evans@cbsa-
asfc.gc.ca, Lekanoff, Debra, CANYON.C.SWEET@CBP.DHS.GOV, Everet.O.Sterling@usace.army.mil, Blair.Burns@mail.house.gov, Hubik, Amanda, RepDelBene@mail.house.gov, Ramel, Alex
(COM), Benjamin.Studley@mail.house.gov, John Wolpers, gregory.alvarez@dhs.gov, State Emergency Operations Officer
(MIL), gregory.r.poitras@cbp.dhs.gov, guy@bellingham.com, Dennis.Sills@mail.house.gov, JOHN.E.DAHM@CBP.DHS.GOV, robertfw@lummi-
nsn.gov, RTaylor6@peacehealth.org, Jennifer.Moon@ucnw.org, tarmstrong@newwestcity.ca, Chantal.Lee@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, LGonzalez2@peacehealth.org, Kevin Hester, Samuel.Wilcoxson@mail.house.gov
(GOV), harmit.gill@cbp.dhs.gov, bchewett@cob.org, Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov, DARREN.C.ELSBY@CBP.DHS.GOV, CHRISTOPHER.A.BAKER@cbp.dhs.gov, Ann_Larson@murray.senate.gov
asfc.gc.ca, Jeffrey.Goddard@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Cameron_Caldwell@cantwell.senate.gov, ddebruin@cityofsumas.com

NOTE: YOU WILL NEED TO REGISTER ONE TIME FOR THIS MEETING.
Please register for Border Task Force Daily Coordination Meeting on Mar 19, 2020 2:00 PM PDT at:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the webinar.
Brought to you by GoToWebinar®
Webinars Made Easy®
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE: Latest false allegations
To: Nitsch, Melissa A

Thank	you	for	the	update.
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	16,	2020	8:14	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Latest	false	allegaNons
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
We	are	aware	of	yet	another	round	of	“hunger	strike”	claims	by	outside	acNvists.		This	does	not	reflect
reality,	however,	as	there	have	been	no	widespread	or	consistent	meal	refusals,	nor	has	any	detainee
expressed	an	intent	to	parNcipate	in	a	hunger	strike.		It’s	deeply	unfortunate	that	these	acNvists
conNnue	to	push	false	claims	that	Ne	up	resources	at	the	city/county/state/federal	level	that	could	be
used	toward	other	purposes	during	this	unprecedented	Nme.	I	share	for	your	reference	our	latest	public
statement	on	this	issue:
	
There is not a hunger strike at the Northwest ICE Processing Center (NWIPC), nor any detainee
claiming hunger strike status to detention officials. In fact, there has not been a hunger strike at the
NWIPC this calendar year. All claims to the contrary are patently false.
 
Routinely, a some detainees will choose to skip a meal on any given day for a variety of personal
reasons. While there are a handful of detainees who have declined meals provided to them by the
facility today, ultimately at taxpayer’s expense, these detainees are eating food they have
purchased from the commissary. This does not constitute a hunger strike. In fact, commissary
purchases by detainees on so-called “hunger strikes” are shown to increase significantly
immediately preceding alleged “hunger strikes.”
 
Coordinated efforts by external agitators to encourage detainees to decline facility-provided meals
and instead, eat food that they’ve purchased from the commissary continues to be a widespread
source of misinformation. These deceptive tactics, inarguably being orchestrated by advocacy
groups not only misinforms the public but, in fact, can harm some detainees who fear retribution if
they don’t join the others in their sham hunger strike.  These staged events exploit the plight of
detainees and delegitimizes the integrity of media outlets that unwittingly report these lies as
factual. At this time, more than ever, those who spread these lies do a damaging disservice to the
individuals and communities they claim to represent.
	
Thank	you,	and	please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any	quesNons.
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov

https://www.ice.gov/
file:///var/folders/ks/f1393pzn6glbd957wp2p99140000gn/T/com.firmshell.msgconverterpro/msg_dir_1003060434./Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov


	



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_15
April 15, 2020 at 3:19 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 15, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through FEMA Project Airbridge.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/hospital beds; total
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acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will supply
6,190 ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by
June 1.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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MIL SEOC Policy
UCG Agenda for Monday 3/30/2020
March 29, 2020 at 9:07 PM EDT
To: Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Postman, David (GOV), Wicker, Kelly (GOV), Birch, Sue (HCA), Bono, Raquel
(GOV), Brown, Lisa (COM), Davis, Jerrod (DOH), Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Fehrenbach, Lacy M
(DOH), ross.hunter@dcyf.wa.gov, Goudreau, Laura, Liu, Chris (DES), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), McClain, Stacey
(MIL), michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov, Michelle McCormick (PROCUREMENT), jnj@amazon.com, Reykdal,
Chris, Sinclair, Stephen D. (DOC), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Strange, Cheryl (DSHS/OOS, Wiesman, John
(DOH), Daugherty, Bret D. (MIL), Schumacher, David (OFM), Marquiss, Jason (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Talbot,
Sjan (DSHS/BHA)

Please	find	a*ached	the	agenda	for	Monday’s	0815	UCG	call.
	
1-800-245-9874
7075041#
	
RespecEully,
	
Rob
	
Robert	Lang
CriJcal	Infrastructure	and	Cybersecurity	Unit	Manager
Washington	State	Emergency	Management	Division
Office:	(253)	512-7217	|	Cell:	(253)	312-8807
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_Purchase_and_Di stribution_of_Food_Eligible_for_Public_Assistance
April 14, 2020 at 7:31 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding eligibility requirements for expenses incurred from the purchasing and distribution of
food relating to COVID-19 response operations.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Purchase and
Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance 
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary as an emergency
protective measure to provide food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have
access to food and to protect the public from the spread of the virus. On April 11, 2020,
FEMA issued a new policy that addresses the purchase and distribution of food eligible for
Public Assistance funding under emergency and major disaster declarations for the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants for assistance related to the
purchase and distribution of food.  

SLTT applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and distribute
food when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. In these cases, Public Assistance funding is provided to the legally responsible
government entity, which would then reimburse the private organization for services under
the agreement or contract.

All costs must be reasonable and are subject to standard Public Assistance program
eligibility and other federal requirements, as well as the prevailing cost-share requirement
for the respective COVID-19 emergency or major disaster declaration. 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov
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This form of assistance is time-limited with additional information outlined in the policy.

FEMA will engage with interagency partners, including the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, to ensure this assistance does not duplicate other
available assistance.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Manage Subscriptions  |  Privacy Policy  |  Help

If you were forwarded this email and would like to be added to future
DHS Intergovernmental Affairs distributions, please register your email address here.

Connect with DHS:
Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  LinkedIn  |  Flickr  |  YouTube
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Ezelle, Robert (MIL)
FEMA Region X Administrator
March 18, 2020 at 7:58 PM EDT
To: Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Cc:  Michael F. O’Hare (Michael.Ohare@fema.dhs.gov)

	
Hi,	Stacey.		Mike	O’Hare,	the	FEMA	Region	X	Administrator	tried	calling	the	Governor	today.		The
only	number	he	has	is	the	main	office	number	and	he	was	unable	to	get	through.		Could	you
provide	him	with	a	beGer	number	he	can	use	since	there	will	be	Hmes	he	will	need	to	be	able	to
make	rapid	contact.		Should	the	Governor	need	to	get	hold	of	Mike,	his	mobile	number	is	202-
667-1973.
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Update_-_April_9,_2020
April 09, 2020 at 4:37 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

As of April 8, 21 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Three flights are scheduled to arrive today, 1 in Chicago, 1 in New York City,
and 1 in Dallas/Ft. Worth.
An additional 49 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov


mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within a 72-hour
window.

Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state

States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
The federal government has 8,324 total ventilators available: 7,724 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

On April 8, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.
On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain
Scarce or Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use”
directing DHS and FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense
Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily detaining export
shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators, and a
variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.

On April 8, CDC issued additional guidance to help ensure critical infrastructure
workers can perform their jobs safely after potential exposure to the virus.

The guidance covers essential health care workers who’ve been exposed to the
coronavirus.
Essential workers can, under certain circumstances, go back to work, if they’re



asymptomatic and take the recommended actions of taking their temperature
before they go to work, wearing a face mask at all times, and practicing social
distancing when they’re at work.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200409 FINAL.pdf
ESF15_COVID-19 Messaging_20200409 FINAL.pdf
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FEMA-IGA
CONGRESSIONAL ADVISORY #4: State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response Continues
March 24, 2020 at 11:41 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	

March 24, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-4500
	

Advisory
 

State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response Continues
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of California,
New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support state and local
emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support
their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000 National Guard troops have activated to help
with testing and other response efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those
requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of New York, Washington and
California were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face
shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington and New York. We
anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours. The U.S. Navy hospital
ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional hospital beds and medical staff
because the projected cases there are expected to be greater than Washington. FEMA issued a
$350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected. FEMA is working with the
Department of Health and Human Services and the state of New York to complete the construction
of a 1,000-bed medical station at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care
for patients with special health needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities
and can be tailored to meet local requirements.
	
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including support
for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator
Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for
volunteers and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
	
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Congressional-
Affairs@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.
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Moore, James
LEOFA Program-Moore Farewell/Supervisory Transition
April 22, 2020 at 11:36 AM EDT
To: LEOFA

Good morning to you all,

First, I hope you and your families are holding up and doing well during this current crisis.  I am
here to inform you that effective April 26, 2020, I will be transitioning out of the Law
Enforcement Officer Flying Armed (LEOFA) Program to our Critical Incident Response Program
(CIRP).  From November 2015 to now, it has been a pleasure overseeing the LEOFA Program and
working with you all in many capacities.  It has been a highlight of my career, as your
professionalism and support has been beyond measure.  Please know that I appreciate you, your
service and contributions to keep our nation safe.  I truly cherish the partnerships that we
collectively hold.

Upon my transition, please contact the POCs below for LEOFA-related questions or issues:

-Matthew Ryan (Supervisor)

Office: (703) 487-3328

Mobile:  (571) 213-7078

Email:  Matthew.Ryan@tsa.dhs.gov<mailto:Matthew.Ryan@tsa.dhs.gov>

Note:  Interim LEOFA POC until the new supervisor is selected.

-Clayton Pope

Office: (703) 487-3256

Mobile: (571) 425-0739

Clayton.Pope@tsa.dhs.gov<mailto:Clayton.Pope@tsa.dhs.gov>

-LEOFA Program

Office: (703) 487-0033

mailto:James.Moore@tsa.dhs.gov
mailto:LEOFA@tsa.dhs.gov


1 (855) FLY-LEOS

LEOFA@tsa.dhs.gov<mailto:LEOFA@tsa.dhs.gov>

Take care and be safe out there,

Mike

J. Michael Moore

Supervisory Federal Air Marshal

Federal Air Marshal Service Headquarters

Law Enforcement Liaison Section

Cell:      (312) 952-3764

Office:  (703) 487-3230

Email:  James.Moore@tsa.dhs.gov<mailto:James.Moore@tsa.dhs.gov>

Law Enforcement Officer Flying Armed (LEOFA) Program

(703) 487-0033

leofa@tsa.dhs.gov<mailto:leofa@tsa.dhs.gov>

 "It takes less time to do a thing right than it does to explain why you did it wrong"

Author Unknown



Rains, Katie (AGR)
Food Security Coordination Team 2PM - Agenda & SitRep
April 16, 2020 at 3:45 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Kumara, Yoshi, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov, McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Throne, Paul (DOH), Thomas
Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary (DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan
(DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Clark, Jason (WaTech), Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J
(DOH), drew.meuer@2-harvest.org, Graham, Joe M (DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa
A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Good	a&ernoon,
	
Iâ€™m	wri2ng	to	share	a	rough	compila2on	of	the	situa2on	reports	that	we	received	on	Friday	and	over
the	past	few	days.Â		Please	note	the	format	will	get	cleaned	up	moving	forward	as	we	build	more	staff
capacity	to	support	our	team.	The	current	assump2on	at	this	point	is	that	itâ€™s	beEer	to	share
informa2on	even	if	in	messy	format	than	to	hold	informa2on.Â		Â	Â	
	
Also,	please	note	that	Derek	and	JT	have	been	pulled	into	another	call	at	our	usual	2me,	so	I	will	be
working	us	through	the	agenda.Â		We	will	be	sure	that	they	receive	detailed	updates.Â	
	

1.      Roll	Call
2.      OFM/Financial	Updates	â€“	Leslie

a.      FEMA	Funding
3.      Ac2on	Team	Report	Out	â€“

a.      Food	Procurement	Ac2on	Team
b.      Coordinated	Community	Response	Ac2on	Team
c.      Gap	Analysis	Ac2on	Team
d.      Any	addi2onal	teams	forming?	Â	

4.      Resource	Procurement	Discussion
a.      How	are	various	sectors	mee2ng	needs	for	procurement	of	food,	PPE,	packaging

supplies,	and	human	resources?	Is	there	a	need	to	coordinate	these	efforts	here?
5.      Are	there	gaps	in	Food	Security	that	need	aEen2on	or	documenta2on?

a.      Meal	Programs
b.      Tribal	Food	Security
c.      Houseless	Popula2ons
d.      Children	unable	to	get	to	schools	to	pick-up	meals

6.      Agency	Updates
a.      Governorâ€™s	Office
b.      Department	of	Commerce
c.      WSDA
d.      DOH
e.      DSHS
f.       OSPI
g.      Legislators
h.      Food	Lifeline
i.       Northwest	Harvest

mailto:KRains@agr.wa.gov
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j.       Second	Harvest
k.      FEMA

7.      Strategic	Issues	for	Next	Agenda?
8.      Adjourn

	
Please	donâ€™t	forget	to	send	in	your	Situa2on	Report	for	the	week	of	4/13	by	COB	Friday	4/17.Â	
Thank	you!
	
Weekly	Food	Security	Coordina2on	Team	Situa2on	Report	â€“	please	copy	the	sec2on
below	into	an	email	and	fill	in	updates	to	the	best	of	your	ability.	Brevity	is	preferred	and
appreciated.		Please	send	this	email	to	krains@agr.wa.gov	before	you	leave	work	on	Fridays	un2l
further	no2ce.		We	can	refine	this	process,	but	the	goal	is	the	gather	informa2on	from	all	Food
Security	Coordina2on	team	partners,	provide	an	aggregated	situa2on	report	to	the	team	early	in
the	week,	and	focus	our	mee2ng	2me	on	discussion	of	strategic	ques2ons	and	next	steps.	
	

     Which Food Security sector are you responding on behalf of â€“ (please write in: SNAP, WIC,
Fruit & Veg Nutrition Incentives, Food Assistance programs, child nutrition programs, senior
nutrition programs, NGO Hunger Relief, OFM, other â€“ please specify)

     WEEKLY RECAP - Looking back on the past week:

a.     Executive summary - What has happened in your sector this week? (please provide
a short high level narrative; 2-3 sentences)

b.     Program administration or initiative updates (bulleted list; please include key dates)

c.      Federal or state policy or funding decisions that have impacted your sector
(bulleted list; please include key dates)

d.     Important communications or events (bulleted list; please include key dates)

     OUTLOOK - Looking ahead for the next 2 weeks:

a.     What challenges are you anticipating in this sector over the next two weeks?
(bulleted list; please describe the challenge, where/who you think it is most likely
to affect vs. statewide, and as much detail as you wish to share)

b.     Identify specific requests for support or decision from FSCT (bulleted list; please
describe your specific request for resource, action, or decision, including What/By
Whom/When)

c.      Observation of trends (please provide a bulleted list of any trends you are observing
anecdotally among hunger relief and food benefit service providers or food insecure
populations. Too chaotic to estimate? getting worse? Getting better? Gaps widening
in some places, narrowing in others?)

d.     Planned actions, initiatives, service changes, communications or other key dates

     OVERARCHING ISSUES & NEEDS:

mailto:krains@agr.wa.gov


a.     Service delivery gaps or concerns

b.     Funding needs or concerns

c.      Policy needs or concerns

	
	
Katie Rains
(she/her) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Policy Advisor to the Director Policy Advisor to the Director | WSDAWSDA
1111 Washington Street SE | PO Box 42560 | Olympia, WA 98504-2560

Cell

!

: 360-688-4549 | 

"

: krains@agr.wa.gov | Website: hOp://agr.wa.gov/services/food-access
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FEMA-IGA
FW: FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Federal Partners Provide Additional Health & Medical Support for Coronavirus
March 23, 2020 at 1:00 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

March 23, 2020
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
Phone: 202-646-3444
	

Advisory
 
Federal Partners Provide Additional Health & Medical Support for
Coronavirus
	
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our top priority. Under
the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal partners
are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of government
response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On Sunday, March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the States of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to support
State and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the Governors to call up the National
Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their
respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional states are able to request
this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec. 501(b) of
Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids governors needing
to request individual emergency declarations. All 50 states, the District of Columbia, five
territories and two tribes are working directly with FEMA under the nationwide emergency
declaration for COVID-19. States, tribal and territorial governments do not need to request
separate emergency declarations to receive FEMA assistance under this nationwide declaration.
 
In addition, the states of New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Medical supplies are en route
to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves,

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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with quantities already delivered to Washington and New York. We anticipate additional supplies
will be delivered within the next 48 hours.
 
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional hospital beds
and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater than Washington.
Additional hospital beds are being made available in Washington, as well as California and New
York.
 
To help the American public distinguish between rumors and facts regarding the response to
COVID-19, FEMA has created a Rumor Control page on FEMA.gov. The public can help control
the spread of rumors by sharing our page: fema.gov/coronavirus.
 
Every American has a role to play. Consider donating cash, giving blood, or donating to your local
food bank to help fight COVID-19.
	
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including support
for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Defense
Production Act, and How to Help.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
	

###
 
FEMA’s mission is to help people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA’s Facebook page or
Espanol page and at FEMA’s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor’s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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King, Elizabeth (COM)
Energy Sector PPE - resource request & Priority Justification
March 24, 2020 at 8:21 PM EDT
To: Furze, Michael (COM), McCloy, Lauren (GOV), Richeson, Jonathan, Chung, Allen, Ball, Jason (UTC)

Allen	and	Jon,
	
I’m	following	up	on	priority	of	PPE	and	while	I	understand	the	focus	is	on	healthcare	workers,	it	is	my
responsibility	to	advocate	for	the	energy	sector	for	reliability.	I’ve	received	concerns	if	the	pandemic
con@nues	for	the	next	few	months	PPE	shortages	would	cause	concerns,	as	it	stands	now	I’ve	been	able
to	confirm	with	30	energy	sector	partners	they	are	not	currently	experiencing	issues,	however,	the
Natural	Gas	providers	have	reduced	their	interac@ons	with	individual	homes	and	some	have	reduced
the	ability	for	relights	to	do	the	lack	of	PPE.
	
Sanita@on	items	are	lacking	for	those	who	have	essen@al	personnel	who	must	remain	on	site,	they	are
implemen@ng	social	distancing	in	most	cases,	however,	control	rooms	are	limited	in	terms	of
implementa@on	of	social	distancing	availability.
	
Below	is	some	informa@on	I	was	able	to	gather	with	support	from	the	UTC	on	federal/	state	codes	as
asked	by	Allen.
The	Commission	adopts	by	reference	the	American	Petroleum	Ins@tute	Standards	as	well	as	@tle	49
C.F.R.
	
The	API	standards	for	personal	protec@on	can	be	found	here.	API	has	also	published	a	Pandemic	Guide
here.
	
The	pipeline	safety	division	enforces	federal	requirements	around	pipeline	safety	for	federal
transporta@on	of	gas.	The	state	regula@ons	mirror	the	federal	ones.	The	federal	Pipeline	and	Hazardous
Materials	Safety	Administra@on	(PHMSA)	has	issued	guidance	to	state	regulators	enforcing	federal
requirements.	In	general,	the	guidance	recommends	priori@za@on	of	cri@cal	work	and	follow	CDC
guidance	for	PPE.	As	of	right	now,	the	CDC/OSHA	Guidelines	do	not	specifically	reference	energy
partners	however	they	do	have	guidance	for	Solid	Waste	and	Wastewater.
	
	
Elizabeth	“Eli”	King	CEM,	MEP
Energy	Emergency	Management	Director
WA	State	Energy	Office
Direct:	360-764-0126
	
Washington	State	Department	of	Commerce
1011	Plum	Street	SE,	Olympia,	WA	98504
www.commerce.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_and_USDA_Move_to_Protect_American_Farmers_an d_Ensure_Continued_Flow_of_America’s_Food_Supply
April 15, 2020 at 3:51 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

	

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS and USDA Move to Protect American Farmers and Ensure Continued Flow of
America’s Food Supply

 
Department to Temporarily Amend Certain H-2A Requirements During COVID-19

National Emergency

WASHINGTON— The Department of Homeland Security, with the support of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has announced a temporary final rule to change certain
H-2A requirements to help U.S. agricultural employers avoid disruptions in lawful
agricultural-related employment, protect the nation’s food supply chain, and lessen impacts
from the coronavirus (COVID-19) public health emergency. These temporary flexibilities
will not weaken or eliminate protections for U.S. workers.
 
Under this temporary final rule, an H-2A petitioner with a valid temporary labor
certification who is concerned that workers will be unable to enter the country due to travel
restrictions can start employing certain foreign workers who are currently in H-2A status in
the United States immediately after United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) receives the H-2A petition, but no earlier than the start date of employment listed
on the petition. To take advantage of this time-limited change in regulatory requirements,
the H-2A worker seeking to change employers must already be in the United States and in
valid H-2A status.
 
Additionally, USCIS is temporarily amending its regulations to protect the country’s food
supply chain by allowing H-2A workers to stay beyond the three-year maximum allowable
period of stay in the United States. These temporary changes will encourage and facilitate
the continued lawful employment of foreign temporary and seasonal agricultural workers
during the COVID-19 national emergency. Agricultural employers should utilize this
streamlined process if they are concerned with their ability to bring in the temporary
workers who were previously authorized to work for the employer in H-2A classification. 
At no point is it acceptable for employers to hire illegal aliens.
 
“This Administration has determined that continued agricultural employment, currently
threatened by the COVID-19 pandemic, is vital to maintaining and securing the country’s
critical food supply chain. The temporary changes announced by USCIS provide the needed
stability during this unprecedented crisis,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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“USDA welcomes these additional flexibilities provided by the Department of Homeland
Security today,” said Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue.  “Providing flexibility for H-
2A employers to utilize H-2A workers that are currently in the United States is critically
important as we continue to see travel and border restrictions as a result of COVID-19.
USDA continues to work with the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of
Labor and the Department of State to minimize disruption and make sure farmers have
access to these critical workers necessary to maintain the integrity in our food supply.”
 
The temporary final rule is effective immediately upon publication in the Federal Register.
If the new petition is approved, the H-2A worker will be able to stay in the United States
for a period of time not to exceed the validity period of the Temporary Labor Certification.
DHS will issue a new temporary final rule in the Federal Register to amend the termination
date of these new procedures in the event DHS determines that circumstances demonstrate
a continued need for the temporary changes to the H-2A regulations.  
 
The H-2A nonimmigrant classification applies to alien workers seeking to perform
agricultural labor or services of a temporary or seasonal nature in the United States, usually
lasting no longer than one year, for which able, willing, and qualified U.S. workers are not
available.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the release of a Disaster Financial Management Guide to assist
communities in their COVID-19 response.

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Disaster Financial Management Guide 
On Thursday, April 16, FEMA released the “Disaster Financial Management Guide” to
support jurisdictions in establishing and implementing sound disaster financial management
practices, which are critical for successful response and recovery. The guide takes an all-
hazards approach and addresses a broad range of issues and contains concepts, principles
and resources applicable to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response environment.

The guide identifies the capabilities and activities necessary to prepare and successfully
implement disaster financial management while maintaining fiscal responsibility
throughout response and recovery operations. This includes considerations and practices
necessary to track, calculate and justify the costs of an emergency; support local
reimbursement reconciliation; avoid de-obligation of grant funding; and effectively fund
and implement recovery projects and priorities. The principles, concepts and resources
contained in the guide can support jurisdictions in identifying the resources needed to
support their community, increase the efficiency of recovery efforts, and reduce the
likelihood of audits and financial penalties for the jurisdiction.

To view the guide, please visit https://www.fema.gov/plan.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Advisory: FEMA Implementation of Allocation Order on Exports of Scarce PPE and Notice of Exemptions (April
24, 2020)
April 24, 2020 at 2:03 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

	
FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 24, 2020                                     
                         

FEMA Implementation of AllocationFEMA Implementation of Allocation
Order onOrder on
Exports of Scarce PPE and Notice ofExports of Scarce PPE and Notice of
ExemptionsExemptions

FEMA recently published a Temporary Final Rule and a subsequent notice in
the Federal Register to support President Trump’s “Memorandum on Allocating
Certain Scarce or Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use”
issued on April 3, 2020.

The COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Shortage
seeks to ensure protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and
patients by implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse and repurpose. Industries
that use similar PPE (e.g., N95 respirators) as part of their normal duties will be challenged in
obtaining PPE while available supply is prioritized for healthcare workers and first responders.
Industries whose essential critical infrastructure workers need PPE to perform their duties
should continue working with suppliers to acquire needed PPE, but should expect shortages
to continue. All industries should immediately implement strategies to preserve existing
supplies of PPE and find alternative work methods to address shortfalls. A critical component
in implementing PPE preservation strategies is determining the appropriate level of PPE for
use. Non-healthcare industries should carefully consider whether PPE is required by law or
regulation as part of their routine duties, or whether it is needed for mitigating employee
exposure to COVID-19.
The intent of the President’s Memorandum and the FEMA Administrator’s allocation order
are to preserve scarce personal protective equipment for domestic use in the response to
the COVID-19 emergency.  FEMA is working closely with U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) to implement the allocation order through the Temporary Final Rule
published on April 10.  The notice lists the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to
this allocation order to include: N95 respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators;
air-purifying respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.
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On April 21, FEMA published a “Notification of Exemptions” in the Federal Register to
supplement the rule.  Every exporter is required to submit data about their shipment into
the Automated Export System (AES) to electronically declare their international exports.
When reviewing this data, CBP will determine if products are covered under the allocation
order or exempt from being held. If no exemptions apply, CBP will notify FEMA for a
determination on the shipment.
FEMA will then determine if a shipment is in the national defense interest to remain in the
United States as related to the COVID-19 pandemic response.  If this is the case, FEMA
may purchase part or all of the shipment using a rated order under Title 1, return part or
all of the shipment for domestic distribution, or allow part or all of the shipment to be
exported. If a shipment is detained, FEMA and CBP will provide a response to the owner of
the shipment within 72 hours.
Contact Us

Questions about a specific shipment should be directed to Custom and Border Protection.
Questions about the allocation order and Notice of Exemptions in the Federal Register may be
directed to FEMA National Business Emergency Operations Center. 

If you have a legal question regarding the allocation order, send an email to PPE-
export@fema.dhs.gov.

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 27, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic:
Whole-of-America Response  Whole-of-America Response  

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-
America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response;
and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·       On April 16April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again, providing
a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the country’s economy in
several phases, depending on location.

-   Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24April 24, reinforcing the
partnership between the federal and state governments and the continued
progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely and
responsibly under the phased approach.

-   The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country to
ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

·       On April 26April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) released
targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement infection
control practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from COVID-19 in these
facilities.

-   Meat and poultry processing facilities present unique challenges for the prevention
and control of COVID-19 transmission among workers.

-   Meat and poultry processing employers should implement a combination of
engineering controls, cleaning and disinfection, social distancing, work practice
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controls, administrative controls, and use of personal protective equipment.

-   Basic worker infection prevention information and training should be provided to all
workers in a clear and accessible manner, including training on social distancing
and ways to reduce the spread of infection. To ensure accessibility, multi-lingual
materials should be considered and made available, as appropriate.

·       FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with
other federal agencies are distributing cloth face coverings as part of a multi-prong
approach to re-open American economic activity while continuing to limit spread of COVID-
19.

-   As of April 26April 26, 32.5 million cloth face coverings are being processed and
distributed to state, local, tribal, private sector, and federal entities

-   The facial coverings are being delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers who do not need medical-grade
personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work. Distribution is based on
CISA’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors.

-   The federal government will provide additional face coverings in production to states,
territories and tribes for distribution, with priority to emergency services, food
production and distribution, and other sectors that support community lifelines.

-   FEMA and HHS are also providing face coverings to federal departments and
agencies with mission essential functions to promote health and safety in the
workplace and in their execution of public-facing missions

·       As of April 26April 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery
of or are currently shipping: 74.7 million N95 respirators, 104.8 million surgical masks, 7.2
million face shields, 15 million surgical gowns, 798 million gloves, 10,603 ventilators and
8,450 federal medical station beds.

·       The U.S. has now processed 5.2 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan, Singapore,
Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

-   States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories in
addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.

-   HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Contact Us

If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of

http://www.internationalreagentresource.org/


External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·       Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·       Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·       Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·       Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov
	

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the announcement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on COVID-19.  
 

 
 
 
 
March 27, 2020
 
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent
the following letter to emergency managers outlining critical steps to help the nation
respond to COVID-19:
 
Fellow Emergency Managers,
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. I thank you for your tireless efforts
under these unprecedented and very demanding circumstances. 
 
I write to you today as the Administrator of FEMA and a former state and local emergency
manager.  Now more than ever, we must work as a team to deliver locally executed, state-
managed, and federally supported solutions on behalf of the American people.  The best
and the brightest emergency managers, public health officials, private industry partners,
scientists, and medical doctors and nurses are assembling at FEMA Headquarters and in our
regional offices; in your state and local emergency operations centers; and in hospital
operations centers across the country. This is truly a whole-of-nation response.  Rest
assured, the full weight of our Nation is supporting all of us to overcome the pandemic and
I have no doubt that we will be successful in defeating the spread of COVID-19. 
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To be successful across the nation – from the smallest town, tribal nation, island, and to the
largest city – we must act decisively and immediately.  Today, many of you are at the center
of the battle, in places like New York, Washington, California, and Louisiana.  Others of
you may only have a few cases.  It is our collective responsibility to do our very best today,
so we can continue to blunt the spread of COVID-19. If you have excess capacity, please
consider using EMAC to offer resources that your peers from around the country may
need. 
 
As the Nation’s lead emergency manager, I want to be completely transparent about our
national response and your responsibility to respond proactively and aggressively.  To that
point, I would like to share seven critical steps that I ask you to immediately consider and
act upon.
 
First, mitigation works.  Ensure you preserve your “force” while maintaining the ability to
respond in a COVID-19 degraded environment without access to the tools typically used in
an emergency or disaster like mutual aid and EMAC.  Ensure that your communities, small
or large embrace mitigation efforts.  Every American has a role to play in defeating
COVID-19, including good hygiene and social distancing. Follow the President’s 15 Days
to Slow the Spread. 
 
Second, integrate all emergency management and public health operations. Identify
and integrate your leading health official into your Emergency Operations Center and
Unified Command Group at every level of government.  You must form a unified
Emergency Management – Public Health Team. Ensure that the entire state political
leadership team understand the emergency management process. All requests to the Federal
government must be formally communicated by the state’s emergency manager to the
FEMA Regional Administrator. This is the same process as natural disasters.
 
Third, collect public, private, and government hospital bed capacity data, if you
haven’t already – total beds, acute care beds, normal occupancy, predicted surge
occupancy.  This data will assist you in crafting requests for high demand, low density
critical resources should the time come that you may need it.  We must use all data
wherever possible to allocate scarce resources, including consideration of population size,
demographics, and vulnerability.
 
Fourth, actively plan to stand-up Alternate Care Sites.  Be creative in identifying
facilities that can support low acuity patients and require a minimal amount of medical
staff, already in short supply.  Consider locations such as convention centers, hotels,
shuttered hospitals, college or university dormitories, or vacant open space in commercial
buildings. Ask your FEMA Regional Administrator to brief you on the US Army Corps of
Engineers “Hotel to Healthcare” initiative.  If you need a plan, here is a link to a plan. 
 
Fifth, maintain situational awareness of ventilators that may be used across your
area.  Check hospitals, acute care sites, outpatient locations, and any other location that
may use these devices, especially those that may be a source for reallocation to an area of
greater need.  Like hospital bed capacity, this data will help you understand what you have
and what you may need, informing your resource management strategy for these high
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demand, low density critical resources should the time come that you may need it. Just as
we are moving resources nationally, you should also be moving resources within your state.
 
Sixth, identify all sources to surge medical professionals. Look for retirees, medical
contract services, nurses, respiratory therapists, medical students, and emergency medical
technicians or local equivalents. You will need them to support the increased hospital surge
and management of patients on ventilators and you should be cataloging and training them
now, as appropriate. 
 
Seventh, manage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) carefully.  We have stood-up
the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force within FEMA with the purpose of increasing the
flow of critical medical supplies such as N95 masks, surgical masks, and ventilators.  We
are using four guiding principles: 1) preserve what we have; 2) locate medical stockpile
around the globe; 3) distribute them to locations most in need; and 4) build capacity in
America through partners with industry.  While some of these strategies will yield near-
term benefits, it must be your highest priority to carefully manage what you have available
to you now.
 
To help you with this, the CDC produced a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Burn Rate
Calculator. This spreadsheet-based model provides information for healthcare facilities to
plan and optimize the use of PPE for response to COVID-19. Similarly, non-healthcare
facilities (e.g., correctional facilities) may find this tool useful for planning and optimizing
PPE use as part of the response to COVID-19. This tool can also be used for planning PPE
use outside the context of COVID-19, where PPE shortages may also occur due to supply
chain issues related to the COVID-19 response (e.g. manufacturing facilities).
 
FEMA will reimburse all eligible expenses for emergency protective measures under the
Stafford Act; however, do not wait for the PPE from the Federal government to show-up.
Take aggressive action now to source your own.  Because of the actions the Administration
and federal government is taking, you will begin to see PPE supplies come online in the
weeks ahead as the commercial distribution chain adapts as well as the quantities of
shipments from the Strategic National Stockpile continue to move.  Continue to be
resourceful, ask the building trades to donate PPE or that they allow you access to their
supplier; and, ask dental and outpatient offices that are closed to donate PPE to local
hospitals and care critical care sites.  And finally, I ask you to review and utilize the
guidance the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force released regarding guidance for PPE.
 
Lastly, some external communication resources that may be helpful:

Best Practices: This page provides a platform for sharing best practices and lessons
learned by the government, private sector, academic institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations to support the whole of community response.
Rumor Control: This page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to COVID-19.
How to Help: This page provides guidance on how to donate critical resources &
supplies; how to do business with FEMA; and, how to volunteer.
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These are unprecedented times and many lives are potentially at stake.  We are doing things
many of us have never imagined, especially at this scale.  As professional emergency
mangers, we are built for this – this is what we do best; coordinate, problem-solve, and act. 
I ask all of you to lead, innovate, and be resourceful. This is a whole of nation response and
I need every emergency manager to be an active participant.
 
We are emergency managers and America needs us at our best.
 
Respectfully,
 
 
Pete Gaynor
Administrator
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_5
April 05, 2020 at 3:25 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 5, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30. 

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
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coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

HHS will be providing state, territory and tribal Public Health departments with a
one-time shipment of Abbott COVID-19 rapid tests.

Shipments are expected to arrive at the 70 identified locations by April.
The tests allow for immediate, on-site testing at the point-of-care.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
DOD will deliver 300 ventilators from its supply to New Jersey today, April 5.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey
(850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and an additional 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50
bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 30 ventilators for Guam;
an additional 200 ventilators for Louisiana; an additional 200 ventilators to
New Jersey; and 100 ventilators for Massachusetts.
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Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Brehmer, Savannah
Social media insight for WA
April 09, 2020 at 11:13 AM EDT
To: sam.holman@gov.wa.gov, Friederich, Steven R. (MIL) (Steven.Friederich@mil.wa.gov)
Cc:  Tissell, Jessica, Weinstein, Hannah

https://presentations.sprinklr.com/clients/9022/presentations/c3Rvcnlib2FyZDo1ZTg2NGZkZWNiZTk5MzIyMjExODc1MGM=/player?
loadColor=black – our social listening partners at HQ just brought this to our attention. We have questions, but this is pretty cool.

Savannah	Brehmer

Joint	Informa1on	Center|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division

Mobile:	425-219-1206

Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_and_NCSC_Joint_Activity_Alert_–_COV ID-19_Exploited_by_Malicious_Cyber_Actors
April 08, 2020 at 11:29 AM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding a joint activity alert on COVID-19 exploitations by malicious cyber actors, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
April 8 2020
 

CISA Alert
 
CISA and NCSC Joint Activity Alert - COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber
Actors
 
Partners, 
  
As the nation and the world continues to fight against this newest coronavirus, COVID-19
— the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) continues to monitor how
the crisis is affecting the American public on the cybersecurity and infrastructure security
front.   
 
Today, CISA and United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert
titled, COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert seeks to address the
growing use of COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors and it can be found
here: https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-099a.
 
CISA and NCSC see the surge of reporting about malicious cyber activity using COVID-19
to prey on people’s goodwill, curiosity and concern, and exploit organizations that establish
remote work options.  Specifically, this alert discusses the exploitation of virtual private
networks, phishing email and text messages about COVID-19, and websites deceptively
advertised as COVID 19 sites.  
 
We are sharing this information to help you and your team effectively assess your
cybersecurity posture and ensure appropriate mitigation is in place. The alert provides many
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resources to help detect and prevent COVID-19 malicious activity on your networks.
Industry partners played a key role in helping CISA and NCSC teams determine which
IOCs to include in this alert and they continue to be integral to CISA’s mission as the
nation’s risk advisor.  
  
We encourage you to share this alert with anyone who might be able to use it. We will
continue to keep you updated as more information becomes available.  
 
For authoritative information and resources on COVID-19 -- including situation reports,
guidance, and more, visit the CDC’s website and CISA.gov/coronavirus.  
 
Thank you,
CISA
 

# # #
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	and	yesterday’s	na/onal	social	listening	report	are	a9ached
for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
REPORT

APRIL 16, 2020
SUMMARY

·       Washington’s	governor	says	the	state	is	‘not	close'	to	restar/ng	the	economy;	it	will	be	a	phased
approach,	and	the	stay-at-home	order	may	extend	beyond	May	4.

·       Alaska’s	governor	issued	a	fiKeenth	health	mandate,	which	eases	restric/ons	on	health	care
providers:	doctors,	naturopaths,	acupuncturists,	physical	therapists,	psychologists,	veterinarians
and	others	can	resume	services	that	require	minimal	PPE.

·       Idaho	Governor	Brad	Li9le	extends	stay-at-home	order	through	April	30	while	liKing	restric/ons
on	some	businesses.

·       In	Oregon	and	Washington,	COVID-19	pa/ents	receive	experimental	plasma	from	recovered
donors.

Public	Sen+ment
·       In	reac/on	to	headlines	coming	from	the	Washington	governor’s	press	conference,	an	increased

number	of	people	are	resolved	to	defy	stay-home	orders—and	call	for	businesses	to	do	the
same—if	they	extend	beyond	May	4th.

·       Many	Idahoans	support	the	Governor’s	extension	of	the	stay-at-home	order.	Some	feel	people
that	at	essen/al	businesses,	people	aren’t	following	distancing	guidelines.	Some	call	for	all
business	to	resume	as	soon	as	possible.

·       In	Alaska,	people	are	increasingly	frustrated	that	some	service	providers	and	companies	are	now
allowed	to	resume,	but	other	businesses	involving	equal	or	lower	risk	of	disease	transmission
are	not.

Washington
Stay-at-Home
·       Inslee:	'We're	not	close'	to	restar/ng	the	economy	in	Wash.	State	(KOMO,	KEPR,	KIMA)

o   Inslee:	Social	distancing	is	working,	but	stay-at-home	order	may	go	past	May	4	(Q13)
o   Gov.	Inslee	says	reopening	of	Washington’s	economy	will	be	a	‘phased	approach’

(YakTriNews)
o   Gov.	Inslee	said	the	first	things	that	shut	down	during	his	emergency	declara/on	will	likely
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be	the	last	to	reopen	under	a	phased-in	reopening	of	Washington's	economy.	(Sea9le
Times)

o   In	reac/on,	people	con/nue	to	be	very	divided	as	to	whether	social	distancing	orders	are
essen/al	or	whether	it	is	/me	to	get	back	to	work.	An	increasing	number	of	people	are
calling	for	ci/zens	to	defy	the	social	distancing	orders,	especially	if	they	extend	beyond
May	4.	Some	express	strong	frustra/on	at	seeing	others	go	about	their	business	while	they
themselves	stay	home.	Others	blame	the	lack	of	urgency	in	restar/ng	the	economy	on	the
fact	that	leaders	and	most	tech	workers	s/ll	receive	their	salaries.	(example	1,	example	2,
example	3,	example	4,	example	5,	example	6)

·       Some	poli/cians	denounce	government's	COVID-19	response	in	Washington,	Idaho.		The	police
chief	in	Republic,	Washington,	has	called	Gov.	Jay	Inslee	a	"would-be	dictator."	A	Spokane	Valley
lawmaker	has	asserted	the	new	coronavirus	is	a	"Chinese	Communist	Party	bioweapon."	And	a
Yakima	city	councilman	has	told	cons/tuents	to	ignore	public	health	advice	and	return	to	work.
(Reflector,	The	Daily	Chronicle)
o   Some	reac/ons	to	this	news	point	out	that	there	are	areas	of	the	state	with	very	few	or	no

cases,	and	call	for	more	regional	approaches	to	addressing	the	pandemic.	(Facebook)
Social	Distancing
·       Another	sign	the	curve	is	bending:	Posi/ve	coronavirus	tests	at	UW	peaked	March	28	(Sea9le

Times)
·       Grocery	workers	and	customers	say	social	distancing	inside	stores	is	difficult	amid	coronavirus

pandemic.	During	recent	visits	to	several	grocery	stores,	The	Sea9le	Times	witnessed	customers
going	the	wrong	direc/on	down	one-way	aisles,	ignoring	distancing	s/ckers	in	checkout	lines	or
brushing	past	other	shoppers.	Not	all	workers	wore	masks	or	gloves,	even	those	serving
unpackaged	counter	food.	(Sea9le	Times)

·       In	a	step	toward	normalcy,	two	popular	Sea9le	farmers	markets	—	in	the	University	District	and
Ballard	—	will	reopen	this	weekend	despite	the	coronavirus.	Here’s	what’s	being	done	to	protect
people	and	what	you	need	to	know.	U	District,	Ballard	farmers	markets	will	reopen	this	weekend
despite	coronavirus.	(Sea9le	Times)	In	response,	people	are	sharply	divided	as	to	whether	this
makes	sense	since	farmers	markets	are	outdoors,	or	whether	this	will	expose	people	to
unnecessary	risks.	(Facebook)

Poli/cians
·       "We	need	tes/ng	to	be	fast,	free	and	everywhere,"	Sen.	Pa9y	Murray	said	during	a	press	briefing

with	other	Democra/c	senators	on	Wednesday,	12	weeks	aKer	a	Snohomish	County	man	was
the	first	person	in	the	United	States	to	test	posi/ve	for	COVID-19.		Sen.	Murray	and	other
Democrats	push	White	House	to	make	coronavirus	tes/ng	available	na/onwide.	(Sea9le	Times)

·       Senator	Maria	Cantwell:		Washington	state	is	s/ll	facing	a	lack	of	COVID-19	tes/ng	kits	and
supplies	-	including	PPE	and	tes/ng	swabs	-	needed	to	conduct	adequate	tests.	I	urged	the
Trump	Administra/on	to	develop	a	na/onal,	real-/me,	public-facing	inventory	of	COVID-19
diagnos/c	tests	and	results.	We	need	this	transparency	to	an/cipate	problems	in	the	na/onal
tes/ng	supply	chain	and	help	the	federal	government	address	poten/al	tes/ng	shortages.
(Senator	Cantwell's	website)

Medical	Research
·       Coronavirus	destroys	lungs.	But	doctors	are	finding	its	damage	in	kidneys,	hearts	and	elsewhere.

Clinicians	around	the	world	are	seeing	evidence	that	suggests	the	coronavirus	is	also	causing
heart	inflamma/on,	acute	kidney	disease,	neurological	malfunc/on,	blood	clots,	intes/nal
damage	and	liver	problems.	(Sea9le	Times)

Economy
·       Relief	fund	for	undocumented	workers	in	Washington	state	sees	big	demand.	If	undocumented

workers	are	not	working	—	because	they're	sick,	caring	for	someone	who	is	ill,	or	laid	off 	—	they
don't	have	many	op/ons	to	deal	with	the	sudden	loss	of	income.	(Yakima	Herald)	While	
opinions	are	divided,	most	people	reac/ng	on	Facebook	are	sympathe/c	to	the	workers	and	call
for	more	support	to	be	directed	their	way.	(Facebook)

·       State	orders	Tacoma	apartment	complex	to	stop	evic/on	no/ces.	(The	News	Tribune)	Even	if	they
are	not	evicted,	people	con/nue	to	worry	about	credit	damage	and	falling	deeper	in	debt.
(Facebook)

Dona/ons	and	Community	Support
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https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158077985301215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCMn56_8PCKHEw204QJw6VWhOVCkwggHM_LQLRB_9dI-ZUMx-W8O-dnihBHSBTDmXZwEL1MG2Rasn53-gZy3jkIXDXpleaf8nQ93b0J823SNV3qOLldeSKI7C_edeOkERZZj16quKsNch0qriexXgF3woPsTD1B5twsaTP2CMibRIf8nASM82cEyTMU0SSkEvnzezpqJ-zxNtxmSKvV0Bzsbm24RVLyb8p3iSL7r8ZANU9T_4Ur1U94rmBdadz1Ha6Pxk0_5yigMz9TDPa9p-xnWTQ7TwE1kOO8ZkHGN3Btf70YAUkP4IqLm8NXCq_TNt6uKifcapmGbO058w&__tn__=-R
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/sen-patty-murray-and-other-senate-democrats-push-white-house-for-broad-coronavirus-testing/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586974747
https://www.facebook.com/1657057011237862/posts/2678721775738042
https://www.cantwell.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senators-cantwell-murray-push-for-more-information-transparency-on-coronavirus-testing
https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/coronavirus-destroys-lungs-but-doctors-are-finding-its-damage-in-kidneys-hearts-and-elsewhere/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1JRsxONAAvH5iaRdmLlFgL-Xv_liA8EN--X5-wf3RfBOZci9hh5c8Dt3A%23Echobox=1586969762
https://www.yakimaherald.com/special_projects/coronavirus/relief-fund-for-undocumented-workers-in-washington-state-sees-big-demand/article_264c10e9-39b8-5540-a5db-cea992c30145.html?fbclid=IwAR0g0yTATgYjKju8tyzPx7jf6k-l396RI1X43bC-4OK5VypFbilMUYykf-E%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/yakimaheraldrepublic/posts/3073070356070083?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBsOhUGOPlxMt8YsbEourwJKza_3ZMsqwE7CvAlboxswG4d3XiQFfXhYuICq5OSIhjHG_7vdeklQUB6exq6yPxf2PyRDlGNHthjga_2zJJKEpape91sTUGLFotWK0EhOEFOlRrILhQcpQMt69RR4XdXq4U8fr9cK0qTqeykaprU1g08H2yFP9dqbrf_aq0CMmlXrbmbcWKUZNbdXrAeNYKJTbdkt9EFBGBJjI5dEabTCPqr-_VJWFV2E5L2jrJ_Qrw95jaQklsdWOesBQ6h5m_JIPVs7hK_NmrIlw6iR1mWTwYa_YcijD-18Kg2azWAFg7GzPFRnNVI0uqqmSuGRHfCEw&__tn__=-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https://trib.al/jXuxZEE?fbclid=IwAR2oywcVRL9Oxol0X-dzpOd8Wd2xGDa8FzMBHz8NcVRQcjcr1KIpe17AuVc&h=AT1m0iu53Eylo1K0mTR11x9Y3meqbeXof68l6yUzNsBxeAHAl3vs3D4rL4s1wJutJL2rmFvzxXcXfBEpIcaXTZ5c_FULXwToQXwuK3L77kKxaw89X5y4Y_UjVoqSMCBJrywsx69ZLwqQpn5bf1S25ar66T2QHBggcnShlYwB1-xtWCmAPWiPmuxSvU-bvvmVa0F2pcmhXNHv7HKgdxW7E2a8h75hLpPwZW5mh938_Hj6AkIpljFMkHSWt-IDMX07IVNLLXuyGziDwdklOJv_k0GFr5t-QKuVx0HlJqj4KMV66Lx1UkYGaqBF1AHspgADZ7hLOA_dzDJSlHyye2H_HzgiN1MnhrJDKKJsdK5h_cqqbH7Z_90OdL3yQH_ALjmHBU4YuQutioK0UtM2arqJmptQhhbZpnP_xx5wVTGY9ePOKj1BP2zwuhO8G44l6VS4HHYP6Gv0jJBcOqMYWJHWfduqGMNZj4gElUjPAqz6QQvpItGo--nwmpgVuAMr4Bgw5fytH-HOe8gxaD98anY1sbpQAN4N-WksezbSTORC3AMVKp1TeU9UdpFZi-5Tlb6UUqhZZO9z_0-cuR3xph5E2sW5Pj108eGJrwjiUvGWgbaD6grJp1wnNqwBRzs
https://www.facebook.com/tacomanewstribune/posts/10163473632275357?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCgMtVvTD1YuodaShzilv6KGzkX73NQc6JklHrFiP_kiPjhNOnoLUgpLPk-a75x-XzbYqsyXrjAK4Pv1tB3pi3MrMrdiI82wij6Ew3yw1UOZBtm12EsbWWjR1_2MAuqDInlpS3klA73_jNHvY07_vtQfuFo9iOypDcu66Y2kCJaT7yTOr8EMm-rQU2SMrd-Ri5y4zA6CMttaBQRely0XIl4oHP3ekItL1_cnukqi7gTrNHkwsOlPlBo50j1MDeB9eICpl_cxOqxkungMnAEk2iVcgNZNvueh6MoTyYJnoGgN9CLnMJLngYmSEIw1wJKSKPeXVJO8J9zR5sxyxIG&__tn__=-R


·       Gates	Founda/on	boosts	funding	for	coronavirus	response	to	$250	million.		(Sea9le	Times,	KIRO
7)

·       Relief	fund	for	undocumented	workers	in	Washington	state	sees	big	demand.	If	undocumented
workers	are	not	working	—	because	they're	sick,	caring	for	someone	who	is	ill,	or	laid	off 	—	they
don't	have	many	op/ons	to	deal	with	the	sudden	loss	of	income.	(Yakima	Herald)	While	
opinions	are	divided,	most	people	reac/ng	on	Facebook	are	sympathe/c	to	the	workers	and	call
for	more	support	to	be	directed	their	way.	(Facebook)

·       Hoping	To	Save	The	Postal	Service,	People	Rush	To	Buy	Stamps	(KUOW)
Prisoner	release

Gov.	Jay	Inslee	signed	a	new	proclama/on,	which	was	accompanied	by	a	commuta/on	order	to
release	some	inmates	early	to	stop	the	spread	of	the	coronavirus	among	the	prison	popula/on.
(KIRO	7)
o   Many	do	not	agree	with	the	move.	Some	think	that	inmates	would	be	safer	from	coronavirus

in	prison.	Others	feel	that	releasing	them	into	an	economy	with	few	job	opportuni/es	isn't
going	to	help	the	situa/on.

Treatment
·       First	Sea9le	COVID	pa/ents	treated	with	survivor	plasma	at	Swedish.	(KIRO7)

Oregon
Business	and	Unemployment
·       A	Portland	coffeehouse	has	used	an	SBA	loan	program	to	rehire	its	workforce.	(KOIN)
·       Oregon’s	congressional	delega/on	urges	governor	to	waive	wai/ng	week	for	unemployment

benefits.	(The	Oregonian)
·       Oregon’s	an/quated	computers	could	cost	laid-off	workers	more	than	$100	million	in	benefits.

(KGW8)
·       PDX,	SEA	to	get	$264	million	from	federal	CARES	act	to	keep	opera/ons	running.	(KATU2)

Fla9ening	the	Curve
·       Oregonians	bypass	outdoor	closures	with	'crea/ve	parking'	sparking	COVID-19	concerns.

(Statesman	Journal)
·       Masks	are	s/ll	voluntary	as	other	states	increasingly	require	them	to	slow	the	pandemic.	(The

Oregonian)
·       Southern	Oregon	bar	has	license	suspended	for	viola/ng	coronavirus	execu/ve	order,	officials

say.		Cave	Junc/on’s	Sportsman	Tavern	is	the	first	Oregon	establishment	to	have	its	license
suspended	for	allegedly	defying	Gov.	Brown's	execu/ve	order.	(KGW8)

·       TriMet	driver	who	installed	shower	curtain	to	protect	himself	from	passengers	told	to	remove	it
(Oregonian)

Treatment
·       Oregon	nurse	with	coronavirus	receives	possible	life-saving	plasma	dona/on	(Oregonian)

Tes/ng
·       OSU	and	Oregon	lab	team	up	to	run	thousands	of	COVID-19	tests.	(KATU2)

New	Cases
·       3	more	deaths,	33	new	coronavirus	cases.	(KGW8,	KPTV12,	The	Oregonian)

Idaho
·       Gov.	Li9le	extends	stay-home	order	to	April	30,	with	looser	guidelines.	(Idaho	News	6,	Idaho

State	Journal,	KIFI,	Idaho	Statesman,	KEZJ,	Times	News)	He	said	some	businesses	that	were	not
previously	classified	as	essen/al,	such	as	retailers,	will	be	allowed	to	operate	if	they	can	offer
curbside	service.
o   The	decision	is	welcomed	even	by	those	hurt	by	the	move	as	their	businesses	remain	closed.

There	is	recogni/on	for	how	this	can	have	a	posi/ve,	long-term	impact.
o   Many	feel	that	people	weren't	heeding	the	order	before	the	extension.
o   People	ask	for	physical	distance	enforcement	at	essen/al	businesses	to	help	slow	the	spread

of	coronavirus.
o   Many	agree	with	the	order,	with	some	calls	to	open	more	businesses.

Dona/ons

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/gates-foundation-boosts-funding-for-coronavirus-response-to-250-million/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1586996632
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https://www.facebook.com/yakimaheraldrepublic/posts/3073070356070083?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBsOhUGOPlxMt8YsbEourwJKza_3ZMsqwE7CvAlboxswG4d3XiQFfXhYuICq5OSIhjHG_7vdeklQUB6exq6yPxf2PyRDlGNHthjga_2zJJKEpape91sTUGLFotWK0EhOEFOlRrILhQcpQMt69RR4XdXq4U8fr9cK0qTqeykaprU1g08H2yFP9dqbrf_aq0CMmlXrbmbcWKUZNbdXrAeNYKJTbdkt9EFBGBJjI5dEabTCPqr-_VJWFV2E5L2jrJ_Qrw95jaQklsdWOesBQ6h5m_JIPVs7hK_NmrIlw6iR1mWTwYa_YcijD-18Kg2azWAFg7GzPFRnNVI0uqqmSuGRHfCEw&__tn__=-R
https://kuow.org/stories/hoping-to-save-the-postal-service-people-rush-to-buy-stamps
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/inslee-signs-proclamation-commutation-release-some-corrections-inmates/D2M6IQ3EEZD45GR73ZB6WG2BJ4/
https://www.facebook.com/112779115408517/posts/3409045592448503
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/swedish-expands-collection-plasma-donations-recovered-covid-19-patients/Q63VNEQNSZGBBDKV3Q6P2J3A6E/
https://www.koin.com/news/health/coronavirus/portland-coffeehouse-uses-sba-loan-to-rehire-workforce/
https://www.oregonlive.com/business/2020/04/oregon-members-of-congress-urge-governor-to-waive-waiting-week-for-unemployment-benefits.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/oregons-antiquated-computers-could-cost-laid-off-workers-more-than-100-million-in-benefits/283-7aa3ee82-3bed-47f6-a494-5548c117bf91
https://katu.com/news/local/pdx-to-get-72-million-from-federal-care-act-to-keep-operations-running
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/2020/04/15/oregon-coronavirus-closures-bypassed-mount-hood-drift-creek-falls-trail/2983450001/
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/masks-still-voluntary-in-oregon-as-other-states-increasingly-require-them-to-slow-coronavirus-spread.html
https://www.kgw.com/article/money/business/oregon-bar-license-suspended-violating-coronavirus-executive-order/283-bb006d22-0c5f-4c61-95f6-dbe3b38e36a5
https://www.oregonlive.com/commuting/2020/04/trimet-driver-who-installed-shower-curtain-to-protect-himself-from-passengers-told-to-remove-it.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/oregon-nurse-with-coronavirus-receives-possible-life-saving-plasma-donation.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&fbclid=IwAR0wfmq-5OgrAiMwuwevPIeXhZamDceIv2XuH0O8csJqMccuk1QaBQfsiyg
https://katu.com/news/local/osu-and-local-lab-team-up-to-run-thousands-of-covid-19-tests
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/oregon-reports-3-more-deaths-33-new-coronavirus-cases/283-97ca21a2-a419-48cc-82af-fcb9a022f117
https://www.kptv.com/news/oregon-health-authority-reports-3-additional-deaths-33-new-covid-19-cases/article_e7ad8e1a-7f56-11ea-b5ce-a39967e8552c.html
https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/coronavirus-in-oregon-58-now-dead-as-known-cases-climb-to-1663-health-officials-say.html
https://www.kivitv.com/news/gov-little-extends-stay-home-order-with-looser-guidelines?fbclid=IwAR10f8wiZ10RpYkOh3tCZP3uRCqgak142waM_gNicptjhw4_48B0UFQFEDQ
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/local/gov-little-extends-stay-at-home-order-to-april-30/article_ae380374-23dc-5840-9f92-ddd49b82bd3e.html?fbclid=IwAR2hKFCBAr9TlgOUjrnYt3G_CyEtX1rBsbIS2cd-_VprpmhxE1nqXlbDlao
https://localnews8.com/health/coronavirus/2020/04/14/governor-little-to-hold-press-conference-wednesday-regarding-stay-home-order/?fbclid=IwAR1uGXttMROhWDtO-h1lUUzr7bPPuQefm0qhcktS0gjjQql0iW7f7gCABs8
https://hrld.us/2xlwRKx?fbclid=IwAR1U0gMdED3ore9NW1qYmYNTklmL7u5Dp55ifcL7ivGYTggwnghXSO0hVmU
https://kezj.com/governor-little-extends-stay-at-home-till-april-30th/?fbclid=IwAR19UO67tB11eqLg1YWL3fo8rneIlIu3KwspuVKiLFnQ1NPoXJvRws5L6_I
https://magicvalley.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/idaho-governor-extends-stay-home-order-through-april-30-due-to-coronavirus/article_6f58d373-ee3f-5a97-9d26-c5530bec9479.html?fbclid=IwAR1eaKAi6I_dJdW5mP_S2llbhAFv6xl7qHdQ49s0ZtT4umbsM3AT1ptlpUQ%23utm_campaign=blox&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social
https://www.facebook.com/43887022493/posts/10158832089152494
https://www.facebook.com/102831254861/posts/10157551392634862
https://www.facebook.com/474353519381060/posts/1598375030312231
https://www.facebook.com/293729833266/posts/10157937270323267


·       Idaho	farm	gave	away	potatoes	for	free	so	they	wouldn't	go	to	waste.		Cranney	Farms	in	Oakley
has	thousands	of	potatoes	they	were	expec/ng	to	sell.	Instead	of	dumping	them,	they	gave
them	away.	(KGW)

·       Idaho	Diaper	Bank	holds	distribu/on	event	for	families	in	need	of	diapers,	other	paper	goods.
(KTVB)	Many	refer	people	they	know	to	this	ar/cle	in	case	they	need	it.

PPE
·       Saint	Alphonsus	doctor	partners	with	Boise	company	to	print	3D	masks	for	healthcare	workers

(KTVB)
Healthcare	Capacity
·       Hospitals	hur/ng:	Local	medical	centers	are	not	immune	to	financial	hardships	amid	pandemic.

(Idaho	State	Journal)
Alaska

Updates	from	Governor	Dunleavy
·       In	his	Wednesday	night	briefing,	the	governor	issued	a	fiKeenth	health	mandate,	which	eases

restric/ons	on	health	care	providers	and	procedures	over	the	next	3	weeks.	(Anchorage	Daily
News,	Must	Read	Alaska)	Star/ng	next	week	a	long	list	of	health	care	providers—including
doctors,	naturopaths,	acupuncturists,	physical	therapists,	psychologists,	veterinarians	and
religious	healers—can	resume	services	that	require	minimal	personal	protec/ve	equipment.
Restric/ons	on	non-urgent	medical	procedures	will	be	further	relaxed	in	May.
o   In	reac/on,	some	wondered	why	other	professions,	such	as	barbers	and	retailers,	cannot

resume	since	high-exposure	services	provided	by	massage	therapists	and	den/sts	are	now
permi9ed.	(example	1,	example	2)

·       The	governor	expects	more	restric/ons	to	be	relaxed—such	as	those	on	retail	stores	and	state
fisheries—if	Alaska	con/nues	to	limit	the	spread	of	COVID-19.	His	goal	is	to	“reopen	the	life
we’re	used	to	and	the	life	we	want	to	get	back	to.”	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   Debate	con/nues	between	those	who	advocate	for	reopening	the	economy	and	levng

people	make	their	own	choices	about	taking	personal	risks,	versus	those	who	say	it	is	too
soon	to	do	so.

o   One	comment	claimed	that	FEMA	seized	a	test	order	intended	for	Anchorage	Providence
hospital	on	Wednesday.	(Facebook)

Social	Distancing	Orders
·       The	Sitka	Assembly	has	passed	a	controversial	ordinance	that	would	quaran/ne	incoming

seasonal	workers.	Sitka	has	no	COVID-19	cases	to	date.	(KCAW)
·       Anchorage	medical	leaders	endorse	mayor’s	‘hunker	down’	order	and	ask	the	public	to	stay	the

course.	(Anchorage	Daily	News)
o   Reac/on	is	split	between	those	who	applaud	the	mayor's	decision	and	those	who	want	the

right	to	go	back	to	work.	One	person	who	owns	a	dog	grooming	business	expressed
frustra/on	that	Petco	is	s/ll	allowed	to	operate	and	provide	grooming	services.	(Facebook)

New	Cases
·       More	than	100	people	have	recovered	from	COVID-19	in	Alaska,	as	case	tally	rises	to	293.	(KTUU,

Anchorage	Daily	News)	Many	people	credit	the	social	distancing	with	slowing	the	spread,	and
urge	people	to	con/nue	to	stay	home.	Others	are	saying	that	there	must	be	a	be9er	way;	one
that	doesn't	have	such	a	harsh	economic	and	psychological	toll.	(Facebook)

·       Kodiak	Island	has	its	first	case	of	coronavirus.	(Alaska	Public	Media,	KMXT)	
·       Fairbanks	goes	three	days	without	a	new	COVID	case.	(Daily	News-Miner)	Alaska's	Chief	Medical

Officer	praised	the	borough	for	early	detec/on,	contact	tracing	and	isola/on	of	its	79	posi/ve
cases.

Economy
·       Senators	Dan	Sullivan	and	Lisa	Murkowski	are	hos/ng	a	virtual	Small	Business	Town	Hall	with

local	Alaskan	leaders	to	discuss	challenges	facing	small	business	and	CARES	Act	relief
opportuni/es.	(@SenDanSullivan)

Na/onal	Guard
·       Anchorage’s	request	for	Na/onal	Guard	help	with	homeless	camps	is	rejected.	(Anchorage	Daily

News)	Most	people	on	Facebook	agree	that	cleaning	up	the	camps	is	not	a	job	for	the	Na/onal
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Guard.
Law	Enforcement
·       Woman	arrested,	charged	with	terroris/c	threatening	in	the	second	degree,	aKer	coughing	on

people	and	claiming	she	has	coronavirus.	(KTUU)
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Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	

Kristen	Maki
Public	Informa?on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informa?on	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov

	
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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March 16, 2020
Public and constituent inquiries | 360.902.4111 
Press inquiries | 360.902.4136

ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
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the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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PIO - HECC
Re: ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19 Monday in Seattle
March 16, 2020 at 2:07 PM EDT
To: Lee, Tara (GOV), DOH-PIO (DOH), Thomas, Heather (DOHi), Bray, Kari, Li-Vollmer, Meredith (DOHi), Apa, James (DOHi), Karasz, Hilary (DOHi), Calamusa, Casey M, Stromme, Lisa
M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH), Baggett, Jessica L (DOH), Steve Metcalf, Jeffers, Edie (DOHi), seoc44 (MIL), Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Foster, Sarah
(MIL), Owens, Virginia M (MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, Michael, Stephanie (DOHi), sghanson@uw.edu, Weaver, Neil (WSP), Cross, Chad (WSP), Marissa Armstrong, LeBlanc, Charles
(WSP), Loftis, Chris, Adeogun, Tieka (DOH), Weaver, Ron L (DOH), jgreen@northbendwa.gov, Fuller, Amy (DOHi), Knutson, Kasey (DOHi), Katims, Casey (GOV), Wilson, Morgan
(GOV), Annie Goodwin, Johnson, Nathan (DOHi), Sooter, Tad, Danskin, Julia (DOHi), joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), Dodd, Kyle
(DOHi), Jenks, Lauren (DOH), Nandi, Paj (DOH), McCallion, Teresa M (DOH), Gabrielle Byrne Thurston Co, Liebelt, Erica (DOHi), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Dzedzy, Ed (DOHi), Harrison,
Carole (DOHi), Mund, Ed, Chris Skidmore, Judy Ziels, Stanford, Katie (DOHi), Potts, Karen (DOHi), Thompson, Cynthia (DOHi), Deana Chiodo, JoDee Peyton, Zaccaria, Jason
(DOHi), Debolt, Meghan (DOHi), Martine, Appalachia, Farias, Veronica (DOHi), Rasmussen, Katie (WSP), kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann, Kristina
(DOT), brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, Stephanie Dunkel, Webb, Adrienne L, Mankowski, Tina
(Email - UW), Glenn M. Bieler, Ebbeson, Jay J CIV USARMY MEDCOM MAMC (USA), Wright, Darren, Cole, Kate, McKenzie, Lisa (DOHi), Kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov, Edwards, Rick
(DOHi), Solie, Arel, Lacet, Blishda, Margie Boyd, mkcrsunshine@gmail.com, Halvorson, Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Russum, Cheri, Tilley, Aleceia M
(DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), Meehan, Kathleen (DOH), Kenneweg, Danielle A (DOH), Madrigal, Tomas (DOH), Mikkelsen, Megan N (DOH), Jackson, Christymarie (DOH), Lantz,
Melissa (DOHi), Thai, Nathaniel J (DOH), Kavanagh, David (DOHi), Andrew Stevens, Horace Ward, Jansen, Anneke (DOH), Miller, Lynne, Mcdougall, Scott , Dave Van Valkenburg, Joint
Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Nikki Sharp, Katie Von Derau, Prock, Carla (DOHi), Hickey, Bethany (DOHi), IMT7 Public Information Officer
(OS/ASPR), ella.deverse@k12.wa.us, Moen, Anne (DOHi), Barbara A Clements, Schott-Bresler, Kayla, Ike, Ryan, Brice, Morgan, Church, Tim (LNI), Alexander, Lily, Brehmer,
Savannah, Kelli Hawkins, jic@kingcounty.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, Melissa
Morin, scott.north@co.snohomish.wa.us, eccjic.activation@snoco.org, sduffey@grantcountywa.gov, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us, Bence,
Willie , eoc.pio@cresa911.org

Thank	you	Tara!	You	all	have	been	doing	an	amazing	job-	thank	you	for	everything.	Great	leadership	and	messages	and	hard	decisions.	

--Mary	Kay

Wearing	my	PIO	hat	for	the	Northwest	Healthcare	Response	Network--	

From:	Lee,	Tara	(GOV)	<tara.lee@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:47	AM
To:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>;	Thomas,	Heather	(DOHi)	<hthomas@snohd.org>;	Bray,	Kari	<kbray@snohd.org>;	Li-Vollmer,	Meredith	(DOHi)
<meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov>;	Apa,	James	(DOHi)	<james.apa@kingcounty.gov>;	Karasz,	Hilary	(DOHi)	<hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov>;	Calamusa,	Casey
M	<Casey.Calamusa@providence.org>;	Stromme,	Lisa	M	(DOH)	<lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov>;	Maki,	Kristen	E	(DOH)	<kristen.maki@doh.wa.gov>;	Baggea,	Jessica	L
(DOH)	<Jessica.Baggea@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Steve	Metcalf	<SMetcalf@tpchd.org>;	Jeffers,	Edie	(DOHi)	<ejeffers@TPCHD.org>;	seoc44	(MIL)	<seoc44@mil.wa.gov>;
Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ellsworth,	Michael	L	(DOH)	<Michael.Ellsworth@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Foster,	Sarah	(MIL)
<Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov>;	Owens,	Virginia	M	(MIL)	<Virginia.Owens@mil.wa.gov>;	cooper.p@portseaale.org	<cooper.p@portseaale.org>;	Michael,	Stephanie
(DOHi)	<smichael@co.pacific.wa.us>;	sghanson@uw.edu	<sghanson@uw.edu>;	Weaver,	Neil	(WSP)	<Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cross,	Chad	(WSP)
<Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov>;	Marissa	Armstrong	<Marissa.Armstrong@clark.wa.gov>;	LeBlanc,	Charles	(WSP)	<Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov>;	Loeis,	Chris
<Chris.Loeis@wsp.wa.gov>;	Adeogun,	Tieka	(DOH)	<shonfeka.adeogun@doh.wa.gov>;	Weaver,	Ron	L	(DOH)	<Ron.Weaver@DOH.WA.GOV>;
jgreen@northbendwa.gov	<jgreen@northbendwa.gov>;	Fuller,	Amy	(DOHi)	<amy.fuller@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Knutson,	Kasey	(DOHi)
<kasey.knutson@co.kigtas.wa.us>;	Kafms,	Casey	(GOV)	<casey.kafms@gov.wa.gov>;	Wilson,	Morgan	(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin
<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad	<tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Danskin,	Julia	(DOHi)
<jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil	<joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil>;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Couture,
Melissa	(DOH)	<Melissa.Couture@doh.wa.gov>;	Dodd,	Kyle	(DOHi)	<kyled@sanjuanco.com>;	Jenks,	Lauren	(DOH)	<Lauren.Jenks@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nandi,	Paj
(DOH)	<paj.nandi@doh.wa.gov>;	McCallion,	Teresa	M	(DOH)	<teresa.mccallion@doh.wa.gov>;	Gabrielle	Byrne	Thurston	Co	<byrneg@co.thurston.wa.us>;	Liebelt,
Erica	(DOHi)	<eliebelt@wapc.org>;	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Dzedzy,	Ed	(DOHi)	<edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us>;	Harrison,	Carole	(DOHi)
<harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us>;	Mund,	Ed	<Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov>;	'Chris	Skidmore'	<Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net>;	Judy	Ziels
<JZiels@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Stanford,	Kafe	(DOHi)	<kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	Poas,	Karen	(DOHi)	<karenp@co.adams.wa.us>;	Thompson,	Cynthia	(DOHi)
<cathompson@srhd.org>;	'Deana	Chiodo'	<deanac@bhd.wa.gov>;	'JoDee	Peyton'	<Jodeer@bhd.wa.gov>;	Zaccaria,	Jason	(DOHi)	<jasonz@bhd.wa.gov>;	Debolt,
Meghan	(DOHi)	<mdebolt@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	'Marfne,	Appalachia'	<AMarfne@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Farias,	Veronica	(DOHi)	<veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov>;
'Rasmussen,	Kafe	(WSP)'	<Kafe.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov>;	kayla@co.skagit.wa.us	<kayla@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Rietmann,	Krisfna	(DOT)	<rietmak@wsdot.wa.gov>;
brendanc@sanjuanco.com	<brendanc@sanjuanco.com>;	ryanp@sanjuanco.com	<ryanp@sanjuanco.com>;	mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us
<mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us>;	KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org	<KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org>;	Stephanie	Dunkel	<SDunkel@tpchd.org>;	Webb,
Adrienne	L	<Adrienne.Webb@providence.org>;	Mankowski,	Tina	(Email	-	UW)	<ochs@uw.edu>;	Glenn	M.	Bieler	<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY
MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate	<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)
<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov	<Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov>;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;	Solie,	Arel
<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com
<mkcrsunshine@gmail.com>;	Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,	Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)
<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,	Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;
Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)	<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
<DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov>;	Joint	Informafon	Center	<JIC.ECC@kingcounty.gov>;	Halvorson,	Clark	R	(DOH)	<Clark.Halvorson@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Nikki	Sharp
<nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us>;	Kafe	Von	Derau	<vonderau@wapc.org>;	Prock,	Carla	(DOHi)	<carlap@bhd.wa.gov>;	Hickey,	Bethany	(DOHi)
<bethanyh@bhd.wa.gov>;	IMT7	Public	Informafon	Officer	(OS/ASPR)	<IMT7.PIO@hhs.gov>;	ella.deverse@k12.wa.us	<ella.deverse@k12.wa.us>;	Moen,	Anne
(DOHi)	<Anne.Moen@kitsappublichealth.org>;	Barbara	A	Clements	<bac60@uw.edu>;	Schoa-Bresler,	Kayla	<kaylasb@co.skagit.wa.us>;	Ike,	Ryan
<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	PIO	-	HECC	<PIO.HECC@nwhrn.org>;	'Kelli	Hawkins'
<khawkins@srhd.org>;	jic@kingcounty.gov	<jic@kingcounty.gov>;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us	<katy.payne@k12.wa.us>;	Melissa	Morin
<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us	<scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us>;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org
<eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org>;	sduffey@grantcountywa.gov	<sduffey@grantcountywa.gov>;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us	<drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us>;
dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us	<dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us	<tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us>;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org	<eoc.pio@cresa911.org>
Subject:	RE:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
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This	is	gegng	bumped	unfl	11	am.	Updated	advisory	coming	soon.
	
From:	DOH-PIO	(DOH)	<doh-pio.imt@doh.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	9:46	AM
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(GOV)	<Morgan.Wilson@gov.wa.gov>;	Annie	Goodwin	<Annieg@bhd.wa.gov>;	Johnson,	Nathan	(DOHi)	<Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Sooter,	Tad
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<bieler@uw.edu>;	Ebbeson,	Jay	J	CIV	USARMY	MEDCOM	MAMC	(USA)	<jay.j.ebbeson.civ@mail.mil>;	Wright,	Darren	<Darren.Wright@wsp.wa.gov>;	Cole,	Kate
<kacole@kingcounty.gov>;	McKenzie,	Lisa	(DOHi)	<lmckenzie@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	Kathleencc@bhd.wa.gov;	Edwards,	Rick	(DOHi)	<richarde@bhd.wa.gov>;
Solie,	Arel	<Arel.Solie@wsp.wa.gov>;	Lacet,	Blishda	<Blishda.Lacet@kingcounty.gov>;	Margie	Boyd	<MBoyd@co.jefferson.wa.us>;	mkcrsunshine@gmail.com;
Halvorson,	Emily	(GOV)	<Emily.Halvorson@gov.wa.gov>;	Faulk,	Mike	(GOV)	<Mike.Faulk@gov.wa.gov>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	Russum,
Cheri	<Cheryl.Russum@providence.org>;	Tilley,	Aleceia	M	(DOH)	<Aleceia.Tilley@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Covington,	Zach	(DOH)	<Zach.Covington@doh.wa.gov>;	Meehan,
Kathleen	(DOH)	<Kathleen.Meehan@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Kenneweg,	Danielle	A	(DOH)	<Danielle.Kenneweg@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Madrigal,	Tomas	(DOH)
<tomas.madrigal@doh.wa.gov>;	Mikkelsen,	Megan	N	(DOH)	<Megan.Mikkelsen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Jackson,	Christymarie	(DOH)
<christymarie.jackson@doh.wa.gov>;	Lantz,	Melissa	(DOHi)	<melissab@bhd.wa.gov>;	Thai,	Nathaniel	J	(DOH)	<Nathaniel.Thai@doh.wa.gov>;	Kavanagh,	David
(DOHi)	<davidk@klickitatcounty.org>;	Andrew	Stevens	<astevens@sammamish.us>;	Horace	Ward	<Horace.Ward@co.yakima.wa.us>;	Jansen,	Anneke	(DOH)
<Anneke.Jansen@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Miller,	Lynne	<Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov>;	Mcdougall,	Scoa	<smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us>;	'Dave	Van	Valkenburg'
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<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brice,	Morgan	<Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org>;	Church,	Tim	(LNI)	<chuu235@LNI.WA.GOV>;	Alexander,	Lily
<lialexander@kingcounty.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;	pio.hecc@nwhrn.org;	'Kelli	Hawkins'	<khawkins@srhd.org>;
jic@kingcounty.gov;	katy.payne@k12.wa.us;	Melissa	Morin	<MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us>;	scoa.north@co.snohomish.wa.us;	eccjic.acfvafon@snoco.org;
sduffey@grantcountywa.gov;	drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us;	dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us;	tmalley@co.kitsap.wa.us;	Bence,	Willie	<wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us>;
eoc.pio@cresa911.org
Subject:	Fw:	ADVISORY:	Inslee	press	conference	on	COVID-19	Monday	in	Seaale
 
Sharing	an	advisory	for	today's	news	conference,	in	case	you	have	not	received	it.	We	will	move	the	11am	call	back	half	an	hour	to	ensure	everyone	is
able	to	tune	in	for	this.	
	
Kristen	Maki
Public	Informafon	Officer,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	Informafon	Center
JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100
Direct:	360-545-2944
doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
	
	
	

The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
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Press inquiries | 360.902.4136
ADVISORY: Inslee press conference on COVID-19
Monday in Seattle
Gov. Jay Inslee will address media Monday via streaming video and telephone to provide details
on a temporary statewide shutdown of restaurants, bars, and entertainment and recreational
facilities to mitigate the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak. The governor will also discuss limits at
retail establishments and an updated ban on gatherings over 50 participants. 
The governor will be joined by King County Executive Dow Constantine.
Inslee declared a state of emergency in response to new cases of COVID-19 earlier this month,
directing state agencies to use all resources necessary to prepare for and respond to the
outbreak.
Monday, March 16
10:30 AM - Press conference on COVID-19 
*FOR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY, NOT FOR REPORTING*
CALL-IN FOR REPORTERS: No reporters will be admitted into the conference room. Reporters
will be able to ask questions via conference call. To receive the call-in information please
RSVP here. Call-in information will be distributed by 9:45 a.m.
Note, there are only 250 phone slots available. Lines will be muted during the briefing and
unmuted during the Q&A period and called upon by a moderator for your question. Please keep
your line muted until you're called upon to avoid any background noise. 
TV: KING TV will serve as pool for live feeds. They will have 8 feeds to share out to your
systems. Location: Executive Conference Room, King County Chinook Building, 401 5th Ave,
Seattle. Arrive by 9:30 a.m. to set up your broadcast hardware. 
*AGAIN, NO ADDITIONAL CAMERAS WILL BE ALLOWED IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM,
ONLY THE POOL CAMERA*
Live video will also be available through the King County livestream page and TVW. Following
the event, the video will be available for download via the King County TV streaming page.
Media questions: Chase Gallagher, King County, 206.263.8537
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 8, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is
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loaded.
As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the
following data to FEMA and HHS:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state.

This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August 2020, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1, 2020.
The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction
to HHS Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard
to GM’s production of ventilators on March 27.
By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get
the supplies they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also
ensuring that these ventilators are routed through the Strategic National
Stockpile to where they’re needed most.

Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200408 FINAL.pdf
ESF15_Messaging_20200408 FINAL.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_2
April 02, 2020 at 6:57 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 2, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. 

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on
March 31, and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago
and Columbus, Ohio early this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled
and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).
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FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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FEMA-IGA
Michigan's Request for a Major Disaster Declaration (IA, PA, & HM)
March 26, 2020 at 4:15 PM EDT
To: William Kirkland, Crozer, William (who.eop.gov), SHORT, CHERIE, Harper, Jay
Cc:  Peterson, Mark J, FEMA-IGA

Good Afternoon,
 
Please find attached Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s request for an expedited major disaster
declaration for the State of Michigan as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic beginning on January
31, 2020, and continuing.
 
The Governor is specifically requesting the Individual Assistance (all programs) statewide; debris
removal and emergency protective measures (Categories A and B), including direct Federal
assistance, under the Public Assistance program statewide; and Hazard Mitigation statewide. 
 
For your reference, I have also attached a comprehensive Stafford Act Declaration Process Fact
Sheet.
 
We will notify you as soon as a determination is made.  Should you have any questions, please
contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division
at (202) 646-3444.
 
Respectfully,
	
Jacob	Spell
Intergovernmental Affairs Specialist |	Congressional	and	Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division	|	Office
of	External	Affairs
Mobile: (540) 326-1936
jacob.spell@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Fact_Sheet:_DHS_Measures_on_the_Border_t o_Limit_the_Further_Spread_of_Coronavirus
March 23, 2020 at 12:23 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Release Date: 
March 23, 2020
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/03/23/fact-sheet-dhs-measures-border-limit-further-spread-coronavirus

In order to limit the further spread of coronavirus, the U.S. has reached agreements with both Canada and
Mexico to limit all non-essential travel across borders. Working closely and collaboratively, the Department of
Homeland Security is part of a North American approach to stop the spread of the virus.

Additionally, CBP will no longer detain illegal immigrants in our holding facilities and will immediately return
these aliens to the country they entered from – Canada or Mexico. Where such a return is not possible, CBP
will return these aliens to their country of origin.

These measures will be implemented on March 21, 2020 and will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.

The U.S., Mexican, and Canadian governments are taking necessary action to fight against this pandemic
together.

Northern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers
Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

 

 The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in
daily cross-border trade. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily
restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to
exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an
extension of that prudent approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These
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supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply
chains, including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the
land border every day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be
impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily
restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at
which point it will be reviewed by both parties.  

Southern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Mexico Joint Initiative to Combat the COVID-19 Pandemic

 

 The strong partnership and close cooperation between the United States and Mexico has allowed us to maintain
a productive border environment. We value the health and safety of our citizens and keep that at the forefront of
joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border operations.

Recognizing the robust trade relationship between the United States and Mexico, we agree our two countries, in
response to the ongoing global and regional health situation, require particular measures both to protect bilateral
trade and our countries’ economies and ensure the health of our nations’ citizens. We agree to the need for a
dedicated joint effort to prevent spread of the COVID-19 virus and address the economic effects resulting from
reduced mobility along our shared border.  

The U.S. and Mexican governments further recognize critical services such as food, fuel, healthcare and life-
saving medicines must reach people on both sides of the border every day. Essential travel must therefore
continue unimpeded during this time.  In order to ensure that essential travel can continue, the United States
and Mexico are also temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature. Additionally, we are
encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others.

This collaborative and reciprocal initiative is an extension of our nations’ prudent approach that values the
health and safety of our citizens in the joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border
operations.

This joint initiative will commence at 00:01 Saturday March 21 throughout the US-Mexico land border for a
period of 30 days subject to extension upon review.

Detention Facilities

CBP is the first line of defense of our nation’s borders. To help prevent the introduction of COVID-19 into our
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border facilities and into our country, aliens subject to the order will not be held in congregate areas for
processing by CBP and instead will immediately be turned away from ports of entry.
Those encountered between ports of entry after illegally crossing the border similarly will not be held in
congregate areas for processing and instead, to the maximum extent feasible, will immediately be returned to
their country of last transit. These aliens are processed in stations designed for short-term processing, where
distancing is not a viable option, creating a serious danger of an outbreak.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has determined that these conditions present a serious
infection control challenge and are a risk to public health. Should an outbreak occur at these facilities, local
medical facilities would be forced to devote extensive resources and may become overwhelmed.   

This action will also protect the health of our country’s dedicated border agents and other law enforcement
personnel, who are vital to the security of our Nation.

Apprehension of illegal immigrants along both borders between POEs:

Migrants from Coronavirus Impacted Areas: Since the beginning of the FY20 fiscal year in October 2019
through the end of February 2020 (over the period of October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020), foreign
nationals from 122 separate countries have been apprehended or denied entry (inadmissible) at the U.S.
Southwest border, for a total of over 190,000 apprehended or inadmissible migrants from countries
currently with confirmed COVID cases.
Size and Scale: Every week, CBP apprehends between 7,000 – 9,000 individuals between ports of entry
—the equivalent of 2.5 Diamond Princess cruise ships per week.
Human-to-human Spread: The spread of coronavirus is exacerbated by human-to-human transmission
and the need for detention. CBP law enforcement facilities are for short-term holding and do not provide
for needed large-scale isolation, diagnosis, or treatment of such a novel disease.
CBP Facilities: CBP facilities are not structured or equipped to effectively quarantine an infected
population. CBP would be forced to rely on state and local hospitals to provide longer-term medical care
for individuals who fall ill, further burdening our strained healthcare system and depriving Americans of
key medical resources.

Although CBP has policies and procedures in place to handle transmittable diseases, COVID-19 will impact
already strained holding capacities and place an extreme burden on what is forecasted to be a stretched
healthcare system and the nation’s critical medical professionals who are needed to attend to U.S. citizens and
legal residents.  

Migrants should shelter-in-place in their homes and communities, rather than attempting a long and dangerous
journey to the United States borders at the hands of traffickers and smugglers.

U.S. Citizens:

U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents and certain other travelers are exempt from this action. They will
receive the same processing, evaluation and potential CDC medical screening that all entrants undergo at U.S.
Ports of Entry.

Authority:

Effective at March 21, 2020 at 12:00 a.m. EDT, CBP will, as authorized, implement CDC authority under 42
U.S.C. § 265 to prohibit entry of certain persons into the United States. CBP will assist the Department of
Health and Human Services’ (HHS) and U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to protect
against the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) by implementing the emergency authorities under 42
U.S.C. § 265 at the nation’s land borders to prohibit the introduction of certain persons in the interest of public
health.

Additional Information

DHS Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019
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Coronavirus.gov
CDC.gov: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
USA.gov: What the U.S. Government is Doing

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1241866251145752577
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 29, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-
19 Response
 
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical,
and military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative
presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and
limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or
postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance
themselves from other people. For the latest updates and information on how to protect
yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
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reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for
states’ use of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests
from Florida, Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.
The President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard
forces, while being federally funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the
additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators.
FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributers in various locations across the United States. Movement of supplies began on
Saturday, March 28. The first flight will arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal
protection equipment (PPE) supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face
masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with
stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector.
 

# # #
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Region 10 Administrator
To: Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  Casey Katims (casey.katims@gov.wa.gov), Schuler, Reed (GOV)

Hi	Be&y,
	
Hope	all	is	well.		Governor	Inslee	would	like	to	connect	with	Administrator	Mike	O’Hare	to	return	his	call
and	also	discuss	tes@ng	supplies.
	
Would	Administrator	O’Hare	have	@me	available	tomorrow,	Friday	April	24	at	8:15	am	PT?	
	
Thanks.
Stacey
	
STACEY	TICHENOR
Execu@ve	Assistant	to	the	Governor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
www.governor.wa.gov	|	stacey.@chenor@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
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Fordice, Justin
FW: DSNAP
March 13, 2020 at 7:09 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Cc:  Goudreau, Laura, Kimball, Lloyd, Carey, Joshua

Hi	Jim,
	
Answer	from	Laura	Goudreau,	FEMA:
	
DSNAP	is	authorized	only	under	DR,	no	authorized	under	EM.
	
Regards,
	
Jus$n	Fordice
Preparedness	Specialist	|	WA	FEMA	IntegraIon	Team
NaIonal	Preparedness	Division	|	FEMA	Region	10
Office:	(253)	512-7085	|	Mobile:	(425)	892-3865
jusIn.fordice@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
	
From:	Goudreau,	Laura	<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	13,	2020	4:00	PM
To:	Fordice,	JusIn	<jusIn.fordice@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	DSNAP
	
Answer	is	only	under	DR.	Not	authorized	under	EM.
	
Laura	Goudreau
FEMA	RX
425.205.1639
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA ADVISORY: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of America Response (APRIL 16, 2020)
April 16, 2020 at 1:20 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 16, 2020                                     
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Whole-of-America ResponseWhole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human
Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

·         FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments
to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and
safety of the American people.

·         FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations
across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

·         Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

o   Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources;
use of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal
Medical Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten
the curve; strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting
myths.

o   This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers
on March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial
COVID-19 response.

·         The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find the

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities.

o   Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier
to find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules
and travel guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

o   All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to
do the same.

Contact Us

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

·         Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

·         Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

·         Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

·         Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also, follow Administrator
Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_releases_Version_3.0_of_the_Essentia l_Critical_Infrastructure_Worker_Guidance
April 17, 2020 at 3:17 PM EDT
To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the release of Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance, found here.  

April 17, 2020

CISA Advisory
CISA releases Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has released Version 3.0 of
the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers list. Version 3.0 provides clarity around a range
of positions needed to support the critical infrastructure functions laid out in the original
guidance and Version 2.0. This iteration includes a reorganization of the section around
Healthcare and Public Health and more detail to clarify essential workers; emphasis for
Emergency Medical Services workers; and adds lawyers and legal aid workers. Also
included is language focused on sustained access and freedom of movement; a reference to
the CDC guidance on safety for critical infrastructure workers; and a statement saying sick
employees should avoid the workplace and the workforce. In worker categories, all
references to “employees” or “contractors” have been changed to “workers.” Other
additions include a reference to the USCG Marine Safety Information Bulletin on essential
maritime workers; clarified language including vehicle manufacture; and many other small
changes to clarify language.
 
CISA issued initial guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers on March 19,
which was developed to help state, local, tribal, and territorial authorities as they decide
who to allow freedom of movement in areas that are under restrictions such as shelter-in-
place or quarantine. That initial guidance was developed with input from our government
and industry partners, on the assumption that we would need to update the guidance as we
received additional feedback from stakeholders.
 
CISA moved quickly to incorporate feedback to update the list of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers to expand and specify additional categories of essential workers who
are key to maintaining a community’s safety, public health, and economy. These changes
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were included in Version 2.0 of this guidance, released March 28, generally represented
minor clarifications or additions that did not shift the overall scoping of critical
infrastructure activity as highlighted in the initial release. Specifically, clarity was provided
around a range of supporting and enabling activity for infrastructure resilience – the
commodity, services, and logistical supply chains of other infrastructure functions. This
included more direct call outs for essential sanitation and hygiene production and services,
as well as manufacturing of critical products.
 
The Guide continues to be a resource for state and local decision makers and is in no way a
binding document. Ultimately, all final decisions rest with state and local authorities, who
must use their own judgment to balance public health and safety with the need to maintain
critical infrastructure.
 
The degree to which state and local orders have leveraged our guidance when defining
essential workers is encouraging. A common national picture will ultimately benefit us all.
We hope this updated Guide helps as your communities grapple with the impacts of
COVID-19. Please direct any questions to CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.

 

# # #

Version 3.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
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Baumgart, Jim (GOV)
Regional Isolation & Quarantine Sites
To: Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Fordice, Justin, Way, Bryan (OFM), Zimmerman, Matthew S (DOH), Benardo, Nichole
(MIL), Larson, Ann (DES)

During	today’s	mee1ng,	the	governor	indicated	that	he’d	like	us	to	consider	a	state	run	regional	isola1on
and/or	quaran1ne	site.	I’d	like	to	get	together	and	discuss	the	planning	and	si1ng	considera1ons	as	well
as	how	FEMA	would	process	this	request.



DHS.IGA
United States / Canadian Border Travel
March 18, 2020 at 6:10 PM EDT
To: DHS.IGA

Homeland Security Advisors and Governors Senior Staff,
 
The U.S. and Canada are working closely together to limit the spread of the coronavirus between our
countries.  To that end, we are advising that non-essential travel across the northern border be delayed
until health authorities recommend normal movement.  More specific guidance will be provided to you
soon. Once we are able to provide full guidance, we will schedule a conference call with you to discuss
the implementation. 
 
Q: Are you closing the border?
A: No. 
 
Q: Will commerce or cross border cargo be limited?
A: Essential commercial trade & commerce will NOT be impacted. We will maintain a secure & strong
economic supply chain.
 
Q: Will travel for health purposes be restricted?
A: No, movement of health workers and patients for treatment will continue.
 
Thank you for your ongoing partnership. Please continue to reach out with questions. Again, once we are
able to provide full guidance, we will schedule a conference call with you to walk through the
implantation and address concerns. 
 
Thank you,
____________________________________
	
Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
DHS.IGA@hq.dhs.gov
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King, Elizabeth (COM)
Electric Sector Operational Coordination Call
To: King, Elizabeth (COM), McCloy, Lauren (GOV), Richeson, Jonathan, Chung, Allen

	
JOIN	WEBEX	MEETING
h.ps://mee5ngsamer2.webex.com/mee5ngsamer2/j.php?
MTID=m2b65f70c79538e60cd591e1214dPf60
Mee5ng	number	(access	code):	627	064	169
	
	
Mee5ng	password:	cZinWm94GE5
	
	
	
JOIN	BY	PHONE
+1-408-418-9388	United	States	Toll
Tap	here	to	call	(mobile	phones	only,	hosts	not	supported):	tel:%2B1-408-418-
9388,,*01*627064169%23%23*01*
	
Global	call-in	numbers
h.ps://mee5ngsamer2.webex.com/mee5ngsamer2/globalcallin.php?
MTID=m08136976e14d882525c43ede15334ae0
	
	
JOIN	FROM	A	VIDEO	SYSTEM	OR	APPLICATION
Dial	sip:627064169@mee5ngsamer2.webex.com
You	can	also	dial	173.243.2.68	and	enter	your	mee5ng	number.
	
	
Join	using	Microsoj	Lync	or	Microsoj	Skype	for	Business	Dial
sip:627064169.mee5ngsamer2@lync.webex.com
	
	
	
Can't	join	the	mee5ng?
h.ps://collabora5onhelp.cisco.com/ar5cle/WBX000029055
	
	
IMPORTANT	NOTICE:	Please	note	that	this	Webex	service	allows	audio	and	other	informa5on	sent
during	the	session	to	be	recorded,	which	may	be	discoverable	in	a	legal	ma.er.	By	joining	this	session,
you	automa5cally	consent	to	such	recordings.	If	you	do	not	consent	to	being	recorded,	discuss	your
concerns	with	the	host	or	do	not	join	the	session.
	

https://meetingsamer2.webex.com/meetingsamer2/j.php?MTID=m2b65f70c79538e60cd591e1214dfbf60
tel:+1-408-418-9388,,*01*627064169%23%23*01*
https://meetingsamer2.webex.com/meetingsamer2/globalcallin.php?MTID=m08136976e14d882525c43ede15334ae0
sip:627064169@meetingsamer2.webex.com
sip:627064169.meetingsamer2@lync.webex.com
https://collaborationhelp.cisco.com/article/WBX000029055


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Update_-_April_8,_2020
April 08, 2020 at 5:47 PM EDT
To: tara.lee@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 8, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:tara.lee@gov.wa.gov


loaded.
As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the
following data to FEMA and HHS:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state.

This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August 2020, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1, 2020.
The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction
to HHS Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard
to GM’s production of ventilators on March 27.
By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get
the supplies they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also
ensuring that these ventilators are routed through the Strategic National
Stockpile to where they’re needed most.

Follow Us

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDguMTk5MzU4MDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5oaHMuZ292L2Fib3V0L25ld3MvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9oaHMtYW5ub3VuY2VzLXZlbnRpbGF0b3ItY29udHJhY3Qtd2l0aC1nbS11bmRlci1kZWZlbnNlLXByb2R1Y3Rpb24tYWN0Lmh0bWwifQ.Re_ry09wR-HDlb7DVtnXwBfhqQ7eed-NIZehabEIuZg/br/77202422690-l


Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200408 FINAL.pdf
ESF15_Messaging_20200408 FINAL.pdf
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To: casey.katims@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 24, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
State-Managed, Federally-Supported COVID-19 Response
Continues
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, 8,000
National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response efforts.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington and California were approved for major disaster declarations to
assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington
and New York. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24 hours.
The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff because the projected cases there are expected to be greater
than Washington. FEMA issued a $350 million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have
been selected. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and Human Services and
the state of New York to complete the construction of a 1,000-bed medical station at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New York City to care for patients with special health
needs. These medical stations increase local healthcare capabilities and can be tailored to
meet local requirements.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, including
support for delivery of critical goods and services, Community Based Testing Sites
(CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor
Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector, and information on the
Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
Letter from Governor Inslee re: NWDC
March 23, 2020 at 4:09 PM EDT
To: Carina.G.Benito@ice.dhs.gov
Cc:  Tim.A.Petrie@ice.dhs.gov

Hello,	Assistant	Director	Benito:
	
My	name	is	Alejandro	Sanchez,	and	I	am	hoping	to	direct	this	email	to	the	right	person.		Recently,
Governor	Inslee	sent	a	leAer	to	ICE	and	GEO	leadership,	requesGng	informaGon	about	COVID-19
planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenGon	Center.		I	have	aAached	that	leAer	here.	
	
I	originally	sent	the	leAer	to	Director	Asher,	but	when	she	was	unavailable,	I	forwarded	it	to	Assistant
Director	Lawrence.		As	per	Director	Lawrence’s	away	message,	I	am	now	forwarding	this	inquiry	to	you.	
Do	you	know	whether	your	agency	or	GEO	leadership	intend	to	provide	us	informaGon	about	COVID-19
planning	at	the	Northwest	DetenGon	Center?		If	a	response	has	been	issued,	could	you	forward	it	to
me?	
	
Thank	you	for	your	aAenGon	to	this	maAer,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_A pplying_the_Defense_Production_Act
April 14, 2020 at 6:02 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the Defense Production Act.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Applying the
Defense Production Act
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The
United States is competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize
the availability of critical protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care
workers, FEMA and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are executing a
four-pronged approach to rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of
medical supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach includes
Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support
Acceleration and Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of
“outbidding;” rather, it puts the federal government requirement to the “front of the line”
for fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with
governors to identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and
tribal leaders to make us aware of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict.
If a bidding conflict does arise, we work closely with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way
that best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the
COVID-19 response, please review the attached fact sheet.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTQuMjAxNDk5MzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZW1hLmdvdi9uZXdzLXJlbGVhc2UvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9mZW1hLWNvdmlkLTE5LXN1cHBseS1jaGFpbi10YXNrLWZvcmNlLXN1cHBseS1jaGFpbi1zdGFiaWxpemF0aW9uIn0.EZwFJPRl5G1UQKUZnskDmhnJsL8GgixjGnW0wsyav_s/br/77405744617-l


Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_UseofDPA_FINAL_20200414.pdf
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Weekly Update: DHS Response to COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security and its dedicated workforce
across more than a dozen offices and components are working diligently with the White
House to execute an unprecedented, whole-of America response to the COVID-19
pandemic. These strategic and tactical efforts range from coordinating critical air
transportation to addressing medical supply shortages to expediting the inspection of vital
goods at our borders, ensuring that our national supply chains remain abundant, accessible,
and reliable.
“Everything we have done to this point has been unprecedented and everything we do in the
coming weeks and months ahead focuses on life-safety and reducing suffering,” said FEMA
Administrator Pete Gaynor. “It is absolutely critical that we maintain our response efforts
alongside our federal, state, local, tribal, and industry partners to ensure the virus’s spread is
contained and human life is preserved.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being
deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to
provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. As
of April 12 th , FEMA has obligated $5.2 billion in support of state response efforts.
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization
Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of- America approach to address the limited
supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 12 th , FEMA has coordinated the
delivery of the following to areas in greatest need : 38 million N95 respirators, 32.6 million
surgical masks, 5.5 million face shields, 4.7 million surgical gowns, 30.3 million gloves,
212,000 coveralls, and 10,448 ventilators.
Expanding Surge Capacity in Highly-Impacted Areas. FEMA is focusing its allocation of
resources in highly impacted areas experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19
transmission and the greatest increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls.

 On April 6 th , FEMA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers announced
plans to convert three convention centers in Virginia into temporary hospital
facilities. The facilities – the Dulles Expo Center in Northern Virginia and the
Richmond and Hampton Roads convention centers – will be able to provide
beds for 1,107 acute patients or 1,848 non-acute patients. The conversion is
expected to be complete within six weeks.

 On April 8 th , FEMA and HHS delivered 80,000 nasopharyngeal swabs to
various federal Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) locations to help
surge testing capacity nationwide. 

 As of April 12 th , FEMA has delivered 8,600 medical beds to surge capacity
and care for an increased volume of COVID-19 patients across the U.S.

Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles and surgical
gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.
This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. As of April 12
th , 28 international flights have arrived in the U.S. with critical medical supplies. An
additional 28 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Administering Medical Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing
to support the CDC with enhanced medical screenings for travelers through 13 specially
designated airports. As of April 12 th , CWMD has processed approximately 271,529
travelers for enhanced screening, including 1,491 who were referred to CDC for further
medical evaluation.
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Maintaining Domestic Supply of Critical Medical Equipment. On April 8 th , CBP and
FEMA announced that the federal government will begin restricting exports of PPE to
ensure that critical supplies stay in the country to fight COVID-19.
Securing U.S. Borders. On April 9 th , CBP provided an operational update on activities for
the month of March. Total Border Patrol encounters have declined 7% total in March from
February, and 76% since the height of the crisis last May. In addition, 80% of the people
who CBP encounter ed since the March 21 enactment of Title 42 are being returned to the
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country from where they came within two hours.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Protecting Critical Workers and Infrastructure from Potential Threats. CISA regularly
publishes guidance to help individuals, businesses, organizations, and governments protect
their essential workers, while also improving their security posture against a myriad of
potential threats throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

 On April 6 th , CISA updated its list of essential businesses. To date, 45 states
and territories have published Essential Business Designations, 20 of them are
referencing this list in their essential business designations, while 14 states or
territories have incorporated CISA guidance fully into their own lists.

 On April 8 th , CISA and CDC issued new guidelines aimed at getting
workers in critical infrastructure who may have been exposed to COVID-19
back to work faster. It also calls on employers to take steps to ensure
workplace safety, like sending workers home immediately if they are sick and
increasing air exchange in the workplace.

Protecting A gainst M alicious C yber A ctors. On April 8 th , CISA and the United
Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert titled, COVID-19
Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert addresses the growing use of
COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors to attack individuals, businesses, and
organizations with a range of ransomware and malware.
Protecting Networks and Cloud Environment. On April 9 th , CISA released interim Trusted
Internet Connections (TIC) guidance to aid agencies in securing their network and cloud
environments. This guidance supports the current surge in teleworking and use of
collaboration tools amongst the federal workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel: TSA continues to
follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while
ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during
the pandemic. Between April 5 th and April 12 th , TSA has screened more than 729,000
travelers who have all reached their destinations safely.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, in close coordination
with the State Department, continues to bring stranded Americans home on the return leg of
removal flights to Central America. Between March 22 nd and April 10 th , ICE has flown
1,037 individuals back to the U.S. from Columbia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Keeping the Homeland Safe, Secure and Resilient. On April 8 th , DHS Intelligence and
Analysis (I&A) published information to federal, state, local, tribal and territorial
counterterrorism and law enforcement officials on the potential for COVID-19-related
cyber threats and fraud. These threat-monitoring activities ensure the homeland is safe,
secure, and resilient from hostile actors who might otherwise attempt to exploit the crisis to
harm American lives.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . The U.S. Coast Guard is working non-stop to
protect the health and safety of Americans inbound to the U.S. while helping slow the
spread of COVID-19. Between April 5 th and April 10 th , USCG facilitated the offload of
100 passengers and 881 crew members from one cruise ship in Florida and helped transfer
7 crew members from a second cruise ship to local hospitals. In Louisiana, the USCG
worked with state and local authorities to disembark several healthy crew members after
determining they were not infected with COVID-19.
Keeping the U.S. Maritime Supply Chain Open and Viable. As of April 12 th , USCG is
monitoring 38 commercial vessels with crew or passengers that have embarked from a
coronavirus port of interest in the last 14 days.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Option to Transition Federal Community-Based Testing Sites to State Management
April 09, 2020 at 8:46 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY â€“ APRIL 9, 2020                                       
                         

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Community-Based Testing SitesCommunity-Based Testing Sites
TransitionTransition
The Department of Health and Human Services and the FEMA worked with state and local partners
to establish Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) in CDC-prioritized locations across the country. 
The CBTS model was developed for states, local public health agencies, healthcare systems, and
commercial partners as they work together to stop the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in their
communities, focusing initially on healthcare facility workers and first responders.
The CBTS model has been a profound success, screening over 84,800 individuals; testing over
77,000 individuals; and having a COVID positive rate of approximately 20% - meaning that the CBTS
are testing the right individuals at the right time. Since the onset, we have also led technological
advances, such as the validation of nasal self-swabbing, which has minimized the need for trained
health professionals and personal protective equipment.

As a result of these advances, many states have indicated that they want to fully transition the CBTS
to state control, allowing more flexibility in testing and reporting.  Many states have already begun
transitioning these programs, and other states have implemented testing sites based on the CBTS
model.

Therefore, the federal CBTS Task Force is working with states to clarify whether sites want to
continue as they are now, or transition to full state control.  Under state control, CBTS sites would
still receive technical assistance from the federal government and be able to request supplies
through the normal FEMA systems.

The CBTS Task Force will continue to work closely with the states and FEMA Regions to ensure a
successful transition and ensure that each state has the flexibility and autonomy to manage and
operate testing sites within he needs of their specific community.

Transition Plan
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the transition process to ensure
that the states can fully manage and operate their CBTS program independently.  This includes
providing each site with enough supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days after the agreed upon
transition date.

Potential advantages of a fully state-managed site include:

The opportunity for the states to better serve their own communities, while leveraging

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


federal support to augment their stateâ€™s success.

The potential to expand patient throughput to >250 per day, use a credentialed provider
of their choice, and route patient samples to a lab of their choice.

The ability to use a locally run call center or the regular state notification processes for
public health results.

Responsibilities
The USPHS Commissioned Corps officers onsite (1-3 per location) will work with the site manager to
plan for and complete the transition checklist and will verify that the site is ready for transition to the
state.  Once the sites are transitioned to the states, each state will be responsible for:

Assuming responsibility for staffing their sites to ensure quality control, safety,
biohazard waste management, and security;

Assuming responsibility for the credentialed provider to order the labs;

Procuring and managing their own cadre of supplies (e.g., personal protective
equipment, test kits, etc.); requests for continued federal support should be made
through the normal FEMA process

Contracting for lab testing; and

Managing patient notification process for results, while maintaining patient privacy
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).

 

After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through their standard
ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the standard Resource Request Process
through the appropriate FEMA Region.

Eligibility for Reimbursement under FEMAâ€™s Public Assistance
Program
States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with running their sites
through FEMAâ€™s Public Assistance program.  In general, activities local and state governments
are conducting at CBTS are eligible for reimbursement under the Public Assistance program, subject
to a cost share.  Costs should be reasonable and necessary to address the public health needs of
the event and all costs incurred should be documented. More information on what COVID-19
activities are eligible for reimbursement under the Public Assistance Program can be found in the
COVID-19 Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures fact sheet and the COVID-19
Pandemic: Emergency Medical Care fact sheet. Information on how to apply is available in the
COVID-19 Pandemic: Public Assistance Simplified Application fact sheet.  More information on
contracting and procurement can be found in the Procurement Under Grants: Under Exigent or
Emergency Circumstances fact sheet.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact Office of External Affairs, Congressional and

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/19/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-eligible-emergency-protective-measures
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Intergovernmental Affairs Division:
Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Tichenor, Stacey (GOV)
RE: Possible Check in Coordination Call with Governor Inslee and FEMA Region 10 Administrator
To: Radwanski, Betty
Cc:  Ward, Erin, Keelan, Kayla

Hi	Be&y,
	
Thank	you	for	reaching	out.		Governor	Inslee	is	available	on	Monday,	April	13	at	11:30	AM.
	
If	this	works	on	your	end,	please	let	me	know	what	number	the	Governor	and	staff	should	call.

Thank	you,
Stacey
	
STACEY	TICHENOR
ExecuJve	Assistant	to	the	Governor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4109	|	Cell:	360.890.5681
www.governor.wa.gov	|	stacey.Jchenor@gov.wa.gov
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.

	
From:	Radwanski,	Be&y	<Be&y.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	3:54	PM
To:	Tichenor,	Stacey	(GOV)	<Stacey.Tichenor@GOV.WA.GOV>
Cc:	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>;	Keelan,	Kayla	<kayla.keelan@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Possible	Check	in	CoordinaJon	Call	with	Governor	Inslee	and	FEMA	Region	10	Administrator
	
Hi Stacey,
 
I am so sorry it has taken so long to get back to you.  I appreciate all the work you do and for
your call.  
 
We are now looking at possibly Friday or Monday for a potential half-hour call with Governor
Inslee and the FEMA Region 10 Administrator Mike O’Hare.  Would the Governor have any
availability on Friday, April 9 after 2:30?  Or possibly Monday, April 13 any time after 11:00 AM?
 
A draft agenda is below:
 
Purpose	of	the	Call
Opportunity	to	discuss	COVID-19	ongoing	operaJons,	needs	and	issues.
	
Agenda
Welcome	and	Roll	Call

FEMA	Intergovernmental	Affairs
Opening	Remarks

FEMA	Region	10	Administrator

http://www.governor.wa.gov/
mailto:stacey.tichenor@gov.wa.gov
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov
https://twitter.com/GovInslee
https://www.flickr.com/photos/govinslee/sets
https://www.instagram.com/govinslee/
https://medium.com/wagovernor


Washington	Office	of	Emergency	Management	Director
Open	Discussion

Updates
Needs/Issues/QuesJons

The	following	people	will	be	available	to	answer	quesJons:
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator
Washington	Office	of	Emergency	Management
Department	of	Health	and	Human	Services		
U.S.	Small	Business	AdministraJon			
Department	of	Defense
FEMA	Recovery	Division

Closing	Remarks
FEMA	Region	10	Administrator

 
Thank you again for your help,
 
Betty
 
Betty Radwanski
Intergovernmental Affairs Manager | Office of External Affairs
Mobile: (225) 892-8969
Betty.Radwanski@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_23
April 23, 2020 at 2:12 PM EDT
To: david.postman@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 23, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

In order to help Americans, return to work, the federal government will distribute
cloth facial coverings for critical infrastructure workers who do not need medical-
grade personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work.

The facial coverings will be delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers. Prioritization will also be to areas
with the highest COVID-19 infection rates.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjMuMjA1NjQyNDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy53aGl0ZWhvdXNlLmdvdi9vcGVuaW5nYW1lcmljYS8ifQ.EnZ44CqoZj-jsRZuUSE6LRO6E1BxLCj1EuPpnMNCutQ/br/77772410064-l


Distribution will be based on the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors and will include food
production and distribution, energy, water and wastewater treatment, essential
transportation and logistics, first responders, communications, hazardous
materials management, manufacturing of medical supplies, and sanitation and
disinfection supplies.
The first phase includes distribution of more than 19 million facial coverings. 
HHS anticipates production of 6.5 million facial coverings each week for the
next month.

As of April 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 96.9 million
surgical masks, 6.6 million face shields, 13.8 million surgical gowns, 727 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.69 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Nitsch, Melissa A
RE: Marcos Orellana Pineda
April 10, 2020 at 12:25 PM EDT
To: alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wri3ng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
	
With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permiDed	to	release	any	informa3on	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	reques3ng
informa3on).		However,	given	the	current	situa3on,	we	are	asking	our	aDorneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	mean3me,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	ques3ons	on	this	or	any	other	maDer.
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	Jus3n	A	<Jus3n.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wri3ng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domes3c	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applica3ons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	leDers,	submiDed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respecbully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	considera3on	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	aDached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
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Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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John Gargett
Border Task Force Daily Coordination Meeting
To: John Gargett, Morgan.Dykeman@mail.house.gov, Cameron_Caldwell@cantwell.senate.gov, RTaylor6@peacehealth.org, Jeffrey.Goddard@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Linell.Redmond@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
asfc.gc.ca, Allen.Chung@cisa.dhs.gov, Jonathan.Richeson@cisa.dhs.gov, DARREN.C.ELSBY@CBP.DHS.GOV, JOHN.E.DAHM@CBP.DHS.GOV, ccarleton@wcfd5.com, cgranger@blainesd.org
asfc.gc.ca, guy@bellingham.com, CHRISTOPHER.A.BAKER@cbp.dhs.gov, tarmstrong@newwestcity.ca, dgoldberg@portofbellingham.com, Kevin Hester, John Wolpers, Timmons, Joe
(GOV), bchewett@cob.org, RepDelBene@mail.house.gov, Dennis.Sills@mail.house.gov, Jennifer.Moon@ucnw.org, harmit.gill@cbp.dhs.gov, King, Elizabeth (COM), robertfw@lummi-
nsn.gov, Samuel.Wilcoxson@mail.house.gov, Laura.Gelwicks@mail.house.gov, Ramel, Alex, Hubik, Amanda, Ann_Larson@murray.senate.gov, Benjamin.Studley@mail.house.gov, Blair.Burns@mail.house.gov
Emergency Operations Officer (MIL), Everet.O.Sterling@usace.army.mil, gregory.alvarez@dhs.gov, gregory.r.poitras@cbp.dhs.gov, jeffreyb@ridewta.com, KELLIE.LYNN.MCINNIS@CBP.DHS.GOV

NOTE:	YOU	WILL	NEED	TO	REGISTER	ONE	TIME	FOR	THIS	MEETING.
Please	register	for	Border	Task	Force	Daily	Coordina7on	Mee7ng	on	Mar	19,	2020	2:00	PM	PDT	at:
HYPERLINK	"hIps://aIendee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268"	hIps://aIendee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268
AWer	registering,	you	will	receive	a	confirma7on	email	containing	informa7on	about	joining	the	webinar.
Brought	to	you	by	GoToWebinar®
Webinars	Made	Easy®
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Brett Johnson
COVID-19 Potentially overlooked public health concern
March 19, 2020 at 4:52 AM EDT
To: elizabeth.pauli@cityoftacoma.org , achen@tpchd.org, Pcexecutive@piercecountywa.gov, victoria.woodards@cityoftacoma.org
Cc:  shana.chandler@mail.house.gov, "steve.kirby@leg.wa.gov, steve.kirby@leg.wa.gov, rachel.kelly@mail.house.gov, Melanie.Stambaugh@leg.wa.gov, Marty.Campbell@piercecountywa.gov , 
newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov, steve.oban@piercecountywa.gov, taddwille@cityoftacoma.org, "John.Graham@hhs.gov, John.Graham@hhs.gov, connie.ladenburg@piercecountywa, lrohrer@co.pierce.wa.gov
, steve.conway@leg.wa.gov, melanie.morgan@leg.wa.gov, brendan.woodbury@mail.house.gov

Executive Dammeier, Director Chen, Manager Pauli, and Mayor Woodard,

I would like to start this email by commending every level of government covered in this email. In this unprecedented in nature and magnitude I commend
ALL of you on your work thus far! I’m writing this evening in the wake of watching a news clip covering several out of region municipalities relaxing arrest
standards for “simple crimes”. The arrest standards relaxation being the least of my concerns, but it did start my mind down a focused train of thought that left
me wondering IF my inevitable concern is on the radar of your various jurisdictions. My concern is the infection threat to the effected, my neighbors, my
employees, and my customers.

I own a business on and reside near the intersections of the 6 th , 9 th , and 10 th congressional districts OR the intersection of the 25 th , 27 th , & 29 th

legislative districts, county council districts 2,4,5,&6, Tacoma City council positions 4,5,6,7,&8 . The intersection of East 72 nd Street and East McKinley Ave
is locally known and regarded as a “hot spot” for persons experiencing homelessness, transients, railroad trespassers, mentally ill, and/or intoxicated persons.
While all jurisdictions have thus far done a remarkable job I’m writing tonight knowing and appreciating that western Washington has not experienced
potential social breakdown in quite some time and from past experience living through both tropical depressions, and Hurricanes in the south east while serving
as an Active Duty enlisted Air traffic controller I’ve experienced social breakdown and unrest and at this point in our COVID-19 struggle its at the front of my
mind.

For nearly 10 years under arguably “normal” circumstances I’ve watched petty crime occur at our local Chevron gas station, Safeway, Goodwill, Dollar
General, and even my own business. Admittedly some of these folks are legitimately experiencing homelessness by no fault of their own and some of the
crimes I’ve observed are purely for survival. When they happen to other residents or businesses I feel great empathy for the victim, and the several times
they’ve happened to me I’ve experienced a fair amount of frustration to say the least, but I digress.

We can likely argue 1,000 different reasons why people in our community are experiencing homelessness, but I think we can all agree there is an elevated
percentage of that population prone to crime, mentally ill, or intoxicated on one or more substances, and even sometimes all 3. I’m writing tonight in the wake
of watching a news clip about relaxed arrest standards to protect the incarcerated population (which I actually don’t disagree with) and on Tuesday night
breaking up a group of what appeared to likely be intoxicated cyclists without a home, and an incontrollable desire to deface my business’s signage and
flowerbeds.

My overlying concern is as we face the grim reality of our COVID-19 situation more stringent measures will need to be taken and the very folks I just
mentioned will still be wandering the streets. Not all of them, but certainly more than one of them shoplifting from the Chevron Station, or the Safeway which
are now the primary sources for food and fuel for about a 1.5 mile radius around my home. I wonder what level of consideration has been given to these folks
potentially unknowingly being infected with COVID-19 and wandering into a grocery store to get their meal while unknowingly infected and touching, or
coughing on produce and merchandise? Is it in the interest of public safety to assume mentally ill, intoxicated, or persons experiencing both have the
wherewithal to understand the gravity of this pandemic and the safety threat they pose to their fellow citizens?

Just 2 miles south of me there is a vacant elementary school. A vacant schools have classrooms that could become bunk rooms with the appropriate 6’
separation, an abundance of bathrooms, a cafeteria to feed them, and a gym and playground for common area recreation. It seems to me that facilities like this
could be a quick, inexpensive, and safe shelter in place location with the assistance of FEMA, Military, and/or National Guard resources for people
experiencing homelessness, and it affords law enforcement the ability to put someone without a home in a secure location without arresting them all the while
preserving the effected person’s health, public health, and allowing these folks to participate in our communal effort to social distance and stem the tide of new
COVID-19 infections so we can all resume our lives as they were just a few weeks ago.

I implore Pierce county, and the city of Tacoma to utilize every local, state, and federal resource available to ensure our efforts to stem the tide of this pandemic
are in fact fruitful in preserving lives, and protecting our local economy. Its quite possible that simply one unknowingly infected person could wander through a
grocery store and easily spread the virus to 20-30 new people and further delay our return to life as it was and potentially cost an innocent bystander their life,
or unknowingly allow them to carry the virus back home to a susceptible family member and cost them their life.

If these contingencies have already been considered I would very much appreciate a detailed plan from the county, and city. If they haven’t been considered I
look forward to hearing how you plan to combat these threats moving forward.

Thank you,

Brett Johnson

Sent from HYPERLINK "https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986" Mail for Windows 10
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_16
April 16, 2020 at 1:46 PM EDT
To: kym.ryan@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:Topline messaging includes:

* FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people

* FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

* Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

-- Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use
of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical
Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten the curve;
strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting myths.
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--This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers on
March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

* The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find
the most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities

--Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier to
find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules and travel
guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

--All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to do the
same.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200416 FINAL.pdf
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
RE:
To: Nitsch, Melissa A

Thank	you.
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	15,	2020	2:48	PM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:
	
Alejandro,
	
Yes,	I	was	made	aware	of	the	leRer	a	few	weeks	aTer	it	was	received.		You	are	correct	--	any	response
would	point	you	to	the	website.
	
The	secYon	you	are	referring	to	is	guidance	specifically	for	the	facility	administrator	(GEO	Group),	so	I
don’t	have	informaYon	on	their	communicaYons	with	other	detenYon	or	correcYonal	faciliYes	in	the
area.		Separately,	ICE	maintains	frequent	communicaYon	among	our	detenYon	centers,	parYcularly
regarding	the	movement,	health,	and	safety	of	detainees.
	
Yes,	we	have	points	of	contact	with	the	local	health	department.	
	
Thank	you,
Melissa
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	7:13	PM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:
	
Thank	you	for	the	update.		Out	of	curiosity,	are	you	aware	of	the	letter	our	office	sent	to	GEO/ICE
regarding	COVID-19	planning	at	the	NWDC?		I’m	guessing	that	any	response	would	have	pointed	to
the	guidance	packet	found	at	the	link	you	provided	me.	
	
That	said,	do	you	know	whether	NWDC	staff,	either	GEO	or	ICE,	have	taken	the	following	steps	(both
of	which	are	sourced	from	that	manual)?	
	
-	Identify	points	of	contact	in	relevant	state,	local,	tribal,	and/or	territorial	public	health	department

https://www.ice.gov/
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before	cases	develop.

-	Communicate	with	other	correctional	and	detention	facilities	in	the	same	geographic	area	to	share
information	including	disease	surveillance	and	absenteeism	patterns	among	staff.
	
Again,	thank	you.
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Alejandro,
	
Unfortunately,	I’m	unable	to	provide	any	case	updates	on	this	individual	without	a	signed	privacy
waiver.	
	
On	a	separate	note,	I	wanted	to	make	sure	you	were	aware	of	our	website,	which	is	tracking	all
developments	related	to	the	COVID-19	impacts	on	agency	operaYons,	detainee	care,	etc.		The
informaYon	is	reviewed	and	updated	frequently.		I’m	sure	you	are	receiving	inquiries	from	the	public,	so
please	feel	free	to	share	if	it	is	helpful:		hRps://www.ice.gov/coronavirus
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	10:02	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
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You	can	actually	send	all	inquiries	directly	to	me,	as	my	role	is	to	essenYally	handle	all	(non-media)
stakeholder	inquiries.		If	there’s	something	that	requires	certain	subject	maRer	experYse,	I	will
coordinate	directly	with	those	officials	to	get	you	informaYon.		I	cover	the	enYre	ICE	porjolio,	and	am	in
close	contact	with	the	managers	of	all	our	various	operaYonal	components.
	
Thank	you,
Melissa
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:50	AM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Thank	you	for	your	quick	response,	and	nice	to	meet	you.		To	clarify,	is	it	your	preference	that	I	include
you	on	all	correspondence	to	ImmigraYon	and	Customs	Enforcement	officials?		Or	are	there	specific
divisions	that	fall	outside	of	your	porjolio?
	
Also,	I	do	see	now	that	we	are	missing	the	signature	on	the	privacy	waiver,	so	I	appreciate	any
informaYon	that	is	available	in	lieu	of	the	completed	document.	
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:26	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wriYng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
	
With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permiRed	to	release	any	informaYon	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	requesYng
informaYon).		However,	given	the	current	situaYon,	we	are	asking	our	aRorneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	meanYme,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	quesYons	on	this	or	any	other	maRer.
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
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206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	JusYn	A	<JusYn.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wriYng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domesYc	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applicaYons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	leRers,	submiRed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respecjully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	consideraYon	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	aRached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS and USDA Move to Protect American Farmers and Ensure Continued Flow of
America’s Food Supply

 
Department to Temporarily Amend Certain H-2A Requirements During COVID-19

National Emergency

WASHINGTON— The Department of Homeland Security, with the support of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has announced a temporary final rule to change certain
H-2A requirements to help U.S. agricultural employers avoid disruptions in lawful
agricultural-related employment, protect the nation’s food supply chain, and lessen impacts
from the coronavirus (COVID-19) public health emergency. These temporary flexibilities
will not weaken or eliminate protections for U.S. workers.
 
Under this temporary final rule, an H-2A petitioner with a valid temporary labor
certification who is concerned that workers will be unable to enter the country due to travel
restrictions can start employing certain foreign workers who are currently in H-2A status in
the United States immediately after United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) receives the H-2A petition, but no earlier than the start date of employment listed
on the petition. To take advantage of this time-limited change in regulatory requirements,
the H-2A worker seeking to change employers must already be in the United States and in
valid H-2A status.
 
Additionally, USCIS is temporarily amending its regulations to protect the country’s food
supply chain by allowing H-2A workers to stay beyond the three-year maximum allowable
period of stay in the United States. These temporary changes will encourage and facilitate
the continued lawful employment of foreign temporary and seasonal agricultural workers
during the COVID-19 national emergency. Agricultural employers should utilize this
streamlined process if they are concerned with their ability to bring in the temporary
workers who were previously authorized to work for the employer in H-2A classification. 
At no point is it acceptable for employers to hire illegal aliens.
 
“This Administration has determined that continued agricultural employment, currently
threatened by the COVID-19 pandemic, is vital to maintaining and securing the country’s
critical food supply chain. The temporary changes announced by USCIS provide the needed
stability during this unprecedented crisis,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf.
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“USDA welcomes these additional flexibilities provided by the Department of Homeland
Security today,” said Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue.  “Providing flexibility for H-
2A employers to utilize H-2A workers that are currently in the United States is critically
important as we continue to see travel and border restrictions as a result of COVID-19.
USDA continues to work with the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of
Labor and the Department of State to minimize disruption and make sure farmers have
access to these critical workers necessary to maintain the integrity in our food supply.”
 
The temporary final rule is effective immediately upon publication in the Federal Register.
If the new petition is approved, the H-2A worker will be able to stay in the United States
for a period of time not to exceed the validity period of the Temporary Labor Certification.
DHS will issue a new temporary final rule in the Federal Register to amend the termination
date of these new procedures in the event DHS determines that circumstances demonstrate
a continued need for the temporary changes to the H-2A regulations.  
 
The H-2A nonimmigrant classification applies to alien workers seeking to perform
agricultural labor or services of a temporary or seasonal nature in the United States, usually
lasting no longer than one year, for which able, willing, and qualified U.S. workers are not
available.

# # #
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Nitsch, Melissa A
RE:
April 15, 2020 at 5:48 PM EDT
To: Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)

Alejandro,
	
Yes,	I	was	made	aware	of	the	le4er	a	few	weeks	a6er	it	was	received.		You	are	correct	--	any	response
would	point	you	to	the	website.
	
The	secAon	you	are	referring	to	is	guidance	specifically	for	the	facility	administrator	(GEO	Group),	so	I
don’t	have	informaAon	on	their	communicaAons	with	other	detenAon	or	correcAonal	faciliAes	in	the
area.		Separately,	ICE	maintains	frequent	communicaAon	among	our	detenAon	centers,	parAcularly
regarding	the	movement,	health,	and	safety	of	detainees.
	
Yes,	we	have	points	of	contact	with	the	local	health	department.	
	
Thank	you,
Melissa
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	7:13	PM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:
	
Thank	you	for	the	update.		Out	of	curiosity,	are	you	aware	of	the	letter	our	office	sent	to	GEO/ICE
regarding	COVID-19	planning	at	the	NWDC?		I’m	guessing	that	any	response	would	have	pointed	to
the	guidance	packet	found	at	the	link	you	provided	me.	
	
That	said,	do	you	know	whether	NWDC	staff,	either	GEO	or	ICE,	have	taken	the	following	steps	(both
of	which	are	sourced	from	that	manual)?	
	
-	Identify	points	of	contact	in	relevant	state,	local,	tribal,	and/or	territorial	public	health	department
before	cases	develop.

-	Communicate	with	other	correctional	and	detention	facilities	in	the	same	geographic	area	to	share
information	including	disease	surveillance	and	absenteeism	patterns	among	staff.
	
Again,	thank	you.
Alejandro
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ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
	

From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	9:30	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Alejandro,
	
Unfortunately,	I’m	unable	to	provide	any	case	updates	on	this	individual	without	a	signed	privacy
waiver.	
	
On	a	separate	note,	I	wanted	to	make	sure	you	were	aware	of	our	website,	which	is	tracking	all
developments	related	to	the	COVID-19	impacts	on	agency	operaAons,	detainee	care,	etc.		The
informaAon	is	reviewed	and	updated	frequently.		I’m	sure	you	are	receiving	inquiries	from	the	public,	so
please	feel	free	to	share	if	it	is	helpful:		h4ps://www.ice.gov/coronavirus
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
	
	
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	10:02	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
You	can	actually	send	all	inquiries	directly	to	me,	as	my	role	is	to	essenAally	handle	all	(non-media)
stakeholder	inquiries.		If	there’s	something	that	requires	certain	subject	ma4er	experAse,	I	will
coordinate	directly	with	those	officials	to	get	you	informaAon.		I	cover	the	enAre	ICE	porholio,	and	am	in
close	contact	with	the	managers	of	all	our	various	operaAonal	components.
	
Thank	you,
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Melissa
	
	
	
From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:50	AM
To:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Thank	you	for	your	quick	response,	and	nice	to	meet	you.		To	clarify,	is	it	your	preference	that	I	include
you	on	all	correspondence	to	ImmigraAon	and	Customs	Enforcement	officials?		Or	are	there	specific
divisions	that	fall	outside	of	your	porholio?
	
Also,	I	do	see	now	that	we	are	missing	the	signature	on	the	privacy	waiver,	so	I	appreciate	any
informaAon	that	is	available	in	lieu	of	the	completed	document.	
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
From:	Nitsch,	Melissa	A	<Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	April	10,	2020	9:26	AM
To:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Good	morning	Alejandro,
	
I’m	wriAng	to	acknowledge	receipt	of	your	request,	and	also	introduce	myself	as	your	point	of	contact
for	any	ICE-related	inquiries	in	Washington	State.	
	
With	regards	to	your	request	for	updates,	we	are	not	generally	permi4ed	to	release	any	informaAon	on
someone	without	a	signed	privacy	waiver	(signed	by	the	person	about	whom	you	are	requesAng
informaAon).		However,	given	the	current	situaAon,	we	are	asking	our	a4orneys	to	review	and
determine	what	is	legally	releasable	without	a	signature.		I’ll	be	in	touch	either	way.		In	the	meanAme,
please	don’t	hesitate	to	reach	out	should	you	have	further	quesAons	on	this	or	any	other	ma4er.
	
Thank	you,
	
	
Melissa Nitsch
Community Relations Officer
Office of  Partnership and Engagement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
206.835.0094 | Melissa.A.Nitsch@ice.dhs.gov
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From:	Sanchez,	Alejandro	(GOV)	<Alejandro.Sanchez@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	April	8,	2020	7:38	PM
To:	Berg,	JusAn	A	<JusAn.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov>;	Williams,	Allison	L	<Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov>;
Muirhead,	Brian	E	<Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda
	
Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wriAng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domesAc	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applicaAons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	le4ers,	submi4ed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respechully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	consideraAon	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	a4ached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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John Gargett
Border Task Force Daily Coordination Meeting Monday March 30, 2020
March 30, 2020 at 3:26 PM EDT
To: Morgan.Dykeman@mail.house.gov, Cameron_Caldwell@cantwell.senate.gov, RTaylor6@peacehealth.org, Jeffrey.Goddard@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Linell.Redmond@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca, Daniela.Evans@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca
asfc.gc.ca, guy@bellingham.com, CHRISTOPHER.A.BAKER@cbp.dhs.gov, tarmstrong@newwestcity.ca, dgoldberg@portofbellingham.com, Kevin Hester, John Wolpers, Joe.Timmons@gov.wa.gov
asfc.gc.ca, Samuel.Wilcoxson@mail.house.gov, Laura.Gelwicks@mail.house.gov, Alex.Ramel@leg.wa.gov, amanda.hubik@leg.wa.gov, Ann_Larson@murray.senate.gov, Benjamin.Studley@mail.house.gov
Holmes, bob@wcog.org, darianl9@wwu.edu, JohnMi@portofbellingham.com, kristin.ramos@commerce.wa.gov, guy@bellingham.com

h"ps://a"endee.gotowebinar.com/rt/4580275575913280268
	
Please	remember	that	you	need	to	register	for	this	meeEng.
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Sanchez, Alejandro (GOV)
Marcos Orellana Pineda
To: Justin.A.Berg@ice.dhs.gov, Allison.L.Williams@ice.dhs.gov, Brian.E.Muirhead@ice.dhs.gov

Hello,	Officers	Berg,	Williams,	and	Muirhead:
	
I	am	wri:ng	you	today	on	behalf	of	Marcos	Orellana	Pineda.		As	I	understand	it,	he	is	currently	detained
at	the	Northwest	ICE	Processing	Center,	having	travelled	to	the	United	States	as	a	human	trafficking	and
domes:c	survivor.		Furthermore,	Mr.	Pineda	has	pending	applica:ons	for	Special	Immigrant	Juvenile
Status	and	asylum,	no	arrests	or	criminal	record,	and	a	guardian,	Ms.	Kathleen	Goforth,	ready	to	take
him	into	her	care.		Lastly,	I	have	read	the	many	leOers,	submiOed	on	his	behalf,	from	legislators	and
others	and	see	that	he	has	broad	support	from	his	community.
	
For	these	reasons,	I	respecPully	request	that	you	give	full	and	fair	considera:on	to	his	case.		I	also	ask
that,	in	accordance	with	the	privacy	waiver	aOached	to	this	email,	you	provide	me	with	updates	as
appropriate.				
	
Best	regards,
Alejandro
	
ALEJANDRO	SANCHEZ
Special	Assistant	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.4124	|	Cell:	360.688.0727
www.governor.wa.gov	|	alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_27
April 27, 2020 at 12:39 PM EDT
To: david.postman@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 27, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
released targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement
infection control practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from
COVID-19 in these facilities.

Meat and poultry processing facilities present unique challenges for the
prevention and control of COVID-19 transmission among workers.
Meat and poultry processing employers should implement a combination of
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engineering controls, cleaning and disinfection, social distancing, work
practice controls, administrative controls, and use of personal protective
equipment.
Basic worker infection prevention information and training should be provided
to all workers in a clear and accessible manner, including training on social
distancing and ways to reduce the spread of infection. To ensure accessibility,
multi-lingual materials should be considered and made available, as
appropriate.

FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along
with other federal agencies are distributing cloth face coverings as part of a multi-
prong approach to re-open American economic activity while continuing to limit
spread of COVID-19.

As of April 26, 32.5 million cloth face coverings are being processed and
distributed to state, local, tribal, private sector, and federal entities.
The facial coverings are being delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers who do not need medical-grade
personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work. Distribution is based
on CISA’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors.
The federal government will provide additional face coverings in production to
states, territories and tribes for distribution, with priority to emergency
services, food production and distribution, and other sectors that support
community lifelines.
FEMA and HHS are also providing face coverings to federal departments and
agencies with mission essential functions to promote health and safety in the
workplace and in their execution of public-facing missions

As of April 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 74.7 million N95 respirators, 104.8 million
surgical masks, 7.2 million face shields, 15 million surgical gowns, 798 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.2 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200427 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 By the Numbers 042720.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Community-Based Testing Sites.  
 

 
April 10, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Community-Based Testing
Sites Transition

The Department of Health and Human Services and the FEMA worked with state and local
partners to establish Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) in CDC-prioritized locations
across the country.  The CBTS model was developed for states, local public health
agencies, healthcare systems, and commercial partners as they work together to stop the
spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in their communities, focusing initially on healthcare
facility workers and first responders.

The CBTS model has been a profound success, screening over 84,800 individuals; testing
over 77,000 individuals; and having a COVID positive rate of approximately 20% -
meaning that the CBTS are testing the right individuals at the right time. Since the onset,
we have also led technological advances, such as the validation of nasal self-swabbing,
which has minimized the need for trained health professionals and personal protective
equipment.

As a result of these advances, many states have indicated that they want to fully transition
the CBTS to state control, allowing more flexibility in testing and reporting.  Many states
have already begun transitioning these programs, and other states have implemented testing
sites based on the CBTS model.

Therefore, the federal CBTS Task Force is working with states to clarify whether sites want
to continue as they are now, or transition to full state control.  Under state control, CBTS
sites would still receive technical assistance from the federal government and be able to
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request supplies through the normal FEMA systems.

The CBTS Task Force will continue to work closely with the states and FEMA Regions to
ensure a successful transition and ensure that each state has the flexibility and autonomy to
manage and operate testing sites within he needs of their specific community.

Transition Plan
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the transition process to
ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their CBTS program independently. 
This includes providing each site with enough supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days
after the agreed upon transition date.

Potential advantages of a fully state-managed site include:

The opportunity for the states to better serve their own communities, while
leveraging federal support to augment their state’s success.

The potential to expand patient throughput to >250 per day, use a credentialed
provider of their choice, and route patient samples to a lab of their choice.

The ability to use a locally run call center or the regular state notification processes
for public health results.

Responsibilities
The USPHS Commissioned Corps officers onsite (1-3 per location) will work with the site
manager to plan for and complete the transition checklist and will verify that the site is
ready for transition to the state.  Once the sites are transitioned to the states, each state will
be responsible for:

Assuming responsibility for staffing their sites to ensure quality control, safety,
biohazard waste management, and security;

Assuming responsibility for the credentialed provider to order the labs;

Procuring and managing their own cadre of supplies (e.g., personal protective
equipment, test kits, etc.); requests for continued federal support should be made
through the normal FEMA process;

Contracting for lab testing; and

Managing patient notification process for results, while maintaining patient privacy
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).

After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through their standard
ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the standard Resource Request
Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.

Eligibility for Reimbursement under FEMA’s Public Assistance Program

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTAuMTk5OTg0ODEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5oaHMuZ292L2hpcGFhL2luZGV4Lmh0bWwifQ._FtrLA68uRRlfNozT1BVZ3u_R019vpnusmuUnmquNnk/br/77263446183-l


States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with running their
sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program.  In general, activities local and state
governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for reimbursement under the Public
Assistance program, subject to a cost share.  Costs should be reasonable and necessary to
address the public health needs of the event and all costs incurred should be documented.
More information on what COVID-19 activities are eligible for reimbursement under the
Public Assistance Program can be found in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Eligible Emergency
Protective Measures fact sheet and the COVID-19 Pandemic: Emergency Medical Care fact
sheet. Information on how to apply is available in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Public
Assistance Simplified Application fact sheet.  More information on contracting and
procurement can be found in the Procurement Under Grants: Under Exigent or Emergency
Circumstances fact sheet.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_CBTS Transition_20200409.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Launches_Web_Portal_and_Begins_Disbursement_of_
CARES_Act_Funding_to_State,_Local,_and_Tribal_Governments
April 13, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: morgan.wilson@gov.wa.gov

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
	
Today, April 13, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released eligibility guidance for CARES
Act funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments. Below, please find additional information.
Note that additional guidance on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be
posted as it becomes available.
 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 

 
U.S. Department of the Treasury: The CARES Act

Provides Assistance for State and Local
Governments

 
April 13, 2020

 
Through the Coronavirus Relief Fund, the CARES Act provides for payments to State, Local,
and Tribal governments navigating the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak.
 
The CARES Act established the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.
 
Treasury will make payments from the Fund to States and eligible units of local government;
the District of Columbia and U.S. Territories (the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United
States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands); and Tribal governments (collectively “governments”).
 
The CARES Act requires that the payments from the Coronavirus Relief Fund only be used to
cover expenses that—

(1) are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect
to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19);
(2) were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020
(the date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the State or government; and
(3) were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.

 
Additional information on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Amounts paid to States, the District of Columbia, U.S. Territories, and eligible units of local
government are based on population as provided in the CARES Act.  The CARES Act directs
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Treasury to use U.S. Census Bureau data for the most recent year for which data is available. 
The amount of payments made to each State will be reduced by the aggregate amount of
payments that will be disbursed to eligible local governments within such State that have
provided the required certifications to Treasury.  Additional information on these points can be
accessed below.
 
A unit of local government eligible for receipt of direct payment includes a county, municipality,
town, township, village, parish, borough, or other unit of general government below the State
level with a population that exceeds 500,000.  Eligible local governments must submit the
certification required by the CARES Act to Treasury by the deadline set forth below in order to
receive payment. 
 
Payments to Tribal Governments are to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury in
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and Indian Tribes.  Although that consultation
has not yet concluded, certain data is requested of Tribal governments at this time to assist in
this determination.  Additional information on payments to Tribal governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Governments eligible for payments must provide payment information and required supporting
documentation through the electronic form accessible below.  To ensure payments are made
within the 30 day period specified by the CARES Act, governments must submit completed
payment materials not later than 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020.  Eligible local and Tribal
governments that do not provide required information—and in the case of a local government,
the required certification—by 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020, may not receive any payment
from the Fund. 

Data sources and the distribution methodology for units of local government (more
here). 
Listing of eligible units of local government (more here). 
Eligible Units: Submission Required for Receipt of Coronavirus Relief Fund Payments
(more here).
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Advisory:_Coronavirus_(COVID-19 )_Pandemic_Whole-of-America_Response
April 13, 2020 at 8:03 PM EDT
To: jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Project Airbridge, PPE Preservation, and resource requests from the
International Reagent Resource.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
In support of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, FEMA provides the
following:  FEMA Project Airbridge video Advisory; Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Preservation Best Practices Advisory and Fact Sheet, and a Resource Requests
from the International Reagent Resource (IRR) Advisory and Fact Sheet.

FEMA Project Airbridge

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA
augments the existing supply chain through a variety of strategies, to include FEMA
Project Airbridge.

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical
supply distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective
Equipment and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas
factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the
country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As
part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane
are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical
needs for those supplies. The HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC
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data.

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA's Media Gallery Website and on
all FEMA social media accounts.

Project Airbridge Advisory: Attachment [1]

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices

This Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices Fact Sheet (attached)
summarizes best practices for national implementation to sustain personal protective
equipment (PPE) while ensuring the protection of workers during the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic response.

The objective of the COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing PPE Shortage is to
ensure protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients
by implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse, and repurpose. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of
contingency and crisis capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of
protective gear.

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies
on conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S.
healthcare facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to
consider crisis capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Advisory: Attachment [2]

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Fact Sheet: Attachment [3]

Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource

The International Reagent Resource (IRR), established by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), acquires, authenticates, and produces reagents that scientists need
to carry out basic research and develop improved diagnostic tests, vaccines, and detection
methods.

The (IRR) Fact Sheet (attached) outlines a simplified process for states and territories to
make resource requests from the IRR. Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR
alleviates burden on public health labs, which increases efficiency and reduces need to
work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents, and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

International Reagent Resource Advisory: Attachment [4]

International Reagent Resource Fact Sheet: Attachment [5]

Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

[4] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[1] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_ProjectAirBridgeVideo_20200413.pdf
[2] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_PPE Preservation Best Practices_20200413.pdf
[5] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[3] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200413.pdf
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Ike, Ryan
FW: COVID Testing Call (WA)
To: Ike, Ryan, Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Wiesman, John (DOH), Hiatt, Brian C (DOH), Lindquist, Scott W (DOH), Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), Ezelle, Robert
(MIL), Smart, John (DOHi), Thomas.weiser@ihs.gov, O'Hare, Michael, Windle, William, McClain, Stacey (MIL)
Cc: 
Maykovich, Vincent, Goudreau, Laura, Brockett, Michael, Biasco, Lon, Rice, Toby, Manner, Timothy, Lehr, Aurora, Keelan, Kayla, Renee.Bouvion@hhs.gov, ASPR
Region 10 (HHS/ASPR), Graham, John (HHS/IEA), Csernak, David (OS/ASPR/EMMO)

	

	

-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	April	23,	2020	10:33	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan;	jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov;	brian.hiaJ@doh.wa.gov;	scoJ.lindquist@doh.wa.gov;	clark.halvorson@doh.wa.gov;	Ezelle,	Robert
(MIL);	Smart,	John	(OGA);	Thomas.weiser@ihs.gov;	O'Hare,	Michael;	Windle,	William;	McClain,	Stacey
Cc:	Maykovich,	Vincent;	Goudreau,	Laura;	BrockeJ,	Michael;	Biasco,	Lon;	Rice,	Toby;	Manner,	Timothy;	Lehr,	Aurora;	Keelan,	Kayla;
Renee.Bouvion@hhs.gov;	ASPR	Region	10	(HHS/ASPR);	Graham,	John	(HHS/IEA);	Csernak,	David	(OS/ASPR/EMMO)
Subject:	COVID	Tes_ng	Call	(WA)
When:	Saturday,	April	25,	2020	10:00	AM-11:00	AM	(UTC-08:00)	Pacific	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	888-270-9936	Code:	3147559#
	

Agenda:
1. Introduction

	
2. Discussion Questions

A.      How	do	you	feel	your	state	is	doing	with	tes_ng?		Do	you	have	all	the	tes_ng	you	need	to	reopen?
	

B.      What	efforts,	if	any,	are	your	state	taking	to	increase	tes_ng?
	

C.      What	type	of	if	support,	if	any,	do	you	need	from	the	federal	government	to	increase	tes_ng?
	

D.      As	you	scale	tes_ng,	are	there	any	improvements	you	need	to	make	to	your	data	repor_ng	system?
	

E.       What	is	your	strategy	around	surveillance,	including	ILI/syndromic	surveillance?
	

F.       What	are	your	sen_nel	surveillance	strategies	among	vulnerable	popula_ons,	including	screening	for	asymptoma_c	cases?	(e.g.,
nursing	homes,	FQHCs,	IHS)

	
G.      What	are	your	plans	around	contact	tracing?

	
3. Conclusion and Next Steps

	

mailto:Thomas.weiser@ihs.gov
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Katims, Casey (GOV)
Meeting Forward Notification: FEMA Region 10 and Partners Congressional Member and Staff Briefing on COVID-19 -
- TUESDAY 10 AM PDT
To: Rossie, Camilla

Your meeting was forwarded

Katims, Casey (GOV)  has forwarded your meeting request to additional people.

 Meeting

 FEMA Region 10 and Partners Congressional Member and Staff Briefing on COVID-19 -- TUESDAY 10
AM PDT

 

 Meeting Time

 Tuesday, March 24, 2020 1:00 PM - Tuesday, March 24, 2020 2:00 PM

 

 Recipients

 Wilson, Morgan (GOV)

All times listed are in the following time zone:  (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

mailto:/o=WA.GOV/ou=Exchange%20Administrative%20Group%20(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Katims,%20Casey%20(GOV)c57
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Joint_FEMA-CBP_Statement_on_Export_of_Critical_PPE
April 08, 2020 at 3:28 PM EDT
To: tara.lee@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the statement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding a statement on the export of critical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  

 
April 8, 2020
 

COVID-19 Update
 
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
 
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.
 
FEMA and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are working together to prevent
domestic brokers, distributors, and other intermediaries from diverting these critical
medical resources overseas. To accomplish this, CBP will detain shipments of the PPE
specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA determines whether to return the
PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on behalf of the United States;
or, allow it to be exported.
 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_FEMA-CBP_ExportCriticalPPE_FINAL_20200408.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
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If you were forwarded this email and would like to be added to future 
DHS Intergovernmental Affairs distributions, please register your email address here.
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Time Topic Presenters Inputs Process Output
10	min I.   WELCOME Betsy	Zorio

Save	the	Children
Ass.	Sec.	Lynn	Johnson
Office	of	Head	Start

Framing	the	COVID-19
Child	Care	Crisis:
Emergency	Care	for	First
Responders

Share	latest	updates ·  ParHcipants	share	common
understanding	of	issues	and
the	importance	of	the	group

5	min II. AGENDA,	PURPOSE
AND	OBJECTIVES

Sarah	Thompson
Save	the	Children

Working	Group
ObjecHves
Agenda	for	Today’s
MeeHng

Review	group	structure ·  ParHcipants	informed	of	group
purpose,	scope	and	goals	and
how	they	may	be	able	to
contribute

20	min III.  MOST	CRITICAL
GAPS

Dr.	Bergeron
Office	of	Head	Start	(5
min)
Dr.	Lyne,e	Fraga
Child	Care	Aware	(5
min)
Sarah	Brady
Child	Care	Resources,
Sea>le,	WA	(5	min)
Dr.	Melanie	Johnson
CollaboraAve	for
Children,	Houston,	TX
(5min)

Panelists	Answer	3
QuesHons:
1.   What	are	the	Most

CriHcal	Gaps?
2.   What	are	the	Most

Urgent	Needs?
3.   Are	there	any

Promising
Approaches?

Highlight	specific
examples	of	gaps	to
emergency	care	for	first
responders

·     ParHcipants	gain	deeper
understanding	of	the
emergency	child	care
landscape	and	greatest	needs

10	min IV.FUNDING	STREAMS
&	ADVOCACY

Shannon	Chris8an
Office	of	Child	Care
Roy	Chrobocinski
Save	the	Children

Current	funding
available	to	emergency
child	care	providers

Review	of	recovery
funding	sources	and
allowances	current
legislaHon	as	well	as
gaps

·  ParHcipants	have	greater
understanding	of	funding
landscape	and	can	start	to
idenHfy	potenHal	addiHonal
streams	to	alleviate	the	crisis

25	min V.  Q&A	and
DISCUSSION

Jeanne-Aimee	De
Marrais
Save	the	Children

What	can	we	do	as	a
group	and	as
organizaHons	to
alleviate	this	crisis	and
best	support	children?

-        ReacHons	to
presentaHons

-        Are	these	the
right	gaps?

-        What	is	needed
to	address	these
gaps?

Q	&	A
Discussion	of	previous
talking	points
IdenHficaHon	of	key
streams	or	outputs

·  Ensure	parHcipants	have	a
clear	understanding	of	the
situaHon	and	the	impact	the
group	can	make.

·  IdenHfied	work	streams	and
our	group	deliverables

10	min VI.MOBILIZING	THE
WORK

Sarah	Thompson
Save	the	Children
Jerry	Kenney
Save	the	Children

Suggested	Subgroup
Work	streams:

-        Assessment
-        Funding

Review	suggested	work
streams	and	idenHfy
potenHal	parHcipants

·     IdenHfied	Subgroups	with
next	steps	on	parHcipaHon
and	follow	up

De Marrais, Jeanne-Aimee
FW: Emergency Child Care Working Group Meeting - AGENDA AND DIAL-IN
To: De Marrais, Jeanne-Aimee, Forrester, Sydney (GOV), Shannon.rudisill@ecfunders.org, Linda
Smith, jonathan.white@hhs.gov, ctrujillo@ccrcca.org, lauralee.koziol@fema.dhs.gov, amy.grissom@acf.hhs.gov, michelle.deluties@brighthorizons.com, janice.molnar@ocfs.ny.gov, yasminavinci@nhsa.org
francis.org, marye@operationbreakthrough.org, mbasloe@childcareservices.org, Shannon.Christian@acf.hhs.gov, tony.ruggiero@aemcorp.com, tgruber@utah.gov, Hunter, Ross (DCYF), wbusman@infanttoddler.com
Cc:  Vinci, Yasmina (DOHi), jrpruette@gmail.com, Bernhard, Kristin, Eva.Laguerre@dc.gov, Steven Barnett, Kathrine Stohr, sarahhei@compasseval.com, Levitt, Alexandra (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD)

	
	
-----Original	Appointment-----
From:	De	Marrais,	Jeanne-Aimee	<JDeMarrais@savechildren.org>	
Sent:	Monday,	April	6,	2020	11:55	AM
To:	De	Marrais,	Jeanne-Aimee;	Shannon.rudisill@ecfunders.org;	Linda	Smith;	jonathan.white@hhs.gov;	ctrujillo@ccrcca.org;	lauralee.koziol@fema.dhs.gov;
amy.grissom@acf.hhs.gov;	michelle.deluHes@brighthorizons.com;	janice.molnar@ocfs.ny.gov;	yasminavinci@nhsa.org;	rallvin@naeyc.org;	rmohan@bhfs.com;
laird@aap.org;	Natalie.grant@acf.hhs.gov;	mjohnson@collabforchildren.org;	sherryguarisco@gmail.com;	jroberts@agendaforchildren.org;	suzan.gage@elcnwf.org;
phollingsworth@elcmdm.org;	lynehe.fraga@usa.childcareaware.org;	Thompson,	Sarah;	Chrobocinski,	Roy;	Nugent,	Mary;	Garvin,	Khari;	Kenney,	Jerry;
esmeltzer@aelcfl.org;	bill@coloradokids.org;	CZia@aap.org;	Elaine.Zimmerman@acf.hhs.gov;	elizabeth.groginsky@state.nm.us;	ghn3@cdc.gov;	gjoseph@uw.edu;
jboss@zerotothree.org;	jennifer.oppenheim@samhsa.hhs.gov;	Jennifer.tschantz@hhs.gov;	jeana.ross@ece.alabama.gov;	Jerry.Milner@acf.hhs.gov;
joshua.laraby@growfairfield.com;	kara.waddell@childcareassociates.org;	kathy@vecf.org;	KBeckmann@packard.org;	kahhe@bestrongfamilies.net;
kbernhard@theounce.org;	Marketa.walters@la.gov;	ToddSmith.Laurie.J@dol.gov;	laurie.vanderploeg@ed.gov;	lbarreh@rikidscount.org;	louise.stoney@gmail.com;
ltadros@nieer.org;	Margareth.Legaspi@dc.gov;	pgates@sunbeamfamilyservices.org;	Marlo.Nash@st-francis.org;	marye@operaHonbreakthrough.org;
mbasloe@childcareservices.org;	Shannon.ChrisHan@acf.hhs.gov;	tony.ruggiero@aemcorp.com;	tgruber@utah.gov;	Hunter,	Ross	(DCYF);	wbusman@infanhoddler.com;
abello@day1fund.org;	horenn@georgetown.edu;	jbartleh@childtrends.org;	jenna.conway@governor.virginia.gov;	deborah.bergeron@acf.hhs.gov;
rosie.gomez@acf.hhs.gov;	melissa.brodowski@acf.hhs.gov;	Kane,	KrisHn	(ACF);	Richard.gonzales@acf.hhs.gov;	Colleen.rathgeb@acf.hhs.gov;	Adia.brown@acf.hhs.gov;
Laura.white@acf.hhs.gov;	Sharon.henderson@acf.hhs.gov;	Byron.mason@acf.hhs.gov;	cjohnsonstaub@clasp.org;	gcobb@pritzkerfoundaHon.org;
rgomez@hsfoundaHon.org;	Jacob	Stewart;	Brady@childcare.org
Cc:	Vinci,	Yasmina	(DOHi);	'jrpruehe@gmail.com';	Bernhard,	KrisHn;	Eva.Laguerre@dc.gov;	Steven	Barneh;	Kathrine	Stohr;	sarahhei@compasseval.com;	Levih,
Alexandra	(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/OD);	Lee,	Sarah	M.	(CDC/DDNID/NCCDPHP/DPH);	Wilkins,	Natalie	J.	(CDC/DDID/NCHHSTP/DASH);	Ldumas@nafcc.org;	mschill@nafcc.org;
nhopkinson@nafcc.org;	Jennifer	Weber;	Ami	Gadhia;	Geri	Henchy;	Gremont,	Caron;	Goodman,	Alyson	B.	(CDC/DDNID/NCCDPHP/DNPAO);	ginny.gipp@acf.hhs.gov;
ellen.wheatley@acf.hhs.gov;	moniquin.huggins@acf.hhs.gov
Subject:	Emergency	Child	Care	Working	Group	MeeHng	-	AGENDA	AND	DIAL-IN
When:	Thursday,	April	9,	2020	1:30	PM-3:00	PM	(UTC-05:00)	Eastern	Time	(US	&	Canada).
Where:	hhps://savechildren.zoom.us/j/104782181?pwd=TmJrQkNBcGQrMERUNTB2QW15YUdjUT09
	
	
Thank	you	for	joining	us	for	the	Emergency	Child	Care	Working	Group	MeeHng.	Please	see	the	dial-in	instrucHons	below.
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-        Guidance
-        Advocacy

10	min VII.     NEXT	STEPS	&
WRAP	UP

Sarah	Thompson
Save	the	Children
Jerry	Kenney
Save	the	Children

Proposed	meeHng
frequency,	resource
sharing	and
communicaHon
methods

Discuss	best	methods
for	communicaHon	and
coordinaHon,	including
barriers	to	certain
platorms.

·     Established	communicaHon
channels/feedback	methods

·     Next	steps	for	resource
sharing

·     Established	meeHng
frequency

·     Date	of	next	meeHng

	
	
	
	
	
	

DIAL
IN:

	
Jeanne-Aimee	De	Marrais	is	inviHng	you	to	a	scheduled	Zoom	meeHng.
	
Join	Zoom	MeeHng
hhps://savechildren.zoom.us/j/104782181?pwd=TmJrQkNBcGQrMERUNTB2QW15YUdjUT09
	
MeeHng	ID:	104	782	181
Password:	010361
One	tap	mobile
+16465588656,,104782181#	US	(New	York)
+13126266799,,104782181#	US	(Chicago)
	
Dial	by	your	locaHon
+1	646	558	8656	US	(New	York)
+1	312	626	6799	US	(Chicago)
+1	669	900	6833	US	(San	Jose)
+1	253	215	8782	US
+1	301	715	8592	US
+1	346	248	7799	US	(Houston)
+44	203	481	5237	United	Kingdom
+44	203	481	5240	United	Kingdom
+44	208	080	6591	United	Kingdom
+44	208	080	6592	United	Kingdom
+44	330	088	5830	United	Kingdom
+44	131	460	1196	United	Kingdom
MeeHng	ID:	104	782	181
Find	your	local	number:	hhps://savechildren.zoom.us/u/anCCR117l
	
Join	by	SIP
104782181@zoomcrc.com
	
Join	by	H.323
162.255.37.11	(US	West)
162.255.36.11	(US	East)
221.122.88.195	(China)
115.114.131.7	(India	Mumbai)
115.114.115.7	(India	Hyderabad)
213.19.144.110	(EMEA)
103.122.166.55	(Australia)
209.9.211.110	(Hong	Kong)
64.211.144.160	(Brazil)
69.174.57.160	(Canada)
207.226.132.110	(Japan)
MeeHng	ID:	104	782	181
Password:	010361
	
	
	

	
Please	contact	Jerry	Kenney	with	any	quesHons:
Jerry	Kenney
jkenney@savechildren.org
Sr.	Specialist	Child	Care	Recovery	and	Resilience
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Stakeholder Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Eligible Emergency Protective Measures
March 19, 2020 at 3:50 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

                                                                                                     
March 19, 2020 
Contact: Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division 
Phone: 202-646-3444
 

Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective
Measures
 
Consistent with the Presidentâ€™s national emergency declaration for the coronavirus (COVID-
19) pandemic on March 13, 2020, FEMA urges officials to, without delay, take appropriate actions
that are necessary to protect public health and safety pursuant to public health guidance and
conditions and capabilities in their jurisdictions. 
 
Attached is the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Eligible Emergency Protective Measures
Fact Sheet, which provides guidance on the types of emergency protective measures that may be
eligible under FEMAâ€™s Public Assistance Program in accordance with the COVID-19
Emergency Declaration in order to ensure that resource constraints do not inhibit efforts to respond
to this unprecedented disaster.
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov.
 

###
 
FEMAâ€™s mission is helping people before, during and after disasters.
 
Follow FEMA	online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMAâ€™s Facebook	page or
Espanol	page and at FEMAâ€™s YouTube account. Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynorâ€™s
activities @FEMA_Pete.

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/03/19/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-eligible-emergency-protective-measures
mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/blog
https://twitter.com/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol
https://www.facebook.com/FEMA
https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol
https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA
https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete


Throne, Paul (DOH)
News release: Washington WIC
April 17, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Yoshi Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Sharing the news release about Washington WIC that just went out today.
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Fordice, Justin
RE: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
March 16, 2020 at 6:10 PM EDT
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV)

Hi	Jim,
	
If	you	have	some	1me,	I’d	like	to	chat	quickly	about	the	email	below	so	that	if	needed,	we	can	modify
the	request	that	was	sent	earlier	today.		It	would	be	1mely	to	adjust	the	request	before	resources	start
moving.
	
Jus1n
	
From:	Fordice,	Jus1n	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	2:06	PM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Wasserman,	Adam	R	(MIL)
<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
Thanks	Jim,
	
If	WA	State	is	comfortable,	I’ll	update	FEMA	RX	and	HHS	with	the	numbers	and	informa1on	below.		For
clarifica1on,	what	is	31/75?		Or	71/35?
	
Jus1n
	
From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	1:48	PM
To:	Wasserman,	Adam	R	(MIL)	<Adam.Wasserman@mil.wa.gov>;	Fordice,	Jus1n
<jus1n.fordice@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FW:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
Adam,
	
		We	got	some	answers	back	from	April	Putney	at	King	County.	While	the	data	is	a	ligle	light	on	the
shelter,	there	is	real	good	info	in	here	email	about	what	medical	staffing	would	look	like.
	
Here’s	what	a	typical	shelter	staffing	model	looks	like:
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Sincerely,
Jim
	
	
JIM	BAUMGART
Sr.	Policy	Advisor	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Policy	Office	|	Desk:	360.902.0559	|	Cell:	360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov	|		Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW.
	
From:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>	
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	1:34	PM
To:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	Re:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 

Hi Jim, here's more information. 

 

For the 31/75:

The	71:	There	is	no	specific	creden1al	to	work	in	a	shelter.		People	with	social	work	or	low-level
medical	(CNAs)	medical	backgrounds	would	be	wonderful,	but	the	tasks	that	we	an1cipate	here
are	just	staff	to	supplement	Shelter	providers	once	exis1ng	shelter	staff	either	become	ill	or	to
operate	new	spaces	to	help	“deintensify”	exis1ng	shelters.		People	for	this	role	just	need	to	be
ready	to	join	exis1ng	opera1ons	and	help	them	keep	going.
The	35:		These	are	ideally	higher-skilled	suppor1ve	services	people—either	nurses,	CNAs,	social
workers,	or	others	with	a	background	in	social	services.		In	these	cases,	we’re	assuming	that	the
County	Workforce	can	(at	least	in	the	short	term)	fill	the	opera1onal	needs,	but	we	will	con1nue
to	need	help	with	skilled	work	to	help	keep	people	supported	and	staying	in	I/Q	sesngs.		At	the
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same	1me,	if	mid-skilled	persons	are	not	available,	we’ll	also	take	any	type	of	person	we	can	get.
 

For the AC/RC mass care facilities, we've since updated the numbers: the staffing request, per
week, based on 12-hour shifts, for each AC/RC (with 6 planned, each with 400-person capacity)
is:

General	non-clinical	staff:	40	per	site	(240	total	for	6	sites)
Licensed	Mental	Health	Prac11oner:	8	(48)
Unlicensed	Mental	Health	Prac11oner:	11	(66)
Physician:	2	(12)
Psychiatrist:	2	total	(rotate	between	sites)
Registered	Nurses:	17	(102)
RN	Supervisors:	6	(36)
Advanced	Prac1ce	RN:	6	(36)
Medical	Director	(physician):	1	(6)
Medical	Assistant:	6	(36)

	

From:	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)	<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Sent:	Monday,	March	16,	2020	12:19	PM
To:	Putney,	April	<April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>
Subject:	FW:	need	some	details	on	staffing	numbers	by	skill	set
 
[EXTERNAL Email Notice! ] External communication is important to us. Be cautious of phishing attempts. Do not
click or open suspicious links or attachments.
April,
 
  Hi and Happy Monday. We’ve ran the line at the state level at can’t find the resources so it’s
going out to FEMA. Can you get me a skills set for the 106 pax  for staffing at I/Q and also to
reinforce existing shelter systems?
 
Thanks
Jim
 
JIM BAUMGART
Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov |  Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
 
From: Clifton, Lily <lclifton@kingcounty.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:11 AM
To: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>
Cc: Putney, April <April.Putney@kingcounty.gov>; Flor, Leonardo
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<Leonardo.Flor@kingcounty.gov>
Subject: FW: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
 
Hello Jim,
 
Thank you for following up. I am connecting you with April from the Exec’s office and Leo Flor
from King County DCHS. Leo was presenting the slide deck and April can also speak to your
question below.
 
Thanks,
Lily
 
 
 
From: Baumgart, Jim (GOV) <jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 9:07 AM
To: Clifton, Lily <lclifton@kingcounty.gov>
Subject: need some details on staffing numbers by skill set
 
[EXTERNAL Email Notice! ] External communication is important to us. Be cautious of phishing attempts. Do not
click or open suspicious links or attachments.
Lily,
 
  Thanks for the phone call yesterday. Can you get me some details on slide 8? I’m working a
staffing request and FEMA needs a bit more specificity to work it. It will also help when we send
this out for contract.
 
  As you note, we simply do not have the staffing expertise readily available within our volunteer
or state workforce.
 
Jim
 
JIM BAUMGART
Sr. Policy Advisor | Office of Governor Jay Inslee
Policy Office | Desk: 360.902.0559 | Cell: 360.480.9782
www.governor.wa.gov |  Jim.Baumgart@gov.wa.gov

Email communications with state employees are public records and may be subject to disclosure,
pursuant to Ch. 42.56 RCW.
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Cribbs, Michael W CAPT
Cancellation of CGC JOHN MIDGETT Decommissioning Ceremony
March 13, 2020 at 6:36 PM EDT
To: 2.midgetts@gmail.com, aaronb5@uw.edu, Ajdelao@yahoo.com, McCabe, Alan B CAPT, Cropley, Alexander J LT, Cropley, Alexander J LT, Davis, Alexis A LT, alohajack@juno.com, Lockwood, Amy M
LCDR, andrea.roper@mail.house.gov, Pecora, Andrew T CAPT, Baker, Anthony E ENS, Vogt, Anthony J RADM, apoc.inc@live.com, Aswagertydeirossi@gmail.com, bauer965@yahoo.com, Davis, Benjamin F SK1
Benjamin M CDR, betserweb@aol.com, bozzbryan48@gmail.com, Fisher, Amanda C CDR, McNeil, Brendan C LTJG, McPherson, Brendan, Anderson, Brian R CAPT, c.philippi@comcast.net, Cacyc@usa.net
BOSN2, Black, Carl K CIV, cayuga23@comcast.net, cchonn83@gmail.com, ccostanzo@americanwaterways.com, Ladyga, Celina H LCDR, cgkidd@msn.com, Banks, Charles L
CDR, Chelsea_Clayton@murray.senate.gov, chrisrandolph11@gmail.com, Hughes, Christina J
ENS, chrisyre42@aol.com, cjaskula@jmacresources.com, cmfvic@wavecable.com, coachcsjohnston@gmail.com, coastiedad9065@yahoo.com, Wood, Cody L AET3, Colie.Galway@gmail.com, 
BOSN2, Bronson, Collin R CDR, Riesterer, Cory A LCDR, coryst.pierre@gmail.com, cre.white05@insuremail.net, cribbsmichelle@gmail.com, cwoolsen@yahoo.com, Travers, Cynthia S
LCDR, cynthiaaortiz@msn.com, Dan.Whalen@mail.house.gov, Keane, Daniel P CDR, Ursino, Daniel R CDR, Ludlam, Daniel W ENS, danneptun@hotmail.com, Barata, David C CAPT, david.d.dinkins@navy.mil
LT, dconnolly@wwwilliams.com, Gilbert, Dean J LTJG, Greenwell, Devin C LTJG, djc242010@gmail.com, douglas_coral@msn.com, dpatton2@uw.edu, dsbauby@gmail.com, Randall, Dustin B ENS
LTJG, Efetterman@ebresources.com, Elad945170@hotmail.com, Grindle, Emily L MK1, Eric.Moan@gmail.com, fab1144@msn.com, flipdoug1924@gmail.com, Fourcrazykings@yahoo.com, gcargill@yahoo.com
Geoffrey E AET3, Gfondow@comcast.net, Tlapa, Greg B CAPT, Texier, Gregoire A MECS, gregory.a.burg@gmail.com, Marshall, Gregory LT, Marshall, Gregory LT, Gregory.Kasun@safeway.com
CAPT, Gstrangs@msn.com, Beddoes, Hamp A LTJG, hboehme21@gmail.com, hibdon_hut@comcast.net, Harrison, Holly
CAPT, hshaffner@gmail.com, Icky@fb.com, info@nwseaportalliance.com, itscribbs@gmail.com, Hardiman, Jacob M LTJG, Solis, Jake ISC, Jalexanians14@gmail.com, Bushman, James LT, Terrell, James K CDR
James M CDR, Karlsgodt, James T EMCS, Belouskas, Jamie H CIV, Rybka, Jan A CDR, Wonder, Jason C ET2, Tessier, Jason D BOSN2, Ryan, Jason H
CAPT, jasonjkoch@gmail.com, jcdsandvig@gmail.com, jeanellandjohn@gmail.com, Boba, Jed R CAPT, Niblett, Jeff M F&S, Zappen, Jeffrey M CIV, Novak, Jeffrey W
CAPT, jehovha1@gmail.com, jenn.treadway@mail.house.gov, jenny.durkan@seattle.gov, jeremyklingback@gmail.com, Jerry.Prichard@icloud.com, Jgallowayf@aol.com, jgeorge.lausen@navy.mil
Jill L. CIV, jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov, Jkyle@thedisolution.com, jlausen2@gmail.com, John.c.allen4@navy.mil, Cole, John D CAPT, johnbowers@prodigy.net, Burton, Jonathan C CIV, Musman, Jonathan E
CAPT, jonathan.w.ladyga2@omb.eop.gov, Quigtar, Josephine C CIV, Dixon, Joshua, Branthoover, Joshua W LT, Young, Justin B BOSN2, Nadolny, Justin P LCDR, Foor, Karlin C
LT, kasunfamily54@gmail.com, Kdacimo1418@gmail.com, kelliannn@aol.com, Kellyjquinn@me.com, Bashaw, Kevin B MKC, Merideth, Kevin M MAT4, Smith, Kevinn M
BMCM, Kim.Prichard@gmail.com, kristin@westerntowboat.com, Ensley, Kristopher R LCDR, Phillips, Kyle D LTJG, Collins, Laura D CAPT, Laura-etc@juno.com, Smith, Laurin M LT, LeeB96@comcast.net
CAPT, Neumann, Lindsey M LTJG, lisadan1313@gmail.com, Littleluvtruck@gmail.com, Groves, Lukas N LTJG, Sniatkowski, Luke A LTJG, malcolmmurrellbyrd@gmail.com, Climacosa, Mark A
ELC2, Mark.Homeyer@crowley.com, Durley, MaryEllen J CAPT, Hannam, Max N MK3, mbick78@yahoo.com, mblecman@yahoo.com, mccarthyp@att.net, Dean, Megan CAPT, Rivera, Melissa L
CAPT, mgohman@comcast.net, Gagen, Michael H LTJG, Davanzo, Michael J CAPT, Thayer, Michael J BMCS, Nordhausen, Michael JB LCDR, Carola, Michael K BMCS, Balding, Michael M
CAPT, Michael.P.King@uscg.mil, Jackson, Michael S CDR, Jennings, Michael
BMCM, Mikeandmarlenam@bellsouth.net, mlebeau@earthlink.net, Mmastrudm@gmail.com, mmiller@hmsgm.com, nancymal@microsoft.com, Kirchner, Nathan P MKC, Nedkiley@me.com, Mallory, Nichole M
CIV, Nicole_Teutschel@cantwell.senate.gov, p_johnson58@msn.com, paglia68@hotmail.com, Dougan, Patrick J CAPT, Patrick@Hill-Family.us, pelagic28@frontier.com, Petejhow@gmail.com, Brooks, Peter M
BMCS, peter.philips@philipspublishing.com, PRESIDENT@PSPILOTS.ORG, Psluppert@comcast.net, Allen, Quinten J BM1, r.paetzold@sfbarpilots.com, Rachel.Berkson@mail.house.gov, ralbidress@yahoo.com
CAPT, randy.rhoton@comcast.net, Rdks13@aol.com, refcalinc@yahoo.com, resard@aol.com, Revfluegel@gmail.com, rewoodsarts@gmail.com, Evans, Richard C CSCM, Hersh, Richard C
CIV, rickrendt@gmail.com, Gatewood, Riley O CAPT, rivers35@comcast.net, Rob.Richards@mail.house.gov, Kinsey, Robert CDR, Hawkins, Robert L CIV, Rojas, Rodrigo G CAPT, Peoples,
Roger, rpcga79@gmail.com, rudder@pacifier.com, Zuckerman, Russell R CDR, Fox, Ryan M LT, sabernat1010@yahoo.com, Looney, Samud I LCDR, scmarston@hotmail.com, Scott.b.robertson1@navy.mil
LCDR, Sdpearson13@gmail.com, shawn_bills@murray.senate.gov, Frasca, Shelby E ENS, sheretz@waypt.com, slizberg22@my.whitworth.edu, Spencer.Roach@myfloridahouse.gov, Parrott, Stacia F CDR
E LCDR, Adler, Stephen J CAPT, Roth, Steven D LT, Danseglio, Steven M LT, stitilah@comcast.net, stootwheat@hotmail.com, tacomanlus@yahoo.com, Tany@TheTamaraPaulGroup.Com, Duran, Techiel Mae P
SK1, Lindstrom, Tedric R CIV, Jordan, Teri L CAPT, Thegeelans@gmail.com, thegraffhaus@aol.com, Evans, Thomas C CDR, Bell, Tia G OSS3, Crochet, Timothy V BOSN2, Minnick, Todd A SKCM
CAPT, Tommy_Bauer@cantwell.senate.gov, Wilson, Torrence B CAPT, Parks, Travis S ENG4, Travismingo@gmail.com, tsestito13@icloud.com, TudorLee.C@portseattle.org, Scofield, Tyson J
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Greetings former JOHN MIDGETT crew, friends, family,

Out of an abundance of caution the decision has been made to cancel the decommissioning ceremony for CGC JOHN MIDGETT (WHEC 726) due to the
ongoing corona virus outbreak in the Seattle area. This is very disappointing as my Shipmates and I were looking forward to connecting with former crew,
friends and family, swapping sea stories and together honoring 48 years of faithful service this beautiful ship has provided the Coast Guard and America. 

Because work to prepare the ship for foreign military transfer must continue we cannot postpone the ceremony; however, rest assured that we will observe and
document with video all the proper customs and courtesies associated with decommissioning JOHN MIDGETT. Once we have done this we will share the
video with all who desire.

Warmest regards,

mwc

CAPT Mike Cribbs

Commanding Officer

USCGC JOHN MIDGETT (WHEC-726)

(206) 217-6280 (ship)

(206) 512-0150 (cell)
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Administrator Gaynor Second Letter to Emergency Managers
April 16, 2020 at 8:37 AM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 16, 2020                                                      

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic: Pandemic: 
Administrator Letter toAdministrator Letter to
Emergency Managers   Emergency Managers   

Attached is FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor’s April 15, 2020 letter to the Nation’s Emergency
Managers, which outlines lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-
of-America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. In this letter, Administrator
Gaynor addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use of data-driven
decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical Stations (FMS) and
Large-Format Alternative Care Sites (ACS); Mitigation efforts to flatten the curve; strengthening
the supply chain; as well as importance of busting myths.

Administrator Gaynor’s guidance is a follow-on to his first letter to emergency managers, dated
March 27, 2020, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

The letter is available on the FEMA website, as well

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
Tribal Affairs (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov  
Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov

Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also, follow Administrator
Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
To help people before, during, and after disasters.
	

https://www.fema.gov/blog
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FEMA-R10-NewsDesk
The Trump Administration Is Supporting the People of Washington To Combat the Coronavirus
April 23, 2020 at 11:27 AM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:

 
Washington State and Local Partners,
 
Thank you for your continued efforts in the whole-of-America approach to respond to and
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 (coronavirus) for the benefit of the people of Washington. As
you know, our citizens are best served when response is locally executed, State managed and
Federally supported. The Federal government scales best practices, coordinates key priorities,
provides regulatory flexibilities, guidance, and key resources to supplement, but not replace,
private sector, local, and State resources. On January 31, the Trump Administration declared
the coronavirus a public health emergency. The declaration set in motion the Trump
Administration’s whole-of-government approach to protecting the health of Americans in
response to the coronavirus. Working in partnership with State, Local, and Tribal leaders, the
President and Administration have and continue to leverage all resources to respond to the
coronavirus, bringing together government and private industry in a collaborative response.
 

 
Attached, please find a fact sheet (The Trump Administration Is Supporting the People
of Washington) overviewing Federal coordination and assistance provided to the State of
Washington and the people of Washington to combat the coronavirus. The attached
information is bolstered by hundreds of additional actions by the Federal government to help
the people of Washington in partnership with State and local leaders. The White House Office

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/01/31/secretary-azar-declares-public-health-emergency-us-2019-novel-coronavirus.html


of Intergovernmental Affairs (WH IGA) will continue to share pertinent information as it
becomes available. Please do not hesitate to reach out to our office if we can be of assistance. As
a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison between the White House and the country’s State
and local elected officials and Tribal Governments.
 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
William F. Crozer
Special Assistant to the President/Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
	

Download the COVID-19 App

COVID-19: Important Resources for State,
Local, and Tribal Officials

	

 
Guidelines for Opening Up America Again: On April 16, President Trump and the
White House Coronavirus Task Force unveiled new guidelines (download here) for the
reopening of America. Developed by the top medical experts from across the Government
and based on verifiable metrics regarding the situation on the ground, the guidelines outline
a phased return to reopening and include specific steps for State, Local, and Tribal officials to

https://www.apple.com/covid19
https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Guidelines-for-Opening-Up-America-Again.pdf


follow in tailoring their response. The guidelines also set clear benchmarks on new cases,
testing, and hospital resources for States to meet to proceed toward a phased reopening. In
the days and weeks ahead, the Administration plans to continue robust coordination and
outreach with State, Local, and Tribal leaders as we collectively work to reopen the country.
Coronavirus Guidelines for America: On March 31, the White House announced
updated Coronavirus Guidelines for America (Español), extending social distancing
efforts through April 30. On April 3, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
issued guidance recommending individuals wear cloth face coverings in public settings
where other social distancing measures are difficult to maintain (e.g. grocery stores and
pharmacies, particularly in areas of significant community-based transmission. On April 8,
CDC also provided guidelines regarding when people in critical infrastructure roles can
return to work after being exposed to a confirmed or suspected case of COVID-19. Additional
information on critical infrastructure below.
Up-To-Date Information: The most up-to-date, verified information and guidance can be
found via the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Coronavirus Disease 2019 website
– www.coronavirus.gov. The Coronavirus Task Force holds frequent briefings, which can
be viewed live here.
COVID-19 Response and Recovery Primer: Response and recovery efforts are locally
executed, state managed, and federally supported. It is important that requests for
assistance, including for critical supplies, get routed through the proper channels as soon as
possible. Learn more about the response and recovery process via this important resource –
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Response and Recovery Through Federal-
State-Local-Tribal Partnership. FEMA’s public assistance guidance for COVID-19
response efforts can be found here. Guidance for Tribal Governments can be found here.
Critical Infrastructure Workforce Guidelines: On March 16th, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) issued updated critical infrastructure guidance in response
to the COVID-19 emergency. DHS continues to work with stakeholders in the critical
infrastructure community to update the advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. The guidance, and accompanying list, is intended to help State, local,
tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring
continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national
security. The list is advisory in nature and is not a federal directive or standard.
Rural Resource Guide: USDA and Federal partners have programs that can be used to
provide immediate and long term assistance to rural communities affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. These programs can support recovery efforts for rural residents, businesses, and
communities. USDA developed a resource guide for State, Local, and Tribal leaders, and
other stakeholders.
Coronavirus Fact vs. Myth: Rumors can easily circulate within communities during a
crisis. FEMA setup a website to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to the coronavirus pandemic.
Fraud & Scam Protection: The Department of Justice is remaining vigilant in detecting,
investigating, and prosecuting wrongdoing related to the crisis. Find out how you can protect
yourself and helpful resources on DOJ’s Coronavirus Fraud Prevention website. The Federal
Trade Commission has also established a website with helpful information to help
consumers avoid coronavirus-related scams.
Social Media Resources: Download the Apple COVID-19 Screening Tool. Follow the
White House on Twitter and Facebook. Also follow HHS (Twitter/Facebook) and CDC
(Twitter/Facebook) You can also find informational videos from Coronavirus Task Force
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members on mitigation, social distancing, etc. on the White House’s YouTube page.
Mental Health Resources: Natural disasters – including such pandemics as the
coronavirus outbreak – can be overwhelming and also can seriously affect emotional health.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration’s (SAMHSA) Disaster Distress
Helpline – 1-800-985-5990 (or text TalkWithUs to 66746) – provides 24/7, 365-day-a-year
crisis counseling and support to anyone who is seeking help in coping with the mental or
emotional effects caused by developments related to the coronavirus pandemic.  Learn more
about the Disaster Distress Helpline here.
Addiction & Substance Abuse Resources: The COVID-19 pandemic has created
countless challenges for those delivering care to our most vulnerable populations. People
with Substance Use Disorder (SUD) and Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) are especially at high
risk suffering complications from COVID-19. The White House Office of National Drug
Control Policy (ONDCP), which leads and coordinates the development, implementation, and
assessment of U.S. drug policy, released a fact sheet that contains information on Federal
actions to expand telemedicine and e-prescribing, to increase flexibility for treatment with
methadone and buprenorphine, to improve access to prescribed controlled substances, and
to expand assistance to rural areas.
Administration Actions and Federal Agency Resources: USA.gov is cataloging all
U.S. government activities related to coronavirus. From actions on health and safety to travel,
immigration, and transportation to education, find pertinent actions here. Each Federal
Agency has also established a dedicated coronavirus website, where you can find important
information and guidance. They include: Health and Human Services (HHS), Centers of
Medicare and Medicaid (CMS), Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Department of
Education (DoED), Department of Agriculture (USDA), Small Business Administration
(SBA), Department of Labor (DOL), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Department
of State (DOS), Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Department of Energy (DOE), Department of Commerce (DOC), Department of
Justice (DOJ), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Department of the
Treasury (USDT), Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (ODNI), and U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC).
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 26, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 25, FEMA announced that more than $5.1 million dollars in crisis
counseling service grants have been made available to five states.

The grants, made to Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and
Washington, will support programs providing free, confidential counseling to
assist individuals through community-based outreach and educational services.
Due to the COVID-19 nationwide emergency and the need to protect the safety
and health of all Americans, the crisis counseling will be delivered by phone,
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internet and the media (including social media).

As of April 25, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.7 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.7 million surgical gowns, 793.8 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200426 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 By the Numbers 042620.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 28, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Remain Actively Engaged to Support
State-Managed Coronavirus Response
 
“I can tell you this weekend, we will be reporting on aggressive efforts that our supply
stabilization task force at FEMA is taking to import medical supplies from around the
world.” – Vice President Mike Pence
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
Apple and CDC, together with the White House and FEMA, launched a new website
and app with a COVID-19 screening tool and resources to help people protect their
health. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
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shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. We
are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
 
Today, the US-NS Comfort will be underway today from Norfolk, VA to New York, NY.

The Comfort will arrive at Pier 90 in Manhattan on Monday – only approximately a
mile away from the Javits Convention Center where the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are actively constructing a 2,910-bed alternate care facility.
The Comfort is equipped with 12 operating rooms, 1,000 hospital beds, a medical
laboratory, a pharmacy, an optometry lab, digital radiology services, a CAT-scan, two
oxygen producing plants, a helicopter deck and a crew of nearly 1,200 U.S. military
personnel.
The crew onboard the Comfort will provide critically needed medical surge capacity
for New York Metropolitan area. Their mission will be to care for New Yorkers who
do not have COVID-19, but who require urgent medical care.

 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts.

This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster
response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.

 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act to avoid governors needing to request individual emergency
declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Washington,
the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territory of Guam were approved for  major
disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Seventeen
states and four tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.28.20.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_Important_Message_on_Essential_Financial_S ervices_Sector_Workers_–_From_
U.S._Treasury_Secretary_Mnuchin
March 22, 2020 at 7:13 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

On behalf of U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin, please see an important message
regarding financial service sector guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public
health and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
A message from U.S. Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Critical
Infrastructure Protection David B. Lacquement:
 
Workers across the financial services sector play an important role in supporting the
American people and our Nation’s economy.  Consistent with the need to ensure access for
essential financial services workers, Secretary Mnuchin issued the attached memorandum. 
This memorandum points to guidelines from the President and the Department of
Homeland Security, which provides guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public health
and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
Everyone should follow guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as
well as State and local officials regarding strategies to limit disease spread.  We are
dedicated to working closely with all of you to ensure the safety of the workforce and
ensure the continued operations of the financial services sector in support of our Nation’s
economy.
 
Thank you for your continued support.

 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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# # #

Financial Services Sector Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
CISA-Guidance-on-Essential-Critical-Infrastructure-Workers-1-20-508c.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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FEMA-IGA
FW: Notification of a Major Disaster Declaration for the State of Illinois (FEMA-4489-DR-IL)
March 26, 2020 at 4:05 PM EDT
To: William Kirkland, Crozer, William (who.eop.gov), SHORT, CHERIE, Harper, Jay, Pat.Collier@illinois.gov
Cc:  FEMA-IGA, Greff, Stacie

STATE OF ILLINOIS
 

FEDERAL DISASTER DECLARATION FACT SHEET
 

MARCH 26, 2020
 

Today, March 26, 2020, President Donald J. Trump granted a Major Disaster Declaration for the
State of Illinois triggering the release of Federal funds to help people and communities recover
from COVID-19 that occurred January 20, 2020, and continuing.  Details of the disaster declaration
and assistance programs are as follows:
 
Declaration Number:                                                              FEMA-4489-DR
 
Incident:                                                                                  COVID-19
                                                     
Incident Period:                                                                      January 20, 2020, and continuing
 
Federal Coordinating Officer:                                                Steven W. Johnson
                                                                                                National FCO Program
 
Individual Assistance (IA):                                                       (Assistance to individuals and
households):
 
IA-Designated Areas:                                                                Individual Assistance
limited to the Crisis Counseling Program in all areas in the State of Illinois.
 
Public Assistance (PA):                                                          (Assistance for emergency work and

the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged
facilities):

 
PA-Designated Areas:                                                                Emergency protective
measures (Category B) not authorized under other Federal statutes, including direct
federal assistance, under the Public Assistance program at 75 percent federal

funding for all areas in
the State of Illinois.

 

OTHER:                                                                                      Additional designations may be made at
a later date if requested by the State and
warranted by the results of further assessments.
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For your reference, I have attached fact sheets on the Individual Assistance and Public Assistance
programs.

 

If you have any questions, please contact FEMA’s Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division at (202) 646-3444.
 
Respectfully,
	
Jacob	Spell
Intergovernmental Affairs Specialist |	Congressional	and	Intergovernmental	Affairs	Division	|	Office
of	External	Affairs
Mobile: (540) 326-1936
jacob.spell@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic (April 2, 2020)
April 02, 2020 at 6:05 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 2, 2020      
                                                                  

Coronavirus (COVID-19)Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Pandemic:Pandemic:
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human
Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard
(Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator
Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal
Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors;
and How To Help.
Topline messaging includes the following:

§  Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a whole of
America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.

§  The health and safety of the American people are our top priority.
§  On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.

¨  The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

¨  The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions
designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much
as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking
additional steps to distance yourself from other people. 

¨  For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you
think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

§  On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates $2 trillion
to COVID-19 response efforts.

§  FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in
various locations across the U.S.

¨  FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday, March 29 which
delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut.

¨  Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on March 31,
and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago and Columbus, Ohio early
this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

¨  Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include gloves,

mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
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https://www.coronavirus.gov/
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gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on
the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

¨  Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors in
areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S. supply
chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing homes
around the country.

§  Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the current
capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has adopted a
process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are shipped to the
states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

¨  At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which includes
9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the Department of
Defense.

¨  To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership.

§  In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut (50) and Louisiana
(150).

§  FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North Carolina and
Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the months of April, May and June
as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

§  Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-
Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA
Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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FEMA-IGA
FEMA Advisory: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Supply Chain Stabilization (April 8, 2020)
April 08, 2020 at 8:09 PM EDT
To: FEMA-IGA

FEMA ADVISORY – APRIL 8, 2020                                                                 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) PandemicCoronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic
Supply Chain StabilizationSupply Chain Stabilization
The Supply Chain Task Force continues executing a strategy maximizing the availability of critical protective and
lifesaving resources through FEMA for a whole-of-America response. Efforts to date have focused on reducing
the medical supply chain capacity gap to both satisfy and relieve demand pressure on medical supply capacity.
The task force is applying a four-prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation to
rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of critical resources to increase supply long-term.

The preservationpreservation line of effort focuses on providing federal guidance to responders and the non-medical
sector, such as public service (police, fire, EMT), energy distribution and the food industry on how to preserve
supplies when possible, to reduce impact on the medical supply chain.

The accelerationacceleration line of effort provides direct results to help meet the demand for personal protective
equipment PPE through the industry to allow responders to get supplies they need as fast as possible.

The expansionexpansion line of effort is charged with generating capacity with both traditional and non-traditional
manufacturers, such as adding machinery or by re-tooling assembly lines to produce new products.

The allocationallocation of supplies facilitates the distribution of critically needed PPE to "hot spots" for immediate
resupply. States report on supplies and can request assistance when they experience a shortage. 

The Supply Chain Task Force is working with the major commercial distributors to facilitate the rapid distribution
of critical resources in short supply to locations where they are needed most. This partnership enables FEMA
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and its federal partners to take a whole-of-America approach to combatting COVID-19. The task force is providing
distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most
need of resources now and in the future. The distributors have agreed to focus portions of their distributions on
these areas in order to alleviate the suffering of the American people.

A key example of this partnership in action is Project Airbridge. The airbridge was created to reduce the time it
takes for U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for their
respective customers. FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing
shipment time from weeks to days.

Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and nationwide locations through
regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers within the hotspot
areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50 percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their
customers in other areas nationwide.  HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Working together, we can efficiently distribute these vital resources to hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care
facilities, pre-hospital medical services, state and local governments, and other facilities critical to caring for the
American people during this pandemic.

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact Office of External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs
Division:

Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov

Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov

Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov

Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444, at nbeoc@max.gov.

Follow Us
Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on FEMA Facebook page or
FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 6, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping
With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is
scheduling flights daily but does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE
until the cargo is loaded.

Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los
Angeles, and Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to
hotspots and locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight
arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub
locations. 

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure,
FEMA is supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of
strategies, including Project Airbridge.

The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S.
medical supply distributors to get personal protective equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from
overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from
weeks to days.
As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on
each plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas
with the most critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by
HHS and FEMA based on CDC data.
The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and
onto their customers in other areas across the U.S.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots. These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-
19 in their work to respond effectively to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and
an Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients
hospitalized with COIVD-19.

Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription
drugs approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown
activity in laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2
(the virus that causes COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these
drugs may offer some benefit in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19
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patients.
The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of
hydroxychloroquine to New York and Los Angeles County based on their
requests.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which
includes 8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the
Department of Defense.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), and Washington (500).

140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to
New York by Gov. Kate Brown.
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional
ventilators to New Jersey.

Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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To: Undisclosed recipients:

Good	morning.
	
The	na/onal	social	hot	issues	report	from	today	is	a8ached	for	greater	context.
	
Please	let	us	know	if	anyone	should	be	added	to	our	distro	list.		
	
If	you	come	across	any	stories	that	should	be	included	in	the	report,	please	send	them	our	way.
	

COVID-19
FEMA REGION 10 - EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

MEDIA ANALYSIS & SOCIAL LISTENING
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APRIL 20, 2020
SUMMARY

·       UW	coronavirus	model	says	Washington	state	could	poten/ally	start	safely	reopening	the	week
of	May	18	pending	more	tes/ng	and	contract	tracing.

·       FEMA	gives	over	$7.5	million	to	Oregon	for	COVID-19	response.
·       Oregon	leaders	urge	residents	to	con/nue	with	social	distancing,	repor/ng	posi/ve	trends	in

COVID-19	numbers.
·       Alaska	reports	encouraging	numbers,	while	ConocoPhillips	announces	further	spending	cuts	and

rural	communi/es	brace	for	challenges	without	Ravn	Air.
·       Protesters	gathered	at	Washington's	capital	Olympia	this	weekend,	as	media	reports	highlight	the

challenges	faced	by	unemployed	individuals,	rural	hospitals,	and	businesses.
·       Onions	in	Idaho	are	going	to	waste	as	demand	decreases.
·       State	unemployment	offices	work	to	keep	up	with	applica/ons	and	adjustments	from	the	CARES

act.
Public	Sen+ment

·       In	Oregon,	people	are	watching	closely	to	see	how	federal	pandemic-response	funds	will	be
spent,	and	many	believe	that	official	updates	on	the	pandemic	are	inaccurate	due	to	low	tes/ng.

·       Rural	Oregon	is	growing	increasingly	frustrated	by	the	economic	toll	of	social	distancing	with
news	reports	of	few	new	cases.

·       Washington	residents	are	divided,	with	skep/cism	that	the	state	will	be	able	to	safely	open	soon
mixed	with	reluctance	to	keep	businesses	closed	for	much	longer.

Washington
Protests
·       Demonstrators	rally	in	Olympia	against	Washington’s	coronavirus	stay-at-home	order.	(Sea8le

Times,	KIRO,	KOMO,	The	News	Tribune)
·       Hundreds	of	fishermen	and	women	protest	fishing	restric/ons	in	Washington.	(KHQ)
·       Governor	Inslee	responded	in	a	statement,	and	on	social	channels,	suppor/ng	free	speech,	and

asking	people	to	do	what	they	can	to	fla8en	the	curve	so	that	businesses	and	other	regular
ac/vi/es	can	resume	when	the	/me	is	right.

mailto:fema-r10-newsdesk@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/demonstrators-rally-in-olympia-against-washingtons-coronavirus-stay-home-order/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook%23Echobox=1587327844
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/coronavirus-protesters-rally-against-washington-stay-at-home-orders/XIDPHMLVOJAAREQ5YCL75367PU/
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/hundreds-gather-in-olympia-to-protest-gov-inslees-stay-home-orders
https://www.thenewstribune.com/news/state/article242122641.html
https://www.khq.com/coronavirus/hundreds-of-fishermen-and-women-protest-fishing-restrictions-in-washington/article_516dc12a-2977-58c0-83a8-d4a2d4f87a9e.html?fbclid=IwAR3Zy2tnOasYtURr_fzeMPhC5uzxbBVexoQbAda1Rl-P7YtlMnPsMXV9994
https://www.governor.wa.gov/news-media/inslee-statement-demonstration-today-olympia
https://www.facebook.com/WaStateGov/posts/1659071610906613?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAJOVgYq8Ik0m8zX9vq-buc3XdAg9c_AWMUyWiGURzAY9tosv_LhAmo4bi3K64PewzwYHjyUrRRoHzAFD6NfQJriwqnP91SGt7bWhLZnQpm-bDTyxK24aGaq3M7-2UfCXUj5mQJOHLAUoE-yGk82VJSBRH-TPdQ0-ia78IW7eSv8BX1WKtKui9FbPBuQ7bCmlGguFvt443w3aNyyUsahBmfnJ69zhTB5wCQpjqEgI4R3FIsBkOGN5np6iCI0UP3B-Hf0VrF2TAP87ZWkhVubAp6MlW-agGLdvi57LncHt4ExmpWrgMmbE_ggvynN3yiI1SvkKq8XKLuJ78d-HtBEA&__tn__=-R
https://twitter.com/GovInslee/status/1251982617269792768


Plans	to	Reopen
·       UW	coronavirus	model	says	Washington	state	could	poten/ally	start	safely	reopening	the	week

of	May	18.	(Sea8le	Times)	Most	comments	online	doubt	the	ability	to	open	safety	so	quickly.
(example)

·       More	tes/ng,	contract	tracing,	supplies	needed	before	state	dials	back	social	distancing.	(The
Spokesman-Review)	On	Facebook,	users	are	mixed	in	their	support	for	wai/ng	any	longer	to
reopen.	(example)

PPE
·       A	Washington	Congressman	calls	on	the	administra/on	and	FEMA	to	leverage	the	Department	of

Defense	manufacturing	capabili/es	to	produce	PPE.	(Representa/ve	Kilmer's	Twi8er)
Economy
·       Puget	Sound-area	Boeing	workers	heading	back	to	work	amid	pandemic.	(KOMO)	There	is	a

mixed	reac/on	to	this	news	with	some	in	support	of	reopening	the	plants	to	get	people	back	to
work,	while	others	are	concerned	about	safety	and	the	ability	to	maintain	social	distancing.
(example)

·       Washington	state	website	crashes	aber	seeing	‘a	tsunami	of	claims’	for	new	coronavirus
unemployment	benefits.	(Sea8le	Times)

Hospitals
·       COVID-19	puts	rural	hospitals	in	Eastern	Washington	on	brink	of	financial	collapse.	(The

Spokesman-Review)
Tes/ng
·       University	of	Washington	Medicine	halts	use	of	coronavirus	tes/ng	kits	airlibed	from	China	aber

some	had	contamina/on.	(Sea8le	Times,	Washington	Department	of	Health	website,	KXLY)
Community	Impact
·       In	parts	of	rural	Washington,	the	lack	of	access	to	high-speed	internet	is	adding	a	roadblock	to

people	trying	to	work	from	home	during	the	pandemic.	(The	Spokesman-Review)	In	response	to
the	ar/cle,	people	share	their	stories	of	struggling	to	stay	connected	and	work	from	home.

Oregon
Federal	Response
·       FEMA	gives	over	$7.5	million	to	Oregon	for	COVID-19	response.	(KEZI,	KATU,	KTVL,	KTVZ,

Univision	Portland)
o   The	dominant	reac/on	is	skep/cism	over	how	the	funds	will	be	spent.	People	want	a

breakdown	of	spending,	and	a	follow-up	report.	Some	are	asking	why	the	funding	is
needed	since	Oregon's	numbers	have	been	declining	and	since	the	state	was	able	to	send
ven/lators	to	New	York.	One	person	asked	if	FEMA	had	delivered	funding	to	people
affected	by	flooding	in	the	state.	(example	1,	example	2,	example	3)

Business	and	Unemployment
·       Rural	Oregon	coun/es	are	facing	widespread	business	closures	and	press	for	reprieve	from

coronavirus	closures—‘We	just	can’t	hang	on	any	longer.’	(The	Oregonian)	Many	people	support
easing	restric/ons	in	some	rural	areas,	though	people	worry	about	intra-state	travel.	(example)	

·       Oregon	jobless	claim	system’s	‘restart’	error	returned	despite	state’s	insistence	problem	was
fixed.	(The	Oregonian)	People	are	very	frustrated	and	share	their	experiences	trying	to	access
unemployment.

Fla8ening	the	Curve
·       Oregon	officials	credit	early	ac/on,	luck	to	curbing	virus.	(OPB,	KTVL)	Oregon	is	one	of	only	five

states	expected	to	have	the	fewest	COVID-19	deaths	per	capita	as	the	peak	reaches	each	state,
according	to	University	of	Washington	modeling.
o   Some	people	distrust	this	posi/ve	news	due	to	percep/ons	of	low	tes/ng,	and	others—

especially	in	more	rural	areas—call	for	businesses	to	be	allowed	to	open	up	immediately.	
·       'Keep	doing	what	you're	doing':	Heads	of	OHA	and	Oregon	hospitals	plead	for	con/nued	social

distancing.	(KTVB7)	People	con/nue	to	debate	the	sta/s/cs	and	a	frustrated	at	what	they
perceive	as	specula/on,	rather	than	evidence-based	analysis.	(example)

Tes/ng
·       Oregon	State	University's	TRACE	team	begins	door-to-door	tes/ng.	(KEZI)	TRACE	stands	for	Team-

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/uw-coronavirus-model-says-washington-state-can-start-safely-reopening-the-week-of-may-18/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3Ba2zNXrLJ1C_g5Y8CVCMKZFIepg2VOHURbiyWW8Bg3gnnleIqwRVVrF0%23Echobox=1587327177
https://www.facebook.com/seattletimes/posts/10158095294756215?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCUZr1FUYJv5y0MMwxLFOgjKXlHF5QDla_Q4uNYluW3hcOzbpkyu9Gs1hJydFGL4EnoyDO07BJ72ophAh-ecag4mihUFKBZSEwhFNkWabWir-lK0NFJEQS1o581OmvRsr8Mi4R8vlJ89ogSJeL5EUaAKnS7Acascn5H60eAmAaqld49vnZIvcPrKbFPJgYnn3Ui4YUY4P4DYNgkQ2db89uqiEuELH0d-xlIcXQRKt7_J-orsuvQq2UUX3AOPoAqjB9HpIQZk2AAFR_5XBM8THIuVBnnIZRs5uX7rCJis18DKxo8orht2KFeDXkMFREjwoAUYVq9JWOKCRgTFA&__tn__=-R
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/apr/19/more-testing-contract-tracing-supplies-needed-befo/?fbclid=IwAR2W3Mo_HPw_F9XwTz6sKG6_h2mpZluy1Cb8tHPm0oM9Op3Z-ekMVNvUA6w
https://www.facebook.com/spokesmanreview/posts/10156839404856721?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBHItfN2nfm3YWSasMI7tT99s7l125seKydeOF65QyN7q7dP6ROt_uiR28FOsDcW6Jnhwa5yYJdKb8G-rAaVjZtes4YigOblcVgfnqRVTjHVLt-E8E41tx1voxfU4wWqJUAMRAvQ24YBeVEvYGHvmqjONlxNQSC7bM1scaCrkcs84Ye-LGbtNICFQudEQWQyVJeih4LXSb-A5tOyzgR8ljQsJ6_NIt0OgLcX2ChCyX-AU_tOoaO5oaYzjvo8HAGyTmZLoOHenNwx9ssR0wq1yokilCm0idvwJA2j9YxIui-Vr7zAti5u8cpy2-Cgf3EESAcgDbsoNPYsOKHFA&__tn__=-R
https://twitter.com/RepDerekKilmer/status/1251277726411034625
https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/puget-sound-area-boeing-workers-head-back-to-work-amid-pandemic
https://www.facebook.com/114431401958534/posts/3109652702436374
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/state-website-crashes-after-seeing-a-tsunami-of-claims-for-new-coronavirus-unemployment-benefits/
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/apr/19/covid-19-puts-rural-hospitals-in-eastern-washingto/?fbclid=IwAR3VveGAbkO0wArJRTSWwbhHJ3HECA7U9PxGoaG3BnMZaPtjyCEFP_7mbPk
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/health/uw-medicine-halts-use-of-coronavirus-testing-kits-airlifted-from-china-after-some-had-contamination/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=owned_echobox_f&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1ADYLpDCSReAVWAy9STHNAgKDuTr3fRoTdAn4AG9mGAq_CXoHiZgC0wsg%23Echobox=1587335301
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Newsroom/Articles/ID/1151/State-recalls-12000-COVID-19-test-kits-due-to-possible-contamination?fbclid=IwAR376Nkf-m2sQuRL0shjZeRCEdSbLEQbc4xTQbk92y1o0VWG4npTlM7_YD0
https://www.kxly.com/washington-doh-recalls-12000-coronavirus-test-kits-over-possible-contamination/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_4_News_Now&fbclid=IwAR2mh54ViLB8AF2BYxypedaEkQaNhAMDH-km_oftj2MBFfhNdoXFfm9Ov5c
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/apr/19/rural-washington-residents-working-from-home-adapt/?fbclid=IwAR0OTZUdOESfuTfrbfp8yr3z59V4MGMrJ1gKhEABaM3LMC96wzzh4-3qDa4
https://www.facebook.com/spokesmanreview/posts/10156841742016721?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARD4DmVkUADlO6h6__emICVKX57hlQ9bZ0hSR1PQyc3ZFL9FPtfvUD0vrwRAz91YMbLIpJsVWL1F1ax7Qb3eBO04HcAQQLAWcZVgxZCNwwnOsBP8AqztNk3WrwoXH0QexoHqNMQRQH3NvH1cUBP5UuTRC6Quo7KWMZWt8J5IxqsAMvPCBSL7R6M8tXmKfQilySAL6_d4KDTg43LYMosuc0MFt31Bxapgkskk0OzJuUeGaAvrpPhjkDXn_A8VQrttOZCWp8147rATlZKbOpvdasUkWmW_A5fL_3TNgfp_4zzM3BY6ygn3JoGwz4MOAVkotWKptSlYT-uwt_5B1w&__tn__=-R
https://www.kezi.com/content/news/FEMA-Awards-more-than-75-million-to-Oregon--569759021.html?fbclid=IwAR0kbAFkwxyO5YbK5GyyaeD9xYVvRK5yy28qv_BOkSydeTyXk9Q9vdSGiKE
https://katu.com/news/local/fema-awards-more-than-75-million-to-oregon-to-assist-with-coronavirus-response?fbclid=IwAR3GA42xzt1mZq5KZwBEJOvNBgF39ZPtdG8o01Yfngjnbrus9AUJgSm8BZs
https://ktvl.com/news/local/fema-awards-more-than-75-million-to-oregon-to-assist-with-coronavirus-response?fbclid=IwAR0WqxYE_pU_hufHHTutw2SMRS_VOUNDuGKUyaKKD83X_zX_UZ4QScWCvNU
https://ktvz.com/news/2020/04/17/fema-provides-7-5-million-to-oregon-for-personal-protective-equipment/?fbclid=IwAR0Fi2nt8UvCGgzEfQvOGprrOTE7EaQUSooRDlnld7y016ROZA0W9ZayGzE
http://kunptv.com/news/local/fema-otorga-75-millones-a-oregon-para-ayudar-con-el-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR0e00YN1ewv3nmAwN4vReYS3BpAcgaaCMxbRHUWHoK82RbOd-GS7NeHQKQ
https://www.facebook.com/kezi9/posts/10158079778200944?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCeTqozcCa-qlhWquLqk6y7ybE-9lBcZgWeAnlkQVVNFl6L3d2tjqpEbgLIdPpbwGlsbC0TMUdFSd777KIU97PJcGSHvycHzU5C-Es53gYdGmO5mr6vHzpB2k0u4wKfFePwANktNpoHyn1beQZ_VfSiiRPb0m4j4U6mH3E8C9gVSljH7cOQGeBFz8Pc-umf1dYkTEczC99VwUBIydu1WsTob9w4yOPPG3UjHEQTfa48XhwqQZ6jRboFyFq4FWhBxnhrMP_JcH9g8PIfxQhh16j12ZUTlNKoEIMcYlHQCgItMf-accm8sjaEtG1xHPlqG-_yaTl2fXFoU8XbjA&__tn__=-R
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https://www.facebook.com/KTVB7/posts/10158448911538991?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAgK7KDZaOHCZIW_-mLqhnPY2Ma1Q0NfPxd68Let2e3QGwPlCUWdgUbzFw98jPDIyRERoHpBUSpL3YYbhnqdVuZOYMCtPDWB0-XeSgXMH1ZKkxBDR68OdhTiX0GV_sXqEYvwE2QhJMoWiI2dRKbIMLXmOWuxdzT2uArD47r1xxP794XjRU7z5EAOQQgjwIE-wLS9uVscBRyVq2oD-8xBeROUKOk9tV4e5_RyU08yL2BUGXqqBBKK0r4zmnVUVeLPhBDdSaRDM23WVHF3FoAxVxWgbCzKzVWLJv0zE683TeILABIeXYFJOQv1asdUFhhvj6bFP8i_IDFXR0&__tn__=-R
https://www.kezi.com/content/news/OSUs-Trace-team-begins-door-to-door-testing-569774541.html?fbclid=IwAR1jjjr3gZc--hf1ZxTDwdPBKQHy6LSOoSthIOJFTUomM9HA_Z9f17AOx94


based	Rapid	Assessment	of	Community-Level	Coronavirus	Epidemics,	and	the	team	plans	to	test
4,000	residents	in	Corvallis.

·       Tes/ng	could	expand	in	Oregon	right	now.	Instead,	tests	sit	idle	amid	restric/ve	guidelines.	(The
Oregonian)	Tight	controls	on	who	should	get	tested	have	frustrated	people	who	have	symptoms
but	aren’t	part	of	the	highest-risk	groups.	In	reac/on,	most	people	call	for	more	widespread
tes/ng,	be8er	contact	tracing,	and	an	overall	more	robust	state	response.	(example)

PPE
·       Oregon	Na/onal	Guard	brings	PPE	to	all	36	Oregon	coun/es.	(Portland	Tribune)
·       Washington	County	depu/es	are	making	their	own	facemasks	to	comply	with	new	rules	requiring

masks	be	worn	in	jails.	(Washington	Co.	Sheriff's	Facebook)
·       Portland-based	shoe	company	KEEN	Footwear	is	making	masks.	(FOX12)
·       Oregon	teen	makes	clear	face	masks	for	those	hard	of	hearing.	(KATU2)

Protests
·       Hundreds	disregard	stay-at-home	order,	gather	to	protest	in	Redmond,	Oregon.	(The	Oregonian)

Idaho
New	and	Recovered	Cases
·       585	Idaho	COVID-19	recoveries,	1,672	cases.	(KIFI8)
·       Good	weekend:	No	new	COVID-19	cases	in	North	Idaho.	(Coeur	d'Alene	Press)

o   Reac/ons	range	from	specula/ng	that	protests	will	raise	the	number	of	cases,	to	a	call	for
more	tes/ng	for	more	accurate	data.	(Facebook)

Tes/ng
·       State	records	show	that	North	Idaho	was	tes/ng	less	than	other	parts	of	the	state	as	COVID-19

outbreak	took	hold.	(Idaho	Statesman)
Economy
·       Idaho	residents	are	not	yet	receiving	the	addi/onal	unemployment	relief	promised	through	the

CARES	act,	and	they	are	asking	why.	(Idaho	Statesman)
o   Reac/ons	vary	as	people	wonder	if	the	supplemental	$600	is	really	needed,	and	people

debate	the	poli/cs	of	COVID-19	policy	and	in-state	legisla/on.		(Facebook)
Food	Supply
·       COVID-19's	impact	to	the	economy	is	hur/ng	Idaho	farmers.	In	a	region	that	is	one	of	the	na/on's

leading	onion	suppliers,	onions	are	going	to	waste.	(Idaho	6	News)
·       Boise	School	District	is	adding	supper,	fresh	snacks	at	some	meal	pick-up	sites.	(CBS2)

Hand	Sani/zer
·       Mill	Town	Dis/llery	is	crabing	hand	sani/zer.	(Bonner	County	Daily	Bee)

Protests
·       State	representa/ve	likens	stay-home	order	to	the	Holocaust.	(Bonner	County	Daily	Bee)	In

response,	some	agree	with	the	elected	official,	but	many	more	do	not.	(Facebook)
·       Over	1,000	defy	Idaho's	stay-at-home	order	at	Capitol	protest.	(Idaho	State	Journal)

Alaska
Fla8ening	the	Curve
·       Alaska	reports	encouraging	numbers	as	coronavirus	cases	creep	up.	(Alaska	Public	Media,	KTVA)

Five	new	cases	of	COVID-19,	over	150	recoveries	reported.
·       Fairbanks,	a	former	hotspot,	sees	8th	day	without	a	new	COVID-19	case.	(KTVF,	KXDF,	KTUU)

Most	people	are	encouraged	by	this	news,	while	a	few	ques/on	when	reopening	will	occur.
(example)

Economy
·       ConocoPhillips	will	cut	another	$200M	from	spending	in	Alaska.	(KTUU)	
·       Bean's	Cafe	uses	surplus	foods	donated	from	Anchorage	restaurants	to	feed	the	city's	hungry.

(KTUU).	With	many	restaurants	leb	with	excess	food,	numerous	Anchorage	business	are
dona/ng	to	local	food	programs.	Most	reac/ons	to	this	news	are	overwhelmingly	posi/ve.
(example)

PPE
·       Alaska	Boy	Scouts	in	Wasilla	are	making	PPE	to	protect	healthcare	providers	against	COVID-19.

https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/coronavirus-testing-could-expand-in-oregon-right-now-instead-tests-sit-idle-amid-restrictive-guidelines.html?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR3F5q8amEtaVTKDMU9kg7ZO3MPKAoOVwFixjd1ddzjhJFO3Pp3R54FcdIQ
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https://www.facebook.com/WCSOOregon/photos/a.56915846935/10157832718651936/?type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAJtzFU4XDupISU2dJtpncU5f76rtnbAJNhA2IWYVtni6FWpZ2w0y757rAURfd3lxD3gM60-AuOvCN0CFGRUOupkOovePWtdZFN96AGcuK2robMmTn65TwDZPuOrpg4TBayMCG0YxHiLy_D-aoeH9htjrcvhx97QL7NGUMfLaQ_cHP0VAZ-DraQTPAEVdYx363x39mDAzXg0Vr5P6274ePmYAK2BmFbc4_2mAwIGscvt-AYvtsN0X8_rqT4LiOPj1G5QDeqr5tdbT2eO93OsmWtr-m5CwY5IY2dSLQMu9xyjxZiw4c4EyDZIyUw8nWpkkJEwdX504a4Biq2Sw&__tn__=-R
https://www.kptv.com/news/portland-based-shoe-company-keen-footwear-making-masks/article_625e38bc-8272-11ea-b036-4fa214c13ce3.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook_FOX_12_Oregon&fbclid=IwAR32y8zi0pFkqLB0a8AuBBUC0u3qejGLVFs6AczUUp9frXvsUx16IIbKMlo
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https://www.oregonlive.com/coronavirus/2020/04/hundreds-disregard-stay-at-home-order-gather-to-protest-in-redmond.html?utm_campaign=theoregonian_sf&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR2jZA62zCDibSJ_lqqCyARdlNGkGsuzI9H_DsXcrtqfT9gjbH63mO4k0gI
https://localnews8.com/health/2020/04/18/585-idaho-covid-19-recoveries-1672-cases/?fbclid=IwAR3kJEqL4DTxVED6LaXSQtm0fWM_hlgopYhVFUAOkwol0cTJPll3dbRBH_U
https://cdapress.com/news/2020/apr/19/good-weekend-no-new-covid-19-cases-in-north-5/?fbclid=IwAR1P16qaqI18O7qsw826iuXkU5LZ2Y_2Jmjyv9835zOt-9mQ5GSKpeBJh2M
https://www.facebook.com/CDAPress/posts/3116229918429416?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARApvqYTZygk8XVNrMe924MDYKd1imyFpbfoIFvMXvY59E3n1vugAyriJzCOSz_TCdBBQVnmBROrJPt1L4F_RTw-laT2aIHP1Aql8ZG59WHZ9kfmVlgkM52_z1I-iCXh6MKjNbk-h7eyW4jJJPbomKSWsP-HkJtx2mlyS1agH7oQfEtez9w5hrj0jBonIUzHh0QUTEJAGNohPdrNjCq7rtH29Kw0Ihi4d3XDhE05vTYtF2sxgGWlAv8rBVzhYcoUdo8zH5YHW3j8WQUPLBlXzUUtgM0TIzmohlNOProR8MVTz8TVzGJm9Sl8AReeKobjvKklgJH_l-N97mKpMjZp-k7dRA&__tn__=-R
https://t.co/73C2H2ifki?amp=1
https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article242106316.html?fbclid=IwAR1PIIuLQh517zj2UEPhsyuCk1GLNeKNK1RtBz0Rcsn-qtYe6vNVpXJXV_s
https://www.facebook.com/idahostatesman/posts/10158851762352494?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAfdV0F1f8ZJ11vpVuEw-9DSNeUSDbF-vWOeujmqzNg8_mqzn9kz8FtgCxlvXfwsUAM7Tw3DfFFJ0PU5OaUxpfmltbuuQcWe_kmXZ0aBpgi3bHdGLezGJsAigSYltsfoHwR5Vp_3a-bS2o0vp-2-_Tq8NnT6Euguqlng9vRaR7f_iVTr6ukIFEweKZ3SVfhMWiT8KvsNE7qCOV6l4CaQKlhrzTBNBWf2swuM3T2rEZgQMzYGtmS1xFtidgrzW_fIkr1EQ5pGeyNW2ToTMnFPkCusdnbTZrsoYMMWRvr037loKx47jz1rlI4GDh80FEfY7-6aOJMqf_7tRSLCQ&__tn__=-R
https://www.kivitv.com/news/covid-19s-impact-to-the-economy-is-hurting-idaho-farmers?fbclid=IwAR143K7zCxh9z4wOaC3qiyZZPXCmjXxp6igvLhU4TOrW5EZD9PwR6EfHv88
https://idahonews.com/news/coronavirus/boise-school-district-adding-supper-fresh-snacks-at-some-meal-pick-up-sites?fbclid=IwAR3LRE3gDeAyOzSJiUr_U_Mx7kG6_6JMZ_eNGeuNyehTqG7DhOiKcehmb_g
https://bonnercountydailybee.com/news/2020/apr/19/mill-town-distillery-crafting-hand-sanitizer-7/?fbclid=IwAR0w7fRocC40DI4Qidz2Kj_9YxCAky5o61tgeTt6EtUR9KNUQoVCpyuXNcc
https://bonnercountydailybee.com/news/2020/apr/19/scott-likens-order-to-nazi-germany-7/?fbclid=IwAR2iFIZEsYCHEqsMssBeETvj6ue3hOkEYSF1wR0avEG0Eq9Z7KWvU8nNGto
https://www.facebook.com/706396316040307/posts/3216296505050263
https://www.idahostatejournal.com/news/local/over-1-000-defy-idahos-stay-at-home-order-at-capitol-protest/article_5bb2cc3e-281e-57f6-964f-0379aa4fda75.html?fbclid=IwAR3QbcVb_Kw6g88mPh18k7xqLDriSJnDHDTRInrW8EjXEwjnq9QU66-vsxM
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/04/19/sunday-update-encouraging-numbers-as-coronavirus-cases-continue-to-creep-up/
https://www.ktva.com/story/42023456/alaska-reports-5-new-cases-of-covid19-over-150-recoveries?utm_content=buffer1d5a3&utm_medium=social&utm_source=MP+facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.webcenter11.com/content/news/Fairbanks-sees-8th-day-without--569775101.html?fbclid=IwAR2RKm9sx9PWO95gp0XuOy4wWOL5Wxsjsb7Uq_vYXgLZkJxlFi6xCf1ulEw
https://www.webcenter11.com/tvtv/content/news/569775111.html
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Five-new-COVID-19-cases-reported-in-three-Alaska-communities-569770601.html)
https://www.facebook.com/ktvf.fairbanks/posts/3145744262113521?__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARBxzV56mwIHW7tGXm2tsLlO9e2j_VAiExw1oREznvYBtvOyLf8GoFH9IIGF45-_zJiZO3Wzd8EfRE6YoVZZ0BEv_a0WjqdCyf2BFLRKG8DiCXauL1Kyp2YFwDMcn_BRVqyOvJ6jdJQUtRnbowsutFS6onRD7bv3zab2IMLpkEJe5ibEtqW39DqJj9SJsRBBVNjhymlmdDPNbZgqruRFCpuhOh3bkvjsxISMrf0SgdVtr5yf4bs2ufmFlVJzl52Gl2XfRpfoWnoF_79sX99THwPEI_PLX5yKCuwOub_fYlMhOA4Pmp3hPbGxE6XAGpgGHz5Rv-riDGtOpvpQJjzb66Xkbg&__tn__=-R
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/ConocoPhillips-to-cut-another-200M-from-spending-in-Alaska-569770341.html
https://www.ktuu.com/content/news/Beans-Cafe-using-surplus-perishable-foods-donated-from-Anchorage-restaurants-569775491.html
https://www.facebook.com/108536136665/posts/10156903552076666


(KTUU)	
·       Seward	COVID-19	face	mask	project:	3,000	masks	in	30	days.	In	partnership	with	the	State	of

Alaska,	Seward	sewers	will	sew	3,000	masks	that	will	be	available	for	purchase	for	the	public	at	a
local	crab	store.	(Seward	Journal)	

Reopening
·       A	U.S.	senator	and	U.S.	representa/ve	from	Alaska	back	Trump	order	to	pull	World	Health	Org

funding.	(Fairbanks	Daily	News-Miner)	Reac/ons	to	this	are	mixed	with	many	on	both	sides	of
the	issue.	(example)

Tribes	in	Alaska
·       Fron/ers:	Villages	brace	for	change	amid	Ravn	Air	suspension.	Ravn	Air,	one	of	the	main

passenger	airlines	that	flies	to	remote	Alaskan	areas,	has	filed	for	bankruptcy.	Many	remote
tribal	villages	rely	on	Ravn	Airs	service	for	passenger,	mail	and	cargo	deliveries.	Other	regional
airlines	are	stepping	up	to	help	fill	the	void.	(KTVA)
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Ike, Ryan
SIP Coordination
March 21, 2020 at 5:08 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Brehmer, Savannah, Yost, David, Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) (Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov), Ward, Erin

Hey	Jaime.
Below	are	some	resources	put	together	by	the	na8onal	Ad	Council.	I’m	not	sure	they’re	really	hi>ng
what	you	need,	but	worth	looking	at,	especially	at	the	boAom	(mental	health/wellbeing).	I’ve	reached
out	to	OR	to	find	contacts	for	you	from	the	state	JIC	and	Gov	Brown’s	group	working	on	their	messaging.
We’ll	provide	those	contacts	ASAP.	Sounds	like	in	OR	there	has	been	some	discussion	around	the
sensi8vity	of	SIP	vs	a	more	gentle	message	like	Stay	Home,	stay	healthy.	In	short,	it	may	be	more
effec8ve	to	be	specific	and	direct	about	the	desired	outcome	(and	ac8ons	to	get	there)	rather	than
crea8ng	a	campaign	that	could	be	seen	as	confusing	or	an	obvious	aAempt	to	not	say	“shelter	in	place”.
	
We’ll	be	in	touch.	If	you	need	anything,	let	me	know!
	
	
	
	
Ad	Council	resources:
	
As	they	con8nue	developing	products	over	the	next	few	days,	they	will	be	posted	to	the	Coronavirus
Preven8on	Toolkit.		Please	con8nue	to	check	the	toolkit	for	the	latest	crea8ve	assets.
	
	
Ad	Council’s	Coronavirus	(COVID-19)	efforts:

As	discussed,	the	Ad	Council	has	a	number	of	efforts	underway	to	provide	cri8cal	messages	to	the
American	public	in	response	to	COVID-19.	Our	focus	is	reaching	high-risk	popula8ons	and	the	general
public	with	messages	around	social	distancing,	personal	hygiene	and	mental	health.
	

Today	we	launched	a	series	of	PSAs	and	content	for	our	most	high-risk	populaAons	as	well	as	the
general	public	in	partnership	with	the	White	House	and	CDC/HHS.	The	assets	include	digital
video,	social	graphics	and	digital	banners	in	both	English	and	Spanish.	The	PSAs	inform	high-risk
popula8ons	about	the	steps	they	can	take	to	protect	themselves	and	help	stop	the	spread	of
coronavirus	and	direct	the	public	to	the	CDC’s	website,	www.coronavirus.gov.
We’re	also	developing	na8onal	broadcast	PSAs	featuring	the	Surgeon	General	that	will
communicate	the	most	important	ways	Americans	can	protect	themselves	and	those	most	at	risk.
The	PSAs	will	be	distributed	to	sta8ons	later	this	week.
In	partnership	with	ViacomCBS,	we	also	just	launched	a	mul8channel	campaign	focusing	on	social
distancing,	and	will	soon	extend	this	effort	with	new	content	to	address	mental	health.	The
campaign	includes	broadcast,	digital,	social	media	and	influencer	content.
The	Atlan8c’s	internal	crea8ve	studio	is	developing	a	digital	asset	that	provides	customized,

relevant	informaAon.

iHeartMedia	will	support	messaging	around	social	distancing	and	high-risk	populaAons,	among
other	important	topics	related	to	COVID-19,	across	their	network	of	sta8ons.
Addi8onally,	the	Ad	Council	will	be	developing	tailored	content	to	help	address	mental	health

and	wellbeing.
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Finally,	ABC/Disney	is	working	on	priority	messaging	for	parents	and	families	for	distribu8on
across	their	channels	and	pla_orms.
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From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	1:39	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	FEMA	resources!
	
Hi	Ryan	–
Do	you	have	8me	for	a	quick	chat	today?	I	have	a	ques8on	you	may	or	may	not	have	a	quick	answer	to.
253.334.5670
	
Jaime
	
From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	10:29	AM
To:	JIC	Director	(MIL)	<JICDirector@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	resources!
	
	
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	10:15	AM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Connec8on
	
Hey	Jaime.
It	was	great	to	meet	you	in	person	yesterday.	I	also	appreciated	the	JIC	walk	through.
	
Here	is	a	copy	of	the	ESF15	SOP	I	was	talking	about.	A	few	details	to	help	navigate	the	document:

The	terminology	is	preAy	different	from	what	you’re	using,	but	I	think	it’s	generally	clear	how	you
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could	crosswalk	things.	That	said,	8tles	and	job	descrip8ons	are	discussed	on	pg	11-14.
Move	to	pg	A-22	for	Template	of	Coms	Summary.	These	are	extremely	helpful	to	keep
messaging/ac8ons	in	line	with	the	specific	agencies	so	readers	understand	there	are	agency-
specific	priori8es	that	are	ongoing	in	addi8on	to	the	priority	messaging	efforts	being	requested
by	execu8ve	leadership.	This	also	helps	keep	your	PIOs	from	being	pulled	in	two	direc8ons.

The	report	also	brings	your	sector	reports	into	a	common	place	(e.g.	private	sector,	leg
affairs,	media,	tribes,	etc).	If	people	are	working	for	remote	loca8ons,	this	also	keeps	staff
repor8ng	through	a	common	product	(and	daily	8meline).

Annex	B	covers	Government	CoordinaAon	(Gov,	Legislature,	Coun8es,	Ci8es,	tribes,	and	Federal
Reps).	It	provides	an	overview,	strategy	and	posi8on	8tles/descrip8ons	and	Org	Chart.
Annex	C	covers	the	JIC	(federal	defini8on),	which	is	slightly	different	from	the	way	you	all	define
it,	but	you	can	see	the	same	func8ons	are	covered.	It	includes	social	media	listening,
photos/videogs,	news	desk,	spokesperson	etc.	In	a	nutshell,	this	is	the	distribu8on	part	of	the
opera8on.	This	sec8on	also	includes	overview,	strategy,	posi8on	8tles	and	org	chart.
Annex	F	covers	Private	Sector:	This	is	cri8cal	at	this	8me	given	the	number	of	partners	at	the
table	and	the	impacts	to	business.	Clearly	this	group	has	a	huge	role	in	terms	of	ge>ng	consistent
messaging	to	business/chambers	on	those	polices	and	programs	available	to	them	via	state	or
federal	agencies.
Annex	G	convers	Planning	and	Products:	this	sec8on	generally	outlines	how	to	organize	liaisons
to	other	organiza8ons,	research,	wri8ng,	community	educa8on	needs,	speakers	bureau	request
tracking,	LEP,	ASL	needs,	graphics	and	any	other	“produc8on”	aspects	of	an	opera8on.	They	work
very	close	with	JIC	so	you	have	a	dedicated	group	just	working	on	producing	the	content	(for	the
rest	of	the	opera8on	to	share).	Benefit	is	that	it	ensures	that	everyone	is	pushing	the	same
message/content/graphics	so	you	don’t	get	accidental	mixed	signals	or	haves	and	have	nots.
Finally,	I	can’t	stress	enough	that	the	“External	Affairs	Officer”	or	organiza8onal	lead	should	be
part	of	the	Command	Staff.	That	person	needs	to	be	in	the	room	for	execu8ve	mee8ngs	and
discussions	related	to	the	big	opera8onal	picture.	They	need	to	be	there	to	advise	the	leadership
about	possible	issues	from	poli8cs,	media,	public,	trends,	etc.

	
Finally,	these	are	just	notes	and	thoughts	following	our	conversa8on	yesterday	and	are	not	a	cri8que.
	The	structure	is	expandable	and	can	be	implemented	from	various	loca8ons.	We	are	available	to	help
train	or	take	Q/A	if	you	need	anything.	I	fully	recognize	that	the	folks	at	WA	DOH	and	others	have	been
in	the	fight	for	weeks	now	and	any	major	reorgs	could	be	counterproduc8ve.	So,	please	consider	these
thoughts	as	op8ons.	We	will	support	you	all	in	any	way	we	can.
	
Thanks	again,
	
Ryan
	
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 23, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

In order to help Americans, return to work, the federal government will distribute
cloth facial coverings for critical infrastructure workers who do not need medical-
grade personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work.

The facial coverings will be delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers. Prioritization will also be to areas
with the highest COVID-19 infection rates.
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Distribution will be based on the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors and will include food
production and distribution, energy, water and wastewater treatment, essential
transportation and logistics, first responders, communications, hazardous
materials management, manufacturing of medical supplies, and sanitation and
disinfection supplies.
The first phase includes distribution of more than 19 million facial coverings. 
HHS anticipates production of 6.5 million facial coverings each week for the
next month.

As of April 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 96.9 million
surgical masks, 6.6 million face shields, 13.8 million surgical gowns, 727 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.69 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Throne, Paul (DOH)
News release: Washington WIC
April 17, 2020 at 2:35 PM EDT
To: Austin, JT (GOV), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Eads, Kim (AGR), Connelly, Leslie (OFM), Gregerson, Mia, Warnick,
Judy, Yoshi Kumara, Voris, Molly (GOV), leanne.eko@k12.wa.us, Roberts, Babette (DSHS), Sheffels, Evan
(AGR), Wilson, Morgan (GOV), Laxson, Joe D (DOH), Barkley, Wendy, Emmans, Gene (AGR), Sandison, Derek
(AGR), Fuller, Steve (AGR), Thompson, Maddy (GOV), Orr, Daisye (DOH), Katims, Casey (GOV), Hovis, Emily S
(DOH), Rains, Katie (AGR), Butler, Laura (AGR), Evans, Rayanna (OFM), Bailey, Sami, Way, Bryan
(OFM), nicolas.granum@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  McGann, Chris (AGR), Andersen, Bryce (OFM), Thomas Reynolds, Biggins, Rosemary
(DSHS/ALTSA/HCS), Ellsworth, Michael L (DOH), Cooper, Kelly (DOH), Black, Ryan (DOH), Tiffani Kaech, Jason
Clark, Linda Nageotte, Tybo, Brittany M (DOH), Phillips, Todd J (DOH), Drew Meuer, Graham, Joe M
(DOH), Banuelos, Cynthia, Ellings, Amy (DOH), Auvinen, Alyssa A (DOH), Aaron Czyzewski, Richartz, Saundra

Sharing the news release about Washington WIC that just went out today.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Supply_Chain_Task_Force_Leads_Four-Pronged_Approach_t
o_Securing_Needed_Supplies_and_Equipment_in_COVID-19_Fight
March 31, 2020 at 10:39 AM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the fact sheet below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding the Supply Chain Task Force for COVID-19 response. 
 

 
March 31, 2020
 

FEMA Fact Sheet
 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four-Pronged Approach
to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID-19 Fight
 
Closing the gap between what the private sector is able to provide to healthcare end-users
and what is needed for the fight against COVID-19 is a key priority for the White House
Coronavirus Task Force. In support of the task force, FEMA and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service created a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight
COVID-19 focused task forces under the National Response Coordination Center (NRCC). 
This task force is taking a whole-of-America approach to address limited supply of critical
protective and life-saving equipment.
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment (PPE),
ventilators and other critical resources requested by states, tribes and territories. By using
the structure of FEMA’s NRCC, the task force is finding and executing solutions to meet
urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to COVID-19 “hot spots”
as they arise.
 

The Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force is executing a whole-of-America approach to
address limited supply of critical protective and life-saving equipment.  Through a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation, FEMA is
bringing the full capacity of the Federal government to bear to find solutions to protect the
American people and defeat COVID-19. 
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Locating Available Critical Resources 
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment, ventilators
and other critical resources to respond to requests by states, tribes and territories. Through
the National Response Coordination Center, the task force is working to find critical
resources to meet urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to “hot
spots” as they arise. In addition, the task force is engaging manufacturers, distributors and
healthcare networks to build the next phase of supply chain stabilization. 
 
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources 
 
The task force is developing a strategy to increase availability of critical resources through
four primary efforts: 
 
Preservation 
 
Preservation to limit unnecessary use of PPE and other supplies. Developing guidance to
prioritize the allocation and the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs are
critical components of this strategy.

The task force is in the process of developing and verifying techniques to clean and
recycle products.

This line of effort also includes developing guidance to prioritize the allocation and
the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs, critical components of this
strategy.

The task force is also working to expand equipment resources through the
Preservation line of effort. The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
for ventilators on March 24, which allows anesthesia gas machines and positive
pressure breathing devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The new guidance
will also assist health care personnel on how to use other ventilators, like CPAP
devices for sleep apnea, with COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on
shelf life of existing ventilators.

Acceleration 
 
Acceleration of industrial manufacturing is required to help meet the urgent demand placed
on the market. Manufacturers are ramping up production of critical resources and have
extended operating hours to increase production well above pre-COVID-19 levels.

To expedite purchasing, FEMA issued a request for quotation for vendors who have
needed medical equipment and supplies to sell to the agency.

FEMA is also expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to
medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

As an example of this effort, FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia



beginning Sunday, March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies
to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago this morning. FEMA has scheduled additional
flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical PPE (gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks) in varying
quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the
flights are loaded overseas.

Upon arrival, PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and
nursing homes around the country.

Additionally, in some cases, the federal government may purchase some of the
supplies to be used to replenish the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) or to provide
to states with any identified and unmet needs.

To address the anticipated ventilator shortage across the nation, the task force has
implemented a similar strategy, leveraging the strengths of the commercial industry
Including numerous vendors, such as General Electric, Phillips, Medtronic,
Hamilton, Zoll, ResMed, Hillrom and Vyair, to produce 20,000 ventilators over the
next two months with the potential to add 100,000 by end of June. This represents a
significant increase in velocity as the normal annual market is 30,000 per year.

Expansion 
 
Expansion of the industry is also taking place. Manufacturers are enhancing production
capacity with additional machinery, and in some cases re-tooling assembly lines to produce
new products needed.

As an example of this work, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is providing
information for manufacturers on adding production lines or alternative sites, like
automobile manufacturers, for making more ventilators during the COVID-19 public
health emergency.

In addition, the task force is working through over 350 leads to match American
businesses who have excess raw materials, workforce or factory production capacity
combined with an overwhelming desire to provide their support to the national
response effort.

Task force members are actively working to facilitate the creation of private
sector partnerships to pair companies that have volunteered excess factory
production capacity, the talents of their workforce and access to their raw
material supply chains with critical supply manufacturers who have the
expertise in producing PPE, ventilator and other needed equipment.

The creation of these partnerships to align capacity with know-how will



unleash the potential engine of our national private sector and help overcome
the supply shortfalls.

Allocation 
 
Allocation of critical resources based on data-informed decisions. These decisions will be
coordinated between the U.S. Government and the private sector.

FEMA is focusing its allocation of critical resources to highly impacted areas
experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19 transmission and the greatest
increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls, with consideration to the at-risk population
distribution across the Nation.

To more effectively adjudicate resources throughout the nation and private industry, a
National Resource Prioritization Cell was established to unify government and
private industry prioritization recommendations which will inform federal, state and
private sector operations. 

 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Supply_Chain_Stabilization
April 09, 2020 at 9:02 AM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding efforts to
stabilize the supply chain in response to COVID-19.
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Supply Chain Stabilization 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force continues executing a strategy maximizing the availability of critical protective and lifesaving
resources through FEMA for a whole-of-America response. Efforts to date have focused on reducing the medical supply
chain capacity gap to both satisfy and relieve demand pressure on medical supply capacity. The task force is applying a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation to rapidly increase supply today and expand
domestic production of critical resources to increase supply long-term.
 

 
The preservation line of effort focuses on providing federal guidance to responders and the non-medical sector, such as
public service (police, fire, EMT), energy distribution and the food industry on how to preserve supplies when possible, to
reduce impact on the medical supply chain.
 
The acceleration line of effort provides direct results to help meet the demand for personal protective equipment PPE
through the industry to allow responders to get supplies they need as fast as possible.
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The expansion line of effort is charged with generating capacity with both traditional and non-traditional manufacturers,
such as adding machinery or by re-tooling assembly lines to produce new products.
 
The allocation of supplies facilitates the distribution of critically needed PPE to "hot spots" for immediate resupply. States
report on supplies and can request assistance when they experience a shortage. 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force is working with the major commercial distributors to facilitate the rapid distribution of critical
resources in short supply to locations where they are needed most. This partnership enables FEMA and its federal partners to
take a whole-of-America approach to combatting COVID-19. The task force is providing distributors with up-to-date
information on the locations across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future.
The distributors have agreed to focus portions of their distributions on these areas in order to alleviate the suffering of the
American people.
 
A key example of this partnership in action is Project Airbridge. The airbridge was created to reduce the time it takes for
U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
 

 
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and nationwide locations through regular
supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.  Per agreements with
distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The
remaining 50 percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.  HHS and
FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.
 
Working together, we can efficiently distribute these vital resources to hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care facilities,
pre-hospital medical services, state and local governments, and other facilities critical to caring for the American people
during this pandemic.
 
 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the update below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers
who may have been exposed to COVID-19.
 

 
 
 
April 9, 2020
 

CISA Update
 
Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to COVID-19
 
Partners, 
  
Please find below an important update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regarding the
continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers who
may have been exposed to COVID-19. These two important informational products include
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers
Who May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19 and a
quick reference of the Do’s and Don’ts for employers and employees related to COVID-19
exposures.
 
While the Interim Guidance specifically calls attention to critical infrastructure workers
serving in the specific capacities and functions, as below, the guidance can apply to all
critical infrastructure workers with the exception of Healthcare Providers who are covered
under separate guidance.
 

Federal, state, & local law enforcement
911 call center employees
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Fusion Center employees
Hazardous material responders from the government and the private sector
Janitorial staff and other custodial staff
Workers – including contracted vendors – in food and agriculture, critical
manufacturing, informational technology, transportation, energy and government
facilities

 
Employers should implement the recommendations in the Interim Guidance for Businesses
and Employers, to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019, to help prevent and
slow the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
 
Please continue to monitor the CDC website for the most current medical guidance.
 
 

# # #

CDC_CISA_Flyer_Essential_Critical_Workers_Dos_and_Donts_COVID19.pdf
CDC_CISA_Interim_Guidance_Critical_Workers_Safety_Practices_COVID19.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with
Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services response; FEMA
Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC
Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC
Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To
Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. 

The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago on March 30; and, one landed in Miami
last night and another in New York this morning. FEMA has scheduled
additional flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the
broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care
facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Over the next 24 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (150), Connecticut



(50) and Louisiana (150).

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the release of Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance, found here.  

April 17, 2020

CISA Advisory
CISA releases Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has released Version 3.0 of
the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers list. Version 3.0 provides clarity around a range
of positions needed to support the critical infrastructure functions laid out in the original
guidance and Version 2.0. This iteration includes a reorganization of the section around
Healthcare and Public Health and more detail to clarify essential workers; emphasis for
Emergency Medical Services workers; and adds lawyers and legal aid workers. Also
included is language focused on sustained access and freedom of movement; a reference to
the CDC guidance on safety for critical infrastructure workers; and a statement saying sick
employees should avoid the workplace and the workforce. In worker categories, all
references to “employees” or “contractors” have been changed to “workers.” Other
additions include a reference to the USCG Marine Safety Information Bulletin on essential
maritime workers; clarified language including vehicle manufacture; and many other small
changes to clarify language.
 
CISA issued initial guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers on March 19,
which was developed to help state, local, tribal, and territorial authorities as they decide
who to allow freedom of movement in areas that are under restrictions such as shelter-in-
place or quarantine. That initial guidance was developed with input from our government
and industry partners, on the assumption that we would need to update the guidance as we
received additional feedback from stakeholders.
 
CISA moved quickly to incorporate feedback to update the list of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers to expand and specify additional categories of essential workers who
are key to maintaining a community’s safety, public health, and economy. These changes
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were included in Version 2.0 of this guidance, released March 28, generally represented
minor clarifications or additions that did not shift the overall scoping of critical
infrastructure activity as highlighted in the initial release. Specifically, clarity was provided
around a range of supporting and enabling activity for infrastructure resilience – the
commodity, services, and logistical supply chains of other infrastructure functions. This
included more direct call outs for essential sanitation and hygiene production and services,
as well as manufacturing of critical products.
 
The Guide continues to be a resource for state and local decision makers and is in no way a
binding document. Ultimately, all final decisions rest with state and local authorities, who
must use their own judgment to balance public health and safety with the need to maintain
critical infrastructure.
 
The degree to which state and local orders have leveraged our guidance when defining
essential workers is encouraging. A common national picture will ultimately benefit us all.
We hope this updated Guide helps as your communities grapple with the impacts of
COVID-19. Please direct any questions to CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.

 

# # #
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
Cc:  Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L.
(MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles
(GOV)

Do we want to consider a press event with the governor, grocers and providers? JIC issued a
release today on this topic that is already being picked up and we’re ready to get a drumbeat of
“save some for your neighbors” going. I’m happy to make an ask to the gov office if this feels like
an important enough ask and effective use of his time.

Jaime

On Mar 14, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Marquiss, Jason (MIL) wrote:

Robert and others…..see the notes below from our FEMA Team, based on a supply chain FEMA
conf call.

The grocery supply chain looks like it is now or is going to be our 2 nd biggest issue behind
Hospitals and First Responders running out of PPE…..

Jason

From: seoc83 (MIL) 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) ; Wallace, Sharon (MIL) ; seoc122 (MIL) ; seoc125 (MIL) ; seoc110
(MIL) 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Kimball, Lloyd < HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 1:46 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov" seoc84@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <

mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov
mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov


HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA for future long term planning.

This was a national level call that took place at noon today amongst the FEMA supply chain
personnel, FEMA regions, and some of the large private grocery suppliers (CVS, Target, etc.).

Lloyd

From: Kimball, Lloyd 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 13:25
To: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Cc: Fordice, Justin < HYPERLINK "mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"
justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov >; Carey, Joshua < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov" Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov >
Subject: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Summary: Very heavy demand past 3 days >200% typical, straining distribution and delivery
systems. Unsustainable if it continues. Concerns over Covid19 impact & school closures on
workforce. Looking for waivers to increase delivery capabilities.

Call took the entire hour, few specific solutions identified, additional call possible in a few days,
FEMA HQ sending out info to Regional Administrators on possible actions and messages to
convey to Governors.

Notes:

12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days

Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

Resupply of distribution centers

mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov
mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov


Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for
national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed.

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials for quarantine
areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution

Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements

Regards

Lloyd Kimball

Telecommunications Specialist

FEMA Integration Team (FIT), Washington State



Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region X

(256) 419-3809 Cell (253) 512-7087 Desk HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Lloyd Kimball at least five (5) working days in advance at (256) 419-3809 or email at
HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov


Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: FEMA resources!
To: Ike, Ryan

Hi	Ryan	–
Do	you	have	/me	for	a	quick	chat	today?	I	have	a	ques/on	you	may	or	may	not	have	a	quick	answer	to.
253.334.5670
	
Jaime
	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	10:29	AM
To:	JIC	Director	(MIL)	<JICDirector@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	resources!
	
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	10:15	AM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Connec/on
	
Hey	Jaime.
It	was	great	to	meet	you	in	person	yesterday.	I	also	appreciated	the	JIC	walk	through.
	
Here	is	a	copy	of	the	ESF15	SOP	I	was	talking	about.	A	few	details	to	help	navigate	the	document:

-          The	terminology	is	precy	different	from	what	you’re	using,	but	I	think	it’s	generally	clear	how
you	could	crosswalk	things.	That	said,	/tles	and	job	descrip/ons	are	discussed	on	pg	11-14.

-          Move	to	pg	A-22	for	Template	of	Coms	Summary.	These	are	extremely	helpful	to	keep
messaging/ac/ons	in	line	with	the	specific	agencies	so	readers	understand	there	are	agency-
specific	priori/es	that	are	ongoing	in	addi/on	to	the	priority	messaging	efforts	being	requested
by	execu/ve	leadership.	This	also	helps	keep	your	PIOs	from	being	pulled	in	two	direc/ons.

o   The	report	also	brings	your	sector	reports	into	a	common	place	(e.g.	private	sector,	leg
affairs,	media,	tribes,	etc).	If	people	are	working	for	remote	loca/ons,	this	also	keeps
staff	repor/ng	through	a	common	product	(and	daily	/meline).

-          Annex	B	covers	Government	Coordina:on	(Gov,	Legislature,	Coun/es,	Ci/es,	tribes,	and
Federal	Reps).	It	provides	an	overview,	strategy	and	posi/on	/tles/descrip/ons	and	Org	Chart.

-          Annex	C	covers	the	JIC	(federal	defini/on),	which	is	slightly	different	from	the	way	you	all
define	it,	but	you	can	see	the	same	func/ons	are	covered.	It	includes	social	media	listening,
photos/videogs,	news	desk,	spokesperson	etc.	In	a	nutshell,	this	is	the	distribu/on	part	of	the
opera/on.	This	sec/on	also	includes	overview,	strategy,	posi/on	/tles	and	org	chart.

-          Annex	F	covers	Private	Sector:	This	is	cri/cal	at	this	/me	given	the	number	of	partners	at	the
table	and	the	impacts	to	business.	Clearly	this	group	has	a	huge	role	in	terms	of	gejng
consistent	messaging	to	business/chambers	on	those	polices	and	programs	available	to	them	via
state	or	federal	agencies.

-          Annex	G	convers	Planning	and	Products:	this	sec/on	generally	outlines	how	to	organize

mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
mailto:Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov
mailto:Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov
https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1563815397989-09b126c09674ce4077dc1efed5833917/ESF15_2019_Final_07.19.19.pdf


liaisons	to	other	organiza/ons,	research,	wri/ng,	community	educa/on	needs,	speakers	bureau
request	tracking,	LEP,	ASL	needs,	graphics	and	any	other	“produc/on”	aspects	of	an	opera/on.
They	work	very	close	with	JIC	so	you	have	a	dedicated	group	just	working	on	producing	the
content	(for	the	rest	of	the	opera/on	to	share).	Benefit	is	that	it	ensures	that	everyone	is
pushing	the	same	message/content/graphics	so	you	don’t	get	accidental	mixed	signals	or	haves
and	have	nots.

-          Finally,	I	can’t	stress	enough	that	the	“External	Affairs	Officer”	or	organiza/onal	lead	should	be
part	of	the	Command	Staff.	That	person	needs	to	be	in	the	room	for	execu/ve	mee/ngs	and
discussions	related	to	the	big	opera/onal	picture.	They	need	to	be	there	to	advise	the
leadership	about	possible	issues	from	poli/cs,	media,	public,	trends,	etc.

	
Finally,	these	are	just	notes	and	thoughts	following	our	conversa/on	yesterday	and	are	not	a	cri/que.
	The	structure	is	expandable	and	can	be	implemented	from	various	loca/ons.	We	are	available	to	help
train	or	take	Q/A	if	you	need	anything.	I	fully	recognize	that	the	folks	at	WA	DOH	and	others	have	been
in	the	fight	for	weeks	now	and	any	major	reorgs	could	be	counterproduc/ve.	So,	please	consider	these
thoughts	as	op/ons.	We	will	support	you	all	in	any	way	we	can.
	
Thanks	again,
	
Ryan
	
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	

mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
RE: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
March 14, 2020 at 10:12 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L.
(MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles
(GOV), McClain, Stacey (MIL)

Jaime

Some comments about the grocery industry and supply chain might be a good inclusion for a
future press event if there is one scheduled soon.

Is there any benefit to coordinate the message with FEMA or do something jointly as far as a press
event?

The FEMA Regional Administrator, Mike O’Hare, is the designated Federal Coordinating Officer
(FCO), not sure if there is any benefit to doing something with the feds or just keeping it to
messaging from our state’s executives.

We do have FEMA staff and the HHS rep working out of BLDG 20 working the Federal
Coordination pieces with our State Coordinating Officer (SCO) and staff, so that happened
immediately in part because we have a FEMA Integration Team that works fulltime out of our
facility and they immediately transitioned from their normal work to COVID response – good
news story there on the responsiveness of the federal government.

We’ve placed our first resources requests already with them:

- to receive an embedded CISA PSA (Protective Security Advisor) – to assist us in looking at
infrastructure advance planning

- a National Incident Management Organization (NIMO) team to come in and conduct a
complexity analysis of our incident management structure at the state level to help us identify
what staffing gaps or process gaps we may have and make recommendations on how to improve
our operations

- Federal Medical Stations (FMS) - some equipment is enroute – deployable healthcare facilities
that provide us a medical surge capacity

Jason

From: Smith, Jaime (GOV) 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 6:51 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) 
Cc: Ezelle, Robert (MIL) ; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) ; Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG) ; Lang, Robert
(MIL) ; Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) ; Foster, Sarah (MIL) ; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL) ; Allen, Tristan
(COM) ; Richeson, Jonathan ; Knutson, Charles (GOV) 

mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov
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Subject: Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Do we want to consider a press event with the governor, grocers and providers? JIC issued a
release today on this topic that is already being picked up and we’re ready to get a drumbeat of
“save some for your neighbors” going. I’m happy to make an ask to the gov office if this feels like
an important enough ask and effective use of his time.

Jaime

On Mar 14, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov" Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov > wrote:

Robert and others…..see the notes below from our FEMA Team, based on a supply chain FEMA
conf call.

The grocery supply chain looks like it is now or is going to be our 2 nd biggest issue behind
Hospitals and First Responders running out of PPE…..

Jason

From: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"
Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov >; Wallace, Sharon (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov" Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov >; seoc122 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov >; seoc125 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc125@mil.wa.gov" seoc125@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Kimball, Lloyd < HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 1:46 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84
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(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov" seoc84@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA for future long term planning.

This was a national level call that took place at noon today amongst the FEMA supply chain
personnel, FEMA regions, and some of the large private grocery suppliers (CVS, Target, etc.).

Lloyd

From: Kimball, Lloyd 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 13:25
To: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Cc: Fordice, Justin < HYPERLINK "mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"
justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov >; Carey, Joshua < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov" Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov >
Subject: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Summary: Very heavy demand past 3 days >200% typical, straining distribution and delivery
systems. Unsustainable if it continues. Concerns over Covid19 impact & school closures on
workforce. Looking for waivers to increase delivery capabilities.

Call took the entire hour, few specific solutions identified, additional call possible in a few days,
FEMA HQ sending out info to Regional Administrators on possible actions and messages to
convey to Governors.

Notes:

12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days

Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov
mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov
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Resupply of distribution centers

Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for
national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed.

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials for quarantine
areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution

Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements

Regards

Lloyd Kimball

Telecommunications Specialist



FEMA Integration Team (FIT), Washington State

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region X

(256) 419-3809 Cell (253) 512-7087 Desk HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Lloyd Kimball at least five (5) working days in advance at (256) 419-3809 or email at
HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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Ike, Ryan
Fwd: Stay Home Messaging
March 21, 2020 at 5:31 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Yost, David, Brehmer, Savannah, Ward, Erin

Hey Jaime. See contact info below from Gov Brown’s team. Please let us know if there is anything
more we can do. We will certainly help get the word out to the broadest audience. I can also add
staff to help on campaign development if that’s beneficial. 

Ryan

Ryan Ike
Director | External Affairs Division | Region 10
Mobile: (425) 213-9496

FEMA.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency

From:	Yost,	David	<david.yost@fema.dhs.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	2:24	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan;	chris@altheastrategy.com
Subject:	Stay	Home	Messaging
	
Ryan,
	
I	spoke	with	Chris	Pair,	he’s	the	contact	given	to	me	that	is	working	with	Gov.	Brown	and	Mayor	Wheeler
on	Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy,	included	in	this	email.	Telephone	is	305-304-7220.
	
Let	me	know	if	there	are	any	quesVons.
	
David	L.	Yost
Public	Affairs	Specialist	|	Oregon	FIT	|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division
Mobile:	(202)	856-1889
david.yost@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_15
April 15, 2020 at 3:19 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 15, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through FEMA Project Airbridge.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/hospital beds; total
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acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will supply
6,190 ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by
June 1.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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April 23, 2020 at 10:15 AM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the announcement below, and attached, fact sheet from our partners in
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting.

FEMA has published the attached Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting. This guidance summarizes how organizations should
consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the
protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, including
how to preserve limited supplies of PPE, how to consider need during periods of shortages,
and how to acquire and request PPE (i.e., in the face of critical shortages and whereas
normal supply chain allocation cannot meet operational requirements).

The attached fact sheet may also be found on the FEMA website here.

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_NonHealthPPENeed_FINAL_20200422.pdf
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
To: Holman, Sam (GOV), Soileau, Kennedy (HCA)
Cc:  Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-
Bruce, Shawna, danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov, Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

I	love	it,	Sam!

From: Holman,	Sam	(GOV)	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	24,	2020	11:38	AM
To:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	
Cc:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)	;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	;	Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	;
danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov;	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	
Subject:	Re:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	draZs

Hi team,

Had to be pretty focused on yesterday’s address the last couple days, but ready to get this PSA off the
ground here. An update:

1) I’ve sent a script option to get Macklemore’s sign off. (His team will be the one’s we hire to
produce this, so wanted to make sure they are good with direction first.

2) His people didn’t think the “Dance off” idea was going to fly, so I sent an alternate idea. We may
update some language based on yesterday’s announcement and the "Stay Home. Stay Healthy.”
branding. That script is linked here: HYPERLINK
"https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqY6dNu6Zcf7vkYKJHgiR8SwinP2KzSCmRkrZSerp_w/edit?
usp=sharing" PSA script google doc if you want to make comments. I’ve also attached as a PDF.
(Note: For clarity in the script, Macklemore’s first name is Ben)

3) Once we have script close to signed off, I will start recruiting people to participate. My plan is to
get each influencer to run through a version of the script that works for them. The only thing that will
change are the person they are “staying home for” and any personal flare they add. The rest should be
identical, which will give us a stand alone product for each person, but also allow us to create single
video with many speakers cut together.

Our targeted influencers:

- Macklemore (Ben Haggerdy)

- Russell Wilson (and Ciara?)

- Pete Carrol

- Megan Rapino (and Sue Bird?)

- Brandi Carlyle

- Pearl Jam

mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqY6dNu6Zcf7vkYKJHgiR8SwinP2KzSCmRkrZSerp_w/edit?usp=sharing


- Ken Griffey Jr.

- Jordan Morris and or Steven Frei (Seattle Sounders)

- Mark Few (Gonzaga’s basketball coach)

We have direct or one bounce connections to everyone on this list.

4) We will hopefully shoot these by late this week/early next week.

WHAT I NEED FROM YOU:

1) Feedback on script - especially the recommended steps.

2) Additional content asks we can try to produce with our influencers. What else would be useful?

If we move forward with this script concept, I plan to ask for stills of each participant holding up their
video chat system and one of just them.

Thanks all,

Sam Holman

Digital Media Manager

Office of Governor Jay Inslee

360-790-4823

HYPERLINK "mailto:sam.holman@gov.wa.gov" sam.holman@gov.wa.gov

On Mar 23, 2020, at 9:41 AM, Soileau, Kennedy (HCA) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov" kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov > wrote:

Hi	all,

Quick	update	–	we’ve	revised	the	language	to	remove	the	“stay	happy”	message.	Because	this
is	a	stressful	`me	for	many	folks,	we	didn’t	want	to	come	off	as	out-of-touch	or	even
condescending.	The	key	messages	now	are:	“Stay	home.	Stay	healthy.	Stay	informed.”

Next	steps	–	Laura	Blaske	and	I	are	working	with	the	ad	agency	that	is	leading	Spread	the
Facts,	and	we	will	incorporate	the	“stay	home”	messaging	into	that	campaign.

Help	stop	the	spread	of	COVID-19.

Spread	the	facts.
Stay	home.	Everyone should stay home except to get food, care for a relative or friend,

mailto:sam.holman@gov.wa.gov
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get necessary health care, or go to an essential job. (LINK HERE TO MORE INFO.)

Stay	healthy.	If you must go out, keep at least 6 feet of distance from other people.
(LINK HERE FOR MORE INFO.)

Stay	informed.	Stay up to date on what is happening in Washington State; visit this website
often.

Thanks!

–Kennedy

From: Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:46	PM	
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov"
Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov	>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov"	james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov	>;	Marchand,	Michael
(HBE)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org"
Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org	>;	Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<	HYPERLINK
"mailto:shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org"	shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org	>;	Holman,
Sam	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov"	Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov	>;	'
HYPERLINK	"mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov"	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov	'	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov"	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov	>	
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV"
Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV	>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	draZs
Importance:	High

Hi	all,

Please	review	the	amached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges`ons	by	COB	Monday,
March	23	.	Other	materials,	including	a	`p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I
are	working	with	the	agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this
messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.	More	to	come	on	that.

These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:

· Infographics

· Digital	ads

· Partner	toolkit	resources

· Talking	points

· TV,	radio,	digital	adver`sing

Best,

mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
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Kennedy

Kennedy	Soileau

Deputy	Chief	Communica`ons	Officer

office:	360-725-1571

cell:	503-927-0374

she/her

HYPERLINK	"hmp://www.hca.wa.gov/"

www.hca.wa.gov
HYPERLINK
"hmps://www.hca.wa.gov/about-
hca/connect-us"

http://www.hca.wa.gov/
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/connect-us


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Update_-_April_8,_2020
April 08, 2020 at 5:47 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 8, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov


loaded.
As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the
following data to FEMA and HHS:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state.

This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August 2020, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1, 2020.
The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction
to HHS Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard
to GM’s production of ventilators on March 27.
By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get
the supplies they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also
ensuring that these ventilators are routed through the Strategic National
Stockpile to where they’re needed most.

Follow Us

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MDguMTk5MzU4MDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5oaHMuZ292L2Fib3V0L25ld3MvMjAyMC8wNC8wOC9oaHMtYW5ub3VuY2VzLXZlbnRpbGF0b3ItY29udHJhY3Qtd2l0aC1nbS11bmRlci1kZWZlbnNlLXByb2R1Y3Rpb24tYWN0Lmh0bWwifQ.Re_ry09wR-HDlb7DVtnXwBfhqQ7eed-NIZehabEIuZg/br/77202423461-l


Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200408 FINAL.pdf
ESF15_Messaging_20200408 FINAL.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.

You are subscribed to updates from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Manage Subscriptions  |  Privacy Policy  |  Help

If you were forwarded this email and would like to be added to future 
DHS Intergovernmental Affairs distributions, please register your email address here.

Connect with DHS:
Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram  |  LinkedIn  |  Flickr  |  YouTube

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
www.dhs.gov
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 30, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and
COVID-Affected Areas
 
“This response isn’t just about delivering food or supporting COVID test centers. It’s about
protecting our children, parents, and grandparents. Our Nation is looking to the National
Guard to help them and we can’t let them down.” – Air Force Gen. Joseph Lengyel, Chief
of the National Guard Bureau
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
On March 29, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the entire country with an
opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like
staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more
than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people. The
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you
are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
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$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA, for some states’ use of their National Guard forces. The
President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces,
while being federally funded under Title 32.
 
FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning on Sunday, March 29, with
the first delivery of 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies including 130,000 N95
respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 10.3 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Additional flights are contracted
to go to Illinois today and to Ohio tomorrow. FEMA has scheduled additional flights and is
adding more daily.
 
Over the next 48 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (180) and Connecticut (50).
 
Twenty-seven states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
the Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance,
Defense Production Act, CDC Public Guidance, coping with stress, disinformation and
rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the statement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding a statement on the export of critical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  

 
April 8, 2020
 

COVID-19 Update
 
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
 
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.
 
FEMA and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are working together to prevent
domestic brokers, distributors, and other intermediaries from diverting these critical
medical resources overseas. To accomplish this, CBP will detain shipments of the PPE
specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA determines whether to return the
PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on behalf of the United States;
or, allow it to be exported.
 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
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Holman, Sam (GOV)
Re: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
March 24, 2020 at 2:37 PM EDT
To: Soileau, Kennedy (HCA)
Cc:  Smith, Jaime (GOV), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-Bruce,
Shawna, danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov, Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Hi team,

Had to be pretty focused on yesterday’s address the last couple days, but ready to get this PSA off 
the ground here. An update:

1) I’ve sent a script option to get Macklemore’s sign off. (His team will be the one’s we hire to 
produce this, so wanted to make sure they are good with direction first.

2) His people didn’t think the “Dance off” idea was going to fly, so I sent an alternate idea. We 
may update some language based on yesterday’s announcement and the "Stay Home. Stay 
Healthy.” branding. That script is linked here: HYPERLINK 
"https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqY6dNu6Zcf7vkYKJHgiR8SwinP2KzSCmRkrZSerp_w/
edit?usp=sharing" PSA script google doc if you want to make comments. I’ve also attached as a 
PDF. (Note: For clarity in the script, Macklemore’s first name is Ben)

3) Once we have script close to signed off, I will start recruiting people to participate. My plan is 
to get each influencer to run through a version of the script that works for them. The only thing 
that will change are the person they are “staying home for” and any personal flare they add. The 
rest should be identical, which will give us a stand alone product for each person, but also allow us 
to create single video with many speakers cut together.

Our targeted influencers:
- Macklemore (Ben Haggerdy)
- Russell Wilson (and Ciara?)
- Pete Carrol
- Megan Rapino (and Sue Bird?)
- Brandi Carlyle
- Pearl Jam
- Ken Griffey Jr.
- Jordan Morris and or Steven Frei (Seattle Sounders)
- Mark Few (Gonzaga’s basketball coach)

We have direct or one bounce connections to everyone on this list.

4) We will hopefully shoot these by late this week/early next week.

WHAT I NEED FROM YOU:

1) Feedback on script - especially the recommended steps.

mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov
mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov
mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
mailto:james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov
mailto:Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org
mailto:shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org
mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TqY6dNu6Zcf7vkYKJHgiR8SwinP2KzSCmRkrZSerp_w/edit?usp=sharing


2) Additional content asks we can try to produce with our influencers. What else would be useful?

If we move forward with this script concept, I plan to ask for stills of each participant holding up 
their video chat system and one of just them.

Thanks all,

Sam Holman
Digital Media Manager
Office of Governor Jay Inslee
360-790-4823
HYPERLINK "mailto:sam.holman@gov.wa.gov" sam.holman@gov.wa.gov

On Mar 23, 2020, at 9:41 AM, Soileau, Kennedy (HCA) < HYPERLINK 
"mailto:kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov" kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov > wrote:

Hi	all,
Quick	update	–	we’ve	revised	the	language	to	remove	the	“stay	happy”	message.	Because	
this	is	a	stressful	@me	for	many	folks,	we	didn’t	want	to	come	off	as	out-of-touch	or	even	
condescending.	The	key	messages	now	are:	“Stay	home.	Stay	healthy.	Stay	informed.”

Next	steps	–	Laura	Blaske	and	I	are	working	with	the	ad	agency	that	is	leading	Spread	the	
Facts,	and	we	will	incorporate	the	“stay	home”	messaging	into	that	campaign.

Help	stop	the	spread	of	COVID-19.

Spread	the	facts.
Stay	home.	Everyone	should	stay	home	except	to	get	food,	care	for	a	rela@ve	or	
friend,	get	necessary	health	care,	or	go	to	an	essen@al	job.	(LINK	HERE	TO	MORE	
INFO.)
Stay	healthy.	If	you	must	go	out,	keep	at	least	6	feet	of	distance	from	other	
people.	(LINK	HERE	FOR	MORE	INFO.)
Stay	informed.	Stay	up	to	date	on	what	is	happening	in	Washington	State;	visit	this	
website	oWen.
Thanks!
–Kennedy
From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:46	PM	
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov"
Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov	>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)	<	HYPERLINK	
"mailto:james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov"	james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov	>;	Marchand,	Michael	
(HBE)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org"
Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org	>;	Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<	HYPERLINK	
"mailto:shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org"	shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org	>;	Holman,	
Sam	(GOV)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov"	Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov	>;	'
HYPERLINK	"mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov"	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov	'	<
HYPERLINK	"mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov"	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov	>
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Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<	HYPERLINK	"mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV"
Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV	>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	draWs
Importance:	High
Hi	all,
Please	review	the	ajached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/sugges@ons	by	COB	
Monday,	March	23	.	Other	materials,	including	a	@p	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	
Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the	agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	
infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.	More	to	come	on	that.
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:

· Infographics
· Digital	ads
· Partner	toolkit	resources
· Talking	points
· TV,	radio,	digital	adver@sing

Best,
Kennedy
Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communica@ons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

HYPERLINK	"hjp://www.hca.wa.gov/"

www.hca.wa.gov
HYPERLINK	
"hjps://www.hca.wa.gov/about-
hca/connect-us"

mailto:Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV
http://www.hca.wa.gov/
file:///var/folders/ks/f1393pzn6glbd957wp2p99140000gn/T/com.firmshell.msgconverterpro/msg_dir_1637077260./
https://www.hca.wa.gov/about-hca/connect-us


Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Guidance_--_State,_Local,_and_Triba l_Governments_for_the_Coronavirus_Relief_Fund
April 22, 2020 at 7:45 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the below announcement from the White House Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs regarding Treasury's release of CARES Act guidance for State, Local, and Tribal
Governments.

Today, Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin released guidance for State, Local, and
Tribal Governments regarding the Coronavirus Relief Fund (Section 5001 of the CARES
Act).

As stated by the legislation signed by President Trump on March 27, the use of funds
“are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19).” The guidance document (here) and
frequently asked questions (here) provide, in detail, examples of eligible and ineligible
expenditures of the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.  You can find additional
information about Assistance to State and local governments here.

We will continue to share all relevant information as it becomes available.

Thank you,

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs   

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act (CARES). The $2.2 trillion economic relief package provides American families,
healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
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through this challenging time. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, enacted last month. State/Local/Tribal provisions include:

$150 billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be
allocated primarily by a State’s population with each State receiving at least $1.25
billion.

$340 billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the
coronavirus outbreak.

$500 billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U.S. Treasury to support
eligible businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a
result of COVID-19.

$100 billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost
revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID-19.

$3.5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers,
first responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Read more here: President Donald J. Trump Is Providing Economic
Relief to American Workers, Families, and Businesses Impacted by the
Coronavirus
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the release of a Disaster Financial Management Guide to assist
communities in their COVID-19 response.

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Disaster Financial Management Guide 
On Thursday, April 16, FEMA released the “Disaster Financial Management Guide” to
support jurisdictions in establishing and implementing sound disaster financial management
practices, which are critical for successful response and recovery. The guide takes an all-
hazards approach and addresses a broad range of issues and contains concepts, principles
and resources applicable to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response environment.

The guide identifies the capabilities and activities necessary to prepare and successfully
implement disaster financial management while maintaining fiscal responsibility
throughout response and recovery operations. This includes considerations and practices
necessary to track, calculate and justify the costs of an emergency; support local
reimbursement reconciliation; avoid de-obligation of grant funding; and effectively fund
and implement recovery projects and priorities. The principles, concepts and resources
contained in the guide can support jurisdictions in identifying the resources needed to
support their community, increase the efficiency of recovery efforts, and reduce the
likelihood of audits and financial penalties for the jurisdiction.

To view the guide, please visit https://www.fema.gov/plan.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Fox, Chandra E.
Canceled: COVID-19 Policy Group Meetings
April 17, 2020 at 4:00 PM EDT
To: Gilkey, KayDee, O'Quinn, Shelly, Richards, Adam, Billig, Andy, McCaslin, Rob, Brown, Andrew, Calhoun,
Mark, Coon, Cara, Christopher Jaklitsch, Chuckparsons_99224@yahoo.com, Corkins, Karen, Driscoll, Jack, Emacio,
James, Finch, Eric, French, Al, Gemmill, Gerry, Gregory, Mark D., Mungia, Ingrid, Jack Busch
(TCO, Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov, Holy, Jeff, Johnson, Jeffery, Graham, Jenny, Schmick, Joel, Kerns,
Josh, Knezovich, Ozzie, Kuney, Mary, Lt Col Carrie Wentzel, Marcus Riccelli, Schoesler, Mark, Mark
Schuller, Martinez, Heather, Dye, Mary, Shea, Matt, Michael Dunn, Mielke, Todd, Mike Padden, Bell,
Patrick, Ryan.Rodin@redcross.org, Short, Shelly, Steven Cooke (Director, TSgt Joe Floyd, Ormsby, Timm, Valencia,
Ron A., Vasquez, Ginna, McDaniel, Adam, Denson, Ari, Tripp, Albert, blutz@srhd.org, Wick, Ben, Roecks,
Carrie, Grover, Chris, Lewis, Ed, McMorris-Rodgers, Cathy, Ruby, Darrell, Ross, Doug, Hampton, George, Allen,
Katy, Arredondo, Kim, kretz.joel@leg.wa.gov, Richey, Kevin, latahtown@gmail.com, Galvin,
Theresa, libertyljim@aol.com, Markham, Lori, Verzal, Tim, mayor@millwoodwa.us, Volz, Mike, McManus, Mary, Toole,
Mike, Woodward, Nadine, Curtis, Paul, Warfield, Paul, Brickner, Shane, Maike, Shirley, Tedesco, Mike, Nielsen,
Tony, Mayor of Spangle, Turner, Tiffany, Crago, Wes, Rose, Melanie, Maria Cullooyah, Josh Evans, SrA Nguyen
(FAFB, Mote, Marilou D Maj USAF 92 MDG (USA, Jessica Flett, Eric Farmer, County DEM Duty Officer, Tim
Henkel, Ed.Schlect@avistacorp.com
Cc:  Ellis, David J., Beggs, Breean, O'Brien, D, Romanyszyn, Shelley, Asmus, Brian, PETREY, RICKY D, Scott, Alex
(Cantwell), Culton, John (Murray), Schaeffer, Brian, Schmidt, Ariane, BELL, JON M, Lundgren, Justin

Good Afternoon, All –

We have set the Policy Group meetings as recurrent, every morning at 8:00am, at the Fire Training
Center Auditorium, unless notified of a change .

The Zoom meeting link is also now recurrent, so you only need to register on this link one time. If
you were on Zoom for the Sunday, 22-March meeting you are registered on the link. If not, the
link will take you to the registration page first.

Register in advance for this meeting:

HYPERLINK "https://zoom.us/meeting/register/uZYscu2oqj8p7-0CS4IA-B8G3bJ995DxsA"
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/uZYscu2oqj8p7-0CS4IA-B8G3bJ995DxsA

Please let us know if you encounter any difficulties.

Best -

Chandra
Chandra Fox, CEM

Spokane County DEM Deputy Director

Office: 509.477.7606

Cell: 509.638.4627
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Ike, Ryan
Fwd: Municipality of Anchorage "Hunker Down" Proclamation EO-03
March 21, 2020 at 5:37 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Brehmer, Savannah, Yost, David, Ward, Erin

MOA is implementing a plan to keep people home. They’ve chosen a more simple and direct
approach to “hunker down”. For consideration. 

Ryan Ike
Director | External Affairs Division | Region 10
Mobile: (425) 213-9496

FEMA.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency

From:	Koloski,	Thomas	H	(MVA)	<thomas.koloski@alaska.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	2:27	PM
To:	Benzschawel,	James	K	(MVA);	Shawna.watson@acsalaska.com
Cc:	Woody,	Jared	B	(MVA);	Hildreth,	Richard	K	(MVA);
c4ccef71.acsalaska.onmicrosoQ.com@amer.teams.ms;	MVA-DHS	COVID-19
Subject:	Municipality	of	Anchorage	"Hunker	Down"	ProclamaZon	EO-03
	
APIP	Members,
	
For	those	of	you	based	or	with	offices	and	employees	within	the	Municipality	of	Anchorage,
please	be	aware	of	the	Mayor’s	Emergency	Order	03,	which	will	be	in	effect	from	22:00	on
Sunday,	March	22nd	unZl	midnight	on	Tuesday,	March	31st.
	
The	EO	directs	“Everyone	currently	in	the	Municipality	of	Anchorage	(the	"Municipality")	shall
stay	at	home	as	much	as	possible,	except	to	work	in	certain	criZcal	jobs,	listed	below;	to	buy,	sell,
or	deliver	groceries	or	other	important	goods;	to	receive	or	provide	health	care;	and	to	get	fresh
air	without	contacZng	others.”
	
This	EO	was	carefully	craQed	to	idenZfy	exempZons	for	criZcal	services	and	funcZons	which	are
allowed	to	conZnue.	Please	review	Paragraph	5	of	the	EO	for	applicability	to	your	business	or
agency.	Please	bear	in	mind	that	measures	like	this	are	being	enacted	to	protect	the	greater
public	good	and	ensure	that	only	those	employees	performing	essenZal	tasks	are	exercising	the
exempt	status.
	
Please	direct	any	quesZons	to	myself	and	Shawna,	we	will	collate	and	route	them	to	Amanda
Loach	and	her	staff	at	the	Muni	EOC.
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Very	Respeciully,
Tom	Koloski
Emergency	Management	Specialist	III
State	of	Alaska	Division	of	Homeland	Security	and	Emergency	Management	(Planning)
PO	Box	5750,	JBER,	Alaska,	99505-5750
(907)	428-7022	(Direct)
(907)	428-7009	(Fax)

	



Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL)
Cc:  Ezelle, Robert (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG), Lang, Robert (MIL), Shagren, Karina L.
(MIL), Foster, Sarah (MIL), Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Allen, Tristan (COM), Richeson, Jonathan, Knutson, Charles
(GOV), McClain, Stacey (MIL)

I’m all game for including FEMA, especially if that will help grocers and health providers feel
reassured about the strong coordination that’s happening.

I’ll connect with gov office ASAP… is there anyone else on this thread who wants to be part of
that conversation? I’m happy to tee it up but welcome folks with ideas on what an effective event
would look like.

From: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 7:12 PM
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV) 
Cc: Ezelle, Robert (MIL) ; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) ; Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG) ; Lang, Robert
(MIL) ; Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) ; Foster, Sarah (MIL) ; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL) ; Allen, Tristan
(COM) ; Richeson, Jonathan ; Knutson, Charles (GOV) ; McClain, Stacey (MIL) 
Subject: RE: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Jaime

Some comments about the grocery industry and supply chain might be a good inclusion for a
future press event if there is one scheduled soon.

Is there any benefit to coordinate the message with FEMA or do something jointly as far as a press
event?

The FEMA Regional Administrator, Mike O’Hare, is the designated Federal Coordinating Officer
(FCO), not sure if there is any benefit to doing something with the feds or just keeping it to
messaging from our state’s executives.

We do have FEMA staff and the HHS rep working out of BLDG 20 working the Federal
Coordination pieces with our State Coordinating Officer (SCO) and staff, so that happened
immediately in part because we have a FEMA Integration Team that works fulltime out of our
facility and they immediately transitioned from their normal work to COVID response – good
news story there on the responsiveness of the federal government.

We’ve placed our first resources requests already with them:

- to receive an embedded CISA PSA (Protective Security Advisor) – to assist us in looking at
infrastructure advance planning

- a National Incident Management Organization (NIMO) team to come in and conduct a
complexity analysis of our incident management structure at the state level to help us identify



what staffing gaps or process gaps we may have and make recommendations on how to improve
our operations

- Federal Medical Stations (FMS) - some equipment is enroute – deployable healthcare facilities
that provide us a medical surge capacity

Jason

From: Smith, Jaime (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov"
Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 6:51 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"
Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Ezelle, Robert (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov"
Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov >; Baumgart, Jim (GOV) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov" jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov >; Buchholz, Brian E. (ATG) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:brian.buchholz@atg.wa.gov" brian.buchholz@atg.wa.gov >; Lang, Robert
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Robert.Lang@mil.wa.gov" Robert.Lang@mil.wa.gov >; Shagren,
Karina L. (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov"
Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov >; Foster, Sarah (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov" Sarah.Foster@mil.wa.gov >; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov" Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov >; Allen,
Tristan (COM) < HYPERLINK "mailto:tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov"
tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov >; Richeson, Jonathan < HYPERLINK
"mailto:jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov" jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov >; Knutson, Charles
(GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov" Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov > 
Subject: Re: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

Do we want to consider a press event with the governor, grocers and providers? JIC issued a
release today on this topic that is already being picked up and we’re ready to get a drumbeat of
“save some for your neighbors” going. I’m happy to make an ask to the gov office if this feels like
an important enough ask and effective use of his time.

Jaime

On Mar 14, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov" Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov > wrote:

Robert and others…..see the notes below from our FEMA Team, based on a supply chain FEMA
conf call.

The grocery supply chain looks like it is now or is going to be our 2 nd biggest issue behind
Hospitals and First Responders running out of PPE…..

Jason
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From: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 4:18 PM
To: Marquiss, Jason (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov"
Jason.Marquiss@mil.wa.gov >; Wallace, Sharon (MIL) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov" Sharon.Wallace@mil.wa.gov >; seoc122 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc122@mil.wa.gov" seoc122@mil.wa.gov >; seoc125 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc125@mil.wa.gov" seoc125@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA

Chris Utzinger

EOC Supervisor

HYPERLINK "mailto:eocsup@mil.wa.gov" eocsup@mil.wa.gov

253-912-4915

From: Kimball, Lloyd < HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov"
lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov > 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 1:46 PM
To: seoc83 (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc83@mil.wa.gov" seoc83@mil.wa.gov >; seoc84
(MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc84@mil.wa.gov" seoc84@mil.wa.gov >; seoc110 (MIL) <
HYPERLINK "mailto:seoc110@mil.wa.gov" seoc110@mil.wa.gov > 
Cc: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Subject: FW: Grocery supply chain FEMA call

FYSA for future long term planning.

This was a national level call that took place at noon today amongst the FEMA supply chain
personnel, FEMA regions, and some of the large private grocery suppliers (CVS, Target, etc.).

Lloyd

From: Kimball, Lloyd 
Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2020 13:25
To: Goudreau, Laura < HYPERLINK "mailto:Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov"
Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov > 
Cc: Fordice, Justin < HYPERLINK "mailto:justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov"
justin.fordice@fema.dhs.gov >; Carey, Joshua < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov" Joshua.Carey@fema.dhs.gov >
Subject: Grocery supply chain FEMA call
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Summary: Very heavy demand past 3 days >200% typical, straining distribution and delivery
systems. Unsustainable if it continues. Concerns over Covid19 impact & school closures on
workforce. Looking for waivers to increase delivery capabilities.

Call took the entire hour, few specific solutions identified, additional call possible in a few days,
FEMA HQ sending out info to Regional Administrators on possible actions and messages to
convey to Governors.

Notes:

12:00 FEMA Supply Chain Call

Difficulties in supplies and production

Grocery is under stress

Trucking experiencing driver shortages, and expecting to increase

Increased demand for past 16 days

Concerned about school closures increasing demand

Hourly workers that staff warehouses will have child care issues

>200% demand ongoing past 3 days (foods and commodities)

Resupply of distribution centers

Hourly workers - some reporting sick, first couple cases of Covid19

Waivers are helping for delivery were just about up to limit

Wide variation of requirements from local health authorities for cleaning on possible
exposures

Empty shelves are due to product moving too fast to keep up supply

Challenges on social distancing - not possible to put 6' between checker and customer

Cleaning / Hand Sanitizers used internally, running out needed to keep things open

Surge buying seems to be mostly in stores, no big increases in home delivery and alternate
methods

Needs relief from population limits to keep supply chain running - need to be able to
have more than 100 (some areas restriction) or 250 people in a distribution center.

Federal Government needs to inspire some confidence to end the hoarding and fear buying

During disasters able to move trained people to deal with the problem - not an option for



national incident

Last 3 days has changed the context, if it maintains this level unable to support

Looking for drivers from the food/restaurant distribution centers to become available- has
not happened yet.

Need relief from truck weight limits nationwide - not state by state

Need to remove fear, constant messaging from Federal Government to let public know that
supply chain will be exempt from cordons and curfews and will be there when needed.

Driver shortage at moment, but wants fuel added to waiver. Access credentials for quarantine
areas, possibility create a rally point for distribution

Get Governors to use common language

NBEOC is activated

Concerns about Hawaii and ship movements

Regards

Lloyd Kimball

Telecommunications Specialist

FEMA Integration Team (FIT), Washington State

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region X

(256) 419-3809 Cell (253) 512-7087 Desk HYPERLINK
"mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Region 10 is committed to providing access,
equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education
and employment for individuals with disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact
Lloyd Kimball at least five (5) working days in advance at (256) 419-3809 or email at
HYPERLINK "mailto:lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov" lloyd.kimball@fema.dhs.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_CISA_Releases_Guidance_on_Essent ial_Critical_Infrastructure_Workers_During_COVID-19
March 19, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

	

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
	

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
Please see the announcement below from Christopher Krebs, Director of the Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), regarding the Identification of Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workers During COVID-19, found here.

	
 

March 19, 2020
 

CISA Releases Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers During
COVID-19

As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16, the President issued
updated Coronavirus Guidance for America. This guidance states that:

“If you work in a critical infrastructure industry, as defined by the Department of Homeland
Security, such as healthcare services and pharmaceutical and food supply, you
have a special responsibility to maintain your normal work schedule.”

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the Secretary of
Homeland Security’s responsibilities as assigned under the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to
provide strategic guidance, promote a national unity of effort, and coordinate the overall federal
effort to ensure the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure. CISA uses trusted
partnerships with both the public and private sectors to deliver infrastructure resilience assistance
and guidance to a broad range of partners.

In accordance with this mandate, and in collaboration with other federal agencies and the private
sector, CISA developed an initial list of “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers” to help State
and local officials as they work to protect their communities, while ensuring continuity of
functions critical to public health and safety, as well as economic and national security. The list
can also inform critical infrastructure community decision-making to determine the sectors, sub-
sectors, segments, or critical functions that should continue normal operations, appropriately
modified to account for Centers for Disease Control (CDC) workforce and customer protection
guidance.

The list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services that are essential to
continued critical infrastructure viability, including staffing operations centers, maintaining and
repairing critical infrastructure, operating call centers, working construction, and performing
management functions, among others. The industries they support represent, but are not
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necessarily limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information technology
systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics, energy, water and wastewater,
law enforcement, and public works.
 
We recognize that State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are ultimately in charge of
implementing and executing response activities in communities under their jurisdiction, while the
Federal Government is in a supporting role. As State and local communities consider COVID-19-
related restrictions, CISA is offering this list to assist prioritizing activities related to continuity of
operations and incident response, including the appropriate movement of critical infrastructure
workers within and between jurisdictions.

Accordingly, this list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered to be, a
federal directive or standard in and of itself.

In addition, these identified sectors and workers are not intended to be the authoritative or
exhaustive list of critical infrastructure sectors and functions that should continue during the
COVID-19 response. Instead, State and local officials should use their own judgment in using
their authorities and issuing implementation directives and guidance. Similarly, critical
infrastructure industry partners will use their own judgment, informed by this list, to ensure
continued operations of critical infrastructure services and functions. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety while ensuring the continued delivery of critical infrastructure
services and functions.

CISA will continue to work with you and our partners in the critical infrastructure community to
update this list as the Nation’s response to COVID-19 evolves. We also encourage you to submit
how you might use this list so that we can develop a repository of use cases for broad sharing
across the country.

Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 
	

For further information on the federal government’s response to COVID-19,
please visit Coronavirus.gov.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 

US-Mexico-Canada Travel Restrictions

Decisive action taken today will protect Americans, slow the spread of the virus, and
help save lives:

The United States is cooperating closely with Canada and Mexico to ensure that
North America has a coordinated approach to combating the pandemic caused by
the coronavirus.
The United States and Canada have agreed to restrict travel at our land border to
essential travel only.
Similarly, the United States and Mexico are finalizing an agreement that will
facilitate only essential travel at our southern border.

We are maintaining cross-border activities with Canada and Mexico that support health
security, trade, commerce, supply security, and other essential activities while taking
critical steps to protect our citizens and to curb spread of the virus.

For more information on these measures please visit the White House fact sheet.

 

 

Combatting Disinformation on COVID-19
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https://twitter.com/DHS_Wolf/status/1241113388304019456

 

 

FEMA Coronavirus Rumor Control Website

The purpose of this FEMA page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and
facts regarding the response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Rumors can easily
circulate within communities during a crisis, stay informed with our updated myth vs.
facts related to the federal (COVID-19) response.  Please share with your communities
and stakeholders to combat disinformation.
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https://www.fema.gov/Coronavirus-Rumor-Control

For more information on the coronavirus, please visit coronavirus.gov. You can also visit
FEMA's coronavirus (COVID-19) response page for more updates on the federal
response.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government,
including at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to
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local circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-
19 outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or
have been mild).
Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these
criteria and to progress through the phases outlined.

Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key
industries.

Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be
important, including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the
states, and the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and
private labs.
A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors
in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 20, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country
to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen
safely and responsibly. 

As of April 19, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of, or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 77.9 million
surgical masks, 6.2 million face shields, 11.9 million surgical gowns, 587 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
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commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA from April 1st – 14th through Project Airbridge and
the commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now tested 4.18 million people, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: France, the United Kingdom, South Korea, Japan,
Singapore, India, Austria, Australia, Sweden, and Canada. 

As conveyed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and Admiral Brett Giroir, there is enough
testing capacity for states to moves into phase one of reopening when they
choose to do so.
States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
President Trump and Vice President Pence are working closely with Governors
to review what more they can do to develop locally tailored testing strategies.

HHS and FEMA continue to provide federal support to state run testing. 
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

FEMA and HHS have centralized best practices and lessons learned to help medical
practitioners, emergency managers, and other stakeholders learn from each other’s
approaches.

The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page contains
resources for all levels of government, private sector, academic institutions,
professional associations, and other organizations responding to the pandemic.
HHS has a comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights
technical resources and information for the medical community and emergency
responders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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seoc22 (MIL)
RE: Logistics Grocery call from today
March 14, 2020 at 5:18 PM EDT
To: Ike, Ryan, Shagren, Karina L. (MIL)
Cc:  Holt, Brett, Smith, Jaime (GOV)

Looping	in	JIC	–	I	believe	they	are	working	on	a	‘save	some	for	your	neighbors’	message.
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	2:17	PM
To:	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc22	(MIL)	<seoc22@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreT	<breT.holt@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	LogisVcs	Grocery	call	from	today
	
It	was	a	naVonal	call.	HQ	will	be	working	on	opVons	for	us	to	address	(those	acVons	we	can	take	under
our	authoriVes).	I	think	there	are	some	decisions	that	need	Gov	input	(waiving	state	regs,	excluding
grocery	industry	from	ongoing	limits	on	public	gatherings,	relaxing/staggering	school	closures.	Etc	–
naVonally).	I’m	not	sure	if	the	JIC	is	working	on	trying	to	message	direct	to	consumers.	Seems	like	the
basic	ask	is	to	try	and	get	people	to	limit	hoarding.
	
BreT:	does	that	sound	correct?
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
From:	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	2:04	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>;	seoc22	(MIL)	<seoc22@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreT	<BreT.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Re:	LogisVcs	Grocery	call	from	today
	
Thanks	Ryan-	I’m	assuming	this	was	a	naVonal	call?	Does	FEMA	have	guidance/messaging	that	we
should	be	sharing	at	our	level?
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
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Sent:	Saturday,	March	14,	2020	2:00:19	PM
To:	seoc22	(MIL)	<seoc22@mil.wa.gov>;	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreT	<breT.holt@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	LogisVcs	Grocery	call	from	today
	
Notes	from	today’s	call:
	
FEMA	Grocer	Supply	Chain	Call
March	14,	2020
	
Speakers
·         C&S	Wholesale	Grocers
·         Target
·         Albertsons/Safeway

	
Audience:	FEMA,	State	Emergency	Management,	and	Private	Sector
	
Purpose:	To	clarify	the	near	term	issue	that	the	grocer	supply	chain	will	feel	this	week	with	current
consumer	buying	and	potenVal	significant	worker	absences	due	to	closure	of	schools.
	
Notes
·         Carla	Gammon,	FEMA	LogisVcs	Management	Directorate:	Welcomed	the	call	to	hear	about	the

issues	the	private	sector	is	experiencing.	Will	put	together	a	leTer	to	the	FEMA	Regional
Administrators	to	pass	on	to	states	based	on	what	she	is	hearing	from	the	call.

·         C&S	Wholesale	Grocers:	The	school-wide	closures	at	the	same	Vme	for	2-3	weeks	will	cripple
every	supply	chain	there	is,	including	the	food	sector.	C&S	alone	is	seeing	double/triple	volume
than	normal	and	we	are	going	on	Day	16	straight	of	this	volume.	On	top	of	losing	working	parents
to	taking	care	of	their	kids	at	home,	there	are	more	mouths	to	feed	at	home	which	is	causing
extraordinary	amount	of	food	volume	to	be	shipped.	The	food	sector	has	been	struggling	the	past
2	weeks	straight	because	of	panic	buying	and	hoarding.	Manufacturers	are	struggling	with
producVon.	We	need	staff	members	to	be	at	the	warehouses,	stores,	etc.	Can	FEMA	work	with
Governors	to	stagger	the	closures.	I	understand	we	are	trying	to	slow	the	rate	of	infecVon	but,	we
can	sVll	slow	it	down	if	you	stagger	the	closures	(i.e.,	different	counVes	at	once,	one	week	here,
another	week	there,	etc.)

	
AddiVonal	comments	from	private	sector
·         Consumers	are	purchasing	more	than	needed	nor	the	grocer	supply	chain	can	meet.	The	shelves

will	be	empVed	by	Sunday	anernoon	and	will	NOT	be	refilled	next	week.	This	goes	well-beyond
toilet	paper	and	hand-saniVzer.		If	these	expectaVons	are	accurate,	the	sustained	shortage	will
extend	over	many	product	categories.

·         Target	and	Albertsons/Safeway	agree	with	C&S	Wholesale	Grocers.
	
SoluVons
·         Need	FEMA	to	get	the	message	to	Governors	about	school	closings	and	the	impacts
·         Need	FEMA	to	develop	message	to	influence	how	people	are	currently	purchasing	and	to	have

them	decrease	what	they	are	purchasing.	Need	to	encourage	calm.
·         Wavers:	Need	naVonwide	wavers	for	fuel,	hours,	and	noise	reducVon	to	ensure	supply	chain	can

rebound
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·         Re-entry	is	not	managed	the	same	state	to	state.	Some	states	are	more	advanced.	Need	for
government	to	look	at	single	rendezvous	access	points	to	allow	for	re-entry	into	areas	to	ensure
grocers	and	restock	store.

	
Region	10
·         Washington	holds	grocer	sector	coordinaVng	calls	each	Wednesdays,	11am-12pm
·         Oregon	will	hold	their	first	grocer	sector	call	this	week	on	Wednesday.

 
 
Brett Holt
Private Sector Liaison | Region 10 Office of External Affairs
Bothell, WA
Mobile: (425) 877-8593
brett.holt@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.govfema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
WEEKLY_UPDATE:_DHS_RESPONSE_TO_COVID-19
April 06, 2020 at 3:34 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

WEEKLY UPDATE: DHS RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security’s efforts across its components
last week have facilitated a speedy, whole-of-government response to confronting
COVID-19 and slowing the spread to keep Americans safe. FEMA is leading the way by
carrying out an approach that is locally executed, state managed, and federally
supported. 

“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be
the top priority for the Department of Homeland Security.” said Acting Secretary Chad
F. Wolf. “I want to thank the men and women of the DHS workforce for their resilience
as they put themselves at risk every day to protect the American people.”

Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
Total Obligations to States. As of April 5th, FEMA has obligated nearly $4.1 billion in
support of COVID-19 response efforts.

Project Air-Bridge. FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global
market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic
partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge:

From March 30th to April 5th, 10 flights arrived to the U.S with critical supplies.
The cargo moved so far totals almost 83.5 million gloves, almost 5 million surgical
masks, and 1.2 million gowns.
Upon arrival, the PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization is given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing
homes around the country.
23 additional flights are currently scheduled through April 18.

Ventilator Distribution. FEMA is distributing ventilators to hard hit states. From March
30th to April 4th, FEMA and HHS delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois, Connecticut, and Louisiana. 
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CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Keeping Critical Cargo and Trade Moving. CBP continues to process commercial cargo.
Approximately $21B worth of goods crossed back and forth over the borders of U.S,
Mexico, and Canada from March 30th to April 5th  .

Working to Reduce Illegal Entries. CBP agents encountered nearly 4,200 migrants crossing
illegally at the U.S. Southern border daily, compared to nearly 10,000 encounters daily
prior to the current containment efforts.

Facilitating Critical PPE Deliveries. CBP lifted a Withhold Release Order that had barred
importation of disposable rubber gloves which our health care workers and law
enforcement personnel so desperately need right now. 

IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Working with the Department of State, ICE continues to bring
Americans home on the return leg of removal flights to Central America. As of April 5th,
ICE has flown 853 U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents home on removal flights
from Colombia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua since the first flight on March 22. 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Air Travelers Secure. Due to the pandemic and travel restrictions, TSA continues
to screen a significantly reduced number of passengers. From March 27th  to April 2nd,
TSA successfully screened 1,124,145 travelers ensuring individuals reached their
destinations safely. 

CYBERSECURITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY AGENCY (CISA)
Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers. CISA recently updated its list of essential critical
infrastructure workers. As of April 5th, 20 states and territories have published Essential
Business Designations.

Election Security Work Continues. CISA coordinated calls between the election community
and the United States Postal Service (USPS) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to
ensure that election officials have the most up to date information and advice from the
experts at these agencies regarding COVID-19.

Helping the Private Sector Assess Risk. CISA released a guide titled Risk Management for
Novel Coronavirus to assist executives in thinking through physical, supply chain, and
cybersecurity issues that may arise from the spread of COVID-19.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships. On April 2nd, the Coast Guard facilitated the
offload of more than 1,200 passengers from cruise ships Zaandam and Rotterdam in Port
Everglade, FL after it was reported that crewmembers and passengers were infected
with COVID-19.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Making Extensions for Employment Authorization Easier. On March 30th , U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services announced that it will reuse previously submitted biometrics



in order to process valid Form I-765, Application for Employment Authorization,
extension requests due to the temporary closure of Application Support Centers (ASC)
to the public.

Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 1st, USCIS announced offices temporarily
suspended will begin to reopen on May 4th unless the public closures are extended
further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. 

COUNTERING WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRUCTION (CWMD) 
Medical Screening at Airports. CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support CDC
with enhanced screening at 13 airports. From March 29th to April 5th, CBP referred 7,565
travelers to CWMD for enhanced screening. As of April 5th, over 265,647 travelers have
been referred to CWMD for screening. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Coronavirus Research. S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center
(NBACC) continued researching the impact of environmental conditions, such as
temperature and humidity, to determine the virus’s survivability in the air, in respiratory
fluids, and on various types of surfaces. Additional research includes decontamination
methods to determine the most effective materials to clean and disinfect surfaces to rid
them of the virus.

Consolidating COVID-19 Data for Government Officials. On April 1st, the NBACC updated
the Master Question List (MQL), a compilation of available research and information on
operationally-relevant questions.

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_-_Ventilator_Request
April 01, 2020 at 9:05 AM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the ventilator request process in effect for COVID-19 response. 
 
For more information from FEMA, please visit: FEMA.gov/Coronavirus
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Ventilator Request

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted the process below to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators
are shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis. In the case
of ventilators, immediate is defined as requirements necessary to sustain life within a 72-
hour window. 

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership. In order for a request to be processed, the state/tribe must provide detailed
responses to the following five questions:

1. How many usable ventilators, ICU beds, and convertible ventilators are currently
available within the state or tribe?

2. What is the current hospital bed and ICU bed occupancy rate in the state/tribe?
3. How many new ICU beds does the state/tribe estimate it can stand-up and the

number of ventilators, or FDA-approved ventilator alternatives, it can or is standing
up?

4. What is the decompression ability of hospitals in the state/tribe (i.e.: are there
currently field hospitals or alternate care facilities established)? 

5. How many anesthesia machines are in the state/tribe and have they been converted?
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Once the requesting state or tribe provides the FEMA/ HHS Region with the answers to
these five questions, then the requirement is validated at the Regional level and forwarded
to FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) for processing. 

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which includes
9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the Department of
Defense.  

In addition to submitting requests through this process, state, and tribal officials are
encouraged to share the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for Ventilators issued
on March 24. The EUA allows anesthesia gas machines and positive pressure breathing
devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The EUA also provides guidance to assist
health care personnel on use of other ventilators like CPAP devices for sleep apnea, with
COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on shelf life of existing ventilators. 

 

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_releases_Version_2.0_of_the_Essential_Critical_Infrastr ucture_Worker_Guidance_origina
lly_published_on_March_19,_2020
March 28, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding an update to the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
March 28, 2020
 

CISA Advisory
 
CISA releases Version 2.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance
originally published on March 19, 2020
 
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the
Secretary of Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure.
Consistent with these authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other
federal agencies, State and local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workforce” advisory list. This list is intended to help State,
local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as
economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list should also take
into consideration additional public health considerations based on the specific
COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
 
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal
directive or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the
exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that
should continue during the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions.
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Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories
based on their own requirements and discretion. 
 
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services
that are typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including
staffing operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure,
operating call centers, working construction, and performing operational functions,
among others. It also includes workers who support crucial supply chains and
enable functions for critical infrastructure. The industries they support represent,
but are not limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information
technology systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics,
energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
 
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing
and executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in
their communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials
should use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Similarly, while adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure
owners and operators are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the
prioritization of business processes and workforce allocation to best ensure
continuity of the essential goods and services they support. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety, the health and safety of the workforce, and the
continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure services and functions. While
this advisory list is meant to help public officials and employers identify essential
work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers engaged in activity
determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions because of
health-related concerns.
 
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure
community to update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. You can find the attached guidance as well as other COVID
related information at cisa.gov.

 
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 

# # #

Version 2.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 29, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-
19 Response
 
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical,
and military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative
presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and
limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or
postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance
themselves from other people. For the latest updates and information on how to protect
yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
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reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for
states’ use of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests
from Florida, Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.
The President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard
forces, while being federally funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the
additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators.
FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributers in various locations across the United States. Movement of supplies began on
Saturday, March 28. The first flight will arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal
protection equipment (PPE) supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face
masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with
stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advsiory 3.29.20.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the guidance below, and attached, from our partners in the Communications Sector
Coordinating Council regarding autodialers and how to ensure that legitimate COVID-related
public service announcements are not inadvertently blocked.
 

 
April 2, 2020
 
Using Autodialers for COVID-19 Related Public Service
Announcements
If your organization uses, or expects to use, automated dialing technology to make large
numbers of voice telephone calls to citizens about COVID-19, there are measures you are
advised to take to help ensure that those calls are not inadvertently blocked by service
providers or other entities.

What You Should Know

Many telephone service and app providers offer services that consumers can use to block
unwanted and illegal robocalls. While those services can protect citizens from illegal
fraudulent robocallers (including ones taking advantage of the public’s anxiety about
COVID-19), there is some risk that legitimate calls made using automated dialing
technology might inadvertently be identified as "spam" and blocked.

Calling patterns associated with legitimate, important public service telephone calls might
in some instances be similar to those associated with unwanted (and often illegal) robocalls,
so the algorithms used to identify and block unwanted robocalls could potentially be
triggered.

What You Should Do

Any public service entity that uses an autodialer to contact its citizens can minimize the risk
that its calls are incorrectly blocked (or labeled as "spam") by registering its telephone
numbers with the companies that offer the blocking tools. Each has a procedure through
which legitimate callers can register their numbers and report any instance(s) of incorrect
blocking or labeling.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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Telephone Service Providers’ Portals for Registering Numbers

Legitimate callers can go the web sites below to register legitimate numbers and also
address any incorrect labeling or call blocking.

AT&T: https://hiyahelp.zendesk. com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Analytics Provider: Hiya

Sprint, Verizon, U.S. Cellular: http://Reportarobocall.com
Analytics Provider: TNS

T Mobile: http://www.calltransparency.com
Analytics Provider: First Orion

Third-Party App Providers

Legitimate callers can email these companies about their planned autodialing calls:

Nomorobo: reports@nomorobo.com

YouMail: TNissues@youmail.com 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 6, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping
With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is
scheduling flights daily but does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE
until the cargo is loaded.

Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los
Angeles, and Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to
hotspots and locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight
arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub
locations. 

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure,
FEMA is supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of
strategies, including Project Airbridge.

The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S.
medical supply distributors to get personal protective equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from
overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from
weeks to days.
As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on
each plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas
with the most critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by
HHS and FEMA based on CDC data.
The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and
onto their customers in other areas across the U.S.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots. These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-
19 in their work to respond effectively to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and
an Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients
hospitalized with COIVD-19.

Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription
drugs approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown
activity in laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2
(the virus that causes COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these
drugs may offer some benefit in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19
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patients.
The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of
hydroxychloroquine to New York and Los Angeles County based on their
requests.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which
includes 8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the
Department of Defense.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), and Washington (500).

140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to
New York by Gov. Kate Brown.
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional
ventilators to New Jersey.

Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS Makes $10 Million in Funding Available for
Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention Grants

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is making $10 million available
to help local communities more effectively combat terrorism and targeted violence across the
United States. The $10 million appropriated by Congress under the Fiscal Year 2020 Targeted
Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) Grant Program will support the development of a
nationwide terrorism and targeted violence prevention framework. DHS strongly encourages all
eligible entities to apply for this funding opportunity to build capabilities in their communities
and online.

“Attacks by domestic terrorists, those inspired by foreign terrorist organizations, and acts
committed by violent individuals with no clear ideological motivation have occurred in
communities across America with tragic outcomes,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf. “These grants will improve local communities’ ability to prevent individuals from
mobilizing or radicalizing to violence and create locally-based prevention frameworks to address
these emerging threats.”

The TVTP Grant Program helps DHS to fulfill its commitment to addressing the threat posed by
terrorism and targeted violence at home and builds on the promising practices identified in
previous grant programs. It is the only federal grant program dedicated to enhancing prevention
capabilities in local communities. In its first year, the TVTP Grant Program has three priorities:
(1) establishing and enhancing local prevention frameworks with an emphasis on threat
assessment and management capabilities; (2) preventing domestic terrorism; and (3) finding
innovative solutions for preventing targeted violence and terrorism.

“I want to thank Congress for funding for this mission in a bipartisan way over the last few years,
most recently and most significantly, in the Fiscal Year 2020 Appropriations Act. We look
forward to working with Congress to continue to advance this effort.” Wolf continued.
 
Eligible activities under the TVTP Grant Program cover all aspects of prevention, including
building resilience, intervention, recidivism prevention, and reintegration programs at the local
level. The program directly supports the objectives of the DHS Strategic Framework for
Countering Terrorism and Targeted Violence, which DHS released in September 2019. Making
these funds available for local prevention partners is a key milestone in the implementation of the
Strategic Framework.
 
TVTP Grant Program funds will support the development of local prevention capabilities at a
time when DHS is observing an uptick in online efforts for terrorism recruitment and
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radicalization from a variety of sectors. DHS is committed to expanding the program and the
President has requested an additional $20 million for TVTP grant funds next fiscal year.
 
The application period will close on May 29, 2020. Applicants should consult theNotice of
Funding Opportunity for more specific information about the process. Applying for this grant is a
multi-step process and it is recommended that applicants begin that process early in order to allow
sufficient time to complete the interim steps.
 
For more information, please see the TVTP Grant Program site athttps://www.dhs.gov/tvtpgrants.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 18, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
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resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical
masks, 5.9 million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves,
10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

On April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version
3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local
jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce
while responding to COVID-19.

On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership
with United Health Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Connection
To: Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Shagren, Karina L. (MIL), Ward, Erin

Thank	you	so	much,	Ryan!	Really	appreciate	these	resources	and	your	team’s	willingness	to	help.	I’m
sure	we’ll	be	in	touch	soon.
	
Jaime
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Tuesday,	March	17,	2020	10:15	AM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Shagren,	Karina	L.	(MIL)	<Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov>;	Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	ConnecWon
	
Hey	Jaime.
It	was	great	to	meet	you	in	person	yesterday.	I	also	appreciated	the	JIC	walk	through.
	
Here	is	a	copy	of	the	ESF15	SOP	I	was	talking	about.	A	few	details	to	help	navigate	the	document:

-          The	terminology	is	pre\y	different	from	what	you’re	using,	but	I	think	it’s	generally	clear	how
you	could	crosswalk	things.	That	said,	Wtles	and	job	descripWons	are	discussed	on	pg	11-14.

-          Move	to	pg	A-22	for	Template	of	Coms	Summary.	These	are	extremely	helpful	to	keep
messaging/acWons	in	line	with	the	specific	agencies	so	readers	understand	there	are	agency-
specific	prioriWes	that	are	ongoing	in	addiWon	to	the	priority	messaging	efforts	being	requested
by	execuWve	leadership.	This	also	helps	keep	your	PIOs	from	being	pulled	in	two	direcWons.

o   The	report	also	brings	your	sector	reports	into	a	common	place	(e.g.	private	sector,	leg
affairs,	media,	tribes,	etc).	If	people	are	working	for	remote	locaWons,	this	also	keeps
staff	reporWng	through	a	common	product	(and	daily	Wmeline).

-          Annex	B	covers	Government	Coordina:on	(Gov,	Legislature,	CounWes,	CiWes,	tribes,	and
Federal	Reps).	It	provides	an	overview,	strategy	and	posiWon	Wtles/descripWons	and	Org	Chart.

-          Annex	C	covers	the	JIC	(federal	definiWon),	which	is	slightly	different	from	the	way	you	all
define	it,	but	you	can	see	the	same	funcWons	are	covered.	It	includes	social	media	listening,
photos/videogs,	news	desk,	spokesperson	etc.	In	a	nutshell,	this	is	the	distribuWon	part	of	the
operaWon.	This	secWon	also	includes	overview,	strategy,	posiWon	Wtles	and	org	chart.

-          Annex	F	covers	Private	Sector:	This	is	criWcal	at	this	Wme	given	the	number	of	partners	at	the
table	and	the	impacts	to	business.	Clearly	this	group	has	a	huge	role	in	terms	of	gedng
consistent	messaging	to	business/chambers	on	those	polices	and	programs	available	to	them	via
state	or	federal	agencies.

-          Annex	G	convers	Planning	and	Products:	this	secWon	generally	outlines	how	to	organize
liaisons	to	other	organizaWons,	research,	wriWng,	community	educaWon	needs,	speakers	bureau
request	tracking,	LEP,	ASL	needs,	graphics	and	any	other	“producWon”	aspects	of	an	operaWon.
They	work	very	close	with	JIC	so	you	have	a	dedicated	group	just	working	on	producing	the
content	(for	the	rest	of	the	operaWon	to	share).	Benefit	is	that	it	ensures	that	everyone	is
pushing	the	same	message/content/graphics	so	you	don’t	get	accidental	mixed	signals	or	haves
and	have	nots.

-          Finally,	I	can’t	stress	enough	that	the	“External	Affairs	Officer”	or	organizaWonal	lead	should	be

https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1563815397989-09b126c09674ce4077dc1efed5833917/ESF15_2019_Final_07.19.19.pdf


part	of	the	Command	Staff.	That	person	needs	to	be	in	the	room	for	execuWve	meeWngs	and
discussions	related	to	the	big	operaWonal	picture.	They	need	to	be	there	to	advise	the
leadership	about	possible	issues	from	poliWcs,	media,	public,	trends,	etc.

	
Finally,	these	are	just	notes	and	thoughts	following	our	conversaWon	yesterday	and	are	not	a	criWque.
	The	structure	is	expandable	and	can	be	implemented	from	various	locaWons.	We	are	available	to	help
train	or	take	Q/A	if	you	need	anything.	I	fully	recognize	that	the	folks	at	WA	DOH	and	others	have	been
in	the	fight	for	weeks	now	and	any	major	reorgs	could	be	counterproducWve.	So,	please	consider	these
thoughts	as	opWons.	We	will	support	you	all	in	any	way	we	can.
	
Thanks	again,
	
Ryan
	
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
US-Canada_Joint_Initiative:_Tem porary_Restriction_of_Travelers _Crossing_the_US-Canada_Land_Bo
rder_for_Non-Essential_Purposes
March 20, 2020 at 1:17 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers Crossing the US-
Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion
(USD) dollars in trade.As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and
Canada are temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our
countries, we are encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact
with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an extension of that prudent
approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.

The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between
both countries. These supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach
people on both sides of the border. Supply chains, including trucking, will not be impacted
by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the land border every day to do
essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada
will temporarily restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The
measure will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will be reviewed by both parties.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 22, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million
surgical masks, 5.9 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
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distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

On April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no
longer need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182
patients.

On April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with
disabilities. This funding is part of the CARES Act.

The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite
care and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 
 
 
 
April 19, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Best Practices
FEMA and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are collecting and sharing
best practices and lessons learned from the whole-of-America response to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.  The best practices are intended to help medical practitioners, emergency
managers, and other critical stakeholders learn from each other’s approaches and apply solutions
to current response and recovery operations.
 
The  FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page provides a one-stop shop to
explore best practices and lessons learned across all levels of government, private sector, academic
institutions, professional associations, and other organizations.  HHS has a comprehensive Novel
Coronavirus Resources page that highlights technical resources and information for the medical
community and emergency responders. 
 
Best practices are organized around five themes:

·          Helping People, which includes best practices on topics such as crisis counseling
resources and anticipating and attending to civil rights;

·          Government Operations best practices such as public information and continuity of
operations considerations;

·          Private Sector and Infrastructure, which includes best practices for commercial
trucking and food stores;

·          Recovery Planning and Implementation, to include the newly released FEMA Disaster
Financial Management Guide and economic recovery considerations; and

·          Medical Supplies and Equipment, including best practices for the preservation of
personal protective equipment while ensuring workers are protected.

 
Please visit www.coronavirus.gov for current health-related guidance and information on COVID-
19. 
 
Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on
FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
 
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
 
FEMA Mission
 
To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 3, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase
ventilator production. The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators
to six companies.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will
begin offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.

Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.
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Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).

FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding a joint activity alert on COVID-19 exploitations by malicious cyber actors, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
April 8 2020
 

CISA Alert
 
CISA and NCSC Joint Activity Alert - COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber
Actors
 
Partners, 
  
As the nation and the world continues to fight against this newest coronavirus, COVID-19
— the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) continues to monitor how
the crisis is affecting the American public on the cybersecurity and infrastructure security
front.   
 
Today, CISA and United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert
titled, COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert seeks to address the
growing use of COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors and it can be found
here: https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-099a.
 
CISA and NCSC see the surge of reporting about malicious cyber activity using COVID-19
to prey on people’s goodwill, curiosity and concern, and exploit organizations that establish
remote work options.  Specifically, this alert discusses the exploitation of virtual private
networks, phishing email and text messages about COVID-19, and websites deceptively
advertised as COVID 19 sites.  
 
We are sharing this information to help you and your team effectively assess your
cybersecurity posture and ensure appropriate mitigation is in place. The alert provides many
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resources to help detect and prevent COVID-19 malicious activity on your networks.
Industry partners played a key role in helping CISA and NCSC teams determine which
IOCs to include in this alert and they continue to be integral to CISA’s mission as the
nation’s risk advisor.  
  
We encourage you to share this alert with anyone who might be able to use it. We will
continue to keep you updated as more information becomes available.  
 
For authoritative information and resources on COVID-19 -- including situation reports,
guidance, and more, visit the CDC’s website and CISA.gov/coronavirus.  
 
Thank you,
CISA
 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 7, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) Response; FEMA Response Capacity; Strategic National Stockpile;
CDC Public Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Hydroxychloroquine/ Chloroquine;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; National Guard Activation (Title 32); Community-Based Testing
Sites; Defense Production Act; and Other Federal Response.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people are critical in the campaign to slow the virus’ spread and
keep high-risk populations safe. 
For updates and information on how to protect yourself, visit
www.coronavirus.gov.
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FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
While FEMA schedules daily flights, it does not have detailed visibility on PPE
amounts until the cargo is loaded.
As of April 6, 13 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Seven flights are scheduled to arrive today, 6 in Chicago and 1 in Los Angeles. 
This is the greatest number of air bridge flights in a single day since the start of
the program.
An additional 72 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots for effective response to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to
New York and Los Angeles County based on their requests.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

As of April 6, FEMA and HHS have provided or are currently shipping, 8,920
ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the Defense Department
to: Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150),
Guam (30), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (1,350), New York (4,400), Oregon (140), and
Washington (500).

Governor Brown of Oregon sent the state’s 140 ventilators directly to New
York.
Governor Inslee of Washington is returning 400 of the state’s 500 ventilators to



the SNS to be deployed to areas of greatest need.
Governor Newsom of California is sending 500 state-owned ventilators to
medical hotspots across the country through Emergency Management
Assistance Compacts (EMAC).
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; and a 250-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area.

Forty states, four territories and 24 tribes have issued stay-at-home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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April 02, 2020 at 6:57 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 2, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. 

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on
March 31, and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago
and Columbus, Ohio early this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled
and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).
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FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 19, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 18, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
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delivery of or are currently shipping: 55.8 million N95 respirators, 77.1 million
surgical masks, 6.1 million face shields, 11.4 million surgical gowns, 564 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance
Program (CFAP), an immediate relief program that provides $19 billion in support to
farmers and ranchers, maintains the integrity of our food supply chain and ensures
access to food for those in need.

Direct support to farmers and ranchers provides $16 billion based on actual
losses for agricultural producers.
USDA will partner with regional and local distributers to purchase $3 billion in
fresh produce, dairy and meat products. The distributers and wholesalers will
provide these items to food banks, community and faith-based organizations
and other non-profits serving people in need.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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April 21, 2020 at 1:28 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 21, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

As of April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million
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surgical masks, 6.4 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Ike, Ryan
Connection
March 17, 2020 at 1:14 PM EDT
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Shagren, Karina L. (MIL) (Karina.Shagren@mil.wa.gov), Ward, Erin

Hey	Jaime.
It	was	great	to	meet	you	in	person	yesterday.	I	also	appreciated	the	JIC	walk	through.
	
Here	is	a	copy	of	the	ESF15	SOP	I	was	talking	about.	A	few	details	to	help	navigate	the	document:

The	terminology	is	preGy	different	from	what	you’re	using,	but	I	think	it’s	generally	clear	how	you
could	crosswalk	things.	That	said,	Ktles	and	job	descripKons	are	discussed	on	pg	11-14.
Move	to	pg	A-22	for	Template	of	Coms	Summary.	These	are	extremely	helpful	to	keep
messaging/acKons	in	line	with	the	specific	agencies	so	readers	understand	there	are	agency-
specific	prioriKes	that	are	ongoing	in	addiKon	to	the	priority	messaging	efforts	being	requested
by	execuKve	leadership.	This	also	helps	keep	your	PIOs	from	being	pulled	in	two	direcKons.

The	report	also	brings	your	sector	reports	into	a	common	place	(e.g.	private	sector,	leg
affairs,	media,	tribes,	etc).	If	people	are	working	for	remote	locaKons,	this	also	keeps	staff
reporKng	through	a	common	product	(and	daily	Kmeline).

Annex	B	covers	Government	Coordina3on	(Gov,	Legislature,	CounKes,	CiKes,	tribes,	and	Federal
Reps).	It	provides	an	overview,	strategy	and	posiKon	Ktles/descripKons	and	Org	Chart.
Annex	C	covers	the	JIC	(federal	definiKon),	which	is	slightly	different	from	the	way	you	all	define
it,	but	you	can	see	the	same	funcKons	are	covered.	It	includes	social	media	listening,
photos/videogs,	news	desk,	spokesperson	etc.	In	a	nutshell,	this	is	the	distribuKon	part	of	the
operaKon.	This	secKon	also	includes	overview,	strategy,	posiKon	Ktles	and	org	chart.
Annex	F	covers	Private	Sector:	This	is	criKcal	at	this	Kme	given	the	number	of	partners	at	the
table	and	the	impacts	to	business.	Clearly	this	group	has	a	huge	role	in	terms	of	geZng	consistent
messaging	to	business/chambers	on	those	polices	and	programs	available	to	them	via	state	or
federal	agencies.
Annex	G	convers	Planning	and	Products:	this	secKon	generally	outlines	how	to	organize	liaisons
to	other	organizaKons,	research,	wriKng,	community	educaKon	needs,	speakers	bureau	request
tracking,	LEP,	ASL	needs,	graphics	and	any	other	“producKon”	aspects	of	an	operaKon.	They	work
very	close	with	JIC	so	you	have	a	dedicated	group	just	working	on	producing	the	content	(for	the
rest	of	the	operaKon	to	share).	Benefit	is	that	it	ensures	that	everyone	is	pushing	the	same
message/content/graphics	so	you	don’t	get	accidental	mixed	signals	or	haves	and	have	nots.
Finally,	I	can’t	stress	enough	that	the	“External	Affairs	Officer”	or	organizaKonal	lead	should	be
part	of	the	Command	Staff.	That	person	needs	to	be	in	the	room	for	execuKve	meeKngs	and
discussions	related	to	the	big	operaKonal	picture.	They	need	to	be	there	to	advise	the	leadership
about	possible	issues	from	poliKcs,	media,	public,	trends,	etc.

	
Finally,	these	are	just	notes	and	thoughts	following	our	conversaKon	yesterday	and	are	not	a	criKque.
	The	structure	is	expandable	and	can	be	implemented	from	various	locaKons.	We	are	available	to	help
train	or	take	Q/A	if	you	need	anything.	I	fully	recognize	that	the	folks	at	WA	DOH	and	others	have	been
in	the	fight	for	weeks	now	and	any	major	reorgs	could	be	counterproducKve.	So,	please	consider	these
thoughts	as	opKons.	We	will	support	you	all	in	any	way	we	can.
	
Thanks	again,
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Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
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WA_JIC(MIL)
Gov Delivery List for WA JIC Communications
March 20, 2020 at 5:52 PM EDT
To: Heather Thomas, Kari Bray, meredith.li-vollmer@kingcounty.gov, james.apa@kingcounty.gov, hilary.karasz@kingcounty.gov, Casey.Calamusa@providence.org, Stromme, Lisa M (DOH), Maki, Kristen E (DOH)
(MIL), cooper.p@portseattle.org, smichael@co.pacific.wa.us, sghanson@uw.edu, Neil.Weaver@wsp.wa.gov, Chad.Cross@wsp.wa.gov, Marissa Armstrong, Charles.LeBlanc@wsp.wa.gov, Loftis, Chris (WSP)
Goodwin, Nathan.johnson@co.yakima.wa.us, tad.sooter@kitsappublichealth.org, jdanskin@co.jefferson.wa.us, joseph.m.lacanlale@uscg.mil, Blaske, Laura A (DOH), Couture, Melissa (DOH), kyled@sanjuanco.com
(GOV), edzedzy@co.lincoln.wa.us, harrisonc@co.cowlitz.wa.us, Ed.Mund@lewiscountywa.gov, Chris.Skidmore@whitmancounty.net, Judy Ziels, kstanfor@co.whatcom.wa.us, karenp@co.adams.wa.us
walla.wa.us, AMartine@co.jefferson.wa.us, veronica.farias@cdhd.wa.gov, Katie.Rasmussen@wsp.wa.gov, katy.payne@k12.wa.us, kayla@co.skagit.wa.us, Rietmann,
Kris, brendanc@sanjuanco.com, ryanp@sanjuanco.com, mason_pio@co.mason.wa.us, KRanten@skagitregionalhealth.org, SDunkel@tpchd.org, Adrienne.Webb@providence.org, ochs@uw.edu
Emily (GOV), Faulk, Mike (GOV), Holman, Sam (GOV), Cheryl.Russum@providence.org, Tilley, Aleceia M (DOH), Covington, Zach (DOH), MMorin@co.whatcom.wa.us, Meehan, Kathleen (DOH)
(DOH), Lynne.Miller@kingcounty.gov, smcdougall@co.pacific.wa.us, DVanValkenburg@kirklandwa.gov, Joint Information Center, Halvorson, Clark R (DOH), nsharp@co.walla-walla.wa.us, vonderau@wapc.org
Sandi, drasmuss@co.kitsap.wa.us, Dbear@co.kitsap.wa.us, Malley Tom, wbence@co.jefferson.wa.us, eoc.pio@cresa911.org, Morgan.Brice@overlakehospital.org, Church, Tim (LNI), lialexander@kingcounty.gov
Cc:  Friederich, Steven R. (MIL), seoc22 (MIL), April Leigh, daphne.reaves@co.thurston.wa.us, Hudson, Kate

Good	a&ernoon,

As	promised	on	the	call	this	morning,	here	is	a	link	to	subscribe	to	a	closed	GovDelivery	distribu;on	list	to	receive	updates	including	but	not	limited	to	press

releases,	media	availability,	WA	JIC	bulle;ns,	etc.	

hAps://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WADOH/subscriber/new?topic_id=WADOH_570

Please	note	this	is	intended	for	state	JIC	communica;ons	only.	Addi;onally,	please	ensure	folks	you	have	forwarded	the	11am	call	informa;on	to	also	receive

this	message.	

Best,

Jessica	

	

Jessica	Bagge*,	MPH
Public	Informa;on	Officer,	COVID-19	Response

Joint	Informa;on	Center

JIC	media	line:	253-512-7100

doh-pio@doh.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Launches_Web_Portal_and_Begins_Disbursement_of_
CARES_Act_Funding_to_State,_Local,_and_Tribal_Governments
April 13, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
	
Today, April 13, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released eligibility guidance for CARES
Act funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments. Below, please find additional information.
Note that additional guidance on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be
posted as it becomes available.
 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 

 
U.S. Department of the Treasury: The CARES Act

Provides Assistance for State and Local
Governments

 
April 13, 2020

 
Through the Coronavirus Relief Fund, the CARES Act provides for payments to State, Local,
and Tribal governments navigating the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak.
 
The CARES Act established the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.
 
Treasury will make payments from the Fund to States and eligible units of local government;
the District of Columbia and U.S. Territories (the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United
States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands); and Tribal governments (collectively “governments”).
 
The CARES Act requires that the payments from the Coronavirus Relief Fund only be used to
cover expenses that—

(1) are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect
to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19);
(2) were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020
(the date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the State or government; and
(3) were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.

 
Additional information on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Amounts paid to States, the District of Columbia, U.S. Territories, and eligible units of local
government are based on population as provided in the CARES Act.  The CARES Act directs

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:molly.voris@gov.wa.gov
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MTMuMjAwOTYxNTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2hvbWUudHJlYXN1cnkuZ292L3BvbGljeS1pc3N1ZXMvY2FyZXMvc3RhdGUtYW5kLWxvY2FsLWdvdmVybm1lbnRzIn0.Mv2vSwvIi9vNXqQk-4a5gt-8HYRd50lzk0_oqoYxJY0/br/77351841330-l


Treasury to use U.S. Census Bureau data for the most recent year for which data is available. 
The amount of payments made to each State will be reduced by the aggregate amount of
payments that will be disbursed to eligible local governments within such State that have
provided the required certifications to Treasury.  Additional information on these points can be
accessed below.
 
A unit of local government eligible for receipt of direct payment includes a county, municipality,
town, township, village, parish, borough, or other unit of general government below the State
level with a population that exceeds 500,000.  Eligible local governments must submit the
certification required by the CARES Act to Treasury by the deadline set forth below in order to
receive payment. 
 
Payments to Tribal Governments are to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury in
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and Indian Tribes.  Although that consultation
has not yet concluded, certain data is requested of Tribal governments at this time to assist in
this determination.  Additional information on payments to Tribal governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Governments eligible for payments must provide payment information and required supporting
documentation through the electronic form accessible below.  To ensure payments are made
within the 30 day period specified by the CARES Act, governments must submit completed
payment materials not later than 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020.  Eligible local and Tribal
governments that do not provide required information—and in the case of a local government,
the required certification—by 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020, may not receive any payment
from the Fund. 

Data sources and the distribution methodology for units of local government (more
here). 
Listing of eligible units of local government (more here). 
Eligible Units: Submission Required for Receipt of Coronavirus Relief Fund Payments
(more here).

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Interim_Guidance_for_Implementing_Safety _Practices_for_Critical_Infrastructure_W
orkers_Who_May_Have_Had_Exposure_to_a_Pe rson_with_Suspected_or_Confirmed_COVID-19
April 09, 2020 at 11:11 AM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the update below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers
who may have been exposed to COVID-19.
 

 
 
 
April 9, 2020
 

CISA Update
 
Interim Guidance for Critical Infrastructure Workers Who May Have Had Exposure
to COVID-19
 
Partners, 
  
Please find below an important update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) regarding the
continued health, safety, and protection of Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers who
may have been exposed to COVID-19. These two important informational products include
Interim Guidance for Implementing Safety Practices for Critical Infrastructure Workers
Who May Have Had Exposure to a Person with Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19 and a
quick reference of the Do’s and Don’ts for employers and employees related to COVID-19
exposures.
 
While the Interim Guidance specifically calls attention to critical infrastructure workers
serving in the specific capacities and functions, as below, the guidance can apply to all
critical infrastructure workers with the exception of Healthcare Providers who are covered
under separate guidance.
 

Federal, state, & local law enforcement
911 call center employees
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Fusion Center employees
Hazardous material responders from the government and the private sector
Janitorial staff and other custodial staff
Workers – including contracted vendors – in food and agriculture, critical
manufacturing, informational technology, transportation, energy and government
facilities

 
Employers should implement the recommendations in the Interim Guidance for Businesses
and Employers, to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019, to help prevent and
slow the spread of COVID-19 in the workplace.
 
Please continue to monitor the CDC website for the most current medical guidance.
 
 

# # #

CDC_CISA_Flyer_Essential_Critical_Workers_Dos_and_Donts_COVID19.pdf
CDC_CISA_Interim_Guidance_Critical_Workers_Safety_Practices_COVID19.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Guidance_--_State,_Local,_and_Triba l_Governments_for_the_Coronavirus_Relief_Fund
April 22, 2020 at 7:45 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the below announcement from the White House Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs regarding Treasury's release of CARES Act guidance for State, Local, and Tribal
Governments.

Today, Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin released guidance for State, Local, and
Tribal Governments regarding the Coronavirus Relief Fund (Section 5001 of the CARES
Act).

As stated by the legislation signed by President Trump on March 27, the use of funds
“are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19).” The guidance document (here) and
frequently asked questions (here) provide, in detail, examples of eligible and ineligible
expenditures of the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.  You can find additional
information about Assistance to State and local governments here.

We will continue to share all relevant information as it becomes available.

Thank you,

White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs   

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES)

Following extensive negotiations between the Trump Administration and Congressional
Leaders, President Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act (CARES). The $2.2 trillion economic relief package provides American families,
healthcare workers, and small businesses with the economic support they need to get
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through this challenging time. This aid comes on top of the Family First Coronavirus Aid
Package, enacted last month. State/Local/Tribal provisions include:

$150 billion in direct aid to State, Tribal, and local governments. Aid will be
allocated primarily by a State’s population with each State receiving at least $1.25
billion.

$340 billion in additional emergency supplemental funding to combat the
coronavirus outbreak.

$500 billion for loans and guarantees that authorize the U.S. Treasury to support
eligible businesses and States and local governments to cover losses incurred as a
result of COVID-19.

$100 billion for hospitals and health care facilities to reimburse expenses or lost
revenues not otherwise reimbursed that are directly attributable to COVID-19.

$3.5 billion to allow States to expand childcare benefits for healthcare workers,
first responders, and others on the frontlines of this crisis.

Read more here: President Donald J. Trump Is Providing Economic
Relief to American Workers, Families, and Businesses Impacted by the
Coronavirus

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
HHS_Letter_to_Hospital_Administrators
April 10, 2020 at 8:04 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the attached letter and FAQs sent by Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary
Azar to hospital administrators.

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: HHS Letter to Hospital
Administrators 

To follow-up on his letter from March 29, 2020, Secretary Azar just sent the attached letter
and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) to hospital administrators across the country.
Today’s letter underscores the importance of data-sharing and highlights that hospitals are
key partners with the Federal Government as we work to ensure that the Whole of America
response to COVID-19. The data requested included daily reports on testing, capacity,
supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing public health response.

The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be requesting this
information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government has done its best to minimize
the burden of sharing this data and to reduce further duplication of effort.

The FAQ attachment to the letter details the federal government’s data needs, explains the
division of reporting responsibility between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible
options for the timely delivery of this critical information. Our objective is to allow states
and hospitals either to leverage existing data reporting capabilities or, where those
capabilities are insufficient, to provide guidance in how to build on them. These FAQs will
be updated if additional data delivery methods become available.

It remains critical that all requested information listed in the FAQ is provided daily to the
federal government to facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to
COVID-19.

Contact
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If you have any questions, please email your question to U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services at Protect-ServiceDesk@hhs.gov.

# # #

HHS Ltr to Hospital Admins & FAQs.pdf
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JIC Director (MIL)
Re: FEMA says my last work day is tomorrow unless Justin Fordice extends
April 16, 2020 at 6:28 PM EDT
To: JIC41 (MIL), Fordice, Justin
Cc:  Smith, Jaime (GOV Contractor), seoc22 (MIL)

Hi	Justin,	sounds	like	there	was	some	confusion	over	work	days	and	R&R	days	and	how	Kale's	ESF	4
counted	vs	FEMA.	Is	there	any	way	to	extend?	See	email	below	for	full	context.	We	haven't	secured
Kale's	replacement	and	this	would	be	a	really	rough	transition	for	our	PIO	shop.	Is	there	any	way	we
can	make	this	happen	please?!	Thanks	for	your	consideration.

Kris
JIC Director
COVID-19 Response
State Joint Information Center
www.coronavirus.wa.gov #COVID19WA

From:	JIC41	(MIL)	<JIC41@mil.wa.gov>
Sent:	Thursday,	April	16,	2020	3:16	PM
To:	JIC	Director	(MIL)	<JICDirector@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV	Contactor)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Subject:	FEMA	says	my	last	work	day	is	tomorrow	unless	JusTn	Fordice	extends
 
Howdy!	

Another	twist	in	the	road	here	and	sorry	to	spring	this	on	you.	My	ESF4	LuAnn	just	called	aYer	the
Webex	meltdown	and	said	FEMA	contact	just	noTfied	her	that	my	Mato	mission	is	scheduled	to
end	tomorrow	end	of	shiY.	My	ESF4	calculated	my	length	of	assignment	based	on	28	work	days
and	2	R&R	days	that	are	not	counted.	FEMA	apparently	counts	differently	and	LuAnn	wasn't
aware	of	that	unTl	just	now.	

LuAnn	stated	that	FEMA's	JusTn	Fordice	is	the	person	with	decision	authority.	Unless	JusTn
approves	to	extend	the	mission	order	I'll	wrap	everything	up	tomorrow	and	fly	back	to	AK	on
Saturday.	

Just	another	twist	in	the	road.	I	know	you	have	a	lot	on	your	plate(s).

Best	-
Kale

Kale	Casey
PIO	Lead,	COVID-19	Response
Joint	InformaTon	Center
JIC41@mil.wa.gov
970-519-0006
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_16
April 16, 2020 at 1:46 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:Topline messaging includes:

* FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people

* FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

* Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

-- Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use
of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical
Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten the curve;
strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting myths.
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--This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers on
March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

* The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find
the most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities

--Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier to
find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules and travel
guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

--All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to do the
same.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply
Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Beginning April 10, HHS and FEMA will work with states with federal Community-
Based Testing Sites to clarify whether sites want to continue as they are now, or
transition to full state control.

Under state control, CBTS sites would still receive technical assistance from
the federal government and be able to request supplies through the normal
FEMA systems.
Leadership at both HHS and FEMA will consider approving extension requests
by states that need additional federal assistance to manage and operate sites. A
formal notice to continue must be submitted to the CBTS Task Force Leader,
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by either the state’s Governor or his or her representative, no later than April 9.
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the
transition process to ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their
CBTS program independently.  This includes providing each site with enough
supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days after the agreed upon transition
date.
After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through
their standard ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the
standard Resource Request Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.
States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with
running their sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program. In general,
activities local and state governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for
reimbursement under the Public Assistance program, subject to a cost share.
To date, Community Based Testing Sites have screened over 85,000
individuals.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

On April 8, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration
awarded more than $1.3 billion to 1,387 health centers.  These centers will help
communities across the country detect coronavirus; prevent, diagnose, and treat
COVID-19; and maintain or increase health capacity and staffing levels to address
this public health emergency.
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On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 22, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 56.9 million N95 respirators, 82.5 million
surgical masks, 5.9 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 643 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
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distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.4 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

On April 21, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo announced that the state would no
longer need the USNS Comfort because of declining cases in New York City.

The USNS Comfort arrived in Manhattan on March 30 and has treated 182
patients.

On April 21, HHS announced $955 million in grants from the Administration for
Community Living to help meet the needs of older adults and people with
disabilities. This funding is part of the CARES Act.

The grants will fund home-delivered meals, care services in the home, respite
care and other support to families and caregivers, and other support services.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding efforts to
stabilize the supply chain in response to COVID-19.
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Supply Chain Stabilization 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force continues executing a strategy maximizing the availability of critical protective and lifesaving
resources through FEMA for a whole-of-America response. Efforts to date have focused on reducing the medical supply
chain capacity gap to both satisfy and relieve demand pressure on medical supply capacity. The task force is applying a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation to rapidly increase supply today and expand
domestic production of critical resources to increase supply long-term.
 

 
The preservation line of effort focuses on providing federal guidance to responders and the non-medical sector, such as
public service (police, fire, EMT), energy distribution and the food industry on how to preserve supplies when possible, to
reduce impact on the medical supply chain.
 
The acceleration line of effort provides direct results to help meet the demand for personal protective equipment PPE
through the industry to allow responders to get supplies they need as fast as possible.
 

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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The expansion line of effort is charged with generating capacity with both traditional and non-traditional manufacturers,
such as adding machinery or by re-tooling assembly lines to produce new products.
 
The allocation of supplies facilitates the distribution of critically needed PPE to "hot spots" for immediate resupply. States
report on supplies and can request assistance when they experience a shortage. 
 
The Supply Chain Task Force is working with the major commercial distributors to facilitate the rapid distribution of critical
resources in short supply to locations where they are needed most. This partnership enables FEMA and its federal partners to
take a whole-of-America approach to combatting COVID-19. The task force is providing distributors with up-to-date
information on the locations across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future.
The distributors have agreed to focus portions of their distributions on these areas in order to alleviate the suffering of the
American people.
 
A key example of this partnership in action is Project Airbridge. The airbridge was created to reduce the time it takes for
U.S. medical supply distributors to receive PPE and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories, reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
 

 
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots and nationwide locations through regular
supply chains. Flight arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.  Per agreements with
distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The
remaining 50 percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other areas nationwide.  HHS and
FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.
 
Working together, we can efficiently distribute these vital resources to hospitals, nursing homes, long-term care facilities,
pre-hospital medical services, state and local governments, and other facilities critical to caring for the American people
during this pandemic.
 
 

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding eligibility requirements for expenses incurred from the purchasing and distribution of
food relating to COVID-19 response operations.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Purchase and
Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance 
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary as an emergency
protective measure to provide food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have
access to food and to protect the public from the spread of the virus. On April 11, 2020,
FEMA issued a new policy that addresses the purchase and distribution of food eligible for
Public Assistance funding under emergency and major disaster declarations for the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants for assistance related to the
purchase and distribution of food.  

SLTT applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and distribute
food when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. In these cases, Public Assistance funding is provided to the legally responsible
government entity, which would then reimburse the private organization for services under
the agreement or contract.

All costs must be reasonable and are subject to standard Public Assistance program
eligibility and other federal requirements, as well as the prevailing cost-share requirement
for the respective COVID-19 emergency or major disaster declaration. 
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This form of assistance is time-limited with additional information outlined in the policy.

FEMA will engage with interagency partners, including the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, to ensure this assistance does not duplicate other
available assistance.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the guidance below, and attached, from our partners in the Communications Sector
Coordinating Council regarding autodialers and how to ensure that legitimate COVID-related
public service announcements are not inadvertently blocked.
 

 
April 2, 2020
 
Using Autodialers for COVID-19 Related Public Service
Announcements
If your organization uses, or expects to use, automated dialing technology to make large
numbers of voice telephone calls to citizens about COVID-19, there are measures you are
advised to take to help ensure that those calls are not inadvertently blocked by service
providers or other entities.

What You Should Know

Many telephone service and app providers offer services that consumers can use to block
unwanted and illegal robocalls. While those services can protect citizens from illegal
fraudulent robocallers (including ones taking advantage of the public’s anxiety about
COVID-19), there is some risk that legitimate calls made using automated dialing
technology might inadvertently be identified as "spam" and blocked.

Calling patterns associated with legitimate, important public service telephone calls might
in some instances be similar to those associated with unwanted (and often illegal) robocalls,
so the algorithms used to identify and block unwanted robocalls could potentially be
triggered.

What You Should Do

Any public service entity that uses an autodialer to contact its citizens can minimize the risk
that its calls are incorrectly blocked (or labeled as "spam") by registering its telephone
numbers with the companies that offer the blocking tools. Each has a procedure through
which legitimate callers can register their numbers and report any instance(s) of incorrect
blocking or labeling.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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Telephone Service Providers’ Portals for Registering Numbers

Legitimate callers can go the web sites below to register legitimate numbers and also
address any incorrect labeling or call blocking.

AT&T: https://hiyahelp.zendesk. com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Analytics Provider: Hiya

Sprint, Verizon, U.S. Cellular: http://Reportarobocall.com
Analytics Provider: TNS

T Mobile: http://www.calltransparency.com
Analytics Provider: First Orion

Third-Party App Providers

Legitimate callers can email these companies about their planned autodialing calls:

Nomorobo: reports@nomorobo.com

YouMail: TNissues@youmail.com 

# # #
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Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

As of April 8, 21 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Three flights are scheduled to arrive today, 1 in Chicago, 1 in New York City,
and 1 in Dallas/Ft. Worth.
An additional 49 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
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mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within a 72-hour
window.

Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state

States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
The federal government has 8,324 total ventilators available: 7,724 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

On April 8, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.
On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain
Scarce or Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use”
directing DHS and FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense
Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily detaining export
shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators, and a
variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.

On April 8, CDC issued additional guidance to help ensure critical infrastructure
workers can perform their jobs safely after potential exposure to the virus.

The guidance covers essential health care workers who’ve been exposed to the
coronavirus.
Essential workers can, under certain circumstances, go back to work, if they’re



asymptomatic and take the recommended actions of taking their temperature
before they go to work, wearing a face mask at all times, and practicing social
distancing when they’re at work.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding strategies for addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shortages. 

April 14, 2020

CISA Advisory
Strategies for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Shortage
The U.S. government’s strategy for addressing COVID-19 personal protective equipment
(PPE) shortages relies on three pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of
protective gear: reduce – reuse – repurpose. In this time of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the
U.S. government has recently released two documents that will be of assistance to all
infrastructure sectors.

FEMA has published the attached COVID-19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment
Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes government guidance and best
practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID-19 response has
been released. While tailored to the Healthcare Sector, many of these strategies can be
applied to other sectors with similar PPE requirements. 

NIOSH has recently issued Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filtering
Facepiece Respirator Supply in Non-Healthcare Sectors. That document offers strategies to
conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH-approved filtering
facepiece respirators (FFRs) used in non-healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and
construction. Employers should implement alternative controls to reduce, as much as
possible, their reliance on PPE, particularly FFRs.

Please continue to refer to CDC for updates to posted guidance for businesses and
employers to plan and respond to COVID-19: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
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ncov/guidance-business-response.html. For general and other useful information regarding
COVID-19, please visit: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html.
Information on FEMA’s efforts to stabilize the PPE supply chain can be found at:
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-
supply-chain-stabilization. 

Respectfully,
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

# # #
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To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the release of a Disaster Financial Management Guide to assist
communities in their COVID-19 response.

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Disaster Financial Management Guide 
On Thursday, April 16, FEMA released the “Disaster Financial Management Guide” to
support jurisdictions in establishing and implementing sound disaster financial management
practices, which are critical for successful response and recovery. The guide takes an all-
hazards approach and addresses a broad range of issues and contains concepts, principles
and resources applicable to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response environment.

The guide identifies the capabilities and activities necessary to prepare and successfully
implement disaster financial management while maintaining fiscal responsibility
throughout response and recovery operations. This includes considerations and practices
necessary to track, calculate and justify the costs of an emergency; support local
reimbursement reconciliation; avoid de-obligation of grant funding; and effectively fund
and implement recovery projects and priorities. The principles, concepts and resources
contained in the guide can support jurisdictions in identifying the resources needed to
support their community, increase the efficiency of recovery efforts, and reduce the
likelihood of audits and financial penalties for the jurisdiction.

To view the guide, please visit https://www.fema.gov/plan.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 11, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
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number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports on
testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

On April 10, HHS Secretary Azar sent a follow up letter to hospital
administrators, reinforcing the need for this data to be provided daily to
facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to COVID-
19.
Our objective is to allow states and hospitals either to leverage existing data
reporting capabilities or, where those capabilities are insufficient, to provide
guidance in how to build on them.
The letter included a set of frequently asked questions that details federal
government’s data needs, explains the division of reporting responsibility
between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible options for the timely
delivery of this critical information.
These FAQs will be updated if additional data delivery methods become
available.
The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be
requesting this information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government
has done its best to minimize the burden of sharing this data and to reduce
further duplication of effort.

On April 10, HHS began delivering the initial $30 billion in relief funding to
providers in support of the national response to COVID-19, with $26 of the $30
billion expected to be delivered to providers’ bank accounts the same day.

The payments are part of the distribution of the $100 billion provider relief
fund included in the CARES Act.
To expedite providers getting money as quickly as possible, the initial funding
was distributed immediately proportionate to providers’ share of Medicare fee-
for-service reimbursements in 2019.
The Administration is rapidly working on future targeted distributions to
hospitals and providers that will focus on providers in areas particularly
impacted by COVID-19, rural providers, and providers with lower shares of
Medicare reimbursement or who predominantly serve the Medicaid population.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
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ventilators by June 1.

On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 12, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200412 FINAL.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding the release of Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance, found here.  

April 17, 2020

CISA Advisory
CISA releases Version 3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker
Guidance

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has released Version 3.0 of
the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers list. Version 3.0 provides clarity around a range
of positions needed to support the critical infrastructure functions laid out in the original
guidance and Version 2.0. This iteration includes a reorganization of the section around
Healthcare and Public Health and more detail to clarify essential workers; emphasis for
Emergency Medical Services workers; and adds lawyers and legal aid workers. Also
included is language focused on sustained access and freedom of movement; a reference to
the CDC guidance on safety for critical infrastructure workers; and a statement saying sick
employees should avoid the workplace and the workforce. In worker categories, all
references to “employees” or “contractors” have been changed to “workers.” Other
additions include a reference to the USCG Marine Safety Information Bulletin on essential
maritime workers; clarified language including vehicle manufacture; and many other small
changes to clarify language.
 
CISA issued initial guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers on March 19,
which was developed to help state, local, tribal, and territorial authorities as they decide
who to allow freedom of movement in areas that are under restrictions such as shelter-in-
place or quarantine. That initial guidance was developed with input from our government
and industry partners, on the assumption that we would need to update the guidance as we
received additional feedback from stakeholders.
 
CISA moved quickly to incorporate feedback to update the list of Essential Critical
Infrastructure Workers to expand and specify additional categories of essential workers who
are key to maintaining a community’s safety, public health, and economy. These changes
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were included in Version 2.0 of this guidance, released March 28, generally represented
minor clarifications or additions that did not shift the overall scoping of critical
infrastructure activity as highlighted in the initial release. Specifically, clarity was provided
around a range of supporting and enabling activity for infrastructure resilience – the
commodity, services, and logistical supply chains of other infrastructure functions. This
included more direct call outs for essential sanitation and hygiene production and services,
as well as manufacturing of critical products.
 
The Guide continues to be a resource for state and local decision makers and is in no way a
binding document. Ultimately, all final decisions rest with state and local authorities, who
must use their own judgment to balance public health and safety with the need to maintain
critical infrastructure.
 
The degree to which state and local orders have leveraged our guidance when defining
essential workers is encouraging. A common national picture will ultimately benefit us all.
We hope this updated Guide helps as your communities grapple with the impacts of
COVID-19. Please direct any questions to CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS and USDA Move to Protect American Farmers and Ensure Continued Flow of
America’s Food Supply

 
Department to Temporarily Amend Certain H-2A Requirements During COVID-19

National Emergency

WASHINGTON— The Department of Homeland Security, with the support of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has announced a temporary final rule to change certain
H-2A requirements to help U.S. agricultural employers avoid disruptions in lawful
agricultural-related employment, protect the nation’s food supply chain, and lessen impacts
from the coronavirus (COVID-19) public health emergency. These temporary flexibilities
will not weaken or eliminate protections for U.S. workers.
 
Under this temporary final rule, an H-2A petitioner with a valid temporary labor
certification who is concerned that workers will be unable to enter the country due to travel
restrictions can start employing certain foreign workers who are currently in H-2A status in
the United States immediately after United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) receives the H-2A petition, but no earlier than the start date of employment listed
on the petition. To take advantage of this time-limited change in regulatory requirements,
the H-2A worker seeking to change employers must already be in the United States and in
valid H-2A status.
 
Additionally, USCIS is temporarily amending its regulations to protect the country’s food
supply chain by allowing H-2A workers to stay beyond the three-year maximum allowable
period of stay in the United States. These temporary changes will encourage and facilitate
the continued lawful employment of foreign temporary and seasonal agricultural workers
during the COVID-19 national emergency. Agricultural employers should utilize this
streamlined process if they are concerned with their ability to bring in the temporary
workers who were previously authorized to work for the employer in H-2A classification. 
At no point is it acceptable for employers to hire illegal aliens.
 
“This Administration has determined that continued agricultural employment, currently
threatened by the COVID-19 pandemic, is vital to maintaining and securing the country’s
critical food supply chain. The temporary changes announced by USCIS provide the needed
stability during this unprecedented crisis,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf.
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“USDA welcomes these additional flexibilities provided by the Department of Homeland
Security today,” said Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue.  “Providing flexibility for H-
2A employers to utilize H-2A workers that are currently in the United States is critically
important as we continue to see travel and border restrictions as a result of COVID-19.
USDA continues to work with the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of
Labor and the Department of State to minimize disruption and make sure farmers have
access to these critical workers necessary to maintain the integrity in our food supply.”
 
The temporary final rule is effective immediately upon publication in the Federal Register.
If the new petition is approved, the H-2A worker will be able to stay in the United States
for a period of time not to exceed the validity period of the Temporary Labor Certification.
DHS will issue a new temporary final rule in the Federal Register to amend the termination
date of these new procedures in the event DHS determines that circumstances demonstrate
a continued need for the temporary changes to the H-2A regulations.  
 
The H-2A nonimmigrant classification applies to alien workers seeking to perform
agricultural labor or services of a temporary or seasonal nature in the United States, usually
lasting no longer than one year, for which able, willing, and qualified U.S. workers are not
available.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 11, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
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number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily reports on
testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing
public health response.

On April 10, HHS Secretary Azar sent a follow up letter to hospital
administrators, reinforcing the need for this data to be provided daily to
facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to COVID-
19.
Our objective is to allow states and hospitals either to leverage existing data
reporting capabilities or, where those capabilities are insufficient, to provide
guidance in how to build on them.
The letter included a set of frequently asked questions that details federal
government’s data needs, explains the division of reporting responsibility
between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible options for the timely
delivery of this critical information.
These FAQs will be updated if additional data delivery methods become
available.
The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be
requesting this information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government
has done its best to minimize the burden of sharing this data and to reduce
further duplication of effort.

On April 10, HHS began delivering the initial $30 billion in relief funding to
providers in support of the national response to COVID-19, with $26 of the $30
billion expected to be delivered to providers’ bank accounts the same day.

The payments are part of the distribution of the $100 billion provider relief
fund included in the CARES Act.
To expedite providers getting money as quickly as possible, the initial funding
was distributed immediately proportionate to providers’ share of Medicare fee-
for-service reimbursements in 2019.
The Administration is rapidly working on future targeted distributions to
hospitals and providers that will focus on providers in areas particularly
impacted by COVID-19, rural providers, and providers with lower shares of
Medicare reimbursement or who predominantly serve the Medicaid population.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
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ventilators by June 1.

On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the Defense Production Act.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Applying the
Defense Production Act
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The
United States is competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize
the availability of critical protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care
workers, FEMA and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are executing a
four-pronged approach to rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of
medical supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach includes
Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support
Acceleration and Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of
“outbidding;” rather, it puts the federal government requirement to the “front of the line”
for fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with
governors to identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and
tribal leaders to make us aware of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict.
If a bidding conflict does arise, we work closely with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way
that best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the
COVID-19 response, please review the attached fact sheet.
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Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_UseofDPA_FINAL_20200414.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS and USDA Move to Protect American Farmers and Ensure Continued Flow of
America’s Food Supply

 
Department to Temporarily Amend Certain H-2A Requirements During COVID-19

National Emergency

WASHINGTON— The Department of Homeland Security, with the support of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has announced a temporary final rule to change certain
H-2A requirements to help U.S. agricultural employers avoid disruptions in lawful
agricultural-related employment, protect the nation’s food supply chain, and lessen impacts
from the coronavirus (COVID-19) public health emergency. These temporary flexibilities
will not weaken or eliminate protections for U.S. workers.
 
Under this temporary final rule, an H-2A petitioner with a valid temporary labor
certification who is concerned that workers will be unable to enter the country due to travel
restrictions can start employing certain foreign workers who are currently in H-2A status in
the United States immediately after United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) receives the H-2A petition, but no earlier than the start date of employment listed
on the petition. To take advantage of this time-limited change in regulatory requirements,
the H-2A worker seeking to change employers must already be in the United States and in
valid H-2A status.
 
Additionally, USCIS is temporarily amending its regulations to protect the country’s food
supply chain by allowing H-2A workers to stay beyond the three-year maximum allowable
period of stay in the United States. These temporary changes will encourage and facilitate
the continued lawful employment of foreign temporary and seasonal agricultural workers
during the COVID-19 national emergency. Agricultural employers should utilize this
streamlined process if they are concerned with their ability to bring in the temporary
workers who were previously authorized to work for the employer in H-2A classification. 
At no point is it acceptable for employers to hire illegal aliens.
 
“This Administration has determined that continued agricultural employment, currently
threatened by the COVID-19 pandemic, is vital to maintaining and securing the country’s
critical food supply chain. The temporary changes announced by USCIS provide the needed
stability during this unprecedented crisis,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf.
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“USDA welcomes these additional flexibilities provided by the Department of Homeland
Security today,” said Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue.  “Providing flexibility for H-
2A employers to utilize H-2A workers that are currently in the United States is critically
important as we continue to see travel and border restrictions as a result of COVID-19.
USDA continues to work with the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of
Labor and the Department of State to minimize disruption and make sure farmers have
access to these critical workers necessary to maintain the integrity in our food supply.”
 
The temporary final rule is effective immediately upon publication in the Federal Register.
If the new petition is approved, the H-2A worker will be able to stay in the United States
for a period of time not to exceed the validity period of the Temporary Labor Certification.
DHS will issue a new temporary final rule in the Federal Register to amend the termination
date of these new procedures in the event DHS determines that circumstances demonstrate
a continued need for the temporary changes to the H-2A regulations.  
 
The H-2A nonimmigrant classification applies to alien workers seeking to perform
agricultural labor or services of a temporary or seasonal nature in the United States, usually
lasting no longer than one year, for which able, willing, and qualified U.S. workers are not
available.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Project Airbridge, PPE Preservation, and resource requests from the
International Reagent Resource.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
In support of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, FEMA provides the
following:  FEMA Project Airbridge video Advisory; Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Preservation Best Practices Advisory and Fact Sheet, and a Resource Requests
from the International Reagent Resource (IRR) Advisory and Fact Sheet.

FEMA Project Airbridge

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA
augments the existing supply chain through a variety of strategies, to include FEMA
Project Airbridge.

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical
supply distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective
Equipment and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas
factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the
country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As
part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane
are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical
needs for those supplies. The HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC
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data.

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA's Media Gallery Website and on
all FEMA social media accounts.

Project Airbridge Advisory: Attachment [1]

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices

This Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices Fact Sheet (attached)
summarizes best practices for national implementation to sustain personal protective
equipment (PPE) while ensuring the protection of workers during the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic response.

The objective of the COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing PPE Shortage is to
ensure protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients
by implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse, and repurpose. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of
contingency and crisis capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of
protective gear.

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies
on conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S.
healthcare facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to
consider crisis capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Advisory: Attachment [2]

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Fact Sheet: Attachment [3]

Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource

The International Reagent Resource (IRR), established by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), acquires, authenticates, and produces reagents that scientists need
to carry out basic research and develop improved diagnostic tests, vaccines, and detection
methods.

The (IRR) Fact Sheet (attached) outlines a simplified process for states and territories to
make resource requests from the IRR. Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR
alleviates burden on public health labs, which increases efficiency and reduces need to
work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents, and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

International Reagent Resource Advisory: Attachment [4]

International Reagent Resource Fact Sheet: Attachment [5]
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

[4] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[1] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_ProjectAirBridgeVideo_20200413.pdf
[2] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_PPE Preservation Best Practices_20200413.pdf
[5] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[3] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200413.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Treasury_Launches_Web_Portal_and_Begins_Disbursement_of_
CARES_Act_Funding_to_State,_Local,_and_Tribal_Governments
April 13, 2020 at 6:01 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
	
Today, April 13, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released eligibility guidance for CARES
Act funding to State, Local, and Tribal Governments. Below, please find additional information.
Note that additional guidance on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be
posted as it becomes available.
 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 

 
U.S. Department of the Treasury: The CARES Act

Provides Assistance for State and Local
Governments

 
April 13, 2020

 
Through the Coronavirus Relief Fund, the CARES Act provides for payments to State, Local,
and Tribal governments navigating the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak.
 
The CARES Act established the $150 billion Coronavirus Relief Fund.
 
Treasury will make payments from the Fund to States and eligible units of local government;
the District of Columbia and U.S. Territories (the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United
States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands); and Tribal governments (collectively “governments”).
 
The CARES Act requires that the payments from the Coronavirus Relief Fund only be used to
cover expenses that—

(1) are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect
to the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19);
(2) were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020
(the date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the State or government; and
(3) were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on
December 30, 2020.

 
Additional information on eligible uses of Fund disbursements by governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Amounts paid to States, the District of Columbia, U.S. Territories, and eligible units of local
government are based on population as provided in the CARES Act.  The CARES Act directs

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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Treasury to use U.S. Census Bureau data for the most recent year for which data is available. 
The amount of payments made to each State will be reduced by the aggregate amount of
payments that will be disbursed to eligible local governments within such State that have
provided the required certifications to Treasury.  Additional information on these points can be
accessed below.
 
A unit of local government eligible for receipt of direct payment includes a county, municipality,
town, township, village, parish, borough, or other unit of general government below the State
level with a population that exceeds 500,000.  Eligible local governments must submit the
certification required by the CARES Act to Treasury by the deadline set forth below in order to
receive payment. 
 
Payments to Tribal Governments are to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury in
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and Indian Tribes.  Although that consultation
has not yet concluded, certain data is requested of Tribal governments at this time to assist in
this determination.  Additional information on payments to Tribal governments will be posted
as it becomes available.
 
Governments eligible for payments must provide payment information and required supporting
documentation through the electronic form accessible below.  To ensure payments are made
within the 30 day period specified by the CARES Act, governments must submit completed
payment materials not later than 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020.  Eligible local and Tribal
governments that do not provide required information—and in the case of a local government,
the required certification—by 11:59 p.m. EDT on April 17, 2020, may not receive any payment
from the Fund. 

Data sources and the distribution methodology for units of local government (more
here). 
Listing of eligible units of local government (more here). 
Eligible Units: Submission Required for Receipt of Coronavirus Relief Fund Payments
(more here).
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding eligibility requirements for expenses incurred from the purchasing and distribution of
food relating to COVID-19 response operations.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Purchase and
Distribution of Food Eligible for Public Assistance 
Due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it may be necessary as an emergency
protective measure to provide food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have
access to food and to protect the public from the spread of the virus. On April 11, 2020,
FEMA issued a new policy that addresses the purchase and distribution of food eligible for
Public Assistance funding under emergency and major disaster declarations for the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants for assistance related to the
purchase and distribution of food.  

SLTT applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private organizations,
including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to purchase and distribute
food when necessary as an emergency protective measure in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. In these cases, Public Assistance funding is provided to the legally responsible
government entity, which would then reimburse the private organization for services under
the agreement or contract.

All costs must be reasonable and are subject to standard Public Assistance program
eligibility and other federal requirements, as well as the prevailing cost-share requirement
for the respective COVID-19 emergency or major disaster declaration. 
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This form of assistance is time-limited with additional information outlined in the policy.

FEMA will engage with interagency partners, including the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, to ensure this assistance does not duplicate other
available assistance.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers;
FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.   

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

HHS announced five new contracts for ventilator production rated under the Defense
Production Act (DPA), to General Electric, Hill-Rom, Medtronic, ResMed, and
Vyaire, as well as two other contracts for ventilator production, to Hamilton and Zoll.

In total, combined with contracts with General Motors and Philips rated under
the DPA issued last week, HHS has finalized contracts to supply 6,190
ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will provide
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a total of 137,431 ventilators by the end of 2020.
The thousands of ventilators delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile
starting this month, continuing through the spring and summer, will provide
more capacity to respond to the pandemic as it evolves.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

On April 13, The Department of Homeland Security and FEMA announced the
funding notice for an additional $100 million in supplemental Emergency
Management Performance Grant Program funds.

The money is available to all 56 states and territories as part of the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. All applications must be
submitted on Grants.gov by April 28.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

FEMA issued guidance on the framework, policy details and requirements for
determining the eligibility for FEMA reimbursement of states purchasing and
distributing food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have access to
food as a result of COVID-19 and to protect the public from the spread of the virus.

State, local, tribal, and territorial governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants under emergency
and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private
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organizations, including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to
purchase and distribute food when necessary as an emergency protective
measure in response to the pandemic.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
HHS_Letter_to_Hospital_Administrators
April 10, 2020 at 8:04 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the attached letter and FAQs sent by Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary
Azar to hospital administrators.

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: HHS Letter to Hospital
Administrators 

To follow-up on his letter from March 29, 2020, Secretary Azar just sent the attached letter
and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) to hospital administrators across the country.
Today’s letter underscores the importance of data-sharing and highlights that hospitals are
key partners with the Federal Government as we work to ensure that the Whole of America
response to COVID-19. The data requested included daily reports on testing, capacity,
supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate the ongoing public health response.

The letter also recognizes that many non-Federal entities may already be requesting this
information from hospitals; therefore, the federal government has done its best to minimize
the burden of sharing this data and to reduce further duplication of effort.

The FAQ attachment to the letter details the federal government’s data needs, explains the
division of reporting responsibility between hospitals and states, and provides clear, flexible
options for the timely delivery of this critical information. Our objective is to allow states
and hospitals either to leverage existing data reporting capabilities or, where those
capabilities are insufficient, to provide guidance in how to build on them. These FAQs will
be updated if additional data delivery methods become available.

It remains critical that all requested information listed in the FAQ is provided daily to the
federal government to facilitate planning, monitoring, and resource allocation in response to
COVID-19.

Contact

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:molly.voris@gov.wa.gov


If you have any questions, please email your question to U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services at Protect-ServiceDesk@hhs.gov.

# # #
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Weekly Update: DHS Response to COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security and its dedicated workforce
across more than a dozen offices and components are working diligently with the White
House to execute an unprecedented, whole-of America response to the COVID-19
pandemic. These strategic and tactical efforts range from coordinating critical air
transportation to addressing medical supply shortages to expediting the inspection of vital
goods at our borders, ensuring that our national supply chains remain abundant, accessible,
and reliable.
“Everything we have done to this point has been unprecedented and everything we do in the
coming weeks and months ahead focuses on life-safety and reducing suffering,” said FEMA
Administrator Pete Gaynor. “It is absolutely critical that we maintain our response efforts
alongside our federal, state, local, tribal, and industry partners to ensure the virus’s spread is
contained and human life is preserved.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being
deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to
provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. As
of April 12 th , FEMA has obligated $5.2 billion in support of state response efforts.
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization
Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of- America approach to address the limited
supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 12 th , FEMA has coordinated the
delivery of the following to areas in greatest need : 38 million N95 respirators, 32.6 million
surgical masks, 5.5 million face shields, 4.7 million surgical gowns, 30.3 million gloves,
212,000 coveralls, and 10,448 ventilators.
Expanding Surge Capacity in Highly-Impacted Areas. FEMA is focusing its allocation of
resources in highly impacted areas experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19
transmission and the greatest increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls.

 On April 6 th , FEMA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers announced
plans to convert three convention centers in Virginia into temporary hospital
facilities. The facilities – the Dulles Expo Center in Northern Virginia and the
Richmond and Hampton Roads convention centers – will be able to provide
beds for 1,107 acute patients or 1,848 non-acute patients. The conversion is
expected to be complete within six weeks.

 On April 8 th , FEMA and HHS delivered 80,000 nasopharyngeal swabs to
various federal Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) locations to help
surge testing capacity nationwide. 

 As of April 12 th , FEMA has delivered 8,600 medical beds to surge capacity
and care for an increased volume of COVID-19 patients across the U.S.

Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles and surgical
gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.
This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. As of April 12
th , 28 international flights have arrived in the U.S. with critical medical supplies. An
additional 28 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Administering Medical Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing
to support the CDC with enhanced medical screenings for travelers through 13 specially
designated airports. As of April 12 th , CWMD has processed approximately 271,529
travelers for enhanced screening, including 1,491 who were referred to CDC for further
medical evaluation.
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Maintaining Domestic Supply of Critical Medical Equipment. On April 8 th , CBP and
FEMA announced that the federal government will begin restricting exports of PPE to
ensure that critical supplies stay in the country to fight COVID-19.
Securing U.S. Borders. On April 9 th , CBP provided an operational update on activities for
the month of March. Total Border Patrol encounters have declined 7% total in March from
February, and 76% since the height of the crisis last May. In addition, 80% of the people
who CBP encounter ed since the March 21 enactment of Title 42 are being returned to the
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country from where they came within two hours.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Protecting Critical Workers and Infrastructure from Potential Threats. CISA regularly
publishes guidance to help individuals, businesses, organizations, and governments protect
their essential workers, while also improving their security posture against a myriad of
potential threats throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

 On April 6 th , CISA updated its list of essential businesses. To date, 45 states
and territories have published Essential Business Designations, 20 of them are
referencing this list in their essential business designations, while 14 states or
territories have incorporated CISA guidance fully into their own lists.

 On April 8 th , CISA and CDC issued new guidelines aimed at getting
workers in critical infrastructure who may have been exposed to COVID-19
back to work faster. It also calls on employers to take steps to ensure
workplace safety, like sending workers home immediately if they are sick and
increasing air exchange in the workplace.

Protecting A gainst M alicious C yber A ctors. On April 8 th , CISA and the United
Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert titled, COVID-19
Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert addresses the growing use of
COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors to attack individuals, businesses, and
organizations with a range of ransomware and malware.
Protecting Networks and Cloud Environment. On April 9 th , CISA released interim Trusted
Internet Connections (TIC) guidance to aid agencies in securing their network and cloud
environments. This guidance supports the current surge in teleworking and use of
collaboration tools amongst the federal workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel: TSA continues to
follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while
ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during
the pandemic. Between April 5 th and April 12 th , TSA has screened more than 729,000
travelers who have all reached their destinations safely.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, in close coordination
with the State Department, continues to bring stranded Americans home on the return leg of
removal flights to Central America. Between March 22 nd and April 10 th , ICE has flown
1,037 individuals back to the U.S. from Columbia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Keeping the Homeland Safe, Secure and Resilient. On April 8 th , DHS Intelligence and
Analysis (I&A) published information to federal, state, local, tribal and territorial
counterterrorism and law enforcement officials on the potential for COVID-19-related
cyber threats and fraud. These threat-monitoring activities ensure the homeland is safe,
secure, and resilient from hostile actors who might otherwise attempt to exploit the crisis to
harm American lives.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . The U.S. Coast Guard is working non-stop to
protect the health and safety of Americans inbound to the U.S. while helping slow the
spread of COVID-19. Between April 5 th and April 10 th , USCG facilitated the offload of
100 passengers and 881 crew members from one cruise ship in Florida and helped transfer
7 crew members from a second cruise ship to local hospitals. In Louisiana, the USCG
worked with state and local authorities to disembark several healthy crew members after
determining they were not infected with COVID-19.
Keeping the U.S. Maritime Supply Chain Open and Viable. As of April 12 th , USCG is
monitoring 38 commercial vessels with crew or passengers that have embarked from a
coronavirus port of interest in the last 14 days.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Community-Based Testing Sites.  
 

 
April 10, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Community-Based Testing
Sites Transition

The Department of Health and Human Services and the FEMA worked with state and local
partners to establish Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) in CDC-prioritized locations
across the country.  The CBTS model was developed for states, local public health
agencies, healthcare systems, and commercial partners as they work together to stop the
spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in their communities, focusing initially on healthcare
facility workers and first responders.

The CBTS model has been a profound success, screening over 84,800 individuals; testing
over 77,000 individuals; and having a COVID positive rate of approximately 20% -
meaning that the CBTS are testing the right individuals at the right time. Since the onset,
we have also led technological advances, such as the validation of nasal self-swabbing,
which has minimized the need for trained health professionals and personal protective
equipment.

As a result of these advances, many states have indicated that they want to fully transition
the CBTS to state control, allowing more flexibility in testing and reporting.  Many states
have already begun transitioning these programs, and other states have implemented testing
sites based on the CBTS model.

Therefore, the federal CBTS Task Force is working with states to clarify whether sites want
to continue as they are now, or transition to full state control.  Under state control, CBTS
sites would still receive technical assistance from the federal government and be able to
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request supplies through the normal FEMA systems.

The CBTS Task Force will continue to work closely with the states and FEMA Regions to
ensure a successful transition and ensure that each state has the flexibility and autonomy to
manage and operate testing sites within he needs of their specific community.

Transition Plan
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the transition process to
ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their CBTS program independently. 
This includes providing each site with enough supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days
after the agreed upon transition date.

Potential advantages of a fully state-managed site include:

The opportunity for the states to better serve their own communities, while
leveraging federal support to augment their state’s success.

The potential to expand patient throughput to >250 per day, use a credentialed
provider of their choice, and route patient samples to a lab of their choice.

The ability to use a locally run call center or the regular state notification processes
for public health results.

Responsibilities
The USPHS Commissioned Corps officers onsite (1-3 per location) will work with the site
manager to plan for and complete the transition checklist and will verify that the site is
ready for transition to the state.  Once the sites are transitioned to the states, each state will
be responsible for:

Assuming responsibility for staffing their sites to ensure quality control, safety,
biohazard waste management, and security;

Assuming responsibility for the credentialed provider to order the labs;

Procuring and managing their own cadre of supplies (e.g., personal protective
equipment, test kits, etc.); requests for continued federal support should be made
through the normal FEMA process;

Contracting for lab testing; and

Managing patient notification process for results, while maintaining patient privacy
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).

After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through their standard
ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the standard Resource Request
Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.

Eligibility for Reimbursement under FEMA’s Public Assistance Program
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States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with running their
sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program.  In general, activities local and state
governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for reimbursement under the Public
Assistance program, subject to a cost share.  Costs should be reasonable and necessary to
address the public health needs of the event and all costs incurred should be documented.
More information on what COVID-19 activities are eligible for reimbursement under the
Public Assistance Program can be found in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Eligible Emergency
Protective Measures fact sheet and the COVID-19 Pandemic: Emergency Medical Care fact
sheet. Information on how to apply is available in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Public
Assistance Simplified Application fact sheet.  More information on contracting and
procurement can be found in the Procurement Under Grants: Under Exigent or Emergency
Circumstances fact sheet.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_CBTS Transition_20200409.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the statement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding a statement on the export of critical
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).  

 
April 8, 2020
 

COVID-19 Update
 
Joint FEMA-CBP Statement on Export of Critical PPE
 
On Friday, April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
in consultation with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to use the
Defense Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) subject to this policy includes: N95
respirators, and a variety of other filtering respirators; air-purifying respirators; surgical
masks; and, surgical gloves.
 
FEMA and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) are working together to prevent
domestic brokers, distributors, and other intermediaries from diverting these critical
medical resources overseas. To accomplish this, CBP will detain shipments of the PPE
specified in the President’s Memorandum while FEMA determines whether to return the
PPE for use within the United States; to purchase the PPE on behalf of the United States;
or, allow it to be exported.
 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission
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To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the right
states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers;
FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from
Federal Agencies.   

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

HHS announced five new contracts for ventilator production rated under the Defense
Production Act (DPA), to General Electric, Hill-Rom, Medtronic, ResMed, and
Vyaire, as well as two other contracts for ventilator production, to Hamilton and Zoll.

In total, combined with contracts with General Motors and Philips rated under
the DPA issued last week, HHS has finalized contracts to supply 6,190
ventilators for the Strategic National Stockpile by May 8 and 29,510 by June 1.
The seven new ventilator contracts announced by HHS this month will provide
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a total of 137,431 ventilators by the end of 2020.
The thousands of ventilators delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile
starting this month, continuing through the spring and summer, will provide
more capacity to respond to the pandemic as it evolves.

HHS and FEMA deployment of ventilators from the stockpile have helped ensure
that hospitals in states such as New York have not run out of ventilator capacity while
working to save lives.

The federal government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal
ventilator resources to ensure the right number of ventilators are shipped to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

On April 13, The Department of Homeland Security and FEMA announced the
funding notice for an additional $100 million in supplemental Emergency
Management Performance Grant Program funds.

The money is available to all 56 states and territories as part of the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. All applications must be
submitted on Grants.gov by April 28.

HHS and FEMA have expanded the items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access diagnostics supplies and reagents
for COVID-19 testing free of charge.

Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
of the need to work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents and
other diagnostic testing supplies.
The expanded list of diagnostic supplies will include supplies to support the
three components needed for COVID-19 testing: sample kits, extraction kits
and test kits.

FEMA issued guidance on the framework, policy details and requirements for
determining the eligibility for FEMA reimbursement of states purchasing and
distributing food to meet the immediate needs of those who do not have access to
food as a result of COVID-19 and to protect the public from the spread of the virus.

State, local, tribal, and territorial governments with the legal responsibility for
protecting life, public health and safety are eligible applicants under emergency
and major disaster declarations for the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Applicants may enter into formal agreements or contracts with private
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organizations, including private nonprofit organizations such as food banks, to
purchase and distribute food when necessary as an emergency protective
measure in response to the pandemic.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below, and attached fact sheet, from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding the Defense Production Act.

April 14, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Applying the
Defense Production Act
The scarcity of medical resources in the fight against COVID-19 is a global issue. The
United States is competing for the same resources as many other countries. To maximize
the availability of critical protective and lifesaving resources to front line health care
workers, FEMA and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are executing a
four-pronged approach to rapidly increase supply today and expand domestic production of
medical supplies and equipment to increase supply long-term. The approach includes
Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation.

The Defense Production Act (DPA) provides authorities that are being applied to support
Acceleration and Expansion efforts.  Priority rated DPA orders do not create a situation of
“outbidding;” rather, it puts the federal government requirement to the “front of the line”
for fulfillment ahead of other orders.

As we process orders through the supply chain, we are maintaining close coordination with
governors to identify potential bidding conflicts. We look to the Nation’s governors and
tribal leaders to make us aware of specific information regarding apparent bidding conflict.
If a bidding conflict does arise, we work closely with the state or tribe to resolve it in a way
that best serves their needs.

For more information on how the Defense Production Act authorities are helping during the
COVID-19 response, please review the attached fact sheet.
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Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_UseofDPA_FINAL_20200414.pdf
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Weekly Update: DHS Response to COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security and its dedicated workforce
across more than a dozen offices and components are working diligently with the White
House to execute an unprecedented, whole-of America response to the COVID-19
pandemic. These strategic and tactical efforts range from coordinating critical air
transportation to addressing medical supply shortages to expediting the inspection of vital
goods at our borders, ensuring that our national supply chains remain abundant, accessible,
and reliable.
“Everything we have done to this point has been unprecedented and everything we do in the
coming weeks and months ahead focuses on life-safety and reducing suffering,” said FEMA
Administrator Pete Gaynor. “It is absolutely critical that we maintain our response efforts
alongside our federal, state, local, tribal, and industry partners to ensure the virus’s spread is
contained and human life is preserved.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being
deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to
provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. As
of April 12 th , FEMA has obligated $5.2 billion in support of state response efforts.
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization
Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of- America approach to address the limited
supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 12 th , FEMA has coordinated the
delivery of the following to areas in greatest need : 38 million N95 respirators, 32.6 million
surgical masks, 5.5 million face shields, 4.7 million surgical gowns, 30.3 million gloves,
212,000 coveralls, and 10,448 ventilators.
Expanding Surge Capacity in Highly-Impacted Areas. FEMA is focusing its allocation of
resources in highly impacted areas experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19
transmission and the greatest increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls.

 On April 6 th , FEMA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers announced
plans to convert three convention centers in Virginia into temporary hospital
facilities. The facilities – the Dulles Expo Center in Northern Virginia and the
Richmond and Hampton Roads convention centers – will be able to provide
beds for 1,107 acute patients or 1,848 non-acute patients. The conversion is
expected to be complete within six weeks.

 On April 8 th , FEMA and HHS delivered 80,000 nasopharyngeal swabs to
various federal Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) locations to help
surge testing capacity nationwide. 

 As of April 12 th , FEMA has delivered 8,600 medical beds to surge capacity
and care for an increased volume of COVID-19 patients across the U.S.

Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA is expediting
movement of critical supplies including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles and surgical
gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.
This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. As of April 12
th , 28 international flights have arrived in the U.S. with critical medical supplies. An
additional 28 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Administering Medical Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing
to support the CDC with enhanced medical screenings for travelers through 13 specially
designated airports. As of April 12 th , CWMD has processed approximately 271,529
travelers for enhanced screening, including 1,491 who were referred to CDC for further
medical evaluation.
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Maintaining Domestic Supply of Critical Medical Equipment. On April 8 th , CBP and
FEMA announced that the federal government will begin restricting exports of PPE to
ensure that critical supplies stay in the country to fight COVID-19.
Securing U.S. Borders. On April 9 th , CBP provided an operational update on activities for
the month of March. Total Border Patrol encounters have declined 7% total in March from
February, and 76% since the height of the crisis last May. In addition, 80% of the people
who CBP encounter ed since the March 21 enactment of Title 42 are being returned to the
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country from where they came within two hours.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Protecting Critical Workers and Infrastructure from Potential Threats. CISA regularly
publishes guidance to help individuals, businesses, organizations, and governments protect
their essential workers, while also improving their security posture against a myriad of
potential threats throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

 On April 6 th , CISA updated its list of essential businesses. To date, 45 states
and territories have published Essential Business Designations, 20 of them are
referencing this list in their essential business designations, while 14 states or
territories have incorporated CISA guidance fully into their own lists.

 On April 8 th , CISA and CDC issued new guidelines aimed at getting
workers in critical infrastructure who may have been exposed to COVID-19
back to work faster. It also calls on employers to take steps to ensure
workplace safety, like sending workers home immediately if they are sick and
increasing air exchange in the workplace.

Protecting A gainst M alicious C yber A ctors. On April 8 th , CISA and the United
Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert titled, COVID-19
Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert addresses the growing use of
COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors to attack individuals, businesses, and
organizations with a range of ransomware and malware.
Protecting Networks and Cloud Environment. On April 9 th , CISA released interim Trusted
Internet Connections (TIC) guidance to aid agencies in securing their network and cloud
environments. This guidance supports the current surge in teleworking and use of
collaboration tools amongst the federal workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel: TSA continues to
follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while
ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during
the pandemic. Between April 5 th and April 12 th , TSA has screened more than 729,000
travelers who have all reached their destinations safely.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, in close coordination
with the State Department, continues to bring stranded Americans home on the return leg of
removal flights to Central America. Between March 22 nd and April 10 th , ICE has flown
1,037 individuals back to the U.S. from Columbia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Keeping the Homeland Safe, Secure and Resilient. On April 8 th , DHS Intelligence and
Analysis (I&A) published information to federal, state, local, tribal and territorial
counterterrorism and law enforcement officials on the potential for COVID-19-related
cyber threats and fraud. These threat-monitoring activities ensure the homeland is safe,
secure, and resilient from hostile actors who might otherwise attempt to exploit the crisis to
harm American lives.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . The U.S. Coast Guard is working non-stop to
protect the health and safety of Americans inbound to the U.S. while helping slow the
spread of COVID-19. Between April 5 th and April 10 th , USCG facilitated the offload of
100 passengers and 881 crew members from one cruise ship in Florida and helped transfer
7 crew members from a second cruise ship to local hospitals. In Louisiana, the USCG
worked with state and local authorities to disembark several healthy crew members after
determining they were not infected with COVID-19.
Keeping the U.S. Maritime Supply Chain Open and Viable. As of April 12 th , USCG is
monitoring 38 commercial vessels with crew or passengers that have embarked from a
coronavirus port of interest in the last 14 days.

# # #
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Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 8, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resources Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. The briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as
information By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
FEMA does not have detailed visibility on PPE amounts until the cargo is
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loaded.
As of April 7, 15 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Five flights are scheduled to arrive today, 4 in Chicago and 1 in New York.
An additional 52 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

Emergency managers and public health officials must continue to report on the
following data to FEMA and HHS:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state.

This morning, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August 2020, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1, 2020.
The rating of this contract under the DPA follows President Trump’s direction
to HHS Secretary Alex Azar to invoke the Defense Production Act with regard
to GM’s production of ventilators on March 27.
By rating contracts under the DPA, HHS is helping manufacturers like GM get
the supplies they need to produce ventilators as quickly as possible, while also
ensuring that these ventilators are routed through the Strategic National
Stockpile to where they’re needed most.
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.
 

April 10, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as Supply
Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services
Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge.

Beginning April 10, HHS and FEMA will work with states with federal Community-
Based Testing Sites to clarify whether sites want to continue as they are now, or
transition to full state control.

Under state control, CBTS sites would still receive technical assistance from
the federal government and be able to request supplies through the normal
FEMA systems.
Leadership at both HHS and FEMA will consider approving extension requests
by states that need additional federal assistance to manage and operate sites. A
formal notice to continue must be submitted to the CBTS Task Force Leader,

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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by either the state’s Governor or his or her representative, no later than April 9.
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the
transition process to ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their
CBTS program independently.  This includes providing each site with enough
supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days after the agreed upon transition
date.
After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through
their standard ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the
standard Resource Request Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.
States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with
running their sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program. In general,
activities local and state governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for
reimbursement under the Public Assistance program, subject to a cost share.
To date, Community Based Testing Sites have screened over 85,000
individuals.

On April 8, HHS announced the first contract for ventilator production rated under
the Defense Production Act, to General Motors. A second contract was awarded to
Philips on the same day for ventilator production.

The Philips contract was for $646.7 million for the delivery of 2,500
ventilators to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of May 2020 and a
total of 43,000 ventilators to be delivered by the end of December 2020.
GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.

On April 8, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration
awarded more than $1.3 billion to 1,387 health centers.  These centers will help
communities across the country detect coronavirus; prevent, diagnose, and treat
COVID-19; and maintain or increase health capacity and staffing levels to address
this public health emergency.
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On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain Scarce or
Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use” directing DHS and
FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense Production Act to keep
scarce medical resources within the United States for domestic use. CBP is assisting
FEMA in temporarily detaining export shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy
includes: N95 respirators, and a variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and,
surgical gloves.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Project Airbridge, PPE Preservation, and resource requests from the
International Reagent Resource.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
In support of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, FEMA provides the
following:  FEMA Project Airbridge video Advisory; Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Preservation Best Practices Advisory and Fact Sheet, and a Resource Requests
from the International Reagent Resource (IRR) Advisory and Fact Sheet.

FEMA Project Airbridge

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure, FEMA
augments the existing supply chain through a variety of strategies, to include FEMA
Project Airbridge.

FEMA created Project Airbridge to reduce the amount of time it takes for U.S. medical
supply distributors to get commercially sourced and procured Personal Protective
Equipment and other critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas
factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from weeks to days.

FEMA provides distributors with up-to-date information on the locations across the
country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now and in the future. As
part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on each plane
are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas with the most critical
needs for those supplies. The HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC
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data.

A brief video on Project Airbridge is available on FEMA's Media Gallery Website and on
all FEMA social media accounts.

Project Airbridge Advisory: Attachment [1]

Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices

This Personal Protective Equipment Preservation Best Practices Fact Sheet (attached)
summarizes best practices for national implementation to sustain personal protective
equipment (PPE) while ensuring the protection of workers during the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic response.

The objective of the COVID-19 National Strategy for Addressing PPE Shortage is to
ensure protection against COVID-19 for healthcare workers, first responders, and patients
by implementing three pillars of practice: reduce, reuse, and repurpose. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic response and associated PPE shortages, implementation of
contingency and crisis capacity plans may be necessary to ensure continued availability of
protective gear.

This fact sheet amplifies the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) strategies
on conventional, contingency and crisis capacity strategies for optimizing PPE. All U.S.
healthcare facilities should begin using PPE contingency strategies now and may need to
consider crisis capacity strategies if experiencing PPE shortages.

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Advisory: Attachment [2]

Preserving Personal Protective Equipment Best Practices Fact Sheet: Attachment [3]

Resource Requests from the International Reagent Resource

The International Reagent Resource (IRR), established by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), acquires, authenticates, and produces reagents that scientists need
to carry out basic research and develop improved diagnostic tests, vaccines, and detection
methods.

The (IRR) Fact Sheet (attached) outlines a simplified process for states and territories to
make resource requests from the IRR. Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR
alleviates burden on public health labs, which increases efficiency and reduces need to
work with separate, individual suppliers for swabs, reagents, and other diagnostic testing
supplies.

International Reagent Resource Advisory: Attachment [4]

International Reagent Resource Fact Sheet: Attachment [5]

Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

[4] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[1] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_ProjectAirBridgeVideo_20200413.pdf
[2] FEMA_Advisory_COVID19_FactSheet_PPE Preservation Best Practices_20200413.pdf
[5] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_IRR_20200413.pdf
[3] FEMA_COVID19_FactSheet_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200413.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 12, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the to the
right states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:molly.voris@gov.wa.gov
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200412 FINAL.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

WEEKLY UPDATE: DHS RESPONSE TO COVID-19

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security’s efforts across its components
last week have facilitated a speedy, whole-of-government response to confronting
COVID-19 and slowing the spread to keep Americans safe. FEMA is leading the way by
carrying out an approach that is locally executed, state managed, and federally
supported. 

“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be
the top priority for the Department of Homeland Security.” said Acting Secretary Chad
F. Wolf. “I want to thank the men and women of the DHS workforce for their resilience
as they put themselves at risk every day to protect the American people.”

Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)
Total Obligations to States. As of April 5th, FEMA has obligated nearly $4.1 billion in
support of COVID-19 response efforts.

Project Air-Bridge. FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global
market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic
partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge:

From March 30th to April 5th, 10 flights arrived to the U.S with critical supplies.
The cargo moved so far totals almost 83.5 million gloves, almost 5 million surgical
masks, and 1.2 million gowns.
Upon arrival, the PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization is given to hospitals, health care facilities, and nursing
homes around the country.
23 additional flights are currently scheduled through April 18.

Ventilator Distribution. FEMA is distributing ventilators to hard hit states. From March
30th to April 4th, FEMA and HHS delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan, New Jersey, Illinois, Connecticut, and Louisiana. 
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CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Keeping Critical Cargo and Trade Moving. CBP continues to process commercial cargo.
Approximately $21B worth of goods crossed back and forth over the borders of U.S,
Mexico, and Canada from March 30th to April 5th  .

Working to Reduce Illegal Entries. CBP agents encountered nearly 4,200 migrants crossing
illegally at the U.S. Southern border daily, compared to nearly 10,000 encounters daily
prior to the current containment efforts.

Facilitating Critical PPE Deliveries. CBP lifted a Withhold Release Order that had barred
importation of disposable rubber gloves which our health care workers and law
enforcement personnel so desperately need right now. 

IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Bringing Americans Home. Working with the Department of State, ICE continues to bring
Americans home on the return leg of removal flights to Central America. As of April 5th,
ICE has flown 853 U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents home on removal flights
from Colombia, El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua since the first flight on March 22. 

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Air Travelers Secure. Due to the pandemic and travel restrictions, TSA continues
to screen a significantly reduced number of passengers. From March 27th  to April 2nd,
TSA successfully screened 1,124,145 travelers ensuring individuals reached their
destinations safely. 

CYBERSECURITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY AGENCY (CISA)
Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers. CISA recently updated its list of essential critical
infrastructure workers. As of April 5th, 20 states and territories have published Essential
Business Designations.

Election Security Work Continues. CISA coordinated calls between the election community
and the United States Postal Service (USPS) and Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to
ensure that election officials have the most up to date information and advice from the
experts at these agencies regarding COVID-19.

Helping the Private Sector Assess Risk. CISA released a guide titled Risk Management for
Novel Coronavirus to assist executives in thinking through physical, supply chain, and
cybersecurity issues that may arise from the spread of COVID-19.

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG)
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships. On April 2nd, the Coast Guard facilitated the
offload of more than 1,200 passengers from cruise ships Zaandam and Rotterdam in Port
Everglade, FL after it was reported that crewmembers and passengers were infected
with COVID-19.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Making Extensions for Employment Authorization Easier. On March 30th , U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services announced that it will reuse previously submitted biometrics



in order to process valid Form I-765, Application for Employment Authorization,
extension requests due to the temporary closure of Application Support Centers (ASC)
to the public.

Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 1st, USCIS announced offices temporarily
suspended will begin to reopen on May 4th unless the public closures are extended
further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. 

COUNTERING WEAPONS OF MASS DISTRUCTION (CWMD) 
Medical Screening at Airports. CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support CDC
with enhanced screening at 13 airports. From March 29th to April 5th, CBP referred 7,565
travelers to CWMD for enhanced screening. As of April 5th, over 265,647 travelers have
been referred to CWMD for screening. 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Coronavirus Research. S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center
(NBACC) continued researching the impact of environmental conditions, such as
temperature and humidity, to determine the virus’s survivability in the air, in respiratory
fluids, and on various types of surfaces. Additional research includes decontamination
methods to determine the most effective materials to clean and disinfect surfaces to rid
them of the virus.

Consolidating COVID-19 Data for Government Officials. On April 1st, the NBACC updated
the Master Question List (MQL), a compilation of available research and information on
operationally-relevant questions.

# # #
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Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding an update to the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
March 28, 2020
 

CISA Advisory
 
CISA releases Version 2.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker Guidance
originally published on March 19, 2020
 
As the Nation comes together to slow the spread of COVID-19, on March 16th the
President issued updated Coronavirus Guidance for America that highlighted the
importance of the critical infrastructure workforce.
 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) executes the
Secretary of Homeland Security’s authorities to secure critical infrastructure.
Consistent with these authorities, CISA has developed, in collaboration with other
federal agencies, State and local governments, and the private sector, an “Essential
Critical Infrastructure Workforce” advisory list. This list is intended to help State,
local, tribal and territorial officials as they work to protect their communities, while
ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as well as
economic and national security. Decisions informed by this list should also take
into consideration additional public health considerations based on the specific
COVID-19-related concerns of particular jurisdictions.
 
This list is advisory in nature. It is not, nor should it be considered, a federal
directive or standard. Additionally, this advisory list is not intended to be the
exclusive list of critical infrastructure sectors, workers, and functions that
should continue during the COVID-19 response across all jurisdictions.
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Individual jurisdictions should add or subtract essential workforce categories
based on their own requirements and discretion. 
 
The advisory list identifies workers who conduct a range of operations and services
that are typically essential to continued critical infrastructure viability, including
staffing operations centers, maintaining and repairing critical infrastructure,
operating call centers, working construction, and performing operational functions,
among others. It also includes workers who support crucial supply chains and
enable functions for critical infrastructure. The industries they support represent,
but are not limited to, medical and healthcare, telecommunications, information
technology systems, defense, food and agriculture, transportation and logistics,
energy, water and wastewater, law enforcement, and public works.
 
State, local, tribal, and territorial governments are responsible for implementing
and executing response activities, including decisions about access and reentry, in
their communities, while the Federal Government is in a supporting role. Officials
should use their own judgment in issuing implementation directives and guidance.
Similarly, while adhering to relevant public health guidance, critical infrastructure
owners and operators are expected to use their own judgement on issues of the
prioritization of business processes and workforce allocation to best ensure
continuity of the essential goods and services they support. All decisions should
appropriately balance public safety, the health and safety of the workforce, and the
continued delivery of essential critical infrastructure services and functions. While
this advisory list is meant to help public officials and employers identify essential
work functions, it allows for the reality that some workers engaged in activity
determined to be essential may be unable to perform those functions because of
health-related concerns.
 
CISA will continue to work with our partners in the critical infrastructure
community to update this advisory list if necessary as the Nation’s response to
COVID-19 evolves. You can find the attached guidance as well as other COVID
related information at cisa.gov.

 
Should you have questions about this list, please contact CISA at CISA.CAT@cisa.dhs.gov.
 

# # #

Version 2.0 - CISA Guidance on Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
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To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding strategies for addressing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shortages. 

April 14, 2020

CISA Advisory
Strategies for Addressing Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) Shortage
The U.S. government’s strategy for addressing COVID-19 personal protective equipment
(PPE) shortages relies on three pillars of practice to ensure continued availability of
protective gear: reduce – reuse – repurpose. In this time of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the associated PPE shortages, implementation of contingency plans across all sectors are
necessary to ensure continued availability of protective gear. In support of this strategy, the
U.S. government has recently released two documents that will be of assistance to all
infrastructure sectors.

FEMA has published the attached COVID-19 Pandemic: Personal Protective Equipment
Preservation Best Practices. This document summarizes government guidance and best
practices currently being implemented across the United States for COVID-19 response has
been released. While tailored to the Healthcare Sector, many of these strategies can be
applied to other sectors with similar PPE requirements. 

NIOSH has recently issued Interim Guidance for Conserving and Extending Filtering
Facepiece Respirator Supply in Non-Healthcare Sectors. That document offers strategies to
conserve, extend, and respond to shortages in the supply of NIOSH-approved filtering
facepiece respirators (FFRs) used in non-healthcare worksites such as manufacturing and
construction. Employers should implement alternative controls to reduce, as much as
possible, their reliance on PPE, particularly FFRs.

Please continue to refer to CDC for updates to posted guidance for businesses and
employers to plan and respond to COVID-19: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
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ncov/guidance-business-response.html. For general and other useful information regarding
COVID-19, please visit: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html.
Information on FEMA’s efforts to stabilize the PPE supply chain can be found at:
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-
supply-chain-stabilization. 

Respectfully,
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_Best PracticesPPEPreservation_20200412 EA cleared.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 26, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
COVID-19 Federal Response Efforts Continue
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
Sixteen states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders, and one state that has issued orders for certain
at-risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
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support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, New York, North Carolina,
Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations to assist with
additional needs identified in these states.
 
Medical supplies are en route to these states, including respirators, surgical masks and
gowns, face shields, coveralls and gloves. Many supplies have already arrived and
additional supplies are en route to these designated areas. The U.S. Navy hospital ship
Mercy is en route and expected to be operational by April 1 to support Los Angeles with
additional hospital beds and medical staff. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort is expected
to be operational by April 4 to support New York City. FEMA issued a $350 million
Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of alternate care
facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 26, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 25, FEMA announced that more than $5.1 million dollars in crisis
counseling service grants have been made available to five states.

The grants, made to Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and
Washington, will support programs providing free, confidential counseling to
assist individuals through community-based outreach and educational services.
Due to the COVID-19 nationwide emergency and the need to protect the safety
and health of all Americans, the crisis counseling will be delivered by phone,

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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internet and the media (including social media).

As of April 25, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.7 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.7 million surgical gowns, 793.8 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200426 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 By the Numbers 042620.pdf
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https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMjAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjYuMjA2NjMyMzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5kaHMuZ292L3lvdXR1YmU_dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1nb3ZkZWxpdmVyeSZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1kaHNnb3YifQ.ev4NpElYH_ez53kNjat31UDvDhz44ilP7e74fd1-4j4/br/77855482851-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMjEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjYuMjA2NjMyMzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5kaHMuZ292In0.Bcy8nPEWXKembo9pvxvqTFSC7TQGhTC68ZrqpxXClLI/br/77855482851-l
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMjIsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjYuMjA2NjMyMzEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwOi8vd3d3LmRocy5nb3YvIn0.mIY7OH6PhAmKdwCYO2t7FEieTvQ0HoazuZ2kL9DkVok/br/77855482851-l
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WASHINGTON – As the Nation transitions from a period of crisis to economic recovery, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will continue to leverage every social, medical, logistical and security tool at its disposal to defend the homeland from COVID-19. Thanks to a wide range of strategic initiatives, the Department and its components have achieved dozens of key deliverables last week through its unprecedented, whole-of-America response, which in return is slowing the virus’s spread and saving millions of lives. These results could not have been secured by the Department without its dedicated workforce, who have adapted and persevered to meet these extraordinary challenges despite their own personal hardships.
“The men and women of the Transportation Security Administration continue to go above and beyond to protect the health and safety of travelers, while ensuring the security of our critical transportation systems during the COVID-19 pandemic,” said TSA Administrator David Pekoske. “Every day, our dedicated employees are performing vital tasks to keep our transportation systems moving for those with essential travel, and working with industry partners to ensure confidence across systems as we recover and travel levels increase.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Enhanced Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) with enhanced screenings for travelers through 13 specially designated airports. As of April 26
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Securing the Border from Infectious Diseases. CBP announced on April 20 th that it will extend its restrictions on non-essential travel across our shared borders with Canada and Mexico until May 21
Building the Wall and Deterring Illegal Immigration. On April 22 nd , CBP launched a border wall system HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.YpdIdPZDBZ910Lrcmb20oOD15Veml-3SFcP7UoEYick/br/77880691464-l" 
that features a construction video and an interactive map. This website not only gives American taxpayers a first-hand look at the ongoing border wall construction, but it also serves as a strong visual deterrent to those in coronavirus-impacted countries who are contemplating making the dangerous and deadly journey to the U.S. across the Southern border.
Seizing Counterfeit Goods from Foreign Sources. On April 23 rd , CBP officials seized 2,000 counterfeit respirators that were shipped to the U.S. from China. Ensuring the integrity of imported goods, including personal protection equipment (PPE), is a vital function that CBP performs every day to protect the American public during the pandemic.
Supporting the Safe Return of U.S. Citizens Stranded Overseas . As of April 26 th , CBP, in close coordination with the State Department’s Repatriation Task Force, has facilitated the return of more than 69,000 Americans back to the U.S. from 128 countries. This interagency operation is vital to reuniting families and keeping Americans out of harm’s way.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Promoting Integrity and Security in Upcoming Elections . CISA continues to coordinate with government and industry partners to ensure upcoming elections are accessible and secure for voters. On April 22
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURFc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1amFYTmhMbWR2ZGk5amIzWnBaQzB4T1MxaGJtUXRaV3hsWTNScGIyNXpJbjAuUFFkR0xpeGZ3akotbV9jTDF1OFpFZW91Umg3OUw3QlhpSzFYUmQ4NEZrYy9ici83Nzg4MDQyMDk2OS1sIn0.F0ciD8F2oPygUxEY54WpqUI_pV5INRFTWLjEhhRfhMQ/br/77880691464-l" 
Ensuring that Operation Centers and Control Rooms Remain Viable . On April 23 rd , CISA HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.r_El5DcTwRs1zABHrL-XzssUeTxbvhXCOC5ytiYJdQU/br/77880691464-l" 
the Critical Infrastructure Operations Centers and Control Rooms Guide for Pandemic Response, which is geared towards all 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by the federal government. The guide provides considerations and mitigation measures for operation centers and control rooms, but can be applied further to any critical node that is required to continue functioning in a pandemic environment.
Keeping the Healthcare Industry Safe and Secure . CISA, Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) jointly released a
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.OJtibuAk2-jc1tSNV7WdyciJ8OlfjEKgMM17a7mm1Kg/br/77880691464-l" 
regarding potential threats to the healthcare industry and resources on how to mitigate these threats.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Accelerating Antibody Research Efforts. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Medical Countermeasures Task Force reported that it established six agreements with healthcare providers to obtain convalescent plasma from COVID-19 survivors in support of the CDC’s Serology Project Team’s research efforts. Convalescent plasma, which is the liquid part of blood that possibly contains viral antibodies, is being investigated by medical researchers as a potential treatment for COVID-19.
Bolstering Testing Capacity at Food Processing Centers. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Laboratory Diagnostics Task Force coordinated with the Region VII office to deliver 7,000 test kits to Kansas where the region’s largest meat processing facilities are experiencing clusters of COVID-19 infections. These diagnostic supplies will help identify infections more rapidly while preventing its transmission throughout the state’s critical agriculture infrastructure, which processes a significant portion of the nation’s meat supply.
Addressing Medical Supply Needs in Non-Healthcare Settings. On April 22 nd , FEMA published HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.a8wLv8H3LNfkKM30gdhR6OunJ29wqvyqhjDrkelrfMQ/br/77880691464-
l" guidance to address how organizations in non-healthcare settings should consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the protection of workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes how to
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. Since April 20
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of-nation approach to address the limited supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 25
Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA continues to expedite the movement of critical supplies, including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles, and surgical gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. Between April 20
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTERS (FLETC)
Implementing Protocols to Protect Returning Students . Although FLETC has temporarily paused in-person operations, the agency is engaged in detailed planning efforts to resume law enforcement training in the COVID-environment. Over the past week, FLETC piloted new screening procedures whereby security contractors are conducting temperature checks and asking COVID-related screening questions of all people attempting to enter FLETC’s facilities. It has also begun to clean and disinfect all venues in preparation for students’ return.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Cracking Down on Fraud and Criminal Activity. On April 20 th , ICE’s Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, with assistance from CBP’s Field Intelligence Group, seized approximately 5,300 potentially fraudulent COVID-19 test kits. This seizure is a part of an interagency enforcement campaign known as Operation Stolen Promise, which was launched by ICE on April 15

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Educating the Public About Cyber-Related Threats. On April 24 th , I&A and CISA partnered with the American Hospital Association to
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.cfmiUfODBXdid7_KXt1xjNMnvxYStTLWEauCxrnafYE/br/77880691464-l" 
podcast mini-series addressing cyber threats that put the U.S. health system at risk. It offers best practices to security experts and health care administrators who are responsible for the infrastructure supporting medical providers during the COVID-19 response.
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Arming the Nation with Scientific Research . On April 23 rd , William Bryan, Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary for Science and Technology (S&T), provided an update on key research findings from S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center (NBACC) at the White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing. His update covered emerging results and trends from studies conducted at NBACC including the effects of sunlight and humidity on the virus as well as findings on common disinfectants that can kill the virus.
Driving Evidence-Based Policymaking. On April 24 th , S&T updated its HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.UdkxWKZNVxdRqt1gqc8jzJgJM0ymA6Fx6Zf2Em5a79U/br/77880691464-l" 
available research on operationally-relevant questions to aid decision makers in the COVID-19 response. The MQL is a quick-reference guide covering what is known about the virus, what additional information is needed, and who may be working to address these fundamental questions. New entries include references to how much agent will make a healthy individual ill, how the virus spreads from one host to another, and what treatments are effective.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel. TSA continues to follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during the pandemic. Between April 20
U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 24 th , USCIS HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.L8w1jUuIbJfW5AHQ1HNrFWb-50jOoXjcNS4marLYJtA/br/77880691464-l" 
to reopen on June 4 th unless the public closures are extended further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. Employees in these offices are continuing to perform mission-essential services that do not require face-to-face contact with the public while the offices are closed.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Monitoring Vessels that Pose a Risk to Public Health. The Coast Guard is working non-stop to protect the health and safety of the American public while keeping U.S. supply chains open and viable. Between April 20
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.rqr73OcSUfSqsTcqIZ32PEY89vkAdZG5CEfr-uUPl_4/br/77880691464-l" 
Information Bulletin (MSIB), which was updated on April 24 th , all v essels destined for a U.S. port are required to report to the CDC any sick or deceased crew/passengers prior to arrival at a U.S. port or they will be denied entry into U.S. territorial waters.
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . Between April 20 th and April 26 th , the Coast Guard facilitated the offload of 119 passengers aboard the Pacific Princess cruise ship in Los Angeles and 103 crew members aboard the Grand Princess cruise ship in San Francisco. The passengers and crew were allowed to disembark from the ships after the Coast Guard determined they were not infected with COVID-19 or other infectious diseases. To date, the Coast Guard has facilitated the discharge of over 265,000 passengers from over 125 cruise ships.
United States Secret Service (USSS)
Protecting Americans From Financial Scams . On April 20 th , the Secret Service partnered with the U.S. Treasury to launch the “
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.wrpTNiROr5DfsbckF9QpIaudgHcrszlV3ec04hQ-aFw/br/77880691464-
l" Know Your U.S. Treasury Check ” campaign – an initiative to bring awareness to citizens, retailers, and financial institutions on how to protect themselves from scams associated with U.S. Treasury checks funded by the $2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 19, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing
resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 18, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
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delivery of or are currently shipping: 55.8 million N95 respirators, 77.1 million
surgical masks, 6.1 million face shields, 11.4 million surgical gowns, 564 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance
Program (CFAP), an immediate relief program that provides $19 billion in support to
farmers and ranchers, maintains the integrity of our food supply chain and ensures
access to food for those in need.

Direct support to farmers and ranchers provides $16 billion based on actual
losses for agricultural producers.
USDA will partner with regional and local distributers to purchase $3 billion in
fresh produce, dairy and meat products. The distributers and wholesalers will
provide these items to food banks, community and faith-based organizations
and other non-profits serving people in need.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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DOH-AreaCommand
Fw: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
April 14, 2020 at 12:18 PM EDT
To: Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH)
Cc:  Davis, Jerrod (DOH), Bayne, David M (DOH), Lofy, Kathy H (DOH), Smith, Jaime (GOV), Davidson, Lisa

Lacy,

I looked at this email and it seemed that there are some opportunities for greater coordination. I
feel like I can be helpful making sure that some of these pieces are connected with the other
organizations with whom we're working and making sure that there is some visibility on these
sorts of things within the statewide response organization.

Let me know if this would be helpful,

Nate

Nathan Weed
Unified Commander
WA COVID-19 Response

________________________________ From:	DOH-AreaCommand	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	8:58	AM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV);	Davis,	Jerrod	(DOH)
Cc:	Fehrenbach,	Lacy	M	(DOH);	Bayne,	David	M	(DOH)
Subject:	Re:	From	NBC	News	NaQonal-	Seeking	Updated	Numbers
Jaime,

Thanks for your feedback on this!

Appreciatively,

Nate

Nathan Weed
Unified Commander
WA COVID-19 Response

________________________________ From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	
Sent:	Tuesday,	April	14,	2020	8:31:07	AM
To:	Davis,	Jerrod	(DOH)
Cc:	Fehrenbach,	Lacy	M	(DOH);	DOH-AreaCommand;	Bayne,	David	M	(DOH)
Subject:	RE:	From	NBC	News	NaQonal-	Seeking	Updated	Numbers
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Appreciate this, Jerrod, thank you. As conversations continue on this, it’s incredibly helpful for comms
to, at a minimum, have SA around this because we get asked so many complex questions on this issue.
And I ask that comms be included in the “LCTF team” so we can be part of discussion about what and
how data or info is shared publicly. Chris Wright from DSHS is our JIC PIO on this issue, and/or Kris or
myself can engage.
From: Davis, Jerrod (DOH) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Smith, Jaime (GOV) 
Cc: Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH) ; DOH-AreaCommand ; Bayne, David M (DOH) 
Subject: RE: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
Jamie,
I’m off today, but I’m totally willing to chat. I left you a voice mail last night after receiving this e-mail.
The slide deck from last night’s call is attached. The meeting was to discuss the overall LTCF strategy
and to hear from Rocky that we are on the right track.
Kathy is asking and I agree that our LTCF team needs to determine what numbers we report publically.
The numbers that we are starting to talk about include: As of April 10 th , there are 620 cases of COVID-
19 associated with 169 LTC settings. These settings include nursing facilities, assisted living facilities,
adult family homes, and supported living programs with developmentally disabled residents. As far as
deaths from LTCFs go, I have heard percentages thrown around (as much as 50%?) but I haven’t seen
anything official.
I hope that helps. Jerrod
From: Smith, Jaime (GOV) 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 7:51 PM
To: Davis, Jerrod (DOH) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jerrod.Davis@DOH.WA.GOV"
Jerrod.Davis@DOH.WA.GOV >
Subject: Re: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
Can you fill me in when you’re able on this meeting? You’ll recall we already made decision
around disclosure and I’m frustrated to not have been part of this discussion.
Jaime

On Apr 13, 2020, at 6:23 PM, Smith, Jaime (GOV) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov" jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov > wrote:

Were there any communications people at this 5:15 meeting?
Jaime

________________________________
From: Lofy, Kathy H (DOH) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV"
Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV > 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 10:59 AM 
To: Stromme, Lisa M (DOH) < HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov"
lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov > 
Cc: Lead PIO (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:LeadPIO@mil.wa.gov" LeadPIO@mil.wa.gov >; Davis,
Jerrod (DOH) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jerrod.Davis@DOH.WA.GOV" Jerrod.Davis@DOH.WA.GOV
>; Wiesman, John (DOH) < HYPERLINK "mailto:jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov" jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov
>; Bono, Raquel (GOV) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Raquel.Bono@gov.wa.gov" Raquel.Bono@gov.wa.gov
>; Strange, Cheryl (DSHS/OOS) < HYPERLINK "mailto:cheryl.strange@dshs.wa.gov"
cheryl.strange@dshs.wa.gov >; Moss, Bill (DSHS/ALTSA) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:bill.moss@dshs.wa.gov" bill.moss@dshs.wa.gov >; Lindquist, Scott W (DOH) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:scott.lindquist@doh.wa.gov" scott.lindquist@doh.wa.gov > 
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Subject: RE: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
I’m looping in other folks working on our response to LTCFs.
Lisa is asking about public reporting of LTCF outbreaks, deaths and numbers of cases. The media is very
interested in this issue. Jerrod, can you build a pubic reporting section into your plan for discussion at
5:15pm?
I would suggest that we limit state data reporting to the number of facilities that have had at least one
confirmed case. Technically, we probably cannot withhold the names of facilities but I think we need to
push back on the media because public reporting of facility names could discourage facilities from
testing which could drastically interfere with our ability to save lives. Public reporting the names of
facilities also creates a need for the facility to manage the media which can distract from their efforts to
control the spread of COVID and save lives. We should absolutely encourage every facility with a case to
communicate with the families of their residents if they have a case.
I know others may not agree with me so it would be worth discussing at 5:15pm.
From: Stromme, Lisa M (DOH) 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 9:10 AM 
To: Lofy, Kathy H (DOH) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV"
Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV > 
Cc: Lead PIO (MIL) < HYPERLINK "mailto:LeadPIO@mil.wa.gov" LeadPIO@mil.wa.gov >
Subject: Fwd: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
Hey Kathy, (Kristen Maki cc’d for awareness)
As we begin to field more requests about LTCF, I’m wondering how we collate the data that we
agree to share, and when we need to communicate our reporting plans.
Your suggestion on Friday about providing a list of confirmed facilities with a case/death may be
something we want to pursue.
If so, what are the next steps, so that we can a) start this work and b) communicate about it.
Thank you,
Lisa Stromme Warren
Strategic Communications
Washington State Department of Health
HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov" lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov
HYPERLINK "tel:(360)%20628-7883" (360) 628-7883 | HYPERLINK "http://www.doh.wa.gov/"
www.doh.wa.gov
HYPERLINK "https://www.doh.wa.gov/Newsroom/SocialMedia"

forwarded message:
From: "Wright, Chris (DSHS/OOS)" < HYPERLINK
"mailto:wrighcd2@dshs.wa.gov" wrighcd2@dshs.wa.gov >
Date: April 13, 2020 at 8:52:10 AM PDT
To: "Lead PIO (MIL)" < HYPERLINK "mailto:LeadPIO@mil.wa.gov"
LeadPIO@mil.wa.gov >, "Stromme, Lisa M (DOH)" < HYPERLINK
"mailto:lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov" lisa.stromme@doh.wa.gov >, "Nixon, Jamie
(DOH)" < HYPERLINK "mailto:Jamie.Nixon@doh.wa.gov"
Jamie.Nixon@doh.wa.gov >
Subject: FW: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
Hi,
Should we chat about this at some point today? More requests for numbers are coming in.
Thanks,
CHRIS WRIGHT
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Public Information Officer, COVID-19 Response
Joint Information Center
(O) 360-902-8338 / (C ) 360-628-1043 / HYPERLINK
"mailto:Chris.Wright@dshs.wa.gov" Chris.Wright@dshs.wa.gov
From: Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com" Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com > 
Sent: Monday, April 13, 2020 7:46 AM
To: Strickler, Laura (NBCUniversal) < HYPERLINK
"mailto:Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com" Laura.Strickler@nbcuni.com >; Khimm, Suzy
(NBCUniversal) < HYPERLINK "mailto:Suzy.Khimm@nbcuni.com"
Suzy.Khimm@nbcuni.com >
Subject: From NBC News National- Seeking Updated Numbers
Dear State Health officials,
NBC News national is following up on HYPERLINK
"https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/more-2-200-coronavirus-deaths-nursing-
homes-federal-government-isn-n1181026" our story from Friday where we
summarized:

1) the number of long-term care facilities that have coronavirus cases in your state and
2) the number of deaths associated with those long-term care facilities from those

outbreaks.
We are now asking if you have updated data for April 13, 2020. Our deadline is 5pm,
EST.
Please feel free to contact me at the number below or respond to this email with any
questions.

you very much,
Sincerely,
Laura Strickler & Suzy Khimm
Laura Strickler, Investigative Reporter, NBC News National
Based in Washington, DC
917-499-6459
@strickdc
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Federal_Partners_Bring_Additional_R esources_to_US_for_COVID-19_Response
March 29, 2020 at 12:53 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 29, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Bring Additional Resources to US for COVID-
19 Response
 
“We are marshalling the full power of the American Nation – economic, scientific, medical,
and military – to vanquish the virus.” – President Trump
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative
presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and
limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or
postponing gatherings of more than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance
themselves from other people. For the latest updates and information on how to protect
yourself and what to do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
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reimbursement, by FEMA for the states of California, New York and Washington, for
states’ use of their National Guard forces. On March 28, President Trump approved requests
from Florida, Guam, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Jersey and Puerto Rico.
The President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard
forces, while being federally funded under Title 32, enabling these States to use the
additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the COVID-19 response.
 
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators.
FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributers in various locations across the United States. Movement of supplies began on
Saturday, March 28. The first flight will arrive today, March 29, with 80 tons of personal
protection equipment (PPE) supplies including 130,000 N95 respirators, 1.8 million face
masks and gowns, 30 million gloves and thousands of thermometers for New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut.
 
Twenty-four states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act, coping with
stress, disinformation and rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private
sector.
 

# # #

FEMA COVID Advsiory 3.29.20.pdf
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 6, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine; FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance;
Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping
With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.
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The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
The latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick are available at www.coronavirus.gov.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Air Bridge. FEMA is
scheduling flights daily but does not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE
until the cargo is loaded.

Since March 29, flights have landed in New York, Chicago, Miami, Los
Angeles, and Columbus, Ohio. On April 5, four additional flights landed in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Columbus, Ohio and Louisville, Kentucky.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Overseas flights are arriving at operational hub airports for distribution to
hotspots and locations across the country through regular supply chains. Flight
arrivals do not mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub
locations. 

To efficiently maintain the country’s existing medical supply chain infrastructure,
FEMA is supplementing – not supplanting – the supply chain through a variety of
strategies, including Project Airbridge.

The air bridge was created to shorten the amount of time it takes for U.S.
medical supply distributors to get personal protective equipment and other
critical supplies into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA is doing this by covering the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from
overseas factories, cutting the amount of time it takes to ship supplies from
weeks to days.
As part of the current agreement with distributors, 50 percent of the supplies on
each plane are directed by the distributors to customers within hotspot areas
with the most critical needs for those supplies. These areas are determined by
HHS and FEMA based on CDC data.
The remaining 50 percent is fed into that distributors’ normal supply chain and
onto their customers in other areas across the U.S.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots. These funds will be used to support areas hard-pressed by COVID-
19 in their work to respond effectively to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization of hydroxychloroquine sulfate and
an Emergency Use Authorization of chloroquine phosphate to treat certain patients
hospitalized with COIVD-19.

Hydroxychloroquine sulfate and chloroquine phosphate are oral prescription
drugs approved to treat malaria and other diseases but both drugs have shown
activity in laboratory studies against coronaviruses, including SARS-CoV-2
(the virus that causes COVID-19) and anecdotal reports suggest that these
drugs may offer some benefit in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19
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patients.
The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of
hydroxychloroquine to New York and Los Angeles County based on their
requests.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available, which
includes 8,044 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 600 available from the
Department of Defense.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), and Washington (500).

140 ventilators that had previously been delivered to Oregon were donated to
New York by Gov. Kate Brown.
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; a 50-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area; 30 ventilators for Guam; and 300 additional
ventilators to New Jersey.

Forty states, four territories and 23 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 13, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.  

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Data and information-sharing are critical for moving forward in this response and
equipping areas expected to be the next medical hot spots.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile
(SNS) and current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal
government has adopted a process to manage allocation of federal ventilator
resources to ensure the right amount of ventilators are shipped to the right
states to sustain life within a 72-hour window.
Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
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to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on total medical/ hospital beds; total
acute care (ICU) beds; normal occupancy; predicted surge occupancy; and
number of ventilators available in the state.
States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
Hospital administrators across the country are being asked to provide daily
reports on testing, capacity, supplies, utilization, and patient flows to facilitate
the ongoing public health response.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
CISA_and_NCSC_Joint_Activity_Alert_–_COV ID-19_Exploited_by_Malicious_Cyber_Actors
April 08, 2020 at 11:29 AM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) regarding a joint activity alert on COVID-19 exploitations by malicious cyber actors, found
here.  
 

 
 
 
April 8 2020
 

CISA Alert
 
CISA and NCSC Joint Activity Alert - COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber
Actors
 
Partners, 
  
As the nation and the world continues to fight against this newest coronavirus, COVID-19
— the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) continues to monitor how
the crisis is affecting the American public on the cybersecurity and infrastructure security
front.   
 
Today, CISA and United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre issued an activity alert
titled, COVID-19 Exploited by Malicious Cyber Actors. This joint alert seeks to address the
growing use of COVID-19-related themes by malicious cyber actors and it can be found
here: https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-099a.
 
CISA and NCSC see the surge of reporting about malicious cyber activity using COVID-19
to prey on people’s goodwill, curiosity and concern, and exploit organizations that establish
remote work options.  Specifically, this alert discusses the exploitation of virtual private
networks, phishing email and text messages about COVID-19, and websites deceptively
advertised as COVID 19 sites.  
 
We are sharing this information to help you and your team effectively assess your
cybersecurity posture and ensure appropriate mitigation is in place. The alert provides many
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resources to help detect and prevent COVID-19 malicious activity on your networks.
Industry partners played a key role in helping CISA and NCSC teams determine which
IOCs to include in this alert and they continue to be integral to CISA’s mission as the
nation’s risk advisor.  
  
We encourage you to share this alert with anyone who might be able to use it. We will
continue to keep you updated as more information becomes available.  
 
For authoritative information and resources on COVID-19 -- including situation reports,
guidance, and more, visit the CDC’s website and CISA.gov/coronavirus.  
 
Thank you,
CISA
 

# # #
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Davidson, Lisa
FW: Signed Acknowledgement Letter to WA Governor Inslee for Flooding 2020
April 02, 2020 at 1:59 PM EDT
To: jeanne.blackburn@gov.wa.gov, Maverick.Ryan@gov.wa.gov
Cc:  Daggett, Anna, Lofaro, Daniel, Gothro, Laura, McClain, Stacey, Wallace, Sharon (MIL)

Good Morning,

Attached is the signed Acknowledgement Letter to Governor Inslee for the January 20- February
10 Flooding 2020 Major Disaster Declaration request for your records. Please let me know if you
have any questions.

Thank you,

Lisa Davidson

Acting Division Director

FEMA Region X | Recovery

( (425) 487- 4628 , desk

( (202) 615-7465, cell

* HYPERLINK "mailto:lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov" lisa.davidson@fema.dhs.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Region X is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and
reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with
disabilities. To request a disability accommodation contact me at least five working days in advance at (425) 487-4628 or
Lisa.Davidson@fema.dhs.gov.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

Acting_Secretary_Chad_Wolf_Sta tement_on_the_President’s_Execu

tive_Order_on_Duties_and_Fees_Deferment_for_Certain_Importers

April 20, 2020 at 9:51 AM EDT

To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the President’s Executive Order on Duties
and Fees Deferment for Certain Importers

“I applaud the President for signing thisExecutive Order, which gives the Administration
the ability to help the trade community and U.S. businesses who keep critical supply chains
for U.S. manufacturers moving during this unprecedented time. As we all know, the
COVID-19 pandemic response has created serious economic issues for many American
businesses. This President and this Department have, and always will, put the American
worker first.
 

This EO  will give the Administration the flexibility to allow importers who have faced a
significant financial hardship during the COVID-19 response to defer the payment of
certain duties, taxes, and fees for 90 days. This payment flexibility will be available only
for importers with a significant financial hardship. Duties and fees associated with
antidumping and countervailing duties (AD/CVD), and Section 201, 232 and 301. Trade
Remedies are not included in this relief effort.”

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Advisory:_COVID-19_Best_Practices
April 19, 2020 at 4:11 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 
 
 
 
April 19, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Best Practices
FEMA and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) are collecting and sharing
best practices and lessons learned from the whole-of-America response to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.  The best practices are intended to help medical practitioners, emergency
managers, and other critical stakeholders learn from each other’s approaches and apply solutions
to current response and recovery operations.
 
The  FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page provides a one-stop shop to
explore best practices and lessons learned across all levels of government, private sector, academic
institutions, professional associations, and other organizations.  HHS has a comprehensive Novel
Coronavirus Resources page that highlights technical resources and information for the medical
community and emergency responders. 
 
Best practices are organized around five themes:

·          Helping People, which includes best practices on topics such as crisis counseling
resources and anticipating and attending to civil rights;

·          Government Operations best practices such as public information and continuity of
operations considerations;

·          Private Sector and Infrastructure, which includes best practices for commercial
trucking and food stores;

·          Recovery Planning and Implementation, to include the newly released FEMA Disaster
Financial Management Guide and economic recovery considerations; and

·          Medical Supplies and Equipment, including best practices for the preservation of
personal protective equipment while ensuring workers are protected.

 
Please visit www.coronavirus.gov for current health-related guidance and information on COVID-
19. 
 
Follow Us
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Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol, on
FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
 
Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
 
FEMA Mission
 
To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 7, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) Response; FEMA Response Capacity; Strategic National Stockpile;
CDC Public Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Hydroxychloroquine/ Chloroquine;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; National Guard Activation (Title 32); Community-Based Testing
Sites; Defense Production Act; and Other Federal Response.
 
Topline messaging includes:
 

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people are critical in the campaign to slow the virus’ spread and
keep high-risk populations safe. 
For updates and information on how to protect yourself, visit
www.coronavirus.gov.
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FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

The air bridge was created to reduce the time it takes for U.S. medical supply
distributors to receive personal protective equipment and other critical supplies
into the country for their respective customers.
FEMA covers the cost to fly supplies into the U.S. from overseas factories,
reducing shipment time from weeks to days.
While FEMA schedules daily flights, it does not have detailed visibility on PPE
amounts until the cargo is loaded.
As of April 6, 13 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Seven flights are scheduled to arrive today, 6 in Chicago and 1 in Los Angeles. 
This is the greatest number of air bridge flights in a single day since the start of
the program.
An additional 72 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations. 
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

HHS is releasing $160 million dollars in additional CDC funding to dozens of
regional hotspots for effective response to the worsening situation in their
jurisdictions.

The Strategic National Stockpile has begun shipping doses of hydroxychloroquine to
New York and Los Angeles County based on their requests.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to manage the immediate crisis.

The federal government has 8,644 total ventilators available: 8,044 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

As of April 6, FEMA and HHS have provided or are currently shipping, 8,920
ventilators from the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the Defense Department
to: Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia (150),
Guam (30), Illinois (600), Louisiana (350), Maryland (120), Massachusetts (100),
Michigan (700), New Jersey (1,350), New York (4,400), Oregon (140), and
Washington (500).

Governor Brown of Oregon sent the state’s 140 ventilators directly to New
York.
Governor Inslee of Washington is returning 400 of the state’s 500 ventilators to



the SNS to be deployed to areas of greatest need.
Governor Newsom of California is sending 500 state-owned ventilators to
medical hotspots across the country through Emergency Management
Assistance Compacts (EMAC).
Additional allocations in process include a 250-bed Federal Medical Station
and a Public Health strike team for Michigan; and a 250-bed Federal Medical
Station for the Metro D.C. area.

Forty states, four territories and 24 tribes have issued stay-at-home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 30, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Facilitates Massive Supply Movement to the US and
COVID-Affected Areas
 
“This response isn’t just about delivering food or supporting COVID test centers. It’s about
protecting our children, parents, and grandparents. Our Nation is looking to the National
Guard to help them and we can’t let them down.” – Air Force Gen. Joseph Lengyel, Chief
of the National Guard Bureau
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority. Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS
and our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the
public.
 
On March 29, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until April 30.
The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’ spread and
keep our most high-risk populations safe. The initiative presents the entire country with an
opportunity to implement actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like
staying home as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more
than 10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people. The
latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if you think you
are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
 
On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act allocates
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$2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to permit full Federal
reimbursement, by FEMA, for some states’ use of their National Guard forces. The
President’s action provides Governors continued command of their National Guard forces,
while being federally funded under Title 32.
 
FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning on Sunday, March 29, with
the first delivery of 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies including 130,000 N95
respirators, 1.8 million face masks and gowns, 10.3 million gloves and thousands of
thermometers for New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Additional flights are contracted
to go to Illinois today and to Ohio tomorrow. FEMA has scheduled additional flights and is
adding more daily.
 
Over the next 48 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (180) and Connecticut (50).
 
Twenty-seven states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, federal funding of the National Guard, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS),
the Strategic National Stockpile, Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance,
Defense Production Act, CDC Public Guidance, coping with stress, disinformation and
rumor control, and How to Help for volunteers and the private sector.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_-_Ventilator_Request
April 01, 2020 at 9:05 AM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding the ventilator request process in effect for COVID-19 response. 
 
For more information from FEMA, please visit: FEMA.gov/Coronavirus
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Ventilator Request

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted the process below to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators
are shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis. In the case
of ventilators, immediate is defined as requirements necessary to sustain life within a 72-
hour window. 

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS regional
leadership. In order for a request to be processed, the state/tribe must provide detailed
responses to the following five questions:

1. How many usable ventilators, ICU beds, and convertible ventilators are currently
available within the state or tribe?

2. What is the current hospital bed and ICU bed occupancy rate in the state/tribe?
3. How many new ICU beds does the state/tribe estimate it can stand-up and the

number of ventilators, or FDA-approved ventilator alternatives, it can or is standing
up?

4. What is the decompression ability of hospitals in the state/tribe (i.e.: are there
currently field hospitals or alternate care facilities established)? 

5. How many anesthesia machines are in the state/tribe and have they been converted?
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Once the requesting state or tribe provides the FEMA/ HHS Region with the answers to
these five questions, then the requirement is validated at the Regional level and forwarded
to FEMA’s National Response Coordination Center (NRCC) for processing. 

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which includes
9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the Department of
Defense.  

In addition to submitting requests through this process, state, and tribal officials are
encouraged to share the FDA’s Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for Ventilators issued
on March 24. The EUA allows anesthesia gas machines and positive pressure breathing
devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The EUA also provides guidance to assist
health care personnel on use of other ventilators like CPAP devices for sleep apnea, with
COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on shelf life of existing ventilators. 
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_4
April 04, 2020 at 1:25 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 4, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe.
The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
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actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began
offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.
In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia. The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3. FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations. All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
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Stockpile to California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150),
Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140)
and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal
Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100
ventilators for Massachusetts.

On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and
interprets key indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important
and timely surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United
States.
COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as
laboratory data.
The report will be updated every Friday.

Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 24, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 22, HHS launched Telehealth.hhs.gov. The site is a central source of
information on telehealth resources and tools for patients and providers. 

In his blog post “Health Providers: Join the Telehealth Revolution,” the
Surgeon General of the United States, Vice Admiral Jerome M. Adams M.D.,
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M.P.H., outlines the benefits of using telemedicine tools.
Working from the safety of home, these tools allow clinicians to perform
virtual visits, refill and adjust essential medications, and modify treatments that
will preserve and improve conditions that if left untreated, put patients at risk.

As of April 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 105 million
surgical masks, 6.7 million face shields, 14.9 million surgical gowns, 747 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.9 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

DHS Makes $10 Million in Funding Available for
Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention Grants

WASHINGTON – The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is making $10 million available
to help local communities more effectively combat terrorism and targeted violence across the
United States. The $10 million appropriated by Congress under the Fiscal Year 2020 Targeted
Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) Grant Program will support the development of a
nationwide terrorism and targeted violence prevention framework. DHS strongly encourages all
eligible entities to apply for this funding opportunity to build capabilities in their communities
and online.

“Attacks by domestic terrorists, those inspired by foreign terrorist organizations, and acts
committed by violent individuals with no clear ideological motivation have occurred in
communities across America with tragic outcomes,” said Acting Secretary of Homeland Security
Chad F. Wolf. “These grants will improve local communities’ ability to prevent individuals from
mobilizing or radicalizing to violence and create locally-based prevention frameworks to address
these emerging threats.”

The TVTP Grant Program helps DHS to fulfill its commitment to addressing the threat posed by
terrorism and targeted violence at home and builds on the promising practices identified in
previous grant programs. It is the only federal grant program dedicated to enhancing prevention
capabilities in local communities. In its first year, the TVTP Grant Program has three priorities:
(1) establishing and enhancing local prevention frameworks with an emphasis on threat
assessment and management capabilities; (2) preventing domestic terrorism; and (3) finding
innovative solutions for preventing targeted violence and terrorism.

“I want to thank Congress for funding for this mission in a bipartisan way over the last few years,
most recently and most significantly, in the Fiscal Year 2020 Appropriations Act. We look
forward to working with Congress to continue to advance this effort.” Wolf continued.
 
Eligible activities under the TVTP Grant Program cover all aspects of prevention, including
building resilience, intervention, recidivism prevention, and reintegration programs at the local
level. The program directly supports the objectives of the DHS Strategic Framework for
Countering Terrorism and Targeted Violence, which DHS released in September 2019. Making
these funds available for local prevention partners is a key milestone in the implementation of the
Strategic Framework.
 
TVTP Grant Program funds will support the development of local prevention capabilities at a
time when DHS is observing an uptick in online efforts for terrorism recruitment and
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radicalization from a variety of sectors. DHS is committed to expanding the program and the
President has requested an additional $20 million for TVTP grant funds next fiscal year.
 
The application period will close on May 29, 2020. Applicants should consult theNotice of
Funding Opportunity for more specific information about the process. Applying for this grant is a
multi-step process and it is recommended that applicants begin that process early in order to allow
sufficient time to complete the interim steps.
 
For more information, please see the TVTP Grant Program site athttps://www.dhs.gov/tvtpgrants.
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To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 21, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 20, President Trump launched the Dynamic Ventilator Reserve Program, an
innovative public-private partnership to access up to 65,000 additional ventilators in
hospitals across the country that can be redeployed when not in use.

As of April 20, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 85.3 million
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surgical masks, 6.4 million face shields, 12.3 million surgical gowns, 638 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed to
each state from FEMA from April 1 – 14 through Project Airbridge and the
commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now processed 4.3 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 25, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

During the April 24 White House Press Briefing, Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced that the FDA had approved the
first COVID-19 home collection test kit.
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The FDA continues to facilitate test development to ensure access to accurate
diagnostics, working with over 350 test developers and authorizing 63 types of
tests to date. 

On April 24, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program and Health
Care Enhancement Act to replenish the Small Business Administration’s small
business loan program while also providing crucial support for America’s frontline
medical workers.

The act provides $320 billion in additional funding for the Paycheck Protection
Program, along with $75 billion for hospitals and healthcare providers to fight
coronavirus and $25 billion for ongoing testing across the country.
The Paycheck Protection Program processed nearly $350 billion in loans to 1.6
million small businesses from funding provided in the CARES Act.  More than
4,900 lending institutions participated in making these SBA-backed loans.

As of April 24, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.5 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.8 million surgical gowns, 779.1 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200425 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 National By the Numbers_FINAL_042520.pdf
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 5, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30. 

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
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coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

HHS will be providing state, territory and tribal Public Health departments with a
one-time shipment of Abbott COVID-19 rapid tests.

Shipments are expected to arrive at the 70 identified locations by April.
The tests allow for immediate, on-site testing at the point-of-care.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
DOD will deliver 300 ventilators from its supply to New Jersey today, April 5.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey
(850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and an additional 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50
bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 30 ventilators for Guam;
an additional 200 ventilators for Louisiana; an additional 200 ventilators to
New Jersey; and 100 ventilators for Massachusetts.
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Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 1, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. 

These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as information associated with
Medical Hotspots; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services response; FEMA
Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-
Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC
Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC
Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To
Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. 

The health and safety of the American people is our top priority.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:molly.voris@gov.wa.gov


The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago on March 30; and, one landed in Miami
last night and another in New York this morning. FEMA has scheduled
additional flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the
broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care
facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 10,469 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,404 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 1,065 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Over the next 24 hours, FEMA and HHS will deliver ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (300), Illinois (150), Connecticut



(50) and Louisiana (150).

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 3, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

On April 2, President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act to increase
ventilator production. The order directed the supply of materials to make ventilators
to six companies.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program will
begin offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.

In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.

Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.

Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.

Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.
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Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

Since March 31, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).

FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty-one states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the fact sheet below, and attached, from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding the Supply Chain Task Force for COVID-19 response. 
 

 
March 31, 2020
 

FEMA Fact Sheet
 
FEMA Supply Chain Task Force Leads Four-Pronged Approach
to Securing Needed Supplies and Equipment in COVID-19 Fight
 
Closing the gap between what the private sector is able to provide to healthcare end-users
and what is needed for the fight against COVID-19 is a key priority for the White House
Coronavirus Task Force. In support of the task force, FEMA and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service created a Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, one of eight
COVID-19 focused task forces under the National Response Coordination Center (NRCC). 
This task force is taking a whole-of-America approach to address limited supply of critical
protective and life-saving equipment.
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment (PPE),
ventilators and other critical resources requested by states, tribes and territories. By using
the structure of FEMA’s NRCC, the task force is finding and executing solutions to meet
urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to COVID-19 “hot spots”
as they arise.
 

The Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force is executing a whole-of-America approach to
address limited supply of critical protective and life-saving equipment.  Through a four-
prong approach of Preservation, Acceleration, Expansion and Allocation, FEMA is
bringing the full capacity of the Federal government to bear to find solutions to protect the
American people and defeat COVID-19. 
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Locating Available Critical Resources 
 
The task force’s primary effort is the sourcing of personal protective equipment, ventilators
and other critical resources to respond to requests by states, tribes and territories. Through
the National Response Coordination Center, the task force is working to find critical
resources to meet urgent demand and enable the U.S. Government to surge support to “hot
spots” as they arise. In addition, the task force is engaging manufacturers, distributors and
healthcare networks to build the next phase of supply chain stabilization. 
 
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources 
 
The task force is developing a strategy to increase availability of critical resources through
four primary efforts: 
 
Preservation 
 
Preservation to limit unnecessary use of PPE and other supplies. Developing guidance to
prioritize the allocation and the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs are
critical components of this strategy.

The task force is in the process of developing and verifying techniques to clean and
recycle products.

This line of effort also includes developing guidance to prioritize the allocation and
the most appropriate use of supplies for specific needs, critical components of this
strategy.

The task force is also working to expand equipment resources through the
Preservation line of effort. The FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
for ventilators on March 24, which allows anesthesia gas machines and positive
pressure breathing devices to be modified for use as ventilators. The new guidance
will also assist health care personnel on how to use other ventilators, like CPAP
devices for sleep apnea, with COVID-19 patients in respiratory distress, as well as on
shelf life of existing ventilators.

Acceleration 
 
Acceleration of industrial manufacturing is required to help meet the urgent demand placed
on the market. Manufacturers are ramping up production of critical resources and have
extended operating hours to increase production well above pre-COVID-19 levels.

To expedite purchasing, FEMA issued a request for quotation for vendors who have
needed medical equipment and supplies to sell to the agency.

FEMA is also expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to
medical distributors in various locations across the U.S.

As an example of this effort, FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia



beginning Sunday, March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies
to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The second flight landed in Chicago this morning. FEMA has scheduled additional
flights and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical PPE (gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks) in varying
quantities. FEMA will not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the
flights are loaded overseas.

Upon arrival, PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical distributors
in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into the broader U.S.
supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health care facilities, and
nursing homes around the country.

Additionally, in some cases, the federal government may purchase some of the
supplies to be used to replenish the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) or to provide
to states with any identified and unmet needs.

To address the anticipated ventilator shortage across the nation, the task force has
implemented a similar strategy, leveraging the strengths of the commercial industry
Including numerous vendors, such as General Electric, Phillips, Medtronic,
Hamilton, Zoll, ResMed, Hillrom and Vyair, to produce 20,000 ventilators over the
next two months with the potential to add 100,000 by end of June. This represents a
significant increase in velocity as the normal annual market is 30,000 per year.

Expansion 
 
Expansion of the industry is also taking place. Manufacturers are enhancing production
capacity with additional machinery, and in some cases re-tooling assembly lines to produce
new products needed.

As an example of this work, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is providing
information for manufacturers on adding production lines or alternative sites, like
automobile manufacturers, for making more ventilators during the COVID-19 public
health emergency.

In addition, the task force is working through over 350 leads to match American
businesses who have excess raw materials, workforce or factory production capacity
combined with an overwhelming desire to provide their support to the national
response effort.

Task force members are actively working to facilitate the creation of private
sector partnerships to pair companies that have volunteered excess factory
production capacity, the talents of their workforce and access to their raw
material supply chains with critical supply manufacturers who have the
expertise in producing PPE, ventilator and other needed equipment.

The creation of these partnerships to align capacity with know-how will



unleash the potential engine of our national private sector and help overcome
the supply shortfalls.

Allocation 
 
Allocation of critical resources based on data-informed decisions. These decisions will be
coordinated between the U.S. Government and the private sector.

FEMA is focusing its allocation of critical resources to highly impacted areas
experiencing the greatest increase in COVID-19 transmission and the greatest
increase in forecasted capacity shortfalls, with consideration to the at-risk population
distribution across the Nation.

To more effectively adjudicate resources throughout the nation and private industry, a
National Resource Prioritization Cell was established to unify government and
private industry prioritization recommendations which will inform federal, state and
private sector operations. 

 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 20, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the country
to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to reopen
safely and responsibly. 

As of April 19, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of, or are currently shipping: 57.4 million N95 respirators, 77.9 million
surgical masks, 6.2 million face shields, 11.9 million surgical gowns, 587 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
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commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA from April 1st – 14th through Project Airbridge and
the commercial supply network.

The U.S. has now tested 4.18 million people, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: France, the United Kingdom, South Korea, Japan,
Singapore, India, Austria, Australia, Sweden, and Canada. 

As conveyed by Dr. Anthony Fauci and Admiral Brett Giroir, there is enough
testing capacity for states to moves into phase one of reopening when they
choose to do so.
States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
President Trump and Vice President Pence are working closely with Governors
to review what more they can do to develop locally tailored testing strategies.

HHS and FEMA continue to provide federal support to state run testing. 
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.

FEMA and HHS have centralized best practices and lessons learned to help medical
practitioners, emergency managers, and other stakeholders learn from each other’s
approaches.

The FEMA Coronavirus Emergency Management Best Practices page contains
resources for all levels of government, private sector, academic institutions,
professional associations, and other organizations responding to the pandemic.
HHS has a comprehensive Novel Coronavirus Resources page that highlights
technical resources and information for the medical community and emergency
responders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 23, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

In order to help Americans, return to work, the federal government will distribute
cloth facial coverings for critical infrastructure workers who do not need medical-
grade personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work.

The facial coverings will be delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers. Prioritization will also be to areas
with the highest COVID-19 infection rates.
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Distribution will be based on the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors and will include food
production and distribution, energy, water and wastewater treatment, essential
transportation and logistics, first responders, communications, hazardous
materials management, manufacturing of medical supplies, and sanitation and
disinfection supplies.
The first phase includes distribution of more than 19 million facial coverings. 
HHS anticipates production of 6.5 million facial coverings each week for the
next month.

As of April 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 96.9 million
surgical masks, 6.6 million face shields, 13.8 million surgical gowns, 727 million
gloves, 10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.69 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the vast testing resources available to them,
to include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial
laboratories in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
Consolidating testing supplies under the IRR simplifies the resource request
process for states and territories and alleviates the burden on public health labs
on needing to work with separate suppliers for swabs, reagents and other
diagnostic testing supplies.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 18, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The guidelines also outline state responsibilities to have in place before moving
into a reopening plan: protecting workers in critical industry, particularly
protecting the most vulnerable, those who live and work in senior care
facilities, and having a plan for testing symptomatic individuals with a focus on
vulnerable populations. 
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure that they have the equipment and the supplies and the testing

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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resources to reopen safely and responsibly. 

As of April 17, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 55 million N95 respirators, 69 million surgical
masks, 5.9 million face shields, 10.5 million surgical gowns, 523 million gloves,
10,998 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.
On April 17, Vice President Pence issued a letter to the nation's governors
summarizing all the medical equipment and supplies that have been distributed
to each state from FEMA between the first of this month and April 14th
through Project Airbridge and through the commercial supply network.

On April 17, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency released version
3.0 of the Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers guidance to help state and local
jurisdictions and the private sector identify and manage their essential workforce
while responding to COVID-19.

On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use of
synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by collecting a
sample from the front of the nose.  The option was developed through a partnership
with United Health Group, Quantigen, the Gates Foundation and U.S. Cotton.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.
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Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic_Wh ole-of-America_Response_-_April_17
April 17, 2020 at 3:37 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 17, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening America Up Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to a
phased opening.
The guidelines were developed by top healthcare experts in government,
including at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Core state preparedness responsibilities include testing & contact tracing, healthcare
system capacity, and plans.

State and local officials may need to tailor the application of these criteria to
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local circumstances (e.g., metropolitan areas that have suffered severe COVID-
19 outbreaks, rural and suburban areas where outbreaks have not occurred or
have been mild).
Where appropriate, governors can work on a regional basis to satisfy these
criteria and to progress through the phases outlined.

Governors will continue to manage the situation in each state and develop robust
reopening plans, working in close coordination with medical experts and key
industries.

Fully assessing and leveraging the state’s entire testing capacity will be
important, including roadmap to all locations and types of testing available in the
states, and the capacity of state and local labs, hospitals and universities, and
private labs.
A robust and strategic testing strategy should include a plan to immediately test
individuals if there is an outbreak in a community with a focus on vulnerable
populations.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors
in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200417 FINAL.pdf
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April 23, 2020 at 10:15 AM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the announcement below, and attached, fact sheet from our partners in
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regarding Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting.

FEMA has published the attached Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Addressing PPE
Needs in Non-Healthcare Setting. This guidance summarizes how organizations should
consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the
protection of workers during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic response, including
how to preserve limited supplies of PPE, how to consider need during periods of shortages,
and how to acquire and request PPE (i.e., in the face of critical shortages and whereas
normal supply chain allocation cannot meet operational requirements).

The attached fact sheet may also be found on the FEMA website here.

# # #

FEMA_FactSheet_COVID19_NonHealthPPENeed_FINAL_20200422.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs 

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on Non-Essential Travel

“In close collaboration, the US, Mexico, and Canada have each agreed to extend restrictions
on non-essential travel across their shared borders for 30 additional days. As President
Trump stated last week, border control, travel restrictions and other limitations remain
critical to slowing the spread and allowing the phased opening of the country.” 

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19. 

April 16, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:Topline messaging includes:

* FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the health and safety of the American people

* FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially
procured critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various
locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

* Last night, FEMA Administrator Pete Gaynor issued a letter to the nation’s emergency
managers outlining lessons learned from the first 30 days of FEMA leading the “Whole-of-
America” response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

-- Specifically, the letter addresses preservation and prioritization of scarce resources; use
of data-driven decision making; utilization of key federal medical staff, Federal Medical
Stations and Large-Format Alternative Care Sites; mitigation efforts to flatten the curve;
strengthening the supply chain; as well as the importance of busting myths.
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--This guidance is a follow-on to the Administrator’s first letter to emergency managers on
March 27, which requested key actions and outlined critical steps for the initial COVID-19
response.

* The White House announced a new collaboration by Schema.org to help Americans find
the most up-to-date public health guidance and the most relevant information on testing
facilities in their communities

--Standard tags were created that can be added to any website’s code, making it easier to
find COVID-19 prevention measures, disease spread statistics, quarantine rules and travel
guidance, and testing information through online search engine results.

--All federal websites will incorporate these new Schema.org standard tags. The private
sector, state and local governments, and the academic community are encouraged to do the
same.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 2, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with Medical Hotspots; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity;
Federal Funding of National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic
National Stockpile; FDA Ventilator Guidance, CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense
Production Act; Guidance from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With
Stress; Combating Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.

Topline messaging includes the following:

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole of America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The health and safety of the American people are our top priority. 

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
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The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On March 27, President Trump signed the CARES Act into law. The CARES Act
allocates $2 trillion to COVID-19 response efforts.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA coordinated an air bridge for flights from Asia beginning Sunday,
March 29 which delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE supplies to New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut.

Additional flights have landed in Chicago on March 30 as well as in Miami on
March 31, and Los Angeles on April 1. Additional flights landed in Chicago
and Columbus, Ohio early this morning.  FEMA has more flights scheduled
and is adding more daily.

Each flight will contain critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to
include gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA will
not have detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded
overseas.

Upon arrival, the PPE will be provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,961 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 907 available from the
Department of Defense.

To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

In the past 48 hours, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic
National Stockpile to Michigan (400), New Jersey (650), Illinois (150), Connecticut
(50) and Louisiana (150).
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FEMA will notify direct housing occupants in the states of California, Florida, North
Carolina and Texas that they would suspend rent payment requirements for the
months of April, May and June as a result of the ongoing impacts of COVID-19.

Thirty states and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Bailey, Danielle
RE: Public info ad campaign options
March 20, 2020 at 11:54 AM EDT
To: Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov

Hi	Jamie,
This	email	was	forwarded	to	me,	I	just	want	to	check	in	and	make	sure	you	are	connected	to	folks	in	the
state	of	WA.	I	work	closely	with	the	WA	Coali>on	on	Inclusive	Emergency	Planning	(CIEP),	chaired	by	the
WA	State	Independent	Living	Council	and	represents	a	number	of	disability	agencies	in	the	state	on
inclusive	emergency	planning.	If		you	would	like	I	can	make	introduc>ons.	It	is	cri>cal	you	are	involving
disability	partners	in	messaging	that	is	being	developed.	Let	me	know	how	I	can	support.
	
Thanks
	
Danielle	Bailey
Regional	Disability	Integra>on	Specialist	|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division
Office:	(425)	487-4780	|	Mobile:	(425)	381-3400
danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

	
	
	
	
	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	8:27	AM
To:	Bailey,	Danielle	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op>ons
	
FYI
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
	
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency
fema.gov
	

mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
mailto:Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov
mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/


	
	

From:	Goudreau,	Laura	<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	6:51	AM
To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Keller,	Charissa	<Charissa.Keller@fema.dhs.gov>;	Biasco,	Lon	<Lon.Biasco@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op>ons
	
FYSA
 
Laura Goudreau
Mobile: (425) 205-1639
laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
 

	
 
From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	6:15	AM
To:	Postman,	David	(GOV)	<David.Postman@gov.wa.gov>;	Wicker,	Kelly	(GOV)
<kelly.wicker@gov.wa.gov>;	Wiesman,	John	(DOH)	<jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov>;	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)
<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Daugherty,	Bret	D.	(MIL)	<Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov>;	Birch,	Sue	(HCA)
<sue.birch@hca.wa.gov>;	Strange,	Cheryl	(DSHS/OOS)	<cheryl.strange@dshs.wa.gov>;	Schumacher,
David	(OFM)	<David.Schumacher@ofm.wa.gov>;	Brown,	Lisa	(COM)	<lisa.brown@commerce.wa.gov>;
Liu,	Chris	(DES)	<chris.liu@des.wa.gov>;	Sinclair,	Stephen	D.	(DOC)	<sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV>;
chris.reykdal@k12.wa.us;	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Goudreau,	Laura
<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>;	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op>ons
	
	
Please	see	below	and	ajached	for	Jaime’s	plan	for	an	outreach	campaign.
	
	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director
Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department

http://www.fema.gov/


Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov
	
	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	7:54	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>
Subject:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op>ons
	
Good	evening,	Robert	–
My	notes	about	who	else	to	send	this	info	to	is	at	my	JIC	desk,	unfortunately,	so	I’m	just	sending	to	you
for	now.
	
Ajached	are	two	documents.
	
The	word	document	is	the	ini>al	dram	of	what	the	campaign	might	look	like.	It’s	dram	and	was	created
prior	to	genng	a	budget	put	together	so	our	ul>mate	campaign	may	not	include	all	the	elements	but	it
gives	you	a	sense	of	the	messaging	and	targe>ng.
	
The	excel	sheet	details	four	op>ons	for	the	team’s	considera>on.	We		highly	recommend	the	third	or
fourth	op>ons	because	they	ensure	the	most	impressions	and	because	we	an>cipate	needing	to
communicate	to	seniors	and	the	public	over	the	next	several	weeks.	We	do	not	recommend	inves>ng
heavily	in	radio	because	as	more	people	choose	to	stay	home,	TV	is	overcoming	radio.	Some	of	these
costs	could	come	down	if	we’re	able	to	get	networks	to	donate	air	>me.

$100k	campaign	=	two-weeks	of	digital	and	mul>cultural	adver>sing
	$250k	campaign	=	three	weeks	of	digital,	online	news	and	mul>cultural	adver>sing
$500k	8-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	cable	and	local	news	adver>sing
$1M	10-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	expanded	TV	adver>sing	and	some	rural	radio

	
These	es>mates	do	not	include	some	of	the	digital	and	social	media	we	will	do	in-house	and	amplify
through	an	extensive	network	of	partners	who	have	agreed	to	help	amplify	messaging	through	their
own	social	media,	newslejers,	etc.	Here	are	the	partners	who	have	commijed	to	helping	communicate
to	their	members	and	networks:
	
State	Ombuds
State	Council	on	Aging
Adult	Family	Home	Council
Washington	Health	Care	Associa>on	(Assisted	Living	and	NF	associa>ons)
Re>red	Public	Employees	of	WA
Mobile	Home	Parks	Associa>ons
W4A
Alzheimers	Associa>on
AARP
ARCORA	(delta	dental)
Catholic	Community	Services
Senior	Services	for	South	Sound
Columbia	Legal	Services

mailto:robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov
http://www.mil.wa.gov/


Disability	Rights	WA
Hearing	Loss	Associa>on
Keiser	Permanente
Home	Care	Associa>ons	of	WA
Elder	Law
Washington	Associa>on	of	Professional	Guardians
Washington	State	Associa>ons	of	Senior	Centers
Washington	State	Hospice	and	Pallia>ve	Care	Organiza>on
	
Happy	to	answer	ques>ons.	I	have	addi>onal	back-up	documenta>on	from	the	marke>ng	firm	HCA
contracts	with	that	put	the	numbers	together	but	it’s	not	helpful	for	purposes	of	decision-making.	If	we
decide	to	pursue	one	of	these	op>ons,	HCA	and	DOH	can	compile	a	detailed	outline	of	the	budget	+
deliverables.
	
Jaime	Smith
Office	of	the	Governor	|	COVID-19	Joint	Informa>on	Center	Director
253.334.5670	cell
	
	



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Department_of_Homeland_Security _Outlines_New_Process_for_Ameri cans_Returning_from_Certain_Eur
opean_Countries,_China,_and_Iran
March 13, 2020 at 4:14 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Department of Homeland Security Outlines New Process for Americans Returning

from Certain European Countries, China, and Iran

 
WASHINGTON – In order to help prevent the spread of travel-related cases of coronavirus
in the United States, today the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Acting Secretary
Chad F. Wolf issued a Notice of Arrival Restrictions outlining the process for American
citizens, legal permanent residents, and their immediate families who are returning home
after recently visiting certain European countries (listed below), China, and Iran.
 
Effective for flights taking off at 11:59 PM EDT on Friday, March 13th, Americans
returning from all restricted countries will now be required to travel through the following
13 airports:
 

Boston-Logan International Airport (BOS), Massachusetts
Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan
Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia
John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York
Los Angeles International Airport, (LAX), California
Miami International Airport (MIA), Florida
Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey
San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington
Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 

 
Upon arrival, travelers will proceed to standard customs processing. They will then
continue to enhanced entry screening where the passenger will be asked about their medical
history, current condition, and asked for contact information for local health authorities.
Passengers will then be given written guidance about COVID-19 and directed to proceed to
their final destination, and immediately home-quarantine in accordance with CDC best
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practices.
 
“While the overall risk of serious infection from the coronavirus to the general public
remains low at this time, the Trump administration is taking these aggressive measures to
keep the risk low, requiring all Americans returning from affected areas in Europe to be
funneled through 13 airports for screening upon their return to the U.S.,” said Acting
Secretary Wolf. “To minimize disruptions to travelers, TSA, CBP, and air carriers are
working to identify qualifying passengers before their scheduled flights. These passengers
will be rerouted to one of the 13 airports by their airline at no cost to them.”
 
Wolf continued: “I understand this new process will be disruptive to some travelers,
however this action is needed to protect the general public from further exposure and
spread of the coronavirus. Once back in the U.S. it is imperative that individuals honor self-
quarantine directives to help protect their loved-ones and communities.”
 
President Trump determined that the potential for widespread transmission of the
coronavirus by infected individuals seeking to enter the United States threatens the security
of the homeland.  Therefore, the Department is taking action in furtherance of the public
health interests advanced by the March 11th presidential proclamation which suspends entry
to nearly all foreign nationals who have been in certain European countries, China and Iran
at any point during the 14 days prior to their scheduled travel to the U.S. 
 
These European countries, known as the Schengen Area, include: Austria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. This Presidential
Proclamation does not apply to U.S. citizens, legal permanent residents, nor their family
members under the age of 21, and other individuals who are identified in the proclamation.
Nor does it apply to cargo and economic shipping.
 
For further information, please visit Coronavirus.gov or DHS.gov/Coronavirus.

# # #
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Camille Greene
Business Leader's Zoom Meeting re: COVID-19
April 01, 2020 at 12:52 PM EDT
To: Alisha Benson, Cara Coon, Cassidy Peterson, Dale Damron, Jamie Dedmon, Jessica
Kirk, andyb@inlandpower.com, billb@boutenconstruction.com, brazilc@uw.edu, bsmall@cvsd.org, btaylor@whitworth.edu, bwick@spokanevalley.org, ccicero@numericacu.com, cgrover@cityofcheney.org
Senske, michelleh@wearedh.com, mkuney@spokanecounty.org, mmorales@a4ventures.org, nadine@spokanegymnastics.com, npierre@northernquest.com, nwoodward@spokanecity.org, obriend@multicare.org
Cc:  Crago, Wes, MBA Mandy Wallner (mwallner@ci.richland.wa.us), Wallner, Amanda, Jaxon Riley, Stacia Rasmussen, betsyc@cowlescompany.com, bjordahl@gonzaga.edu, Coddington, Brian
Kendall, Longan, Lynn (COM), Lisa Boardman Kohrs, Board JPH

Camille Greene is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. Everyone will be muted upon entry to the meeting to reduce feedback noise. When you speak,
you will be unmuted.

Join Zoom Meeting 
HYPERLINK "https://zoom.us/j/5247230190" https://zoom.us/j/5247230190

Meeting ID: 524 723 0190

One tap mobile 
US (Houston) 
US (San Jose)

Dial by your location 
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
+1 301 715 8592 US 
ID: 524 723 0190 
your local number: HYPERLINK "https://zoom.us/u/anLeWxDy3" https://zoom.us/u/anLeWxDy3
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_and_Our_Partners_Remain_Actively_Engaged _to_Support_State-Managed_Coronavirus_Response
March 28, 2020 at 1:56 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 28, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Remain Actively Engaged to Support
State-Managed Coronavirus Response
 
“I can tell you this weekend, we will be reporting on aggressive efforts that our supply
stabilization task force at FEMA is taking to import medical supplies from around the
world.” – Vice President Mike Pence
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
The American people play a key role in the nation’s 15 Days to Slow the Spread campaign
to help slow the virus’ spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 

For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to do if
you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.
Apple and CDC, together with the White House and FEMA, launched a new website
and app with a COVID-19 screening tool and resources to help people protect their
health. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
As of March 28, FEMA, via the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), has delivered, or is
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shipping: 11.6 million N-95 respirators, 26 million surgical masks, 5.2 million face shields,
4.3 million surgical gowns, 22 million gloves, 132, 000 coveralls and 8,100 ventilators. We
are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or produce even more.
 
Today, the US-NS Comfort will be underway today from Norfolk, VA to New York, NY.

The Comfort will arrive at Pier 90 in Manhattan on Monday – only approximately a
mile away from the Javits Convention Center where the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are actively constructing a 2,910-bed alternate care facility.
The Comfort is equipped with 12 operating rooms, 1,000 hospital beds, a medical
laboratory, a pharmacy, an optometry lab, digital radiology services, a CAT-scan, two
oxygen producing plants, a helicopter deck and a crew of nearly 1,200 U.S. military
personnel.
The crew onboard the Comfort will provide critically needed medical surge capacity
for New York Metropolitan area. Their mission will be to care for New Yorkers who
do not have COVID-19, but who require urgent medical care.

 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts.

This allows the governors to activate the National Guard to support their disaster
response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis and under their respective command
and control, if that becomes necessary.
Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.

 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act to avoid governors needing to request individual emergency
declarations.
 
In addition, the states of California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, South Carolina, Texas, Washington,
the commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the territory of Guam were approved for  major
disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states. Seventeen
states and four tribes have issued stay at home orders.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #

FEMA COVID Advisory 3.28.20.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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FEMA_Offers_Ways_for_Private_Sector_to_Help_Fight_COVID-19
March 27, 2020 at 4:08 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA Offers Ways for Private Sector to Help Fight COVID-19
 
Under the White House Coronavirus Task Force’s direction, FEMA, HHS and our federal
partners continue to work closely with state, local, tribal and territorial governments in
executing a whole-of-government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public. The outpouring of support from the private sector to provide medical supplies
and equipment has been tremendous. To help us match the many offers of assistance to the
right place, at the right time, and in the right quantity, we ask for your help in ensuring
partners know how to connect.   
 
To sell medical supplies or equipment to the federal government, please submit a price
quote under the COVID-19 PPE and Medical Supplies Request for Quotation. Full details
can be found in the solicitation (Updated Notice ID 70FA2020R00000011). This
solicitation requires registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) in order to
be considered for award, pursuant to applicable regulations and guidelines. Registration
information can be found at www.sam.gov. Registration must be “ACTIVE” at the time of
award. 
 
If you have medical supplies or equipment to donate, please provide us details on what
you are offering through our online medical supplies and equipment form at
https://www.fema.gov/covid19offers.
 
If you are interested in doing business with FEMA and supporting the response to
COVID-19 with your company’s non-medical goods and/or services, please submit your
inquiry to the Department of Homeland Security’s Procurement Action Innovative
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Response (PAIR) team at DHSIndustryLiaison@hq.dhs.gov.
 
In addition to these avenues to help, licensed healthcare professionals that want to
volunteer can get information on eligibility, view credential levels by clinical competency
and register with the Emergency System for Advance Registration of Volunteer Health
Professionals in their state. 
 
If you are a hospital or healthcare provider in need of medical supplies, please contact your
state, local, tribal or territory department of public health and/or emergency management
agency. Any needs that cannot be met by the state or tribe are then sent to the respective
FEMA regional office who are coordinating requirements through the FEMA National
Response Coordination Center. FEMA is working with the Department of Health and
Human Services and other federal agencies to fulfill requests and ship supplies as quickly
as possible. 
 
Additional ways to help can be found at www.fema.gov/coronavirus/how-to-help. 
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Please review: Stay home campaign drafts
To: Soileau, Kennedy (HCA), Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Marchand, Michael (HBE), Crume-
Bruce, Shawna, Holman, Sam (GOV), danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:  Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

I’ll	leave	the	directory	to	you	all	who	know	the	orgs	be7er	than	I.	My	suggested	tweaks	on	the	other
two	docs	are	a7ached.	This	is	really	great	work	–	thank	you	so	much!
	

From:	Soileau,	Kennedy	(HCA)	<kennedy.soileau@hca.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	4:47	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>;	Kopriva,	James	(DSHS/ALTSA)
<james.kopriva@dshs.wa.gov>;	Marchand,	Michael	(HBE)	<Michael.Marchand@wahbexchange.org>;
Crume-Bruce,	Shawna	<shawna.bruce@wahbexchange.org>;	Holman,	Sam	(GOV)
<Sam.Holman@gov.wa.gov>;	danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
Cc:	Blaske,	Laura	A	(DOH)	<Laura.Blaske@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject:	Please	review:	Stay	home	campaign	dra`s
Importance:	High
	
Hi	all,
	
Please	review	the	a7ached	DRAFT	materials	and	track	any	edits/suggesbons	by	COB	Monday,	March	23.
Other	materials,	including	a	bp	sheet	for	caregivers,	are	in	the	works.	Laura	and	I	are	working	with	the
agency	heading	up	the	Spread	the	Facts	campaign	to	infuse	this	messaging	into	the	overall	campaign.
More	to	come	on	that.
	
These	materials	serve	as	the	basis	and	main	key	messages	for:
	

·         Infographics
·         Digital	ads
·         Partner	toolkit	resources
·         Talking	points
·         TV,	radio,	digital	adverbsing

	
Best,
Kennedy
	

Kennedy	Soileau
Deputy	Chief	Communicabons	Officer
office:	360-725-1571
cell:	503-927-0374
she/her

www.hca.wa.gov
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Weekly_Update:_DHS_Response_to_COVID-19
April 27, 2020 at 5:01 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

gd_top

gd_top

________________________________

WASHINGTON – As the Nation transitions from a period of crisis to economic recovery, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will continue to leverage every social, medical, logistical and security tool at its disposal to defend the homeland from COVID-19. Thanks to a wide range of strategic initiatives, the Department and its components have achieved dozens of key deliverables last week through its unprecedented, whole-of-America response, which in return is slowing the virus’s spread and saving millions of lives. These results could not have been secured by the Department without its dedicated workforce, who have adapted and persevered to meet these extraordinary challenges despite their own personal hardships.
“The men and women of the Transportation Security Administration continue to go above and beyond to protect the health and safety of travelers, while ensuring the security of our critical transportation systems during the COVID-19 pandemic,” said TSA Administrator David Pekoske. “Every day, our dedicated employees are performing vital tasks to keep our transportation systems moving for those with essential travel, and working with industry partners to ensure confidence across systems as we recover and travel levels increase.”
Below is a list of some of DHS’s efforts against COVID-19 last week:
Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD)
Enhanced Screenings at Airports . CWMD contract personnel are continuing to support the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) with enhanced screenings for travelers through 13 specially designated airports. As of April 26
CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION (CBP)
Securing the Border from Infectious Diseases. CBP announced on April 20 th that it will extend its restrictions on non-essential travel across our shared borders with Canada and Mexico until May 21
Building the Wall and Deterring Illegal Immigration. On April 22 nd , CBP launched a border wall system HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.YpdIdPZDBZ910Lrcmb20oOD15Veml-3SFcP7UoEYick/br/77880682927-l" 
that features a construction video and an interactive map. This website not only gives American taxpayers a first-hand look at the ongoing border wall construction, but it also serves as a strong visual deterrent to those in coronavirus-impacted countries who are contemplating making the dangerous and deadly journey to the U.S. across the Southern border.
Seizing Counterfeit Goods from Foreign Sources. On April 23 rd , CBP officials seized 2,000 counterfeit respirators that were shipped to the U.S. from China. Ensuring the integrity of imported goods, including personal protection equipment (PPE), is a vital function that CBP performs every day to protect the American public during the pandemic.
Supporting the Safe Return of U.S. Citizens Stranded Overseas . As of April 26 th , CBP, in close coordination with the State Department’s Repatriation Task Force, has facilitated the return of more than 69,000 Americans back to the U.S. from 128 countries. This interagency operation is vital to reuniting families and keeping Americans out of harm’s way.
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
Promoting Integrity and Security in Upcoming Elections . CISA continues to coordinate with government and industry partners to ensure upcoming elections are accessible and secure for voters. On April 22
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURFc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1amFYTmhMbWR2ZGk5amIzWnBaQzB4T1MxaGJtUXRaV3hsWTNScGIyNXpJbjAuUFFkR0xpeGZ3akotbV9jTDF1OFpFZW91Umg3OUw3QlhpSzFYUmQ4NEZrYy9ici83Nzg4MDQyMDk2OS1sIn0.F0ciD8F2oPygUxEY54WpqUI_pV5INRFTWLjEhhRfhMQ/br/77880682927-l" 
Ensuring that Operation Centers and Control Rooms Remain Viable . On April 23 rd , CISA HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.r_El5DcTwRs1zABHrL-XzssUeTxbvhXCOC5ytiYJdQU/br/77880682927-l" 
the Critical Infrastructure Operations Centers and Control Rooms Guide for Pandemic Response, which is geared towards all 16 critical infrastructure sectors identified by the federal government. The guide provides considerations and mitigation measures for operation centers and control rooms, but can be applied further to any critical node that is required to continue functioning in a pandemic environment.
Keeping the Healthcare Industry Safe and Secure . CISA, Health and Human Services (HHS), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) jointly released a
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.OJtibuAk2-jc1tSNV7WdyciJ8OlfjEKgMM17a7mm1Kg/br/77880682927-l" 
regarding potential threats to the healthcare industry and resources on how to mitigate these threats.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Accelerating Antibody Research Efforts. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Medical Countermeasures Task Force reported that it established six agreements with healthcare providers to obtain convalescent plasma from COVID-19 survivors in support of the CDC’s Serology Project Team’s research efforts. Convalescent plasma, which is the liquid part of blood that possibly contains viral antibodies, is being investigated by medical researchers as a potential treatment for COVID-19.
Bolstering Testing Capacity at Food Processing Centers. On April 20 th , FEMA’s Laboratory Diagnostics Task Force coordinated with the Region VII office to deliver 7,000 test kits to Kansas where the region’s largest meat processing facilities are experiencing clusters of COVID-19 infections. These diagnostic supplies will help identify infections more rapidly while preventing its transmission throughout the state’s critical agriculture infrastructure, which processes a significant portion of the nation’s meat supply.
Addressing Medical Supply Needs in Non-Healthcare Settings. On April 22 nd , FEMA published HYPERLINK
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDQsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURRc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1bVpXMWhMbWR2ZGk5dVpYZHpMWEpsYkdWaGMyVXZNakF5TUM4d05DOHlNaTlqYjNKdmJtRjJhWEoxY3kxamIzWnBaQzB4T1Mxd1lXNWtaVzFwWXkxaFpHUnlaWE56YVc1bkxYQndaUzF1WldWa2N5MXViMjR0YUdWaGJIUm9ZMkZ5WlMxelpYUjBhVzVuSW4wLmp2WExoZ3hRMG9IRFBHUkJVaHhEbE15TVdUTFIxcGhEdWU2d2NfRU5ONVEvYnIvNzc4ODA0MjA5NjktbCJ9.a8wLv8H3LNfkKM30gdhR6OunJ29wqvyqhjDrkelrfMQ/br/77880682927-
l" guidance to address how organizations in non-healthcare settings should consider and manage their personal protective equipment (PPE) needs while ensuring the protection of workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes how to
Deploying Federal Funds in Support of State Response Efforts. Federal funds are being deployed to help ensure that health care providers have the critical resources they need to provide rapid care and treatment to COVID-19 patients in hard-hit areas across the U.S. Since April 20
Increasing Availability of Critical Resources . As a part of the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force, FEMA is executing a whole-of-nation approach to address the limited supply of critical and life-saving equipment. As of April 25
Coordinating Air Flights to Address Medical Supply Shortages. FEMA continues to expedite the movement of critical supplies, including masks, respirators, gloves, goggles, and surgical gowns, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the U.S. This historic partnership with the private sector is named Project Air-Bridge. Between April 20
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING CENTERS (FLETC)
Implementing Protocols to Protect Returning Students . Although FLETC has temporarily paused in-person operations, the agency is engaged in detailed planning efforts to resume law enforcement training in the COVID-environment. Over the past week, FLETC piloted new screening procedures whereby security contractors are conducting temperature checks and asking COVID-related screening questions of all people attempting to enter FLETC’s facilities. It has also begun to clean and disinfect all venues in preparation for students’ return.
IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (ICE)
Cracking Down on Fraud and Criminal Activity. On April 20 th , ICE’s Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) unit, with assistance from CBP’s Field Intelligence Group, seized approximately 5,300 potentially fraudulent COVID-19 test kits. This seizure is a part of an interagency enforcement campaign known as Operation Stolen Promise, which was launched by ICE on April 15

& ANALYSIS (I ＆＆ A )
Educating the Public About Cyber-Related Threats. On April 24 th , I&A and CISA partnered with the American Hospital Association to
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.cfmiUfODBXdid7_KXt1xjNMnvxYStTLWEauCxrnafYE/br/77880682927-l" 
podcast mini-series addressing cyber threats that put the U.S. health system at risk. It offers best practices to security experts and health care administrators who are responsible for the infrastructure supporting medical providers during the COVID-19 response.
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (S&T)
Arming the Nation with Scientific Research . On April 23 rd , William Bryan, Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary for Science and Technology (S&T), provided an update on key research findings from S&T’s National Biodefense Analysis and Countermeasures Center (NBACC) at the White House Coronavirus Task Force briefing. His update covered emerging results and trends from studies conducted at NBACC including the effects of sunlight and humidity on the virus as well as findings on common disinfectants that can kill the virus.
Driving Evidence-Based Policymaking. On April 24 th , S&T updated its HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.UdkxWKZNVxdRqt1gqc8jzJgJM0ymA6Fx6Zf2Em5a79U/br/77880682927-l" 
available research on operationally-relevant questions to aid decision makers in the COVID-19 response. The MQL is a quick-reference guide covering what is known about the virus, what additional information is needed, and who may be working to address these fundamental questions. New entries include references to how much agent will make a healthy individual ill, how the virus spreads from one host to another, and what treatments are effective.
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (TSA)
Keeping Americans Safe While Ensuring Continuity of U.S. Travel. TSA continues to follow CDC guidance to protect its workers and the nation’s transportation system, while ensuring the freedom of movement for people and commerce will not be impeded during the pandemic. Between April 20
U.S. CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
Target Date to Reopen Offices. On April 24 th , USCIS HYPERLINK "https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.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.L8w1jUuIbJfW5AHQ1HNrFWb-50jOoXjcNS4marLYJtA/br/77880682927-l" 
to reopen on June 4 th unless the public closures are extended further to help slow the spread of COVID-19. Employees in these offices are continuing to perform mission-essential services that do not require face-to-face contact with the public while the offices are closed.
United States Coast Guard (USCG)
Monitoring Vessels that Pose a Risk to Public Health. The Coast Guard is working non-stop to protect the health and safety of the American public while keeping U.S. supply chains open and viable. Between April 20
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDgsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURnc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1a1kyOHVkWE5qWnk1dGFXd3ZVRzl5ZEdGc2N5ODVMMFJEVHlVeU1FUnZZM1Z0Wlc1MGN5ODFjQzlOVTBsQ0x6SXdNakF2VFZOSlFpVXlNREF5TFRJd1gwTm9ZVzVuWlNVeU1EUmZUbTkyWld3bE1qQkRiM0p2Ym1GMmFYSjFjeTV3WkdZaWZRLlRpVHZRd0VJNlFjaXRwcXBCcEY2Smk4SDZBekRWdVRMWnNfdDk5MnF1RjgvYnIvNzc4ODA0MjA5NjktbCJ9.rqr73OcSUfSqsTcqIZ32PEY89vkAdZG5CEfr-uUPl_4/br/77880682927-l" 
Information Bulletin (MSIB), which was updated on April 24 th , all v essels destined for a U.S. port are required to report to the CDC any sick or deceased crew/passengers prior to arrival at a U.S. port or they will be denied entry into U.S. territorial waters.
Facilitating the Offload of Cruise Ships . Between April 20 th and April 26 th , the Coast Guard facilitated the offload of 119 passengers aboard the Pacific Princess cruise ship in Los Angeles and 103 crew members aboard the Grand Princess cruise ship in San Francisco. The passengers and crew were allowed to disembark from the ships after the Coast Guard determined they were not infected with COVID-19 or other infectious diseases. To date, the Coast Guard has facilitated the discharge of over 265,000 passengers from over 125 cruise ships.
United States Secret Service (USSS)
Protecting Americans From Financial Scams . On April 20 th , the Secret Service partnered with the U.S. Treasury to launch the “
"https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDksInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA0MjcuMjA3MDU0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2xua3MuZ2QvbC9leUpoYkdjaU9pSklVekkxTmlKOS5leUppZFd4c1pYUnBibDlzYVc1clgybGtJam94TURrc0luVnlhU0k2SW1Kd01qcGpiR2xqYXlJc0ltSjFiR3hsZEdsdVgybGtJam9pTWpBeU1EQTBNamN1TWpBM01EVXdNakVpTENKMWNtd2lPaUpvZEhSd2N6b3ZMM2QzZHk1elpXTnlaWFJ6WlhKMmFXTmxMbWR2ZGk5a1lYUmhMM0J5WlhOekwzSmxiR1ZoYzJWekx6SXdNakF2TWpBdFFWQlNMME5vWldOckxWTmxZM1Z5YVhSNUxVWmxZWFIxY21WekxXWnZjaTFGWTI5dWIyMXBZeTFKYlhCaFkzUXRVR0Y1YldWdWRITXVjR1JtSW4wLnVtM2g0Y1NVQ3pQOUdoT0VhaTZtRGpXYVdkbFFBWHJMNkEwSFVNZ3ozZTAvYnIvNzc4ODA0MjA5NjktbCJ9.wrpTNiROr5DfsbckF9QpIaudgHcrszlV3ec04hQ-aFw/br/77880682927-
l" Know Your U.S. Treasury Check ” campaign – an initiative to bring awareness to citizens, retailers, and financial institutions on how to protect themselves from scams associated with U.S. Treasury checks funded by the $2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act.
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Public info ad campaign options
To: Bailey, Danielle
Cc:  Kopriva, James (DSHS/ALTSA), Soileau, Kennedy (HCA), Blondin, Amy (HCA), Blaske, Laura A (DOH)

Hi	Danielle	–

Thanks	for	reaching	out.	Our	folks	have	been	reaching	out	to	dozens	of	organiza;ons	that	represent

various	senior	and	vulnerable	communi;es.	I’m	connec;ng	you	here	with	the	core	group	of	folks	that

have	been	thinking	about	messaging	and	implementa;on	of	the	campaign.

	

Apprecia;on	the	offer	to	assist	with	connec;ng	folks.	I’ll	let	Jim	and	Kennedy	here	take	the	lead	on

geFng	back	to	you.

	

Jaime

	

From:	Bailey,	Danielle	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>	

Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	8:54	AM

To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>

Subject:	RE:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op;ons

	

Hi	Jamie,

This	email	was	forwarded	to	me,	I	just	want	to	check	in	and	make	sure	you	are	connected	to	folks	in	the

state	of	WA.	I	work	closely	with	the	WA	Coali;on	on	Inclusive	Emergency	Planning	(CIEP),	chaired	by	the

WA	State	Independent	Living	Council	and	represents	a	number	of	disability	agencies	in	the	state	on

inclusive	emergency	planning.	If		you	would	like	I	can	make	introduc;ons.	It	is	cri;cal	you	are	involving

disability	partners	in	messaging	that	is	being	developed.	Let	me	know	how	I	can	support.

	

Thanks

	

Danielle	Bailey

Regional	Disability	Integra;on	Specialist	|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division

Office:	(425)	487-4780	|	Mobile:	(425)	381-3400

danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

	

	

	

	

	

From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	

mailto:danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov
http://www.fema.gov/
mailto:Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov


Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	8:27	AM

To:	Bailey,	Danielle	<danielle.bailey@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	FW:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op;ons

	

FYI

	

Ryan	Ike

Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10

Office:	(425)	487-4767	|	Mobile:	(425)	213-9496

Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov

	

Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

fema.gov
	

	

	

From:	Goudreau,	Laura	<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>	

Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	6:51	AM

To:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>

Cc:	Keller,	Charissa	<Charissa.Keller@fema.dhs.gov>;	Biasco,	Lon	<Lon.Biasco@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	FW:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op;ons

	

FYSA
 
Laura Goudreau
Mobile: (425) 205-1639
laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov
 
Federal Emergency Management Agency
fema.gov
 

	

 
From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Friday,	March	20,	2020	6:15	AM

To:	Postman,	David	(GOV)	<David.Postman@gov.wa.gov>;	Wicker,	Kelly	(GOV)

<kelly.wicker@gov.wa.gov>;	Wiesman,	John	(DOH)	<jmwiesman@doh.wa.gov>;	Lofy,	Kathy	H	(DOH)

<Kathy.Lofy@DOH.WA.GOV>;	Daugherty,	Bret	D.	(MIL)	<Bret.Daugherty@mil.wa.gov>;	Birch,	Sue	(HCA)

<sue.birch@hca.wa.gov>;	Strange,	Cheryl	(DSHS/OOS)	<cheryl.strange@dshs.wa.gov>;	Schumacher,

David	(OFM)	<David.Schumacher@ofm.wa.gov>;	Brown,	Lisa	(COM)	<lisa.brown@commerce.wa.gov>;
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Liu,	Chris	(DES)	<chris.liu@des.wa.gov>;	Sinclair,	Stephen	D.	(DOC)	<sdsinclair@DOC1.WA.GOV>;

chris.reykdal@k12.wa.us;	McClain,	Stacey	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Goudreau,	Laura

<Laura.Goudreau@fema.dhs.gov>;	O'Hare,	Michael	<michael.ohare@fema.dhs.gov>

Subject:	FW:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op;ons

	

	

Please	see	below	and	amached	for	Jaime’s	plan	for	an	outreach	campaign.

	

	
	
Robert	Ezelle
Director

Emergency	Management	Division

Washington	Military	Department

Office:	(253)	512-7003	|	Mobile:	(253)	324-8020

robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov		|		www.mil.wa.gov

	

	

From:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	7:54	PM

To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>

Subject:	Public	info	ad	campaign	op;ons

	

Good	evening,	Robert	–

My	notes	about	who	else	to	send	this	info	to	is	at	my	JIC	desk,	unfortunately,	so	I’m	just	sending	to	you

for	now.

	

Amached	are	two	documents.

	

The	word	document	is	the	ini;al	dran	of	what	the	campaign	might	look	like.	It’s	dran	and	was	created

prior	to	geFng	a	budget	put	together	so	our	ul;mate	campaign	may	not	include	all	the	elements	but	it

gives	you	a	sense	of	the	messaging	and	targe;ng.

	

The	excel	sheet	details	four	op;ons	for	the	team’s	considera;on.	We		highly	recommend	the	third	or

fourth	op;ons	because	they	ensure	the	most	impressions	and	because	we	an;cipate	needing	to

communicate	to	seniors	and	the	public	over	the	next	several	weeks.	We	do	not	recommend	inves;ng

heavily	in	radio	because	as	more	people	choose	to	stay	home,	TV	is	overcoming	radio.	Some	of	these

costs	could	come	down	if	we’re	able	to	get	networks	to	donate	air	;me.

$100k	campaign	=	two-weeks	of	digital	and	mul;cultural	adver;sing

	$250k	campaign	=	three	weeks	of	digital,	online	news	and	mul;cultural	adver;sing

$500k	8-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	cable	and	local	news	adver;sing

$1M	10-week	campaign	=	the	above	plus	expanded	TV	adver;sing	and	some	rural	radio

	

These	es;mates	do	not	include	some	of	the	digital	and	social	media	we	will	do	in-house	and	amplify

through	an	extensive	network	of	partners	who	have	agreed	to	help	amplify	messaging	through	their

own	social	media,	newslemers,	etc.	Here	are	the	partners	who	have	commimed	to	helping	communicate

to	their	members	and	networks:
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State	Ombuds

State	Council	on	Aging

Adult	Family	Home	Council

Washington	Health	Care	Associa;on	(Assisted	Living	and	NF	associa;ons)

Re;red	Public	Employees	of	WA

Mobile	Home	Parks	Associa;ons

W4A

Alzheimers	Associa;on

AARP

ARCORA	(delta	dental)

Catholic	Community	Services

Senior	Services	for	South	Sound

Columbia	Legal	Services

Disability	Rights	WA

Hearing	Loss	Associa;on

Keiser	Permanente

Home	Care	Associa;ons	of	WA

Elder	Law

Washington	Associa;on	of	Professional	Guardians

Washington	State	Associa;ons	of	Senior	Centers

Washington	State	Hospice	and	Pallia;ve	Care	Organiza;on

	

Happy	to	answer	ques;ons.	I	have	addi;onal	back-up	documenta;on	from	the	marke;ng	firm	HCA

contracts	with	that	put	the	numbers	together	but	it’s	not	helpful	for	purposes	of	decision-making.	If	we

decide	to	pursue	one	of	these	op;ons,	HCA	and	DOH	can	compile	a	detailed	outline	of	the	budget	+

deliverables.

	

Jaime	Smith
Office	of	the	Governor	|	COVID-19	Joint	Informa;on	Center	Director

253.334.5670	cell

	

	



Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

Acting_Secretary_Chad_Wolf_Sta tement_on_the_President’s_Execu

tive_Order_on_Duties_and_Fees_Deferment_for_Certain_Importers

April 20, 2020 at 9:51 AM EDT

To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the President’s Executive Order on Duties
and Fees Deferment for Certain Importers

“I applaud the President for signing thisExecutive Order, which gives the Administration
the ability to help the trade community and U.S. businesses who keep critical supply chains
for U.S. manufacturers moving during this unprecedented time. As we all know, the
COVID-19 pandemic response has created serious economic issues for many American
businesses. This President and this Department have, and always will, put the American
worker first.
 

This EO  will give the Administration the flexibility to allow importers who have faced a
significant financial hardship during the COVID-19 response to defer the payment of
certain duties, taxes, and fees for 90 days. This payment flexibility will be available only
for importers with a significant financial hardship. Duties and fees associated with
antidumping and countervailing duties (AD/CVD), and Section 201, 232 and 301. Trade
Remedies are not included in this relief effort.”

# # #
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_26
April 26, 2020 at 1:18 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 26, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 25, FEMA announced that more than $5.1 million dollars in crisis
counseling service grants have been made available to five states.

The grants, made to Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and
Washington, will support programs providing free, confidential counseling to
assist individuals through community-based outreach and educational services.
Due to the COVID-19 nationwide emergency and the need to protect the safety
and health of all Americans, the crisis counseling will be delivered by phone,
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internet and the media (including social media).

As of April 25, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.7 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.7 million surgical gowns, 793.8 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200426 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 By the Numbers 042620.pdf
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Bickford, Nancy (MIL)
RE: Tribal Access to Emergency Funds
March 19, 2020 at 12:29 PM EDT
To: Streuli, Nick (GOV), Bill, Craig (GOIA)
Cc:  McClain, Stacey (MIL), Ike, Ryan

Nick	and	Craig,
	
A.ached	above	are	both	the	Public	Assistance	policy	guidance	and	the	FEMA	Tribal	Fact	Sheet.		FEMA	did
have	a	tribal	conference	call	yesterday	aBernoon	directly	in	government	to	government	contact	and	went
over	these	aspects.
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	9:10	AM
To:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
Cc:	McClain,	Stacey	(MIL)	<Stacey.McClain@mil.wa.gov>;	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
	
Dear	Nick	and	Craig,
	
No	the	President’s	emergency	declaraaon	did	not	release	a	funding.
	
There	is	a	difference	between	an	emergency	declaraaon	and	a	major	Presidenaal	Disaster	Declaraaon	in
that	an	emergency	declaraaon	only	allows	federal	agencies	to	assist	states.
	
None	of	the	states	have	a	major	presidenaal	disaster	declaraaon	yet	or	tribes.
	
The	tribes	know	that	as	sovereign	as	a	sovereign	enaty	they	can	both	request	a	major	Presidenaal
Disaster	Declaraaon	and	be	included	in	the	state’s	request.
	
Our	Washington	State	tribes	are	included	in	the	state’s	request	for	a	major	Presidenaal	Disaster
Declaraaon	and	they	can	apply	on	their	own	for	this	status.
	
The	tribes	in	our	state	have	extensive	contact	with	FEMA	Region	X’s	Tribal	Affairs	team	and	know	about
major	Presidenaal	Disaster	Declaraaon	request	processes	and	how	to	request.
	
Note	that	this	is	not	funding	released	that	can	be	applied	for	that	was	your	quesaon.
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Within	designaaon	of	a	major	Presidenaal	Disaster	Declaraaon	there	are	two	possible	components	which
are	Public	Assistance	(damage	to	public	faciliaes)	h.ps://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/1572028370885-
e5aabd18bf3145151a89919f82500613/PublicAssistanceFactSheetJune2017_Updated_Oct2019(FINAL).pdf
	and	h.ps://www.fema.gov/public-assistance-local-state-tribal-and-non-profit		Individual	Assistance	(IA)
h.ps://www.fema.gov/media-library/resources-documents/collecaons/382	that	if	the	damage
assessments	show	the	threshold	of	damage	to	public	faciliaes	and	concentrated	impact	potenaally	result
in	funding.
	
I	have	cc’d	FEMA	and	Ryan	if	I	have	miss-spoke	please	feel	free	to	add	anything.
	
Craig	Bill	is	the	Director	of	our	Governor’s	Office	of	Indian	Affairs	and	connects	to	all	of	our	federally
recognized	tribes.k
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	8:40	AM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
	
I’m	sorry,	Nancy.	I’m	struggling	to	follow,	is	there	a	funding	opportunity	available	to	the	Tribes	as	a	result
of	the	emergency	declaraaon?	If	so,	can	we	get	details	on	the	applicaaon	process	to	share?
	
Thank	you.
	
Nick
	
Nick	Streuli
External	Relaaons	Director	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.0617	|	Cell:	360.485.5175
www.governor.wa.gov	|	nick.streuli@gov.wa.gov
	

	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	3:53	PM
To:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
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Subject:	RE:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
Importance:	High
	
My	update	sall	holds	but	is	the	GOIA	tribal	directory	up	to	date.		All	tribes	listed	in	it	correct?
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	1:46	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
Subject:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
	
Nancy	and	Craig	–	connecang	you.
	
Nancy,	on	a	call	with	Tribal	Leaders	earlier	today	they	menaoned	that	the	President’s	emergency
declaraaon	released	money	for	Tribes	to	request	from	the	Naaonal	Guard.	Do	you	know	anything	and
can	you	help	Craig	and	I	pull	together	the	applicaaon	process	for	Tribes	to	access	the	funds?
	
Thank	you.
	
Nick
	
Nick	Streuli
External	Relaaons	Director	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.0617	|	Cell:	360.485.5175
www.governor.wa.gov	|	nick.streuli@gov.wa.gov
	

	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
FEMA_Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandem ic:_Daily_Briefing_Points_-_April_4
April 04, 2020 at 1:25 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 4, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30.

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe.
The initiative presents the entire country with an opportunity to implement
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actions designed to slow and limit the spread of COVID-19, like staying home
as much as much as possible, canceling or postponing gatherings of more than
10 people, and taking additional steps to distance yourself from other people.
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

On April 3, the Small Business Administration Paycheck Protection Program began
offering nearly $350 billion in loans to small businesses.

If an employer maintains their workforce, the SBA will forgive the portion of
the loan used to cover the first 8 weeks of payroll and certain other expenses.
In addition to its traditional loan programs, the SBA is also providing
Economic Injury Disaster Loans and forgiveness for up to six months of new
and existing loans.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia. The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3. FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations. All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain. Prioritization will be given to hospitals, health
care facilities, and nursing homes around the country.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
To submit a request, states and tribes will work through their FEMA/ HHS
regional leadership.

As of April 3, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
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Stockpile to California (170), Connecticut (50), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150),
Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey (850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140)
and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50 bed Federal
Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 200 ventilators for Louisiana; and 100
ventilators for Massachusetts.

On April 3, CDC launched COVIDView, a weekly report that summarizes and
interprets key indicators from a number of existing surveillance systems.

The report provides CDC expert summaries and interpretations of important
and timely surveillance data to track the COVID-19 pandemic in the United
States.
COVIDView includes information related to COVID-19 outpatient visits,
emergency department visits, and hospitalizations and deaths, as well as
laboratory data.
The report will be updated every Friday.

Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole of government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 27, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
FEMA and Our Partners Continue to Support State-Managed
Coronavirus Response
 
“My current focus has been and will continue to be to make sure we get critical supplies to
those places around the country that need them the most.” – FEMA Administrator Pete
Gaynor
 
The federal government continues taking aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing.

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
Seventeen states and 4 tribes have issued shelter-in-place orders in addition to eight states
that have issued partial or localized orders and one state has that issued orders for certain at-
risk groups only.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
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California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. Additional
states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
 
On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
California, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,
Maryland, Missouri, Texas and Washington were approved for major disaster declarations
to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
As of March 26, FEMA has shipped over 9 million N-95 masks, 20 million surgical/face
masks, 3.1 million face shields, nearly 6,000 ventilators, 2.6 million gowns, and 14.6
million gloves.  We are sending more every day, and we are working nonstop to acquire or
produce even more.
 
Please see attached for updated information on Medical Hotspots, the federal response
efforts, Community Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Coping with Stress,
Defense Production Act, Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers
and the private sector, and the Strategic National Stockpile.
 

# # #
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Allen, Tristan (COM)
RE: Seattle Highway Network Traffic and Freight Trucking Assessment
March 22, 2020 at 12:19 PM EDT
To: Ezelle, Robert (MIL), seoc90 (MIL), seoc83 (MIL), seoc84 (MIL), Baumgart, Jim (GOV), Knutson, Charles
(GOV), Smith, Jaime (GOV)
Cc:  Hennessee, Taylor (MIL), Laughlin, Brian N (MIL), Richeson, Jonathan, Berger, Joshua (COM), seattle-
eoc@seattle.gov

Latest on this below and attached. Our state has had a strong response to grocery supply chain, and
numerous federal and private entities have commended our state administration’s thoughtful
implementation of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs). Something to keep in mind as others lob
criticism for not doing enough.
 
 
Tristan Allen
Risk & Resilience Manager | WA State Department of Commerce
360-561-0253 | tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov
 
ASSIGNED TO:
Unified Area Command | WA State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC)
Responding to Governor’s Emergency Proclamation 20-05: COVID-19
	
 
From: Shearer, Eugene <eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov> 
Sent: Saturday, March 21, 2020 5:25 PM
To: Gammon, Carla <Carla.Gammon@fema.dhs.gov>; Dorko, Jeffrey
<Jeffrey.Dorko@fema.dhs.gov>; Bibo, David <David.Bibo@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc: Glenn, Robert <robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>; Doolin, Joel <joel.doolin@fema.dhs.gov>;
Dozor, Joshua <Joshua.Dozor@fema.dhs.gov>; Macintyre, Anthony
<Anthony.Macintyre@hq.dhs.gov>; Long, John (FCO) <John.Long2@fema.dhs.gov>; Goetz,
Joseph <jgoetz@dewberry.com>; Robbins, Ronald <ronald.robbins@fema.dhs.gov>; Evenson,
Jonathan <jonathan.evenson@fema.dhs.gov>; Ransom, Darrell
<Darrell.Ransom@fema.dhs.gov>; Holt, Brett <Brett.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>; Allen, Tristan (COM)
<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>; Hennessee, Taylor (MIL) <Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;
Green, Daniel W <Daniel.Green@fema.dhs.gov>; Cuartas, Jesus (JB)
<jb.cuartas@fema.dhs.gov>; Frego, Michael <michael.frego@fema.dhs.gov>; Thomas, Jerry
<Jerry.Thomas@fema.dhs.gov>; Goetz, Joseph <jgoetz@dewberry.com>; McNamara, Jason
<McNamaraj@cna.org>; Wolf, Laura (OS/ASPR/SIIM) <Laura.Wolf@hhs.gov>; Seiler, Brittney
(OS/ASPR/SIIM) <Brittney.Seiler@hhs.gov>; Brown, James (CDC/SNS/DSNS)
<nhe0@cdc.gov>; Tombaugh, William <william.tombaugh@fema.dhs.gov>; Peake, Nick
<Nick.Peake@fema.dhs.gov>; Reid, Katherine <katherine.reid@fema.dhs.gov>; Polowczyk, John
P (MIL) <john.p.polowczyk.mil@mail.mil>; Rachael Baitel <rbaitel@usaid.gov>; Lin, Merry S.
EOP/WHO <Merry.S.Lin@who.eop.gov>; Ignacio, Joselito <joselito.ignacio@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject: SCAN Ecosystem Assessment Puget Sound (March 21, 2020)
 
Leaders,
 
Provided is the FEMA Supply Chain Analysis Network ( ) Ecosystem Assessment of the
Greater Seattle Area.  This report is focused on the grocery supply chain.    
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Key Takeaway:  This region’s targeted implementation of Non-Pharmaceutical Interventions
(school closings, gathering prohibitions, business closings, Shelter in Place, etc.) . . . SEEM TO
BE . . . contributing to supply chain resilience in comparison to more restrictive policies.
 SCAN’s mandate is to answer two fundamental questions:
 
1. Are key demand and supply networks failing (in the focus region) ?
2. If so, when, where, why – and with whom can FEMA engage to be most effective in reversing
failure?
 
Key Findings:
 

1. Grocery demand and supply networks in the Puget Sound region are not failing; but these
networks are experiencing significant stress.

 
2. After several weeks of demand of up to 300% of normal seasonal maximums (Thanksgiving

and the Super Bowl), supply chains are under duress – but are displaying surprising levels of
resilience.  

 
3. Based on early indicators from the San Francisco Bay Area, there is cause for concern that

the Puget Sound grocery supply chain will be disrupted by implementation of mandatory,
wide-area Shelter-In-Place restrictions in neighboring states substantially contribute to
Seattle area supply chains.
	

4. It would be helpful for to discourage implementation of additional mandatory wide-area
Shelter in Place (SIP) declarations and to work with state and local colleagues to mitigate
unnecessary constriction of supply chains within SIP areas.
	

v/r

Gene Shearer, PMP
Supply Chain Advisor
FEMA Logistics Management Directorate
500 C. Street SW
Washington DC 20472 
202-655-8849 (cell)
 
 
From:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Sunday,	March	22,	2020	6:55	AM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	seoc90	(MIL)	<seoc90@mil.wa.gov>;
seoc83	(MIL)	<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	<Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov>;	Smith,	Jaime
(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Laughlin,	Brian	N	(MIL)



<Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Berger,	Joshua
(COM)	<joshua.berger@commerce.wa.gov>;	seaYle-eoc@seaYle.gov
Subject:	Re:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment
 
	
Could	the	JIC	use	this	informa_on	to	provide	reassuring	messaging	to	the	public?
	
	
Robert	L.	Ezelle
Director
Washington	State	Emergency	Management	Division
Washington	Military	Department
robert.ezelle@mil.wa.gov
Office:	(253)	512-7003
Cell:	(253)	324-8020
	

	

From:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	8:39	PM
To:	Ezelle,	Robert	(MIL)	<Robert.Ezelle@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc90	(MIL)	<seoc90@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc83	(MIL)
<seoc83@mil.wa.gov>;	seoc84	(MIL)	<seoc84@mil.wa.gov>;	Baumgart,	Jim	(GOV)
<jim.baumgart@gov.wa.gov>;	Knutson,	Charles	(GOV)	<Charles.Knutson@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)	<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>;	Laughlin,	Brian	N	(MIL)
<Brian.Laughlin@mil.wa.gov>;	Richeson,	Jonathan	<jonathan.richeson@cisa.dhs.gov>;	Berger,	Joshua
(COM)	<joshua.berger@commerce.wa.gov>;	seaYle-eoc@seaYle.gov	<seaYle-eoc@seaYle.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment
 
For your awareness.
 
From:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	1:03	PM
To:	Allen,	Tristan	(COM)	<tristan.allen@commerce.wa.gov>;	Hennessee,	Taylor	(MIL)
<Taylor.Hennessee@mil.wa.gov>
Cc:	Holt,	BreY	<BreY.Holt@fema.dhs.gov>;	BrockeY,	Michael	<Michael.BrockeY@fema.dhs.gov>;
Glenn,	Robert	<robert.glenn@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	FW:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Tristan	and	Taylor,
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I	am	gegng	this	product	to	you	for	review	as	I	am	reviewing	it	myself	.	.	.	there	will	be	a	complimentary
SCAN	Ecosystem	Assessment	document	also	released	this	evening.	
	
I	have	reviewed	this	once	and	will	several	more	_mes.		From	a	quick	first	read,	I	gather	that	the
measures	put	in	place	in	the	SeaYle	region	have	not,	for	the	most	part,	adversely	impacted	freight
flows.		Is	this	what	you	are	seeing?		This	should	indicate	a	rela_vely	strong	grocery	sector	and	phama
supply	chain	that	is	demonstra_ng	a	good	amount	of	resilience.
	
Is	this	the	case?

Gene	Shearer,	PMP
Supply	Chain	Advisor
FEMA	LogisEcs	Management	Directorate
500	C.	Street	SW
Washington	DC	20472	
202-655-8849	(cell)
	
	
	
	
	
From:	Gregus,	Christopher	<cgregus@Dewberry.com>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	3:46	PM
To:	Shearer,	Eugene	<eugene.shearer@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc:	Goetz,	Joseph	<jgoetz@Dewberry.com>;	Valerio,	Marcos	<mvalerio@Dewberry.com>
Subject:	SeaYle	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assesment
	
Gene,
					AYached	please	find	our	Sea$le	Highway	Network	Traffic	and	Freight	Trucking	Assessment.		Please
let	me	know	if	you	have	any	ques_ons.
	
Thanks,
Chris
	
Christopher J. Gregus, P.E.
Senior Associate
Dewberry
9026 Jefferson Highway
Suite 302
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
504.872.3768 direct
504.524.8489 fax
504.908.0227 cell
www.dewberry.com
	

Visit	Dewberry’s	website	at	www.dewberry.com	If	you’ve	received	this	email	even	though	it’s	intended
for	someone	else,	then	please	delete	the	email,	don’t	share	its	contents	with	others,	and	don’t	read	its
aYachments.	Thank	you.
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
DHS_Announcement:_Important_Message_on_Essential_Financial_S ervices_Sector_Workers_–_From_
U.S._Treasury_Secretary_Mnuchin
March 22, 2020 at 7:13 PM EDT
To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

On behalf of U.S. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin, please see an important message
regarding financial service sector guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public
health and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
A message from U.S. Treasury Deputy Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Critical
Infrastructure Protection David B. Lacquement:
 
Workers across the financial services sector play an important role in supporting the
American people and our Nation’s economy.  Consistent with the need to ensure access for
essential financial services workers, Secretary Mnuchin issued the attached memorandum. 
This memorandum points to guidelines from the President and the Department of
Homeland Security, which provides guidance to State and local officials as they work to
protect their communities while ensuring continuity of critical functions to public health
and safety, as well as economic and national security.
 
Everyone should follow guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as
well as State and local officials regarding strategies to limit disease spread.  We are
dedicated to working closely with all of you to ensure the safety of the workforce and
ensure the continued operations of the financial services sector in support of our Nation’s
economy.
 
Thank you for your continued support.
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# # #

Financial Services Sector Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.pdf
CISA-Guidance-on-Essential-Critical-Infrastructure-Workers-1-20-508c.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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Please see the announcement below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on COVID-19.  
 

 
 
 
 
March 27, 2020
 
 
Administrator Gaynor Sends Letter to Emergency Managers
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. Today, Administrator Gaynor sent
the following letter to emergency managers outlining critical steps to help the nation
respond to COVID-19:
 
Fellow Emergency Managers,
 
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has transformed our daily lives and
our profession in a matter of weeks.  Together with our public health colleagues, we work
as a team to battle the nationwide effects of this virus. I thank you for your tireless efforts
under these unprecedented and very demanding circumstances. 
 
I write to you today as the Administrator of FEMA and a former state and local emergency
manager.  Now more than ever, we must work as a team to deliver locally executed, state-
managed, and federally supported solutions on behalf of the American people.  The best
and the brightest emergency managers, public health officials, private industry partners,
scientists, and medical doctors and nurses are assembling at FEMA Headquarters and in our
regional offices; in your state and local emergency operations centers; and in hospital
operations centers across the country. This is truly a whole-of-nation response.  Rest
assured, the full weight of our Nation is supporting all of us to overcome the pandemic and
I have no doubt that we will be successful in defeating the spread of COVID-19. 
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To be successful across the nation – from the smallest town, tribal nation, island, and to the
largest city – we must act decisively and immediately.  Today, many of you are at the center
of the battle, in places like New York, Washington, California, and Louisiana.  Others of
you may only have a few cases.  It is our collective responsibility to do our very best today,
so we can continue to blunt the spread of COVID-19. If you have excess capacity, please
consider using EMAC to offer resources that your peers from around the country may
need. 
 
As the Nation’s lead emergency manager, I want to be completely transparent about our
national response and your responsibility to respond proactively and aggressively.  To that
point, I would like to share seven critical steps that I ask you to immediately consider and
act upon.
 
First, mitigation works.  Ensure you preserve your “force” while maintaining the ability to
respond in a COVID-19 degraded environment without access to the tools typically used in
an emergency or disaster like mutual aid and EMAC.  Ensure that your communities, small
or large embrace mitigation efforts.  Every American has a role to play in defeating
COVID-19, including good hygiene and social distancing. Follow the President’s 15 Days
to Slow the Spread. 
 
Second, integrate all emergency management and public health operations. Identify
and integrate your leading health official into your Emergency Operations Center and
Unified Command Group at every level of government.  You must form a unified
Emergency Management – Public Health Team. Ensure that the entire state political
leadership team understand the emergency management process. All requests to the Federal
government must be formally communicated by the state’s emergency manager to the
FEMA Regional Administrator. This is the same process as natural disasters.
 
Third, collect public, private, and government hospital bed capacity data, if you
haven’t already – total beds, acute care beds, normal occupancy, predicted surge
occupancy.  This data will assist you in crafting requests for high demand, low density
critical resources should the time come that you may need it.  We must use all data
wherever possible to allocate scarce resources, including consideration of population size,
demographics, and vulnerability.
 
Fourth, actively plan to stand-up Alternate Care Sites.  Be creative in identifying
facilities that can support low acuity patients and require a minimal amount of medical
staff, already in short supply.  Consider locations such as convention centers, hotels,
shuttered hospitals, college or university dormitories, or vacant open space in commercial
buildings. Ask your FEMA Regional Administrator to brief you on the US Army Corps of
Engineers “Hotel to Healthcare” initiative.  If you need a plan, here is a link to a plan. 
 
Fifth, maintain situational awareness of ventilators that may be used across your
area.  Check hospitals, acute care sites, outpatient locations, and any other location that
may use these devices, especially those that may be a source for reallocation to an area of
greater need.  Like hospital bed capacity, this data will help you understand what you have
and what you may need, informing your resource management strategy for these high
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demand, low density critical resources should the time come that you may need it. Just as
we are moving resources nationally, you should also be moving resources within your state.
 
Sixth, identify all sources to surge medical professionals. Look for retirees, medical
contract services, nurses, respiratory therapists, medical students, and emergency medical
technicians or local equivalents. You will need them to support the increased hospital surge
and management of patients on ventilators and you should be cataloging and training them
now, as appropriate. 
 
Seventh, manage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) carefully.  We have stood-up
the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force within FEMA with the purpose of increasing the
flow of critical medical supplies such as N95 masks, surgical masks, and ventilators.  We
are using four guiding principles: 1) preserve what we have; 2) locate medical stockpile
around the globe; 3) distribute them to locations most in need; and 4) build capacity in
America through partners with industry.  While some of these strategies will yield near-
term benefits, it must be your highest priority to carefully manage what you have available
to you now.
 
To help you with this, the CDC produced a Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Burn Rate
Calculator. This spreadsheet-based model provides information for healthcare facilities to
plan and optimize the use of PPE for response to COVID-19. Similarly, non-healthcare
facilities (e.g., correctional facilities) may find this tool useful for planning and optimizing
PPE use as part of the response to COVID-19. This tool can also be used for planning PPE
use outside the context of COVID-19, where PPE shortages may also occur due to supply
chain issues related to the COVID-19 response (e.g. manufacturing facilities).
 
FEMA will reimburse all eligible expenses for emergency protective measures under the
Stafford Act; however, do not wait for the PPE from the Federal government to show-up.
Take aggressive action now to source your own.  Because of the actions the Administration
and federal government is taking, you will begin to see PPE supplies come online in the
weeks ahead as the commercial distribution chain adapts as well as the quantities of
shipments from the Strategic National Stockpile continue to move.  Continue to be
resourceful, ask the building trades to donate PPE or that they allow you access to their
supplier; and, ask dental and outpatient offices that are closed to donate PPE to local
hospitals and care critical care sites.  And finally, I ask you to review and utilize the
guidance the Supply Chain Stabilization Task Force released regarding guidance for PPE.
 
Lastly, some external communication resources that may be helpful:

Best Practices: This page provides a platform for sharing best practices and lessons
learned by the government, private sector, academic institutions, professional
associations, and other organizations to support the whole of community response.
Rumor Control: This page is to help the public distinguish between rumors and facts
regarding the response to COVID-19.
How to Help: This page provides guidance on how to donate critical resources &
supplies; how to do business with FEMA; and, how to volunteer.
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These are unprecedented times and many lives are potentially at stake.  We are doing things
many of us have never imagined, especially at this scale.  As professional emergency
mangers, we are built for this – this is what we do best; coordinate, problem-solve, and act. 
I ask all of you to lead, innovate, and be resourceful. This is a whole of nation response and
I need every emergency manager to be an active participant.
 
We are emergency managers and America needs us at our best.
 
Respectfully,
 
 
Pete Gaynor
Administrator
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 5, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Daily Briefing Points
 
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information associated with FEMA and Department of Health and
Human Services Response; FEMA Disaster Response Capacity; Federal Funding of
National Guard (Title 32); Community-Based Testing Sites; Strategic National Stockpile;
FDA Ventilator Guidance; CDC Respirator Guidance; Defense Production Act; Guidance
from Federal Agencies; CDC Public Guidance; Coping With Stress; Combating
Disinformation and Rumors; and How To Help.
 
Topline messaging includes the following:
 

Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and
our federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to
execute a whole-of-America response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect
the public.

The number one priority is the health and safety of the American people.

On March 31, the president extended the nation’s Slow the Spread campaign until
April 30. 

The American people play a key role in the campaign to help slow the virus’
spread and keep our most high-risk populations safe. 
On April 3, CDC issued a recommendation to the public to use cloth face
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coverings in community settings to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by
people are infected and do not know it.
For the latest updates and information on how to protect yourself and what to
do if you think you are sick is available at www.coronavirus.gov.

HHS will be providing state, territory and tribal Public Health departments with a
one-time shipment of Abbott COVID-19 rapid tests.

Shipments are expected to arrive at the 70 identified locations by April.
The tests allow for immediate, on-site testing at the point-of-care.

FEMA is expediting movement of critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S.

FEMA continues to coordinate an air bridge for flights from Asia.  The first
flight landed Sunday, March 29, and delivered 80 tons of much needed PPE
supplies to New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Additional flights landed in Chicago on March 30, Miami on March 31, Los
Angeles on April 1, and Chicago and Columbus, Ohio, on April 3.  FEMA has
more flights scheduled and is adding more daily.
Each flight contains critical personal protective equipment (PPE), to include
gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks in varying quantities. FEMA does not have
detailed visibility on the amount of PPE until the flights are loaded overseas.
Overseas flights are arriving at airports that are operational hubs. They are not
indicators that the supplies will be distributed in those locations.  All supplies
are national supplies and will be distributed to hot spots and through the
vendors regular supply chain to locations across the country.
Upon arrival, PPE is provided, in varying quantities, first to medical
distributors in areas of greatest need; then, the remainder will be infused into
the broader U.S. supply chain.

Given the scarcity of the ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and the
current capacity of the private sector to meet the demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure ventilators are
shipped to the states in the amount needed to manage the immediate crisis.

At present, the federal government has 9,800 total ventilators available, which
includes 9,054 in the Strategic National Stockpile and 900 available from the
Department of Defense.
DOD will deliver 300 ventilators from its supply to New Jersey today, April 5.

As of April 4, FEMA and HHS have delivered ventilators from the Strategic National
Stockpile to Alaska (60), California (170), Connecticut (50), Florida (200), Georgia
(150), Illinois (450), Louisiana (150), Maryland (120), Michigan (400), New Jersey
(850), New York (4,400), Oregon (140) and Washington (500).

Additional allocations in process include a 250 bed Federal Medical Station, a
Public Health strike team and an additional 300 ventilators for Michigan; a 50
bed Federal Medical Station for the Metro DC area; 30 ventilators for Guam;
an additional 200 ventilators for Louisiana; an additional 200 ventilators to
New Jersey; and 100 ventilators for Massachusetts.
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Forty states, four territories and 12 tribes have issued stay at home orders.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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Mohamed Hashish
Iowa State Stock Piling
April 14, 2020 at 7:10 PM EDT
To: Holt, Brett, Troyer, James, Streuli, Nick (GOV)

Dear	all:
Please	see	this	post.		The	two	companies	men5oned	in	the	link	below	are	delivering	Face	shields	quickly
in	Iowa	State	at	a	similar	rate	as	ours.		I	hope	we	can	do	the	same	here	in	WA.	
hCps://businessrecordcovid19.com/2020/04/10/two-iowa-manufacturers-collaborate-to-supply-face-
shields-to-hospitals-state/
	
Thank	you	very	much
	
Mohamed Hashish, Ph.D.
Mobile: 206-465-5953
Office:  253-246-3310
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_27
April 27, 2020 at 12:39 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 27, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
released targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement
infection control practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from
COVID-19 in these facilities.

Meat and poultry processing facilities present unique challenges for the
prevention and control of COVID-19 transmission among workers.
Meat and poultry processing employers should implement a combination of
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engineering controls, cleaning and disinfection, social distancing, work
practice controls, administrative controls, and use of personal protective
equipment.
Basic worker infection prevention information and training should be provided
to all workers in a clear and accessible manner, including training on social
distancing and ways to reduce the spread of infection. To ensure accessibility,
multi-lingual materials should be considered and made available, as
appropriate.

FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along
with other federal agencies are distributing cloth face coverings as part of a multi-
prong approach to re-open American economic activity while continuing to limit
spread of COVID-19.

As of April 26, 32.5 million cloth face coverings are being processed and
distributed to state, local, tribal, private sector, and federal entities.
The facial coverings are being delivered in a phased approach for infrastructure
workers, first responders and food producers who do not need medical-grade
personal protective equipment (PPE) for their daily work. Distribution is based
on CISA’s analysis of priority infrastructure sectors.
The federal government will provide additional face coverings in production to
states, territories and tribes for distribution, with priority to emergency
services, food production and distribution, and other sectors that support
community lifelines.
FEMA and HHS are also providing face coverings to federal departments and
agencies with mission essential functions to promote health and safety in the
workplace and in their execution of public-facing missions

As of April 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 74.7 million N95 respirators, 104.8 million
surgical masks, 7.2 million face shields, 15 million surgical gowns, 798 million
gloves, 10,603 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.2 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.
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Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs 

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on Non-Essential Travel

“In close collaboration, the US, Mexico, and Canada have each agreed to extend restrictions
on non-essential travel across their shared borders for 30 additional days. As President
Trump stated last week, border control, travel restrictions and other limitations remain
critical to slowing the spread and allowing the phased opening of the country.” 

# # #
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Fox, Chandra E.
Canceled: COVID-19 Policy Group Meetings
April 03, 2020 at 7:02 PM EDT
To: Gilkey, KayDee, O'Quinn, Shelly, Richards, Adam, Billig, Andy, McCaslin, Rob, Brown, Andrew, Calhoun,
Mark, Coon, Cara, Christopher Jaklitsch, Chuckparsons_99224@yahoo.com, Corkins, Karen, Driscoll, Jack, Emacio,
James, Finch, Eric, French, Al, Gemmill, Gerry, Gregory, Mark D., Mungia, Ingrid, Jack Busch
(TCO, Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov, Holy, Jeff, Johnson, Jeffery, Graham, Jenny, Schmick, Joel, Kerns,
Josh, Knezovich, Ozzie, Kuney, Mary, Lt Col Carrie Wentzel, Marcus Riccelli, Schoesler, Mark, Mark
Schuller, Martinez, Heather, Dye, Mary, Shea, Matt, Michael Dunn, Mielke, Todd, Mike Padden, Bell,
Patrick, Ryan.Rodin@redcross.org, Short, Shelly, Steven Cooke (Director, TSgt Joe Floyd, Ormsby, Timm, Valencia,
Ron A., Vasquez, Ginna, McDaniel, Adam, Denson, Ari, Tripp, Albert, blutz@srhd.org, Wick, Ben, Roecks,
Carrie, Grover, Chris, Lewis, Ed, McMorris-Rodgers, Cathy, Ruby, Darrell, Ross, Doug, Hampton, George, Allen,
Katy, Arredondo, Kim, kretz.joel@leg.wa.gov, Richey, Kevin, latahtown@gmail.com, Galvin,
Theresa, libertyljim@aol.com, Markham, Lori, Verzal, Tim, mayor@millwoodwa.us, Volz, Mike, McManus, Mary, Toole,
Mike, Woodward, Nadine, Curtis, Paul, Warfield, Paul, Brickner, Shane, Maike, Shirley, Tedesco, Mike, Nielsen,
Tony, Mayor of Spangle, Turner, Tiffany, Crago, Wes, Rose, Melanie, Maria Cullooyah, Josh Evans, SrA Nguyen
(FAFB, Mote, Marilou D Maj USAF 92 MDG (USA, Jessica Flett, Eric Farmer, County DEM Duty Officer, Tim
Henkel, Ed.Schlect@avistacorp.com
Cc:  Beggs, Breean, O'Brien, D, Romanyszyn, Shelley, Asmus, Brian, PETREY, RICKY D, Scott, Alex
(Cantwell), Culton, John (Murray), Ellis, David J., Schaeffer, Brian

Good Afternoon, All –

We have set the Policy Group meetings as recurrent, every morning at 8:00am, at the Fire Training
Center Auditorium, unless notified of a change .

The Zoom meeting link is also now recurrent, so you only need to register on this link one time. If
you were on Zoom for the Sunday, 22-March meeting you are registered on the link. If not, the
link will take you to the registration page first.

Register in advance for this meeting:

HYPERLINK "https://zoom.us/meeting/register/uZYscu2oqj8p7-0CS4IA-B8G3bJ995DxsA"
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/uZYscu2oqj8p7-0CS4IA-B8G3bJ995DxsA

Please let us know if you encounter any difficulties.

Best -

Chandra
Chandra Fox, CEM

Spokane County DEM Deputy Director

Office: 509.477.7606

Cell: 509.638.4627
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Fox, Chandra E.
FINAL COVID-19 Policy Group Meeting
To: Fox, Chandra E., KayDee Gilkey, Shelly O'Quinn, Adam.Richards2@providence.org, Billig, Andy, McCaslin, Bob, Brown, Andrew, Calhoun, Mark, Cara Coon, Christopher Jaklitsch, Chuckparsons_99224@yahoo.com
Schuller, Martinez, Heather, Dye, Mary, Shea, Matt, Michael Dunn, Mielke, Todd, Padden, Mike, Patrick.Bell@mail.house.gov, Ryan.Rodin@redcross.org, Short, Shelly, Steven Cooke (Director, TSgt Joe Floyd
lake.org, hamptog@multicare.org, kallen@libertylakewa.gov, kim.arredondo@SREC911.org, kretz.joel@leg.wa.gov, krichey@cawh.org, latahtown@gmail.com, latahtownmayor@gmail.com, libertyljim@aol.com
(DOHi), wcrago@spokanecity.org, Rose, Melanie, Maria Cullooyah, Josh Evans, SrA Nguyen (FAFB, Mote, Marilou D Maj USAF 92 MDG (USA, Jessica Flett, Eric Farmer, County DEM Duty Officer
Cc:  Beggs, Breean, O'Brien, D, Romanyszyn, Shelley, Asmus, Brian, PETREY, RICKY D, Scott, Alex (Cantwell), Culton, John (Murray), Ellis, David J., Schaeffer, Brian, Schmidt, Ariane, BELL, JON M

Good Morning, All –

Our final Policy Group meeting will be this Friday, 22-May, 8:00am. Your existing Zoom link will work for this meeting. If you have
not previously registered, you may still do so thru the link below.

When: May 22, 2020 08:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)

Register in advance for this meeting:

HYPERLINK "https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUkc-6spj4uGNG2SJclRepZ_KHjG7DFOVPl"
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUkc-6spj4uGNG2SJclRepZ_KHjG7DFOVPl

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.

Best -

Chandra
Chandra Fox, CEM

Spokane County DEM Deputy Director

Office: 509.477.7606

Cell: 509.638.4627
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)
Coronavirus_(COVID-19)_Pandemic:_W hole-of-America_Response_-_April_25
April 25, 2020 at 3:19 PM EDT
To: molly.voris@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 25, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Vice President Pence spoke with the Nation’s governors on April 24,
reinforcing the partnership between the federal and state governments and the
continued progress to expand and implement testing to be able to reopen safely
and responsibly under the phased approach.
Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources. 

During the April 24 White House Press Briefing, Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced that the FDA had approved the
first COVID-19 home collection test kit.

mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov
mailto:molly.voris@gov.wa.gov
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The FDA continues to facilitate test development to ensure access to accurate
diagnostics, working with over 350 test developers and authorizing 63 types of
tests to date. 

On April 24, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program and Health
Care Enhancement Act to replenish the Small Business Administration’s small
business loan program while also providing crucial support for America’s frontline
medical workers.

The act provides $320 billion in additional funding for the Paycheck Protection
Program, along with $75 billion for hospitals and healthcare providers to fight
coronavirus and $25 billion for ongoing testing across the country.
The Paycheck Protection Program processed nearly $350 billion in loans to 1.6
million small businesses from funding provided in the CARES Act.  More than
4,900 lending institutions participated in making these SBA-backed loans.

As of April 24, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 70.5 million N95 respirators, 104.5 million
surgical masks, 7 million face shields, 14.8 million surgical gowns, 779.1 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

The U.S. has now processed 5.1 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #

ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200425 FINAL.pdf
COVID-19 National By the Numbers_FINAL_042520.pdf

Having trouble viewing this message? View it as a webpage.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Acting Secretary Chad Wolf Statement on the REAL ID Enforcement Deadline

“Due to circumstances resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic and the national emergency
declaration, the Department of Homeland Security, as directed by President Donald J.
Trump, is extending the REAL ID enforcement deadline beyond the current October 1,
2020 deadline. I have determined that states require a twelve-month delay and that the new
deadline for REAL ID enforcement is October 1, 2021. DHS will publish a notice of the
new deadline in the Federal Register in the coming days.
 
“The federal, state and local response to the spread of the Coronavirus here in the United
States necessitates a delay in this deadline. Our state and local partners are working
tirelessly with the Administration to flatten the curve and, therefore, we want to remove any
impediments to response and recovery efforts. States across the country are temporarily
closing or restricting access to DMVs. This action will preclude millions of people from
applying for and receiving their REAL ID. Extending the deadline will also allow the
Department to work with Congress to implement needed changes to expedite the issuance
of REAL IDs once the current health crisis concludes.
 
“Protecting both the health and national security of the American people continues to be the
top priority for the President of the United States and the Department of Homeland
Security.”

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Release Date: 
March 23, 2020
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2020/03/23/fact-sheet-dhs-measures-border-limit-further-spread-coronavirus

In order to limit the further spread of coronavirus, the U.S. has reached agreements with both Canada and
Mexico to limit all non-essential travel across borders. Working closely and collaboratively, the Department of
Homeland Security is part of a North American approach to stop the spread of the virus.

Additionally, CBP will no longer detain illegal immigrants in our holding facilities and will immediately return
these aliens to the country they entered from – Canada or Mexico. Where such a return is not possible, CBP
will return these aliens to their country of origin.

These measures will be implemented on March 21, 2020 and will be in place for 30 days, at which point it will
be reviewed by both parties.

The U.S., Mexican, and Canadian governments are taking necessary action to fight against this pandemic
together.

Northern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Canada Joint Initiative: Temporary Restriction of Travelers
Crossing the US-Canada Land Border for Non-Essential Purposes

 

 The US-Canada land border serves as an economic engine that supports over $1.7 billion (USD) dollars in
daily cross-border trade. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the United States and Canada are temporarily
restricting all non-essential travel across its borders. In each of our countries, we are encouraging people to
exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others. This collaborative and reciprocal measure is an
extension of that prudent approach.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature.
The United States and Canada recognize it is critical we preserve supply chains between both countries. These
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supply chains ensure that food, fuel, and life-saving medicines reach people on both sides of the border. Supply
chains, including trucking, will not be impacted by this new measure. Americans and Canadians also cross the
land border every day to do essential work or for other urgent or essential reasons, and that travel will not be
impacted.

This decision will be implemented on March 21, 2020, at which time the US and Canada will temporarily
restrict all non-essential travel across the US-Canada land border. The measure will be in place for 30 days, at
which point it will be reviewed by both parties.  

Southern Border

March 20, 2020: Joint Statement on US-Mexico Joint Initiative to Combat the COVID-19 Pandemic

 

 The strong partnership and close cooperation between the United States and Mexico has allowed us to maintain
a productive border environment. We value the health and safety of our citizens and keep that at the forefront of
joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border operations.

Recognizing the robust trade relationship between the United States and Mexico, we agree our two countries, in
response to the ongoing global and regional health situation, require particular measures both to protect bilateral
trade and our countries’ economies and ensure the health of our nations’ citizens. We agree to the need for a
dedicated joint effort to prevent spread of the COVID-19 virus and address the economic effects resulting from
reduced mobility along our shared border.  

The U.S. and Mexican governments further recognize critical services such as food, fuel, healthcare and life-
saving medicines must reach people on both sides of the border every day. Essential travel must therefore
continue unimpeded during this time.  In order to ensure that essential travel can continue, the United States
and Mexico are also temporarily restricting all non-essential travel across its borders.

“Non-essential” travel includes travel that is considered tourism or recreational in nature. Additionally, we are
encouraging people to exercise caution by avoiding unnecessary contact with others.

This collaborative and reciprocal initiative is an extension of our nations’ prudent approach that values the
health and safety of our citizens in the joint decisions made by our respective leaders regarding cross-border
operations.

This joint initiative will commence at 00:01 Saturday March 21 throughout the US-Mexico land border for a
period of 30 days subject to extension upon review.

Detention Facilities

CBP is the first line of defense of our nation’s borders. To help prevent the introduction of COVID-19 into our
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border facilities and into our country, aliens subject to the order will not be held in congregate areas for
processing by CBP and instead will immediately be turned away from ports of entry.
Those encountered between ports of entry after illegally crossing the border similarly will not be held in
congregate areas for processing and instead, to the maximum extent feasible, will immediately be returned to
their country of last transit. These aliens are processed in stations designed for short-term processing, where
distancing is not a viable option, creating a serious danger of an outbreak.  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has determined that these conditions present a serious
infection control challenge and are a risk to public health. Should an outbreak occur at these facilities, local
medical facilities would be forced to devote extensive resources and may become overwhelmed.   

This action will also protect the health of our country’s dedicated border agents and other law enforcement
personnel, who are vital to the security of our Nation.

Apprehension of illegal immigrants along both borders between POEs:

Migrants from Coronavirus Impacted Areas: Since the beginning of the FY20 fiscal year in October 2019
through the end of February 2020 (over the period of October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020), foreign
nationals from 122 separate countries have been apprehended or denied entry (inadmissible) at the U.S.
Southwest border, for a total of over 190,000 apprehended or inadmissible migrants from countries
currently with confirmed COVID cases.
Size and Scale: Every week, CBP apprehends between 7,000 – 9,000 individuals between ports of entry
—the equivalent of 2.5 Diamond Princess cruise ships per week.
Human-to-human Spread: The spread of coronavirus is exacerbated by human-to-human transmission
and the need for detention. CBP law enforcement facilities are for short-term holding and do not provide
for needed large-scale isolation, diagnosis, or treatment of such a novel disease.
CBP Facilities: CBP facilities are not structured or equipped to effectively quarantine an infected
population. CBP would be forced to rely on state and local hospitals to provide longer-term medical care
for individuals who fall ill, further burdening our strained healthcare system and depriving Americans of
key medical resources.

Although CBP has policies and procedures in place to handle transmittable diseases, COVID-19 will impact
already strained holding capacities and place an extreme burden on what is forecasted to be a stretched
healthcare system and the nation’s critical medical professionals who are needed to attend to U.S. citizens and
legal residents.  

Migrants should shelter-in-place in their homes and communities, rather than attempting a long and dangerous
journey to the United States borders at the hands of traffickers and smugglers.

U.S. Citizens:

U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents and certain other travelers are exempt from this action. They will
receive the same processing, evaluation and potential CDC medical screening that all entrants undergo at U.S.
Ports of Entry.

Authority:

Effective at March 21, 2020 at 12:00 a.m. EDT, CBP will, as authorized, implement CDC authority under 42
U.S.C. § 265 to prohibit entry of certain persons into the United States. CBP will assist the Department of
Health and Human Services’ (HHS) and U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to protect
against the spread of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) by implementing the emergency authorities under 42
U.S.C. § 265 at the nation’s land borders to prohibit the introduction of certain persons in the interest of public
health.

Additional Information

DHS Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019
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Coronavirus.gov
CDC.gov: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
USA.gov: What the U.S. Government is Doing

https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1241866251145752577
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Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding information on Community-Based Testing Sites.  
 

 
April 10, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic Community-Based Testing
Sites Transition

The Department of Health and Human Services and the FEMA worked with state and local
partners to establish Community-Based Testing Sites (CBTS) in CDC-prioritized locations
across the country.  The CBTS model was developed for states, local public health
agencies, healthcare systems, and commercial partners as they work together to stop the
spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) in their communities, focusing initially on healthcare
facility workers and first responders.

The CBTS model has been a profound success, screening over 84,800 individuals; testing
over 77,000 individuals; and having a COVID positive rate of approximately 20% -
meaning that the CBTS are testing the right individuals at the right time. Since the onset,
we have also led technological advances, such as the validation of nasal self-swabbing,
which has minimized the need for trained health professionals and personal protective
equipment.

As a result of these advances, many states have indicated that they want to fully transition
the CBTS to state control, allowing more flexibility in testing and reporting.  Many states
have already begun transitioning these programs, and other states have implemented testing
sites based on the CBTS model.

Therefore, the federal CBTS Task Force is working with states to clarify whether sites want
to continue as they are now, or transition to full state control.  Under state control, CBTS
sites would still receive technical assistance from the federal government and be able to
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request supplies through the normal FEMA systems.

The CBTS Task Force will continue to work closely with the states and FEMA Regions to
ensure a successful transition and ensure that each state has the flexibility and autonomy to
manage and operate testing sites within he needs of their specific community.

Transition Plan
The federal government will continue supporting each site through the transition process to
ensure that the states can fully manage and operate their CBTS program independently. 
This includes providing each site with enough supplies to continue to operate for 7-14 days
after the agreed upon transition date.

Potential advantages of a fully state-managed site include:

The opportunity for the states to better serve their own communities, while
leveraging federal support to augment their state’s success.

The potential to expand patient throughput to >250 per day, use a credentialed
provider of their choice, and route patient samples to a lab of their choice.

The ability to use a locally run call center or the regular state notification processes
for public health results.

Responsibilities
The USPHS Commissioned Corps officers onsite (1-3 per location) will work with the site
manager to plan for and complete the transition checklist and will verify that the site is
ready for transition to the state.  Once the sites are transitioned to the states, each state will
be responsible for:

Assuming responsibility for staffing their sites to ensure quality control, safety,
biohazard waste management, and security;

Assuming responsibility for the credentialed provider to order the labs;

Procuring and managing their own cadre of supplies (e.g., personal protective
equipment, test kits, etc.); requests for continued federal support should be made
through the normal FEMA process;

Contracting for lab testing; and

Managing patient notification process for results, while maintaining patient privacy
under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).

After transition, states can choose to source testing kits and supplies through their standard
ordering process or to request assistance from FEMA using the standard Resource Request
Process through the appropriate FEMA Region.

Eligibility for Reimbursement under FEMA’s Public Assistance Program
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States may also seek reimbursement for eligible expenses associated with running their
sites through FEMA’s Public Assistance program.  In general, activities local and state
governments are conducting at CBTS are eligible for reimbursement under the Public
Assistance program, subject to a cost share.  Costs should be reasonable and necessary to
address the public health needs of the event and all costs incurred should be documented.
More information on what COVID-19 activities are eligible for reimbursement under the
Public Assistance Program can be found in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Eligible Emergency
Protective Measures fact sheet and the COVID-19 Pandemic: Emergency Medical Care fact
sheet. Information on how to apply is available in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Public
Assistance Simplified Application fact sheet.  More information on contracting and
procurement can be found in the Procurement Under Grants: Under Exigent or Emergency
Circumstances fact sheet.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #

FEMA_Advisory_CBTS Transition_20200409.pdf
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.  
 

 
April 9, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response

Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points and a Reference Document for
Messaging and Resource Links for the Whole-of-America response to coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline Messages, as well as By the
Numbers; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance
from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial
governments to execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and
protect the health and safety of the American people.

FEMA Project Air Bridge expedites movement of critical supplies, in varying
quantities, from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across
the U.S.

As of April 8, 21 flights have landed, containing critical personal protective
equipment (PPE): gloves, gowns, goggles, and masks.
Three flights are scheduled to arrive today, 1 in Chicago, 1 in New York City,
and 1 in Dallas/Ft. Worth.
An additional 49 flights are scheduled over the next three weeks.
Overseas flights arrive at operational hub airports for distribution to hotspots
and nationwide locations through regular supply chains. Flight arrivals do not
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mean supplies will be distributed in the operational hub locations.
FEMA is providing distributors with up-to-date information on the locations
across the country hardest hit by COVID-19 or in most need of resources now
and in the future.
Per agreements with distributors, 50 percent of supplies on each plane are for
customers within the hotspot areas with most critical needs. The remaining 50
percent is fed into distributors’ normal supply chain to their customers in other
areas nationwide.
HHS and FEMA determine hotspot areas based on CDC data.

Considering both scarcity of ventilators in the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) and
current capacity of the private sector to meet demand, the federal government has
adopted a process to manage federal ventilator resources to ensure the right amount
of ventilators are shipped to the to the right states to sustain life within a 72-hour
window.

Emergency managers and public health officials submit requests for ventilators
to FEMA/HHS, providing detailed data on:

Total medical/ hospital beds;
Total acute care (ICU) beds;
Normal occupancy;
Predicted surge occupancy; and
Number of ventilators available in your state

States can send requests outside of the 72-hour window for consideration by
the federal government; allocation decisions and/or shipments, however,
should not be expected until the state is within the immediate 72-hour window.
The federal government has 8,324 total ventilators available: 7,724 in the
Strategic National Stockpile; 600 from the Department of Defense.

On April 8, the Department of Health and Human Services announced the first
contract for ventilator production rated under the Defense Production Act, to General
Motors.

GM’s contract, at a total contract price of $489.4 million, is for 30,000
ventilators to be delivered to the Strategic National Stockpile by the end of
August, with a production schedule allowing for the delivery of 6,132
ventilators by June 1.
On April 3, President Trump issued “Memorandum on Allocating Certain
Scarce or Threatened Health and Medical Resources to Domestic Use”
directing DHS and FEMA, in consultation with the HHS, to use the Defense
Production Act to keep scarce medical resources within the United States for
domestic use. CBP is assisting FEMA in temporarily detaining export
shipments of PPE. PPE subject to this policy includes: N95 respirators, and a
variety of other respirators; surgical masks; and, surgical gloves.

On April 8, CDC issued additional guidance to help ensure critical infrastructure
workers can perform their jobs safely after potential exposure to the virus.

The guidance covers essential health care workers who’ve been exposed to the
coronavirus.
Essential workers can, under certain circumstances, go back to work, if they’re



asymptomatic and take the recommended actions of taking their temperature
before they go to work, wearing a face mask at all times, and practicing social
distancing when they’re at work.

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel. Also,
follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during and after disasters.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

 
Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the whole government response to COVID-19.  
 

 
March 25, 2020
 

FEMA Advisory
 
Federal Partners Continue Providing Resources for COVID-19
Response Efforts
 
The federal government continues to take aggressive and proactive steps to address the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The health and safety of the American people is our
top priority.
 
We are halfway through 15 Days to Slow the Spread. Do your part to flatten the curve:

Stay home as much as much as possible.
If you need to go out, practice social distancing. 

 
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA, HHS and our
federal partners are working with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to execute a
whole of government response to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and protect the public.
 
On March 22, President Trump directed the Secretary of Defense to allow the states of
California, New York and Washington use of the National Guard in a Title 32 status to
support state and local emergency assistance efforts. This allows the governors to activate
the National Guard to support their disaster response efforts, on a fully reimbursable basis
and under their respective command and control, if that becomes necessary. To date, more
than 9,000 National Guard troops have activated to help with testing and other response
efforts. Additional states can request this assistance and those requests will be considered.
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On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to Sec.
501(b) of Stafford Act. The President’s action cuts red tape and bureaucracy and avoids
governors needing to request individual emergency declarations. In addition, the states of
New York, Washington, California, Iowa and Louisiana were approved for major disaster
declarations to assist with additional needs identified in these states.
 
11 states and 4 tribes have issued full stay-at-home orders; in addition, 5 states have issued
partial or localized orders.
 
Medical supplies are en route to states, including respirators, surgical masks and gowns,
face shields, coveralls and gloves, with quantities already delivered to Washington, New
York and California. We anticipate additional supplies will be delivered within the next 24
hours. The U.S. Navy hospital ship Mercy is en route to Los Angeles to provide additional
hospital beds and medical staff and is expected to arrive by March 27. The U.S. Navy
hospital ship Comfort is scheduled to arrive in New York on April 7. FEMA issued a $350
million Mission Assignment to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for construction of
alternate care facilities in New York. Four sites have been selected.
 
Please see attached for updated information on the federal response efforts, Community
Based Testing Sites (CBTS), Ventilator Guidance, Defense Production Act,
Disinformation and Rumor Control, How to Help for volunteers and the private sector,
and information on the Strategic National Stockpile.

# # #
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Intergovernmental Affairs

Please see the advisory below from our partners in the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.

April 24, 2020

FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America
Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as Supply Chain Task Force; By the Numbers; FEMA and Department of
Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal Agencies.

Topline messaging includes:

On April 16, President Trump released Guidelines for Opening Up America Again,
providing a plan for rolling back social distancing measures and reopening the
country’s economy in several phases, depending on location.

Under the guidelines, states will need to meet six metrics that include
demonstrating a downward trajectory of COVID-19 cases over a 14-day period
and a robust system for testing health care workers before they can proceed to
a phased opening.
The federal government will continue to work with governors across the
country to ensure they have the equipment, supplies and testing resources to
reopen safely and responsibly. 

On April 22, HHS launched Telehealth.hhs.gov. The site is a central source of
information on telehealth resources and tools for patients and providers. 

In his blog post “Health Providers: Join the Telehealth Revolution,” the
Surgeon General of the United States, Vice Admiral Jerome M. Adams M.D.,
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M.P.H., outlines the benefits of using telemedicine tools.
Working from the safety of home, these tools allow clinicians to perform
virtual visits, refill and adjust essential medications, and modify treatments that
will preserve and improve conditions that if left untreated, put patients at risk.

As of April 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 66.9 million N95 respirators, 105 million
surgical masks, 6.7 million face shields, 14.9 million surgical gowns, 747 million
gloves, 10,563 ventilators and 8,450 federal medical station beds.

FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and
commercially procured critical supplies from the global market to medical
distributors in various locations across the U.S. through Project Airbridge.

The U.S. has now processed 4.9 million samples, which is more total tests than the
following nations combined: Australia, Austria, Canada, France, India, Japan,
Singapore, Sweden, South Korea, and the United Kingdom. 

States should be making full use of the testing resources available to them, to
include leveraging the full capacity available through commercial laboratories
in addition to the capability provided through state laboratories.
HHS and FEMA have expanded items supplied by the International Reagent
Resource (IRR) to help public health labs access free diagnostics supplies and
reagents.
On April 16, the FDA announced an expansion of testing options through use
of synthetic swabs – with a design similar to Q-tips – to test patients by
collecting a sample from the front of the nose. 

Follow Us

Follow FEMA on social media at: FEMA online, on Twitter @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol,
on FEMA Facebook page or FEMA Espanol page and at FEMA YouTube channel.

Also, follow Administrator Pete Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.

FEMA Mission

To help people before, during, and after disasters.

# # #
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Fox, Chandra E.
COVID Policy Group Info and Meeting Schedule Changes
April 24, 2020 at 6:23 PM EDT
To: Schmidt, Ariane, Bryant, Shaylynn G., Gilkey, KayDee, O'Quinn, Shelly, Richards, Adam, Billig, Andy, McCaslin,
Rob, Brown, Andrew, Calhoun, Mark, Coon, Cara, Christopher Jaklitsch, Chuckparsons_99224@yahoo.com, Corkins,
Karen, Driscoll, Jack, Emacio, James, Finch, Eric, French, Al, Gemmill, Gerry, Gregory, Mark D., Mungia, Ingrid, Jack
Busch (TCO, Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov, Holy, Jeff, Johnson, Jeffery, Graham, Jenny, Schmick, Joel, Kerns,
Josh, Knezovich, Ozzie, Kuney, Mary, Lt Col Carrie Wentzel, Marcus Riccelli, Schoesler, Mark, Mark
Schuller, Martinez, Heather, Dye, Mary, Shea, Matt, Michael Dunn, Mielke, Todd, Mike Padden, Bell,
Patrick, Ryan.Rodin@redcross.org, Short, Shelly, Steven Cooke (Director, TSgt Joe Floyd, Ormsby, Timm, Valencia,
Ron A., Vasquez, Ginna, McDaniel, Adam, Denson, Ari, Tripp, Albert, blutz@srhd.org, Wick, Ben, Roecks,
Carrie, Grover, Chris, Lewis, Ed, McMorris-Rodgers, Cathy, Ruby, Darrell, Ross, Doug, Hampton, George, Allen,
Katy, Arredondo, Kim, kretz.joel@leg.wa.gov, Richey, Kevin, latahtown@gmail.com, Galvin,
Theresa, libertyljim@aol.com, Markham, Lori, Verzal, Tim, mayor@millwoodwa.us, Volz, Mike, McManus, Mary, Toole,
Mike, Woodward, Nadine, Curtis, Paul, Warfield, Paul, Brickner, Shane, Maike, Shirley, Tedesco, Mike, Nielsen,
Tony, Mayor of Spangle, Turner, Tiffany, Crago, Wes, Rose, Melanie, Maria Cullooyah, Josh Evans, SrA Nguyen
(FAFB, Mote, Marilou D Maj USAF 92 MDG (USA, Jessica Flett, Eric Farmer, County DEM Duty Officer, Beggs,
Breean, O'Brien, D, Romanyszyn, Shelley, Asmus, Brian, PETREY, RICKY D, Tim Henkel, Scott, Alex
(Cantwell), Culton, John (Murray), Ellis, David J., Schaeffer, Brian, Ed.Schlect@avistacorp.com, BELL, JON
M, Lundgren, Justin

Good	A&ernoon,	All	–
	
Per	the	Sheriff’s	comments	this	morning,	please	find	a;ached	the	following:

US	Dept	of	Treasury	CARES	Guidance
COVID-19	Cost	Funding	ProjecOons_May	1
Childcare	Briefing	Paper	042020
Governor	Inslee	Major	General	Daugherty	Le;er
Inland	Response	Phased	Reopen	Plan	DRAFT

	
You	will	also	be	receiving	Outlook	Calendar	item	updates	for	the	following	schedule	changes:

Policy	Group	will	now	be	meeOng	Monday-Wednesday-Friday,	8:00am	remaining	in	the	FTC
Auditorium
The	Wednesday	meeOngs	will	be	8:00am	to	9:45am	to	accommodate	both	the	regular	Policy
briefing	and	the	CARES/Response	Funding	discussion
Strategic	Planning	will	conOnue	to	be	Tuesday/Thursday;	but	will	move	to	8:00am,	and	conOnue
to	meet	in	the	FTC	Auditorium

	
	
Please	let	me	know	if	you	have	any	quesOons;	or	if	you	have	difficulty	opening	any	of	the	a;achments.
	
Best	-
	

Chandra
Chandra	Fox,	CEM
Deputy	Director
Spokane	County	DEM
509.638.4627
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Camille Greene
Business Leader's Zoom Meeting re: COVID-19
To: Camille Greene, Alisha Benson, Cara Coon, Cassidy Peterson, Dale Damron, Jamie Dedmon, Jessica
Kirk, andyb@inlandpower.com, billb@boutenconstruction.com, brazilc@uw.edu, bsmall@cvsd.org, btaylor@whitworth.edu, bwick@spokanevalley.org, ccicero@numericacu.com, cgrover@cityofcheney.org
Senske, michelleh@wearedh.com, mkuney@spokanecounty.org, mmorales@a4ventures.org, nadine@spokanegymnastics.com, npierre@northernquest.com, nwoodward@spokanecity.org, obriend@multicare.org
Cc:  Crago, Wes, MBA Mandy Wallner (mwallner@ci.richland.wa.us), Wallner, Amanda, Jaxon Riley, Stacia Rasmussen, betsyc@cowlescompany.com, bjordahl@gonzaga.edu, Coddington, Brian
(GOV), Taggart, Michael, Dehnel, Kendall, Longan, Lynn (COM), Lisa Boardman Kohrs, Board JPH

Camille Greene is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. Everyone will be muted upon entry to the meeting to reduce feedback noise. When you speak,
you will be unmuted.

Join Zoom Meeting 
https://zoom.us/j/5247230190

Meeting ID: 524 723 0190

One tap mobile 
+13462487799,,5247230190# US (Houston) 
+16699006833,,5247230190# US (San Jose)

Dial by your location 
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) 
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York) 
+1 253 215 8782 US 
+1 301 715 8592 US 
Meeting ID: 524 723 0190 
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/anLeWxDy3
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Bickford, Nancy (MIL)
RE: Tribal Access to Emergency Funds
March 18, 2020 at 6:02 PM EDT
To: Streuli, Nick (GOV), Bill, Craig (GOIA)
Cc:  Baumgart, Jim (GOV), McClain, Stacey (MIL), Wasserman, Adam R (MIL), Ryan
Ike, laura.goudreau@fema.dhs.gov

Thank	you	for	asking	Nick	and	EMD/FEMA	are	also	on	a	call	with	tribal	emergency	points	of	contact

right	now.		When	informaAon	is	available	we	will	make	sure	to	update	you	and	would	be	happy	to	add

you	to	the	distro	list	for	SituaAon	Reports.

	

Funding	has	not	been	released	to	the	NaAonal	Guard.

	

hFps://www.whitehouse.gov/presidenAal-acAons/proclamaAon-declaring-naAonal-emergency-

concerning-novel-coronavirus-disease-covid-19-outbreak/

	

Sincerely,

Nancy

	

Nancy	A.	Bickford

Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director

Washington	Military	Department

253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)

Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	

From:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>	

Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	1:46	PM

To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>

Subject:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds

	

Nancy	and	Craig	–	connecAng	you.

	

Nancy,	on	a	call	with	Tribal	Leaders	earlier	today	they	menAoned	that	the	President’s	emergency

declaraAon	released	money	for	Tribes	to	request	from	the	NaAonal	Guard.	Do	you	know	anything	and

can	you	help	Craig	and	I	pull	together	the	applicaAon	process	for	Tribes	to	access	the	funds?

	

Thank	you.

	

Nick

	

Nick	Streuli
External	RelaAons	Director	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee

Desk:	360.902.0617	|	Cell:	360.485.5175

www.governor.wa.gov	|	nick.streuli@gov.wa.gov
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Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	



Fox, Chandra E.
Canceled: COVID-19 Policy Group Meetings
April 10, 2020 at 8:53 PM EDT
To: Gilkey, KayDee, O'Quinn, Shelly, Richards, Adam, Billig, Andy, McCaslin, Rob, Brown, Andrew, Calhoun,
Mark, Coon, Cara, Christopher Jaklitsch, Chuckparsons_99224@yahoo.com, Corkins, Karen, Driscoll, Jack, Emacio,
James, Finch, Eric, French, Al, Gemmill, Gerry, Gregory, Mark D., Mungia, Ingrid, Jack Busch
(TCO, Jacquelin.Maycumber@leg.wa.gov, Holy, Jeff, Johnson, Jeffery, Graham, Jenny, Schmick, Joel, Kerns,
Josh, Knezovich, Ozzie, Kuney, Mary, Lt Col Carrie Wentzel, Marcus Riccelli, Schoesler, Mark, Mark
Schuller, Martinez, Heather, Dye, Mary, Shea, Matt, Michael Dunn, Mielke, Todd, Mike Padden, Bell,
Patrick, Ryan.Rodin@redcross.org, Short, Shelly, Steven Cooke (Director, TSgt Joe Floyd, Ormsby, Timm, Valencia,
Ron A., Vasquez, Ginna, McDaniel, Adam, Denson, Ari, Tripp, Albert, blutz@srhd.org, Wick, Ben, Roecks,
Carrie, Grover, Chris, Lewis, Ed, McMorris-Rodgers, Cathy, Ruby, Darrell, Ross, Doug, Hampton, George, Allen,
Katy, Arredondo, Kim, kretz.joel@leg.wa.gov, Richey, Kevin, latahtown@gmail.com, Galvin,
Theresa, libertyljim@aol.com, Markham, Lori, Verzal, Tim, mayor@millwoodwa.us, Volz, Mike, McManus, Mary, Toole,
Mike, Woodward, Nadine, Curtis, Paul, Warfield, Paul, Brickner, Shane, Maike, Shirley, Tedesco, Mike, Nielsen,
Tony, Mayor of Spangle, Turner, Tiffany, Crago, Wes, Rose, Melanie, Maria Cullooyah, Josh Evans, SrA Nguyen
(FAFB, Mote, Marilou D Maj USAF 92 MDG (USA, Jessica Flett, Eric Farmer, County DEM Duty Officer, Tim
Henkel, Ed.Schlect@avistacorp.com
Cc:  Beggs, Breean, O'Brien, D, Romanyszyn, Shelley, Asmus, Brian, PETREY, RICKY D, Scott, Alex
(Cantwell), Culton, John (Murray), Ellis, David J., Schaeffer, Brian, Schmidt, Ariane, BELL, JON M

Good Afternoon, All –

We have set the Policy Group meetings as recurrent, every morning at 8:00am, at the Fire Training
Center Auditorium, unless notified of a change .

The Zoom meeting link is also now recurrent, so you only need to register on this link one time. If
you were on Zoom for the Sunday, 22-March meeting you are registered on the link. If not, the
link will take you to the registration page first.

Register in advance for this meeting:

HYPERLINK "https://zoom.us/meeting/register/uZYscu2oqj8p7-0CS4IA-B8G3bJ995DxsA"
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/uZYscu2oqj8p7-0CS4IA-B8G3bJ995DxsA

Please let us know if you encounter any difficulties.

Best -

Chandra
Chandra Fox, CEM

Spokane County DEM Deputy Director

Office: 509.477.7606

Cell: 509.638.4627
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Office_of_Intergovernmental_Affairs_(IGA)

Joint_DHS/EOIR_Statement_on_MPP_Rescheduling

March 23, 2020 at 11:10 PM EDT

To: jaime.smith@gov.wa.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of Public Affairs

Joint DHS/EOIR Statement on MPP Rescheduling

Due to circumstances resulting from COVID-19, all Migrant Protection Protocol (MPP)
master calendar and merit hearings presently scheduled through April 22 will be
rescheduled. Neither the MPP program nor any hearings will be cancelled. 
 
Any individual with an MPP hearing date through April 22 should present themselves at
their designated port of entry on their previously scheduled date to receive a tear sheet and
hearing notice containing their new hearing dates. DHS and EOIR are deeply committed to
ensuring that individuals ‘have their day in court’ while also ensuring the health and safety
of aliens, our frontline officers, immigration court professionals, and our citizens.
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Bickford, Nancy (MIL)
RE: Tribal Access to Emergency Funds
March 19, 2020 at 12:10 PM EDT
To: Streuli, Nick (GOV), Bill, Craig (GOIA)
Cc:  McClain, Stacey (MIL), Ike, Ryan

Dear	Nick	and	Craig,
	
No	the	President’s	emergency	declara8on	did	not	release	a	funding.
	
There	is	a	difference	between	an	emergency	declara8on	and	a	major	Presiden8al	Disaster	Declara8on	in
that	an	emergency	declara8on	only	allows	federal	agencies	to	assist	states.
	
None	of	the	states	have	a	major	presiden8al	disaster	declara8on	yet	or	tribes.
	
The	tribes	know	that	as	sovereign	as	a	sovereign	en8ty	they	can	both	request	a	major	Presiden8al
Disaster	Declara8on	and	be	included	in	the	state’s	request.
	
Our	Washington	State	tribes	are	included	in	the	state’s	request	for	a	major	Presiden8al	Disaster
Declara8on	and	they	can	apply	on	their	own	for	this	status.
	
The	tribes	in	our	state	have	extensive	contact	with	FEMA	Region	X’s	Tribal	Affairs	team	and	know	about
major	Presiden8al	Disaster	Declara8on	request	processes	and	how	to	request.
	
Note	that	this	is	not	funding	released	that	can	be	applied	for	that	was	your	ques8on.
	
Within	designa8on	of	a	major	Presiden8al	Disaster	Declara8on	there	are	two	possible	components	which
are	Public	Assistance	(damage	to	public	facili8es)	hPps://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/1572028370885-
e5aabd18bf3145151a89919f82500613/PublicAssistanceFactSheetJune2017_Updated_Oct2019(FINAL).pdf
	and	hPps://www.fema.gov/public-assistance-local-state-tribal-and-non-profit		Individual	Assistance	(IA)
hPps://www.fema.gov/media-library/resources-documents/collec8ons/382	that	if	the	damage
assessments	show	the	threshold	of	damage	to	public	facili8es	and	concentrated	impact	poten8ally	result
in	funding.
	
I	have	cc’d	FEMA	and	Ryan	if	I	have	miss-spoke	please	feel	free	to	add	anything.
	
Craig	Bill	is	the	Director	of	our	Governor’s	Office	of	Indian	Affairs	and	connects	to	all	of	our	federally
recognized	tribes.k
	
Sincerely,
Nancy
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
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From:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Thursday,	March	19,	2020	8:40	AM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
	
I’m	sorry,	Nancy.	I’m	struggling	to	follow,	is	there	a	funding	opportunity	available	to	the	Tribes	as	a	result
of	the	emergency	declara8on?	If	so,	can	we	get	details	on	the	applica8on	process	to	share?
	
Thank	you.
	
Nick
	
Nick	Streuli
External	Rela8ons	Director	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.0617	|	Cell:	360.485.5175
www.governor.wa.gov	|	nick.streuli@gov.wa.gov
	

	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
	
From:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	3:53	PM
To:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
Subject:	RE:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
Importance:	High
	
My	update	s8ll	holds	but	is	the	GOIA	tribal	directory	up	to	date.		All	tribes	listed	in	it	correct?
	
Nancy	A.	Bickford
Intergovernmental	Affairs	and	Policy	Director
Washington	Military	Department
253-512-7712	or	253-255-8620	(cell)
Nancy.bickford@mil.wa.gov
	
From:	Streuli,	Nick	(GOV)	<Nick.Streuli@gov.wa.gov>	
Sent:	Wednesday,	March	18,	2020	1:46	PM
To:	Bickford,	Nancy	(MIL)	<Nancy.Bickford@mil.wa.gov>;	Bill,	Craig	(GOIA)	<craig.bill@goia.wa.gov>
Subject:	Tribal	Access	to	Emergency	Funds
	
Nancy	and	Craig	–	connec8ng	you.
	
Nancy,	on	a	call	with	Tribal	Leaders	earlier	today	they	men8oned	that	the	President’s	emergency
declara8on	released	money	for	Tribes	to	request	from	the	Na8onal	Guard.	Do	you	know	anything	and
can	you	help	Craig	and	I	pull	together	the	applica8on	process	for	Tribes	to	access	the	funds?
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Thank	you.
	
Nick
	
Nick	Streuli
External	Rela8ons	Director	|	Office	of	Governor	Jay	Inslee
Desk:	360.902.0617	|	Cell:	360.485.5175
www.governor.wa.gov	|	nick.streuli@gov.wa.gov
	

	
Email	communica+ons	with	state	employees	are	public	records	and	may	be	subject	to	disclosure,
pursuant	to	Ch.	42.56	RCW
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Smith, Jaime (GOV)
RE: Stay Home Messaging
To: Ike, Ryan
Cc:  Yost, David, Brehmer, Savannah, Ward, Erin

I	know	Chris	Pair	well.	Thanks,	Ryan	and	team!
	
Jaime
	
From:	Ike,	Ryan	<Ryan.Ike@fema.dhs.gov>	
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	2:31	PM
To:	Smith,	Jaime	(GOV)	<Jaime.Smith@gov.wa.gov>
Cc:	Yost,	David	<david.yost@fema.dhs.gov>;	Brehmer,	Savannah	<Savannah.Brehmer@fema.dhs.gov>;
Ward,	Erin	<Erin.Ward@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject:	Fwd:	Stay	Home	Messaging
	
Hey	Jaime.	See	contact	info	below	from	Gov	Brown’s	team.	Please	let	us	know	if	there	is	anything	more
we	can	do.	We	will	certainly	help	get	the	word	out	to	the	broadest	audience.	I	can	also	add	staff	to	help
on	campaign	development	if	that’s	beneficial.	
	
Ryan
	
	
Ryan	Ike
Director	|	External	Affairs	Division	|	Region	10
Mobile:	(425)	213-9496
	
FEMA.gov
Federal	Emergency	Management	Agency

From:	Yost,	David	<david.yost@fema.dhs.gov>
Sent:	Saturday,	March	21,	2020	2:24	PM
To:	Ike,	Ryan;	chris@altheastrategy.com
Subject:	Stay	Home	Messaging
	
Ryan,
	
I	spoke	with	Chris	Pair,	he’s	the	contact	given	to	me	that	is	working	with	Gov.	Brown	and	Mayor	Wheeler
on	Stay	Home,	Stay	Healthy,	included	in	this	email.	Telephone	is	305-304-7220.
	
Let	me	know	if	there	are	any	quesfons.
	
David	L.	Yost
Public	Affairs	Specialist	|	Oregon	FIT	|	Region	10	External	Affairs	Division
Mobile:	(202)	856-1889
david.yost@fema.dhs.gov
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